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"It's the MW Thin Norida Vanitie for
loose powder- tkre's nothing eke like it/'
\)C^ROUGHT as artistically as the setting for a
precious jewel . . . thin as the daintiest watch
. . . and guardian of your beauty with its exclusive loose powder features. Cannot spill — easy
to refill. You'll treasure this lovely, useful, new
Norida Vanitie for your favorite loose powder.
<-Ask^ your dealer to show you the
l^eiv Thin "Norida Vanities

Exquisite Norida Toiletries- — creams,
rouges, powders — everything to add
to your loveliness.
—At all Toilet Goods Counters

NEW

YORK

ba

PARIS

Price $1^50 to $3.00 — Single and Double.
Gold and Silver, each in a satin lined case
—■fitted with Norida Fleur Sauvage (Wild''
flower) Poudre and Rouge.
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"Pink Tooth Brush"?
Heed its warning— Get IPANA TOOTH PASTE

not neglect a tell-tale tinge
of "pink" that may appear
upon your morning tooth brush.
Do something about it! For it
is a sign and symptom that something isamiss with your gums. It
is a definite warning that your teeth
— though they may seem sound
as a dollar and be as white as snow

tains ziratol, an ingredient wellknown to dentists for its antiseptic
and hemostatic properties. Ipana
has enjoyed the cordial support of
the profession for years since first
its formula was offered to the profession.
So make a test of this modern
tooth paste. Send the coupon for
the ten-day sample if you wish. It

DO

—are faced with some degree of
danger.
If you will talk to your dentist
he can explain very simply how
often serious troubles can start in

will quickly
Ipana's power
delicious
taste
and itsprove
remarkable
to
keep your teeth as nature intended
— clean, white and sparkling.

the gum structure. He will tell
you that these distressing ailments,
which attack the health and mar

Ipana is worth a full-tube

trial

the appearance of thousands every
year, most often arise from the
nature and character of the food

But a far better way to test Ipana
is to get a full-size tube from the
nearest drug store — more than

you eat every day.
How

your diet damages

your gums
For this modern food is too soft.
Artificially refined, it is deprived of
the coarse fibre and wholesome
roughage that should keep the blood
briskly astir in the tiny capillaries of the
gum tissue.
Result — gums grow idle, inactive,
dormant. They become soft and sensitive to the brush. They bleed easily.
They lose their normal tonicity, and
become easier prey to the onset of gingivitis, Vincent's disease and even the
more feared, but less frequent, pyorrhea.
Massage of the gums is the simple
restorative measure that specialists have
found so practical and so helpful. It is
easily performed — with the brush or
with the fingers — twice a day at the

enough for thirty days' use. Brush
your teeth and rub your gums with
it, twice a day, for one full month.
Then examine your gums. You
will see an improvement — in color,
Tender, weakened gums need prompt attention
firmness and health. You may decide, as so many thousands of
others
have
done, that Ipana is the tooth
time you brush your teeth. And thousands of good dentists order their papaste you wish to use for life!
tients to use Ipana Tooth Paste for the
massage as well as for the regular cleaning with the brush. Massage with Ipana,
they say, more quickly revives the flagging circulation within the gums, bringing fresh vigor, health and firmness to
the starved and depleted tissues.
Ipana and massage
maintain

the gums in health

For Ipana is a tooth paste specifically
compounded to tone and stimulate the
gums while it cleans the teeth. It con-

Modem food is too "easy" on your gums— but
with Ipana Tooth Paste and massage you can
offset the bad effects of your diet.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. 1-78, 73 West St., New York
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA. Enclosed is a twocent stamp to cover pattly the cost of packing and mailing.

B-M. Co., 1918
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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^r/V/ Reviews of

.

*Indicates that photoplay was named as one
of the six best upon its month of review

Current Pictures

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE— Paramount.— The great
and original Irish- Jewish comedv, plaved by a likeable
cast headed by Charles Rogers, Nancy Carroll, Bernard Gorcey and Ida Kramer. If this doesn't amuse
you, you are in the minority.
(April.)
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC— Warners.— A war
and aeroplane story that furnishes routine entertainment. (February.)
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Villainy on the high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well plaved
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
*ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,
of the
most delightful
of stage stories.
After "a one
series
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield.—
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
ALEX THE GREAT— FBO.— The funny adventures of a country boy who comes to New York to
"Press his pants with the Flatiron building." With
"Skeets" Gallagher.
(May.)
ALIAS THE LONE WOLF— Columbia.— Bert
Lytell returns to the character that made him famous
ten years ago. A crook story, well told, agreeably
acted and safely presented for the family. (January.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist in this film. It's a story of human beings, told
by three dogs. Entertaining and different. (June.)
APACHE RAIDER, THE— Pat he— Leo Maloney
gets all hot and bothered about a few stolen cows.
(May.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe.— Introducing anew dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
BABY MINE— Metro-Goldwvn-Maver. — Karl
Dane. George K. Arthur and Charlotte Greenwood in
an old farce, dressed up in new gags. (February.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)
BARE KNEES— Gotham.— Proving that the
flappers are not as bad as their big sisters. With
Virginia Lee Corbin and Jane Winton.
(May.)
BATTLE OF THE CENTURY, THE— MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. — More than three thousand pies
were used in one sequence of this two reel comedy. A
burlesque on the fistic doings in Chicago. (January.)
BATTLES OF CORONEL AND FALKLAND
ISLANDS, THE — Artlee. — An authentic record of
two big naval engagements between Germany and
England. The picture tries to be a "Potemkin"—
but misses.
(May.)
*BEAU
SABREUR— Paramount.— Not another
Beau Geste," but a thrilling and picturesque tale,
Gary Cooper,
'ike Evelyn
ss- Y°"'H
"<;>,T.rtnelf
William
Powell
and Noah
Beery. Brent,
(March.)
BECKY — Metro-Goldwyn-Maver. — Again the
poor working girl goes on the stage. A light, routine
comedy brightened by the antics of two Irishers —
Sally O'Neil and Owen Moore.
(February.)
BEYOND LONDON'S LIGHTS— FBO—
young master gets familiar with the second girl The
and
the result is a battle between the high hats and the
lower classes in dear old London.
(May.)
BIG CITY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Lon
Chaney and Betty Compson re-united in a crook
story in which Lon proves that he needs no trick
make-up to make him a fascinating person.
(March.)
BIG e>
NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May.)

BLACK FEATHER, THE— Wm. Pizer.— Very
odd mystery drama with what is known as a "society
background."
Some of the characters seem a little
demented.
(May.)
BLONDE FOR A NIGHT, A— Pathe-De Mille.—
A light domestic farce made agreeable by the cheering
presences of Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford and T.
Roy Barnes.
(April.)
. BODY PUNCH, THE— Universal.— All the makings of a good picture and some ring stuff that will go
big with the men. You'll like it. (May.)
BOY OF THE STREET, A— Rayart.— Wherein a
little brother reforms a crook. Young Mickev Bennett makes the sentimental yarn agreeable. (January.)

Pictures You
Should Not Miss
"The Big Parade"
"The King of Kings"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Love"
"Abie's Irish Rose"
"The Trail of '98"
"The Patent Leather Kid"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"
As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

BRANDED SOMBRERO, THE— Fox.— Buck
Jones plays Buck Jones in a conventional picture that
is only enlivened by a good fight. (March.)
BRASS KNUCKLES— Warners.— More crooks reform, thanks to the sweet presence of Betty Bronson.
With Monte Blue and Bill Russell. And rather good,
at that.
(January.)
BRIDE OF THE COLORADO, THE— PatheDe Mille. — Starring the Grand Canyon of Colorado.
And what a great, big canvon it has grown to bel
Nice scenery,
interest.
(May.)but the picture offers little story

BRINGING UP FATHER— Metro-GoldwynMayer.— Rolling-pin humor built around the characters of the comic strip. Polly Moran and Marie
(April.)
Dressier are funny.
BRONCO STOMPER, THE— Pathe— It is Don
Coleman's turn to outwit the villains in this Western
Some good pictures of a rodeo. (May.)

BUCK PRIVATES— Universal.— Laughing off the
War. Malcolm McGregor, Eddie Gribbon, Lya de
Putti
ZaSu Pitts are the members of an excellent
cast. and
(January.)
BURNING DAYLIGHT— First National. — An
exciting tale of gold rush days that makes splendid
entertainment.
kenyon.
(April.)You'll like Milton Sills and Doris
BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.— The
doings of bootleggers and such, made very dull
Not worth(June.)
the talents of Helene Costello and Sam
Hardy.
BY WHOSE HAND?— Columbia.— Those doggone jewels are missing again. The result is the usual
ga-ga crook stuff.
(March.)
CAME THE DAWN— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M.—
Max Davidson and Polly Moran have some bad
moments (May.)
in a haunted house. A short comedy but
funny.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE, THE— First National.— Ken Maynard sets the western scenery afire
again.
A good one.
(June.)
CASEY JONES— Rayart.— "Come all you rounders if you want to hear." ISimple melodrama with
Ralph Lewis as the brave engineer.
(February.)
CHASER, THE— First National.— Harry Langdon and a lot of gags — some of them too rough to be in
good taste.
Don't cry if you miss it. (April.)
CHEATING CHEATERS — Universal. — Fun
among a lot of unusually agreeable crooks. With
Betty Compson and Kenneth Harlan. (February.)
CHEER LEADER, THE— Gotham.— This time
the cheer leader rushes in and wins the game for dear
old Alma Mater. All right, if you still have a taste for
college pictures.
(March.)
♦CHICAGO — Pathe-De Mille.— A shrewd satire
on the lady murderess, beloved of the newspapers.
And (February.)
Phyllis Haver. Grown-up entertainment. See
it.
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT— * BO.— Ralph
Ince in a vigorous melodrama built around the sufferings of another one of those innocent crooks. (March.)
CHINATOWN CHARLIE— First National.—
Johnny Hines cuts down on the gags and builds up
the
plot, and the result is one of his best pictures.
(May.)
CHINESE PARROT, THE— Universal.— Who
swiped the pearl necklace? The mystery is well sustained and the Oriental backgrounds are interesting.
And Sojin does a real Lon Chaney.
(January.)
CHORUS KID, THE— Gotham.— Goofy but
amusing story of chorus girl, played by Virginia
Browne
Faire.
(June.)
CIRCUS ROOKIES— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Reviewed
title K.of Arthur,
"Monkeyand Business."
With
Karl under
Dane, the
George
a comedy
gorilla.
Good slapstick.
(March.)
♦CIRCUS, THE— United Artists.— The triumphant
return of Charles Chaplin. Must we waste space advising you to see it? (January.)
COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS, THE—
Universal. — It was funny the first time, but not so
good in repetition.
Time to call a halt. (April.)
COME TO MY HOUSE— Fox.— Olive Borden and
Antonio Moreno flounder around in a lot of insipid
doings.
(February.)
COMRADES — First Division. — Again comes the
World War! The story of a brave boy who takes the
place of a cowardly one.
With Helene Costello,
Gareth Hughes and Donald Keith.
(March.)
f CONTINUED ON PAGE
14 ]
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CT^AKING his story from "Hangv9 man's House," the greatest novel
Donn Byrne ever wrote and one of the
world's best sellers, John Ford has
again revealed his peerless genius for
making screen history.

"Hangman's House" will be a great
now. Its
picture even ten years from
wild, high-spirited tale of Irish love
and hatred, Irish devotion and Irish
vengeance, will never grow old!
You'll see your favorites at their best
in this masterpiece of one of the
When

world's master story tellers — Victor
McLaglen as the mysterious Citizen
Hogan; June Collyer as the unwilling
.*>
bride of the Villain D'Arcy, portrayed
with rare skill by Earle Fox; handsome Lawrence Kent as the faithful
lover and loyal friend — a superb cast
assembled by an incomparable distory! rector to do justice to an inimitable
Watch for "Hangman's House" at
your local theatre. Put it down now as
one picture you don't want to miss!
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Brickbats and Bouquets
LETTERS
from
PHOTOPLAY
READERS

Three prizes
are given every month
for the best Setters-^
$25, $10 and $5

The Real Critics, the Fans, Give Their Views
The Monthly Barometer
to letters received by
ACCORDING
Photoplay, "The Crowd" is easily
the most interesting picture of recent
release. Seldom has a picture received so many
thoughtful and sincere letters. Even the
brickbats, which objected to the disillusioning
realism of the subject, praised the direction of
King Vidor.
"Seventh Heaven," "Wings," and "Love"
are still riding the crest of the wave. And all
sorts of pleasant things are being written about
Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen,
John Gilbert, Janet Gaynor and Greta Garbo.
Lon Chaney is urged to make another one like
"Tell It to the Marines." High praise, too,
for Richard Barthelmess in "The Noose" and
Emil Jannings in "The Last Command."
The collegiate and jazz stuff, unless unusually well presented, seems to be turning a
little sour. The worst complaints against pictures of this type come from the younger generation.
What praise or complaints have you to
register?

$25.00 Letter
West Lafayette, Ind.
Now comes the question of the benefits derived by the public in the present mad scramble
on the part of the producer to feature as many
new players as possible. While I am in entire
sympathy with giving the newcomer an opportunity, Ibelieve that the notion entertained
by the producers that the supply of "finds" is
unlimited and the patience of the public inexhaustible, exceeds the bounds of good judgment.
True, there are several players who have
come to the fore recently who have shown
themselves possessed of unusual ability. However, Ientertain a lurking suspicion that these
same players succeeded entirely through their
ability, and that their popularity was more of
a surprise to the producers than anyone else.
There is an ingenious explanation offered by
the producers that they are attempting to
abolish temperament. While I don't especially
condone temperamental outbursts, if the only
substitute that can be offered is a succession of
wooden-faced dolls, then I prefer temperament.
At least, that was an indication that the player
had more than one expression.

The readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.

Another naive explanation is that they intend to make the picture an attraction rather
than the star. However, I can recall innumerable instances where only the personality of the
star saved the picture from total asininity. Too
many of us have learned that the stars are more
dependable in giving satisfactory entertainment than the producers.
Dorothy E. Leusing.

$10.00 Letter
North Adams, Mass.
My business is "Life, and how best to live
it." Necessarily I am an observer, a student
of life. In so far as the movies depict life faithfully, they are a valuable help to me. As a
preacher, I occasionally find the screen preaching a sermon on life with greater and more
convincing power than the pulpit.
The task of the preacher is to make people
"see" life and see it whole; its problems,
temptations, mistakes, joys and sorrows; its
indestructible hope, and its infinite possibilities. Ifa man could see the whole story, if he
could see the effect of sin on himself and on
other people, he would not live in sin. The
picture, "The Way of All Flesh," delivers a
more arresting sermon on that subject than
could come from any pulpit.
I believe the movies are improving. It is a
growing industry in every sense. I believe in

it, and I believe in its future. Within the last
season, the screen has risen to great heights,
with here and there gleams of rare loveliness
that touched the sublime in art. The flashes of
spiritual beauty in "Seventh Heaven"; the
loyalty of the brothers in "Beau Geste"; the
great themes of repentance and the power of
forgiving love so magnificently portrayed in
"Sunrise"; these are stimulating and unforgettable.
Rev. William Woodford Rock.

$5.00 Letter
Providence, R. I.
I feel compelled to speak out on behalf of the
younger generation. The fact is that we are
due for a big revelation, some new revolution.
Though the change is even now taking place,
the difficulty is going to be in finding just what
to write on the new leaf, once we have turned
believe that anyone realizes just how
it. I don't
much
the movies influence us. If they did,
they would realize how much and how downright sick we are of wild women, wilder men
and all their cute little sins exposed or insinuated.
Most of all we hate those hot scenes. We
appreciate the fine things of the screen. We
do, truly and sincerely. Honestly, we want a
new ideal and one which we can admire. And
we want the movies to help us find it.
Esther Montecalvo.

"Yes" on "The Crowd"
Greencastle, Ind.
By no picture have I ever been so deeply
affected as by that touching story, "The
Crowd." I am a university student in Indiana,
and I believe I voice the general sentiment of
the student body here at De Pauw when I say
that we enjoy much more the ordinary and
commonplace things of life that might and are
happening to ourselves every day of the year,
than the usual "heavy" love scenes that hold
our eye only because of the high-powered
emotion back of them. I have discussed "The
Crowd" with several college students who
were agreeably impressed both with the theme
and the actors.
[ CONTINUED
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As We Go to Press

Last Minute News
ADOLPHE
MENJOU and Kathryn
Carver were married in Paris May
16th. The wedding was a quiet one
in the Mayor's office of the Sixteenth Ward.
There were but three present: Margaret
Drum, a sister of Mrs. Menjou; Charles
Campbell, an attorney, and Philippe Ortis.

- from East and West

A FTER only a month of his scheduled
•**■ three months' vacation, Ramon Novarro
is called back from abroad. Metro-Goldwyn wants him to start work right away.
A NNA Q. NILSSON is recovering from a
■"■broken ankle. After a long gap without
a good role, Miss Nilsson landed the lead
in "Ned McCobb's Wife" for Pathe. She
was thrown from a horse, breaking her
ankle, and lost the part.

OLGA BAKLANOVA, who scored so
heavily in "The Man Who Laughs," has
been signed under a five-year contract by
Paramount. It is said that Miss Baklanova
will be groomed for Pola Negri's position on
the Paramount program. Miss Negri's last
Paramount picture, by the way, has had its
title changed from "Fedora" to "The Lady
from Moscow."

' EW CODY is departing for England
-'-'after completing "The Single Man," his
last co-starring vehicle with Aileen Pringle.
Cody is to appear in the London and Paris
music halls.

TWTARION DAVIES may spend the whole
•L¥-L summer in Europe on a vacation. She
has just renewed her contract with MetroGoldwyn.

TX7ILLIAM HAINES' next starring vehiv v cle is to be "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
Remember how Jimmy used to open safes
with sandpapered fingers?

pAMILLA HORN is
^due back from her
vacation in Germany on
July 4th. She will be
seen next in "Night
Stick."

"D OD LA ROCQUE'S last Cecil De Mille
AN-film is "Captain Swagger," with Jeanette Loff playing opposite. La Rocque's
option, calling for a raise from $3,500 to
$5,000, was not exercised by Pathe.

"D UTH ROLAND is to marry Ben Bard.
xv Wedding
scheduled for this fall.
l^ORMAN
is in list
Europe to make
■*-^a
British KERRY
film. His
of locations
sounds like a Cook's tour.
OEORGE DURYEA, a hit of "The God*-* less Girl," has been signed under a long
Pathe contract. Duryea announces that he
will wed Grace Stafford, of New York.

"PDWIN
CAREWE,
-1—
'a cast not
Delfrom
yet chosenDolores
Rio New
and
will sail
York on July 26th to make a picture in London. Carewe says he will then go to China,
where an Oriental picture will be shot. After
that, to India, for a third
film.
■*—
'tion abroad
withvacaTDACK
from her
her
husband, Irving Thalberg, Norma Shearer
"Ballyhoo,"
ing.
astepped
picture into
of carnival
life,
with Sam Wood direct-

T TPON Janet Gaynor's
*-* departure for New
York, her engagement
to Lydell Peck, Oakland,
California, attorney, was
rumored.

•"•re-signed
A LBERTA VAUGHN
by FBO

WILLIAM
K .
HOWARD
has
been signed to direct
under a long term Fox
contract. He first will
direct Janet Gay nor.
"Blossom Time," in
which Miss Gaynorand
Charles Farrell were to
co-star, has been indefinitely postponed.
DARBARA
BED-*— 'FORD may be minus
her husband, Al Roscoe,
by the time you read
this. Divorce case coming to trial as this page
goes to press.
pHARLIE CHAPLIN
^says he is going to do
a comedy with a Parisian
background and that
Merna Kennedy will be
his leading woman.
10

2

after two years' absence.
She will star in twelve
Witwer two-reel comedies.
■*' going and
to make
|~")OUG
Marymore
are

P & A Photo

The first picture of Reginald Denny and his fiancee, Bubbles
Steiffel. Miss Steiffel's screen name is Betsy Lee and she
plays opposite Reggy in his next film. After the wedding,
scheduled for this fall, the two plan a honeymoon tour of the
world

pictures,
despite rumors
to the contrary.
Doug
called up his studio by
'phone from Paris, telling the Pickford and
Fairbanks executive
staffs to prepare for
shooting by June 15th.
Doug's next will be a
Hollywood written sequel to "The Three
Musketeers."
-'-'tu
vamp roles
T YArnsDEto PUTTI
re-

at Columbia. Her first
is "The Crimson

Woman

APproved
by Good

for P»r

\o"

Houseb»ev

OUTDOORS
You

bet

they

know

their

BABY

RUTH

Pure goodness has made Baby Ruth the favorite
refreshment of people who play hard and work hard.
Every wholesome ingredient satisfies deliciously
that out-of-doors need for extra energy. One is chocolate— best of all vitality builders. It is no ordinary
chocolate that makes Baby Ruth so popular, but a
blend of the best from the Gold Coast of Africa, the
West Indies and Brazil. It tastes better. It is better
for you.
3,000,000

sales every day make

possible Baby

Ruth's dollar-a-pound goodness, purity and quality
at 5c. It's the nation's good-time candy for every
occasion.
Know your Baby Ruth by its sanitary red-and-white
wrapper. 5c does it. Treat yourself today!
CURTISS

CANDY
OTTO

BABY

RUTH

IS

SOLD

Tremendous

BY
sales

A

OVER
assure

its

COMPANY,
Y. SCHNERING,

MILLION
freshness

CHICAGO

President

CANDY

DEALERS

everywhere

© 1928, C.C.Co.

LEO^
THE M-G-M LION,
IS ON
HIS WAY!
You've seen him countless times on the screen. He now
makes his personal bow to the audiences of the world!
He is starting across America and will circle the
globe. His route will take him to many hundreds of
cities. What a thrill to see Leo, himself, at last!

THESE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PICTURES
OF THE CURRENT SEASON. Watch for
them at your local theatre!
W*

.5

4r

JOHN

GILBERT

NORMA

SHEARER

in
THE

COSSACKS

DIAMOND
HANDCUFFS
with
ELEANOR
BOARDMAN
LON

CHANEY
in
LAUGH,
CLOWN,
LAUGH
SYD

CHAPLIN
in

SKIRTS

THE

in
ACTRESS

RAMON
NOVARRO
in
ACROSS TO
SINGAPORE
DANE

& ARTHUR
in
DETECTIVES
and
CIRCUS ROOKIES
WILLIAM

HAINES

in
TELLING

THE

WORLD

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"More Stars than there are in Heaven"

CAN

YOU REMEMBER
$50 WORTH?

Often half a do:en people will give
different descriptions of things they see
together, because memory plays us such
strange tricks. That's why I'm interested
in watching how people's memories
work. Try yours on these five questions.
I will give $50 and the Cossack Wrist
Chain which I wear in my newest picture, "The Cossacks," to the man who
sends in the best set of answers. The
best answers from a lady will win $50
plus the Russian Glass Beads that Renee
Adoree uses in the same picture. Miss
Adoree will also send photographs of
herself for the fifty next best answers.

John Gilbert

THE TEST
1 In what picture does Lon Chaney
appear
without one of his typical make-ups?
2 she
Who do discovered
JoanintoCrawford?
before going
pictures? What did
"Z Describe in less than 75 words the biggest
picture thrill you ever had.
A From what country did Greta Garbo come?
' Lars Hanson? Dolores del Rio? Renee Adoree?
Ramon Novarro? George K. Arthur?
C What business-life role has Norma Shearer
played in recently?
Write your answers on one side of a single sheet
of paper and mail to 3rd Floor, 1 540 Broadway,
New York. All answers must be received by
July
names will be published in a
later 15th.
issue Winners'
of this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying
contestant will be awarded a prize identical in
character with that tied for.

ISH
OR

SOME welcome hot
weather substitutes for
meat dishes from Photoplay's Cook Book

UN and

OOD
BECAUSE of the popularity of its Cook Book,
Photoplay has prepared a new and enlarged
edition. Fifty more favorite recipes of popular
stars have been added to the new Cook Book.
Many of these additional recipes represent the
tastes of the newcomers who have achieved screen
success since the first Photoplay Cook Book was
published.
And — this is important — the new and enlarged
Cook Book will be sent to you for the same price as the old
one. The Cook Bookisstilltwenty-fivecents,andifyoufill
out the little coupon at the bottom of the page and send your
1
quarter, you will receive one of the brand new Cook Books.
'■
The recipes are delicious. They represent the most delightful dishes of some of the best hosts and hostesses in the world.
Now for two good recipes for preparing fish. The first is Salmon Loaf and the recipe was supplied by Margaret Livingston.
TAKE a good-sized piece of cold boiled salmon, remove the
skinandbonesandshreditintosmallpieces. Mixthesalmon
with 1 cup of brown bread crumbs. You may use white bread,
but the brown bread is what gives the dish its unusual flavor.
Add two tablespoons of melted butter and the juice of a small
lemon and mix thoroughly. Fold in two eggs, beaten very stiff
and dry, and season to taste.
Pack in a shallow buttered pan and bake in a slow oven for
three quarters of an hour. Then turn the oven high for about
ten minutes and brown the loaf. When this is done, turn out
the loaf on a platter, cover with creamed peas and serve.
And here is John Gilbert s recipe for Clam Chowder.
2 tablespoons butter
\x/2 doz. clams
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup water
1 teaspoon parsley
3 large potatoes
2 slices bacon
1 teaspoon salt
1 onion
Crackers
Pepper
1 quart milk

XK
Photoplay Magazine
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Cook
Book, containing 100 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

Be sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send either stamps or coin.

Fry the bacon, cut in small pieces, and onion together until
the onion is a pale yellow. Add the liquor from the clams, the
water and the potatoes which have been cut in dice shape.
Cook until the potatoes are tender. Then add the milk and
thicken with a roux made of the 2 tablespoons of butter and
the 2 tablespoons of flour. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
Do not add the clams until the last minute as, if they boil hard,
they will become tough. Five minutes before serving put in
the clams and allow the chowder to simmer slowly. Then pour
the chowder over the crackers and sprinkle with parsley.
THIS is the authentic chowder, although there are other
recipes that call for tomatoes and carrots. But the original
New England chowder is simply clams, potatoes and milk.
Next month, I will publish some of the recipes from the New
Cook Book. But don't forget that you may have all of these
fifty recipes, together with the one hundred favorite dishes of
the original Cook Book, simply by filling out the little coupon
to your left and sending twenty-five cents.
More about the new Cook Book: Many of the recipes have
never before been published; others are old recipes with new
and distinctive variations. And all of them will add interest to
your dinners and to your parties. Most of them are fairly
simple to prepare and few of them call for expensive or unusual
ingredients.
Although Photoplay's Cook Book does not teach you how
to cook, anyone with the average knowledge of cookery will
have no trouble in making a success of its recipes, if she follows
the directions carefully.
Thousands of Photoplay readers sent for copies of the first
edition of the Cook Book. And Photoplay received many
letters of appreciation from the readers who enjoyed the unusual recipes.
Carolyn Van Wyck.
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COUNT OF TEN, THE— Universal.— Something
different in the way of a prize-fight story, with James
Gleason, stage star, stealing the show. Charles Ray,
too, deserves mention for a good performance. (May.)
CREAM OF THE EARTH— Universal.— The
romance of a week-end butterfly and a shy college
youth, beautifully acted by Marion Nixon and
Charles Rogers. A Grade A picture.
(May.)
CRIMSON CITY, THE— Warners.— Drama between a couple of victims of bad luck in Singapore.
Lots of action — and you'll like Myrna Loy. (March.)
CUPID'S KNOCKOUT— Hercules.— Just a fairto-middling comedy, for evenings when you have
nothing better to do.
(April.)
*CZAR IVAN THE TERRIBLE— Sovkino. — A
really great picture, made in Russia that, in acting
and technical excellence, never has been surpassed. A
marvellous performance by L. M. Leonidoff. If this
comes your way, don't miss it. (April.)
DEAD MAN'S CURVE— FBO.— An automobile
yarn that is a flat tire. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., heads
the cast, in case you care. (February.)
DESERT PIRATE, THE— FBO.— Filled with the
usual clap-trap of the orthodox Western but made
bearable by a plot with some originality and the
charming presence of little Frankie Darro.
(May.)
*DEVIL DANCER, THE— United Artists.— Gilda
Gray among the Llamas of Thibet. The lady can act,
and her dancing would insure the success of a far less
interesting picture. A good show for the grown-ups.
(January.)
DEVIL'S CAGE, THE— Chadwick — No use
bothering your pretty little head about the inconsistencies ofa plot like this. (June.)
DEVIL'S SKIPPER, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Lots
of meat in this picture, what with slave ships, piracy,
mutiny and revenge. Also a remarkable performance
by Belle Bennett.
(May.)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about the
curse of a diamond, probably written about the supposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Some fine
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena and
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)
DISCORD— Pathe.—Lil Dagover and Gosta Eckman in a foreign-made production.
(February.)
*DIVINE WOMAN, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — How an ugly duckling becomes a great
actress. With — goody, goody! — Greta Garbo. And
Lars
is a great help. Naturally, you'll go and
see it.Hanson
(March.)
♦DOOMSDAY — Paramount. — Florence Vidor's
sympathetic and intelligent portrayal of a farm
woman who marries to escape drudgery merits your
attention.
(A pril.)
DOVE, THE— United Artists.— Norma Talmadge
is starred, but it is Noah Beery's picture, the naughty
thief! An exciting stage play becomes a rather
languid movie.
(March.)
*DRESSED TO KILL— Fox.— A tale of the underworld that holds your attention every second. It's
all action and suspense. And splendid work by
Edmund Lowe, Mary Astor and Ben Bard. Recommended. (May.)
DRUMS OF LOVE— United Artists.— D. W.
Griffith tells the Paolo and Francesca legend, but
spoils it by changing the locale and by overloading it
with pageantry. Mary Philbin branches out with
lots of IT and Don Alvarado gives a good performance. (April.)
EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE— Fox.— A modern
Horatio Alger story of New York, with some fine
realistic backgrounds. Well played by George
O'Brien. See it. (January.)

Current

Pictures

FROM PAGE 6 ]

EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Richard
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A bright,
fast-moving
comedy and Richard's best in months.
(June.)
*ENEMY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.-Antiwar propaganda, told in the terms of a tragedy that
befell a Viennese household. Lillian Gish's most human
appealing performance makes it worth seeing.
and
(February.)

ESCAPE, THE — Fox. — An ancient melodrama
that should have been allowed to rest in peace. With
Virginia Valli and William Russell.
(May.)
FAITHLESS LOVER, THE— Krelbar.— The dam
bursts again. But aside from that, this is just a lot
of mediocre celluloid.
(May.)
FALLEN ANGELS— Universal.— Norman Kerry
drags through some gloomy doings in the role of a
man who must
cheerful.
(May.)play dead. Interesting but hardly

FANDANGO— Educational.— Lupino Lane in a
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures ever
produced.
(June.)
FANGS OF JUSTICE— Bischoff.— A regular old
home week of hokum.
(May.)
FASHION MADNESS— Columbia.— Once more
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woods
by the he-man
time.
(June.) hero. Claire Windsor is the girl this
FEEL MY PULSE— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels is
terribly annoyed by William Powell and his rum
gang. But Richard Arlen comes to her rescue.
Fairly good, but not up to Bebe's standard.
(April.)
FINDERS KEEPERS— Universal.— Laura La
Plante, who deserves a better fate, wastes her talents
and charm on a lot of trite gags.
(May.)
FIRE AND STEEL— Elbee.— Hot yarn of steel
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous foreman and the girl. Ho-huml
(June.)
FIVE-AND-TEN-CENT ANNIE— Warners —
This one starts good but goes goofv. However,
Louise Fazenda is a show in herself. (May.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Fields
and
Conklin in a comedy that is only fairly
funny.Chester
(June.)
FOREIGN LEGION, THE— Universal.— A follow-up on the popularity of "Beau Geste." If you
are just frantic for Legion stories, this is your entertainment. With Norman Kerry.
(April.)
FORTUNE HUNTER, THE— Warners— Syd
Chaplin messes up a good comedy. Why people stay
home.
(March.)

*FOUR SONS— Fox.— Reviewed under title of
"Grandma Bernle Learns Her Letters." The screen
rises to real greatness in this story of a war-stricken
(January.)
German mother.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, THE— Universal.—
Reviewed under the title of "Graft." Wherein a
newspaper reporter, bless his little heart, tries to
clean up the big city grafters. Interesting performances by Henry B. Walthall and Lewis Stone. (April.)
FRENCH DRESSING — First National. — In
which the dowdy wife outvamps the vamp. Swell
trouping by Lois Wilson, Lilyan Tashman and Clive
Brook.
(February.)
FRENZIED FLAMES— Ellbee.— For the boys—
of all ages — who like to chase fire departments. (May.)
FRESH EVERY HOUR— Universal.— Reviewed
under with
the title
"The Prince
of Peanuts." Nutty
farce
Glennof Tryon.
(April.)
GALLAGHER— Pathe-De Mille — Richard Harding Davis' charming story of the adventures of an
office boy in a newspaper office. Young Junior
Coghlan merits applause.
(February.)

Photoplays Reviewed

in the ShadoPagew

GARDEN OF EDEN— United Artists.— Just a soso vehicle for Corinne Griffith. Miss Griffith and
Charles Ray are hampered by a second-rate chorus
(February.)
girl yarn.
GATEWAY OF THE MOON— Fox.— Dolores
Del Rio gets coy in a South Sea Island picture. This
star should keep her clothes on. (March.)
*GAUCHO, THE— United Artists.— Love life
and religion among the bandits of the Andes, excitingly and picturesquely enacted by Douglas Fairbanks. Keep your eye on Lupe Velez, his new leading
woman.
Fine for the younger set. (January.)
GAY DEFENDER, THE— Paramount.— Richard
Dix, in Spanish get-up, strays by accident into a
(February.) Fairbanks plot. A pleasant evening.
Douglas
♦GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES — Paramount.—Ifyou don't want to see this film version of
Anita Loos' story, something is wrong with you It is
all laughs, thanks to Ruth Taylor, Alice White and
(February.)
Ford Sterling.

*GET YOUR MAN— Paramount.— Clara Bow
and Charles Rogers in a light romance, made especially for Young America.
(February.)
GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A— Fox.— The romantic
adventures of a deep sea sailor, played by Victor
McLaglen.
And very funny, too. (March.)
GOOD-BYE KISS, THE— Mack Sennett.— The
daddy of screen comedy fights the war in his own
way. And the old boy hasn't lost his cunning, bereal Eilers.
entertainment in this here picture.
You'll cause
likethere's
Sally
(May.)
GOOD TIME CHARLIE— Warners.— The sad
story of an old trouper, plaved with so much true
feeling by Warner
Oland that you forget its sentimentality. (January.)

♦GORILLA, THE— First National.— Charlie Murray and Fred Kelsey, as a couple of dumb Sherlocks,
plaster laughs all over this mystery yarn. It's a darn
fool thing, but you'll like it. (January.)
♦HAROLD TEEN— First National.— All your old
Wends of the comic strip come to life on the screen.
It's
show away
and with
lots the
of fun
for astheHarold
kids
Arthura joyous
Lake walks
honors
(May.)
HAS ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?— UniY,ersa'-—
The amusing love affairs of an Irish soldier.
Tom
Moore
plays the Irishman and Bessie Love gives
a fine performance of a French girl. Good fun. (May.)
HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL, THE— First
National.— A humorless and hackneyed story of stage
life, which even Billie Dove cannot save.
(May.)
HEART OF BROADWAY, THE— Rayart.—
Cabaret melodrama, but only fair. Pauline Garon
(May.)
Robert Agnew and Wheeler Oakman head the cast'

HER GREAT ADVENTURE— A. G. Steen, Inc —
What a stenographer does with one thousand dollars.
(April.)
Below par.

HER SUMMER HERO— FBO.— Why movie
theaters need good prologues. (March.)
HER WILD OAT— First National.— Colleen
Moore, the humble proprietress of a lunch wagon
goes berserk at a fashionable resort. (February.)
HIS COUNTRY— Pathe-De Mille.— Excellent
heart interest story by two immigrants, beautifully
played by Rudolph Schildkraut and Louise Dresser.
(A pril.)
Sincere drama.
HOLD
'EM YALE— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod La
Rocque cuts loose as a foot-ball
star. Why be critical
about a picture so full of laughs? (May.)
17 ]
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Stage This IssueTage

Save this magazine—refer to the criticisms
Page
before you pic\ out your evenings entertainment.
A Certain Young Man— M.-G.-M
A Midnight Adventure— Rayart
Bachelor's Paradise— Tiffany-Stahl
Beau Broadway — M.-G.-M
Beyond the Sierras— M.-G.-M
Clothes Make the Woman— Tiffany-Stahl
Cop, The— Pathe-De Mille
Danger Patrol, The — Rayart
Danger Rider, The — Universal
Detectives — M.-G.-M
Don't Marry— Fox
Drag Net, The — Paramount
Fifty-Fifty Girl, The— Paramount
Flying Cowboy, The — Universal
Forbidden Hour — M.-G.-M

u

92
100
101
92
100
102
56
92
101
101
57
54
56
100
56

Free Lips — First Division
101
Give and Take — Universal
92
Glorious Betsy — Warners
.55
Godless Girl, The— Pathe-De Mill. 54
Golden Clown, The — Nordisk-Pathe ... 92
Golf Widows — Columbia
92
Hawk's Nest, The— First National
57
Headin' for Danger— FBO
101
Hello, Cheyenne — -Fox
56
Hell Ship Bronson — Gotham
57
Hit of the Show, The— FBO
92
House of Scandal, The — Tiffany-Stahl.
92
Lady Raffles— Columbia
92
Little Snob, The— Warners
100
Lonesome — Universal
.56
Man in the Rough— FBO
102

Ma\e this your reference list.

Michigan Kid, The— Universal
92
News Parade, The — -Fox
54
No Questions Asked— Warners. ...
101
Perfect Crime, The— FBO
57
Red Dance — Fox
55
Reform — Chadwick
92
Rinty of the Desert— Warners
92
Scarlet Dove, The— Tiffany-Stahl
92
So This Is Love — Columbia
102
State Street Sadie — Warners
101
Street of Sin — Paramount
55
Telling the World— M.-G.-M
92
Tenth Avenue— Pathe-De Mille
92
Walking Back— Pathe-De Mille
56
Warming Up— Paramount
. 57
Yellow Lily, The— First National
57
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The whole sky darkened by scores of

fighting airplanes at death-grips in the clouds. —
Modern gladiators scorning death in the amphitheatre of the air. — A new and "different"
COLLEEN MOORE living one of the loveliest
love stories ever screened, in"LILAG
XXeflf

—

TIME."

The

amazing

Firnatone

sound

effects which will accompany "LILAC TIME"
showings in certain theatres . . . Also beautiful
scenes in full natural color. With handsome
Gary Cooper of "Beau Sabreur." From Jane
Cowl and Jane Murlin's famous stage success.

OOOtl — y°ur theatre will show this most
lavish of all productions ever made

by "the

greatest box-office Star in pictures" . . . One of
the most important screen events of 1928 . . .
Adaptation by Willis Goldbeck
Scenario by Carey Wilson

A GEORGE

The gigantic "Special" Hollywood has been
gossiping
months!
for months!
about for
gossiping about

\

flTZMAURIC

-p r o d u c iri

3ir/>t
national
\^Da

A Hut national Picture
of "Going to the Movies"
Takes the Guesswork Out
to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

i6

Photoplay Magazine — Advertising Section

qf Qitertaiwnerit/' -

A Strip of Celluloid that would
Stretch across a City —
Made into a Picture whose Fame
will Reach Around the World!

Take the word of the man who discovered — CHARLIE
CHAPLIN* GLORIA SW ANSON* CHARLIE MURRAY*
WA LLA CE BEER Y * PHYLLIS HA VER * MA Rill
PREVOST* LOUISE FAZENDA * MABEL NORMAN D*
—you'll See 3 New Star Finds in "The Good-bye Kiss"—
JOHNNY BURKE * SALL Y EILERS * MA TTY KEMP *

ATakes"3iiat
national Picture
the Guesswork' Out of "Going to the Movies"
0

0

§■

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
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FROM

FLATS — Universal. — Clever
HONEYMOON
little comedy of young married life, with George Lewis
(April.)
and Dorothy Gulliver.
HATE— Paramount.— Florence
HONEYMOON
Vidor and Tullio Carminati enact a neat little comedy
heiress and her Italian
American
duel between an
husband.
For those who like 'em subtle. (January.)
HONOR BOUND — Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
O'Brien
a worthless
protect
and
Estelle
Taylor. woman.
Too much With
grief.George
(June.)

PAGE

America's Foremost Dance Authority ,
i who staged the best editions of the
iwP*J6l Follies and over 600 other Musical
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OF THE PLAINS, A— Fox.— A
HORSEMAN
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)

Metro—
AFTER MIDNIGHT
LONDON
Goldwyn-Mayer. — Lon Chaney in a grand murder
Mr. Chaney plays a dual role. (February.)
mystery.

I TOLD YOU SO— Leigh Jason.— This pictureonly a two reeler — cost merely one thousand dollars.
But it shows so much promise that its producer won
a contract for himself on the strength of a pre-view
showing.
(April.)
IF I WERE SINGLE— Warners.— The girls will
get a giggle out of this story of domestic life. Conrad
Nagel proves that he can play comedy. (January.)
IN OLD KENTUCKY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— A story of the Kentucky Derby that is better than
most race-track tales, thanks to a fine performance
Murray and an exceptional " bit " by Wesley
James(January.)
by
Barry.
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS— FBO.— An interesting and human story of life in the Kentucky
mountains. Our hats off to Frankie Darro, a fine boy
actor.
(March.)
KENTUCKY
COURAGE— First National. — Reviewed under title of "Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come." — An old favorite well acted by Richard Barthelmess. The story rambles all over Kentucky and
the Civil War, but it is fair entertainment.
(June.)
LADIES MUST DRESS— Fox.— A comedy that
starts off like a whirlwind and then collapses. (January.)
LADIES' NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH— First
National. — There are lots of laughs in this adaptation
of the stage farce. Not subtle, but funny. With
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.
(March.)
LADY BE GOOD — First National. — How Dorothy Mackaill can dance! And what a snappy
comedienne I Don't forget that Jack Mulhall is
featured with her.
A neat little show.
(May.)

EVERY TYPE of DANCING
for STAGE and SOCIAL AFFAIRS

LIGHTER THAT
FAILED, THE — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. — Hal Roach builds a comedy on a
gift fad. Little , but oh, my I (February.)
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN— FBO.— A sweet
and sloppy story, which Frankie Darro and Jobyna
Ralston cannot help much.
(May.)

HUSBANDS FOR RENT — Warners. — Owen
Moore and Kathryn Perry in a bedroom farce that
will get by only with the less bright members of the
community.
(March.)

and whose inspirational direction contributed so much to the
success of Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington, Gilda Gray, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Mary Eaton, Ada May, Al
Jolson. Eddie Cantor, Will Rogers,
Oscar Shaw and many other Stage and
Screen Favorites, offers training in

LIGHT IN THE WINDOW, A— Rayart.— Simple
tear jerker with some sincere acting by Henry B.
Walthall.
(February.)

HOOF MARKS— Pathe.— Meet the new Western
Jack Donovan. He knows his cactus. (Janustar.
ary.)

HOT HEELS — Universal. — A small town boy
goes butter-and-egging for a hick musical show,
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller are a good team.
(May.)

Shows

♦LEOPARD LADY, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
story with a new slant and a surprise ending. It all
takes place in a Continental travelling circus. A fine
performance by Jacqueline Logan.
(March.)

At a Surprisingly Low Cost
You
stage dancer. ity,
to become
wantingeage
YOU
r eyes a toward
popular
arecast
health, success and, naturally, Stardom.
Yet preparation for a successful dancing
career includes far more than learning how

LOVE AND LEARN — Paramount. — Wherein
Esther Ralston keeps Papa and Mamma from getting
a divorce.
Smart, light comedy.
(March.)
LOVE HUNGRY— Fox.— Concerning a mere
innocent love affair of a chorus girl. Lois Moran
and Lawrence Gray head the cast, but Marjone
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (June.)
LOVE MART, THE— First National.— Pictorially
fine romance of old Louisiana, with Billie Dove and
Gilbert Roland.
(February.)

LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE— Universal-.— Dowdy story of war-time Vienna, with a
Daddy Browning romance between Mary Philbin
and Henry B. Walthall. Betty Compson is the only
live thing in the show.
(April.)
MAD
HOUR— First National.— Elinor Glyn
preaches a none too convincing story on the follies of
jazzmania.
Snappy acting by Sally O'Neil.
(May.)
MAN CRAZY— First National.— Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall in a comedy about a couple of
Down East high-hats who go in for adventure.
Pleasant light fiction. (January.)

MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.— Modern sex story, made pleasant by deft handling,
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (June.)

LAUGHS, THE— Universal.—
WHO
MAN
Draggy version of a classic that may interest the
hounds for art. Conrad Veidt's acting is the high
spot of the film.
(May.)
AND SIN— Metro-Goldwyn♦MAN, WOMAN
Mayer. — Scandal in a Washington newspaper office,
atmosphere and some concapital
with some good
ventional movie melodrama. John Gilbert does well,
(January.)
but Jeanne Eagels is no Greta Garbo.
MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia.— Bessie Love
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by Johnny
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)
Walker.
MILLION FOR LOVE, A— Sterling.— Feeble
(June.)
melodrama.

LADY OF VICTORIES, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The romance of Napoleon and Josephine,
gorgeously presented in Technicolor. Only two reels,
but very much worth seeing.
(March.)

*MOTHER
MACHREE— Fox.— Get out your
handkerchiefs; this is a tear-fest. The story of the
Irish mother is conventional but Belle Bennett s
performance olucks at the heart strings. And little
Philippe de Lacy will delight you. What a boy 1 (May.)

*LAST COMMAND,
THE -t Paramount. — A
powerful and tragic story of a cousin of the Tsar of
a Hollywood "extra." Thanks
who becomesacting
Russia
to
the magnificent
of Emil Jannings, this film

MUM'S THE WORD— Fox.— Another two-reel
comedy with Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps that
deserves your kind attention.
(January.)

is the most popular crying-fest of the season. (March.)

MY FRIEND FROM INDIA— Pathe-De Mille.—
The sort of thing that made 'em laugh when girls wore
(January.)
long skirts and high laced shoes.

MOMENT, THE— Fine Arts.— An independent film, built around the theory that a drowning
man sees his whole life pass in review in a few seconds.
Terribly overacted.
(February.)
LAST

LATEST FROM PARIS, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Norma Shearer plays a travelling saleswoman. Bright, snappy entertainment.
(March.)
*LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that
the girl he loves mav be happy. Excellently acted by
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)
LAW OF FEAR, THE— FBO.— The best part of
this picture is the review of the private life of Ranger,
the police dog.
(May.)
LAW OF THE RANGE, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Tim McCoy in a thriller that has heart
interest. Joan Crawford plays a sweet, old-fashioned
girl. That ought to send you to see it. (March.)
LEAVE
— It does.

'EM LAUGHING— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M.
In two reels. (March.)

*LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED, THE^— Paramount.— More heart-gripping than "Wings." It's a
story of the exploits of a French Flying Squadron.
(February.)
LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS — FBO. — A burlesque of what happened to the American Legion in
Paris last summer. You'll laugh and laugh and laugh.
(February.)

When

You must not only be trained according
inute methods— but
to proven, practical, up-to-the-m
your personality must be developed. You must
across." You must be
know how to "put yourself
schooled in the type of dancing to which you are
temperamentally and physically suited. In short,
you must acquire Showmanship.
If anyone can spot your unsuspected talents tor
Stage Dancing and develop them to their utmost mediocrity to btarif anyone can advance you from
dom .... Ned Wayburn is the man!
Why? Because Mr. Wayburn has had years of
experience in discovering and developing hundreds
known Stage and "Movie Stars. Beof nationally
cause his success as a producer and director ot
musical show "hits" is unparalleled in theatrical
this genius and exhistory. Because the sum of allmethod
for training
perience isbehind the unique
stage dancers that he offers YOU . ... a method
that assures his pupils every opportunity for most
profitable and happy engagements.
So be practical. Invest your time and money
on training of known merit. Come to the Ned
Wayburn Studios. Learn how Showmanship is
applied to dancing tobring Success. Class orpnvate
Children or grownups.
instruction.
illustrated 56Call or write today for beautiful,
.telling of Ned Wayburn s
bookletUH
FREE
paee
ARE YOU FAT method of training. For information
Course
in Stage
Dancing,
write
's Home
Wayburn
g Mr.
regardin
OR TOO THIN! Study
Reduce
or for BookletUHH.
build
up Bafely.

to dance.

Join Ned Wayburn'B day or
evening
classes
Id "Limbering

and Stretch
Ing" and
modern simplified
stage dancing.

NEB WAVBWRN

Studios of Stage Dancing Inc.
1841 Broadway, (Entrance on 60tb Street)

AtColumbusCircle. New York.Openall year round
9 A. M. to 10 P. M. Except Sundays
(ClosedSaturday3at6P.M.)PhoDeCoIumbu3 3600

Headache?

Instead of dangerous

heart depressants

take safe.

mild and purely vegetable NATURE'S REMEDY
and get rid of the bowel poisons that cause the
trouble. Nothing likeN? for biliousness, sick headache
Bnd constipation. Acts pleasantly.
Never gripes.
At druggists — only 2 5c.

Mate

tKe test tonight.

W?H
¥?¥?
Write
sample
N? Book
and
tr
K%ELtEl
our
new forMemo
Radioof Log
A. H. LEWIS MEDICINE CO.. Dept. 21B, ST. LOUIS. Ma

TONIGHT
TOMORROW

TOWN— Rayart.— The hero is
HOME
MY
g, safecharged with manslaughter, jail-breakin
and blackmailing. Stay home
bootlegging
breaking,
and read the newspapers. (June.)

ALRIGHT

Do Your

Ears Protrude?

WindNAMELESS MEN— Tiffany-Stahl.— Claire service.
sor flutters through a story of the secret
Don't cry if you miss it. (May.)

PRIMSET,
a simple
oua
new method,
will and
makemarvelthem
prove yourtoappearance
100%.
lay buck
head at once
and _im-_
V No meohimcal appliance! INVISIBLE. COMFORTABLE,
HARMLESS. Worn day or night.
Use corrects deformity quickly
with children; eventually with adults. Endorsed by physicians as
best known method for straightears. in
Thousands
enthuoia«t.ic ening
users
Europe andofAmerica.
Outfit, guaranteed to do as
, ot,it for $3 00 postpaid, or Bend
iey and pay postman, pluB postage.

NIGHT FLYER, THE— Pathe-De Mille. — Big
with William
railroaders,
among the over
(April.) Boyd's
doings
a dirty face.
charm triumphing
NIGHT LIFE — Tiffany. — An engrossing drama of
Vienna before and after the war. The crook stuff has
an original twist and Eddie Gribbon, Johnnie Harron
and Alice Day contribute some fine acting. (January.)

A— Paramount.—
*NIGHT OF MYSTERY,
Adolphe Menjou involved in the romantic dilemma
s. One
Chausseur
of a captain of the French-African
of his most attractive pictures. With Evelyn Brent.
(May.)
Adult amusement.

The Primset Co., Dept. 11, 1658 Broadway, New York

*NOOSE, THE — First National. — Richard Barthelmess again gets a picture worthy of his talents. An
extra-fine melodrama that will hold you spellbound. (March.)

Course,
By Note or Ear. With or without music. Shortrequired
No teacher
adult beginners
uction taught
P|:'n>stsA0,.i;'lanr'1
Advanced
for mail.
Course by
Self-Instr
Blue Harmony.
259 stylesof Bass, 684 Syncopated Effects Trick
and Cafe
Movie fillers.
Chime. Space
Oriental.Breaks.
'^ if?,6"'
g'»r8' *"£Endings
Sax Jazz.
Clever
Subjects.
other
24,
Wicked Harmony, BhieObligatoand
REAL Jazz, 25.000
including Ear Playing. 133 pages of
words. A Postal brings our EKEE Special Offer. Calif.
Walerman Piano School, 1834 W. Adams Si., Los Angeles,

ON THE GO — Action. — Something different — a
western with a lot of laughs. (June.)
\ CONTINUED ON PAGE
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Friendly Advice from
Carolyn Van Wyck
on

s
m
e
l
rob '
Girls
,
DEAR CAROLYN VAN WYCK
I'm always reading "Discover your
type and then dress accordingly," but,
Mrs. Van Wyck, I'm no type at all. I'm a
demi-blonde, somewhere between gold and
brown with fair skin and brown eyes. There
is nothing distinctive about me. Five feet
four, weighing one hundred and twenty
pounds, I'm well constructed. I diet moder' ately and my skin is clear. My problem is
that I'm so terribly average. Can I escape
this and appear chic, charming, original and all
the other pleasant things?

Marylou".
DEAR Marylou, with your deep longing to
be "different" I am glad you have written
me. I have wanted to reply to a problem such
as yours for months.
I want to write through you, Marylou,
against the "types" so many of you girls seem
to be becoming, judging by your letters to me.
The new fashions bring clothes and bobs for
Nordic blondes and costumes and coiffures for
Latin brunettes. We have hats to match bags
and bags to match shoes, ensemble coats to
match ensemble dresses — and oh, so many
ensemble thoughts and opinions! True, this
mode keeps girls from wearing an old hat with
a new dress or tan stockings with black satin
pumps. It makes us all look more chic. But
even at that I don't like it. I dislike this
finding a type and everlastingly sticking; to it,
because it kills that most precious characteristic of every girl's — individuality.
You, Marylou, are one of the great average,
an average girl in an average town. Your
coloring is a little mixed up and you don't know
what to do about it. Marylou, be thankful.
You are no poster of a girl with a black bob
against a white face, or a Titian-haired flapper
with troublesome freckles. You are no definite type. Therefore you are adaptable enough
to become
anyandtype
matter
of work
will.you wish. It's only a
Let's take stock of you first. A good
height, an excellent weight, and obviously sensible as regards your health and appearance.
What a fine start that is! Brown eyes and
gold-brown hair. Very interesting, indeed.
A blonde's hair and skin, a brunette's eyes.
I'd emphasize those assets always.
Then if I were you, my dear, I'd start first
by making a sort of Chinese box of myself — a
girl within a girl, really. No, it isn't easy to do
that. It's much easier to let oneself go and be
colorless. There is no royal road to charm but
I can promise you this. Any girl who once
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experiences the fine bracing of her will that
self-improvement demands, has discovered one
of the secrets of happiness.
To be more than just "any girl," Marylou,
you will have to use your imagination and
brains. But fortunately imaginations and
brains are not like arms and legs. They do not
tire. The more you use them, the better they
get. And the glow and immense vitality you
receive in return from exercising them will give
you more beauty than a set of the most perfect
features existent.
Imagination you will have to call upon to
create the right types of all the types to pattern
after. Your brains will have to give you balance so that, being a young American, you
won't try to be an ancient Cleopatra. Know
all your selves thoroughly.
I'd work and study and shop, too. When I
saw interesting ways of hairdressing, such as
the stars often display here in Photoplay, I'd
clip out the pictures that interested me and
try them on my own bob. This means keeping one's hair at an adaptable length, but to
me that's so much better than an extreme
cut that limits you to one expression only.
I'd study fashion publications and cut out
every frock that interested me. I'd study the
colors called becoming and the ones called smart

Choosing Your Type
Is This Month's Problem
FOR the very tall or the very small
girl, for the piquant brunette or
golden blonde the way to emphasize
personality is obvious and easy. But
for "in-between" girls it's difficult.
On this page you'll find my advice
toward solving this problem.
Can I help you individually on
this or any other perplexity concerning beauty, health or happiness?
Letters enclosing stamped self-addressed envelopes I will answer by
return
mail, those without
postage
in Photoplay.
For information regarding the care
of the skin send a stamped envelope,
for my booklet on sane reducing
methods, send ten cents.
CAROLYN VAN WYCK.

and know I could wear any one of them by the
clever manipulation of make-up. In that
particular, I'd have more than one make-up.
It's very naive and monotonous to always
have one's face pink and white.
Next, I'd determine that if I had to be
crisp and businesslike during the day — and if
you work, Marylou, please don't try to make
party frocks office dresses — I'd be simple and
feminine in the evening. I'd discipline myself never, never to buy a hat or a pair of
shoes or so much as a handkerchief without
knowing its exact relationship to the rest of
my wardrobe. Don't have a lot of orphan
clothes — scarfs that match nothing — coats
that don't go with dresses, fancy useless
shoes. Use your brains in buying.
CHOP constantly, sometimes to look, somek"-' times to price, never until your mind is completely determined to purchase.
Then perfumes. Nothing so expresses
moods as perfume. The only trouble is that
good perfume is expensive and cheap perfume
is worthless. But if I could only afford three
costumes a season — simple tailored things for
morning, a dashing afternoon outfit that
might double as a dinner dress and a really
lovely gown for evening — I'd take the money
I might have spent on desserts and buy three
perfumes to express those three selves. That's
what I'd do, Marylou. Study, think and express.
Once when I was lunching with Joseph
Hergesheimer, the famous author, who knows
much about beauty and more about women,
we got to talking about hats.
"A wise woman," said Mr. Hergesheimer,
"will go without her lunch in order to buy a
becoming hat. Which is very wise. For if
a woman has a becoming hat, no man will let
herHego meant
without
lunch."
it for
nonsense but I'd advise you
to take it rather seriously, Marylou. Don't
find your type and stick to it. That is out
of date. Be many types. Use other people's
approval as a mirror of your success. After
that, the rest is easy.
C. F.:
You would undoubtedly feel embarrassed
among the younger children were you to go
back to school now. But that fact is no reason
why you should not continue your education.
There might be among the high school professors one who would be glad to give you
coaching outside of school hours; or if you
don't wish tuition of this sort, you can study by
[ CONTINUED
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H / jnil what a flash of
WL/ pleasure and surprise
one encounters her . . . the
girl with a truly beautiful skin!
How it goes straight to the
heart — that radiant, innocent
beauty of soft tints and smooth,
delicately glowing surfaces;
that warm, living charm of a
beautiful complexion!
Begin, today, to give your
skin the care that will keep it

Magazine — Advertising

V A
ttk a
Wt,

soft — smooth — flawless !
Care for it in the way skin
specialists recommend — with
warm or hot water, ice, and
Woodbury's Facial Soap — the
soap especially made for a
sensitive skin.
Thousands of beautiful
women are testifying, today,
to the wonderful helpfulness of
Woodbury's Facial Soap and
the famous Woodbury
skin

B

Section

I

B

becxuXLTuX

skirt

treatments in overcoming
common skin troubles and
building up a smooth, clear
faultless complexion.
Give your skin the benefit of
this wonderful soap — and see
what a marked improvement
you can bring about in just a
few weeks' time.
If you are troubled with
blackheads, blemishes, or any
similar skin defect — use the

special treatment recommended for that trouble in the
booklet that comes free with
every cake of Woodbury's.
If you are fortunate enough
to have a clear unblemished
skin — you should use the
Woodbury treatment for normal skins given
•
• in this
• booklet.
A 25-cent
cake oforWoodbury's
lasts
a month
six weeks.
Get your Woodbury's now!

\l low — thelarge=-size trial sell
The Andrew Jergens Co.,
2213 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
For the enclosed 10 cents — please send
me the new large-size trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap, the Facial Cream and
Powder, the Cold Cream, the treatment
booklet,
"A Skin for
YoutheLove
Touchy"
and
instructions
newto complete
Woodbury "Facial." In Canada, address
The Andrew Jergens Co., Limited, 2213
Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ont.
Name
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/UST a picture of a boy and his dog. Charles Rogers bought this
With love, patience,
police dog as a young, high-spirited puppy.
discipline and dog-biscuits, "Buddy" trained the pup to obey
The dog
orders, perform tricks and be a perfect friend to his master.
has had plenty of movie offers, but "Buddy" believes that a pup's place
is in the kennel. And anyway, the dog refuses to take direction from
anyone but "Buddy."

Ball

^"\NE of the Finest — Thomas Meighan.
You'll take your ticket from Captain McQuigg and
(7 like it, when you are summoned to appear for "The Racket" at your theater. This film
adaptation of the stage play is an underworld melodrama — bang, bang! It is Meighan's
first production for the Caddo Company.
Louis Wolheim, as the Menace, and Marie Prevost,
as the Girl, will appear in support of Meighan.

*m

*SP

Carsey

QW^KOM. stenography to stardom — Alice White. Alice has flapped her way to top rank
i>
with First National. Her first job in Hollywood was as secretary to the press agent of a
**s star. One day Alice showed up for work in a sleeveless, abbreviated frock, then a daring
fashion.

The mother of the star caught a glimpse of her and shouted, "Fire that naked woman!"
Alice lost the job but got a better one the next day.

Alberts

C 1

HAT

deafening uproar from the West is neither a National Convention nor an aviation

/

celebration. It is merely Tom Mix making a vaudeville tour and meeting his public. Tom's
entry in a town is a bigger event than the circus. Tom leaves soon for South America
where men are homhres. There is movie gold in them thar Andes. He promises to send back
'something brand new in the way of horse operas.

Bachrach

rHEY told Gloria Swanson that she couldn't make "Sadie Thompson"; but she did. They
told her that it would be a flop; but it was her biggest hit in years. No wonder that Gloria
smiles and adopts the Sadie Thompson doll for her mascot. After more than a year of bad
luck, Gloria is hearing the music of the jingle of coins in the box-office. The Marquis de la Falaise
has returned from France and everything is tra-la-la.

Hesser

C i 'HIS is the first portrait Douglas Fairbanks has posed for in five years. The redoubtable
t
Doug, now sojourning in Europe with Mary, permits no mere portrait photographer to
interfere with travel, golf or movies. In fact, for the time being, Doug will not even allow
movies to interfere with golf. He had intended, in the beginning, to film a sequel to "The Three
Musketeers" amid the haunts in France of D'Artagnan, but somebody showed him a new niblick,
so he abandoned the idea.

p^D

Comes the Summer, with
sheer fabrics, daring prints
that demand faultless fig'
ure grace — flares, ruffles,
snug hip lines. To meet
Summer, and to meet Fashion the smart woman turns
to the distinctive Gossard
group of foundations particularly designed for hot
weather wear.

THE

H. W. GOSSARD

LINE

Joyously cool is the combination shown here, made of
the new honeycomb mesh.
It is boneless, as sheer and
easily laundered as lace —
but as durable as brocade.
The fabric is doubled
through the lower sections
and sides are of soft, openwork elastic. Model 6615,
$10.00.

CO., Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Atlanta, Dallas, London, Toronto, Sydney, Buenos Aires

hi this luxurious salon, mannequins display the creations of the Fifth Avenue House of Hickson

New York's Greatest Dressmakers
find that Lux more than doubles the life
of lingerie and stockings
is the care of fine underNOWHERE
things and stockings more important
than in the exclusive establishments where
women of society buy beautiful clothes.

fresh dressmakers
through constant
wear,many
New methods
\ ork's
great
have tried
of cleansing. And found that Lux keeps
underthings and stockings exquisitely newlooking more than twice as long!
Now Hickson, Hattie Carnegie, Tappe,

For the great couturier requires his mannequins to display every lovely gown or
frock as a perfect ensemble, with just the
right foundation of undergarments — the
perfect shade and texture of hosiery.
Of course, underthings and stockings
worn in displaying thousand-dollar costumes must look absolutely new!
To

LUX

keep

these silk and

KEEPS

chiffon

Frances Clyne, Bergdorf- Goodman, Stein
and Blaine, Kurzman, Bruck-Weiss, JayThorpe, Milgrim — insist upon Lux for mannequins' underthings and stockings!
Women everywhere find, as these great
dressmakers do, that pure, safe Lux gives
double wear to nice things t

things
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
I!
By James R. Quirk
she was known as the
ONCE
Mack Sennett girl with the
"million dollar legs." Now she
is acclaimed as one of the natural
wits of Hollywood. She is Cecile
Evans. The girls like Cecile, but like
the brilliant Aileen Pringle, known to

F Sam Goldwyn keeps on dragging
new stars over here from Europe,
the government will have to establish
a branch
immigration
department
for him.
The cinema firm of Banky and
Colman were getting along nicely,

the visiting literati as " Pringie," they
don't seek her company much. She's
too quick on the repartee, and has no ambitions
For a diplomatic career.
A short time ago Cecile was visiting the First
National studios in her routine search for parts,
and drove her little roadster into one of the

but they were too expensive individually to keep them working together.
And besides, Sam, being a good business man,
decided he could capitalize the popularity of
each, make separate stars of them and get a new
romantic running mate for each.

temporary garages that shelter the more imposing gasoline equipages of the great and near
great on the lot. In accordance with the

TTAVING arrived at this decision his course
■*" -*-was clear. He took a boat for Europe.
He brought back an Englishman for the
Hungarian Vilma and a Frenchwoman for the
English Colman, thus maintaining the balance
in his personal league of nations.

dignity of the salary checks of the more fortunate or lucky ones, the name of the occupant
is set forth in large letters over each stall.
T TNDISMAYED

by signs and the fearsome

^->*-power of the big names, Cecile drove her
humble little buggy into the one set apart for a
director who can be best described as a fourthousand-dollar-a-week man. That means he
made a good picture once.
Along came the Rolls-Royce — it would be a
Rolls-Royce.
"What

do you mean by stalling your contraption inmy garage?" yelled the justly irate
F-T-A-W-M.
" I'm sorry," apologized Cecile. " I saw one of
your pictures last night and I thought you were

Their names? They've had enough publicity
already. Let's see them strut their stuff before
we begin to rave about them. But if you look
carefully, dear friends, you will find a couple of
pages about them elsewhere in this issue.
[~T was Sunday afternoon and Springtime.
-^•Broadway was alive with thousands of the hoi
polloi from Brooklyn, Harlem and the Bronx,
seeking some place to go and knowing only one
I was trying to catch up on my pictures. I
place.
had been loafing on the job for a week and there
were three or four I wanted to view. I had seen
all the ones in the legitimate houses turned

movie and starting their shows at a regular
hour. They're easy. There is a time, a place,
and a picture.
1 walked to the Paramount. The picture, I
was informed, would not come on for forty-five
minutes.

AH, ha," said I to
one at the Roxy,"
and weaved my way
Cathedral, where there
vesper service.

myself, "I'll catch the
and fought and sidled
up the street to the
is always a delightful

"The picture? Oh, yes, the picture," murmured the polite little beauty at the box office,
"of course there is a picture here. In fact I am
sure of it. The presentation will be over in an
hour.

How many, please?"

All of which shows what "just a little love, s
little kiss," can do to an editor.
T NOMINATE the Newark, New Jersey
J- judge who stuck a fine of $25.00 on the guy
who disturbed the peace by reading titles aloud,
for the job of a special court of movie pests. They
have special courts for road hogs and other
traffic law violators. Why not one for the low
scoundrels who violate our enjoyment of motion
pictures? If a jury was necessary, I would
be willing to chip in toward a fund for
packing it.
FREE advice from the wise. Irvin Cobb
said recently: "The trouble with producers
is that they think the public is as ignorant as

DISCOURAGED and humbled, I ambled up
to the great open spaces of Central Park

George Ade said : "Motion picture producers
are."forget that there are 15,000 Lafayette,
must
they not

and stood and watched the Harlem "Tigers"
(colored)
Bronx with
Orioles"
(colored)
in
a bittertrounce
battle the
that " ended
a score
of 36
to 23.
It was not good baseball, but there was no
presentation.

Indianas, in this country."

SAM KATZ, the friendly and clever little
genius who manages all the Paramount
houses, and I had a pleasant little gab about
this vaudeville stuff in the motion picture
houses.
We were sitting out on Dick Rowland's porch
overlooking ten or twenty acres of velvet lawn,
towering old pines and blossom-laden magnolias.
'Yep, you may be right about it," he said
quietly, "but a huge minority of millions voted
for prohibition and you are breaking the law
right now. And, even if it is a minority who
like our shows, there are millions of them and
millions in it."
I joined the ladies.

JUST to prove how human the editors of
smart and exclusive magazines are, they are
telling a true story of one of them who loves to
run slappy stories about famous film personalities.
It seems that our erudite young periodicalist
got stuck on one of our young Hollywood
beauties, spent a considerable part of his pay
envelope wining and dining her and even confided his love and his high hopes of blissful
matrimony to his intimates.
But the gal done him wrong. She married a
mere motion picture person without the courtesy of even a formal editorial turn-down slip,
such as "Rejection implies no lack of merit."
For days he wandered around in a daze.
"Double-crossers," he muttered, "low persons."

MARKET
reports from Hollywood. Janet
Gaynor was once let out by a company
which paid her $50 a week. She was not good.
Now she gets something like two or three thousand. Itdoesn't matter which.
It's plenty.
Fay Wray, drawing $100 a week, was fired by
Universal and within a year was offered $1,500
by the same company.
MARK
TWAIN would have been a great
title writer for the movies.
"Everybody," said Twain, "is always complaining about the weather, but nobody does
Change about
weatherit."to pictures and it still goes.
anything
ANOTHER
one in which we do not have to
change a word.
It is from a wonderful
criticism by Matthew Arnold.
"Parts were good," he wrote. "Parts were
original. But that which was good was not
original, and that which was original was not

ROBERT FLOREY, an assistant director,
recently produced a picture called "The
Life and Death of a Hollywood Extra." It cost
dollars and set Hollywood very
ninety-two
good."
much agog. Although the offering is a futuristic phantasmagoria that no normal audience
can possibly make sense of, it was hailed in
some quarters as a new form of film art.
What it really is, is a new form of film
poverty. The Florey film is significant only as
an indicator. It means that Hollywood is
thinking — subconsciously, perhaps — of putting
into effect a few marked-down methods with
regard to production. But there will never be
an epidemic of ninety-two dollar pictures.

H e Was Not
AFRAID

TO

Di ie
By Jane

Colman

Richard Dix tells how fear
was defeated when he stood
on brink of the Great Adventure — "Now

I have no

Fear of Living."
GLOOMY pall lay over the revelries of Hollywood.
Richard Dix lay dying!
It seemed so inconceivable to those of us who knew
Richard. Full of pep — with that amazing zest for life
which seems so everlasting! Why, the very day he was taken
ill, he was to toss the first ball for the Los Angeles "Angels." It
didn't seem possible that Richard —
Then came the word, at the very hour when there was absolutely no hope offered, that Frank H. Deweese, the boy whom
we all knew so well as Richard's understudy — who had "stood
in" for him on every scene of "The Quarterback" and other
pictures — had passed away while en route to Hollywood to help
Dix in his next picture. The lad who had roomed with Charles
(Buddy) Rogers at the University of Kansas. Did his death,
from an operation for quinsy, mean that this team was to be
entirely extinguished?
As Richard Dix approached the Great Adventure, he was
awake and conscious — and undoubtedly the least worried man
in all Hollywood.
It may be a little hard for you to believe this story of Dix's
Greatest Adventure. It is even a little hard for Richard himself to believe it. He feels that he should look back on those
long days when his legs and arms seemed among those parts of
life already forgotten — and remember nothing. Or, at least, he
should recall how frightened he was when he realized that life's
span was ending. He doesn't believe that it's quite decent —
that all he can recall is the image of vast open spaces, a light,
irresponsible, unworried, happy feeling of "Here I am, at last,
on the road of Life's Greatest Adventure."
A

I DO not mean when he was on the operating table. He was
taken to the hospital in the wee hours of the early morning
following an acute attack of appendicitis. An X-ray employee
accidentally let the star know, when the doctor was out of the
room, that the appendix had ruptured. Richard knew what
that meant. His uncle had died in his arms following such a
happening. But he had no particular thoughts of life and
death at that moment. "Cheerio" was the last word he
uttered as. they clapped the ether-mask upon him.
Nor do I mean during those ugly hours while he was coming

Richard Dix was given up by his doctors during his
recent illness but he fought a lone battle and won.
His is an amazing story of the thoughts of a man
on eternity's threshold
out of the ether. All he remembers of that is a vague outline of
white caps, sinister whispers and a terrible nauseated feeling.
I mean a few days later, when his breath began to weaken —
when he couldn't make his lungs function — when the terrible
hush of frightened attendants brought the revelation that he
was fighting pneumonia — and no one believed he had a chance
to recover.
Then he knew — knew without a doubt in his own mind — that
he stood on the brink of earthly oblivion.
THIS may sound silly — may sound like I am trying to create
a sensation — but it's true." He was terribly in earnest
about it a few days after his return from the hospital with one
of those one-out-of-a-thousand recoveries to his credit. " When
I knew — or knew for certain — I remembered first that Caesar,
Alexander the Great, Napoleon, movie actors, ditch-diggers, even
policemen — all had to take the jump. And I decided I was as
ready as I'd ever be for it.
"Then I felt a sort of an awe about it. I recalled a poem,
'Friend, what is it all about?' and if I could have smiled, I
would have — at all of those white folks hovering so tense and so
anxious
walking. outside there — somewhere away from where I was
"It seemed almost as though there were a hand holding me
here—" he pointed to his left shoulder. "I didn't think to call
it God or Evolution or Electricity or Power — I didn't think
about anything like that. I just felt rested and free and ready.
Ready to step wherever that hand was to lead me.
" It was as though I had stood on the top of a high mountain
looking down on the people working and sweating and fighting
one another in a valley below.
"It was as though I were floating in an aeroplane — just floating away — peering down on the
[ continued on page 133 ]

^pLINOR GLYN is one of the most fascinating personalities in
Qy pictures.
Stars and producers seek her advice and respect it.
article, Mme. Glyn talks in an informal and straightforward way
problem that interests every girl — whether she will admit it or not.
to read it. It may answer your question.
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By Elinor Glyn
The first of a series of articles on Men and Women
for Photoplay by famous authors

written

rare leisure moments — not keenly interested in women as a
that it is not he who is the
presupposes
a man He
"get" one.
TO anxious
may be complacent and ready to fall
bunch, but not adverse to them. He likes male company best,
however.
in with the desire of the woman in the case, but he is not
the actual chaser.
You have seen that he has several little irritating habits —
So we had better take the thing in two aspects: (1) When the
and that he perhaps likes to smoke an old pipe at home, or some
brand of cigarette or cigar you hate. He is vain most probably,
man has not shown any sign of being attracted, and (2) When
he is mildly attracted but has not made up his mind to go as far
too, and loves to let all women think that he is a master who
must be obeyed. Then tabulate all his virtues. He is most
as putting his head in a noose.
To take Number One : The first bit of advice which one could
generous, we will say. He dislikes to see suffering. He is honorable, even in what men call honor to women! He is a very
give the woman or girl who desires him, is to make a comdecent fellow in short — but alas! he has not looked at you!
prehensive study of his character. Notice every instinct he displays. Ifhe is vain, observe what flatters him most. If he has
obvious weaknesses, analyze them, and discover their roots. It A MUTUAL friend now gives you the chance to sit beside him
during a dinner. For an hour, at least, he cannot get away
is not that I am advising to play upon weaknesses, but complete knowledge of every reaction is necessary to win the diffifrom you, so, knowing all his tastes, you begin by<talking about
cult game of securing a man who, until now, is indifferent.
them sympathetically, and directly you get him on the subject
Above all, analyze what arouses his enthusiasm — what brings
of one of them so that he is nowshowinginterest in your conversaforth the best and highest in him. Study and discover if he
tion, draw him out to expatiate upon it — listen with undisguised
likes rest and peace, or if he likes stimulation. This may take
interest, and make him feel that, although you may not know
you some time and must be done intelligently and without
about this particular subject, you love to hear his account of it!
prejudice — so, during the period when the examination is proAbove all, at this stage, do not show the least coquetterie — or
put forward the smallest suggestion that he could be interested
ceeding, just be calmly friendly, not the least eager or apparently interested; then, when you have gathered convincing
in you — but leave the mildest insinuation with him that you are
evidence of certain characteristics, make your plan of attack.
certainly interested in his conversation. He has not had to
Should you be an egotist and, like so many modern girls, only
make any effort — he is soothed, he does not realize why. He
anxious to express yourself and your own personality in the
registers that this is a nice girl who does not bore him.
chase game, you have not a chance. These characters win only
If you feel that during the dinner he has become sufficiently
when they happen to be so "fascinating that it is the man who is interested in you to want to talk to you afterwards when you
are perhaps going to dance, then you can be a little attractive,
doing the chasing — then they can be as selfish and egotistical as
they please — they have
suggesting by your carefully
aroused the hunting instinct ,
worded phrases, that there
and the more capricious and
may be some surprises in
difficult they are, the more
you which will be worth his
they will draw the man.
while to investigate. If he
WITH
the changing standards of
loves
dancing and you do
morals and conduct, modern men
BUT we are not speaking of
not dance perfectly, either
and women face a revaluation of the reavoid it except in such a
these types. We are talking plain English to the girls
lation of the sexes. Photoplay has
crowd that he will not rewho deliberately admit to
asked six well-known authors to conmark that you are not Al —
themselves that they want
or
do your
best to learn to
follow
his step.
tribute their views on modern sex
certain men who have not
shown the slightest desire
problems. They were asked to speak
for them.
frankly and openly about Men and
IFround,
he is bored
Now listen, Louise, you
infer by
to cavorting
him that
who are out to secure
Women. And they have done so. You
you,
also,
are
wearied
with
Morden, who has not looked
will not want to miss one of these
it, and would much rather
at you! We will suppose
articles.
sit and talk. If by intellithat you have made the
gent handling of these two
Next month you will hear from a
study of his character. You
hours, you have been able
to arouse his admiration or
have found that he is comman. Lucian Cary, the famous short
monplace in many of his
sooth his vanity, the first
story writer, talks on "The Simple Art
tastes — liking his golf and
step will be won.
And here, you who read,
his swimming — taking inof
Fascinating
Men."
terest in real estate deals —
do
not pause and say, "How
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 110 ]
reading current novels in his

/^""NOTHER answer to the question on the opposite page. But
Q^/^/ this is not an inferiority complex in a one-piece bathing suit. It
is Joan Crawford in a half-a-yard of chiffon and a few bunches
of grapes. Before Prohibition, this would have been a Bacchante
costume. But to conform with the law, Joan wears synthetic grapes.
Joan can invent more ways to have her photograph taken than any
other girl in Hollywood.

hat Is BeautyO
Marie Dressier says it is an inferiority
complex
in a one-piece bathing
suit

W

ify Robert Fender

HAT is beauty?" I asked.
Miss Dressier looked off into space.
Finally she spoke.
"Do you know," she said, "you remind me of
Herman Tuttner?"
"Herman Tuttner? Not the Herman Tuttner. You don't
mean him?"
"I mean — I mean — "
And before she could answer she fell asleep.
When she woke up, I asked her again, "What is beauty?"
"Beauty," she returned, " — beauty is a second-hand lawn
mower — beauty is a pale green ice-cream cone — beauty is a
theater
ticket
without a stub — beauty is a — "
I cut her
short.
" You mean?" I asked softly.
"Exactly!" she spouted.
"Then tell me, Miss Dressier," I said, "do you think beauty
is something absolute? That is, can beauty be grasped — like a
hoe-handle for instance?"
She didn't answer for a moment. Then in a subdued mysterious voice she sighed, " Yes — and no, if you get what I mean."
" Miss Dressier," I said, " I was sent here to interview you on
beauty. Now if you're going to act like this I'm going home
and cut the lawn."
I rose and started to leave.
"Sit down, sit down," she cried. "I was only fooling. It
takes a little while to get started, you know."
"Very well," I answered. "I'll give you one more chance.
I'm going to count to three and if you don't tell me what beauty
is by then I'll be good and mad. Here I go. One — two — "
"Whoa!" Marie called. "I've got it! Beauty is an inferiority complex in a one-piece bathing suit!"
"That's better," I smiled. "Now tell me how you found
beauty, Miss Dressier."
A far-away look came into her eyes. She shuddered.
"It seems like a horrible nightmare," she sighed. "I was
just a kid — one of a large family. There were twenty-four of
us and we had no food.
" 'Someone has to work,' I told myself. I asked everybody
else to go to work but they refused and I saw it was up to me.
I decided to come to Hollywood."
She dabbed her eyes with a dainty lace handkerchief and
continued.
"Oh, those first few weeks were hard — hard," she quivered.
"When I first went around to the studios the directors threw
rocks at me."
"And later?" I asked softly.
"Later they threw old shoes at
me," Marie went on in a tired voice.
"Every day I got the same answer
— 'No soap — no soap.' It began to
get me. I started drinking bromo
seltzer.

Before she could conquer the
screen, Marie Dressier had to
master hay-fever. Here is her
beauty treatment, exposed for the
first time. Never mind what's in
the little cup. Can't an artist
have a private life?

^
#

" Then one day I overheard two actresses talking about me.
'Poor girl,' thev said. 'She has hav-fever and no one will
" . 1 ml right there was the turning point of my life!"
tellHer
her.'fist came down hard on the table and split it in two.
" You mean?" I asked gently.
"I mean — I mean — "
Her voice trailed away. She appeared to be asleep.
"What do you mean?" I repeated tenderly.
She didn't answer.
She was asleep.
Presently she awoke.
"What's it going to do, rain?" she asked.
"Looks that way," I answered, "but tell me more about the
turning point in your life."
She grew angry and said, "Oh, is that all you know how to
do — ask questions?"
" Remember what I said, Miss Dressier," Ianswered.
" One — two — "
"Stop!" she cried. "I'll go on.
"When I discovered what it was that
was holding me back, I bought a book on
hay-fever and mastered it.
"It wasn't easy," she smiled. "You
see I had only gone as far as long
division in school and I had a
hard time making
out the
She wiped her beautiful
cow-like eyes and smiling
words." her tears,
through
continued.
[CONT. ON PAGE 124]
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Writes

Reel Two— The famous star beInceville and meets
Last month Jack Gilbert told of his coming to old Inceville.
Jack was seventeen. He had been playing with the Baker Stock
Company, in Spokane, Wash., when the season ended disastrously.
The films attracted him. Gilbert remembered having met
Herschel May all, then playing in Bill Hart melodramas. Mayall
had acted with his father. Through Mayall, young Gilbert landed
a job at Inceville.
"I was neither happy nor unhappy," writes Gilbert. "I was
not calm, neither was I excited. I was a movie actor — and — well,
what the hell of it." Now go on with Jack's fascinating selfrevelation — and remember that every word was written by the
actor himself.

first day at Inceville only succeeded in increasing
my conviction that dreams are things which poets
write about and fools believe in. They have" no
place in the lives of ordinary men.
My only knowledge of transportation to the studio was the
bus from Santa Monica.
This vehicle I found already half
MY

filled when I arrived, and, within a few minutes, late-comers
occupied the remaining empty seats and we started off. I was
paid not the slightest attention.
Afterwards I discovered why.
There were three separate and distinct factions at Inceville.
One was made up of the "hams," that is, the actors who played
parts. Even the bit men or small part artists came under that
category, and they rarely mingled or conversed with the lesser
lights.
The least distinguished group employed in this strange community was called the "bushwa." The word must have been
derived from the French "bourgeois," which Webster defines as
" common people, lacking in distinction or refinement." The
bushwa constituted the background of scenes, the mob, the
atmosphere, so called; they were just as clannish as the "hams,"
and did not attempt to mingle with their superiors. Wherefore,
the reason for my exclusion from the chatter about me. I had
already been labelled; I was bushwa.
Arriving at the studio I was the last to leave the bus. The
old gateman ignored me as I passed.
Inceville was now the

. ' .■

Effie had a little cottage on the Santa
Monica beach. Her
tiny rooms seemed
annexed from
Heaven. Carefree
days at Inceville
played an obligato to
love-filled nights.
Long walks beneath
a million stars . . .
then home ... to
poetry . . ve.rsation and
. . . conand
Effie

By
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wn Story

Jack Gilber
t

comes one of the mob at old
his first film love
spirit of activity : people in various costumes ran about the place
like ants, full breech Indians, blue-uniformed soldiers of the 1 860
period, plainsmen, Irish peasants and Spanish troubadours,
Chinese coolies and Hindu priests. The Orient and the Occident converged, here in Santa Monica, on an April morning,
under a California sun. Suddenly a group of horsemen dashed
down a hill and came to a rearing halt before the main office.
Now I discovered the third division in this hierarchy; the
iristocrats, the mighty ones, the cowboys, all hail! Their
irrival seemed to electrify the air, and with oaths and shouts
they took command.
"Come on, you hams!" "On the set, bushwa!" "Get your
horses, dudes!"
All was confusion. Then everyone disappeared. Somevanished
into doorways which led to stages, others ran to the horse corral
ar rushed off to outlying sets in the hills. The streets became
desolate. An occasional boom of surf and the squawk of seaairds interrupted the stillness.
Inceville had gone to work.

the main office. From "The Cafe de Yellow" came a voice
singing: "We were sailing along — On moonlight bay."
I followed the voice. "Yellow" was wiping his lunch
counter with a damp cloth.
" Pardon me — do you sell coca-cola?"
My interruption was rude, but "Yellow" was a gent.
"Sure."
HE

dropped his cloth and fished in an ice box for a bottle.
I wriggled to the top of -a high stool before the counter.
" Not workin' today?"
I explained that I had just arrived.
" Yellow " gave me a passing inspection and went back to his
damp cloth.
" It's not a bad joint."
"Yellow" was an Italian. He had served two stretches for
burglary, one in Sing Sing, the other in San Quentin. No
one at Inceville ever discovered his sur or Christian names.

How

Tragedy Came to Gilbert's First Love

of the quality of his backbone.
I once saw him in action. Oh,
boy!
Because of a certain complex which Freud has clearly defined,
E. H. Allen, our business manager, was under the impression
that I was an important person. We had been introduced by
Walter Edwards, Inceville's star director, in the presence of Mr.
Ince himself, an honor seldom if ever conferred upon bushwa,
with the result that for four days I took no part in the general
activities of the studio but busied myself through the long
hours chatting with "Yellow," throwing stones for Rags, the
camp dog, and drinking coca-cola. No one questioned my
inactivity nor did I seek a continuance of my artistic career.
On the morning of the fifth day a discovery of my true status
must have been made.
Willie Booth, the office boy, took me in charge the
moment I arrived, and politely but firmly commanded
me to follow him.
We went to the wardrobe where I
was given a complete, soldier's blue uniform, a breech
clout, a black wig, two feathers, a pair of Indian moccasins, and a can of brown paint called bol-Armenia.
I was then conducted up a winding road to a small
frame building, and entered a room in which six or eight
boys were making up in varying stages of war-paint.
AFTER introductions I was told to "follow the
crowd. " Permit me to use one phrase to describe
the boys in that room — they were grand.
Roy
Coulson took me in charge and assigned me to
my make-up shelf and clothes closet. Tod Burns
taught me to apply bol-Armenia to my legs
and torso. Gil Pratt instructed me as to the
proper angle of eagle feathers in a redskin's
mane, and Howard North showed me the
difference between stage and movie facial
make-up.
I had the good sense to say little and listen
much, and they were charming.
Then I followed the crowd.
Our morning's work consisted of riding pinto
ponies bareback around
a camera in a circle, giving vent to occasional
war-whoops and firing
rusty old muskets at
imaginary blue soldiers.
In the afternoon we
donned blue uniforms,
applied false mustaches
and beards to our faces,
and stood behind a
stockade, giving vent to occasional shouts and firing
the same rusty old muskets at imaginary Indians.
It was an amazing game.
At sundown, we were dismissed. My body was
sore from unaccustomed exercise, and I could not
face the ride to the dressing rooms with the rest of
the bushwa. I started limping down the hill, leading my pony. Roy Coulson returned from the
group ahead, joined me and asked:
"Tired?"
I grinned and nodded.
" Buck up. We work tonight."
I was aghast.
"No!"
"Yea.
With Stanford in Sulphur Canyon."
I LIMPED along in silence.
A trickle of blood
ran down one of my legs.
Roy saw and laughed.
"You'll harden up in a few days."
I hoped he was right.
" You'll like this after awhile." Roy was bent on
conversation. "It's better than a lot of jobs. I
slung hash in Venice for six months before I landed
here."
I agreed that being bushwa was better
than serving bourgeois.
"Just give every bit you get the best you
got, and maybe you'll get a part, and if the
cowboys cuss you, don't cuss back. They're

We arrived at the corral and tied our horses.
way toward "The Cafe de Yellow."
"Let's put on the nose bag before we change."

Roy led the
We did.

THAT
night'sactor
workopen
in Sulphur
saw myStanford
career
as a movie
and closeCanyon
in one. almost
Richman
wasdirectingthe scenes. He was" Mr. S." to his friends. He also !
played the lead in all his pictures. His acting was as bad as his
direction and his disposition was worse.
Jim Tully scratched his character in " Jarnegan."
The scenes to be shot were presumably laid at the bottom of a
mine-shaft. An explosion had taken place in the mine. Scenes
of the anguished women and children — the families of the
stricken miners at the entrance of the shaft, were to be
intercut with shots of the tragedy taking place below.
Jagged pieces of timber, representing the debris resultingfrom the explosion, were piled in a heap on the
floor of Sulphur Canyon.
Five or six bushwa were
placed in different attitudes of death here and there
about the wreckage. I was one of the deceased. Kerosene was then poured indiscriminately about the set.
The radium flares were lighted (we had no kleig
lights in those days), a torch was applied to the
timber, and the cameras started grinding.
Stanford had cautioned us that we were
dead, and had added:
"Don't any
move."
By that he meant — no
one should move.
According
to instruction, I lay as in
death for several seconds.
The hiss and crackle of
flames was all about me.
My
feet began to feel
warm.
Then they began
to feel hot. I opened one
eye and discovered that my
shoes
were
burning
briskly.
Then my pants burst into flame.
Stanford
bawled:
"Lie still!"
I
yelled "Nuts!" and leaped to the ground.
Some one threw a blanket around me and
smothered the flames. Stanford was livid.
" You've killed the scene, you yellow rat!"
I weighed one hundred and ten pounds,
so I started looking for a club. Tod Burns
whispered: "Don't say a word." Through
my half-baked brain Tod's word made
sense, and I said nothing.
I FIND it gratifying to note that, if Mr.
Stanford's present occupation is motion
pictures, his position is so remote that I
have quite lost track of him.
I barely made my bed that night. I had
spent my first day before the camera.
If
genius was burning, the flame was far refrom me. of
Then,
The moved
itinerary
the Inceville"gotme."
bushwa from town
to camp was as follows : a street car from
Santa Monica to the Long Wharf (the
longest in the world), a change there to
tally-hos, drawn by double teams of
mules; a four mile spin over a king's
highway, past palisades and canyons
and purple heathered slopes, and a
great, friendly Pacific which roared
each early morning greeting.
When the last bend in the road
hid the [ CONTINUED on page 111]

Jack Gilbert as he is today.
Years and success intervene
between the idol of 1928 and
the man who gained his first
screen experience in the army
of Ince extras

ompanionafrMdBBj|age!
Career ruined, beauty
gone, Bull Montana
is first sacrifice
on altar of this
fiendish doctrine .
So he confesses
to his pal,
HERB

HOWE

EVERY newspaperA in Los Angeles blared the headline:
BEAT UP BY BRIDE!
BULL MONTAN
The shock of it stunned me. I hadn't been informed
of Bull's marriage, I his friend and guardian since the
leath of his mother. Apparently Bull had eloped and married
vithout parental consent.
Slamming my cabin door I leaped into my high-powered
oadster and drove like the wind to the Sodom and Gomorrah
if America, namely, Hollywood.
[FOUND Bull in negligee in his boudoir, a haunch of salami
in one hand and in the other a glass of wine tonic (prescribed
>y his physician).
Though wan and weak, he was the perfect host and conducted
ne to the patio where he served me with salami, bread, tonic
md toothpicks. The toothpicks served both for flipping
alami out of the teeth and fishing the flies out of the tonic, for
t appears that flies have no respect for the Volstead act and
lon't even take the trouble to get prescriptions.
According to the newspapers, the police had arrived in time
o save Bull's life but not his beauty. The skin you love to
ouch had been touched by the bride with rapid applications of
i high-heeled slipper.
" Bully mio," I said, speaking his native Italian. " What-the:11 is this about a bride and a beating?"
"Goddam, wha-the-ell, oh boy!" stammered Bull incoher:ntly. He was still a little punch-goofy. But he did not forget
lis innate Italian courtesy, for he leaped up to spear a fly out
)f my wine with a toothpick.
"Tell me all, Bull . . . you know it'll never go any further,"
[ said, as I took out a pad and pencil preparatory to making
lotes.
OH, OH,
"said Bull in his poetic Italian. "I
through, Herb, I through. No more dis chicken stuff. I get
ne old wop mama, marry her right, wha-the-ell, oh boy, goddam.
Dis dame now days all he think is give me dis, papa, give me
iat . . . all the time fight. I through!"
" Bull," I said sternly. " Were you married by a priest?"
"Aw wha-the-ell!" he parried. "Goddam papers lie. Dis
lame. ... I no marry her by the priest. . . . I . . ."
The truth flashed on me. Judge Lindsey was at the bottom
)f this. Bull in his innocent way had been toying with the
:ompanionate marriage idea.
" Sure, sure, sure," blurted Bull.
In a second he was confessing to me as he would to his mother
)r priest.
If ever a man suffered mental anguish at the hands of woman
t is Bull Montana.
When a mere slip of a youth serving as a barroom bouncer in
Mew York he met the Lady Lil of Tent' Avenoo.
He was no

Bull Montana,
Beau Brummel of
Hollywood, who
has lost his faith
in Womanhood
match for her wiles, for she had money in her sock. After
setting him up to a few rounds of beer she had him in her power.
(Who knows but that the beer was doped?) The romance was
short-lived. The end came when she called him a condemned
wop and drove him out into the night, crashing an alarm clock
into his new brown derby.
Bull didn't think he could ever love again.
Gone was his sunny Italian gaiety, gone his faith in Womanhood.
Then came the lure of pictures, and Bull became the idol of
women the world over. Gradually his faith revived, and the
old love light rekindled in his eyes.
One day as he skipped along warbling a Neapolitan love ditty
he spotted Pansy. A natural lover of flowers, Bull felt his
heart swell for Pansy as it had once leaped to the lure of Lily.
. . . He entered upon a companionate marriage, that snare
of our youth today.
But he was magnanimous. He wanted to give the woman all
the best of it. He drew up a contract for her to sign. It read:
"I agree to work for Mister Bool Montana and do what he
say and not squawk, for board and room and maybe a buck or
In
bovish rapture, Bull led his bride to a love nest in Glenso
a week."
dale.
A SWELL
cost twenty grand," said Bull, showing
me throughjoint
the— place.
It looked all of that. When he showed it to Jack Dempsey,
the champ exclaimed: "Why, you low-life guinea, this isn't
your joint. I'm going to tell the police and have you thrown
It has a drawing room, breakfast nook, patio and all the
other features characteristic of a Spanish joint belonging to a
Hollywood grandee.
He furnished it with genuine
[ continued on page 128 ]
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ACK of this quiet home scene is a tale stranger than fiction. When
Miss Edith de Lacy was a nurse during the War, she found an ugly,
disease-racked baby in a shell hole. As an act of mercy, she adopted
Under her kindly care, the little war victim has grown into the most
beautiful child on the screen — Philippe de Lacy

The

War
Orphan
Philippe de Lacy
becomes the Prince
Charming of Hollywood
By Val Jo Don
that Hollywood is a rebeen told
course you've
markable place where
anything at all can happen,
providing it is impossible. Well, let's walk down
Hollywood Boulevard and see what we can find to
exercise our imaginations.
Let's go up on that hill. See — beyond the bank. It's only
three blocks away.
The road
winds the
all around the hill. There aren't any sidewalks because
OF

people who live up
there don't walk. But
there are the cutest
little houses all along
both sides of the road.
And clear at the top
of the hill, I'll show
you a little brown
house by the side of
the road. If it were
any closer to the road,
it would be under it.
As it is, you have to
' climb down from the
! road to get upstairs in
: the house!
Maybe the road is
trying to hide the
house because there is
a curse on the house.
Such a queer curse,
, I know you would
never guess it. It is
beauty !
The house was
;built by

"The

Girl

Are the wistfulness and tragedy in this child's eyes
a lurking memory of those terrible days in France?
Does an unconscious, slumbering recollection of
early suffering make itself felt in this boy's acting?

Who Was Too Beautiful," but "The Boy Who Was Too
Beautiful" lives there now.
The girl died before she had lived in the house a year. The
boy has several times been so close to death that he could
have reached out and shaken hands with the bony spectre. I
am afraid my story is still going to sound like afairy.tale, even
after I tell you that the house was built by Barbara La Marr.
And that the little boy who was too beautiful to play anything
but prince roles (or so
the directors thought
until recently) is
Philippe de Lacy.
If I were to tell you
that this little boy
and
fifty-five-yearold his
father
never so
much as shared a
breath on the same
planet;
robbed that
him a ofbomb
his

"The boy who is too beautiful" lives in thehouse once occupied
by Barbara La Marr, the "girl who was too beautiful." The
superstitious make much of the accidents that befall Philippe

home and seventeenyear-old
mother
he was two
days when
old;
that he spent the first
sixteen months of his
life in a filthy shell
hole, with nothing to
eat that could be
called food, and with
bursting projectiles
for lullabies, which
often left him unconscious from exhaustion; and if I

AfoYC

— very
Introducing
is oh, so French,

Ronald Colman with Lily Damita.
The selection of A
partners
Miss
n.
WalterforByro
'/
AN
VILMAB
y KY
Bank
andwtMr. Colman was more
vital to the welfare of the nation than the
nominations of vice-presidents at the impending National Conventions. Two
continents awaited the decisions with
bated breath.
Oddly enough, it was Ronald Colman
who nominated his successor to the film
affections of Miss Banky. Colman met
Walter Byron, then known as Walter
Butler, in the Players' Club in London.
When Colman met Sam Goldwyn a few

days later and learned of Goldwyn's frantic
search for a personable young Englishman,
Colman suggested his friend.
Goldwyn made an appointment to see
the actor at midnight, on the eve of Mr.
and Mrs. Goldwyn's departure for Paris.
Byron, nee Butler, appeared wearing the
conventional evening, closely but unfortunately clean-shaven.
"What! No mustache?" exclaimed Mr.
Goldwyn.

E in the party had an old musSOMEONtache
that he wasn't using and loaned it
to Mr. Byron. The effect was just what Mr.
Goldwyn wanted and the actor was straightway engaged.
However, it is unfair to Mr. Byron to
make it appear as easy as all that. As a
matter of fact, Mr. Byron has been on the

Henceforth it will be Vilma
Banky with Walter Byron.
Mr. Byron obtained the
pleasant job of making
love, before the camera, to
Miss Banky simply by
growing a mustache and
changing his name. His
own name of Butler was
too prosaic, so he took a
monicker with more romantic overtones. English
born, of Irish parentage;
twenty-seven years old, six
feet tall — and unmarried

stage
he on
was tothrust
into girl's
clothesever
and since
pushed
play Little
Eva
in " Uncle Tom's Cabin. " He was born in
England, of Irish parentage; his father
was George Butler, a comedian and his
mother, Dulcie Lawrence, was a leading
woman.
At fourteen, Walter, who was a big boy
for his age, enlisted in the World War and
four years later he emerged as a sergeantmajor with two wound stripes and a citation to his credit. But he was also broke.
His first stage appearance after the War
was as chorus man in a London musical
comedy. His rise to prominence on the
English an
screen
was slow.andByron
was a "actor,
bit "
player,
understudy
a touring
and to help along his income he played in
English pictures at two pounds a day.
When Colman met him in the Players'
Club, he had just completed his first
leading
in "Tommy
Atkins."
Byron role
is now
in Hollywood,
feeling just
a little shy and out-of-it-all. His English
reticence won't let him make friends.
And Mr. Goldwyn is still worrying about
that mustache. Until production starts
on his first film with Miss Banky, Byron

\m PORT ED Love Birds
Lily Damita, who
and Walter Byron
English
will experiment wit h various kinds of mustaches.
And Lily Damita? Ah, that's a different
story. Lily was sitting in a restaurant in
Paris when Mr. and Mrs. Goldwyn entered.
There was the usual commotion in Lily's corner.
Lily was surrounded by gay friends.
"There's personality for you!" remarked
Airs. Goldwyn.
LILY was coy about accepting an offer. She
has been starred by French companies. She
has had thousands of pictures of herself in French
publications. Lily has a following in Paris as a
cabaret performer. Lily should jump at a chance
to go to a sleepy old village like Hollywood !
Then Mr. Goldwyn led trumps. He told
her that she was to play opposite Ronald Colman. He would have saved time if he had
mentioned that fact in the first place.
Lily then vowed that Ronald Colman was her
favorite actor. To go into American movies —
no! To play opposite Ronald Colman — yes!
Women are like that, especially French women.
And so Lily, with a confidence born of blonde
hair, blue eyes and perfect legs, is out to conquer. Hollywood book sellers report an unprecedented sale of French dictionaries. And
Mr. Colman is in unusually cheerful humor.
Neither fame, gold nor the lure of Hollywood influenced Lily Damita to sign an
American contract. Lily merely yearns to
play opposite Ronald Colman. That's her
story. Lily is blonde, blue-eyed, French
and persu-asive
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Special photograph for Photoplay by James Abbe

/T'S
a true
story you
— theinvalid
beautiful
and unselfish
devotion
of Lillian
and seldom
Dorothyhear
Gishabout
to their
mother.
Mother
comes first, even before their careers. This summer Lillian is taking her
mother to Europe, to Max Reinhardt's castle in Salzburg, Austria. Before
they departed, Dorothy took her mother in a wheel chair to a beauty parlor
and treated her mother to a permanent wave, and this little fling of vanity
worked a noticeable improvement in Mrs. Gish's health. This is the first
photograph of Mrs. Gish and her daughters made in five years. It was taken
on the roof of their home in New York.

By
James R. Quirk

lLASY! Just read how
'Winnie1
Sheehan

don't
did it.to beYouhorn
have
in
Buffalo, however

Winfield Sheehan is production manager of the
Fox Studios. You have
him to thank for some of
the greatest stellar discoveries of the year

Wow

to Become

A

Great Producer
OUT in Hollywood they call him the Miracle Man of
the Movies. And why not? They call each other almost everything else in all the languages one will come
in contact with, on a day's tour of the studios, so it
eems to be quite appropriate to call a man who performs
niracles a Miracle Man.
Some time somebody will write a great story of the motion
•icture industry and if the author founds his story absolutely
ipon facts, he will weave into the treatise, without many frills
ir furbelows, a vivid and exeeedingly interesting account of the
urpassing activities of Winfield R. Sheehan.
"Winnie" Sheehan began in Buffalo, where he was born long
nough before the Pan-American Exposition, which was held in
901, to rise to the enviable position of "star" reporter on The
Buffalo Conner. After he had performed a few miracles in conleclion with his duties as a reporter covering the story of
^resident McKinley's assassination, he decided to ask the pro>rietor of the paper for a raise. It was a fatal decision, — for the
>aper. He didn't get the raise, but immediately thereafter he
>ried transportation to New York out of the hard-boiled busiless manager and left the paper flat.
But let us flash back to an earlier day before we begin the
:hronicle of events that followed Sheehan's entry into the
Metropolis. Sheehan did not step from St. Canisius High
School and College, which he attended for a time, directly into
lewspaper work. He went to war first. He worked his way
nto Uncle Sam's Spanish-American war volunteers when he
vas fourteen years old and came back as a corporal or somehing. He saw service in Cuba and took San Juan Hill with
:omparatively the same ease that Captain Flagg, of "What
Price Glory," took Bar-le-Duc. And before he went to war he
vorked in his father's dry goods store. His first job there was
:o sweep out his father's office and when he had completed that
:ask, he was directed to the sidewalk. It was a large sidewalk
md as it didn't seem to hold out any particularly inviting opportunities, heleft the dry goods business flat.

From that point through the war and on through a few years
of more or less hectic newspaper work in Buffalo and then New
York. A job on The World, alongside Irvin Cobb, Martin
Green, Charley Hand and many others who have since become
famous in various walks of life. Right away he began to perform miracles in reporting until he finally won this bouquet
from the hardest-boiled city editor who ever slashed his blue
pencil through a piece of copy: "Give me 'Winnie' Sheehan
andPark
a live
scoop the town."
Rowcomposing
still talks room
aboutandthe I'll
achievements
of Sheehan. He
is conceded to have been one of the very best police and general
reporters that ever worked on a New York newspaper. It was
quite natural that he should drift into political writing and the
associations he formed during the latter years of bis newspaper
work probably played important parts in the mapping out of
his ultimate career. He became a confidant of the late Charles
F. Murphy, leader of Tammany Hall and it can be safely said
that several men who today hold high public offices can attribute their rise to him. He doesn't like to talk about those things,
however.
AMONG other prominent men with whom Sheehan came in
contact at that time was Mayor Gaynor and a warm friendship grew up between them until, one day, Mayor Gaynor asked
Sheehan if he would accept an appointment as secretary to the
city's Fire Commissioner. Mayor Gaynor told Sheehan he
wished to bring about some constructive changes and thought
he was the man to help carry out the programme. Sheehan
accepted.
The late Rhinelander Waldo was Fire Commissioner. Sheehan was not in the Fire Department long when Mayor Gaynor
asked Commissioner Waldo to become head of the Police Department. Waldo accepted and Sheehan went along. Among
his other duties as secretary to Commissioner Waldo, Sheehan
had charge of permits for theaters and motion picture shows.
That brought him in touch
[ continued on page 119 ]

QosThsiep
"Open wide," says Dr. M. E. Roby, "it won't hurt a
bit." Although Flash is a gentle dog, the dentist
goes easy on the buzzer. Flash mistook a rock for
an old bone — hence the repairs. He wants to keep
that flashing smile
WILSON
MIZNER, whose quips and pranks convulse
Hollywood, recently attended one of the local premieres.
It was one of those very swanky affairs.
Policemen and attaches of the theater were having a terrible
time handling the mobs. Imported limousines waited in line
for forty-five minutes before they could reach the entrance of
the theater.
In this long line was Mizner, not in an imported gasoline
chariot, however, but in a rattling good Henry that was more
dilapidated than the bus of Our Gang.
He wore a high silk hat.
When Mizner finally reached the entrance, he got out and
left his car by the curb.
"Hey," yelled the door man, "you can't leave that car here.
Drive around until you find a place to park it."
"Have you got a car?" asked Mizner.
"No," said the door man.
"Then," answered Mizner, "I'll make you a present of this
And he walked into the theater.
one."
T EW CODY had to have a black eye for his picture.
-L'Ever the artist, Lew went forth, we are told, and
achieved a real one. Just how he did it was a mystery
until James, the Cody chauffeur, walked on the lot, his
right eye well blackened.
Now that's what we call real loyalty among servants.

While evening gowns
are cut lower and
lower, bathing suits
go in for a high neckline. That's to protect the neck from
sunburn. Dorothy
Gulliver is wearing
this new suit, made of
heavy durable
material. Miss Gulliver was Universal's
bathing — no, baby —
star of 1928

HERE'S

"Certainly not," was the vehement denial. "I don't even
know Betty Bronson. "
Now Betty doesn't know whether to be proud that her fifteen
year old sister, Eleanor, has decided to get along by herself, or
dismayed because she repudiates the family connection.

PETITE Eleanor Ames walked onto the United Artists lot
and obtained a part as an extra with D. W. Griffith in "The
Battle of the Sexes."
"But aren't you Betty Bronson's little sister?" a newspaper
woman inquired.

SALLY EILERS and Matty Kemp may get married, but
they must sign an agreement to stay so for five years!
Such is the unique arrangement provided by Mack Sennett
for his proteges, whom he has boosted to film prominence
through "The Good-bye Kiss."
There have been all kinds of we-promise-not-to-marry
agreements signed by film players, but this is the first we-agreeto-stay-married
arrangement.
Mr. Sennett admits that he would rather eighteen-yearold Sally and twenty-year-old Matty wait awhile, but he
refuses to compete with Cupid.
All he asks is a legal arrangement that Cupid will keep up
the work he has started.

the latest on the Joan Crawford-Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., affair.
Helene Costello is divorcing her husband and the gossip
hounds are wondering if that will mean a revival of interest on
the part of Doug, Jr.
Mrs. Evans, Doug's mother, says that her son will never
marry Joan.
Joan and Doug, Jr., have nothing to say at all. But they
continue to be the most devoted young pair in Hollvwood.

ofzAll
Studios
The thinnest stocking in Hollywood, found after
long, careful search and owned by Nancy Carroll.
A newspaper may be read through it easily. Such
a trick is guaranteed positively to enliven even a
political editorial

Florence Vidor
ind her young
laughter, Suzanne, go bye>ye. They have
.ailed for Europe
)n one of those
eisurely sightseeing trips. The
loll — her name is
3 i 1 1 i e — went
ilong to acquire a
lew wardrobe in
Paris

ANITA STEWART separated from Rudolph Cameron
some years ago. Until the past few months, nothing has
been said of a divorce. But now close friends tell us that
Anita is planning the big step — and that a scion of an old New
York family is responsible for the decision.
A FRIEND greeted Dick Arlen. "See you have a snappy
■**■ new town car, Dick?"
"I should say not! Mine is the 1925 vintage. Oldest
motor, oldest tires, most worn out and reliable wreck in
this city."
"But I saw Jobyna Ralston riding around in it!" the
friend persisted.
"Oh, that belongs to Jobyna. The wife can afford it —
I couldn't," Dick modestly answered.
CAN you picture Bebe Daniels in a blonde wig?
Well, that's
what she's wearing, for the first time in her life, in "The
Newsreel Girl. "

And she's so pleased with the results that you may see her
that way often.
Perhaps it will be a case like that of Marie Prevost. Marie
went blonde for one picture, "The Godless Girl." Now the
producers won't let her appear before the camera in any other
make-up.
So she's blondined her hair to make it more easy.
Alice White went blonde also. But only for a few moments.
Now that she's been made a real star by First National, along
with Colleen Moore, Corinne Griffith and Richard Barthelmess,
she's gone back to the red locks. Perhaps she realizes the line
"she looks so much like Clara Bow" wasn't bad advertisement.
SPEAKING of Bebe Daniels, with the beginning of summer
she is resuming her real estate operations. Building her
fourth house on the beach at Santa Monica, with the other
three rented on long term leases. She had a good laugh the day
the contractors started. They broke ground on the wrong lot —
and were frantic about it. But it wasn't Bebe's hard-luck as a
contract is a contract and she had given them the correct
instructions.
"LTOLLYWOOD husbands are considering starting
■*■ -^-another Revolutionary War. They claim that they are
suffering taxation without representation. Of course,
it's the alimony which does it.
MARIA CASAJUANA was a stenographer in Barcelona,
Spain, when the Fox Film Company staged a beauty
contest and she won it.
Now, as Marta Alba, she's well towards the top of the list
of those to be pushed right along in pictures.
But she hasn't lost any of her old Spanish modest-little-girl
inhibitions.
',7
She wants to play sweet, innocent roles, but they cast her
as the lead in "Roadhouse, " anything but a stay-at-home
picture. She was to lie on a couch and play an emotional
love scene with Warren Burke, another newcomer.
In the middle of it, Marta realized how immodest was her
position.
She sat up, crossed herself vehemently, to show that such
actions were not of her volition.
A few minutes later her little sister, who is living here with
her, came on the set, saw Marta's passionate acting, knelt and
crossed herself and offered a prayer for her sister.

"***

Recently PHOTOPLAY printed a picture of Wheezer,
the Hal Roach kid star. Since then Wheezer has
been getting as many flattering letters as Gilbert or
Colman. And mostly from girls, he blushingly
admits
This eight hundred dollar dress, worn
Davies in "Show People," was ruined
water — deliberately and as part of the
comedy scene. The gown was made

by Marion
by seltzer
plot — in a
by Greer

SPEAKING of Warren Burke, he is the son of Johnny
Burke and came from Washington University to join his
mother and father. He tried here and there to get into pictures
— a test for "Chicken a la King" at Fox brought him nothing
until Winfield R. Sheehan saw it, a week later, and sent for the
lad to give him a chance in "Roadhouse." He is now signed
on a five year contract.

This studio is certainly becoming the haven for young folks
with no previous experience.

A LBERTO RABLIGATI was another youngster whom
J- VFox chose in a foreign
n. He' has been
a
year. The studio has just competitio
changed his name to Gino here
Conti,
keeping a touch of Italian in the cognomen. Thev have decided that he, too, will make good and have taken him from
bit parts into features.
T^JARY
HAY
BARTHELMESS
has a big brother.
AWhen her father, Richard Barthelmess, married Mrs.
Jessica Sargent, little Mary welcomed young Stuart Sargent
into the family. Stuart is seven years old, just a year older
than Mary.
Little Mary is the best raised child in Hollywood.
Stuart, being a boy, is more careless of the fine points of
etiquette and deportment.
One day Stuart was admiring Mary's goldfish. "Oh,
look at the big guy!" exclaimed Stuart.
"Stuart, darling," remonstrated Mary, "don't say
'big guy.' You know I might copy you."

"pXOROT
MACKAILL is the latest film star to come out
-L-'openly HY
al couples. in defense of Companionate Marriage for professionShe says that motion picture people— where both husband
and wife are working— are forced to such an arrangement. But
she believes in the old-fashioned kind for old-fashioned
women.
But, just where could you find an old-fashioned woman in
the motion picture city?

EXCEPTING, of course, Mae Marsh. The other day a
i— (producer purchased a story which was simply written to fit
Miss Marsh.
He tried to obtain her services but found that Mrs. Louis
Lee Arms is ready to have her third baby. In the seven years
she has been married she has devoted herself entirely to
the raising of a family.
Which sort of proves, however, that you have to do either
one thing or the other.
A^ARY DUNCAN refuses to confirm or deny the report
IVlof her engagement to a London theatrical producer.
But she admits that there's a romance.
And admits that she can't leave home in the evenings
the long distance telephone connection with England until
has
been established.

name?
trueThesecret.

My dears, she's really managed to keep that a

A N independent
■^^-continue
his film producer
activities. recently wanted money to
He asked two employees if they knew where he could
They went into a huddle and decided they knew, where
get it.
the
long green grew.
"There's a car in it if you can get the kale," said the
producer.
"Very good," said the two loyal lads, and then called up
Dr. Giannini of Bank of Italy fame.
Five minutes later they had $175,000.
"Wonder what kind of a car he'll give us?" one asked.
"Why a 'Mythical,' of course," was the snappy rejoinder.
ELEANOR BOARDMAN VIDOR is a brave woman. She
had the courage to sail for Europe with her young baby
and
no nurse maid. Eleanor will take care of her daughter
herself.

All those who think that the modern young woman
lects her children will please try and laugh that off.

neg-

JUST as soon as "Fedora" is finished, Pol'a Negri will leave
for a three months' vacation in Europe. Then she plans to
make one picture a year in this country and one in Europe.
Fox is reputed to be the company with which she has made this
arrangement.

The new Mrs. Richard Barthelmess has neither stage
nor screen ambitions. She was formerly Mrs. Jessica
Sargent of New York. Her seven-year-old son is
already the favorite playmate of Dick's little daughter, Mary Barthelmess
IF Doris Kenyon should decide to retire from the screen and
become exclusively Mrs. Milton Sills, the Kenyon name
would not be forgotten.
Doris' niece, Nancy Kenyon, is playing her first role as the
secretary in "The Butter and Egg Man," Jack MulhaU's latest
starring vehicle.
Since Nancy has reddish brown hair, dark sparkling eyes
md something of the wistful beauty of her aunt, Hollywood
expects the Kenyon name to collect more laurels.
■\X7HILE traveling from Hollywood to New York via the
" * Southern route, the train carrying Jack Dempsey and
his wife, Estelle Taylor, of the films, was forced, because
of a hot-box, to make an unscheduled stop at a way station
near New Orleans.
An interested gallery of colored folks gathered to watch
the crew tinker with the sizzling axle.
Jack and Estelle noted that each colored citizen, whether
man, woman or child, was accompanied by a pointer bird
dog.
Naturally, Jack wondered if the country offered any
possibilities for hunting.
"Much shooting around here?" he asked.
"Lawd no!" a shocked darkie answered. "Us is all lawabidin' folks."
Jack turned to hide his smile and Estelle stepped forward
to explain:
"Mr. Dempsey wants to know if there is any game
around here."
"Oh !" the darkie instantly flashed his teeth in a knowing
grin. "Dere's a right smart crap game back of dat red
barn yonder, if dat's what you mean, lady."
THERE undoubtedly will be a new starring team on the
screen if Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor go over big
in "The Big Fight," that new Belasco stage play they are
scheduled to open this fall.
If Broadway acclaims this opus of the ring, Jack and
Estelle will be able to pick their own movie producer and begin to choose up sides for co-starring squabbles.
"I ought to be a wow in this play," Jack observed. "All
I have to do is act natural. I just fight. Estelle does all the
acting. Belasco says she'll knock 'em cold. "
Max Marcin wrote the show and takes a twenty-five per cent
cut for his bit, same as Belasco, Dempsey and Sam Harris.

The new handkerchief for evening wear is almost
as big as a scarf. Ruth Taylor carries a three-foot
square, made of real lace and georgette.
Pastel
colored chiffon affairs are also popular

SAM got his nose a little out of joint, we are told, over the
fact that Belasco is to get credit as producer.
"You know," said Sam, "other producers have staged sucplays. " meant himself.
Maybecessful Sam
BENanooks
that asofitthe
may,
Belasco's
is known
even byabout
the
North.
Sam name
. . . well,
ask anybody
Sam off Broadway!
Dempsey is training for this opera same as he would for a
fight. He went West and fixed his business all up tidy, visited
his mother in Salt Lake, and now you can find him, bright and
early any morning, doing road work for "The Big Fight."
As for Estelle, she's practicing manicuring and gum-chewing
for her big role.
The play will try out in Atlantic City the middle of August,
then move into the Majestic on Broadway September 1st.
A STAR and an executive were in a hot argument over
■**■ some sordid question of money. The star, it seems,
demanded certain small luxuries that would contribute to
her happiness at the studio.
The executive was protesting. "You stars are unreasonable and childish. You are too reckless with the
company's money. How are we going to save money, if
you keep up this sort of thing?"
"Why don't you fire some of your relatives?" suggested
the star.
"They don't mean a thing at the box-office."
And that ended the argument.
GRETA
GARBOfor and
Conrad
a new screen
combination
you.
GretaNagel!
as a There's
clever Russian
spy,
Conrad as a dashing army officer. "War in the Dark," they
call it and, of course, it's to be one of the year's big specials.
Fred Niblo megaphones it.
EXIT from Hollywood: Another beauty contest winner.
Miss Dale Austin, better known as Miss New Zealand,
has sailed for home.
She completed [continued on page 94]
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Why
BENN
Torch.OSTERMAN was carrying
the Y
If you know your Broadway as
well as your Park Avenue, you would
realize that carrying the Torch means only
one thing— a state of being without benefit
of femininity. And if you had a flair for
etymology you might trace themetaphor to Diogenes' nocturnal
search for an honest man and by metonymy, asyndeton or what
have you? find it on Broadway translated into the quest of a
foolish virgin.
But Broadway
never questions.
Sufficient
unto the crack is the wisdom thereof.
Benny took up the Torch when he read in the pale lavender
edition of The Daily Tomorrow that Hattie Humphreys had
married his old pal, Lou Schultz.
Benny had not seen Hattie for two months, nor had he seen
Lou for ten. But now it seemed that it was onlv yesterday
that he had held her in his arms, shameless and unafraid, in the
Pennsylvania Station. And as for Lou— he and Lou had been
buddies!
Benny filled the Torch with fusel oil in Tony's speakeasv
and as the flame mounted, Benny's spirit descended— and he
smiled sardonically as he
thought of the possible
wheeze therein. So now
Hattie was married and
living in Joplin, Mo., with
Lou Schultz! Well, there
alvyays was something
snide about Lou — just like
that time he sold Benny
his Dagmar Sportifette
full of airplane gas, and
cork dust in the oil. Lou
would cross a pal. It
wasn't Hattie's fault — she
was a sweet kid and Benny
had always meant to
marry her. If he had ever
known he loved her like
this, it never would have
happened. But love is
like that! Just like pain—
you don't feel it until
after the blow.
BENNY carried the
Torch into Gil Beal's
office in the Poultry Exchange Building and threw
it on his desk.
"Hi, Benneh, " greete
Gil with all the benevo-d
lence of his ten years as
Broadway's favorite host.
"Why the dead pan?"
"Hattie's gone and gotten married," announced
Benny, in the sobbing
voice that had made him
famous.
" Well, what's it to you,
Benneh? Let's see, there
was Tilly and Mabel and
Pearl and — oh yes, Jacqueline Rupferschmidt.
You're just playin' your
W

Benny could sing only
and that's Broadway

usual horse, Benneh.
Forget it, onedame'sasgoodasanother.'
"No, they ain't, Gil. Hattie was different and what's more
I ain't gonna sing tonight."
"Whaddya mean you ain't gonna sing tonight? You're
gonna sing tonight if it's the last turn you do. Say, I lost
fit teen grand on the Klub Kismet when she was padlocked and
I've spent eight hundred advertising the
ng. I've got
you down as the wind-up and you're goingre-openi
on. Besides, I got
you under contract till next week. "
"Please, Gil, I can't sing tonight. You don't know how
broke up I am about Hattie."
"Now listen to me, Benneh," cooed Gil, soothingly, "I
know how it is. These janes is all alike. Either they gets'you
or you gets them. Why, Benneh, you don't know how lucky you
Where'dyoubeth'en?" j
are. Supposeyoumarriedoneof them.

By

William Brokaw Jutte
^hen carrying the torch
ior a broken heart
"I'd be a darn sight better often I am now."
"Is zat so? You, Broadway's favorite Torch singer.
The
That would be a
;uy that discovered loneliness — married!
the tabloids, wouldn't it?"
storydidfor
well
Benny
not answer.

Benneh? It's
AND what makes you a good Torch singer,
'causeyou ain't never fallen for them,see? Whenyou sing
.bout how lonely you are, you mean it, and you put the old
attle in your voice. That's art, Benneh. And you can't fake
t. That's the difference between you and Roy Kuhnle. He's
;ot a wife and six kids, and all he can sing is 'Baby Feet.' And
lere you are quitting 'cause you lost your Hattie. Why,
Hattie married is just Lady Luck for you!"
"I ain't quittin', Gi!, I just don't want to put the
skids under your show. "

"Oh, that's a lotta boloney. You get
together with Hymie Edwards and work
up 'Broken Hearted.' I'll take a chance.
Now do this for old Gil, Benneh, and
then we'll talk new contract. How
"Well, I'll do it for you, Gil, but God
in it. "
knows my heart ain't
your pants pocket, where your money
" Aw, put your heart inabout?"
is! And remember, Benneh, you can't eat your love and sing

Benny dragged the Torch disconsolately out of Gil s office
wandered aimlessly in the vast crowded loneliness of
andtoo!"
it
Broadway. "Gil just doesn't understand," thought Benny,
sorrow simultaneously. " He's
regaining his composure and hishis
career wrecked. "
never had his heart broken and
the Klub Kismet resumed
and
off
came
lock
That night the
its nocturnal cacophony in the basement of the Poultry Exchange Bank Building, and the financial structure of society
was once again threatened. Gil Beal was there in person,of bowDes
ing with West-Chesterfieldian urbanity to the elite
Moines and Schenectady, ciceroned (on a ten percentbasis) by
the ladies of the evening in the nether garments of the garment
trade. His cold, fishy eyes swept the crowd and saw eight
hundred dollars as good as in the till.
Broadway furnished the usual quota of ladies and gentlemen
with obviously invisible means of support. The cover charge was raised by
an amount scientifically gauged to pay
off the period of being padlocked.
Denatured Alkolav sparkled in Venetian glass. Cut Scotch was served in
cut glass thimbles at $10 per and
d'hote
The at standard
costs.
was
served
intervals table
that insured
drinking. The room was kept at
eighty-seven Fahrenheit for those
who failed to respond to the tabasco
in the spaghetti.

BY the time the cabaret started all
was wassail in the great sub-cellar.
The Kismet Kuties, sixteen in number, opened the bill in the dance of
the rabbits, with Anastasia Gilfillan
as Mollie Cottontail herself singing
Dolores and
the Cottontail Toot.
Puma did a Tango interlarded with
cartwheels and chiropractic; Kitty
La Fleur, an obvious orphan, sang a
lullaby to her father, and then
Osterman —
ner,
the headli
s Benny
dway'
"Broa
favorite
Torch
"Shake with Mrs.
Crimmins and Miss
Dolly Dole. Sit down,
Mr. Osterman, and
have a drink." Benny
looked at Miss Dole —
and looked again to see
if it were true. Yes, it
was the girl whom he
had noticed as he took
his last bow. She had
not applauded. Maybe
she had suffered, too

The lights darkened. Benny
ambled dejectedly to the center
of the stage and a blue spot flashed
the death masque of a departed
onSinge
lover. r"—
As he waited for the song
cue he thought of Hattie, and then
of Lou and he knew then that he
had loved as he had never loved
before and had lost— lost as he
would never lose again, because
he would never love again.
"There she is — my old gal"
[continued on page 114]
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You recognize the
quality instantly.
By You
use the phrase every
day. Do you really
know what it is?

Louis E. Bisch
M. D., Ph. D.

sex
stands out as a predominant1
trait. appeal
It is a distinguishing mark even off
the screen. Were you to be in the same room \
with Miss Garbo, one of a large group, even
not knowing who she was, your attention
would immediately be attracted to her.
Men, of course, may possess sex appeal as '
strongly as women.
The late Valentino is an outstanding ex- :
Clara Bow, the active and spontaneous, is almost the exact
ample of this.
So great was his sex appeal that even the i
opposite of Greta Garbo, the quiet and reserved. And yet
men seemed to be affected to the extent of
both are popular for the same reason.
They have sex appeal
imitating him.
The vogue for suspenders •
was suddenly revived when said movie idol '
O what particular thing do you ascribe Greta Garbo's
appeared in a fancy pair in one of his pictures
asked a motion picture critic Wallie Reid,
predecessor
recently.
wood before him,thealso
had it. of Valentino, and Harold Lock"To IT — to her sex appeal," came
the
prompt reply.
"And what is sex appeal?"
" Well, the explanation of that I leave to you psychiatrists," heanswered with a knowing smile.
This conversation got me to thinking. It is true
that even I, myself, specializing in the subtleties of
human character as I do, could not at the moment
formulate a satisfactory analysis of what sex appeal
really is.
And I found that several others whose opinions I
afterwards sought — actors, actresses and movie fans —
were likewise at a loss to express what they really
meant although each and every one used the term sex
appeal most glibly and used it, I thought, often inaccurately.
"It's something intangible," one said. "You feel it
.and you know when it's there. But you can't say in
just so many words exactly what it is."
"It's personality and yet it isn't personality," remarked another of my friends. And wisely she added
that she was afraid her interpretation would not help
much.
John Gilbert is the ideal
Greta Garbo has the gift
I wonder if you, my reader, have ever tried to solve
the riddle of sex appeal.
of immediately attractlover. He has, in addiing and holding your
tion to good looks, what
I am sure you will agree with the critic, above quoted,
the doctor describes as
attention. It is a prethat Greta Garbo possesses it to a marked degree. She
dominant quality, even
"a dis t i n g u i s h in g
is a competent little lady, no doubt of that. She has
off the screen
acting ability, grace and artistry.
Nevertheless her
amount of the unusual"

T

ex
rVppeal
And then in these days, to return to the women, there
as Theda Bara. That truly remarkable alluring look
[ hers spelled sex appeal to the nth degree.
At first the directors didn't bother about sex appeal.
It must have existed as prominently among humans
ren as now. They did not recognize it as such, however.
t had not yet been discovered.
Sex appeal as a box office drawing card was still unnown.
Now, however, directors are looking for sex appeal
rery where.
rHE man or woman who can boast its possession has
won half the battle to movie fame before he starts.
For one thing, sex appeal is difficult to define because
may reveal itself in various types of personality makeing
Py,
e
ys
al
lay
t
l
a
e
p
i
g
w
p
x
t
s
t
n
Se ap
is no a si
en
al
di
lentical characteristics.
You may say, "Oh, yes, I can figure out what it is in
0 and So. It's the quality of easy, languorous movement
lus dreamy eyes and those long, delicate, artisticallyipering fingers of her."
And then suddenly you are confronted with another
ind of feminine sex appeal, a personality depending foils lure upon dignity of carriage, flashing eyes, and large,
ipable hands — altogether an opposite combination.
Indeed, a single feature or behavior habit that rouses
,fis sex appeal feeling in us as emanating from one person
may, when appearing in another, make
us react in quite an opposite fashion.
A small rosebud mouth
may be the salient trait
that draws, in a round,
baby face.
That same mouth in a
long, lean and otherwise
comely face would appear
almost ridiculous.
Black eyes or blue eyes
or hazel eyes, of and by
themselves, may appear
to penetrate the deepest
well-springs of sex appeal.
Still it depends entirely
how these eyes fit into the
general personality ensemble whether or no their
sex appeal will be vibrant,
temperate, or zero.
Emil Jannings is anything but the ideal lover.
Apropos is a case I had
The Doctor says he is
the privilege to observe
and it tells its own story in
lacking sex appeal. And
striking fashion.
yet he has a tremenIt concerns a woman of
dous fascina tion f or
women
middle age whose right

Sex appeal cannot be acquired but it may be latent.
Mary Philbin was merely a child-like heroine until
"Drums of Love."
Griffith brought out the sex
appeal she had repressed
eye used to be turned inwards for ever so small a fraction of a
degree.
In short, she was cross-eyed.
Nevertheless, this deformity gave her face a certain distinction. One could not help looking at her. There was something
fascinating about the look in the eyes that held. Many persons
remarked about the lady's unusually strong sex appeal.
Then later — it is now some five years ago — this same lady
married and, as luck would have it, she married a physician.
HE eyewould,
of course,
likeget
a doctor,
beloved'sit
condition.
He just
would
it fixedharp
up. onHehis insisted
ought to be done forthwith.
Well, she did! And flit went her peculiar attractiveness.
"The operation was successful but" — the patient's sex appeal
died!
This makes me think of Theda Bara again. I understand she
is nearsighted. Is it possible her marvelous aspect of countenance was due to this?
Not only is it possible. It is probable. Often a mild physical malformation can become a decided asset, a creator of sex
Yes, absolute and perfect beauty is not necessarily a twin
appeal.
sister to sex appeal.
[ continued on page 126 ]
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THE NEWS

PARADE— Fox

J

A Review of the New Pictures

A FTER discovering the romance in practically every
■* Vwalk of life, the movie producers have gone home and
hit upon the gay careers of the newsreel photographers.
The news cameramen are the boys who risk their lives
every day of the week to get your newsreel pictures.
This story, built around a newsreel beginner, is a melodrama of a chase to Lake Placid, to Palm Beach and to
Havana — at the height of the season in each place, of
A colorful background for a novel film.
course.
Nick Stuart is the nervy young camera boy and Sally
Phipps isbythe cute little daughter of the millionaire who i's
pursued
Newsreel Nick. You will glimpse Gene Tunney
on the beach in Florida. See "The News Parade" and
you'll appreciate the struggle behind news films.

THE GODLESS

THE DRAG

NET— Paramount

•"PHOUGPI the locale of this picture is the underworld, the
-L gangster, his consort, and their triumphs over the law and
the story may or may not be quite true to life, von Sternberg has made a very vivid and romantic crook melodrama.
Two-Gun Nolan, far-famed shot, is police captain of the
town's
district. His immediate problem is Trent,
murderertoughest
and arch-gang
ster. No one on the force but a
young detective has ever found Trent's hangout; he is
murdered, and from that point, gang mass-movement contrasts effectively with Nolan's effort to avenge the boy.
George Bancroft gives a powerful and brilliant
performance as Nolan. William Powell is splendid as the
crafty Trent; and Evelyn Brent, cynical adventuress living
with Trent, is her usual beautiful and indifferent self.

GIRL—Pathe-De

Mille

THERE has been much conjecture as to "The Godless
Girl." Many prophesied that Cecil B. De Mille could not
"get away with another picture with a lesson." There is
a lesson in "The Godless Girl" but Jeanie Macpherson's
story is so interesting you don't realize you have learned
several vital facts — until you get home!
George Duryea heads a raid on the meeting of Lina
Basquette, leader of a group of high school atheists. A girl
is accidentally killed in a riot and the pair of protagonists
are sent to a reform school. The ensuing situations are
painted with broad and vivid strokes. In power of presentation "The Godless Girl" is reminiscent of "Manslaughter,"
although, of course, the two plots are entirely dissimilar. It
bristles with familiar examples of the De Mille ability to
tell a story with force and power. In it are some of the
finest scenes any director has done. The death of Mary
Jane Irving, the escape, the fire scene — these are exquisite
The acting honors go to George Duryea, Marie Prevost,,,
gems.
Lina Basquette, Eddie Quillan and Noah Beery in that
order. As lack of space will not permit going into details,
suffice it to say that no one who likes an extraordinarily good
show should miss "The Godless Girl." If it sticks a
knife into existing abuses — that's just an "extra" for which
parents, school-teachers and juvenile court judges will owe
De Mille a prayerful vote of thanks.
I cannot end without adding a word — "Watch Marie
Prevost."
Marie steps out and troupes!

;;aves your

picture

time and

money

The Best Pictures of the Month
he Godless Girl
he News

Red Dance

Parade

The Drag Net

-lorious Betsy

Street of Sin

The Best Performances of the Month
George Duryea in "The Godless Girl"
Marie Prevost in "The Godless Girl"
Lina Basquette in "The Godless Girl"
Ivan Linow in "Red Dance"
Emil Jannings in "Street of Sin"
George Bancroft in "The Drag Net"
William Powell in "The Drag Net"
Bebe Daniels in "The Fifty-Fifty Girl"
Billie Dove in "The Yellow Lily"
Sue Carol in "Walking Back"
llasts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 134

GLORIOUS

BETSY— Werners

THIS, the newest Yitaphonic effort with outbursts of
spoken dialogue and song, is a mildly charming tale of
the early Nineteenth Century. Jerome Bonaparte, masquerading as a tutor in old Marse Patterson s Baltimore mansion, falls in love with the beautiful daughter of the household. He wins her love, reveals bis identity, and marries her.
The two go to F ranee where the Emperor Napoleon is highly
indignant. He wanted Jerome to marry a princess. Betty is
shipped back to Baltimore and — well, there is a happy, if
unhistoric ending.
The picture is a pretty one, with the lovely Dolores
Costello lending beauty to the role once played by Mary
Mannering. Conrad Nagel is the Jerome Napoleon and
Pasquale Amato is unsatisfactory as Napoleon.

RED DANCE— Fox
aUSSIAN pictures are tr^e vogue now, and this one, like
"Tempest," deals with the harrowing, pitiless siege of
he Bolsheviks upon the Czar's adherents and the overthrow
)f the imperial government.
Of course, when you have seen one Russian picture dealing
■vith this bloody period, you have seen them all, allowing for
he variation of the love theme. And even here, the heroine
md the hero must always escape to foreign lands to make a
palatable ending.
Raoul Walsh's handling of the theme is skillful. From a
production angle, it is stupendous. You see the downtrodden, sodden peasants at their worst — the luxury -satjrated nobles at the height of their near-sighted madness.
Ivan Linow as Ivan Petroff is the surprise actor of the
production. He has been signed on a five-year contract by
Fox as a result of his interpretation of the rough, ugly
feasant who discovers his own kindness and shrewdness
inly when he sacrifices his personal love for the happiness
>f Dolores Del Rio.
Charles Farrell makes a handsome Grand Duke and
iroves that he is capable in other than sweet Romeo and
uliet love-theme pictures. Dolores Del Rio, as the peasant
naiden, displays not only histrionic ability but a sweet
llure which has been absent in some of her pictures,
lowever, Camilla Horn makes a more intriguing Russian
n "Tempest" than does the leading lady of this picture.
If for no other reason than to enjoy the sheer beauty of
his production, you must see the picture.

STREET

OF SIN— Paramount

FROM a technical standpoint, yes; here you have great
acting, direction and settings. From a human standpoint,
no; the story is heavy, sordid, cruel.
Emil Jannings plays Basher Bill, boss of Harmony Row,
London's filthiest street. There vice, greed and lust snarl
at each other and at the little Salvation Army girl who hopes
to save the souls — if any — of these gutter rats. Through
Biirs desire for her, he hits the trail. It is, at best, a maudlin
reformation. He is fumbling around for the straight and
path, when he is killed in a row between the rats and
narrow
the Bobbies.
Jannings' acting is great, although the character he plays
is repulsive. And Fay Wray gives a beautiful portrayal of
the Salvation Army girl.

Photoplay Gets Its Reviews Months Ahead
THE FIFTYFIFTY GIRL
— Paramount

TV THEN Bebe Daniels makes a comedy, you laugh whether
VV you want to or not. This one's a howl— five reels long A
super-modern young lady has half of a run-down gold mine
wished on her; James Hall belongs to the other half She
wagers her half that she can run the works; be that she'll ruin
the works. Then the gong rings. Ahead-of-the-moment gags
gorgeous titles, and William Austin's comedy help a lot.

Pathe-De
THE COP—
Mille

r^OPS and crooks again. William Boyd and Alan Hale in
the I
V-'adventures of a tenderfoot cop; not, however, in their
usual
comedy vein. Bill's a bridge-keeper who turns copper to smack
back at a crook who does him dirt, and after grievous and trying episodes, he gets his man. Robert Armstrong, the desperado; Alan Hale,
—Fo
of Bill's squad,
give exceptionallychief
fine performances. and Jacqueline xLogan all '
HELLO,

WALKING
BACK-PatheDe Mille

CHEYENNE

^,
A NOTHER melodrama of the jazzy younger generation.
J- VHere a young wastrel borrows a car, smashes it and then
captures a gang of bandits, winning a big reward. Thus he
proves himself and pays for the battered car. The personable
Sue Carol's playing of the selfish little flapper, who eggs
the
brash young hero on
the film out of the rut. to trouble and then to reformation, lifts

glMte*

'"TOM MIX in another poor story; but plenty of action and
-L some new stunts to thrill true Mix fans. It's all about a race
to
to lay
lay aa telephone
telephone line
line between
between Cheyenne
rhpvpnno and
nnW Rawhide.
T?-,,,,!,,-^
tTom
—
saves the payroll and the girl, and has a thrilling escape from a
gang of cutthroats by riding downhill on the tongue of a wagon
occupied by some of the gangsters— miraculously unobserved
by them. Caryl Lincoln is the pretty heroine.

11
'.l
Inn

"

itti

FORBIDDEN
HOUR—
M.-G.-M.

T-HE gay yet stirring romance of a young king who refused
tT , u, kmginS seriously and gave up his throne for love
1 robably no one on the screen does the prince-at-play sort of
thing with Novarro's delicacy, gayety and restraint. It's
best picture since "The Student Prince." Renee Adoree his
captivating as the Parisian coquette. Smart story, directio is
n
and titles. Ultra-modern and sophisticated.

—Universal
LONESOME

TD ARBARA KENT and Glenn Tryon present a modernistic
-L'romance of young love. It has a big city and beach resort
background and an earn-your-own-living flavor and would be
more impressive if it were the first picture relying on trick
shots for novelty and dramatic mood. Both Barbara and Glenn
acquit themselves as masters in two of the best human interest
scenes yet filmed. You won't be sorry you saw "Lonesome."

>f All Other Magazines.

Check Up and See
WARMING

IE YELLOW
LY— First
ttional

UP— Paramount

! 7TTH a Hungarian village for a background, and a romanV tic melodrama to play with, Director Korda gives us a
ture that seems fitting for Billie Dove's beauty and ability,
upled with this is the fascinating Clive Brook in the role of
cfiduke Alexande) — the lover who falls for the peasant girl,
le Winton and Nicholas Soussanin voice their serious objecns, but the picture ends happily.

IE
RFECT
JME—FBO

N intensely
^■psychological
>ok is superbly
h life because

A

GAY comedy of a young bushleaguer who crashes the
World Series — and how. Jean Arthur, the devastating
daughter of the Yanks' president, is the how. She sees the boy
pitching baseballs at a concession and gets his super-arm a
try-out. Of course he makes good. Who wouldn't for her?
The finish is thrilling and very different. Big league stuff for
baseball and movie fans, with Richard Dix in the box.

NEST— First
THE HAWK'S
National

dramatic mystery story dealing with the
workings of a great detective's mind. Clive
cast as the inscrutable detective who is bored
he has never lost a case. He forces issue on

question " is there a perfect crime? " The answer forms the
ma. Irene Rich plays opposite Brook. An unusually fine
ture, worth seeing.

LL SHIP
\ ON SON—
thatn

KNOCK-'EM-OVER melodrama, tailored and handk- stitched for Noah Beery — the fighting, cursing sea
stain, Hell Ship Bronson, who teaches his son, Reed Howes,
:oe equally tough. The mother, Mrs. Wallace Reid, and a
I ar-coated Pollyanna, Helen Foster, enter the boy's life and
v ck the details. The way Hell Ship loses the fight is tragic
u gripping.
Miss your dinner to see this one.

THIS is an interesting picture, because there is an air of
mystery throughout, and some intriguing Chinese settings.
"Hawk's Nest" is a Chinatown cafe, with a mysterious unknown owner. His competitor, Dan Daughcrty, is a scoundrel
and the picture tells the story of Dan's efforts to wreck "The
Hawk." Doris Kenyon, as the bewitching dancer, is lovelier
than ever. Milton Sills is ably supported by Montagu Love.

Fox
MARRYDON'T

LOIS MORAN and Neil Hamilton, with the capable assistance of Henry Kolker and Claire McDowell, have given us a
comedy drama that is replete with amusing situations. Particularly will the flappers love the manner in which Lois proves
to Neil that he has no idea what he wants in the way of a wife.
Splendid entertainment.
[ Additional reviews on page 92 ]
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<TT /^ERE are "The Four Devils" of F. W. Murnau's new production.
(*y J_ The youngsters who are playing the leading roles in this story of
circus life are Charles Morton, Janet Gaynor, Nancy Drexel and
Barry Norton. Murnau has been working on this film for months at the
Fox Studios, but nobody is kicking, because it promises to be one of the
important attractions of the new season.
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L OCKER
R OOM
Quality
By

Richa

rd

Hyla

nd

Richard Arlen easily passes
he acid test by which men
judge men
rHE locker room quality is an acid test by which men
judge other men.
Either a man has it or he doesn't have it. It can't be
put on, and nothing can be substituted for it.
\. locker room in a golf club-is a place unlike any other. In
i man is himself and judged for himself alone. It matters
le that he is the president of the most influential bank in
vn or, as is the case in the eye of Hollywood's many cameras,
i highest paid star or the greatest director in the motion
ture business.
si the locker room, he's just one of the gang. There are no
es-men." There everyone starts from scratch and it depends
an a man's real personality just how his fellow men rate him.
The men in the locker room of a golf club know more about a
n than his wife does.
\nd I saw Dick Arlen first in a locker room. He has it, and
ithis case I don't mean Elinor Glyn's famous definition, but
It— the locker room quality.
. \ few days ago I was in the locker room of the Lakeside Golf
lib, feeling rather low because I'd just completed eighteen
fes which were nobody's business. The story-telling bunch
Sich cluttered up our alley was in full swing. Doug Fairbanks
Is telling about a time in Holland when he and Fred Thomson
I: one over on a flock of Dutch athletes. They were sailing
ing a canal with their respective wives, Mary Pickford and
Pmces Marion, and were held up by a closed lock. They saw
Hne Dutchmen performing on an athletic field and got out.
le Dutch athletes didn't know Thomson was an Olympic
Jnes decathlon champion and were floored when he did
J irything they were trying to do better than they did. Amerj» lost the vote of Holland in the League of Nations when Fred

After the war Richard Arlen, ex-lieutenant of the
Royal Flying Corps, used to deliver film as a motorcycle messenger — until he collided with a truck.
Then he tried being a movie extra

insulted them by keeping his hat and coat on and jumping six
inches higher than they could in track suits.
Alan Hale and Frank Lloyd were battling about a picture
Frank directed and Alan starred in ten years ago in San Francisco's Chinatown. Some Chinese tong men accidentally hit
Hale on the head with a bag of litchi nuts just as Alan was
rescuing the heroine from an opium den. Lloyd thought it was
funny and good atmosphere and wanted to leave it in the
picture. Hale said he could leave it in as atmosphere but he
failed to see the humor — "it being my conkthenutslandedon,"
he explained.
Suddenly the door of the locker room opened and in walked
Dick Arlen. Not an actor off the set, not a thespian in his odd
moments, but the self-same, natural smiling boy I had watched
carry off a part in "Wings" many greater actors might have
ruined.
I WAS surprised. It was the first time that had happened to
me since I arrived in Hollywood.
Doug Fairbanks walks around the bunkers on a golf course,
even as you and I. He doesn't leap over them to wallop his
ball as he lands on the other side. When you meet Dick
Barthelmess you don't meet The Patent Leather Kid. Charlie
Farrell is not a sewer sweeper and all the Seventh Heavens in
the next world don't make him one.
But Dick Arlen IS the David of " Wings." And, having liked
him so much, I asked Charlie Farrell to introduce me to him.
"To Dick?" he said. "Sure. You'll like him, too. Everybody does. Most natural guy you ever met and I ought to
know. I lived with him in one room for two years. Neither of
us had a dime. That wasn't so long ago, either. It's only the
last year or so that Dick began to have some of the things he
and you and I have always wanted.
But he's still the same
fellow."

[ CONTINUED
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$5,000 ///Fifty Cash Prizes
RULES

OF CONTEST

1. Fifty cash prizes will be paid by Photoplay Magazine, as follows:

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize
Twenty Prizes of $50 each
Twenty-five prizes of $25 each

$1,500.00
1,000.00
500.00
250.00
125.00
1,000.00
625.00

2. In four issues (the June, July, August and pete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You m;
September numbers) Photoplay Magazine is publish- copy or trace the pictures from the originals in Phot
ing cut puzzle pictures of the well-known motion play Magazine and assemble the pictures from t
picture actors and actresses. Eight complete cut copies. Copies of Photoplay Magazine may
puzzle pictures appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle examined at the New York and Chicago offices of ti
picture will consist of the lower face and shoulders publication, or at public libraries, free of charge
of one player, the nose and eyes of another, and the 5. Aside from accuracy
in assembling and identify!,
upper face of a third.
When cut apart and properly cut puzzle pictureS) neatness in contestants. methods
T-SeZ Z ■ C1§
Complete P?rtraits may be Produced- submitting solutions will be considered in awardi,
$3,000.00 in prizes, as specified in rule No. 1, will be prizes.
The thirty-two cut puzzle pictures or th<
paid to the persons sending in the nearest correctly drawn duplicates, must
be cut apart, assembled a.
named and most neatly arranged set of thirty-two pasted or pinned together,
with the name of the play
portraits.
written or typewritten below.
3. Do not submit any solutions or answers until' after
6. The judges will be a committee of members
the fourth set of cut puzzle pictures has appeared in the Photoplay Magazine's staff. Their decision will
September issue. Assembled puzzle pictures must be final. No relatives or members of the household
submitted
in sets of thirty-two
only.
Identifying any one connected with this publication can subrr.
names should be written or typewritten below each solutions.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyoi
assembled portrait.
At the conclusion of the contest everywhere.
?n££S?
^ ^i0 CUT PI<rTURE PUZZLE
7. In the case of ties for any of the first five prizes, ti
EDITORS, Shp°U,d
Photoplay
Magazine, 750 North MichifuI1 award wilI be given to each
j contestant.
gan Avenue, Chicago, 111. Be sure that your full name q -ru
<- <- -n 1
j • i_
on Septemb
zUtn.
All solutionsWl11received
the time
the four
midnight
cl™ atfrom
Jh Th^co^st
and complete address is attached.
4. Contestants can obtain help in solving the cut set of pictures appears to the moment of midnight <
puzzle pictures by carefully studying the poems appear- September 20th will be considered by the judges. >
ing below the pictures in each issue. Each eight-line responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses w
verse refers to the two sets of cut puzzle pictures appear- rest with Photoplay Magazine. Send your answers ;
ing directly above it. The six-line verse applies generally soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictur
to the four sets on that page. Bear in mind that it costs appears in the September issue, which will appear c
absolutely nothing to enter this contest. Indeed, the the newsstands on or about August 15th. The pri.
contest is purely an amusement. You do not need to be winners will be announced in the January, 1929, issue
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay Magazine to com- Photoplay.

Cut Puzzle Pictures Are on Second and Third Pages Following This Announcement

SUGGESTIONS
Contestants should study the poems appearing in connection
with the cut puzzle pictures.
These are the indicators for
identifying the contest puzzle pictures and winning prizes.
Contestants will note that identifying numbers appear at the
margin of the cut puzzle pictures.
These numbers may be
copied upon the cut portraits, with pencil or pen, so that, in
pasting or pinning the completed portrait, it will be possible to
show the way the cut pieces originally appeared.
GO

As no solutions may be entered before the fourth set of puz;
pictures appears, it is suggested that contestants merely p
their solutions together until the conclusion. This will pern
the shifting and changing about of pictures as the conte
progresses— and will give time for lengthy consideration a
study.
Each cut puzzle picture is a portrait of a well-known moti
picture actor or actress.

■■pmhmbb
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Spurr

for some of Hollywood's
/^~ NEW hair-cut, invented by a lady who has been responsible
most successful bobs. Anna Q. Nilsson combs her hair to follow the lines of the new,
close-fitting helmet hats. Notice the banged neckline; it's an improvement over that
shaved effect. Incidentally, you'll see Anna and her hair-cut in a series of dramas for FBO. The
first is titled "Blockade."

Q/ji

<

The
from
— thebeen
city known
of loops.
The hair's
eyes for
two Chicago
years have
;
The mouth was in ballet — she left for the screen,
And what great success she has shown!
1 he hair has had foot light experience, too;
The eyes are a lovely blue grey,
The mouth?
It was born in an Arkansas town.
On a mid-winter, blustery day.

RESUME

The hair is pale blond, the weight one-twenty-three.
The eyes from a convent were hurried;
The mouth had bad luck for long years in her parts —
Mis-casting, it was — she was worried.
The hair is unmarried, she's not yet in love;
The eyes are this starlet's best feature!
The
society's was
stage
the screen.
And mouth
DouglasleftMacLean
her forteacher.

It s even, this nine luv have married, two not,
(The tiro that kneu wedlock have scorned it!)
And one bleached her hair to gain picture success.
And, oh, how her loyal public mourned it!
And two girls hate light eyes, and two girls have brown.
And not one was born in a far eastern town.

The hair is as black as the wing of a crow,
The eye?? Oh, a Capital boy !
The mouth can make songs, say the ones in the know.
That can thnll folk with sorrow and joy!
The hair was a dancer — a vaudeville star,
The eyes have directed for years,
The mouth plays the trombone — a talent, they say,
Thai enrages, and deafens, and cheers!

The
The
The
Was
The

RESUME

hair went to school in the Bronx, in New York,
eyes played with Mary, no less;
mouth
star think
in the you
yesterday's
crown,
divorcedfrom
— doa you
can guess?
hair has a brother who acted quite well,

The
in "Enter,
The eyes
mouthplayed
is quite
tall — he Madame."
is all of six feet—
And, though new, he is far from a ham!

They, too, art unmarried, though one had his chanceAnd two oj them started through college;
And one went to Paramount school /or a while.
Where the young actors tried for screen knowledge.
They're
thirty, before
save just
And
all all
willunder
be famous
they only
have one.
done

Manatt

£ J 'HE Younger Set of Culver City, the Misses Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. These three Graces
/
of 1928 are sharing feminine honors — or battling for them, whichever way you consider it
— in "Our Dancing Daughters."
The brunette is Dorothy Sebastian. Joan Crawford is
the red'head. Yes, Joan has red hair these days; it's the latest Hollywood trick. The blonde
is Anita Page, the little stranger.

Hard Times

in

TTollywood
Herb writes another letter to the
editor.
He is still trying for that
twenty-five dollar prize
By Herb Howe
Portrait of Mr. Howe by Ralph Barton.
Driginal (the picture, not Herb) in the
Louvre, Paris, France
Hollywood, Cat.
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Ionl. eTrhe paperse said rsI shotwe prlomi w and it'es pretmtise.nice to
|:e aft all the yea
tha I stil sho the sam pro
I Few movie stars can say as much.
HARD

TIMES

IN HOLLYWOOD

We're having hard times out here. Studios closed, salaries
at. Mortgages on Spanish castles are being foreclosed,
achts, motor cars, radios and royal beds are being returned
lieu of payments; and merchants and movie stars are behavg like sweethearts that have split up.
Dostoevski wrote a tragic tale in "Poor People." He'd
ave written a more tragic one on the same people getting rich
Hollywood.
Life certainly is hard on us busboys and ribbon clerks but
s a lot harder after a short, sweet dream in a Spanish castle in
everly.
EVEN IMMORTALITY
I know an enterprising
ttle girl who came to
ollywood in the gold
ish days with nothing
her back but a bathing
uit — which, true
tough, was in her own
time. She went to work
. comedies at thirty-five
week with the result
lat today she owes over
hundred thousand dolrs. But such good luck
,les are growing rare.

$lt's fierce the number
'hu ngry girls there are
>ating around Hollyood. Russia isn't the
lly place with bands
:' hungry, homeless
children"

MORTGAGED

The same artiste — for so she has become — was among those
invited to become an Immortal by the Motion Picture Academy
of Arts and Sciences. The price was one hundred dollars a head.
This certainly was a bargain, for as everyone knows advance
tickets to Immortality are hard to get and only the scalpers
have them.
SO a big-hearted friend loaned my girl-friend the hundred.
A few weeks later an Immortal executive slashed the salaries
of his fellow Immortals, and now it looks as though my girl
friend would lose her Immortality, being unable to pay off
the loan.
THE SAD, SHORT

STORY

There's a house in Beverly that tells the sad, short story of a
star's career.
Behind the high hedges are lily ponds, illumined swimming
pool, a tea house inspired by the Kremlin. Inside the mansion
is Louis Somethingth furniture, a library with a switchboard to
supply whatever hue of light suits the master's mood, and
beyond is a shoe closet that's bigger than the library. Milady's
bath is in black and gold, and the most essential fixture has silk
ruffles around it. It was at a dinner in this house that a
Buckingham butler winked amusedly at Harry Carr over the
master's head.
Today milady and the master are in a stock company touring
the small railroad stations, and the house has been foreclosed
upon.
But maybe they're philosophers.

After living in one of these
sets I could troupe with
Diogenes who slept
under a tub that he carried around with him.
In California
don't
need
even thatyou
covering
except in the rainy season, and even then the
chances
you wouldn't
be any are
better
off in a
Beverly castle, because
half the roofs leak.
A

MILLIONAIRE
IN
POVERTY ROW
I went to see Malcolm
McGregor the other
night. He just inherited
a million dollars, and
I'm the kind of fellow
who is always on the
spot when anything happens to a ON
friend.
[ CONT.
PAGE 122 ]
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VER IJteh
An ambassador is killed. Wh
camera solved tt
JERRY entered the subway train at Fourteenth Street,
picked up a newspaper that someone had left behind and
turned automatically to the "want ad" columns. During
the past few weeks he had been doing practically nothing
but read "want ads." He was determined not to go back to
clerking but to wait until he found an opportunity for work in
which he could whole-heartedly interest himself and
hope for steady advancement.
It had been a severe blow
to his pride when he had
been informed that his services would no longer be required by Hopkins and
Company. On his own
account he would not have
minded so much. But it
had been very difficult to
tell Martha who had such
wonderful faith in him and
his ability to make good.
This was the third time
he had been fired since he
and Martha had become
engaged. Lots of girls, he
knew, would throw a fellow
over for less than that. But
Martha was a real little
sport. She had become
very angry, and her big blue
eyes had flashed fire. Not
angry at him, no siree, but
angry at old Hopkins for
not appreciating him.

Fleming, President, Madison School of Photography, A
Building,
City."
That wasNewthe York
kind of
a job he was fitted for! If he bee
an expert, maybe he could get in with some of those Holly w
motion picture companies and travel around on a big sa
and expense account.
He would make enough to m

NOW, they would have
to postpone their marriage untilhegotanother job
and saved up some money.
Martha had wanted to take
her four hundred dollars
from the savings bank and
use it to furnish a tiny apartment for them. But he
would never let her do that.
He squared his shoulders.
There must be a place for
him. He must find it. He
was not an utter dumbbell
who couldn't make good if
given the opportunity. He
studied the ads carefully.
There were plenty of office
boys wanted, cooks, plumbers— but not a thing for
Jerry Martin. Suddenly, he
scanned an advertisement
in bold-faced type:
"become a motion picture CAMERA MAN!
BIG
money! lots of fun!
thirtydays'trainingdoes
the trick. Apply, Arthur
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The camera was pointed directly at the Ambassador. He stopped,
removed his hat and started to smile. Suddenly the smile twisted with
pain and he crumpled to the sidewalk.
Jerry kept grinding desperately

Heads

by

Eric Heath

fired the shot?
Read how a
hiurder mystery
lartha and life would be just one long lark. He recalled a
riend of a friend who knew a camera man who made three
undred dollars per week, every week.
Jerry's face clouded. It cost money to learn to become a
amera man. It took a month's time. His total savings were
nly two hundred dollars. This camera man's course was a
amble, and one he could not afford to take.
bUT if he passed up this chance, he might make a grave mistake. What alternatives did he have? Go back to clerking?
Vaste more time looking around for an opening only to have
o accept some insignificant place with no future?
That evening, when they talked it over together, it was
lartha who made the decision. "It's just the sort of work
ou're fitted for, Jerry," she declared. "I know you'll be a
/•onderful success. "

Illustrated

C. A. BRYSON

Consequently, Jerry presented himself at the office of the
Madison School of Photography the following morning. One
month later he left the school with an engraved diploma in one
pocket and a letter of introduction to the Apex News Weekly
in another.
As he hastened over to West Forty-Seventh Street where the
Apex Company had its headquarters, Jerry breathed a sigh of
contentment. At last he was to engage in a profession suited
to his talents. Professor Fleming of the Madison School had
assured Jerry that he stood very well with the Apex people
and that, if they happened to have an opening, Jerry would get
a job at once.
Leaving the elevator at the seventeenth floor, Jerry stepped
into a large ante-room, the walls of which were plastered with
lithographs setting forth the pre-eminence of the Apex News
Weekly.
Through the bars of a small window, he saw a man
sitting at a desk, busily engaged with some
papers. Jerry coughed discreetly but the man
grew even more interested in his work.
Finally the boy ventured:
"Beg pardon, are you Mr. Lanning? I' ve a letter of introduction from the Madison School.. . ."
THE man glared. "Another one?" Without
waiting for an answer he went on: "Get
a camera and film some event you think will
interest several million people. Send it to
us. If we find it suitable for our needs, we'll
pay
you well for it. " He waved his hand in
dismissal.
"But — but — where will I go?" questioned
" Go to— anywhere. But don't bother me
Jerry.
Jerry moved away from the window. His
heart more!"
sank. Get a camera! Where? Cameras
any
cost hundreds of dollars. Then he would have
to purchase film, spend money traveling, and
perhaps even then Apex would not like what
he photographed and his time and effort
would be wasted.
His thought was interrupted by someone
speaking to the man behind the window.
"Lanning, O'Leary just phoned that he has
sprained
and won'tambassador.
be able to What
catch
the arrivalhisof ankle
the Laconian
can we do? Jim's in Long Island doing the
aviation
stunt. Lanning
"
Jerry heard
bellow: " For the love
of Pete. We've got to have someone there or
be scooped by National and Bioscope. " There
was a pause, then Lanning shouted, "Where's
that nut from Fleming's? Maybe by some
miracle, he could grab enough of the action to
get us by. " He came tearing out and yelled
at Jerry. " Come in here. "
JERRY'S
"Sit
down,"
orderedheart
Lanning.thumped.
He stood in
front
of Jerry
and punctuated his remarks by smacking his
right fist against his open left palm. "I'm
going to give you a chance. If you make good
on this, maybe I'll give you a steady job."
"I'm sure I can . . ." [cont'd on page 130]
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andiworli
Some examples from Hollywo<i
you improve your ward
By L
WE

A half yard of
organdy that cost a
little over a dollar,
and a lipstick purchased foronedollar,
were used by Marceline Day in this
chic and useful creation

Vilma Banky
learned the art of
needlepoint in
Hungary. She is
an expert and does
not use a pattern.
Any woman can
learn this attractive art if she will
take a few lessons
and develop much
patience. Needlepoint adds a touch
of luxury and
beauty to the
home
68

are prone
think of our
picture
women
with to
a glamorous
lifemotion
of plenty
and astaiji
di j
past which they prefer to keep hidden.
Yet in reality they are as feminine as you or
our more domestic moments.
True, their lives are full of thrills and excitement and gL
but I have been happy to find that underneath they are, ai
all, women who enjoy a few hours over the teacups, with t \
sewing, as much as the average every-day woman.
Scarcely a well-known feminine star in Hollywood cj
not have some secret hobby which is totally and wholly j
hobby of a home-woman. You can't imagine Joan Crawl
sewing on the set between pictures, yet that is the v
last Christmas, that Joan made a goodly number of
presents.
"To sew now and then relieves my nerves — makes me I
member I am really a woman. It gives me real happiness t
my hands are still useful for something besides pictures,"
tells us. "Last Christmas I made a negligee for Shirley D(

Sally Phipps always has done her own
mending. She found this Batten berg
tea cloth tucked away in an old trunk.
It was full of small tears. Sally mended
it and restored its usefulness

if the

tars

f fine needlework that will help
obe and your home

Shirley
in, the little picture-girl who was living with me. These
rters," she pulled up her skirt revealing the stocking-holders
u see in the picture, "I made for myself. But I gave away
dozen pairs of the same pattern. They cost me vS4.82 com;ted and I had the fun of giving my friends something I had
;ated." Ralston makes all of the frocks for her two little
Esther
ces. She doesn't use a pattern — and she wasn't trained for
wing. She just takes an old dress, lays it on the floor and
ts around it. If you step onto the set and find Esther between
o difficult scenes, the quickest way to throw her into a cheery,
-getful humor, is to ask her to describe the kiddies' dresses she
now making.
Vilma Banky was trained for a good Hungarian housewife,
d her needlepoint — which was a requirement of the school she
tended — is the envy of all of the women of the motion picture
y. Vilma admits that it is difficult work, but she has found
mbcrs of women in Hollywood who can do it and one woman
10 makes teaching it her profession.
Any woman with

There's real art in making
hooked rugs. And if you
buy them, the ones of
good color and design are
expensive. Estelle Taylor
makes her own at small
cost

Joan Crawford made these
garters from twenty-four
inches of rhinestone trimming one-half inch wide,
and twenty-four inches of
ostrich feathers, four inches
wide

^^
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Esther Ralston used two yards of blue
taffeta at $4.00 a yard and fifteen yards
of velvet ribbon at thirty cents a yard,
to make this dress for her little niece.
Total cost— only $12.50

Marta Alba learned to sew in
made the frock she is wearing
ing touches on a new one.
actresses can afford

a convent in Spain. She
and is putting the finishThat's why these young
to dress so well
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A few

tips from

Hollywood's sewing circi
patience and a love for the beautiful can learn to do it— :
enhance the charm of her home with her own handiwork, b
assures us.
Jacqueline Logan and Estelle Taylor go in for hooked r
Jacqueline went down to a Los Angeles department store j
took lessons.
Her first rug cost her — including the fr
which can be used over and over — twenty-five dollars,
she couldn't duplicate it ready-made under seventy
dollars.
Estelle Taylor has floored her sun-parlor with <
own hand-creations.
Little Anita Page, whom Harry K. Thaw brought to r
motion picture city, has managed to make herself a
between the filming of her three pictures. Of red felt, wi
knobby knot on the top, she looks as cunning as though ;
had paid twenty-five dollars for it instead of less than tl
dollars. She has drawn a design to show us how she does

k

Another hooked rug expert — Jacqueline Logan.
After a few lessons, you can become proficient.
And hooked rugs are the smartest thing for
brightening
up a sun-parlor or a bedroom

Fay Wray's home-made bag. The
moire, satin lining and buckram cost
$5. The steel and gold beads cost $1.35.
The bag is folded like an envelope and
any embroidery design may be covered
with beads
W

RUTH TAYLOR, nee Lorelei [Lee, whom gentlemen pre \
wanted a new dress for morning wear and for tennis, j y
couldn't find, ready-made, exactly what she wanted, so w
trotted down town, bought a pattern and in two days j
made this one of printed cotton. Two and a half yard.}
material at a dollar a yard, one yard of silk for the upper r I
of the slip at a dollar a yard, and sixty-five cents for the { m
tern made the dress cost her $4.45. She will send you [|,
number of the pattern if you will write her in care of the P;
mount Studio, Hollywood, California. The pleats of Ru
first attempt turned out a little wabbly, but she promises t
they won't in her next hand-made creation.
Sally Phipps doesn't see why, just because she is makir,
success on the Fox lot, she shouldn't do her own mendi
Naturally she chose something very rare and beautiful
the picture. It's a Battenberg lace tea cloth which has b
in her family for a century. She dug it out of an old tru
mended it herself and gave a tea party!
Maria Alba, the little Spanish youngster who has b ,
given a long term contract with
[ continued on page 1(

Gwen Lee used
three and a half
yards of linen and
two yards of lace
for her smock.
But it took three
months to cross
stitch it. Next
time, she's going
to save two
months by simply
cross stitching
theyokeand three
stripes on the
sleeves

athroom Bedlam
How the stars cut up
in the bath tub
By Robert Fender
SvT OW

the bath-tub
M scene toof discover
operation.

songs of the stars is not

Not that I wasn't always more than willing!
You see we writers are supposed to let nothing stand in our
jay of getting the news first hand.
But you can't do that.
At the same time, you can't just sit down and ask a star
hat he or she sings while in the tub. The songs that bubble
Fit during the time of the great wash are always spontaneous,
hey are never sung consciously, nor remembered two minutes
ter the last towel pat.
How to find out?
My method was surprisingly simple.
I would telephone first one star and then another, until I got
5|iis answer:
"Sorry, but Miss Daniels (or Mr. Dix or Miss
avies) is in the shower."
"Fine," I would say, "I'll be right over."
And before the astonished speaker could gasp an answer,
%ould be halfway there.
Taking up my stand as close to the bathroom door as was
Reentry possible, I would wait, note-book in hand,
r the first signs of harmony.
Nor was, I ever disappointed.
The stars are very rarely alone. Theirs is a life of
;ing stared at continually. After a while it begins
get on their nerves, and they pine for solitude,
he bathroom is the one place where they can
tut themselves off from the outside world. Believe
e, they make the most
it. Once in the tub or
\
ider the shower, they
icork with a burst of
iconscious noise that
ould shame old man
in and his brother,
acket.
To get on with the obrvations, it is positivetrue to say that the
en make the most
)ise — and the least
usic.
Dick Arlen is a verible howler.
Richard Barthelmess
close second.

he stars are very rarealone. Theirs is a
fe of being stared at
mtinually. The bath
>om is the one place
here they can shut
lemselves off from the
itside world. Once in
le tub they uncork a
urst of subconscious
pise. The men make
|ie most noise — and
the least music

Illustrated

Charles Farrell seems to chortle.
And Richard Dix. How shall I describe it?
Richard deserves a story all by himself. His bathroom
utterances defy classification. They are different — unique !
He starts off with something light, " My Ohio Home." And
then, as the suds become thicker, he changes rapidly to a basso
profundo of grand opera proportions.
"Aida," he tosses off with never a waver. Then he attacks
a half dozen serenades, lullabies and sonatas and plunges into
the light stuff again. The funniest one I heard "was when he
flew into "I Wondeh Wheah My Babeh Is To-ni-i-tt!"
Intermingled with these touching ballads are unofficial catcalls, groans, hoots and whistlings.
Dix, I would put at the top of the list.
If anyone can figure out what it all means, he beats me hands
down.
Now from the very safe and proper distance at which I heard
Constance Talmadge (although she didn't know I was listening), Iwould say that she is one of the best for pure unrelated
noise.
What her songs (some call them [ continued on page 124 ]

by

Stuart Hay
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npwo More Nutt^
Are you playing this fascinating game?
the errors and win a prize.
AUNTHEZEKIAH and Uncle Jim are beginning to think
that you can't believe a word you hear about the movie
stars. Every time they tell Photoplay readers the
real facts about the movie players, everyone writes in to contradict them. What are the poor old folks going to do?
This month they have assembled a weird assortment of information about Greta Garbo and Ronald Colman. Can you
tell them what mistakes they have made? If you can — and if
you follow the simple rules at the bottom of this page — you
may be among the prize winners.
You can make money from Aunt Hezekiah's blunders. Just
correct the Nutty Biographies on the opposite page and send
them to Photoplay. Don't look for errors in grammar,
punctuation or spelling. And don't look for concealed meanings. All the mistakes are right on the surface.
Be sure to correct the captions under the photographs. All
the mistakes are simple errors of facts. This is a good way of
testing how much you know about the stars — and making
money, too. You may ask your family or friends to help you.
You may consult back issues of Photoplay. But don't write
the Answer Man.
He refuses to help you.
The complete list of winners of the July Nutty Biographies
will be announced in the September issue of Photoplay,
which is as fast as is humanly possible. No solutions will be
returned.
You may enter this contest every month, if you like, and as

Correct

It's lots of fun

often as you like. Make your answers brief, snappy, accun;
and original. But the most important thing is to get t
facts straight.
Here is the list of prize-winners for the May Nutty Biogi
phies: The first prize of $200 went to Alma C. Morley,
Catherine Street, Oswego, N. Y. The second prize of $100 \v
won by Mrs. Gladys E. Dodge, 3022 Ash Street, Detroit, Mic
Mrs. Thelma Schleyer, 393 Sycamore Street, New Braunfe
Texas, received the third prize of $50. Two prizes of $25 ea
were awarded to Mrs. Charles Kuebler, 801 Clay Street, Jaspi
Ind., and to Mrs. John D. Jesk, 214 East 51st Street, New Yoi
Ten prizes of $10 each were awarded as follows: Helen Be
52 West Central Avenue, Delaware, Ohio; Mrs. Mary Sturg
297 South Main Avenue, Sharon, Pa.; Mrs. Donald Quimb
West Chester, Pa.; Carl A. Hofman, 551 Sixth Avenue, M
Keesport, Pa.; Isabel D. Hardy, 1319 South Main Stre<
Racine, Wis.; Fannie Battarbee, 2742 Orchid Street, N<
Orleans, La.; J. Jane Nesta, 82 Fourth Street, Troy, N. }
Karlene A. Armstrong, 8th Street and 64th Avenue, Philadi
phia" Pa.; Dorothy S. Trevin, 5731 Blackstone Avenue, CI
cago, Bl.; and Mabel Millspaugh, 120 West 4th Street, Andd
son, Ind.
The prize-winning solutions were exceptionally clever ai
Photoplay regrets that it hasn't the space to publish all
them. The correct solutions of the Nutty Biographies th
appeared in the May Photoplay will be found on page 121

Rules of Contest
1. Fifteen cash prizes will be paid by Photoplay for
each month's solutions, as follows:
First prize
Second prize
Third prize
Fourth prize
Fifth prize
Ten prizes of $10 each

$200
100
50
25
25
100

2. Beginning with the April issue, Photoplay Magazine is publishing two Nutty Biographies of prominent
screen players. Catch the errors in these biographies and
send in your corrections. Photoplay Magazine will award
fifteen prizes each month for the best solutions to its Nutty
Biographies. Accuracy, neatness, originality and cleverness will be considered in awarding the prizes.
3. Each month's solutions must be submitted within
one month after the appearance of the issue on the newsstands. Your solutions for the July Nutty Biographies
must be received in the office of Photoplay by midnight of
July 15th. Photoplay July issue is on sale June 15th.

What

do

you

7

know

4. Send your solutions to The Nutty Biography
Editor, Photoplay Magazine, 221 West 57th Street, New
York City. Be sure that your name and address is wtiiten
on your solution. All solutions must be typewritten on
sheets of paper, using only one side of each sheet.
5. It is not necessary for you to buy copies of Photoplay Magazine to compete. You may consult file copies in
your local library. It is suggested that you study back
copies of Photoplay for facts about the players written
about in the Nutty Biographies. Better save your back
copies of Photoplay for this purpose. However, you can
also obtain back copies at your local library.
6. The judges will be a committee of members of
Photoplay's staff. Their decisions will be final. No
relatives or members of the household of any one connected
with this publication can submit solutions. Otherwise,
the contest is open to everyone, everywhere.
7. In the event of ties for any ot the prizes, the full
award will be given to each tying contestant.
8. It is impossible to answer inquiries regarding this
contest. Do not write for facts or further information.
Letters will not be answered.

about

the

stars?

Biographies-* 500 in Prizes

Greta Garbo

Ronald Colman

Uncle Jim's landlady gave him this picture
It was taken when Greta
of Greta Garbo.
arrived from Budapest where she was discovered by Samuel Goldwyn

Aunt Hezekiah says when Ronald Colman
looks like this, it reminds her of moonlight
And she is going to ask Colman
and roses.
to autograph this picture

that Uncle Jim and I have
to know
y/DU'LL
I moved tobe a interested
new boarding
house.
It is a much more interesting place to live because the landson is an electrician at Universal City where Greta Garbo
idy's
rorks.
Of course, Uncle Jim asks Otto— that's the name of the son—
II kinds of questions about Greta Garbo.
has
Ever since he saw Greta in "Flesh and the Devil" heknow
goofy over her. These Hungarian girls certainly
een
ow to fascinate the men.
But Greta isn't a Hungarian girl any more; she is an Amenan now because she is married to D. W. Griffith. Griffith met
in Europe , during the War, filming "Hearts
he was d.
while
ferthe
Worl
Greta was a nurse with the Hungarian army when they were
ghting with the French against the Germans.
After the War, Greta went back to Budapest and there
amuel Goldwyn discovered her and brought her to this
ountry.
She never had made a movie in Europe, because Griffith did
lot approve of a career for his wife.

yOU may be sure that Griffith was surprised when Greta
'I became a movie star. But she made such a hit in her first
American picture, "The Torrent," that he allowed her to
:ign a long contract with Universal.
Off the screen, Greta Garbo is very lively— the jazz girl of
lolly wood. She is never so happy as when she is the center of
leading man, be. lively party. Lon Chaney is her favorite
ause she thinks he is a great romantic actor and very good in
ovc scenes.
Mr. Griffith directed Greta in "Drums of Love," which was
i
Karenina." Some day
adapted from Tolstoy's novel "Anna and
introduce us to Miss
)tto is going to take us to the studio
jarbo. Otto says she just loves to have visitors hang around
vhen she is working.

This

month— Greta

THE other night we heard a beautiful tenor voice singing in
the courtyard of our boarding house, and when we asked
the landlady" who it was, she told us it was Ronald Colman
practising his grand opera.
Do you know that Ronald Colman is studying to be an opera
tery.
singer? So you see it isn't true that he is going into a monasAlthough Mr. Colman was born in Surrey, England,
he was playing on the New York stage when Lillian Gish gave
in the movies in "The White Sister."
first chance
himMr.hisColman
made such a hit that he was immediately signed

titleJimroleandin I"Ben-Hur.
for the
up Both
thought he" looked very handsome as
Uncle
Bcn-Hur in those beautiful Fourteenth Century Italian
costumes.
We were anxious to get a glimpse of Mr. Colman oft the
and saw
out into the courtyard
lookedg.
so we hurriedly
screen
gin
.
him sin

He has bright red hair— would you believe it?— but it doesn t
show on the screen, because it photographs dark.
He is almost six feet tall and has brown eyes. His wile is
Vilma Bankv who was born in San Antonio, Texas. Recently,
Mr. Colman and Miss Banky have been co-starring in pictures,
but they are not going to play together any more. Not that
they aren't happily married, but because they do not think it
is good policy for a married couple to appear in the same
pictures.

MISS BANKY is also an opera singer and has appeared at
They say that Mr. Colthe Metropolitan Opera House. the
screen some day and
man and Miss Banky hope to leave
devote all their time to music.
The landlady told us to write to the First National Studios,
if we wanted to get a picture of Ronald. Although his real
name is Ronald Colman, he is known to his friends as "the
nightingale of Beverly Hills."

Garbo and

Colman
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Grew Ur
lctures
Peaches Jackson received screen credit
when she was five
years old. Today, at
sixteen, she is not
always so lucky.
Peaches was Thomas
Meighan's best girl
in many of his first
pictures. Do you remember her in "A
Prince There Was"?
Now she is a freelance flapper, which
means that she
earns twenty-five
dollars a day for
playing "bits" here
and there. Has all
her early experience
proved to be a total
loss?
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Even today Ben Alexander receives "fan
mail telling him how good he was i
"Hearts of the World." And yet tha
Griffith picture was filmed back in 191
when Ben was a freckle-faced kid an
Lillian Gish was a curly-headed ingenue
Benny started in pictures when he wa
four years old, in a film called "Famil
Honor," directed by King Vidor. He ha
worked fairly consistently ever since. To
day he is a handsome lad of seventeen
Will the heroes of a few years hence de
velop from these child stars of the earl;
days?

TN the rush for new
- faces, how about giving
a chance to these young
veterans of the screen f

At three, Mary Jane
Irving had an important role in "The Temple of teen,
Dusk."
At four-a
she is playing
dramatic part in "The
Godless Girl." Her
salary is $350 a week.
Pretty good? Yes, but
Mary Jane is the sole
support of an invalid
mother

Frankie Darro has been one of the luckier
bf the authentic baby stars. The solemn
:hild in lace and velvet is Frankie at the
uge of four, when he played in "Confessions of a Queen,"
with Alice Terry
,ind Lewis Stone.
Today
Frankie
is
[FBO's youngest Western star. Thanks
',to his experience, Frankie has box-office
value. And don't forget that he got the
'breaks."
He proves what the kids can
do when they get a chance

rti?

Pat Moore is another veteran screen
kid that Cecil B. De Mille has
cast of "The Godless
placed in
Girl."
De the
Mille and Pat broke into
pictures together. Pat, at the age of
in "The Squaw Man,"
three,ofplayed
one
De Mille's first successes.
Elliott Dexter and Katherine MacDonald were also newcomers at
that time. Credit Mr. De Mille
with a long
sensememory
of loyaltyand a fine

Amateur Movie;
By Frederick James Smith

Prize Contest Film Released to Public— Rube Goldberg Is
a Movie Enthusiast — News of Amateur Clubs
THE $500 Photoplay contest winning film, showing a
quail hunting expedition in North Carolina and made by
B. V. Covert, of Lockport, N. Y., is being released for
amateurs generally.
The release of the film is being made by the William J.
Ganz Company of New York, makers of the monthly "Highlights ofthe News" for 16 millimeter projectors. Mr. Covert
has cut his contest film, originally nearly 400 feet, to 200 feet,
retaining all the best of the winning contribution. Amateurs
may buy this film for study at a cost of $15. Inquiries about
this film may be addressed to this department.
All of the prize winning films in the Photoplay $2,000 Contest, together with the films attaining honorable mention, were
shown at the Simplex Projection Rooms, 220 West 42nd Street
New York City, on April 19th. The showing attracted wide
attention and much interest.

T is interesting to note
Iprize
winner, frequently

a single film.

that Mr. Covert, the 16 millimeter
devotes a year or more to perfecting
Just at present Mr. Covert, who has hunted and

fished all over the North American continent, is making a (
sea fishing film off the Florida coast. Mr. Covert obta
part of his fishing study out of Pompano, forty miles b(
Palm
Winter.Beach, last Winter and he plans to complete the film i
_ Mr. Covert has had many adventures on
various exp
tions into the wilds since he became a movie his
amateur. He c
shot caribou within thirty miles of Greenly Island, where
German transatlantic plane, Bremen, landed.
IN the course of his filming, Mr. Covert has shot some 50,
feet of film with either a Filmo or an Eyemo.
Mr. Covert says that the secret of good amateur photogra
is constant experimenting, plus good lighting. Most of
best work — as in his contest winning film — was done wit
regular F3.5 universal lens. "I have played with all sort:
special lenses," says Mr. Covert, "but, save for extraordin
purposes, you can not improve upon your universal lens."
Mr. Covert does not shoot at random.
He will go to
trouble of turning his big fishing [ continued on page 11

Do not try to film
faces outdoors
without a reflector.
You will get a hard,
shadowed closeup. Above, Marceline Day indicates correct crosslighting. The
reflector lights one
side, thus bringing
out the mould and
contrast of the
face

Here, with Miss
Day as a subject, is
shown the correct
method of throwing light under the
shadow of a hat.
Note how the reflector sends the
light upward into
Miss Day's face, so
that shadows do
not obscure the
forehead and eyes
of the player

The correct angle of reflector and camera for cross-lighting.
Reflector is held low, to light up under hat, and at one side,
to bring out moulding of face
76
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(above) Miss Betty Byrne: y/« exquisite
blonde with rose-petal skin. Miss Byrne,
/laughter of Judge and Mrs. Stanton J.
Peele of Washington, D. C, says: "I look
?ny best after using Pond's"
(left) Miss Florence Noyes: A glorious
Titian beauty with delicate apple-blossom
skin. Miss Noyes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest High Noyes of Chicago, uses
Pond's Preparations to keep her skin always exquisite
{right) Miss Bay Morris: A vivid brunette
with clear, pale olive skin. Miss Morris,
daughter of Mrs. Waterbury Morris of New
York City, says: "Pond's Creams are quite
the nicest I have ever used"

Tissues, the restorative Freshener.

r^H EY are as exquisite as rare flowers
X — these three modern (graces! As
oon say which is loveliest, the tropic rose,
gorgeous poppy, or delicate anemone, as
hoose from amongst these beautiful
\merican girls — a vivid brunette, a
Titian beauty, an ethereal blonde.
Enchanting types . . . worlds apart in
:heir individual kind of charm, but alike
n the fact that each is the acknowledged
eader of her own distinguished set.
Mike, too, in that each possesses the
nost essential quality of feminine loveliiess — an exquisite complexion.
How do these girls guard the beauty
)f their lovely skins? Each frankly

First apply Pond's Cold Cream. Its
purifying oils penetrate deep down into the
pores, lifting out every particle of dirt. Then
with Pond's Cleansing Tissues, so caressing
and absorbent, wipe away all dirt and oil.
Next tone and firm your skin with the
exhilarating Freshener. Last, apply the faintest breath of Pond's Vanishing Cream.
See how lovely you are after one treatment!
The coupon brings you all four preparations.
Introductory Offer: Mail coupon with joe for
trial sizes of all 4 Pond's preparations.
Pond's Extract Co., D( pt G,
114 Hudson St., New Y< rk City
Name-

xknowledges her debt to Pond's. Each
n her dressing table gives the place of
lonor to the Two Creams, the dainty

3t;a

iopyright, 1928, Pond's Extract Co.

StreetCitv_
Pond's Preparations in the lovely gift containers
used by these beautiful girls.

W*- UJay to &&
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ou Can
.r Never
Be
An Actor
Unless you have imagination and dramatic instinct,
says George Currie
By Cal York

Y'

*0U can teach an unknown to act but you can't make
an actor."
That is the opinion of George Currie, who ought to
know. Mr. Currie contributed a whole lot towards the
advancement of Marion Davies and to such well known young
players as Charles (Buddy) Rogers

Larry Grey, Anita Page,
^^^^K^^^^^^^^^^^^^

"You can teach a person to act," says George
Currie.
"But you can not make an actor.
That depends upon the imagination"
because she is always a student and because she continually:
looking for something to help herself.
Because, too, she has

greaUeal of ability"
"* am Sdfish en0Ugh t0 think that Miss Davies develorl
with 'Little Old New York,' she seemed)
break old restraints. She had been
ways shy
"I and
am within
not a herself.
director,

Anderson School and was formerly on
the teaching staff of the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts.
Mr. Currie was engaged as a special
tutor for Miss Davies
when she was making
such historic pictures
as " When Knighthood Was in Flower,"
" Yolanda " and "Little Old New York."
''I found Miss
Davies to be a singularly imaginative and
receptive student,"
Mr. Currie explained
to me the other day.
"I was a special dramatic instructor for
Miss Davies for some
six months. During
all this time I marveled at her power of
application.
"Critics have just
begun to realize Miss
Davies' possibilities.
She is a superb comeMarion
Davies has been inserting some adroit and shrewd
dienne. She is going
imitations into her recent films.
Here she is imitating a certain
on to bigger successes,
Camille in her newest picture, "Show World"
78

never worked with M
Davies on a set. Mi
|a

was
a job I of think
privj
tuition.
was able, by talki
and working, and
exercises, to he
her break away frc
herself. I helped r
defeat her reticent
I think I opened r
eyes to what acti
You can tear
can" mean.

a person to sculj
You can t e a (
sin
a pers
canon notto make
You
great sculptor or
great singer. In t
same way, you c;
teach a person to ac
You can teach the
to move gracefull
you can not mal
But actor.
an
"That depends (
[cont'd on page 10
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DON T FOOL
YOURSELF
Since halitosis never announces
itself to the victim, you simply
cannot know when you have it

ice people recognize
Listerine, because of its marked power as
a deodorant, ends halitosis.

the risk - and avoid it

ant, it then dispels the odors themselves.
RECOGNIZING, first, that halitosis
(unpleasant breath) is widespread,
If you have the slightest doubt about
and, second, that its victim is seldom aware
Listerine's amazing power to deodorize,
of its presence, nice people avoid the risk make this test. Rub a bit of onion on your
hand. You know how hard this odor is to
entirely by using Listerine.
Simply rinse the mouth with it. Every
remove. Next apply Listerine clear. Inv
morning. Every night. And between
mediately the odor disappears. Even the
odor
of fish yields to this treatment.
times before meeting others. It imme'
diately ends halitosis. The breath be'
Don't take the chance of offending
comes sweet and inoffensive. And how
others when, by simply using Listerine
important that is in social,
halitosis can be prevent'
home and business life!
ed. Keep a bottle handy
RE AD THE FACTS
in home and office. And
Listerine ends halitosis
l/3 had halitosis
use it. Lambert Pharmacal
because it strikes first at the
68 hairdressers state that
about
every
third
woman,
Co., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
cause. And then conquers
many
of
them
from
the
the effect. Being antiseptic,
wealthy classes, is halitoxic.
it checks fermentation from
Who should know better
Have you tried
than they?
which odors usually arise.
the new Listerine
Being a powerful deodorShaving Cream?

LISTERINE

Cools your skin while you shave
and keeps it cool afterward. An
outstanding shaving cream in every

The safe antiseptic
When

you write

to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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'yX/'hat was the Best Pictui

1927.

Vote for the
Picture
You Think
Should Win I

THIS year Photoplay readers
have a singularly interesting
array of pictures to vote upon
for the eighth annual award of the
Photoplay
Magazine
Medal
of
Honor.
Voting is now under way for the
award to be given by readers of this
publication for the best picture of
1927. It will help a lot if you send in
your ballot as soon as possible. But
be sure to vote, either now or before
the balloting closes on October 1st.
Back in 1921 Photoplay announced that a gold medal would be
awarded each year for the picture
which, in the opinion of its readers,
would come the nearest the ideal in
story, direction, continuity, acting
and photography. And, of course,
revealing the highest and finest spirit
behind its production.
Each year Photoplay has been
proud of the choice of its readers. A
glimpse of the seven awards reveals
a list of the best productions of seven
years. Photoplay readers have revealed an unfailing judgment, both
sane and accurate.

Eighth Annuc
Gold Medal
Award

"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN HOOD"
1923
"THE

COVERED
1924

"THE

Editor Photoplay Magazine
221 W. 57th Street, New York City
In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1927.

Address.
SO

WAGON'

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925

Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot

T^ame-

best
on the his
screen
s vor
of theto cott
pu"
endea
appreciate
The voting this year, as it
began six months after the ckl
1927. This was done so that vt
in all parts of the country could a
an opportunity to see all of the
released during the twelve m< 1
of 1927. It takes months fo
these productions to reach il
parts of America — and Photo:
wants all of its readers to have I
all of the significant pictures of ;;
In case of a tie in the voting, ei
awards will go to each of the 1 1

1920

BIG PARADE"
1926

"BEAU
The Photoplay Medal of Honor is
recognized as the highest award in
the world of motion pictures because
it is the only award coming directly from the people who go
to pictures. It presents no opinion of screen authorities or
Cn«rCu'i ■ 1S the unmed opinion of the film fans of America
While it seems unnecessary, Photoplay once more urges its
millions of readers to vote. In no other way can vou dehnitel
v
and directly do your bit to improve pictures. This award goes

NAME of picture

to the producer. It means thajj

Winners of
Photoplay Medal

GESTE"

The ers.
produc
Photoplay Medal of Hs
is of solid gold, weighing
:
pennyweights and is two and
half inches in diameter. Each mi
is designed and made by Tiffany
Company of New York.
Be sure that your vote is maile
Photoplay's editorial offices
221 West 57th Street, New Y
Your vote must be in these of
not later than October 1st, 192
You may vote for any film
leased between January 1, 1927,
December 31, 1927. The list

iour selectio
n, of course, is
,r
, .
thisnot Page
d as an
limitedis todesigne
this list
A glance over the list, however, may be a definite ai<
refreshing your memory. In casting your vote, you are
minded to bear in mind the high standards of the gold mc
awards. And, above all, do not be influenced by the opini
ot others.
Make the vote your own.

Fifty Pictures Released in 1927

Annie Laurie
Barbed Wire
Cabaret
Camille
Chang
Captain Salvation
Cat and the Canary
Cradle Snatchers
Cruiser Polcmkin
Fair Brigade
Co-Ed
Fire

Flesh and the Devil
Garden of Allah
Gorilla
Hard Boiled Haggerly
Hotel Imperial
Hula

It
Jesse
James
Kid Brother
King of Kings
Love of Sunya
Mockery
Magic Flame
Metropolis
Troy
Monkey Talks
My Best Girl
Night ofLeather
Love Kid
Patent
Private Life of Helen of
Qual
Street
Re
suit ti
Rookirreyec
s on

Rough Riders
Scnorita
Service for Ladies
Seventh Heaven
Show
Slide, Kelly, Slide
Sorrcll and Son
Stark Love
Student Prince
Tell It to the Marines
Twelve Miles Out
Two Arabian Knighti
Underworld
Wings
What
Glory
Way ofPrice
All Flesh
When a Man Loves

His first love
Mother — radiant and youthful, with the charm of that schoolgirl complexion. This simple daily rule is known to thousands:

Youth is charm, and youth
lost is charm lost, as every
woman instinctively realizes.
To keep youth, keep the
skin clean and thepores open.
Banish artificial ways in skin
care. Nature's ways are best.
Use soap, but be sure it is
a soap made basically for use
on the face. Others may
prove harsh. That is why,
largely on expert advice,
women the world over
choose Palmolive for facial
use.

WHAT
mother's heart but quickens
at her small son's adoration?
What, in life, is sweeter than those
worshipful eyes that follow every move
and hang on every word?
Keep that devotion, mother! Hold that
love. Always be, to him, the beautiful
princess of fairy book delight. And above
all else, keep youth, keep beauty as your
most priceless asset.
That schoolgirl complexion is synonymous to natural charm, today. And thousands of women, in keeping that schoolgirl
complexion, are holding their youth
through the thirties, into the forties and
beyond . . .
The daily rule in skin care that
countless thousands know
Keeping the skin cleansed, the pores
open, with a pure beauty soap — a soap
made for one purpose only and that to
guard the skin — is the important thing
to know. That is Nature's beauty secret.

Wash your face gently with soothing
Palmolive Soap, massaging its balmy lather
softly into the skin. Rinse thoroughly,
first with warm water, then with cold. If
your skin is inclined to be dry, apply a
touch of good cold cream — that is all.
Do this regularly, and particularly in the
evening. Use powder and rouge if you
wish. But never leave them on overnight.
They clog the pores, often enlarge them.
Blackheads and disfigurements often follow. They must be washed away.
Avoid this mistake
Do not use ordinary soaps in the treatment given above. Do not think any green
soap, or one represented as of olive and
palm oils, is the same as Palmolive.
And it costs but 10c the cake! So little
that millions let it do for their bodies
what it does for their faces. Obtain a cake
today, then note the amazing difference
one week makes. The Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Chicago, Illinois.

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR— Broadcast every Friday night— from 10
to 1 1 p. m., eastern time; 9 to 10 p. m., central time— over station WEAF
and 31 stations associated with The National Broadcasting Company.

10

^
C

Palmolive Soap is untouched by human hands until
you break the wrapper — ;/ is never sold unwrapped

KEEP

THAT

SCHOOLGIRL

COMPLEXION

HAVE

It
WHEN
a

pleasure,

© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

A
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smoking
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QUESTIONS

& ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Ashing Sluestions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inwe have
it necessary toquirer,
treat
suchfound
subjects
in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
57th St., New York City.

You do not have to be a
reader of Photoplay to have
questions answered in this Department. Itis only necessary
that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays
or casts. Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment.
Write on only one side of the
paper. Sign your full name and
address; only initials will be
published if requested.

C. McH., San Francisco, Calif. — As I am
:ars older than your Dad, perhaps he'll take
y word on some of the questions that bother
>u. The books by William S. Hart were
tually
by William
S. Hart,
and that's
fact. written
The Life
Stories in
Photoplay
are
ally written by the stars themselves and
hen professional writers are called in to put
e material in form, the assisting writer is
-en full credit, as in the case of Adela Rogers
Johns, Ruth Waterbury and Ruth Biery.
ihn Gilbert is writing his own story. The
ess agents not only do not write the stories,
it they don't see them until they appear in
•int. Photoplay does its best to give you
ily facts and honest opinions. As for learning
be a "camera girl," the best way is to get a
lall camera and start as an amateur. Yes,
at
is true
Colleen
One
green
and about
the other
is blue,Moore's
but the eyes.
difference
color is not great enough to show on the
reen. This is a long answer, but you wrote a
ce letter!
E. N., Harvard, III. — Your friend must
ive been reading the Nutty Biographies and
king them seriously. Douglas Fairbanks was
rn May 23, 1883.
A. I. G., Glasgow, Scotland. — How you do
ivel around! One month in China and the
:xt month in Scotland. The picture you saw
em filming in Culver City was "London
fter Midnight." If your University friend
ill listen to the advice of an old man, he'll
ay away from Hollywood, unless he just
ints to go for a sight-seeing trip. If he really
ints to act, why doesn't he try the British
udios? It's a long trip from Glasgow to
alifornia; the possibility of heartbreak and
(sappointment is far greater than any remote
lance of success.
Suzanne W., Philadelphia, Pa. — Richard
rlen is twenty-nine years old. Adolphe
enjou was born February 18, 1801; Billie
ove. May 14, 1903, and Charles Rogers in
05.
Eileen A., New York, N. Y. — Loretta
oung was born in Salt Lake City, Utah, about
jhteen years ago. She is five feet, three and
le half inches tall and weighs 100 pounds.
;ie has light brown hair and blue eyes. I wish
>u luck. Write and tell me the decision from
ollywood. You see, it doesn't take much
urage to write to me.
W. L. R., Hurffville, N. J.— Is that really
I name of your town, or have I misread your
"iting? William Powell was born in Pittsiirgh, Pa., July 29, 1892. He is six feet tall
id weighs 160 pounds. He has curly brown
.ir and flashing grey eyes. And married,
rite to him at the Paramount-Famousisky Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Mrs. P. M. B., Long Beach, Calif. — Syd
id Charlie are brothers. Will Rogers is even

funnier than his writings, because he has a
gorgeous way of telling a story. Lon Chaney's
next picture is "Easy Money."
A William Boyd Fan, Philadelphia, Pa. —
I won't fool you for anything. And since I am
so bright, I'll tell you that William Boyd is
happily married to Elinor Faire. He was born
in Cambridge, O., about twenty-six years ago.
He is six feet, one inch tall and weighs 160
pounds. Light brown hair and very blue eyes.
Write to him at the De Mille Studios, Culver
City, Calif.
J. H. B., Lemoyne, Pa.— Sally Phipps-was
born May 25, 1909. She played in "Why
Sailors Go Wrong." You can't beat that for a
title! And she now is working in "The News
Parade,"
which probably will be released some
time
this Summer.
Dorothy B., Gainesville, Tex. — Norma
Shearer was born in Montreal, Canada, August

girls photo
e succes
do blond
WHY
sfully
graph more
than light-haired men? Because
a girl's hair, being fluffy, lends
itself to back-lighting and other
photographic effects. The closecropped hair of a man must be
very light to register as an effective blonde.
Now for the other most persistent questions:
Joan Crawford was born
March 23, 1906.
Mary Brian has brown hair
and blue eyes.
Gary Cooper was born in
Helena, Mont., May 7, 1901.
Charles Farrell has brown
hair and brown eyes.
Betty Bronson's next appearance will be in "The Bellamy
Lupe Velez is pronounced
Trial." Ve-les. The "es" in
Loo-peh
her last name is short.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the
picture and postage. The stars
are glad to mail you their pictures, but the cost is prohibitive
unless your quarters are remitted.

10, 1904. That's her real name.
ried now to Irving Thalberg.

She is mar-

H. B. C, Galveston, Tex. — Mae Murray
and Wallace Reid played in "To Have and
A Waterbury Fan. — Patsy Ruth Miller
was
born January 17, 1904; Colleen Moore,
to Hold."
August
Not a bit19,
of 1902.
bother! Thelma Todd isn't married.
Louise. — "Scaramouche" was filmed before
"The Arab." Philippe de Lacey's latest
picture is "Four Devils," filmed at the William
Fox Studios, Hollywood, Calif. That boy is
getting to be a matinee idol.
An Admirer, Portland, Ore. — Ernest
Gillen changed his name to Donald Reed,
hence your confusion. Lawrence Gray has
been very much present in a number of films —
"The Patsy," "Diamond Handcuffs," "The
Dead Line," and "Love Hungry." Good
crook pictures never hurt any actor; bad pictures of any sort are the only ones that are
fatal to popularity. How do leading women
keep from falling in love with the hero? Sometimes they do; but oftener, far oftener, they are
merely interested in their own close-ups.
E. Cathcart, Berwyn, Pa. — Thomas
Meighan's wife is Frances Ring. Not in pictures, but formerly on the stage. And very
charming, too. Neither May McAvoy nor
Mary Brian is married.
M. G., Middlesboro. Ky. — "Is Jack
Dempsey going to play in the movies?" Who
knows?
"Pet," Manheim, Pa. — Here's the information for your scrapbook: John Gilbert has
brown eyes and dark brown hair. Ben Bard
played
Brissac
Heaven."
MacDowell
was inthe"Seventh
mother and
KathleenClaire
Key
the sister, in "Ben-Hur." Betty Bronson is
not engaged to Paul Eccleswood or anyone
else. Betty says she never even met the man.
Fred Thomson is married to Frances Marion.
His next picture is "The Sunset Legion."
Midge, Syracuse, N. Y. — Ena Gregory and
Marian Douglas are one and the same person.
Miss Gregory changed her name a few months
ago.
Ena)inches
was born
Aprilhas16,been
190".in
She is Marian
five feet,(orthree
tall and
pictures since January, 1921.
V. S., Collece Point, L. I.— The title of
"Cream of the Earth" has been changed to
"Red Lips." They will do things like that.
Charles Rogers was born in Olathe, Kansas.
Mariorie Daw Fan, London, England. —
Your favorite is still in pictures. She played
in "Topsy and Eva." "Home Made" and also
" Spoilers of the West."
[ continued on page 102 ]

The tabloid auditorium of Ramon's
Teatro Intime,
looking across the
footlights. Note
the special spotlightslooking
through the back
wall. The theater
seats sixty-five.
Here Ramon stages
little plays, acts
upon occasion and
sings for what
Trader Horn calls
a few convivials

anion's Toy Theater

Novarro calls it his Teatro
Intime.
You're lucky if
you're a guest

The little theater is equipped with every modern
device
tor lighting and scenic effects. Here you see the model
electric switchboard,
ng
all lights, and the
curtainoperati
mechanism
8U

Ramon, himself, standing in the doorway of his private theater. The miniature playhouse is attached to his home.
And it has an electric sign
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To wives and mothers
about husbands and children
rho will take care
atter if you don't?
link about their hair
thin, and children

of this important
Husbands usually
only after it begins
never.

Yet hair troubles are so much easier
\S prevent than to cure. And it is quite
mple to keep the scalp healthy. Why
at start the family on the way to
?althy hair habits now by providing, for
•gular use. one of these three Packer
>aps: Packer's Tar Soap, or Packer's
ar Shampoo, or Packer's Olive Oil
hampoo.

for their benefits to the scalp - like
stimulating pine tar, bland glycerine,
imported olive oil. Each ingredient is
the finest and purest we can obtain.
Try a Packer shampoo.

Notice how

Regular Packer shampoos are the
ifest, surest road we know to healthy
air— and we have been studying the
ire of the hair for 55 years. Into these
>aps go ingredients especially selected

quickly the snowy lather billows up.
Feel its richness as you massage it into
your scalp. Feel the scalp ivaking up.
Now rinse, and see the rich lather vanish
in a twinkling. Dry, and notice how
lustrous your hair is . . . and how
manageable.
Even one shampoo with Packer's
makes your hair so much more attractive. And regular Packer shampoos
keep your hair healthy. Read the offer
below and start the family off to better,
healthier hair habits now.
Send for sample. Send 10c for a sample of any
one of these Packer soaps and "The Care of the Hair,"
our new 28-page book on hair-health, the care of dryhair, oily hair, dandruff, etc. Specify which soap you
prefer. Address: The Packer Mfg. Company, Inc.,
Dept. 16-G. P. O. Box 85, New York. N. Y.

Packer Shampoos
Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo

Packer's Tar Soap

A golden liquid of imported olive oil,
bland cocoanut oil, soothing glycerine.
It lathers in an instant, rinses in a
twinkling.
Faintly perfumed.

'octors long ago learned that one of
jature's most effective remedies is
;jre pine tar. So skin specialists pre;ribe Packer's Tar Soap as the most
ffeetive pleasant way to give your

Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo

|'alp the benefits of pine tar. Each
ike now in an individual metal box.

A liquid soap containing the soothing
benefits of olive and cocoanut oils and
— in addition — healthful pine tar —
without the tar odor. Quick to
lather — quick to rinse.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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rop -L>oy s i^ictionar
Studio Language Made Simple for the Beginner
By Robert H. Cowing
DIRECTOR— Mr. God in Hollywood.
Assistant Director — The guy who yells 'Lunch."
_ Garter— A guy who walks all over the clean floor
with his dirty boots.
Juicer—
electrician who's got nothing to do but
walk Another
on the floor.

To Back Up— To hog the close-up by facing front and
the other player get the back of his neck photograpl
Bit — To walk in, walk out, scene's over.
Part — To walk in, stay a while, walk out.
Free Lance Artist — Somebody who has lost his or her (
tract.

Technical Director— A guy from outside who is expert at
not knowing anything you want.
Set Dresser — The guy who spots heavy furniture on a set.
Swing Gang — The boys who place the heavy furniture for
me to move.

Artist— An imported cheese-opener from Europe who ma
artistic failures in America till his contract is up.
Stool— A snooping skunk who better keep off my set!
drop a chandelier on him!
Spaghetti — Electric cable you trip over when you're i
hurry to get bicarbonate of soda for the boss.

Swing Gang Boss— The guy who says "The boss wants to
see you."
Prop Boss— The guy who says "I'm laying you off tonight."
Art Director — A guy with long hair and a hot line.
Producer— A guy who spends $5,000 in time trying to save
S5 overhead.

[ CONTINUED

ON PAGE

118]

Efficiency
Man— A guy who loses $5,000 for the studio
but saves $5 for his unit.
Superintendent — Grab a mop and hit the floor when he
comes around.
Front Office— Where they got swell looking secretaries.
Scenario Writer— A guy who agrees with the director on
story construction.
Reading Department— Where they send relatives and rejection slips.
Supervisor— In charge of guessing with the producer and
interfering with the director.
Personal Assistant — A friend who wanted a job.
Yes Man — A guy who has give up.
Secretary — Somebody's sweet mama.
Casting Director — A wet nurse for relatives who want to
break into the movies.
Assistant Casting Director— A wet blanket for the hams.
Central
Casting
Office— Situated on Casting Problem's
Bluff and dealing in bologna and hams.
Actor— A real guy who always gives you a decent break.
Ham— An unpopular egg who thinks he or she is an actor.
Extra— The marvel of dietitians.
Can eat any amount of
food or none at all and still look for jobs.
Grip— A standby carpenter who drops his .hammer in the
middle of a dramatic scene.
Painter — A guy
who
splashes paint on
the clean windows.
Carpenter — A guy who
leaves shavings on
the grand piano.
Business
Manager —
The guy who sees
you get fed at midnight.
Star — A man or girl who keeps
the front office guessing.
Trouper — A man or girl who
is cheerful, helpful, and
willing at all times to confeelings.sider the other fellow's
Up-Stage — Generally some
gutter-pup
drawing
five
thousand dollars a week
who gets canned after the
second picture.
86
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dainty

movie star, says, "Every day is a
happy day when I'm wearing my
Bradley."

•MART as a smacking sea
breeze are the new Bradley
Bathing Suits for men and
women.
Colors as fast as Gibraltar.
Patterns as gay as Paris.
And, with it all, a new>bathing and beach comfort due to
the
Bradley
of Life"
a stitch
with"Loop
a stretch
and —a
'come-back".
Your dealer has Bradleys
for the whole family. And, if
you'll write, we'll send you a
free copy of the colorful
Bradley Style Book . . . Bradley
Knitting Company, Delavan,
Wisconsin.

s she swings,

Dorothy
Gulliver,
Universal featured player, calls
down,"Hightide
it's all the same
or 'high time' —

Slip into a

to my Bradley."

and out-of-doors
When

you write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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00% of the lovely complexions
you see on the screen are cared for
by Lux Toilet Soap
ALL the beautiful stars in Hollywood
. know that exquisitely smooth skin is
essential to a success on the screen.

Only genuinely lovely skin, say leading
directors, can confidently face the allrevealing lights of the close-up. How
wisely the stars care for their smooth skin !
Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux
Toilet Soap. There are in Hollywood 433
important screen actresses, including all
stars. 417 of these use Lux Toilet Soap to
keep their lovely skin soft and smooth!

Molly O'Day
First National
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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Eleanor Boardman
M. G. M.

A
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T

5«?* I
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*
ft

Jacqueline Logan
Pathe De Mille

Ann Christy
Paramount — Marold hloyd^
Production
Dorothy Sebastian
M. G. M.

/Anita Stewart
Independent

LOc

1UX TOILET SOAP cares for
-* the skin the true French way
for it is made by the famous method
France developed and uses for her
finest toilet soaps. Order some today— you, like the lovely screen stars,
will enjoy the delicate fragrance of
this firm white cake, the instant
abundant lather which even hard
water can't quell!
When

All the great film
studios have made it
the official soap in
their dressing rooms

It is so luxurious!

you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

The crime wa
is on in Hoi!
wood. But it
nothing serioi
It merely mea
that the fill
have gone in f
yarns of myste
and action,
the left, 1 1
police
line
of
dailyChanej
arres
in
Lon
"While
theCi

Sleeps"

Court is Called in Hollywood
Below, the defense attorney cross-questions
his victim in "The Bellamy Trial." Kalla
Pasha plays the nervous gent whose makeup looks so much like a certain famous
character in a recent New Jersey trial.
Remember Brother Willie, with his penchant for firemen's hats? However, "The
Bellamy Trial" was merely suggested by
this celebrated case

This is called reconstructing the crime. The
district attorney in "The Bellamy Trial" has built
the murder room in miniature for the benefit of
the jury. Here he is closing his argument. In
the distance is the battery of newspaper folk,
working hard so that the Great American Public
can follow every development in every edition
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Two exclusive new features
in the Improved Kotex
and— Prices Reduced

Kotex was two
rHE ■y Improved
years in the making. When it was
lally perfected, our enthusiasm for
is remarkable improvement decided
tremendous change in produc>ion :
e doubling of our output to meet
ticipated demand. As a result, you get the
nproved Kotex, with its exclusive features,
r less than you formerly paid.

1
2

The New Exclusive Advantages
i Kotex— and Kotex only — you get the new
rm-fitting shape, perfected after long rearch in our laboratories, after consultation
ith 27 women doctors, 83 nurses, 6 specialits in feminine hygiene.
Corners are scientifically rounded and tared, by an exclusive process, so that the
d is perfectly adjusted. However filmy or
inging your gown, it may now be worn with
■solute assurance of exquisite grooming —
> bulk, no awkwardness will affect the smart
ltline of the costume.
And the gauze wrapping is softer, the filler
ade fluffier — through new methods perfected
' Kotex scientists, permitting a degree of
imfort never before possible.
When

&

Form-fitting, non- detectable
shape, with corners scientifically rounded and tapered to
fit. Now the most clinging
gowns may be worn without
altering slender, smooth lines.
Softer, fluffier— thus ending
chafing and similar irritation.
All the qualities you have
J»JL in Kotex are
always known
retained.

Approved by Women
Nurses

Doctors,

ments, which carry their enthusiastic
endorsement, are found in Kotex only.
Former Exclusive Features
Retained
The remarkably absorbent powers of
Kotex remain ; the same protective area is
there. Cellucotton wadding which is exclusive
to Kotex has all the advantages of any waterproofed absorbent, plus its own unique qualities— 5 times more absorbent than cotton —
discards like tissue — you simply follow directions; itdeodorizes thoroughly while worn.
You buy Kotex by name, without embarrassment, without delay ... in two sizes,
Regular and Kotex-Super. At all drug, drygoods and department stores. Supplied also
through vending cabinets in rest-rooms by
West Disinfecting Company.
Remember, nothing else is remotely
new Improved
Buy a box today
our latest and

These important changes were made
under the supervision of women doctors and nurses because they could appreciate your problems fromawoman's
point of view as well as professionally.
Their approval of each detail is particularly significant. And these improveyou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

like the
Kotex.
to learn
greatest

contribution to woman's
hygienic comfort.

KOTEX COMPANY
180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 111.
MAGAZINE.

The Shadow Stage
CONTINUED

TELLING

THE

GOLF

WORLD— M.-G.-M.

WISE-CRACKING Bill Haines makes us
laugh again in spite of ourselves. A
banker's son gets his first newspaper assignment to interview his own father (with whom
he is not speaking) and he does it. The newspaper work takes Bill all the way to China
and there we have excitement galore. The
young lady who interests him all the while is
Anita Page. Although this is her first screen
appearance, her beauty and charm have carried
her far already. Picture is full of hokum but
also full of laughs.

THE MICHIGAN

FROM PAGE 57

WIDOWS— Columbia

A

HIGHLY-AMUSING comedy drama,
logically constructed. Golf-playing husbands must expect their wives to find amusement during lonely hours, and sometimes others
pay the penalty. Harrison Ford loves Vera
Reynolds, but his lack of sophistication makes
him an easy prey for a "golf widow," and
thereby many laughable, compromising situations arise. The charm of Vera Reynolds
and the seriousness of Harrison
Ford, tor-

KID— Universal

A

SKILLFULLY directed and beautifully
photographed tall timber tale, intensely
melodramatic but very real. No one will mind
the Horatio Alger plot of the small town ragamuffin who ran away and became the
"Michigan Kid," Alaska's richest and most
notorious gambler, because Conrad Nagel is
so convincing in the role. Being lucky at both
cards and love, he wins his boyhood sweetheart,
the delightful Renee Adoree, after many
vicissitudes. Thrilling stuff.
A CERTAIN

YOUNG

FROTHY narrative of distinct Arlenesque
flavor, dealing with the blase adventures
of a London Johnny. Ramon Novarro plays
the languid Lord Gerald Brinslcy with his
characteristic youthful dignity. Marceline
Day blows into Biarritz where milord has gone
to duck women; he goes off the deep end about
her and gives his sophisticated London mistress, Carmel Myers, the bird. Completely
lacking in dramatic fire and suspense, but full
of
ruddy
what!
what!rot that's frightfully amusing, eh!

THE

PATROL— Rayart

ONE of those big, wholesome, fresh-air
epics of the Royal Northwest Mounted.
There are two villains, a beautiful girl, an
erring father, an injured Mountie, and a
smart dog; besides, an avalanche, and three
murders — all in Peaceful Valley. Not hysterically different, but Virginia Browne Faire is
very easy to look at, and William Russell is
the convincing hero of the North who gets his
man, and the girl to boot.

THE GOLDEN

CLOWN— Nordish-Pathe

/'"",OSTA EKMAN, a superb actor deserving
^*of real stories, registers favorably in spite
of a stupid story, the sole purpose of which is
to prove that even Denmark has its Pagliacci.
He shows a decided streak of genius in his
interpretation of the deterioration of an intrinsically fine character. The traditional
European tragedy, done with a heavy Nordic
hand, stalks through the picture, but it doesn't
mean a thing. Ekman, however, is very worth
seeing.

92

SCARLET

BEAU

DOVE—Tiffany-Stal

BROADWAY— M.-G.-M.

"NJOT
picturewill
you'll
bt
*■ ^ one awhich
givewrite
you home
a lotabout
of goo
chuckles. Lew Cody gives all the gals a parii
and himself several heart attacks, especiall
when he gives the wrong fur coat to the wron
woman. Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol stag
a real wrangle over him, with Sue's innocenc
and young beauty outwitting Aiken's sophisj
cation and cunning. There's a snappy priz
fight and a bit of pathos wound around Jir
Jeffries — in person.
Some peppy titles, tod

RAFFLES— Columbia

DANGER

TAKE— Universal

"D USSIAN military life as she were befoj
-*-Mhe war, with special attention given
bedroom angles. Not startling, however, bl
so-so program stuff. Lowell Sherman is in
pressive as the vain roue commanding
regiment of Cossacks. He marries money 1
support his mistress in the style to which si
is determined to become accustomed. Tl
lady who goes with the dowry is the swee
heart of a Cossack captain, and there yo
have it. It's Sherman's picture.

MAN— M.-G.-M.

AFTER all these years, we've found a
mystery picture with a mystery. Imagine!
And, to top that, Estelle Taylor and Libyan
Tashman are teamed up very effectively in
this baffling melodrama. They juggle identities all through the picture — Estelle is a fast
worker whose goat no cop can get, and Lilyan
ballrooms with her usual savoir faire. One of
them is Lady Raffles, a big-time crook, who
.doesn't know when to stop. Go see it.

GIVE AND

V\ 7ITH actors like Jean Hersholt and Geor;
** Sidney furnishing cuckoo humor in abui
dance, it's no wonder the attractive youn
sters, Sharon Lynn and George Lewis, are a
most forgotten. Hersholt owns a cannery ar
George Sidney is his foreman. Things n
smoothly until Jean's son comes home fro
college and makes the business profit-sharin
From then on the laughs come thick and fas
A silly story but funny, so why worry?
THE

A

LADY

lady of her. A weak, dull story, top heavy \\i
a cast too fine for the production. Bet
Compson, more attractive than ever, almo
redeems it to the point of real entertainmen

Before her marriage to Edwin
Carewe, the director, Mary Akin
played in pictures. After the marriage went on the rocks, did Mrs.
Carewe bewail her lost career? She
did not; she went out and went
into business for herself. Mrs.
Carewe started a magazine called
the California Revue. She is so interested in her publication, that
she isn't making the least effort to
return to the screen

gether with the able support of two other
couples, make this well worth your time.
TENTH

AVENUE— Pathe-De

Mille

IF you like your melodrama in full buckets,
running over, you will save an evening for
this picture of Manhattan life. All the
scenes are laid in a boarding house, and you
will be able to "count your blessings" when
you have a glimpse of their joys, ambitions
and tragedies. Phyllis Haver, Victor Varconi,
Joseph of
Schildkrau't
and others
give a vivid
picture
a rather barren
existence.
REFORM—

Chadwick

AFRESH outbreak in the still-spreading
epidemic of crook pictures. The theme
is beautifully idealistic but wholly impossible.
An old psychologist takes a desperate girl
crook into his home, as an experiment on
heredity versus environment, and makes a

THE

HIT

OF THE

SHOW—FBO

'"THIS might easily be called "The Journal o
■*■ a Disappointed Man. " It spills enougl
grief to tie the old heartstrings into hard knots
Joe E . Browngives an almost too clear character
ization of a hick trouper with big-time ideas
four months back rent, a big heart and i
funny face. Broadway's always just arouni
the corner, but when he gets the big break. th>
shock's
too Olmstead
much. Quite
Gertrudes
and dull,
Astor.were it not fo

RINTY

OF THE DESERT— Warners jl

HPHE story of a desert-bred dog who seeks hi:
■*■ lost mate in the city. Highly dramatic anc
appealing, it successfully avoids the customarj
setting for dog pictures. Rin-Tin-Tin's worl<
can only be described in sputtering superlatives. What an actor that canine is; he's jus!
naturally marvelous! The supporting cas'
is adequate, but not important, and the direction isquite good, but Rin-Tin-Tin is the whole
show.
THE

HOUSE

OF SCANDAL

—Tiffany-Stahl
it's the
George!
by and
pearls,cops
timeDorothy
Thiswith
crooks.But,
MORE
Sebastian, the gang's master mind and bewitching young lady back of the deed, a very
ordinary picture is made quite possible.
Rather inconveniently for the crooks, shf'
falls for an Irish cop's kid brother who hasl
sneaked the big boy's uniform to make a hit
Carloads of confusion, consternation, and com[ CONTINUED

ON PAGE

100 ]
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One dirty corner
breeds another
Certainly
it's easier to corners at home — and watch
ither with the gang on the dirty corners everywhere
;»rner than to sit and fret vanish.

a shabby, shoddy home.

And remember, soap and
What a mission the soap water can't begin too early
;ush has to perform!
in life to tie up cleanliness
Let it brighten up dirty and character.

\ven dark deeds flee— -before SOAP & WATER
Published by The Association of American
Soap
and Glycerine Producers, Inc., to aid the work of
Cleanliness Institute

When

you write to advertisers

rilease mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 49 ]

ten weeks' work with M.-G.-M. — which was
the fulfillment of their promise to her.
Of course, she landed with the usual great
ambitions and usual blare of publicity trumpets. In a year she would be a star.

including the second lead to Molly O'Day in
"Shepherd of the Hills," two leads with Ken
Maynard. Now she is the heroine in a Tim
McCoy picture.

The sad part is she didn't fail. She played in
several
either. pictures. But she just didn't click,
At least she had common sense. She went
home instead of joining the long line of other
beauty winners in the ranks of the hungry
e\tras.

A NIT A PAGE, the youngster who has
■* *-made good despite Harry K. Thaw's introduction, isdetermined that the temptations of
the big city shall not reach her. She has become a regular little hermit. Goes to bed at
seven o'clock each evening — refuses all party

ing the trunk as security. Mizner
volunteered to get the trunk out of
her possession.
"Call me up when she's not at
home," he ordered.
A couple of days later, he answered
the call, got the trunk as far as the
lower hall, when the landlady entered.
"Meet Wilson Mizner," the friend
said. "He's a friend of mine and
"Get out of
wants a room here."
my house and
take your trunk

YX7HEN she was
** Enid Gregory,
she just couldn't get
along in pictures. A
little work once in a
while — but nothing
definite.
Then she changed
her name to Marian
Douglas. And there
has scarcely been a
two days' rest.
"I was frightened — ■
backward — shy. My
husband (Al Rogell,
the director) used to

having
no friend
with you.
I ain't
of hisn pay
— who
can't
no
Mizner and
the trunk made
their
exit.
room rent—"
TETTA GOUDAL,
J who is said to have
arguedten with
onceCecil
too ofB.
De Mille, is returning to the screen

say, 'Baby, if you'd
only get a hold of
yourself, you could
makeasuccess in this

after a sixinmonths'
absence
" Her
Cardboard Lover,"
Marion Davies' next

business.'

A LL those who work with little
■* *-Anita have nice things to say
Mitchell
Leisen,
De
Mille
art
director
and
the keyboard
by which he controlled the various fire effects

"Then, one day, I met a woman who told
me that in numerology my name came out at
seven, the most unlucky number for a person.
She suggested that I change it to something
that came out at nine. We chose Marian
Douglas.
"It sounds silly, I know. But, honest, I
haven't
sameNow
person.
used to
stand in felt
line like
and the
wait.
I walkI right
in
and just get a part in a picture."
In four months she has made five pictures

about the girl's ambition. Anita
is dead set on making good in
the movies. When she acts, she acts all
over the studio. Directors have a terrible
time getting Anita to stand still for her
close - ups. So now they have solved the
problem by putting Anita in a soap-box.
so that she can't run around while her closeups are being filmed.
TX7ILSON MIZNER continues to
" " amuse all the other Hollywood
wits with his fund of once-upon-atime-this-happened stories.
Now he is telling about the time he
City. a friend's trunk in New York
saved
The friend owed several weeks'
room rent and the landlady was keep-

Cecil aeval
De Mille's
at the medimethods of jab
reformers.
Here
Lina Basquette is shackled to an
iron bar

A

READER writes in to find out why
they called it "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
when, he points out, there wasn't a gentleman
in the picture.
And there you have the reason why satire
fails at the box office.

A A ARY BRIAN has signed a new long-term
•'■''■'■contract with Famous Players-Lasky.
And her fan mail was responsible for it. Mary
gets one of the largest [continued on page 96]
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"I wish Fd known

»

There's always a new experience ahead — something- you
haven't done before and which calls for a decision.
You become engaged — and immediately you are called upon
to decide on the purchase of many, many things you never
bought before.
You marry — and furniture, draperies, silverware, china,
talking-machines, oil-burners, gas-stoves, automobiles claim
your dollars and call for your choice.
A baby comes — and again you face a new experience in
purchasing clothes and powders and blankets; in buying a
crib, baby-carriage, foods, toys.
Next — what school? For the years pass incredibly fast.
Once more, a new decision.
Every room in your house requires a choice. Every meal
served in your dining-room results from your having decided
on what to serve. Every day confronts you with a multitude
of possibilities from which you must select those which make
lffe happier and better, and make the dollars go farther.
How on earth are you going to make those decisions? How
can you know what you want and what you don't want? How
can you buy to such advantage that you'll seldom, if ever, have
occasion to use that futile phrase, "I wish I'd bought something else"?
Read the advertisements — read them carefully. The advertisements are an encyclopaedia of news and information on
the things you want and need.

When

you write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY
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Gossip of All the Studios
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The Last Straw — a spectacular historical drama starring Lew Cody.
First, the -sombrero of 1898.
Then, the
Little Rogue or City Slicker of 1905.
Third,
the
"kelly"
of
1915.
And
last,
the
snappy
new
model
worn by
our handsome modern hero
fan mails in the city — all because she is the
innocent, sweet stay-at-home type of- girl
whom mothers and sisters, as well as college
boys hunting for the old-fashioned nonflapper type, like.

ELINOR GLYN spent a quiet month in
Hollywood as the guest of Marion Davies.
But she couldn't quite avoid getting herself
tied up with the promise to write some more for
the movies. Two Clara Bow stories, one with
the title "Make Them Love Her"— is her
promise to Famous Players-Lasky. You will
remember that "It" and "Red Hair," two of
Clara's best sellers, were from the pen of
Madame Glyn.

asked about half price admissions
since he and Lita were so late and
had missed the dinner.
of Peter Pan !
SHADES
Wandering through the Paramount wardrobe department, we noticed a man struggling
over a huge dog skin. Fixing innumerable
wires in the great head, testing the huge eyelids which rolled up and down in perfect imitation of life. But the man looked sad, depressed
with his labors.

"It can't be done, Pete!" he murmured to an
assistant. "It carr't be fixed even for a publicity picture. It seems a shame. This dog
was the friend of every kid in the country."

Then we recognized him. It was all that
was left of the big woolly pet who played such a
prominent part with Betty Bronson in "Peter
Pan," the huge skin that covered George Alii.
The dog, which cost hundreds of dollars, had
innumerable publicity stories written around
him and received thousands of fan letters from
children all over the country. The hair was in
shreds, the eyes shrunken, the teeth broken.
Even prop dogs have their day and pass on.
JOSEPHINE LOVETT ROBERTSON has
J sailed for London where she will join her
husband, John Robertson. Mr. Robertson is
all set to begin work on his first English production. Itwill probably be a modern story of
social life in the British

CAMILLA HORN has
gone back to Germany
for a vacation. When she returns, she will bring her
mother with her. Not much
is made of the fact that
Camilla is married. Her husband stayed in Germany
when Camilla came to this
country. However, we hear
that they are a happy couple
and so when Camilla announces that she must see
her mother, she probably
means that she is sailing to
persuade her husband to
return with her.
ALIGR
T AP
LICH
N EY
and
sta
her now con nt attendant, Roy D'Arone-out-ofcy,e the vy,
arrived
fiv hea
after eleven at a recent dinner dance
given by the Mayfair, that Hollywood
celebrity social organization.
Ten dollars a plate
is the regular charge
for the occasion. But
Roy mysteriously
summoned the officials, of which
Charlie Chaplin is
one, by the way, and
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capital.
-*- tears of the movies are
pERHAPS you think these
caused by glycerin or onions.
If so, you should watch Clara
Bow turn on the faucet.
She was sitting on the set
watching and waiting while
the prop boys arranged Dick
Arlen in a chair, ready for
"All ready,
supposed
torture. Clara, get
ready!" the director shouted.
Clara leaned forward,
looked at Dick, then without
even closing her eyes or moving her position, great tears
welled up in her eyes and all
at "Camera!"
once she was sobbing
—
the director
shouted. And she did it over
and over.

break down and
mondbarb
ton
Hat
cry. Ray
s
g er
Y growin
his
now
is
WH
115th beard.
LinacedBasque
NHollywood
was
announ
at a tte
reWHE
,
cent
film opening
The high-life of a news cameraman in New York,
The veteran is Russell Muth, Fox newsreel man.
The boy on the anxious seat is Nick Stuart

she stepped before the microwith this I sentenc
:
"Youphoneknow
am note going
to say what all these other
people are saying — how happy
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I am to be here, because I would much rather
be Ifhome
book."
Lina reading
thinks athat
such a remark occasioned
admiration among the thousands of fans
listening-in, especially as coming from such a
very new player, we suggest that she think a
second time on the matter.
WHEN
Mary Brian and Chester Conklin
went to San Francisco recently to make
personal appearances at the San Francisco
Press Club frolic, they were met at the train by
a large reception committee, headed by Mayor
Rolph. All of the committee wore huge mustaches like the one Chester wears in comedies —
only bigger.
"Imitation is the sincerest flattery!" quoth
Chester, as he took his bow.
AN actress was considering divorcing her
husband. Along in November she went to
consult Hollywood's local seer.
"I see a death very near you!" he told her,
impressively. "It is your husband. He will
die! He will certainly die in February!"
The lady went away and pondered. Her
spouse seemed deprcssingly healthy. But the
great seer had predicted his death. After all,
there was the insurance. And a girl has to live.
She decided to wait.
January came and went. February dawned.
She watched him anxiously for symptoms of
his approaching decease. They did not appear
and she wondered if death was to be by accident.
February wore away and she decided to give
him another month. Early in April she gave
it up, went to her lawyer and sued for divorce.
Hut her faith in fortune tellers has received a
sad blow!
SEVERAL years ago Mack Sennett
was writing and producing many
comedies in which lions were featured.
One day an actor came to the
Comedy King and said: "If you had
to work with the lions maybe you
wouldn't write so many of the darn
things."
"Oh, the lions are harmless," replied Sennett. "Why, it's nothing to
work with them — I'd do it myself."
The actor then insisted that Sennett don make-up and appear in a
scene with one of the biggest kings
of the jungle.
Sennett did this — but not without
showing some fear.
Since that adventure there have
been few lion comedies' made on the
Sennett lot.

Section

erred
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Tor its

personal
service"
Lois Moran, like other
film stars included in the
distinguished clientele of
the Golden State Limited, finds praise for the
service of this great train.

Experienced travelers everywhere, content with no
less than the best, choose
the Golden State Limited.
Luxurious in appointments, quietOver
deft the
service
—
none finer.
direct
route between Los Angeles
and Chicago in 61 y4 hours
—none faster— the "Golden
State" sets the pace.

T\ THEN James Cruze left Paramount to
W make his own pictures, he took his entireforce with him. Cameramen, assistants, prop
boys, etc. While he worked for Pathe, they
also worked with him. When he went over to
M.-G.-M. the other day, to direct "Excess
Baggage,"
they their
were own
a disgruntled
group — for
this
studio had
list of assistants.
The first day they were shooting a big
theater scene. The regular cameraman came
to Cruze in great agitation. He had lost his
assistant.
"Wait a minute," was the answer. "There's
my old assistant cameraman in the audience
an extra."
playing
And itas turned
out that all the former assistants were present being paid $12.50 a day for
their acting.
Work for Jim Cruze and form your own employment agency!
TLJARRY COLLINS, style creator for the
■*■ ■'■Fox Film Company, gave a revue for members of the press, recently.
Affairs didn't move exactly as had been experted. Many of the stars advertised to appear in his creations were among those absent,
Madge Bellamy and Janet Gaynor among
them.

Golden State
^Pacific
Southern

Limited

F. S. McGINNIS, Pass. Traffic Mgr.
Southern Pacific Company
San Francisco, California
Hollywood Ticket Office, 6768 Hollywood Blvd.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

Island

L. M. ALLEN, Vice-Pres. and
Pass. Traffic Mgr. Rock Island
Lines, Chicago, Illinois
Los Angeles Ticket Office, 212 West Seventh
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Section
Father immediately wrote, from his desk in
Olathe, Kansas, a long sympathetic letter.
"It's too bad, son. They must have all
written in one month,'' was one sentence.
When his mail climbed to nearly 20,000
letters in March, Buddy wired his father. And
now Rogers, senior, admits that he believes
miracles can happen.

Then word was whispered about that
Madge's mother would not let her appear
because
Janet's name came first on the announcements.
But mother needn't have worried. F. W.
Murnau, at the last moment, would not let
Janet leave the set of "Four Devils." And he
sent for Nancy Drexel to come back when he
learned she was posing in a garden costume.

"\X7TLSON

MIZNER had a
tack of heart trouble recently
and was unconscious for some little
time. When he came to, he discovered himself to be surrounded by
anxious friends, all inquiring how he
felt and was he going to be all right.
"We thought you were dead !" said
Mai St. Clair, hugely relieved to see
Mizner open his eyes.
"I guess I was— for a minute,"
returned Wilson. "It was like this.
atI felt myself floating 'way up and up
and up. I went through some big,
golden gates. When I got inside I
saw a lot of familiar faces. And I
said, 'Oh hell ! This is just a conference of supervisors !'
"So I just went out and floated
back down and here I am!"

the miles
Vbetween
New

Jesse L. Lasky has traveled
York and Hollywood were laid
end to end they would reach . . . But wait a
minute!
Mr. Lasky has just finished his ninetieth
round trip. It's three thousand miles one way,
so figure it out for yourself. Maybe the railroad shouldn't give him a rebate!
SIX months ago a newspaper
woman visited the set of Aileen
Pringle and Lew Cody.
"What are you gofng to do when
you've finished this picture, Mr.

This orAge
INDISCRETIONS

"I'm going abroad," Cody answered.
Cody?"
"And you, Miss Pringle?"
"Oh, I'm going to try and pay off
theThe
mortgage
on my
other day
the house."
same newspaper

i

woman visited the stage where
Pringle and Cody are again costarring.

Soften its penalties
with Sal Hepatica

"What are you going to do when
you finish this picture?"
"Oh, I'm going abroad," Cody
nonchalantly answered.

SOME one has justly called this
twentieth century the "Age of Indiscretions."
And we certainly deserve the reproach
for our many violations of the a-b-c's of
health — for the things we do that nature
never intended that we should.
We eat rich food and too much of it.
We take only fitful exercise. We hurry
and we worry. We skimp on sleep.
Anxious not to miss anything — anxious
to" be on the go, we drive our bodies all
too often on our store of nervous energy.
And so we pay the piper — pay him in
the way we look and in the way we feel.
We awake unrefreshed by slumber. Our
digestion fails us. Headaches are common. We become irritable — nervous.
1 O dispel these old familiar symptoms
— headache and indigestion, acidity, constipation and bad complexion — there is
nothing quite so simple or so good as a
heaping teaspoonful of Sal Hepatica in
a glass of water. Take k on arising.
A gentle, effervescent saline, Sal Hepatica cleanses the intestines promptly —
usually within a half hour. It sweeps away
accumulated food wastes and the poisons
they set up. It helps you start the day
fresh and physically fit.
Sal Hepatica is a standby in millions
of homes. Keep a bottle always on hand.

"And you, Miss Pringle?''
"My story still sticks," the nonforgetful Aileen answered. "I'm
still trying !"
THERE'S a thrill in being a Hollywood
newspaper man.
Three hours after Betty Montague, extra
girl, shot and killed Hamilton Mannon, vice
president of the Tec-Art studios, and then
put a bullet through her own head, a reporter
was going through her trunk, finding and copying her most private love letters for the waiting
public to read.
He found odds and ends, quite feminine and
funny. Little love notes from old admirers. A
picture of
her baby
— a
memory
of happy
schoolgirl.
days.A A 'frat'
piece ofpinhard
grease
-■-that paint. A powder puff and iip-stic k.
And some steel-cased bullets.
T\T FFebruary Charles Rogers wrote his father
he had received 15,000 fan letters during
.nth.
the m

She gives as a reason, her career. Can't just
make up her mind whether being an actress
and being married go well together!
Of course, there are those who say that Dick
has been a little rough with her. There's the
night he's supposed to have forgotten" she
wasn't an aeroplane and gave her a spin to the
floor for making eyes at a former admirer —
then there's that other night—
But you can't believe all you hear — even
about
Alice! ? girl with as many engagements as
"RROM wigs to soap!
■*- William Russell, once a star, has been investing his money in local projects. He formerly owned a well-known hair storeand beauty
Just recently he sold out with a large profit
and has now gone in for washing the motors of
parlor.
the ultra-smart movie stars.
Bill has a first class, super-special automobile service station.
"COR five years Sunshine Hart dodged custard
*- pies on the Mack Sennett lot. For five years
her heart was aching because she really wanted
to be a character actress.
Then the Mack Sennett studio closed down.

The Stars That
Never Were
r"PHE first of a charming and delightful
series of short stories by Margaret
E. Sangster, whose frequent contributions
to Photoplay have been a popular feature,
will appear in the August number.

Sal HePatica
The Sparkling Effervescent Saline

A LICE WHITE isn't quite sure whether she
*Ms going to marry Dick Grace, the aviator
of "Wings" fame, even though she has announced her engagement to him.

Margaret Sangster

Every advertisement

In PHOTOPLAY

This short story, "The Madonna Bit,"
is complete in itself, as will be the other
stories of the series. Watch for this series,
beginning next month.
MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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How

to look cool and chic on a

warm summer's afternoon. Bebe
Daniels wears this dress of periwinkle blue chiffon. A gracefully
pleated bertha falls into a cape at
the back, while the skirt repeats
the idea with a mass of sunburst
pleating. Small rhinestone buttons do a perpendicular drop from
the bertha to the hem

She was forced to look elsewhere for employment. It was a long, hard climb because she
refused to play any role which called for a
comedienne, the only part for which she was
noted. But she persisted until Mary Pickford
gave her a chance as her mother in "My Best
Girl." Now Edwin Carewe is using her as
Binka with Dolores Del Rio in "Revenge."
And she's happy. Only two roles — but they
mean that she is really started on her life's
desire.
ROBERT ARMSTRONG, the prize-fighter
player on the legitimate stage in "Is Zat
So," finds there is one unpleasant thing about
playing
movies.
On the stage
have to in
go the
to sea
on location.
Since hehe didn't
finds
that the sea does things to him, he's lost two
very fine pictures because he didn't dare risk
it. When he went out for five days in "A Girl
in Every Port," he stayed four hours. Then
they had to return him. For all that, he still
prefers the movies.
When

J^VERy woman wants a soft,
tx smooth skin with the glorious
feel of rare velvet —
Which explains why the Linit
Beauty Bath is so popular among
thousands of fastidious women.
After a luxurious Linit Beauty
Bath you instantly feel the re=
suits — your skin is unusually soft
and delightful to the touch.

After your Linit Bath,powder=
ing is unnecessary as Linit leaves
just the right amount of powder
on the skin, evenly spread. You
will find that Linit adheres well,
absorbs

perspiration

without

caking, eliminates shine on
body, hands and face, prevents
chafing and affords protection
against wind and sun.

Harmless and Refreshing

Merely dissolve half a package

Starch from corn is the main in=

of Linit (the scientific starch dis=
covery sold by grocers) in your

gredient of Linit and, being a

bath — then enjoy the soothing
sensation of a rich, cream = like

pure vegetable product, is abso=
lutely harmless to even the most
delicate skin. White is the natu=>

bath — and feel your
like rare velvet.

ral color of Linit — it is not dis=

skin. It is

guiscd by color or odor.

LINIT

is sold by gROCERS

Corn Products Refining Co., Department P, 17 Battery Place, New York City
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The Shadow Stage
CONTINUED

plication.
But anyway,
she
would) and everything's bully.
THE

LITTLE

FROM PAGE

reforms (she
Fair enough.

SNOB— Warners

A CONEY ISLAND bred youngster fakes a
■**■ society background at boarding school.
All she has to hide is her father's concession,
their cheap flat, their freak friends, and a
young barker. When she returns, she chucks
them for the ritzy crowd — but not for long,
oh no! The high hats go slumming, roommate
insults dear old Pop, daughter 'fesses up defantly and gives society the go-by. A bit
slushy, but May McAvoy is cheering.
A MIDNIGHT

ADVENTURE— Rayart

T_TAVE you a little amateur detective in
•*• -*-your home? Then send him to see this
one. Have him take along his slide-rule and
sextant, because "A Midnight Adventure"
had us fooled up to the last fade-out. A man
is murdered in the first five minutes of the
picture.
The next hour and a half is given

92 ]

over to "who pulled the trigger?" Cullen
Landis
is starred, but this is essentially an allcast movie.
BEYOND

THE SIERRAS— M.-G.-M.

"C YEN the kids didn't applaud "Beyond the
.-'—'Sierras." When kids don't applaud a
Western, it's bad. If Tim McCoy doesn't
show more Western spirit, he may be ordered
back to the reservation with the Indians. To
call this performance "adequate" would be
singing loud praise. The same goes for Sylvia
Beecher. When this one arrives at your favorite theater, turn on the radio and prepare for
an evening at home.
THE

FLYING

COWBOY— Universal

A NOTHER treat for Hoot Gibson fans. In
-* Mhis one Hoot is cast as the main attraction
of a dude ranch. To please the customers he
disguises himself as Black Baft, a bold bad
bandit, and tries to frighten a pretty Eastern
arrival with an old-fashioned hold-up. The gal

Sunproof
Complexion
can enjoy all the delightful

You
outdoor sports and still be confident that your appearance will
not be blemished by the sun or
wind. Gouraud's Oriental Cream
lenders an entrancing film of
pearly beauty which affords positive protection to the complexion.
Just think ! An unusually attractive appearance that will not "rub
off", streak, spot or show signs of
perspiration can be secured instantly. No messy "rubbing in"
or tedious treatments necessary.
The highly antiseptic and astringent action Gouraud's Oriental
Cream exerts makes its use particularly helpful in treating blemishes, skin troubles, freckles,
wrinkles, tan, flabbiness, redness,
muddy skins and similar conditions. Made in White, Flesh and
Rachel.

GOURAUD'S

AI
NT
QRCIE
REAH
"Beauty's
Send

Master

FERD. T. HOPKINS
430 Lafayette Street
Check shade desired: White □
Name

Touch"M-37.8

10c. for Trial Size

&. SON
New York City
Flesh U

S;reet

City

Rachel □

_
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Putting the dog on the dogs.
Clara Bow sports these once-in-awhile slippers with bows to match her last name.
The dogs are
embroidered in white satin ribbon
Every advertisement

in niOTOn.AY
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is guaranteed.
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and many others — all different!

KIDS yell," Gee, he's keen!" Schoolgirls gasp,
"Ain't he grand!" Grown-ups heave a
breathless, " Gosh — will you look at that boy!"
And they're right. Bob Steele, a superb athlete and horseman, is gay and charming as a
modern Lochinvar-Zorro sort of fellow. New
plot, new situation, new gags, new hero and
heroine who know their stuff — what more
could one ask of a picture? It's undoubtedly
the best Western in many months.

STATE STREET

Section

Get His Pkoto

doesn't frighten easily and humorous complications follow. Many funny spots and Hoot's
hell-for-leather riding is as thrilling as ever.
HEADIN'

Magazine — Advertising

SADIE— Warners

LAST
season it
was war This
yarnsis— just
this another.
year it's
underworld
stories.
Plot features Conrad Nagel as the bright boy
who plays crook to revenge the death of his
brother. Myrna Loy is the girl friend who's
really as good as gold but poses as tough little
State Street Sadie from Chicago to abet in the
gangster's capture. Of course, they win out and
win each other. Nagel is excellent; the lady
has a lot to learn about camera angles. Of
average interest.

THE DANGER

RIDER— Universal

HOOT GIBSON rides flamboyantly through
a better-than-usual Western, to the rescue
of an unprotected girl, her money, and other
such details. The plot is quite amusing, too.
Eugenia Gilbert is a young lady with an altruistic slant toward ex-convicts. She fills her
ranch up with them and expects them all to
sing hymns. They're an ungrateful bunch of
sons-of-guns, so Hoot steps in and makes
them sing hymns; he cleans up the joint and
grabs the girl. Passably good.
BACHELORS'

PARADISE—
Tiffany Stahl
WM.

CHECK

this on your list as passable entertainment. Ago-between for comedy and
drama with some good old fashioned piethrowing, a mammoth street brawl and an
invigorating prize fight prominently featured.
Sally O'Neil is the little bachelor girl whose
nondescript apartment becomes a paradise for
the boy-friend when he is injured. Only the
boy-friend shies at marriage — shies so hard
that he disappears while the minister gets his
prayer book ready. Does she get him?
And how! Worth an otherwise empty evening.

HAINES,

Autographed

Photos

of

zo Screen Stars
— and beautiful album for mounting them.
There's a real thrill in showing your friends a wonderful collection of your favorite screen star photos. Start your set now —
get these attractive autographed pictures of 20 famous stars.
Sent prepaid to any address, including beautiful album, for only
20 wrappers from single sticks of Blatz Gum, mint or grape
flavors, and 20 cents (stamps or coin). Size of photos, 3'/2 x
5'/2 in. Address Blatz — Dept. N., P.O. Box 1573, Milwaukee.
Blatz Gum will surprise and delight you just as surely as the

NO QUESTIONS ASKED— Warners
WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr., and Audrey
Ferris battle companionately through a
marriage farce. Grandfather settles a fortune
on them if they survive the first year, and
Clyde Cook gets the cash if they split. He
drags in Margaret Livingston to do some
heavy vamping on hubby. When wifey
barges out with her favorite perfume salesman,
Andre de Beranger, divorce looks imminent.
The story, deftly handled, would have been a
knockout. Laughs anyway, thanks to Joe
Jackson's titles.

beautiful autographed photos. It's the hit of the nation for taste
— for goodness. Ask for Blatz — treat yourself to mint gum, full
of real peppermint; and the original grape gum. Sold everywhere.
Start saving
the wrappers

DETECTIVES— M.-G. -M.
THIS time Karl Dane is a big goof of a hotel
detective and George K. Arthur is a little
goof of a bell hop, which tends to make this
rather a goofy picture. Not even the titles and
the touches of risque humor can make up for
the lack of real action. There are jewel
thievQS, spooks, gun battles — and a few really
good gags — but combined without that zip
which spells success for a comedy production.
Marceline Day is wasted in such a picture.
Better catch up on your sleep when this is
shown.

NOW—

MILWAUKEE

WING
Also
Blatz Buttons

FREE LIPS— First Division

Grape and
Mint Flavors

TUNE MARLOWE does a Pollyanna of the
I night club, an innocent, virtuous, sugarysweet country girl who gets mixed up with a
golddigger who's been twenty for twenty
When

Metro-Qoldvjyn-Mayer Player
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write lo advertisers

please

mention
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years. She gets June a job in one of those
supper clubs where you go in high spirits and
come out in handcuffs. Before she's through,
she's up for robbery, murder, and other such
ladylike pastimes, but of course virtue
triumphs in the end. Nothing startling.
MAN

V/

IN THE

ROUGH— FBO

WITH Deadville the scene of this dull little
Western, nothing should be surpri>ing.
And nothing is. The plot, of course, has been
especially disinterred for the occasion. The
slimy villain tries to grab a valuable mine
owned by an old man and his tomboy daughter.
The villain overpowers daughter, and she is
about to meet her ancestors when the swashbuckling wanderer breezes in. Exit villain
feet first. Bob Steele is rather a nice cowboy.
CLOTHES

though the script sags in spots, several miracles, and the Tiffany-Stahl Studio are dragged
in, it is unusually colorful and surprisingly
modern. Vivid and tense, it is above-theaverage entertainment.

SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia
BUSTER COLLIER dashes back and forth
between pincushions and punching bags in
this comedybutofwhen
the prize-ring.
He's aa modiste's
assistant,
Johnny Walker,
seasoned
prizefighter, grabs his girl, the pretty Shirley
Mason, he sees red and we don't blame him.
He gives in to the primitive urge, gives up
gown fighting, and meets his battling boyFunny. friend in the ring. When Buster's fist goes up,
Shirley decides a man's a man for all that.
Photoplay regrets that, through
an error, credit for a best performance in The Shadow Stage for May
was given to Tom Wilson instead of
Tom Kennedy. This credit was for
a striking performance in the PatheDe Mille production, "Hold 'Em,
Yale." PHOTOPLAY is extremely
sorry that this slip prevented Mr.
Kennedy from getting the full credit
to which he was entitled.

MAKE THE WOMAN
—Tiffany-Stahl

THIS

Russo-Hollywood fairy tale is so gripping and Eve
imaginative
have to
believe it.
Southernthatis you'll
well-suited
to
dramatic acting and Walter Pidgeon handles a
powerfully poignant role with extraordinary
cleverness. The story is based on the rumor
that a Romanoff princess is alive, and, al-

Questions and Answers
CONTINUED

takealonqaSew
Mmadeix
GENUINE
STEERHIDE HANDBAG
YOU'LL use it thousands of
times. You'll find it carefully
designed and divided for milady's
convenience. Practical beyond
anything else in this line on the
market.
Meeker made genuine steerhide
leather goods are serviceable. The
longer used, the richer they become— the leather becomes softer,
their tone more mellow.

"Red" Boots, Atlanta, Ga. — Any relation
to Kid Boots or to Puss-in-Boots? Renee
Adoree is about twenty-six years old. Write to
her at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Calif. Clara Bow and Louise
Brooks may be reached at the Paramount Famous-Lasky Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
And Antonio Moreno at the Tiffany Studios,
4516 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Fay H., Pleasant Valley, Okla. — Reginald Denny is an Englishman; he is divorced.
Louise Brooks was born in Wichita, Kansas;
nineteen years old and married to Eddie
Sutherland, the director. Louise played opposite Thomas Meighan in "The City Gone
G. L. B., Rockford, III. — I think the
player you mean was the late Charles Emmet
Wild."
Mack. Mack played the role of Carol Dempster's brother in "America" and he was killed
in battle. No one else in the film fits your
description.

FROM

PAGE
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E. C, Detroit, Mich. — John Gilbert is
an American. Fling out your flags. Born in
Logan, Utah, July 10, 1897. Write to the
handsome, dashing, fascinating, talented, etc.,
etc., Mr. Gilbert at the Metro-GoldwynMayer Studio, Culver City, Calif.
Germaine S., Cincinnati, O. — Welcome,
newcomer! Charlotte Merriam and the late
Barbara La Marr played with Harry Myers
in "The Brass Bottle." Sally Blane is seventeen years old and Mary McAllister is eighteen.
Thank you and come again.
I. T., Milton, Pa. — My European scouts
tell me that Ivan Petrovitch is six feet tall,
thirty years old and has black hair and black
eyes. He's a Serbian and lives in Europe.
Divorced. Write to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
1540 Broad way, New York, for his photograph.
F. C, Monroe, N. C. — I love frankness.
So here's a brief biography of your crush:
He was born on December
11, 1905, at

You'll use it thousands of times
— and it will be admired just as
many times as it is seen.
Displayed by Better Dealers
Everywhere

The MEEKER

COMPANY,

Joplin, Missouri

Inc.

Largest M^nuftiCturtrj of Stitrbidi Ltatbtr Coeds in the V. S. A.

f
The chief indoor sport of wild, wild Hollywood is a rousing game of
Ping
Pong.
Dorothy
Sebastian
and Joan
Crawford
have just
played a hot set. Don't be surprised if you hear of these gay movie
stars collecting stamps or getting all worked up over lotto
Every advertisement
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Chihuahua, Mexico, and he's five feet, eleven
inches tall and weighs 160 pounds. His
hair is jet black and he has hazel eyes. Write
to Gilbert Roland at the United Artists
Studio, 7100 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
M. T. C, Duncan,
Okla. — Glad you
1 dropped in for a call. So you have gone in for
long hair and a business career?
Good luck.
Lars Hanson is not a Bohemian; he was born
in Sweden.
Come again some time soon.
R. B. L., Bristol, Va. — Donald Keith is
twenty-two years old and married. Nice boy,
isn't he?

You Can Never Be
an Actor
[ CONTINUED
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the student's imagination and dramatic instinct.
"Miss Davies is essentially a comedienne.
She can put across pathos, too. That, after
all, is the proof of a comedienne, for the essence of comedy is to make an audience cry
at one moment and laugh at the next. Joe
Jefferson was a great comedian with this ability. Miss Davies is beginning to reveal this.
Then, too, she fulfills another test of comedy:
she makes you feel the truthfulness of the character shethe
plays."
After
withdrawal of Tom Terris, Mr.
Currie had charge of the now famous Paramount School. If this class did nothing else it
justified itself by producing Buddy Rogers.
"At first Rogers did not impress me as an
outstanding pupil," says Mr. Currie. "Several
weeks passed before he astonished me one day
with a flash of genuine ability. Then I watched
him carefully. He has three requisites: he is
amenable to suggestion, he has inherent ability
and he possesses a charming personality."
Mr. Currie speaks kindly, too, of another
student, Josephine Dunn.
"She has ability," he says, "if she gets a
chance."
Incidentally, Mr. Currie has given dramatic
instruction to Betty Compson and Larry Grey
and, more recently, to Anita Page, then a
Milton-Anderson student under the name of
Anita Pomeres.

This will cool
your children's sun-scorched skin
SUNSHINE

FROM
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Dust powder lightly over it. Then there'll be no sun-scorch!
Because, you see, Hinds Cream, with powder over it, prevents it.
Gives the gentle protection the sensitive skin of a child needs.
The coupon below will bring you a sample bottle of Hinds
Cream. Send for it today.

HINDS
Tjfoney &yilmond
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As Arlen came from his shower, Farrell took
me over to him. About five foot ten or eleven,
170 pounds, no fat, long muscles, clear eyes,
good chest, about a forty, dark hair sopping
wet.
Yes, it was easy to believe that bozo took
a walloping.
"They tell me" — (I had my trousers on and
he didn't so I was going to talk right up to him)
"that you don't act. Aren't what they'd call
an actor."
"Me? I dunno. Guess not. At least if
grease paint makes an actor I'm no actor,
because I never use it."
My memory wandered back to a remark I
have often heard Dick Barthelmess make, one
that originated with Wally Reid. " When
you put grease paint on the face, something
goes out of the heart."
May be true, may not be.
Anyway, it might account for Dick Arlen
keeping the locker room quality.
When

it. But children, your children, won't do
long hours under the blazing sun — and get
When that happens, gently smooth in Hinds
Cream. It cools sun-scorch immediately.
Makes the skin feel soft and fresh again.

But better still — use Hinds Cream to prevent sun-scorch. Before your children go out, smooth Hinds Cream into their skin.

The Locker Room
Quality
[ CONTINUED

is good — taken in small doses until the skin gets

accustomed to
that. They'll play
badly sun-scorched.
Honey & Almond
Takes out the heat.
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Let's look at Dick's beginnings. Born in
Charlottesville, Virginia, in 1899 he was st ill a
kid in 1917. This boy who might be you or me,
felt the urge we all did at that time. Just
before we entered the war he left St. Thomas'
College, St. Paul, Minnesota, and joined the
Royal Flying Corps. He came out of it after
the war a second lieutenant.
TOBS were scarce, as every man who doffed
khaki for mufti about that time can attest.
He finally got one, however.
" It was driving a motorcycle for Joe Aller's
Film Laboratories,'' he told me. "I had never
been on one in my life, but did know something
about motors and besides, by that time, I was
kinda hungry. The job was to deliver rolls of
film the laboratories had developed to the
different studios.
" It was all right for a week. Guess I forgot
to do something over Sunday because the
second Monday I came shooting out of an

So,
inner
art.

acting
became
Dick Arlen's
ness. It is still
a business
to him.job,Hehishasbusino
flame burning to make him express his
He doesn't feel he is an actor in the common meaning of the term. He's just a workman, carrying on his business during hours a
little longer than nine to five, even as you and

After investing eight years in his job, he's
become a proficient workman. He has learned
one of the hardest things in the world, how to
be himself before a camera.
That is why Dick Arlen on the screen has
typified the average young man of today. He
is that himself. The one who does the things
we all do, including falling in love and marrying
the "only girl."
T"\URTXG
one of
our later talks he referred
-'—'to his "lucky
year."
"Lucky year?" I asked. "What one was
"Why?"
"1927."

alley on that motorcycle and couldn't stop it.
I reached for
for and
the by
ignition
where I
reached
that but
timeit itwasn't
had stopped
anyway.
A big truck stopped it for me."
When Arlen got out of the hospital he decided he wanted nothing more to do with
motorcycles. His former job had taken him
into the studios. He had seen scores of extras
around the lots. Thinking the matter over,
one job was as good as another to him. They
all meant work but, more important, they all
spelled e-a-t.

l+J

" Because I married Jobyna on January 21,
Jobyna Ralston. The girl who played opposite him in "Wings." In that picture he sat
that?"
with
her in a swing and looked down at her
with eyes that expressed Love with a capital
" L." The part called for it. But the son-of-agun1927."
wasn't acting even then. He played it
"straight." He was just being natural. The
boy who was in love with a girl. One of us.

Guaranteed

Perf ume
Spraysr

Dick Arlen has "that locker room quality," says Dick Hyland. That
means he passes the most difficult test by which men judge men
Every advertisement
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But Only in Reel Life

lininmunnii

Minneapolis, Minn.
I saw "The Circus" at its first matinee
here. Children were everywhere and they
were not silent. On the lips of children the
name Charlie becomes an endearment.
I heard it from all parts of the theater in
childishly varying tones of tenderness. It
bespoke a magical sort of intimacy that a
child might feel for a beloved book character
come to life.
Finally, I heard a small boy behind me
make an unconsciously penetrating criticism
of Chaplin and his art. When Chaplin turned
disconsolately and began to disappear, with
his walk growing steadily more jaunty, into
the early morning mists, the boy's voice rose
triumphantly, "See, he never gets married.
That's why I like him." Mrs. H. E. Briggs.

Think This Over
Boston, Mass.
I believe that when the Almighty finished
making the jackass. He had scraps of material
left with which He constructed the professional
reformer. Due to lack of organized opposition
and public indifference, they are actually
putting over some of their crazy schemes and
telling Bostonians, reared in the shadow of
the Cradle of Libert}*, what books we "shalt
not" read. If allowed free rein they will soon
be telling us, not only that we must go to
church,
attend. but also, what church we "shalt"

SRACEFUL and buoyant, she invariably
presents a lovely picture, whether
on the dance floor, the golf course
or the beach. She has learned that

Richard C. Jacobs.

It

Keeps

Them

Beautiful

North Syracuse, N. Y.
It is so easy for the busy, tired wife and
mother to neglect her own appearance in
striving for the best interest of husband and
children. But after an evening at the theater,
watching the exquisite visions flitting across
the screen, she usually decides to find time
to change the style of her hair, or that sheneeds a new gown or hat, or at least, she goes
in for a little daily beautifying. Thanks to
motion pictures, every woman now knows how
to dress, how to stand, how to walk, and how
to act on every occasion.
Studying the pages of Photoplay has much
the same effect. New styles usually originate
with the stars, and even women on isolated
farms and ranches may follow the trend of the
times by reading Our Magazine.
Dorothy Coffey.

the secret of safeguarding and enhancing the charm of her springtime loveliness is Manon Lescaut
Face

Powder

—

from

Paris.

AN EVENING IN PARIS — Tune in Every
Friday 9 P. M. Eastern Daylight Saving
Time.
WEAF and the Red Network.

Did Mary Malign the Shop Girl?
Bradford, Pa.
Mary Pickford has attempted a come-back
in "My Best Girl." Personally, I consider
it the greatest flop next to the New York
show, "The Ladder." Analyzing the picture,
you will find that the modern shop is ridiculed.
How many shop girls today do not know table
manners? How many do not dress snappily?
How many would make the gross mistakes
that "America's Sweetheart" does in her
picture? The answer is: none. The modern
shop girl knows her salad fork, her bouillon
cup and her entree, as well as the importance
of dressing cleverly.
David J. Kreinson.

NilANON
LESCAUT
FACE

Let Him Marry the Girl
Seattle, Wash.
Please let us have Lon Chaney as he is.
We no not want him disfigured.
He isn't
homely. To me, he is beautiful.
He has the
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sweetest smile, when the occasion calls for it.
Let us have a happy ending for Lon, just
once.
Clara Yoakam.

Take a Bow, Gloria
Baton Rouge, La.
I have seen "Sadie Thompson" and herewith hand to Gloria Swanson the praise and
credit due to her for braving the wrath of the
censors and professional reformers and proving
again her ability as an emotional actress.
Mrs. C. R. Raynham.

Praise for "The Crowd"

San Francisco, Calif.
In "The Crowd," King Yidor surely deserves all the bouquets on record for producing
one of the best pictures of this or practically
any other year. His actors also deserve praise
for contributing flawless performances.
D. H. C

Come

dJJobued ._ Htgaui! CJ lie has

Saved by a News Beel

joiuicl cJcvjcct ^JJrcssmg K^oiuos

Newport News, Va.
In one of my classes, I assigned a current
event to be read in a newspaper and retold
in class. The next day, I called on a small

sideration ifit is to be quite smart!

The

comb

responsible for its beauty, and altho an Ace
Comb

should be always in the purse, there is more to

removes every bit of dust or powder, stimulates the
scalp and brings back the gloss and radiance which the
day's activities had dimmed. These Ace Combs make
the hair beautiful, for they are of hard rubber with
rounded and polished teeth.

Combs

<lA genuine Ace Bobbed Hair Comb, for example, may
be purchased al toilet goods and notion counters everywhere, or if you are not able to obtain it send us twenty-live
cents and we will supply one together with our book
Haik, Its Care and Combing"
{T,ar Off H„<}

AMERICAN

HARD

RUBBER

Peace Propaganda?
Waxahachie, Tex.
The motion picture is performing one of
the noblest missions imaginable in what
virtually amounts to a crusade against that
demon War. Through portrayals of the
consuming holocausts that strike down the
flower of the world's young manhood, the
motion picture is indelibly impressing upon

A Friend to Wives
Raleigh, N. C.
The movies are a great help to the individual.
They help change our appearance and our attitude to the appearance of others. I have often
heard men say, "I'll tell the world my wife
can't bob her hair and dress like an actress."
But after they have seen Clara Bow in her
latest picture, they sing a different tune.
Jackie Hicks.

continued from page 70 ]

the fine teeth to deepen the waves and form the
favorite lines. Every night an Ace Dry Shampoo Comb

COMPANY

Dept. P-7, II Mercer Street, New York, N.Y.
Enclosed is 15 cents (stamps preferred) for book, "Lovely
Hair, Its Care and Combing," and sample Ace Comb as
mentioned above. Please send them to
V*\J}me
'-Addrcil

Landrum.

Handiwork of the Stars

untangling and gently straightening out snarls, using

"Lovely

theI movies
graded yesterday."
him 100 per cent.
Dorothy

is

Pocket

do, you know, than just "tidy up". Upon arising, a
large (9 inch) Ace Comb should touch the hair first,

Ace

confused and replied, "Teacher, I couldn't
find anything in the newspapers I liked,
so I told something I saw in the new reel at

millions of people the fact that W7ar is an
awful tragedy, a stupendous folly.
Floyd Casebolt.

Back, Charlie

Washington, D. C.
Really, I think it is a crying shame that we
don't see more of darling Charles Ray. To my
mind, he is the best actor of them all.
Lucille Jackson.

Of course bobbed h.i!r must be treated with great con-

boy who seldom came prepared with any
of his work. To my concealed astonishment
he arose and gave the best and most interesting report of the day. By way of encouragement,praised
I
his work and asked
in what newspaper had he read such an
interesting article. He appeared slightly

Fox following her work in "A Girl in Every
Port," learned to make all of her own dresses
at Sacred Heart Convent in Barcelona. And
she doesn't plan to give up the habit now she's
in motion pictures. Here you see her in one
she has created and sewing the lace on another,
now under construction.
Gwen Lee goes in for smocks. But she admits
this one took a long time in the making. The
next time she's going to use the same pattern,
but not put quite so much cross-stitch work on
it. The entire frock is shirred onto the standing-up collar and fastens with a single button.
She bought the cross-stitch design separately
and placed it on the linen. Don't you think
it's a good Russian imitation?
Dainty Marceline Day designed a new flower

hobby. Strips of organdy cut on the bias, with
the edges rolled back over a pencil. In the
center she created a nest and slipped a new lipstick in it.
She says it helps to keep small purses from
bulging with one extra burden.
We could go on down the list and write a
book on the subject of how these movie girls
keep their hands busy when they aren't working in a picture. But this is enough to show
that they are really interested in sewing as well
as cooking — as Photoplay has shown in its
cooking department. In another issue we will
tell you more about the home-side of these
screen women and how they have designed
kitchens which are famous for labor-saving
devices.

Anita Page shows a simple pattern for making a tarn. Cut out material in Circle A.
Then cut material as in B. The inner circle
of B indicates the head opening. Fit it to
your size. Place B on A (sounds like geometry), overcast and turn inside out. Bind
the head opening and sew a tassel in the
center of A. And there you have an inexpensive sport hat. You may make it either
of felt or velvet

The
Ace Comb Cabinet
is displayed at
Toilet Goods Counters
everywhere
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Amateur Movies
[ CONTINUED
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76 ]

boat completely around in order to get his
light correct.
On a trip to Key West over the Florida
Keys, Mr. Covert tried out an interesting
amateur stunt. Shooting with his Filmo upside down, Mr. Covert made a whole roll of
film from the back platform of the observation
car. Running the processed film through the
projection machine, Mr. Covert obtains the
effect of having shot his picture from the front
of the locomotive. Turned over to get the
shots right side up, the film, of course, runs
through the projection machine backwards.
Naturally people occasionally come into view
walking backwards but these shots may be cut
from the finished film.

in. ^ears to Come
How much of their fascinating childhood
will remain on Memory's Page?

"IT'ING VIDOR, maker of "The Big Parade"
-*^-and other pictures, has become an amateur
cinematographer — at least for the time being.
Mr. Vidor and his wife, Fleanor Boardman, are
spending a vacation abroad.
The director took along an Eyemo and almost a trunk full of raw film, When last reported, the Vidors were shooting scenes in
Paris. It is possible that Mr. Yidor's Sims
may be released by the short subject department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
T^O you know that Rube Goldberg, the
-'-'comic artist, is a movie amateur — and then
some? Rube, plus a police card and a Filmo,
shot the New York reception of the German
and Irish fliers from the middle of Fifth
Avenue.
"I bought a Bell and Howell Filmo camera
to take with me to Europe last summer," says
Mr. Goldberg. "I have a tine collection of
very interesting stuff — over two thousand feet
— taken in Austria, France, England, Italy,
Czecho-Slovakia, Switzerland and Germany.
I pride myself upon the fact that , in spite of the
good results I got in my first operations with
the camera, I have not become a bore.
"I show the pictures only to people I feel
sure are anxious to see them. Very often, when
I hesitantly suggest that I might show a few
of my movies, my guests show a surprising lack
of enthusiasm. Their faces assume a pained
expression
seems
to say,
God,
do we havewhich
to look
at some
more'My
of those

Let your Kodak record those happy childhood
days that pass so soon and never come again.

They change so quickly.
Snapshots
taken now will be priceless later on.

where at prices to fit any
pocketbook. You can buy
the Brownie, a genuine
Eastman camera, for as
little as $2, and Kodaks from 35 up.
And every Eastman camera
makes excellent snapshots. Particularly the Modern Kodaks.
Many have lenses so fast that you
don't have to wait for sunshine.
Rain or shine, winter or summer,
indoors or out, everyone can take
good pictures with these marvelous
new Kodaks.
:-«-cs

be sure.
YOU'RE
busyWatching
now, to 39-SH
over them. Mothering
them. Seeing that they
get the right food, enough sleep,
plenty of fresh air and sunshine.
Doing everything a mother could
to make them the finest children in
the world.

things?' Of course, I immediately start a game
of bridge or tiddledy winks or throwing butter
balls at the ceiling and the matter is dropped.

But don't make the mistake of
thinking yourself too busy to take
snapshots of them.

"T BELIEVE that the mechanical part of tak■*■ ing movies is very easy. If you pay attention
to the stops and are not afflicted with a severe
case of galloping palsy or St. Vitus dance, you
are bound to get good, clear pictures. But the
big idea, I think, is to get the right subjects.
A great many amateur movie hounds take
reels upon reels of pictures that nobody wants
to see. The very attitude of my friends, when
I mention the showing of movies, proves that
they have been subjected to many harrowing
evenings of gazing at terrible inanities.
"A movie camera deserves to be treated as
fairly as a telephone or a radio or an automobile or a wheelbarrow. It should not be
used unless there is some reason to use it.
Before I push that little metal button I always
ask myself, 'Will this be worth while showing
on the screen at home? ' Very often you have
a hilarious time taking a picture that looks
deadly on the screen.
"Recently I went to Palm Be ch tc play
Golf Tournament.
in the Artists and Writers
There were many celebrities in the crowd. I
got excellent pictures of Gene Tunney and Tex
Rickard (they were guests), Rex Beach, Grantland Rice, Ring Lardner, George Ade, John
Golden, George Abbott, Clare Briggs, Clarence
Buddington Kelland and many other nation-

You couldn't possibly take too
many. The cry is always "Why
didn't I take more?"
How easy it is! We don't need
to remind you either of the great
pleasure you get in seeing how the
prints turn out. From seven-year
youngsters to seventy-year oldsters,
everyone enjoys the fun of taking
snapshots.
The chances are that you already
own a Kodak. If you don't, get
one at once. They are on sale everyEASTMAN KODAK
Rochester, N. Y.

Kodak film in the familiar yellow
box is dependably uniform. It has
speed and wide latitude. Which
simply means that it reduces the
danger of under- and over-exposure.
It gets the picture. Expert photo
finishers are ready in every community to develop and print your
films quickly and skilfully. So begin— or continue — taking the pictures that mean so much later on.
CO., Dept. 102

Please send me, FREE and without obligation your interesting booklet telling about
the Modern Kodaks.
Name. . .
Address
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ally known men. But, strange to say, while
people were curious to see what those noted
men looked like, they did not make up the most
interesting part of my film.
"I happened to see one of the colored Florida
caddies executing a few steps of a barbarous
jazz dance and my news sense prompted me to
gather together about fifteen or twenty of these
dusky waifs for a Terpsichorean orgy before
my Bell and Howell. The result is the best
thing in my film. It is a picturesque touch
like that that makes your film a little more
interesting than the average run of stuff.
"I pursued this same system in my European adventures. Of course, I did not overlook
my wife and children as camera subjects. But
such shots as a Bohemian wedding, a French

Simply
the haw

skin is left clean and smooth.
You
solve. actually see the hair dis-

ATTRACTIVE, smart women
.have foundit easy to gain lovely
skin, absolutely free from the
slightest blemish of hair growth.
They simply wash aivaylhv annoying hairs from limbs, underarms,
neck or face with the delicately
perfumed, liquid De Miracle!
Only a touch with Dc Miracle, a
quick rinse with water and your

De Miracle is guaranteed to
satisfy or money back. Sold everywhere, 60c, $1.00 and $2.00. If
you have difficulty obtaining
it, order from us, enclosing $1.00.
De Miracle, Dept. 47, 138 West
14th Street, New York City.

DtlWirack

horse race, Italian peasants doing their week's
washing in Lake Como, a German weinerwurst shop, changing the guard at Buckingham
Palace and a trained elephant in the Bois de
Boulogne take the curse off the repeated appearance of my adored offspring whom my
guests secretly know are not quite as goodlooking as their own.
"Put the brake on the family stuff and try
to get something newsy and interesting in your
camera. You don't have to go to Europe for
it. There are fine absorbing subjects right
around you."
THE
Flower City Amateur Movie Club of
Rochester, N. Y., is at work on a film,
"Freshman Days." Bad weather has held up
production for some weeks.
The Roosevelt Amateur Movie Club of Des
Moines, Iowa, showed its production,
"Framed," to an audience of two thousand
recently. With the proceeds of some $350, the
club plans to extend its activities and enlarge
its membership.
The Sattelites of Brooklyn, N. Y., have
finished their first production, "Blind Man's
Buff." Murray London is president and Jesse
Cohen is the club cameraman.
The Mohawk Valley Cine Club has been
selected as the name of the Utica, N. Y.,
amateur movie organization. Fred Durdan
was chosen president at a recent meeting,
Ray Ward was named as vice president,
Elizabeth Durdan was made secretary and
Edwin Bailey elected treasurer. Harry Kempf
will direct the forthcoming production,
"Shorty Makes the Grade."
The Washington, D. C, Cinema Club is
making active plans for summer production.
A scenario has been written and screen tests
have been made.
The Culver Amateur Movie Club, of the
Culver Military Academy, is making a production showing life at the academy.

BLONDES
ate attractive
italog
diamonds;
10 Days Free Trial
Aulova. Elgin, Waltharn, Hamilton
You take no risk-satis
Howard, Illinois! faction absolutely guarwatches; tine jewelry,!
anteed or money back.
silverware. Write for\
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your copy now.
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they really are blondes! But if their hair is flat and
lifeless — if it is beginning to fade or darken in streaks
— it is certainly far from attractive.
Thousands of blondes keep their hair beautifully
golden with Blondex, the new shampoo for blondes
only. Brings back the true golden color — brightens
the hair and prevents fading and darkening. Not a
dye — no harsh chemicals — fine for the scalp. Over a
million users. At all good drug and department
stores.
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The

new

machine is described as "watchthin" and costs one-third less than
the regular Filmo 70. It weighs
but three pounds and fits into the
coat pocket
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Girls' Problems
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yourself. The American Library Association
has a list of books for "Reading with a Purpose." Find this list in your local library and
pick out the subjects you wish to study. I
cannot advise you on the stage dancing without
knowing how much aptitude, personality,
perseverance and cash you have. It's a hard
and expensive road, leading sometimes to the
heights and frequently to heartbreak.
Anxious, Washington:
Oh, my dear child, don't, don't let anyone
persuade you to have your toes amputated, no
matter how "twisted" they may be. Amputation should only be resorted to in order to save
life, never for vanity. The ugly space those
missing toes would leave, to say nothing of how
it would cripple your walk and the pain it
would cause you, would be ghastly. Surely
you are always wearing shoes when seeing
people, and as for bathing at beaches, wear
rubber shoes.
Lolita L.:
You should weigh 115 to 120 pounds. I do
not recommend reducing by any other method
save diet and exercise. The field of aviation is
still so experimental it offers few opportunities
to girl flyers. At best it is costly and dangerous.
Education will not help you particularly in
your movie ambition. To succeed in Hollywood you need the greatest influence, the most
unbelievable luck and the most flawless beauty.
Be a wise little girl and pick a career closer
home and on the earth.

Very modestly

Le dernier cril
The slim, oct&s=
onal vanity . . .
the harmonizing
lipstick.

priced— the com$1.50—. the
lipstickpact50c.
. at
your favorite
beauty counter!

Mary, Los Angeles:
Of course you shouldn't have wrinkles at
twenty. The chances are your diet is wrong
and your skin is dry. Eat more fats, oils and
green vegetables. Get more sleep. Drink
more water. Use sufficient cold cream on your
skin to keep it pliable and soft. Use a superfatted soap. Careful attention to your general
health and to "oiling" your skin in this manner will help you greatly.
Deeta:
Do get yourself out of this uncomfortable
"eternal triangle." You can't marry both
boys and it isn't fair to either one of them to
keep them pitted one against the other. With
the one boy so melancholy, some dreadful
thing might happen and -Uny such tragedy
would overshadow your whole life. Do decide
which one you like best and drop the other,
for the good of every one of you.

Do Tou Write to
the Stars?
•"THE next issue of PHOTOPLAY will
contain an article dealing with fan mail,
by Mark Larkin, who for many years
supervised the fan mail of Doug and Mary.
Larkin will give you a peek into the mailbags of the stars, showing what happens
to mash notes, pleas to break into pictures,
and the flood of intimate letters that pours
in upon cinema celebrities from all corners
of the earth. Learn what to write to your
favorite star if you want your letter read.
Don't miss this article in the August issue,
out July fifteenth
ON

ALL

NEWS

L V V . . and L/J-Vhrtrieu/ cJma/vt !
Kj?nis cJum, CJcfaaonal ^mmk/. . .with U^jidick far malm!
OUT of the ateliers of Kerkoff, master parfumer, comes this
exquisite octagonal compact — with a harmonizing lipstick . . .
the newest of Djer-Kiss specialties. Both divinely smart — and
very, very modernel
The compact intrigues you — immensely. So slim and petite . . .
yet so capacious! A double mirror, revealing your face in full
view and in miniature! Soft, scintillating tones of poudre, and
rouge! And the lipstick, too ... so smartly distinctive . . .
and disclosing such luscious, glorifying colors!
Pervading both — is the same bewitching romantic fragrance
which has made Djer-Kiss face poudre a reigning favorite . . .
the parfum that adds

'magnetisme" to beauty!

ALFRED
H. SMITH
CO..
Sole
Importers
New York . . Pans . . Montreal . . Chicago . . Los Angeles

KERKOFF, PARIS
C_X
Djcr=Kiss Face Poudre in Maturellc, Blanche, Rachel — 00c
Parfum Djer^fliss — enchantins — m&snetiquel $£.00
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How to Get a Man and How to Hold Him
[ CONTINUED

perfectly horrible to go out and deliberately try
to trap a man!" Admitted that it may not be
very fastidious conduct, I was not asked to give
my opinion as to whether it was or was not, but
I was asked to show the women who were out
for this, at least not to bungle the issue, but to
achieve their desire successfully.
Our Louise, we will now suppose, knows that
she has made some headway. She must continue to cause the man to feel pleased with
himself until they have to say good night — and,
if she can contrive it without it being obvious,
she might maneuver that he shall take her
home. Only the main thing to be certain of is
that at this first parting after his interest is
aroused, he feels soothed, pleased with himself,
and free from all suspicion that she has any
plan or idea about him.

~*£«<^>-^>

Does Your Mirror say
"Powder" or "Beauty"
If only
powder JUST
didn't BEAUTY!
SHOW! If you
could useif
it
to achieve
Marvelous
possible. To have again the undimmed, velvety
skin of childhood loveliness . . . to have your mirror say "beauty" and not "powder."
Well, then, princess pat does give just beauty
. . . without the slightest hint of "powder appearance" .. . and your intelligence will recognize the reasons. Thea you will want to try.
As you ordinarily powder — and peer into your mirror
1— you now observe a chalky, powdery appearance.
Try as you will, you cannot altogether banish it.
Your mirror still says powder. And it always will- —
until you use powder without the usual ingredients
that give the customary chalky appearance.
These ingredients are banished in Princess Pat.
Precious Almond replaces usual starch. Instead of
harshness, there is softness. The very feel of Princess
Pat is a caress to the skin. Watch as you apply this
utterly different powder. Subtly, magically, it transforms the skin. It merges, blends, becomes as the
very skin itself made perfect. Rub it on well, for
permanence.
Now thenl After you have powdered, what happens?
Oil comes upon the skin, gradually, yet surely. Usual
powders become "patchy" and unlovely. You have to
use more powder — with not the happiest results.
On the contrary, the Almond in Princess Pat has an
affinity for oils from the skin glands — usually called
pores. As oils appear — and they do on every skin —
they are absorbed by Almond. Thus the distressing
shine is prevented — even on the nose. Powder is no
longer dislodged, nor beauty marred. Wonderful?
Yes, of course.
And think! This same characteristic of Princess Pat, giving untold appearance beauty, likewise assures you a fine
textured, healthy skin. The oil glands are not sealed —
never choked. Consequently they do not become distended. If already distended. Princess Pat Powder gives
every assistance to make them normally invisible again.
But it is beauty without powder appearance that is the
first thought of every woman. That is why women who
know choose Princess Pat to begin with . . . for make-up
beauty that always passes for supreme natural loveliness.
Indeed your mirror never says "powder."
Of course, though, the added virtue of improved skin
texture is equally well loved as time passes ... as pores
become superbly fine, as the skin becomes delightfully
soft and pliant, as blemishes vanish.
And now, if you have read carefully, learned the unusual
advantages of Princess Pat you will surely want to try it.
Your favorite toilette goods counter can supply Princess
Pat Almond Base Powder — in two weights. These are
regular weight, in the oblong box, and a splendidly adherent light weight powder in round box. Both weights
are made with the famous Almond Base.
The very popular Princess Pat Week-End Set ia offered
for a limited time for this coupon and 25c (coin). Only
oneAlmond
to a customer.
Set contains
a month's Princess
supply
of
Base Powder
and SIX easily
other delightful
Pat preparations. Packed in a beautifully decorated
boudoir box. Please act promptly.

Get
This
Week
End
Set—

SPECIAL

PKINCESS PAT, Ltd.
2709 S. Wells St.. Dept. No. A-67. Chicago.
Enclosed find 25c for which send me the Princess Pat
Week End Set.
Name (print)
Street
City and State
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MILLIONS of women lose the men that
they desire by showing eagerness to meet
them again after the first introduction. If you
have made yourself as attractive as you can, in
an abstract sense, the man will keep the memory
of his own pleased sensations and will try to
arrange to see you again — but even if he is too
casual to do this, the second meeting must be
contrived to appear only as an accident or an
ordinary social politeness.
The next time you get a chance, then insidiously show admiration for the qualities you
know he possesses — and when you have got him
worked up into a state of real appreciation for
himself you can subtly present some quality of
your own for his attention.
After this, it is according to the character of
the man how you proceed— but all this advice
is on the premise that you have made a study
and do know his qualities and reactions thoroughly. The affair is going nicely now! Use
all your judgment and your common sense —
fed the atmosphere, and when emotion is necessary to stimulate his emotion — show it.
But never let yourself be cheap. The girl
who makes herself into a doormat for a man —
or puts up with vile temper or belittling of herself, may catch him, but can never hold him
afterwards — and her marriage will soon turn
into a divorce. No woman can ever afford to
lose the respect of a man.
Many girls think that to arouse jealousy is a
good plan. Ihis is not the slightest use until
the man is deeply interested — -because before
that it only irritates him mildly like a gnat bite,
but it may arouse his determination not to be
bothered any more. When the man is deeply
interested to the point when the idea of possession has come to him, then to arouse his
jealousy — as long as you do not make him
think less of your character — acts as a spur and
makes him decide to obtain legal possession of
that which some other man wants!
FINALLY, by watching his every mood as a
scientist watches his experiments — and by
keeping all your dislikes of the things he does
that you do not appreciate well in the background, you will probably "get him." And if
you have the kind of nature which does not feel
this too humiliating to your pride, you can feel
very
Nowsatisfied.
we must take the case of when the man
is mildly attracted in the beginning, before we
go on to talk of how to keep him when won.
George, we will say, on the first meeting, has
had a look in his eye for Bertha. She knows he
is the kind of man who has expressed this much
interest in a number of her friends, and that it
has cooled very soon! So she has to be extremely careful. She must not lose her head
for one moment — she must watch her actions
which cause his reactions of interest in her —
and she must then play upon what she knows
now by experience will affect him.
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It may be very soon that a retiring movement on her part may be best, so that his hunting instinct is pepped up, and he gets the chase
craving. Then she must not show the least
eagerness — she must make things difficult for
him, but when the meetings do happen she
must make him feel so gloriously happy — or so
exasperated, as the case may be — that he longs
to be either soothed again, or scratch once
more as you want to scratch a mosquito bite!
CHE must not irritate all the time, but just
'-'when he is expecting her to be difficult, give
him the surprise of being utterly sweet — or, if
too sweet, be spirited. Play the changes! And
so now she has won him !
But let every woman remember that if she
has secured a man by her will and her own
actions, it will be terribly difficult to keep him,
far more difficult than if he had fallen headlong
in love of his own accord. Her vigilance will
have to be redoubled — she cannot grow slack
just because the wedding ring is on. She cannot afford to reveal her real predatory nature
in a single thing, or his mind, quieter now because of possession, will at once become suspicious. He will begin to think back, and will
make the natural deduction that certain sweetnesses and understandings — meek bearings of
temper and tiresomeness — must have been put
on for a given end, since they are not demonstrating now.
And if she continues to unveil before him,
and to show her true feelings — dislike of his
pipe, say, abhorrence of his too many Scotches,
resentment of his belittling of her, and so on,
he will go up in the air. He will feel he was
deceived and trapped — and her reign is over,
and the sooner they can be divorced the better
it will be for both.
The only way for a woman who has caught a
man to keep him is with herincreasing knowledge of him, to grow increasingly what he
desires her to be. To make him happy, she
must gradually appeal to everything which is
highest and best in him — so that she rises so in
his regard that even if the moment comes when
he does suspect that she deliberately "got"
him, he may yet be glad — for a character rising
through another's influence is always drawn to
that influence, as a child clings to a mother who
makes his subconscious mind feel at peace and
satisfied.
A CLEVER woman who has loved a man
**■ well enough to win him against himself and
goes on loving him well enough to use the same
methods to keep him, has not much to fear.
But the tragedy is that there are thousands of
women who, as soon as they have gained anything, no longer really want it. And once
vigilance sleeps in these cases where the desire
was not spontaneous or natural, a reaction of
revulsion and detestation sets in.
Then there are other women who, up to the
marriage, have used their wits pretty well, but
have made the mistake of cheapening themselves by putting up with traits and expressions of character from the man which no
woman of any self respect should put up with.
They have secured him and now think that
they can use other methods, but his mind was
so saturated by the belief that they were there
just to be his door mat — that the change
arouses intense resentment, and quarrels begin
and the thing soon ends.
A final piece of advice I would give to those
rather tragic souls who have had to secure or
hunt a man, and win him bytheirown efforts, is
to watch their steps — and to remember that
only by their adding to their own attractions
and elevating the man to the highest he can
achieve by their influence, can they hope to
keep what they have won !
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You li eedrft Cjver (jwuess
Salem, Ore.
Moving pictures have given me
some of the most wonderful things
in my life. For one thing, they have
made my step-mother a regular pal.
The first time we met she smiled,
but I knew she wanted to laugh
right out at the bashful, overgrown
creature before her. Soon I almost
hated her because she tried to be so
good to me, simply because she felt
sorry for the gawky, clumsy scarecrow that stumbled around the house.
We had nothing in common, and we
both knew it.
Before long, however, she suggested we choose an evening each
week and attend a movie together.
Thus movies became our common
meeting ground. We could discuss
the pictures several days after the
show, and I grew more at ease around
her.
I noticed how the actresses dressed,
fixed their hair and walked; and I,
for the first time, took courage and
copied. The scarecrow started a
beautifying course.
I think movies are great, for they
have brought me the first pleasant
things in my life — an enjoyable evening each week, a step-mother
changed into a pal. And they have
been the means of changing a scarecrow into a passably good-looking
human being.
T. L.

Jack Gilbert Writes
His Own Story
[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

at a Woman's An
If She's Reached
30,
Her Skin Will Show
a Certain Darkness
The

Simple

Way

Science

Has

Found to Correct It By Whitening the Skin 4 or 5 Shades,
UTTERLY WITHOUT a
Harmful

Bleach!

THAT one of the most unfailing signs
of age in a woman is the color of her
skin is now known in beauty science. As
years go by, the skin darkens . . . noticeably. Look at your friends and note how
true this is.
To overcome that situation, an utterly
new way of whitening the skin has been
perfected. A way that not only lightens
the skin to ivory tint almost overnight,
but that contains none of the irritant
features of old-time "bleaches."
Thousands of women are gaining new
Youth in this way. Largely on expert
advice, women are flocking to its use.

woman's greatest problem, whose sole
scientific goal is skin lightening.
Over 1,000 laboratory tests were made in
its development. Some 30 eminent doctors,
scientists and skin specialists helped to
perfect it. Over 10 years' research was
spent attaining it.
Instead of harshly "bleaching" the skin, it
acts to neutralize the elements in the skin
which cause yellowness and darkness. And
thus marks a new era in skin care.
Old-time bleaches depended often on instant bleaching agents for their results.
And thus were warned against. This new
way employs, as its bleaching element, one
of the most potent healing agents known
to science.
An agent employed by virtually ALL doctors in combating skin disorders. And

38 ]

rated as such by the world's highest
printed authority, the United States
Pharmacopoeia. And thus makes it folly
to endure a dark skin even another day.

first glimpse of Inceville^ twenty voices in
unison called:
" Yoo-hoo-oo-oo !" And as the camp came
into view, an echo, rich but trembling: "Yoohoo-oo-oo!"
The old gateman had answered. My crusty
old gateman who loved only the bushwa.
Valleys filled with blossoming sage and poppies
and yucca. Brooks shouting songs as they
raced from mountain top to sea; a young world
mad with ecstatic life, a fifteen dollar a week
world, but — swell!
" What'll we do today?"
"Bill Hart posse!"
" Yaa-hoo!"
Into sombreros and chaps; long moustaches
on seventeen-year-old kids; down mountain
paths on bronchos, with cowboys just beyond
the rise, and out of sight of camera, lashing the
horses' rump with a blacksnake. "Jump,
you lousy bushwa!"
Clouds of dust and an hundred-foot-drop if
you slip. What matter? Maybe you'll get a
part tomorrow.
"What'll we do today?"
"A Hallowe'en barn dance with Charlie
Ray."
"Hi! Hi!"
Overalls and ill-fitting coats; turkey in the
straw; swing your partners; all join hands;
ladies to the front; duck for apples, — all makebelieve, but real as hell. Watch the actors as
When

Results Overnight
4 Sliades Lighter in 3 Days
Paris now decrees — "bach to the feminine":
dainty, Jilmy and the ullurc ojanicory slcin

It removes freckles of course. Erases
blotches, liver spots and moth patches.
It eliminates blackheads almost unbelievably.

What It Is
It comes with the warranty of a worldnoted laboratory and ablest research to
commend it. A laboratory, purposely
situated in the center of the South, where
hot sun and dust make darkened skin

G olden

Peacock

Bleach Creme

you write to advertisers please mention

r-IIOTOPLAY

A single application will prove its powers
to you. Prove them beyond all doubt or
skepticism.
Apply it tonight. Tomorrow your skin will
be appreciably lighter. In three days it
will be 4 to 5 shades lighter — no matter
how dark it may be today.
Unqualifiedly Guaranteed
It is called Golden Peacock Bleach Creme.
And is unqualifiedly Guaranteed to bring
those results to you, or the purchase price
refunded without question.
Please learn what it means to you. Some
500,000 women now use it nightly. Results to you will prove a revelation. To
obtain it, go to any drug or department
store.
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"I wouldn't
be without it
any more than
/ would be
without soap

by Ruth Miller
Authority on

Perspiration Problems

that

SCORES of women tell me
they consider keeping the underarm dry and fresh all the time is an
absolutely essential part of an adequate toilette.
When the underarm becomes damp
one never knows when an unpleasant
odor of perspiration will be noticeable. When a cherished frock will be
ruined.

But if dampness on the underarm isimpossible one is certain of
complete personal irreproachableness.
To keep the underarm perfectly
dry and fresh through heat, nervousness and exercise, make impossible
the reproach of odor and of stained
dresses, simply apply Odorono after
the bath a few times a week.
So regular a part of the toilette is
Odorono that four million bottles are
used every year.
As one woman says, "I wouldn't
be without Odorono any more than
I would without toilet soap. I have
used it constantly for ten years."
Odorono is endorsed by physicians.
Regular Odorono (ruby colored) used at
night about twice a week keeps the average skin dry. Odorono No. 3 (colorless)
milder, is for sensitive skins and must be
used more often. At toilet goods counters
35c and 60c. The new Odorono Cream
Depilatory 50c. Send 10c with the coupon for a complete kit of samples.

New 10^ Offer:
Samples of Odorono,
OdoronoNo.3, Odorono
Cream Depilatory and
Deodorant Powder
Ruth Miller, 247 Blair Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
I enclose IOC for 4 samples.
Name
Street
State.
(Print name and address plainly)
In Canada address The Odorono Company, Ltd.,
468 King St., West, Toronto, Out.
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they play their scenes; learn something.
Why
won't they give me a part?
Months of that, and then — Effie. On the
night of the Fourth of July the beach from Santa
Monica to Venice was a blaze of fireworks. I
was about
alone much
in my atroom,
I didn't
go
night,andbutlonesome.
the fireworks
and
the voices of people passing my window made
me long for companionship.

?j

T\ 7ITH the few dollars I had saved stuffed in
W my pocket, I hopped a jitney bus for
Venice. The pier was jammed; still I felt alone.
I swung in with the mob and drifted along the
midway. From the open, screened doors of
each cabaret came the sounds of music and
laughter, and the tinkling of ice against glass.
As I passed the old Ship Cafe I heard my name
called. Langdon Gillette, with two girls, was
standing in the entrance, waiting to be seated.
Would I join them and make a foursome?
"You bet!"
"You know
"Yes."
EffieEffie?''
was of the bushwa.
"And Miss — -." (I've forgotten her name.)
At last a table. Four glasses. A bottle of
Scotch. The usual self-consciousness displayed
when strangers are thrown together. Little
quips and sallies, and light laughter. A clash
of cymbals. A wail from a saxophone. Boom !
Boom! Everybody loves a baby, that's why I'm
in love villi you — Pretty baby, pretty baby.
"Let's dance."
Effie led me to the iloor.
She hummed an accompaniment in my ear.
I made no attempt at conversation. Effie was
small and fresh and feminine. I was supremely
happy.
The music stopped. Thunderous applause.
"That was grand."
"Wasn't it?"
" I hope
won'tfrom
quit."somewhere clanged
A
silverthey
dollar
against a brass megaphone. Tick — tick.
Boom!
Boom!
"Here they go!"
Everybody loves a baby, that's why I'm in love
at me and smiled- I grinned
withEffie
yon looked
— ■
back.
"You're nice," she said.
I held her closer. "You're glorious."
Effie's smile reminded me of sixteen babies
all in a row. I told her, and she giggled.
" You're not as I expected."
I was curious.
What had she expected?
"You hardly speak to anyone at camp."
I explained my timidity of people before
knowing them. Secretly, I was flaUered that
she had noticed me at camp.
"You're not timid now, are you?" Effie's
eyes were eager — eager with friendliness. My
lips brushed her cheek. "No, I'm not timid
SOMETHING had happened to us. Sympathy of mood and desire. Strings had been
now." upon, and a chord struck.
played
Boom!
Pretty baby of mine.
"Ah!" Boom.'
Applause.
"That will be a-all — •"
Sighs of regret. Feet shuffling toward
tables. Handkerchiefs dripping with perspiration from flushed faces; body smells; and then
the cool trickle of iced Scotch and white-rock.
Beneath the tablecloth I pressed Effie's hand,
andJohnny
then — Weaver understands:
"Now, while life is raw and new,
Drink it straight — drink it deep.
Let the moonlight's lunacy —
Tear away your cautions.
Be
Proud, and mad, and young, and free!
Grasp a comet, kick at stars
Laughingly!
Fight! Dare!
Arms are soft, breasts are white —
Magic's in the April night ..."
There was magic that night for Effie and for
me, and magic filled the months that followed.
Nestling at the feet of the palisades, low on
the Santa Monica beach, was Effie's cottage. A
geranium bordered path led from a tiny gate
past whitewashed stones to the threshold.
Three little rooms, annexed from Heaven.
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Pert cretonne subdued the glare from the
faceted, sapphire sea. Grass mats cooled the
floors for blue wicker furniture, and in the walls
two bamboo oblongs framed Fujiyama, and an
indignant slant-eyed lady, her skirts blown
high, by a Nipponese wind.
All of these, and — Effie.
/^AREFREE days at Inceville played an
^--'obligato to love-filled nights.
Long walks beneath a million stars; songs of
the day, in soft duet.
A whirl about the nickel dancehall. Laughter
for the hysterical shrieks from women in the
roller-coaster.
An occasional soiree at the Ship — with
understanding smiles each time the orchestra
played
Then "Pretty
home — Baby."
-to poetry, and low conversation, and — Effie. All this was ours.
had said: "Let's keep it secret." So
no Effie
one knew.
One night we quarrelled, stupidly and foolishly, like children. I sulked for two days.
Then we made it up. Reconciliation was so
sweet.
I was given my first bit to play in "Hell's
Hinges," with William S. Hart. While the
cameras were grinding, I glanced off and saw
Effie looking at me.
Her eyes seemed filled with criticism of my
work. When the scene was finished I rushed to
her.
"Please don't stare at me when I'm workHer lip trembled. "Why, dear, I was proud
I became petulant.
" But, Effie — you make me nervous. Damn
it, The
don't assistant
watch me."director called: "Gilbert.
of you."
Front
I ing."
fledandto center!"
the camera. Now came a close-up
with Hart. My blood raced with excitement.
All the bushwa watched to see if I would fail.
The camera started. Once more I felt Effie's
eyes upon me.
T WENT to pieces. The scene was stopped,
-t and Mr. Hart, with saintly patience, told me
where I had gone wrong.
I glared furiously at Effie, and waved her
away. She disappeared through the crowd. I
played the scene to its end. Cliff Smith, the
director, was warm in his praise.
I did not seek Effie that night, nor for a week
thereafter.
Then I became lonely.
No! I was through with Effie!
Solitude is sweet; but how much sweeter to
have someone to whom you may say: Solitude
is sweet.
The bare walls of my two-dollar-a-week room
howled at my vain efforts to find sleep. I
tossed about for hours.
I dressed and sought Effie.
Her cottage was dark, but the bedroom
window was open.
I softly called her name.
Rudely awakened, Effie inquired: "Who's
A light flashed. The front door opened, and
"Jack."
I flew
into her arms. Effie pressed her cheek to
mine and stroked my head. "You poor, sweet
baby,"
said.madness
"You poor,
there?"
What she
is this
whichsweet
seizesbaby."
men, this
prowling instinct, this cancerous discontent,
which causes them to flee from and abuse that
which they love most? I became satiated.
Effie's eyes grew large and troubled as she
sensed my mood. She was older than I. and
wiser, and saw the end approaching. She tried
in every way to make things right but every
effort became an annoyance to me. I wanted
to be free. For several days I stayed away.
One morning on the way to Inceville I sat
beside her in the street car. I quietly and dispassionately explained that I was through.
She smiled and looked away. When we arrived at Long Wharf she pressed my hand very
tightly, and left. I did not join her in the
tallv-ho.

Photoplay
That day the bushvva were all sent to the top
of a hill overlooking Inceville. The set was a
replica of the German Kaiser's palace at Potsdam. The picture was "Civilization," Ince's
grand gesture, our first great, special production for the newly formed Triangle Corporation.
Hundreds of mounted soldiers, of which I was
one, lined the courtyard before the palace, and
on the steps and balconies, civilians were
grouped,
War-God. eager to thunder: "Hoch!" to the
SEVERAL long shots were taken and the
great scene was about to be filmed when,
from one of the balconies came a wild, terrorfilled scream. The sound was fraught with
horror. Every face blanched, and every eye
sought the source of the cry.
An appalling sight was there.
One wall of the palace was falling. Agonized
shrieks, rearing horses, dust, curses, shouts,
bedlam, hell!
I rushed with others to lend assistance.
Timbers and plaster were torn away to gain
passage to the injured. A woman was dragged
from the wreckage and borne in the arms of
two men toward a waiting bus.
The woman was Effie. Her eyes were closed
and her face was chalken. Two drops of blood
were on her cheek. Something froze within
me.
" Effie !" I screamed and leaped forward.
Two cowboys shoved me back. The bus
roared down the hill.
" Effie !" I stood transfixed.
A cowboy shouted: "Get in and help, you
fool!"
My limbs were rigid. Roy Coulson flew by.
"Come on, get 'em out!" I could not move.
"Effie!"
The horror of the calamity was everywhere.
No attempt was made to work. In our dressing
room each witness described what he had seen.
A S we climbed into the tally-ho, a bus drove
"•"•through the gate. We plied the driver with
questions. He switched off his engine —
unrolled his greasy gloves — flipped a cigarette,
then said :
"Effie Stuart died on the way to the hosThe silence which followed seemed an eterpital."
nity.
I wish I had not lived beyond that moment.
The tally-ho slowly left the studio.
That night my naked walls receded and I sat
afraid.
I fled to the street.
The noises drove me mad.
I roamed the darkness,^ past the hospital
where I knew Effie lay.
"Effie!"
I was drawn to her cottage and stood dry
eyed, gazing at the little house, ready now for
a new tenant.
I had expressed a desire to be free. I fell,
sobbing, upon the sand.
I did not go to Effie's funeral. The bushwa
took up a collection for flowers. No one
offered me sympathy.
I went to work. Cliff Smith came to my
dressing room with some old clothes under his
arm.
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Whose fault?
Not a real quarrel — but one of
those baffling misunderstandings
for which neither can assign any
reason. Frequently these quiet
tragedies are due to the wife's neglect of seemingly trivial things.
But modern science offers to
woman a simple remedy. Sane
habits of living and the correct
practice of feminine hygiene protect her health and youthfulness
which often have so much to do
with her happiness. Neglect of
the proper practice of feminine
hygiene may lead to serious, irreparable consequences.
The makers of "Lysol" Disinfectant will send you on request
a booklet called "The Scientific
Side of Health and Youth." Simply mail us the coupon below. The
booklet gives the facts about feminine hygiene. It contains sound,
professional advice and the simple
directions which should be familiar to every woman. It was prepared by an eminent woman
physician. Send the coupon now.
In the meantime, do not take
dangerous chances. Buy a bottle
of "Lysol" Disinfectant at your
druggist's today. Complete directions come with every bottle.
Made fcy Lysol, Incorporated, a division of
& Fink Products Company. Sute distributors
& Fink, Inc., Blooinfield, N. J. In Canada,
(Canada) Limited. Distributed by Lebn &
(Canada) Limited.
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"Make up for a test, kid. I think you can
play Hart's brother in our next picture."
Apart!
After a year of bushwa!
I threw the grease paint on my face.
" Oh, God — let me make good."
[ Apart! Apart!
Next month Jack Gilbert will tell
another absorbing chapter of his
fascinating life story. The trials, the
heartaches and the brief joys of a
young actor trying to get over in pictures are related with amazing frankness by the popular star. Remember
that every word is written by Jack
himself.
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

"Lysol*' Disiulcclant is solJ at retail only in
ihe broun bottle packed in the yellow carton
© Lcbn & Fink, Inc., 1928
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l^ew cQoveliness

Torch Song
CONTINUED

for Your Syes

FROM

(pointing to the wraith of Hattie), " And there
he is, my old pal" (Lou Schultz), sang Benny.
His voice trembled and shed pathetic grace

To make your eyes enchanting pools
of loveliness, frame them in a soft,
shadowy fringe of luxuriant lashes.
Apply wonderful Winx.

notes along the melody. "And here am I,
broken heart — ed. Mine in May," moaned
Benny, "His in June — She forgot mighty soon
and here am I broken ha-ha-ha-ted. "
Applause burst in the slight pause, between
verse and chorus, and then Benny knelt and
tortured himself into the chorus — -which was
lost in a convulsion of grief, drowned by suddenly crescendant music.
The little fella rose from his knees and got a
big hand and had to do it over again. A vendor
of hatband perforators from Chillicothe sobbed
aloud, as the song brought back the time his
heart was bent in South Bend. Masie Feigenspan, his chaperon, gave it another wrench by
ordering champagne. Gil Beal beamed as
vv yc
Benny retired
into the wings.
ELL, Benneh, old kid, what did I tell
'ou? You put it over, and if it hadn't
been for your losin' your jane, you couldn't
have put no feeling into it."
"I s'pose you're right, Gil."
"It's the old story of Art versus Love, see,
Benneh? You can sing Torch songs, 'cause
you feel 'em. The minute you don't feel 'em
youThewon't
be ablewas
to put
'em over.by" a waiter.
discussion
interrupted

FASKiON DECREES THIS CREAM

"Mr. Osterman, they's a party that want
you to have a drink with 'em. One of the
janes wants to ask you somethin' about your

In this dainty compact isthe bewitching lash dressing.
Cream Winx.which
gives to lashes and
brows smart beauty.
Italsoaidstheirlustrous growth. So
easy to carry. 75c
complete.
SOME

PREFER

THIS

"Well,
"You
song. "
Benny
volunteer

CAKE

"We got into an argument over your singing, Mr. Osterman," continued Mr. Crimmins,
"and I thought the best way to settle it was to
ask you yourself. You see, Miss Dole said you
sang so well, cause you must a been brokenhearted yourself, and Mrs. Crimmins here said
it was just darn good acting. Now, how about

SMARTEST

it, Benny
Mr. Osterman?"
looked abashed and hesitated.
"Of course, we don't want you to tell any
professional secrets, Mr. Osterman. So don't
answer if you don't feel like it, and no hard
feeling,
"You see!"
see, I used to be a singer myself, Mr.
Osterman," said Mrs. Crimmins, "and I know
it's just art. It's what we singers call the

to apply and remove. 75c comUPON
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waiting to see Dolly Dole "in songs and dances
of personality, " — number four on the program,
just
before
intermission,
the bill.
He the
fretted
in the darka good
of the "spot"
newsreel.in
The Rolling Roberts roller skates set his
nerves on edge. The Four Fanshaws slapped
each other in vain. The seals yodeled to deaf
ears, and then
dropped into
clogged neatly
audience into

the magic card "Dolly Dole"
the golden frame, and Dolly
to center stage and dimpled her
instant submission.

A S she stood or rather as she vibrated — for
-*M)olly never stood — in rhythm with the
music, Benny thought he had never seen anything so lovely nor so flip.
If an artist had been asked to analyze Dolly's
structure he would have noticed that there was
not a straight line in it, nor were the lines
obviously curved. They were made up of
series of different degrees of curvature. Her
lines had "character"; and it's character that
men like in a woman. And he would also have
noted that most of the lines pointed upward in
a very saucy way. Her smile pouted upward.
Her nose and the tips of waving bobbed hair,
the corners of her eyes and even the tip of her
chin seemed to reflect the exultation of health —
upward! Benny looked at her. The artist
in Benny admired and the man was stirred.
"What she hasn't got, she don't need!" he
reflected.
And then Dolly sang — and Benny suffered a
shock. A strident note rattled in his ear, like
a child's cry in a game. It wasn't singing, it
was just Youth, and as such Benny accepted it,
reluctantly.
And then Dolly danced — "Well, why sing at
all?" thought Benny, for Dolly danced as if
she had never walked, as if anything else would
be absurd. She tapped, she kicked, she flipped,
gaily and freely in the rhythm of happiness.
The audience was overwhelmed and Benny
sighed happily.
At the evening performance Benny sat at
the helm of his sky blue runabout by the stage
door. Dolly stepped out — exhibited just the
right amount of surprise, stepped into the car
with just the right amount of diffidence and
was whisked off to the country with just the
right amount
kneeno inaccidents.
the corner of Benny's
vision.
There ofwere
They supped briefly of sea food at Weisheit's
Half- Way House and looked at each other
and smiled until they laughed and laughed
until they just had to say something.

MODE

Everywhere you'll
see eyes made lovelier byWinxWaterproof, the liquid
lash dressingwhich
neither runs nor
fades. It is safe, easy

INSIST

followed the waiter to the table of his
host.

"My name's Crimmins, Jimmy Crimmins of
Crimmins and Gulick. Shake hands with
Mrs. Crimmins and Miss Dolly Dole. Sit
down,you."
Mr. Osterman, and have a drink. "
Benny sat down and looked at Miss Dole —
and looked again to see if it were true. Yes, it
was the girl whom he had noticed as he took
his last bow. She had not applauded. Maybe
she had suffered, too.

Safe and harmless
and simple to apply,
this wonderful Cake
Winx, preferred by
many fastidious
women, makes eyes
seem larger.moreexpressive. A flick of
the brush, and it's
done! 75c complete.
THE

I guess I did gettum, Gil."
gottem, kid, but don't let them get

PAGE

Pagliacci sob — now, isn't it?"
BENNY was nettled. Why should he share
his sorrow with these strangers? They

plete.
WINX

To be sure of the loveliest lashes and
brows, insist upon Cream Winx, Cake
Winx or Winx Waterproof — whichever you prefer. For Winx is now the
mode. Obtained where you purchase
your aids to beauty.

ROSS COMPANY
243 West 17th Street, New York City

wouldn't understand. But the girl looked so
anxious. He had to answer a look like that.
"Art." thought Benny, "that's it, Art." So
he lied.
"Just Art," answered Benny. As if any
singer had ever answered that question
otherwise !
Dolly.
"I told you so," said Mrs. Crimmins to
Dolly looked down. Benny looked at disappointed violet eyes under a mass of auburn
hair. The Torch flickered and went out.
The next afternoon found Benny in seat

"TROLLY,
you're
the most
beautiful girl I've
-1— 'ever seen,"
declared
Benny.
"Aw, gowan, you big bum," giggled Dolly.
"You say that to every girl you meet. "
"No, honest."
"Cross your heart, betcha don't knowwhere
it is.' Well, you aren't so homely yourself,
Benny, and I could listen to you sing all night
— though I wish you wouldn't sing such sad
songs. I hate to think of your being so sad,
"Well, it's
I have
been sad in my time, Dolly,
Benny—
terrible."
but one look at you just throws me into a
"Let's dance," decreed Dolly by way of
reprimand. With the ancient logic of her sex,
Dolly rebuked her suitor for his forwardness by
placing herself in his arms. It's a great
technique. And if the floor is crowded, it is
spasm!"
just
that much quicker.
As they motored home through the patient
Connecticut Hills, Dolly leaned her head on
Benny's shoulder. This made steering hazard-

ous.So Benny, with the age-old logic of his sex,
solved the problem by ceasing to steer.
AAA1, and that's really the first row, at the
Trocadero, twentv minutes before the curtain.
He parked the car in a grove of whispering
Every advertisement in PHOTOPI.AT MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

Photoplay
white birches where a lake shimmered in the
moonlight.
"Benny Osterman, what are you doing?
I'm not that sort of a girl. "
"Say, what do you think I'm doing? Can't
a gentleman help a lady over a log? "
"I didn't see any log."
"That's because you were looking at me."
"I was not."
"You were so. "
"I was not . . . you'll be full of mascara.
. . . Now, Benny, be a good boy, or we'll
have to go hom.e."
They sat and looked out overthe lake. Fireflies sparkled over the water.
"Let's talk," said Dolly. "Why don't you
sing something happy?— like Ain't She Sweet,
or Baby Feet."
Benny winced.
_'
"Well, you might answer me. ... I don't
mean that way ... I don't know what you're
going to think of me, Benny ... I never felt
this way before . . . I've never let fellows kiss
me before . . . but you're so different, Benny."
"I've been looking for you all my life,
Dolly. Oh, I've cared for other girls, but it
isn't like this, Dolly. You aren't like the
other girls I've known."
"Gee, isn't it great to be here, Benny?"
"Isn't it wonderful?"
" No, Benny, you mustn't. What would you
think of me?"
"I love you, Dolly"
the same — ■"
, just
"Wellrest
The
is silence.

THE first time Benny ever saw Dolly in the
daylight was when they went to the City
Hall for the marriage license. He was thrilled.
a spectrum of the sun's rays.
Dolly
Theywaswere married at high noon. At one
P. M., Benny received the first great shock
of his married life. Dolly had decided to give
up her career.
"Why, darling Benny, you didn't think I
would leave you alone, did you? "
body,"
replied
Benny.
was"Over
not amy
lie, dead
because
he had
no sooner
said Itit
than he believed it.
And then to tell the glad news to their
friends!
They went to the Orpheum office, where
Dolly presented her blushing bridegroom to
her friend, the general booking manager. He
congratulated her as follows:
"Well, kid, it's something I suppose you
gotta go through. They all take a shot at it.
I'll cancel your contract, but remember any
time you want to come back, I'll give you
fifty-two weeks on the Big Wheel."
Dolly gasped. The Big Wheel, the goal of
all minstrelsy; Chicago, Denver, Salt Lake,
Frisco, Los Angeles — But away bright hope —
maybe later, with Benny, of course that would
be grand.
Then to Gil Beal's office.
"Well, Benneh, old kid, so you went and
done it, and I don't know as I blame you when
I see what you pulled out-a the bag. "
Benny blushed and Dolly dimpled.
"T_JKRE'S a little wedding present," con-t-Minued Gil, and he shoved a roll of bills
into Benny's hand. " But I can't let you off till
the end of your contract, Saturday, Benny.
You know how it is. I got to make the Kismet
carry the other padlocks."
"Well, how about the new contract, Gil?"
"Now, Benny, don't you bother your head
about that. Just you take the bride out for
a little shopping tour. We'll talk contract
Saturday. Don't do any business on your
wedding day, it's bad luck. By the way, I
own the Miramar at Long Beach, you're my
guests any time you wanna ast it, see. No
hard feeling if I kiss the bride, Benny?"
There was no hard feeling, only a vague
premonition in Benny's heart. It wasn't
like Gil to put anything off.
They made no more announcements to their

i i
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DRAW,
ME and
WIN A PRIZE
DoYouLike to Draw?
Copy this bathing girl and send us your drawing
- — perhaps you'll win first prize.
This contest is
for amateurs only, so do
not hesitate to enter,
even
you haven't had
much ifpractice.

1 st Prize
2nd Prize
3rd Prize . . . $25.00
4th Prize . . . 15.00

. . . $100.00

.. .

so.oo

5th Prize

$10.00

6th to 1 5th Prizes, each

To the Next 50 Best Drawings

— A Fountain

5.00
Pen

Everyone entering a drawing in this contest may have his or her art ability
tested free! When your contest, drawing is received, we will mail you our
Art Ability Questionnaire. Fill this in and return it, and you will receive our critic's frank report of your natural sense of design, proportion, color, perspective,
etc. — and with it our book "YOUR FUTURE," showing work of Federal Students and
telling you all about the Federal home___^
study course.
This is free and places J
^
you under no obligation whatever.

FREE!

This interesting analysis has been the
start for many Federal students, who
through proper training of their ability,
are now commercial artists earning
$2000, $4000, $5000 and $6000 yearlysome even more. The Federal School
has won a reputation as "the School
famous for successful students." Read the
rules carefully and enter this contest — see
what you can do.

Federal School
of Commercial
Designing
301 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis,

Rules

This contest open only to amateurs.
Professional
commercial
artists
Federal students are not eligible.

and

Note these Rules Carefully :
Make
your drawing
drawing of
of girl
*|
Make
your
and water
exactly 5}^ inches high, o Draw
only
inches wide by 6J4 inches high.
the girl and water, not the letterin
2. Use only pencil or pen.
paper 3'i

3.

No drawings will be returned.
Write your name, address, age. and occupation on the back of your drawing.
5. All drawings must be received in Minne4.
apolis by July 13th. 1928. Prizes will be
awarded for drawings best in proportion and
neatness by Faculty members of the Federal
Schools. Inc. All contestants will be notified
of the prize winners. Make your drawing of
this girl
ad. now and send it to the address given in
the

Minn.
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They motored gaily to Long Beach and swam
and sported in the sun — and dined of clams,
lobsters, scallops, crabs- — and so back to town
for Benny's act at the Kismet.
Benny sang and Dolly sat radiant and worshipping ina corner. Somewhere science has
taken the joy out of singing by explaining it as
the mating call — the summons to love's
banquet. But if you have banquetted and
your mate is right there in front almost
within your arms — it seems superfluous to
call her.
Benny sang "Broken Hearted" — -but his
heart was no longer broken — it had been repaired and permanently cemented by the joy
of having Dolly. And as he sang — "There
she is," he pointed at Dolly and smiled, and
as he sang "There he is," there came no
image to his mind, and his face showed it.
GTL BEAL watched from the wings and
Benny thought he avoided him as he went
off.
The next night Benny sang "Ain't She
Sweet," at Dolly's suggestion. And Dolly
drank it in. And Benny looked at her — and
her applause was sufficient — even if the
audience didn't tumble the way it used to — ■
he should have worked out his routine beforehand. He would rehearse it on the beach
the next day.
But the next day ^as Saturday and Benny
had a rendezvous to keep with Gil about the
new contract.
He arrived and was kept waiting. As he
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of prevention — your perfect insurance
against that after-smart and irritation.
And if wind and sun have already played
their irritating pranks — Frostilla will
quickly soothe, cool and satinize that fevered surface. It will put a new "complexion" on your out-door days and foil all
irking weather troubles. Carry a bottle
in your car — that's a good idea !
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"Well, if that's the way you feel about it,
Benneh, it's K. O. with me. But I don't like
to have us part this way, Benneh. We've been
pretty good friends. Come around in January,
andBenny
I'll give
you the
a good
break —hand
" and left.
refused
proffered

friends. Time was precious and youth is
fleeting.

waited,
Joe anThomas
of Gil's office.
There was
instant came
flash out
of recognition
and
antagonism between them, so they greeted
each other with extreme politeness and passed.
"Hi, Benneh, how's the Benedict? — -not
bad for a wise crack — without no rehearsal — "
and Gil laughed just a shade too spontaneously.
"What was Joe Thomas doing in here?"
Benny came to the point.
"Oh — nothing special — just talking things
over — I may use him in 'The Blue Dawn' —
"Well,
how " about signing up for another
when
it opens.
year, Gil? I'm a married man now, you know,
and I've got to have a little more security and
a little more salary, too, for that matter."
"That's just what I was thinking, Benneh.
Got anything saved up?"
"Saved up?
Why?"
"Oh, I was just wondering. You see,
Benneh, I have been thinking about you a
whole lot lately, and I think you oughta take a
little vacation — a little honeymoon so to
speak. Now there's a nice trip on the Old
Dominion Line to Virginia Beach and — "
"T HAVEN'T got the dough, Gil, and besides
•L I wanta go on at the Kismet."
"Well, Benneh, I'll tell you about that, —
the Kismet ain't doing any too well — and I
don't know as I can afford to keep you on —
certainly not at your present salary."
Benny's lips parched.
"Tell you what I'll do, Benneh, inasmuch
as we been friends. I'm gonna take a shot at
a review in January and you come around then.
Work up a specialty and a few songs in the
meanwhile and I'll give you a big spot in it. "
"But, Gil, I can't wait till January — I got
my"That's
wife tojust
think
of."
it, Benneh
— you would do it.
I tried to warn you. Why you ain't got no
more business being married than I have,
"You're — married. "
"Well,— I" ain't a Torch Singer, Benneh —
Benneh
Now
you take Joe Thomas. He can take a
jane or he can leave her alone — just like with
zat so?" Benny retorted as he always
his"Iz
liquor."
did
when there was no doubt in his mind.
"Oh, I got you — you big bum — you've given
my job to Joe Thomas. Well, you can take
your damn racket and burn it up for all I care. "
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"DENNY
to his
-'-'resolved returned
not to tell
her "child
of the wife"
news. fully
He
needed a rest anyway, there was enough laid
aside for a few weeks and then he'd see the
Shuberts — a thought he did not care to complete at the moment.
He found Dolly in the bridal suite of the
Miramar. She was in her teddies or step-ins,
or what had she — working out tap steps to the
accompaniment of the radio. He took her in
his arms — but she dashed away coyly —
"Look, I got a new routine."
And she went through it— a laughing, wayward nymph — twinkling in and out of the spots
of sunlight on red carpet. The routine wound
up in Benny's arms. He did not tell her.
Monday morning a note from the manager
advised them of their relationship with the
Miramar. The hundred dollars placed to
their credit was exactly balanced by the
charges to date. It was accompanied by a copy
of The Morning World on which was stamped
— "Good morning, this is your paper."
Street.
They returned to Benny's flat on Fifty-first
Then two weeks of job-hunting. Benny
went to the Shubert office for seven days in a
row, only to find there would be no more casting till December.
That night they ate at Sing Joy's Celestial
Gardens. Dolly was thrilled with her first
chop suey. so much so that Benny burst into
tears.
"Why — darling Benny Boy — what's the
" I can't keep it from you any more, Dolly, I'm
almost broke. That was all a lot of applesauce
about
quittin'likeGiltheBeal.
was fired. " child
Dollymy smiled
lovelyI precocious
matter?"
she was.
"Why, Benny, that's nothing. I've got
eight hundred in the bank. Why didn't you
tell me? You poor kid. I tell you what we'll
do — we'll go down to that Virginia Beach that
Gil Beal told you about and we'll work out
some stuff and go together on the Big Wheel. "
AT

VirginiaBeach Benny received the second
great shock of his married life. He and

Dolly simply couldn't work together. He
couldn't dance and she couldn't teach him. She
couldn't sing and he couldn't teach her. This
situation led to a mutual and reciprocal discovery. They could fight — and fight to a
finish. And then relax and do it all over again.
But love is like that. Love — fight — sleep —
love — flght — sleep.
They returned to New York the same married individuals who had gone — still overwhelmingly inlove — still hopelessly separate.
They did their stuff for the general booking
"You're both good in your line, but there
agent.
isn't any reason for teaming you up. Besides,
the public's fed up on teams anyway. They
ain't got no sex appeal cause everybody knows
they's married, or if they ain't they had oughta
be. Now why don't you both do your stuff in
"Well,
could you put us in the same bill?"
asked
Benny.
"Well, let's see — not just now — I can book
Dolly right now from here to the Coast — ■
there's a big demand for buck dancers — but
you're something else again. You're really a
cabaret singer — and you don't dance. I
mightone?"
be able to put you in a revue number a
Benny looked at Dolly and saw the tears
little
later."her eyes.
brimming
"You better take it, kid. I'll work on my
dancing
followI think
you." it's the only thing to
"Well. and
Benny,
do."
It was done.

is guaranteed.
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Autumn came — or came Autumn, to make it
more tragic — steam was turned on, leaves fell
on wet pavements — leases expired and were or
were not renewed. Benny doubled up with
Y Hymie Edwards and continued to look for a
job.
Dolly's letters came less frequently and
Hymie refused to purchase any more stationery
I — and then there was nothing to write — there
■ was no money for dancing lessons. What few
j'jobs Benny did get were short time and just
i managed to keep his wardrobe presentable —
ii'and when your wardrobe is also the cloth of
[your profession it takes money.
And then there was one last letter:

Chew
J J . . and smile!

f JENTYNE

DEAREST BENNY BOY:
"It's going to be hard to tell you this.
But in memory of what we had together I just
got to do it. I was playingin Reno and I met a
jibig producer from the coast — Al Hausman, he
liputs on all the Western musical shows — and he
liked my stuff and he said he would give me a
I five-year contract if I'd quit the big time. He's
( aknows
young hismanstuff,
for Iallguess.
the money
he'sldhimI
got, and was
he
Andlto
married and you were in the East, and he says
he wasn't gonna take a chance on having me
\ run out on him to look after a sick husband or
|. something like that, and he wouldn't sign me
up unless I agreed to get a divorce. And there
I,I was in Reno — with nothing saved up — so I
> took up legal residence — his lawyers fixed it all
I up. because they're pretty keen to get me into
his management — and Al, that's Mr. HausI man, says the divorce will be coming through
\ any day now, as it only takes three months
now.
I didn't write you about it 'cause I
thought any day you might be coming, because
,
I other
you hadn't
I guess
you you
got would
some
sweetiewritten
by thisbuttime,
or else
have written oftener, and I'm pretty young,
Benny, and I can't go on crying my eyes out at
night for you.
I guess you know how it is.
And I don't want to keep you from any
■ other girl — -and so I just did it. You'll forgive
i me, Benny, I know you will, and maybe — why,
maybe we might marry again sometime.
Who
knows — funnier things than that have hapt pened in this racket.
"Well, good-bye, Benny boy, I did love you.
You know that. But my life's got to go on —
| and yours too.
"Affectionately,
"Dolly."
Benny
sank
back
in
Hymie's
Morris
and Hymie poured him a shot of gin. chair —
"Never mind, Benny, old sock. She's just a
detour in memory's lane."
IN January, Benny Osterman carried the
Torch into Gil Beal's office and threw it on his
desk.
"Hi, Benneh," greeted Gil, "why the dead
jt
pan?"
" Dolly's gone and gotten married — to my
old pal, Al Hausman — you remember Al — used
to run the Klub Kalliops on 41st Street."
"Yeh, yeh, I remember, Benneh. Gotten
married — divorced you? That's tough, Benneh. Ican't tell you how sorry I am — but one
dame's as good as another, Benneh."
"No, Dolly was different, Gil," sighed
Benny.
"Yeah, I know, they're all different, Benneh
— but they all sing the same song — be my goat
or I'll get yours. What you doin', Benneh?"
"Oh, I been singing around."
Gil cocked his head to one side, as though to
put his best ear forward.
"What you singin' now? 'Ain't She
Sweet?' "
But the crack was lost on Benny Osterman,
the Torch singer.
"No, Hymie and I been working up a new
song. It's called ' Dolly'— I think you'd like it,
Gil — if I could only sing it for you."
"Well, shoot, Benneh. I got my pores wide
open."
"I can't- now, Gil — I'm broke up about
Dolly."
When

It's the cheery smile that wins! And it's
teeth that make or mar the smile. Keep
your teeth attractive — a flash of snowy
white behind your smile. Chew delicious
Dentyne, the gum that keeps breath sweet,
teeth clean and pearly white.

Reeps

teeth

^School Advice^

COMB FOR DANDRUFF

Free complete and detailed information on
any private boarding school for boys or
girls. A personal service to parents that
gives you authentic reports based on personal visits to hundreds of schools throughout the nation. Unbiased, practical help in
selecting a school. Relieves you of all the
hazards that accompany uninvestigated
choice. Write for free Guide Book to Private Schools — or state your desires in
detail so that we may make personal recommendation. Address

A Comb for
r emoving
Dandruff. The teeth
are so formed that the
dandruff is caught in the teeth. The
teeth are groove shape. Dandruff is
the cause of baldness. Send for this
comb today. Mail $1 and I will send
you one of these wonderful combs.
Money

refunded

H. H. MERR1MAN,

M. MERCER KENDIG, (A. B.. Vassar College) Dir.
Red Book Magazine School Dept. C.
420 Lexington Avenue,
New York City

if not satisfied.
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AT INOID
FULL
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orWrtite Gold Finish
MOVEMENT
Watch cannot be manufactured
lis fully guaranteed dainty Lad
"ully engraved case and dial.
\ for less than $12.00.
Send
No Money.
on delivery
$3.99New
plus York
postage.
"Fedc_.
U. S. Swiss
Agents,Pay561
Broadway,
City, Pept.
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Big

Make money taking pictures. Photographs in bigalso
demand.
CommencaJ
Photography
paya big
money.
Learn quickly at home in spare time.
No experience necessary. Write today
for new free book, Opportunities in
Modern Photography,
American
Schoolof
Photograph", Dept.
125-B

3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
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"I know, Benneh. I can make allowances —
just run through a couple-a bars, so's I can get
the hang of the tune. Maybe I got a spot for it
in my new Cracks of 1928."
Benny hesitated and looked wistfully into
space.
"Come on now, Benneh boy. Sing a littlesong for old Gil — I won't listen to your voice."

Glorious
Summer
Days
— Cool
Enchanting

" "D ENNY BOY"rang in Benny's ears. It was
-•^what Dolly had always called him, and it
brought her image to his memory with cameo
clarity. He looked away to hide his brimming
eyes from Gil's gaze, and sang as best he could
— and "Dolly,
the bestmyis gal,
like the worst!
Dolly, my pal,
Say — you'll — re-member — me !"
His voice broke to a whisper — and then the
old Osterman sob:
"You took the gladness
And left the sadness;
Saycould
— you'll
me!" He
But he
not —go remem-ber-her
on. His head —swam.
fell into a chair and buried his face in his hands.
Gil muffled an incipient laugh in his handkerchief, and managed to make it sound something like a sneeze.
"Why, Benneh, you got the greatest little
sob line since Al Jolson discovered MotherHe made a few scrawls on a printed form and
shoved it across the desk.
"Two hundred per — minimum of thirty
hood."
weeks; sign on the dotted line, Benneh."
"I'll do it for you, Gil, but my heart ain't in

Nights!
For full enjoyment of California's summer charms,
.select the hotel of which —

MR. JOHN
BARRYMORE
""/ have always found the
Ambassador
a —delightful
said
place to live, and shall be
glad to have you say so. "
Quoted from the "Guest
Book," a collection of unsolicited commendation
from world famous celebrities about —

ry s
ionaBoy'
Prop
A Dict

it."
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Gag — Something somebody thinks is funny.
Script — A hunk of paper with what's left
of the original story printed on it.
Continuity — The story torn down to scenes
and "artistic effects."
Camera — A command to shut up everybody.

SUMMER time is talcum
time! There's nothing
so refreshing on a torrid,
relentless day as the cooling whisk of one of these
fragrant powders: Georgia
Rose, Cara Nome, Shari,
Narcisse des Alps and
Gentlemen's Talc •— exquisitely scented powder
in distinguished containers. Sold only at Rexall
Drug Stores.

SAVE with SAFETYtf/>«r
SexaEt

Drug Store
You will recognize it by this sign
Liggett's are also fi&xcdS. stores

Kleig Eyes — A hell of a headache; ruination;
blindness from the lights. Caused by
black floors, open Crecos, and empty
stomachs.
Set^Which I preside over.
New York Office — Where the orders come
from.
Publicity Office — Where they make stars,
directors, and pictures.
Prop Man — All I got to do is clear the set,
dress the set, clean the set, and wait on
the troupe. Must be decent when possible, hard-boiled when necessary, and
able to "yes" the assistant director without his suspecting it. Must have muscle
enough, quick wit enough, and be a mind
reader for temperamental stars and directors. Must water the director, dust
the stars, feed the hams, and forget
nothin'. Take all the cussing, give all
the service, hold all the grief, and don't
bawl out somebody's sweetie from the
front office for busting up my furniture.
Be responsible for all props used and
imagined used, and fight for my life when
they take damage claims out of my check.
And then they won't pay me no overtime
like the other guys get and kick about
paying my supper check when we work
late at night. My assistant is the kid
who chases everything I am too winded
to get.
Fade-Out — When you get your last check.
Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Los Angeles
NO HOTEL IN THE
WORLD OFFERS MORE
VARIED ATTRACTIONS — Superb 27-acre
park, with miniature golf
course, open-air plunge
and tennis courts. Riding,
hunting and all sports, including 18-hole Rancho
Golf Club. Motion picture
theatre and 35 smart shops
within the hotel. Famous
Cocoanut Grove for dancing nightly.
Write for Chef's Cook-book of
California Recipes.
ATTRACTIVE

BEN

SUMMER

L. FRANK,
28-i
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RATES

Manager
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eptic
antisendo
fan and
rsed
d) used
NONSPI
liqui.
cians
s,
and nurse destroys
by physi
all armpit odor and diverts underarm
perspiration to other parts of the body.
This same perspiration will be excreted elsewhere through the skin pores hut will give
no offense because of better evaporation^
keeping your armpits dry and odorless and
saving your clothing from ruinous perspiration stains.

Introducing Roland Gilby, the
Great Lover of the Screen. Here is
the movie idol himself as he appears in Marion Davies' picture,
"Breaking Into the Movies." What
actors, do you suppose, did King
Vidor have in mind when he puts
this make-up on Paul Ralli?

Why be annoyed by armpit odor? Why let perspiration stains ruin dainty, costly clothing? The
simple application of a few drops of NONSPI
twice a week will prevent both conditions.
More than a million men and women use
NONSPI the year around — spring, summer, fall
and winter. NONSPI keeps their armpits dry and
odorless— protects their clothing — gives them that
sense of cleanliness so essential to all well
groomed men and women.
Try NONSPI ! Purchase a bottle from your
Toilet Goods Dealer or Druggist for 50c
(several months' supply) or if you prefer
Accept our 10c Trial Offer
(several weeks' supply)

How to Become a
Great Producer

The Nonspi Company
2641 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo.

For the enclosed ioc (coin or
stamps) send me a trial
size bottle of NONSPI

Name__
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Address,
with the magnates
of those days.
There
weren't
many
motion
picture
theaters
then.
Among the men whom Sheehan came to
know well at that time, which was in 1913 and
1914, were William Fox and the late Marcus
Loew. He became acquainted with Mr. Loew
first and from him gained his first real knowledge of the motion picture industry. Mr.
Loew endeavored to entice Sheehan away from
the Police Department, but he gracefully declined. Later and with what turned out to be
a convincing argument, came William Fox,
whom Sheehan had met more or less casually
on several occasions. Many meetings followed
the initial bait cast forth by the astute Mr. Fox
to the young man whose dynamic and forceful
personality had attracted him, and one day,
sitting
at a ontable
in Luchow's
famous
German
restaurant
Fourteenth
Street,
the deal
was
closed which brought the Fox Film Corporation
into being.
THE Fox Film Corporation wasn't much
about which one could boast at that particular moment and it didn't create any arresting consternation in the ranks of those other
pioneers who were at that time laying the
foundation for the industry whose amazing
progress ranks among the world's most remarkable achievements. It was just another company.
Fox, oh, yes, everybody in the game knew
Fox. He had been conducting a few cheap
store shows in New York. Well, the first
crack out of the box, Fox and Carl Laemmle
busted the trust. That out of the way, Fox
and Sheehan rolled up their sleeves and went to
work.
And how they worked. Fox told Sheehan he
was going to make pictures and that Sheehan
would have to sell them. "O. K. " said SheeWhen

- MPANY
HAIRCO
DULLDULL
~~men seem to think!
Does fresh, white paper hold an irresistible
lure for your pencil? Do you ever sketch for
your own amusement — vaguely wishing that
you had leisure and means to enter art school?
This is a pictorial age. Advertisers And
graphic illustrations more appealing than columns of type. Magazines and newspapers
employ large art staffs. Cartoonists command
splendid salaries.
You can study art at home in your spare
time through tlie courses offered by the International School of Art. Hundreds of successful students have proved the practical value of
these courses.
Mail Coupon for Free Booklet

Why not be rid of this handicap
tonight?
So needless, now — that depressing dullness that
spoils the effect of lovely frock or pretty face!
Just one shampooing with Golden Glint will banish it
tonight! Rich, generous lather cleanses each hair.
You rinse — remove all trace of soap. Your hair appears shades lighter. Then you apply the extra touch—'
the "plus" that makes this shampoo different! Instantly— all trace of dullness gone! Hair soft, fragrant, lustrous, alive with those dancing lights that
speak of youth! Of course "he'* will notice the difference! Nothing to bleach or change natural color
of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo — plus! At your
favorite dealers', or if not, send 25 cents to J. W,
Kobi Co., Dcpt. G604, Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Golden Glint
^ SHAMPOO/^

MAGIC

KEY

TO
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YOUTHFUL
please
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"LOCKS'

TIIOTOPLAY

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ART
Division of the
International Correspondence School*
Box6515-B,
Scranton, Penna.
Without
cost or obligation, please send me
details of your home-study courses in
rj Commercial Art
D Cartooning
Q Illustrating □ Show Card Lettering
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han, and he was made vice-president and general manager. The first thing Sheehan did was
to establish himself in the home office. Then
he stepped out into the world and just as fast
as a human dynamo can produce energy within
a given twenty-four-hour schedule, Sheehan
began to open branch offices and build up a
sales force.

CjakjL a both.

•""PEN years pass with Sheehan still holding
■*■ down his original job. In the meantime,
however, he had spread his branch offices all
over the United States and Canada, had been
the first to invade foreign lands and had organized and perfected Fox News, the semi-weekly
reel of current events, which has more than
1,000 cameramen on call in every part of the
world.
Ten years. Miracle Man is right. From
Luchow's to every city of importance in the
world
Russia.endThat's
in the except
distribution
for Mr.whatFox.Sheehan did
But, as Al Jolson would say, "You ain't
heard
One nuthin'
day whenyet."
Sheehan returned from a trip,
Mr. Fox said:

UNDER the sifter top of this blue box
lies the dainty freshness of "justout-of-the-tub." Freedom from body and
perspiration odors is absolutely assured.
For Deodo is one of the most thorough
deodorants ever developed — and most
delightful because it is a velvety soft
powder, luxurious to the skin. The second you dust it on, it neutralizes and
absorbs all unpleasant odors! And it remains effective all day long!
Use it every morning! Even when you
haven't a minute to spare for a bath
you can be safe— just shower on Deodo.
It alone is enough.
Dust it generously over your body.
Rub it under your arms. Excellent in
the shoes or dusted on the feet. It has
a delicate scent and silky smoothness
that you'll love. It won't seal pores or
injure clothing. Especially effective on
sanitary napkins.
At good drug and department stores.
Large size containers for only 50 cents.

"Winnie, you've got the sales end and Fox
News and the foreign department, the Varieties and your educational department functioning as well as possible. Why don't you
take over production? You've been running
that end of the shop, too, without getting any
glory or credit out of it, so why not go on out to
Winnie was getting on the train to go
theAscoast?"
West, he said to me: "I am going to break my
neck to make three great pictures this year —
'What Price Glory,' 'Seventh Heaven' and
' Sunrise.' The first two are going to be big box
office successes. On 'Sunrise' I have Mr. Fox's
instructions to make it a great artistic success
' regardless of its box office value.' " You have
probably seen all three and there is no comment
necessary.
That was three years ago. Oh, yes. We
overlooked quite an important detail. It
seems that Sheehan found time in the early

A MULFOP.D

PRODUCT

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five pounds

The Star Developing System

a week
Beautiful, firm
flesh which will
stay on produced healthfully and rapidly. Neither exercise nor medicine is used for
the gain. You
will certainly be
amazed and delighted with results. Write,
being closesure
ena two tocent
stamp, to
Iron Mountain
Michigan

JUST another little incident: While he was
going through all the multifarious details of
making pictures, he was a silent but potent
figure in the negotiations, as a result of which
Fox bought the Southwest line of theaters,
something like three hundred or four hundred
of them. This gave Fox more theaters than
any company in the business and serves as an
outlet for their product.
William Fox made this remark during a talk
at one of the corporation's recent conventions:
"Fox Film Corporation could not have attained the enviable position it occupies today
if it were not for the modest young man at my
"The modest young man at my right" was
Winfield R. Sheehan.

right."
The War Orphan
CONTINUED

J)eodo

days to go to Los Angeles occasionally. One
day while looking over the situation out in
Hollywood, he picked up a couple of pieces of
property for which the corporation subsequently paid $250,000. The property is worth
$5,000,000 today.
A few years later, having outgrown the
Hollywood studios, he helped pick out another
plot of some two or three hundred acres. This
is now called Fox Hills and you may not know
it, but "What Price Glory" and "Seventh
Heaven" and "Sunrise" and several other of
the bigger Fox productions were made out
there.
Sheehan might be called a star maker, too.
Victor McLaglen, Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell, Edmund Lowe, George O'Brien and several others can thank him for what they are
today. He played a hunch that they could
deliver the goods if given a chance and won,
not only for himself, but for them, too.
It is not possible for the lay mind to conceive what transpires between the time a story
or play is bought and its presentation on the
screen. A detailed statement would confound
the brightest mind. Sheehan knows every step
of the way and, in the majority of trips a story
takes en route to the screen, it is a long and
weary trail.

should add that this little boy was rescued and
raised by a nurse; and that he would be a moving picture star in forty seconds if she would
give her consent; many voices would cry
"Publicity!" and "Piffle!"
TF I should publish the fact that the ugliest bit
■•-of humanity on record, a ten-pound sixteenmonths-old baby, covered with running sores,
every joint of his body swollen with the worst
case of rickets a child could have, grew into
such a beautiful boy that America's Sweetheart tried by every means at her command to
adopt him, I should expect to be sued for
plagiarizing from Hans Christian Andersen.
If I should go on to claim that the young
physical wreck, who was so nervous that no
one could even approach him, is now the most
unusually normal boy in Hollywood, despite
the fact that his fan mail can be measured only
by the bushel — even if I just said that the baby
whom the nurses of a children's ward in
Rheims spent half their time trying to keep
tied up six
or fenced
was aI professional
artists'
model
months in,later,
would be banished
by the most tolerant exponents of free thought.
I might tell you of a baby who was considered a very undesirable citizen by English
passport officials (until a twenty franc note
was cleverly conveyed to the proper itching
palm). I might mention that he was confined
five days at Ellis Island with his adopted mother, who, as a nurse, had worked twenty-five
years
in New
andat joined
the Women's
Overseas
ServiceYork
Corps
the beginning
of the
war.
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Possibly I could convince you that the two
were saved from deportation only by a telegram which went astray. But if I attempted
to prove that this baby boy, who was grudgingly admitted into the United States, was the
same who became the "greatest emotional
child actor on the screen"; if I did, I should
fully expect some one to bring forth a sledgehammer and plead insanity as a motive for the
murder — but not insanity on their part.
However, you can credit that statement
about emotional actors to Pola Negri, who
ought to know her emoting onions. She added,
"I don't mean some day — I mean now."
JUST for good measure, and as a final wallop
to your credulity, I will say that Philippe de
Lacy was discovered by Geraldine Farrar before June Mathis discovered Rudolph Valentino; that he has been in more features than
Lon Chaney has faces; and that by his remarkable screen portrayals, he helped put
more pictures on the "Ten Best" lists last
year than any other child actor.
Philippe is a gold-mine for the biographer
who wants astounding and unbelievable material. But he is the despair of a reporter who
wishes to appear honest in print. Columns
about his origin and life have been made up
out of whole cloth so that they would at least
sound reasonable.
As a matter of fact, he has no press agent,
which statement in itself smacks of a publicity

The public may not realize he is so good that
only his poorest scenes are left in pictures.
Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.gag.

Photoplay
Directors know from experience that it is absolutely dangerous to put him in an emotional
scene with the most famous adult stars. No
one looks at the star.
HE

has played in support of Barrymore,
Pickford, Negri, Jannings, Garbo, Gilbert,
and on down the line. And more scenes of
stars have, had to be cut because Philippe de
Lacy was also in them than you could count on
a centipede's toes.
Not that they don't like Philippe. They
shower him with gifts and praise. But business is business.
At first he was just a baby — which was all
right, and sometimes necessary, even in
pictures.
But now he is an emotional actor — a rival for
dramatic honors of the big names in any cast
which includes him.
That is different. So they give him a set of
books to read while they get busy with the
scissors.
He has been offered contracts which would
have made him rich. But Miss de Lacy has
not let him star, because she wants him to
have the abundant contacts and experiences
which can be acquired only by free lancing.
I guess it's up to me now to coordinate the
startling facts alluded to a few paragraphs
back.
It may have been rash to reveal that a baby
baptized with gun-fire somehow lived and developed the
"
greatest natural dramatic talent
ever found in a child," as Ernst Lubitsch
emphatically puts it.
Perhaps I can redeem myself by suggesting
some slight explanation. The easiest way out
is to attribute one astonishing fact to the other,
which accounts for everything. Simple, isn't
it?
Famous actors have said that the highest
type of emotional acting is often made possible
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by remote personal sorrows. Nature must
precede art.
No one can simulate suffering without an
intimate experience with grief.
Is Philippe de Lacy able to portray heartrending pathos so convincingly because he ran
the gauntlet of the most profound human
emotions before he was able to talk?
Baudouin says an artist of any kind, even
when he believes himself to be objective, is
usually expressing a subjective reality, more
or less unconscious.
Does that sad wistfulness which can put the
throats of a whole audience out of commission
date back to a battle-field in France?
And good old Freud comes to my rescue
with "the emotional experiences of childhood exercise a predominating influence on
later
development."
Philippe
has forgotten more crushing horrors
thanthe average press agent can think up. Does
that explain why he is emotionally on a plane
with the greatest actors who ever lived?
Or was he born with the divine spark and
protected by a power opposing fate, in order
that art might have his contribution?
HpAKE your choice — psychology or fatalism.
*■ Miss de Lacy insists that he isn't a genius.
But if she will read Havelock Ellis on the subject, even she will have to admit that Philippe
has plenty of symptoms.
Genius, according to Mr. Ellis, thrives most
luxuriantly in the first male child born to
parents with a considerable discrepancy in
age. He is often delicate or extremely ill in
youth, but grows robust later. And he is a
brunette!
Page Master de Lacy!
At any rate, genius or not, from that putrid
shell hole in Lorraine came a masterpiece of
beauty, the subtle delicacy of which is too fine
to be captured by the camera.

Correct Solutions of Nutty Biographies
for May
Gloria Swanson

Richard Dix

THE picture was not that of Gloria Swanson, but of Louise Fazenda. Renee Adoree
played Mclisande in "The Big Parade." It
was a World War picture, "hot Civil War, and
directed by King Vidor and not, as the
caption stated, Cecil B. De Mille.
Miss days
Swanson
waiting Jim
for trolley
cars
these
and isn't
so Uncle
and Aunt

HpHE picture was not that of Richard Dix,
*■ but of Chester Conklin. Dix played in
"The Gay Defender" and grew the Spanish
facial trimmings for the role, but it was a
story of California in the early Spanish days.
"Chicago" dealt with a Windy City murder
trial.
Richard is no Indian; Monte Blue is the

Hezekiah were taken in by an impostor. Except for the fact that Gloria looks shorter off
the screen than in pictures, she is an easy
star to recognize. She is just a half inch
over five feet tall and wears high heels to
add to her height. As her hair is brown, she
doesn't have to wear a dark wig.
She is married to the Marquis Henri de la
Falaise and was born in Chicago, 111. She
was a Sennett bathing girl, but it was Cecil
B. De Mille, not William, who gave her a
chance in dramatic roles.
Of course, Gloria has played in Elinor
Glyn's stories. Remember "Beyond the
Rocks"? And for years she played nothing
but dressed up roles. De Mille has not directed
all of Gloria's pictures; in fact it has been
several years since she appeared under his
supervision. Raoul Walsh directed "Sadie
Thompson" and played the Marine in that
picture.
And Gloria did not make "Sadie Thompson"
to please the censors. In fact, she did it in
spite of the professional reformers. And she
has been to Europe. "Madame Sans Gene"
was made abroad. The native land of her
husband is France, not Russia.

star with Indian blood. Dix's performance in
"The Vanishing American" was pure acting.
His life has been interesting but not wildly
adventurous. As a boy, he played foot-ball,
but he didn't ride in rodeos or wild west shows.
It was Rudolph Valentino who played Julio
in "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
and it wasn't a horse opera.
Richard isn't married; nor has he played
opposite Greta Garbo. John Gilbert is the
boy who likes to appear with Greta. Mr. Dix
works for Paramount-Famous-Lasky, not
United Artists and does not direct his own
pictures. And "The Gaucho" is Doug Fairbanks' latest. Emil Jannings is a star and
doesn't support other stars and he and Dix
have no intention of co-starring in comedies.
It was Jannings who played in "Variety" and
"The Last Laugh."
Richard Dix is six feet tall, all right, but
he has dark brown hair and dark brown eyes.
It is William Boyd who is the tall blond.
It was Boyd, too, who had his hair curled for
hisHis
rolereal
in "The
Boatman."
name Volga
is Ernest
Carlton Brimmer
and it has nothing to do with the Iroquois or
any other Indian tribe.

You may be only one
short week away from

The Radiant
Complexion \bu
Seek
Why thousands are turning to
this simple skin treatment.
' I 'IMID, self-conscious, uncertain of the
■*■ impression you make on others! A complexion dulled and muddied by blemishes!
Perhaps just a few scattered blackheads, a
general coarseness of texture, the surface
rough or oily! Or again, perhaps a skin you
think entirely hopeless!
Yet whatever the condition of your skin,
you may be only one short week away from
the sort of complexion you have always envied
in others. We know this sounds extreme,
yet there are thousands of women who will
testify to the amazing results which even
one week of a certain treatment has brought.

A method of daily care
Below the surface layers of the skin, natural
forces are fighting day and night to counteract the harsh conditions of daily life. Unaided, these forces fight a losing battle.
The dust and germs are not carried off as
fast as they accumulate; infection results.
To cleanse the pores, to gently restore the
pulsing of the tiny capillaries in the lower
layers of the skin, to carry off infection, and
then to stop new infection before it starts —
thousands are today using Resinol Soap.
Start today to use Resinol on your own
skin. Within a week you will begin to notice
a clearing of the ugly little blemishes.

Ointment for serious affections
Resinol Ointment has for years been successful in relieving even stubborn skin affections. Rashes and eczema — often itching,
unpleasant and embarrassing — will in many
cases vanish promptly. Thousands have
wondered at the QUICKNESS of its action.
And it is absolutely harmless.

FREE TRIAL

OFFER

Depc. 9-F, Resinol, Baltimore, Md.
Please send me, without charge, a trial size cake
of Resinol Soap, and a sample of Resinol Ointment— enough for several days' ordinary use.
Name
Street
City
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Hard Times in Hollywood
[ CONTINUED

IYou
it first
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singletrylock
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hair to see what it does.
Thus have no fear of
results.
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elements
that take
place of color pigment and give natural effect.
Auburn hair reverts to auburn — black to
black. Used by 3,000,000 women.
Send coupon for free test — or get bottle at
drug store. Few cents' worth gives perfect
restoration. Money returned if not amazed.

The day after getting the million, Mai had to
go to work on a picture in Poverty Row that he
had signed for, and in the first scene they hit
him over the head with a break-away chair.
Mai resented it. A lot of nerve they have,
knocking a millionaire around in Poverty Row.
A week later they sent Mai out on a leaky
boat to do scenes in a stormy sea. . . . These
producers can't bear to see a star get any
money even by inheritance. Morning papers
carried banner lines that the boat had sunk.
I rushed to the phone to call the Widow
McGregor. The line was busy; it seems a lot
of other boys were also thinking of the millionaire widow. When I did get her on the wire
she said Mai was rescued. In my pique I was
a bit churlish. I fear. I said that knowing Mai
as I did, I was sure he would never die from
drinking water.
BEAUTY VS. BRAINS AGAIN
Our friend Louella Parsons thinks the day of
the pretty hero has passed and the next favorite will look more like Abe Lincoln than a Latin
lover.
What's true of actors is likewise true of
authors. A writer can't get by on sheik looks
any more. You and O. 0. Mclntyre might as
well haul in your pictures. The Bull Montana
of literature is here.
APOLLO ARLEN VS. APOLLO O'BRIEN
You didn't make Dick Arlen happy by that
picture of him as the screen's Apollo. In fact,
if you happen to bump into him now, he may
act like Mars.

Dick and George O'Brien are old-time buddies, and Dick used to razz George about the
Greek god poses into which photographers inveigled Mister O'Brien. When Dick appeared
in Photoplay as Apollo, George had his day.
■TEST FREEHe ordered an enlargement made for his dressing room and invited everyone in to see his
1 MaryT. Goldman, 108-JGoldmanBldg., St. Pant, Minn. ■
friend Apollo Alien.
J' Check
color:
Black
dark
brown
medium
'
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
!
■ light auburn
blonde
I
I Name
I
| Street
I
I City
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While Dick crabs over this, his little wife,
Jobyna Ralston, heaves a sigh over her screenless fate. She spent a year on "Wings" and
hasn't any other releases since her Harold
Lloyd pictures.
"Why, I see you on the screen all the time,
Jobyna," said Harry Carr soothingly.
"Yeh?" said Jobyna with a woeful eye.
"What are you going in for, Harry — archeAPOLLO

MONTANA VS. APOLLO
DEMPSEY
Bull Montana and his old pal Jack Dempsey
ology?"
have
also had a beauty tilt.
Bull is irritable because he wasn't picked as
screen Apollo and blames his wife who dented
his beauty with a high-heeled slipper. Being
vain as a peacock, Bull has refused all party
invitations and only attends church heavily
veiled, like a harem beauty.
"Snap out of it," said his old pal, Jack
Dempsey, "and come on over to the Roosevelt
hotel. Estelle is giving a tea."
"Whoa! A tea party!" jeered Bull. "You
gotta gottamed nerve, champ, going to tea
party
a panrefrained
like you from
got! " retort.
Jackwith
kindly
LADY

BOUNTIFUL

Bull maycreature,
not thinkbuthishepaladmires
"the champ"
beautiful
him nonea
the less, and for good reason.
I know of a girl who was stricken with a
serious illness. She had no money, and so was
taken to a charity hospital. Jack and Estelle
heard of it. Though they knew her only
slightly, they had her transferred to a private
sanatorium, called the best physicians, and
not only that, they visited her personally and
cheered her into a desire to live.
Jack doesn't need to battle any more because
there are plenty of friends who will battle for
him any time he needs it.

[Print name]

I
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I
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Hair Color Restorer
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BIACKSTONE
South Michigan Avenue
and the Lake Front

CHICAGO
Rates as low as five dollars
single and six dollars double,
with bath. Unexcelled food
and world-renowned service
which has been accepted
as the standard of hotel
perfection.
The Drake Hotel Company, owners,
also opcrateThe Drake, Lake Shore
Drive and Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
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$5000

Cash

Offer

NIlM

in Photoplay Cut Puzzle Contest
Open for
to you
everyone.
not now
too
late
to .startIt's
right

See Page 60

Yes, It's Lon Chaney/
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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Famous Feet

Photoplay
NO

GREATER

CHARITY

That reminds me of the charity of some
other friends of mine, the Raymond Hattons.
Ray and Fanny Hat ton have sent a boy to
Italy to Study voice at their expense. They
heard him sing over a radio in Los Angeles.
If you have a radio you can appreciate this.
No one could do the world a better turn than
to give vocal training to radio singers.
HOMELESS

Magazine — Advertising Section

how they're kept
tree irom corns

CHILDREN

Dropped into Dudley Murphey's Sunday
night and found one of those types thatgentlemen prefer. Her name was Goldie, and I suspect she digs for it. She told me of an appalling
condition here in Hollywood. A genlmun
friend of hers called her the other night and
asked her to round up twenty girls for a party.
Goldie rounded them up, warning her genlmun
friend that he had better remove any takable
things from the rooms.
"There was a fat girl in the crowd," said
Goldie, "and right away she spots a Spanish
shawl on the piano. She takes it and drapes it
on her. I tells my friend he had better watch
out for her. She was liable to walk out wearing
the grand piano. The dame wore a little coat
with big pockets, and when nobody was supposed to be watching she'd scoop off a handful
of nuts for one pocket and a coupla pieces of
cake for another. Gee, it's fierce the number
of hungry girls there are floating around Hollywood."
Russia isn't the only place with bands of
hungry, homeless children.
TEXAS

GUINAN:

PLEASE

Those whose feet earn fortunes
treat them with zealous care, as a
singer does her throat or a
painter
hosts of
athletes
safe and

"Don't worry," said Te5;as. "They'll find
them. You'll be lucky if the pipe organ is
there when they leave."

Well, Jim, I must ring off now as I have to go
to the bedside of my pal and adopted son, Bull
Montana, whose wife beat him up.
Give my love to the beautiful May Allison.
You got a lot of nerve keeping her off the
screen. But I don't blame you. A bird in the
home is worth two on the screen.
Your old army buddy — Herb.
When

5

•

For what other way could be so safe
and sure? No guesswork. Each plaster has just the right amount of
medication. The plaster removes
shoe-pressure at once. So the pain
goes immediately, and the corn follows shortly after.
You'll be delighted with the new
refinements in the new Blue=jay. A
new creamy-white pad and a more
flexible disc. Now at all drug stores.
For calluses and bunions use Blue=jay
Bunion and Callus Plasters.

THXJieW

Bluejay

B. & B.. 1928

THE
WAY

SAFE
TO

AND

GENTLE

END

A

CORN

Mosquito Bites
Antiseptic ZEMO Liquid removes the
sting and inflammation of bites of mosquitoes and gnats. Good for rashes, hives,
poison ivy. All druggists. 35c, 60c and $1 .00.

GARDENIAS

Had tea with Dolores Del Rio. Quelle, what
an eyeful!
It was before she and her husband, Jaime,
had split. Dolores was wearing a corsage of
gardenias. Jaime admired them.
"Who sent them to you?" he asked.
"Mr. Carewe," said Dolores.
Mr. Carewe is Dolores' director. She said
that she loved nothing in the world so much as
her career; it was her whole life.
Dolores is an exquisite. I felt when I left
that I had seen a gorgeous, exotic bird of
paradise. All the same, her genius and thai of
Director Carewe don't awe me half as much
as that of their press agent, Harry Wilson.
If you want to be a genius in Hollywood,
hire Harry (Unpaid adv.).

his hands. That's why
stage stars, dancers and
endorse Blue=jay as the
gentle way to end a corn.
2

WRITE

If you see Tex Guinan, tell her to please
write.
Some years ago I wrote some stories about
Texas' dynamic personality, and soon after
she was all the rage as a night club hostess.
I reminded Tex that I was the guy who made
her. "Sure, Herb," she said. "Ever since
your stories came out the Guinans have had
egg shells in their garbage."
Few stars are' as appreciative of the guys
that made them.
Tex told me of a party she gave in the home
of Senator Clark. The Senator and his wife
lived a lonely life. Texas offered to enliven
the house with a party of her Broadway friends.
The Clark mansion contained among other
things a line old pipe organ.
"Don't you think I should have some favors
to
give the girls at the party?" asked the
Senator.

DOLORES'

GlLDA GRAY'S Dancing Teet

FOR

SKIN

and Women Everywhere! Make Big Money!
~,Zi' FREE BOOK
Explains opportunities as
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, News
or Commercial Photographer.
You can learn
at home or in our NewYork Studios. Spare or full time.

IRRITATIONS

N.Y. Institute of Photography. 10 W. 33rd St., New York. Dept. 37

SHFTroublcs

To ehow you how delight- ,

Cleared

f«l "SOCT'PAKf
Powder i
really Is. we will Rive you this e "
.ity.quisite
(rnhl-finish.d
.Jeweler's
showinj?
your favorite
photo —Vaei
unmounted pintrponK, .snapshot
■hine picture, to lie mounted in Van-[|
-so 50 cents for the powder.
ComVanity, including powder and puff, will
iled at once.
Mention shade powder.

PETTY

Laboratories, Inc., Dept. 117, Trenton, N. J.

orioles

§!

U p — of ten

in

24

How to banish them
simple, safe home treatment— 10 years' success in my
practice. Moles (also Big
Growths) dry up and drop
Off. Write for free Booklet.
DAVIS, M. D., 124-D Grove Ave., Woodbridge, N.J.
A

WM.

Don't miss a single copy of PHOTOPLAY during the
$5,000 Prize Contest.
Use the coupon on page 1 35.
you

write

tr> advertisers please

mention PHOTOPLAY
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Be rid of Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the
face or body, Barbers' Itch, Eczema, Enlarged Pores,
Oily or Shiny Skin. CLEAR-TONE since 1910 over
r.oo.noO users — simply magical in prompt results.
r»lTlT.Iust send name lor TRIAL OFFER and Free
r ntt
Booklet,"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN, "that tells
all about this quick, simple, easy way to Clear Your Skin.
E. S. GIVENS, 539 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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What Is Beauty?
[ CONTINUED

"Now that I look back, those were happy
days. There I was, one of twenty-four kiddies,
mastering hay-fever."
I took an apple out of my pocket and munching it, asked:
"Would you say they were the happiest days
of She
your gazed
life. Miss
Dressier?"
into space.
All was quiet.

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!
VOUcan banish those annoying,
*- embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir- Your friends will wonder how you did it*
St illni mi's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep- Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, theface
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring-

"Now don't say 'yes and no' again or I'll
throw this apple at you," I said coquettishly.
"Oh, let's not talk about me anymore," she
answered. "Let's talk about you. Who are
you? How are you? Why are you? When are
I did a handspring.
"No, Miss Dressier, it can't be," I answered.
"Lord knows I'd like to talk about myself, but
you are the one in whom the public is interested. Now go ahead and tell me how you
found beauty or I'll thump your head, you bad
girl. Ever have your head thumped? It's
"Well," she smiled wearily, "there isn't
no fun."
much
more I can say. After I'd conquered the
hay-fever, things came easy. At first I only got
a few small parts but soon the directors began
to notice me. I remember one director especially. He said if he ever caught me around

FROM
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his studio again he'd make an example of me.
"I was so happy I could hardly talk. At
last my big chance had come. I ran home
crying
to myself
I didn't
sleep much
that night.
The and
nextI guess
morning
I rushed
up to
the director and reminded him of his promise.
At first he was so glad to see me he couldn't
"I distinctly remember his answer.
speak.
" 'Kid,' he said, 'you probably don't know
it, but you're a riot. You're funnier than
"He ever
saidknow.'
he'd make a big star out of me.
you'll
When I asked him if it was because I was
beautiful, he looked the other way and ancourse.'
"Do swered,
you'Oh, of
think
you " could have succeeded
without beauty. Miss Dressier?" I asked with
a one-two-three.
A far-away look came into her eyes. She
seemed to be seeking — seeking — Pretty soon
she found it and blew her nose. Then she
spoke with what seemed an age-old voice.
"Yes,"
she said,
"and nfinish
— " the sentence I
But before
she could
took careful aim with the apple. Then stepping over her unconscious body, I hopped,
skipped and jumped for home.

The first jar proves its magic worthResults guaranteed, or money refunded- At all druggists, 50c and $1.

St ill mans
Freckle Cream
Removes
Freckles

Whitens
. The Skin

w

Bathroom Bedlam
CONTINUED

The Si 1 1 1 iiiLtn Co-, 32 Rosemary l.ane, Aurora. IllSend

me your

FREE skin

treatment

booklet-

Name
Address
. State

City

songs) lack in volume, they assuredly make up
in diversity.
Connie hasn't a bad voice — but the things
she manages to do with it when she is sure no
one is listening!
She goes in quite a lot for high soprano
trillings.
She gives what she considers a good demonstration ofbirds in the forest.
She is daffy about echoes.
Here's the way she works them:
SHE shouts, "AH HA!"— waits a while, then
carols a soft "ah ha."
That's her own invention, I take it.
I wish Dr. Louis Bisch (who writes elsewhere in these pages), or some other equally
well known and competent psychiatrist, would
accompany me on my next tour of bathroom
song observations.
I would like to have a few things explained.
I'd like to know, for instance, if the noise
coming from the tiled tubs is as representative
of our inner selves as dreams and the things
they are made of.
One of the first puzzles I would like unravel ed isthe riot of fun, Bebe Daniels.
Now Bebe has humor, tons of it. I've
heard her keep a whole party roaring from the
first drop of soup on the vest till the last weary

Orange Ice
on a Stick— 7 Other
Delicious Flavors
World's largest-selling
frozen confection.
Made by leading ice c
of Popsicle Corporate

im manufacturers everywhere under license
, 1841 Broadway, New York City. Patentees.

"good night, dear."
She hasa stupid
no use party.
for dullness and simply won't
tolerate
If everything else fails, Bebe will stand on
her head.
She can be as serious as the next one, when
ne essary.
But on a party and often on the lot, she
simply will have her fun.
When the maid showed me in, Bebe was
still in the shower. She had had a long hard
ing.
day and was making a good job of her splashI edged toward the bathroom — senses alert
— waiting — waiting —
Then it started.
First came a low moan — softly — then louder
Every advertisement in niOTOPLAY
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— still louder — louder yet! The noise rose in
pitch like a factory whistle.
Wheeeeee !
After it had reached ear-splitting proportions, itslowly began to die down. Softer and
away.
softer it sounded until it floated completely
Then came a sigh and a wild burst of song.
It
was "Chloe," or at least it sounded like
"Chloe."
Bebe only knew about every word in ten but
that didn't slow her up. When she got stuck
for words she simply made 'em up or said,
"Ho-do-dee-oh!"
The effect was uncanny. It was worse than
that.
After "Chloe" (if I remember rightly) came
a dramatic rendition of "Woodman, Save That
Such gusto!
She was slightly mixed on the words — kept
saying "Fireman Do That Thing!" and
" Shoot If You Must This Old Grey Bonnet."
Then Bebe sang a song that must be one of
herTree!"
very own. I certainly have never heard
it before.
It finished with this niftie:
"Roses are red — violets are blue
I'd hate to be cuckoo like yoooooo."
What can you do with a gal like that?
SHE
stop with
I went
into didn't
the drawing
roomthat
to either.
wait, sheAswas
just
starting on a recitation of "She was only a
I hurried away.
tent-maker's
daughter."
Later, she came bouncing into the room —
brushed and gleaming. When she saw me, she
stopped short with an, "Oh! — you — how long
have
here?"
"Oh,youforbeen
about
six songs and four recitations.
When
are
you
She gasped. going on the stage, Bebe?"
"Do you mean to say you heard my whole
"Well — I heard
most of it up to the tentperformance
just now?"

is guaranteed.maker

opus."
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"Then you missed the best act on the bill.
Please let me recite the cruel tragedy of Omar,
the tent-maker, and of the strange fate of his
fair daughter. Old Goldie."
"Let's have it," I answered, bracing myself.
She struck a dramatic pose and started
orating.
"First," she said, "I want to tell you that
this will be rather silly." She laughed. "But
I made it all up myself and you'd better like it."
"Oh, I'll love it," I answered.
"Shoot."
She took her pose once more, and assuming
a deep mysterious voice, started on Omar.
"Omar was feeling sad that night. (Gesture
of sadness.) He sat before his tent bowed
down in grief.
" 'Here I am 70 years old,' he said, 'and
never — nevah — nevahh! have I been able to
spit over my chin.'

£
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" 'Yes,' snickered Omar. 'It was nearly
a year ago. That was the last order I ever got.'
" 'Remember how you told the guard,
Shinola, not to leave my side while you were
" 'Yes — good old Shinola — I wonder where
do I.' said Goldie wistfully.
he "is 'So
now.'
" 'You mean — '
gone?'
" Goldie's eyes hardened.
" 'I mean,' and now she was crying, 'I mean
that on that night, Shinola stole all my
" ' Stole your marbles!'
marbles.'
" 'Yes, the dirty old sneak. He said he'd
kiss me if I let him have my marbles for a
couple of days and as soon as I let him have
them he caught the first camel for Little Bend,
" 'That's the dirtiest trick I ever heard,'
grinned Omar.
'Now weBut
can'tGoldie,
have the
royal
marble
tournament.
darling,
what
Ark.'was the secret you were going to tell

''T_TE made a low gurgling sound like this
-^-•-(gurgle) as his head fell between his knees
in utter despondency.
" 'It's too much — too much,' he said, his
voice broken with grief."
Bebe paused and wiped her eyes.
"Just then Old Goldie rode up on a natty old
rose Camel ( body by Chesterfield). She gave a
running jump and landed on her poor old
father's head.
" 'How does that strike you?' she lisped,
giving the old gent a friendly kick in his
oriental pants.
" He raised his head.
" 'Oh, it's you, Goldie,' he hiccoughed. 'I
thought for a minute it was a troop of cavalry.'
" 'Yes, paw — it's me,' said Goldie, 'and I
have a dear secret for you (you old buzzard).'
" 'Goldie, my daughter — tell your old
father. What is it? Have you some new
skates?'
" 'No.'

won't mix."
"That's swell," I answered, "but what will
become of Omar?"
"Oh, I'll have him go to the big city and
write testimonials for cigarettes. Later on I'll
have him get a sty in his eye and get caught
between four elevators.

" 'New bicycle?'
" 'No.'
" 'Then I give up,' said Omar. 'Tell me
your secret, you sorry looking bag, and make
my poor heart happy.'
" Goldie hung her head.
" 'Father,' she belched, 'remember that
night you got the rush order for six new tents —
the ones with the yellow stripes?'

"Really, though, I can't say what will happen to them till I get in the shower again.
"I do my best composing there."
"Be sure and keep me posted, Bebe. I
wouldn't miss the ending for anything."
"All right," she laughed. "Come around
tomorrow afternoon and I'll have this fable
ready for publication."
And that's a date I'm not going to miss.

" Goldie looked sad-eyed across the desert.
" 'Secret?' she whimpered. 'Oh, I've forgotten what it was but I wouldn't tell you
Ime?'
lookedyouat old
my zanie.'
watch. "
anyway,

uxuriant

Hair

. . . how to keep it in
spite of Tight Hats
for several
my
YOUhat may
say "I'veyears,
worn and
a tight
hair is still thick" — but the fact
is that close-fitting hats do cut off
circulation and keep the scalp unnaturally warm and close. Sooner or
later the harm will be done, unless
you do something about it now.

"TS there much more of this, Bebe?"
-*- "No — that's as far as I got with it," she
answered. "I'm stuck for an ending but I
think driver
I'll have
run blood
away and
withreda
camel
and Old
showGoldie
how blue

HERE are the two things your
scalp needs if you wear a
tight hat ....

i. Keep the scalp clean! Shampoo regularly
with WildrootTaroleum Shampoo. Made
from pure crude and pine tar oils, it
cleanses deep down to the hair roots yet
does not leave the hair harsh or dry.
l. Massage and brush the hair vigorously
every day. Once or twice a week saturate
the scalp with Wildroot Hair Tonic. This
reliable tonic stops dandruff, invigorates
the hair roots and leaves the scalp antiseptically clean. The most widely used
hair tonic in the world.

Chicago, 111.
One more encomium of the movies
from the standpoint of a spinster.
The unmarried woman used to be a
problem

affecting people's consciences like religion: somebody had
to have her for the holidays. And
the poor victim sallied forth armed
with a substantial gift, and a studied
appreciative smile, and, usually, at
the end of the day she was exhausted
from the strain of the effort to be
continually pleasant.
But, nowadays, single women look
forward to those festivals and arrange
to celebrate alone or in parties, by
dining conveniently and taking in a
gala performance. And how much
more enjoyable and less expensive
it is!
When you

In the enveloping, soothing, musicladen dimness ol the theater, the bars
are let down; they are young again;
have made no mistakes; have met
with no disillusionments. They
laugh and cry; are foolish and wise
in turn, and become thoroughly
relaxed.
The married folks are lucky if they
can get the spinsters to run in for a
few minutes to break the monotony
for them.

ments too soon.
treatthesein these
startInvest
YOU can't
two bottles today. Wildroot hair
preparations may be obtained at
drug stores, barber shops and hair
dressers' everywhere.

WILDROOT
HAIR
TONIC

For, bubbling with life and enthusiasm, full of sympathy and understanding, right up-to-the-minute in
everything — thanks to the movies —
single women are good company
today instead of being something to
be endured.
A. T. C.
write to advertisers

please
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Soothes and refreshes

Motorists*
Eyes
Eyes strained by hours at the wheel
and irritated by exposure to sun,
wind and dust are instantly relieved by
Murine. It soothes away the tired, burning feeling; clears up the bloodshot
condition. Carry it with you on motor
trips to refresh and protect your eyes.
Also keep a bottle of Murine in your
locker at the country club for use after
golf, tennis, swimming and other
sports. A month's supply of this beneficial lotion costs but 60c. Try it!

3

Cecil B. De Mille elevates the movies. Here are three flights of stairs,
built for "The Godless Girl," with action taking place
every
step. Mr. De Mille and the camera staff catch the sceneonfrom
a
carriage which moves up and down like an elevator, and around on
a track on a street car, thus catching every angle of the action

Write Murine Co., T>ept. 27, Chicago, for
FREE books on Eve Beauty and Eye Care

L
M
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One Drop
Stops most painful corn
in 3 seconds
tJERE is a new and totally different way
-1 -1 to treat a corn or a callus. One drop
stops all pain. You wear tight shoes,
walk
dance, in comfort, instantly and at once. Acts
like a local anaesthetic; really amazing-.
Then soon the corn shrivels and loosens.
You peel it off with your fingers, like dead
skin. No more dangerous paring.
Works alike on any corn or callus, no
matter where it is, how old or how painful
Ask
your druggist for "Gets-It." You will
be delighted.

GETS

CONTINUED
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I know for a fact that Lon Chaney possesses
decided sex appeal for certain women.
But I am sure this popular favorite would
not think of classing himself as an Adonis.
After seeing Chaney in "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" I overheard a young woman say
to her companion as they were leaving the
theater:
"That man with his ugly characterizations
positively fascinates me."
Nor was I surprised to hear the girl express
herself so frankly.
For horror can be fascinating.
Horror may carry with it a tremendous
amount of sex appeal.
Have you ever observed how often beautiful
women marry homely or ugly men?

4

u

What Is Sex Appeal?

I■ V"I

World
st 'sWay
Faste

"CVERY woman is fundamentally a mother
-L-'and, because of this conscious or unconscious instinct, she loves to mother a man.
Mother-like also, she is especially drawn to the
imperfect, just as she tends to favor a crippled
or feeble-minded child over its normal sisters
and brothers.
The ugly, the deformed, the helpless— all
those more or less handicapped in the race of
life elicit feminine pity.
And the mother quality, pity and the sex
urge all go hand in hand.
At the present time the four most popular
picture stars are Greta Garbo, Clara Bow, John
Gilbert and Emil Jannings.
Each of these is different from the other yet
each, except the last-named, let us say, possesses strong sex appeal.
Garbo is quiet, deep, reserved. Miss Bow
is active, mischievous, rather sophisticated.
Gilbert is the ideal lover. Jannings is anything but. If you will recall his "Way of All
Every advertisement

in niOTOrLAT

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Flesh" you will promptly agree with me on
that.
No, sex appeal is neither this nor that.
It is a composite, a blending together of
traits
average.that are striking and different from the
A woman may be pretty, but if her prettiness
is not beauty, and unusual beauty to boot, she
will not possess special sex appeal.
The same applies to a man. Mere average
handsomeness of features and physique is not
enough.
A distinguished amount of the unusual must
be present.
This quality of the non-average, as inherently
characteristic of all kinds of sex appeal, explains
why even deformity may possess that quality.
It also explains why the dynamic Gloria
SwansonBanky.
has it as well as the placid and passive
Yilma

"pACH show
is a different
of personality
•'—'both
that type type
in unusual
ways. but
Just how does sex appeal reveal itself?
How does it manage to get across to another
personality?
For sex appeal, to be worthy of the name,
must be able to broadcast itself from the personality ofits possessor like radium waves from
pitchblende.
One has it or one has it not.
It is not artificial or manufactured.
It is natural and spontaneous.
Personality can be developed by fostering
habits of thought and conduct that make you
acceptable and liked by other people and
society at large.
But sex appeal, although a distinct part of
the personality, is different.
Should a person deliberately set out to
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possess sex appeal he or she would probably
accomplish little besides vulgarity.
Sex appeal reveals itself through an individual's appearance, bearing, conduct, deportment and address.
And all of these must please us as individuals so that we are made to feel that we want to
know the person and know him or her intimately.
Sex appeal carries with it the desire for
personal contact.
First it arrests your attention, then it
charms you. Sex appeal can be so strong that
it almost hypnotizes.
Sex appeal does not necessarily arouse the
sex instinct although that is a concomitant
urge that quickly springs into being.
OFTEN, though, when the person with the
sex appeal is unattainable socially or otherwise, then the love urge is sublimated and the
beloved object becomes highly idealized.
Whenever you meet a man or woman with
pronounced sex appeal, you want either to
influence them personally in some way or you
want to have them influence you.
A man or woman may awaken sex interest
in one member of the opposite sex and not in
another.
This is particularly true of cases of sex appeal
based on peculiarities or eccentricities.
The screen stars with sex appeal possess
traits that awaken a more or less universal
response.
They seem to possess in pronounced fashion
the sex attributes that have grown to be considered superior.
Much needs yet to be done in psychology to
prove scientifically, beyond a question of
doubt, exactly by what means all varieties of
personality appeal, including sex, manage to
travel from the emotions in one body to the
emotions of another.
Do we give off some sort of electricity that
travels across?
Is it something like ectoplasm?
Or are we affected because from childhood up
various ideas and concepts are built into our
minds as desirable and beautiful and the
person with the sex appeal happens to possess
them?
This last is about as near the truth as we can
get now.
Certainly our background, early training,
and our imagination play an important role in
this connection.
A LTHOUGH directors are hunting for sex
-**-appeal everywhere nowadays, it must be
noted that some of the best films ever produced, and several popular stars as well, are
devoid of this quality.
In 1920, the readers of Photoplay selected
"Humoresque," a story of mother devotion to
her son, as the best film of the year. In 1921
it
was "Tol'able David," youth struggling for
success.
"Robin Hood," a fantasy of the Middle
Ages, took the prize in 1922. "The Covered
Wagon," depicting the heroism of the American
pioneers, won in 1923. In 1924 "Abraham
Lincoln" took the honors.
In 1925 "The Big Parade," and in 1926
"Beau Geste," both war themes and loyal
devotion of buddies, one for the other, were
considered the best.
There is no sex appeal about Charlie Chaplin
and that characterization can scarcely be applied to Mary Pickford.
Still, public taste seems to demand more of
the sex appeal stuff than it used to.
Shall we say we have become more callous
and sophisticated — that we require a stronger
kick in our emotional fare than formerly?
Personally, I believe the increased demand
for characters and scenes where sex is stressed is
but a passing phase, a fashion to be placed alongside short skirts and petting parties.
Perhaps when the pendulum begins to turn
back again it will swing all the way to MidYictoriah standards.
Who knows?
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Narola soap not only rids you of freckles, but it
reveals the fairness and beauty of your skin, bringing
you the charm and beauty of a clear, soft, unfreckled
skin — an attractiveness rightfully yours.
Aside from freckles and other skin spots, Narola is
matchless for the complexion of young or old. Special
price to readers of Photoplay, three full-size 50-cent
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hose 20 lbs, as I Did
Why should not men
as well as women keep
their figures, their health,
their vitality? Excess
fat blights both alike.
And normal conditions
are as easy for one sex as
the other.
About thirty years
ago science discovered a
great cause for excess
fat. It lies in a gland
deficiency which science
can supply. Physicians
the world over now treat
obesity in this modern
way.
That method is embodied in Marmola prescription tablets. People have used them for
20 years — millions of boxes of them. Note the
results in every circle. Ask your friends about
them. Slender figures are many times as common as they were.
Abnormal exercise or diet is neither required nor advised, but moderation
helps.
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take four Marmola tablets
daily until weight comes
down to normal.
A pamphlet in every
package gives the formula
complete.
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results. This is done to
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harm.
Considerthat Marmola
has, for 20 years, been
winning what you want.
In an easy, pleasant way.
Don't you think it time
to learn how much this
scientific method means to you and yours?
The cost is a trifle. You would gladly
give many times as much for what a normal figure means. Then learn how easily
people get it.
Marmola prescription tablets are sold by
all druggists at $1 per box. Any druggist
who is out wilt order from his jobber.
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then leaped
up and smacked four of Bull's
friends
in a row.
"Wha-the-ell, ain't you got no manners?"
screamed Bull. He wasn't so much offended
by her breach of etiquette, for Bull is an informal sort despite his position, but Pansy
smacked four of Bull's pals who happen already
to be punch-goofy. Without heeding the remonstrance, the bride tossed off another toast to
herself and turned around and smacked the
groom on the jaw with a smack that was
anything but bridal.
"I was go goofy, I was a crazy," says Bull.
"Dis dame he make me wild. I grab his neck
and put him in car. He grab off his slipper and
smack his heel in my face. Gee's, I no can
stop the crazy fool.
"I was a driving my car one hand and hold
him's neck in other.
"I get him home. I was go in house. Right
away he jump up and smack. I say I no want
to fight. If I want fight I go over to Coliseum
and make two, three hundred buck fighting.
"I give him a push. Right away he was get
black eye. Squawk! Yell! He run to tele-
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V\ THEN Bull's friends learned of his marW riage they gave a party for him and the
bride.
It was at this party that Bull was swiftly and
completely disillusioned about his bride: She
couldn't hold her ticker.
Pansy took a few harmless nips of grape,
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so upset
Bull and the bucket that they
costThis
eighty
dollars!"
fell off the table and knocked over an antique
statue of a large-breasted lady (possibly
Fanny's grandmother) .

10— Rates 40 cts. per word
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antiques. He knew they were genuine antiques
because he bought them from Fanny Ward who
had had them since she was a girl.
The wood-paneled ceilings looked a little
dirty to Bull so he got on top of the dining
table with a pail of water and started to scrub
them.
"For the love of Mike!" yelled the builder.
"You're scrubbing off the antique finish that
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phone, yell,
'Help, IPolice!'
" 'Get
police,'
say. 'What I care.' All
time he squawk, 'Help, police.' I say, 'For
Gossakes,
shut-oop!'
"The cops
come. Cops say, 'Wha's mat,
Bull, you call us?' I say, 'Sure, sure, sure.
Take dis crazy fool and lock him up, he goofy.'
-'-'and
So
cops gulped.
take him to jail''. . . .
"D ULL paused, speared a fly out of his tonic
"The cops take him to can. Well, I was a
happy again. Next day I was sing, play radio,
eat salami, drink vino — nice! happy!
"Bell ring. I go to door. It was bonds' man.
'Hello, Bull,' he say. T put up bond and get
" 'Oh,
oh,'of Ican.'
say. 'Take him back. I no
your
wife out
The bondsman replied that he was sorry but
that he thought he was doing Bull a good turn.
The
be home shortly.
"
him.' would
want bride
Bull was distracted. He ran around in
circles yelling to all the saints to protect him.
He knew that in a few hours he might be
smacked into eternity.
Bull is not a coward, but there are times in
every man's life when the pressure is too great
for the human spirit. . . .
Bull beat it.
Out of the house he flew and into his swell
touring car.
"Wha's mat. Bull?" yelled the wop gardener,
who was trimming the grape vines.
"The dame, he come back!" shrieked Bull
hysterically.
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" Madonna! Me go too," yelled the gardener,
thrusting the pruning shears into his pocket.
"Maybe he smack me, too. I go."
The gardener leaped in beside the master,
and the car bounded over the asphalt like a
frightened jack-rabbit.
Nor was there time to lose, for five minutes
later the bridal cyclone, weighing 99 pounds,
swept up to the door — though Bull, of course,
did not know this.
BULL'S car had been stolen the week previous, and Bull was thinking how lucky he
was to get it back the night before, when suddenly a cop at an intersection drew a gun and
ordered him to stop. The cop was comparing
the number of the car with a number he had in
his note-book.
Bull was wearing a cap over one eye, his
beard was long, and his notorious beauty had
not been made any more angelic by the slipper
massage of the wife.
The cop took one look at him and said,
"Hands up!"
" Wha' for?" peeped Bull. "This my car."
"Shut-up," said the cop, sticking a gat in
Bull's tummy.
"All right," says Bull
"Take that knife off your hip," said the cop
to Bull's gardener.
The wobbling wop pulled out his garden
shears as though they were hot and held them
aloft.
"Get in," said the cop, "and drive to the
station."
At the word "station," Bull burst into tears.
"Goddam, Herb," he said, telling me the
story, "I think maybe they was go lock me up
with my dame in hoosgow. Gee's! Smack!
Finish for Bool locked up with crazy dame!"
Bull drove to the station with a gat in his
back.
"I no give dam if cop shoot," said Bull. "I
no want to get locked up with goofy dame."
At the station Bull was permitted to tell his
story to the judge. Sure, sure, sure, the car had
been stolen but the cops had returned it to him
the night before.
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He was the owner, not the thief. He was
Mister Bool Montana!
"Don't you recognize this man?" the judge
asked the cop sternly. "This is Mister Bull
Montana.
He's a celebrity around here."
Somebody had to get the cop a glass of water
quick; he all but swooned. And big-hearted
Bull taking pity on his condition offered to
drive him back to his beat.
"But how did you get back into your house
with Pansy there?" I asked.
Bull winked and poured me something
which in Italian is called grapa but in English
nitroglycerine.
Then he quickly seized a spade and buried
the bottle under a banana tree.
Servants are not to be trusted with tonic
around.
"I fetch same cop to house with me," said
Bull. " Dame, he scared when he see cop. I
say, 'Get out! I tired dis beefing round, all
time squawk, squawk.' Dame want money,
just like alimony, but I got contract in safety
The only thing that worried Bull was a
tender letter he wrote in his pre-nuptial
deposit."
days, but I assured him that no one could
read it.
I received a letter from Bull when I
was in Rome, and it defied all hieroglyph
experts.
A H, reckless carefree youth! How little do
•**-you wreak of the snares in your path!
This companionate marriage notion, for instance. Companionate, indeed!
You may laugh and shake your golden heads
at Bull Montana as you plunge into such
unions, but think of the consequences to him !
His beauty marred, perhaps irreparably —
the beauty which is his very livelihood in pictures!
His fighting strength impugned by a mere
slip of a dame — the fighting strength that won
him two, three hundred bucks in the ring!
Think! . . . if you can. A career in ashes in
the heyday of bloom and vigor!
That, for companionate marriage!

Movies We Want to See
ONE
where the struggling painter, dying of hunger, doesn't sell a picture and
reach fame just in the nick of time.

'OES superfluous hair deny
you that freedom for which so
many crave? Are you longing
for that self-contentment, —
that somethingness to be had
when this ugly blemish has
lost its power?
You can destroy every vestige
of masculinity — every tiny unwanted hair. Let me tell you.
Years ago, I met and conquered
this same problem, and today I
am the best proof of what can
be done to banish superfluous
hair. My skin is hair-free and
more beautiful than in my 'teens.
Ugly hair can quickly be eliminated ..effectively. . and pleasantly,
by a one minute application of

iaf

One where the town no-good, who has gone to the big city to succeed, ends up as a
hot-dog stand guardian'at $10 a week.
One where the little girl who has to choose between a fur coat and honor, decides on
four coats and an apartment and gets along beautifully.

ITS OFF
because

One where the cute little brother who sticks pins in his sister's boy friends, has
his pants taken down and is given a whaling.
One where the cowboy can't roll a cigarette with one hand and so pulls out a pack of
Camels.
One where the little country girl who is trying for a place in the chorus is told
that she can't dance, can't sing; that in fact she's — terrible.
One where the handsome fullback who is about to win the day for old Poxham,
suddenly loses his mind and starts biting the turf.

ITS OUT

More rapid; fragrant; delightfully easy to use. At $5.00 a
package it is very economical
because of its complete effectiveness. ZIP destroys the growth.
Unexcelled for face, limbs, body,
underarms, and back of neck.
Sold in package form the world over.
Treatment
or Free Demonstration
at

One where the young writer who has sold his first story, goes out and gets drunk
instead of calling his little white-haired Mother on long distance.
One where the same young writer never sells another story and has to take an

~-

' Specialist

.562
(Ent. FIFTH
on 46th AVE.
St.)

NEW

YORK

errand boy's job in his father's brace and bit factory.
One where the brilliant surgeon who is wasting his life with drink, operates on the
wrong part of his dying daughter and so fails to come back.
One where just before the greatest racing classic of the Old South, the jockey who
is riding for a woman's love, doesn't put his face to the horse's head and with eyes
closed, mumble, "Run today, baby, if you never run again."
One where the negro piano player in the cabaret doesn't jump into the piano when
the place is raided.
When
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Over Their Heads
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FROM

his Lanning
sentence. didn't wait for Jerry to conclude
"Did you ever hear of Ferdinand Boreo? I
thought not. Well, he's the new dictator of
Laconia. I don't know where the devil Laconia
is, but never mind that. This guy Boreo has put
over a successful coup d'etat, and runs the
Laconian government. He wants recognition

T

from the United States and" that's the reason
he is sending over his ambassador, Anton
Koph. Koph arrives on the Dcdric at twelve
o'clock. It's now eleven-thirty-five. Koph is
going direct
from the
dock to
Hall imat
Third
and Rand
Streets.
TheBrauer's
Laconian
migrants live in that neighborhood. While he
will be given a big reception over there, there
are also a lot of Laconians who are anti-revo-

ometoo*
Syes should be j

lutionists and against his party. So we're
hoping there will be a riot, see — something big.

Charming

Anyway,
you set up your camera ..."
weakly.
"I have no camera," interrupted Jerry-

I T'S the impression of you he takes with him /
JL when he leaves in the morning, which either hurries him home at the end of day — or sends him "to
the club" for the evening.
Eyes made intolovely shadowy poolsof mystery, by
a subtle fringe of long, dark, curling lashes, give just
the right impression. They fascinate and invite.
Lashes are instantly made to appear naturally dark,
long and luxuriant , and eyesare made to appear larger
and more brilliant — by an easily applied touch of
Maybellme. Millionsof women know the magic of
this delightful, harmless preparation. Do you?
Solid or Waterproof Vquii MayMIine, Black
or Brown, 75c at All Toilet Goods Counters.
MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO

-.Eyelash ^ieanMc.

FRECKLES

"' I 'AKE one of ours.
Set up in front of
*• Brauer's Hall. Get a long shot of Koph, a
close-up and a view of the crowd. If this bird's
like the rest of these European celebrities, he'll
let you get right up close, stroke his whiskers
and whatnot. Now, do you get it? Or do I
have to repeat it all over again?"
"I understand," exclaimed Jerry. "I'll
get some shots that'll knock your eye out. "
"Humph!
Probably you will!" growled
Lanning
sarcastically.
At half past twelve, Jerry balanced his
camera awkwardly on his shoulder and elbowed
his way through the crowd of foreigners in
front of Brauer's Hall. They made way for
him, which gave him a thrill of importance,
but he found two other camera men were
ahead of him. Their cameras were all set up
and ready on the steps of the hall and they
were watching the crowd with bored expres-
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sions. Jerry took up a position directly beneath them.
"You can't stand there in our way," they
both snapped. "Get over on the side-line,
Jerry started to obey, then recalled one of the
Madison School's admonitions: "To make a
success, have guts." Immediately he stopped
his flight and tried to spread the camera tripod.
He soon found that setting up a camera on
narrow steps was very different from setting it
up Apex."
on the floor of a room. The top-heavy
mechanism careened forward and it was only
with a powerful effort that he saved it from
smashing to the pavement. His awkwardness
was greeted with howls of laughter from his
two rivals.
"Tie it around your neck," they cried.
The mob of foreigners pressing closer did not
lessen Jerry's nervousness. At last, however,
he managed to lengthen the front leg of the
tripod and bring it to rest on a lower step, but
he found he had not lengthened it sufficiently
and the camera leaned forward, affording
nothing but an excellent shot of the sidewalk.
SUDDENLY the throng surged forward.
Around the corner came an automobile filled
with police and in its wake was an open car in
which sat a heavily bewhiskered individual
with a yellow ribbon across his chest.
The mob started yelling, a mixture of cheers
and boos.
Jerry manipulated the tripod legs feverishly.
His two rivals were already grinding away.
Jerry shortened the rear legs and the camera
tipped back. Desperately he clutched it and
pushed it forward again. He had no time to
focus. He could only grind, praying that all
was well. The lens seemed to be pointing
directly at the ambassador, who was stepping
from
the machine and walking forward, bowing
and smiling.

. . T^move
,
this ugly mas K^
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling- ashamed of your freckles, as
Othine — -double strength — is guaranteed
to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from
any drug or department store and apply
a little of it night and morning and you
should soon see that even the worst
freckles have begun to disappear, while
the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce is
needed to completely clear the skin and
gain a beautiful
complexion.
Be sure to ask for double strength
Othine, as this is sold under guarantee
of money back if it fails to remove your
freckles.

OTHINE
DOUBLE

STRENGTH

Dorothy Mackaill has heard of movie stars being accused of "putting on the dog." She has also been told that they lead a dog's life.
So here is a picture of a star taking all those criticisms too literally
Every advertisement
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The news reel man on the step above Jerry
called out, "Just a minute, Your Honor.
Hold it."
The Ambassador stopped and removed his
hat, started to smile and then suddenly the
smile twisted with pain and he crumpled to the
sidewalk. To his horror Jerry saw a stream of
blood issuing forth from the man's body and
tracing a crimson course across the pavement.
There was a roar of voices as the police
battered the crowd back from the fallen man.
Jerry kept on grinding desperately until the
churning crowd swept against him and crashed
his camera to the pavement. Picking it up,
Jerry used it as a ramrod to fight bis way
through the mob.
V\ THEN he reached a quiet spot he found
*» that the lens was smashed but the precious film safe. He must rush to the Apex
studios so that his company would have this
thrilling event flashed upon the screen first.
While a frantic taxi-man was trying to make
good on the five-dollar tip promised him,
Jerry reviewed the events surrounding the
assassination. There had been no sound of a
revolver shot. Had Koph been knifed in the
back?
Had the police captured the assassin?
Too bad he hadn't been able to keep on
grinding. He might have caught a good closeup. At any rate, what he had caught would be
an exciting picture and should win him a permanent job with Apex. How thrilled Martha
would be over his making good so quickly.
When Lanning saw Jerry enter the office he
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"Jim's developing the film and will make a
positive print," he said. "The moment it's
ready we'll look at it. Now tell me what

Then suddenly he leaned forward and scrutinized the film sharply. From one of the
windows gazed a man with something in his
hand. Jerry strained his eyes. Could it be a
revolver? Yes, and he was aiming down, a
sardonic smile lighting his face. Then he
darted back into the room, out of camera
range.
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is! It's WATERproof and really just
doesn't come OFF no matter WHAT one
does! I was just the hit of the PARty last

a red lettered sign, " Dark Room. " Jerry sank
into a chair, his heart pounding with excitement. Lanning reappeared.

" VT>U fool!" he shouted.
"You half-baked
-*- idiot! All you got was the side of a building! Now, get out. Get out before I commit
murder." He hurled the roll of celluloid
straight at Jerry's head.
Utterly dismayed, Jerry stopped just long
enough to shove the film in his pocket. Then
he made his way toward the door. From outside, he could hear Lanning swearing incoherently.
Arriving home, Jerry was absolutely disheartened. He was a dumbbell, after all. He
had failed again. He never could tell Martha.
He would have to keep what had happened a
deep secret, locked within his own breast.
As he reached into his pocket foi a cigarette,
his hand touched the roll of film. He took it
out, holding it up in the path of the sunlight.
Lanning was right. All he had got was the
front
Hall. of a rooming house across from Brauer's

one doesl

stays on

"My DEAR, you simply can't imAGINE
what a FIND this new KISSproof LIPstick

"The ambassador was assassinated right in
front of my camera," Jerry cried.
Wordlessly, Lanning grabbed the camera,
and dashed through a doorway over which was

Lanning a roll of film, muttering, "There she
is. Don't know what it's all about, but maybe
do."
you
Lanning unrolled the film with quick, deft
fingers, glanced hastily along a few feet, then
turned on Jerry with a look of black rage.

LIPSTICK

Please Accept Special Offer to Test

came
bustling out. ' ' How did you get along? ' '
he demanded.

happened."
Jerry gave him a detailed account. "I
couldn't help but get it right," he boasted.
"I was right on top of him. "
"What a break!" cried Lanning and he began telephoning theaters relative to their
showing the film that evening.
A youth came out of the dark room, handed
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He brushed his hand across his forehead.
Lanning, in looking over the footage, had taken
no notice of the man in the window. All he
had seen was that Jerry had missed photographing the ambassador. But by a fluke
Jerry had photographed the assassin firing the
shot which had killed Koph, firing with a
Maxim silencer on the murder weapon.
With a magnifying glass Jerry scrutinized
the lilm once more. The assassin's features
were plainly discernible, a cadaverous face,
sharp eyes, a drooping mouth, undoubtedly a
foreigner and very likely a Laconian.
Jerry paced the room. Should he go back to
Lanning with the film or should he turn it
over to the police? He would get a lot of
publicity out of the latter procedure. Maybe
it would lead to something worth while. He
couldn't think in the house. He went outdoors.
A newsboy came by, shouting an extra.
Jerry's eyes fell on the flaming headlines:
"laconian ambassador assassinated. President Cables Dictator Boreo. Government
Authorizes Reward of Twenty Thousand
Dollars for Capture of Assassin."
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TERRY gasped. Twenty thousand dollars
J reward and the only clue to the crime in his
pocket! He started to run toward the subway. He was going to Rand Street, to ferret
out the man with the drooping mouth and to
claim the reward!
At Rand Street there was a dramatic tenseness in the air. Newsboys were selling extras,
numerous policemen were walking about.
They all eyed Jerry suspiciously as he passed.
Suppose they stopped and searched him,
finding the film? He hurried on, trying to
appear businesslike as he walked backward and
forward before the roominghouse he had
photographed. He studied the face of every
person who passed him, but no one resembled
the man in the film. Hours passed. His
watch showed nine o'clock and he was ready
to drop with fatigue.
Down the street was a small moving picture
theater where a man was placing a frame at
the side of the lobby. Jerry sauntered over and
read the announcement. "SPECIAL ATTRACTION! THE NATIONAL WEEKLY
PRESENTS A PICTURE OF THE ASSASSINATION OF AMBASSADOR KOPH! THIS
AMAZING FILM SHOWS THE AMBASSADOR AS HE FELL TO THE PAVEMENT
MORTALLY WOUNDED! DON'T MISS
THIS TREMENDOUS SENSATION."
Jerry smiled wryly. The other camera
men had done the trick while he — heaven
knows what he had done. He glanced up as a
man came over beside him and read the
announcement. With difficulty Jerry suppressed an exclamation of astonishment. It was
the man with the drooping mouth! Jerry
pretended to study the poster while he sized up
the man. Tall and thin, he was dressed in a
black overcoat and black slouch hat, wearing
dark-rimmed eyeglasses, which lessened his
resemblance to the man in the film. But
there could be no doubt about that mouth
and that pale, cadaverous face.
TERRY felt himself trembling. What should
J he do? Grab the fellow and yell for the
police? If he made a mistake, the newspapers
would certainly make him out an utter fool.
Moreover, he was unarmed and the murderer
surely must be carrying a weapon.
Jerry stared dumfounded as the man
purchased a ticket and entered the theater.
The fellow was going in to witness the death of
his victim! An idea came to Jerry at such
cold-bloodedness.
He ran to the box office.
"Where's the manager?" he demanded of
the girl inside.
"Upstairs, to your right. Ticket?"
Jerry threw down a half dollar, grabbed a
ticket and rushed into the theater. He walked
through
the door marked "Manager's office"
without knocking.
"What's the big idea?" demanded the man
behind the desk.
Jerry jerked the roll of film from his pocket.

Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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"Please
cried. your operator run this off at
once! "he have
"What for?" demanded the manager.
"I'll explain later. Please don't waste time."
The manager glared. "Explain now, if you
expect me to show your stuff. We've got a full
Jerry had to explain. He did. Before he had
half finished the manager grabbed the film
from his hands and began issuing orders.
"Run for" a cop. I'll run this right after
program.
show the ambassador falling to the pavementwe
.
If the man's the one who did it, it ought to
knock him out of his seat. "

A FEW moments before Jerry had passed
Vlozens of police in the street but now he
couldn't see a single one. He ran back to the
theater, taking up a position in the back where
he could watch the film and at the same time
see anyone who left the theater. If the
murderer tried to slip out, Jerry planned to
grab
and way.
hang on until help came. There
was nohimother
On the screen flashed a picture of the crowd,
the arrival of the ambassador, his advance
to the hall, his death. The film ended abruptly.
The screen showed white for a moment. Then
scrawly handwriting flashed on the screen:
"And This Picture Shows the Actual Murderer
Firing
Fatala murmur
Shot. " of astonishment from
Therethewas
the spectators. Jerry leaned forward, trying
to discover where the man with the drooping
mouth was seated, but the theater was too
dark. His attention went back to the silver
sheet. There was the picture he had taken on
the steps of Brauer's Hall.
In spite of the tenseness of the situation,
he felt
a thrill of pride at the clearness of
the
photography.
This feeling vanished immediately, however,
when he found himself watching in fascination
the assassin coming to the window and aiming
the revolver.
Then followed that leering smile and rapid
disappearance.
Jerry braced himself. A dark form was
coming up the aisle ... it was he! The murderer was holding a handkerchief before his face,
pretending to wipe his glasses.
Jerry grabbed him by the shoulder. " You're
under arrest, " he shouted.

Y\7TTH the strength of a panther, the man
vv tore himself from Jerry's grasp. His
glasses fell to the floor and Jerry felt his sharp,
black eyes boring into his. Then he darted
through the entrance while Jerry raced after
him vaguely aware of the screams and shouts
from the theater.
As the assassin reached the outer lobby,
Jerry sprang upon him. He threw both arms
around the man's neck and held on. The man
started running, with Jerry clinging to his
face. He endeavored to tear himself loose.
Then he stopped abruptly. Jerry saw the flash
of steel and felt a torturing pain in his side.
His fingers slowly loosened their grasp ... he
was falling . . . everything was going round
and round. He became aware of staring
faces dancing before his eyes ... an officer . . .
another officer ... it seemed to him there was
an entire row of officers. . . . They had come
then . . . in time. With a dull thud he fell to
the sidewalk.
Not long after Jerry left the hospital he
called on Lanning of Apex in response to an
urgent message.
"How are you, old man?" greeted Lanning,
shaking Jerry's hand enthusiastically.
"That fellow cut me up a bit but I'm all
right now," said Jerry. "I've just been

"That's fine," exclaimed Lanning. "How
would you like to work for us? We owe you a
married.
"
lot
for filming
that fellow killing Koph. Will
you sign up with us, overlook the dirty way I
treated you and let bygones be bygones?"
"Sure thing," agreed Jerry. "I got the
twenty-thousand dollar reward. It's all in
the game, boss, all in the game. "
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He Was Not Afraid to Die
CONTINUED

tiny, crawling specks below — and wondering
what in thunder they could be doing.
"I amI could
not capable
of putting it into words.
I wish
.
"But you know you are dying — and realize
you should be afraid — then find that fear has
died before you.
"It is an amazing feeling.
"T DON'T know how many hours, how many
days,
to■*-tell
me. I lay that way. I don't want anyone
"I just want to remember that great open
space feeling — that nothing matters — that life,
death, theories, beliefs — nothing worries you
when you really come to your Greatest
Adventure.
"Then, one day, just when I was certain it
would only be for a few moments — I heard a
voice.
" 'Fight — -Fight — -Fight,' it kept saying.
'It's up to you — you must fight for yourself
now, Richard!'
"And all of a sudden something happened.
This far-away feeling, this great open space,
this hand on my shoulder was for other folk,
not for me — -Richard Dix, movie actor! The
others had died but I wasn't going to die.
"They were telling me to fight — I was going
to live — I was going to pitch that ball for the
'Angels.'
"So I fought. Fought to see those white
capped women around me; fought to see the
doctor who gave me some kind of medicine.
Fought to recognize my family whom they let

FROM

PAGE

33

more skgirtg
tkan YEARS

31

in to 'see me. Fought to remember all that had
happened.
"No — even then I wasn't frightened. Just
as I hadn't been afraid to die — so now I had no
fear of living. Five years — ten — whatever
more was left for me, I determined to live and
live to the fullest.
"Death just meant a walk — there was no
need of being frightened.
"Life just meant a little while more — I got
well wanting to get all the joy out of it while I
am living!"
T> ICHARD DIX smiled, a jolly, meet-you-'-*-half-way smile, as he finished. Had he
changed, or was it my imagination?
I had it. Before, when we had talked, it was
always,- "Did you think my last picture was
good?" or "Do you think it's true that they're
not going to renew the contracts of any more
high-priced players?"
And now it was, "Did you see my last
picture? I think it's the best since 'The
Quarterback.' " And a few moments later,
"I'm going away Monday to get back my full
strength.
"When I come back I'm going to make my
bestSuddenly
picture."I remembered.
Richard Dix had always asked inferioritycomplex
questions.
Now he made I-am-sure-of-myself statements. Undoubtedly, this shaking hands with
death had indeed been his most helpful, as well
as his Greatest Experience.
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Richard Dix reviewed his picture, "Warming Up," from a wheel
chair in the operating room of his hospital with the nurses and
internes as his audience.
This was the last picture made by Dix
before his sudden illness
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Casts of Current Photoplays

Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
"A CERTAIN YOUNG
MAN"— M.-G.-M.—
From the story by Donna Barrell. Continuity by
Donna Barrell. Directed by Hobart Henley
Photography by Merritt B. Gerstad. The cast: Lord
Gerald Brinsley, Ramon Novarro; Phyllis, Marceline
Day; Henrietta, Renee Adoree; Mrs. Crulchley,
Carmel Myers; Mr. Crulchley, Bert Roach; Mr.
Hammond, Huntley Gordon; Hubert, Ernest Wood.

This Simple Scientific Way
By yourself— At Hone!

From
story by Arthur
Hoerl.
DirectedRayart.'—
by Duke
"A the
MIDNIGHT
ADVENTURE"—
Worne.
Photography by Walter Griffon.
The cast:
Fred Nicholson, Cullen Landis; Jeanne
Wentworth
Edna Murphy;
Randolph Sargent, Ernest Hilliard:
Anthony
Munroe,
Jack
Richardson;
J3arl Cainsborough, Allan Sears; Alicia Gainsborough, Virginia
Kirkley;
Patricia
Royles,
Maude Truax;
Bertram
Wellington Coy, Ben Hall; Josephine Franklin
Betty
Caldwell; Mr. Caldwell, Tom O'Grady; Mrs. Caldwell
Amber
Norman;
Cassidy,
Fred
Kelsey;
Wilkins
Edward Cecil.
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New
Skin !

On Any Part of Your Face,
Neck, Arms, Hands, Body.
READ

FREE

OFFER

W?*AT would vou say if you awoke
ssome a mornsaw
new,
ing — looked in your mirror andu s;
.youthlike, clear skin on your face, and the ugly
blemishes all gone?
You would jump with joy— just like thousands
of people have done who have learned how to perform this simple treatment themselves — the same
that beauty doctors have charged enormous prices
for.

— and, what was considered impossible before —
the banishing of pimples, blackheads, freckles,
large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and other defects—can now be done by the patient himself, or
herself,
in 3 days' time, at home, harmlessly and
economically.
It is all explained in a new treatise called

"BEAUTIFUL
NEW
SKIN IN 3 DAYS"
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers of
this magazine. So, worry no more over your humiliating skin and complexion. Simply send your
name and address to MARVO BEAUTY LABORATORIES, Dept. 31-Y, No. 1700 Broadway, New
York, N. Y., and you will receive it by return mail
without charge. If pleased, tell your friends about
it. Don't delay!
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TODAY!
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6afe and guaranteed patent device that
will actually give you a perfect looking
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you how to obtain a perfect looking
nose. M. Trilety, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist. Dept. 3089. Binghamton.N.Y.
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"BACHELOR'S
PARADISE"— Tiffany-Stahl.
— From the story by Curtis Benton. Continuity by
Frances Guihan and Vera Clark. Directed by George
Archainbaud. Photography by Chester A. Lyons
The cast: Sally O'Day, Sally O'Ntil; Joe Wallace
Ralph Graves; Terry, Eddie Gribbon; Gladys, Jean
Laverty; Mr. Malone, Jim Finlavson; Mrs. Malone
Sylvia Ashton; Children, Jim Cain, Charles Cain
Violet Cain.
"BEAU BROADWAY"— M.-G.-M— From the
story by F. Hugh Herbert. Continuity bv George
O'Hara. Directed by Malcolm St. Clair. The cast:
Jim Lambert, Lew Cody; Yvonne, Aileen Pringle;
Mona, Sue Carol; Killer Gordon, Hugh TrevorDejuha, Heinie Conklin; Texas Kid, Jack Herrick-'
Jerry, Kit Guard; Gunner O'Brien, James J. Jeffries.'
"BEYOND THE SIERRAS"— M.-G.-M.— From
the story by John Thomas Neville. Scenario
by
Robert Lord. Directed by Nick Grinde. The castThe Masked Stranger, Tim McCoy; Rosa, Sylvia
Beecher; Owens, Roy DArcv; Inez, Polly Moran'
Carlos, Richard R. Neill; Wells, J. Gordon Russell.
"CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN"— TiffanyStahl. — Directed by Tom Terriss. Photography
by
Chester Lyons. Titles by Lesley Mason. The cast:
Princess Anaslasia, Eve Southern; Victor Trent
Walter Pidgeon; The Director, Charles Bvers; Assistant Director, George E. Stone; Bolshevik Leader
Adolph Millar.

"COP, THE"— Pathe-De Mille. — From the
story by Elliott Clawson. Scenario by Tay Garnett.
Directed by Donald Crisp. Photography by Arthur
Miller. The cast: Pete Smith — "Smithie" — William
Boyd; Mather, Alan Hale; Mary Monks, Jacqueline
Logan; Scarface Marcas, Robert Armstrong; Sergt.
Coughlin, Tom Kennedy; Louie, Louis Natheaux;
Lord Courtney, Phil Sleeman.
"DANGER
PATROL, THE"— Rayart.— From
the story by H. H. Van Loan. Scenario by Arthur
Hoerl. Directed by Duke Worne. The cast : Sergeant
John Daley, William Russell; Celes'e Gambier
Virginia Browne Fair; George Gambier, Wheeler Oakman; Gladys Lawlor, Rhea Mitchell; "Regina Jim"
Lawlor, Ethan Laidlow; Andre Claveau, S. D. WilcoxNapoleon Bonaparte, by Himself.

"DANGER RIDER, THE"— Universal.— From
the story by Arthur Statter. Adapted bv Arthur
Statter. Directed by Henry MacRae. The cast: Hal
Doyle, Hoot Gibson; Mollie Dare, Eugenia Gilbert;
Tucson Joe, Reaves Eason; Scar Bailey, Monte Montague; Blinky Ben, King Zany; Warden Doyle, Frank
Beale; Housekeeper, Milla Davenport.
" DETECTIVES" — M.-G.-M. — From the story
by Robert Lord and Chester M. Franklin. Continuity by Robert Lord and Chester M. Franklin.
Directed by Chester M. Franklin. Photography by
John Arnold. The cast: House Detective, Karl Dane;
Bell Hop, George K. Arthur; Lois, Marceline Day;
Orloff,
Felicia
Drenova;
~* *yju t Tenen
*\-«\-** Holtz;
.luii.*,, Mrs.
..n/o. Winter,
K*Kitr,
I'eiieia UJ
Chin Lee.
Roberts. Clinton Lyle.
T.vle
Lee, Tetsu Komai:
Komai; Roberts,
"DON'T MARRY"— William Fox.— From the
story by Bela Szenes. Scenario by Randall H. Faye.
Directed by James Tinling. The cast: Priscilla
Bowen, Louise Barmen, Lois Moran; Henry Willoughby,
Neil Hamilton; General Willoughby, Henry Kolker;
Aunt Bowie, Claire McDowell; Horlense, Lydia
Dickson.
. "DRAG NET, THE"— Paramount.— From the
story by Oliver H. P. Garrett. Adapted bv Jules and
Charles Furthman. Directed by Josef von Sternberg.
Photography by Harold Rosson. The cast: Andred
Nolan, George Bancroft; Blackie Carson, Evelyn
Brent; Monk Castoni, William Powell; Steve the Greek,
Fred Kohler;
Allan
Garcia;
Syd Marks;
Judge, Alfred

"Shakespeare,"
Fenton;
The Fixer, HarryLeslie
Semels;
Black Merrill',
Derby,
District Attorney, George Irving; The
Allen.

"FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE"— Paramount.—
From the story by John McDermott. Directed by
Clarence Badger. The cast: Kathleen O'Hara, Bebe
Daniels; Jim Donohuc, James Hall; Morgan, Harry T.
Morey; Morgan's Assistant, William Austin; Buck,
the
Gorilla Man, George Kotsonaros; Oscar, Johnnie
Morris.
"FLYING COWBOY. THE" — Universal. —
From the story by Arthur Statter. Adapted by
Arthur Statter. Directed by Reaves Eason. The
cast: Bill Hammond, Hoot Gibson; Connie Lamont,

Kvery advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.

Bell,
Wilham
Bailey;
Alice,
Ann Carter.
R1»e™r,,?br0lr,c^
Tom"Chuck"
Gordo".Ward,
HarryBuddy
Todd;PhillipsJames

/"FORBIDDEN
HOUR"-M.-G.-M.-From the
story by A. P. Younger. Directed by Harry Beaumont. The cast: Louis, Ramon Novarro; Marie
Kenee Adoree; Queen Anne, Dorothy
gPrime Minister, Edward Connelly; Cummin
Bontemps
Maurice Cannon; Nanette, Alberta Vaughn; Due
de
Roche Roy D Arcy; First Sister, Jacqueli
Gadsdon;
Second Sister, Marcelle Corday; Francois,ne Sven
Hugo
"FREE LIPS"— First Division.— From
the
story by Raymond Wells. Adapted by Jack Kelly
Directed by Wallace MacDonald. The cast: Anne
lialdridge, June Marlowe; Flossie Moore, Jane NovakBill Dugan, Frank Hagney; The Fox, Ernie Shield:
Detective Kelly, Olin Francis; Mazie,
Edna Hearn.
"GIVE AND TAKE"— Univers
From the
play by Aaron Hoffman. Adaptedal.—
by Harry O
Hoyt. Directed by William Boaudine. The cast:
John Bauer, Jean Hersholt; Albert Kruger, George
bidney; Jack Bauer, George Lewis; Marion Kruger
Sharon Lynn; Craig, Sam Hardy; Nancy, Rhoda
Cross; Drumm, Charles H. Mailes.
-■"GLORIOUS BETSY"— Warners.—
From the
play by Rida Johnson Young. Scenario by Anthony
Coldeway Directed by Alan Crosland. Photography by Hal Mohr. The cast: Betsy Patterson
Dolores Costello; Jerome Bonaparte, Conrad NagelJ reston John Miljan; Col. Patterson, Marc McDermott; Napoleon, Pasquale Amato; Capt. St. Pierre,
Michael Vavitch; Capt. Du Fresne, Andreas De Segurola; Ship Captain, Paul Panzer; Aunt Mary, Clarissa
belwynne; Princess Fredericka, Betty Blythe.
"GODLESS GIRL, THE"— Pathe-De Mille.—
l<rom the story by Jeanie MacPhers
Scenario by
Jeame MacPherson. Directed by on.
Cecil De Mille
the cast: The Girl, Lina Basquette; The Other Girl
Mane Prevost; The Boy, George Duryea; The Brute,
Noah Beery; The Goat, Eddie Quillan; The Victim
Mary Jane Irving; The Guards, Clarence Burton
Dick
Barrye.Alexander; The Matrons, Kate Price, Hedwig
Keicher; The Inmates, Julia Faye, Viola Louie, Emily

"GOLDEN CLOWN, THE"— Nordisk Film Co
—Directed by A. W. Fandberg. Photography
by
Christen Jergensen. The cast: Joe Higgins, Gosta
Jikman; Daisy Bunding, Karina Bell; James Bunding
Maurice De Feraudy ; Lillian Delorme, Edmonde Guy
Marcel Philippe, Robert Schmidt; Pierre Baumont
Urie Bertner; Gracielle Bunding, Kate Fabian.
"GOLF WIDOWS"— Columbia.— From the story
by W. Scott Darling. Scenario bv W. Scott Darling.
Directed by Erie C. Kenton. Photography by Arthur
Ipdd. The cast: Alice Anderson Vera Reynolds:
Charles Bateman, Harrison Ford;, Billy
Gladstone
John Patrick; Mary Ward, Sally Rand; Ethel Dixon
Kathleen Key; Ernest Ward, Vernon Dent; John
Dixon, Will Stanton.
"HAWK'S NEST, THE"— First National.—
hrorn the story by Wid Gunning. Adapted by JamesT.
O Donohue. Directed by Benjamin Christensen
Photography by Sol Polite. The cast: The Hawk
John Finchley, Milton Sills; Dan Dougherty, Montagu Love; James Kent, Mitchell Lewis; Madelon
Arden, Dons Kenyon; Barney McGuire, Stuart
Holmes; So Jin, So Jin.
"HEADIN' FOR DANGER"— FBO— From the
story by Frank Howard Clark. Continuity by Frank
Howard Clark. Directed by North Bradbury. The
cast: Jimmy Marshall, Bob Steele; Chiquita Ramerez
J°la Mendez; Ed. Thorpe, Al Ferguson; Bill Braxton
(El Tore),
TomDeRoy.
Forman; Andy Johnson, Frank RicePedro,
Harry
"HELLO CHEYENNE"— William Fox.— From
the story by Harry Sinclair Drago. Scenario by Fred
Myton. Directed by Gene Forde. The cast: Tom
Trask, Tom Mix; Diana Cody, Carvl Lincoln; Buck
Overland, Jack Baston; Fremont Cody, Joseph GirardZip Molton, Al St. Johns; Jeff Bardeen, Martin Faust;
Bus Driver, William Caress.
"HELL SHIP BRONSON" — Gotham. — From
the story by Norton S. Parker. Scenario by Louis
Stevens. Directed by Joseph Henaberv. The cast:
Capt. Ira Branson, Noah Beery; Mrs. Bronson, Mrs.
Wallace Reid; Tim Bronson, Reed Howes; Mary
Younger, Helen Foster; The Hoofer, James Bradburv,
Jr.; Abner Starke, Jack Anthony.
"HIT OF THE SHOW, THE"— FBO.— From the
story by Viola Brothers Shore. Adapted by Enid
Hubbard. Directed by Ralph Ince. Photography by
Robert Martin. The cast: Twisty Beaumont, Joe E.
Brown; Joyce Carson, Gertrude Olmsted; Trixie
Sullivan, Gertrude Astor; Frank Barnes, Frank Mills;
Joe Burton, Wm. Norton Baily; Alfred Greening, Lee
Shumway; Jake Hubert, Ole M. Ness; Henry Carson,
Cosmo Bellew; Slavey, Daphne Pollard; Robert Woodward, Roy Mason.
"HOUSE OF SCANDAL, THE" —TiffanyStahl. — From the story by E. Morton Hough. Continuity by Frances Hyland. Directed by King
Baggot. Photography by Barney McGill. The
cast: Anne Rourke, Dorothy Sebastian; Pat Regan,
Pat O'Malley; Danny Regan, Harry Murray; Morgan,
Gino Corrado; Mrs. Challerton, Ida Darling; Butler,
Lee Shumway; Man About Town, Jack Singleton;
Mrs. Rourke, Lydia Knott.
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The truth and nothing but the truth, about
motion pictures, the stars, and the industry.

"LADY RAFFLES" — Columbia. — From the
story by Jack Jungmeyer and Fred Stanley. Continuity by Earl Hudson. Directed by R. William
Neill. Photography by Joe Walker. The cast : Lady
Raffles (Miss Lane), Estelle Taylor; Warren Blake,
Roland Drew; Lillian, Lilyan Tashman; Dick, Ernest
Hilliard; Mrs. Blake, Winifred Landis.
"LITTLE SNOB, THE"— Warners.— From the
story by E. T. Lowe, Jr. Scenario by Robert Lord.
Directed by John Adolfi. Photography by Norbert
Brodin. The cast: May Banks, May McAvoy; Jim
Nolan, Robert Frazer; Colonel Banks, Alec Francis;
Jane, Virginia Lee Corbin; Alice, Frances Lee; Walt
Keene, John Miljan.
"LONESOME" — Universal. — From the story
by Mann Page. Scenario by Edward T. Lowe, Jr.
Directed by Paul Fejos. The cast: Mary, Barbara
Kent; John, Glenn Tryon; Overdressed Woman, Fay
Holderness; Romantic Gentleman, Gustav Parthos;
The Sport, Eddie Phillips.
"MAN IN THE ROUGH"— FBO.— From the
story by W. C. Tuttle. Continuity by Frank Howard
Clark. Directed by Wallace Fox. The cast: Bruce
Sherwood, Bob Steele; Tess Winters, Marjorie King;
Cale Winters, Tom Lingham; Jim Kane, William
Norton Bailey; Buck Helm, Jay Morley.
"MICHIGAN KID, THE"— Universal.— From
the story by Rex Beach. Scenario by Peter Milne.
Directed by Irvin Willat. The cast: Rose Morris,
Renee Adoree; Hiram Morris, Fred Esmenton; Rose,
as a child, Virginia Grey; Jimmy Cowan, the Michigan
Kid, Conrad Nagel; Jimmy Cowan, as a child, Maurice
Murphy; Shorty, Adolph Milar; Frank Hayward,
Lloyd Whitlock; Frank Hayward, as a child, Donald
House.

You have read this issue of Photoplay so
there is no necessity for telling you that
it is one of the most superbly illustrated,
the best written and the most attractively printed magazines published today
— and alone in its field of motion pictures.

•''"NEWS PARADE, THE" — William Fox. —
From the story by David Butler and William Conselman. Directed by David Butler. The cast: "Newsreel Nick," Nick Stuart; Sally Morgan, Sally Phipps;
Dillon Morgan, Brandon Jurst; Mysterious Stranger.
Earle Foxe; Direclor-in-Chief, Truman H. Talley;
Prince Oscar, Cyril Ring; Bill Walpole, Franklyn
Underwood.

What $1.25
Will Bring You
More than a thousand
pictures of photoplayers
and illustrations of their
work and pastime.
Scores of interesting articles
about the people you see on
the screen.
Splendidly written short stories,
some of which you will see acted at
your moving picture theater.

It is not too late to enter the

Photoplay $5000
Cut Picture
Puzzle Contest
For full particulars regarding contest
see page 60. If your dealer cannot
supply you with the June issue of
Photoplay, just send 25c to Photoplay Magazine, 750 N. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, and you will receive itby return mail, or if you prefer to take advantage of our Special
Six Months' Contest rate, send $1.25
and we will mail you the June issue of
Photoplay and enter your subscription for 5 months, starting with the
August issue (total 6 issues).
Send

money

order

or check

to

PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE
Dept. 14G, 750 N. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO
The coupon below is for your convenience

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

Dept. 14-G
750 N. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $1.25
(Canada $1.50; Foreign, $1.75), for
which you will kindly enter my subscription for Photoplay Magazine for
six months.
Send me the June issue of Photoplay
and enter my subscription for five
months effective with August issue.
Name
Street Address .
Citij

. State

"NO QUESTIONS ASKED"— Warners.— From
the story by Mark Canfield. Scenario by Robert
Lord. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Photography by
Norbert Brodin. The cast: The Wife, Audrey Ferris;
The Husband, William Collier, Jr.; Joe Babbitt, Clyde
Cook; The Perfumist, Andre Beranger; The Detective,
Dave Morris; The Vampire, Margaret Livingston.
"PERFECT CRIME, THE"— FBO.— From the
story by William LeBaron. Scenario by Ewart
Adamson. Directed by Bert Glennon. Photography
by James Howe. The cast: Benson, Clive Brook;
Stella, Irene Rich; Mrs. Frisbie, Ethel Wales; Trevor,
Carroll Nye; Mrs. Trevor, Gladys McConnell; Wilmot,
Edmund Breese; Jones, James Farley; Butler, Phil
Gastrock; Frisbie, Tully Marshall; Trevor Baby, Jane
La Verne.

Fall in love
with white arms
Now — in 20 seconds — you can have
arms and bands as white and smooth
as marble. A skin of artist-model
loveliness. Free from redness, roughs
ness, enlarged pores and oily shine.
Amazing new Parisian formula.
'"pHIS
new French way
brings
captivating
-*- ivory-whiteness
to even
the a most
sallow
or reddened skin. Yet it is not a bleach —
and is utterly harmless.
Discovered by one of Europe's leading
cosmeticians, Monsieur Boyer, 15 Rue
Royale, Paris, the results are the talk of
Paris, London, Berlin and Vienna— the delight of world-famed beauties of stage and
society. Now smart women here may also
make use of the same startling beauty secret.

A sponge comes with every bottle, which
you simply moisten and apply to the nose,
forehead, neck.hands — wherever you would
whiten. Impervious to perspiration, moisture and wind. Closes the pores — with"RED DANCE, THE"— William Fox.— From
out clogging. Blends far more evenly and
the story by Eleanore Browne and H. L. Gates.
Scenario by Pierre Collings. Directed by Raoul
naturally than any face powder, and LASTS
Walsh. Photography by Charles Clarke. The cast : FOR HOURS.

The Grand Duke Eugen, Charles Farrell; Tasia,
Dolores Del Rio; Ivan Petroff, Ivan Linow; An
Agitator, Boris Charsky; The Princess Varvara,
Dorothy Revier; General Tanaroff, Andreas De
Segurola; Rasputin, Dimitri Alexis.
"REFORM" — Chadwick. — Directed by Robert
F. Hill. The cast: Kit Miller, lsabelle Fullerton,
Betty Compson; Gladys Morrison, Dorothy Cummings; John Fullerton, Alec B. Francis; Wade Fullerton, Theodore von Eltz; Wolf Miller, Russell Simpson.
"RINTY OF THE DESERT"— Warners —
From the story by Frank Steele. Scenario by Harvey
Gates. Directed by Ross Lederman. Photography
by Frank Kesson. The cast: Rinly, Rin-Tin-Tin;
June, Audrey Ferris; Pat, Carroll Nye; Mike Doyle,
Paul Panzer; Pop Marlow, Otto Hoffman.
"SCARLET DOVE, THE"— Tiffany-Stahl.—
From the story by Arthur Gregor. Continuity by
John Francis Natteford. Directed by Arthur Gregor.
The cast: Col. Ivan Petroff, Lowell Sherman; Eve,
Margaret Livingston; Lieut. Alex Orloff, Robert
Frazer; Anna Andrevna, Josephine Borio; Olga,
Shirley Palmer; Aunt, Julia Swayne Gordon; Gregory,
Carlos Durand.
"SO THIS IS LOVE"— Columbia.— From the
story by Norman Springer. Adapted by Elmer
Harris. Directed by Frank Capra. Photography by
Ray June. The cast: Hilda Jensen, Shirley Mason;
Jerry McGuire, William Collier, Jr.; "Spike" Mullins,
Johnnie Walker; "Flash" Tracy, Ernie Adams; Otto,
Car! Gerard; "Maison" Katz, William H. Straus;
Mary Malone, Jean Laverty.
"STATE STREET SADIE"— Warners.— From
the story by Melville Crosman. Scenario by E. T.
Lowe, Jr. Directed by Archie Mayo. The cast:
Ralph, Conrad Nagel; Isobel, Myrna Loy; Bat,
William Russell; Slinkey, George Stone; Hawkins, Pat
Hartigan.
y "STREET OF SIN, THE"— Paramount.— From
the story by Benjamin Glazer. Adapted by Chandler
Sprague. Directed by Josef Von Sternberg. The
cast: Sledgehammer Bill, Emil Jannings; Elizabeth,
Fay Wray; Annie, Olga Baklanova; Mr. Smith,
Ernest Johnson; The Basher, George Kotsonaros;
Bill's Cronies, Johnnie Morris, John Gough; Proprietor ofPub, Jack Burdette.
"TELLING THE WORLD"— M.-G.-M— From
the story by Dale Van Every. Scenario by Raymond
L. Schrock. Directed by Sam Wood. The cast: Don
Davis, William Haines; Crystal, Anita Page; Mazie,
Eileen
Percy; Lane,
Don's Father,
Frank City
Currier;
Pollv Moran;
Bert Roach;
Editor,Landlady,
William
V. Mong; The Killer, Mathew Betz.

When you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY

Whitens Quickly

A large bottle — sufficient for 30 days —
costs but $1.00 and is sold on this unqualified guarantee; if you are not amazed and
delighted with the complexion transformation itproduces — simply return it and your
money will be immediately refunded. The
name is Boyer Skin Tonic and Astringent
Lotion and it may now be obtained at any
good drug store or toilet goods counter.

Special Offer

Mail the coupon below and we will send
you by return mail a liberal trial bottle of
Boyer Skin Tonic and Astringent Lotion.
Simply enclose 2 5 cents in coin. In addition
to this magic whitener we will include FREE
in one big beauty box liberal trial packages
of five other Parisian beauty secrets. The
retail price of full size packages is over
$3.50. This is a special introductory offer
which will soon be withdrawn. So fill out
the coupon below and mail now.

e.
COUPON

15 Rue Royale, Paris
Boyer Bldg., Chicago
— PLEASE

PRINT

NAME

PLAINLY

Boyer, The Society Parfumeur
(58)
2700 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Enclosed is 25 cents for which
send me
I liberal trial bottle of BOYER skin tonic and
■ Astringent Lotion. Also include FREE your
I big beauty box containing five PARISIAN
I■ Name
beauty secret" ,..
Street No..
I City

MAGAZINE.

State

—

.
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These Two Kinds of Face Powder

Reviews

No one face powder blends with all
types of skin, so Stillman has made
two kinds of powder.

PAINTED TRAIL.THE— Rayart.— Buddy Roosevelt in— ho-huml — a Western.
(May.)
PAJAMAS — Fox. — Olive Borden as one of those
terrible movie society girls that ought to be slapped to
sleep.
(February.)

FOR SIX CENTS

PARTNERS IN CRIME— Paramount.— Beery
and Hatton in the underworld. Mostly gags. You
know the type.
(May.)

Stillman

*PATRIOT, THE— Paramount.— Brilliant performance by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by
Ernst
story acting
of Paul bytheLewis
First,Stone.
mad
Czar ofLubitsch.
Russia. It's
Alsoa great
Less emotional and more intellectual than the recent
Jannings pictures and very much worth seeing.
(June.)

FACE POWDER
FRECKLE

CREAM

Stillman Co., 60 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.
Please send Stillman Twin Packet. Enclosed find 6c in stamps to cover postage cost.
D White

PATSY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Marion
Da vies is charming in a modern ugly duckling story.
You'll love her impersonations of famous screen gals.
Your money's worth.
(May.)
PAY AS YOU ENTER— Warners.— A motorman
and conductor both love Louise Fazenda. What
could be more thrilling? A singletrack comedy.
(June.)

□ Rachel

D Flesh

Name
Address
City

State night, so light and small
you never realize you have
it on. Endorsed by thousands of doctors and used
by hundreds of thousands
of men and women.
Write today for
full
particulars.
"nltfr^ We will send you
the price, a picture and description of the "LimStraitner,"
tell
you how it acts,
in our big Physiological
tomicalandbook.Anaand
alsoenclosecopies
of letters
from
hundreds
of
grateful
users.
Why be a laughing-stock when
you can be strong
and beautiful ?
Write
today.
Enclose
ten
cents
forpostage

peen — sha
IN womly,
graceful —
in men. straight
ul,
and powerf
attract i veness of your
figure
entire
upoen
depends tiv
attrac
legs. Why be
bow-leggedeedor
knock-kn
when you can
have legs that
charm — in two
months?

My new "LimStraitner,"
Model 18,
U.S. Patent,
straightens
malformed
legs, in
only two
months,
without
pain or disco m fo rt .
You merely
attach it to
your legs at

GS
that

costs.

M. Trilety
Specialist
1650L.W.U
Building

charm!

Bingham
N. Y. ton

uticura
Subscribe

Shaving

Handy

Blank

PINTO KID, THE— FBO.— Buzz Barton's
stunts will please the kids. That's all. (June.)
PIONEER SCOUT, THE— Paramount.— Fred
Thomson and Silver King in a Western that strives
for variety by having Thomson play a dual role.
(May.)

ROAD TO RUIN, THE— Cliff Broughton —
Sponsored by the Juvenile Courts, this film should
only be shown to selected audiences. A sensational
portrayal of a deplorable social evil, with nothing left
to the imagination. If you like this sort of thing —
(May.)
■ ROSE-MARIE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Adapted from the musical comedy. Exciting doings
and hot romance among the fur traders of Canada.
With Joan Crawford and James Murray.
(March.)
RUSH HOUR, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— Conventional stuff, ornamented by Marie Prevost and Seena
Owen. Oh, dear, these eternal working girls I (April.)
SADDLE MATES— Pathe.—Wally Wales indulges in a lot of rough and tumble fighting. You've
(messed it — it's a Western.
(May.)
*SADIE THOMPSON— United Artists. — Gloria
Swanson triumphs over the censors. A racy, ironic
and dramatically fine story, with a swell performance
by Lionel Barrymore and Gloria's finest acting to
date. Not for eighth-grade intelligences, but real
stuff for persons of normal, healthy mentalities.
(April.)
SAILORS' WIVES— First National.— A fumigated orgies
sequel to enliven
"Flaming
Youth."
A couple
suburban
it, but
it is mostly
sombre.of
Mary Astor does her darndest to act wild. (May.)
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS— Gotham.— Mae
Busch, as a cabaret girl, rescues Percy Marmont
from life in the underworld. Mae's a good trouper.
(April.)
SATAN AND THE WOMAN— Excellent.— Showing how a narrow-minded small town can be mean to
a pretty girl like Claire Windsor. Fie on them!
(April.)
SCARLET YOUTH— S. S. Millard.— Supposed to
have a big social message; one of those medical films
that plays to "men only" and "women only" audiences. Don't let them kid you. It's just to get the
easy money of anyone simple enough to be taken in by
the sensational advertising.
(April.)

Use
135

SERENADE — Paramount. — Holding a stethoscope
to the fluttering heart of a musician. One of Adolphe
Menjou's
best, and(February.)
brightened by the presence of
Kathryn Carver.

PLAY GIRL, THE— Fox.— Madge Bellamy in a
gold-digging farce.
Reasonably diverting.
(May.)

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS— First National.—
Pure Harold Bell Wright and very sweet and clean.
But just a teeny, weeny bit slow.
(March.)

POWDER MY BACK— Warners.— Irene Rich in
an improbable but sophisticated comedy. It has a
political background.
(May.)

•SHE'S A SHEIK — Paramount.— Bebe Daniels is
great as a wild Arabian gal who captures her man and
tames his proud spirit. A swell evening. (January.)

Sterling.— (February.)
Moral: Don't
let PRETTY
a man give CLOTHES—
you a charge account.

SHOWDOWN, THE— Paramount.— A good picture of life in the depressing Mexican oil fields. Not
exactly cheery but well acted by George Bancroft
and Evelyn Brent.
(May.)

OF TROY, THE—
Erskine's novel, but
wise-cracking titles.
type. (January.)

RED HAIR— Paramount. — Clara Bow's hair in
natural colors! Also an Elinor Glyn story of a golddigger (May.)
who gives up all for love. For the Bow
fans.

Stick.
on Page

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES— Universal.— In
which Lilyan Tashman and Alice Day, as two chorus
girls, scramble a butter-and-egg man. Foolish but
funny. (June.)

17 ]

RIDERS OF THE DARK— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Tim McCoy in Western Plot Number Four.
Roy D'Arcy's teeth in the foreground. (May.)

*RAMONA — United Artists. — A pictorially
lovely
versionDolores
of Helen
early
California.
Del Hunt
Rio isJackson's
excellent novel
as the ofIndian
girl. (March.)

Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal
for PHOTOPLAY.

PHANTOM OF THE TURF— Rayart.— This
time Rex Lease is the fellow who wins the race and
saves the family estate. (June.)

Pictures

*RED TEMPEST— United Artists.— Reviewed
under
the Revolution.
title of "Tempest."
story of theis
Russian
While Interesting
John Barrymore
find. (June.)
starred,
it is Camilla Horn's picture. Here's a real

RAGTIME— First Division.— Just a lot of celluloid. (January.)

By Using

new

PHANTOM OF! THE RANGE— FBO.— Not the
kitchen range, Geraldine, but the wide open spaces.
However,
let the
fool and
you;little
it's Frankie
a good
film and itdon't
features
Tomtitle
Tyler
Darro.
(April.)

*PRIV ATE LIFE OF HELEN
First National. — Not the satireof
a movie burlesque of Homer with
Maria Corda is a fascinating new

^Banish Pimples

Try our

FROM PAGE

OUT ALL NIGHT— Universal.— Reginald Denny
does his best to put spontaneity into a machine-made
farce.
(December.)
OUT OF THE PAST— Peerless.— One of those
things you can forget. (June.)

Six cents in stamps brings you the
popular Stillman Twin Packet, containing generous miniature boxes of
these two kinds of powders.

OF STILLMAN

Current

ON YOUR TOES— Universal.— Well, there's a
good prize fight episode.
With Reginald Denny.
{March.)
OPEN RANGE: — Paramount.— Lane Chandler
and his horse, "Flash," in one of the best Westerns
now leaping across our screens. (January. )

For the oily type of skin — "Stillman
Bouquet" — spreads smoothly, and
clings too. Will not clog the pores,
which is most important for this type
of skin. Blends perfectly, removes all
skin shine, making your complexion
flawless and irresistibly natural.

MAKERS

"YELLOW LILY, THE"— First National.—
From the play by Lajos Biro. Adapted by Lajos
Biro. Directed by Alexander Korda. Photography
by Lee Garmes. The cast: Judith Peredy, Billie
Dove; Eugene Peredy, Nicholas Soussanin; Archduke
Alexander, Clive Brook; Kinkeline, Gustav von
Seyffertitz; Mile. Ilona, Jane Winton; The Mayor of
Tarnavar, Charles Puffy; Archduke Peter, Marc MacDermott; Archduchess Ludovici, Eugenie Besserer.

of

[ CONTINUES

One — "Stillman Oriental" — clings
wonderfully to the normal and excessively dry skin. It does not smart,
will not irritate or flake. Is distinctively different from other powders.
An entirely newf ormula that soothes
the dry skin and keeps it soft and
natural.

TWO

"WARMING UP" — Paramount. — From the
story by Sam Mintz. Scenario by Ray Harris.
Directed by Fred Newmeyer. The cast: Bert
Tulliver, Richard Dix; Mary Post, Jean Arthur; F.
Pierpont Post, Claude King; McRae, Philo McCullough; Hippo, Roscoe Karns; Manager Doyle, Wade
Boteler; Edsel, Billy Kent Schaefer; Brill, James
Dugan; The Veteran, Mike Donlin.

"TENTH AVENUE" — Pathe-De Mille.—
From the stage play by John McGowan and Lloyd
Griscom. Continuity by Douglas Doty. Directed
by William C. DeMille. Photography by David Abel.
The cast: Lyla Mason, Phyllis Haver; Bob Peters,
Victor Varconi; Joe Ross, Joseph Schildkraut; Fink,
Louis Natheaux; Ed. Burton, Robert Edeson; Ma
Mason, Ethel Wales; Curley, Casson Ferguson;
Benny, Ernie S. Adams.
"WALKING BACK"— Pathe-De Mille.— From
the story by George Kibbe Turner. Scenario by
Monte Katterjohn. Directed by Rupert Julian. The
cast: Patsy Schuyler, Sue Carol; Smoke Thatcher,
Richard Walling; Beaut Thibaut, Ivan Lebedeff; Mr.
Thatcher, Sr., Robert Edeson; Mrs. Thatcher, Jane
Keckley; Mrs. Schuyler, Florence Turner; Gyp, James
Bradbury, Sr.; Pet Masters, Arthur Rankin; Crooks,
Billy Sullivan and George Stone.

RED RIDERS OF CANADA— FBO.— Heroic stuff
about the Great Northwest.
Okay.
(February.)

Every advertisement
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SILK LEGS — Fox. — Madge Bellamy demonstrates
how to sell silk stockings. Whipped cream. (March.)
SILVER SLAVE, THE— Warners.— How mother
saves daughter from the clutches of a villain by vamping him herself. Ah, these self-sacrificing mothersl
(February.)
SIMBA — Martin Johnson Corp. — Those charming travellers, the Martin Johnsons, have made
another one of their entertaining jungle pictures.
Great studies ot wild animals in their native haunts.
(April.)
SKINNER'S BIG IDEA— FBO.— After a long
time-lapse, Bryant Washburn continues the adventures of your old friend, Skinner.
(May.)

Photoplay
SKY-SCRAPER— Pathe-De Mille.— Love among
the riveters. The locations are thri.ling, although the
plot is hackneyed. With Sue Carol and William
Boyd.
(April.)
SMART SET, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines takes up polo. Always the same,
fresh kid. But good, if you go in for flippant youth.
(April.)
SOFT LIVING — Fox. — Adventures of a stenographer who finds that it is easier to get alimony than
work for a living. But love saves ail. With Madge
Bellamy and Johnny Mack Brown.
(April.)
SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS — Paramount. —Especially in a haunted house. Good
comedy thrills and lots of action. With the eyesoothing Esther Ralston.
(May.)
*SORRELL AND SON— United Artists.— Herbert
Brenon has made a touchingly beautiful picture of
this
father's and
lovea fine
for cast.
his son.
Superbly
playedstory
by H.of B.a Warner
(January.)
SOUTH SEA LOVE— FBO.— Just like any other
brand of love — -full of inconsistencies. With Patsy
Ruth Miller.
(June.)
*SPEEDY — Lloyd-Paramount. — Harold Lloyd captures all the dash and excitement of Manhattan. An
ingenious and high-Dowered comedy. For the whole
family, of course.
(May.)
SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— Good acting and fine direction lift this triangle story above
the average. Special honors to Belle Bennett and
Holmes Herbert. (June.)
SPORTING GOODS— Paramount.— Richard Dix
plays an enterprising salesman in one of the very best
current light comedies.
(March.)
SPOTLIGHT, THE— Paramount.— How the bucolic Lizzie Stokes became Roslova, the Russian star.
With Esther Ralston.
(January.)
SQUARE CROOKS— Fox.— Original variations of
the usual crook business lift this comedy above the
ordinary. Jackie Coombs, a three-year-old kid, runs
away with the laughs.
{A pril.)
STAND AND DELIVER— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod
La Rocque joins the French Army and goes on a bandit hunt. Once more Lupe Velez registers a hit.
(February.)
STOCKS
AND
BLONDES— FBO.— Romance
among the chorus girls and brokers. Slightly hotsytotsy for the family trade. With Jacqueline Logan
and "Skeets" Gallagher.
(June.)
*STREET ANGEL— Fox.— Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell continue to remain in Seventh
Heaven. A human, appealing story, adorably acted.
By all means see it. (April.)
STREETS OF SHANGHAI— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Dirty work in China and slightly reminiscent of a lot
of better plays.
Not so much.
(May.)
SYMPHONY, THE— Universal.— Rather wooden
story that tries to be another "Music Master."
Redeemed by a good performance by Jean Hersholt.
(January.)
TEMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL— First
Division. — Not naughty, just foolish. Betty Compson makes the most of a maudlin character.
(June.)
TENDERLOIN— Warners.— This time the dirty
crooks blame the robbery on Dolores Costello, thereby
giving her an excuse to register a lot of anguish.
(March.)
THEIR HOUR— Tiffany-Stahl.— Wherein the
demure girl outsmarts ~the fast stepper. With
Dorothy Sebastian, Johnnie- Harron and June
Marlowe.
Not for the children. (June.)
THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Supposed
to scare you to death. But it merely puts you to
sleep.
(June.)
THIRTEENTH HOUR, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — In spite of trapdoors, secret panels and
underground passages, Napoleon, the crafty canine,
outsmarts the villains.
(February.)
THOROUGHBREDS— Universal.— Once again
the innocent country lad falls in with a gang of wild
women. Good direction and some race-track scenes
help some.
(May.)
*THREE SINNERS— Paramount.— Pola Negri
as a good girl gone wrong. Not so wonderful as the
good girl, but oh, after she has gone wrong! Sophisticated amusement. (June.)
TIGER LADY— Paramount.— Reviewed under
title "Love
Incurable."
story,
tricked
out inIsfancy
costumes Old-fashioned
and made palatable
by the suave acting of Adolphe Menjou and Evelyn
Brent. (June.)
TIGRESS, THE— Columbia.— How
othy Revier looks like Gloria Swansonl

much Dor(February.)

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE— ChristieParamount. — Rare antique that has been redone for
no good reason. Even with the hard work of Louise
Fazenda, it is mostly just plain silly. (May.)
TRAGEDY OF YOUTH, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller and Buster Collier in an ultramodern comedy showing the folly of youthful marriages. Smooth and sophisticated.
(May.)
*TRAIL
— A mighty
power and
to Clarence
(April.)

OF '98, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
panorama of the Klondike rush, told with
breath-taking realism. Congratulations
Brown for making a really thrilling film.
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TREE OF LIFE, THE— Zenith.— The story ot the
world's creation,
less! L. ofH. California,
Tolhurst, prepared
with the
assistance
of the no
University
the scientific data. Educational and worth your
while.
(April.)
TRICK OF HEARTS, A— Universal.— Hoot
Gibson in a simple-minded story. Rather puerile.
Algernon!
(May.)
TURN BACK THE HOURS— Gotham.— All
right, turn back the hours and what does it get you?
Just a quickie, with a lot of well-known players filling
in between more important pictures.
(May.)
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS — Paramount. — Introducing a new co-starring team — W. C. Fields and
Chester Conklin. Great fun for all but the chronic
weepers.
(March.)
TWO GIRLS WANTED— Fox.— Adapted from
John
stageworking
success, girl.
it's a With
nice, amusing
story
about Golden's
a modern
the adorable
Janet Gaynor.
(February.)
TWO LOVERS— United Artists.— Some direction,
neat acting and fine settings cannot disguise the fact
that this is the same old plot. But Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky are simply swell. (May.)
*UNCLE TOM'S CABIN— Universal.— Harriet
Beecher Stowe's story re- written to include the Civil
War and Sherman's March to the Sea. An effective
picture, if (January.)
you don't mind the violence done to the old
favorite.
UNDER THE BLACK FLAG— Metro-GoldwynMayer. —didFlash,
dog,"
that the
doggies
their "the
share wonder
in fighting
the shows
war. (March.)
UNDER THE TONTO RIM— ParamountMore gold rush. Richard Arlen and Mary Brian in a
fairly exciting Zane Grey story.
(A pril.)
UPLAND RIDER, THE— First National.— Ken
Maynard rides the winning horse in the race that
saves the old homestead. A routine plot but a grand
hoss-race.
(May.)

'Poised!

*VALLEY OF THE GIANTS, THE — First National.— -Splendidly presented drama of the Big Tree
Country, stirringly acted by Milton Sills and Doris
Kenyon.
(February.)
VAMPING VENUS— First National.— A "Connecticut Yankee" comedy designed to get back some
of the money spent on the "Helen of Troy" sets.
Cock-eyed enough to be popular. Thelma Todd is
beautiful and Charlie Murray is funny. What else
do you want?
(May.)
VERY
CONFIDENTIAL— Fox.— The little
sales-girl
the heart
society's
pet. An
old
story in ensnares
new clothes,
with ofMadge
Bellamy
as the
lucky gal.
(February.)
WALLFLOWERS— FBO.— One of those stories
that is motivated by a trick will. Light but adequate.
(April.)
Columbia.—of Jack
Holt's Kong
sense
of WARNING,
humor saves THE—
this melodrama
the Hong
dives from being dull. (May.)
13 WASHINGTON SQUARE — Universal. — A
mediocre mystery story with a bit of comedy and a
good performance by ZaSu Pitts. Also with Alice
Joyce and Jean Hersholt. Only fair. (March.)
*WE AMERICANS— Universal.— A fine drama of
our immigrants. The struggles, loyalty and problems
of these new Americans will make you more tolerant
and sympathetic. A fine study in patriotism,
splendidly acted. (May.)
WEST POINT — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines in a gay and amusing comedy of the
U. S. Military Academy. Joan Crawford is the girl.
(February.)

That tell-tale moment
before a dip
Curious eyes are quick to detect the slightest
flaw that modern bathing attire reveals. So,
too,with sleeveless frocks, evening gowns, sheer hosiery, and
short skirts. Today, women are Brvjp
more careful than ever to re- ^ *~Lj£*
move the least suggestion of \^s\ZM
superfluous hair on arms, under- ^^0
arms, face, legs or back of neck. Vnder-armdaimineu

Feminine Daintiness —

so much admired by everyone is preserved
most easily with Del-a-tone Cream. In 3 brief
minutes Del-a-tone Cream removes every trace
"of offending hair. Leaves skin soft, white and
velvety smooth.
Applied directly from its handy tube,
WHIP WOMAN, THE— First National.— A picture so badly made the audience laughed. Through
Del-a-tone Cream has no equal for complete
bad judgment of a reviewer, we failed to warn you
removal of hair. Snow-white and pleasantly
how bad it was.
(March.)
fragrant, it is far superior to such growth-enWHY SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox.— For those
couraging methods as shaving or pulling the
who will laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.)
hair out by the roots.
*WICKEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-GoldwynDel-a-tone Cream or Powder has
Mayer. — Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a comedy
of marriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but full
ibeen the choice of fastidious woof laughs.
(June.)
|men for twenty years. Try it and
WILD GEESE— Tiffany.— Sincere presentation of
you, too, will be convinced that
Martha Ostenso's novel, with a fine characterization
the Del-a-tone way is the modern
by Russell Simpson.
(January.)
WILLFUL YOUTH— Peerless.— Heavy melodrama in the tall timbers with Kenneth Harlan and
Murphy.
(June.)

Edna

WIZARD,
Fox.—
One enacted
of Monsieur
Leroux's
most
thrillingTHE—
mystery
yarns
by Edmund
Lowe and other capable performers.
(February.)
WIZARD
OF THE
SADDLE,
THE— FBO.—
Western
hokum,
made
enjoyable
by the horsemanship of Buzz Barton, the freckled kid. (February.)
WOLF FANGS— Fox.— Ranger, the dog, saves the
poor gal from her brutal step-father. Elemental
amusement.
(February.)
WOMAN WISE— Fox.— Showing the downfall of
a hard-boiled bachelor. With Walter Pidgeon and
June Collyer. (February.)
WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE— Pathe-De
Mille. — Elmer Clifton, who made "Down to the Sea
in Ships," has again turned out some glorious sea
stuff. Longfellow's ballad has been movie-ized, but
you'll like Virginia Bradford.
(February.)
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE LAW— Rayart— The
title tells the story. Full of crooks and such-like.
Cornelius Keefe is the handsome cop.
(May.)

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

DEL-yVTONE
Hai^Tteff. c way t0 remove hair.

Removes Hair in 3 Minutes
Sold by drug and department stores, or sent prepaid
in U. S. in plain wrapper $1.00. Money back if not
satisfied. If you have never tried DEL-A-TONE, send
coupon for ten cent package free, to Miss Mildred Hadley,
The Delatone Co., Dept 87, 721 N. Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
Miss Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Co., FREE
TRIAL
Dept. 87, 111. 721 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago,
In U. 3. onli
Please send me FREE, prepaid in plain wrapper
ten cent size I have checked herewith.
DDel-a-tone Cream
rjDel-a-tone (powder)
Name
Address..
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?We are advertised by our loving friends"

Frank L. Chance, Stockton, California

Theodore H. Carpenter, Avondale, Colorado

Mellin's Food— A Milk Modifier
TJie Taste of the Baby's Food
If the baby could talk he would say that his mother's milk makes
a strong appeal to his taste. He would also, if able, express verbally
his distaste for some mixtures which are forced upon him in spite of
his physical protest.
If the baby is fortunate enough to have human milk his taste is
satisfied as well as his needs for nourishment. It may happen, however,
that his mother cannot nurse him and some substitute for human milk
becomes necessary.
The taste of Mellin's Food is so appealing that the baby takes the
mixture eagerly, and rarely if ever is it necessary to force or urge
nourishment prepared from Mellin's Food and milk. The baby's
nutritive demand will also be satisfied if he is fed upon milk properly
modified with Mellin's Food; therefore to force the baby to take distasteful mixtures is a needless and unwarranted procedure.
Mellin's
Food
when Especially
it becomes suitable
time to wean Mellin's
Food
BisCuitS
the baby from the bottle
Biscuits
A sample box sent free, postage paid, upon request.

Mellin's Food Company,

177 State Street,

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.

3»
Boston,
Mass.

ome women

know

WOMEN
who are sophisticated in their beautylore choose complexion soap for one essential
quality — its purity.
They know that soap alone can do the one allimportant thing needed to keep their skin lovely —
cleanse it safely and gently. To do this, soap must
be, as pure as soap can be.
And being very fastidious, such women are likely
to prefer a fine white soap, honestly made, carefully
blended, with a fresh, clean, unobtrusive fragrance
which never makes itself known above the perfume
they use.
This is why Ivory has become the toilet soap of
millions of discerning women. They know it is as
pure as a soap can be blended. Its fresh lather is
smooth, clear, bubbly— and rinses off leaving their
faces cool, smooth, refreshed.

I vo ry

Soap

kind to everything it touches
9944/ioo% Pure ~ Ic floats

I 1928. P. &G. Co,

There is a size and form of Ivory to meet each demand of beauty. For your face, dainty Guest Ivory.
To float in your bath, the next size — Bath Ivory.
For your hair, Ivory Flakes gives a quick, shining
shampoo. And for every household task, the big
size of Ivory. For, Ivory makes every soap-andwater task pleasanter— and, used whenever soap is
needed, it keeps slim hands smooth and white.
Ivory protects loveliness*— because it is pure and
gentle . . .
Procter & gamble
Would you like a free little book on complexion-care and makeup and general beauty-culture? It you will send a post card asking
for On the Art of Being Charming, it will come to you quickly,
without charge.
Address Winifred S. Carter, Dept.45-G, Box 1801,
Cincinnati.
Ohio.

Customs Inspector — "Got anything very valuable in this trunk? ..."
The Traveler — "I should say so ... a whole carton of Chesterfields!"

THEY'RE MILD
and yet THEY SATISFY
©1<>28, LIGGETT

& MYERS

TOBACCO

CO.

The ^tional Guide to ^Motion pictures

N.S.E.

otion Picture
Interview i^ver Written

you go they know their BABY

RUTH

Pure enjoyment has made Baby Unfit the
nation's £ood-time candy. Your pleasure
is increased delightfully by each tasty
ingredient.
One is peanuts — and such peanuts! In Baby
Ruth you'll enjoy only sound, whole nuts,
the pick of the crop, selected right in the
fields. Flavor — a blend of three choice
varieties, cleaned and culled in nine processes. Boasted over open fires in the
world's largest roasting plant to bring out
all their golden goodness. You don't know
how good peanuts can be until you've eaten
a Baby Buth. They make the other good
things in Baby Buth taste even better.
Everywhere Baby Buth is the candy choice
of particular people because it is dollar-apound quality for 5c. Always fresh and
delicious in the sanitary red-and-white
package.
Treat yourself today. 5c does it.
CURTISS

CANDY
OTTO

COMPANY,
Y. SCHNERING,

CHICAGO

President

WHAI

Approved *»
by Goo*

In dainty slices — the popular uik's! candy
of today

BABY

RUTH

IS
SOLD
Tremendous

IS BABY

RUTH MADE
OF—
Delicious,
imported
chocolate, crisp with
sweet, meaty peanuts
(just the roughage your
system needs), delightfully chewy caramel
creamy fudge ... and
everything nice
THAT'S WHAT BABY
RUTH IS MADE OF

BY
OVER
A
MILLION
CANDY
sales assure its freshness everywhere

DEALERS
©1928. C.C.Co.
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FOODS,

SO SOFT, SO RICH

threaten me healt/i of your teeik and aums

LANCE

at any

modern

But IPANA and massage keep
gums firm and sound . • and
teeth sparkling white

over the last meal you ate.
Did it contain any natural
roughage — any coarse, fibrous
material — any similar substance that could really stir and stimulate
the gums to life and health?
Very probably not. For nearly all the
things we eat are soft and creamy. Our
taste is for tender meats, for fruits and
vegetables stripped of fibre, for grains
robbed of their husks.
To this over-refinement of our diet the
dental profession traces the under-nourishment of our gums — to it they trace, as
a basic cause, the multitude of gum
troubles which beset modern teeth.

Why over-coddled gums become
soft and tender
There's nothing mysterious about it.
Like any other living tissue, the gums
need exercise. The vigorous chewing of
hard foods once kept gums active and
well nourished, with a brisk flow of
fresh blood within their walls.
But modern diet robs our
gums of exercise. They be-

come soft and flabby. They lose their
normal tonicity, and they bleed easily.
"Pink tooth brush" is often the forerunner of more serious troubles to come.
lpana and massage restore
the gums to health
Fortunately, specialists have discovered
an effective safeguard against the damage
done by soft foods. It is gum massage — a
simple frictionizing of the gums, with the
brush or finger. You can perform it twice
daily at the time you brush your teeth.
And thousands of good dentists prescribe lpana Tooth Paste as the ideal
medium for massage as well as for the
regular cleaning with the brush. For the
stimulating properties of lpana tone and
strengthen the weakened tissue and the
gums become more resistant to disease.

IPANA
MADE

BY

THE

Tooth
MAKERS

OF

For lpana has an ingredient
of certain and specific benefit
to the gums. It contains ziratol, a preparation widely
known to dentists for its antiseptic and hemostatic properties. To its beneficial effect upon the
gums as well as the teeth, lpana owes the
professional standing that has brought it
such swift, success.
Test this excellent tooth paste. Send the
coupon for the ten-day tube, if you want
to. It will quickly demonstrate Ipana's
delicious taste — its power to make your
teeth white and beautiful.
lpana is worth a full-tube trial
But to give your gums the full benefit
of lpana, get a full tube at the most convenient drug store. Brush your teeth —
rub your gums with lpana, twice daily, for
a whole month. Note the improvement in
your gums — how much firmer their texture, how much better their color. Then
you, too, will probably decide, as so
many thousands of others have done, that
lpana deserves a permanent
place in your home and on
your tooth brush!

Paste
SAL

HEPATICA

BRISTOL-MYERS CO-.Dept. I 88, 73 West St., New York
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA. Enclosed is a twocent stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.
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(paramount Cpictures
PARAMOUNT

FAMOUS

LASKY

Adolph Zukor, Pres., Paramount

CORP.,

"If it's a Paramount Picture,
it's the best show in townl"

Bldg., N.Y.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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Cover Design
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What the Film Folk Are Doing and Saying

6

The Stars That Never Were
Margaret E. Sangster

8
10

The First of Six Stories Based on Real Off-screen
Dramas of Filmland

As We Go to Press

Last Minute News from East and West

Brickbats and Bouquets
The Voice of the Fan

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
A Guide to Your Evening's Entertainment

Recipes from Mr. and Mrs. Sills
Taken from Photoplay's Cook Book

Friendly Advice on Girls' Problems

Photoplay's Personal Service Department
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Gossip of All the Studios
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doast jUinute J\lews>
Tom Oast (M> West
they say that Greta Garbo will
NOW
the
under
Hat"
Green
do "The
name of "A Woman of Affairs," with
Nils Asther playing opposite.

JUNE COLLYER gave a silver wedding
anniversary party at her Beverly Hills
home for her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clahton Heermance, of New York.

THEODORE

EVA VON BERNE is here. Her name was
Eva Von Plentzner and she is the
daughter of an Austrian army colonel.
Irving Thalberg saw her picture in a Viennese magazine and signed her during his

ROBERTS

returns to the

screen in Jack Gilbert's "The Mask of
the Devil."
RICHARD DIX celebrated his appendicitis recovery by turning Irish
in "Moran of the Marines," which
is to be followed by "Redskin," in
which he will again play an Indian.
This will be entirely in Technicolor.

recent trip abroad. When she landed she
insisted that she couldn't work here unless
she got her beer.
TDUDDY ROGERS and his Paramount
-*— 'company, directed by Frank Tuttle,
completed their exteriors on the Princeton
campus and returned to Hollywood. They
took along Phillip R. Holmes, a Princeton
sophomore, to complete his role. Holmes,
who is a son of Taylor Holmes, the
actor, proved unusually promising.
CECIL B.DEMILLE has returned
to Hollywood after a month's
cruise on his yacht. Mr. De Mille
has decided to insert sound effects

she completes "The
AFTER
Fleet's In," Clara Bow is to
make a two-months motor tour of
the Grand Canyon, Yellowstone and
Zion National Parks.

into his special, "The Godless Girl."
JAMES
MURRAY
is to get another
chance.
Metro-Goldwyn
has
loaned him to Universal, to play

WILLIAM
FOX has signed
Robert Flaherty to make a
study of Indian life, using all redskin actors. Eight months will be
spent in Arizona.

opposite
MaryAfter
Nolan
in "The
Shakedown."
his appearance
in "The Crowd," young Jimmie
disappeared from sight.
THEY
are Case"
casting at"The
Murder
the Canary
Paramount coast studios. Louise Brooks
is to be the Canary, while Ruth Taylor will be Alice, her chorus girl
friend. William Powell will play
Philo Vance, the eminent detective
who solves the murder mystery.

""LJIS
Private
Life"
will be
-*■■*- Adolphe Menjou's first picture
on a new one-year Paramount contract.
"PDMUND
likely in
to
•*-■
'play oppositeLOWE
Gloria isSwanson
her new film, directed by Erich Von
Stroheim. This is now called

DKRAUTrole has
H SCHIL
JOSEP
of
the coveted
been given
l's
Universa
in
Ravenal
Gaylord
"Show Boat."

"Queen Kelly," instead of "The
Swamp."
"P)OROTHY herMACKAILL
is to
-^divorce
husband, Lothar
Mendez, the director.
T^AY WRAY and John Monk
■*• Saunders, the author, were
married at Easton, Md., June 15th.
Miss Wray and Gary Cooper have
been making a picture in Maryland
and the bride was still in make-up
when the wedding was held. Mr.
Saunders was recently divorced
from Avia Hughes, daughter of
Rupert Hughes.

J

OAN CRAWFORD is about again
after her recent illness.

"DUCK JONES has selected Jo"•—^byna Ralston for his leading
woman in his first independently
made picture, "The Big Hop."
James Home will direct.
*
International Newsreel Photo

Doug Fairbanks and Mary Pickford hurried back from Europe on the S. S. Roma.
Doug was anxious to get started on his
next film. The custom officials held up
some of Mary's trunks, pending a checkup of her valuation of purchases

JANET
GAYNOR
devoted
a day
of her New
York visit
to working
in a New York department store as
salesgirl. Miss Gaynor is to do
Warwick Deeping's "Kitty" next.
RUTH
star, CHATTERTON,
has been signed theto stage
play
opposite Emil Jannings in "The
Sins of His Fathers."
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Biggest Hits of 1928-1929
Announcements

HITS
will be PATHE
at the Best Theatres.

— Watch

for

HERALDS NEW PROGRAM
OF DE LUXE FEATURES
THE season of 1928-29 will find Pathe taking the lead on
the screen with the greatest output of pictures in its
history. The famous rooster trademark, known to every
picture fan in the world, will be your guide for the best in
entertainment— the finest authors, the most popular stars,
the most colorful and intriguing stories.

Two Tremendous Specials Coming Soon
'IN

William Boyd
4*

THE COP

A
big, human drama
built around the exciting

M

of a in"rookie"
adventures
cop
on his beat
a great
city. Bill Boyd as the
-*,
guardian of the law who
gets his man. You must
see the picture to find

with ALAN HALE, JACQUELINE LOGAN,
ROBERT ARMSTRONG and TOM KENNEDY
A DONALD CRISP Production
Screen Play by Tay Garnett from the story
by Elliott Clawson

Ralph Block. Associate Producer

out whether he gets "the

. DeMille Studio Production
i-\- v-

A. thrilling melodrama
set in a section of New
York's West Side where
there are too often guns
on hip pockets, and yet
where there are many
heartsofgold. Remember
the screen team that
made "Chicago" a sensation— Haver and
Varconi ? Here they are in
another story of romance
in the underworld.

I

Tenth Avenue
WITH

Phyllis Haver
VICTOR

From

girl."

VARCONI and JOSEPH SCHILDKRAITT
A WILLIAM C deMILLE

production
m
the stage play by John McGowan & Lloyd Grisco
Continuity by Douglas Doty
DeMILLE

STUDIO

PRODUCTION.

PHOTOPHONE

orLol^
^^^Zelll
When you write to advertisers please

musical

and

effect

PATHE FEATURE PRODUCTS.

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Brickbats and Bouquets
LETTERS
from
PHOTOPLAY
READERS

Three prizes
are given every month
for the best letters-^
$25, $10 and $5

The Real Critics, the Fans, Give Their Views
The Monthly Barometer
IT'S a free-for-all fight. James R. Quirk's
editorial in answer to Jim Tully's attack on
John Gilbert brought an avalanche of letters. Most of them contained well-aimed
bricks at the red, curly head of Mr. Tully.
Inadvertently Mr. Tully has turned out to be
the best press agent Mr. Gilbert ever had. One
more rousing attack from Mr. Tully and Jack
would be elected President.
"Seventh Heaven," "Sorrell and Son," "The
Crowd," "The Way of All Flesh," and "Wings"
are the most popular of the current pictures.
Talking movies are both viewed with
alarm and hailed as a boon.
Janet Gaynor, Charles Rogers, Clara Bow,
Greta Garbo and Emil Jannings are the stars
who are sitting on top of the world.
Ruth Biery's story, "Misinformation," was
the most popular article in the June Photoplay.
Now what have you to say for yourself?

$25.00 Letter
San Francisco, Calif.
I am under the impression that the reason so
many persons find kicks against the movies is
that they have a chance to see too many of
them. Get out, as I have, up in the Sierra
Nevada mountains for five months, out of
touch with everything and you will appreciate
a picture when you see it.
I saw a company on location in the
mountains, and believe me they worked. Four
feet of snow; storms and blizzards; but day
after day they worked. I saw cameramen darn
near freezing, setting their cameras to get the
right angles and light. I saw the actors, stars
and extras alike, rehearse again and again, day
after day, until they were ready to drop.
Hollywood and luxury? Well, if the work
they were doing up there is a soft snap, I'll take
my job of getting out timber all by my lonesome. For three weeks they were in my
neighborhood and I met them all, invited them
to my lone cabin and talked with them. A
finer, cleaner, harder- working group of people
I never met before. One thing seemed uppermost in their minds after a hard day's grind —
the tremendous desire to please their public.
They did not moan and groan over blisters and
frost-bites; it was part of the game. But they
S

The readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.

hoped sincerely that the picture-fans, sitting
in a nice, comfortable theater, would not accuse
them of using salt for snow, or a painted backdrop for mountains.
H. J. Allen.

$10.00 Letter
Berkeley, Calif.
Just a year ago I had a nervous breakdown
for which the doctor prescribed "no work and a
complete
of environment."
full
purses
are change
as uncommon
among school Now,
teachers
as frayed nerves are prevalent and at first that
prescription seemed utterly impossible of fulfillment. To be sure, I could stop work for a year
and stay at home, but how to get a complete
change of environment without money?
At last, in desperation, I decided to try the
movies as a therapeutic device. Certainly fewplays have wornout teachers as heroines and
thus I might be able to get away from myself
and my troubles for a few hours daily at least.
Therefore, I started a definite program of
movie attendance, always one show (and often
two) per day. At first the darkness of the
theater, the music and the restful atmosphere
were all I could appreciate; then the plays
began to arouse my interest; and soon I was
taking
thusiasm.my "daily medicine" with real en-

To make a long story short, the movies have
definitely helped to cure my sick nerves, but
I now have a malady that seems hopeless: J
fear I have become an incurable movie fan.
Mrs. Ruth Thomson.

$5.00 Letter
Wichita Falls, Texas.
A few words of thanks to those people of
magic who create the marvellous gowns and
costumes worn by the leading ladies of the
films. To an eighteen-year-old bride of a smallsalaried clerk the opportunity of seeing the
forecast of Parisian fashions, together with an
evening's entertainment, is very much welcomed and appreciated.
A new hem-line, a novel sleeve, or the cut of
a collar quickly catches my eye and for a few
dollars I can buy material and copy the mode
of the moment. So it is with hundreds of other
girls and wives whose trips to Paris are still
castles in the air. With a small amount of
cleverness and ingenuity we can be as smartly
dressed as our wealthier sisters.
I believe that moving pictures are largely
responsible for the new chic simplicity of
American women's clothes, because many a
moral is pointed out in the modern dramas by
the contrast of an overdressed woman and one
whose smartness is almost severe. The frilled
and curled doll-woman is of the past generation.
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence.

The Pendulum

Swings

Montgomery, Ala.
I am writing in behalf of the young people.
We wish to register a kick against all pictures in
general. We are so tired of being forced to
look at pictures portraying life as we see it
daily. We want stories of the American Revolution period, when women wore long funny
dresses and men were gallant, bending to kiss a
lady's hand. Kisses were not given promiscuously; they were fought for. We want to see
beautiful love stories with happy endings and
real men and women who were good, pure and
brave. We are so darned tired of milk-sop
men, who kiss and pet, and girls who smoke
and drink. Why should we be tortured by
having to watch them onE. the
screen? Cook.
Singleton
[ continued on page 113 ]
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Vd give a hundred dollars
for a Quip of Scotch!"
Mind ye, I did na' say Nip;
Fm not a drinking mon!"
Yjere's How — and \{fhy
Al Christie, the famous comedy producer,
is a Scotchman.
He is producing a novel series of comedies
starring Jack DuflFy as "Sandy McDuff*."
Mr. Christie wants motion picture fans
to tell him the best Scotch jokes they know
which might be a gag or a subtitle in one of
these films.
The $100 in gold will be awarded to the
reader of Photoplay Magazine who submits
the best one.
Besides — a ten'dollar gold piece will be
sent to each of the five who send in the next
best jokes.
And a five-dollar gold piece will be sent
to the five who submit the next best.
If they made one-dollar gold pieces there
would be more prizes; but anyway, Sandy
McDuff will send his picture, autographed in
gold ink, to those who don't win prizes.

(In case of a tie. the full amount of the pri;e will be
awarded to all tying contestants. Jokes and gags submitted
in this contest will not be returned, and will be considered
the property of the Christie Film Company.
Send answer by August 1 5th to Sandy McDutf. Christie
Studios.
6101
Sunset
Boulevard.
Hollywood.
California.

Sandy McDuff
denies
that the Highland Fling
was originated
by a
Scotchmanout the throwing
pennies
window r^~\m
C^V
for lads to scramble over

JACK
"SANDY

DUFFY
McDUFF"

in a series of eight

Paramount -Christie

Comedies

Ask at your favorite theatre when they will be shown.
When

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Brief Reviews of

*Indicates that photoplay was named as one
of the six best upon its month of review

Current Pictures

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE— Paramount.— The great
and original Irish-Jewish comedy, played by a likeable
cast headed by Charles Ropers, Nancy Carroll, Bernard Gorcey
Kramer. (April.)
If this doesn't amuse
you, you
are inandthe Ida
minority.
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Villainy on the high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well played
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
*ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,"
of the
most
delightful
of stage stories.
After a one
series
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield.—
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
ALEX THE GREAT— FBO.— The funny adventures of a country boy who comes to New York to
"Press his pants with the Flatiron building." With
"Skeets" Gallagher.
(May.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist in this film. It's a story of human beings, told
by three dogs.
Entertaining and different. (June.)
APACHE RAIDER, THE— Pathe — Leo Maloney
gets all hot and bothered about a few stolen cows.
(May.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe— Introducing a new dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)
BACHELOR'S PARADISE — Tiffany-Stahl.— A
somewhat rowdy comedy-drama with a little oldfashioned pie-throwing and an invigorating prizefight. With Sally O'Neil.
(July.)
BARE KNEES— Gotham.— Proving that the
flappers are not as bad as their big sisters. With
Virginia Lee Corbin and Jane Winton.
(May.)
BATTLES OF CORONEL AND FALKLAND
ISLANDS, THE— Artlee.— An authentic record of
two big naval engagements between Germany and
England.
picture tries to be a "Potemkin" —
but
misses. The(May.)
BEAU BROADWAY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol fight for the affections of
Lew Cody.
Gay, inconsequential comedy.
(July.)
*BEAU SABREUR— Paramount.— Not another
"Beau Geste," but a thrilling and picturesque tale,
nevertheless.
like Evelyn
Gary Cooper,
William
Powell You'll
and Noah
Beery. Brent,
(March.)
BECKY — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Again the
poor working girl goes on the stage. A light, routine
comedy brightened by the antics of two Irishers —
Sally O'Neil and Owen Moore.
(February.)
BEYOND
LONDON'S
LIGHTS— FBO— The
young master gets familiar with the second girl and
the result is a battle between the high hats and the
lower classes in dear old London.
(May.)
BEYOND THE SIERRAS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — -A Tim McCoy Western that will put the
kids to sleep. (July.)
BIG CITY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Lon
Chaney and Betty Compson re-united in a crook
story in which Lon proves that he needs no trick
make-up to make him a fascinating person.
(March.)
BIG NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May.)
BLACK FEATHER, THE— Wm. Pizer— Very
odd mystery drama with what is known as a "society
background."
Some of the characters seem a little
demented.
(May.)
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BLONDE FOR A NIGHT, A— Pathe-De Mille —
A light domestic force made agreeable by the cheering
presences of Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford and T.
Roy Barnes.
(April.)
BODY PUNCH, THE— Universal.— All the makings of a good picture and some ring stuff that will go
big with the men. You'll like it. (May.)
BRANDED SOMBRERO, THE— Fox.— Buck
Jones plays Buck Jones in a conventional picture that
is only enlivened by a good fight. (March.)
BRIDE OF THE COLORADO, THE— PatheDe Mille. — Starring the Grand Canyon of Colorado.
And what a great, big canvon it has grown to bel
Nice scenery,
interest.
(May.)but the picture offers little story

Pictures You
Should Not Miss
"The Godless Girl"
"Wings"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Love"
"Abie's Irish Rose""
"The Trail of '98"
"The Patent Leather Kid"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

BRINGING UP FATHER— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Rolling-pin humor built around the characters of the comic strip. Polly Moran and Marie
Dressier are funny.
(April.)
BRONCO STOMPER, THE— Pathe— It is Don
Coleman's turn to outwit the villains in this Western.
Some good pictures of a rodeo.
(May.)
BURNING DAYLIGHT— First National. — An
exciting tale of gold rush days that makes splendid
entertainment.
Kenyon.
(April.)You'll like Milton Sills and Doris

BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.— The
doings of bootleggers and such, made very dull.
Not
the talents of Helene Costello and Sam
Hardy.worth(June.)
BY WHOSE HAND?— Columbia.— Those doggone jewels are missing again. The result is the usual
ga-ga crook stuff.
(March.)
CAME THE DAWN— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M —
Max Davidson and Polly Moran have some bad
moments (May.)
in a haunted house. A short comedy, but
funny.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE, THE— First National.— Ken Maynard sets the western scenery afire
again.
A good one.
(June.)
CASEY JONES— Rayart.—" Come all you rounders if you
hear."
|Simple (February.)
melodrama with
Ralph
Lewiswant
as theto brave
engineer.
CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Romantic two-timing in Arlenesque London
society. A bit languid but well played by Ramon
Saxon.
Novarro, (July.)
even if he isn't precisely the perfect AngloCHASER, THE— First National.— Harry Langdon and a lot of gags — some of them too rough to be in
good taste.
Don't cry if you miss it. (April.)
CHEATING CHEATERS — Universal. — Fun
among a lot of unusually agreeable crooks. With
Betty Compson and Kenneth Harlan. (February.)
CHEER LEADER, THE— Gotham.— This time
the cheer leader rushes in and wins the game for dear
old Alma Mater. All right, if you still have a taste for
college pictures.
(March.)
♦CHICAGO — Pathe-De Mille.— A shrewd satire
on the lady murderess, beloved of the newspaper?.
And (February.)
Phyllis Haver. Grown-up entertainment. See
it.
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT— FBO.— Ralph
Ince in a vigorous melodrama built around the sufferings of another one of those innocent crooks. (March.)
CHINATOWN CHARLIE— First National.—
Johnny Hines cuts down on the gags and builds up
the plot, and the result is one of his best pictures.
(May.)
CHORUS KID, THE— Gotham.— Goofy but
amusing story of chorus girl, played by Virginia
Browne
Faire.
(June.)
CIRCUS ROOKIES— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Reviewed
title K.of Arthur,
"Monkeyand Business."
With
Karl under
Dane, the
George
a comedy
gorilla.
Good slapstick.
(March.)
CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN — TiffanyStahl. — Helpl The Czar's daughter is with us again,
this time played by Eve Southern. The picture has
its good moments.
(July.)
COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS, THE—
Universal. — It was funny the first time, but not ;-<>
good in repetition.
Time to call a halt.
(April.)
COME TO MY HOUSE— Fox.— Olive Borden and
Antonio Moreno flounder around in a lot of insipid
doings.
(February.)
COMRADES— First Division.— Again comes the
World War! The story of a brave boy who takes the
place of a cowardly one. With Helene Costello,
Gareth Hughes and Donald Keith.
(March.)
COP, THE — Pathe-De Mille. — Once more the warfare between the cops and crooks. Some good melodrama well acted by William Boyd, Alan Hale and
Jacqueline Logan.
(July.)
COUNT OF TEN, THE— Universal.— Something
different in the way of a prize-fight story, with James
Gleason, stage star, stealing the show. Charles Ray.
too, deserves mention for a good performance. (May. )
CREAM
OF
THE
EARTH— Universal.— The
romance of a week-end butterfly and a shy college
youth, beautifully acted by Marion
Nixon and
Charles Rogers. A Grade A picture.
(May.)
I CONTINUED ON PAGE
14 ]
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AN
FLAKES
The glorious flavor
of "PEP" and the healthful roughage of BRAN
A bowl of Kellogg's Pep Bran
Flakes is the high-spot of breakfast. You've never tasted anything quite like this delightful
cereal. Practically a perfect food,
with milk or cream.
The PEP Qang

of the

Movies I
Thousands delight in the
antics of Hal Roach's
"Our Gang." The dullest
night they are good for a
lot of laughs. Such bubbling spirits — such romping fun — such
pep, it's
literally
catching!

Combines the flavor of PEP,
the rich food elements of whole
wheat, and enough bran to make
it mildly laxative. Only Kellogg
could have blended so much
goodness and nourishment into
these crisp, tasty bran flakes.
Try Kellogg's Pep Bran Flakes.
You couldn't give the family
anything more healthful. For
breakfast, lunch, the children's
evening meal! At grocers. Made
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

IMPORTANT
Kellogg's
Bran Flakes Pep
are
mildly laxative.
— another Kellogg
. . . ALL-BRAN
product — is 100%
bran and
teed to guaranrelieve
constipation.

^c

Pecipes from
Mr. tfMrs. SILLS
New variations in serving meat
and potatoes — From PHOTOPLAY'S Cook Book
TWO of the best recipes submitted for the new enlarged
edition of Photoplay's Cook Book were sent in by
Doris Kenyon and Milton Sills. Perhaps I like these
And
recipes because they are so simple and unfussy.
then, too, new and uncomplicated ways of
preparing meat and potatoes are always welcome. Both of these recipes are practical for the hurryup meal. They may be prepared and cooked inside of
forty-five minutes and all
the ingredients used in
them are to be found in
every kitchen.
Milton Sills calls his
recipe Ham Steak a la
Fresno.
Buy a ham
steak and have it cut
at least three-quarters
of an inch thick. Select
a piece with a good
amount of fat. While
the frying pan is heating, prepare a sauce by
using two tablespoons of
water, one fourth cup of
raisins which have previously been fluffed by soaking, two slices of orange, cut
very thin and two tablespoons
of brown sugar. ■*
Mix until the sugar dissolves and
then pour into the skillet in which the ham
is to be cooked. Allow the sauce to come to a simmer. Then
place the ham steak into the sauce and fry, or cook under
broiler, until it is a golden brown. Baste or turn the meat frequently so that the sauce cooks thoroughly into it and so that
it will not burn.

Photoplay Magazine
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Cook
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

Be sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send either stamps or coin.

Now for Miss Kenyon's recipe — Potatoes
a la Florenzo.
Peel six large potatoes and
cut into thin slices. Place the slices one over
another and cut into thin strips, like straws.
Butter eight small molds, dust with breadcrumbs
and fill a little over half full with the potatoes, after
seasoning them to taste with salt and pepper. Sprinkle
grated cheese over the top of each mold and pour over them a
generous amount of melted butter. Bake in a moderate oven
about thirty-five minutes.
As I have said, these two recipes are among the fifty new
dishes that have been added to Photoplay's Cook Book. The
Cook Book now has one hundred and fifty recipes and if you fill
out the little coupon at the bottom of this page and send a
quarter, one of these new Cook Books will be mailed to you.
Many of the recipes were submitted by the younger stars who
have come into prominence since the first edition of the Cook
Book was published. Although the Cook Book is much larger,
the price remains the same.
You will find the Cook Book particularly valuable in arranging menus for dinner parties and luncheons. Many of the
recipes are entirely new and the recipes of standard dishes are
made attractive and individual by the addition of some distinctive touch. In spite of the fact that the dishes are of wide
variety, none of them is beyond the capacity of a cook with the
average amount of experience.
Next month I am going to tell you something about the laborsaving devices that are to be found in the well-appointed
kitchen of Hollywood, and also something about various simple
ways of giving color and charm to the kitchen. And this article
will be illustrated by specially posed pictures.
13
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CRIMSON CITY, THE— Warners.— Drama between a couple of victims of bad luck in Singapore.
Lota of action — and you'll like Myrna Loy. (March.)
CUPID'S KNOCKOUT— Hercules.— Just a fairto-middling comedy, for evenings when you have
nothing better to do.
(April.)
*CZAR IVAN THE TERRIBLE— Sovkino. — A
really great picture, made in Russia that, in acting
and technical excellence, never has been surpassed. A
marvellous performance by L. M. Leonidoff. If this
comes your way, don't miss it. (April.)
DANGER PATROL, THE — Rayart. — A big
wholesome, fresh air drama of the Northwest with
three rousing murders.
(July.)
DANGER RIDER, THE— Universal.— There's a
saving dash of originality in the plot of this Hoot
Gibson Western.
(July.)
DEAD MAN'S CURVE— FBO.— An automobile
yarn that is a flat tire. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., heads
the cast, in case you care. (February.)
DESERT PIRATE, THE— FBO.— Filled with the
usual clap-trap of the orthodox Western but made
bearable by a plot with some originality and the
charming presence of little Frankie Darro.
(May.)
DETECTIVES — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur in a collection of gags —
and some of them are not exactly spotless.
(July.)
DEVIL'S CAGE, THE— Chadwick.— No use
bothering your pretty little head about the inconsistencies ofa plot like this. (June.)
DEVIL'S SKIPPER, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Lots
of meat in this picture, what with slave ships, piracy,
mutinv and revenge. Also a remarkable performance
by Belle Bennett.
(May.)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about the
curse of a diamond, probably written about the supposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Some fine
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena and
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)
♦DIVINE WOMAN, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — How an ugly duckling becomes a great
actress. With — goody, goody! — Greta Garbo. And
Lars
is a great help. Naturally, you'll go and
see it.Hanson
(March.)
DON'T MARRY — Fox. — An amusing little romantic comedy that will please the gals. Gayly
played by Lois Moran and Neil Hamilton.
(July.)
*DOOMSDAY — Paramount. — Florence Vidor's
sympathetic and intelligent portrayal of a farm
woman who marries to escape drudgery merits your
attention.
(April.)
DOVE, THE— United Artists.— Norma Talmadge
is
starred,
it is Noahstage
Beery
's picture,
thief
I Anbutexciting
play
becomesthe anaughty
rather
languid movie.
(March.)
*DRAG NET, THE — Paramount. — Vivid and
swiftly moving underworld story with grade A acting
by George Bancroft, William Powell and Evelyn
Brent.
(July.)
j
*DRESSED TO KILL— Fox.— A tale of the underworld that and
holds suspense.
your attention
second.
all action
And every
splendid
work It's
by
Edmund Lowe, Mary Astor and Ben Bard. Recommended. (May.)
DRUMS OF LOVE— United Artists.— D. W.
Griffith tells the Paolo and Francesca legend, but
spoils it by changing the locale and by overloading it
with pageantry. Mary Philbin branches out with
lots of IT and Don Alvarado gives a good performance. (April.)

Photoplays

Current

Pictures
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EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Richard
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A bright,
fast-moving
comedy and Richard's best in months.
(June.)
*ENEMY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Antiwar propaganda, told in the terms of a tragedy that
befell a Viennese household. Lillian Gish's most human
and appealing performance makes it worth seeing.
(February.)
ESCAPE, THE— Fox.— An ancient melodrama
that should have been allowed to rest in peace. With
Virginia Valli and William Russell.
(May.)
FAITHLESS LOVER, THE— Krelbar— The dam
bursts again. But aside from that, this is just a lot
of mediocre celluloid.
(May.)
FALLEN ANGELS— Universal.— Norman Kerry
drags through some gloomy doings in the role of a
man who must play dead. Interesting but hardly
cheerful.
(May.)
FANDANGO— Educational. — Lupino Lane in a
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures ever
produced.
(June.)
FANGS OF JUSTICE— Bischoff.— A regular old
home week of hokum.
(May.)
FASHION MADNESS— Columbia.— Once more
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woods
by
time.the he-man
(June.) hero. Claire Windsor is the girl this
FEEL MY PULSE— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels is
terribly annoyed by William Powell and his rum
gang. But Richard Arlen comes to her rescue.
Fairly good, but not up to Bebe's standard.
(April.)
FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE— Paramount.— Bebe
Daniels inherits half a gold mine. It turns out to be a
gold mine of laughs. James Hall is her leading man.
Recommended to your kind attention.
(July.)
FINDERS KEEPERS— Universal.— Laura La
Plante, who deserves a better fate, wastes her talents
and charm on a lot of trite gags.
(May.)
FIRE AND STEEL— Elbee.— Hot yarn of steel
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous foreman and the girl. Ho-huml
(June.)
FIVE -AND -TEN -CENT ANNIE— Warners.—
This one starts good but goes goofy. However,
Louise Fazenda is a show in herself.
(May.)
FLYING
COWBOY,
THE- -Universal. — Fun —
and lots of it — on a dude ranch. With Hoot Gibson.
(July.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Fields
and Chester Conklin in a comedy that is only fairly
funny.
(June.)
FORBIDDEN HOUR, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Ramon Novarro is at his best as the princeat-play. The story of a king who gave up his throne
one. love.
(July.)
for
And Renee Adoree is in it. You'll like this
FOREIGN LEGION,
low-up on the popularity
are just frantic for Legion
tainment. With Norman

THE— Universal— A folof "Beau Geste." If you
stories, this is your enterKerry.
(April.)

FORTUNE HUNTER, THE— Warners.— Syd
Chaplin messes up a good comedy. Why people stay
home.
(March.)
FREE LIPS — First Division. — Virtue triumphant
in a night club. Just another one of those pictures.
With June Marlowe.
(July.)

Reviewed

in the Shadow

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, THE— Universal.—
Reviewed under the title of "Graft." Wherein a
newspaper reporter, bless his little heart, tries to
clean up the big city grafters. Interesting performances by Henry B. Walthall and Lewis Stone. (April.)
FRENCH DRESSING — First National. — In
which the dowdy wife outvamps the vamp. Swell
trouping
by Lois Wilson, Lilyan Tashman and Clive
Brook.
(February.)
FRENZIED FLAMES— Ellbee— For the boys—
of all ages — who like to chase fire departments. (May.)
FRESH EVERY HOUR— Universal.— Reviewed
under with
the title
"The Prince
of Peanuts." Nutty
farce
Glennof Tryon.
(April.)
GALLAGHER— Pathe-De Mille.— Richard Harding Davis' charming story of the adventures of an
office boy in a newspaper office. Young Junior
Coghlan merits applause.
(February.)
GARDEN OF EDEN— United Artists.— Just a soso vehicle for Corinne Griffith. Miss Griffith and
Charles Ray are hampered by a second-rate chorus
girl yarn.
(February.)
GATEWAY OF THE MOON— Fox.— Dolores
Del Rio gets coy in a South Sea Island picture. This
star should keep her clothes on. (March.)
GAY DEFENDER, THE— Paramount.— Richard
Dix, in Spanish get-up, strays by accident into a
Douglas
(February.) Fairbanks plot. A pleasant evening.
♦GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES — Paramount.— If you don't want to see this film version of
Anita Loos' story, something is wrong with you. It is
all laughs, thanks to Ruth Taylor, Alice White and
Ford Sterling.
(February.)
*GET YOUR MAN— Paramount.— Clara Bow
and Charles Rogers in a light romance, made especially for Young America.
(February.)
GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A— Fox.— The romantic
adventures of a deep sea sailor, played by Victor
McLaglen.
And very funny, too. (March.)
GIVE AND TAKE— Universal.— A silly story but
made into good entertainment by the expert comedy
performances
of Jean Hersholt and George Sidney.
{July.)
♦GLORIOUS BETSY— Warners.— The romantic
story of Jerome Bonaparte and Betsy Patterson of
Baltimore. Tricked up with a happy but unhistoric
ending. Mildly charming, and decked out with Vitaphonic outbursts. Dolores Costello starred.
(July.)
♦GODLESS GIRL, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
vitally interesting and vivid story told with all the
force and power Cecil B. De Mille could give it. Incidental y, ittakes a poke at reform schools. This is
a real picture with splendid acting by Marie Prevost,
George Duryea, Noah Beery and Lina Basquette.
(July.)
GOLDEN CLOWN, THE — Nordisk-Pathe. —
Even Denmark has a clown who laughs to conceal a
broken heart. Turgid foreign drama with a fine performance by Gosta Eckman.
(July.)
GOLF WIDOWS — Columbia. — Comedy drama
built on one of the terrible consequences of country
club
(July.)life. With Harrison Ford and Vera Reynolds.
GOOD-BYE KISS, THE— Mack Sennett.— The
daddy of screen comedy fights the war in his own
way. And the old boy hasn't lost his cunning, because there's real entertainment in this here picture.
You'll like Sally Eilers.
(May.)
I CONTINUED ON PAGE
16 ]
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Save this magazine — refer to the criticisms
before you pic\ out your evenings Page
entertainment.
Page
A Woman's Way — Columbia
Bellamy Trial, The— M.-G.-M
Big Killing, The — Paramount
Branded Man, The— Rayart
Burning Gold— Elbee
Bushranger, The— M.-G.-M
Butter and Egg Man, The — First
National
Caught in the Fog — Warners
Chicken a la King — Fox
Cossacks, The— M.-G.-M
Crooks Can't Win— FBO
Dawn — Herbert Wilcox
Desert Bride, The — Columbia
Do Gentlemen Snore — Hal RoachM.-G.-M
Dog Justice— FBO
End of St. Petersburg, The — Sovkino
Production

u

88
57
59
100
100
100
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100
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58
88
100
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Excess Baggage — M.-G.-M
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Girl He Didn't Buy, The— Peerless
88
Golden Shackles — Peerless
88
Gypsy of The North— Rayart
88
Half a Bride — Paramount
88
Hangman's House — Fox
59
Happiness Ahead — First National
58
Head Man, The— First National
59
Hound of Silver Creek, The — Universal . 100
Ladies of the Night Club— Tiffany-Stahl . 100
Lilac Time — First National
56
Little Yellow House, The— FBO
100
Magnificent Flirt, The — Paramount
59
Midnight Taxi, The — Warners
101
Opening Night, The— Columbia
101
Our Dancing Daughters — M.-G.-M
56
Phantom City, The— First National ... 100
Phantom Pinto, The — Ben Wilson
88

Page
Ma\e this your reference list.

Queen of the Chorus, The — Anchor
88
Racket, The— Caddo-Paramount
56
Raider Emden, The — Emelka-Columbia . 88
Riding to Fame — Elbee
100
Sally of the Scandals— FBO
59
Show People— M.-G.-M
57
Stormy Waters— Tiffany-Stahl
88
Strange Case of Captain Ramper, The
— Defu-First National
88
Stronger Will, The— Excellent
United States Smith— Gotham
Vanishing Pioneer — Paramount
Wheel of Chance— First National
When the Law Rides— FBO
White
Shadows in the South Seas —
M.-G.-M

100
88
101
57
88

Wife's Relations, The— Columbia
Wild West Romance— Fox
Women Who Dared— Excellent

100
100
88
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METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
JOHN

GILBERT

and

brings great news to you for the coming year.
GRETA GAR BO will appear in a great ro-

mance, "The Carnival
other pictures and GRETA

two

15

GARBO in three. "Show People"
brings MARION DAVIES People"

of Life", and JOHN GILBERT will be in

"GOOD
NIGHT
RADIO-WE
NEVER MISS AN M-G-M PICTURE"

and happy WILLIAM
HAINES

together in a mar-

velous special production. MARION DAVIES has three additional
pictures and WILLIAM HAINES has
four. "The Loves of Casanova" is
a surprise special from M-G-M.
LON CHANEY will be in
"While

the

City

And now see the wonderful array of
photoplays which Metro-GoldwynMayer will bring you during 1928*29.
AT YOUR THEATER
NEXT SEASON!

Sleeps" and three other
films; RAMON
NOVARRO

(Be sure to ask your Theater Manager to make arrangements now)

in "Gold Braid" and one more;

Winners of the Ralph Forbes Memory Contest for May: Mrs. Berniece Jackson,
214 West Elm St., Ludlow, Ky., and Mr. Milburn Carl Smith, 520 South Rose
Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. Autographed photographs have been sent to the next
fifty prize winners.

0^k
V^l

NORMA SHEARER in
"Ballyhoo" and three other productions, and LILLIAN GISH ,

in "The Wind". ^^%

BUSTER

KEATON

appears in "The Camera
another comedy, ^s. f %k DANE and ARTHUR'S

Man" and in ^W
plans include "Camping Out" and three ^J \f additional fun films.
CODY and PRINGLE offer the Broadway hit, "The Baby Cyclone" and
two more pictures. TIM f % McCOY has six adventure pictures.
two thrillers. There will also be three
That amazing dog, FLASH, has
COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS and three ELECTRIC LIGHT HITS with big,
absorbing themes. Rounding out M-G*M's new offerings are its famous HAL
ROACH comedies: those rascals, OUR GANG ; /^ %^#L^ the laugh artists
STAN LAUREL and OLIVER HARDY; Al M ir
and rib-tickling
ical MAX DAVIDSON
CHARLEY CHASE and comwith HAL

ROACH'S

ALL-STARS.

The M-G-M

NEWS

will again bring

you the world's happenings and, with M-G-M's GREAT EVENTS Series in TECHNICOLOR
and M-G-M's famed ODDITIES, there's the best entertainment in the world in store for you.

M

FLO

©

GOLDWVN
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you write to advertisers please mention
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€
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED
*HAROLD TEEN— First National.— All your old
friends of the comic strip come to life on the screen.
It's
show away
and with
lots the
of fun
for astheHarold.
kids.
Arthura joyous
Lake walks
honors
(May.)
HAS

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?— Universal.— The amusing love affairs of an Irish soldier.
Tom Moore plays the Irishman and Bessie Love gives
a fine performance of a French girl. Good fun. (May.)
HAWK'S NEST, THE— First National.— An interesting and colorful melodrama of Chinatown, excellently acted by Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon.
(July.)
HEADIN'
FOR DANGER — FBO. — The best
Western in months. New plot, new situations, new
gags and Bob Steele. (July.)
HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL, THE— First
National. — A humorless and hackneyed story of stage
life, which even Billie Dove cannot save.
(May.)
HEART OF BROADWAY, THE— Rayart.—
Cabaret melodrama, but only fair. Pauline Garon,
Robert Agnew and Wheeler Oakman head the cast.
(May.)
HELLO, CHEYENNE— Fox.— That distinguished
litterateur, Mr. Tom Mix, in a Western that is peppered with new stunts.
(July.)
HELL SHIP BRONSON— Gotham.— Noah Beery
does some of his best acting as a rip-roaring old sea
captain who is licked and frustrated by two women.
You'll be sorry
when virtue triumphs. Swell entertainment. (July.)
HER GREAT ADVENTURE— A. G. Steen, Inc.—
What a stenographer does with one thousand dollars.
Below par.
(April.)
HER SUMMER HERO— FBO.— Why
theaters need good prologues. (March.)

movie

HER WILD OAT— First National.— Colleen
Moore, the humble proprietress of a lunch wagon,
goes berserk at a fashionable resort. (February.)
HIS COUNTRY— Pathe-De Mille.— Excellent
heart interest story by two immigrants, beautifully
played by Rudolph Schildkraut and Louise Dresser.
Sincere drama.
(April.)
HIT OF THE SHOW, THE— FBO.— A lot of
grief about the hard life of a small-town actor. Just
a tear-fest.
(July.)
HOLD 'EM YALE— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod La
Rocque cuts loose as a foot-ball star. Why be critical
about a picture so full of laughs? (May.)
HONEYMOON FLATS — Universal. — Clever
little comedy of young married life, with George Lewis
and Dorothy Gulliver.
(April.)
HONOR BOUND— Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
protect
a worthless
and
Estelle
Taylor. woman.
Too much With
grief.George
(June.)O'Brien

FROM PAGE
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*LAST COMMAND, THE — Paramount. — A
powerful and tragic story of a cousin of the Tsar of
Russia
who becomesacting
a Hollywood
"extra." this
Thanks
to
the magnificent
of Emil Jannings,
film
is the most popular crying-fest of the season. (March.)
LATEST FROM PARIS, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Norma Shearer plays a travelling saleswoman. Bright, snappy entertainment.
(March.)
*LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that
the girl he loves may be happy. Excellently acted by
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)
LAW OF FEAR, THE— FBO— The best part of
this picture is the review of the private life of Ranger,
the police dog.
(May.)
LAW OF THE RANGE, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Tim McCoy in a thriller that has heart
interest. Joan Crawford plays a sweet, old-fashioned
girl. That ought to send you to see it. (March.)
LEAVE
— It does.

'EM LAUGHING— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M.
In two reels. (March.)

*LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED, THE— ParaMoreexploits
heart-gripping
than Flying
"Wings."
It's a
story ofmount.—the
of a French
Squadron.
(February.)

What Kind of a
Picture Is It?
PHOTOPLAY'S reviews are
the most authoritative
published and are a true
guide
to your evening's
entertainment.
Too,
PHOTOPLAYgetsits reviews
ahead of all other publications. You can determine
at a glance what kind of
a picture your theater is
showing by consulting
this guide.

HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS, A— Fox.— A
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)

LEGIONNAIRES IN PARIS — FBO. — A burlesque of what happened to the American Legion in
Paris
last summer. You'll laugh and laugh and laugh.
(February.)

HOT HEELS— Universal.— A small town boy
goes butter-and-egging for a hick musical show,
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller are a good team.
(May.)

♦LEOPARD LADY, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
story with a new slant and a surprise ending. It all
takes place in a Continental travelling circus. A fine
performance by Jacqueline Logan.
(March.)
LIGHT IN THE WINDOW, A— Rayart.— Simple
tear jerker with some sincere acting by Henry B.
Walthall.
(February.)

HOUSE OF SCANDAL, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
If you are not sick of cops, crooks and the inevitable
girl who reforms.
(July.)
HUSBANDS FOR RENT — Warners. — Owen
Moore and Kathryn Perry in a bedroom farce that
will get by only with the less bright members of the
community.
(March.)
I TOLD YOU SO— Leigh Jason.— This pictureonly a two reeler — cost merely one thousand dollars.
But it shows so much promise that its producer won
a contract for himself on the strength of a pre-view
showing.
(April.)
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS— FBO.— An interesting and human story of life in the Kentucky
mountains. Our hats off to Frankie DarTO, a fine boy
actor.
(March.)
LADIES' NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH— First
National. — There are lots of laughs in this adaptation
of the stage farce. Not subtle, but funny. With
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall. (March.)
LADY BE GOOD— First National.— How Dorothy Mackaill can dance! And what a snappy
comedienne!
Don'tA forget
thatshow.
Jack (May.)
Mulhall is
featured with her.
neat little
LADY OF VICTORIES, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The romance of Napoleon and Josephine,
gorgeously presented in Technicolor. Only two reels,
but very much worth seeing.
(March.)
LADY RAFFLES— Columbia.— A mystery melodrama with a real mystery — of all things! And some
snappy team work by Estelle Taylor and Lilyan
Tashraan.
(July.)
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LIGHTER THAT FAILED, THE — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. — Hal Roach builds a comedy on a
gift fad. Little, but oh, my! (February.)
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN— FBO.— A sweet
and sloppy story, which Frankie Darro and Jobyna
Ralston cannot help much.
(May.)
LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME—
First National. — Released in New York under title of
"Kentucky Courage." — An old favorite well acted by
Richard Barthelmess. The story rambles all over
Kentucky and the Civil War, but it is fair entertainment. (June.)
LITTLE SNOB, THE — Warners. — A Coney
Island kid tries to crash society but discovers that the
freaks are better company. With May McAvoy.
(July.)
LONDON AFTER MIDNIGHT — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. — Lon Chaney in a grand murder
mystery.
Mr. Chaney plays a dual rdle. (February.)
LONESOME — Universal. — Barbara Kent and
Glenn Tryon in a good human interest story of young
love in modern backgrounds. Lots of trick camera
work but, on the whole, worth your while.
(July.)
LOVE AND LEARN — Paramount. — Wherein
Esther Ralston keeps Papa and Mamma from getting
a divorce. Smart, light comedy.
(March.)
LOVE HUNGRY— Fox.— Concerning a mere
innocent love affair of a chorus girl. Lois Moran
and Lawrence Gray head the cast, but Marjorie
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (June.)

LOVE MART, THE— First National.— Pictorially
fine romance of old Louisiana, with Billie Dove and
Gilbert Roland.
(February.)
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE— Universal.— Dowdy story of war-time Vienna, with a
Daddy Browning romance between Mary Philbin
and Henry B. Walthall. Betty Compson is the only
live thing in the show.
(April.)
MAD HOUR— First National.— Elinor Glyn
preaches a none too convincing story on the follies of
jazzmania.
Snappy acting by Sally O'Neil.
(May.)
MAN
IN THE ROUGH, THE— FBO— Not a
golf story.
A Western with slimy villain, foolish old
man, tomboy daughter — and Our Hero!
(July.)
MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.— Modern sex story, made pleasant by deft handling,
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (June.)
MAN WHO LAUGHS, THE— Universal —
Draggy version of a classic that may interest the
hounds
for film.
art. Conrad
spot of the
(May.) Veidt's acting is the high
MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia.— Bessie Love
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by Johnny
Walker.
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)
MICHIGAN KID, THE— Universal.— Thrilling
melodrama and beautiful scenery successfully smother
aAdoree.
Horatio (July.)
Alger plot. With Conrad Nagel and Renee
MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE, A— Rayart.— Some(July.)thing very nifty and baffling in the way of a murder.
MILLION (June.)
FOR
melodrama.

LOVE,

A— Sterling.— Feeble

*MOTHER MACHREE— Fox.— Get out your
handkerchiefs; this is a tear-fest. The story of the
Irish mother plucks
is conventional
Belle And
Bennett's
performance
at the heartbutstrings.
little
Philippe de Lacy will delight you. What a boy 1 (May.)
MY HOME TOWN— Rayart.— The hero is
charged with manslaughter, jail-breaking, safebreaking, bootlegging and blackmailing. Stay home
and read the newspapers. (June.)
NAMELESS MEN— Tiffany-Stahl.— Claire Windsor flutters through a story of the secret service.
Don't cry if you miss it. (May.)
*NEWS PARADE, THE— Fox.— A snappy and
original melodrama of the exploits of the news reel
photographers. Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps head
the cast. Excellent way to spend the evening. (July.)
NIGHT FLYER, THE— Pathe-De Mille. — Big
doings triumphing
among the over
railroaders,
with William
charm
a dirty face.
(April.) Boyd's
*NIGHT OF MYSTERY, A— Paramount.—
Adolphe Menjou involved in the romantic dilemma
of a captain of the French-African Chausseurs. One
of his most attractive pictures. With Evelyn Brent.
Adult amusement.
(May.)
*NOOSE, THE— First National.— Richard Barthelmess again gets a picture worthy of his talents. An
extra-fine melodrama that will hold you spellbound. (March.)
NO QUESTIONS ASKED— Warners.— William
Collier,stories.
Jr., and Just
Audrey
in one of those "first
year"
so-so. Ferris
(July.)
ON THE GO— Action.— Something different— a
western with a lot of laughs. (June.)
ON prize
YOURfightTOES—
Universal.—
Well, there's
good
episode.
With Reginald
Denny.a
(March.)
OUT ALL NIGHT— Universal.— Reginald Denny
does his (December.)
best to put spontaneity into a machine-made
farce.
OUT OF THE PAST— Peerless. — One of those
things you can forget. (June.)
PAINTED TRAIL.THE— Rayart— Buddy Roosevelt in— ho-hum! — a Western.
(May.)
PARTNERS IN CRIME— Paramount.— Beery
and Hatton in the underworld. Mostly gags. You
know the type.
(May.)
♦PATRIOT, THE— Paramount.— Brilliant performance by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by
Ernst Lubitsch. It's a story of Paul the First, mad
Czar of Russia. Also great acting by Lewis Stone.
Less emotional and more intellectual than the recent
Jannings
pictures and very much worth seeing.
(June.)
PATSY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— Marion
Davies is charming in a modern ugly duckling story.
You'll love her impersonations of famous screen gals.
Your money's worth.
(May.)
PAY AS YOU ENTER— Warners.— A motorman
and
conductor
both
love
Louise Fazenda. What
(June.)
cotdd be more thrilling? A singletrack comedy.
[ CONTINUED
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^Ask Edwin Schallert
— he says in Los Angeles Times: "Famed
for the discovery of Gloria Swanson,
Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver and other
first-water stars, Mack Sennett has registered again as a Columbus of talent. In
'The Good-bye Kiss' Miss Eilers discloses
as much youthful charm as any girl who
has come to the screen for a long time.
Perhaps more."

^Ask famous Jjouella Tar sons
— she says in Los Angeles Examiner :
" 'The Good-bye Kiss' is an original and
delightful romance. Johnny Burke, Sally
Eilers and Matty Kemp are accorded
praise for their artistry in this Sennett

comedy.''
^Ask
'Photoplay's Expert

— he said in Photoplay's May issue:
"Romance, kisses, comedy, pathos, all
intermingled, keep you laughing and crying in this personally-directed special of
Sennett's. Sally Eilers justifies the claims
about her beauty and ability, and Matty
Kemp, her leading man, has much appeal.
Johnny Burke is a comedian of first rank
and walks away with honors."

^Ask anyone of the millions
whosaw"Mickey"and"MollyO,"Mack
Sennett's
previous full-length feature
hits!
besides it's
A AndIxthi
national Picture
THEY
TAKE
THE
GUESSWORK
OUT OF GOING TO THE MOVIES

Sta—rs
j ^(
00in the
Caking
<JXew
JOHNNY BURKE
SALLY EILERS
MATTY KEMP
Discovered by the most famous

makers —
all starof Mack
Sennett!
When

you

write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Friendly Advice from
Carolyn Van Wyck
on

s
m
e
l
rob ls'
Gir
"Summer
Complexions"
Is This Month's Problem

CAROLYN VAN WYCK:
DEAR
The first two weeks in August I'm
going on my vacation to the seashore and
I want your advice. Every year I get a beautiful coat of tan — and always wish I hadn't. I
go without hats and lie on beaches and, much
as I enjoy it, I always regret it afterwards. But
as I'm a working girl who gets little chance to
be out of doors ordinarily, vacation freedom is
so tempting. Is there any compromise I can
make between going about hatted and longsleeved, or returning to my job looking like a
red Indian?
Doris.

SUMMER complexions! What a problem
they are. I know exactly how you feel,
Doris, for I am in the same position. Two lazy
summer weeks from the whole year in which
one may loaf and dream in the peace and fragrance of the country. I, too, always want to
absorb all the sun and wind and light existent.
But, Doris, you and I and all the working girls
like us must make up our minds that just for
the fun of it, we can't sacrifice our most
precious beauty assets, fair skin and shining
hair. Vacation time is the season when one
may relax, stop "doing" and flirt with leisure
and luxury. Yet, though summer days come
and go, we must remember that the need for a
perfect appearance goes on all year.
Now there is nothing finer for acquiring new
energy,
and youth
the everything
sun's rays.
In them beauty
lies a magic
cure forthan
almost
from weariness to nervous breakdowns. Properly taken, nothing is more beneficial. To lie
in some sheltered spot, unclothed, for a few
moments daily in summer is absolutely tonic.
But — and it's a big reservation — the difference
between a little sun bath and a "beautiful coat
of tan" is all the difference between wisdom and
nonsense.
For I disagree with you, Doris. I do not
believe that a coat of tan is "beautiful." To
acquire it one usually burns first, very painfully, and browns later. Superficially, it looks
well. Boy friends remark on it. In a bathing
suit brown skin seems charming. But dressed
in one's prettiest frocks it is something awful.
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SUMMERTIME and sunshine. Lazy days of freedom. And then sunburn and peeling and roughened skin all winter as the price you pay
for vacation! The clever girl will avoid all this. Below you will find advice
on how to get your sun baths and yet preserve your beauty. ■
Can I help you individually on this or any other problem concerning
beauty, health or happiness? Letters enclosing stamped self-addressed
envelopes I will answer by return mail, those without postage in PHOTOPLAY.
For information regarding daily care of the skin, send a stamped envelope. For my booklet on sane reducing, send ten cents.
Carolyn Van Wyck.

High-water marks of tan above necklines of
delicate organdie. There is nothing charming
about it. A "coat of tan" is really a thickened,
protective coarser-pored skin that has taken
the place of the delicate, thin skin through
which your healthy color was revealed. The
sun peels that skin away. Your natural coloring becomes obscured. Make-up no longer
looks well on you. You get a dulled fabric
in place of a delicate one. The skin, you must
remember, is the finest material known. The
sun is the most powerful light. Common sense
proves that a thing so fine should not be
exposed to a force so tremendous.
But you, Doris, expect to be at the seashore
where the sunlight is brightest. Naturally, you
want to do all the things you can't do during
the year, loaf about in a bathing suit, let your
hair go free, let down on your beauty treatments alittle.
Well, do this much, my dear, to save yourself all the bleaching treatments and care you
will need later otherwise. Pack shade hats and
parasols, a good cold cream, a heavier than
usual powder, a good skin tonic and a bathing
suit whose neck exactly matches the neck of
your summer frocks.
HpHE first day at the beach do not stay in the
■*- direct sun for[more than five minutes. Each
day you may increase the time a little — for a
coat of tan on your legs does not matter greatly.
You will gradually become accustomed to the
sun and not burn. But always keep your face
and neck shaded. Before going out in the sun,
rub a heavy coating of cold cream well into your
skin. Without removing all the cream, powder
heavily, being careful not to give yourself too
white a make-up. Patting the powder on will
make it cling more than rubbing it on. When
you go out into the open, carry a parasol or
wear a shade hat. The parasol is better for it

gives you a chance to air your hair without
exposing it directly to the sun, which dries up
its natural oils and destroys its lustre.
Keep your favorite skin tonic on ice and
when you know you are going to take a nap,
even outdoors, put pads of cotton, wet with the
tonic, on your closed eyelids.
WHEN
you excellent
are dressingfor
dinner, giveyourself this
skin treatment.
Cold
cream your face and neck, then dip a pad of cotton into hot water and run it over your creamed
face, wiping the cream away. Cream once
more and remove it with cotton dipped into the
iced astringent. This will give your complexion
a delightful, freshened feeling. If your skin is
oily, you do not need as heavy cream as your
winter cream, except around your eyes. But if
your skin is dry, give it a heavier cream.
If you have a tendency to freckle, for
beauty's sake, don't indulge your craving for
sun and wind. Cold cream and shade your
face and arms always. For light freckles use
equal parts of glycerine and lemon juice twice
weekly, or if your skin is too thin for glycerine,
rub it with a fresh slice of lemon, letting the
juice dry and remain on for some time. For
heavier freckles, the following is a good cream:
Lactic acid, 4 ounces; glycerine, 2 ounces; and
rosewater, 1 ounce. And while I shouldn't
have any pity on you, Doris, if you get sunburned inspite of all this advice, I recommend
equal parts of linseed oil and lime water to be
applied to your skin in case you do.
One final injunction. Even perfect summer
complexions still come from the inside out. So
watch your diet and your exercise. In your
idle days, remember walking is good for the
legs, but it doesn't exercise the rest of the body,
and if you are trying to reduce, beware the
appetite it gives you. Horseback riding should
[ CONTINUED
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Ihis Vigorous IVlethod
with, a soap recommended bv skin specialists

for skins that incline to be oily
ANy

THING

but an oily skin! most

women

will say. And they are right.
For excessive oiliness is not only a serious
aesthetic defect; it is a danger to the health
of your skin, as well.
Excessive oiliness brings other attendant
troubles in its train. Blackheads and acne
(blemishes) are frequently the penalty of
excessive oiliness.
Don't try to combat this trouble by temporary expedients— by smothering your skin
with powder! Only the clean sure method
of science will help you really to overcome it.
Vigorous cleansing treatments with
warm water and Woodbury's Facial Soap
followed by a brief application of ice — this is
the method recommended by a famous skin
specialist for correcting excessive oiliness.
First, cleanse your skin by washing in
your usual way with Woodbury's Facial
Soap and lukewarm water. Wipe off the
surplus moisture, but leave the skin
slightly damp.
Now, work up a heavy lather of Woodbury's in your hands. Apply it to your
face and rub it into the pores thoroughly,
always with an upward and outward
motion. Rinse with warm water, then
with cold. If possible, rub your face for
thirty seconds with a piece of ice.

Woodbury's Facial Soap is so mild and
non-irritating that it can be used vigorously

To overcome excessive oiliness — folloiv the vigorous
Woodbury cleansing treatment given here
on the sensitive skin of the face. It is especially beneficial in the care of an oily skin.
The treatment given above is only one
of the famous Woodbury skin treatments.
If you have never used them — they will be
a revelation to you of what you can do to
improve your complexion.
A 25-cent cake of Woodbury's lasts a
month or six weeks. Get a cake of this
wonderful soap today!

Is one of these conditions keeping your
skin from being attractive?
Blackheads
Blemishes {acne)

Dryness, scaliness
Sallowness

Excessive oiliness

Large pores

Treatments for each of these troubles, and the famous
Woodbury ice treatment for normal skins are given in
Facial
Soap.wrapped around every cake of Woodbury's
the booklet

How it goes straight to the heart— the radiant, innocent beauty of a lovely skin!

TSlpw — the large-size trial set!
The Andrew Jergens Co., 2215 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
For the enclosed 10 cents — please send me the largesize trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap, the Facial
Cream and Powder, the Cold Cream, the treatment
booklet. UA Skin You Love to Touch," and instructions
for the new complete Woodbury "Facial."
In Canada, address The .Andrew Jergens Co., Limited,
221 5 Shcrbrooke St., Perth, Out.
Name_
Streets
City
_State_
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X^LARA BOW is more than just a movie star. She is the living symbol
/
of the Modern Girl. Her name is synonymous with jazz and Flaming
\y Youth. She is the goddess of the new freedom. No star since the
days of Valentino has had such a wide influence on the manners, clothes
and behaviour of a devoted public.

C~k
#/ \

/*ORMA

SHEARER

returned from her honeymoon in Europe and contributed this bit

of Old World Culture to Hollywood's educational circles. In case you want to know,
V^__jthis splendid example of Modern French Art is a sleeveless sport frock. The blouse

is of white jersey, with bands of red grosgrain ribbon. It's little things like this that improve
a girl's tennis game.

I arising Brown

^H ^ILMA BANKY is almost the perfect Anglo-Saxon type, more English than the English.
I J Only it happens that Vilma was born in Budapest and is a Magyar. Nevertheless, her
^^
temperament and her beauty register as British before the camera, which is probably why
she is at her best when her leading man hails from the Isles.
Her first picture as an independ'
ent star will be "The Awakening."

I arising Brown

C /RONALD COLMAN'S ambition to play Sydney Carton in "A Tale of Two Cities" has
Joseph Conrad's story, "The Rescue," has
unfortunately suffered a temporary defeat.
j[\
X^jbeen substituted for the Charles Dickens' novel, because it gives Lily Damita a better
role in which to make her bow to the American public. And Mr. Colman, always the gentleman,
defers to the lady.

(TX/f^Y eye ! Or rather, Blanche Sweet's eye. Blanche went to England to play Iris March
in "The Green Hat," but changed her mind and returned to Hollywood where green
Cyjf
hats are banned on the screen. Now will some producer reward her by giving her a

It has been so long since Blanche had a real picture that it's about
good part for a change?
time for her to join the ranks of the "new discoveries."

Russell Ball

^

■ 'HE hard-boiled hero of the Fox Studios, Edmund Lowe.
/

Here is a boy who is not too hand-

some to act, as you know if you saw his splendid performance in "Dressed to Kill." Edmund
is the new type of screen favorite, the bad man with good ideas, and he reflects the change

in public taste from the too-noble hero to the gentleman with just enough of the villain to be inter
esting
and plausible.

^Ko,

G^l^ouuoC

xA/njQs
<^CL

THE H. W. GOSSARD
Chicago,

New York,

San Francisco,

Dallas,

Atlanta,

23 Q^OCtA^yUr^

CO.

London,

Toronto,

Sydney,

Buenos Aires

Sitk stockings worn in Ziegfeld's "Rosalie" are kept
nev-looktng with Lux {Marilyn Miller, center)

VERY Musical Show in New York
uses Lux to double the life of stockings • •

T^VERY woman faces the silk-stocking
-■-'problem! . . . New York's gorgeous
musical shows face it on a vast scale .
Thousands of dollars' worth of silk and
chiffon stockings are worn by the
gay
choruses of these famous shows-danced in
night after night.
These stockings must look brilliant and
new. And they must last!
To find the safest way to wash silk
stockings, various methods of cleansing,
different soaps, were tried.

Now the fact is disclosed that stockings
trashed in Lux wear twice as long! Give
twice as many performances!
This means so much in dollars and cents
to the producers of New York's dazzling

shows, that each one has standardized the
method by which stockings are washed.
As the Shubert general manager puts it,
"We would use Lux if it cost $1.00 a box.
Lux cuts stocking bills in half."
So the wardrobe mistress of every musical show in New York— without exception—now specifies Lux for washing silk
stockings— to get double wear!
Like the wardrobe mistresses,
women everywhere use Lux
for silk stockings. They know
rubbing may fade lovely colors
— that many soaps (whether
flakes, chips or cakes) contain harmful alkali that weakens fibres. So they cleanse
safely with Lux.
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
By James R. Quirk
so-called talking pictures
THE
have been developed so wonderfully in the past few months
that, although skeptical of them for
a. time, Photoplay believes they will
thange the map of the entire motion
picture business within two years.
We are so convinced of the ultinate success of this form of enter:ainment that we will predict that, within that
:ime, they will double
the present
motion
)icture audience in the United States.
They will bring to the screen new personalises from the theater, vaudeville and grand
)pera.
They will relegate to second place some of
>ur most popular screen stars.
They will force the dropping of many affectaions of speech.
They will revolutionize the news reels.
TPHEY

will bring about an entirely new

*- technic in the making of pictures, and will
jring into the studios stage directors who know
[heir diction to take the places of veteran
novie coaches.
They will win back millions who have been
ed up on the mediocrity of the average
)icture of today.
They will bring back a large proportion of
)icture production to New York studios which
lave been closed for years.
Within a year, 1,000 theaters will be equipped
or talking pictures and within two years
i,000 will be equipped.

The next two years will see an
investmentof $250,000,000 additional
in talking pictures in theaters, studios
and production.

r

T means that thousands of musicians in the large theaters may be
turned out of work.
They realize it
and their unions are attempting to
raise a $10,000,000 fund to fight sound pictures;
but no human agency can stop the progress of a
great mechanical advance.
Stars and players seeking new contracts are
given voice as well as screen tests today, and
the Fox Company recently took tests of all its
stars. Two good box office bets, Janet Gaynor
and Sue Carol, failed to sound impressive, but
there is no doubt that a year's study and training will overcome this deficiency.
/COMPLICATION is piling on complication.
^^Companies that have bought rights to musical comedies and stage productions will have to
test in court their rights to have their characters
sing the music and talk the lines. All contracts
provide for such rights now.
The newly imported foreign stars will be at a
disadvantage. The accents of Greta Garbo,
Pola Negri, Del Rio and Lupe Velez will be
great handicaps in casting them, and the
English actors, with their definite accents, will
have a difficult time.
Hollywood is all agog. Vocal teachers from
New York and Chicago are pouring into the
village and at night mansions and bungalows

of the stars resound with declamations and
recitations.

Barrymore
and
worth hearing.

five years there won't be a motion
WITHIN
picture theater in the United States that
will not be using talking and sound pictures.
They will bring the finest music in the world
to the smallest hamlet.
The movie, so far, has entertained the eye
alone, but talking pictures will satisfy the
hunger for the human voice.
Color photography is practical, so that we
will have almost immediately a combination of
voice, music and color in a motion picture.
You will hear the wind blowing through the
trees, the rain falling, the waves breaking, the
booming of thunder, the roar of the cannons
and the songs of the birds.
The next development will be the perfection
of stereoscopic photography.
The motion picture will be the shadow stage
no longer.
Next month Photoplay will inaugurate the
first department of sound picture reviews in
any national publication.

f I 'HIS tremendous stimulus comes at a time
■*- when the industry was in sore need of a shot
of something to liven it up.

DURING the past week I have seen some
remarkable demonstrations of the development of the technique of combining sound with
pictures.
I have seen the first complete talking picture,
a Fox one-reeler called "The Family Picnic."
This one-reeler is historically comparable to
'The Great Train Robbery," the first motion
picture with a plot and a complete story. That
was made just twenty-five years ago and
brought to the screen a vaudeville performer
who later became known as G. M. Anderson
and famous as "Broncho Billy."
It gave me the same thrill that I experienced when I saw my first motion picture. If
you get an opportunity to see this, do not
miss it.
I ALSO saw and heard George Bernard Shaw.
I heard the crunch of his shoes on the
gravel as he approached. Nothing that I
have read by or of Shaw gave me the satisfaction and the insight into the man's character
that that ten-minute picture gave me. I was
astounded.
I saw "The Lion and the Mouse" produced
by Warner Brothers. Don't miss that either.
While New York reviewers criticize May
McAvoy's voice, it fascinated me and Lionel

dear

old

Alec

Francis

are

Small town audiences have been falling off'
at an alarming rate. Several causes are given
for this. One exhibitor, running a chain of a
hundred theaters in the middle west, told me
that the small town audiences, having seen
elaborate presentations with first-class music
and vaudeville in the large city houses, become
dissatisfied with the more limited program of
their home town movies.
Several of the larger city houses have given
up their elaborate presentations and acts and
are going in for short subjects with sound
accompaniments. And the public seems to
like it.

' I *HE right to use sound pictures will be wide
■*- open to all companies and the executives I
of the companies talk nothing else these days.
There is a mad scramble to get aboard and
the companies that have pioneered the movement have a distinct advantage. There are
several different processes, but the two groups J
of companies that control the patents, the
Western Electric and the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company working together, and
the General Electric, the Westinghouse and
the Radio Corporation in close co-operation,
are
getting together, seemingly in complete
harmony.
Talking and sound pictures may prove the
economic salvation of the motion picture.
~^ON'T let the ravings of motion picture
-A-r'critics fool you on the art in foreign
pictures. "The End of
instance, a new Russian
the soviet government
New York recently with
Russian cinematic art.

St. Petersburg," for
picture produced by
and brought out in
much ado about the
Applesauce.

It was just a mess of symbolic rot and disconnected shots. It has a motive, but not a
motif. The motive was pure soviet propaganda and, cleverly enough, ended with the overthrow of the Kerensky regime and the promise
of a better day.
It is not entertainment and, with the exception of the pitiful character of Kerensky, it
does not pretend to show historical figures. It
is a sad film.

(T7)UD0LPH VALENTINO died two years ago— August 23, 1926. He
j[\ was the most idolized figure the screen ever has known. His passing
>s_j was mourned all over the world. Even today Valentino is a living
factor in motion pictures. In offices at 6606 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
S. George Ullman still acts as manager for the estate of his friend. Thousands
of photographs are sent out every week to those whose love for him never has
wavered.
Rudy's personality has triumphed even over Death.
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The Great American
Master of Tragedy
brilliantly interviews the Great
American Master
of Comedy

M

Y admiration for Mack Sennett is temperamental and chronic. I think it
dates from that long ago when he
"played the moony, semi-conscious farm
hand, forsaken by the sweetly pretty little milkmaid
for some burlesque city slicker, with oiled hair and a
bushy mustache. And it endures today when he is a
multi-millionaire, the owner of a moving picture
studio with some twenty-two or twenty-four stages,
and an established reputation as the producer of
comedy of a burlesque type. For to me he is a real creative
force in the cinema world — a master at interpreting the crude
primary impulses of the dub, the numbskull, the weakling,
failure, clown, boor, coward, bully. The interpretive burlesque he achieves is no different from that of Shakespeare,
Voltaire, Shaw or Dickens, when they are out to achieve
humorous effects by burlesquing humanity. To be sure, these
others move away from burlesque to greater ends. It is
merely an incident in a great canvas. With Sennett it is quite
the whole canvas. But within his range, what a master! He
is Rabelaisian, he is Voltairish. He has characteristics in
common with Sterne, Swift, Shaw, Dickens — where they seek
to catch the very thing which he catches. Positively, if any
writer of this age had brought together in literary form — and
in readable English — instead of upon the screen as has Sennett
— the pie-throwers, soup-spillers, bomb-tossers, hot-stovestealers, and what not else of Mr. Sennett's grotesqueries —
what a reputation! The respect! The acclaim! As it is,
there exists today among the most knowing of those who seek
a picture of life as it is — or might be were it not for these
inherent human buffooneries which Mr. Sennett so clearly
recognizes
and captures — a happy and sane tendency to evaluate him properly.
Mack Sennett has
built screen
laughs into a fortune. Today he is
a multi-millionaire. Theodore
Dreiser says he is
master of inflati ng fancy to
heights where
reason can only
laughingly follow

AND so, for the past fifteen or eighteen years — whenever and
wherever I have seen the name of Mack Sennett posted
above a movie, I have been tempted and all too frequently possibly have succumbed to an incurable desire to witness his latest
antic waggeries. The bridges, fences, floors, sidewalks, walls,
that give way under the most unbelievable and impossible circumstances. The shirt-collars that, too tightly drawn, in
attempts to button them, take flight like birds — the shacks
(like the one in Chaplin's " Gold Rush1') which spin before the
wind, only to pause, with a form of comic terror for all, at the
—
withinand
torture
andcollide
to teeterthat
precipice,
edge
trains ofor astreet
cars orthere
automobiles
withall'trucks
by sheer impact transfer whole groups of passengers to new
routes and new directions! Positively, as I have
often told myself at such times and countless
others, are not these nonsensicalities but variations of that age-old formula that underlies all
humor — the inordinate inflation of fancy to
heights where reason can only laughingly follow;
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the filliping of the normal fancy with the abnormal? I think so.
And Mr. Sennett has been for these past twenty years or more
— and still remains — the master of that.
Thus when the opportunity came to interview him I seized
upon it with avidity. And in the Ambassador Hotel in New
York, after many cautious preliminaries on the part of a representative, there he stood in perhaps his workaday, official mood.
It was arranged that I was to meet him for luncheon and so he
came— a somewhat stocky and yet well-knit, gray person, with
a touch of the careless in his appearance and an eye gray and
soft, yet suggesting a forceful, searching intellect behind it and
one that might on occasion have a granitic quality; yet with a
sagging, half-lackadaisical manner, which, none-the-less, as one
might well know, could be a manner only. And guarded by a
business manager — shrewd, pleasant, friendly sort of person,
watchful of his employer's interests on this occasion, yet helpful
to both of us in a genial way. This is the individual, as I understood itafterward, who writes most of those startling captions
that help to edge the whirligig humor of Sennett's productions.

Theodore Dreiser, who wrote this remarkable
interview with Mack Sennett, stands at the
forefront of American letters today. His
"Sister Carrie," his "The Genius" and his
"An American Tragedy" have stamped him as
one of our few literary geniuses

stalled by the Irish adequateness to resist any blow, which is his
"JUST a canceled sjamp in the post-office of life."
to a terrifying degree.
J " — and as hungry as a sparrow at a Scotch picnic."
" — so stupid he thought pickled herring ought to be reported
" Well, now, that reminds me of a row I once saw in one of the
streets up here in Harlem. Two
to the dry squad."
men were fighting. An Irish
"He believed that woman's
place was in the home and not
policeman came up to stop it,
but couldn't get the hang of it
in the English channel."
by watching. So finally he
" Call for my laundry at my
grabbed the nearest one by the
apartment ■— it's just a little
neck and shook him until he
""VTO
U
have
to
spill
soup
on
step-in."
was dizzy. Then, as soon as he
" — and so dumb she thought
X dignity to get a real burlesque
a meadow lark was a picnic."
laugh.
let him go, he said: 'Now,
" — and so stupid he thought
what's all this about?' And
an oyster bed was where fish
"Everybody wants to laugh at
that's how I feel now."
"But there's still the quessomething. Mostly at the other
slept."
tion," Ipersisted teasingly.
fellow's
troubles.
BOLDLY and courageously I
"Well, you can't tell," he
started the ball rolling by
"If there is any change in the kind
said. " It may be that I think
of comedy that makes people laugh,
asking : "Just what excuse have
you to offer, Mr. Sennett, for
that
stuff's funny."
"Acquitted
on the grounds
it's in the way it's presented. Ten
one more of your comedies?"
of delusion," I said. "But
or twenty years ago a man might sit
And then, to my real amusethere's still something worse.
ment and astonishment, I saw
on
a
hot
stove
longer
than
he
would
You're here to give a complete
a faint flush steal over his face
today and without the audience
reason for your being — the
— the face of the, to me,
artistic faith that is in you.
stopping
laughing.
Maybe
more
greatest creator of joyful burYou're to tell me what you
lesque the world has ever
trains could hit him and all in the
think the intrinsic nature of
known. Instantly I was moved
comedy
is — why, for instance,
to abandon the pose back of
same
picture."
it to drama or meloprefer
you
the question, but was fore-

Mack Sennett's Philosophy

Mack Sennett Analyzes the Elements
"Oh, back in 1908 with the old Bio"And how did you come to get into
that work, if it isn't too much trouble
"W
in musical
W 7ELL,
comedyI —was
useda flop
to sing
pretty
graph."
to you?"
well,
but I never could get the fancy
stepping of the chorus man. So I went
to work in the Biograph pictures. They
didn't make comedies then, just sentimental romancesand very mellermelodramas and tragedies — what tragedies !
These were awfully funny to me; I
couldn't take them seriously. I often
thought how easy it would be, with the
least bit more exaggeration — and they
were exaggerated plenty as it was —
to turn those old dramas into pure
farce.
" I couldn't get the comedy idea out
of my head and finally persuaded two
other fellows to go into partnership
with me on producing comedies. We
didn't have any money, but at the time
this didn't impress us as being im"And

so,

the Keystone

Comedy

Company
camehired
into a being,
"Yes. We
cameradidn't
man it?
and"
started
out. That cameraman — hewas
portant."
the most impressive-looking camera
man in the world.
He looked like a
Russian grand duke and had the lofty
manners of an Oriental prince.
We
didn't stop to inquire whether he knew anything about cameras;
we hired him on the strength of his grand ducal whiskers."
"And how about your first studio?"
"We didn't have any studio. We just carried the cameras
and props on our shoulders and started off somewhere on a
street car. Usually we hung around near Fort George."
"My God," I exclaimed sadly, "of all places."
"Yes," went on Sennett solemnly, "and we had so little
money that we had to make three comedies before we had the
film of the first one developed; we could get it done cheaper that
way, you see. And I remember how proudly we went into the
projecting room to see our maiden effort; and how we came out

Remember the old Keystone comedy days? Mack Sennett and
Fred Mace, who died some years ago, co-starred in a series of
detective comedies in 1913. Sennett wrote, acted and directed
in those gay days
"We made a melodrama once," he interrupted, smiling, "or
started to. I don't know whether I ought to confess that,
though," he added, a boyish and naive smile playing over his
face.
"And what happened to it?"
"Well, I don't know exactly," he went on, an infectious
chuckle emanating from his throat. "We kind of got lost. We
had a plot, we thought, but when we got it worked out, people
laughed when we thought they ought to cry or shiver."
"Yes, that might have been a little disconcerting," I agreed.
"It was," he said — and in that same, dry, dubious tone that
characterizes so much of his best manner. "We tried to fix it
up, make it more sad or something. But we had to turn it into
a comedy."
"What a tragedy!" I ventured.
" Yes, sir, a comic tragedy — that's what came of it at last, I
think. I scarcely remember what happened to it."
BUT anyone taking Mack Sennett's genial, easy manner for
anything but a front or mask behind which lurks a terrifying
wisdom and executive ability would be most easily deceived.
For, looking at him as he sat there — the bulk and girth of him —
I could see the constructive energy and will, the absolute
instinct and force, which has led and permitted him to do so
ably all that he has done. It was interesting just to feel the
force and the intelligence of him, his willingness and determination to give a satisfactory account of himself — his mental, if not
emotional, satisfaction with himself — his dry, convincing sanity
that assures him to this hour — and rightly so, I think — that his
view is as good as any other.
I had read an article by one writer who said, quoting Sennett :
"You have to put in some rough stuff if you want to make them
laugh. Only exaggeration up to the nth power gets the real
shout." And another quoting this same Sennett said: "You
have to spill soup on dignity to get a real burlesque laugh."
And I agree, whether Sennett said these things or not. In the
world of the commonplace, only the extraordinary, the unbelievable almost, is truly amusing or interesting.
But let that be as it will. Here was Mr. Sennett, and most
agreeably, seeking to interpret himself. So I said, after a time:
"When you first started out years ago — but exactly when
was that, if you don't mind?"

staggering
The grand
ducal camera man
hadn't
turned the with
crankdismay.
fast enough,
and consequently
the picture
didn't move — it leaped in wild and fantastic kangaroo
"Like some of your best comedians since?"
" Yes, like some of my best ones since. But to go on. There
bounds!"
was nothing to do but throw the stuff away and start all over
again. By this time we were flat broke. We made a pool of all
our watches and stickpins and got together enough money to
go to California. I brought two actors West with me, the two
business partners remaining in New York.
"T\ THEN we arrived in Los Angeles, I wandered out to an
W unfrequented part of town where the families kept goats
in their back yards. I rented a vacant lot and had a little shanty
put up. This was my first studio and the little shack is still
standing there in the middle of our twenty-two acres of studios in Edendale.
I guess I'll never tear that shanty down.
"It took a lot of physical endurance to get through the work
I undertook in those days," he went on reminiscently. " Every
morning when the bricklayers were going to work I went out to
the 'studio' and got the props ready for the day's work. We
made new sets by pasting some wall paper over the old ones.
"All day I acted in my pictures myself and directed, too. At
night when the other actors had gone home, I stuck around late
cutting the film shot the previous day. I was telephone operator, bookkeeper, actor, director, publicity man and film cutter.
It was a job.
"Finally I shipped the first comedy to my partners in the
East. Their verdict was prompt.
'Terrible,' they wired me.

of

Laughter

I took a cinch in my belt
and started another comedy, which was eventually
shipped. The answer
was just as prompt:
'Worse.'
"I wonder now that I
didn't lose heart entirely,
especially with money by
this time being as scarce
as hen's teeth. Then I got
a 'break,' as we now call
it. It happened that the
G. A. R. was holding a
convention in Los Angeles
and there was a great
parade. As a last desperate chance I photographed
this parade; took some
comic scenes to fill in and
made a war comedy. This
time the message that
came back from New York
was: 'Great.'
"It was easy from then

for

Read here how Mack
Above you see Phyllis
Haver and others have
girl comedies

Theodore

Dreiser

Sennett came to glorify the American bathing girl.
Haver leading the sea-going squad back in 1919. Miss
gone on to success in dramatic fields, while the bathing
revolutionized American modes and manners

on."
And it was pleasing to
see him sit and cogitate in
a pleasant April manner
in regard to his own past.
And none of the hardened
granite that one suspects in his nature from time to time showing in his words or eyes. Instead, nothing but Rabelaisian
gaiety and vitality.
"But to return to my first question — your artistic excuse for
being
— the
faith that is in you? " I said, after he had
finished
all animating
this.
He stared unblinkingly, the blue-grey of his Irish eyes fronting me like two milky, unrevealing crystals.

"My artistic reason for being! The faith that is in me! I
guess I never thought of those things when I started out, but I
can give a fair answer now, I think. Everyone wants to laugh
at something. Mostly at other people's troubles, if they're not
you never thought of that when you started, you say? "
too" But
rough."
"Oh, I must have — as a comedy idea — but not as a philosophy," was his prompt reply.
"And you still adhere to it?"
" Something uncomfortable happening to
the other fellow, but not too uncomfortable?
Yes. Things must go wrong, but not too
wrong. And to some fellow that you feel
reasonably sure can't be too much injured
by it — just enough to make you laugh —
not enough to make you feel sad or cry.
And always in some kind of a story that
could be told very differently if one wanted
to be serious, but that you don't want to be
serious about, see?"
" T SEE. But years ago, when you started,
J- the type of comedy you produced was
decidedly crude, wasn't it? I recall the hot
stoves on which people fell, the hot soup
that steamed down their backs, the vats of
plaster, or tar, or soap, that they fell into;
the furniture, walls, ceilings, even houses,
that fell on them; the horses, wagons,
trains that ran over them. Any change in
"Well,
no. I don't know that there is
that
respect?"
any actual change in the kind of burlesque
that makes people laugh, although there is
presented.
way orit's
I guess,teninorthe
some,instance,
For
fifteen
twenty years

Mack Sennett again as a comedian. He is the suspicious gent
(in the background) who is interested in Ford Sterling's correspondence. Mabel Normand was the heroine of "The Shoemaker's
Revenge." This was one
the first
comedies
own oftrade
mark,
in 1914 made under Sennett's

ago, a man might sit on a hot stove longer
than he would today and without the
audience stopping laughing. Or, maybe,
more trains could hit him and all in the
setsame picture. Fifteen years ago the
tings could be cruder than they are today,
collar
no
and a waiter in shirt sleeves and
could spill soup down the shirt front of a
laborer and get a laugh, and that in some
ordinary one-armed place not very nice to
[ CONTINUED
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bnfessions of
Why a screen star's mamma is
a movie studio — as
MOTHER

LOVE is the most precious thing in Hollywood—on the screen. What touches the heart, what
appeals to the box-office so strongly as the sufferings
and the sacrifices of a white-haired mother? Hollywood respects Mother Love— as an ingredient, like sex appeal
or suspense, for its pictures.
But the most unwelcome person on a movie lot is a screen
star's mother.
I, who am one, know that only too well.
In a great number of cases there is excellent reason for the
prejudice. I know that, too.
And yet some of the finest, bravest mothers in the world are
in Hollywood. Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, who has just passed
on, was a greater woman than anyone in the world, except
Mary, will ever know.
In Hollywood, too, there are mothers who have no right to
the title. I mean the professional mamma, complaisant to
all her daughter's doing, who is willing to
sell her daughter to the highest bidder
and
profit by the transaction.
But that isn't the sort of mother I am
going to talk about. The screen mother I
am going to tell you about is the one who
fights her daughter's battles, takes all the
hard knocks and insults, sees to it that her
daughter is kept sweet and wholesome
and yet that she learns enough of the
world to understand human nature. The
mother who sees to it that her daughter
isn't pushed back for some girl with the
wrong kind of pull. The mother who

fight to see that they earn their monev and that they keep it.
We
to fight
to keep
themor from"
their have
ambitions
, their
emotions
their being
youth.seduced through
CO I am telling these stories of screen mothers without
V~> malice. I know most of them, some good and some bad.
Some helpful to their daughters' careers, some ruinous.
Without comment or without drawing any morals, I am
going to tell you some of the things that happen in Hollywood
in the name of mother love.
In the name of mother love, a woman shot a man who had
been paying too much attention to her daughter.
The man
recovered, but the mother had to leave Hollywood.
The
tragedy of it all was
the girl really
that
loved the man.
One mother that I
know, whose daughter
is now married to

takes the disappointments, the rebuffs, the setthat her
who demands
backs. The mother
daughter be paid a salary commensurate with the
demand for her.
And last but not least, the
mother who makes sure that her daughter is
brought up with the health of mind and body
that is part of an actress's equipment.
Some of this, I hear you say, sounds like a
father's duty.
It is. But, somehow, the fathers of screen actresses
seem mysteriously to vanish out of the picture, especially when the daughter is safely launched.
In my own case, my husband
died when my
daughter was a little girl. Perhaps she would never have
gone into pictures but for that fact. But, in the case of
other families, I think there is often a sort of jealousy
which drives the husband away when a mother begins to devote
her entire time to her daughter.

"W" ANY'S the tale
tell of these screen fathers. Since I
J-V-Lam mentioning Inocould
names, I am divulgin
g no secrets that
would humiliate anybody. But I know of one star's father who
is janitor in a studio. Another keeps the gate of a movie plant.
Unjust, unnatural and cruel? Not if you knew the facts.
Both of these men had allowed their daughters to shift for
themselves when the girls were little more than children.
without their daughters, neither of them would have been And,
able
to get even the humble job of janitor or gateman.
But while the screen fathers remain obscure, the
screen mothers are very much in the limelight. They
Illustrated by
have been called viragoes, vulgarians, tigresses and
old hags. They have also been called some good old
Ray Sisley
rousing Anglo-Saxon terms. Alas, most of us are
middle-aged and unbeautiful and we have to fight
two bitter battles for our daughters!
We have to

a Movie Mother
the most unwelcome person in
told by one of them
wealthy film man, has to send word ahead to the mansion
where her daughter dwells, asking permission to visit her child!
Yet that mother was most self-sacrificing. She gave up her
home — and her husband — to bring her girl to Hollywood. She
went without clothing and food many times that her daughter

might have both.
The mother and daughter were really
devoted to each other.
But the film man didn't get along with the mother before
the marriage. No mother-in-law in his household!
Daughter
offered to give up the let
manhershedoloved
mother urged
wouldn't
it. but
She her
actually
the
marriage which meant a cruel separation
from her daughter.
"The marriage is for your happiness
and success," she said. "I won't stand
She receives a small allowance from
in your way."
her daughter. She is content because
the girl is happy and prosperous.
And the daughter? I think the
daughter has some blackly unhappy
moments.

M

rOW for another sort of picture. AnIother mother forbade her daughter
to marry the man she loved. The mother
had some reason on her side. The man
was an obscure actor and we screen mothers
are distrustful of actors. Rightfully so, too, I
think, as they are too superficially emotional
to be depended upon.
This particular mother was also out for
bigger game than a second-rate actor. But,
unfortunately,
remain
second-rater for
long. He is the
now actor
one of didn't
our biggest
starsa
and the devoted husband — of another girl. And the
daughter? With the broken-hearted desperation that
Hollywood knows so well, she plunged into other affairs — to
forget. She has been involved in several scandals that have
well-nigh ruined her.
I don't envy that mother her thoughts, her regrets!
I said at the beginning of this article that the most unperson to
in tell
a movie
studio is a screen star's mother.
And I am welcome
going
you why.
I know of one promising girl whose mother used to go
and sit on the set and interfere with the director. Not only
that, she tried to direct the daughter herself and only succeeded in making the girl miserable and self-conscious.
Her tactlessness was beyond belief. One day she said to
an exceedingly capable director: "My daughter has been
on the stage and knows her business. What do you know about
acting? You used to be a newspaper reporter."

the argument got hot, mamma ended by throwing a
WHEN
script book at the director, narrowly missing his head.
The missile landed beyond and broke a few lights. Daughter
can't blame the management. And it was
you really
job;before
lost
some hertime
she landed
another, although she was young,
beautiful and talented.
Before she could get a new contract, she had to sign a clause
barring her mother from the lot.
There is such a thing as being too self-sacrificing, even for a mother. A wise mother, be
she in Hollywood or in Iowa, soon finds this
out. Even an animal mother knows it; just
Hollywood fears Mother Love. In
the name of Mother Love, a womwatch a mother dog discipline her puppies.
an shot a man who had been
And so I don't quite feel the sympathy I
paying too much attention to her
should for the screen mother who is now workdaughter. The tragedy of it all
ing in a millinery establishment while her
was that the girl really loved
daughter lives in a Spanish villa. The mother
the man
made every sacrifice, [ continued on page 134 ]
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What Happens

to

The stars find constructive criticism
and real encouragement in their mail
order applause

Clara Bow and "Buddy" Rogers with their best friend,
the postman. Clara leads all the girls in fan letters.
"Buddy" heads all the boys. They are both young
enough to enjoy reading every serious communication

First of all, they go into your nearest mail box and
thence to Hollywood. And what happens to them
after they arrive depends entirely upon their contents.
From all over the world these letters come, in all
shapes and sizes and with all manner of addresses to
guide them. They are the stars' applause. They are
the stars' best critics. They are the instrument that
measures the stars' worth.
Of all the stars in the cinema capital, Clara Bow receives the most mail. Billie Dove comes second.
Among the male stars, Charles Rogers leads the
parade, with Richard Dix next. But no male star ever
receives as many letters as an equally important
feminine star.
For the month of April, Clara Bow received 33,727
letters. Billie Dove received 31,128. Charles Rogers
19,618, and Richard Dix, 12,002.

The author of this article should, by all odds, know his letters.
As publicity director for Mary Pickjord and Douglas Fairbanks he
supervised their fan mail for years. Read what he savs about what
the fans write to the stars and what the stars think —about
The Edit
it. or.
w . . .
AND We nocome to this matter of fan mail.
What, if anything, happens to the letters you write
to the motion picture stars?
That question cannot be answered inone breath.
In fact, it
cannot
be answered
in two
^

*>

/l

use tooyou
things
manywrite
becaletters
breaths, to
happen
to
the stars.

Billie Dove values the friendship of the thousands who take the trouble to write to her.
In reading her fan mail or answering requests
for photographs, Billie is one of the most conscientious ofthe stars. She is second to Clara
Bow in post-office popularity

F an Mail?
THE LEADERS
Clara Bow
Billie Dove
Charles Rogers
Colleen Moore
Mary Pickford
Dolores Costello
Richard Dix
May McAvoy
William Boyd
Mary Brian
Bebe Daniels
Charles Farrell
Janet Gaynor

Mark Larkin

IN LETTERS
33,727
31,128
19,618
15,000
14,000
14,000
12,002
12,000
11,000
11,000
10,900
10,000
10,000

(Figures are for the month of April)

Since Clara receives the largest number of letters, let us
Bow mail bag. Here's what we find:
peek first into the
letters suggesting stories; letters inviting Clara to parties;
letters criticising her work; letters complimenting her work;
her she has "IT;"
for money; letters assuring
letters asking letters
from persons who are sure they could
love letters;
succeed in pictures if Clara would only help them ; silly and
inconsequential letters; letters requesting photographs;
letters asking for old clothes; letters offering Clara golden
letters,
opportunities to get rich quick . . . letters, letters, red
hair
from an idolizing public that is interested in every
of the Bow head.
.
.
In all
And the contents of Clara's mail bag is typical.
bag.
mail
star's
every
of
contents
general aspects, it is the

When you write a letter to Harold Lloyd that
letter is first opened and read by J. Darsie Lloyd,
Harold's father. If your letter is particularly
boy
papa passes it on
interesting, amusingto orhishelpful

There are additions or subtractions, as the
case may be, to fit the personality of each
particular
bad that people write begging letters.
It is too star.
And it is too bad that they ask to be helped into
pictures. And it is too bad, too, that some are
incoherent and that occasionally one is raving
mad. But that is life. It will be so to the end
of time.

Most of the big studios maintain special departments to
handle the fan mail. Here is the letter room at First
National where 55,000 brickbats and bouquets are received
and Richard
every month. Billie Dove, Colleen Moore
Barthelmess are the stars who receive the greatest number
of letters in this studio

rs are about "IT."
Clara's lette
MANY wasofaddre
ssed to her recently as" 'IT,'
One
from
Hollywood, California." This letter came sense
the Scotch have a
Glasgow, proving that
also
omy;
econ
of
of humor as well as a sense
not
do
oyes
l
empl
posta
if
even
proving that
ss "IT," at least they know
selves possees.
them
where "IT "abid
Fifty per cent of Clara's mail is from high
schools and colleges; thirty per cent is from men,
and five per cent is mash notes from these men;
another five per cent is from elderly men and
women and ten per cent is from children under
twelve years of age.
Of course, Clara is not the only film luminary
who receives oddly addressed letters. One
came to Colleen Moore last week from Dublin,
Ireland, with only a drawing of the star on the
envelope and the word "Hollywood" s lettered
Mary Pickford receive countneatly below.
less letters from all over the world with only
"America's Sweetheart" written on the en39 Rome
velopes. Sally Phipps received one from

How your letters influence pictures
embellished, "To the kindest young lady,
Sally Phipps, United States." Harold
Lloyd received one from London with the
name "Hollywood" and the picture
pair of horn-rimmed glasses cut fromof aa
magazine and pasted on the envelope.
Douglas Fairbanks, Tom Mix, Fred
Thomson, Jack Mulhall, Charlie Chaplin
and Rin-Tin-Tin receive letters with only
their pictures cut from magazines and
pasted on the envelope as addresses.
All the stars are vitally interested in
their fan mail. Three secretaries are kepc
busy opening and sorting letters for Clara
Bow. Every letter that is not merely a
request for a photograp
utterly She
'inh, byor Clara.
consequential, iperused
s
takes a youngster's pride in her mail, especially inthe invitations she receives, and
reads with eager interest every "bid" to a
"prom," hoping she may be able to attend.
AT

the Famous-Lasky-Paramount Studios, where Clara works, star mail is so
heavy that a private post office has been
installed. It is the only private post office
in the world operated to accommodate
cinema celebrities. It handles an average
of 375,000 pieces of mail each month. Executives say these figures compare with
postal records of the total mail handled
in such cities as Syracuse, N. Y.; Topeka,
Kans.; Pueblo, Colo., and others of like
size. The greatest amount of mail that
Anita Page has not as yet appeared in a picture, but here she is
in
goes to any studio in Hollywood is
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer fan mail department collecti
handled here.
ng her
letters.
Plenty of advance publicity about Miss Page did it
To give you some idea of the mass of fan
Unusual or striking stories about the stars invariab
ly result in a
mail that reaches the stars through this
big increase in letters
office, the following figures were taken
from the records for April. Not counting
Bow, Rogers and Dix, because their figures have already been
primarily through publicity). Ruth Tavlor, 3,240 (one picture
quoted, other tabulations are: Marv Brian, 11 000: Bebe
and intensive publicity did this for Ruth).
Wallace Beery
Daniels, 10,980; Esther Ralston, 8,000; Dick Arlen, 6,000; Gary
1,485 (a very popular star with little fan mail because his
appeal is to men, not women.
Cooper,
James
Hall. 5,032;
Women, you see, write 75 per'
5,021created
'(with
very
few 5,852;
pictures
released,
her fanLouise
interestBrooks,
has been
cent of the fan mail). Emil Jannings, 680 (a marvelou
Jannings, but in sno actor,
sense
a romantic figure, and
therefore he receives a
very small fan mail. The
fact that he is a foreigner
may also have something
to do with this).
Each studio, of course,
has its own method of
handling fan mail. In
some instances the stars
take care of their own; in
other cases the studios assume the task. At all
events, the purpose is the
same; to serve the fan on a
personal basis and to give
an intimate touch to the
correspondence.
Although the value of
fan mail has always been
somewhat in dispute, a
majority of the stars and
producers feel that it is
well worth its cost because
it builds good will. It also
offers a star an ideal means
of direct advertising. And,
too, it shows the popularAll the letters you write to Charles Rogers first fall into the capable hands of
ity of every production
pretty Kathleen O'Hagen.
She answers all those requests for photographs.
released by a star.
And now that Miss O'Hagen has had her picture in Photoplay
, she will
probably receive fan mail on her own account
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 130 ]
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If a prize fight were to be fought the way they make
movies . . . the first two hours would be given over to
tributes to the producers. The bell would ring. Signal
from the executives' corner. They would take out
Dempsey and put in somebody's relative
Illustrated
by
Russell
P a . t er s on

hy I Left the Movies
By Harry Carr
the screams of a guilty conscience. I have ruthSTIFLING
nearly everybody proposed to her sooner or later — but I relessly abandoned the motion picture industry to its fate.
member this one' especially. He told her that she would
marry him and pass the rest of her days in golden luxury.
to try to stagger on alone without me. Tdon't
have
will
It
care if they just beg and beg and beg . . .
Like Thomas Jefferson when he wrote the Declaration of
IN maiden meditation, fancy free, she begged bashfully to be
Independence, I feel that the world is entitled to an explanation.
allowed to think it over until Saturday. When he came back
I have been everything in a studio except the mother of the
a cold and sarcastic young lady waiting
for
for his
him.answer, he found
star. At that, I was once a sort of stepfather to a whole studio.
It was at Mack Sennett's — my first movie job. I was doing
"Where do you get this stuff— you're worth two millions?"
publicity. It was the heyday of
she said bitterly. "I've looked
the bathing girls.
you up in Bradstreet and Dun.
You are all in the red. You owe
I didn't have an opportunity
to do much publicity work. Most
$85,000 to Pickles & Kraut— you
of my time was occupied in mopping up tears. My office was the
But the young man had fled.
oweIn . those
. ." days the Sennett
official weeping station of the
"T HAVE been everything in a studio
studio. No young lady could
studio was an incubator of genius
J. except the mother of a star.
weep comfortably except on my
. . . Louise Fazenda, Wallace
office desk. I was in danger
"I have been expert production adBeery, Ray Griffith, Mai St.
viser. But I never could find anyone
most of the time from pneuClair, . Phyllis
Haver, Marie Prevost
. .
monia— the perpetual dampness.
who wanted to listen to advice.
Their tragedies were frightful
I
remember
one day that
"The reason the critical mind has a
and harrowing. Jane — the mean
Sennett happened to look out of
hard row to hoe in the studio is that
old cat — had taken the only bathhis office window (for some exyou are always dealing with people
ing suit on the lot that showed
traordinary reason he always
who have the vanity of little children.
transacts all his business in the
Elaine's legs to advantage.
I remember one girl, who has
You must always say: 'It is very, very
rubbing room of his Turkish
since left the screen. She had
bath) and saw a little girl comthe face of an orphan angel. One
wonderful.' "
ing up the walk. He hurried out
day a sheik proposed to her —
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 98 1

Harry Carr's Valedictory:

Ike oimple Art of
What is it that clever
women have found
out about men? A
witty short story
writer gives you the
answer
By Lucian Cary
Illustrated

by Frank

Godwin

Everybody likes to believe that women are mvsterious, strange,
inexplicable, unpredictable and all the rest'of it. Men like
to believe it because it is a blanket alibi, a ready excuse for
their failures with women. Women like to believe it because
it gives them a sense of power.
But clever women see through this pleasing illusion and grasp
the fact, which is that men are more mysterious than women.
Once they have grasped the fact, women are free to go
directly at the job of solving the mystery. For the mvsterious
thing about men is not very deep, not very strange, and not in
the least inexplicable. It is really just that— that he makes a
complex demand of women. He wants several things in a woman.

N-

from
"O man," said Solomon, "ever gets aw;
'
to.
him
clever women unless she wants
This was not a wise-crack. It is the terrible truth.
But there is such a thing as being very young.
Most girls— and especially the ones who
most likely to
grow up into fascinating women— begin to are
take notice of the
art of acquiring boy-friends when they are very, very young
and before they have become clever. ' What is the knowledge
that a girl tucks away in the back of her head during this painful period when the boy-friend may actually get away from
her because she isn't yet as clever as she is going to be?
What is it that clever women have found out about men?
I believe they know a few plain truths about men and because the more fascinating women there are in the world the
better I like it, I make no bones about exposing men. Being
exposed in our true character is really a small price to pay for
the privilege of being fascinated.
_ The clever woman knows that what she wants in a man is
simple and what a man wants in her is complex.
Everybody
likes to believe almost the exact opposite.

THE best way to find out how other people feel and what other
people think is to ask yourself how you feel and what you
think. But in this particular case a woman cannot find out
how a man feels and what a man wants by asking herself.
_All she wants is a man who will make good. She may prefer
him to be tall, handsome and athletic. She may prefer that
he dance like a sheik and make love like an artist. (I ought to
say, " Make love the way an artist is supposed to make love
and never does. " The first rule of womanly wisdom is: Never
fall in love with an artist, or an actor, or an intellectual
, or a
writer — they are all promise and no performance.)
But to get back to woman's preferences. She
prefer a
man bronzed by the tropical jungle, like those may
Englishmen
who are always going off to Africa to hunt big game. She may
prefer a millionaire broker in Wall Street to the fellow who has
a nice garage business and will probably get the Buick agency
next year. But these are merely preferences. All she expects,
and certainly all she demands, is that he will make good in
his business and — as men who make good in their businesses
usually do — make sincere love to her.
She will cheerfully stand for an immense amount of awkwardness. You know the utterly boob-like way in which even the
most sophisticated man acts when a woman cries real tears.
He will pound her on the back as if he had just rescued her from
drowning after she had gone down for the third time. He will
say in what he thinks are tender tones but in what is really the
exasperated voice of defeat, "There, there, don't cry— it'll be
all right in a minute." But she doesn't mind as long as she
hears a sincere ring in his voice when he tells her he loves her.
Men, though awkward, are not simple. Now, don't misunderstand me. Men are simple-minded. Men are dumb.
The cleverest man who ever lived must often have seemed a
poor dumb brute to his wife. And what's more, he was
probably just as dumb as he seemed.
Women are ever so

F ascinatmg
M en
THIS is the second
of articles on Men
a man's viewpoint on
tween the sexes. You

of PHOTOPLAY'S series
and Women. It expresses
the modern relations bewill like this article. It is

frank. It is clever. And it is wise. "Men,"
writes Mr. Cary, "though awkward, are not
simple. The least complicated man wants
five separate and distinct kinds of woman. He
wants a mother, a wife, a pal, a child and a
sweetheart."
Next month you will hear from a woman.
Phyliss Duganne asks "Has the Modern Girl
IT?" And then she answers by telling you how
the girl of today looks at the problem of sex.

much wiser than men because they are so much simpler in what
they ask of life. As I have been reminding you, all a woman
wants is a man who will make good.
The simplest and least complicated man wants at least five
separate and distinct kinds of woman. He wants (1) a mother,
(2) a wife, (3) a pal, (4) a child, and (5) a sweetheart.
Some men want a lot more. I knew a writer once who was
sore because the curly-headed blonde who had married him,
doubtless in a fit of absent-mindedness, could not be a brunette

The Mother
in the afternoon and red-haired at night. He was disappointed
because, though she could dance like a witch, her golf was terrible. He was bitter because, though she was an uncommonly
good listener, she wasn't much of a talker. He crabbed because, though she was charming in a dinner dress, or a bathingsuit, or an afternoon costume, she couldn't and wouldn't wear
sport clothes. And so on, and on, and on. He was what you
might call hard to please.
The answer is: Don't fall in love with a writer. Or if you
do, be clever enough to let him get away.
The only question worth a girl's while is what the ordinary
or decent man wants — and expects — and gets from any woman
who is at all clever. Because there is no doubt that if he gets
it, he sticks. He is permanently fascinated.
The ordinary man wants five different kinds of women and —
this is important — he wants them all in one. His idea of the
right sort of girl is printed in raised letters on the American
silver dollar: E Pluribus Unura. Or, in our language, one who
has everything. He usually doesn't know this; and even when
he does he may be ashamed to admit it. That is why women
need to be clever; or else to read this article.
FIRST of all, then, a man wants a mother. He wants a woman
who will cool his fevered brow with a soft and gentle hand and
lend a willing ear to his swear words, when somebody else gets
the order for a fleet of twelve motor trucks; or when the boss has
been particularly unjust, unreasonable and persnickety, or when
somebody has criticized him and he is not angry but terribly,
terribly hurt.
I know a man who wrote a book. He got three reviews of it
in one morning's mail. None of these reviews called his book
a masterpiece. He went to bed. He had to be fed pot-roast
with dumplings, strawberry short-cake and pie a la mode.
He had to have somebody play " JustAroundtheCornerThere's
Sunshine for You" on the phonograph over and over again.
In short he was sick and when a man is sick he wants a mother.
Any trained nurse will tell you that a man who has gone to a
hospital for a slight operation makes more trouble than eighteen
women with babies. That is one reason why trained nurses
marry so well.

The Child

is a true mother takes a man's ailments seriThe girl who
ously. Between times she darns his socks, sews on his buttons,
and convinces him that he can lick the world. [cont.onpage106]
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Being a psycho-analytical explanation
of how they get that way
By Louis E. Bisch, m. d., Ph. d.

And from such studies I would conclude that the case of the
SEVERAL months ago — I make the time indefinite on
young lady just cited is not exceptional by a long shot. I
purpose — I had a patient from the Middle West, a quiet,
believe that many more women were benefited by seeing that
shy, demure little miss, who wanted "Oh, so very much!"
to see a certain play in New York. She had read advance
particular censored play while it ran, and that perhaps hundreds will continue to be helped by reading the printed text.
notices about this drama and was considerably keyed up over it.
You see, the censor type of mind is a very peculiar one.
But on the night she presented herself at the box office she
And perhaps the most striking peculiarity about it is its
found, to her surprise, that the play had been closed by the
inability to appreciate and understand its own differences
censor. In this case censor meant the police and the district
from that of the majority of people.
attorney's office.
The interest which attaches itself to the incident is not the
The censor reasons from the particular to the general
instead of, as he should, from the general to the particular.
fact that the play had been shut down — that has happened
"many a time and oft" before. The significance to be found
here centers on the young lady herself.
IF, for instance, a female censor suddenly felt impelled to
wear trousers she would deduct therefrom that the rest of
She was furious for one thing and her eyes flashed as she
womankind should wear trousers also. But she would not
spoke. "They say the play was immoral," she went on.
"Well, I have since read the book. And lucky it is for me
necessarily feel impelled to don man's apparel simply because
the rest of the women did.
that I did happen to find the play in printed form.
Furthermore, not only does the censor mind fail to note its
"When I came to New York I was all set to have a good
own differences, it goes a step further and believes quite
time, to break the restraints that have hemmed me in all my
life in the small town I live in. And you know as well as I implicitly that its own differences are correct and should
become standard.
do, Doctor, that opportunities to run wild are never lacking
In other words, the censor glories in his individual difference
in a big city. At home I used to toy with this idea, dream
about it, build castles in Spain. I think it was Pope who wrote
from everybody else.
that every woman is at heart a rake or something like that. At
He is proud of it. He may boast of it. He often shouts it
from the housetops. All in all the censor is as supreme an
any rate, although people would never suspect it in me — and
egotist as could possibly exist.
I'm really confessing it because I'm mad, I suppose — I cerIt is plain, therefore, that the censor leads a sort of detached
tainly had the rake craving pretty strong. That's why I
specially wanted to see that play. It is a study of the kind
and isolated life, a kind of self-satisfied and self-glorified
existence, which makes him strikingly unqualified to judge
thing—"
of She
what the effect of a play or novel or story or picture may be
stopped abruptly, apparently deliberating how much
more to tell. Then her face flushed scarlet and finally she
upon the morals of the majority.
began to weep.
By nature the censor is conservative.
By temperament he is suspicious of change and progress.
"But do you mind telling me why you said it was lucky
for you that you found the play in printed form? " I encouraged.
By habit he is seclusive and shut-in.
" Because I read it just in time, " she blurted out. " And had
His type of mind is pronouncedly single-track.
He is out of tune with
I had the opportunity of
life. Often he is woefully
seeing the play when I
wanted to I would have
ignorant of what life is.
been spared the humiliation
Having had comparativeand self-torture I endured
ly little experience the censor cannot possibly get the
?
while I still held those crazy
a Censor
WHAT"By isnat
.
ive
vat
ure
sor
ser
a cen
is con
viewpoint of the other
ideas, but which the book
fellow.
"By habit he is seclusive and shut-in.
settled for me."
And just because he has
"His
type
of
mind
is
pronouncedly
singletrack.
had so little knowledge of
ERE is one case, at any
rate, where the censors
the ways of the world he
"He is out of tune with life. Often he is
overvalues his own limited
went wrong.
woefully ignorant of what life is.
experiences absurdly.
Instead of demoralizing
"Having had comparatively little experithis particular girl the play
Censor-minded indience the censor cannot possibly get the viewviduals annoy most people
actually moralized her!
point of the other fellow.
Just how often censors
and produce a feeling of distrust. To me they have
make errors of judgment it
"And just because he has had so little knowledge of the ways of the world he overvalues
would be impossible to dealways appeared rather pittermine. But that they do
iable.
his own limited experience absurdly.
The reason is that I have
make such errors there can
"Nearly always feelings of shame, guilt and
found each and every one of
be no question whatsoever.
self-accusation are to be found somewhere
The reason I make this
them neurotic.
buried in his unconscious mind.
assertion is because I have
Can you imagine how it
must feel to be obsessed
known personally many
"Really the worst you can say of the censor,
pestiferous though he often may be, is that he
censor-minded individuals
with the impulse to reguand often have I dissected
late other people's morals
is mentally sick."
and analyzed their mental
and compel their righteousness?
and emotional slants on life.
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ensor's

These censor folk cannot
exactly help themselves.
They are suffering from
compulsions just as much
as the person who is forced
to touch every gate post
he passes, or to add up all
the automobile numbers
he sees, or else be tortured
by feelings of tormenting
uneasiness or a sense of
constantly impending
danger.

Illustration by Rollin
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Mind

THERE are degrees
and grades of censormindedness, to be sure.
The milder forms are
not so distressing and in
these the ego gets a kick
out of meddling into
others' affairs and dictating what they should or
should not do.
But the more severe
forms of censor neurosis
are no joke. Sometimes
they are agony.
"I want to be cured of
this habit of mine to want
to reform the world, " said
an intelligent man of forty
who called to see me professionally. "I want to
be like other people and
enjoy life," he went on.
"This way I am most unhap y. "
An analysis
man's
mind
revealedof the
repressed
and hidden feelings of
self-accusation dating
from childhood.

he comWHENEVER
mitted some childish prank or indiscretion
his mother, a most severe
and censorious woman,
would scold and humiliate
him. Disobedience of any
sort meant swift and hard
punishment. The boy
was often whipped for going fishing without permission. One day when
he went to the circus, even
although he paid his admission with money he
had saved, his mother
locked him in his room all
day without food. On another occasion he went in swimming
without a bathing suit and his mother shamed him before the
neighbors again and again.
" I got so I felt I was an outcast, " the patient said. " And I
grew up convinced not only that I must atone for all my
wickedness but that I must devote my life to stamping it out
whenever or wherever I could. "
Not all censor compulsions have an identical analytic explanation like the foregoing but most of them are similar.
Nearly always feelings of shame, guilt, and self-accusation
are to be found somewhere buried in the unconscious mind.
And always there goes with it a compensatory reaction of

wanting to do good and help others by way of atonement.
Every human being worth his salt resents interference with
his personal liberty.
We dislike regulation. We rebel against it. We become
bitter toward those whom we hold responsible for it.
And that probably explains why we tend to believe that all
censors are hypocrites.
Personally, I have not been able to substantiate this rather
prevalent opinion.
That some censor types, especially some who make a living
out of professional censorship, are pure fakes there can be
little doubt.
[ continued on page 118 ]
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ONE glimpse of the sky will tell you that the weather forecast is
"cloudy, with probable showers." This remarkable photograph
shows Noah's Ark in the process of construction. It is a scene
from the Biblical story of the Deluge, now being filmed at the Warner
Studio where, for the first time in the history of the movies, everyone
is praying for rain and lots of it. According to scientists, the
Ark, from Biblical description, was 300 cubits long, 50 cubits broad
and 30 cubits high. A cubit is 18 inches, so you can figure out the
modern measurements. It was built of "gopher" wood. The elephants
in this picture which are helping with the work will also be on the passenger list.

Anita's Dad
Spills Tke

Fritoles
Sensational expose of Miss
Loos' early life by a father
who prefers brunettes
By 7?. Beers Loos
ASCRAPBOOK before me supplies the information
that my daughter, (Corinne) Anita Loos, was born
in Montreal, Canada; Clyde, Ohio; San Francisco,
New York City, San Diego, California; Atlanta,
Georgia; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Moonachie, New Jersey, and in
several other towns and flag stations too numerous to mention.
Traveling around to be born simultaneously in so many
different and widely
separated places must
have proved a trying
ordeal for one so
young, and this
possibly
accounts for her
diminutive
size. She
weighed five

Murray

At eight years Anita Loos sold a poem
for five dollars. She was the only
child in San Francisco who ever
bought five dollars' worth of gumdrops
pounds when born and today stands four-feet-ten in her
French heels and tips the hay scales at eighty-six pounds, with
rouge and powder.
As ahouse
matternearof Etna
fact Anita
was called
born in
her grandfather's
ranch
(formerly
Rough
and Ready),
Scott Valley, Siskiyou County, California. Siskiyou County
in early days was the stamping ground of Bret Harte and
Joaquin Miller, ''the poet of the Sierras," both of whom
Anita's grandfather knew well. These two celebrated authors
thoughtfully removed themselves from Siskiyou several years
before Anita arrived in order that she might have a clear field.
At this late date an appreciative father extends to the heirs
and assigns of Messrs. Harte and Miller, deceased, sincere
thanks for the kind consideration shown his daughter by Bret
and Joaquin.
I was running a newspaper in Yreka, the county seat of
Siskiyou, and one sunny April day when the wild flowers were
lazily nodding in the warm spring breezes and all nature
seemed to smile, especially in the vicinity of Linker's
brewery, a feeling stole o'er me that I must hie to
Scott Valley. I remarked about it at the time to
Mr. Iunker as he was drawing another one. So I
put on my collar and an hour later was exercising
my well-worn pass over the California and Oregon
Stage Line.
[ continued on page 1 10 ]
This picture was taken at the
time when Anita was writing
scenarios for Triangle. Her
subtitles were the first to break
the Laura Jean Libbey tradition
of caption writing

By Cal

Instead of a Paiis
divorce, Mr. and
Mrs. Adolphe
The
This
days
Mary

Menjou brated aceleParis
wedding. Menjou
has gone to tell
Hollywood about
his meeting with
Bernard Shaw.
Mrs. Menjou is
returning to show
her friends her
new coat made of

girls again steal the boys' fashions.
handkerchief ring was worn in the
when men dressed in satins and laces.
Brian found it in the wardrobe department and decided it was just the thing
to wear to dances

REPORTS trickling East from Hollywood indicate
that someone should take Lina Basquette aside and
give her a few words of advice. Lina has advanced
rapidly to stardom and she has the leading role in one of
the most conspicuous productions of the year. But it is
bad form to boast and, in Hollywood, it is dangerous.
This business is like a trick stairway. You may get halfway to the top but the stairs are apt to slip and slide you
down.
It's fine to know that you are good, but it is not so nice
to keep reminding others about it.
And Lina seems to have stepped on the toes of other
troupers who have worked longer and harder for their
success.
The Movie Suicide Club, composed of stars who have
killed themselves on the screen, is always looking for new
members.
EATRICE JOY has a precious young daughter. She
J_>came home from Sunday school quite puzzled, after
hearing the song, "Sweet Peace, the Gift of God's Love."
"Mother, why doesn't God like all his flowers?" she inquired.
"He does, my dear," explained Leatrice.
"Well, today they sang, 'Sweet Peas, the Gift of God's
Love,' " she protested.
CHARLES FARRELL was dining at the Russian Eagle with
Virginia Valli.
Janet Gaynor came in with an escort, a handsome young
fellow.
Charles was unable to take his eyes from the nearby table
and Janet.
And the next day he confessed to friends he never felt so
peculiar in his life. Something just seemed to choke him, he
admitted. It was the first time he had seen Janet with another
fellow.
Loving two women is always a hard job, Charlie!

reptile skins

P&A

PRODUCTION had begun on the Greta Garbo picture, "War
in the Dark," when the fact was disclosed that the star was
to wear another fur cape or coat.
She stoutly rebelled, saying she had worn a coat in every
picture she had made and she would not wear one in this.
Every sort of subterfuge was tried; coats of satin and various
combinations, but none was satisfactory and eventually they
were compelled to return to the original fur cape.
Seeing the uselessness of further argument, Greta slipped the
cape on, entered the scene smiling sweetly, and remarking:
" Eef I was temperamental, I would not work until I got what
I wanted."
TX7ILLIAM HAINES was watching Greta Garbo make
" " love to Conrad Nagel on the set of "War in the Dark."
"My Gawd," he exclaimed, "if Greta kissed a tree she'd
start a forest fire !"

REGARDLESS of rumors about Garbo's temperament— the
statements that she likes to be alone; that she is "different,"
"the one great exception" — the film players adore her.

of^All
Studios
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Pola Negri and
her husband,
Serge Mdivani,
sail for France "to
forget the movies." But will the
movies forget
Pola? Not likely,
because Pola is
writing her
memoirs. After
five yearsin Hollywood, she can't
complain of lack
of material

Stardom — obscurity, and now a return to
the screen. Just for luck Lila Lee has
changed her personality and is playing a
giddy girl in "Just Married." Her husband,
James Kirkwood, is appearing on the stage
in England
CLIVE BROOK was playing a prison scene. The call
came for lunch. He walked slowly back to his dressing room wondering why anyone would be tempted to
turn
criminal and invite such a costume as he was
wearing.
He changed to his own clothes, slipped his hands in his
pockets and discovered that $107 and his $300 gold
watch were missing.
Now Clive has his prison garb hanging on a very handy

F&A

An instance of her naive manner:
A group of film people were dining with Jack Gilbert. Libyan
Tashman sat opposite Greta. Greta whispered to the girl next
to her, "Do I look like Libyan?" The other girl answered,
"Well, I admire you both, but I don't think you look alike."
"Oh, I am so sorry," Greta said. "They told me I looked
like Lilyan and I did so want to be like her."
A

ROMANCE that began in a fashionable charity bazaar in
Mexico City in 1921 ended in the prosaic divorce court at
Nogales. Dolores Del Rio, the much press-agented star, was
awarded a decree against Jaime Del Rio. Jaime has sailed for
Europe, vowing that he will not return to Hollywood until he is
as famous as his ex-wife.
Immediately after the divorce was awarded reporters flocked
to ask Dolores if she were to marry Edwin Carewe, her director
and discoverer.
Miss Del Rio handed the old carbon-copy answer, "I am
interested only in my work and do not, at this time, contemplate any other matrimonial adventures."
Where have we heard that before?

But he and the Paramount officials have been unable
to find the man who should wear it.
PegTX7HEN Wilson Mizner, Hollywood's much
" ™ talked about wit, ran a racing tip bureau in New
York City, he advertised with this sign:
"Our selections even amaze the horses!"
DON'T believe a word you hear about Lupe Velez and Al
Jolson. That's just Hollywood gossip. Al admitted to us
that he is much in love with his former wife, Ethel Delmar, and
by the time you see this they will be married again.
BY the way, besides being actor, director, etc., Al has added
cooking to his accomplishments.
"I cooked all my own birthday dinner, even to the turkey,
last week," he boastfully announced, "and few husbands have
more than that to recommend them."
NOAH BEERY, the "best damn caballero in all Costa
sets colony.
a good example for temperamental married
folks Roja,"
in the film
He has built a new honeymoon bungalow for the wife from
whom he was separated a year or so ago and gracefully admits
he was just as human as she.
"I am moving heaven and earth to get her back. Any man
builds a house for his bride and who wouldn't for a woman

Janet Gaynor looks like a school girl. Or rather most
school girls look more like movie stars than Janet. Accompanied byher mother, Janet recently spent a vacation in New York, her first visit since she achieved top
place on the screen
FIRST NATIONAL'S initial talking motion picture will be,
appropriately, "The Squall." Now there's a chance for
young Clarence Kenyon Sills or little Donald Reicl Hughes,
offspring of Milton Sills and Lloyd Hughes, respectively, to
display some natural talent.
QVERHEARD at tea.
^*' "And, my dear, this is what she said, 'I'll have my
pictures shown somewhere, if I have to marry an exhibitor
to do it.' "
COLLEEN MOORE says Sherman was right about war. She
has just been through it.
In one sequence in "Lilac Time," a French village was
destroyed by artillery fire.
Colleen crouched in one corner. Dirt and splintered wood
fell upon her, following a terrific explosion.
The property men above, who were dropping the debris, let a
small bit fall on her head.
"Gwan!" barked "Hezi" Tate, sorrel-topped assistant
director, "whattaye think this is, a tea party? Pretend it's me
down there."
A perfect avalanche fell at once and Colleen spent days
recovering from the shock and bruises.
TT happened during Lon Chaney's visit to New York. As
■**Chaney stepped into a taxicab in front of his hotel,
another taxi driver yelled to Lon's chauffeur, "Hey, that's
Lon Chaney you're drivin'. "
"Shut your face," shouted the irate cabman, "and stop
insultin' me customers."
A

FRIEND was querying Mrs. Griffin, Bebe Daniels' dear
little grandmother, on the outcome of the charm-againstjinx campaign that Bebe has been sponsoring to rid herself of
the bad luck that has been chasing her for these last several
months.
"And what, Mrs. Griffin, will the prizes be?" she asked.
" Well," smoothing her dress neatly, " they're going to be an
evening dress for the girl and a signal ring for the boy."
It happened that a little religious medal, sent by a Long
Beach, California, girl, was the one selected by Bebe. So the
"signal" ring was not awarded.

Cecelia De Mille, daughter of Cecil, worked
up enough courage to ask her father for a
part in "The Godless Girl." Papa consented, but warned her that she would have
to start in a small role. And she did
WHAT
a time the Fox Company is having choosing a name
for their little Spanish actress.
First it was Maria Cassawana.
That being too long for electric lights, they changed it to
Marta Alba.
However, when Maria returned from location she refused,
with many polite thanks, the Marta.
" 'Mata' in my language means to kill. If someone should
mispronounce
it would be veree bad luck!"
So now it is— Maria.
JUST to keep in style, Marcella Battelini, the Italian gal
whom Fox imported, has changed her name to Lola Salvi.
NOTHING like the post-divorce friendliness that prevails in
Hollywood.
The other night at the Alexander Theater, in Glendale, where
Billy Haines' " Excess Baggage " was being previewed, I saw its
director, James Cruze, with his wife, Betty Compson, chatting
amiably with Marguerite Snow, who once was Mrs. Cruze, too.
With her was Neely Edwards, now her husband, who does a
nice piece of work as a vaudeville hoofer in Cruze's picture.
"^TEITHER Richard Arlen nor his wife, Jobyna Ralston,
■*■ ' will admit that this happened.
But they have a maid.
They were dining in their Tulsa Lake home and listening
to the radio.
"Just listen to that!" exclaimed Jobyna. "Another
imitator of Al Jolson."
"These radio stations shouldn't allow singers like that on
the air," answered Richard. "That fellow is awful. I hope
Jolson isn't listening in. It would embarrass him so."
Just then the number was finished and the announcer
spoke, "KFWB, Hollywood. You have been listening to Al
Jolson singing 'California, Here I Come.' "
It wasn't Jolson who was embarrassed.
ONE of Ralph Forbes' cue-lines (oh, yes, they have cue-lines
even in the silent drama) was," We'll have no back talk!"
Came nounced
timewith fervor.
to say it. "We'll have no back chat!" he an-

Not Richard Barthelmess' kid brother, in
spite of those serious brown eyes. Louise
Brooks as she appears in "Beggars of Life."
A little neat and clean but otherwise a
handsome and convincing boy
Everyone on the set laughed so hard it stopped the picture.
They did not need this line to prove to them that Ralph is all
English.
""yOU
to hear about my embar'sing moment?" Lupe
-L Yelezwant
speaking.
" It was like thees. Meestair Schenck, he call me in his office
and he say, 'Lupe — you know we all lofe you!'
"I say, 'Yes, Meestair Schenck!' Nice, like that. Inside I
t'ink, 'Hanh!
Maybe!'
But I say yes.
"He go on and say, 'We hope to make beeg peecture star of
you, Lupe! Some day".' I say, 'Yes!' again.
"He say, 'But not eef you swear so bad all the time. You
get common.
" 'Common girl cannot be beeg star! Now, Lupe, I want
you to promise not to swear so bad. No bad words! Promise!
Put up your right han'!'
"I put up my han' and promise, 'No more swear! No more
bad words. Not ever!'
" CO — two days — t'ree days after, I drive my car down HollyOwood Boulevard.
Someone get in my way. I lean out and
**** ! ! ! You lose your arrm in
scream, 'Hey! You
the war, hey? You can not signal me?
What the
**** Mil'
"The man turn round. It is Meestair Schenck! Whoosh!
And I have promised no more bad words! What a embar'sing
moment for me! Whoosh!"
/CONVERSATION overheard in a studio the day after a
^"'preview:
"What's the verdict on the picture?"
"Well, the producers don't know whether to shelve it or
release it as an epic."
ANITA STEWART has established a residence in Reno.
After years of indecision, she has decided to sue Rudolph
Cameron for divorce.
Don't forget that there is a handsome blond stranger, who
is anxiously waiting for the judge to tell Anita that she is
free at last.

"Your future is all wet," says Dorothy Sebastian to
Anita Page. The two girls are demonstrating the new
bathing pool bridge table and waterproof cards invented for players who want to play a cool, clean
game of bridge
ALL stars have children named after them. But during the
month of April Corinne Griffith won the silver cup when
she received word that there were four more little Corinnes in
this country. Corinne and her husband Walter Morosco take
this as a good omen.
PERHAPS one of the most concrete proofs of the economy
wave in the movies is the "back-to-the-apartment-house"
movement. Many stars and featured players are giving up
their homes and moving into small apartments with "maid
service" included.
In one rent-your-home building in Hollywood you will find
Laura La Plante, Olive Borden, Mary Brian, Anita Stewart,
James Hall, Ben Lyon and a half-dozen directors. Pola Negri
will live in her own apartment when she returns from Europe.
Madge Bellamy has taken a tiny house somewhere in the
country for the summer, then contemplates "aparting," they
tell us. And now an energetic builder is erecting a house "just
for
the stars"
which he says is already reserved, but won't be
finished
until Fall.
DO arrival
you remember
the excitement
by Pola
Negri's
in Americaall five
years ago? caused
Pola was
the pioneer
European
starto imported
Hollywood.
the first
exotic
accent
be heard into the
land of the Pola's
rolling was
R. Poki
was
the first girl to play temperament for all it was worth.
Well, Pola's contract has expired and she has gone to Europe.
No brass bands accompanied her to the pier. Other foreign stars
and other lispers of English occupy Hollywood's attention.
A ND just to show you how American morals have
■"■wrought their devastating effect on Pola, here is a true
report of an incident which happened recently.
A certain couple who were waiting for two divorce
decrees to clear the path of their romance decided to give a
little party and invited Pola and her husband, Serge.
"Are you going to accept?" asked a friend.
"Certainly not!" answered Pola. "We will wait till they
are married."

TAYLOR was discussing her fan mail and explained that whenever a fan writes for her picture, she sends
[ continued on page 92 ]
back, not only the photograph,
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The first of six stories based on real offscreen dramas of the movies
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stars that never were.
g
Girls, lingerin on the outskirts of the
mob who — in their dark eyes — show
some of the fire that Pola Negri
brought to " Passion. " Other girls —
slim and wistful and white and gold
— who use their hands after the fashion of Lillian Gish. We see dark,
— doing a bit in some super
slim boys on
producti . And we catch our
breath quite sharply and say —
"There's something about him that
— that reminds us of Rudolph ValenWE

!"
tino
Sometimes
even the critics notice
these stars that never were. Sometimes, instead of lauding the real
star, they say — "An unknown woman, in the dance hall scene, walked
away with the picture." Or "That
girl in rags, who asked for money in
the slum set — we don't know her
name, but she has something — "
And so it goes! For they have
something, indeed — many of these
extras who belong to the studio, and
to the life of the studio, as a shadow
belongs to the sun ! They have something well worth the giving. As
many of the great ones, who have
themselves risen from the extra
ranks, can prove!
Yes — some of the great ones have
risen from the extra ranks. But some
— who, equally, might have been
great — never get ahead. Oftentimes,
having prophesied a career to an unknown, we watch for the reappearance of a face that has caught at our
attention — or at our heart strings.
And oftentimes, we fail to see it
again. For the stars that never
were have a miraculous way of vanishing. And back of each disappearance— if we were to take the trouble
to investigate — lies a story.
. . .

The most conservative of the critics spoke of the flawless beauty of her
face. "New type," he wrote in his
column, "this girl who did the Madonnainthestableset of 'The Princely
One.' There is an old world loveliness about her — she might
have stepped from an early Italian painting. Let us see more
of her — for the screen needs new faces."
That was what the most conservative of the critics wrote.
The other less conservative ones spoke in glowing adjectives.
They praised the hair of the girl, and her gracious hands,
and her wistful mouth. They praised the quiet eyelids that
drooped so broodingly over deep eyes. They praised the
passion of tenderness with which she held the baby — the
baby that was a mere bundle in her arms.

" She will go far, " they said, " for she is unique. She will go
far," they added slyly, ''if she is given a chance."
But when the powers-that-be, contract in hand, went searching for her, the girl who had played the Madonna — a mere bit
in a great picture— was nowhere to be found. She was not at
the address which the office kept upon its list. She had passed,
completely, out of the scenario.
. . .
Myra Hale sat in the porch swing and listened to the croak-

N ever w< ere

Margaret E.
Sangster

Lhe rAadonna B//
Illustrated

by

Everett Shinn
The director didn't have to
tell Myra how to bend her
head. But, while her eyes
rested
baby's
crumpled upon
flower the
of a face,
she
heard a boy's voice saying,
"What's better than being
married to a man who loves
you . . . than being a wife
■— and mother? . . ."
Myra gave the floor of the
porch a wee tap with the toe of a
white canvas slipper. It set
the swing to swaying.
"And I suppose," she answered slowly, "with the frogs,
and the whippoorwills. Why,
Bobby — " she paused, "the
thought of never getting away
from this place is enough to
drive a girl crazy! Especially
my sort of a girl — who'd have a
chance
something
— "
The atboy,
Bobby,better
looked
mournfully down at the little
canvas covered toe that glimmered white in the moonlight.
He wasn't clever enough to tell
thegirlhe loved thathis heartlay
on the porch floor, under that
tapping foot. Instead he said
"What's better than being
married— to a man that loves you
sulkily
— than being a wife and, " he
gulped, overcome with a momentary shyness, "and a
Myra Hale's slim toe ceased
to tap the floor. All at once the
swing was very still.
All at
mother?"
once
she was seeing a vision of
herself, with a baby in her arms.
A baby with her dimples — with
Bobby's eyes.
It would be,
perhaps, the nicest thing in the
world — to be a wife and mother.

mg of the frogs, and the note of a far whippoorwill. And,
incidentally, to the voice of her lover. She couldn't help feeling that it was strange — the way his voice fitted into the
medley made by the other voices of the country night. Perhaps it was because he belonged to the country. Perhaps it
was because he came every night and, at each coming, told
the same story. Of passion and desire and unrequited love.
"Oh, Myra darling," he was pleading, "get this movie idea
out of your head! Don't you know — don't you realize — that
your place is here?
With me. "

was a shame.

If one only hadn't — ambitions.
" That director, last summer,"
she
said finally
— "hethattold
That I was buried here.
He said
my mehairit

wasBobby
like Vilma
Banky's hair. He said — "
was interrupting.
"He said," quoted Bobby, " 'You'd better come to Hollywood, little one—' I heard him — the dirty bum! Well, I'd like
to know what right he has to say such things — to put such
It was the wrong method to take. Myra, who had been so
close to softening, was sitting straighter in the swing. Her foot
was again " tapping, with even more impatience.

The Girl Who

Ran Away From Success

You ve no right to take that tone to me, Bobby " she
said, after all— we're not married. Not— yet. Maybe
never be married. Anyway, I've got to have my chance- we'll
"
Bobby, looking straight off, through the summer dark asked
a blunt question.

"What
do you mean, your chance—?" he asked.
—
when
"And '
But Myra Hale was answering.
Very gently
"I mean, my chance to be a great- actress,"'' she told her
lover—
and I m leaving for the Coast at the end of the week
I — I m sorry, Bob!"
But the boy made no answer. He didn't even seem
hand that reached toward him, through the dusk. to see the

*

*

*

*

TT had all started a year before when— great event— a motion
J-picture company had taken possession, for a whole
glorious
week, of the country
one hotel.
Myra Hale like the
other young people town's
of
the place, had flickered
toward that gay group of
magic people as a moth
flickers toward the light
of a candle. She, with
the other boys and girls,
had grouped about _ the
camera man.
Asking
breathless questions — receiving breath-taking answers. She had been
given by the star's own
hand (as had the rest)
an autographed photograph. But— and in this
she was different from
the others — she had
caught and momentarily
held
tention.the director's at-

Myra sat wanly on the edge of her bed-and review
ed the situation. Her mirror told her that she was
extreme thinness, according to the fashion underweight-and
papers, was passe
She knew that her eyes were too worrie to show
vivacitytha her lips were more inclined to quiverd than
to smile. And
Hollywood-Mecca of gayety-wants the vividne
ss of youth
y
and youth's glad laughter!

Th!°,
m°nAthS,
f,F?m ^hegaze
standP0int
of success, she was
J- beaten.
And and'
yet-Myra's
rested, just
a trifle
on he pile of letters that stood upon her dressing table! proudly
Laughinglv,(at first, she had called Bobby's daily letter her "fan
mail Later- when some of the laughter
had drained from
her heart-she came to call it her anchor. There
was something very reassuring in this regular reminder of love
and a
home and security. It was nice to know, when she
came back
from a round of denials and refusals, that the letter
would be
waiting. Begging her to give up her career— to come
backarms.
to a
pair of welcoming
To a steadfast heart.
The career had seemed
such a certainty, once.
For — no matter what
anyone said, no matter
how thin and worried she
grew — Myra's prettiness
was undeniable. But,
in Hollywood, there is so
much beauty. Prettiness
is a drug on the market,
almost!
"We want types," a
casting director told Myone day. lovel
"For
thoura,
sand
y
y ever
girls
there's only one that's
different. A cross-eyed
woman, or an enormously fat woman, or a grotesquely tall one, woul
have more of a chanced

" Come to Hollywood,
some day, " he had told
her — and his eyes, upon
And so it went.
her lovely face, were the
than you have!"
Until, at the end of
eyes of a man who appreMargaret Sangster will relate another
two months the girl sat
ciates beauty — "Come
fascinating story of her series, "The Stars
on the edge of her bed,
to Hollywood, and you'll
beaten. Ready, almost,
make a hit, kid. You've
That
Never
Were.
"
got the prettiest mouth
for
anything.
Except
This— "The Patriot"— tells the absorb— and hair — "
just one thing. And that
So said the director.
ing and tragic story of a lonely Cent
one thing was to admit
But when some twelve
defeat, and to go home.
American who drifts out of a revolutionralto
"I can't tell Bobby
months later a girl came
Hollywood.
to his office, asking work,
that they never gave me
he did not remember her
a try at it," she half
face or her name.
He
[_
sobbe
"I can't wire
him d.
for the money for a
wasn't being unkindonly, during the year, he
ticket back.
I— I'd be
So many beautifully curved
had seen so many lovely ladies,
miserable for the rest of my life! "
But—
understandable pride.
Oh, call it pride, if you want to!
lips — so much bright hair.
"We'll put your name on our books," he said,
eying Myra
in her clumsy country frock, "and
if a chance comes
office 11 send for you!" Only, somehow, the chance , the
char then— then out of the very air, almost— came
come. And the office never issued its summons. After didn't
-chance. The chance for which Myra Hale had waited the
a
while
and
Myra stopped waiting for it.
hoped and prayed. The chance to appear before the camera
to be apart of the great industry that fluttered all about
chance to do more that appear as an extra, among a thousaThe
A W\ YIh e^n though the director had forgotten her, Myra
otherextras. The chance toplay abit-andaratherimpor nd
tant
■£ whom
Ile didnt
For
she
wasn't
penniless.
Her
aun'twith
bit— in one of the great pictures of the year!
she haddespair.
hved-had been unexpectedly generous. And
Had
she herself had made some money during the winter,
Myra
clerking very disturb known it, the chance came to her because of the
ing thinness of her cheeks— the very shadowed sad^1
if
f
store-money
which,
religiously,
she
had
saved
She had come to Hollywood with three hundred dollars
ness ofher eyes. It was the wistfulness of her young mouth
in her
that made a certain very important man pause, as he saw
pocket-and three hundred dollars back home,
her
was a great
sum. Enough to keep a girl for a , couple
turn
away, discouraged, from the casting office. Had she been
of years
It kent
the
plump,
pretty,
D
Myra, in Hollywood, for a little more than a couple of months'
N unworried girl who had come to Hollywood
tor m Hollywood rooms are high, and two eggs, fried
answering the A
casual voice of a casual director— the important
cost man
much more than a dozen eggs-fresh from the hen-cos
vvould
never have visioned her as a Madonna. Would
in a
country town.
And walking from studio to studio is hard on
never have thought of framing her face in a veil of some
deep blue stuff. Would never have- [ continued on pageheavy,
shoes-and very hard on stockings! At the end
116
of two months
nr.
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Care If
I Never
Make
Another
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By Ruth Biery

j

UST

what

lias

happened

to

Carol

Dempster?"
We had heard that question so often
that we determined to find the real
answer.
What has
We knew, of course, that she was still unquestion
der contract to D. W. Griffith. Knew that
Griffith.
she had been with him seven and a half
years, played leads in nine of his pictures.
But we also knew that "Sorrows of Satan"
vvas her last. For more than a year she
hadn't played in one picture.
It took us four days to find the young woman. She wasn't
in town ; she'd gone to the beach ; she'd gone to the dressmaker's.
Her sister and her brother and the rest of the family were sorry,
but not even they seemed to know what had happened to Carol
Dempster.
It was five o'clock one evening when we finally reached her.
"A story?
Oh, yes, a story.
But why do you want a story?"
As we hung up the receiver we felt conscience-stricken. Poor
child, it was too bad when she'd had such hard luck, been off
the screen so long, to make her remember all she was missing.
We sighed as we looked forward to an evening of tears, regrets, along, heart-rending sob story.
We could understand. We'd seen it happen so often. Years
of praise, glory, public adoration — then that terrible let-down
feeling when the picture days were over.
We thought of Josephine Dunn and the horrible eight
months she had spent without an engagement. We remembered Mabel Normand, Mary Miles Minter, Jetta Goudal —
oh, any number who for one reason or another had been unable

happened to Carol Dempster?
Let Carol answer the
herself:
"I don't care to work for anybody but Mr.
When he has a part which he thinks is my type, I
suppose I will play it"
to hold their exalted positions. And we were prepared to weep
with as well as for poor, woe-begone Carol Dempster.
But her car didn't harmonize with that woe-begone feeling.
A big, grey straight-eight, with three different horns which
honked one after another. And her clothes! The chic green
ensemble looked anything but the garb of a heart-broken
used-to-be-famous screen lady.
"Where shall we eat?" Her eyes danced as she asked the
question.
"A brave front," we inwardly murmured.
Forty minutes later we were seated in a smart dining salon
in down-town Los Angeles. She looked at us in dismay. " Oh,
I'm so sorry. Perhaps you would have preferred Hollywood.
Only I know so little about places to eat in that part of the
An actress
Picture
sectionwhoof
"You know,"
city!"
motion
"But pictures."
you were

didn't
know the places to eat in the Motion
the city?
she continued, "I know very little about
a star?"

[ continued on page 118 ]
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LILAC TIME— First National

M

J

A Review of the New Pictures

ANOTHER thrilling, romantic war drama, in which
Colleen Moore covers herself with glory.
"Lilac Time" is a small farm near the French front, where
seven of the Royal Flying Corps are quartered. Its lilac
garden forms an exquisite setting for this love story. It is
essentially a beautiful love story, but the war background
is as realistic as if it were the central theme. It is, necessarily, reminiscent of other air pictures, but it also has much
that is new and breath-taking.
Colleen Moore, as Jeannine, and Gary Cooper, as Captain
Philip Blylhe, do beautiful work in the romantic roles, and
an excellent supporting cast assists in the spectacular
activity, the result being one of Colleen's most compelling
and elaborate pictures. It's too good to miss.

THE RACKET- Caddo-Pat amount

OUR DANCING

DAUGHTERS— M.-G.-M.

(~^.ALS
g aspirations
VJlearn. with
see this
The gold-diggin
story depicts
and
life in the can
younger
set and
deals with the struggle of two gals for one lad. The
presentation of youth is a lovely one, what with a yacht
dub and cocktails. The main issue is: Will the rich young
hero succeed in rectifying the tragic mistake he made by
choosing the wrong girl? Light romance— and good One
thrill you won't forget,
the girl— Anita Page.
would be the outstanding nor
performance if Joan Crawford Hers
and
Dorothy Sebastian were not also in the picture.
Nice restraint in the work of John Mack Brown, leading
man. Nils Asther's fervent kisses not
good but his
jealousy is real. Eddie Nugent, a prop-botoo
y turned actor, is
well started.

A N underworld story of nightsticks, bootleg and bullets
■L Vthat presents Tommy Meighan in his most distinguished
role since "The Miracle Man."
It is a crook classic.
Louis Wolheim, as a bootlegging gunman, gives
an interpretation that stands as a masterpiece. For suspense, grim
humor and compelling characterization, this picture will be
difficult to beat. Those who saw the play will discover little
lost in its transfer, although a more comprehensive treatment isafforded by the screen. The role of Nick Scarsi is
one of contemptible villainy, but Wolheim imbues it,
through his incomparable touch, with that subtle sympathy
and fascination which, since time immemorial, have given
glamour to the bad man. And in direct contrast, Meighan
presents an up-standing Irish police captain who can't even
SPELL the word "fear." This characterization should set
the censors to cheering and should also stimulate much general respect for the arm of the law.
The story deals with the struggles of a lone cop to upset
graft, political corruption and governmental rottenness that
foster city-wide liquor rings and gang wars. Two rival booze
barons embroil their forces in war in this captain's district.
The love interest is superficial — which proves that excellent
photoplays can be made without love.
Every character in the picture is superb. Marie Prevost
is marvelously hard-boiled, as per scenario requirements.
The reporters are splendid. And a gold medal should be
given Lewis Milestone for his effective direction. No one
can afford to miss this.

SAVES
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AND

TIME
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The Best Pictures of the Month

THE BELLAMY TRIAL
THE RACKET
DAUGHTERS
DANCING
OUR
LILAC TIME
OF CHANCE
WHEEL
E
SHOW PEOPL
THE COSSACKS
The Best Performances of the Month
Sybil Thorndike in "Dawn"
Thomas Meighan in "The Racket"
Louis Wolheim in "The Racket"
Colleen Moore in "Lilac Time"
Richard Barthelmess in "Wheel of Chance"
Bodil Rosing in "Wheel of Chance"
John Gilbert in "The Cossacks"
Joan Crawford in "Our Dancing Daughters"
Eddie Nugent in "The Bellamy Trial"
Jack Mulhall in "The Butter and Egg Man"
Casts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 1 35

SHOW

THIS is the first time Marion Davies has ever shared
honors with anybody, while Bill Haines gave up stardom, temporarily, to co-star with Marion in this picture.
Rarely have we had such a complete picture within a
picture. Marion and Bill depict most vividly the methods
by which aspirants get into pictures and what they get out
of them. Furthermore, you have never before seen as many
stars in any one picture. Their combined salaries would
bankrupt the U. S. mint. Among these visiting guest stars
are Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge,
John Gilbert, Claire Windsor, Polly Moran, Dorothy Sebastian, Estelle Taylor, Aileen Pringle and Bill Hart.
The story is not new nor startling but Marion and Bill
keep you laughing.

THE BELLAMY

PEOPLE— M.-G.-M.

Don't miss this.

TRIAL— M.-G.-M.

STARK realism, this, from start to finish, and gripping
a courtsuspense. Practically the entire action occurs in
room where testimony unfolds the sordid tragedy of murder.
The audience actually sits before the bar.
Sue Ives and Stephen Bellamy are on trial for the murder of
Stephen's wife, Mimi Bellamy. The alleged motive is
revenge on the part of the husband; jealousy on the part of
Sue Ives. The only known fact is that Mimi Bellamy was
found stabbed to death in a lodge on a neighboring estate.
Circumstantial evidence weaves the usual web, but conflicting testimony casts sufficient doubt to warrant a verdict
largely by the admisof acquittal. This is brought about that
he loved the dead
sion of the custodian of the estate
woman; also by the statement of Pat Ives, supposedly the
man in the case, but in reality fighting desperately to save
his wife from the noose.
His testimony shows that he was not secretly meeting the
murdered woman because he loved her, but because she was
blackmailing him. The denouement comes as a startling
surprise and completely dispels the mystery.
The cast is excellent, but treatment and direction rather
than acting make this an exceptional picture. It shows
flashes of originality never before approached. A truly
excellent picture of its type. The outstanding performance
comes from the gag-writing prop boy, Eddie Nugent. Other
fine interpretations are Charles B. Middleton, district attorney; Leatrice Joy, Sue Ives; Betty Bronson, the girl reporter;

WHEEL

OF CHANCE— First National

will
TENSE drama is popular this year and this onetheme
delight Richard Barthelmess fans. The main
of the story — a man prosecuting his twin brother for murder,
has been
believing that brother was killed in childhood—
done before, but the fine touches of Director Santell make
this intensely interesting and strongly appealing.
Barthelmess plays dual roles— the black-headed, polished
lawyer and his twin brother, the red-haired, uncouth
gangster— and does them both with fine distinction. ^ The
ill-fated brother is tried for the murder of a little "golddigger," whose pernicious influence has touched both boys.
Bodil Rosing, as the mother, gives an exquisitely touching
portrayal. Lina Basquette is wasted in a minor role, while

Photoplay's Famous Shadow Stage Department
HAPPINESS

THE
COSSACKS—
M.-G.-M.

First National
AHEAD—

I

A NOTHER red, roistering Russian drama, glorifying man's
■L Vbrutality. It is Tolstoi's Cossack tale screened with a wild
abandon. John Gilbert plays the effeminate son of a bold,
blustering Cossack Ataman, who courts the sweet mamma of the
clan. She scorns his love, and her contempt, with village taunts
and the Ataman s lash, turn him into a throat-slitting demon
who revels in Turkish blood.

DAWNHerbert
Wilcox

TTERBERT WILCOX made this "to perpetuate the storv of
J- J-Nurse Edith Cavell," who was executed at Brussels bv'the
Germans. Shown in New York over heated protests from many
sources. Bends over backwards to be fair to all sides and aim's
at war as a wrecker of world ideals. Depressing but worth
seeing owing to Sybil Thorndike's remarkable performance of
Edith Cavell.
It is tremendously moving.

WHITE
SHADOWS
OF THE
SOUTH
SEAS
—M.-G.-M.

SPHERE'S happiness ahead for you when vou see this picture.
J- Colleen Moore at her best, with Edmund Lowe and Lilyan
Tashman very good, indeed. In other hands, the story might
have become tawdry melodrama. This would be a six-best but
for the fact that Colleen's "Lilac Time" crowded it out. The
plot approaches the danger zone several times but excellent
acting saves it.

EXCESS
M.-G.-M.
BAGGAGE-

TF you saw the stage play, you remember the Slide for Life.
-LBill Haines repeats it in the picture— and how! He's the
small time performer who sacrifices his chance at the big
time so his wife can become a film star. Josephine Dunn gets
her first big opportunity as the wife and how she airs the
"villyun" and dashes to hubby just when his act is about to
flop is nobody's business! Very good.

THE BUTTER
AND EGG
First National
MAN—

TF this opera had not gone to sleep under a cocoanut tree it
Xwould have been the greatest South Sea drama ever filmed.
1 his is the film that was started bv Robert Flaherty. And the
cameraman has caught rare beauty with his lens. Pearl diving
and its perils are shown in wonderful under-sea shots and
although drama dies with the sinking of a plague ship in a
thrilling typhoon, interest is sustained by a gorgeous travelogue

THIS
first starring vehicle and he sure
takes istheJack
film Mulhall's
version of this stage success for a buggy ride!
He's the well-known wow as the country gentleman from
cothe who goes East to mop up Broadway. Two producersChilliwith
no conscience to guide them grab his bankroll for their poor
play, but the boy pulls a grand slam that makes New York
gasp. Consistently funny and hilarious in spots.

An Insurance

Against Wasted

THE BIG
KILLING—
Paramount

WALLACE BEERY and Raymond Hatton have a happy
genius for finding trouble; if they can't find any, they
always make some. This time they are traveling side show
impedimenta (sharp shooters) and go too far down into the
Kentucky feud belt and all but lose their funny lives. Their
antics are convulsively funny, particularly when assisting Mary
Brian and Gardner James in their romance.
Many laughs.

NIFICENT
THE MAGParamount
FLIRT—

FLORENCE VIDOR, more beautiful than ever, gives us a
delightful portrayal of a clever Parisienne who flirts magnificently. The situation is complicated by the romance of her
flapper daughter, done by Loretta Young. Matty Kemp and
Loretta give us a charming picture of youthful love and innocence. This French farce shows such dazzling gowns that no
woman can afford to miss the treat.

THE

FAZIL—
Fox

HOT stuff. A desert sheik falls in love with a beautiful
Parisienne. Even sheiks prefer blondes. The blonde is
unhappy away from him and with him. Ditto for the sheik,
although he has a very complete harem. The problem is
solved when both characters die while walking a mile for
a camel. Greta Nissen is an eyeful as Fabienne and Charles
Farrell is an amateur theatrical son of the desert. Just ashocker.

gman's
hansehou

Fox

BILL FARNUM nearly made his return to pictures as the
Irish patriot, Citizen Hogan, Donn Byrne's hero who poses
as a monk and then as a blind beggar to work his revenge upon
the evil gent who deserted his sister. However, the role neatly
fits Victor McLaglen. And Earle Foxe makes the villain
credible. There's a pretty background of old Erin enveloped
in the usual Fox fog — and a fine horserace. A pretty good film.

Hours

First National
HEAD
MAN—

A

SERIO-COMIC small-town story. Perfect background
for the priceless buffoonery of Charlie Murray and Lucien
Littlefield. The Ladies Auxiliary steams down en masse, on
Charlie's daughter, played by Loretta Young, to pull some
dirty work. Then Lucien brews lemonade for the dames, and
presto! they go back to their big- wig husbands politely plastered. Guaranteed to get grouches giggling.

SALLY
OF THE
FBO
SCANDALS-

ANOTHER story of back-stage. The good little chorus
girl spurns the wealthy backer of the show for the poor
boy; the poor boy turns out to be a crook, and the wealthy
scoundrel a hero, who rescues her just in time. When the star
high-hats the audience, the chorus girl steps in and walks off
with the show. Bessie Love puts life into a dull story.
ews
ditional

$5,000 in Fifty Cash Prizes
RULES OF
CONTEST

1. Fifty cash prizes will be paid by Photoplay Magazine, as follows:
?prsti;rize
S?cor)d„Prize
Third Prize
FourthPrize
£lfthPnze
Twenty Prizes of $50 each
Twenty-five prizes of $25 each

2 In four issues (the June, July, August
and
September numbers) Photoplay Magazine is publishing cut puzzle pictures of the well-known
morion
Picture actors and actresses.
Eight complete
cut
puzzle pictures appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle
picture mil consist of the lower face and shoulders

u^ftZ^^T

Win

$1,500.00
1,000.00
500 00
250 00
125.00
1,000.00
625.00

pete. You do not have to buy a single issue You mav
copy or trace the pictures from the or g nals i i PhoTo"
play Magazine and assemble the pictures from the
copies.
Copies of Photoplay
M^zine
may be
examined at the New York and Chicago offices of the
publication, or at public libraries, free of charge

Zn IS properly6 f ^f <™ ™

assembled, eight complete portraits mly Z^Zel
$5,000.00 in prizes, as specified in rule No. 1, will be
paid to the persons sending in the nearest correct^
named and most neatly arranged
portraits.
°set Tthirty'wo
y tW°
th^rTirUfmi!
fUtI°nS
Until after
the
ourth set of cut any
puzzle
pictures°ruanSWers
has appeared
in the

^hmT^ 1SSU\ AT"l ^ PUZZlG PlCtUreS mUSt bG
n,m
h Z K
thirty-tWO onlyIdentifying
names should be written or typewritten below each
assembled portrait.
At the conclusion of the contest
all pictures should be sent to CUT PICTURE PUZZLF

ta ~

* "* '^ntifying

S^S^S
'?con^dered
^TT' in"^
awarding°?
,
u °ft
T§h
"J™
v thirty"two ucut Puzzle Prunes or their
A
5

written
J^
^or Pinned
Tl
""fbelow.
* with
^ the
T'"'
and
typewr
itten
Pasted or
together,
nameaMembled
of the player
6- The J'udges will be a committee of members of
Photoplay Magazine's staff. Their decision will be
finaL
N° rdatives or members °f the household of
any one connected with this publication can submit
solutions.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyone
everywhere,
7 t .u
c ■ <■

EDITORS, Photoplay Mag.z,.ve, 750 North I^chf fall'
A Th
""' ? *" ^ "" "^ the
l5™« C°nttStant'
T"
^
"'"
T
'
oLme
full
your
ihat
sure
Be
IU.
Chicago.
Avenue,
gan
on September
at midnight
c,ose""*
e contest
and complete address is attached.20th.
All
solutionsWl11received
from the time the fourth

4. Contestants can obtain help in solving the cut
puzzle pictures by carefully study.ng the poems appearing below the pictures in each issue. Each eight-line
verse refers to the two sets of cut puzzle pictures appearing ;directly above it The six-hne verse applies generally
to the our sets on that page.
Bear in mind that it costs
absolutely nothing to enter this contest.
Indeed, the
contest is purely an amusement.
You do not need to be
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay Magazine to com-

set of pictures appears to the moment of midnight on
September 20th will be considered by the judges
No
responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses will
rest with Photoplay Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle pictures
appears in the September issue, which will appear on
the newsstands on or about August 15th
The prize
winners will be announced in the January, 1929 issue of
Photoplay.

Cut Puzzle Pictures Are on Second and Third Pages Following
This Announcement
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De Mille.
/3 EATRICE JOY had a lot of bad luck with recent roles at the manse of old Marse
to have
seem
gods
The
nts."
Commandme
Never another part such as the one in "The Ten
/
mystery
selling
best
that
in
playing
is
she
where
°X^> been kinder over at the M.-G.-M. studios,
yarn, "The Bellamy Trial." After that Miss Joy is scheduled to go abroad for a vacation— her
first in a long time. Isn't it refreshing to see long skirts and a high neck dress for a change7

The eyes
hair has
The
are aas sister
blue —as they're
the sea;both lovely girls —
The mouth to a clever director is wed —
As happily wed as can be!
The hair is a blonde and as fair as they come
The eyes, too, belong to a fair one,
The mouth went to school in a city that's wet,
Guess this clue
\vc think it's a rare one'

The hair is unmarried (one does wonder why).
The eyes
as greya town
as they're
The
mouthareclaims
as the prettv
place of its birth
That has furnished full many a city!
The hair went to school in a far western stare

The eyes
— guess
They're green
mouth
in the the
partcolor1
of a murderous
girl. !
Was not very long ago seen
RESUME
Three never have married, one owns wedded bliss.
Three oj them are light, one is not,
And one oj them newly has come to the screen.
And, oh, what a role the girl got!
They're all of the west (hoth the far and the middle).
And all have light eyes can you answer their riddle*

I

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
He's

hair is twice married, from Pittsburgh he came,
eyes are black — so is the hair.
mouth did cartoons, as an artist, they say.
boy was a lot more than fair.
hair lived in England for much of his youth.
eyes came from Penn's Quaker state;
mouth's a heart breaker — he mows the fans down —
the sort that no woman could hate

RESUME

The hair changed his name — and quite wisely — from JoeThe eyes were a real cowboy, once;
The mouth to a school of fine acting has gone.
And hair
he's has
proved
thatandhe hewasn't
The
a son,
lives aindunce
the east,
The eyes dared to dramatize France,
The
thecapture
look (he's
not long in the game)
Of a mouth
boy whohaswill
romance

Just one oj {he jour is a bachelor now
(He once was expected to marry).
And one was an extra before he had won
More laurels than he can well carry
Two went into college (one east and one west).
And all have done work fit to rank with the best

rHE producers have dropped the name of Olga and simply call her Baclanova. Perhaps
this was suggested by the success of that other daughter of Russia, Nazimova.
Baclanova has been stealing so many pictures recently that they have given her
one of those long term contracts. Baclanova came from the land of the Soviet with the
Moscow Art Musical Studio but, when the company went home, she remained. Read
the first interview with this vivid new actress on the page opposite.

By
Esther
Dawson

Baclanova
Jesse Lasky says that this Russian woman
is " potential ly the finest actress
on
the American
screen

n
an artist signs a contract with a motio
WHEN
r
of
matte
a
it's
wood,
Holly
any
in
compatulations
picture
ng congr
offeri
and discussing it with your
friends at luncheon.
That, at least, is the usual way.
But when the newcomer is openly heralded as the actress
chosen to succeed Pola Negri and is announced by Jesse Lasky
at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky convention as "potentially
the finest actress on the American screen"— well, that lifts the
stranger into the extraordinary.
That is the case of Olga Baclanova.
Baclanova — and she is to be called Baclanova — was chosen
because of the scope of her emotional acting. Her one stipulation to her producers was that she be given an opportunity
to interpret women who are "big, intense, all the one thing or
the other. "
.
That is because she, herself, is that kind of woman. She is
feelings,
repressed
of
centuries
its
Russia incarnate— its soul,
its mystery which has never been successfully fathomed. Like
all Russians she lives on the inside, does not like to know many
people, and comes out of herself only in her acting, her painting
and her opera-singing.
Like Pola, she is also exotic. She proved that in her three
Laughs," "The Street of Sin" and
"The Man SheWhoshowed
pictures,
"Three Sinners."
it in her ten years of work for
the Moscow Art Theater and in her vivid interpretation of
Carmen in "Carmencita and the Soldier" when Morris Gest
Art Theater's Musical Studio to this
brought
country. the Moscow

i y

"Oh, everybody!" with an outspreading of the hands in a
gesture which might have included the entire population of
Russia.
"Who supports them?"
" Oh, I send them money. Also my nurse, my little boy, my
"Your
"It washusband!"
during
— "
husband
the
Revolution.
covered
her— mouth
My family
" She
with her hand in a
page 129] on
[continued

she has all the superstitions indicative of a truly
AND
temperamental woman. We asked her about her reported
the screen's Russian
to Nicholas
engagemen
character tactors
now inSoussanin,
Hollywood.one of
"Oh, you must not print that!" Her blue eyes flashed a
mixture of fear and of anger . " It is very bad luck to say you
are engaged or going to be married until you have your happiness with you.
' ' Look ! See my good luck pieces !" She opened her red purse
with hands which trembled in their red gloves as she poured
upon the table between us an astounding array of small objects.
We picked up a green trinket. It was an uncut emerald of
huge dimensions. We touched a small chamois case. She
snatched it from us.
"No! Not even I know what is inside of that. The man said
bring me good luck only if it were never opened."
it
caressed it with long, supple fingers, a mixture of curiosity
Shewould
and awe in the way she handled the trinket.
" He was a student of the occult and used to sit in our seances
in Russia when we studied hypnotism."
Which is the way we learned that she is also a hypnotist
and used to meet with the professors and scientists of
Moscow to study the unknown.
Her father was a wealthy Moscow manufacturer; her
mother a woman who forsook her desire to go on the stage
to become the mother of six children — who passed along
her dreams and longings for fame to her daughter.
" My father is dead now !" She paused to cross herself
in his memory. "It was the Revolution. He lost everything. Iwas not harmed. The Bolsheviks were good to
the actors. My mother lives in one room of the ten-room
house which used to be our home in the city."
"Who lives in the rest?"

Baclanova has been
chosen to succeed
Pola Negri. She is a
new type in American movies, an artist of mature, infeeling
tense, emotional

oise Will
How Cyrus
Keele, the millionaire, tried
to cure his
daughter of
her love for
the idol of
Hollywood
ier
KEElLEruckwasof luck
LIE
NATAthan
studio
the usua
visitors in Hollywood. Natalie
not only got on the lot of
Goliath Productions, Inc., but she also
saw the great romantic artist, Cecil
Darling and actually met him.
Old Cyrus Keele hadn't thought much
of this motion-picture business — less, in
fact, than he had thought of this whole
monkey business of a southern California motor tour at the height of his
busiest season just because it was
Natalie's vacation-time. And grouching along in the tag of his daughter's
erraticisms, when he came through that
long corridor adjacent to the wardrobe
department and beheld Cecil even as
Natalie beheld him, he thought less of
the fellow than he did of the motor-trip.
It was half after five of an evening in
April. Sets on the Goliath lot were beQuicker than his screen work was Cecil's manoeuver.
He
ing deserted, extra people were in line
Straight in the bandit's face it struck. Then it slivered on the
for their day's checks, stars were deGive him th' rush!"
But they never reached
nuding themselves of war-paint and
being gathered into ten thousand dollar
limousines. Cecil Darling had paused in the corridor outside
of celluloid, that taught idleness to the youth and romantic
the wardrobe department to converse with an assistant cameranonsense to married women who might better be at home cookman. And Natalie saw him and collapsed against a wall.
ing liver and onions. A fig for movies! No, not a fig. Eigs
were of some use in human life.
"Daddy!
Daddy!
Oh, great heavens!— look!"
"What's the matter?
What ails you?"
"Oh, Daddy! — isn't he glorious?"
There was small doubt about it, looked at any way you
" It's— it's— Cecil— D-D-Darling !"
"What is?"
please, that just at the moment Cecil was glorious. He had been
"That man beneath the light!"
working — working hard — since nine o'clock that morning on
"Well, what of it?"
his latest vehicle, "The Vicar of Wakefield." At least, that
was the genesis for the super-production. But when continuityOLD Cyrus had tramped between sixteen and seventeen miles.
men had finished with it, the action took place on the Santa
His feet were burning up. So was his sense of values. All this
Marin, which, as everyone knows, was Columbus' flagship when
he discovered Cuba for the Rough-Riders. Cecil played the
money, this time, this trouble, this outlay — for what? To give
a lot of mountebanks the opportunity to turn the heads of girls role of Sir Walter Raleigh. And he certainly looked the part.
like his daughter. To catch a few lights and shadows on strips
Standing beneath that high-power incandescent lamp he was a

Poise

Pelley
William
Dudley

Illustrated by

R.Van

Buren

Natalie could equally have heralded the
bodily profit accruing from the use of a
soap made from palm trees — according
to all the best billboards.
A svelte turban hat over the latest
boyish bob, pearl pendants in her ears,
a luxurious grey fox that made her look
top-heavy, a blue tailored suit that came
to her knees. No further. Below her
knees she ceased being soap and became
Amethyst Hosiery.

of it!"
out cap
His auto
was growled
awry;
SNAP

heCyrus.
was

dying for a smoke.
"Daddy! — I want to meet him. I've
got to meet him. Daddy, we don't need
to go on to San Diego if you'll only let
me meet him. I'll be willing to turn
'round and go back home without seeing
another thing if you'll only fix it so I
can. " This she promised though she
didn't say when.
"Y' mean that?"
"Yes, daddy, daddy! — quick before

scarcely seemed to rise. He simply jerked the wine-glass,
floor as the attacker staggered backward. "Onto him, fellers !
Cecil. The table heaved up. Cecil was in action
fantasy of Fifteenth Century silks and satins— oranges,
maroons, mauves and bottle greens. Up over his left shoulder,
from his knees, was thrown a deep-purple mantle. Head, neck
and chest were bare and virile. There was no mistaking those
fine velvet eyes, that cameo profile, those broad manly shoulders. And resplendent in these fineries, he talked with a
cameraman.
No two human males could be further apart than Cecil and
Cyrus. Cecil was young, Cyrus was old. Cecil was handsome,
Cyrus was grizzled and gnarled, flat-footed and curdled.
It seemed difficult to credit, that the hard-fisted old multimillionaire could be the sire of a flame-vine's bud like Natalie.
For Natalie Keele was of Cecil's caste— peach of complexion,
comely of curves. If Cecil might have proclaimed to the Great
Yankee Public the merits of a product out of Troy, N. Y.,

Old Cyrus Keele who made and unmade senators, was not to be abashed
leaves!"
he
In- a youth in green drawers. To his
daughter's cold horror, he shouldered
toward the Idol. He made short work
of it.
"I'm told you're somebody'sdarling,"
he snapped. "I want you t' meet my
daughter.
I'm Cyrus
Keele."
Cecil Darling
frowned.
Yes, he even
scowled. What was the gateman
thinking of, to let these — these —
plebeians — promiscuously around the
place, confronting one in halls and
dragging up their offspring?
apwas wagging for Natalie's
Cyrus proach.
She shambled glassy-eyed. The
movie star's face became coolly wooden.
"My daughter! Natalie!" the father
grumped curtly. " Whatever your name
you."
know slaughtered
she wanted
is, Natalie
couldto have
her
Whatever his
moment.
parent in that
name was! As if everybody, from the

president down, didn't know Cecil
said something— she didn't know what.
she
yet
And
Darling.
Miss Moore's curriculum at Gables-in-the-Hills hadn't instructed her pupils in the "meeting" with movie stars. It
having seen his "work" and
banality about
someimmensely.
comprised him
To which Cecil bowed. He was
admiring
poised — Cecil, poised! ...
"Now you've met him," Cyrus addressed his offspring,
"let's get out o' here an' back amongst real men!"
The girl's face turned scarlet. "My father," she delivered
herself, hearing her own voice as though through a veil, isn t
much of a movie fan, Mr. D-D-Darling— "
, "—or a gentleArtist observed
the Great
I perceive,"eith
"So man,
er."
.
What's that? What's that remark you made?
"Hi?
[ CONTINUED
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ack Gilbert Writes
S
t
o
ry
HisO wn
Jack Gilbert has told you — in his own words
— of his adventurous coming to old Inceville at
the age of seventeen. Gilbert landed as one of
the mob, alternating between Indian and cowboy roles, and encountered his first romance —
with an attractive little extra named Effie. The
girl was killed in the collapse of a big set and
the tragedy very nearly ended Jack's career.
This remarkably candid life story was written by Gilbert himself, every word of it. Not a
single change has been made in his manuscript.

I SHALL never forget the thrill of having
successfully played my first part in pictures. Bysuccessfully I mean that Cliff
Smith, my director, and William S. Hart
I was convinced that my
seemed satisfied.
Stardom was merely a
troubles were over.
question of days.
Reginald Barker cast me to play in " Shell
43," starring H. B. Warner, and I knew that
I was indispensable to the Ince Studio. But
bitter days followed. After becoming the
envy of every " bushwa " boy at camp, I discovered that my efforts had gone for nothing
and one fine morning was ordered to make up
for a kanaka on the "Aloha Oe" set. I
sulked through the Hawaiian picture and returned home each night to brood over the
lack of appreciation of my work.
AND

so another year went by. Long periods of " bushwa " interrupted by an occasional part. Stage stars arrived from New
York to add glamour to our pictures — Julia
Dean, Frank Keenan, Billie Burke, Forrest
Winant, Dorothy Dalton, William Collier
and others.
Then word came that a new girl had been
signed — Enid Bennett, fresh from a nationwide tour with Otis Skinner in " Cock O' The
Walk." I had become friendly with C.
Gardner Sullivan, the scenario head, and
Monte Katterjohn, author of "The Apostle
of Vengeance" in which I had been given my
first opportunity, and as a result of this intimacy was present at discussions pertaining
to Miss Bennett's first vehicle.
One day Sullivan revealed a possibility of
my playing opposite the new star. I shouted
my delight. Then Mr. Ince broke the glad
news with the additional surprise that a two
years' contract was ready for me to sign.
Thirty dollars a week the first year and forty
the second. My joy knew no bounds. I
rushed to the studio manager, E. H. Allen,
and told him that if he would take me off the
time clock, my happiness would be complete.
I had found my place at last! No time clock to punch, a
leading part to play and a contract in my pocket. I dined
alone that night and drank beer until my head reeled. The
world was mine.
We started the picture. "Princess of the Dark" it was
called. Enid played a little blind girl, while my characterization
was that of a crooked boy with a twisted leg and a hump on his

back. We wailed and suffered all through the filming of the
production, imagining we were performing great dramatics.
When we finished, I had planned a vacation. To my disgust,
my name was once more placed on the " bushwa " list. I rushed
indignantly to Allen, who told me in no gentle terms that I
should feel damned lucky I had a job.
Irwin Willat had just been made a director.
My name was

by

Reel Three— Our hero tries
to enlist and is drafted. He
meets a pretty little Southern extra named Leatrice
Joy and he marries Olivia

Jack

Gilbert
Illustrated

Everett Shinn
"I was engaged as leading man in a
new Paralta picture. A little girl
was cast to play my sister. Her
part was very small and the salary
was only $5 a day, when she worked.
The child was very nervous and got
grease paint all over my twenty
dollar dress suit. . . . Her name was
Leatrice Joy"
me became a loathsome thing. What
madness had led me to believe myself capable of pleasing audiences
with such a countenance? I sobbed
bitterly and not until darkness came
did I attempt to show my face beyond my dressing room. Then I
dragged my weary carcass away — a
broken pitiable remnant of what I
had thought was a dynamic, forceful
man.
I wrote my first story that night —
and what a story! The original manuscript isstill in my possession. The
plot concerned a persecuted boy, a
Jew, shipwrecked on a desert island
and proving his reason for existence
by throwing himself upon the natives' sacrificial altar, that the lives
of a white missionary and his
daughter might be spared.
Poor Gardner Sullivan paid the
penalty for his display of interest in
my future. He suffered my reading
aloud this maudlin monstrosity, and
when finished — eager for the praise
which I knew would flow — I was advised in as mild a manner as possible
to stick to acting. I secretly determined that Sullivan had no soul.

suggested to him as a possible choice for a part. I overheard
him say, " My God, no— he's terrible! Besides, his nose looks
Jewish'" My heart turned cold. I hid myself in my dark
dressing room — the same one I now occupy — and struggled
with this great, tragic problem. My career as an actor was unquestionably over. No hope for me now. I gazed long into my
mirror and burst into tears. The reflection in the glass before

at Trite.
upheaval
angle. Incegreat
was about
to abdica
THEN the
Whispered rumors grew to ominous
rumblings and fear was struck into
the hearts of all who had grown to
love the "little Napoleon." No contract player knew what his fate
would be until Ince returned from
New York. But Ince never returned
from New York — that is, he never
returned to Triangle. He purchased
the old Biograph studio at Pico and
Georgia streets and began to make
his own pictures for Paramount, but
for a year collected a fabulous rental from the Aitken brothers
of Triangle for their studio. He owned the land on which the
buildings were erected and threatened to destroy them if he
was not paid the figure he demanded.
My contract was with Triangle, so there I unhappily remained. My dislike for the new studio management increased
with each passing day. H. O. Davis, [ continued on page
act 102 ]
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The movie colony on the Pacific where
land rents for only a dollar a day
Special
Photos by
STAGG

Why worry about the upkeep of a bathing pool when
you can have the Pacific
Ocean in your front yard?
Herbert Brenon calls his
beach home Peter Pan's
Cottage because it never
grew up. One of his neighbors is Betty Bronson, who
leased land nearby, just
to be within calling distance of Peter Pan

Malibou Ranch — that's
the name of the beach colony— is only 25 miles from
Hollywood. But that short
distance means the difference between the high
hat and no hat at all. Here
are Allan Dwan and his
brother rejoicing in the
freedom from the ties that
bind the sunburn

h I i ! I it I i i [ I \

Sadie Thompson's pal, Raoul
Walsh, says that this section
of beach is as restful as PagoPago before the reformers
moved in. Notice the garden
furniture and elaborate window-boxes affected by these
luxury-mad directors. Note,
too, what the well-dressed
man wears on Sunday afternoons

acks

General view of the Malibou
colony. For a dollar a day,
you can lease a patch of land.
The cottages cost from $2,500
up — but not very far up. In
the foreground is the mansion of Richard Dix. It is
mostly chimney and fireplace.
Here Richard and his friends
gather to pity the poor sailors

Just a humble little shack
but it's home, sweet home, to
Louise Fazenda in the summer. The stones are piled in
front of it to keep a skittish
breeze from blowing the
place away. The houses are
merely perched on the sand
and may be moved intact, if
the owners feel so inclined

Dorothy Mackaill in a bathing suit is the real reason why sea-gulls never sleep.
The biggest problem of these dwellers in the sand-dunes is how to keep the
seaweed from cluttering up the front yard

arrymore
Press agents can make
terrible teas but
United Artists had arranged this meeting and there, by the
grace of heaven and his personal representative, was John, behaving politely.
I came on time. I would. After three years I haven't yet
learned that isn't done. John's press agent — a properly Barrymoresque lady with white hair above an amused youthful face,
who is always gowned in black and the possessor of an unlimited
expense account — had warned me that John was very, very shy
and that one false word would — in her phrase — send him
scampering up the highest limb of a tree like a silver squirrel.
I KEPT remembering that. I was conscious of the tragedy it
would be if I were to be the interviewer to utter the fatal

►

The Barrymore the ladies know, John of the
ever perfect, ever present profile, the great
lover, the debonaire dilettante. In pursuit of
his art Jack never turns the other cheek, since
this is the best one

word that would make the screen's great lover take to treeclimbing. I planned to play safe and stay silent. And then
in answer to my knock and hideous punctuality, the youngest
of the Barrymores opened the door and looked at me.
Right here seems to be the spot for me to break down and
confess that I have been a Barrymore fan ever since I first had
the price of a theater ticket — which is some years. I have sat
at the shrine of the royal family of Broadway and watched
Lionel, Ethel and John in all their roles.
Sometimes I have held Lionel to be the best actor of their
trinity, but Lionel lacks "that damned charm," as it has been
called. Sister Ethel has the charm, voice and acting ability
together with many pounds of too, too solid flesh. But John!
Well, I witnessed his "Hamlet" nine times without a reservation and considered it nine times more perfect on my last visit
than on my first. In other words I — who should know better
— had a crush, one of my few remaining crushes. And here I
was, the first to arrive. All alone, face to face with it.
One false word. We eyed each other, Mr. Barrymore and I,
while I felt false words sticking out all over me. His glance
seemed to weigh me and wonder what on earth this funny
package was doing outside his door. I saw that he is quite
stoop-shouldered and probably has never been very young. I
saw that he must be one of the great make-up artists of the
world, for that famous face which, on the screen, assumes a vast
and startling handsomeness, is in reality as thin and worn as a
fine gold coin.
An actor, and a scholar, and a gentleman. It was all plain
upon him. I wanted to start talking immediately but the
Barrymore tradition held me. I slid through the doorway and
into a chair just as the rest of the gang started coming in.

IT was a very exceptional occasion.
Mr. John Barrymore was entertaining the press.
The setting was Mr. Barrymore's drawing room in the
smartest of New York hotels, a room crowded for the
moment with many gold chairs, tables loaded with bowls of
cracked ice, glasses and bottles and a mass of sandwiches and
iced cakes appearing about as edible as the near-lying napkins.
In other words, the room was set for what is known as a newspaper tea. And a newspaper tea is one of those things where
scribes gather to meet a movie star and the code demands that
the writers appear not too impressed by the star while the star
must act modest and slightly overcome in the presence of those
who, while they don't look it, really have so much true influence.
The code didn't quite work this day, however, for this was
a Barrymore tea and it has never been the custom of Mr.
Barrymore to meet reporters voluntarily. Hitherto when he
has chanced upon a literary light he has either, according to his
mood, put the light out completely or uttered low moans and
dived into the Pacific Ocean.

THERE were fifteen of us who had been invited. A select
group, the press agent said. We all knew each other. But
never before have I seen the group so obviously frightened.
We nodded to each other, glorying in our grand selectness and
the sexes separated like the Red Sea, the girls on one side, the
men on the other. The star sat in our midst and for two
minutes for all the activity that went on in that room it might
as well have been noon-hour in a tomb. Finally one girl spoke.
"What is the difference between stage and screen, Mr.
Barrymore?" she piped.
The trite, inevitable question. We had all teethed on the
first law of interviewing — don't bait a Barrymore. We waited
for the rebellion.
The Barrymore muscles twitched and he started to rise, then
caught the eye of his press agent. He sank back.

But on this date his newest picture, "Tempest," was about
to open in New York. The press would be present at the opening, reviewing his work. Hence the publicity department of

The girl repeated, "What is the difference?"
"The climate," answered Mr. Barrymore.
I wish I could tell you how his suave voice, in those two

jBallyhoo

Ruth
Waterbury

the illustrious John come to one of those
they can't make him behave
words, became darkly important. We laughed weakly. Then he
grabbed his company manner and made a desperate attempt.
"I had a good director on my last picture," he started.
"Sam Taylor, who used to direct Harold Lloyd. Because he
has a comedy sense he knows a great deal about how people
really act, which isn't emotionally. Sam has a face that looks
as though he had been born in Denver and all the excessive
sentimentality of a man with a large Adam's apple."

screen's most perfect profile swung away from us.
THE
His voice sounded as though he were quite alone in
the room. Then he got back to the work the publicity department wished on him. He continued the noble effort.
"I like 'Tempest'," he said. "It's even possible it's a
good picture. Certainly Camilla Horn is delightful— a lusty
German girl with a big appetite. When she eats or starts
to tell a joke it lasts forever. She knows so little English
that when we went on location she told one joke that lasted
from Hollywood to Tuckahoe.
Her appetite never got diminished. The reason she looked so fragile in 'Faust' was
merely because Murnau put her in corners and made her
think of sad things like virtue."
The wise Barry more eyes swung around to see if we got
that, swung away.
"My next picture was to have been 'The Last of Mrs.
Cheney'," he continued. " With Lubitsch directing. Lubitsch
has great ideas and I should have been glad to be back in
comedy again, consciously. I have made several very
funny pictures recently but none of them were
deliberate.
As for 'Mrs. Cheney' having a
feminine slant, as you are all doubtless thinking, Ican not see where it would have been
more ladylike than 'Don Juan,' in which I
looked like a female impersonator.
Today,
however, I hear ' Mrs. Cheney' has been
given to Constance Talmadge and I get
something else, heaven knows what. The
trouble with 'Don Juan' was that I got
hypnotized by a wigmaker.
He made a
blonde of me and I made a blunder for
Warner Bros."

T you made 'Don Juan'
I THOUGH
for satire," said the thin-voiced girl.

"I made it for money," said Mr.
Barrymore.
"Adolphe Menjou wanted to make
'The Last of Mrs. Cheney'," I ventured. "He planned to make the
man in it very old and disillusioned."
"Had I played him he would not
have been disillusioned," murmured
the youngest of the royal family of
Broadway.
He looked at us all again. "lam
The Barrymore the men know, Jack
the sportsman, the perfect host, the
wit. The inseparable companion is
Clemintina, gift from Georges Carpentier, the prize fighter. Clemintina played in "Sea Beast" and
shares the star's dressing room

J

going to do 'Hamlet' at the Hollywood Bowl this summer," he
murmured. "I haven't the faintest idea whom I want to be
my Ophelia. In London I had my finest one, Fay Compton.
She played Ophelia with a proper robustness, not in the usual
fragile manner. It delighted me because I have always thought
Ophi lia must have been quite a girl to have loved Hamlet in the
first place. We played all
_^^^^^^^^
the scenes lustily. One day
in rehearsals I had to speak
to the extra women. There
were London extra women
and there are .none others
like them.
" 'Ladies,' I c o m manded, 'when you bring
on the body of the fair
Ophelia, be virginal, ladies,
"One old dame rolled a
be
virginal.'
bleary
eye at me, then
drewsaid,
herself
'Sir,'
she
'I am up.
not being
paid to be a character
[ CONT. ON PAGE
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N informal portrait of Gloria Swanson in her California garden.
Her
next film, "The Swamp," will be directed by Eric von Stroheim. Gloria
and Eric ought to be a wonderful combination.
Anyhow it's a safe bet
The Swamp" will not be a cheap picture.

Amateur Movies
By Frederick James Smith
Lon Chaney Films Manhattan — Advice on Writing Captions— How to Make Your Own Filter — Club News
CHANEY
LON thusiast.

is the

complete

amateur

movie

en-

During his recent brief New York visit, he devoted an
entire day to a camera expedition about Manhattan.
Equipped with his Filmo, Chaney made all sorts of angle shots
of the high spots of New York.
Chaney visited Mayor James Walker at the City Hall and
filmed him with his f 1 — 5 lens. He shot the new Telephone
Building, the Woolworth Building, Wall Street, old Trinity
Church, the Aquarium, the Ghetto, the Bowery, Police Headquarters and the New York sky line from the Manhattan
Bridge.
Chaney was identified as he was entering the City Hall and a
large crowd gathered. The reactions of this assemblage were
interesting. Most New York crowds try to rush a star, to shake
hands and speak a personal word. Chaney's crowd, however,
drew back a bit involuntarily, a mute testimony to his sinister
film portrayals. Only a few audacious newsboys tried to be
familiar. When these boys led a cheer, as Chaney's car drew
away from the City Hall, Lon stood up in the machine and
filmed the crowd.
AMATEUR cinematographers will be interested to know
that Chaney uses DuPont panchromatic negative. He enjoys the advantage of having the Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer Culver City laboratory do his developing and printing. Thus he
manages to achieve chemical fadeouts and other professional
touches out of reach of the average amateur.
Chaney is proud of his carefully edited library of shots of
notables. The star catches all the famous folk when they visit
the Hollywood studios — and everyone of note eventually appears to see movies in the making. Chaney, too, is enthusiastic
over the various films made upon his many camping expeditions. The
"
best thing I do," he says. " is to thread my camera
on Zealous
horseback."
press agents have
publicized the statement
that Chaney owns a hundred
and one cameras. Lon
actually possesses a Filmo
and a Grallex.
Sometime,

he says, he hopes to buy another movie machine. Then he'll
keep his four-inch telephoto lens attached permanently to his
reserve camera, ready for any emergency.
JOE FARNUM, the chief film editor of Metro-GoldwynMayer, the man who titled "The Big Parade" and other pictures and an amateur movie enthusiast himself, has written the
following interesting advice for Photoplay's legion of amateur
cinematographers :
Unless a title serves a distinct purpose it has no place in a
motion picture. It must serve a very useful purpose or is
better never to have been written.
When you sit down to write a title, ask yourself :
"Is it necessary?"
Do not write titles for the sake of writing titles only. A
title should never be obtrusive. It must belong to the picture.
ESPECIALLY in amateur films should the title-writer exercise great care and judgment. For, in an amateur film, the
audience is a particular group. You are writing to a CLASS,
not a MASS, as in commercial film products.
In a newspaper office is this sign:
" Would you want your sister to read what you have written?"
That is a good question every amateur film title writer should
have in mind.
Remember that your films will live long after you are dead.
They are seen by those who know you well, your friends, relatives, children. And your grandchildren will see them too.
Would you want some wise-cracking drivel to rise up from
your grave and smack you down in front of your grandchildren?
Be brief. Avoid being "smart."
Don't poke fun at anyone needlessly. Guard your language
and humor.
Make it endure as long as the film will.

cialas
of a dcommer
THE
as far
is limite
film life
ion
es
go. But
purpos
exhibit
the amateur film goes on
forever, more valuable and
interesting as years roll by.
[ CONTINUED
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Above, Gwen Lee
filmed straight.

Gwen Lee is shown

Right, how to use'the
home-made gauze
filter described in
this department.
The filter, made of
ordinary veiling, can
be held to the frame
with paperclips

above
in ''soft
focus," filmed
with
the gauze filter
shown at the left.
Care must be taken
to get the filter at
the right distance
from the lens. Five
inches is correct

:C.

Meaning

Some photographs from the old
"It"
when hair
decade ago, in the days
bobbed
CorinneGriffithinl918,
when critics were just
beginning to notice the
rarely pretty girl at
Vitagraph

© Jumier, N. Y.. 191

Do you remember
the fervent but refined love scenes of
Norma Talmadge
and Eugene O'Brien
in "The Moth"?

Don't scream! It is
John Gilbert as a
minister in an obscure and forgotten
masterpiece of 1917

Marion Davies,
looking like
the Prince of
Wales, in one
of those war
films

'•■">

Before

Cl ose

family album taken a
was only a pronoun and
merely a rumor

ps

What the young
girl wore ten
years ago — at
the risk of choking to death.
The chic lady is
Alice Joyce in
the days when
hairpins were a
vital necessity

Alma Rubens and Douglas Fairbanks in that riotously successful comedy, "The Americano," one of Doug's first hits

efore and After
From prologue dancer to United Artist.
Two years ago Lupe Velez crossed the Rio Grande. She
came to dance but remained to star

Above: Very much North of the Rio Grande —
Miss Velez of Hollywood. Not completely
chastened but considerably tamed. She no
longer dances in four shows a day. In fact,
Lupe is now a member of the Academy of
Arts and Sciences

Left: A diamond in the rough from San Luis
Potosi. Senorita Velez was just another Fanchon and Marco movie presentation dancer in
Los Angeles. Life was full of ukes and leis.
And ups and downs. Before that Lupe had
been dancing in the cantinas of her native land

Photoplay
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Go, fashion me with Jewell' d gold,
With coral pink and ivory white
And delicate as the tints that hold
Lily and rose by pale moon-light, Go, fashion me with lotting care
And all the skill that art can bring
A figure of my lady fair, —
A gossamer and dainty thing.
— from a poem
dedicated to Lady Lavery
"The Golden Turban"

Lady Lavery
Q)ul?ecl of Gelebrated Mainlinas
^Jfie greatest beauty since
jLadu xT/amitton
Titian hair
RED-GOLD
. crowning a lovely Grecian
head; great amber eyes; ivory
skin, "... delicate as the tints
that hold lily and rose by pale
moonlight," — this is the wondrous beauty of Lady Lavery.
Beauty which vividly attests
that life has its masterpieces just
as music has, or sculpture, or
painting.
The wife of Sir John Lavery,
the internationally known British painter, Lady Lavery is the
inspiration of many of his portraits which hang in the famous
galleries of Europe.

Such beauty as Lady Lavery's
gives so much to the world. To
the artist — inspiration; to life —
color and romance. And nothing contributes to this precious

sults which cause Lady Lavery to
prefer the Pond's method of care to
all others— use the four products
daily.
First—
light and
purifying
into the

as always, apply Pond's
fragrant Cold Cream. Its
oils penetrate deep down
pores, lifting out every

with Pond's
dirt. Then
particle of Tissues
Cleansing
wipe— away
gently
and completely every trace of oil
and dust.
Next — tone and firm the skin
with Pond's Freshener. It closes the
pores, leaves your skin refreshed and
fine without a trace of oiliness. Last
— for a final touch of loveliness apply

cJlazcl ui cMt auve ana

'\p.re

A priceless Venetian
glass mirror — exquisite
crystal candle sticks —
and lovely old Chelsea
Ware define the rare

the merest breath of Pond's \ anisliing Cream.
Just one treatment— and your
mirror will reflect new loveliness.

charm of table.
Lady Lavery's
dressing
On its top stand jade

quality more delicately — more
elusively than the exquisite
beauty of her lovely skin.
Knowing well the irresistible

Two Creams
the
green
jars of and
Pond's
Tonic Skin Freshener.

charm of her "lily and rose"
complexion, Lady Lavery has
considered — perhaps more than
most women — the art of cultivating abeautiful skin.

ABOVE everything — she believes
.in a simple method of care." For,
after all," she told us with knowing
conviction, "the secret of a lovely
skin lies in keeping it clean. My
formula is a simple one. I always
use Pond's! The Two Creams, the
cleansing Tissues, the Skin Freshener— that is all."
To achieve the same wonderful re-

10c— for a week's
With
Coupon
Mail
supply of all four of these delightful preparations
Pond's Extract Co., Dept. H
114 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Name.
Street.
City
This portrait hangs in the Guildhall Gallery,
London. By Sir John Lavery.
Copyright 1928, PonU'o Extract Co.

tarving Back To
STARDOM
The sad story of Molly O'Day whose career was
blighted by ice cream and candy
By Lois Shirley
her
a battle as
is waging
O'DAY was
MOLLY
as Waterloo
to Napoleon.
To important
remain onto the
screen she must lose twenty pounds and lose them
gracefully.
IfNapoleonhadwon he would have been Emperor of Europe.
If Molly wins she will be a full-fledged star at First National
with four pictures each year, just like Colleen Moore, Corinne
Griffith, Billie Dove and all of the others.
Which is merely the news-angle introduction of a rather
pitiful but decidedly human story.
Molly was just the big-little sister of the rather overpopulated Noonan family. Just in-between age among her
ten brothers and sisters. Just a good little pal who was not
exactly fat but most certainly
pudgy.
It wasn't easy for Molly to
rollic through comedies for Hal
Roach at seventy-five dollars a
week, while sister, Sally O'Neil,
grew to the thousand dollar class
in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures. Itwasn't fun for her to hear
folks rave continually over sister
Isabel's perfect figure.
But with all that Molly knew
deep in her soul that she had more
dramatic ability than either of
her sisters. Knew it, but didn't
know how to prove it.
One day she threw up her job
(they had refused to give her
more money) and started jobhunting. And probably she'd be
doing that yet, if Al Rockett,
production manager at First
National, hadn't remembered the
wistful, big-little sister with brown
eyes that had Irish twinkles and
asked that she be given a test for
the lead opposite Richard Barthelmess in "The Patent Leather
And, somehow, Mr. Rockett
came to believe in Molly.
Kid."
To the left you see Molly O'Day
as she looked in "The Patent
Leather Kid." Not exactly
slim, but merely pleasingly
plump. Shed a tear for the
Molly O'Day at your right. She
is twenty pounds too heavy
for stardom. The picture was
taken before Molly went to
Hot Springs to melt that too
solid flesh
80

Now, it's no secret in Hollywood that Mr. Rockett put Molly
into that part over the dead body of every other studio-worker.
They justcouldn't understand what hesaw in Molly. Thatis.not
until they saw the picture. Then they understood and praised
Mr. Rockett. For what producer ever discovers a new girl,
makes her a potential star in one picture at a salary one-tenth
of a regular star's salary, that he isn't praised for his judgment?
After the picture is finished, of course.
MOLLY did have to fight against over-weight even during
this picture. But when it was shown and audiences
saw that the girl could really act, they forgot whether she
was big, little or indifferent. But, unfortunately, only a
few pictures are sobsister productions.
During "Hard Boiled
Haggerty, " Molly began
to get a little too heavy.
She was told she must
diet.
In fact, when she beganherd "Little
Shepof Kingdom
Come"

the studio

ON[continued
PAGE 120 ]
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He remembered
That Schoolgirl Complexion
YOUTH is charm, and youth lost is
charm lost, as every woman instinctively realizes.
To keep youth, keep the skin clean
and the pores open. Banish artificial
ways in skin care. Natural ways are best.
Use soap, but be sure it is a soapmade
basically for use on the face. Others
may prove harsh. That is why, largely
on expert advice, women the world
over choose Falmohve for facial use.

admire — and
men beauty.
beauty— isthat
THE
natural
remember
And that may be yours whether you
use powder and rouge— or not— if you
observe one simple beauty rule.
Washing the face for beauty is the
recommendation of all leading skin specialists today. Make-up, grime— the greasy
exudations of the pores — can be removed
thoroughly only by careful warm water
washing. Women whose charm is natural, know this.
Soap and 'water daily— but not
just ANY soap
The lather of Palmolive Soap, widely
urged for proper care of a good complexion, isa blend of famous beauty oils
—the oils of olive and palm.
These gentle cleansers soothingly
penetrate the pores, remove accumulations which, if left, would form into
blackheads, or, becoming inflamed, would
cause unsightly blemishes.

Retail Pries

10c

Palmolive Soap is untouched by
human hands until you break the
wrapper— it is never sold unwrapped

They bring the charm of natural loveliness because they keep the skin cleansed
Nature's way. To keep that schoolgirl
complexion through the years, do this at
least once daily.
This simple beauty rule
Wash your face gently with soothing
Palmolive Soap, massaging its balmy
lather softly into the skin with your two
hands. Rinse thoroughly, first with warm
water, then with cold. Dry by patting
with a soft towel— never rub the gentle
skin fabric.
If your skin is inclined to be dry, apply
a touch of good cold cream— that is all.
Do this regularly, and particularly in the
evening. Use powder and rouge if you
wish. But never leave them on over night.
And Palmolive costs but 10c the cake!
So little that millions let it do for their
bodies what it does for their faces. Obtain a cake today, then note the difference
one week makes. The Palmolive -Peet
Company, Chicago, Illinois.

Palmolive Radio Hour — Broadcast every Friday night — from 10 to 11 p. m.,
eastern time; 9 to 10 p.m., central time — over station WEAF and 31 stations
associated with The National Broadcasting Company

KEEP

THAT

SCHOOLGIRL

COMPLEXION

QUESTIONS

& ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Asking Questions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inwe have
it necessary toquirer,
treat
suchfound
subjects
in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
57th St., New York City.

You do not have to be a
reader of Photoplay to have
questions answered in this Department. Itis only necessary
that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays
or casts. Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment.
Write on only one side of the
paper. Sign your full name and
address; only initials will be
published if requested.

Ross, Bombay, India. — Can you believe it?
Here is a fan wants to know if Wally Reid was a
star, director or producer. More missionaries
to India, please! Wallace Reid was one of the
best beloved stars on the screen. He entered
pictures in 1909 and died in 1923. He left a
wife, Dorothy Davenport Reid, a son and an
adopted daughter. His last picture was "The
Champion." And that, children, is the answer
to the oddest question of the month.
G. H., Mobile, Ala. — You got it wrong,
lady. The story was that Greta Nissen and
Charles Farrell were thinking of getting married. But that was quite a while ago. These
young folks often change their minds. Write
to Clive Brook at the Paramount-FamousLasky Studios, Hollywood, Calif. Stars who
get thousands
answer
them. of letters a week haven't time to
V. N. D., Wellington, New Zealand. —
Syd is older than brother Charlie. Syd is married. Clara Kimball Young has retired from
the movies. She occasionally plays in vaudeville.
T. M., Omaha, Neb. — Wallace Beery and
Emil Jannings work at the Paramount-FamousLasky Studios, Hollywood, Calif. Write to
Brother Noah at the Warner Brothers Studio,
5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. Unfortunately he is not playing Noah in "Noah's
Ark."
>
I. G., Richmond, Ky. — Sure, Jack Gilbert
played in Westerns. He started his career in
horse
operas.
But rival
he of
didn't
never was
a serious
Tom do
Mix.stunts and
A. E. Forte, Rome, Italy. — Constance
Howard is married. She is the sister of Frances
Howard (Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn) and her latest
picture was "Smart Set."
Naomi, Lakewood, R. I. — Hello! Did I say
it in just the right tone of voice? Marion
Davies is twenty-eight. She is five feet, five
and one-half inches tall and weighs 123 pounds.
Jane Winton wasn't your neighbor. She comes
from Philadelphia and uses her real name.
Ruth Taylor's next picture is "Just Married."
And Don Alvarado's real name is Joe Paige.
Jacqueline L. — And a very pretty name,
too. King Yidor's address is the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Norman Kerry is thirty-three years old and
six feet, two inches tall. He has dark hair and
hazel eyes. His latest picture is "The Lady
from Moscow," with Pola Negri.
Gerald T., Franklin, N. Y. — In other
words, you don't believe a word I say about
myself. Just for that I ought not to tell you
that Dolores Costello was the heroine of "The
Sea Beast."

A. S., Raymondytlle, Mo. — Philippe de
Lacy was the curly-headed boy in "The \\ ay
of All Flesh." Philippe was a war orphan,
found in a shell-hole in France and adopted by
a Red Cross Nurse.
Grace A., Chicago, III.— Eve Southern
played Judith Gore in " Wild Geese."

TON leads all
R-s
inY inquNO
irie
RR
Ars
Bhe
ot
Althis month.
though he is not a
star and has only
played in a few
pictures, Barry
giftity.of
the
has
arousingcurios
Barry Norton
is
Mr. Norton
His
years old.
twenty-three
He is a
birthday is June 16th.
South American and his real
name is Alfred de Biraben.
Sue Carol and Nancy Carroll
are not related. Note the difference in the way they spell their
names. Sue's real name is
Evelyn Lederer; Nancy's is Nancy Lahiff.
Ramon Novarro is twentynine years old. His next picture
"Gold Braid."
is tentatively
And, once titled
more, Greta Garbo
is twenty-two years old, five feet
six inches tall and weighs 125

pounds.
Gary Cooper is not married.
He is twenty-seven years old and
was born in Helena, Montana.
Renee Adoree was born in
Lille, France.
Nils Asther has brown hair
and hazel eyes. He was born in
Malmo, Sweden, Jan. 17th, 1902.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the
picture and postage. The stars,
who receive hundreds of such
requests, cannot afford to comply with them unless you do
your share.

Puzzled Peg. — You may write as often as
you like. Billie Dove is married to Irvin
Willat, the director. Her real name is Lillian
Bohny and she was born in New York City.
Billie has dark brown hair and brown eyes and
weighs 114 pounds. She is five feet, five inches
tall. Her next picture is "The Yellow Lily."
J. Barry, Sydney, Canada. — Betty Bronson is five feet, three and one-half inches tall.
Not married. Yes, Walter Pidgeon was born
in St. John, Canada. He is a widower. Rex
Lease and Lola Mendez were the "romantic
interest" in "Not for Publication."
Dora S., Bozeman, Mont. — Joseph Striker
played Alstair in "Annie Laurie." Like him?
Senorita Espinosa, El Paso, Tex. — No
can answer your question. All clues to the
cut-face puzzle contest are barred.
Two Sisters, Chariton, Iowa. — Robert
Armstrong has dark brown hair and brown
Write
" Celebrity.
picture isMille
nextPathe-De
eyes.
to him His
at the
Studios," Culver
City, Calif. Sorry I can't place the picture
you mention. Are you sure you have the cast
correct?
B. B. B., Birmingham, Ala. — You mean
Ricardo Cortez? Ricardo's real name is Jack
Krantz and he is married to Alma Rubens.
His next film is " The Grain of Dust. "'
Eleanor G., New Hartford, Conn. — Rex
Lease is twenty-five years old and hails from
Central City, Wash. Nancy Carroll may be
reached at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Stuart's
and Nicksame
address
the WilliamCalif.,
Fox Studios,
city.
Studios, isHollywood,
Bert W., Milwaukee, Wis. — Richard
Talmadge made "The Poor Millionaire" in
January, 1927. After that I believe he had
some trouble with his managers. For the life
of
Bert, Talmadge.
I can't tell you what has happened
to me,
Richard
Mrs. C. L. A., El Paso, Tex.— Thank you
name
Al Jolson's
in me. His
your great faith
for
father was a
Johl-son.
is pronounced
rabbi and the family name was Yoelsen.
H. L. B., Gloucester, Mass.— Do you
know that your last name is the same as Marie
Prevost's real name? Any relation? Hobart
Bosworth's newest is "Sawdust Paradise."
He is married to Mrs. Cecile Percival. Write
to him at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

S. C— Have I
H. K. A., Charleston,
Mary
My apologies!
neglected your city?
"The
in
Vision
the DivineGow-cho.
Pickford played
It is pronounced
Gaucho."
[ continued on page 101 ]

YX/Hhat was the Best Picture

1927?
Eighth Annual
Gold Medal
Award

Vote for the Picture You Think Should Win!
When you make
oted y oinu
vE
HAVPhotoout your "ballot this
year, remember the
h
t
h
high standards of
play 's eig
annual gold medal
1920
1923
past
awards.is
award ?
Photoplay
Of course, you
"THE COVERED WAGON"
proud of the fine dis"HUMORESQUE"
want to do your bit
crimination ex1924
to improve motion
pressed by its
1921
readers
in
past
pictures. There is
no other practical
years. The list of
'TOL'ABLE DAVID" "ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
way for you — as one
gold medal awards
1925
of the millions of
is a veritable array
1922
of the best motion
photoplay fans — to
''ROBIN HOOD"
encourage the makpictures of the past
"THE BIG PARADE"
seven years, the
ing of better pic1926
actual landmarks of
tures.
the industry.
Photoplay's
Also, when you
Gold Medal is the
"BEAU GESTE"
vote, do not be
only award in the
'
world of motion pic...
, , Vote for
, the
,
by personalities.
tures coming directly from the film fan. Back in 1921 Photobest picture, not swayed
your favorite
star.
play announced that a gold medal would be awarded each year And do not be influenced by the opinion of others. Make the
vote your own. Be sure that your vote is mailed to Photofor the picture which, in the opinion of its readers, would come
play seditorial offices, No. 221 West 57th Street, New York
the nearest to the ideal in story, direction, continuity, acting
City. Your vote must reach these offices not later than October
and photography. And, most important, the picture motivated
1st, 1928, to be counted.
by the highest ideals behind its production.
You may vote on any film released between January 1 1927
Not only has this award become the supreme prize in the
entire field of motion pictures but it is the most sought after and December 31 1927. A list of important pictures released
award among producers. It is not the expression of a few generally during this period is presented on this page
It is
critical experts. It is not the opinion of any minority. It is the offered for your guidance, but your selection, of course is not
united to this list.
It may serve to refresh your memory
expression of the great mass of movie-goers — the unified opinion
of the film fans of America.
'
however.

Winners of Photoplay Medal

It

Fifty Pictures Released in 1927
Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot
Editor Photoplay Magazine
221 W. 57th Street, New York City
In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1927.
NAME of picture

l^lameAddress.
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Annie Laurie
Barbed Wire
Cabaret
Camille
Chang
Captain Salvation
Cat and the Canary
Cradle Snatchcrs
Cruiser Potemkin
Fair
Co-Ed
Fire Brigade
Flesh and the Devil
Garden of Allah
Gorilla
Hard Boiled Haggcrty
Hotel Imperial
Hula

Jesse James
Kid Brother
King of Kings
Love of Sunya
Magic Flame
Mockery
Metropolis
Troy
Monkey Talks
My Best Girl
Night of Love
Patent Leather Kid
Private Life of Helen of
Street
Qu
Real
suityecti
Rookrr
ies on

Rough Riders
Senorita
Service for Ladies
Seventh Heaven
Show Kelly, Slide
Slide,
S or nil and Son
Stark Love
Student Prince
Tell It to the Marines
Twelve Miles Out
ITwo
'ndcrworld
Arabian Knights
What
Glory
Way ofPrice
All Flesh
When a Man Loves

Wines
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See Yourself as Others
See You for $98&
($995o

WEST

OF

ROCKIES)

Combination Movie Camera
and
Projector
COMPLETE WITH CARRYING CASE

As You See
the Movies
As You Take
the Movies

Your Camera

Your Choice of 3 Beautiful Colors
Brown

Green

Your Camera with Projector Attached

Black

The same Lens that takes the picture projects it on the
screen, insuring perfect reproduction through duplication.

GUARANTEE
Carrying Case
for Complete Outfit
Equipped with Special F. 3.5 Graf. Lens.
No focusing
necessary either for taking or projecting pictures.
Uses Eastman or other 16 mm. Reversal Safety Films.
Original price includes developing and return postage.
Easy to understand — to operate and take and project
quality pictures without experience.
Can be used with hand crank for faster or slower than
normal pictures, if desired.
See Your Dealer or Write Us for Particulars

Every
Movie
Camera QRS
and Projector
is guaranteed for one
year against
any and
defects in material
workmanship, and
there will be no charge
for dea
adjustment to
4
or
either
theler
owner
.
y /

/

The Q-R-S COMPANY

$r*
&>
e- 4- v

Established 1900

SAN FRANCISCO
306 7th Street

333 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
Refer to Dun, Bradstreet or any Bank

NEW YORK
135th St. & Walnut Ave.
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Winners and Solutions of

June

Nutty

THE winners of the June Nutty Biographies
of Bebe Daniels and Lon Chaney were
awarded as follows: The first prize of
$200.00 was won by Mary Ruth Moore of Altadena, California, for her clever and ornamental
handling of the solution. The second prize of
$100.00 was awarded to Lydia Ann Smith of
Oak Park, 111. Charles Churchill, Carson City,
Nevada, carried off the $50.00 prize. Two
prizes of $25.00 each were won by Josie E.
Dossat, 2535 Auburn Avenue, Toledo, Ohio,
and Mrs. Oriana B. West, 1009 Milam Place,
Austin, Texas.
The ten winners of the $10.00 prizes were:
Miss Florence Louise Mills, 2304 Long St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mrs. Sydney A. Rushin,
84 Tenth St., Atlanta, Ga.; Harry Hewitt,
Apopka, Fla.; Rose Kay, 3322 S. Morgan St.,
Chicago, 111.; Mrs. A. H. Koch. 3824 S. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.; Marion
Coumbe, Yakima, Wash.; Wallace M. Kelly,
Walnut Street, Lebanon, Ky. ; Jeannette Parmerter,
Florida.
Y.; Florence
Mrs. E'thel
L. James,
Cedaredge,
Colo.; N.Miss
R. Bloom,
26
Canterbury St., Dorchester, Mass.
And here are the correct solutions for the
Nutty Biographies for June: The picture
captioned Bebe Daniels was not Bebe at all,
but Laura La Plante. However, the caption
was correct in that it stated that Bebe Daniels
once played opposite Harold Lloyd.
Uncle Jim was fooled by the conductor of the
sightseeing bus who claimed to be the husband

Twenty

Biographies

of Bebe Daniels. Bebe is not married. She is
a popular star and she earns a lot of money, but
she has no husband to support.
Bebe was not born in Rome, Italy, but in
Dallas, Texas. Her ancestry is Spanish and
Scotch. The Crimean War was fought in
1854-56 and so that lets out both Bebe and her
mother. Bebe did play on the stage for some
years; she made her debut as a small child.
And her first step towards popularity was as
leading woman for Harold Lloyd in the Lonesome Luke comedies. That much Uncle Jim
and Aunt Hezekiah got straight.
Bebe has never made any pictures in Germany. Pola Negri first came to the attention
of the American public in "Passion." Nor did
Bebe run off to Europe to swim the English
Channel. It was Gertrude Ederle who swam
the Channel and Miss Ederle also appeared
with Bebe in "Swim, Girl, Swim."
As for marriage hurting Bebe's popularity,
that's an impossibility. Nor does she play
heavy vamp roles; her pictures are light,
breezy comedies. Bebe works at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studios and she certainly can drive a car. Once she drove so well
— and so fast — that she spent a few days in
jail for speeding. And it is Belle Bennett, not
Bebe, who plays in "Mother Machree."
Now for Lon Chaney. The picture was that
of Harold Lloyd and it doesn't show Lon made
up as "The Phantom of the Opera," although
Chaney did play in that picture.

Aunt Hezekiah and Uncle Jim should have
known that the man who entered their room
was a real burglar. Chaney doesn't go about
as a burglar.
And Lon is not six feet tall but five feet, ten
He weighs 155 pounds.
inches.
Chaney was born in Colorado Springs, Colo.
His father was a barber and both his parents
were deaf-mutes. Lon held a variety of positions before going on the stage; but he never
was either a pirate or a sheik. He entered
pictures in 1912, playing in one-reelers and he
never was leading man for Gloria Swanson. He
hasn't a striking Oriental appearance and he
isn't what you would call a handsome matinee
idol. His first big film hit as a character actor
was with Betty Compson in "The Miracle
Chaney did play in "The Unholy Three,"
but not in "The Thief of Bagdad." That was
Douglas Fairbanks' picture. But no one has
thought of making a sequel to "The Thief of
Bagdad." Fairbanks has thought of continuing the adventures of the Three Musketeers.
Mr.
Man."Chaney is a serious man of forty-five
years old, not a merry-hearted one of twentyfive. And Uncle Jim will never get his watch
and money back, because Chaney is not a De
Milk player, but a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Star.
The correct solutions of the July Nutty Biographies and the list of winners will appear in the
September issue of Photoplay Magazine.

Years

Later

Charles Middleton, who
spurned the offer that made
Hart famous,
goes
to
Hollywood
Bill Hart took the
chance that the bigger
vaudeville headliner refused. He was the
pioneer Western star.
But today?

Today Charles Middleton joins up with the
movies heonce scorned.
He draws roles in two
big features.
are! There you

CHARLES MIDDLETON, the actor who
laughed at the offer which made Bill
Hart famous, has arrived in Hollywood,
after twenty years, to try his hand at the game
which he spurned in the beginning.
Cut back to 1909.
New York CityJoe Schenck booking acts for the Loew
theater circuit.
Thomas Ince leaving the two-a-day to go to
California to produce pictures, a rabbit's foot
and a shoestring in his pockets.
Fred Niblo returning from a vaudeville tour
in England.
Returning with him, Charles B. Middleton
and his troupe of wild Westerners who had made
a hit in both England and this country.
Middleton booked at Hammerstein's variety
theater.

the stage in another wild Western. The tall,
lanky, acrimonious man who adroitly maneuvered two guns for its protection, was booked
as Bill Hart, a second rate performer.
Ince decided Westerns meant money in
motion pictures. He wired Joe Schenck to
book him a hero. Schenck invited Middleton
to go to California. But Middleton remembered Ince's rabbit foot and shoestring; remembered that his one and only experience with
"movies" had ended with no money for any
of the actors; remembered his $25,000 home
just completed on Long Island — and turned
down the offer, suggesting Hart and his wobbly
train for the proposition.
And Hart, who had nothing to remember except that his vaudeville contract expired in
three weeks, accepted.

Up the street, at. the American Music Hall, a
white canvas train jerked its wary way across

You blazoned
know thetheresttrail
of the
Hart's
name
for story.
all Westerns.

Middleton went from vaudeville to the stage,
scoring his biggest success as " Dead Legs''
Flint
in " Kongo."
Middleton
is beginning in Hollywood, with
the role of the District Attorney in "The Bellamy Trial" at M.-G.-M. He has been signed
for a role with Thomas Meighan in "The
Racket."
And Bill Hart?
Bill sits in his big, worn-out chair, in his
little nondescript office poring over the three
hundred fan letters he receives daily. He keeps
a secretary because he hasn't the heart not to
answer the words written by those who still
love him. Yet his first work in four years was
to play an " extra " for Marion 1 )aviesin " Show
People. ' ' along with Douglas Fairbanks, Norma
Talmadge, John Gilbert and a host of other
famous " bit " players. They paid him, as they
did the others, the regular rate of seven-fifty!
Twenty years can make a Lig difference.
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Theyll both neglect it... unless
These men of yours may think it a
little feminine to bother about their
hair . . . men usually do think so
until hair begins to thin, or dandruff
appears.

how quickly every bit of lather vanishes. Dry, and notice how lustrous
your hair is. That's the way to start
a good habit— to keep a scalp healthy.

But there is one tactful way of
starting them on the road to good
hair-habits now— have on hand, for
constant use, one of the three Packer
shampoos: Packer's Tar Soap,
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo, or
Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo.
And watch them use it! (Of

Each Packer shampoo has been
made to foster the scalp's health.
Into each go ingredients known to
be good for the scalp, each ingredient the finest and costliest of
its kind— soothing glycerine, imported olive oil, pine tar with all its
curative properties. And into every
cake or bottle goes also the priceless
experience of 55 years in making
soaps for the hair. Read the offer
below and start the family off to
healthier, better hair-habits now.
Send for sample. Send 10c for a sample
of any one of these Packer soaps and our new,
on hair health— giving in28-page book—
formation on the care of dry hair, oily hair,
dandruff, falling hair, etc. Specify which soap
you prefer. Address The Packer Mfg. ComDept. 16-H, Box 85, G. P. O..
pany, Inc.,N.
Y.
New York,

course you'll use it too.) Right off,
a Packer shampoo gives billows of
lather. The richest lather you ever
massaged into a sleepy scalp. How
alive your scalp feels! That's wakedup circulation! Now rinse, and see

Packer Shampoos
Packer's Tar Soap

Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
A golden liquid of imported olive oil,
bland cocoanut oil, soothing glycerine.
It lathers in an instant, rinses in a
twinkling.
Faintly perfumed.

Doctors long ago learned that one of
nature's most effective remedies is
pure pine tar. So skin specialists prescribe Packer's Tar Soap as the most
effective pleasant way to give your
scalp the benefits of pine tar. Each
cake now in an individual metal box.

Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
A liquid soap containing the soothing
benefits of olive and cocoanut oils and
—in addition— healthful pine tar —
without the tar odor. Quick to
lather — quick to rinse.

v
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The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

HALF

A BRIDE— Paramount

""PHIS is advertised as a "companionate
marriage"
but heroine
don't bemarries
misled,oneit'sman
nothing
of-*-the
sort. The
and
spends her honeymoon with another, but not
"with malice aforethought." Stranded on a
desert island, the young people do the different
thing by refusing to fall in love — until they get
back to the mainland. Esther Ralston and
Gary Cooper, in their respective roles, handle
this delicate situation with commendable
restraint. Good entertainment.
THE

STRANGE
CASE
OF CAPTAIN
RAMPER—Defu-First National

FROM PAGE 59 ]

ing as the angel of Poverty Row, and Charles
Delaney's a boy who simply can't spend his
money by himself. There's a lot of slum stuff,
and a chink dive that may give you the heebiejeebies, but it's just the thing for those who
like their squalor squalid and their realism
real.
THE

GIRL Peerless
HE DIDN'T

A ETHOUGH

BUY—

Wegener's performance put it over. Do you
remember Wegener's Golem?

Photoplay's judgment. Shows the collapse
of the Romanoff regime and the quick flop of
Kerensky rule. Ends with the shelling of
the Winter Palace and the dawn of the Soviet.
Pudowkin, the director, has a remarkable
pictorial sense. Film is told in jerky, newsreel style of "Potemkin." Striking technique
and remarkable portrayals of peasants by
peasants.

THE

DESERT

BRIDE— Columbia

WHEN

THE

LAW

RIDES— F BO

A WESTERN that's so good, even if it
■* *• were bad, you'd like it. Tom Tyler is a
deputy marshal sent to a desert town to clean
up the works. He meets a killer bound for the
same place; a clever situation results when the
marshal assumes the identity of the crook.
There are some wonderful desert scenes and
Frankie Darro, small brother of the heroine,
puts his usual piquant pep into the picture.
Very stimulating.
WOMEN

WHO

DARE— Excellent

""THE West Side messes about the East Side
•*• long enough to see what a frightfully uncouth place it is. Helene Chadwick is charm-

QUEEN

UNITED

WAY— Columbia

OF THE
Anchor

CHOR

US-

STATES

SMITH— Gotham

gERGEANT RILEY knew he could whip
Corporal Sharkey "on a diet of cream puffs
and dill pickles" — and he does. But it's only
half a victory, for he loses his girl. But just see
how United Stales Smith compensates the loss!
Pictures like this will soon put Eddie Gribbon
and Mickey Bennett right across the plate, for
this comedy drama will bring shekels to any
theater coffers. A guaranteed panacea for any
brand of blues.

WATERS— Tiffany-Stahl

T3ETTY COMPSON, as Diane Duval, the
-'-'toast of Paris, learns that Algiers is the last
place in the world for a beautiful woman to
spend the week-end. She visits her uncle, a
Foreign Legion commandant, and gives his
garrison something to do. Her blonde beauty
lends impetus to an Arab uprising, an officer
sings her "The Desert Song," and she finds
herself knee-deep in bullets and love. Adventurous, colorful, full of romantic action.

A WOMAN'S

•"THE diamond necklace again. It's lost this
x time in the Latin Quarter of Paris, where
Week."starve, and loose ladies and gentlemen
artists
sleep all day and drink all night. Quite a tense
tale, saved from the "my man" twist byaclever
finish. Margaret Livingston handles the title
role with marked ability. She is La Flamme
Glacee, song-and-dance girl in a Quartier cafe,
who rises to operatic heights. Interesting and
authentic French atmosphere.

TF you don't pay more than the price of a
-'■malted
milk to see this picture, you'll get
your money's worth. The old story of the
chorus girl who remains true to her ideals, regardless of the rich "butter and egg" men.
Virginia Brown Faire is the girl and Rex Lease
her sweetheart who wins her after his love is
put to many acid tests by the unscrupulous
tactics of the villain. All ends happily.

A RTHUR HAMMERSTEIN brought this
■**-ne\v film from the Soviet Moscow Studios
to New York. See the editorial pages for

STORMY

TF there's anything small producers love to
-••get their teeth into, it's along, melodramatic
story with plots and inter-plots. They unearthed one here with a plot so involved you
couldn't follow it with a compass. Besides a
lot of other knickknacks, there's a robbery, a
murder, a suicide, and a train wreck. Hardly
makes sense, does it? One of the best arguments we can think of in favor of "Old Home

THE

END OF ST. PETERSBURG—
Sovkino Production

"CVE SOUTHERN tries a Sadie Thompson,
-'—'but doesn't quite get by with it. She's one
of those swell cabaret dames in a South American port, and emotes and undulates heavily
through a role in which she is badly miscast.
Malcolm MacGregor, as a drifting sailor lad,
throws her a line, and learns that tropical
women, like wildcats, should be looked at and
not petted. A "no-woman-shall-come-betweenus" story of brother love.

SHACKLES— Peerless

Cinderella finds her titled hero

■f Vjust as the fairy book would have her, this
is pleasing, colorful, light entertainment. A
charming maiden promises to marry a wealthy
man-about-town in return for stardom
on

'T'HIS German-made film has a novel idea.
■*- An aviator falls in the Arctic. Alone in the
wilderness the bird man reverts back to
savagery. Rescued years later, he can not
stand civilization. So he returns to the Arctic
solitude. Settings are studio-like, the handling
is a little heavy but the fresh idea and Paul

THE

GOLDEN

P& A

GYPSY
Now it is Mrs. Richard Hudnut,
mother of Natacha Rambova, who
claims to receive spirit messages
from Rudolph Valentino. These
messages do not come to her direct,
but are received by a medium in
New York. Mrs. Hudnut says that
Valentino is still acting. One
seance, she says, was interrupted
by the voice of Isadora Duncan

THE
Broadway. But where there is no love there
is no warmth and what Broadway beau
wishes to marry an icicle? In framing his
fiancee he unconsciously introduces the right
man and they live happily ever after. Pauline
Garon is adorable as Cinderella.
THE

PHANTOM

PINTO— Ben Wilson

TpHEY mistitled this Western. It should
-1- have been called "Too Many Horses." Just
one silly stampede after another. And all the
cast is vague, except the pinto. Poor devil!
Why should he be expected to carry the picture
alone? Producers aren't reasonable; they surround the best-known artists of the screen with
cinema luminaries of equal degree. But they
give a horse star a dumb cast and expect to
turn out an epic. 'Tain't right!

OF THE

NORTH— Rayart

""THIS story is laid in the Northern mining
■*- country, where men kill as lightly as they
love. Georgia Hale, who did her first mining in
"The Gold Rush," does an excellent dual role,
playing the contrasting part of an actress and
that of her weak brother, and completely fools
the audience. Huntley Gordon pleases as a
straight-shooting gambler. Beautiful snow
scenes, and some good dramatic situations make
this above the average program picture.
RAIDER EMDEN—EmelkaColumbia

A DRAMATIC cinema chronicle of the
■* »■ career of the Emden, showing modern
marine warfare as actually fought. We see the
Huns as humans, not as Barbarians, and at the
same time witness a fact-story as vivid and
thrilling as a news-reel. Directorial delicacy
eliminates war hatreds, and historical fidelity
conveys cold facts. It is an enlightening recital
of the World War's most spectacular sea exploits. Good entertainment and education for
the entire family.
DOG

JUSTICE— FBO

A DOG story. Or, shall we say, a dog in
■*»■ search of a story. The usual dull Northwest Mounted yarn, a stupid film vehicle for a
dog of Ranger's
talents. Too bad;
he's such a
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
100 1
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t ruins romance

Don't fool

Popularity passes by those
who have halitosis

yourself

Since halitosis never announces itself to the victim, you simply cannot
know when you have it.

you go away on your vacation
WHEN
you expect to have a good time — ■ to
meet and like others and be liked by them.
Is there anything that may prevent this?
Yes. Halitosis (unpleasant breath) can mini'
mize every other charm you have.
Don't fool yourself as thousands do that
you never have halitosis. The insidious thing
about it is that it does not announce itself to
the victim. But it does to others. And that
offends.
Why take this unnecessary risk when by
using Listerine with its powerful deodorant
properties you can put yourself on the polite
and popular side?
Keep a bottle handy always and rinse the
mouth with it often — especially before meeting others.
By the way, if you are going abroad we
suggest that you take several bottles with
you. There will be dozens of times when
Listerine will come in handy. For freshening
up after a long motor ride, for instance, as a
stimulating substitute for a bath when a bath
cannot be had (you know how it is in Europe)
and for the daily care of the mouth. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

Have you tried
the new Listerine
Shaving Cream?

LISTERINE

Cools your skin while
you shave and keeps it
cool afterward. An outstanding shaving cream
in every respect.

The safe antiseptic
When

you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Pauline Starke, whose delicate beauty is
reflected in the mirror, says, "Lux Toilet
Soap keeps my skin
beautifully
even
and smooth."

Magazine— Advertising Section

Bebe Daniels, piquant Paramount star and the bathroom
designed for her loveliness. She says— "Lux Toilet Soap is a
great help in keeping the skin smooth and lovely."

In the
bathrooms
screen stars
ing rooms of
studios Lux
for lovely
Corinne Griffith knows how much lovely skin adds to a
girl's attractiveness.
"Lux Toilet Soap's
ul lather
gives my skin the same velvety smoothness wonderf
expensive French
soaps do," says this First National star.

Lois Moran takes the
most exqu isi te care of
her blonde loveliness
— "Even the most
expensive French
soaps could not leave
my skin more wonderfully smooth than
Lux Toilet Soap
does," declares this
Fox star.

Joan Crawford, M. G. M. star,
whose lovely smooth skin has
won millions of hearts, says,
" Lux Toilet Soap keeps my
skin so smooth."

Every advertisement

in l'JIOTOl'LAY M

Photoplay
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Vivacious Clara Bow and the lovely bathroom inspired
by her beauty. "Lux Toilet Soap keeps my skin in perfect condition," says this delightful Paramount star.

Section

Winsome Mary Brian is most fastidious about
all her toilet accessories. "Lux Toilet Soap
certainly keeps 'studio skin' in perfect condition," says this Paramount star.

luxurious
of 9 out of IO
and in the dressall the great film
Toilet Soap is used
smooth skin.

Myrna Loy, for whose auburn-haired beauty this
unique bathroom was designed. " Lux Toilet Soap
leaves my skin beautifully
smooth,"
says this
lovely Warner Brothers star.

A

GIRL'S smooth, soft skin— how deeply it moves
you — and how it glorifies every other charm!
To screen successfully in the close-up, directors say
a star must have skin of utter smoothness — "studio
skin," for make-up
is very little help under the
blazing lights.

Nine out of ten screen stars care for their priceless
shin with Lux Toilet Soap. There are in Hollywood
433 important actresses including all stars. 417 of
these use Lux Toilet Soap! — 96%!
All the great film studios have made it the official
soap in their dressing rooms.
Buy some today. The smoothness the delicately
fragrant, white cake gives your skin will delight you.
Luxury

hitherto found only
in French soaps
at 50c or $1.00 a cake . . . now

IO*

Dorothy Mackaill has the exquisite skin of a
true English beauty. "The close-up takes the
true measure of a screen star's beauty. I find
for the skin," says this
Lux Toilet Soap
Firstlovely
National star.

Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 51

He won, as you may see by the pristine
freshness of his attire in the picture. Remember Warren Kerrigan's sartorial perfection in
" The Covered Wagon"?

but also a friendly letter telling what productions she is in and when they are released.
All of which is to build up box-office value.
Jack Dempsey,
listening with one ear
cocked, contributed
further information to
the recital:
"And do you know what's on
the upper left-hand corner of the envelopes
that carry these letters and pictures? Just
this: 'When in Los Angeles, stay at the
Barbara Worth Hotel.' "
A L GREEN, Fox director; Bill Council-**rnan and Harry Brand, Fox writers,
were in a story conference when the door
suddenly opened and a reporter entered
unannounced.
Though
annoyed,
Councilman
and Brand
managed
a
grin. But Green, with his head still
down and absorbed in the story, said,
"What we need here, fellows, is a fade-

A v scandal
NEW stunt
"Misinformation"
storiesto inavoid
Hollywo
od:
Gertrude Olmsteadentered The Little Club
one Saturday evening unattended by her
husband, Robert Z. Leonard, the director.
Immediately
friends queried, "Where's
Bob?
What are you doing without him?"
Gertrude
smiled, pulled from beneath
her coat a double frame with a huge
picture of Bob in each side. This she
placed on the empty seat beside her.
"Just
to proveloudly.
there's no separation,"
she announced
A few moments later she looked down.
Bob's picture was missing.
Gertrude looked around.
chair next to Carmel
On the empty
husband's
friend
reposed
Myers
both wonderare picture.
Now Gertrude and Carmel
ing what rumors will go forth from that bit of
husband-snatching.

/

They say he got it.
out."
/^\NCE in a blue moon they do arrive
^'through a " Want " ad.
Ask Albert Conti! When Eric Von
Stroheim was making "The Wedding
March," he wanted an ex-Austrian Army
Officer to act as technical advisor. As Conti
(full name is Albert de Conti Cedassamare)
was formerly with the Austrian Hussars, he
answered the advertisement and got the place.
Since then he has played important parts with
Norma Talmadge, John Barrymore, Florence
Vidor and others. The only framed motto that
hangs on his wall is "It Pays to Advertise."
TX7 HEN irate landladies in Holly" " wood became embarrassing,
this is the threat
that silences them:
"Don't be silly. When I can't pay
my rent, I'll go to Beverly Hills and
build a home."
A HECK of a lot of trouble with Mr.
■* »-Thomas Meighan's attire in "The Racket."
Maybe you noticed how spic-and-span and
immaculate he appeared, in startling contrast
to the Captain McQvigg of John Cromwell,
who played it in New York and Los Angeles.

[ CONTINUED

The bonnet of the French shepherdess
brought up to date and worn by Alice
White. It is navy blue felt, lined with
scarlet and held in place by a scarlet
metal ribbon

Tom insisted that the suit be pressed, the
braid and buttons polished, at the break of
each day's work. Lewis Milestone, the
director, had other ideas. Every time Tom
put aside his coat, a prop boy pounced upon it,
threw it to the floor, trampled it, and generally
gave it "the works." It looked like the fighting regalia of a hard-working police captain.
But Tommy would insist that it be brushed
and pressed immediately.

Who wants movies
with incidental
sounds? Who would
be disturbed by the
smack of the kiss
that Conrad Nagel is
planting on Greta
Gar bo's neck in
"War in the Dark"?

Once you loved his
father, the late Harold Lockwood. Now
Harold, Jr., is making his way on the
screen. You will see
him in Corinne
Griffith's film, "The
Divine Lady"

m
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ojt has wcmens enthusiastic approval!"

0he
IMPROVED
KOTEX
combining correct
appearance and
hygienic comfort
"OTOW many times you hear women say — indeed,
how many times you, yourself, say: "What
did we ever do without Kotex?"
This famous sanitary convenience is now presented with truly amazing perfections. And already women are expressing delighted approval.
"It is cut so that you can wear it under the
sheerest, most clinging frocks," they tell one
another. "The corners are rounded, the pad fits
snugly — it doesn't reveal any awkward bulkiness.
You can have complete peace of mind now."
The downy filler is even softer than before. The
gauze is finer and smoother. Chafing and binding
no longer cause annoyance and discomfort.

Positively Deodorizes While Worn
Kotex is now deodorized by a patented process
(U. S. Patent 1,670,587). . . the only sanitary pad
using a patented treatment to assure absolutely
safe deodorization. Ten layers of filler in each
pad are treated by a perfect neutralizer to end
all your fear of offending in this way again.
Women like the fact that they can adjust Kotex
filler — add or remove layers as needed. And they
like all the other special advantages, none of which
has been altered: disposability is instant; protecthorough.
tive area is just as large; absorption quick and
Buy a box today and you will realize why doctors and nurses endorse it so heartily — 45c for a
box of twelve. On sale at all drug, dry goods, and
department stores; supplied, also, in rest-rooms,
by West Disinfecting Co. Kotex Company, 180 N.
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

KOT6X

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED

■TWO little tragedies: Mary Alden, one of
x the screen's greatest character actresses,
plays a small comedy bit in the Fields-Co
nklin
farce, "Fools for Luck." Two inexperienced
players, Sally Blane and Jack Luden, are
prominent in the same film.
And the late Willard Louis, a star at the
time of his death, plays a valet in "A Certain
Young Man." This picture was made several
years ago, but has only recently managed to
crawl down from the shelf.
TX7ILS0N MIZNER, Hollywood's
v v famous wit, says that all that
"The Trail of '98" needs is Burton
Holmes and his pointer.
■JSJORMA
SHEARER'S
sisterfilm
recently
mar*■ N ried Howard
Hawks,
director.
Howard's brother, Kenneth, is the husband of
Mary Astor. Norma, of course, is the wife
of Irving Thalberg. Now what relation is
Irving Thalberg to Mary Astor?
pATSY RUTH MILLER, who so lately
x returned from Europe, was giving a buffet
supper. A group of young people were discussing Sally Phipps' announcement of her
"companionate engagement" to Wallace
Sullivan.

"Why, I thought that was what all engagements were," remarked Patsy.
Instantly at least eight young men rushed
forward, with eager anticipation, agreeing
they thought so, too.

FROM PAGE
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gher, apartment buddies, motored
to San Francisco one bright
morning recently. They went
north to rummage around in
Chinatown for a tiny green jade
elephant that Ben had promised
Estelle Taylor some time ago.
It seems that Los Angeles shops
had nothing, absolutely nothing,
that would do. Ben gave Estelle
a diminutive white elephant, but
green brings much better luck.
Especially when it follows a
white elephant.
So Ben, always gallant, motored some four hundred miles
north, like Galahad in search of
the Holy Grail.
Jack
Dempsey,
adoring husband,
knowsEstelle's
all about
it,
and fully approves.
Little Girl Blue and
her father, Monte
Blue. Young Barbara is only a little
over two years old,
but she is already
more than an armful for her dad

"D KN LYON refused to put his approval on
-L'the "companionate engagement." For Ben
takes his engagements seriously, whether you
believe it or not. One of the most popular
men in the film colony, Ben is nevertheless a
"one woman" man and his interests never
waver while centered on a particular individual. Just now indications are that
Marion Nixon is the girl.

Tim Holt wants to be a
Western star like his

A VISITING celebrity
■**■ has announced that
Hollywood's most pronounced trait is its sense of
rumor.

father, Jack Holt. He's
playing in "The Vanishing
Pioneer" and Papa is
teaching him some of his
stunts

GI

"\yf AYBE and
you wondered
Ben
lvlLyon
"Skeets" why
Galla-

ERTRUDE
OLMSTEAD,
Anna Q. Nilsson and the
other girls have played male
parts in pictures, but it has remained for Georgia Hale to put
one over on us right. Without
cutting her hair, wearing a mustache,
or changing her make-up except the dress,
played the part of her own brother through
picture, "Gypsy of the North," and not even
reviewer recognized her, much less her fans.

t#^|.

Kenyon Sills is so
proud of his six beautiful new teeth that he
wants them to show
in his photograph. If
you only knew how
much trouble he had
cutting them. Kenyon is the son of Doris
Kenyon and Milton
Sills

A NY player of great achievements may be parvdoned for a degree of pride in his accomplishments. Harold Lloyd freely admits that it gave him a
thrill when he was asked to lend his first pair of
horn-rimmed glasses for the International Film
Exhibition recently held in Hague, Holland.
While staged for the benefit of the Dutch Red
Cross, it gave a review of cinematography in all its
phases, yet few things were looked at more than
Harold's glasses. They are insured for $25,000.00,
so you can imagine they were handled with care.
Several museums want the glasses, but we understand they are to be handed down to his daughter.
A

SHORT
time ago Eve Southern, famed in
^-Hollywood as " the face on the cutting room
floor" because a piece of film picked up in the
1 CONTINUED
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"So they¥ saytattering
to
the
Hands!
delightedly . . . these women of talent,
beauty and able charm . . .
Helen Dryden, famous
trator, Osa Johnson
many others— use the
Cutex Liquid Polish

illusand
New
•••

HOW do they overcome the problem of
grubby nails— these women who have
such interesting, able hands?
All say it is because they use the New
Cutex Liquid Polish— a gay, flattering brilliance that gives surprising, new personality
to the hands. Applied once a week, it stays
on day after day in spite of wear or water.
Stains or dirt that usually cling to the nails
disappear, simply by a thorough soap-andwater washing. The brilliance remainsflattering, fashionable, exquisitely dainty!

How to "Make Up" your
-g
dancing hands

Helen Dryden's clever hands kept chic
and brilliant with New Cutex Liquid Polish
"You should see what my nails look
like after I've been painting all day,"
says Helen Dryden, well-known artist
and illustrator. "Before I used the
New Cutex Liquid Polish they were always such a problem. Now, it's amazing how quickly I can make my hands
look respectable. Just a thorough washing—and the nails come out smart and

shining. The polish protects against
stains and— miracle of miracles— it stays
on no matter how much I wash and
scrub my hands.
" I also think there's something about
this shining new nail polish that flatters even the plainest hand. Like
make-up for one's face— it adds char-

"When one dances, one's
hands should look all gay
Hannah
Gawthrop,
says
too,"pretty
and sparkly,
New York debutante.

^
dB

"For evening, I always
jgj I finish my nails with the
New Cutex Liquid Polish.
It gives them the loveliest, dancingest look.

And it's so very flattering to the hands —
adds a smart, modern accent that's very
captivating and distinctive."

acter and chic."

"Wonderful protection for the nails when
'Roughing It'"— Mrs. Martin Johnson
Even though she's in South Africa hunting lions (or riding horseback on a zebra
as in the illustration) Mrs. Martin
Johnson, intrepid lady explorer, insists
on being charming and totally feminine.
"Whenever it's at all possible," said
Mrs. Johnson, in an interview recently,
"I insist on having the comforts of
life. I have certain toilet things sent
me regularly — among them Cutex
preparations. These are a wonderful
help— I can give myself a pleasant manicure right on the shores of Paradise
Lake. Using Cutex Cuticle Remover and
the marvelous Cutex Cuticle Cream
keeps the cuticle smooth and clean. And
if I want to feel very
I use Cutex Liquid
lightfully flattering
wonderful protection
Off for a canter in Africa !

\ ^■r^l
Hr •**«
"^*
^Jj["
V&;

Special introductory offer —
for 6<f, we will
send generous
samples of polish
and remover

Send 6c and coupon below for sample of
New
CutexDept.Q-8,
Liquid Polish.
(If inAlexander
Canada,'
address
1101 St.
Street, Montreal.)
Northam
Q-8
114 West Warren,
17th St., Dept.
New York

much 'dressed up,'
Polish. It's so deto the hands, and
for the nails when

'roughing it'."
PHOTOPLAY
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Finally Korda drew a deep
breath and plunged into the incident for the last time.
"It's like diss," he explained.
"A emperor iss on da throne. A
wimmen comes up and beseeches
him like thus: 'Your Majesty,
blease take mercy on me as one of
your royal subjecks whose happiness is at stake and whose loyalty
to your noble cause is unquestioned.'
And de emperor looks at

PRANK BORZAGE spends all of his days
-*- directing and yet he doesn't get enough of
motion pictures. He and Mrs. Frank are now
addicted to amateur movies. Every week end
they invite a group— Janet Gaynor, Virginia
Valli, Charles Farrell— to yacht with them
then spend their time taking impromptu impressions oftheir guests jumping and diving
and playing. A few days later they telephone
their friends, "Come on over and watch our
week end.
We've just had it developed !"

her and says 'Aw, nuts.' "
IJENRY BERGMAN,
•*■ -'•whose vocation is acting
and whose avocation is "delicatessening," holds the
world's record for endurance
and duration on one pay roll.
Henry has been on Charlie
Chaplin's pay roll for fourteen
years. And if anybody should
utter a single derogatory remark about Chaplin within
hearing of Henry, he would
immediately get socked over
the head with a sausage.
It has often been rumored
that Charlie is part-owner of
Henry's famous restaurant
and delicatessen. No truth in
it whatever. Charlie likes
Henry and drops in there often to eat. And that makes
business good.

Three good habits in Hollywood.
Billie Dove rides a la Russe in
white flannel trousers and a
peasant blouse

cutting room gave her her break, allowed her
press agent to issue a statement that she was
looking for a prince charming in the person of
Norman Miles, a gent from the great open
spaces of Texas where men are men and
horses don't matter if there are mules about.
Eve, it seems, knew Norman as a boy back in
school. One of those old-sweetheart-of-mine
romances.

Well, Eve's plaint
went forth
via the newspapers tofortheNorman
far corners of the
country, and she not only got a letter from
one Norman Miles, she received burning love
epistles from twenty-two of 'em. And none,
strangely enough, lived in Texas.
A LEXANDER KORDA
**• cussing the plot of a
wanted to direct for
First National and
was having difficulty
getting his point clear
because of his Hungarian accent. Realizing his predicament,
Al Rockett, Watterson
Rothacker and Tom
Geraghty pretended
not to understand at
all. They made him
repeat his story several times.

was dispicture he
The correct
English habit
worn by Dorothy Mackaill.
In England
breeches are
considered
breeches of
etiquette and
ladies ride sidesaddle

The
American
girl's riding costume.
Alice White wears a pair of checkered
trousers, a broadcloth blouse, open at
the throat, and brown boots

INTERRUPTIONS and telephonic demands de-Mayed Norma Talmadge in putting on her "Woman
Disputed" make-up the other day, and thus held up
the company. Henry King, not knowing what the
trouble was, kept a procession of prop men and assistant directors en route to her dressing room to
announce the usual stellar formula: "Miss Talmadge,
the company nouncements
is theready."
At the sixth of these anstar appeared.
And as she ascended regally to the set, the orchestra inadvertently struck up "Less than the Dust."
P. S. Mr. King still has his job.

VX7ALKED onto the John Gilbert-Joan Crawford
vv set the other day.
It was an entertainment
just to sit and watch the colorful happenings even while
they were not shooting.
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Joan was sitting at one side busily sewing on
some dainty blue and white curtains. She is
having her kitchen done over and making the
trimmings while she is kept waiting. She made
her bedroom drapes in the same manner. An
extra was energetically trying to draw her
into conversation.
Joan kept right on sewing.
John Gilbert was standing before the bar, a
part of the cabaret set. A foot on the rail, his
make-up box propped where you would expect
the whiskey bottle, he was anxiously retouching his eyebrows.
Perhaps a hundred extras in full evening
dress wandered restlessly around. It was not
difficult to read their thoughts. "How long
do you suppose they'll keep us in this picture?"
was the universal mental question.
Behind one screen, four old, disreputable
looking men playing poker. Character actors.
Behind another four sleek, well groomed,
not-too-young women exchanging small bits
of money ever a bridge table. Bit players.
" A LL ready! Let's have the atmosphere
■**-more smoky !" An assistant director speaking. A prop boy jumped to attention, grabbed
a folded piece of brown paper, touched a match
to it, ran through the room waving it behind
him.
"O. K." This from the director.
Joan dropped her curtains, slipped out of
her house-coat and took her position at the

EVERY newspaper in
the country has carried
the news item of Mary
Pickford's bobbed hair,
but the real story is the
significance of this action,
the recent mental changes
in Mary that led her to
take this step. It is one
of the most interesting
stories of recent motion
picture history.
// will be told fully
in the next issue of

Photoplay Magazine
foot of the stairs. John Gilbert jumped to put
his arms nonchalantly around her. Extras
rushed in. One bridge table overturned, a
deck of cards scattered. In three seconds they
were all at the cabaret tables. The cameras
started grinding.
CECIL B. DE MILLE was telling of
the time, years ago, when he
filmed "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine,"
mountain John
folk. Fox, Jr's., story of

The traveler who is accustomed to good service is always the most
enthusiastic over exceptional service.

"It was just after the preview and
I stood talking to Mr. Fox.
" 'Well,
I asked
him.what do you think of it?'

Comfortable, low-altitude, interesting route. 61 34 hours Los AngelesChicago. Shortest and quickest Chicago-Tucson, Chandler, Phoenix
and San Diego.

"He thought for a moment, and
then said, with a slow smile, 'They
cut out everything but the pine, and
even that is a California redwood.' "
A LICE WHITE expounding on men.
■* *■ "I always fall in love with such helpless
men. I mean, the kind that are just little boys.
They like to be pampered
and mothered.
I guess it's my maternal instinct."
What with this complex and that, and this
instinct and the other, the doctrines of Freud
and his friendly enemy Adler have come to
Hollywood to stay. There's nothing like a
good complex to help you while away the long
dreary hours.

Tickets and reservations at
Hollywood Ticket Office, 6768 Hollywood Boulevard, Phones Granite 1801-1802
Los Angeles Ticket Office, 212 West Seventh Street, Phone Metropolitan 2000
B. F. Coons, General Agent, Rock Island Lines
809 Van Nuys Building, Phone Trinity 4574, Los Angeles, Calif.
Hugh H. Gray. General Agent Passenger Department
Southern Pacific Lines, 165 Broadway, Phone Cortland 4800
or 531 Fifth Avenue at 44th Street, Phone Cortland 4800, New York City
P. W. Johnston, General Agent, Passenger Department, RockTsland Lines
723 Knickerbocker Building, Broadway and 42nd Street
427
Phones Wisconsin 25i5-6, New York City

DIECOD^tARRISO

GORGE

The Comfortable

Low
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Why I Left the Movies
[ CONTINUED

— not, of course, in Turkish bath attire — and
stopped her. "You're going to be a great star,"
he said abruptly.
"What's your name?"
"Gloria Swanson," she stammered.
After three or four years with Sennett, I went
to another great director. I forget what they
called the job. My real duty was to be the
daily literary digest. I used to have breakfast
with him every morning.
What he wanted to
talk about was: English world-politics. German cavalry tactics.
The philosophy of Lao
Tzu.
Finally I told him I was going to resign.
"Don't
hurt
voice. we pay you enough?" he asked in a
"So much I am ashamed of it."
"Don't I treat you all right?"
"Sure do. The coffee's always been fine."
told him I couldn't sit around doing nothing
forI ever.
"But I like to talk to you," he said — quite
outraged at my desertion of an important post.
Since then I have held various jobs in the
movies. In fact, were it not for my valiant
efforts, I doubt if there would have been any
movies.
These were some of the jobs:
I was a studio critic and expert production
adviser. I never could find anyone who wanted
to listen to advice. As to criticism, I found
that the kind of criticism they wanted was like
that given by the man in the Jerome K. Jerome
story. He prided himself on brutal frankness
— which spared no one.
When they broughtin the child wonder of the
family to play the piano for him, he glared
around at the anxious group and said:
"Now, I shall be brutally frank. I say that
your child can play the piano better than
Paderewski.
If that hurts your feelings, remember that you asked for my opinion."
Once I came to a studio as critic. The pro-

In 1950
What?

FROJI PAGE 4 j

ducer told me to just speak right up and tell the
truth. The first day he asked me into the projecting room to see two actors he had proudly
discovered. I told him that the boy looked
like an apple dumpling who had been left too
long in the oven; the girl was a Holstein cow.
I never was asked into the room again.
From time to time I have written stories,
treatments and scenarios for the screen — all
works showing, I am sure, enormous and penetrating genius. I usually wrote under terrific
pressure of time. They always had to have the
story by a certain day. I always got it there on
the day; then usually discovered that the star
had a brother or an aunt who had discovered
another kind of story somewhere.
Once I was scenario editor in a big studio.
I read and analyzed and filed and pondered;
then found it was all wasted time. The
directors got their stories from cigar drummers, old magazines,' Broadway plays and
lady friends.
What I hated about the movies was their
lack of courage.
I came to the studios and found them shivering and quaking like wet cats under a barn.
They were afraid this would offend the women;
that might annoy the Mexicans; this would vex
Congress.
The movies live in a perpetual torment of
indecision. Jack Dempsey, the ex-champion,
and I were talking about it the other night, he
too having left the movies flat.
"When you have a newspaper story to
write," he said, "you sit down at the old typewriter and write the very best story you can;
turn it in to the editor, and that's that.
"When I have a fight on, I climb into the
ring— and he licks me, or I lick him, and that's
that. But the movies . . ."

If a prize fight were to be fought the way
they make movies ...
Dempsey would climb into the ring. The
next two hours would be given over to tributes
to the producers— processions of cowboys
shooting guns and bathing girls
handing
bouquets to the executives.
Bell rings. Dempsey into the ring. Battle
hght in his eye. Stop! Signal from the
executive corner! They take him out and put
in the Duke of Oshkosh whose wife is somebody's cousin. Stop! They take out the Duke
All
right!and
Dempse
drawsy back
again.
backhisinmighty
put yDemPse
a7T
right fist. Stop! Frantic signal! He goes over
to the corner to consult. They think it would be
better to hit the guy with his left fist.
All right! He draws a bead with his left fist.
Stop! Just got word from the New York
bankers it would be better to kick the guy in
the ribs. Stop! Will Hays has just wired not
to have any violence at all; but he is to kiss
the guy on the forehead. And not to have
any
coarse
drops of sweat showing. Let's have
everythin
g refined.
That's how the movies are as I found them.
During one stage of my nefarious career I
wrote "shooting continuities." A continuity is
one of the great mysteries of life. I've never
seen a director pay any attention to one. They
always have a fascinating young lady who is to
the picture what a prompter is to a play. She
sits on the set and tells the director what the
continuity says is the next thing to be done.
And then he does whatever he pleases.
Nine-tenths of my work in the movies, however, was in another line — one that seemed
uniquely to belong to me. The producer in the
front office would say: "We want you to go
out and sit right on the sets with this director.

The ups and downs of fashion— an educational drama starring SallyBlane. First
the Empire gown of the Napoleon era. Then the crinoline, designed for the
Empress Eugenie in the middle of the last century. In 1890, girls achieved
the
Grecian bend with the help of a bustle. Came the dawn of a new century
and
the Floradora girl.
Just before the World War, girls tangoed in slit skirts.
And
after the flapper — what next?
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Give him your advice and counsel and see that
he does not go wrong." And the pleased
director would say: " Yeh; that's great. I want
you right on the set with me every minute.
I'm going to depend upon you. This is a tough
picture." I never found out for what he was depending upon me. Must have been for ballast.
The best director with whom I ever worked
would stop if I left the set. "I don't know
what it is," he would say, "but I can't work
unless you are sitting there. I've just got to
know you are there." From this I deducted
that it must be my Sweet Nature.
That being the case, I came to the conclusion
that I could shed Sweetness and Light just as
well from a distance.
From now on, I will give them absent
treatments.

Barrymore
[ CONTINUED
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It was magnificently told, but the laugh
didn't come. We were all too frozen. The
actor, seeing an unresponsive audience, sank
back, completely subdued.
The press agent fluttered.
We interviewers fluttered. Silence while the
noises from Park Avenue drifted up to us.
Then routine won. In answer to a question on
love scenes, we heard he hated them. When
asked about talking movies he said he would
not play for them because they would make
him feel like a lost chord. Pressed, he said the
Bible was the only possible medium for talking
movies, as the beauty of its language was actorproof.
He retorted he would never play Ramro on
stage or screen because he considered him such

TmiDjr New

Ideality IDatih

in&tanify ma£e0

SUDDENLY, without a word, without a gesture, he let us know we had failed him and
the tea was over. As one, we rose to go. The
Barrymore face was whitely inscrutable as he
rose with us. As we moved toward the door
there was still that girl who wouldn't be extinguished. She was going to get a good story or
die.
"Why did you come East?" she demanded.
Those of us who were already outside in the
hall stopped to listen. Those articulate Barrymore fingers tightened on the door knob. The
sting in his words made them curl about the
room like a green snake.
"To get an electrician," he said. "Sounds
immoral, doesn't it? " We fifteen select stood
in a little huddle outside his closed door.
"Well, he was perfectly polite," said the girl
who had, done all the questioning.
"Did anybody get a story?" asked one of
the boys.
The fourteen all began talking at once then,
but I kept quiet. I knew that I, at least, had
been in the room with one of the most glamorous, most cruel, elusive and real of personalities. Ithought of John Barrymore, the black
and white artist who has illustrated many
books of verse. I thought of John Barrymore
who is married to a woman named Michael
Strange. I thought of John Barrymore whorefuses to play any part more than a hundred times
and deserted the most prosperous "Hamlet"
ever known for that reason. I thought of John
Barrymore, the yachtsman; John Barrymore,
the father of a little girl; John Barrymore of
"The Beloved Rogue," that terrible thing;
John Barrymore who gives up most of his
dressing room space in order to have a monkey
cage. A dozen men hidden in one, the sum of
them making a great artist. The artist hidden
behind impenetrable walls of satire and
sarcasm.
Will anybody ever get the real story of John
Barrymore? I doubt it very much. I doubt
it because
I don't
himself,
knows
what believe
it is. John Barrymore,

I ^HE young girl or woman
-*- ol today wants immediate
results alter the use ol some
beauty preparation, one doesn t
want to wait weeks lor some sign
ol improvement in lier skin. _L Ins
is one reason lor the popularity
ol the new J_/imt Beauty Bath.
J ust imagine stepping into
your bath, bathing as usual and
then finding that your skin is
solt and smooth as rare velvet.
lnat is the immediate ellect

sitive skin — and being a vegetable product, it contains no
mineral properties to irritate
the skin. -Dermatologists and
doctors regard the purity ol
starch Irom corn so highly that
they recommend it lor the tender
skin ol young babies.
11 you cannot believe that a
line laundry starch like Diint
also makes a marvelous beauty

of a Linit Beauty Bath on the
skin.

bath, we suggest that you make
this simple test:
Alter dissolving a handlul or
so ol -L/iiiit in a basin ol warm

.fVierely dissolve hall a pack-

water, wash your hands. J. he

age ol J-rfinit ^the well-known
scientific laundry starch sold by

instant your hands come in contact with the water you are
aware ol a smoothness like rich
cream — and alter you dry your

grocers) in your bath — bathe
— and then leel your skin — solt
and satiny smooth!
JLinit is pure starch Irom
corn — harmless to the most sen-

hands your skin has a delightlul soltness.
1 ou 11 be convlnced- INSTANTLY!

LINIT is sold by GROCERS
Corn Products Refining Co., Department P, ij Battery Place, New York City
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The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

ye daughters
of Eve

clever pup! The hero doesn't do a thing, but
the bow-wow gets his man. He does some very
spectacular plowing through heavy snow, but
even that isn't enough to wheedle you to go.
It's just one of those things.
CAUGHT IN THE FOG— Warners

•"THIS story gets lost in the fog, literally and
x dramatically. Fog-bound crooks on a
houseboat pass the "jools;' they covet from one
twitching hand to another. Of course, there's a
girl and it's her first job. The love-stricken
houseboat owner combines sleuthing with
thievery and makes it her last. A very ordinary opera despite a few dashes of comedy and
the hard work of May McAvoy and Conrad
Nagel to save it.

THE STRONGER

WILL— Excellent

Y\70MAN'S privilege may be to change her
vv mind, but one who shifts husbands five
times in five reels is either very modern or very
dumb. Percy Marmont's cleverness and finesse
are entirely wasted on a Bluebeard type of
story which throws him completely out of character, and is far beneath his capabilities. He's
a Wall Street power, who struggles to make his
silly wife love him in spite of his money. A
deadly bore.

THE WIFE'S RELATIONS— Columbia

fHEN lovely woman ventures
forth
in search of beauty, what a great collection of bottles and jars does she
gather on her toilette tables!
$1 for this — $2 for that — $5 even for
something else — all devoted to improving
the complexion — to clearing blemishes from
outside in! Yet there is one little jar sold for
but 30c with a precious beauty secret of its
own ... the little bottle of Sal Hepatica.
Its beauty secret is this : Keep clean internally. Your complexion will be better, your
skin finer, more translucent.
Well do fashionable women of the continent know how salines guard the complexion
—how they guard the figure by never causing
plumpness ! The springs and spas are crowded
with nobility . . . stars of the stage ... the
opera . . . social leaders and wealthy Americans and Argentines . . . freshening their
complexions — improving their health by the
fashionable path of drinking the saline waters.

Oal Hepatica is the American equivalent of
the European spas. By clearing your blood
stream, it helps your complexion. It gets at
the trouble by eliminating poisons and acidity.
That is why it is so good for headaches, colds,
rheumatism,indigestion,auto-intoxication,etc.
Sal Hepatica taken before breakfast, is
prompt in its action. Rarely, indeed, does it
fail to work within half an hour. Get a bottle
today. Keep internally clean for one whole
week. See how this treatment can make you
feel better and look your best.

Sal Jjepatica
The Sparkling Effervescent Saline
© 1928 Bristol-Myers Co., New York, N. Y.

T_TIGH comedy, dealing with the bridal comx Aplications of a beautiful young heiress who
jilts mamma's choice and
a job
in New York, and later, thepapa's
man ofcash
her for
dreams.
Shirley Mason proves herself a delightful comedienne as the plucky youngster who learns
the ups and downs of life as an elevator girl.
Comedy simply oozes from the screen when she
faces the family with the rising young chemist
whom she has married secretly.
RIDING

TO FAME—Elbee

A RACE-TRACK story— what more can be
1 v said? You've all seen it. A suddenlyorphaned girl and her jockey boy-friend enter
the girls horse in a big turf event. A slimy
scoundrel bribes the bookies and swipes the
horse, but what of it? The kids are out to win.
Do they lose? Don't be silly! Despite Arthur
Rankin's and Gladys McConnell's well-meaning efforts, it's all very exhausting.
THE

BUSHRANGER— M.-G.-M.

A YOUNG English army officer, in shielding
■* v his cowardly brother, gets a raw deal from
the court-martial and is sent to a military
prison island. He does a Monte Cristo into the
Australian Back Block, gaily becomes the
terror of the Bush and a master with the
boomerang. A good melodrama, packed to the
hilt with action and adventure, just the type of
thing which shows off the energetic Tim
McCoy to his best advantage.
THE

LITTLE

YELLOW

HOUSE— FBO

A PERFECTLY frightful fuss about nothing
■* v at all. A motherly old soul has a stubborn
yen for the shack Pop took her to as a bride.
The roof is caving in, and the plumbing won't
work, and the kids are fed up, but Ma won't
leave. And Pa? Well, Pa hasn't drawn a sober
breath in twenty years, so there's a lot of goofy
gush about interfamily strife. A good way to
waste an evening.
BURNING

GOLD—Elbee

AN inconsequential yarn of the oil fields.
vThe War splits two partners, amateurs in
the oil game and, when the soldier returns, the

1 i:
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other fellow has sneaked his property. It's the
usual swindle stuff, pepped up by a ripping
good fire. Shirley Palmer is much too clever
for so stereotyped a story; and Herbert Rawlinson is an adequate hero who kicks fortune in
the face for love. But fortune smiles back, and
everybody's happy. Fair.
WILD

WEST

ROMANCE— Fox

A N average Western, featuring Rex Pell, a
vgood-looking, pleasing youth who Fox
hopes will fill Tom Mix's place on their program. Rex does some fine riding and fighting
but lacks the Mix personality. The story is
trite, with no comedy relief, but there are
thrills galore when our hero discovers the
bandits' hideout and overpowers the gang
single-handed. Caryl Lincoln is The Girl, and
Billy Butts,
little orphan Rex adopts,
makes a loyal the
buddy.

THE

BRANDED

MAN—Rayart

A

WOMAN may shift husbands successfully
v in mid-stream once, but when she tries it
twice she's apt to stub her toe. Such is the
theme of this weak-kneed little opera. But the
best actors in it are the title-writers. When a
picture depends wholly upon titles, one might
as well do his reading at home. However, it's
not the fault of June Marlowe and Charles
reading.
Delaney; nevertheless we recommend home

THE HOUND— Universal
OF SILVER

CREEK

T~\YNAMITE is a new screen canine,
if
-L-yhe doesn't threaten to topple Rin-Tinand
-Tin
from his throne, it's because the newcomer is
still camera-shy. He's a darn good actor, and
knows a few stunts that are literally breathtaking. He dashes vigorously through an
Ozark swindle story which doesn't mean a
thing, but you won't mind the gaps in the
script— the
fills 'em up. He's the first dog
star to speakpuptitles.
DO GENTLEMENM.-G.-M.
SNORE?— Hal Roach-

"[S/rO,
gentlemen
*- N There's
only onedon't
who snore
tries itinandthishe'spicture.
foiled
by two youngsters, a real estate salesman and
an honest-to-goodness gorilla. He wants to
buy a house that the young folks are determined shall not be purchased. So witches and
skeletons flit through his room when he's about
to take to snoring. The gorilla is a surprise
customer from the zoo. It's a snappy shortreeler which will pep up any entertainment.
THE PHANTOM

CITY— First National

"[/■EN MAYNARD pulls one fast one after
-^another in this comedy-mystery. He's a
young adventurer who goes to an abandoned
mining town to shoot up the guy who killed his
father. But the town's haunted by a blackrobed phantom which Ken's darkey servant
isn't so keen about. Blur, the darkey, and
Ken's horse, Tarzan, are the two wags responsible for the laughs. It's pictures like this that
keep alive our faith in Westerns.
LADIES

OF THE

NIGHT

CLUB—

Tiffany-Stahl
'"PHE old "smile-through-your-tears" theme,
x with a conceited buffoon for hero. Two
amateur vaudeville partners, played by
Barbara Leonard and Lee Moran, try the night
club racket. The girl makes a hit and the
clown wooes her, confident of his charms. Our
debonair Ricardo Cortez, as a millionaire night-

Photoplay
is the faster and better worker. He's
clubman,
wasted, however, in a production too small for
him. It's too synthetic to be effective.

TAXI— Warners

THE MIDNIGHT

BOOTLEGGERS and hijackers show just
how to keep from being bored on a long train
trip. Tony Moreno plays an honest crook who
wants to go straight; he pulls one last big
liquor job before quitting, and Helene Costello,
as the sweetheart of a boy framed by crooks,
hooks up with the party. There's a gun battle,
an air race, and plenty of excitement when a
limited car speeds down a steep grade. Thrilling stuff.

THE OPENING NIGHT— Columbia
one moment of horrible, unaccountable fear in a shipwreck, a man of
high position saves his life but sacrihonor and
the
fices lives of women and children. Long
, poverty — the loss of
pitiless struggle
yearswifeof and
child are his atonement. It is the
his
Flesh," with slight
of All d,
Way produce
"TheWell
ofons.
story
well acted and
variati
well worth an evening to those who enjoy heart
rending stories.
DURING

ioi
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White teeth deceive
4 out of 5
BECAUSE . . .
teeth are only as
Healthy as the Gums

CHICKEN A LA KING— Fox
of two beauteous chorus girls of the
TALE
A
gentlemen preferred type who set out to
relieve a tightwad of his bankroll, aided by the
neglected wife and the worthless brother, Oscar.
Very amusing, even if the fun does grow rough
in spots. Arthur Stone, as the good-for-nothing Oscar, is hilariously funny. Ford Sterling
the gold diggers' victim. Nancy Carroll
is
looks charming, but the slapstick stuff is out of
her line. She deserves better.

THE

VANISHING

PIONEER—

Paramount

HURRAH! Jack Holt is back in the Paramount fold and with him his seven-yearold son, Tim. They are featured in a Zane
Grey story about pioneers and water rights and
pioneers again. Sally Blane, the heroine, and
William Powell, the villain, furnish inspiration
for most of Jack's activities. The picture is a
miniature "Covered Wagon," with less heart
interest and fewer wagons, but there is plenty
of entertainment.
CROOKS

CANT

WIN— F BO

TUST miles of expensive oelluloid gone hayJ wire. It's a futile effort to further glorify the
American cop, which starts off with several
bangs but dwindles down to a maudlin mess. A
flock of lukewarm cops are all "het up" over
some silk robberies; the so-called hero gets
kicked off the force for breaking rules. He
laboriously exposes the crooks and reinstates
himself, but what of it? So does every other
sap cinema cop.

Questions £# Answers
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 83 ]

Ruth C, Detroit, Mich. — Ralph Forbes
the blonde young man in "Mr. Wu."
was
Esther and Jobyna Ralston are not related.
B. B. McComb, Miss. — John Barrymore is
forty-six years old and married. His newest is
"Tempest."
D. S., Dayton, O. — The friend is wrong.
Corinne Griffith, not Anna Q. Nilsson, played
in "Black Oxen. "
Carmel R., Jersey City, N. J.— Mary
Nolan's real name is Imogene Wilson. I don't
know of any Dolores Blair.

SO many people think they are
secure when teeth are gleaming white. But too often they surrender to a disease of neglect —
Pyorrhea.
Lurking behind clean teeth is
this marauder that takes high toll
in health from 4 persons out of 5
after forty, and thousands younger. It ignores the teeth and attacks the gums.
Take this precaution: See
your dentist every six months.
And start using the dentifrice
that cleans teeth without the

use of harsh abrasives and at
the same ti?ae helps keep the
gums firm and healthy. As you
know, Pyorrhea seldom attacks
healthy gums.
Morning and night, every day,
use Forhan's for the Gums. Massage your gums daily with this
dentifrice, following directions
in booklet that comes with tube.
Then you provide the protection
teeth and gums must have. At all
druggists — in tubes, 3 5c and 60c.
Formula of R. J. Forhan, D. D. S.
Forhan Company, New York

Forhan's for the gums
YOUR

TEETH

ARE

ONLY

AS

HEALTHY

AS

YOUR

GUMS
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The Shadow
Perhaps it's a gray hair, a wrinkle or a trace of flabbiness. Just
a little hint, but its flickeringshadow across your mirror awakens a longing for youth — a longing to have and to hold its appearance over the years to come. Let
us prove how simple it is for your
skin and complexion to retain
youth's freshness and charm.

GOURAUD'S

NTMAl
lEEA
ORCR
"Beauty's Master Touch"
renders an entrancing, bewitching
appearance that will not rub off,
streak, spot or show signs of
moisture. It gives to your complexion that subtle, alluring touch
of Oriental Beauty with all its
mystic, seductive attractiveness.
The highly astringent properties of Gouraud's Oriental Cream
keep the skin firm and smooth,
discouraging wrinkles and flabbiness. It's antiseptic action maintains a pure, clear complexion,
eliminating tan, freckles, muddy
skins, redness, etc. A permanent,
lasting improvement to your skin
and complexion awaits you. Commence its use today.
Send 10c. for Trial Size

m-ss.s

FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
430 Lafayette Street _____
New York City
Check shade desired: White □ Flesh n Rachel d
Name
Street -

City—

'

and G. E. Patterson were brought from Universal City to take charge of our pictures. As
business men and persons they were efficient
and charming. As motion picture producers I
thought they were duds. The sight of our
beautiful grounds overrun with such supervisors and executives broke my heart.
Monte Katterjohn had become scenario
editor of a new
organization called
Paralta, whose
stars were Henry
Walthall, J. Warren Kerrigan and
Bessie Barriscale.
The nucleus of the
organization was
made of people
from Inceville and
Triangle. Monte
offered me a job in
his scenario department at sixty dollars a week. Burning with the desire
to write and
thoroughly convinced that I had
no future as an
actor,
I accepted
—
and when
Triangle
tried to hold me I
thumbed my nose
at their contract. I
was under legal
age.

descended toinstruct her in the proper playing
of the scene. She appeared sweetly grateful,
and when the picture was finished thanked me
for my forbearance and advice. Almost a year
Leatrice before
Joy. we met again. Her name was
passed
Then followed a long period without work.
I tried to write — but could not. I was too
dedepressed
cided to go. to Iwar.
The trenches held
no lure for me. The
Navy would have
none of my five
feet eleven and one
hundred and fifteen
pounds.
closed,
had been Aviation
but anment in advertisethe paper
announced an
new
opening for
enlistme
nts.
I stood in line for
hours, and finally
arrived at the reofficer's
"Educa"Age?" cruiting
desk. "Name?"
— "One
—"Not tion?"
enough
—
year high school."

by

"["RETURNED

^A

-••home. That's
that! No jobs.
Not even any offers
or prospects.
What the hell!
next!"
Days
and weeks of
rowing
supper
nothing — and
bor-

r I
K ded
WEE
A had
edaftePajoin
my
ralta Ilan
first story — a crook
melodrama written
of Jack Gilbert
An Impression
for Walthall.
James
Montgomery
Flagg
Everyone thought
money from dear
my story was good.
old John Lynch.
Howard Hickman was chosen to direct it. I Sullen anger and resentment, fertilizing a
dropped into his office one day just before the mind sown with madness. A wild, rain-filled
night with unleashed trade winds shrieking
picture was started and heard him discussing
demoniacal howls through my leaky window.
the continuity with his assistant. I discovered
An insane conviction that I was worthless and
that the story he was about to shoot bore no
that self-destruction would rid the world of
resemblance to my scenario. And when I de- another
failure. And then— childish perhaps,
plored this fact, Hickman turned upon me
angrily : ' ' You got your money for your story , but nevertheless true — a poem — from an anonymous pen — in a well-known publication.
didn't you? You've still got your job, haven't
The title arrested me: "Come Tomorrow" —
you?
beat it!"that writers run up
ThenAll Iright—
discovered
"When a boy, I was wrenched in a gin
against as many difficulties as actors. No
hidden in a garden of roses—
artist's expression can be projected as conThus am I lame.
ceived if nit-wits have jurisdiction over the
Later was slugged on the head by the
product.
father of lies — the Ideal —
I wrote two more stories for Paralta, then
But I laughed and hallooed —
perforce — returned to acting. The change was
'Come Tomorrow.'
not according to my wishes, but the discovery
of sheriff's guards at the front gate of the studio
impelled my sending photos and lowest salary
to all casting offices and agents. Paralta had
gone broke four days before Christmas. The
holidays were not so merry.
T> OBERT BRUNTON took over what was
-1-Meft of the studio wreckage and started a picture withLouise Glaum. I was engaged as leading
man. A little Southern girl was cast to play
my sister. Her part was very small and the
salary only five dollars a day, paid on the days
she worked. During one scene, my sister was
to implore me to give up Glaum and return to
the home of my family. The child was very nervous, and during the rehearsal jerked my arms
violently and left marks of whiting and grease
paint all over my twenty dollar dress suit.
I screamed like a prima donna and admonished
her in fearful manner. The poor girl was on
the verge of tears before I relented and con-

"I have been 'bushwacked' by women —
Gnawed to the bone by a great ancient lust.
All things I touched turned slime-green and
black, hideous thoughts played round my
night pillow like rats round the new dead —
But I laughed and hallooed —
'Come Tomorrow.'
"I used to say, 'God!' — why that is myself!
The world took me seriously and set me up
for
But a Isaviour
laughed— and hallooed
'Come Tomorrow.'
"Then I 'domed horns and a tail and cried,
'Behold! I am Lucifer' —
So they stoned me till I looked like a
But I laughed
and hallooed
shambles
—
'Come Tomorrow.'
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"I bought from a drab — a filthy old
handkerchief —
Exhibited it as the veil of Isis —

V\CATIO^

"The Popes of philosophy bowed down
to me and mumbled ' Eureka' —
But I laughed, for I knew, and hallooed
'Come Tomorrow.'
"Well, here am I now at the end awaiting
translation —
The world I have found a small box with
endless false bottoms —
I have come to the tomb — a little clay
box which too is false bottomed —
I look into it— laugh — and halloo
'Come Tomorrow!' "

io-

When I had finished reading the poem, I
began to laugh — and while I laughed I cursed
everything I knew. "Come Tomorrow!"
THE next day I got a job ! The magic of the
poem had worked.
But not for long. Two weeks' salary — then
the picture was finished.
Another long period of idleness. Nearly
everyone has been out of work some time or
other, and a great many of us have been forced
to go hungry at least once during the span of
life.
But the regular monthly reoccurrence of an
empty belly is something to set one a little off
an even keel.
I was glad when the great draft came, calling
all men from eighteen to forty-five to war. I
was placed in Class 1-A. There would be little
time for work or worry.
Then the Controller of Destinies played one
of His little jokes and gave me a part at more
money than I had ever received. Three weeks
of work with no definite date of my call to
arms.
And then I committed one of the greatest
follies of my life. I determined to save money!
Had I, at that time, been content with my lot
and firm in my belief in the future — God knows
what different paths my life might have taken.
But worry and an inferiority complex led me
to believe that I should hoard my earnings into
a pile sufficient to give me some small comforts
in New York and Paris before I reached the
trenches at the war front.
I moved from my comfortable quarters in a
downtown hotel to a boarding house in Hollywood. A small room and two meals a day for
$7.00 a week. What more could one ask? Out
of my $150 a week as an actor (when I worked)
I could visualize my accumulated moneys
reaching enormous sums.
My small roadster cost very little to keep up
so, if all went well, at least $100 a week could be
put aside.
PT"'HE first night at dinner about ten people sat
*■ at the table. Strange and various types. A
broken down old Shakespearean actor — loathing the movies for their lack of appreciation of
his art — yet struggling to eke out a miserable
existence from them at $5.00 a day. An insurance salesman — -who monopolized the conversation with soliloquies on deaths and fires. A
prissy, little old maid with an income sufficient
to enable her to live in fair amount of comfort
at this establishment with a few extra dollars
for spending money.
Some nondescript characters and then a
young couple, man and wife, with a sister and
mother alongside. These last four seemed out
of place in their surroundings.
The hot California evening could not dissuade
the three ladies from wearing freshly starched
white dresses, while the young husband was
immaculate in dark blue serge and black tie.
Their voices were soft — melodious, and distinctly Southern. I wondered during my
silent progress of the meal the why and wherefore of their presence. After dinner we sat on
a long porch beneath palm trees and listened to
the insurance man's monologue. The husband
of the landlady, who contributed nothing to
the running of the boarding house yet man-

A WRIST WATCH — the one kind worth wearing out of doors
aHelbros, the synonym for time-keeping trustworthiness
and true beauty of design! In buying a sport watch ask your
jeweler for the watch with the patented, extra-long-lived radium
numerals — Helbros.
•jf THIS

WATCH

FREE!

One of these Helbros Watches will be given FREE fot the most appropriate name
received before August 1, 1928. In case more than one person submits the prize
winning name each will be given a watch.
Use Coupon below or letter.

HELBlrVOS
Helbros Watch Co., Dept. P-8, 48 West 48th St., New York
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aged to remain comfortably soused most of the
time, sat beside me and gave me the lowdown
on "his "guests.
The young couple — I discovered — were from
Mississippi. The husband had come to California inhope of improving lung trouble, had
procured a job with a fruit packing concern
and then sent for his wife. The two ladies
were the mother and sister of the married girl.
Their voices — gentle as the cooing of doves —
came to me through the twilight from the end
of the verandah. I wished that I were nearer
to listen to their conversation, but such well
bred aloofness was theirs that I dared not
intrude.
That night I went for a long drive, contemplating the shrewdness of my pecuniary
move, despite the annoyance of the chattering
insurance salesman and the vacuous anecdotes
of the landlady's husband.
XTEXT morning an independent producing
*- ™ company, starring J. Warren Kerrigan,
for me. After a ten minute interview, I sent
was
given a part in their next picture. A manuscript was presented me and I was assigned a
dressing room. Leaving the studio, I almost
stumbled over a figure huddled in a chair in a
gloomy corner of the small casting office. A
frightened voice cried "Oh."
Begging pardon for my intrusion and about
to pass on,Joy.
I recognized the face. The girl was
Leatrice
Her eyes were large and troubled. On her
broad-brimmed hat of black straw, real flowers
were pinned — to give an air of elegance for the
occasion.

'CORCHED

shoulders

can't be shrugged away.
And what is more annoying than the sunburned
nose of summertime?

j

Frostilla is the cooling balm that calms
the flame of sunburn — and soothes the
countless irritations that mar the joys of
summer. Golfer's neck, hiker's foot, for
instance — defeat them with Frostilla!
Frostilla soothes irritation instantly. It
satinizes peeling skin, counteracts dryness
and lingers to protect without a trace of
after-stickiness. Before outdoor sports,
pat on a bit as a precaution — smooth it in
afterward to cool and soothe. Apply it before the evening dance and your powder
will spread on evenly,flatteringly, perfectly.
50c and $1, in new blue-label bottles everywhere!
We'll send an attractive, useful sample— FREE on
request. Dept. 630, The Frostilla Co., Elmira, N.Y.
Sales Representatives: Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc.,
Madison Avenue and 34th Street, New York City.

FROSTILIA
exposed and
irritated skin

She had been in silent prayer, entreating a
distant deity to land this job for her. I expressed ahope that we would work together
and departed. Leatrice landed the job.
Returning to the boarding house, I found
the young girl from Mississippi calling from
the verandah to her married sister who was
sitting on the lawn in the full glare of the
blistering afternoon sun. "Come out o' that
sun, Sugar — yo' bake yo' brains." I roared.
Both the girls looked startled. I apologized for
my laughter, but could not restrain myself.
Finally they too laughed — and so — we met.
I took them for a drive and at dinner that
evening I moved my chair to their end of the
table. They seemed to like me, and I found
them delightful — especially Olivia, the younger
sister. Olivia was born in Ebenezer, Mississippi, twelve miles from a railroad, and had
visited New Orleans three times in her early
youth. She was twenty years old, yet appeared
much younger.

'"THE next evening Olivia and her mother
■*- dined with me. We drove to the old Ship at
Venice where I had first met Effie.
The following night I took Olivia to see a
movie, and next morning notice came from the
Draft Board that I would leave in ten days for
Kelly Field, Texas.
I informed the studio that my scenes must be
rushed to finish with me in time, and, eager for
companionship and conversation, begged Olivia
to go for a drive.
Far along the foothill boulevard we rolled —
I philosophising with all the knowledge of my
years of living and Olivia listening
—twenty-one
sweetly silent.
After my fortieth cigarette, I said, "Bah — I
smoke too much."
Olivia asked, "Why don't you stop?"
I replied, "If anyone cared, I would."
Olivia said, "I care."
I gazed at her, long and earnestly. "Will
you marry me?" I asked.
Quietly Olivia answered, "Yes."
"I am going to war," I said.
"I will marry you."
So we were wed.
Poor little Olivia. An actor working is one
thing. An actor out of a job is another. One
week after our marriage the Draft Board informed me that all troop movements were
halted because of Spanish influenza. My part
in the Kerrigan picture was finished and two

other jobs were offered, but the military
authorities could give me no definite date for
the lifting of the ban on troop movements, so
no studio would take a chance on employing
me.
We moved into a tiny apartment downtown.
Weeks went by and we were broke. Thomas
Ince wanted me for a part in a picture with
Charlie Ray. I described my plight and Mr.
Ince arranged for me to go to work with the
understanding that if the ban should lift before
the finish of the picture I would join my outfit
at Kelly Field at once. I rushed home with the
news.
No sooner had the picture started than a
notice arrived instructing me to report for duty
on November 11th. November 11th the war
ended.
Everyone filled the streets, shouting and
singing and throwing confetti.
That night I stared at a woman sitting
opposite me in my apartment. I discovered
that she was my wife.
For weeks after the Ince picture I was out of
a job. Olivia could not understand. I had
told her that I would become the greatest star
in pictures. Ten thousand dollars a week
would be my salary. Then I would write and
direct
lieved. my own photoplays — and she had beHTHE intensity of my own belief had con•*■ vinced her. But now no one wanted me.
Spanish influenza closed all the studios.
The car, and everything salable, went. I
wrote to my stepfather asking for help. His
advice was to pray and believe — and, in closing, reprimanded me for not having saved my
money.
him
since.I have not wasted postage stamps on
One day — a call from Goldwyn. An interview with Maurice Tourneur, the French
director.
Great heaven, a job! A cut in salary but a
job — and with the great Tourneur. What
blissful news to carry home.
After three weeks' work — high praise from
Tourneur. Another week — and an exciting
conversation.
"Would you like to go on working for me in
"Lord — yes!"
all my pictures?"
The
day.then."
"Verynext
well,
"Mr. Tourneur, will you pay me between
"Half salary."
Hurrah!
A change to nicer living quarters. A new
Buick roadster.
pictures?"
On the last day of work.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Gilbert — there is nothing
for you in my next picture."
That was all. Again the jobless period — but
this time four months of it. Day after day
after day the rounds of the studios, and agents'
offices — and night after night after night the
return to Olivia. Soon there was no speech
between us. She would not complain. Never
did she whine — nor cry out at my worthlessness.
BUT
— large and wondering — almost
drovehermeeyes
mad.
I wrote Thomas Ince asking for a job. Not
to act — but to do anything. I wanted a job at
any salary.
A letter came back telling me that there was i
no opening for me.
I must get out of acting as a means of livelihood. Iknew that. Out of acting — out of acting! Too tall, too short, too fat, too thin, hair
wrong color, eyes wrong color, nose too long,
hands too — Hell!!
Would it never end?
Too ashamed to return to Olivia — walking
alone for hours, until exhaustion drove me to
my I bed.
must send Olivia away — I must send
Olivia away — I must send Olivia away!
Old John Lynch again. Money enough for a
ticket to Mississippi. I kissed Olivia goodbye
and moved to a hall bedroom downtown, and

Mod

Photoplay
with no food inside me, walked the streets
until dawn. I felt alone and strong and free.
The next afternoon I started working in a
picture with Sessue Hayakawa. I have not
stopped working since.
After completing my part with the Japanese
actor, good fortune literally chased at my
heels. Parts came so thick and fast I could not
play them all.
Twice Tourneur sent for me, and twice I
refused to work for him. I corresponded with
Olivia, but my letters were empty of everything
but platitudes. I was writing to an utterly
strange person.
The Los Angeles Athletic Club lured me.
There I could meet friends and contemporaries.
The gymnasium and swimming pool would put
on much needed weight. One's residence there
lentI certain
to one'sThe
name.
moved prestige
to the club.
first night at
dinner at a great round table in the grill I sat —
awed, before the famous ones about me—
Charlie Chaplin, Dick Barthelmess, Bobby
Harron, Ray Griffith, Marshall Neilan, James
Kirkwood, Tony Moreno — and more. They
seemed so gay and rich and successfully happy.
I hoped that I would one day attain their lack
of self-consciousness. I never have.
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TOURNEUR came to see me and I consented to play a part for him. Halfway
through the picture he asked if I would like to
go on playing in his pictures. I laughed in his
face and said: "Yes — with a contract signed
and sealed."
We signed a two-year contract. Within a
week Tourneur fired his assistant. I asked for
the job. Tourneur was astonished.
"But you are my leading man," he said.
" I'll be your assistant too," I replied. So I
became Tourneur's assistant. Sooner or later
I would direct.
Charlie Chaplin — sympathetic and tender —
became my confidant. I told him all about
Olivia.
"Do you love her?" Charlie asked.
"I do not know her," I answered.
"Do you want her back?" was his question.
I replied immediately, "No."
"Then end it," was Charlie's advice.
I wrote Olivia's mother and told her that I
could never live with her daughter again.
C'cst la guerre.
One of Tourneur's associates was Clarence
Brown, who has since directed me in "Flesh
and the Devil." The Frenchman was about to
laua.h Brown as a full-fledged director in a
pi.ture with House Peters. But poor Clarence
could not get a satisfactory script. One day he
came to me with his story. I offered a suggestion. He grasped it eagerly and asked
if I would work on the manuscript. I agreed
and in three nights and three days wrote the
story of "The Great Redeemer." Tourneur
was elated. "Why did you not tell me you
were a writer — you will do my next scenario."

A ND

so I became Maurice Tourneur's assistant director, scenario writer and leading

man.
Among the stories I adapted for him were:
"The Pavilion on the Links," by Robert Louis
Stevenson — called "The White Circle" on the
screen — "Caleb West, Master Diver" — which
we renamed "Deep Waters" — and others. I
have never been so happy. Working eighteen
hours a day — writing, co-directing, titling,
cutting, and, least of all — acting. Glorious
work — and praise the Lord, getting tarther and
farther away from seeing my hated shadow on
the s:reen. I had become, in Tourneur's own
words, his right hand.
My feet seemed well on the ground and my
mind filled with one definite, clear purposewhen a knock at my office door one day admitted Tourneur and a lady.
I was introduced to Leatrice Joy.
"Hello, there!" I cried.
We lunched together.
i "Let's dance some time."
"Let's."
That night we danced.

Try it — you'll preferfortable thanitotheralways
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Modess is so obviously superior,
-so much more comfortable — that
once you have tried it, ordinary
sanitary napkins will not be
acceptable.
These superiorities are the
reasons why Modess is so impressively better: the gauze is softened
by a new method and for extra
comfort is cushioned with a velvety film of cotton. The sides are
smoothly rounded and shaped —
no hard, chafing edges. An entirely
new substance has been invented

for the disposable center — as soft
and downy as cotton yet amazingly
absorbent. It is truly disposable.
A way has been found to make
the back resistant to moisture.
Modess is so much more com-

kins— so safe and modern — that
expect it to be relayou might
tively costly. You can buy Modess,
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The Simple Art of Fascinating Men
CONTINUED

A man may be just a subway guard, or be
barely getting by as president of the Gem
Dog- Wagon and Short Order Lunch-room, but
to a girl who is a real mother he is wonderful.
The odd part of it is— and it's really one of the
engaging traits in men if you can look at it that
way — that no man is such a knock-out in his
job that he doesn't have moments of discouragement and doubt when he is perfectly sure
he can't do his stuff.
TT doesn't matter whether a man is known as
■Mhe Wolf of Wall Street, or the smartest taxidriver who ever crumpled the fender of a RollsRoyce without scratching his own cab, or the
best football coach dear old Oskaloosa ever had,
there are times when he feels like a small boy in
a big world and wants to run home to mother
and be petted and comforted and told how big
he is.
Even Napoleon knelt at the feet of Josephine and said, "Tell me the worst, sweetie, am

Charming
VeraT^eynolds finds her
EEKED
MADEIX

M

HANDBAG

Indispensable
Vera Reynolds, charming Pathe' De
Mille screen star, finds everything in
its place in her practical and beautiful
Meeker Made handbag. Miss Reynolds is
one of hundreds of famous people who has
selected a Meeker Made handbag from
among the many on the market, because
of Meeker Made quality and rare beauty.
Meeker Made handbags and other leather
accessories are astonishingly smart. Made
from genuine imported steerhide leather
and in a variety or new styles and shapes —
tooled — hand-colored
— hand-laced.
See any of the following and other items
at better dealers everywhere.
Meeker Made

Handbags

Meeker Made Pocke (books
Meeker Made

Vanities

Meeker Made

Bill Folds

Meeker Made

Gift Sets

The MEEKER
JOPLIN,

COMPANY,

Inc.

MISSOURI

Largest Manufacturers of Steerhiie Leather Goods in the U. S. A.

I good
am I and
not?"
The or
bigger
stronger and more blustering
a man is the harder he falls for the mother act.
A great many women know this — oh, how they
know it!
The trouble is that no matter how rough and
tough a man is he doesn't want a mother all the
time. He wants a wife, too. And the women
who take the greatest pride and pleasure in
meeting a man's need for a mother do not always know so well how to play the role of wife.
A mother is a superior being. A wife is only
an equal. A wife is the woman who spends
the family income — and makes it go a little
farther than you could expect. If a man continues the dear old custom of our grandfathers
— which reminds me that when it comes to
getting the money the gold-diggers of 1927
could learn a number of little things from the
real ladies of 1870 — if, as I started to say, a
man behaves like his grandfather and hands
over the weekly pay-check, getting back $5
for his car-fares, lunches, cigarettes, newspapers, hair-cuts, and those expensive habits
so many men have, who, or whom, does he
hand it to?
The answer is, not to his mother, not to his
pal, not to his little girl, but to his wife.
Every man needs and wants a wife, a girl
who is able and willing to act as his partner in
the business of making a home, bringing up
children, and saving money. But the women
who do this sort of thing best are sometimes
unable to realize that a man wants not only a
wife but a pal.
A

PAL is like a wife in that she is an equal.
But she is not a partner in business. She is
a partner in recreation. Men prefer to go fishing,
play golf, and shoot Kelly pool with other men.
But all men have some game, or hobby, oramusement which they wish to share with a
woman. For example, driving a car. The man
doesn't want his pal, alias wife, to help him
drive the car. But he likes to have a woman
sitting beside him when he drives, especially if
she never says anything about taking t hewrong turn, or pays any attention to a bad
skid, and thinks her husband is the fastest and
safest driver on the road. Many men like to
play bridge, or drink cock-tails, or go to the
movies.
A wife who also likes to go to the movies is a
pal. One who doesn't is just a wife and stays
home.
I knew a man in college who was crazy about
hunting, fishing, and exploring. He is now a
famous leader of scientific expeditions into
unknown Asia.
He married a girl, the daughterof an explorer,
who is pal enough to enjoy going with him
on his long trips into the Gobi Desert, a
thousand miles from a hair-dresser or a
telephone or a bridge party.
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would Where
he be ifwould
she weren't
wellWhere
as a wife?
she be? his pal as
The trouble with women who are good pals

is that they don't always know that there are
times when a man doesn't want a pal and when
he does want a lil' girl — somebody who is much
smaller and weaker and more dependent than
he is.
Have you ever noticed how many men like to
call a girl "Baby"? Many women have
noticed it and, drawing the correct conclusion,
have acted accordingly. The answer is that
everybody
likes children, especially good
children.
A GIRL who can play the child with grace
■* *■ and charm not only amuses and delights a
man but she also makes him feel very big and
strong and important. Show me the man who
doesn't like to feel that way!
There is only one possible objection to the
big.)
woman who plays the baby prettily and that is
it does sometimes prevent her from doing anything else. (It is hard to blame her — it goes so
But there are times when a man doesn't want
a wife or a pal or a child.
He wants a sweetie. Our ancestors, back in
the days when our modern frankness was
unknown, said a man wants a mistress. Use
either word you like. You know what we both
mean.
Men still do the proposing. Women bring
them to the point, of course. But that is a
matter of indirection.
It is the man who actually says, "C'mon,
kid, let's get married," or whatever less formal
phrase occurs to him.
Men may be, and usually are, led into kissing. But they actually do kiss first. They not
only take the apparent lead in love-making but
they aretheextremely
to resent
taking
privilege likely
away from
them.a woman's
A man may be exasperatingly slow or diffident. He may stall and stall, especially if the
girl really matters to him, and not kiss her
until long after she knows that he is going to
and she has made up her mind to let him.
Nevertheless, clever women resist their
natural impulse to guide his halting footsteps
and wait patiently for him to tell them what
they already know.
That's the rule for being fascinating, and a
dangerous one to break.
But the art of life consists not merely in
doing your stuff within the rules but also in
seeing how and when the rules can be stretched
a little.
~K A ANY women have learned the rule that
■'■''■'-men propose so thoroughly that they fail
to see. or feel, that once a man has committed
himself the rule becomes elastic. From then on,
the rule can be subtly modified. At any rate it
is subtly modified by all women who know how
to be sweeties.
I know a man who persuaded a girl to promise
to marry him only a few weeks after she had decided that she would. One night last summer,
shortly after the engagement was announced,
this bird woke me up at half-past three in the
morning. He explained that he had been
walking the streets for an hour, an hour and a
half or two hours and he just had to talk to
somebody. It was then I noticed that he
wasn't unhappy. On the contrary he was
in a state of awe, wonder, and delight. He
talked all around the episode that had produced this condition, with many generalizations about what women were and were not, but
finally he told me quite simply what had hapIt seems Bill had taken his girl to the
Biltmore Roof. They had danced happily
pened.
until the place closed at one o'clock.
They

Photoplay
d on
walked a little way together and stoppe
Madison
the corner of Forty-sixth Street and
cab.
\venue while he watched for an empty
girl
While he was looking down the street, the
his ear.
suddenly reached up and said in
"Sweet Bill," and kissed him.
went
That was all, and that was enough. 1
story
back to sleep after hearing Bill tell this
t tell
the first three or four times with I can
triumph.
vou what pride and satisfaction and
my
I thought to myself as I gradually shut
told the
ears to the sound of Bill's voice as he
are.
story for the fifth time, how wise women
come
All that girl has to do in the years to
that
is once in six or eight months to sit on
man's knee and say, "Sweet Bill, and kiss
was
his ear. And my guess is that a girl who
is
clever enough to do that in the first place
perhaps with
it—.
repeat
h toio
enoug
clever ri
ns
at
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va
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She who braves
the summer sun . . . .
is gambling with beauty

I am not denying the broad, general principle
that men love and women love to be loved.
this:
That is essentially true. The catch is
best
There is something quite feminine in the
men.

a weakness
GALL the feminine streak in men
or call it a strength, as you please. In either
case it is there.
No man is so hard-boiled that he doesn t
welcome advance from the woman he loves.
The woman who knows this, and how and when
to act on it, is an accomplished sweetie.
that I someIndeed, she is so accomplished
times wonder if she needs to bother about
being a mother to a man, or a wife, or a pal, or
a lil' girl.
,
.. , ,
While women often become accomplished
sweeties out of sheer cleverness and practise
successfully the simple art of fascinating men,
there is a rare type of woman whose achievements in this field are far beyond mere cleverness. . . 1 1
I mean the woman who quite simply loves.
There is no wisdom and no art and no
cleverness and no beauty in a woman that is so
directly and irresistibly and permanently
fascinating to men as a warm heart.
Now at this point some very, very young
and modern miss may want to know, "What
about sex appeal— isn't that the most img men?"
fascinatin
portant aid in is:
is just what, in
Sex appeal
The answer
my shy, masculine way, I have been talking
about.

Sex appeal is a promise of love —
Sex appeal
more and nothing. less.
Many beautiful
matter of beauty
have very little sex appeal and some
women have a great deal.

nothing
isn't a
women
homely

Sex appeal isn't a matter of pretty legs, or a
permanent wave, or a turn up nose, or a red
mouth; sex appeal isn't a matter of knowing
how to wear clothes, or how to darn socks, or
how to cook hamburger steak; sex appeal isn't
a matter of being a good dancer, or having a
good line, or laughing easily.

be
NOT that these accomplishments are to
despised. They are, on the contrary, most
desirable. But they are only window-dressing
for the thing that really matters.
The thing that matters is love. The whole
art of fascinating men is the art of promising love and then making good on your
promise.
It is very simple — if you love.
If you don't love you must either wait until
you do love, or be clever.
To be clever is to see how complex men
really are — how many different things they
want from women; and then to see when he
wants a mother, when he wants a wife, when
he wants a lil' girl, and
a pal, awhen
he
whenwants
he wants
sweetie.

you won't have
very, very
are things.
will feel them.
You clever
these
seeyou
to If
When you feel them — you love. And being
loving is positively the cleverest thing that
women do.
I mean it is the cleverest thing women do
from the point of view of a man.
When

woman has no patience
modernveil
THEfor
s, the parasols and
the
the sheltering hats that our grandmothers wore when they ventured into
the sun. But skin has not changed
with the fashions. Modern complexions are still sensitive to exposure,
and they receive plenty of it in this
carefree, sporting day.

These finishing preparations protect
the skin from hurtful dust and scorching sunlight; they keep the skin fine
in texture and hold your powder
smoothly for hours.

Fortunately it is a simple matter to
protect your delicate skin from the
harmful, coarsening effects of summer's sun, wind and dust.

After exposure, and before retiring,
rid your skin of every particle of dust
and cosmetics with Dorothy Gray's
light oil Cleansing Cream. Then pat
on her Orange Flower Skia Tonic, a
mild astringent which normalizes the
pores and leaves the skin gloriously
cool and refreshed.

Before going out of doors, and before using make-up, spread Dorothy
Gray's exquisite Astringent Cream
over your face and throat. Or use her
Astringent Lotion if your skin is oily.

Dorothy Gray's preparations may
be obtained at all leading shops. Miss
Gray will be glad to answer letters of
inquiry regarding the particular needs
of your skin.
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MOST delicious freshness waits for you
in this blue container of silky smooth
powder.
Deodo — as pleasant to use as an expensive talc or bath powder, yet it does
so much more! It instantly neutralizes
and absorbs all body odors. There's no
, possibility of offend ing with the odor of
perspiration when you use Deodo. Protects you all day long even when you
haven't time for a bath!
And what a pleasant, easy way to safeguard your daintiness! Dust it generously over your body. Rub it in under
the arms. A wise precaution to shake
some into shoes or on the feet. It is soothing, gently scented. Never clogs up the
pores. Never injures clothing. Especially
good on sanitary napkins.
At leading drug and department stores.
Only 50 cents for large size container.

The Undergraduate

Motion Pictures Club of Princeton at work on
its university film

Amateur Movies
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 75 ]

the production. In one night scene shadow
patterns were used as a background. Much
thought was put to the camera angles and the
selection of distance on shots. The dramatic
end of the picture, too, measures up very well.
Edgar Holden III directed the picture with
B. V. White as assistant director. J. M.
Doubleday and J. B. D. Bucher were cameramen and Charles D. Hodges was technical
director. "Princeton" will be available to
clubs through a special release later.

Don't let yourself be ashamed in
of something you may write today. later years
Just because it is an amateur film, do not
allow yourself to become slip-shod or hasty in
titling. If it is worth doing at all it is worth
doing the best you know how.
The best title is the one that says less.
Don't think up good titles and hunt for
places to sandwich them in. Write as many
titles as you wish, but see that they fit before
you write them.
Your family and friends are your actors and
audience. They are as smart or smarter than
you
titles.are. Don't try to out-smart them in your
Actions speak louder than words, especially
film titles.

(^LYDE
HAMMOND,
whohonorable
made "The
^-'Dragon Fly,"
winner of an
mention in Photoplay's recent amateur movie
contest, is organizing an amateur movie club
in his home city, Youngstown, Ohio.
Photoplay readers will be interested to
know that two of the contest films, "And
How," winner of the 35 mm. $500 prize and
"Quail Hunting," winner of the 16 mm. $500
prize, are now available for purchase through
DuPont-Pathe. "And How" has been satisfactorily reduced to 16 mm. soft. These films,
in 400 foot lengths, can be obtained at a cost of
$27.50 each.

If the action of your scene tells itself, don't
put in a title that insults the intelligence of
your intimate audience. They can see as well
as you can what is happening on the screen.

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five pounds

The Star Developing System

a week
Beautiful, firm
flesh which will
stay on produced healthfully and rapidly. Neither exercise nor medicine is used for
the gain. You
will certainly be
amazed and delighted with results. Write,
being sure to enclose a two cent
stamp, to
Iron Mountain
Michigan

CHOULD you title a reel of scenes that carry
L-,no particular action or story, try and be
bright and witty in your titles. They will give
it new life and interest. But avoid the wisecrack. Imagine how putrid it will sound
twenty years from now?
The intimacy of the amateur film gives you
a wider latitude in titling. Take advantage of
it and show your originality.
Commercial title writers are bound by
certain necessary rules in titling productions.
The amateur titlist is governed only by judgment and good taste.
There is no more important part of the
amateur film than the titles. They will make
or break you as an amateur producer. Leave
the fancy words and similes in the dictionary.
Let the title say what it has to say and go on
with your film story.
In titling my own home films I put as much
thought and work in it as I did in writing the
titles for "The Big Parade" and "The Trail

JOHN NICKOLAUS, laboratory
at
^Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
is the creatorchief
of the
soft focus filter shown on page 75. Until
recently soft focus has been beyond reach of
the amateur. The professional studios attain
this, of course, by resorting to elaborate equipment, plus special lenses and filters. Special
lenses are often ground to "fit the faces" of
certain stars and are used on no other player.
Henrik Sartov created a special lens of this
sort for Lillian Gish.
Here, however, is the way you can do it at
home. "Build a small frame," Nickolaus says,
"about six inches square, so that both the lens
and the view finder can take in the object
through it. Arrange a piece of stiff wire so
that it will hold this frame to and before the
camera, at a distance of from four to eight
inches from the lens. Experiment, you will
find, will vary this distance according to the
effect desired. Five inches is a good average.

Again I remind you of the all-important
of '98."
point in title writing : BE BRIEF '

•"THE Princeton Undergraduate Motion
x Pictures Club has just completed "Princeton," a1,200 foot 16 mm. review of the high
lights of student life at that university.
Amateur authorities who have had an opportunity to see it are unusually enthusiastic.
The students revealed striking ingenuity in
Erery advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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"(""'OVER this frame with black gauze, or
^fine black veiling such as women use.
This comes in several meshes, ranging from
one in which the mesh forms open squares of
about one-sixtieth of an inch down to a very fine-

Is guaranteed.

gauze.
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A fairly open mesh, as, for instance, the
one-sixtieth, probably will be most suitable to
the average amateur.
" Cover the frame with this gauze and photograph through it. Care must be taken to
locate the right distance between the gauze
and the lens. If too far away, the filter will
Howpick up in the form of a spotty effect.
ever, ifit is at a correct distance, it will spread
an even tone on your image. If too close, it
will simply obstruct lights but will not give
a filtered effect.
"You will find that a very slight difference
in lighting will be called for, as the gauze will
hold back a small proportion of the light rays.
This will tend to give an under-exposed effect
unless carefully watched. Use a little more
light from a reflector.
In some cases, you may find that this
under-exposed effect enhances the picture,
especially if the gauze shot is being directed
upon a blonde subject."
FOR those who wish to obtain more expensive
effects, a new automatic dissolve is now
available.
Special filters— graduate, fog, white ins and
diffusing— may be used with this special
dissolve.

THE Eastman Company, of Rochester, has
just published an interesting volume for
amateurs. This is "Junior Scenarios for Home
Movies" and costs $1.50. It tells you how to
make simple scenarios for children and gives
thirteen interesting photoplays for home
moviemakers.
Reference to Eastman, reminds us that this
company is now marketing Cine-Kodak
panchromatic reversal process film in 16 mm.
measurements, selling at $7.50 a hundred feet.

CAPTAIN GEORGE WILKINS, who
startled the world with his 2,200 mile
flight across the top of the world, carried a
DeVry Camera.
ALBERT S. HOWELL, chief engineer of
the Bell and Howell Company, recently
was awarded the Wetherill Medal by the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. The
Wetherill Award is for outstanding discovery,
invention or development in physical science.
This distinction was conferred upon Mr.
Howell for the development of motion picture
cameras and projectors adaptable to the
amateur.
As chief engineer of the Bell and Howell
Company, Mr. Howell has been responsible
for the designing of the Filmo Cameras and
Projector.

LESS?

LLonestly, for
time, even, you
, . . Certainly,
So run her
her tongue!

days— for weeks at a
aren't fit to live with!
I love you! But ..."
thoughts — or perhaps

Yet, in a way, he isn't to blame.
It's hard to realize how much our
physical condition affects everything
we do . . . the way clogged intestines
can change freshness to fatigue —
■>nergy to irritability!

Even when you do realize it, you hesitate about
about the whole range of ordinary laxatives
weeks to act to those that leave the system
The remedy, often, comes to seem worse than

the remedy .....
from those taking
tired and shaken !
the disease

Feen-a-mint is Different

For Feen-a-mint is different. You don't swallow yetit
hastily— you cheiu it. And as you chew, its tasteless
almost magically effective laxative principle begins to
mix with the mouth fluids and actually becomes a part
of the digestive process!
So, instead of striking the body a blow without warning, 'as it were, Feen-a-mint gently helps the system to
help itself!
A new sense of fitness— a clearResults are amazing.
of
Reeling, as hundreds
g-early
e-mornin
up-in-th
eyed,
You will find
thousands of men and women know.

this wonderful laxative at your druggist's now. Take
a Feen-a-mint tablet at any time, confident of feeling
a different person in six to eight hours.
ALBERT

HEALTH

S. HOWELL

PRODUCTS

CORP., Dept. 6-L, Newark, N J.

Send me free samples of Feen-a-mint-also a free copy of "The Mysterious

Chief
Engineer
of the Bell and
Howell
Company,
who
has been
awarded the Wetherill Medal
When
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Anita's Dad Spills the Frijoles
CONTINUED

Wnere Summer

Is Cool
Enchantment
"The Ambassador is one
of the most beautiful
places I know of!"

MADAME
GAIXI
CURCI
— declares in one of a large
numberofUNSOLICITED
COMMENTS by world faiuoiis celebrities.

"Certainly no hotel located in any large city
has such extensive and
beautiful grounds."
For keenest enjoyment of your
summer visit to California,
make reservations at—

Aml»«i^/iJ*n«
Los Angeles
NO HOTEL IN THE WORLD
OFFERS MORE VARIED
ATTRACTIONS— Superb 27acre park, with miniature golf
course, open air plunge and
tennis courts. Riding, hunting
and all sports, including 18hole Rancho Golf Club. Motion
picture theatre and 35 smart
shops within the hotel. Famous
Cocoanut Grove for dancing
nightly.
Write for Chef, Cook-book
of California Reripea

ATTRACTIVE
BEN

SUMMER

L. FRANK
Manager

RATES
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Fifteen minutes after the stage dropped me
at my father-in-law's ranch, m.y wife sent out
word that she was sorry to have kept me waiting, but that I could come in now.
And there was Anita — a dainty bit of pink
humanity with a naughty twinkle in her eye.
She looked at me and smiled: "Pop, you
came darn near being too late. Give me a
pencil and a piece of paper. "
All my life I have had to listen to dim
Mazdas repeat the bright sayings of their
speechless infants. Now if these parental
bores happen to read the above, I will feel
that I am even with them.
TTIERE were three children in our family.
x Anita's younger sister, Gladys, died in San
Francisco at the age of ten.
She was as decided ablonde as Anita is a brunette. They
were exactly the same size and as their mother
always dressed them alike they were usually
taken for twins. Anita's brother, Dr. H.
Clifford Loos, of Hollywood
, is several
years her senior. He graduated in medicine
at twenty-one and was so successful as a
surgeon that he was enabled to retire nineteen
years later. His wife's given name is Anita
and they have a sixteen-year-old daughter
named Mary Anita, who promises to follow
in the footsteps of her auntie. She broke into
print three years ago.
All our children were born in Siskiyou
County, through clever maneuvering on our
part. In those days I carried a railroad pass
good
for. myself and family, which simplified
traveling
As to our nationality we claim to be docile
Americans. My grandparents on both sides
of the house were French. My grandfather
Loos could not say "frog" in English.
was
a descendant of an old Huguenot family Hewhich
has produced writers, artists, college professors
and champion baccarat players. Loos Roads,
which was captured and recaptured many
times during the Democratic war, was named
after my great-grandfather. I am not so sure
about Loos Island and Loos Park, the latter in
Toulon, France.
We are supposed to have a coat of arms, but
I never bothered about it, not knowing what
kind of trousers and vest went with it. My
wife's father was born in England and he'r
mother in Vermont, so I guess Anita's nationality isbrunette— and that is probably why
she took a slam at the blondes.
A NITA gained most of her education in San
vFrancisco. While attending the Denman
School the members of her class were set the
task of writing a composition of what each
intended to be when she grew up. Anita chose
to be a ship architect and her composition was
one of three published in the daily newspapers.
When informed by her brother that a ship
architect must be an expert in mathematics,
she said
would rather
scrub-woman
be a time
.'
She
hatedshemathematic
s. One
when she
was walking with me along Market street
she saw a painter on a swing scaffold painting
a"That's
sign justwhat
below the cornice of a tall building"
I want to be!" she exclaimed.
"A sign painter who works up high. I'd be
the only woman high sign painter in the
world!" She carried this idea in her head for
a long time.

When only eight years of age she showed
marked talent for drawing and some of her
sketches were surprisingly good. She wrote
an illustrated poem and sold it to a nationallyknown juvenile magazine for five dollars. She
was probably the only child in San Francisco
who ever bought five dollars' worth of gumdrops at one time. She also tried her hand at
sculpture, but became discouraged and gave
it up on account of my having contracted the
Every advertisement in rnOTOPLAY
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careless habit of packing her "mud" off down
town on the bosom of my trousers.
_ Ever since I sacrificed my long curls I have
either edited newspapers or managed theaters
—sometimes both. It was in this environment
that Anita was reared and quite naturally her
mind turned to writing and the stage Perhaps ifI had been a blacksmith she would now
be shoeing horses instead of collecting royalties on books and plays. She could not get
away from the atmosphere. Outside of school
hours she was my "sidekick," and she had
chances for observation which years after
converted into salable newspaper stories. she
_ In many interviews Anita
stated that she
inherited her sense of humorhas from
me. Perhaps she did, to some extent and I feel
flattered to have her say so, but through
no
design of hers the published interviews invariably conveyed the impression that I was
dead. I am sensitive on this score, as it is
something I have been trying to keep a secret.
PERSONALLY. I consider that Anita owes
■^ much to her mother, who possesses an appreciative sense of humor. I know that when we
were engaged her friends would say of her:
"Well, that girl sure loves a good joke!" They
knew her and they knew me. My wife always
helped me in my newspaper work and could
write interestingly. Except for the fact that her
English was perfect and that she had a weakness for confining herself to the truth, she
might have become one of the leading newspaper women of her day.
At the age of twelve, Anita entered the
Girls' High School in San Francisco. About
this time her mother and I experien
ced our
first worries over her. There never was a dent
in our family escutcheon, so far as we know
so you can imagine our distress on discovering
that our precious child was secretly writing
poetry— yards of it. We reasoned with her,
threatened her and finally she promised to
reform and the family honor was preserved.
Following is one of her minor offenses
written at the age of twelve:
YOU OF THE STAGE
The curtain goes up and a glare of light
Centers upon the stage tonight.
Yes, and it will in nights ahead;
Yes, and it has in nights long dead.
Put we of tonight are here for fun;
What care we if your work is done
With aching hearts and bodies wracked
By pain and illness? The house is packed,
You of the stage bring forth your wares,
We in the front must forget our cares;
Give us the fun for which we pay,
And after the show be on your way.
The curtain goes down and the play is done,
We of the front have had our fun,
You of the stage have paid your debt;
We've been amused — we can now forget.
And why should you ever have aching hearts?
Paint your faces and say your parts;
You are phantom folk of a phantom life,
What should you know of care and strife?
Ours are the cares that must be forgot,
You took us out of the daily rut,
'ENVOI
Showed us the Lworld
in a better light,
The play is over, and so — "Goodnight!"
For the curtain goes up,
And the curtain goes down,
And you of the stage are to smile or frown,
Weep or be gay, mimic gladness or pain,
Do it well and we'll come again.
Work hard while you may for we tire soon,
And tomorrow we worship a new buffoon.
You helped us to live in a better way,
But — we bought our tickets — you got your
Not so bad for a kid, but when Anita sees

pay.

iIi
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Now!.. lighten Your

Skin
4 or 5 Shades
the vise
WITHOUT
of HARMFUL "Bleaches"!

UTTERLY

A Totally NEW Way That Brings What Every Woman
Has Always Wanted: A Method of Lightening the Skin
Without Slightest Danger of Irritation!

science has perfected
MODERN beautyway
in skin lightening.
an utterly new
A way that acts almost overnight; yet
that's wholly without the harsh bleaching
agents
A way
ivory
soften

of old-time "bleaches."
that not only bleaches the skin to
whiteness, but acts to soothe and
the skin as well.

A way, thus, that brings the one thing, in
home beauty culture, every woman has
always wanted — a proved, safe way of
bleaching the skin.

Not just another bathing suit picture but a rare portrait of a movie
star who has actually gone into the
water. Evelyn Brent has taken a
cottage at the beach and she has
been doing a little weeding along
the sands
the above she will curse me and sail for Europe
again.
Anita's school days were very unhappy.
Owing to being so small for her age, the big
girls regarded her as too young to associate
with and younger children pestered her to
play hopscotch and ring-around-a-rosy with
them. Denied the companionship of girls of
her own age, she was driven to reading and
writing for her amusement. With very little
guidance she chose good, helpful books, thus
unconsciously laying a solid foundation for her
future education.
Anita completed her high school education
in San Diego, graduating when fifteen years of
age with high honors. It is a fact that while
attending school she read every book in the
public library, including those in German and
Trench. She studied hard all the time, taking
no time for play. Even as a small child she
was never given to toys and the usual things
that delight children. She never possessed a
doll until after she had become quite well
known as a writer. There never was an occasion to chastise her.
She can go through life boasting of never
having been spanked.
Ours was a happy family in every sense. We
were all blessed with a fair sense of humor and
"wise-cracks" were constantly exploding in
our home, Anita touching off most of them. At
the table was always staged a pretty good
vaudeville show without swallowing knives or
juggling plates.

It will also remove freckles of course.
Erase blotches, liver spots and moth
It eliminates blackheads almost
patches. ly.
unbelievab
A Scientific Creation

It is the product of a world-famed laboratory whose entire effort is devoted to skin
A laboratory purposely situwhitening.

formula. Today its use is spreading from
one end of the world to the other.

Entirely NEW Principles
It acts on entirely new principles. Instead
of harshly bleaching the skin, it acts to
neutralize the elements in the skin that
cause skin darkness. And thus meets the
exactments of modern beauty science in
skin protection.
Old-time bleaches depended for their
action on irritant ingredients. This
new way employs, as its bleaching agent,
one of the most potent healing agents
known.
An agent employed by virtually every
doctor in combating skin disorders. And
rated as such by the greatest printed
authority of scientific research, the United
States Pharmacopoeia.
Do you wonder, then, that largely on
expert advice, women are flocking to its
use?

Results Overnight
If, Shades Lighter in 3 Days

A single application will prove its powers
to you. Prove them beyond all doubt or
skepticism.
Apply it tonight. Tomorrow your skin
will be appreciably lighter. In three days
it will be 4 to 5 shades lighter — no matter
how dark it may be today.

Paris now decrees — "back to the feminine":
dainty, filmy and the allure of an iovry shin

ated in the center of the South where hot
sun and dust make darkened skin woman's
greatest problem.
It marks some 10 years of experiment by
ahlest men of science; and embodies over
1,000 exhaustive scientific tests.
Over 30 eminent doctors, scientists and
skin specialists contributed to its development. $50,000 was spent perfecting its

Unqualifiedly Guaranteed
It is called Golden Peacock Bleach Creme.
And is unqualifiedly Guaranteed to
bring those results to you, or the purchase
price refunded without question.
Please learn what it means to you. Some
500,000 women now use it nightly. Results
to you will prove a revelation. To obtain
it, go to any drug or department store.

G olden

Peacock

Bleach Creme
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Entire Office
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will thank youAn Actual Letter
To Ruth Miller

"Recently a new girl
came to the offic
e
where I am employed.
It's very evident she is
troubled with perspiration. The manager
asked me to tell her
she must do something
about it. Will you help
me out by sending her
one of your booklets?
I am sure our entire
office will thank you as
well as the girl after she
has used Odorono."

Magazine— Advertising Section

It was in San Diego that Anita happened on
an old scrap book containing alleged funny
articles of mine published in Texas Siftings
before she was born. She liked them and
thought it would be fun to write that kind of
stuff.
lines. From then on she wrote along humorous

TTNURING Anita's last year in the San
-1— /High School, she kept up her studies, Diego
wrote
theatrical criticisms for the leading daily,
conducted a page in a weekly, wrote "Broadway Day by Day" for a well-known New York
paper and occasionally a humorous story for
the same paper's
magazine section,
had three vaudevilleSunday
sketches sailing over
the
"big time," and wrote from one to three
scenarios a week for David Wark Griffith of
the American Biograph Company. What spare
time she had she spent with me fishing in the
bay. Nearly every night was passed at some
theater.
When I look back I cannot understand how
she accomplished so much work and kept
happy and healthy.
I have often wondered if the New York
editor who so cheerfully paid for "Broadway
Day by Day" ever found out that the column
was written by a chit of a schoolgirl who had
never been out of the state of California. The
column had all the earmarks of having been
written by a New York rounder.
Notwithstanding that Anita and myself led

very busy lives in San Diego, we managed to
steal time for a little recreation. Often we
would go out to sea with professional fishermen, leaving the pier at 2 a. m. and returning
at noon. With a line and "jigger"
would
haul in barracuda and yellowtail we
until our
arms ached. Anita spurned assistance in
landing fish longer than herself. We would
return home smelling like a Congressional
investigation and listen to a "set" speech by
one knew.
of the most particular housekeepers I
ever

•"THEN we used to sneak across the Mexican
x border on Sundays to take in the bullfights
at Tia Juana, during the summer season, while
the rest of the family were at church praying
for us.
I do not wish to leave the impression that
we found pleasure in witnessing the torture
and final slaying of a poor dumb animal, for
we are both tender-hearted and sympathetic.
We attended the bullfights in the hope that
some day the bull would "get his man" and
we would be there to cheer. It never happened,
but our time was not wasted. We were
"covering" the bloody and revolting exhibitions for a string of coast newspapers. I
handled the "technical" end and Anita did
theThe
"sobmemory
stuff."
of how she described the
poignant grief of the bull's family when he
faded to return to his home and fireside and

UNDERARM
perspiration is such
an uncertain thing offending
others when you yourself are unaware of it, if you don't know how
to deal with it.

Yet so easy when you keep the
underarm always dry and fresh. At
sports, dancing, in hot weather or
when nervous you know that a trace
of moisture on the underarm is impossible— that there can be no hint
of odor, no stained frocks.
Simply apply Odorono a few times a
week after the bath. Now the underarm
stays perfectly dry day in day out.
Odorono is so accepted a part of the
toilette that over four million bottles are
used every year.
Odorono was made by a physician.
There are two strengths. RegularOdorono,
used twice a week, gives complete protection. Odorono No. 3 for sensitive skins
must be used more often. Each 35c, 60c.
The New Odorono Cream Depilatory 50c.
Send 10c and the coupon for the complete
underarm kit of 4 samples.

I enclose ioc for 4 samples.
Ruth Miller, 248 Blair Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio. In Canada address The Odorono Co., Ltd., 468 King St., West, Toronto, Ont.
Name

.

StreetCity—
(Print name and address plainly)

The Sadie Thompson influence on Norma Talmadge. After finishing "A Woman Disputed," Norma Talmadge departed on a long
vacation. Miss Talmadge was originally scheduled to play in "The
Darling of the Gods" with an all-Japanese cast, but now the
picture has been postponed to await the return of Lillian Gish
Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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studio three years later, she first met John
p]merson, for years stage director for the late
Charles Frohman. John had also been a
character actor and a successful playwright
and was a recent convert to pictures. He
directed several of Anita's stories for Triangle
and their ideas seemed to travel on the same
track. How they produced one success after
another for Douglas Fairbanks and the
Talmadge sisters is cinema history. This
association enabled Anita to jimmy the big
safe of the Movie Magnate and she was socn
earning more money than the President, while
I, with two theaters and a newspaper was
earning one-third as much as the White House
janitor. But as a whole the Loos family wa;
doing pretty well.

how his remains were finally worked up into
the husky, sordid tamale of commerce, floods
my optic ducts to this day.

ANITA sold her first scenario to D. W.
Griffith of the American Biograph Company, receiving therefor the munificent sum
of fifteen dollars, which was the top price in
those days. After she had written about a
dozen for him, he raised the ante to twentyfive. Soon Anita's stories began to be shown
on the screen at the local theaters. Signs in
the lobby announced: "Play Tonight by
Anita Loos." A packed house would be the
result.
Anita had written nearly two hundred
scenarios in San Diego when D. W. Griffith
summoned her to Los Angeles. With her
"
mother and attired in a "Peter Thompson,
with two long pigtails hanging down her
was
She
back, she reported at the studio.
informed that Mr. Griffith was not in. "Come
on, ma," said Anita, "we can't waste our time
here — let's go down town and see a show."
They were on their way when Griffith came
tearing after them. They returned with him
to the studio and he immediately commenced
to talk business, addressing himself to the
mother, whom he thought was Anita. When
he learned his mistake he lost his equilibrium
and his power of speech simultaneously. If
kid" before
"little
that the
doubt
any the
he
himhad
wrote
comedies
he had
been buying it
soon vanished, for Anita was in a gay mood
and soon had the great director "laughing his
off. "
head
The outcome of the interview was that she
was "signed up. " Griffith said he would have
her "nursery" — meaning office — ready for
her in a week. While with the Biograph she
wrote many of Mary Pickford's early successes, among which was "The New York
Hat."
When
Anita went over to the Triangle

ANITA and John were thrown so much together in succeeding years that it was
quite natural that it ended in their buying a
coal-oil stove and calling in the minister. They
were married in New York, their home at that
time. Their perfect teamwork is responsible
for a number of Broadway stage successes, the
most notable being a dramatization of Anita's
novel, " Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
I am very fond of my son-in-law. His
clothes fit me perfectly and recently he sent
me a Malacca cane and a silver thing, curved
to fit the hip. No one in Hollywood seems to
know what the silver thing is for, but I appreciate itjust the same. In the summer-time I
wear it when I go around asking each one I
meet: "Is it warm enough for you?" I find
it quite a protection.
In return for these presents I am going to
give Mr. Emerson a valuable pointer in case
Mrs. Emerson ever becomes unmanageable.
Get a large, ferocious angleworm. I have
seen Anita stroke the mane of an African lion
without a tremor, but with an angleworm,
John, you can chase her all over Manhattan.
And this is not a joke.

Brickbats & Bouquets
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He Can't Hurt Jack

Chicago, 111.
I want to thank Mr. Quirk for his editorial in
the June issue of Photoplay. The greatest
obstacle in the path of the intellectual progress
of the movies is the malicious misrepresentation and vindictive criticism of such drear
hacks as Tully, Wilbur Nefedham and others,
whose only claim to distinction is their imitation of the Mencken manner.
Leslie North.

Meriden, Conn.
I have just read the article in Vanity Fair by
Jim Tully criticizing John Gilbert in such an
unfair manner. He can't hurt John Gilbert,
for any clean-minded person will not for an
instant consider such a concept of a man who,
by his own ability, has risen to the position
that Mr. Gilbert holds in the screen world.
Mrs. Gladys R. Mein.

Don't Go to Hollywood

Denver, Colo.
Judging from the increased activity of some
of the larger motion picture companies in the
matter of synchronization devices, it appears
that the silent drama will soon be relegated to
the pages of history. This will be a matter of
grave concern to all movie fans, and a cause of
panic for those who dislike the encroachments
of the "talkies" on the screen.
There is something artistically unique about
the silence of the silver screen. Motion picture
acting is an art; so also is the appreciation of
the silent drama an art. The universal adoption of these synchronizing devices will, I fear,
cause a decadence in the art of motion picture
acting and appreciation.
Don Kennedy.

Converted to Blondes
Los Angeles, Calif.
Previous to seeing Miss Marion Davies in
"The Patsy," I never liked blondes. But
hereafter when I'm singing "My Country, 'Tis
of Thee," I'll be thinking of some doll with a
lemon-colored thatch. Marion Davies first!
May the years walk gently by her side!
Almaria Healy.
When

Los Angeles, Calif.
One of the horrors of Hollywood: I was
standing at Highland and Sunset, when I
noticed a young girl in a patched skirt and
sleazy stockings watching the crowds go by.
I saw her eye me once or twice. Then she
came toward me and I heard her say plaintively, "Pardon me, Miss, but would you mind
very much if I asked you to buy me someThisthing is
not the first time I have had young
to eat?"
girls ask me to buy them a meal. They do
not ask for money. I have never turned one
down yet and I never will. My friends say
I am easy.

Maybe so.

Skin Blemishes
are really from
this one cause
IS there any ONE cause back of
skin blemishes and faults?" a prominent skin specialist was recently asked.
The answer he gave means a new
hope to thousands.
"Every skin," said the specialist, "would
normally be clear and unblemished. It is
only the abnormal conditions of modern life
— the dirt and soot, the lack of exercise, the
rest of them — that
worry, and
rush and
cause
blackheads
and theblemishes, and bring
even the more serious skin affections.
And then he went on: "If one cannot
change these conditions of daily life, one
must at least use some corrective to start the
skin again acting normally, and keep it so.
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Anent Jim Tully

Will the Spell Be Broken?

Almost all

I don't
know.
Marie
Hinze.

To keep skin acting normally
You cannot "plaster on" a clear complexion
with makeshift cosmetics. You must seek to restore the skin's inherent health and freshness.
To cleanse the pores, to gently restore the
pulsing of the capillaries in the lower layers
of the skin, to carry off infection and then to
— thousands
it starts
infection
stop
have new
learned
to usebefore
Resinol
Soap.
Start today to use Resinol on your own
skin. Within a week you will begin to notice
has become finer, smoother,
your complexion
ruddier.
You will notice a clearing of the
ugly little blemishes.

soap—
toiletng,
general
as a for
Also skin,
bath!
the baby's
for for
shampooi
tender
Note Resinol's clean, tonic odor.

For more serious affections
RESINOL OINTMENT has for years been
successful in relieving even stubborn skin affections. Rashes and eczema— often itching, unpleasant and embarrassing— will in many cases
vanish promptly. Thousands have wonderedis
at the QUICKNESS of its action. And it
absolutely harmless.

Are We Perfect Ourselves?
Mount Vernon, N. Y.
India must be a terrible country, according
to
Mary McLaren's
report inever
Junerode
Photoplay.
I wonder
if Miss McLaren
for about
five or six hours on a train, on one of the hottest
days in summer when all the windows and
doors were wide open, right here in the United
States.
Bertha M. Niemeyer.
you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY

FREE

TRIAL

OFFER

Dcpt. 9-G, Resinol, Baltimore, Md.
Please lend me, without charge, a trial size cake
of Resinol Soap, and a sample of Resinol Ointment—enough for several days' ordinary use.
"
Name
Street
City
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PERFECT CRIME, THE-FBO.-Clive
Brook,
as a great detective, is in search of a perfect crime.
How he finds it is the basis of an unusually
fine
mystery yarn.
(July.)
PHANTOM OF THE RANCE— FBO.— Not the
kitchen range, Geraldine. but the wide open
spaces
However, don't let the title fool you; it's
a good
film
it features Tom Tyler and little Frankie
Uarro. and (April.)
PHANTOM
OF THE TURF-Ravart.-This
time Rex Lease is the fellow who wins the race
and
saves the family estate. (June.)
,PHV,^,LIS
°FV THE andFOLLIES-Unlversal.-In
which
Lllyan Tashman
Alice Dav, as two chorus
girls, scramble
tunny. (June.) a butter-and-egg man. Foolish but

PINTO
KID
THE-FBO.-Buzz
Barton's
stunts will please the kids. That's all. (June.)
PIONEER SCOUT, THE-Paramount.-Fred
Thomson and Silver King in a Western that strives
(May.)
/w
vanet>' °y having Thomson plav a dual role

Secretly and Quickly Removed!

PLAY GIRL, THE-Fox.-Madge Bellamy in
a
gold-digging farce.
Reasonably diverting.
(May.)
POWDER MY BACK-Warners.-Irene Rich in
an improbable but sophisticated comedv. It has a
political
background.
(May.)
*RAMONA — United Artists. — A pictorial
ly
lovely version of Helen Hunt Jackson's novel of early
girl.
(March.)
• ,
,,'?■ Polores Del Rio is excellent as the Indian

VOU can banish those annoying,
1 embarrassing freckles, quick!;
and surely, in the privacy
of your
own boudoir- Your friends will wonder how you did it.

Stillroan's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves
the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh. clearand transparent, theface
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring-

*RED DANCE— Fox.— More Russian revoluti
on
dramatically directed by Raoul Walsh. Charles
Farrell, Ivan Linow and Dolores del Rio head an
exceptional cast. The picture is a real thriller. (July.)

The first iar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money refunded- Atall druggists, 50c and $1.

RED HAIR— Paramount.— Clara Bow's hair in
natural colors!
Also an Elinor Glyn storv of a golddigger
who gives up all for love.
fans.
(May.)
For the Bow

St
ill mans
Freckle Cream
Removes
Freckles
TheStillman
Send

Co

Whitens
The Skin

32 Rosemary Lane, Aurora. III.

me your FREE skin treatment booklet-

Name

RED RIDERS OF CANADA-FBO.-Heroic stuff
about the Great Northwest.
Okay.
(February.)
REFORM— Chadwick.— Wherein a mush-headed
psychologist reforms a good-looking girl crook by
teaching her to eat with a fork.
(July.)
RIDERS OF THE DARK— Metro-GoldwynMayer.— -Tim McCoy in Western Plot Number Four
Koy D Arcy's teeth in the foreground. (May.)
RINTY OF THE DESERT— Warners— An appealing and unusual dog story with the one and only
Rin-Tm-Tin.
(July.)
ROAD
TO
RUIN,
THE-Cliff
Broughton.Sponsored by the Juvenile Courts, this film should
only be shown to selected audiences. A sensational
portrayal of a deplorable social evil, with nothing left
to the imagination.
If you like this sort of thing—
(May.)

Address

ROSE-MARIE — Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer. —
Adapted from the musical comedy. Exciting doings

HIDDEN GOLD
in your hair too!
Re-discover<amit, tonight, in one
sh ipooing!
A treasure hunt— in your hair! Hidden there
is
something precious — loveliness undreamed of- a
sparkling radiance that is YOUTH— key to popularity
rThareii"'ap?ireSS.!
~X°? can
revlve thls
tonight!
with Golden Glint! Rich,
generous
lathercharm'
cleanses your
hair You rinse— remove all trace of soap.
Then you
apply the extra touch— the "plus" that makes this
shampoo different! Instantly— new gloss— new finish! All
trace of dullness gone! Millions use regularly! Nothing
to bleach or change natural color of your hair
Just I
wonderful shampoo— plus! At your favorite dealers'
or

'L*%- send P cen^s to J- W- Kobi Co., Dept.

604 Rainier Ave.,

Seattle,

Wash.

IH

fin,

Golden Glint
'*<- SHAMPOO/'*'
MAGIC

KEY

TO

YOUTHFUL

"LOCKS"

?.r
T0t ro"lance
the fur traders of Canada.
Withu Joan
Crawfordamong
and James Murray.
(March.)
RUSH HOUR, THE— Pathe-De Milie.— Conventional stuff, ornamented by Marie Prevost and Seena
Uwen. Oh, dear, these eternal working girls! (April.)
SADDLE MATES— Pathe.—Wally Wales indulges in a lot of rough and tumble fighting You've
guessed it — it's a Western.
(May.)
*SADIE THOMPSON— United Artists. — Gloria
bwanson triumphs over the censors. A racy
ironic
and dramatically fine story, with a swell performance
by Lionel Barrymore and Gloria's finest aetin" to
date. Not for eighth-grade intelligences, but real
stuff for persons of normal, healthy mentalities.
(April.)

SAILORS' WIVES— First National.— A fumigated sequel to "Flaming Youth." A couple of
suburban
orgies enliven it. but it is mostly sombre
Mary Astor does her darndest to act wild.
(May.)
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS— Gotham.— Mae
Busch as a cabaret girl, rescues Percy Marmont
from
(April.)ite in the underworld. Mae's a good trouper.
. SATAN AND THE WOMAN— Excellent.— Showing how a narrow-minded small town can be mean to
a Pretty girl like Claire Windsor. Fie on them I
(April.)

SCARLET DOVE, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Military lite in Czanst Russia. Mostly bedroom scenes.
Lowell Sherman— the cur— acts grand and wears
as
many gaudy uniforms as a Roxy usher.
(July.)
SCARLET YOUTH-S. S. Millard.— Supposed to
pave a big social message; one of those medical films
that plays to ' men only" and "women only" audiences. Don't let them kid you. It's just to get the
easy money of anyone simple
enough to be taken in by
the sensational advertising.
(A pril.)
SERENADE— Paramount.— Holding a stethosco
pe
to the fluttering heart of a musician. One of Adolphe
Metijou s best, and brightened by the presence of
Kathryn Carver.
(February.)

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY
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SHEPHERD

OF THE

HILLS— First National —

Hut just a teeny, weeny bit slow.
(March )
IuU„HtT,ld
Be" Wri8hKland ve^ry sw^et and cleanT
SHOWDOWN,
THE-Paramo
unt.-A good picture of life in the depressing Mexican oil fields.
Not
anadCEvei^ByrenbtUt
by G™<* B«
ho^
selffc7&tf«
fe^W^p
^S^^^^

SILVER SLAVE, THE-Warners— How
mother
saves daughter from the clutches of a villain
by vampSIMBA— Martin Johnson Corp. — Those charmmothers!
ing ry
U'eSe self-sa<
travellers
*fi"ng
AK Martin
.) the
(FebrTa
Johnsons
, have made
another one of their entertaining jungle pictures.

SKINNER'S BIG animals
their native
IDEA-FinBO.-Af
ter haunts.
(AMI)
a long
time-lap
se. Bryant Washburn continues the
adventures ofyour old friend, Skinner.
(May.)
SKY-SCRAPER-Pathe-De Mille.-Love
among
the riveters The locations are thriding, although
the
plot
tsoyd. is hackne
(April.) yed. With Sue Carol and William
Wil
ham Haines
polo.
«,S,^ARtT
SET- takes
THE—up Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
—
Always the same,

SOFT LIVING— Fox.— Adventures of a stenogg° '" f°r fl'PPant y°uth(Apr
rapheril)
who finds that ' 'f
it V0U
is easier to get alimony than
work for a living. But love saves ad. With Madge
Bellamy and Johnny Mack Brown.
(April.),
SOMETHING
ALWAYS
HAPPENS - Paramount.— F.sDecially in a haunted house. Good
comedy
and lots of action. With the eyesoothing thrills
Esther Ralston.
(May.)
SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia.— Slightly goofy
story of a dressmaker's assistant turned prize-fighter
Mason. for lpve
(July.) With William
—all
Collier, Jr., and Shirley
SOUTH SEA LOVE-FBO.-Just like any other
wand ot love— full of inconsistencies. With Patsy
(June.)
Miller.
Ruth

*SPEEDY— Lloyd-Paramount.— Harold Llovd caotures all the dash and excitement of Manhattan An
ingenious and high-powered comedy. For the whole
lamily, of course.
(May.)
. SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— Good acting and fine direction lift this triangle storv above
the average. Special honors to Belle Bennett and
Holmes Herbert. (June.)

SPORTING GOODS— Paramount.— Richard Dix
plays an enterprising salesman in one of the verv best
current light comedies.
(March.)
SQUARE CROOKS— Fox.— Original variations of
the usual crook business lift this comedv above the
ordinary. Jackie Coombs, a three-year-old kid, runs
away with the laughs.
(April.)
STAND AND DELIVER— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod
La Kocque joins the French Army and goes -Can
you
on a ban(tebruary.)
dit hunt. Once more Lupe Velez registers a hit.
STATE STREET SADIE— Warners
believe it? Another underworld story,
among the best.
(July.)

And

not

STOCKS
AND
BLONDES— FBO— Romance
among the chorus girls and brokers.
Slightly hotsyand j?.£?r
Skeetsth(7 famil>'
Gallagher.tra<ie.(June.)
With Jacqueline Logan
♦STREET ANGEL-Fox.-Janet Gaynor and
Ltiarles Farrell continue to remain in Seventh
Heaven. A human, appealing story, adorably acted.
(A pril.)
By all means see it.

*STREET OF SIN, THE— Paramount.— Technically fine
a
picture but the story, a brutal tale of the
London slums, is repellent. The least satisfactory of
Lmil Janmngs' American productions.
(July.)
STREETS OF SHANGHAI— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Dirty work in China and slightlv reminiscent of a lot
of better plays.
Not so much.
(May.)
TELLING THE WORLD — Metro-GoldwvnMayer.— That comical cuss. Bill Haines, goes to
China. More darned fun, in a silly wav. Anita Page
who makes her debut in this one, is all to the good!
(July.)

*TEM PEST— United Artists.— Interestingstory
the Russian Revolution. While John Barrvmore of
is
find.
starred,(June.)
it is Camilla Horn's picture. Here's a real
TEMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL— First
Division.— Not naughty, just foolish.
Be-ttv Compson makes the most of a maudlin character.
(June.)
TENDERLOIN— Warners.— This time the dirty
crooks olame the robberv on Dolores Costello thereby
giving her an excuse to register a lot of anguish.
(March.)

Photoplay
TENTH AVENUE— Pathc-De Mille.— Boarding
house life on the wrong side of Manhattan. Heavy
melodrama and vividly played by Phyllis Haver,
Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut.
(July.)
THEIR HOUR — Tiffany-Stahl. — Wherein the
demure girl outsmarts the fast stepper. With
Dorothy Sebastian. Johnnie Harron and June
Marlowe.
Not for the children.
(June.)
THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Supposed
to scare you to death. But it merely puts you to
sleep.
(June.)
THIRTEENTH HOUR, THE-Metro-GoldwynMayer.— In spite of trapdoors, secret panels and
underground passages. Napoleon, the crafty canine
outsmarts the villains.
(February.)
THOROUGHBREDS — Universal. — Once again
the innocent country lad falls in with a gang of wild
women. Good direction and some race-track scenes
help some.
(May.)
♦THREE SINNERS— Paramount.— Pola Negri
is a good girl gone wrong. Not so wonderful as the
;ood girl, but oh, after she has gone wrong I Sophisticated amusement. (June.)
TIGER LADY — Paramount. — Reviewed under
title "Love Is Incurable." Old-fashioned story,
tricked out in fancy costumes and made palatable
by the suave acting of Adolphe Menjou and Evelyn
Brent. (June.)
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE— ChristieParamount. — Rare antique that has been redone for
no good reason. Even with the hard work of Louise
Fazenda, it is mostly just plain silly.
(May.)
TRAGEDY OF YOUTH, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller and Buster Collier in an ultramodern comedy showing the folly of youthful marriages. Smooth and sophisticated.
(May.)
TRAIL
—A mighty
power and
to Clarence
(.April.)

OF '98, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
panaroma of the Klondike rush, told with
breath-taking realism. Congratulations
Brown for making a really thrilling film.

TREE OF LIFE, THE— Zenith.— The story ot the
world's creation, no less! L. H. Tolhurst, with the
assistance of the University of California, prepared
the scientific data. Educational and worth your
while.
(April.)
TRICK OF HEARTS, A— Universal.— Hoot
Gibson in a simple-minded story. Rather puerile,
Algernon!
(May.)
TURN BACK THE HOURS— Gotham.— All
right, turn back the hours and what does it get you?
Just a quickie, with a lot of well-known players filling
in between more important pictures.
(May.)
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS — Paramount. — Introducing anew co-starring team — W. C. Fields and
Chester Conklin. Great fun for all but the chronic
weepers.
(March.)
TWO GIRLS WANTED— Fox.— Adapted from
John Golden's
stageworking
success, girl.
it's a With
nice, amusing
story
about
a modern
the adorable
Janet Gaynor.

(February.)

TWO LOVERS— United Artists.— Some direction,
neat acting and fine settings cannot disguise the fact
that this is the same old plot. But Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky are simply swell.
(May.)
UNDER THE BLACK FLAG— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Flash, "the wonder dog," shows that the
doggies did their share in fighting the war.
(March.)
UNDER THE TONTO
RIM— ParamountMore gold rush. Richard Arlen and Mary Brian in a
fairly exciting Zane Grey story.
(April.)
UPLAND RIDER, THE— First National.— Ken
Maynard rides the winning horse in the race that
saves the old homestead. A routine plot but a grand
hoss-race.
(May.)
*V ALLEY OF THE GIANTS, THE — First National.— Splendidly presented drama of the Big Tree
Country, stirringly acted by Milton Sills and Doris
Kenyon.
(February.)
VAMPING VENUS— First National.— A "Connecticut Yankee" comedy designed to get back some
of the money spent on the "Helen of Troy" sets.
Cock-eyed enough to be popular. Thelma Todd is
beautiful and Charlie Murray is funny. What else
do you want?
(May.)
WALKING
BACK— Pathe-De Mille.— Trivial
story of the younger generation made interesting by
the presence of the charming Sue Carol.
(July.)
WALLFLOWERS— FPO.— One of those stories
that is motivated by a trick will. Light but adequate.
(April.)
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Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night
Eat what you
Wear what
Do what
Take

please
you please
you please
no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found
this easy way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once
or twice a week. These women take refreshing
Fayro baths in the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same
natural mineral salts that make effective the
waters of twenty-two hot springs of America,
England and Continental Europe. For years
the spas and hot springs bathing resorts have
been the retreat of fair women and well
groomed
Excess men.
weight has been removed, skins have ? ■-'"■'%
been made more lovely, bodies more shapely and «
minds brighter.
The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiveness. You can now have all these benefits in your own
bath.
Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.

It dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating
perspiration, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus
fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night
and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an
easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is
certain to do the work and that it is absolutely hatmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling
as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where

You Most Want

Results Are Immediate

Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will
find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a few nights later
when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weight for your
height do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself
food you really want. No need for violent exercise. No need
for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the
privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is? 1. oc a package. With the coupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if
you want it.

WARMING UP— Paramount.— Richard Dix in an
original and really funny story of a bushleague
pitcher. Family diversion.
(July.)
Columbia.—
Holt's Kong
sense
of WARNING,
humor saves THE—
this melodrama
of Jack
the Hong
dives from being dull.
(May.)

p-AYRO

When

PROOF

Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others
"Three Fayro baths reduced
my "weight 11 pounds in 8
days. I feel better than 1
"I
16 years."
pounds less and
haveweigh
felt for
feel younger and sleep better.
"My double
chin vanished in
Fayro
is wonderful."
the
Fayroalways
baths." too
"Mymagic
hipsof were
prominent until I commenced
pounds."
Fayro
baths.
I have lost 12
"Thank you for Fayro. I
belter
lost
14."pounds in three weeks:
feel belter and certainly look
"Since childhood my thick
ankles have always been a
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
very much."
For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter published has been
authorized and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

PH-8-28
821
Locust
St., Pittsburgh, .
Pa.
Inc
Fayro,
Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results
with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
and you will refund all of my money at once.
Name.

13 WASHINGTON SQUARE — Universal. — A
mediocre mystery story with a bit of comedy and a
good performance by ZaSu Pitts. Also with Alice
Joyce and Jean Hersholt.
Only fair.
(March.)
*WE AMERICANS— Universal.— A fine drama of
our immigrants. The struggles, loyalty and problems
of these new Americans will make you more tolerant
and sympathetic. A fine study in patriotism,
splendidly acted.
(May.)

To

Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its
effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

HERE'S

Address.
If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withouta question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.
jou write to advertisers

please

mention PIIOTOPLAY

City
State
If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.
MAGAZINE.
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New Safe Way
TO END

GRAY HAIR

2. Then simply comb
this water- like liquid
through your hair.
Clean . . . Safe.
Takes 7 or 8 minufeg.

gradually

w-tcOT

that
a way
is
E
HERworks
s by supwonder
plying coloring elements to
gray hair. What happens is
that original shade is obtained. If your hair is
naturally auburn, it will revert to auburn. If black,
black it will be.
No need now for crude,
messy dyes judged dangerous to hair. They are noticed by friends.
This new scientific way,
called
Mary Restorer,
T. Goldman's
Hair Color
defies
detection. Some 3,000,000
women have used it.
It's safe and makes your
hair live looking and lustrous. Will not wash nor rub
off. And may be applied only
to gray and faded parts.
Test it free if you wish by
writing for free outfit — or
go to nearest drug store today. A few cents' worth
restores original color perfectly. Your money returned
if not delighted.

MARY T.GOLDMAN'S
Restorer
Hair Color

tonPwm "be perfect UsedbyOver 3,000,000 Women
j Mary T. Goldman, 108-K Goldman
I
Bldg.,St. Paul, Minn.
I Please send your patented Free Trial Outfit. X shows
| color of hair. Black
dark brown
medium
j brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
■ light auburn (light red;
blonde
I

Name .
Street .

| City.

WHIP WOMAN, THE— First National.— A picture so badly made the audience laughed. Through
bad judgment of a reviewer, we failed to warn you
how bad it was.
(March.)

WRECK OF THE HESPERUS, THE— Pathe-De
Mille. — Elmer Clifton, who made "Down to the Sea
in Ships," has again turned out some glorious sea
stuff. Longfellow's ballad has been movie-ized, but
you'll like Virginia Bradford.
(February.)

*WICKEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a comedy
of marriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but full
of laughs.
(June.)

YELLOW LILY, THE— First National.— Concerning the bad habit of archdukes of falling in love
with ladies who live on the other side of the tracks.
Billie Dove and Clive Brook are the principal reasons
why you'll want to see the picture.
(July.)

WILLFUL YOUTH— Peerless.— Heavy melodrama in the tall timbers with Kenneth Harlan and
Edna Murphy.
(June.)

YOU CAN'T BEAT THE LAW— Rayart— The
title tells the story. Full of crooks and such-like.
Cornelius Keefe is the handsome cop.
(May.)

The Stars That Never Were
CONTINUED

PROM PAGE
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Particulars
Esenwein's
famous of
forty
II lesson
courseof_inDr.
writing
and marketing
the
m **mi] Short-Story and sample copy of The Writer's
% ~WL Monthly free. Write today.
THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
95.
Springfield, Mass.

The important man — making filmland's version of a Passion Play — had searched long and
hard, among vivid faces, for one that showed
the shadowings of tragedy. That is why he
caught at the sleeve of Myra Hale — who was
turning away. Why he led her, unprotesting,
into his office. And there — where the light
was perfect — studied her features from every
angle. And, finally, told her that she should
have her chance.
T_JE sent the girl away with delight in her
■*■ -*-soul — and with a card in her hand that
would admit her, next day, to the studio — the
land of all her desires. For the card bore the
open sesame of his name.
He sent the girl away with her self-possession
restored. Sent her back to her room, and to
the letter that was waiting — the letter from
Bobby. She tore it open rather more casually

CEEN there, close to, Myra felt a sudden
'-'sense of disappointment. For the star was
not young any more — not as beautiful as she
had seemed in many soft, melting close-ups, in
as many carefully retouched publicity photographs. There were hard lines, that the grease
paint could not hide, about her mouth. There
were the beginnings of hollows in her white
throat. All at once — and for the first time in
her life — Myra caught herself wondering what
happened to the lovely ladies of the films —
when they grow old. What would happen to
her — when she, herself, grew old?
The director and the star were talking together in low voices. Once or twice Myra
caught a word — a phrase.
"I can't help it— " she heard the star say,
once — "if I'm not sixteen.
Can I?"
And she heard the director mutter —
"I didn't want you to attempt this part,

"Oh, my darling," wrote Bobby, "I miss
you so very much ! Can't you give up this mad
For—
idea
yours? sitting
Won't down
you come
" her
Andof Myra,
with back
a pen— in
hand, was able to write, at last, of a triumph.
Poor child, she had so wanted a little moment
of fulfilment!
"Bobby dear," she wrote, "there's absolutely no hope of my returning. Not now.
Oh, of course I'm fond of you, but T feel that,
if I did come back, I would be cheating myself
of the most wonderful thing that could possibly
happen to a girl. One of the biggest directors
in the business has noticed me and, without
ever having had so much as a screen test, he's
giving me a part. A part to play in what he
calls, 'The finest picture I've ever made.' It
won't be so very long, dear, before you see me
on the screen, for the picture is practically

World's largest-selling
frozen confection.
Made bv leadir,
Topside Con

ere under litem
irk Civ. Paten

finished. The part that I'm to do — "
AND so on and on. Indeed, Myra wrote so
far into the night, that the letter went unmailed. It was in her pocket the next morning
when she set out, hurriedly, toward the
studio. She was in such an agony of haste that
she could not even stop that morning for a
stamp. The letter went with her into the studio. And when her coat was left, a limp and
dejected thing, hanging on a hook, the letter
stayed with it.
Oh, the letter stayed there while Myra, a
nervous fluttering girl, was learning the
mysteries of make-up and the tricks of photography. She almost cried when she saw her
face in its ghastly yellow paint and saffron
powder. And the excited tears made her eyes
seem even softer, as she came haltingly out
upon the set. The set that had been made to
represent a stable. A stable with a manger
for its center.
The director — the great man who had
plucked her out of the waiting group, came
Every advertisement in PnOTOn.AY
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toward Myra Hale. There was a certain exaltation upon his face — the look that comes
to a man when he finds his judgment vindicated.
"You're just right, youngster — " he said to
Myra. "But then I knew you would be. I
know a type when I see one. Nervous?" he
laughed, not unkindly. "Well, don't be.
There's no need for nervousness. You haven't
any great amount of acting to do. You've
only to hold a baby in your arms — for a few
minutes — " His voice trailed off vaguely, for
his eyes were all at once upon the door of the
huge room. And Myra, following his glance,
saw that another woman had come upon the
set. A woman whose face Myra knew — but
whom she had never seen, in person. The
woman who was the star of stars — and about
whom the picture revolved.

thought of placing her beside a manger, with
a baby in her arms.

than she
been and
wont
open Bobby's
letters. Torehad
it open
read,to again,
his message.

•Please print your name and address-

n^-^Sl
Btfegwein) Dept

WIZARD, THE — Fox. — One of Monsieur Leroux's
most thrilling mystery yarns enacted by Edmund
Lowe and other capable performers.
(February.)

WHY SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox— For those
who will laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.)

Test it Free at Home

1. You try it first on a
single lock of yourhair
to see what it (iocs
Thus have no fear.

WEST POINT — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines in a gay and amusing comedy of the
U.
S. Military Academy. Joan Crawford is the girl.
(February.)

Once or twice she caught a phrase — nervous,
disquieting. And then, all at once, she had
ceased to listen. For coming toward her,
from across
" the room, was a woman who
anyway a— baby.
carried
A baby wrapped in ragged
cloth — a baby so small and still that Myra at
first thought it was a doll. It was only when
the woman laid it in her arms — when she felt
the little, relaxed weight of it— that Myra
realized
that the child was real — and that it
was asleep.
"His mother just fed it," the woman — one
of the studio attaches — told Myra, mixing
sexes as she spoke — "Ain't it th' sweetest!
. . . There — " she jerked her head toward the
director— "he said you was to hold it!"

IT passed in a daze, to Myra — that film debut
of hers. She was only half conscious of the
shifting of lights, of the click of a camera going
into action. For her thoughts — rapt, wonderful thoughts, were on the warm, relaxed little
bundle that lay in her arms. The director
didn't have to tell her how to bend her head —
how to manage her hands.
How to smile.

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
Naturally, instinctively, she fell into the tender,
protective attitude that a young mother had
assumed, centuries ago, in a little town
called Bethlehem.

while her eyes rested upon the baby's
BUT,
crumpled flower of a face — while her
gentle fingers smoothed the folds of the cloth
that swaddled him, her mind was not with
that far away Mother. For she was seeing a
porch, dark in the summer night. Hearing a
medley of country sounds — frogs and far-off
whip-o'-wills.
And, above and over and around it all, a
boy's voice. Saying —
"What's better than being married to a man
that loves you . . . Than being a wife and — a
mother? ..."
She was hardly conscious of the director's
voice that said "cut" to the camera man.
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But when they lifted the sleeping baby from
her arms she raised a face so radiant that the
star, lingering on the outskirts of the set,
turned swiftly away. Such radiance, you see,
could only come from the depths of a very
young heart!
How could the star know that Myra Hale
was, mentally, tearing up a letter that had
lain, for nearly a day, in her pocket?
AND that she was writing, also mentally, a
telegram to Bobby. A telegram that she
sent on her way home from the studio, that
evening. The telegram was the real reason
why — when certain important ones came with
their contract — they could not find the lovely
woman who had played the Madonna.
For the telegram read :
"You were right, dearest. And I am coming
home. "

"A dream
of natural loveliness ! "

There is a shade of blush-rose which is a dream of
natural loveliness for your lips, and Tangee gives
it to you.
As you apply it you notice the change from
orange to blush-rose and congratulate yourself on
a superb naturalness in the result.
Demand Tangee today. One lipstick for all complexions! On sale everywhere. Records show that
rwice as many women are using it this year. Be sure
-31carton and gun-metal
you
the Geo.
name W.
Tangee
case.seeThe
LuftonCo.,
417 Fifth Ave., New York.
NOTE : Tangee is healing and
soothing because it has a cold
cream base. Tangee RougeCompact and Tangee Creme Rouge
have the same magical changing
quality as Tangee Lipstick. Ask
WIGHT?
for them.
PRICES—
TangeeRouge
Lipstick 1$ , Tangee
Compact 75c, Tangee
Creme Rouge $1 (and
for complete beauty
treatment: Tangee Day
Cream, Tangee Night
Cream and
Tangee
der , $ 1
Face PoW'
each).
25c
higher
Canada. in

: vnv ,
[JjHN6«J

HE POWER

of

. . . Twenty Cents
Twenty cents brings you the miniature Tangee Beauty Set — all six
items andDepr.
the P"Act
Make-up."
Address
P- 5of The
George
W. Luft Co.. 417 Fifth Avenue.
New York.

An ensemble dinner gown, with cape effect, designed and made
by Ruth Taylor. The costume is of white, gray and cerise chiffon.
The sandals are of silver and cerise brocade. Ruth's costume
has made such a hit that she is thinking of opening a dress shop
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

Name
Address
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One thing the censor does not realize is the
changing trends in morals.
This makes him particularly difficult to deal
with.
Since his own moral compulsions are of.
necessity born and fixed in his childhood days
he is always at least a generation behind.

But posing as something which one is not,
carries with it the idea of complete insight
into one's own mental and emotional mechanisms, plus deliberate intent to deceive.
This the real and, I believe average, censor
lacks.

a

PAGE

T_TE lacks insight, he could not be different if
■*■ -*-he wanted to; consequently he is honest
Y\ 7HILE he is battling to express himself in ;
according to his lights.
W reform and thereby expiate his own unWhen all is said and done really the worst
conscious sins, the world has progressed and
you can say of the censor, pestiferous though he adjusted itself according to a pattern alien to
his own bringing up and background.
often can be, is that he is mentally sick.
Therefore the censor we will always have
The pity of it is, nevertheless, that the cenwith us.
sor mind can gain the power and influence that crop.
it does.
Each generation is bound to produce a new
But that, too, is understandable from a
scientific viewpoint.
An appreciation of the psychology of the
censor mind may not help us much, however,
Any neurotic compulsion, no matter what
its kind, has more force and energy behind it if we continue to allow the censor minority to
rule the normal majority.
than a normal non-neurotic desire or impulse.
That is neither fair nor just, nor is it of
The compulsive neurotic has no peace of mind
until he gives way to his compulsion — in other advantage to the progress of art, be it in the
words, until he acts it out
motion picture field or elsewhere.
ity.
Therefore he will go to any lengths to have
But that is always the trouble with normalhis way, in order to make his compulsive ideas
effective.
It is careless.
Being comparatively free
from relentlessly pursuing compulsions, it is too .
All of which explains, of course, why censors
indifferent
and
lazy.
can become so overbearing, so impatient of the
rights of others and so tyrannical.
In the meanwhile the censor-compulsives j
Censors keep hammering away until they organize, form a compact minority and make
gain power because they simply cannot help the scattered majority dance according to
themselves.
their own tunes.

Mary Eaton, Famous Stage and Screen Beauty
Maybelline Co., Chicago, 111.
Qentlemen: Having tried many forms of
eyelash beautifiers, I unhesitatingly recommend '"Maybelline" as the best. It is harmless, easy to apply, looks natural and its
instantaneous beautifying effect is truly remarkable. Sincerely, Mary Eaton.

maKes scant eyebrows and lashes appear naturally
dark,
and larger,
luxurious.
unfailingly
the eyeslongappear
deeperInstantly
and more and
brilliant.
The
improvement will delight you.
Maybelline may now be had in either solid form or
waterproof liquid form. Both forms are absolutely
harmless, being used regularly by beautiful women in
all parts of the world. Either form may be had in Black
or Brown. 75c AT YOUR DEALER'S or direct from us, postpaid. AcceptTear
only this
genuine
"Maybelline"
and your satisfaction
is assured
out now
as a reminder.

MAYBELLINE

CO.,

4750 Sheridan Rd.. CHICAGO

"I Don't Care If I Never Make

Liquid
Form

Another Picture"
[ CONTINUED

FROM

Removes This IJgly Mask
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
— double strength — is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any
drug or department store and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should see
that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have
vanished entirely. It is seldom that more
than an ounce is needed to completely clear
the skin and gain a beautiful complexion.
Be sure to ask for double strength Othine
as this is sold under guarantee of money
back if it fails to remove your freckles.
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''Oh, I suppose so." What other actress
would have overlooked the past tense of that

"It hasn't. But neither have I for that
matter.

question!
"I suppose it is strange. I'll never forget
when I finished my first picture, 'The Girl
Who
Stayed Home'
with then
Clarine
Mr. Griffith
asked me
how Seymour.
I liked

"Wait a minute. I'll prove it! I've never
had a press agent.
"I haven't had a photograph taken for two

pictures.
"I answered, T really appreciate what
you've done for me, Mr. Griffith, but I don't
care"It's
for pictures.'
the same today. I appreciate Mr.
Griffith, but I wouldn't worry if I never played
in another picture."

OTHINE

PAGE

T\ 7E looked very closely. Either
W was a darned clever young woman
most striking exception. She seemed to
what we were thinking.
"You can't understand. Not even
friends comprehend it.
"They keep asking me why I don't play
picture.
"Perhaps I don't know myself.
don't care to work for anybody
Mr."I Griffith.
"When

this
or a
read
my
in a
but

he has a part which he thinks is

my type, I suppose I will play it."
She switched the subject. "When do you
plan to go to New York?"
"This fall, I hope. Why?"
"Oh, I just want you to go to my farm. It's
only sixty miles out of the city.
"It violets.
has an old house and a hill-side carpeted
with
"And an old-fashioned orchard. There's a
corner that's simply covered with forget-menots and big bushes of — "
"But what's that got to do with pictures?"

FJvery advertisement
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"I've
met John Gilbert.
"You never
win!
"None of my family ever tried to get into
years.
"We give I—in." But do you care if we talk to
pictures.

w

D. W. Griffith?"
E reached the director the next
morning.
"I don't think there's a better actress on the
He made this statement the minute Carol

Dempster's name was mentioned.
"She's been off the screen this long before.
company.
I'm
making pictures for the Cinema Einance
screen."
"They help choose the players. In 'The
Battle of the Sexes,' which I am now making,
there was no part to fit her.
"It is the story of a gold-digging daughter
and her mother, ideal roles for Phyllis Haver
and Belle Bennett.
"You know, of course, she's a lovely dancer.
She studied with Ruth St. Denis. Did you see
her in 'Sally of the Sawdust'? The English
critics ances
said
she gave one of the best performever recorded.
"Famous Players-Lasky wanted to sign her
as a featured player with an eye to stardom
after that picture.
"I signed her again instead. When we find
We sighed. Where was our pitiful, harrowthe right part — "

Photoplay
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ing, nerve-racking heart story? Where was
our little woe-begone Carol Dempster?
We snorted!
But just to make certain we went out to see
where she is living. A beautiful home in
Beverly Hills. A perfectly respectable stay-athome sister and brother. A father who was a
Great Lakes captain.
A sister in New York who is a vocal teacher.
A—

I Ii

Sajx ami StMm-

BUT why go farther? What has happened to
Carol Dempster?
The answer is: Nothing!
This girl who looks like a cross between
Greta Garbo and Gloria Swanson is simply a
happy young woman who, when the opportunity arises, may play in her tenth motion
picture.
But if she doesn't she won't worry. She'll
go to New York and continue her vocal
lessons.
For Carol is ambitious to sing. She has
studied all of her life.
And singing masters have encouraged her
in this vocation. But talking motion pictures,
which would give her a chance to sing, will
never take the place of Grand Opera in her
ambitions.
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A portrait of Carol Dempster taken
when she was first starred by
Griffith. Carol started her career
as a dancer. She wants to be a
singer. As for the movies — "almost
any girl can play in pictures"
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Starving Back to Stardom
[ CONTINUED

furnished her a dietitian, it is said, to make
certain that she did diet.

Now it's curious what next happened to
Molly. Not so curious, either, when you remember what happens to so many hundreds
of others when they jump their first hurdles
and see the home stretch to success unimpeded
before them. It all seems so easy. It seemed
easy to Joan Crawford until someone stopped
her going out every evening and saved her
waning complexion.
It seemed so to Barbara La Marr until
pleasures usurped her interest to the elimination of her professional ambition.
It seemed so to Jetta Goudal until she let
temperament run away with her. It has seemed
so to countless others until they succumbed to
temptations which spelled professional ruin.
The flower-like bloom reproduced by MELLO-GLO
Face Powder does not wear off so quickly. It stays on
for hours without renewing." Gurla Andre', beautiful
Danish film actress, 33 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

'I adore MELLO-GLO because it keeps ugly shine
away without drying the skin or clogging the pores."
Marine
Holmes Hotel,
(now New
acting
Great Northern
Yorkwith
City."Show Boat"),

A/fOLLY didn't dissipate, not, at least,
1VJ-according to accepted standards.
She
didn't run around with men; she didn't buy
Rolls Royces or swimming pools and tie up all
her income on down payments.
She just bought ice cream and cream puffs
and chocolate candy.
It was while she was on location for "Little
Shepherd of Kingdom Come" that she began
her dissipation, friends tell us. Not in the
day time. Oh, no! For there was the dietitian
always ready with spinach and lamb chops
and pineapple. But at night, on the sly, like
a school kid.
When Molly returned, even Al Rockett
scarcely knew her. Twenty pounds— well,
twenty pounds is enough to ruin even a longlady.
established,
ultra- well known, motion-picture
As well known as Mae Murray!
There was a big, juicy part waiting for Molly
with Milton Sills in "The Barker." "If you
can get into the dress you wore in the first
scene of 'Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come'
you can have it," they told her.
She tried on the dress. Not a single button
would fasten!
There were four big stories waiting for her as

FROM PAGE 80 ]

a star for next season. But in two of them,
Molly had to dress up like a real lady. Did
you
everof see
a pumpkin dressed in the evening
clothes
a lady?
Finally, Mr. Rockett, still believing that
Molly is one actress out of ten thousand (and
that is exactly what he, himself, told me)
sent for his protegee. Now, I wasn't there at
that meeting but I have talked with both of
them and as far as I can gather this is just
about what Mr. Rockett told Molly:
"Molly, you can get as fat as you please.
You can eat as much as you please.
You can
diet as little as you please. We've done all
we can. It's your life and you have to live it.
As far as we are concerned you are through —
that is, until you get down to the right physical

"
pictures. and
for ourstormed
sizeMolly
raved; she cried and
pleaded. But Mr. Rockett was determined.
"Alice White started about the same time you
did.
"We are going to star her in four pictures.
Alice was a little heavy but
she lost her extra
flesh when we told her about it. "
Perhaps that is what really did it. Gratitude,
ambition, big money — none of them seemed to
have worked with Molly. But jealousy. Ah,
that was another matter. Molly knew she was
better actress than Alice. Mr. Rockett didn't
acontradict
her. If Alice could lose ten pounds,
then— by
the powers in the heavens — Molly
loseall twenty.
could
CHE'S in Hot Springs, Arkansas, when this is
^written.
And she not only has a dietitian
Hot baths every
but a physical instructor.
And three times a .
morning and evening.
day, spinach and lamb chops and pineapple.
The other day a friend went down to see
Molly. At first he really didn't know her.
Most of the twenty pounds he reports as already missing. But ten more will make Molly
still slimmer.
Napoleon lost his battle. But Molly's
Waterloo termined
is to just
plain fat, and that she's deconquer.
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This picture was taken only eleven years ago, but it already belongs
to a forgotten chapter of movie history. Here are the Lasky Studio
Home Guards of 1917, organized when the United States went into
the World War. The girl is Mary Pickford and the officer at the left
is Cecil B. De Mille. And surely you recognize the flag-bearer. Yes,
the fine-looking boy is Wallace Reid
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Poise Will Be Poise
[ CONTINUED

FROM

"I said — from your deportment and address
you appeared to be lacking in many of the
comities."
"Comities! Comities! Natalie, what's
comities?"
But the daughter kept her eyes on the actor.
"I apologize for him, Mr. Darling," she
choked.
"That's all right," Cecil laughed goodhumoredly at sight of her face. Strong, even
teeth, ultra-white, bedazzled her. The girl
was all tallow. She ignored the boiling parent.
"I wish — I wish — I might have the opportunity—to apologize — in some way more
substantial."
How Natalie managed this, she never found
out. A trance, all of it. And Cecil's face
showed interest. After all, she wasn't a bad
little thing — just another of those boardingschool hero worshippers — it was written all
over her. Cecil's smile broadened and showed
his matchless dimples. He made a slight bow.
"Consider me at your service," he replied —
half in prank.

CYRUS B. KEELE hadn't traversed half a
block getting back to their chauffeur, before he discerned a distressing situation.
"If I'd known you was gonna go goofy over
any human doohickey like him, I wouldn't o'
come with you," he declared to his daughter.
But his daughter was not there. Not the
daughter he had raised. Something of wood —
iron — ice — climbed in the car ahead of him.
And she never spoke a word. All the way down
to the Ambassador she never spoke a word.
All that evening she never spoke a word.
Of course, a reasonable amount of her
reticence might have been due to the trance
which still persisted. But when the next day
had passed— with this child still a stranger —
Cyrus B. Keele accepted he had erred.
"What can th' Old Wan do t' square himself, Nattie?" he surrendered at length. After
' all, she was his daughter, the only one he
owned.
"You can stay right here in Los Angeles,"
his offspring retorted — -quite too quickly for
non-premeditation. "You can take a house for
the rest of the season. Let me give a dinner
and invite Mr. Darling."
"Do what?"
"You heard me, I think. "
"Not in Jive billion years! "Stay here, rent
a house, let my business go whack just to
entertain a comic opera mountebank !"

converse transpiring in the Ambassador dining-room, his daughter arose and
vanished from his sight.
Therefore it came about that four days later,
Cyrus B. Keele being still in the Southland, he
sought out his friend, a chief of detectives.
"Bud," he said miserably, "I want you to
"
p me.
helThe
detective chief listened, his feet on his
desk. When a multimillionaire, one of the
Powers
Behind
the Throne in west coast
politics, and the owner of a charming daughter
beside, forces a fifty-cent cigar on one, closes
| all the doors, and appeals for assistance, what
else can be done — excepting desk the dogs and
listen?
THIS

"You want to what?" he gasped at length.
"I want t' stage a little show, Bud, t' convince my girl this bird's a flat tire. Gone
completely cuckoo over him, she has . . . gettin'
black beneath the eyes. Just this afternoon
I was the first time I learnt that's why she
; dragged me down here t' Hollywood.
She's
■ romantic, Natalie — -not at all like her mother.
Don't know where she gets it, but that's
beside th' point. I figger th' only way t' cure
i her of her nonsense is show this chap up — -for
th' flossy he is. Get him in a good stiff situaWhen

PACE
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tion that takes spine t' get out of, an' he'll turn
tail an' run an' Natalie '11 be cured. "
"When you monkey 'round with thugs, Cy,
you're monkeyin'
with dynamite!"
"Not if they're subsidized — just actors
themselves. Dontcha know some feller y'
can depend on who'll get a gang together an'
bust in on that dinner? Y' know — back us up
against th' wall — hold us up with guns — take
our pearls an' pocketbooks away — an' even in
stage a little torture — "
a pinch
" Torture!"
"■\/"EAH, give this Stenographer's Darlin' th'
■*- scare o' his life. I know one thing about
Nattie — she likes her men Men! All I wanta
do is show her this Darlin' is a play-boy an'
soft. I'll give th' rough-neck who'll stage it a
cool thousand dollars. I'll have it in my
pocket. He can keep what he collects. He's
gotta be a chap who'll take a little rough work.
I may put up a fight to make things look
Detective Klune chuckled. " Black Murphy
might
answer," he finally cogitated. "He's
genuine."
not a bad sort. Claims he's reformed. All the
same, if he got a gang together and they busted
in your place — knowing all the time your resistance was faked — they might not stop at
making it a party. They might make it real
while they had the opportunity."
"I'll take the risk — if they get out of hand. "
"You think you will. But if they got you
tied up, to burn the bottoms of your feet like
"You
get the men.
Perhaps I'd better put
"
suggested
yousome
up
cash in— advance, just to show my good
faith. Here's five hundred dollars. I've
pulled wires with Izzenbaum, head o' Goliath
Productions. Offered t' buy a block o' their
stock of Darlin's there on schedule. Nattie's
gone house-huntin'. Th' dinner's set for a
week from tomorrow night. If you're scared
o' th' outcome I'll give you a blanket release
from anything that happens not on th' program. Man, dontcha get it? I got to save
"Save her!"
"She'll be runnin' off p,n' marryin' that
my girl."
good
f'r nothin' play-boy if I keep on opposin'
her. She's got th' Keele blood. Somehow
she'll manage it. An' I want a real he-man
f'r my son-in-law— a chap who can carry on
my business after I'm gone, not a pretty male
peacock with cotton-wool f'r brains."
"All right." laughed Klune finally. "Give
me
the A address
of tomorrow
your housenight
whena handful
you're
ready.
week from
of roughnecks will bust in and loot you. But
before you get out, don't forget that release.
I may pick reformed criminals, but I insist on
an Healibi
they and
backslide."
gotinhiscase
release
the conspiracy was on.
banging a
YES,
sir," roaredon old
Cyrus,
six-pound
-pound fist
fist on the
the table,
table, "them was
the days when men must be Men! I was born
at sea, I tell you ... in a storm ... I was
Boy when I was twelve on the clipper Northern
Light. She made around the Horn in ninetythree days — from Sandy Hook to Frisco,
seventeen thousand miles. Half the crew in
irons, sir. Five men lost from aloft as we
rounded Cape Stiff. The points of our sheath
knives broken square off. Belayin' pins an'
knuckle-dusters flyin' — three men shot by
officers in one day — the second mate's throat
slit and no one to tell who did it. An' drive! — ■
drive! — drive! — as I've learned to do since.
We never pulled teeth with forceps on them

At last
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achieve exquisite perfection ... to give nails an alluring, lustrous
tint of the correct shade, and frame each
one in a soft, pink cuticle curve of beauty.
Then from Paris came the whisper that
liquid polishes had been created. I tried
all of them. But some of them peeled or
dulled in spots. Others gave the nails an
unnatural tint that was too obvious.
Then just when I despaired of ever realizing my ambitions I discovered the Glazo
Manicure. What a happy meeting!
The marvelous Glazo Polish brings to
nails such enchanting loveliness. Its radiant
beauty makes the hands seem fairer.
It will keep your nails as perfectly
groomed, as beautiful as if I were manicuring them for you. And the Glazo Cuticle
Oil (for those who prefer, the Glazo Cuticle Cream) softens the cuticle and keeps
it smooth, pink, and beautifully curved.
Let the Glazo Company send you the
little lesson book I have prepared. It tells
you how to hide traces of work and keep
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voyages; the mate got a hammer an' tenpenny nail; knocked 'em out, he did, an' that
was th' end of it. No razors f'r shavin'. Just
a lighted candle an' a damp towel. An' I'm
proud o' that school in which I was raised — "
you
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"There's small doubt about it, sir. I can see
that from your manner." A smile curved the
lips of the famous Cecil Darling. He twirled
a thin wine-glass with long, fragile fingers.
"What I can't understand, sir, is why a man
can't be a gentleman and still be masculine.
I don't quite perceive wherein the crude, raw,
rough ways of living areessential — "
"An' when I bought my first yard," persisted old Cyrus, "I had just sixty dollars.
Bought it on nerve — a bankrupt old sea-lot.
Natalie's mother kept my first set o' books.
Natalie was born in th' cabin of a derelict
wind-jammer — I'd taken it f'r junk — made it
over — sold it again f'r four thousand dollars.
We lived in th' cabin while th' work was goin'
on. Bandanna handkerchiefs was Natalie's

1643? inonemon tk
from Short Stones
"These are actual cash sales for work done
in January. I have received $730 from my
February submisswns'with four novelettes not
jet
heard successful
from," reports
J. Burks,
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"Father!"
the girl. Her eyes appealed
first
diapers —choked
"
to Cecil.
"V\ THAT'S that? Object t' th' diapers, do
W you? Well, you used t' wear 'em.
Diapers is Facts o' Life. That's th' trouble
with th' present day an' age. Squeamish!
Wants t' be wrapped in cotton-buntin' — "
"As I was saying about my picture, 'Kisses
for Two'," Cecil addressed the young lady,
" the role was extremely difficult. Miss Benedict never entered into the soul of her part.
And Her Public reacted. It's always extremely
annoying and dangerous to co-star with
another. The Public will divide and make

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Dept. 12-H, Palmer Bldg., Hollywood, Cal.
Please send me, without obligation, details about
the course I have checked.
j ] Short Story Writing [ ] Photoplay Writing
] English and Self Expression
Nam 11
Address

.
All correspondence strictly confidential.
T^o salesman willcallon you.

odious comparisons — •"
"Are you listenin' to what I'm tellin' you?"
Cyrus Keele demanded. "Only four times
that first year I failed t' meet my payroll — "
"No, Daddy, we're not. Mr. Darling isn't
interested in the ship-building business any
more than you're interested in his art. "
"I'm tryin' t' make him see that th' Keeles
have spine. They've accounted for their
lives t' th' Creator an' Society. They've done
th' good, raw work o' life, not pranced — "
Cyrus faltered before the expressions turned
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upon him. Why didn't those bandits come?
Not until Natalie was launched in a panegyric on how strange it was that Cecil should be
sitting there dining with them while all over
America, millions of people were watching
him perform, right at that moment, did the
attackers appear. The three heard a crash of
glass — a shriek from the kitchens. The door
whammed open, from the butler's pantry.
" 'Fore de Lawd! — burglars!" yowled a
wild-eyed Ethiopian. He spilled across the
rug and shot into the hall.
"Oh, oh, oh!" cried Natalie. Then she gave
a little scream.
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But first use Katherine MacDonalcTs Lash Cosmetic... Absolutely waterproof. Guaranteed not to run... Does not stiffen or break off lashes ... contains no harmful ingredients.
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"Reach for th' ceilin', all o' youse!" came
the terse, iron order. Old Cyrus turned about.
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doors that
into with
that
■*- luxurious four
dining-room
wereopened
strangers
drawn "gats." Like apparitions they appeared
there, faces hidden by kerchiefs.
"What — what — do you want?" the father
demanded. Hoax though it was, those muzzles
were unnerving.
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"What have you got?" a brassy voice retorted.
"Whatever it is, we're gonna take it. An'
you're
gonna
like it
This from the first who
advanced
toward
the!"father.
Natalie made to rise and tipped over a
waterglass. A calloused hand seized her — -and
spun her toward the wall. Stifled cries, smothered squeals, repeated from the kitchens where
the caterer's people were being stuffed in
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Play popularmusic in the same entertaining way that Radio, Record and Roll Artists do.
Charlie Garland, Star Pianist, and Radio and
1 Record Favorite of Thousands has arranged a
20 Lesson Home Study Course, covering every
phase of popular music, including Modern Harmony,
Tricks, Fifl-fn, Progression. JOtbBass. etc. Very small
cost. Simple, easy to learn. Write tor free particulars.

pantries.
"Put up them paws!" roared the leader at
old Cyrus. He was a squat, slouchy person —
what they could see of him. He had evil black
eyes and an undershot jaw. His cap was
pulled down till it touched on his eyebrows.

CHARLIE GARLAND SBt&llfll&ttB

The
gat that he held was jammed in Keele's
stomach.
Cyrus "put up them paws" — he put them
very high.
"Cover him, Jess," a second thug was
ordered. "If he commences t' ki-yi, give him
th' works!"
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Should Cyrus start to fight? He watche
Cecil. He saw no livid fear, no wild-eye
panic, no signs of withering cowardice. CecL
in fact, was so poised it was painful. He re
mained in his chair, his fingers on that wine
"Djer hear what I said?" the head bandi
bellowed.
He advanced upon Cecil.
"No. What did you say?" Cecil kept hi
glass.
smile. It was a thin, wistful smile — as thoug;
it hurt his feelings to have someone so addres
him.
"I said, geddout o' that chair. Back u]
" For just what purposes, my friend? "
agin th' wall. "
The
bandit you'll
stalked
"By gawd,
findacross.
out!" But the tab!
intervened. He darted around it. Quicke
than his screen-work was Cecil's manoeuver
He scarcely seemed to rise. He simply jerket
the
wine-glass.
it struck.
Then Straight
it sliveredinonthethebandit's
floor as fao
th
attacker staggered backward.
"Onto him, fellers! Give him th' rush!"
But they never reached Cecil. The tablt
heaved up. Cecil was in action.
XTOT the wild, blind action of free-for-al
•'-^"combat. Cool. Deliberate. Deadly. Thi
crash of the table startled the roomful
Natalie screamed. Curses came hotly. Olc
Cyrus Keele felt an impulse to cheer.
For Cecil was fighting as neatly as a boxer
He struck at his assailant — a panther-swif;
side-cut. The man's head jerked back ware
and the glass of the buffet caved in before him
Natalie screamed again.
Cecil stepped backward as two others leapec
at him. Without ruffling a hair he tripped on*
on his chin. The other he caught and hurlec
over his shoulder. The leader recovered anc
sprang
his gun.
faster andforkicked
it in theThe
hall.actor's foot was
Old Cyrus was stunned. The thug, who hac
been sent
guarding
him, jumped
Cecil's
Cecil
him sliding
so that heon came
to aback
stop
with his feet in a clock.
China crashed. Chairs flattened. Anothei
thug
seized
Natalie. A kick from Cecil's foot
bent him
double.
Bedlam!
Confusion!
"Get him, fellers! He'll bring th' whole
But there seemed to be no "getting" Cecil.
He picked up the flower bowl, a huge thing o)
glass, and felled the man nearest him. Two
others sprang for him — from opposite sides.
He stepped from the impact and the two came
town." Cyrus bellowed. Natalie screeched.
together.
Three guns belched fire. Out in the kitchens
was a hammering on panels.
A luxurious dining-room was converted into
a mess. The rugs were torn. A chandelier
dangled.
Again and again the mob launched itselj
on Cecil. He batted not an eye. No second
mate on one of Cyrus Keele's clippers ever
laid out five men with such neatness and despatch.
Then Natalie saw the light-switch. Always in
movies the girl saw the light-switch. She
watched for her chance. .
The room was in blackness.
Men cursed. Furniture thumped. Doors
whammed. Old Cyrus Keele was knocked
to his knees.
"Put on them lamps! Give us light!"
Cyrus cried.
HE finally reached the switch himself. The
room was illuminated.
Its wreckage was
complete.
Cecil was standing in the center alone. He
drew a long breath, brushed fluff off his cuffs,
straightened his tie . .
"Boy, " cried Cyrus thickly," — I'm sorry — "
"So am I, sir. A very pleasant dinner was
crudely interrupted. "
"Boy, who taught you t' fight?"
Cecil seemed surprised.
But his lip-smile
returned.
"I told you I couldn't understand,
sir, why a man must be a bruiser in order to be
male. That doesn't mean he need sit supinely
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Photoplay
while a friend's home is invaded by thugsnot retaliate when things liven up."
"But you're — you're — only an actor — !"
"It was pretty good action," the daughter
interposed. "And what else are actors for . . .
but action?"

CYRUS

swallowed hard, "I've— I've— misjudged you, young man. I owe you an

apology."
"It's quite all right," the other said lightly.
"But we've made an awful mess of things,
haven't we? The damage will be heavy—"
"V hell with the damage! I'll see t' that.
I never s'posed a chap as flossie as you looked,
could ever use his dukes t' such glorious advantage. "
Again Cecil's smile. " You don't like actors,
do you, Mr. Keele? Like a great many sopeople, you won't admit that
called practical
furnishing
entertainment to the public is
quite as requisite as furnishing them ships.
After all, each of us have our places in life;
each must contribute his bit to society. It
seems to me it's how well you do your bit, not
what the bit is, that ultimately counts."
"But your poise, son! It was splendid."
"Oh well, you see I play so many movie
scenes of that kind — if you don't know how to
handle yourself in a Rough-and-Tumble, why
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— you simply get hurt. Besides, I was second
lieutenant in the Marines at Chateau Thierry.
And after you've looked into the muzzles of
German howitzers for eighteen months,
ordinary small arms stuck in your face are silly

Freedom

and annoying."
THE chief of detectives scratched his bald
"Another elopement in picture circles, eh?"
he exclaimed as he glanced at his paper.
pate.
"Another millionaire's daughter fallen for a
"Probably
star. " the outcome of that fight," a
picture
sergeant remarked.
"I'm told it was a peach. "
Chief Klune chuckled. Then he grew

m
bodyfroodor

"I often wonder, Mike, should I— or should
pensive.
I not — have told old Cyrus that Black Murphy
poisoned himself on bum hooch with the fixe
hundred we give him — and died the third day
before that raid was pulled off?"
"Then who could the gang have been that
Cecil roughed up?"
"Damned if I know," the detective responded.
"Some o' the local toughs that Murphy's
men blabbed to, I s'pose. What difference
does it make? Cecil sure saved us a lot o' real

work!"
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with doubt and at times disfavor. "They're
too rough," they said. "Too many people fall
downstairs or out of windows, or get shot or run
over. Can't you be funny without being so
rough?" "No," I told them, "I can't. You've
got to get the laughs, haven't you? And then
I'd show them that you couldn't reach the
crowd by refined comedy. If you wanted the
big crowds and the big laughs, you had to have
the stuff a little rough. And, as I say, except
for dressing the actors and the scenes a little
better
there isn't
much tochange."
One today,
of the things
I was somoved
ask at this
point was, slapstick being what it is, was there
any limit to the forms or manifestations of
this humor? And to my surprise, yes, there
was, and is.
"No joke about a mother ever gets a laugh,"
he insisted most dogmatically. "We've tried
that, and we know. You can't joke about a
mother in even the lightest, mildest way. If
you do, the audience sits there cold, and you
get no hand. It may not be angry — we
wouldn't put in stuff about a mother that an
audience could take offense at — but, on the
other hand, it is not moved to laugh— doesn't
want to — and no laughs, no money. So
mothers in that sense are out. You have to use
them for sentiment or atmosphere in burlesque."
"In other words, hats off to the American
mother," I said, thinking of that sterling
epitome of America— Processional. "But not
so with fathers," I added, after a time.
"Oh, fathers," he said dryly. "No. You
can do anything you want to with them.
Father's one of the best butts we have. You
can do anything but kill him on the stage."
"And as for the dear mother-in-law," I inter-

"No quarter for old maids, eh?"

High School Course
can complete
in 2 Years You
this simplified High
AMERICAN

AND here Mr. Sennett interpolated a bit of
reminiscence out of his old Biograph days.
It appears that when he first began to make
comedies in opposition to the melodramas of
the hour, the Biograph chiefs looked on them

jected.
"Better yet. Best of all, unless it is an old
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'/ /
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DR. JEANNE P. H. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue
New York

look at. Today an American comedy audience
seems to want better surroundings or settings.
And if the waiter is of the Ritz or Ambassador
type, and the customer a gentleman in evening
clothes — or a lord — so much the better! But
the spilling of the soup remains the same. It
has to be sort of rough trouble for the other

NOT a cent. A free field and no favors
maid."
where they're concerned. You can do
anything
thisI side
torture
In silence
beganof to
brood and
overgetthea laugh."
human
or inhuman psychology of that, but got nowhere for want of time. After all, Mr. Sennett
was being interviewed, and I had to go on.
"Tell me one thing," I asked. "You used to
act most amusingly. Do you ever act now"No."
adays in your comedies?"
"Any reason?"
"Well, acting isn't my business any more.
You can't direct the activities of a big motion
picture studio and wear grease paint at the
same time. Oh, once in a while I go out on the
stage and show someone how to work out a bit
of business, but never anything more than that.
Most of my time is spent on the stories and
At this point Mr. Sennett s manager contributed the information that the rest of his
employer's time was spent supervising the
direction, editing and titling of the comedies
thatgags."
bear his name.

FROM

PAGE

35 ]

"But years ago, as I understand it, you
wrote nearly all your own slapstick. Is that
"Well, pretty nearly, at first."
"But not any more?"
"Not so much. Oh, once in a while I get an
idea or so — the same as anyone else — and,
when I do, I call a stenographer and dictate it
right?" We have a lot of stages out there to
roughly.
keep going. But I don't know that I can say
that anybody writes 'em. We have a board of
scenario writers now — twelve or fifteen all the
time — and they all work together more or less.
"Whenever anyone has a real idea in the
rough, it goes before that board, and they
thrash it out among themselves. Of course,
everyone sits in on that — myself and everyone
else who wants to. Everyone is absolutely
free to say what he thinks is wrong and without prejudice on anybody's part. In fact,
everybody is encouraged to do that. But once
in a while, even when one of us gets a plot we
think is all right to start with, we can't make it
work. No one can, at times. We have had
plots on which we all worked, for a week or ten
days, without being able to solve some problem
which, if we didn't solve it, ruined the whole
thing. And then, finally, we had to give it up
because it just couldn't be solved.
"COME of these things are more difficult than
'-'you think, and sometimes we even get
superstitious about them and change the spot
on which we are trying to work so as to change
our luck. In fact, it's come to this — that we
have spots, or rooms, or places, which we consider lucky or unlucky. I remember one time,
we had one of these tough problems and we had
moved around from one place to another on the
lot for days, trying to work it out. And finally
I bundled the whole crowd in a car and took
'em away from the lot entirely and out to a new
place on a hill, or rather a mountain top, in
Griffith Park. We had our lunch and our
cigars, but we no sooner got out and settled
than one fellow jumped up, smacked his hands
together and said: 'It's a letter.' What he
meant was that the problem could be solved
with a letter. For weeks after that we went
out on that hill in the hope of getting results in
other cases, but we finally gave it up because
it was kind of far and the results didn't always
And now
I recalled that Mr. Sennett has
warrant
the trips."
always been very much interested in personality— that fascinating something which makes
celebrities out of unknowns. The list of the
subsequently-to-be-famous stars from Chaplin
to Langdon, who, unheralded and unknown,
were first fostered and trained by him, is long.
And so I said:
"You have detected and trained a number
of film geniuses. How do you define that
' something ' that sets a certain-to-be-star apart
from those who do not happen to possess it?"
"I wouldn't know how to define it exactly,"
he replied.
"Then there's no one characteristic that is
common to all beginners who finally reach a
high place and great fame?"

he returned,
maybe one,
after pausing
and yes,"
drumming
on the
WELL,
table, "though some people who don't become
stars
havethatthat,
"And
is?"too."
"A tireless desire to work."
"Is that all?"
"No, not all. There's something else. An
intense interest in their own future or success.
They all have that — if they get over."
"Anything else?"
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"Well, I'll tell you. They have a phrase in
pictures now which everybody uses when they
want to describe the thing you're talking about
— the something that makes a star, as opposed,
say, to the absence of it in someone who can
never hope to be one. They say, 'He's got //'
or 'She's got //.' And the way they emphasize
the word 'It' tells you what they mean. But if
you tried to make them say what they mean by
//,
theybecause
couldn't
And I couldn't
either,
the tell
styleyou.
or expression
of that
// is so different in different people. Take
Douglas Fairbanks now. His //, as I see it, is a
wonderful athletic skill and that laughing,
defiant smile he has, together with the power
to strike an effective and interesting pose. On
the other hand, Chaplin has a nervous, frightened look when he wants to use it and the gift
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them
all." than Chaplin?" I interpolated.
"Greater
"Yes, greater than Chaplin," he replied.
"Well, Langdon suggests a kind of baby weakness that causes everybody to feel sorry for
him and want to help him out. He's terribly
funny to me. On the other hand, Langdon
knows less about stories and motion picture
technique than perhaps any other screen star.
If he isn't a big success on the screen, it will not
be because he isn't funny, but because he
doesn't understand the many sides to picture
production. He wants to do a monologue all
the time; he wants to be the leading lady,
cameraman, heavy and director all in one. So
far in my experience that attitude has never

Perspiration
To destroy the inevitable unpleasant
odor that is naturally akin to excessive
perspiration. This, HECK does safely
and surely, with all disagreeable and
embarrassing inderarm perspiratioo
eliminated by diverting it to other parts
of the body where it more readily
evaporates. Also your cherished garments are saved from perspiration ruin.
HECK is the preferred product of this
kind for women and men who are particular. Atdrug and department stores
everywhere.

fb

of making you feel that he is trying to get away
with something that he shouldn't and yet
making you sympathize with him. Then
Harry Langdon, who I consider the greatest of

The Hcck-Corurd Company, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri
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For full particulars regarding contest
see page 60. If your dealer cannot
supply you with the June and July
Photoplay, just send 50c to Photoplay Magazine, 750 N. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago, and they will be
sent by return mail, or if you prefer to take advantage of our Special

proved successful."
OUR conversation here drifted toward the
finding of the most celebrated of these
funny people. It is thought by some that
Sennett could not have helped Chaplin to fame
and fortune. But to me, the reverse seems
true. He could, or should have been able to.
He is the strong, wise, elemental director and
master, really. There is an impressive and, for
some I am sure, a terrifying force to him. I can
easily see how he could manage fourteen lots
and a hundred comedy stages, if he chose. He
has convictions and the poise that is born of
them. And convictions spring from innate
perception.
But to return. As Mr. Sennett told it, he

Six Months' Contest rate, send $1.25
and we will mail you the June and July
Photoplay and enter your subscription for 4 months, starting with the
September issue (total 6 issues).

What a Subscription
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had in his Keystone Comedy Company, in New
York, at that time a comedian, Ford Sterling.
This Sterling was going to quit him because, as
he expressed it, "he could get more money than
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More than a thousand pictures of photoplayers* and
illustrations of their work and

I could
pay tohim."
"I tried
coax him to stay but there was
nothing doing. Then I remembered a little
Englishman I'd seen one night at Morris'
three-a-day on the American roof. And I sent
around and hired him."
"Charlie Chaplin, you mean?"
"Yes."

pastime.of interesting articles
Scores
about the people you see on
the screen.

"And what about Chaplin? Was he anything like what he is today?"
" Not so different. Of course, we've all had a
lot of experience since then. Chaplin didn't
have that make-up he uses now. That costume
was assembled on my lot out there in Los
Angeles." (By then the Keystone Company
had removed to Los Angeles.) "He tried out
several different make-ups before he found that
one. The first he used was that of a drunk — a
man in evening clothes, with a red nose — the
old stuff, you see. It didn't go very well, in
fact wasn't different enough to give it originality. Then he tried other things — I forget
just what. In those days we used to get on new
make-ups and run around the stage to see if we
could get a laugh from the rest of the gang.
One day Chaplin took a pair of Chester
Conklin's baggy trousers, the small derby that
Roscoe Arbuckle always wore, and the big
shoes which were a part of Ford Sterling's old
makeup. The cane was one of Chaplin's own
props— he always used a cane. Well, as soon
as I saw the get-up, I knew that was it.
"T REMEMBER one thing about Chaplin.
-L He was the most interested person where he
himself, his future, the kind of thing he was
trying to do, was concerned, that I ever knew.
He wanted to work — and nearly all the time.
We went to work at eight o'clock and he was
there at seven. We quit at five, say, or later,
but he'd still be around at six, and wanting to
talk about his work to ,me all the time. The
average actor, as maybe you know, is just an
actor. When it's quitting time, he's through.
His job is done. He's thinking of something
else — -maybe even when he's working — and he
wants to get away so he can attend to it. But
these personality people are different.
"Why, this fellow Chaplin used to fairly
sweat if he thought he hadn't done a thing as
well as he should have. And he was always
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Photoplay
complaining of this, that, and the other — the
kind of director he had, the kind of actors that
worked with him, that his part wasn't big
enough, that he ought to have more stage room
to do the thing the way he wanted to do it.
And when the time came that he could see the
film of the day's work, he was always there,
whereas, most of the others in the picture would
never come around. And if anything in the
run didn't please him, he'd click his tongue or
snap his fingers and twist and squirm. 'Now,
why did I do that that way? What was the
matter with me, anyhow? So and so (the
director) should have caught that. Heavens,
it's terrible. There's always something wrong.'
"/^HAPLIN'S one fellow who has to work
^--'alone, and alone he works."
"And,"of the
he same
went sort.
on, "Harry
another
He came Langdon
to me fouris
or five years ago and I picked him for a sure
thing. About the same case as Chaplin — same
temperament — only I think him the greater
artist."
"Why?"
"A wider range of emotions and so a wider
appeal."
I took the matter under silent critical examination.
"And in Langdon the same restless energy
and criticism of everything. Why, nothing
was ever right, because, like Chaplin, he had
his own ideas, exactly, of how everything
should be done. And he didn't want to be
interfered with, although, of course, he was
there under contract and had to take direction
from others."
"Are women stars more or less difficult than
men to handle — -artistically or commercially?"
I here interpolated.
"Less so, for me, I think. I can't speak for
anyone else. They may be more temperamental at times in regard to this point and that
— things of no great consequence artistically or
practically — but they're not so eager to run
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things all alone. They 'troop' better. Most
often you can hold them by showing them that
you're
trying to do the best you can under the
circumstances.
"Gloria Swanson had one of the most delightful personalities of any girl on ourlotwhen
she played in our comedies. Besides being
sincere and conscientious and a hard worker,
she had charm that attracted the admiration of

c
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everyone
with her."of, or
It must who
havecamebeenin contact
twenty minutes
after, for here we both paused and rested. And
then, after a time, we came back to the matter
of humor in connection with women — whether
they had it to the same degree as men —
whether there were as many humorous or
witty or waggish women as men. Decidedly
not, thought Mr. Sennet t, and some difference
in the sexes must account for it. Yet now and
then, as he explained, there appeared the real
woman wag or wit, and how excellent she was.
Instantly he cited Mabel Normand, and after
her Louise Fazenda, and then Polly Moran.
Distinctly they had humor. And, in the case
of Mabel Normand, it was so elusive and yet so
real that while you knew it was there, yet you
could scarcely say where it was. Why, that
girl could walk down the aisle of a church, in
the midst of services, and without offense to
anybody, and without any outward sign of any
kind that you could definitely point to, could
body.
get
a laugh, or at least a smile, and from everyI" DON'T know what it is," he interjected
■*■ here. "Tor the life of me I couldn't tell you
how or why. But she can do it. And Louise
Fazenda can almost do it. As for all the other
women I know, mostly you have to create
humor for them. It isn't inside. They can
get it over if you drill them, but unless you do
they haven't so much to offer — and that goes
for
some to
whosayarewho.)
pretty fair in pictures." (He
declined
"I was just thinking of a nice woman we had
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Mack Sennett and his mother.
Theodore Dreiser tells you, in
this story, how Sennett constructed a special entrance to his home
for her — a splendid tribute to his mother
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protest sometimes because she didn't always
like it." (And all this in connection with what
I was just saying.) "Well, we got up a part in
which she had to wear a big red wig and a
cauliflower ear." And here he went off into
another low chuckle that would bring anyone
to laughing.

it your idea or someone else's — that of organizing and sending such a group around? And
was she a purely commercial proposition, likely
to bring in hard cash, as someone has charged,

"What a shame!" I said, thinking of the
hard-working, self-respecting actress.

Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in spare
time. Practical work. No text bonks.
Old established school. Low tuitionEasy terms. Send for free booklet of
interesting information.
>Page-Davis School of Advertising
Dept.283 - C 36°* Mich. Av.. Chicago

or an artistic idea to you?"
He paused to think and finally replied:
" Nothing so definite as either. Everyone likes
to look at a beautiful girl. It sort of helps out
the days, doesn't it? Besides, in the kind of
burlesque comedy I was doing, there had to be
a relief in the form of beauty of some sort.
There's no chance for sentiment in the kind of
thing we do— or very little. You can't have a
girl stick her toe in a brook and make moon
eyes at a boy across the way in a burlesque.
Mostly— especially in the old days— it was
sorta rough, and we had to have something or
someone as a contrast, so I thought of sticking
in a pretty girl or two— the prettier the better."
"And that's all there was to it?"

KNOW," he replied. "It was sort of
rough." And he laughed again. "But we
couldn't let her off." And into that line I read
the very base and cornerstone of that ribald
Rabelaisian gusto and gaiety that has kept a
substantial part of America laughing with him
all of these years. Slapstick vigor — the burlesque counterpart of sentiment — the grotesquely comic mask set over against the tragic.
Sennett is obviously the artist who takes
delight in developing latent possibilities in
screen aspirants. For he now began to tell me
"Y\7ELL, nearly all. Of course, then the
of others in this grotesque field in whose future
vv business grew and we had a lot of them
he had the greatest faith. One of these is a
around, somehow the idea of bathing pictures
youth by the name of Eddie Quillan, now workcame up. I suppose we did a lot of those comedies by the sea, with bathing girls in them, being for him, of whom he said: "Now, there's a
cause they made a pretty picture. And then I
boy who should make good." (That unquenchable enthusiasm for developing talent.)
suppose someone on a newspaper first called
"What makes you think so?" I said.
them 'Bathing Beauties.' But pretty soon,
just the same, there she was, labeled. And
"Well, he has talent. He is enthusiastic, and
he has a line of his own. Just like every other
pretty soon after that, it became 'Mack Senfellow that gets over, he likes to work and he
nett's Bathing Beauties' because I was almost
criticizes himself. The more I see of his work,
the only comedy producer in the field who used
them. And I had the most of them. Well,
the more sure I am he is going to be a success."
He then spoke of a girl, Madeline Hurlock,
when an idea like that catches on, and you see
who gave no particular promise of stardom at
that the general public is interested, you'd be
first.
dumb if you didn't see what to do about it. I
don't know now whether I or someone else
"I tried her out," he said, "and most of us
were puzzled at first because we put her in one
suggested getting the girls together and sending
them around one season— I think it was one of
thing and another and she didn't seem to do
the first distributing agents here in New York
anything. Just stood around, as far as we
could see. And we thought she was a total
that first thought of it— but anyhow, it finally
loss, or I did. But after a while we began to looked to be the thing to do and we did it."
hear from exhibitors. They showed interest in
"You did it, you mean."
her — liked her personality — asked who she was.
"Well, I agreed to let it be done."
Then I began to understand that there was
"And created a more striking thing than the
something about the way she did stand around,
"You
think so?"
perhaps, that was interesting to the public —
her poise. So I began to surround her with the
"I do."
kind of material that would bring her out. And
"Thanks. Of course, there was criticism.
Follies."always is where
she herself, the more she becomes used to this
There
a lot of pretty girls are
work, is developing characteristics and stunts
used in a public way like that. Besides, human
which are certain to make her into a sure-fire
beings will be human beings and in the old
days when the business was new there wasn't
personality
she keeps
on."
"Another ifstar?"
I said.
as much restraint as there is now. Couldn't
be. Things were too disorganized — too many
"T THINK so," he replied. "And then," he
things to do and think of. And, of course,
■*■ went on, that same light of the creator as
there was talk whenever a girl cut up a little, or
well as discoverer in his eye, "we have a kid — a ran away and got married. And there always
baby girl — whose mother brought her in to me
will be undesirables show up in every line of
— Mary Ann Jackson. Hundreds and hunwork, even among girls. But today we don't
dreds of babies are brought in to be tried out,
stand for them. We want nice girls— the kind
but it's just like it is in everything else — one
of girls who live at home. And what's more,"
stands out and another doesn't and we were
and here he grew quite emphatic, "we give
lucky enough in her case to find a baby we
them every chance of leading just the sort of
think is going to develop into a national
life that the public respects. And I guess the
celebrity. I am not saying that because these
public knows it, for there's very little criticism
people are connected with me, because new
personalities are coming up everywhere. I of any kind any more. Mostly we're looking
for the girl of ambition and with talent, espealways notice that as one personality passes
cially where she'spretty— theone who wants to
into oblivion, there's always another comes
get somewhere — and when you get that kind
you find girls who can look out for themselves,
along somewhere."
"And you think you have three of 'em?" I
asked.
and want to — they don't need watching."
"Well,
yes,still
that's
what Ithethink,"
replied.
But
there
remained
Mack he
Sennett
of
the bathing beauty fame to interpret and I
wanted to talk of that, to say nothing of the
beauty herself, as a national and even international feature — the only successful rival, as I
see it, to Mr. Ziegfeld and his Follies Girls that
has ever appeared in America or elsewhere.
And so I said: "And now what about your
bathing beauties, Mr. Sennett? What have

967 The Arcade
Cleveland, Ohio
Not for sale in stores
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"Nothing wrong with it," I replied. "Didn't
I pay a special admission price the time you
sent your group around the country? But was

;i
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out there at the studio." He laughed at this
point. "Good actress, too. Played crazy
parts that we created for her, but did it under

T_TIS manner indicated that he had said all he
■*■ J-could think of in regard to the bathing
beauty and I could think of no further phase of
her to discuss. However, there was another
thing that interested me — a comment he had
made on the everyday actor as such — the one
without much talent or ambition, yet whom he
uses in numbers, and so I said: "What about
the average actor — you who love the potential

you to say for that as an idea — artistic or other-

star"Oh,
so much?"
him," he said reminiscently. "Well,
he's all right. I shouldn't really say anything
"Well, what's wrong with it? " he countered.
about him, for, after all, he is what he is, and
And
one could see the ancient "Irish" in him
simmer.
he can't help it, and what's more, he's useful —
wise?"
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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very. The only trouble with him as far as his
own future is concerned is that he's lazy — or if
not that, then he feels no call or inspiration to
do do
anything
more how
than tojust
to
or is shown
do. the thing he's told
"I've employed a lot of them in my time,
and there's no essential difference in the temperament ofany of them.
"Sometimes I have to laugh when I think of
these people, and sometimes I'm sorry for
them, for here they are, with the same opportunities as Chaplin, Langdon, Harold Lloyd,
Fairbanks, Pickford, Swanson — anybody — and
they do just what they have to do and no more.
They arc easily satisfied. They do not know the
restlessness and discontent that is forever eating at the heart of the real artist. Nor do they
ever experience the bubbling enthusiasm and
burning ambition and unshakable optimism of
the fellow who gets there. The difference between the ordinary actor and the artist might
be compared to the difference between an adult
and a child; the adult, prosaic, practical,
working from necessity, and rather disillusioned.
"The artist — the child — a gypsy, curious,
impractical, enthusiastic, a tireless worker at
the work he loves, idealistic, never knowing
quiet and contentment.
"Well, I guess the average actor is just a
tradesman, working at his trade; he might as
well punch a clock with the carpenters and
mechanics.
YOU say to one of them, 'Well, you have to
be a fireman today. Here's the part.' And
they'll take it and get instructions as to about
what's wanted. Then they'll dress it and put
in the usual funny stuff about a fireman — the
stuff they know or thought of years before. But
anything new? No! Or very little — so little
that it doesn't make any real difference in their
standing from year to year. Yet you know
always that whatever you give them to do
they'll do well enough, but that's all. Just so
they get by. And after that, well, they're
thinking just like any clerk — or nearly so — of
what time it is. Maybe they have a wife and
kids, as most of them have — and they live in
some neighborhood where they know everybody and go to parties or dinner, or to church,
or to lodge-meeting at night. Or maybe it's
some real estate deal they're interested in and
thinking of at the very time they're working,
playing those crazy roles. Yet any one of them
with a spark of fire could step out of the ranks
and begin to attract general attention. But
they haven't got it.
"And it isn't their fault. /Theycan'tgetit.
They weren't born with that urge that makes
the artist work his head off all day, then think
and talk and play his work the rest of the
time."
And here he went off into one of those still,
contemplative moods, laying his chin in one of
his interesting, forceful hands, and thinking, as
well he might.
And lastly there was the matter of Mr.
Sennet t himself — his present "right now"
mood in regard to himself and his work. For
back of this grey, somewhat carelessly dressed
man, as I could feel, and even see by his
manner, was his fortune of at least fifteen
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millions. And world-wide fame for his name.
And his big studio in Los Angeles, with its
many big stages, to say nothing of companies.
And on a mountain, which he is having cut off
at the very top in order to give himself sky
space and field breadth, a great house. And
his old Irish-Canadian mother, as I understand,
is to have a special entrance in this grand house,
so
that with
she won't
be compelled
contact
the crowd
he must to
evercome
meet.in
A charming, sensitive touch, that. And so
I said:
" A ND now, what of the future, Mr. Sennett?
■*»-Any special developments?"
"No, none in particular that I see at the
moment. Of course business conditions are
changing. We produce more and more films.
The public taste is changing.
"They want better dressed comedians —
fewer axes and the like of that, maybe. But
apart from that . . ."
"Are you as much interested in comedy as
"Just as much — yes — maybe more so."
"Never get weary of it all?"
"Oh, I won't say that. For a few minutes,
ever?"
maybe, at times. Not so much longer."
" Haven't ever a desire to get away for a long
time
and rest?"
"Well,
sometimes I think I have. But I
soon get over it. If anything, the game gets
more interesting to me. I can scarcely stay
away from the studio. Take this particular
trip. I did think I'd like to come here and stay
three months or so for a rest or change somehow.
"But here I am — only here three or four
weeks and anxious to get back. Habit, maybe.
"You might call it a bad one — my ruling
weakness or sin. Well, that's the way it is."
He smiled amusedly and I could see so clearly
in his face his love for his work. He will die
making comedies.
But here I added by way of finis:
"You don't intend to try any more melodrama, Isuppose?"
"Oh, I don't know. Imay . . ." helaughed.
"Or dramas?
Or tragedies?"
" No tragedies. That's your game. You can
"Andit."as for bathing beauties?"
have
"Well, when the public gets tired of looking
at attractive women . . ."
He stirred, and I rose.
Together we strolled out into the lobby of
the Ambassador.
Already a telegram or two for him — a boy
with a letter.
"If you want to, and will, come out and stay
around the lot for three weeks or a month, and
see for yourself. I'll throw everything open to
you. You can look around the stages and
make friends with the actors and directors, sit
in on the comedy-building conferences, interview anybody you like — even me — go out to
the homes of those who work for me and see
how they live.
"It's an interesting world, and it might
make a book . . ."
"Or a Mack Sennett comedy," I replied.
"Or a Mack Sennett comedy," he repeated.
The interview was over.

yi^u retain your
poise under these. conditions? A
smart bathing suif . . . bright sunlight .\and
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frightened gesture. "It is enough to say I
needed someone to help me. This man loved
me; he was a lawyer. We were married. My
boy is four. I do not know whether I bring
him to this country. His father also loves
him."
According to the Russian law she already is
divorced because of a more-than-two-year separation. To comply with the American regu-
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lations she has sent to the Russian consul in
Paris for a divorce statement. When this is
recorded in the American courts she will be
free to marry.
Three languages, a well-trained voice, a
capable painter of small subjects; a master of
all of the arts of Russian housekeeping. And —
on the screen — a temptress, an epitome of
Russian seduction and temptation.
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What Happens to Fan Mail?
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A clause that is finding its way into 'stellar
contracts nowadays requires producers to bear
the expense of fan mail.
A short time ago Mary Brian's future was
under discussion. Paramount was considering
her release. Upon investigating her fan mail,
however, it was discovered that she received
as many letters as Bebe Daniels. College
students particularly were interested in her,
and women who wanted to mother her. Upon
the basis of her fan mail, therefore, it was decided to take her out of the Beery-Hatton
comedies and promote her as a featured player
with stardom in the offing.

■""THE star's idea of the value of fan mail is
x set forth by Richard Barthelmess. "I
think," says Dick, "that my fan mail is a truer
gauge of what the public wants of me, and a
more dependable thermometer of the quality
of my work than any press criticism. After all,
the public who write fan letters are the final
judges and it is for them that we create our
Clara Bow expresses herself regarding the
pictures.as" follows: "I only wish that I could
matter
answer personally every letter I receive. Of
course, the fans know I can't do that, but I
would if it were possible. I'd like to accept
every invitation to parties and dances that
comes to me through the mails, but studio
work is incessant, with little time for vacation
or leisure. I like to hear from the boys and
girls in school, what they are planning to do
with their lives, what sort of pictures they want
to see me in. I love to hear from women and
from business men, for they are candid
critics. A star's work is her greatest interest,
and constructive criticism is helpful. Then,
too, women stars like to feel that their correspondence isintimate. After all, the pictures
that are most appealing are those with a love
interest; the same can be said of fan mail."
OHARLES ROGERS says/The biggest thrill
^-'I have received since working in pictures is
the fan mail. I have kept the very first one
sent to me in New York when I entered the
Paramount Picture School. I like to hear from
boys, young boys, about their athletics, about
their schools or colleges. I wish I could know
every person who takes the trouble to write me
a letter. By the way, tell the fans I want to
know if they like the sort of pictures I work in."
In order to get a comprehensive idea of the
cost of fan mail, consider the case of Clara
Bow, receiving approximately 1200 letters a
day. To answer them costs in stamps alone
$750 per month. Envelopes come to $300;
photographs, $900; cardboard protectors for
the photographs, $150; secretarial help and incidental expense, $450. Thus the total cost is
$2550 per month. In other words, you could
buy a very fine automobile every month for
what Clara Bow's fan mail costs.
In some cases, fans who write for pictures
enclose coin or stamps. The feeling prevails
among the players that if the public realized
the expense of answering fan mail, more money
would be forthcoming with photo requests.
The type of fan letter that appeals most to
the stars is the one that gives them constructive
criticism.
Here is a letter to Charles Rogers, from a
college girl, and he feels that it is the ideal fan
letter:
Dear Mr. Rogers:
I have been watching you since I saw
"Fascinating Youth," and wish to congratulate you on your splendid progress.
You have learned how to bring out the best
points of your personality, especially boyishness.
American youth, as in "My Best Girl,"
is your best role. Your role in "Get Your
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Man" was not suited to you, though you
did very well in it.
I would like to see you as a college
student. Being one myself, I think you
could play it realistically.
I enclose a quarter with the usual request. Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
Miss No Name.
And incidentally, Charles Rogers is a college
student in his next.
A LL of which reminds us of Billie Dove.
^-Conscientious indeed is Billie regarding her
fan letters. To her, each is a treasure. Very
often she takes great batches of them home
and cons them over during the evening. On
her last birthday, May fourteenth, the Dove
fans remembered Billie with hundreds of cards.
These she took home as personal remembrances
and showed them to all her friends.
It is not surprising, of course, that Billie's
admirers
mention her beauty. Rare indeed is
the letter that omits it.
"I think the greatest joy in life," she says,
"comes from friendships. We in pictures
make thousands of friends, yet never
come in
contact with them except by mail. Personally
I get a glow of pride and satisfaction from the
letters that come to me from all parts of the
So often the writers of fan letters express
fear that their missives will be thrown away
before being read.
In the following letter
to Billie from London, that feeling is shown:
Dear " Miss Dove:
world.
I do not know whether you are interested
to hear what people think of your work —
I hope that you are, but it is quite probable
that your waste basket is filled with just
such missives . . .
Never fear that a communication beginning
like that finds its way to a waste basket!
Although First National does not receive
the avalanche of letters that engulfs Paramount, yet the 55,000 or more communications
that go to their stars each month make necessary afan mail division. Into this department all the star mail goes, and seven secretaries segregate it. Many conferences with
the stars are required before its final disposition, and these usually occur on the set.
_ About
per for
cent photographs
of a star's mail
sists ofninety
requests
andconof
"thank-you" notes for pictures received.
Filling requests for pictures is, of course, simple.
The name of the writer is copied on a sticker,
the sticker is pasted on an envelope in which a
photograph is enclosed and presto! the post
office does the rest.
"pOR
who ishave
been in
public
■»- eye, stars
fan mail
not solong
valuable
as the
a gauge
of
popularity. Fan interest is always lively in
newcomers. People want to know all about
them; whether they are human; whether they
possess qualities similar to those which they
themselves possess; whether star-dust has in
it the same ingredients that make up the
formulae for just plain folks. And they write,
therefore, to get acquainted.
It is interesting to know what affects fan
mail. Just before Christmas it always grows
lighter. Also there is a lull in a star's mail
if she stays off the screen. It is astonishing
how quickly the public forgets its idols. A
good picture always sends fan mail soaring,
and publicity likewise peps it up. Publicity
value was convincingly demonstrated in the
case of Clara Bow's life story in Photoplay.
More than 2.000 new letters were added to the
Bow bag, and comments such as the following
were innumerable:
"In 'Photoplay Magazine' there was a
wonderful life story of you. Clara, that life
story has won you many admirers."

Photoplay
At First National, Colleen Moore stands
next to Billie Dove in point of fan popularity.
At present, Colleen receives an average of
20,000 letters a month. Of these, 15,000 are
requests for photographs. For the past five
years, Colleen has never received less than
15,000 letters in any one month — a significant
indication of the fixed place she holds in the
cinema sun.
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

leads First

National's
male thousand
contingent,letters
receiving
between six and seven
a month.
And his picture, "The Patent Leather Kid,"
demonstrated how effective the screen may
become as an indirect sales agent, and also
how responsive the public is to this influence.
Dick was chewing gum in many scenes, and
thereafter half the juvenile population of the
country it seemed, wrote him letters. In fact,
fifty of the kids included sticks of gum with
their letters.
If fan mail is any criterion, Barthelmess
draws his clientele largely from the staid
business men of the country. Recently he
received a fan letter from a big corporation
president in the East, from which the following paragraph is quoted:
"The intelligent characters you portray
have a far greater appeal for me than the
silly romantic stuff generally dealt out by so
many other stars. I like your work, and
somehow I like you, my boy, and I hope
you continue your very fine work."
Note the "my boy."
That phrase runs
through the letter and there is a feeling that
in this executive's imagination, Dick is somewhat like a son — perhaps like a son that he
lost, or even like a son that never lived, except in his dreams.
OF all the stars in pictures, probably none
is the namesake of so many babies as
Corinne Griffith. Never a Griffith mail arrives
but what there very likely will be news of
another Corinne. "And," says Miss Griffith,
"it's a thing of which I'm very proud."
First National's fan figures tell an interesting story regarding the number of letters
various film luminaries receive. On May first
the tally was as follows: Mary Astor, 2,642;
Richard Barthelmess, 7.349; Maria Corda, 494.
(This star received more letters before "Helen
of Troy" was released than after, indicating
that possibly she was over-publicized.) Billie
Dove, 31,128; Corinne Griffith, 1,982. (A case
of a star's mail being low on account of her
absence from the screen and bad pictures.)
Larry Kent, 1,693; Jack ^Mulhall,
1,781.
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(Mulhall is 2,000 under the previous month,
because of no pictures showing.) Charles
Murray, 601. (A grand actor, but with no sex
appeal; therefore no mail from the ladies!)
Dorothy Mackaill, 1,618; Molly O'Day, 1,964;
Thelma Todd, 1,548; Alice White, just elected
to stardom, 1,688; (this figure should shoot
upward because of new pictures and publicity).
Going back to Paramount, let us look in
upon Richard Dix who devotes himself
studiously to his fan mail. You are apt to
come across Dix on the set dictating to his
secretary. One of the first things he asked
when he attained the convalescent stage after
his recent operation was, "How is my fan
T^\IX derives great pleasure from personal
-1-^letters.
For several months a Los Angeles
mail?"
girl wrote him twice a week, about biscuits,
breakfast, and daily routine. Dix got to looking forward to these letters. Then one came
saying there would be no more letters, that
she had reached the point where she watched
too eagerly for the postman and that she
would write no more. And she didn't. Then
Dix began to watch for the postman. He has
kept those letters, and if he knew her address,
his secretary would take no more dictation
to that fan.
Charlie Chaplin, called a genius by the
critics, seems always to do the unexpected.
Would you believe that he, of all people,
watches his fan mail closely? Regarding it,
he says, "Some of my most constructive
criticism is derived through the medium of
fan letters." At present he receives about
5,600 a month, mostly from children who want
his picture as he looked in "The Circus."
At the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, the
mail situation is peculiar in that some stars
handle their own correspondence while others
have contracts requiring the company to do it.
Whether the company or the star handles the
letters, however, much personal mail must be
taken up with the star.
JOHN GILBERT heads the fan mail list at
JM.-G.-M. In the past month his mail had
climbed from five to six thousand letters, due,
he says, to the interest Photoplay has
aroused with his life story.
Next to Gilbert is Marion Davies, averaging 5,500 each month. Then comes Norma
Shearer with 5,000; Ramon Novarro with 4,800;
Greta Garbo with 4,500; Joan Crawford with
4,000, and William Haines with 4,000.
The remainder of the M.-G.-M. stars
each receive less than 4,000 letters per month.

A Glorious Adventure
with

IPAMRIS
MODES

Isn't there a bit of the artist in you?
Don't you long to test out your own good
taste in clothes upon your many friends?
Most women do, but only the fortunate
ones have this joyous opportunity.
Perhaps you can be among these fortunate ones. Perhaps you can become an
Olovnit Style Counsellor and know the
thrill of visiting friends — constantly widening your circle — advising on dress and displaying charming Shaughnessy creationsin —
Frocks
Lingerie
Silk Dresses
Wash Dresses
Sports Wear
Men's Socks
Men's Shirts Men's Underwear
Olovnit Style Counsellors set the fashion in
their community, increase their budget for
pleasures, and know what financial independence means.
There are still a few territorial openings for Style
Counsellors in ihe great Shaughnessy organization.
Our booklet, will tell you many secrets about, this
fascinating adventure!

Shaughnessy Knitting Company
Watertown, New York
Shaitghnkssy Knitting Company,
Watertown, New York.
Gentlemen:
Please enter my name for consideration as an
Olovnit Style Counsellor in my community and send
me, without obligation, full information.
Name .

It requires three secretaries to take care of Clara Bow's mail.
All
day long these girls read nothing but praise of Clara.
And yet they
still like their young boss.
The girls are, from left to right, Mary
Hurley, Glenna Stringham and Kathryn Ehlen
When jou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Street .
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Ruptured 38 Years
Is This a Miracle?
A Sudden Strain at the Age of Twelve — Thirty-Eight
Years of Pain and Discomfort — Now
at Fifty He Gets Relief.

THE experience of thousands proves
that this man's case is not a miracle !
For a new kind of support known as
"Magic Dot" is now sealing ruptures, often
of many years' standing. Cumbersome
pads, springs and straps that often prevent
a cure are done away with. Instead, a
light, flesh-soft padlet that actually
"breathes air" permits you to run, jump and
exercise without fear. Users report they
have forgotten they are wearing it, since
Magic Dot weighs only i-25th ounce. The
inventor will now send it io your home
without putting you under obligation to
wear it. See it first, then decide. Mail
coupon immediately for details of this astonishing no-risk offer. We'll send also an
illustrated description and a clever free sample of Airtex.
No obligation. Address
I

NEW

SCIENCE

INSTITUTE

<

7550 Clay St.
Steubenville, Ohio j
Without obligation send illustrated description of I
Magic Dot and Free sample of Airtex.
Name
Address
State

Cily.

(Print Address and Be Sure of Reply)

Stops perspiration
and
body
odors
instantly
Amazingly different! Dew can be used at any time,
day or night. Apply a few drops as you dress, allow
it to dry. and wipe off any excess with a damp cloth.
Perspiration and body odors stop instantly.
Put on your choicest afternoon frock or loveliest
evening gown immediately after applying Dew. For
when these simple directions are followed. Dew is
stainless and harmless to delicate fabrics and sensitive skins. Dew is an excellent deodorant for sanitary pads.
All department stores and drug stores have Dew
pr
can
bottles. get it for you in the attractive fifty-cent
Geo. C. V. Fesler Co., St. Louis, U. S. A.

IDE

CRY/TAL
INSTANT

PURE
DEODORANT
NONPERXPIRANT
Spanish Designed
Embroidered Shawls
A reproduction from an
original Spanish Shawl in
Crepe de Chine all colors.
Black, Peach. Coral. White,
Rose. etc. 18 inch silk
fringes, size 52x52.
0$ 795

WriU for dctcriptize booklet.
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Subscribe
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for PHOTOPLAY.
Handy

Blank

The Paramount Studio has a private post-office. It handles
375,000 pieces of mail each month. According to postal department records, this compares with offices in such cities as Santa
Ana, Calif., Pueblo, Colo., Topeka, Kans., or Syracuse, N. Y. To
the left is Harvey Pugh, Paramount postmaster
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On May first their standings were: Rcnee
Adoree, 3,733; George K. Arthur, 1,408;
Lionel Barrymore, 501; John Mack Brown,
1,321; Lon Chaney, 1,241; Lew Cody, 1,483;
Marceline Day, 1,012; Karl Dane, 951; (note
the difference between Dane and the dapper
Arthur. A lack of feminine interest in the
great Dane is the answer.) Ralph Forbes,
1,102; Gwen Lee, 814; Tim McCoy, 1,000;
(mostly from city girls who yearn for dash and
danger and life and love, and the canter after
the cattle). Polly Moran, 300; Conrad Nagel,
500; Aileen Pringle, 1,106; Dorothy Sebastian,
850.
[" EW CODYclaims
the distinction
the a most
-'-'loyal
fan in the world,
a bellboyof in
San
Francisco hotel. He has written Lew an average of one letter a week for six years. He
always sends all the newspaper clippings he can
get together in which Lew's name appears, even
obtaining papers from cities all over the
country from guests who read "hometown"
papers. He has gone so far as to appoint
himself cinema critic for the star, and advises
him what films released would be best to see.
And most unusual of all, he has never asked
Lew for an autographed picture.
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell each receive an average of 10,000 letters a month.
And Edmund Lowe's mail runs 3,400 per
month, mostly from elderly women and little
girls. His character roles, such as Sergeant
Quirt
in "What
Price Glory" have added
materially
to his popularity.
Since "A Girl in Every Port," Victor
McLaglen's mail has gone up tremendously.
In one week recently, he received 6,000 letters!
— a record equalled only once by Charles
Rogers. He has not yet recovered sufficiently
from the shock to know just what he will do.
His letters come from all sorts of people who
want him to keep on playing the rough and
tumble character with the tender heart.
George O'Brien gets "gobs" and "gobs" of
letters from the fleet. The boys on the bounding main remember that during the war,
George, the "boxing sailor," was just a gob
like the rest of 'em. He is the only Fox star
who employs a secretary on the lot.
Little Sally Phipps' letters come mostly
from girls and college lads. Her severest
criticisms relate to her lingerie pictures — fans
were shocked at her "undress."
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Letters to Sammy Cohen express delight at
the laughs his films provoke. One man claims
Sammy cured him when the doctors failed.
Madge Bellamy can always tell where
her pictures are showing, by the letters that
come from various sections of the world. "Silk
Legs" brought her a thousand letters in one
day, and hosiery manufacturers all over the
world congratulated her on her ability as a
hosiery saleswoman — the part she played in
the picture. All of which proves once more
that the screen does sell.
The one star whose fan mail remains constant is Mary Pickford. Mary's mail once
exceeded that of any other star, but that was
in the days when after-dinner speakers
boasted that the industry was in its infancy.
The fact remains, however, that she has maintained unswerving popularity for more than
fifteen years. She receives 14,000 letters a
month between pictures, and this number has
been known to double when one of her productions isat the crest of its run.
Douglas Fairbanks does not, of course,
receive any such amount of fan mail as MistressMary. Nevertheless, he ranks well up among
masculine screen stars, having taken an unprecedented spurt in the past month which
brought the number of letters he receives from
two thousand a month to two thousand a
week. Just what occasioned this correspondence leap, which in itself is typically Fairbanksian, is difficult to ascertain, unless it be that
"The Gaucho" is now at the height of its run
and that Doug and Mary are much in the
public eye on account of current activities.
T^OLORES DEL RIO is the recipient of an
-'-'average monthly mail of 15,000 letters.
She employs two secretaries, one of whom
speaks several Latin languages, thus enabling
her to handle letters from Mexico, Argentine,
Brazil, Chile, Peru, Cuba and other Latin
countries.
Every star on the screen receives gifts from
the fans. Laura La Plante at Universal is
called "The Gift Girl" because she receives so
many presents through the mail. The most
expensive present that ever arrived in Hollywood, however, went to Dolores del Rio. It
was a diamond worth $1,000, sent by a gentleman admirer in Norway. The insurance
alone for transportation was $25.
One of Laura La Plante's most devoted fans

Photoplay
is a Princeton lad. She answered his first
letter, because it was so exceptional, explaining, however, that she could not undertake
an extensive correspondence campaign. He
replied that he realized this, but stated, nevertheless, that he would write once a month.
When Laura went a-honeymooning to New
York with her husband, William A. Seiter, the
boy from Princeton paid them a visit, and
Laura says he's a nice boy, too. His monthly
letter is only one of 3,000 that come to Laura
from the four corners of the earth.
Reginald Denny receives about 2,300 letters
a month, most of them from England and the
British Colonies. Like Doug Fairbanks,
Denny's
fans are the athletic type, both men
and
women.
THE
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summer's spotlight
;lti
n!
is on your
And if there are blackheads, open pores, roughened patches from sunburn, stubborn "shine,"
disfiguring freckles — inactive creams and lotions
are of no avail !
To quickly, lastingly normalize an imperfect skin, there is but one choice, the specialized
scientific, beauty-builders of HELENA RUBINSTEIN, renowned Beauty Scientist.

Summer Beauty Guide
Sunburn — Irritation
Valaze Healing Balm — Quickly soothes,
1.75.
cools and heals irritated, sunburned skins.

Three Steps to Beauty
Essentia! to every s\in all the year round
Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream — the basis
of beauty — cleanses the skin immaculately,
molds away the "drawn look"- — cools,
smooths, softens, protects. Unsurpassed for
average skins, and a unique cream cleanser
positively beneficial to oily or pimpled
skin. 1.00. Valaze Cleansing and Massage
Cream — specially recommended for very
dry, sensitive skins. 75c, 1.25.
Valaze Beautifying Skinfood — the skinclearing masterpiece ■— purifies, refines,
bleaches. Unsurpassed for sallowness and
light freckles. 1.00. Should be part of every
woman's daily regimen.
Valaze Skin-Toning Lotion — firms tissues,
removes fine lines. 1.25. Use Skin-Toning
Lotion Special for dry, sensitive skins. 1.25.

Hal Roach Studio assumes responsibility for such mail as is addressed to "Our
Freckles and Tan
Gang," and the individuals of this fun fraValaze Freckle Cream — unequalled as a
ternity take care of all letters personally
bleach
for
stubborn
tan and freckles. 1.50.
addressed. The gang as a whole gets 10,000
letters a month, and Farina, who lends color
Valaze Sunproof Cream — makes the skin
immune to sunburn, freckles, tan. 1.00,2.00.
to the group, receives most; Phil Cobb, the fat
lad, is a close second, and Pete, the dog, is
Blackheads — Oiliness — Large Pores
Valaze Blackhead and Open Pore Paste
third. Phil, by the way, is a woman-hater and
"don't want no letters from girls."
Special — a gently penetrative washing
Whenever a Harold Lloyd picture is at the
preparation which removes blackheads and
height of its run, the horn-rimmed comedian
other impurities and induces the pores to
receives as many as 12,000 letters per month,
contract normally. 1.00.
mostly compliments on his work or suggestions
Valaze Liquidine — this remarkable creation
for gags. Never yet, however, has he gotten a
instantly a removes
oiliness finish.
and "shine"
and
usable gag. Occasionally a note of tragedy
imparts
most flattering
Absolutely
essential to good grooming. 1.50.
finds its way into the fun-maker's mail. Such
as the following letter from Bulgaria:
To heighten and protect beauty, always use Valaze Powders, Rouges,
Dear Mr. Lloyd:
Valaze Scientific
For individual
Lipsticks— the most flattering makeup, and the purest! i.ooto 5.50
beauty analysis,
Before receiving your photograph I had
■without
charge,
Beauty Preparations and Makechosen the place in my room which was
write to Helena
dispensed
supposed to be occupied by it, but now all
Rubinstein at her
at theup are
better
stores
New York Salon,
those plans are gone.
describing your
by trained and
visers.
It's because we were surprised by a
skin and hair.
competent adterrible earthquake. In seven minuteD we
8 East 57th Street, New York
were ruined.
Dept. P8.
paris
Boston
Philadelphia
Chicago
Detroit
Newark
LONDON
When I first wrote you, I was a happy
and rich girl, but now nothing remains.
Our home is level with the earth. Now we
sleep under the open sky, helpless. But I |
Size 16x20 inches
thank you for the picture.
Sincerely,
Same price for fall length
or bast form, groups, land*
(Name deleted.)
scapes,
pet animals,
or enlargements
of any etc.,
part
Some of the most interesting fan mail that
of group
picture.
return of your
own Safe
original
photo
guaranteed.
comes to Hollywood is received by Rin-TinSEND NO MONEY £$S$gfit£,
Tin.
About
8,000 letters a month
reach
and within a week yon will receive your beautiRinty, and his master spends around $800 to
ful life-Hkeenlargement. size 16x20 in., guaranteed fadeless.
Pay order
postmanand 98cwe plus
or send
$1.00 with
pay postage—
postage.
Men fnd Women Everywhere] Make Big Money X
answer them and send photos of the famous
FREE BOOK
Explains opportunities as
Motion Picture Camera Man, Portrait, Newa
Special
Free
Offer
K£m"t
*£
dog star to these numerous admirers. Here's
will send FREE a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of pnoto Bent.
or Commercial Photographer.
You can learn
a peek at a Rinty letter :
Take advantage now of this amazing offer and send your photo today.
at home or in our New York Studios. Spare or full time.
Dear Rin-Tin-Tin:
N.Y. Institute of Photography, 10 W. 33rd St., New York, Dept. 37
UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
Please send me a picture of you and your
1652 Ogden Ave., Dept. 13B, Chicago, III.
mate. I sure do think you can act good,
but you should have scared the booglerr
off your master's house. Oh well, we'll
forget about it, and send me a picture of
you and the lady. Don't forget about
"IT" though.
Yours truly,
(Name deleted.)
HE LAKE SHORE DRIVE HOTEL
The letter is from the great open spaces of
the most commanding Hotel in
Texas, and the reference to the "booglerr"
Chicago, overlooking Lake Michigan
was inspired by the witty wording beneath the
on Lake Shore Drive, around the
picture of Rin-Tin-Tin in the May issue of
Photoplay.
corner from the internationally
known upper Michigan Avenue, has
an unobstructed view for miles and
C^F the feminine fun-makers, Louise Fazenda
miles of the beautiful North Shore.
^'gets the greatest number of fan letters,
averaging 8,000 a month.
Impressive in its period design and
"How well I remember the first fan letter I
furnishings,
it embodies every conever received," she said. "It was back in the
ceivable service for your
comfort.
old slapstick days. A dear old soul in Tennessee grew alarmed at the tumbling about I had
The Dining Room
to do and wrote to recommend her favorite
liniment. Even though I did not test the
which is open to non-residents is
efficacy of her remedy, I did appreciate her
unsurpassed in Chicago. In cuisine,
interest."
it meets the most exacting demands
May McAvoy is another big winner in the
of epicure.
fan-letter field, averaging 12,000 missives
a month, which popularity costs her nearly a
thousand dollars, what with secretaries and
the like.
And Monte Blue spends $1,260 per month
181 LAKE SHORE DRIVE — Chicago
to keep in touch with his admirers. This
W. B. JOHNSON, Manager
expenditure is entered in the Blue book under
the item of "Fan Mail," but he has no record
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of the number of letters received. "I don't
count 'em," Monte says, "but sometimes I
think there must be a coupla million. I get
a kick out of all of 'em."
THE Costello sisters, Dolores and Helene,
receive between them close to 25,000 letters
a month, the greater number going to Dolores,
thus bearing out Anita Loos' contention regarding the type of young ladies that gentlemen prefer.
All of which brings us to Bill Boyd, more
formally known as William. Bill's mail bag
is freighted each month with between eleven
and twelve thousand communiques, which
makes him champion of the De Mille lot, with
Rod La Rocque second, the La Rocque mail
averaging 10,000 per month.
As soon as the new De Mille fan mail department gains its proper momentum, records
on each player will be available. At present
the players themselves scarcely know how

much mail they receive, owing to the fact that
letters are still pursuing them from studio to
studio, not yet having caught up with their
De Mille contracts. Much of Phyllis Haver's
mail, for instance, still goes to Sennett's, and
Lina Basquettes' goes to Warner Brothers and
even to Universal.
Y\7HICH reminds us that it is time to stop.
W In parting, however, we might say thai
fan mail will grow as time goes on. And every
star will use it eventually as an avenue, not
only for good wishes, but for. information
concerning forthcoming pictures. For that
reason, then, you need have no fear for your
letters.
They will receive even greater consideration
than you think, for you offer opportunity to the
star to make you a cash customer.
And that, if you please, answers the question: What, if anything becomes of the letters
you write to the stars?

The Confessions of a Movie Mother
[ CONTINUED

drudged, worked and saved to give her
daughter
an education to bring her to Hollywood.

New
catalog of
genuine
diamonds;
Bulova. Elgin. Waltham,
Hamilton,
Howard , Illinois
watches; fine jewelry,
silverware. Write for
your copy now.

But she forgot to progress herself.
The daughter got ahead in pictures. The
mother, self-effacing, remained the family
drudge.

10 Days Free Trial

She carried self-sacrifice to the point of
losing her own self-respect. Don't do it,
mothers, in any walk of life!
Perhaps the great problem that the screen
mother has to face is her daughter's relations
with men. In Hollywood, your girl is thrown
with men and women of varying degrees of
moral standards.
Some of them have high morals and others
have no morals at all.
Oddly enough, the influence of the men is
not as dangerous as the example of the other

You take

no risk-satisfaction absolutely guaranteed or money back.
Established 1S95
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DEPT.L 7 H «&
170¥c
BROADWAY,
ROYA

ADDRESS

NY

The
^
^helburne
Atlantic City

A man of worldly experience will seldom
waste much time on a girl whom he knows to
girls.
be chaperoned by a careful mother, unless his
intentions are open and above board. But
the example of unchaperoned girls with all the
liberty they want to take, is hard on the
daughters who feel that they are missing

Directly on the Boardwalk..
In the desired central location.
Maintains its supremacy
by the completion of a
new fireproof addition
accommodating 600 guests.

something by being tied to their mothers'
apron strings.

Golf privileges, garage accommodations.
For 25 years Ownership-Management.

SO anxious are some mothers to keep their
daughters uncontaminated, that they turn
the girls into prudes who are laughed at by
everybody.
One fond mother refuses absolutely to
allow her daughter to be kissed in a picture!
And yet the girl is supposed to play romantic
heroines!
On the other hand, there is a mother who
wants her daughter to be perfect, but who is
anything but perfect herself. Several years
ago, when the girl was little more than a child,
the mother used to chaperon her on the set.
But her idea of playing the chaperon was to
shoot craps with cowboys. And craps played
on a set means not only gambling, but rough
language and off-color stories.
When the girl grew up and wanted to go

JacobWeikel

U

Don't Shout'

'! hear you.
1 can hear
now as well as anybody.
'How"?
With the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in mv ears
now, but they are invisible. 1
would not know I had them in
myself, only that I hear all tight
The MORLEY PHONE foi the

DEAF

OJL $18
PAINT
photos
i.ii. Earn
to $100
and
ii. Send
now for free
Studios, Inc., Dcpt. G. P.,

—more
portraits,
or :
a week.Landscapes
Oil. Paini
illustrated
book.
PicToni
2926 Broadway, Chicago.

DEEP
in thatwasyoung
soul. bitterness
She knew reigned
her parent
none girl's
too
strict in her own behavior. No wonder they
quarreled!
Sometimes mothers get too conceited
| their children.
I suppose this is perfectly natural,
mother's pride mustn't get the better
business sense. Not if she wants her
get along in the movies.
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(The mother of one promising girl got an
inflated idea of her daughter's value to her
employers. The girl had beauty and personality but she was an immature actress. Nevertheless, the mother battled with the studio
officials for a big raise in salary before she would
allow the girl to sign a new contract. As a
result, the girl was let out, with no contract
at all.
A ND then, too, some of us screen mothers,
-*^*-poor and humble to begin with, forget all
about our poverty-stricken days and put on
airs when our girls make good on the screen.
One such woman was talking to me about a
delinquent chauffeur the other day.
"That class of person," she said, "has no
right to say what he wants and what he doesn't
I don't know whether I could keep the
laughter out of my eyes. It was hard to keep
a straight face. I remembered when daughter
used to wear mother's dress when she went to
apply for a job, because it was the only decent
dress in the family!
want."
I met a screen mother the other day, however, who, I feel, has been deeply wronged.
I had only heard of her and had pictured her as
an ogress, knowing how closely she supervised
her daughter and the quarrels they had.
When I met her, I saw a nervous, timid,
high-strung little woman. I could see that her
brilliant daughter had her completely buffaloed.
She had worked and sacrificed for the girl, who
is now successful.
But I am afraid that she was not always
tactful;
she gave
she shouldn't;
that she that
scolded
when away
it waswhen
unnecessary;
and
above all that she had given the girl too little
liberty. For these natural mistakes, the mother is paying a hard price. When the mother is
strong enough to quarrel, there are constant
bickerings.
The daughter never misses a chance to say
cutting things to her mother. The wholething is too painful for words.
And so what's the screen mother to do?
I suspect that she ought to adopt the course of
any other wise mother. Give the girl a good
education, a gentle home background and
sound moral training. When the girl is safely
established on the screen, keep in the back-

about with young men, mother wouldn't let
her!

to the ears what glasses
aie to the eyes,
visible, comfortable. weightless and harmless.
Anyone
can adjust it. Over 100.000 sold. Write (or booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO.. Dept.789.10S. 18th St.Phila.
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But be sure to meet her friends, know where
ground.
she goes and with whom. And be consistent
in discipline.
If a girl with a good home background and
with some experience in Hollywood and the
studios, isn't going to keep straight, then the
best mother in the world can't be of much
help to her.

is guaranteed.
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
"A WOMAN'S WAY" — Columbia. — From the
story by Izola Forrester. Adapted by Elmer Harris.
Directed by Edmund Mortimer. Photography by
Ray June. The cast: Liane, Margaret Livingston;
Tony, Warner Baxter; Jean, Armand Kaliz; Mother
Suzy, Mathilde Comont; Pedro, Ernie Adams;
Mouvet, John St. Polis.
"BELLAMY TRIAL, THE"— M.-G.-M.— From
the story by Frances Noyes Hart. Continuity by
Monta Bell. Directed by Mont a Bell. The cast:
Sue Ives, Leatrice Joy; Girl Reporter, Betty Bronson;
Pal Ives, George Barraud; Mimi Bellamy, Margaret
Livingston; Stephen Bellamy, Kenneth Thomson;
Mother Ives, Margaret Seddon; Boy Reporter, Edward
Nugent; Farwell, Cosmo Kyrle Bellew; Governess,
Jacquelin Gadsdon; District Attorney, Charles B.
Middleton; Defense Attorney, Charles Hill Mailes;
Judge Carver, William Tooker; Phipps, Jack Raymond; School Girl, Polly Ann Young; Coroner, Robert
Dudley; Orsini, Kalla Pasha; Janitor, Dan Mason.
" BIG KILLING, THE" — Paramount. — From
the story by Grover Jones. Continuity by Gilbert
Pratt and Grover Jones. Directed by F. Richard
Jones. Photography by Alfred Gilks. The cast:
Powder-horn Pete, Wallace Beery; Dead-eye Dan, Raymond Hatton; Old Man Beagle, Anders Randolf;
Beagle's Daughter, Mary Brian; Jim Hicks, Gardner
James; George Hicks, Lane Chandler; Old Man Hicks,
Paul McAllister; Beagle Son No. 1, James Mason;
Beagle Son No. 2, Ralph Yearsley; Beagle Son No. 3,
Bruce Gordon; Beagle Son No. 4, Leo Willis; Beagle
Son No. 5, Ethan Laidlaw; Beagle Son No. 6, Robert
Kortman; Sheriff, Walter James; Barker, Roscoe
Ward.
" BRANDED MAN, THE"— Ravart.— From the
story by Tod Robbins. Directed by Scott Pembroke.
Adapted by Arthur Hoerl. Photography by Hap
Depew.
The Marlowe;
cast: The Bruce,
"Deacon,
" Charles
Delaney;
Louise, June
Gordon
Griffith;
Billy,
George Riley; Jenkins, Andy Clyde; Eleanor, Erin
LaBissoniere;
The Mother, Lucy Beaumont; "Hippo,"
Henry
Roquemore.
" BURNING GOLD"— Elbee.— Directed by Jack
Noble. The cast: Nan Preston, Shirley Palmer; Bob
Roberts, Herbert Rawlinson; Nels Preston, Nils Keith;
James Clark, Sheldon Lewis.
"BUSHRANGER, THE"— M.-G.-M.— From the
story by Madeline Ruthven. Continuity by George
C. Hull. Directed by Chet Withey. Photography by
Arthur Reed. The cast : Edward, Tim McCoy; Lucy,
Marian Douglas; Sir Eric, Russell Simpson; Arthur,
Arthur Lubin; Murphy, Ed Brady; Blair, Frank
Baker; Dale, Dale Austen; Colonel Cavendish, Richard
R. Neill; Lady Cavendish, Rosemary Cooper.
"BUTTER AND EGG MAN, THE" — First
National.' — -From the play by George S. Kaufman.
Directed by Richard Wallace. Continuity by Adelaide Heilbron. Photography by George Folsey. The
cast: Peter Jones, Jack Mulhall; Mary Martin, Greta
Nissen; Joe Oehman, Jack McLure, the Producers, Sam
Hardy, William Demarest; Fanny Lehman, Gertrude
Astor.
"CAUGHT IN THE FOG 'VWarneRS.— From
the story by Jerome Kingston. Scenario by Charles
R. Condon. Directed by Howard Brctherton. The
cast: May, May McAvoy; Bob, Conrad Nagel; Silk
Glove Charlie, Charles Gerard; Mr. Grants Emile
Chautard; Mrs. Grant, Ruth Cherrington; Detective
Ryan, Mack Swain; Detective Riley, Hugh Herbert.
"CHICKEN A LA KING"— Fox.— From the
play, "Mr.Manheimer.
Romeo," byContinuity
Harry Wagstaff
Gribble
and
Wallace
by Izola
Forrester
and Mann Page. Directed by Henry Lehrman. The
cast: Maisie De Voe, Nancy Carroll; Buck Taylor,
George Meeker; Oscar Barrows, Arthur Stone;
Horace Trundle, Ford Sterling; Effie Trundle, Carol
Holloway; Babe Lorraine, Frances Lee.

Haddon Mason; British Airman, Maurice Braddill;
Lutheran
Priest,
Edward
O'Neill; President of the
Court
Martial,
Griffith
Humphrey.
"DESERT BRIDE, THE"— Columbia.— From
the story by Ewart Adamson. Continuity by
Anthony Coldewey. Adapted by Elmer Harris.
Directed by Walter Lang. Photography by Ray
June. The cast: Diane Duval, Betty Compson;
Captain Maurice de Florimont, Allan Forest; Colonel
Sorelle, Edward Martindel; Kassim Ben Ali, Otto
Matiesen; Private Terry, Roscoe Karns; Beggar, Frank
Austin.
"DO GENTLEMEN SNORE?"— Hal RoachM.-G.-M. — From the story by the Staff. Directed by
Arch Heath. Titles by H. M. Walker. The cast:
The Rich Man, Max Davidson; The Mother, May
Wallace; The Daughter, Dorothy Coburn; The Son,
Spec O'Donnell; The Real Estate Man, Gene Morgan.
"DOG JUSTICE"— FBO.— From the story by
Ethel Hill. Directed by Jerome Storm. Photography
by Nick Musuraca. The cast: Ranger, By Himself;
Jimmy O'Neil, Edward Hearn; Babbetle, Nita Martan; Baptiste, James Welsh; Pierre, Al J. Smith; Flint,
John Northpole.
- "END OF ST. PETERSBURG, THE"— Sovkino
Production, — Directed by Vyesolod Pudowkin. The
cast: A Peasant, Alexis Davor; His Father, Peter
Petrovich; His Wife, Olga Korloff ; His Mother, Anna
Baranowska; A Worker, Paul Petroff; His Wife,
Katrina Kaja; Factory Manager, Natan Golow; Capitalist, W. Obolensky; Kerensky, Serge Alexandrowski;
Field Marshal, Feodor Varvarow.
"EXCESS BAGGAGE"— M.-G.-M.— From the
play by John McGowan. Continuity by Frances
Marion. Directed by James Cruze. The cast: Eddie
Kane, William Haines; Elsa McCoy, Josephine Dunn;
Jimmy Dunn, Neely Edwards; Mabel Ford, Kathleen
Clifford; Betty Ford, Greta Granstedt; Vol Derrico,
Ricardo Cortez; Cranmon, Cyril Chadwick.
"FAZIL" — Fox. — From the play, "LTnsoumise," by Pierre Frondaie. Adapted by Philip
Klein. Directed by Howard Hawks. The cast: Fazil,
Charles Farrell; Fabienne, Greta Nissen; John Clavering, John Boles; Helene de Breuze, Mae Busch;
Jacques de Breuze, Tyler Brooks; The Gondolier, John
T.
Murray; Ahmed, Vadim Uraneff; Aicha, Josephine
Borio.
"GIRL HE DIDN'T BUY, THE"— Peerless.—
From the story by Gladys Gordon and Ada McQuillan. Continuity by Gladys Gordon and Ada
McQuillan. Directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald. The
cast: Ruth Montaigne, Pauline Garon; Edward Edinburg,
AllanForrest,
Simpson;Gladden
Philip D'Arcy,
Hal De
James; William
Maizie Eugene:
Duponl,
Rosemary Cooper; Martha, May Prestelle; Hans,
James Aubery.
"GOLDEN SHACKLES" — Peerless. — From
the story by G. Marian Burton. Continuity by Ada
McQuillan and Gladys Gordon. Directed by Dallas
M. Fitzgerald. Photography by Milton Moore. The
cast: Lucy Weston, Priscilla Bonner; Herbert Fordyce,
LeRoy Mason; Frank Fordyce, Grant Withers; I ivi
Norton, Ruth Stewart.
"GYPSY OF THE NORTH "— Rayart.— From
the story by Howard Emmett Rogers. Continuity byArthur Hoerl. Directed by Scott Pembroke. Photography by Hap Depew. The cast: Steve Fan til,
Huntley Gordon; Alice Culhane, Georgia Hale;
Chappie Evans, Jack Dougherty; Baptiste, William
Quinn; Davey, Hugh Saxon; Theater Manager, Henry
Roquemore; Jane, Erin LaBissoniere.
"HALF A BRIDE" — Paramount. — From the
story by Arthur Stringer. Scenario by Doris Anderson and Percy Heath. Directed by Gregory LaCava.
The cast: Patience Winslow, Esther Ralston; Captain
Edmunds, Gary Cooper; Mr. Winslow, William J.
Worthington; Jed Session, Freeman Wood; Betty
Brewster, Mary Doran; Chief Engineer, Guy Oliver;
Second Engineer, Ray Gallagher.

"COSSACKS, THE" — M.-G.-M. — From the
story by Lyof Tolstoi. Adapted by Frances Marion.
Directed by George Hill. The cast: Maryana, Renee
Adorec; Lukashka, John Gilbert; Ivan, Ernest Tor- ' "HANGMAN'S HOUSE" — Fox. — From the
rence; Ulilka, Dale Fuller; Lukashka's Mother, Mary' story by Donn Byrne. Scenario by Marion Orth.
Alden* Stepka, Josephine Borio; Olenin, Neil Neely;
Directed
by John
Ford. McDermolt,
The cast: Connaught
O'Brien,
Uncle Eroshka, York Sherwood; Turk Spy, Joe Mari;
June
Collyer;
Dermott
Larry Kent;
John
Zarka, Paul Hurst.
Darcy, Earle Foxe; Citizen Hogan, Victor McLaplen;
Lord Chief Justice O'Brien, Hobart Bosworth; Neddy
"CROOKS CAN'T WIN" — FBO. — From the
Joe, Joseph Burke; Colonel of Legionnaires, Eric
Mayme; Anne McDermolt, Belle Stoddard.
story
by
J.
J.
O'Neill.
Continuity
by
Enid
Hibbard.
Directed by George M. Arthur. Photography by
Robert Martin. The cast: Dad Gillen, Ralph Lewis;
"HAPPINESS AHEAD" — First National.—
Mary Gillen, Thelma Hill; Danny Malone, Sam
From the story by Edmund Colliding. Scenario by
Nelson; Jimmy Wells, Joe Brown; Alfred Dayton, Jr.,
Benjamin Glazer. Directed by William A. Seiter.
The cast: Mary Randall, Colleen Moore; Babe
Eugene
Strong; Hall.
Dick Malone, James Eagle; "Bull"
Savage, Charles
Stewart, Edmund Lowe; Mr. Randall, Charles Sellon;
Mrs. Randall, Edythe Chapman; Vargas, Carlos
Duran; Kay, Lilyan Tashman; Detective, Robert
" DAWN
" — Herbert
Wilcox.
— From bv
the story
by
Capt.
Reginald
Berkeley.
Directed
Herbert
Elliott; Edna, Diane Ellis.
Wilcox. The cast: Nurse Cavell, Sybil Thorndike;
Madame Ada Bodart, Madame Ada Bodart; Phillipe
"HEAD MAN, THE"— First National.— From
the story by Harry Leon Wilson. Directed by Eddie
Bodart, Gordon Craig; Madame Rappard, Marie Ault;
Cline. Continuity by Howard Green and Harvey
Her Son, Jacques, Micky Brantford; Madame Pilou,
Thew. Photography by Michael Joyce. The cast:
Mary Brough; Jean, her Husband, Richard Worth;
Watts, Charlie Murray; Carol Watts, Loretta Young;
Widow Deveaux, Colin Bell; Her Daughter, Dacia
Deane; Col. Schultz, Cecil Barry; German A. P. M„
Billy Hurd, Larry Kent; Ed Barnes, Lucien LittleWhen you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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ruby cream
MANY
and dirt further into the pores; some use
harsh towels that injure delicate skin. The
surface of a towel is not made to absorb cold
cream. Grease ruins towels. Laundry bills are
an extravagance.
Now, a new type of cleansing tissue takes
the place of these old ways. Kleenex — in
delicate, handkerchief size tissues-is made just
for removing cold cream daintily, thoroughly,
economically. It is discarded after using and
with it the dirt, grime and cream that is so
often rubbed Cack into the skin.
Lovely women of the theatrical world were
first to enjoy and recommend Kleenex. Beauty
specialists urge its use. Send the coupon below

Kleenex

for a generous trial package, and you'll see why.

Kleenex Company, Lake-Michigan Building,
Chicago, 111. Please send sample of Kleenex to
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A Gift, My Dear
For Qetting Slender
Excess fat means a
serious blight to beauty,
to health and vitality.
Many a husband, if
wives only knew, would
give much to see it
ended. Why not make a
bargain?

nutrition — in the best
way known to modern
science.
There are no secrets
about Marmola. The
complete formula appears in every package,
also all known reasons
for results. You will
know the reasons for
loss of fat, for the new
vitality and health. So
you will have no reason
to suspect harm from results which seem so magical.

The way is not hard,
not unpleasant. Simply
correct the cause, which
often lies in a gland deficiency. Leading scientists, thirty years ago,
discovered that cause for obesity. Their
method of correction has now spread the
world over. Physicians everywhere employ it.
Marmola prescription tablets embody that
method. People have used them for twenty
years— millions of boxes of them.
You see the results in every circle. Perhaps many of your friends can tell them.
Excess fat, as you can see, is far less common than it was.

If you over-weigh, you owe to yourself a
test of Marmola. Simply take four tablets
daily and watch how the fat disappears. Not
too rapidly, but in the right way, by correcting adeficiency.

Probably Marmola has proved itself worth
its weight in gold to friends of yours. Learn
now what it means to you. You cannot
afford excess fat.

Abnormal exercise or diet is neither required nor advised, but moderation helps.
The aim is to correct the cause — in faulty
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field; Waraham, E. J. Rateliffe; The Mayor, Irving
Bacon; McKugg, Harvey Clark; Mrs. Briggs. Sylvia
Ashton; Mrs. Denny. Dot Farley; The Twins, Martha
Mattox, Rosa Gore.
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Marmola prescription tablets are sold by
all druggists at S1.00 per box. Any druggist who is out will order from his jobber
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Way to Reduce

The Pleasant

Beautify

asss

A personal service for parents that enables you
to select a school with due regard for individual
traits and temperaments. Impartial advice —
personal evaluations of more than 500 private boarding schools the country over — offering a wide choice of every desirable type of education, environment, location and price. A free
service maintained by the educational department of a national periodical. Write in detail,
indicating sex, age, past schooling and approximate yearly expense. Ask for free copy of our
Guide Book to Private Schools.
Address
M. Mercer Kendig (A.B.,Vassar College), Dir.
Red Book Magazine School Dept. C.
420 Lexington
Avenue, New York City

Your Face

ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER will shape your
nose to perfect proportions while you sleep
or work. Age doesn't matter. Safe, painless,
comfortable. Rapid, permanent results
guaranteed. 60,000 doctors and users praise it as a
most marvelous invention.
No metal or screws.

30-Day f REE TRIAL
Send for FREE BOOKLET
ANITA CO.

BOW LEGS AND
KNOCK -KNEES
Corrected by use of the Morris in-

828 Anita Bids.

NEWARK,

N. J

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course,
adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher required.
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Piap.ists. Learn
259 styles of Bass. 684 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick Endings,
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax Slurs. Triple Bass,
Wicked Harmony, BlueObligato and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 133 pages of HEAL Jazz, 25,001)
words.
A Postal brings our FREE Special Offer.

visible Limb Straightener for Men.
Women and Children — Worn with
Comfort either day or night or both
and is entirely invisible. Send Ten
Cents Coin or Stamps for actual
Photographs, sent in plain wrapper.
ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE
Ward 23,
1032 Loew State BldgLos Angeles. Cal.

Waterman Piano School, 1834 W. Adams Si., Los Angeles, Calif.
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"LADIES
THE NIGHT CLUB"— TiffanyStahl.
— FromOFthe
story by Ben Grauman Kohn.
Continuity by Houston Branch and John Francis
Natteford. Directed by George Archainbaud. The
cast: George Merrill, Ricardo Cortez; Dimples Revere,
Barbara Leonard; Joe Raggs, Lee Moran; Cyril Balhstowe, Douglas Gerrard; Bossy Hart, Cissy Fitzgerald.

t4 "LILAC TIME" — First National. — From the
play by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin. Adapted by
Willis Goldbeck. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
The cast: Jeannine Berthelol, Colleen Moore; Captain
Philip Blythe, Gary Cooper; General Blylhe, Burr
Mcintosh; Captain Russell, Cleve Moore; Lieut.
Wenlworth, Arthur Lake; Lady Iris Rankin, Kathryn
McGuire; Madame Berthelol, Eugenie Besserer;
Burgomaster of Berle Les Bois, Emile Chautard ; The
Infant, Jack Stone; Mike, Mechanic, Edward Dillon;
Aviators, Dick Grace, Stuart Knox, Harlan Hilton,
Richard Jarvis, Jack Ponder, Dan Dowling.
"LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE, THE"— FBO.—
From the story by Beatrice Burton. Adapted by
Dorothy Yost. Directed by Leo Meehan. Photography by Al Siegler. The cast: Rob Hollis, Orville
Caldwell; Emmy Milburn, Martha Sleeper; Mrs.
Milburn, Lucy Beaumont; Mr. Milburn, Wm. Orlamond; Perry Milburn, Edward Peil, Jr.; Wells Harbison, Freeman Wood; Grandmother Pentland, Edythe
Chapman.

"MAGNIFICENT FLIRT, THE"— Paramount.
— Suggested from the story "Maman" by Germain
and Moncausin. Screen story by H. DAbbadie
D Arrast and Jean Limur. Directed by H. DAbbadie
DArrast. Photography by Henry Gerrard. The
cast: Madame Florence LaVerne, Florence Vidor;
Count D' Estrange, Albert Conti; Denise LaVerne,
Loretta Young; Hubert, Matty Kemp; Fifi, Marietta
Millner; Tim, Ned Sparks.
"MIDNIGHT TAXI, THE"— Warners.— From
the story by Gregory Rogers. Scenario by Harvey
Gates. Directed by John Agolfi. The cast: Tony
Driscoll, Antonio Moreno; Nan, Helene Costello; The
Baron, Wm. Russell; Al, Tommie Dugan; Gertie
Fairdax, Myrna Loy; Blake, Pat Hartigan; Jack
Madison, Bobby Agnew.
"OPENING NIGHT, THE"— Columbia.— From
the story by Albert Payson Terhune. Adapted bv
E. H. Griffith. Directed by E. H. Griffith. Photography by Ray June. The cast: Carol Chandler,
Claire Windsor; Jimmy Keane, John Bowers; Robert
Chandler, E. Alyn Warren; Gertrude Ames, Grace
Goodall; Aaron Hinkle, Bobby Mack: Fisherman,
William Welch.
'OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS"— M.-G.-M.—
From the story by Josephine Lovett. Scenario by
Josephine Lovett. Directed by Harry Beaumont.
The cast: Diana, Joan Crawford; Ben Black, John
Mack Brown; Beatrice, Dorothy Sebastian; Anne,
Anita Page; Anne's Mother, Kathlyn Williams;
Norman, Nils Asther; Freddie, Edward Nugent;
Diana's Mother, Dorothy Cummings; Diana's Father,
Huntley Gordon; Freddie's Mother, Evelyn Hall;
Freddie's Father, Sam De Grasse.
"PHANTOM CITY, THE"— First National —
From the story by Adele Bufrington. Adapted by
Adele Buffington. Directed by Albert Rogell.
Photographed by Ted McCord. The cast: Tim
Kelley, Ken Maynard; Sally Benedict, Eugenia Gilbert; Joe Bridges, James Mason; Mr. Benedict,
Charles Mailes; Ed Marion, Jack McDonald; The
Kid, Jackie Coombs; Tarzan, Tarzan.
"PHANTOM
PINTO, THE"— Ben Wilson.—
From the story by J. Francis O'Fcarna. Continuity by
J. Francis O'Fearna. Directed by Francis Ford. The
cast: The Phantom Pinto, Ranger; Tex Cooper, Tex
Covey; Tex Cooper II, Johnny Spoffard; Scar Henderson, Cliff Lyons; John Langley, Phil Kelley; Jess
Langley, Neva Gerber.
"QUEEN OF THE CHORUS, THE"— Anchor.
— From the story by Adele Buffington. Continuity
by Adele Buffington. Directed by Charles J. Hunt.
Photography by Robert E. Cline. The cast:
"Queenie" Dale, Virginia Brown Faire; Billy Cooke,
Rex Lease; Flossie DeVere, Betty Francisco; Gordon
Trent, Lloyd Whitlock; Mrs. Gordon Trent, Harriet
Hammond; Rufus Van der Leyden, Charles H.
Mailes; Spencer Steele, Crauford Kent.
"RACKET, THE"— Caddo- Paramount.— From
the play by Bartlett Cormack. Adapted by Harry
Behn. Directed by Lewis Milestone. The cast:
Captain McQuigg, Thomas Meighan; Irene, Marie
Prevost; Nick Scarsi, Louis Wolheim; Joe Scarsi,

George Stone;
Ames,
Darrow;
Gallagher;
Pratt,
Lee John
Moran;
Chick,Miller,
Lucien"Sheets"
Prival;
Chick's Chauffeur, Tony Mario; Corcoran, Henry
Sedley; District Attorney, Sam De Grasse; "The Old
Man," James Marcus; Johnson, G. Pat Collins.
is guaranteed.
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"HOUND— From
OF SILVER
THE" —
Universal.
the story CREEK,
by Paul M. Bryan.
Adapted by Paul M. Bryan. Directed by Stuart
Paton. Photography by Jerry Ash. The cast:
Dynamite, by Himself; Jack Brooks, Edmund Cobb;
Molly While, Gloria Grey; Marvin Henley, Gladden
James;
Spots
Lawton,
Terwilliger,
Frank
Rice. Billy "Red" Jones; Slim
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"RIDING TO FAME" — Elbee. — From the story
by A. B. Barringer. Continuity by A. B. Barringer.
Directed bv A. B. Barringer. Photography by Robt.
Kline and K. G. McLean. The cast: Rose Randolph,
Gladys McConnell; Jackie, Arthur Rankin; Spec,
Bob Tansey; Marge, Rosemary Theby; Joe Riordan,
Henry Sedley; Old Man Randolph, George Fawcett;
Dr. Lorenlz, Laff McKee.

"VANISHING PIONEER, THE"— Paramount.
■— From the story by Zane Grey. Scenario by J.
Walter Ruben. Directed by John Waters. The cast:
Anthony Ballard, John Ballard, Jack Holt; June
Shelby, Sally Blane; John Murdock, William Powell;
Sheriff Murdock, Fred Kohler; Mr. Shelby, Guy
Oliver; Ray Hearn, Roscoe Karns; John Ballard (age
7), Tim Holt; The Apron Woman, Marcia Manon.

"SALLY OF THE SCANDALS"— FBO.— From
the story by Enid Hibbard. Continuity by Enid
Hibbard. Directed by Lynn Shores. Photography
by Philip Tannura. The cast: Sally Rand, Bessie
Love; Mary, Irene Lambert; Steve Sinclair, Allan
Forrest; Marian Duval, Margaret Quimby; Kelly,
Jimmy Phillips; Bennie, Jack Raymond; Bill Reilly,
Jerry Miley.

"WHEEL OF CHANCE"— First National.—
From the story by Fannie Hurst. Adapted by Gerald
Duffy. Directed by Alfred Santell. The cast:
Nicholai Turkeltaub, Richard Barthelmess; Jacob
Talinef, (Born Schmulka Turkeltaub), Richard
Barthelmess; Sara Turkeltaub, Bodil Rosing; Mosher
Turkeltaub, Warner Oland; Hanscha Talinef, Ann
Schaeffer; Ada Berkowitz, Lina Basquette; Josie
Drew, Margaret Livingston; Pa Berkowitz, Sidney
Franklin; Ma Berkowitz, Martha Franklin.

"SHOW PEOPLE" — M.-G.-M. — From the story
by Agnes Christine Johnston and Laurence Stallings.
Continuity by King Vidor and Wanda Tuchock.
Directed by King Vidor. The cast: Polly, Marion
Davies; Jimmy, William Haines; Conolen, Dell Henderson; Ronald, Paul Ralli; Herring, Tenen Holtz;
Comedy Director, Harry Gribbon; Dramatic Director,
Sidney Bracy.

"WHEN THE LAW RIDES"— FBO— From the
story by Oliver Drake. Continuity by Oliver Drake.
Directed by Robert DeLacy. Photography by Nick
Musuraca. The cast: Tom O'Malley, Tom Tyler;
Becky Ross, Jane Reid; Frankie Ross, Frankie Darro;
Henry Blaine, H. O'Connor; The Raven, Harry
Woods; Joshua Ross, Chas. Thurston; Snake Arnold,
Bill Nestel; The Little Man, Barney Fury.

"STORMY WATERS"— Tiffany-Stahl. — SugHandkerchief" by
"The Yellow
gested by the storyContinuity
Jack London.
by Harry Dittmar.
Directed by Edgar Lewis. Photography by E. O. •''"WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS"
Miller. The cast: Lola, Eve Southern; David Steele, ' — M.-G.-M. — From the story by Frederick O'Brien.
Malcolm McGregor; Capt. Robert Steele, Roy Stewart;
Adapted by Ray Doyle. Directed by Robert Flaherty and W. S. Van Dyke. The cast: Dr.
Mary,
Bo's'n, Mate,
Olin Francis;
First
Mate, Shirley
Norbert Palmer;
Miles; Second
Bert Apling;
Matthew Lloyd, Monte Blue; Fayaway, Raquel
Jimmie, Walter Liscom.
Torres; Sebastian, Robert Anderson.
"STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN RAMPER,
"WIFE'S RELATIONS, THE"— Columbia. —
THE" — Defu-First National. — Scenario by Curt
From the story by Stephen Cooper. Adapted by
J. Braun. Directed by Max Reichmann. PhotogStephen Cooper. Directed by Maurice Marshall.
raphy by Friedrich Weimann and Herbert Korner.
Photography by Ray June. The cast: Patricia
The
cast:Emilie
Captain
Ramper,
Paul Wegener;
Dodd, Shirley Mason; Tom Powers, Gaston Glass;
Mother,
Kurz;
Zizi, Mary
Johnson; Romper's
Chocolal,
Rodney St. Clair, Ben Turpin; Bud, Arthur Rankin;
Circus Manager, Kurt Gerron; Fredy, George D.
Mrs. Cyrus Dodd, Flora Finch; Cyrus Dodd, Lionel
Gurtler; Barbazin, Hermann Vallentin; The strange
Belmore; Clifford Rathhurn, Armand Kaliz; Tubby,
Doctor, Hugo Doblin; Chocolal's Father, Dillo LomMaurice Ryan; Jimmy, James Harrison.
bardi; The Captain, Raimondo van Ricl; The Thick
one, Harry Grunwald; The Thin one. Max Schreck;
The Old one, PlotzLarell; The Giant, Georg Schmieter;
"WILD WEST ROMANCE"— Fox.— Scenario
Jack Cunningham. Directed by R. Lee Hough.
The Ship's boy, Karl Ballhaus; The Man without a by
The cast: Rex Bell, Rex Bell; Ruth Thorndyke, Caryl
profession, Josef Sauter-Sartow.
Lincoln; Brake Martin, Neil Neely; The Kid, Billy
"STRONGER WILL, THE"— Excellent.—
Butts; The Sheriff, Jack Walters; Beef Strickland,
From the story by Harry Chandlce. Adapted by
Fred Parke; Blacksmith, Albert Baffert; Rev. William
Adrian Johnson. Directed by Bernard McEveety.
Thorndyke,
George Pearce; Mrs. Breeze, Ellen WoodPhotography by Art Reeves. The cast: Clive Morsten.
ton, Percy Marmont; Estelle Marsh, Rita Carewe;
Stephen Marsh, Howard Truesdell; Marguerite
"WOMEN WHO DARE "—Excellent.— From
Marsh, Merle Ferriss; Ralph Walker, William Morton
the story by Langdon McCormick. Adapted by
Adrian Johnson. Directed by Burton King. The
Bailey; Muriel Cassano, Erin'La Bissioniere.
cast: Stella Vance, Helene Chadwick; Ralph Miles,
"UNITED STATES SMITH" — Gotham.— From
Charles Delaney; F.dgar Mowbray, Frank Beale;
the story bv Gerald Beaumont. Scenario by Curtis
Frank Lawson, Jack Richardson; Dr. Alden, Henry A.
Benton. Directed by Joseph E. Henabery. The
cast: Sgl. Steve Riley, Eddie Gribbon; Molly Malone,
Barrows; Benny the spider, James Quinn; "Spike"
Lila Lee; U. S. Smith, Mickey Bennett; Corp. Jim
Carson,
JamesKelley,
Fitzgerald;
"Satin"
Maggie, Grace
Elliott; Mrs.
Margaret
McWade.
Sharkey, Kenneth Harlan; Danny, Earle Marsh.

Womanly Beauty—

Wherever you go, whatever you wear, to be
really attractive, you must have a skin free
from disfiguring hair.
Curious eyes are quick to detect the slightest flaw that modern bathing attire reveals.
So, too, with sleeveless frocks, evening gowns,
sheer hosiery and kneelength skirts. Today women are more careful than
ever to remove the slightestoussuggestion
of superfluhair on arms,
under
arms, back of neck or face.

Girls' Problems
[ CONTINUED

be avoided by the wide-hipped> But swimming
and golf, which exercise every muscle, are ideal
for everyone.
Doris and all my correspondHappy vacation,
ents. Take care of your girlish skins. Return
to your business and social lives with that
lovely summer look of health. But leave the
coats of tan to your boy friends.
Billie.
You write you are sixteen, through school
and want to go on the stage. How can I advise
you, my dear? You tell me nothing of your
background, your education, your appearance.
I can only tell you to return to school. You
will need all the scholastic training you can
secure if you are genuine in your desire to
succeed in this most difficult profession.
Phyllis West.
No preparation can give you a perfect complexion unless the rules of diet, health and
cleanliness are observed. And if those are followed they will give you a skin so lovely you
won't even need powder to render it more
charming. Don't worry about "powder bases"
and "egg washes" for your face. Try this instead: At least fifteen minutes' exercise daily;
eight hours' sleep every night; a warm, cleansing bath every night; at least eight glasses of
water consumed daily; a careful diet, eating
two green vegetables and a fresh salad every
day; no pastry and no candy, getting your
sweets from raw fruits. Follow this plan for
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two months. Your skin will glow under such
care and then, if you wish, you may experiment
with make-up.
A Reader.
That the continual quarreling of your parents iskeeping your boy friend from calling on
you is very hard indeed. I do not blame you
for
discouraged
you
talk feeling
this over
with your about
people it.
and Can't
ask them
to help you by preserving the peace in his
presence? Surely they love you enough to do
that.
These are your colors : No purple, no grays,
no blacks, but you can wear cream white,
dark browns, dark blues, greens and reds,
terra cotta, buff and apricot, pale pink.
Lee Mary Karly.
You are young, beautiful and intelligent but
you find yourself a wall flower at dances. There
must be some reason for that which you
haven't told me, Lee. Perhaps you dress badly
or wear your hair unbecomingly. Perhaps you
don't dance well. This latter is a point so
many girls overlook. Often they think they
are unattractive when the real trouble is they
are awkward. This can always be remedied,
though. Take dancing lessons, lots of them.
Boys love good dancers, and if you are really a
fine partner, or follow new steps well, you will
find this the simplest access to popularity. And
remember any girl can learn to dance beautifully ifshe really wants to.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

viuUr-arm </a>mm«s.

Daintiness —

so much admired by everyone is preserved
most easily with Del-a-tone Cream. In 3 brief
minutes Del-a-tone Cream removes every
trace of offending hair. Leaves the skin soft,
white and velvety smooth.
Applied directly from its handy tube
Del-a-tone Cream has no equal for complete
removal of hair. Snow-white and pleasantly
fragrant, it is far superior to such growth
encouraging methods as shaving or pulling the hair out.
Del-a-tone Cream or Powder has been
the choice of fastidious women for
twenty years. Try i t and you, too, will
be convinced that the Dcl-a-toneway
is the modern way to remove hair.

DEL*A*TONE
Removes Hair in 3 Minutes
Sold by drug and department stores, or sent prepaid
in U. S. in plain wrapper, $1.00. Money back if not
10c package FREE— use coupon below.
satisfied.Miss
Address.
Mildred Hadley, care of The Delatone
Co., Dept. 88, 721 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
11
FREE
■ Miss Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Co.,
TRIAL
■■ Dept
88,
721
N.
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
In U. S. only

Please send me FREE, prepaid in plain wrapper,
B ten cent size I have checked herewith.
■
QDel-a-tone (powder)
■ DDel-a-tone Cream

■

AddressMAGAZINE.
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WE'RE OUT TO
GET OUR MAN"
that's what we girls
modern girl yourself— may
after— VOUwith- Miss
are
Darling's outspoken
insists VELVA

DARLING

— modern girl —
philosopher at 22

in

August Smart Set. But
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at LAST is a magazine
for YOU-for EVERT

not agree
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you WILL agree, the
your copy, that here
of today— a magazine
MODERN GIRL.
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Summer^!
yet your

Powder
clingSj

rouge stays on
and you look

ALWAYS
LOVELY
ocean beckSummer . . . with old
oning down the white sands . . .
limpid lakes mirroring forth joy
. . . slim young bodies flashing into
caressing waters. Summer . . • calling you to a thousand activities . . .
whispering of romance in night silence
. . . thrilling you with the joy of living every golden hour intensely.

Ah, yes! But there must be no pale
cheeks after the swim ... no overflushed appearance of exertion 'neath
the sun's ardors ... no shiny nose.
You must remain serenely, coolly beautiful under all conditions to fully enjoy summer . . . and with Princess Pat
beauty aids you may.
"Summer-Proof" Make-up
Princess Pat Beauty aids, if used together, give a summer-proof make-up.
You can actually go in swimming and
come out with color perfect — or dance
through the evening secure in the
knowledge that one application of
make-up is sufficient for lasting beauty.
For make-up that will last under trying conditions you first apply Princess
Pat Ice Astringent — just as you would
ordinary vanishing cream. Only, you
see, Ice Astringent gives the skin lasting coolness, contracts the pores and
makes the skin of fine, beautiful texture. After Ice Astringent, apply Princess Pat rouge for color which mois-

ture will not affect. Then use Princess
Pat Almond Base Powder — the softest,
made — and
most clinging powder everpearly
lustre.
one which gives beautiful,
Try the Seven Princess Pat Beauty Aids
in Famous Week-End Set

set —
This is really an "acquaintance" thorenough of each preparation for
ough trial — enough for two weeks, if
used with reasonable economy. And
the beauty book sent with set contains
information on skin care of real value

Qet This
Week End Set
—SPECIAL

Princess Pat
very
The
nd popular
Week-E
Set is offered for a
time for this coupon and
limited
. J
I J. . .
25c [coin]. Only one
to a cusOnly one to a cus25c [coin].
Besides Rouge, set contains east! y a months
tomer.
r^AT^
V^Ty T AT/^X7 C C
Powder ana [SIX other PrxnBase
Almond
supply
1/11
■*- "^lVAJWU
-J^-t
KlINlKoO
■»--»- celJpat
cess fat ofpreparations,
prepc,*.,.^:-,
. including~ perfume.
Packed tn a
PRINCESS PAT LTD. CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS
beautifully decorated boudoir box. Please act promptly.

— besides artful secrets of make-up
which vastly enhance results from
rouge, powder and lip rouge.
The set contains generous tubes of Ice
Astringent, Skin Cleanser (the modern cold cream), Skin Food Cream, Almond Base Powder, Rouge, Lip Rouge
and Perfume. The charge of Z5C helps

pay for the packing of set in beautiful
Our only other recbox, and postage.
ompense is the opportunity to have
you try Princess Pat beauty aids and
thus learn their special virtues. We
desire to sell only one
set to a customer. And
we respectfully urge
your promptness.
PRINCESS PAT LTD.,
2709 S. Wells St. Dep. A-68 Chicago
Enclosed find 25c for which send me the
Princess Pat Week-End Set.
Name [print].
Street.
City and State .

/Your whole Appearance
*

depends upon ^fbur Hair

Without beautiful, well-kept hair, you can never be really
l
to set a certain day each week for a
TUNATELY, y beautifu
FORhair
attractive. Soft, silky hair radiates loveliness and is the
is now easil obtained.
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo.
You can have hair that is
This regular weekly shampooing
most ALLURING CHARM any woman can possess.
charming and attractive if you
will keep the scalp soft and the hair
It makes the plainest features appear soft and sweet.
simply shampoo it properly.
fine and silky, bright, glossy, freshFortunately,
beautiful
hair
is
now
easily
obtained.
Proper shampooing is what
looking and easy to manage — and
makes your hair soft, silky, and
make it fairly sparkle with new
beautiful. It brings out all the real life and
If you want to see how really beautiful you
life, gloss and lustre.
lustre, all the natural wave and color and can make your hair look, just follow this
You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil shamsimple method.
leaves it fresh-looking, glossy and bright.
poo at any drug store or toilet goods counter.
First, wet the hair and scalp in clear, warm
When your hair is dry, dull and heavy,
A 4-ounce bottle should last for months.
lifeless, stiff and gummy, and the strands
water. Then apply a little Mulsified cocoacling together, and it feels harsh and dis- nut oil shampoo, rubbing it in thoroughly
agreeable to the touch, it is because your all over the scalp, and all through the hair.
hair has not been shampooed properly.
Two or three teaspoonfuls makes an abundance of rich, creamy lather, which cleanses
While your hair must have frequent and
thoroughly and rinses out easily, removing
regular washing to keep it beautiful, it canevery particle of dust, dirt and dandruff.
not stand the harsh effect of ordinary soaps.
The free alkali in ordinary soaps soon dries
the scalp, makes the hair brittle and ruins it.
Just Notice the Difference
That is why thousands of women, everywhere, now use Mulsified cocoanut oil shamYOU will notice the difference in your hair
even before it is dry, for it will be delightpoo. This clear, pure and entirely greaseless
fully soft and silky. Even while wet it will
product brings out all the real beauty of the
hair and cannot possibly injure. It does not feel loose, fluffy and light to the touch.
dry the scalp or make the hair brittle, no
If you want to always be remembered for
matter how often you use it.
your beautiful, well-kept hair, make it a rule

MULSIFIED

COCOANUT

OIL

SHAMPOO

—

<\J*— c?%
I
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he Profession speaks its mind
on troubles of the gums . . .
J oft food is
the cause of soft gums . . .
dentists say . . Ipana and
massage the logical remedies
to your dentist for a few moments'
you go upon
IF advice
gum troubles, he will gladly
sum up for you the latest findings of the
profession.
He could show you lectures, papers and
clinical reports by the hundred — the fruit of
years of research by distinguished men. But
probably he will give you the gist of it all
in some such terms as these:
"Gum troubles start right in your diningroom at home. For the food you eat is to blame!
"Before we began to refine our foods to
make them delicious, people didn't have
much trouble with their gums. The coarse
fibre and the natural roughage made
plenty of work for the oral apparatus. Mastication kept the blood supply within the gums
in lively circulation. Gums were nourished
— they remained in normal tone and vigor —
firm, sound and healthy.

rJMany dentists recommend gum massage with Ipana as a wise health habit

How soft food impairs gum health
"But what happens today? If you eat something that needs a little real chewing, you
only criticize the cook. You demand tender
meats, peeled fruits, soft vegetables, flaky
pastries and fluffy puddings. Your gums are
robbed of work. Their circulation falters.
The tissues grow congested — soft, inflamed
and tender.
"Soon you may notice a tinge of 'pink' on
your tooth brush. That is a signal of danger
near at hand — a warning that your gums need
immediate care. The logical way to correct
or prevent the trouble is to stimulate the
gums twice a day through massage.
You can do it easily in just a few
moments at the time you brush your
teeth. Simply brush your gums, too,
gently but thoroughly, every square
inch of them, inside and out. Stir up

their sluggish circulation, and they'll soon
improve — in color, in firmness and in health."
{Summary taken from hundreds of excerpts from
authoritative dental papers, lectures and texts. )
And there are thousands of good dentists
— among them very possibly your own —
who will add:
"The massage alone is good, but massage
with Ipana Tooth Paste is better. Use it for
the massage as well as for the regular cleaning of your teeth. If at first your gums are
tender to the brush, rub them gently with a
little Ipana spread upon your finger tips after
you finish brushing your
For Ipana contains ziratol, a stimulating and healing hemostatic. For years
teeth. " have usedziratol
specialists

Ipana i
MADE

in treating
the power
sound and
preserving
your teeth.

Ipana is worth a 30 days' trial
There is a coupon in the corner. It offers you
a ten-day trial tube. Use it if you wish. Certainly
prove to cleaning
you Ipana's
delicious this
tastetube
and will
remarkable
power.
But ten days can hardly show you Ipana's
good effect on your gums. One month is a
far fairer trial both to you and to Ipana. Stop
at the next drug store you pass and get a fullsize tube (about 120 brushings). Use it to
the last squeeze! Then will you know all
Ipana can do to improve the health and
beauty of your mouth.

TOOTH
BY

THE

MAKERS

OF

SAL

gums. Its presence gives Ipana
to aid in building your gums to
sturdy health — the first step in
the natural lustre and beauty of

PASTE

HEPATICA

BRISTOL-MYERS CO. ,Dept. 1-98, 73 West St., New York
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA. Enclosed is a twol^i cent stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.
Ml
Name
Address

(c;1928
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'SPSS'
For the first time Paramount
and talking sequences!

Quality in motion

pictures with synchronized music score, sound

In theatres equipped to show "sound" pictures Paramount
'*{■#

exactly as presented to $2 audiences.
William Wellman

Section

Production

WlNGS " with synchronized

THE

WEDDING

MARCH"

♦

♦

A feast for the ear as well as the eye!

f*¥ '£&&%
chronized music score and sound effects.

ABIE'S

IRISH

ROSE"

Anne

Victor Fleming Production.

THE

PATRIOT"

Jannings. With Florence Vidor, Lewis Stone, Neil Hamilton.

_, :

WARMING

of love, laughs and Big League Baseball.

by S. S. Van Dine.

music, the bells!

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Nichols' masterpiece with syn-

Hear the thunderous

UP"

Russian marches, the

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

starring Richard

Dix, in a comedy-drama

A World's Series game on the screen in sound — the crack of the

•

„
THE

CANARY

MURDER

Production.

CASE"

From

♦

♦

♦

♦

St. Clair Production.

Many sensational talking sequences.

stage and boulevards enhanced

the famous mystery

LOVES

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

OF AN ACTRESS"

Spectacular story of the ParisiaD

by synchronized music score and sound effects.

Nils Asther and all star cast. Rowland

Starring Pola Negri, with

V. Lee Production.

xrcuramount ff*ictur&s

Soon "The Whole Show in Sound," Paramount
News, Christie Comedies, Stage Presentati
ons, etc.
"If it's

in

by Paramount Famous l.a-kv Corp., Adolpfa Zukor,
Pres., Paramount BIdg., IN. Y.

a

Paramount

Picture,

it's the best

♦

William Powell as "Philo Vance," Louise Brooks, Ruth Taylor, James Hall.

--^Bfc <C :*A*

Produced

♦

Ernst Lubitsch Production, starring Emil

bat, the roar of the crowd! And a new melody you'll love! Fred Newmeyer

*r-^^

♦

♦♦♦♦♦©♦♦♦

charge of the wild Cossacks, the pistol shots, the cries of the innocent!

i\ • JI

♦

See and hear Jean Hersholt, Charles Rogers, Nancy Carroll sing-

ing the beautiful theme song. A sensation!

W"*PS

♦

guns, etc.

directed by and starring Erich

Hear the throbbing love strains, the beautiful ceremonial

Many of the scenes are in Technicolor.

Malcolm

music score and sound effects

with Clara Bow, Charles Rogers, Richard Arlen, etc.

von Stroheim, with Fay Wray.

melodrama

proudly presents:

Hear the drone of the planes, the rat-tat-tat of machine

*

effects

show

in town!"
Everv advertlseme
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Brief Reviews of

*Indicates that photoplay was named as one
of the six best upon its month of review

Current Pictures

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE— Paramount.— The great
and original Irish-Jewish comedy, played by a likeable
cast headed by Charles Rocers, Nancy Carroll, Bernard Gorcey
Kramer. (April.)
If this doesn't amuse
you, you
are inandthe Ida
minority.
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Villainy on the high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well played
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
♦ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,
of the
most
delightful
of stage stories.
After "a one
series
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield.—
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
ALEX THE GREAT— FBO.— The funny adventures of a country boy who comes to New York to
"Press his pants with the Flatiron building." With
"Skeets" Gallagher.
(May.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist in this film. It's a story of human beings, told
by three dogs.
Entertaining and different. (June.)
APACHE RAIDER, THE— Pathe.— Leo Maloney
gets all hot and bothered about a few stolen cows.
(May.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe.— Introducing a new dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)
BACHELOR'S PARADISE — Tiffany-Stahl.— A
somewhat rowdy comedy-drama with a little oldfashioned pie-throwing and an invigorating prizefight. With Sally O'Neil.
(July.)
BARE KNEES— Gotham.— Proving that the
flappers are not as bad as their big sisters. With
Virginia Lee Corbin and Jane Winton.
(May.)
BATTLES OF CORONEL AND FALKLAND
ISLANDS, THE— Artlee.— An authentic record of
two big naval engagements between Germany and
England.
picture tries to be a "Potemkin" —
but
misses. The(May.)
BEAU BROADWAY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol fight for the affections of
Lew Cody.
Gay, inconsequential comedy.(July.)
*BEAU SABREUR— Paramount.— Not another
"Beau Geste," but a thrilling and picturesque tale,
nevertheless.
like Evelyn
Gary Cooper,
William Powell You'll
and Noah
Beery. Brent,
(March.)
♦BELLAMY TRIAL, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The audience is admitted to the court room
of the most thrilling murder mystery of the year.
(August.)
BEYOND
LONDON'S
LIGHTS— FBO— The
young master gets familiar with the second girl and
the result is a battle between the high hats and the
lower classes in dear old London.
(May.)
BEYOND THE SIERRAS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — A Tim McCoy Western that will put the
kids to sleep. (July.)
BIG CITY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Lon
Chaney and Betty Compson re-united in a crook
story in which Lon proves that he needs no trick
make-up to make him a fascinating person.
(March.)
BIG KILLING, THE— Paramount.— Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton become all tangled up
in a Kentucky feud.
(August.)
BIG NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May.)

BLACK
FEATHER,
THE— Wm.
Pizer.— Very
odd mystery drama with what is known as a "society
background."(May.)
Some of the characters seem a little
demented.
BLONDE FOR A NIGHT, A— Pathe-De Mille —
A light domestic farce made agreeable by the cheering
presences of Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford and T.
Roy Barnes.
(April.)
BODY PUNCH, THE— Universal— All the makings of a good picture and some ring stuff that will go
big with the men.
You'll like it. (May.)
BRANDED MAN, THE— Rayart.— The best
part of this domestic opera is the titles. Why not do
your reading at home?
(August.)

Pictures You
Should Not Miss
"The Godless Girl"
"Wings"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Love"
"Abie's Irish Rose"
"The Trail of '98"
"The Patent Leather Kid"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

BRANDED
SOMBRERO,
THE— Fox.— Buck
Jones plays Buck Jones in a conventional picture that
is only enlivened by a good fight. (March.)
BRIDE OF THE COLORADO, THE— PatheDe Mille. — Starring the Grand Canyon of Colorado.
And what a great, big canvon it has grown to be I
Nice scenery, but the picture offers little story
interest.
(May.)
BRINGING UP FATHER— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Rolling-pin humor built around the characters of the comic strip. Polly Moran and Marie
Dressier are funny.
(April.)

BRONCO STOMPER, THE— Pathe.— It is Don
Coleman's turn to outwit the villains in this Western.
Some good pictures of a rodeo.
(May.)
BURNING DAYLIGHT— First National. — An
exciting tale of gold rush days that makes splendid
Kenyon.
(A pril.)You'll like Milton Sills and Doris |
entertainment.
BURNING GOLD— Elbee.— A story of dirty .
deeds in the oil fields. (August.)
BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.— The
doings of bootleggers and such, made very dull.
Not worth the talents of Helene Costello and Sam i
Hardy.
(June.)
TimBUSHRANGER.THE—
McCoy goes to AustraliaMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
and plays some rousing, '
tunes on the boomerang.
(August.)
BUTTER
AND EGG MAN.
THE— First National.— The amusing adventures of a country lad |
(Jack Mulhall)
way.
(August.) who becomes an "angel" on Broad-'
BY WHOSE HAND?— Columbia.— Those doggone jewels are missing again. The result is the usual
ga-ga crook stuff. (March.)
CAME THE DAWN— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M.— i
Max Davidson and Polly Moran have some bad ,
moments (May.)
in a haunted house. A short comedy, but i
funny.
CANYON OF ADVENTURE, THE— First Na- i
tional.— Ken Maynard sets the western scenery afire '
again.
A good one.
(June.)
CAUGHT IN THE FOG— Warners.— The plot
gets lost in the fog, too. (August.)
CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A— Metro-Goldwyn- '
Mayer. — Romantic two-timing in Arlenesque London
society.
A bit languid but well played by Ramon
Saxon.
Novarro, (July.)
even if he isn't precisely the perfect AngloCHASER. THE— First National.— Harry Langdon and a lot of gags — some of them too rough to be in
good taste.
Don't cry if you miss it. (April.)
CHEER LEADER, THE— Gotham. — This time
the cheer leader rushes in and wins the game for dear
old Alma Mater. All right, if you still have a taste for
college pictures.
(March.)
CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT— FBO.— Ralph
Ince in a vigorous melodrama built around the sufferings of another one of those innocent crooks. (March.),
CHICKEN A LA KING— Fox.— More lessons in
gold-digging. Funny but rough in spots. With
Nancy Carroll and Ford Sterling.
(August.)
CHINATOWN CHARLIE— First National —
Johnny Hines cuts down on the gags and builds up
the plot, and the result is one of his best pictures.
(May.)
CHORUS KID, THE— Gotham.— Goofy but
amusing story of chorus girl, played by Virginia
Browne
Faire.
(June.)
CIRCUS ROOKIES— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — j
Reviewed
title K.of Arthur,
"Monkeyand Business."
With
Karl under
Dane, the
George
a comedy
gorilla.
Good slapstick.
(March.)
CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN — Tiffany^
Stahl. — Help! The Czar's daughter is with us again
this time played by Eve Southern. The picture has
its good moments.
(July.)
COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS, THE-1
Universal. — It was funny the first time, but not so
good in repetition.
Time to call a halt.
(A pril.)
COMRADES— First Division.— Again comes th<
World War! The story of a brave boy who takes the
place of a cowardly one. With Helene Costello
Gareth Hughes and Donald Keith.
(March.)
COP, THE — Pathe-De Mille. — Once more the warf
fare between the cops and crooks. Some good melo!
drama well acted by William Boyd, Alan Hale ami
Jacqueline Logan.
(July.)
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
13 ]
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* Greatest of his tine *

REELS

VIERMAID
COMEDIES
{Jack While Productions)

The greatest artist of the long line of the Lupino
family that has made every generation laugh
since the fifteenth century— Lnpino Lane is also

RIO

greatest of another line * He is the outstanding
star making short screen comedies today * *
Lane's satirical comedies such as "Sword Points,"
"Fandango" and "Roaming Romeo" have taken
picture fans, and the picture Industry, by storm
* To miss any of them is to miss a rare treat * *

Comedies

hxedo
comedies
(Jack

White Productions)

CAMEO

Lane Comedy

short comedies and novelties for so many

IDEAL

COMEDIES

with JERRY

years

* * Educational Pictures always make a good
show better.

COMEDIES

m

Ask your theatre manager when the next Lupino
will he shown * See it * You'll
enjoy a good, hearty laugh that will be better
than a tonic * And you'll understand why Educational Pictures have dominated the field of

ROY
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Lvman H. Howe*s
IIODOE-JPODOE
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TODAY

A Modern Screen Magazine

DOROTHV
DEVORE
in Dorothy Devore
Comedies

Inc., E.W. Mammons,
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Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

President

Brickbats and Bouquets
LETTERS
from
PHOTOPLAY
READERS

Three prizes
are given every month
for the best letters^
$25, $10 and $5

The Real Critics, the Fans,
The

Monthly

Give Their Views

Barometer

C^VXCE more a wave of protest against the
^-^craze for favoring European players instead
of encouraging American talent. Photoplay's
story, "Two More Imported Love Birds,"
brought a lot of brickbats. The readers of this
magazine want to know if there aren't young
players as good as Walter Byron and Lily
Damita right out in Hollywood.
Foreign stars of proved ability are seldom
panned. Emil Jannings gets a flock of
bouquets, although "The Street of Sin" is
looked upon as a mis-step. Nils Asther is
winning his way to the front. Richard Arlen
is getting as many bouquets as "Buddy"
Rogers — and that's a heap. And John Gilbert's Life Story in Photoplay is widely
praised.
Since the release of "Sadie Thompson"
Gloria Swanson has once more jumped into
the ranks of the first favorites, along with
Clara Bow and Greta Garbo. "Sorrell and
Son," "The Crowd," "The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come" and "The Legion of the
Condemned" are the most popular of the current pictures.
This department is your open forum. Step
right up and make your speech.

$25.00 Letter
Frankfort, Ky.
Here is a little story that I think you may
consider a corking good argument for the
movies:
One day recently the ten-year-old son of a
prominent physician of our town fell into the
river. He went down in fourteen feet of
water and came up under a barge. His head
struck the barge, knocking him senseless for a
few seconds. As soon as he regained his
faculties, according to his version of the affair,
he remembered having seen Douglas Fairbanks
in a picture when, in a similar close place, he
began to fight the water with both hands.
This the child did and soon reached a wire
cable which was tied to the barge. By climbing the wire cable, hand over hand as he had
seen Fairbanks do, he soon came to the surface of the water and was drawn up on the
barge, little the worse for his experience.
Mrs. W. J. Hulette.

The readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.

.00 Letter
Hollywood, Calif.
In no field has the use of motion pictures
been developed as it has in the educational
field. I am a junior at the University of California and its extensive use in all classes has
been brought forcibly to my attention during
my two years of college work.
Our dramatics professor often assigned reviews of the latest photoplays containing the
best dramatic artists. I am working my way
through school, so I had little time or money.
It was here that Photoplay became an integral part of my existence. I read the
Shadow Stage up and down until I knew it by
heart and then wrote my reviews. The Prof,
was wise to those of us that did this little
trick, but I imagine he realized the necessity
and the ultimate value of the practice, because he never said anything about it.
The climax in the use of photoplays in class
work came the week before final examinations.
My professor of Folk Customs and Costumes
suddenly made the bewildering announcement that there would be included in the final
examinations, questions concerning certain
photoplays he had recommended during the
year which contained authentic folk customs
and folk costumes. For the next week I
spent every spare moment tearing around to

movie houses with a copy of Photoplay containing the review of the picture in question
in one hand and a note book in the other hand,
seeing pictures I should have seen weeks before. Was I glad I had saved back numbers of
Photoplay?
Mina Rvud.

$5.00 Letter
Seattle, Wash.
Too much attention is being paid to whether
or not an actor or actress will screen well. The1
question "Can they act?" comes as an afterthought— if at all. Personally I am tired
witnessing blank-faced beauties and collar ads
romp through what the producers laughingly
call a play. What do we care for crows-feet,
a wart on the neck or a tooth out of alignment? We, the patient, plodding, ponderous
public, all have 'em and it sort of flatters our
ego to see others so defiled. Give us realism!
Perhaps that is the reason Chaney is so popular. With all his various annexes, amputations or appurtenances, as the case may be, we
forget about them in his glorious acting.
If the film companies would spend as much
time and money in developing and encouraging
the talent they already have in Hollywood
and vicinity as they do in conducting screen
tests and inane popularity contests among the
primary schools in the country, we might look
forward to an evening's entertainment. For
such precious few pictures as " The Big Parade, "
"The King of Kings," " Sorrell and Son, " "The
Patent Leather Kid," and "The Crowd,"
there are countless asinine excuses. The'
Wampas kids are cute, but they lack poise and
the appeal that the older actors and actresseshave.
Jane Adams.

He

Wrote

Every

Word

of It

Chicago, 111.
I must congratulate Photoplay and John
Gilbert on Jack's life story. It is both amusing
and interesting, and really sounds as though,
it were written by Gilbert. It is far superior
to the stories of Clara Bow and Greta Garbo.
There is a slight suspicion in my mind that this
may be due to the fact that Gilbert is so much
more interesting than either of those two.
Keith
[continued on V.page
117]Sutton-,
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Charlie Chaplin
in the blincljOlci cigarette test
MR. CHAPLIN was asked to smoke each of the four leading brands,
clearing his taste with coffee between smokes. Only onequestion
was asked: "Which one do you like the best?"1 He chose OLD GOLD.

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

. . . movie favorite the world
over, in one of his best-loved
pictures . . . "The Circus.*"

r amous star selects OLD

Wow does
OLD GOLD
do it?

GOLD

"ONE cigarette of the four I smoked in the blindfold test was like shooting a scene successfully
after a whole series of failures. It just 'clicked'
and I named it as my choice. It was OLD GOLD.
Which clears up a mystery, for the supply of OLD
GOLDS in my Beverly Hills home is constantly
being depleted. It seems that Strongheart and
Rin-tin-tin are the only motion picture stars who
don't smoke them."

The answer
simple.
tobacco
Golds.
leaves

plant ... no withered
© P. Lorillard Co., Est. 1760

Made from the heart -leaves of the
tobacco plant.

SMOOTHER

AND

is very

Only heart-leaf
is used in Old
No coarse topof the tobacco

BE TTER — f< N O T A COUGH

ground-leaves.
why Old Golds That's
are so
smooth . . . why you can
pick them in the dark.

IN A CARLOAD"

As We Go to Press

Last Minute News
that John Barryhave
S return
REPORT
ing itto Warners and the
more is
Vitaphone. He may do his Hamlet
for the sound film. Meanwhile, he has one
more United Artists production. It will be
the story of an Alpine mountaineer and it
will be directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

from East and West

NOW
Pathe is filming the adventures of
Uncle Sam's detachment of Marines
with the rebels down in Nicaragua. It will
be called "The Leathernecks," and the title
roles will be done by Bill Boyd, Alan Hale
and Bob Armstrong.

WILSON
MIZNER sold a story of
three ocean gamblers on the illfated Titanic to Caddo Productions. He
received $50,000. Now Caddo has decided to shelve the story because of its
"lack of love interest." That's the way
it goes.

"\X7ILLIAM FARNUM, the veterao
" * actor, has been made defendant ii
a suit for separate maintenance filed ii
Los Angeles by his wife, Olive An;
Farnum.

D.

DOUG FAIRBANKS' next, a sequel
to "The Three Musketeers," will be
called "The Man in the Iron Mask" or
"For All Eternity." Doug announces
that he will not insert any talking sequences.

CECIL
DE MILLE is signing
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

UNIVERSAL is to make an all-talkie
of "The Shannons of Broadway,"
the stage hit. By the terms of the contract, filming can not start until February, 1929.

witl

"LTERBERT BRENON fell from a stag.
■*—*■ scaffolding during the filming of f
scene of Ronald Colman's "The Rescue'
and broke his right ankle.

npHEY all do, sooner or later.
Now
■*■ Theda Bara is to try a come back,
under the management
of S. George
Ullman, Valentino's
faithful manager.

TLTAVING recovered from an operatior
■^■1-for appendicitis, Rod La Rocque ii
going to desert films for the stage temporarily.

REPORTS that Pola Negri is contemplating adivorce are denied. Pola
and Serge Mdvani are still happy, they
insist. Pola says she has signed a contract to make two films for a British
company for $200,000. She further declares that she has given up her American contracts. We didn't know she had
any. From Deauville comes the news that
Serge has just had two large rubies set
in the eyes of the serpent-shaped horn
on his Rolls Royce.

TV/TRS. TOM MIX and little Thoma*■"■*■ sina have departed for Paris on
their annual Summer jaunt. Mrs. Mix
issued the regular divorce denials.

W. GRIFFITH has added Jett
Goudal to the cast of "The Lov

'"PHE Princeton photoplay, co-starrini
•*• Charlie Rogers and Mary Brian, ha;
Song." given a new title. It was calle<
been
"Sophomore." Now it's titled "Var
sity." The Rogers-Brian team will bi
kept together for another picture, to b
called "Just Twenty-One." Frank Tut
tie will direct again.

RALPH SPENCE lays claim to being
the highest paid title writer. He gets
$10,000
worth it.per picture. And generally he's

"D AYARD VEILLER has been in Hol-*— 'lywood to supervise the plans for
Metro-Goldwyn's all talkie production
of his stage hit, "The Trial of Mary
Dugan." Norma Shearer will be starred
and production starts in September.

npHEY'RE
putting
"Abie's
■*■ which bids
fair to
make Irish
box Rose,
offic
records, through the studio paces agair
The original cast has been re-assemble
and a talkie addition is being made. In
cidentally,
Buddie Rogers' voic
in
the new you'll
sound hear
version.

OH, those talkies! Wallace Beerj
in "Beggars
of Life"
the
first sings
time since
his musical
comedyfordays
of long ago.
FLORENCE VIDOR is to return frorr
Europe to play opposite Richard Di?
in "Unconquered." Dix spent the
greater part of August in northern Arizona doing exteriors of "Redskin."

CAREWE, Dolores Del Rio
EDWIN
Miss Del Rio's mother, and the
Carewe staff were to sail for Europe late
in August. They planned to return in
December.
Don't say that Will Hays isn't a
high liver. He dwells on the thirtyseventh floor — count 'em — of the
Ritz-Tower in New York City.
He lives higher than any other New
Yorker

the director whc
VAN edDYKE,
WS.• complet
"White Shadows," is
sailing for Capetown, South Africa,
with a completely equipped company
to do "Trader Horn" in the African
interior.
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Mid-afternoon
same

- - its time to know your

... a desk full of -work. No "pep." You know

-wholesome

goodness that makes

BABY

RUTH

it's Baby Ruth time. The

Baby Ruth a favorite -with sportsmen

and ath-

letes will carry you over the mid-afternoon "let-down." Chocolate, nuts, milk and sugar,
the finest energy-foods, blended into a delicious confection. The efficient business man
keeps a box in his desk. Baby Ruth puts the punch in the end of his day. Because it is so
good, Baby Ruth makes any good time better. Millions of sales every day make possible
its dollar-a-pound quality at 5c.
white wrapper.
CURTISS

Look for the sanitary red-and-

Treat yourself today.
CANDY
OTTO

5c does it, everywhere,

COMPANY,
Y. SCHNERING,
President

CHICAGO

i^^^fei

gil
^P^*
©1928.C. C.Co.

MADE

IN

BILLIONS

FOR

AMERICA'S

MILLIONS

OF HUMANITY
IT'S an amazingly interesting picture,
this latest production by the man who
made "Mother Machree," "Hangman's
House,""3 Bad Men"and"The Iron Horse."
Interesting in that the director has in
one picture made a world celebrity of an
unknown — an extra girl repulsed and rebuffed for ten years in Hollywood.
They're calling Margaret Mann a sixtyyear-old Cinderella. Patiently she worked
and waited since 1917 for her big chance.

OTfno

Opportunity knocked just once — and you
should see the old lady grab the ball and
run for a touchdown!
Hers is the one outstanding performance
of the year! You'll love Margaret Mann.
Keep an eye on these four sons — the stars
of tomorrow. Watch for Charles Morton
in Murnau's forthcoming "4 Devils."
Discriminating theatre-goers have learned
to expect fine films from Fox — pioneer
of sound on film—
MAVIETGNK

terplece^

Brief

Reviews

of
[ CONTINUED

♦COSSACKS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Love, sport and murder among the cowboys of
Russia. Jack Gilbert is the lure. (.August.)
COUNT OF TEN, THE— Universal.— Something
different in the way of a prize-fight story, with James
Gleason, stage star, stealing the show. Charles Ray,
too, deserves mention for a good performance. (May.)
CREAM OF THE EARTH— Universal.— The
romance of a week-end butterfly and a shy college
youth, beautifully acted by Marion Nixon and
Charles Rogers. A Grade A picture.
(May.)
CRIMSON CITY, THE— Warners.— Drama between a couple of victims of bad luck in Singapore.
Lots of action — and you'll like Myrna Loy. (March.)
CROOKS CAN'T WIN— FBO.— Good celluloid
gone haywire. Will someone please stop the film
crime wave? (August.)
CUPID'S KNOCKOUT— Hercules.— Just a fairto-middling comedy, for evenings when you have
nothing better to do.
(April.)
♦CZAR IVAN THE TERRIBLE— Sovkino. — A
really great picture, made in Russia that, in acting
and technical excellence, never has been surpassed. A
marvellous performance by L. M. Leonidoff. If this
comes your way, don't miss it. (April.)
DANGER PATROL, THE — Rayart. — A big
wholesome, fresh air drama of the Northwest with
three rousing murders.
(July.)
DANGER RIDER, THE— Universal.— There's a
saving dash of originality in the plot of this Hoot
Gibson Western.
(July.)
DAWN — Herbert Wilcox. — An English production
that gives a fair and impartial presentation of the
Edit h Cavell case. (A ugust.)
DESERT BRIDE, THE — Columbia. — Betty
Compson, as a Parisian beauty, raises havoc in the
Foreign Legion.
(August.)
DESERT PIRATE, THE— FBO.— Filled with the
usual clap-trap of the orthodox Western but made
bearable by a plot with some originality and the
charming presence of little Frankie Darrow.
(May.)
DETECTIVES — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur in a collection of gags —
and some of them are not exactly spotless.
(July.)
DEVIL'S CAGE, THE— Chadwick.— No use
bothering your pretty little head about the inconsistencies ofa plot like this. (June.)
DEVIL'S SKIPPER, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Lots
of meat in this picture, what with slave ships, piracy,
mutiny and revenge. Also a remarkable performance
by Belle Bennett.
(May.)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about the
curse of a diamond, probably written about the supposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Some fine
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena and
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)
♦DIVINE WOMAN, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — How an ugly duckling becomes a great
actress. With — goody, goody! — Greta Garbo. And
Lars it.Hanson
is a great help. Naturally, you'll go and
see
(March.)
DO GENTLEMEN
A short farce turned
of a real, live sorilla.
DOG JUSTICE—
injustice to Ranger,

SNORE ?^Roach-M.-G.-M. —
into a panic by the appearance
(August.)
FBO.— But the story is a cruel
the canine star. (August.)

DON'T MARRY — Fox. — An amusing little romantic comedy that will please the gals. Gayly
played by Lois Moran and Neil Hamilton.
(July.)

Photoplays

Current
FROM PAGE 6 ]

♦DOOMSDAY — Paramount. — Florence Vidor's
sympathetic and intelligent portrayal of a farm
woman who marries to escape drudgery merits your
attention.
(April.)
DOVE, THE — United Artists.— Norma Talmadge
is
starred,Anbutexciting
it is Noahstage
Beery's
the anaughty
thief!
playpicture,
becomes
rather
languid movie.
(March.)
*DRAG NET, THE — Paramount. — Vivid and
swiftly moving underworld story with grade A acting
by George Bancroft, William Powell and Evelyn
Brent.
(July.)
♦DRESSED TO KILL— Fox.— A tale of the underworld that and
holds suspense.
your attention
second.
all action
And every
splendid
work It's
by
Edmund Lowe,
Astor and Ben Bard. Recommended. Mary
(May.)
DRUMS OF LOVE— United Artists.— D. W.
Griffith tells the Paolo and Francesca legend, but
spoils it by changing the locale and by overloading it
with pageantry. Mary Philbin branches out with
lots of IT and Don Alvarado gives a good performance. (April.)
EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Richard
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A bright,
fast-moving
comedy and Richard's best in months.
(June.)
END OF ST. PETERSBURG, THE— Sovkino.—
What the Soviet wants you to believe. St. Petersburg destroyed by trick camera angles.
(August.)
ESCAPE, THE — -Fox. — An ancient melodrama
that should have been allowed to rest in peace. With
Virginia Valli and William Russell.
(May.)
EXCESS BAGGAGE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Vivid and realistic picture of stage life. See it.
(August.)
FAITHLESS LOVER, THE— Krelbar.— The dam
bursts again. But aside from that, this is just a lot
of mediocre celluloid.
(May.)
FALLEN ANGELS— Universal.— Norman Kerry
drags through some gloomy doings in the role of a
man who must play dead. Interesting but hardly
cheerful.
(May.)
FANDANGO — Educational. — Lupino Lane in a
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures ever
produced.
(June.)
FANGS OF JUSTICE— Bischoff.— A regular old
home week of hokum.
(May.)
FASHION MADNESS— Columbia.— Once more
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woods
by the he-man hero. Claire Windsor is the girl this
time.
(June.)
FAZIL — Fox. — Proving the sheiks make bad
husbands. Torrid necking in the desert. Not for
the kindergarten class.
(August.)
FEEL MY PULSE— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels is
terribly annoyed by William Powell and his rum
gang. But Richard Arlen comes to her rescue.
Fairly good, but not up to Bebe's standard.
(April.)
FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE— Paramount.— Bebe
Daniels inherits half a gold mine. It turns out to be a
gold mine of laughs. James Hall is her leading man.
Recommended to your kind attention.
(Ju^y.)
FINDERS KEEPERS— Universal.— Laura La
Plante, who deserves a better fate, wastes her talents
and charm on a lot of trite gags.
(May.)
FIRE AND STEEL— Elbee.— Hot yarn of steel
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous foreman and the girl. Ho-hum!
(June.)

Reviewed

Pictures

in the

Shadow
Page

FIVE- AND -TEN-CENT ANNIE— Warners.—
This one starts good but goes goofy. However,
Louise Fazenda is a show in herself. (May.)
FLYING
COWBOY,
THE- —Universal. — Fun—
and lots of it — on a dude ranch. With Hoot Gibson.
(July.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Fields
and Chester Conklin in a comedy that is only fairly
funny.
(June.)
FORBIDDEN HOUR, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Ramon Novarro is at his best as the princeat-play. The story of a king who gave up his throne
one.
(July.)
for love.
And Renee Adoree is in it. You'll like this
FOREIGN LEGION,
low-up on the popularity
are just frantic for Legion
tainment. With Norman

FORTUNE HUNTER, THE— Warners.— Syd
Chaplin
messes up a good comedy. Why people stay
home.
(March.)
FREE LIPS— First Division.— Virtue triumphant
in a night club. Just another one of those pictures.
With June Marlowe.
(July.)
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, THE— UniversalReviewed under the title of "Graft." Wherein a
newspaper reporter, bless his little heart, tries to
clean up the big city grafters. Interesting performances by Henry B. Walthall and Lewis Stone. (April.)
FRENZIED FLAMES— Ellbee— For the boys—
of all ages — who like to chase fire departments. (May.)
FRESH EVERY HOUR— Universal.— Reviewed
under with
the title
"The Prince
of Peanuts." Nutty
farce
Glennof Tryon.
(April.)
GATEWAY OF THE MOON— Fox.— Dolores
Del Rio gets coy in a South Sea Island picture. This
star should keep her clothes on. (March.)
GIRL HE DIDN'T BUY, THE— Peerless.— Light
story of a Broadway love affair with an original twist
to the plot. (August.)
GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A— Fox.— The romantic
adventures of a deep sea sailor, played by Victor
McLaglen.
And very funny, too. (March.)
GIVE AND TAKE— Universal.— A silly story but
made into good entertainment by the expert comedy
performances of Jean Hersholt and George Sidney.
(July.)
♦GLORIOUS BETSY— Warners.— The romantic
story of Jerome Bonaparte and Betsy Patterson of
Baltimore. Tricked up with a happy but unhistoric
ending. Mildly charming, and decked out with Vitaphonic outbursts.
Dolores Costello starred.
(July.)
♦GODLESS GIRL, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
vitally interesting and vivid story told with all the
force and power Cecil B. De Mille could give it. Incidental y, ittakes a poke at reform schools. This is
a real picture with splendid acting by Marie Prevost,
George
Duryea,
Noah Beery and Lina Basquette.
(July.)
GOLDEN
THEwho— laughs
Nordisk-Pathe.
Even
Denmark CLOWN,
has a clown
to conceal —a
broken heart. Turgid foreign drama with a fine performance by Gosta Eckman.
(July.)
GOLDEN SHACKLES— Peerless.— You cant
see the picture for the plot. (August.)
GOLF WIDOWS — Columbia. — Comedy drama
built on one of the terrible consequences of country
(July.)life. With Harrison Ford and Vera Reynolds.
club
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GOOD-BYE KISS, THE— Mack Sennett.— The
daddy of screen comedy fights the war in his own
way. And the old boy hasn't lost his cunning, because there's real entertainment in this here picture.
You'll like Sally Eilers.
(May.)

NED WAYBURN
<m
\ America'sForemostDanceAuthority,
W -&*, — ! wno staged the best editions of the
" Follies and over 600 other Musical
Shows and whose inspirational direction contributed so much to the
success of Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington, GildaGray, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Mary Eaton, Ada May, Al
Jolson, Eddie Cantor, Will Rogers,
OscarShawand many otherStage and
Screen Favorites, offers training in

■w

EVERY TYPE of DANCING
for STAGE and SOCIAL AFFAIRS
At a Surprisingly Low Cost

YOU want to become a stage dancer. You
arecastingeager eyes toward popularity,
health, success and, naturally, Stardom.
Yet preparation for a successful dancing
career includes far more than learning how
to dance. You must not only be trained according
to proven, practical, up-to-the-minute methods— but
your personality must be developed. You must
know
howin tothe"put
across."
You must
be
schooled
typeyourself
of dancing
to which
you are
temperamentally and physically suited. In short,
you must acquire Showmanship.
If anyone can spot your unsuspected talents for
Stage Dancing and develop them to their utmost—
if anyone can advance you from mediocrity to Stardom .... Ned Wayburn is the man!
Why? Because Mr. Wayburn has had years of
experience in discovering and developing hundreds
of nationally
known asStage
and "Movie"
Stars. Because his success
a producer
and director
of
musical show "hits" is unparalleled in theatrical
history. Because the sum of all this genius and experience isbehind the unique method for training
stage dancers that he offers YOU ... a method
that assures his pupils every opportunity for most
profitable and happy engagements.
So be practical. Invest your time and money
on training of known merit. Come to the Ned
Wayburn Studios. Learn how Showmanship is
applied to dancing tobring Success. Class orprivate
instruction.
Children or grownups.
Call or write today for beautiful, illustrated 56page FREE booklet
of Ned
Way burn's
methodUK of telling
training.
For information
ARE YOU FAT
regarding
Mr.
Wayburn's
Home
OR TOO THIN? StudyCouvse in Stage Dancing, write
for Booklet rinc
Redu

NED WAVBURN

Join Ned
burn's day
evening1 classes
in "Limbering
and Stretching-" and modern simplified
stage dariirinu'.

Studios oF Stage Dancing Inc.

1841 Broadway, (Entrance on 60th Street)
AtGolumbim(.:ir<:le.
)urk.
Open Sundays
all year'round
9 A. M. to 10 New
P. M.
Except
(ClOsedSaturdaysat 0P.M. jFhoneCoiumbua 3500

Amazing

Christmas Cards

Experience

HALF A BRIDE— Paramount.— Wherein a bride
is cast away on a desert island with the wrong man.
(August.)

LADY BE GOOD— First National.— How Dorothy Mackaill can dance! And what a snappjJ
comedienne!
Don'tA forget
thatshow.
Jack (May.)
Mulhall i's;
featured with her.
neat little

HANGMAN'S HOUSE— Fox.— A good drama of
Ireland, with some splendid backgrounds, a fine
horse race and an excellent performance by Victor
McLaglen.
(August.)

LADY OF VICTORIES, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The romance of Napoleon and Josephine.;
gorgeously presented in Technicolor. Only two reels,!
but very much worth seeing.
(March.)

HAPPINESS AHEAD— First National.— What
might have been merely tawdry melodrama is turned
into fine entertainment by the splendid acting of
Colleen Moore, Edmund Lowe and Lilyan Tashman.
(August.)

LADY RAFFLES— Columbia.— A mvstery melo-|
drama with a real mystery — of all things! And some!
work by Estelle Taylor and Lilyan!
snappy
Tashman. team(July.)

*HAROLD TEEN— First National.— All your old
friends of the comic strip come to life on the screen.
It's a joyous show and lots of fun for the kids.
Arthur Lake walks away with the honors as Harold.
(May.)
HAS

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?— Universal.— The amusing love affairs of an Irish soldier.
Tom Moore plays the Irishman and Bessie Love gives
a fine performance of a French girl. Good fun. (May.)
HAWK'S NEST, THE— First National.— An interesting and colorful melodrama of Chinatown, excellently acted by Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon.

(July.)

HEAD
MAN,
THE— First National.— What
happened
a small
town when(August.)
the Ladies' Auxiliary
drank
too inmuch
lemonade.
HEADIN' FOR DANGER — FBO. — The best
Western in months. New plot, new situations, new
gags and Bob Steele.
(July.)
HEART
OF
A FOLLIES
GIRL,
THE— First
National. — A humorless and hackneyed story of stage
life, which even Billie Dove cannot save.
(May.)
HEART
OF BROADWAY,
THE— Rayart.—
Cabaret melodrama, but only fair. Pauline Garon,
Robert Agnew and Wheeler Oakman head the cast.
(May.)
HELLO, CHEYENNE— Fox.— That distinguished
litterateur, Mr. Tom Mix, in a Western that is peppered with new stunts.
(July.)
HELL SHIP BRONSON— Gotham.— Noah Beery
does some of his best acting as a rip-roaring old sea
captain who is licked and frustrated by two women.
You'll be sorry
when virtue triumphs. Swell entertainment. (July.)
HER GREAT ADVENTURE— A. G. Steen, Inc.—
What a stenographer does with one thousand dollars.
Below par.
(A pril. )
HER
SUMMER
HERO— FBO.— Why
theaters need good prologues.
(March.)

movie

HOLD 'EM YALE— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod La
Rocque cuts loose as a foot-ball star. Why be critical
about a picture so full of laughs?
(May.)

That Sell on Sight?

Selling

LADIES OF THE NIGHT CLUB— Tiffany.
Stahl. — A clown and a millionaire are rivals for the
affections of a cabaret girl. Synthetic heart interest.
(August.)

HIT OF THE SHOW, THE— FBO.— A lot of
grief about the hard life of a small-town actor.
Just
a tear-fest.
(July.)

New

Clerk earned $800 evenings. Esther McCall, Ark
earned $59 first day; Mary Kline, Pa., earned $64 4,
in four days; W. C. Allen, Ohio, earned $1000 in ^-._
spare time showing our Personal Greeting Card

No

GYPSY OF THE NORTH— Rayart.— A better
than usual melodrama of the Northern mining
camps.
(August.)

HIS COUNTRY— Pathe-De Mille.— Excellent
heart interest story by two immigrants, beautifully
played by Rudolph Schildkraut and Louise Dresser.
Sincere drama.
(April.)
^

bs
1000.2° Hours

Showing

HONEYMOON
FLATS — Universal. — Clever
little comedy of young married life, with George Lewis
and Dorothy Gulliver.
(April.)

Necessary

Thinkof your many friends and neighbors that sent Christmas Cards last year. They would rather order from you
this year than from a stranger. Now is the time to start.
Weeklypaychecks. Bonus checks everymonth.
No money required.
We furnish everything.

HONOR BOUND— Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
protect a worthless woman. With George O'Brien
and Estelle Taylor.
Too much grief. (June.)

$10 Outfit FREE-^ti^ki^S^'Zt

HORSEMAN
OF THE PLAINS, A— Fox.— A
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)

Win the One You Love!

HOT HEELS— Universal.— A small town boy
goes butter-and-egging for a hick musical show,
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller are a good team.
(May.)

once turning your spare hours into dollars.
w- washmeton st.
- 31S 4S18
Co. Dept««»»»■»
Hertel
A. ntl
John «.
1CI %,o.
Chicago, III.

The art of making people love you
is no longer a secret. French women, throughout the ages, have

AGENTS
WANTED
Write for full
details (illiberal moneymaking proposition.

understood theimportant part certain perfumes pl.iy in winning affection. And
now thesecret formula of a famous French
perfumer has been brought to you. You,
too, can be captivating. Love Charm,
the beguiling perfume with theirresistible
fragrance, will bring you romance and
popularity. $i.oo brings you a regular
$2-5ointroductory bottle, with subtle direct ions, if you mail your dollar right a way.
Love Charm Co., 486; Easton Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo. Dept. 4,1

' Particulars
Esenwein's
famous of
forty-'
lesson courseof in Dr.
writing
and marketing
the
Short-Story and sample copy of The Writer's
monthly free. Write today.
THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. 95.
Springfield, Mass.

LADIES' NIGHT IN A TURKISH BATH— First
National. — There are lots of laughs in this adaptation
of the stage farce. Not subtle, but funny. Witfc
(March.)
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.

HOUND OF SILVER CREEK, THE— Universal.
— Dynamite,
new' dog star, blasts an inferior
story
to success.the (August.)
HOUSE OF SCANDAL, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
If you are not sick of cops, crooks and the inevitable
girl who reforms.
(July.)
HUSBANDS FOR RENT — Warners. — Owen
Moore and Kathryn Perry in a bedroom farce that
will get by only with the less bright members of the
community.
(March.)
I TOLD YOU SO— Leigh Jason.— This pictureonly a two reeler — cost merely one thousand dollars.
But it shows so much promise that its producer won
a contract for himself on the strength of a pre-view
showing.
(April.)
JUDGMENT OF THE HILLS— FBO— An interesting and human story of life in the Kentucky
mountains. Our hats oft to Frankie Darrow, a fine
boy actor.
(March.)

Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

*LAST COMMAND,
THE — Paramount. — A
powerful and tragic story of a cousin of the Tsar of 1 1
Russia who becomes a Hollywood "extra."
Thanks!
to the magnificent acting of Emil Jannings, this film!
is the most popular crying-fest of the season. (March.) |
LATEST FROM PARIS, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Norma Shearer plays a travelling sales- j
woman.
Bright, snappy entertainment.
(March.)
*LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-Goldwvn-I
Mayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that;
the girl he loves may be happy. Excellentlv acted by !
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)
LAW OF FEAR, THE— FBO.— The best part of 1
this picture is the review of the private life of Ranger, !
the police dog.
(May.)
LAW OF THE RANGE, THE— Metro-Gold wvn-1
Mayer. — Tim McCoy in a thriller that has heart
interest. Joan Crawford plays a sweet, old-fashioned 1
girl. That ought to send you to see it. (March.)
LEAVE
— It does.

'EM LAUGHING— Hal Roach-M.-G.-M. '
In two reels. (March.)

♦LEOPARD LADY, THE— Pathe-De Mille— A !
story with a new slant and a surprise ending.
It all !
takes place in a Continental travelling circus. A fine
performance by Jacqueline Logan.
(March.)
*LILAC war
TIME—
Thrilling to and
romantic
drama First
with National.—
enough sentiment
lift '<
it above the run of war plays.
(August.)
MICKEY
FBO.—
sweet '
andLITTLE
sloppy story,
which GROGAN—
Frankie Darrow
and AJobyna
Ralston cannot help much.
(May.)
LITTLE
SHEPHERD
KINGDOM
COME—
First
National.
— Released OF
ill New
York under
title of ' |
"Kentucky Courage." — An old favorite well acted by
Richard Barthelmess.
The story rambles all over
Kentucky and
the Civil War, but it is fair enter- I
tainment.
(June.)

LITTLE
SNOB,
THE — Warners. — A Coney \
Island kid tries to crash society but discovers that the
freaks
are
better
company.
With May
McAvoy.
(July.)
LITTLE
YELLOW
HOUSE,
THE— FBO.— An
awful fuss about nothing at all. (August.)
LONESOME — Universal. — Barbara Kent and
Glenn Tryon in a good human interest storv of voung
love in modern backgrounds. Lots of trick camera
work but, on the whole, worth your while.
(July.)
LOVE AND LEARN — Paramount. — Wherein
Esther Ralston keeps Papa and Mamma from getting
a divorce.
Smart, light comedy.
(March.)
LOVE
HUNGRY— Fox.— Concerning
a mere I
innocent love affair of a chorus girl.
Lois Moran ,
and Lawrence Gray
head
the cast, but Marjorie
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (June.)
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE— Universal.— Dowdy story of war-time Vienna, with a
Daddy Browning romance between Man Philbin
and Henry B. Walthall. Betty Compson is the only
live thing in the show.
(April.)
MAD
HOUR— First National.— Elinor Glyn
preaches a none too convincing story on the follies of
jazzmania.
Snappy acting by Sally O'Neil.
(May.)
MAGNIFICENT
FLIRT, THE— Paramount. —
Mother and daughter in a mix-up of romances.
Suave direction and the fascinating work of Florence
Vidor put this picture across.
(August.)
MAN
IN THE ROUGH, THE— FBO.— Not a
golf story.
A Western with slimy villain, foolish old
man, tomboy daughter — and Our Herol
(July.)
MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.— Modern sex story, made pleasant by deft handling,
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (June.)
MAN
WHO
LAUGHS,
THE— Universal.—
Draggy version of a classic that may interest the
hounds
for film.
art. Conrad
spot
of the
(May.) Veidt's acting is the high
MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia.— Bessie Love
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by Johnny
Walker.
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)
MICHIGAN KID, THE— Universal.— Thrilling
melodrama and beautiful scenery succcssfullv smother
aAdoree.
Horatio (July.)
Alger plot. With Conrad Nagel and Renee
MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE. A— Rayart.— Some(July.)thing very nifty and baffling in the wav of a murder.
[ CONTINUED
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Brief

Reviews

NIGHT FLYER, THE— Pathe-De Mille. — Big
doings triumphing
among the over
railroaders,
with William
charm
a dirty face.
(April.) Boyd's
*NIGHT OF MYSTERY, A— Paramount —
Adolphe Menjou involved in the romantic dilemma
of a captain of the French-African Chausseurs. One
of his most attractive pictures. With Evelyn Brent.
Adult amusement.
(May.)
*NOOSE, THE— First National.— Richard Barthelmess again gets a picture worthy of his talents. An
extra-fine melodrama that will hold you spellbound. (March.)
NO QUESTIONS ASKED— Warners.— William
Collier, Jr., and Audrey Ferris in one of those "first
year" stories. Just so-so. (July.)
ON THE GO— Action.— Something different— a
western with a lot of laughs. (June.)

Ireducer

ON YOUR TOES— Universal.— Well, there's a
good prize fight episode. With Reginald Denny.
(March.)
OPENING NIGHT, THE — Columbia. — One
moment of cowardice wrecks the life of an otherwise
fine man.
A drama worth seeing.
(August.)

Frances Jordan, Inc.
8020 PINANCEBUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA

♦OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. — Lively and very modern romance
in the younger set, staged in a luxurious background
and ornamented by Joan Crawford, Anita Page and
Dorothy Sebastian. John Mack Brown and Nils
Astheralso help a lot. (August.)

The
^
^helburne
Atlantic City

OUT OF THE PAST— Peerless.— One of those
things you can forget. (June.)
PAINTED TRAIL, THE— Rayart— Buddy Roosevelt in— ho-hum! — a Western.
(May.)

Directly on Ihe Boardwalk..
In Ihe desired central location.

PARTNERS IN CRIME— Paramount.— Beery
and Hatton in the underworld. Mostly gags. You
know the type.
(May.)

Jacob Weikel

SELLING

PATSY, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.— Marion
Davies is charming in a modern ugly duckling story.
You'll love her impersonations of famous screen gals.
Your money's worth.
(May.)
PAY AS YOU ENTER— Warners.— A motorman
and conductor both love Louise Fazenda. What
could
(June.) be more thrilling? A singletrack comedy.

PERSONAL

GREETING

CARDS

Unusual novelties. Reasonable prices. Every
prospect will buy. Cards sell at sight. Handsome Sample Book FREE. Large commission on all
sales. Also beautiful line of boxes of assorted cards.
Best value on the market.
Write immediately.

ROCHESTER

ART CO.

DEPT. G

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

High School Course
You can complete

this simplified High
School Course at home m-

Bide of two years. Meets all requirements for entrance ti> college
and the leading professions. ThiB and thirty-six other practical
courses are described in our Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY.

AMERICAN

SCHOOL

Prcxel Ave. & 58th St.

fc) AS
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PIONEER SCOUT, THE— Paramount.— Fred
Thomson and Silver King in a Western that strives
for
variety by having Thomson play a dual role.
(May.)
PLAY GIRL, THE— Fox.— Madge Bellamy in a
gold-digging farce.
Reasonably diverting.
(May.)
POWDER MY BACK— Warners.— Irene Rich in
an improbable but sophisticated comedy. It has a
political
background.
(May.)
QUEEN OF THE CHORUS, THE— Anchor.—
Routine. Temptations
triumphant.
(August.) of a chorus girl, with virtue
♦RACKET, THE— Caddo-Paramount.— Thomas
Meighan. as a lone cop, cleans up a gang of racketeers,
headed by Louis Wolheim.
Don't miss it. (August.)
RAIDER EMDEN, THE— Emelka-Columbia— A
thrilling reproduction of the most spectacular sea
exploits of the War.
(August.)
♦RAMONA — United Artists. — A pictorially
lovely versionDolores
of Helen
early
California.
Del Hunt
Rio isJackson's
excellent novel
as the ofIndian
girl. (March.)
♦RED DANCE— Fox.— More Russian revolution,
dramatically directed by Raoul Walsh. Charles
Farrell, Ivan Linow and Dolores del Rio head an
exceptional cast. The picture is a real thriller. (July.)
RED HAIR — Paramount. — Clara Bow's hair in
natural colors! Also an Elinor Glyn story of a golddigger (May.)
who gives up all for love. For the Bow
fans.
REFORM— Chadwick.— Wherein a mush-headed
psychologist reforms a good-looking girl crook by
teaching her to eat with a fork. (July.)
RIDERS OF THE DARK— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Tim McCoy in Western Plot Number Four.
Koy D'Arcy's teeth in the foreground. (May.)
RIDING TO FAME— Elbee.— Does the villainous
bookie succeed in queering the horse race and wrecking young love? Don't be dumb!
(August.)
RINTY OF THE DESERT— Warners.— An appealing and unusual dog story with the one and only
Rill-Tin-Tin.
(July.)
ROAD TO RUIN, THE— Cliff Broughton —
Sponsored by the Juvenile Courts, this film should
only be shown to selected audiences. A sensational
portrayal of a deplorable social evil, with nothing left
to the imagination. If you like this sort of thing —
(May.)
ROSE-MARIE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Adapted from the musical comedy. Exciting doings
and hot romance among the fur traders of Canada.
With Joan Crawford and James Murray.
(March.)
RUSH HOUR, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— Conventional stuff, ornamented by Marie Prevost and Seena
Owen. Oh, dear, these eternal working girls! (April.)

SADDLE MATES— Pathe.—Wally Wales indulges in a lot of rough and tumble fighting. You've
guessed it — it's a Western.
(May.)
♦PATRIOT, THE— Paramount.— Brilliant per♦SADIE
THOMPSON— United Artists. — Gloria
formance by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by .
Swanson triumphs over the censors. A racy, ironic
Ernst ofLubitsch.
story acting
of Paul bytheLewis
First,Stone.
mad
and dramatically fine story, with a swell performance
Czar
Russia. It's
Alsoa great
Less emotional and more intellectual than the recent
by Lionel
and Gloria's
finest acting
to
date.
Not Barrymote
for eighth-grade
intelligences,
but real
Jannings pictures and very much worth seeing.
stuff for persons of normal, healthy mentalities.
(June.)

Maintains its supremacy
by the completion of a
new fireproof addition
accommodating 600 guests.
Golf privileges, garage accommodations.
For 25 years Ownership -Management .

MONEY
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A— Sterling.— Feeble

NAMELESS MEN— Tiffany-Stahl.— Claire Windsor flutters througli a story of the secret service.
Don't cry if you miss it. (May.)
*NEWS PARADE, THE— Fox.— A snappy and
original melodrama of the exploits of the news reel
photographers. Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps head
the cast. Excellent way to spend the evening. (July.)

Fashion decrees that the figure be
slenderand graceful. Women whoare fat in
spots — in thf-.i lid.. men, hips, throat, underarm, or elsewhere — need no longer worry!
Simply use the wonderful Frances Jordan
Reducer 10 minutes daily! It does away
with massage treatments — with hot baths,
dieting, strenuous exercise, and drugs. It
removes the fat just where you want it removed— nowhereelse.Thereisnodiscomfort
—no exertion— no wrinkles nor flabby flesh!
The Frances Jordan stimulates the circulation and the fat spots are absorbed. It relie ves constipation and tones up the nerves.
This remarkable Frances Jordon originally sold for £15.00. Very large sales now
permit us to sell direct to you for £5.00.
Act today! Send £5.00 in cash, money
order or check. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

Dept. H-671.

LOVE,

♦MOTHER MACHREE— Fox.— Get out your
handkerchiefs; this is a tear-fest. The story of the
Irish mother is conventional but Belle Bennett's
performance plucks at the heart strings. And little
Philippe de Lacy will delight you. What a boy I (May.)
MY HOME TOWN— Rayart.— The hero is
charged with manslaughter, jail-breaking, safebreaking, bootlegging and blackmailing. Stay home
and read the newspapers. (June.)

2*

BIG

Current

MIDNIGHT TAXI, THE— Warners.— Bootlegger
and hijackers run riot. (August.)
MILLION FOR
melodrama.
(June.)

CHRISTMAS
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PERFECT CRIME, THE— FBO.— Clive Brook,
as a great detective, is in search of a perfect crime.
How he finds it is the basis of an unusually fine
mystery yarn.
(July.)
PHANTOM CITY, THE— First National.— Fun
and mystery in a deserted mining town, with Ken
May nard as the spook chaser.
(A ugust.)
PHANTOM PINTO, THE— Ben Wilson.— Why
expect a pinto pony and a flock of horses to furnish
all the brains of a picture?
(August.)
PHANTOM OF THE RANGE— FBO.— Not the
kitchen range, Geraldine, but the wide open spaces.
However,
let the
fool and
you;little
it's Frankie
a good
film and itdon't
features
Tomtitle
Tyler
Darrow.
(April.)
PHANTOM OF THE TURF— Rayart.— This
time Rex Lease is the fellow who wins the race and
saves the family estate. (June.)
PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES— Universal.— In
which Lilyan Tashman and Alice Day, as two chorus
girls, scramble a butter-and-egg man. Foolish but
funny. (June.)

(April.)
SAILORS' WIVES— First National.— A fumigated orgies
sequel to enliven
"Flaming
Youth.''
A couple
suburban
it, but
it is mostly
sombre.of
Mary Astor does her darndest to act wild. (May.)
SALLY OF THE SCANDALS— FBO.— Bessie
Love puts life into a back-stage story that might have
been dull.
(August.)
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS— Gotham.— Mae
Busch, as a cabaret girl, rescues Percy Marmont
from life in the underworld. Mae's a good trouper.
(April.)
SATAN AND THE WOMAN— Excellent.— Showing how a narrow-minded small town can be mean to
a pretty girl like Claire Windsor. Fie on them I
(April.)
SCARLET DOVE, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Military life in Czarist Russia. Mostly bedroom scenes.
Lowell Sherman— the cur — acts grand and wears as
many gaudy uniforms as a Roxy usher.
(July.)
SCARLET YOUTH— S. S. Millard.— Supposed to
have a big social message; one of those medical films
that plays to "men only" and "women only" audiences. Don't let them kid you. It's just to get the
easy money of anyone simple enough to be taken in by
the sensational advertising.
(A pril.)
SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS— First NationalPure Harold Bell Wright and very sweet and clean.
But just a teeny, weeny bit slow.
(March.)
SHOWDOWN, THE— Paramount.— A good picture of life in the depressing Mexican oil fields. Not
exactly cheery but well acted by George Bancroft
and Evelyn Brent.
(May.)
\ CONTINUED ON PAGE
133 ]

PINTO
KID,
THE— FBO.— Buzz
Barton's
stunts will please the kids. That's all. (June.)
Erery advertisement In PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Gome on btwk,
behind ike Scenes onHroMhoau!
See how famous hits are made — and remade, in
'THE BUTTER-AND-EGG MAN.". . . . Backstage romance and comedy you never dream of
when you sit "out front." . . .
It's all there in this brand new First National film
hit that tells. the hilarious story of a Butter and Egg
Man-who-came-back — and came back hard! ... A
worm who turned against the New York wise guys
who thought they had "taker(' him . . . ONE
Broadway sucker who got MORE than an even
break.
Rich with racy, unique types of Broadway "insiders"
. . . Full of first-time-on-any-screen revelations of
the private lives of leading men and misleading
ladies ... So good that you will want to make a
special point of seeing it . . . Watch for the date of —

It must be
GREAT when
famous New
York critics
say —
" D e li ciously
funny."
"Its theatre humor is classical."
"A truly exhilarating evening
in the theatre."

Presented by Richard A. Rowland
From Play by George S. Kaufman
A
Richard
Wallace
Production

■\\,(

' v1

fX- ^ ,.<r' ■ ■ X -.|LI .

,, vi^

One of the
Sripmftiy «V vlBB3

J4CKMJIHAU
GRETA ttl*$EN
GERTIE JOE ACTOR

sam hardy

©>

(

you will seem

FIRST NATIONAL
PICTUREM928-20

TKey take the Guesswork out of '"Going: to the Movies'
■When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Friendly Advice from.
Carolyn Van Wyck
I
on

s
m
e
l
rob '
Girls
tly

Whatever
you
do, says
Miss
\ an
to listen intelligen
learn
Wyck,

"Autumn Freshening"
Is This Month's Problem
A ND by that I do not mean a middle-aged seeking after beauty!
I
X Vmean, instead, a seasonal, personal house-cleaning— a getting
readv
for the winter— which is the time of the most important work,
and the
most significant play. Use this period of the year for taking a
ventory.
charm in-

DEAR CAROLYN VAX WYCK:
You know don't you, that
Just at this season of the year I always
stand ready to help you individually
on any of the problems thatI always
concern your beauty, health,
or happines
seem all "wrong." My clothes are faded
Letters
enc osing stamped, addressed envelopes I will always answer s?
and shabby and lack smartness. My hair
bv
seems faded, too — probably from the high,
hot sun, for I spend many of the summer days
be answered in the columns
withouttheP°stage
PHOTO
of For
informat
PLAY
ion regarding
care of w*H
the skin, send a stamped envelope
on the beach. And my skin has been tanned
And my booklet on sane reducing methods will be sent to you
so much (and I must admit that the aforeon receiot
of ten cents.
CAROLYN Van Wyck.
mentioned sun adds freckles to my every
other trouble!) that I look horrid in evening
frocks, and stupid in street clothes.
Does every girl, I wonder, have as much
trouble as I at this "between" season? Just
case use an oil tonic twice a week. And once
now— when summer is past and winter hasn't
you now. It is quite necessary to know one's'
yet begun— is the most trying time of all, I every ten days, at least, shampoo the hair type before one buys. A good way to know
think. And it is in this time that a great
with a hot oil shampoo. And put a bit of what your type should wear is to look through
the lists of the motion picture stars, for the
many nice things are starting— dances and lemon into the rinsing water.
one most like your own self. Then go conparties and house party plans. Oh, I often
About the clothes. Of course, Eleanora,
scientiously tothe pictures in which that -nar
the wardrobe would seem shabby with the
think that a girl's whole winter depends upon
how she looks
at the beginning of autumn.
coming of autumn. And rightly so. And, appears and get, for yourself, the same sort
of dresses in which she is prettiest. Motiofl
If she is dowdy she's left out. And if she equally of course, it should be replenished.
picture women are the most chic women in
looks well, she's included.
One woman — a great author, almost as famous
the
What is the best way to go about the matter
for her perfect grooming as for her fine books —
theirworld,
lead. I think. You will do well to follow
of a general making over? I'd like to know—
gives up two weeks, every fall, to getting her
for I want to be ready for a gay winter, and, frocks ready for the winter.
I'm
won't be a gay winter, at all,
P)ON'T
afraid
-l-yit
the unusual
Firstmeryofthings.
all, pack'
the still
goodnicely,
sumsuits be
you.
unlessafraid,
Onlyof know
I do it
someth
where tofashion—
ing. Eleanora.
draw theif
They away
will come
in very
next year! The faded ones, perhaps, can be line between the original and the bizarre.
And, if you can afford to have only a few
Y°U are a wise girl, Eleanora, to recognize dipped in one of the splendid quick tinting clothes,
it is a good plan to choose them in
_ x the advisability of a personal house-cleanpreparations — the shabby ones can be made
ing during the early autumn months. Al- over. If, however, some things are too shabby different tones of the same color. In this way
you can economize on hats and shoes and
though the violet rays of the sun are extremely
or faded for further wear, dispos'e of them.
accessories. But if your wardrobe need not
beneficial to one's health — the violent rays Hoarding useless garments is a miserly habit.
can harm both the hair and the skin. And
be limited, go as far as you like in color range.
Next, after the clothing has been packed
it is a clever young woman who takes steps in away, get out those things which were left
In going to the shops, remember that you
are
a person. And that the money you have
time to repair that harm. I have seen prairie from last winter. You will see, at a glance,
women, who must needs be in the sun all day,
which ones are worthy of salvaging. A fresh to spend is your money. Remember that you
look old at thirty!
need not be awed by clever sales talk, Buv
Eirst of all, the skin. It should be treated ^vestee, a bit of fur, a smart belt or flower will what you want when you want it. Be firm
"often work wonders. Go over the possibilities
to the best of bleaching, tissue building and
carefully, and pass on to the best part of the when you do not want a thing.
astringent creams upon the market. The
Do not buy the first frock that meets with
whole thing — the new garments.
bleach will take care, gently, of the tan and
Personally, Eleanora, I think that it is your semi-approval. A half-hearted choice is
freckles. The tissue builder will create firm, always best to make a list of what you really usually wrong, when the question of clothes is
new surfaces, and the astringent will give need. So many street frocks? A coat? An involved. You are always happiest in the
freshness to the whole complexion. Choose
things that are utterly right. And you will
evening dress? You'll be able to tell at once.
know, instinctively, when they are right.
a slightly lighter shade of powder, for autumn
And then plan, with utter fairness, just how
Last of all — and I add this trifle of advice
wear,
muchthem.
money and time you can afford to spend
summer.than that which you used during the for
;
although you did not ask for it, Eleanora—
And then, your hair, it should be brushed
A few months ago — in July — I wrote an remember that not only skin and hair and j
clothing
are
shabby at the autumn season.
nightly, with a good tonic. And the rays of article on "Choosing Your Type." Did you
the summer sun often dry the hair— in that read it? I hope so, for that reading will help
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
1 14 1
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ESSENCE
FACE
POWDER
COMPACTE - TALC
SACHET - SOAP
EAU DE TOILETTE
HAIR LOTION
BRILLANTINE
POUDRE
(Dust,*?APRES
Puwdar)LE BAIN

K OI. — 11 OZ. — I 02. — :

INCOMPARABLE

FRAGRANCE

Ae /ove/y exauisiteness ofwoman — tAe subtle, sopAislicaied 'eledance tAat sets Ae* apart and above in tAe

spe/Ao/Aetsoft inf/exi'A/e powe^ -Vstium L'ORIGAN
is tAe ve-ty essence opAetcAafm. Cyn two ounce
//aeons pot tAe luxurious toilette taole. (One
ounce ana one Aalp ounce po7<- convenience
in t/avellind and aaofaole ouattet
ounce sizes rot tne oewitckind
mustefu op a laay s pufse.

COTY,c
rA.
CANADA
— 55 SHvenue,
M'Gill CollegecJYew'l/o
Ave, Montreal
714 Cpipth
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1/i lovely, youthful skin — is there anything
that can give a woman greater charm?

oman

does
{oes not k now

she Is a thousand times more Loi/abte when her shin Is soft, smooth, clear .
'hat woman needs to be told the
advantages of a lovely skin?
What woman does not know that she
is a thousand times more attractive when
her skin is radiant with youth and freshness!

place. You can give this new skin, as it
forms, the habit of health — of beauty!
Begin, today, to care for your skin in the
way skin specialists recommend — with warm
or hot water, ice, and Woodbury's Facial
Soap — the soap especially made for a sensitive
skin.

Can one really make one's skin over?
— This is a question that comes often,
comes wistfully, from women who are
discouraged because of some chronic fault
in their complexion. They look in the
glass and see their skin pale, nondescript
— perhaps, even, afflicted with blackheads or blemishes — and wonder if it is
possible for such a skin ever to become
really charming and attractive.

If you have a smooth, naturally good com
plexion — use the treatment for normal skin
given in the booklet wrapped around even
cake of Woodbury's.
If you are troubled with blemishes, blackl
heads, oily skin, or any similar defect — use thfl
special treatment recommended for thai
trouble. In a week or ten days you will noticdJ
an improvement in your complexion.
A 25-cent cake of Woodbury's lasts a monthM
or six weeks. Begin, tonight, with this won-I
derful soap, to gain the charm of " a skin youl
love NOW—
to touch!"
THE

LARGE-SIZE

TRIAL

SET?

The Andrew Jergens Co. ,2217 Alfred St., Cincinnati, 0.1
For the enclosed 10 cents please send me the new
large-size trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap, the1 \
Cold Cream, Facial Cream and Powder, the treatj
ment booklet, "A Skin You Love to Touch," and
|
instructions
for the new
complete
Woodbury
"Facial." If you live in Canada, address The Andrew
Jergens Co., Limited, 221 jSherbrooke St., Perth, Out.

It is possible! — You can make your
skin over! Thousands of women are
actually doing it. Each day your skin is
changing; old skin dies and new takes its

Na
Street

You, too, can have

a skin you love

[0 10 ucn

Cit\

5 1928. ^yThe State
Andrew- Jergena <

Ruth Harriet Louise

I

[CTillREJP
f~\ N the screen Greta Garbo is a fragile, helpless siren in flowing
Off the screen she is an excellent tennis player in
( J chiffons.
flannels and a sweater. Miss Garbo is the originator of the most
popular current bob, with the hair worn long and loose at the sides and
touching the shoulders.

Bachrach

<^Sf

y^~NOTHER shoulder length bob, worn by Olive Borden.
Olive's hair once Waa long
and heavy, but she sacrificed it to play m "Gang War," an underworld melodrama,
Olive wears her hair off her ears and caught in a cluster at the back of the neck. She

calls it a "compromise bob." Who says that short hair is a thing of the past?
distinguished tresses fallen under the scissors.

Never have so many

Ball

/

/JAN a rich girl afford to be a movie star? Consider the case of Sue Carol. Sue's salary is
$250 a week. Douglas MacLean, to whom she is under contract, receives $1,500 a week

\^/ for her services. All of Sue's small share, plus her personal income, must be spent for the
incidental expenses that go with screen popularity. So although Sue is one of the best of the newcomers, she never has cleared any money from her screen work.

Carsey

rHE reincarnation of Romney's Emma Hamilton.
In "The Divine Lady" First National
has given Corinne Griffith the greatest picture of her career. As Lady Hamilton she will
play a woman whose beauty and spirit changed the course of English history. Corinne's
resemblance to Lord Nelson's "dear Emma" is remarkable.
"The Divine Lady" will be one of the
most interesting of the new Fall productions.

»y\/

/f~ I hRRlBLE injustice has been done to Eva von Berne. Upon Eva's arrival from Vienna,
the report went 'round that Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer had promised to furnish Eva with
free beer. What Eva really receives is free champagne.
These foreigners have a way

ith them.

The American stars, no matter how beautiful, popular or gifted, can't even persuade
the producers to keep them in ginger 'ale or soda pop.

Carsey

7ACK
Mr.
been
Photoplay

MULHALL — just a local boy from Wappingers Falls, N. Y., who has made
as his attractive co-star,
Mulhall's light comedies, with Dorothy Mackaill
Readers have complained t
among the most consistently popular of the year.
Here, with apologies and with pleasure, is the very n<
has neglected their Jack.
est photograph of Mr. Mulhall.

^77Ae Qossard Line of Beauty

owly'Xatuml Curves
Ciyi'ND The Gossard Line of Beauty
answers it with the new Cunningform brassiere. This exquisite little
garment cups the bust to uplifted
lines — the modern tashion dictate.
Diagonal draw strings placed in the
center front permit each individual
to adjust it to her figure — and the
narrow elastic insert at the back,
where it hooks, holds it comfortably
to the body. Following the natural
lines of the body, it emphasizes and
supports their beauty. Simply ask
to see the new Gossard Cunningform brassieres— they come in crepe
de chine, georgette lined with net,
silk tricot, and net.
Model 955 is shown here, made of crepe de
chine. The shaped garter belt, made of satin
and trimmed with lace, is model 59, $2.00.
The H. W. Gossard Co., Chicago, New York, San Francisco,
Dallas, Atlanta, Toronto, London, Sydney, Buenos Aires

famous beauty Schools
choose Lux suds as gentlest
to the hands • • advise Lux
for dishes
A lesson
in ''the perfect
manicure" as given with Lux
at the famous Schools
of
Cosmeticians in 12 cities'*'

Try this beauty treatment
in your own kitchen! In
washing dishes, use the
pure, rich suds these famous beauty schools choose
as most gentle to the hands.
RECENTLY, different
soaps were experimented with by the National Schools of Cosmeticians to find the very
best for use in manicuring.
As a result of these tests, Lux was officially
chosen because its sparkling, gentle suds were
found most soothing to the hands!
Mrs. Pearl Ecker Hubbell, Dean of these Schools
and famous beauty expert, said, after these tests —
"I have issued instructions to our 12 schools
that they are to begin at once to use Lux in

manicuring and to let it be known to all of the
students and all of the patrons who come into
the schools.
"In caring for the hands, there is great danger
in using soaps irritating to the sensitive skin of
the hands.
"Lux suds cleanse so gently that they soothe
the skin and keep the hands beautifully white
and smooth."

Try Lux for Dishes Today!
See how nice your hands
look afterwards! No wife
— no girl — need dread the
task now. Lux gives
lovely hands for less
than a cent a day!
1

Level Bros

Co., CambridKe, Mas*.

A Beauty Hint to Wives
" For women in their homes, who
must protect their hands in doing
housework and dishes," Mrs. Hubbell adds, "I can think of no better
beauty aid than the use of Lux."
New York
Philadelphia
Detroit . Cincinnati
Chicago . Minneapolis
Memphis
. St. Louis
Dallas . Denver
Portland . Los Angeles

The

National

Guide
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
By James 7?. Quirk
I presume, as an ardent
MAY
picture fan, to utter a word of
warning to producers and
directors in connection with sound pictures: that they do not permit them(selves to get the impression that ear
entertainment, in motion picture
houses, is as essential as eye entertainment— yet.
With all due credit to the sound and talking
pictures already made it cannot be denied that
as motion picture productions they are of inferior quality:

' I 'HIS is not criticism. Every year the tech-*■ nique of motion pictures brings new developments. The two-year-old picture, while it may
retain its full emotional value, is technically
as belated as women's fashions of equal age.
It would be regrettable indeed if, in the
effort to perfect the technique of sound, there
should be any retardment of the motion picture
art.
' I 'HE sound picture is mechanically well ad•*- vanced. It will come into its own just as
the motion picture has, with time, and study
and experimentation. If the producing companies rush pell-mell into it, in a frantic effort
to apply sound to every picture they produce,
it may result in a surfeit of mediocrity.
f I 'HE motion picture itself will always be the
■*■ foundation of this form of entertainment.
Sound effects, music and voice should be added

only as fast as technicians are
developed to handle them skillfully
and discriminatingly.
Good cooks do not dump the ingredients of a fine cake into the
bowl all at once. They stir each one
in separately to avoid curdling and
lumping.
TDLEASE do not give us a curdle of sight and
-*- sound. We are getting along fairly well with
the silent screen and will be patient.
But, if all the producers become panicstricken through fear of competition and rush
desperately into production of talking pictures,
some of them are going to have as much chance
as babies in a milling mob.
npO expect even a good director of motion
■*- pictures to make fine sound pictures today
is like asking the first violinist of an orchestra
to play his own instrument with one hand and
the drums and traps with the other.
A DOLPH

ZUKOR,

the wise little man who

-* Mxiilt the big company, sat back and said
nothing during a conference of his executives
in which plans for talking picture production
were being discussed. He said nothing, but
he missed not a single word.
Finally, one of the more enthusiastic members of his organization turned to him for an
expression of opinion.
Zukor took a puff of his cigar and a long
look out over the golf course.

He
"Well," he said slowly, "none of us knows
much about it yet. But that was a great

no "ghost" writer.
No one helped him.
needed no assistance.

fable about the hare and the tortoise."

JUST for the benefit of historians, I want to
record the first talking picture gag. They are
saying that a certain producer ordered a retake of a dialogue scene because he couldn't
hear the "k" in "swimming."
The pioneer joke of the silent drama was
told of the Stern Brothers who are said to
have indignantly exclaimed, "Our comedies are
not to be laughed at!"

' I 'HIS editorial note, however, is not injected
here to emphasize the authenticity of Jack's
authorship. It is to call attention to his
literary ability.
Probably you have noted Gilbert's shrewd
selection and handling of his material, his
flowing style of expression. That marks him.
as a good workman in words.

readers have written me to ask

It is interesting to note that Gilbert's ambition isto be a writer. He realizes that a star's
career is short-lived — two or more years — with
luck, five. With oblivion, perhaps, lurking just

^if Jack Gilbert was really the author of the
life story which has been running in Photoplay under his name and which is concluded
in this issue.
Gilbert wrote every word of it. There was

beyond.
I would not be at all surprised if in ten years
he would turn out to be a successful novelist,
his closeups long forgotten.
Stranger things have happened.

OEVERAL

The Studio Murder Mystery
The greatest mystery story of recent
years, a story that will keep you awake
at night. And the most thrilling and
amazing novel ever written about a
movie studio.

$3,000 IN PRIZES
FOR SOLUTIONS
Who killed Dwight Hardell — and
WHY? Can you solve the mystery
that threatened the very existence of
a great studio? WTatch the October
Photoplay for the first chapter of this
remarkable story and full details of
the mystery contest.

BEGINNING

IN

THE

NEXT

ISSUE

^THARLES

CHAPLIN

brings the old tramp costume up to date. This,

■ O in fact, is a hobo's Suppressed Desire as revealed by a dream sequence
^-^^ in "City Lights." And it is Mr. Chaplin's satirical reminder that

7 ''HE bob that created a new personality for Mary Pickford. Her
left rather long at the back of the neck. To Mary her bob means
beginning in pictures, an adventure into unknown fields. Because
stood at the crossing of the artistic roads, she sacrificed the symbol
little girl past, to be free to progress as a mature artist.

hair is
a new
Mary
of her

Why Mary Pickford
Bobbed Her Hair
A Remarkable Insight into the
Love that ExistedBy Between Mary
and Her Mother
ADELA

ROGERS

PICKFORD has bobbed her hair.
Behind that newspaper headline lies a great romantic drama.
It is the story of a mother love so great that it
'turned to gold everything it touched. Of a daughter's love so
utter that it dominated completely the greatest career in screen
history.
Of the founding by two women of an American tradition.
And now it has become the story of a woman's determination
i to surmount her own stupendous personal popularity and become truly great.
The last act is still to be written. As long as her mother lived,
Mary Pickford would not bob her
hair. It wasn't only that Mary's
mother loved those curls as every
mother loves the golden curls of
her baby. That for many years
.she never allowed any hand but
her own to comb and roll them
and prepare their beauty.
To Charlotte Pickford, those
curls were the symbol of the wonderful child and artistic genius she
had given to the world. They represented Mary's greatness. They
(were the actual crown of the Pickford sovereignty over all the peoIples of the earth who love motion
ipictures.
MARY

HOW nearly right she was is
proven by the fact that there
is now talk of placing them in the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D. C, along with Lindbergh's "Spirit of St. Louis" and
other national prizes.
So, though she knew that she
had outgrown her curls, though
she knew that the world had
passed by the time when " America's sweetheart" wore curls,
though she knew that her progress
is an artist, was blocked and her
development as a star hindered,
Mary Pickford went on wearing
ler curls.

ST. JOHNS

She would have worn them until they turned gray rather than
cause her mother one moment's unhappiness or regret during
the last years of her life.
It wasn't
drastic
step. fear of her public that kept Mary from taking this
Mary Pickford is too courageous for that, she has too deep a
belief in the power of the fine thing. Mary Pickford is an artist.
As an artist, she would have been willing to gamble on the
public's understanding, their appreciation, their love for her.
Even from the standpoint of the box office, and Mary Pickford
has keen box office judgment, she must have seen the inevitability ofthe result — that if
she went on too far and too long
with the outgrown curls and the
outgrown Pickford tradition the
public would continue to love her,
but would cease to go and see her
pictures.

it was love of her mother

I andcareforthatmother'shappiness and the habit of bowing to
her judgment in everything connected with her work that stayed
Mary's hand and that made her
attempts to at least do up her
curls
if she
half
hearted
andcouldn't
feeble cut
and them,
therefore
doomed to failure.
And, tragically enough, Charlotte Pickford's intense mother
love blinded her usually shrewd
She wanted to keep her wonder
eyes.
child and so she held Mary
back, held her to the things that
had made her famous instead of
lending her the strength anil
wisdom and vision to make the
break from little girl parts into
grown-up parts.
If, when Mary was past thirty,
when an entirely new generation
had evolved an entirely new type
of girl, when Mary herself had
grown beyond playing children
and the world at large found such
parts and such a personality as

N°'

As long as her mother lived, Mary Pickford kept her golden curls. To Charlotte
Pickford they represented Mary's greatness. Now, with her bobbed hair she
will portray a new "sweetheart"

[ CONTINUED
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Every ambitious girl who
is struggling
for success
against odds
should read
this story of
Joan Crawford's brave
fight

"To any woman, if she be honest with herself and her
Creator, Life is a series of men — men who have influenced
her growth, her career, her ambitions.
Whatever we feel
toward the man of the moment, it is he who is our very
life and soul"
fen St
anoryy?woman write her Life Story?
But ho
myw Lica
WRITEA woman's life is not a matter of "I was born here" or "I
was educated there!" It is a matter of thoughts, longings,
temptations succumbed to, or temptations repudiated. It is a series of
sorrows which have carried her to the depths of woeful despair; it is a
series of joys which have wafted her to such heights that the very clouds
in their mystic, colorful glories have seemed to float in the heavens
beneath her!
And to any woman, if she be honest with herself and her Creator,
Life is a series of men — men who have influenced her growth, her
career, her ambitions. Men! We may hate them; we may love them.
But whatever we feel toward the man of the moment, it is he who is
the very life and soul of a woman during that period when he dwells
in her thoughts with her.
How, then, are we to write the Life of Woman?
There is only one Life Story I know which has been written honestly,
without apology, by a woman. That is by Isadora Duncan. And it
was not printed until after she was buried. After we are dead, what
does it matter?
Photoplay has asked for my Life Story? It is an honor and I appreciate
it. They wish me to write it in the first person. I have argued, I have
said "No," I have tried half-way measures. So now I say to you, who
are to read it, I have succumbed after weeks of meditation. I have consented to write it as I have felt it, for to me life is feeling.
But with

Joan Crawford, at the age of nine,
with her mother. At this early age,
Joan was waiting on tables and washschooling
ing dishes to help
pay for her meager

&
9

otory
of a

D ancing
Girl
As told to

Ruth Biery
By Joan Crawford
certain reservations.
Everything that you will read in
these pages is the truth as far as I know; but not
all of the truth is printed.
Why should I camouflage about it?
There are certain memories buried deep within woman
that she cannot drag out even though she wills it. The
innermost corner of a woman's soul is a dark, dank, secret
prison. Sometimes in the night she may awaken and
feel a ray of light penetrating the walls of that prison.
A memory awakens! She turns over, writhes in torture at
the suggestion of it. She arises, turns on the light, gets
a book, a bit of sewing. Anything to shut out that light
which, through her subconsciousness, has penetrated her
memory-prison. She pushes it back, refuses to listen;
finally eradicates all hhought of it!
Why should she listen? She is living; she is happy.
Why should buried secrets be allowed to stalk, like ghosts,
beside the road of Life with her? To every woman I
say: Never allow the past to molest the present. Your
life is your own: Live it.
I do not remember anything about being born. That
was an event into which I was not taken into consideration
I am glad that it happened, although there have been many
times when I wished it had not happened. I know nothing
about my first father. I say first because I do remember
a father.
He was not my own but I did not know it.
My earliest memories circle around this man whom I
thought was my father. At this time I was called Lucille
Cassin. His name was Henry Cassin. He owned a theater
in Lawton, Oklahoma.
It is to this theater as much as to my innate nature that I
owe the birth of my desire to become a dancer. Night after
night, I would slip down to the show with my father and
stand in the wings watching
[ continued on page 122 ]

Miss Crawford at the door of her Hollywood
home. From a childhood as cheerless as any
depicted by Charles Dickens, Joan has grown
into one of the most fascinating women of the
movies. Her frank story will be an inspiration
to girls who, like Joan, want "to make some-

eauty is More
You may have a
beautiful face and
figure, says this authority on beauty,
but you're a shell
without personality and common
sense

Henry Clive is a famous artist and one of
America's experts on beauty. His father was
Dr. Henry O'Hara, a foremost surgeon in
Australia. Clive's magazine covers are popular
throughout the world

Henry Clive really needs no introduction to Photoplay
readers. His magazine covers have made him famous throughout
A merica.
Mr. Clive went to Hollywood to select a "Golden Girl" for Flo
Zicgfcld's Follies. He has remained a long time in Hollywood,
studying the celebrated beauties and working with Chaplin as art
director. His reactions to beauty, as it is interpreted in 1928,
will be of tremendous interest to women everywhere.
Mr. Clive is at present doing the covers of Smart Set.

knock on my apartment door — my studio
was ina the
THERE
apartment
heart of Hollywood.
I was alone; it was late afternoon, and I was just putting
the finishing touches on one of those pretty-girl heads that
you see on Smart Set's covers, when that knock sounded. . . .
"Come in!" I called.
I heard the door open — and close again. I didn't look up;
thought it was probably the Filipino boy, with another sheaf of
letters from those girls who wanted to be models. I was
wrong, for after a moment's silence, there came a soft feminine
voice —
"Please — are YOU Henry Clive, the artist? ..."
She was a pretty little thing — blonde and blue-eyed. You
see hundreds of her on Hollywood Boulevard in a few blocks'
walk. She didn't wait for me to answer.
"I know you're looking for a beautiful blonde," she rattled,
"and I think — that is, I wish you'd pick me. I read in the
papers that you're out here to find what you call the Golden
Girl, and . . . "
She was pretty, certainly, but she had no more distinction

than a bean. And beauty! — really, it's pathetic how they
confuse prettiness with beauty, these dozen-a-block dazzlers. I tried to put her off easily. . . .
" Have you ever done any modeling?" I asked.
" Well, no — but I've worked in the pictures," she said.
"I'm
awfully busy just now," I started.
She interrupted:
" But please, Mister Clive, won't you give me a chance?
Maybe if you'd let me take my hat off — fix up my hairisn't there some place . . . ?"

SAYS

HENRY

CLIVE:

"Beauty means not only superficial
beauty, not only beauty that is evident on
just a glance at face and form, but also
beauty of mind, beauty of voice, beauty of
character. It means, too, beauty of carriage, bearing, poise.
"There isn't a voice that can't be modulated and bettered. Liquor won't do any
voice much good, either.
"Since time dawned, men have admired
the curves of the feminine figure. Logic
would be for women to retain those curves.
But do they? They do NOT. They try to
make their figures as un-female as possible.
"Nature did a beautiful job on woman's
face — but woman seems to think Nature was
a piker ! There are too many girls who hide
their

beauty under too

much

make-up."

Than Skin Deep
By

F U M

Henry Clive

CREAT

M Y

h

As told to

Harry Lang
!l motioned her to the dressing room,
Apposing that the quickest way out of it
iDuld be to humor her, and then make
plain to her that she just wasn't the
pe I could use.
So she stepped into the dressing room
id I went back to my easel.
In a few moments there was a hesitant
tie cough.
"Er — will you look now, please. . . ? "
I looked. And there she stood withit a stitch of clothing, save for a little
ur of black patent-leather pumps on
:rfeet!

To

(MrTtvrE

p«.iNt£

0'~

|"NOW don't you think I'm beauti|1?" she begged.
[ T wasn't easy for me to break the
:' child's heart. I could see that at that
;0ment her supreme ambition was for
e to accept her as a model.
But I
iuld also see that as a model she'd
jiver, never do — any more than the
. ousands of others like her. And that
a.e very best thing I could do for her
" auld be not to "stall her along" and
jv to let her down easily, but to tell her
e truth.

fro

jt

And so, although I really felt like
ughing, I mustered all my sternness
,id ordered her to get back into her
athes quicker than she had gotten out
them. And when she had, I told her
'ings.
I told her the things I am now going
! tell you; the things I want to tell
;ery one of these "modern" girls
;io have gotten off the true trail in
Omen's ages-old quest for beauty and
ao have become all bogged down in a
orass of false ideas and ideals.
JEMININE beauty is my stock in
trade. I am constantly on the quest
r it. In that quest I have observed
erally thousands of girls — tall girls
id small girls; blondes, brunettes, redj'ads — girls of every complexion and type.
Many of them were professional
odels. Many of them were girls of the stage and screen.
But by far the majority
them were just girls from shops, from business, from factories or from home —
jrls who honestly believed they had the beauty of face and form that would qualify
I em to pose as artists' models.
Now I'll tell you something: I looked at those girls not alone with the eyes of an
;tist in quest of beauty, but also with the eyes of a trained anatomist looking for
iysical perfection. Many people know me as the artist; few people know that in
i y youth I was educated to be a surgeon. My father was Dr. Henry O'Hara,
\ e of the foremost surgeons in Australia. He wanted me to follow in his footsteps
■ d until I was a young man all my studies were bent [ continued on page 1 18 ]

Women do everything they can to
rob themselves of their natural
beauty, says Henry Clive. A bad
make-up, imitation of masculine
physique and high heels play their
parts inattractiveness.
wrecking the modern
girl's
basic
No wonder
Eve laughs at her

lcture^
or By

Football:
Dick Hyland
Just as this article was going to press, Dick Hylai
wired to say that he had given up the debate: Pictur
versus Football, and that he conceded the victory
Miss Daniels. Bcbe had just been back in the hospit
again, this time suffering from a sudden attack
influenza due to overwork in bad weather. She's wit
again now, When
but Dick
Hyland
declaresyoushewillwins
argument.
you read
this article
concc.h'
her victory, too.

ent.weeks h
argum
listening in
beenOOD
few
for onthean last
HOLLYW
It's still going on.
Bebe Daniels, the screen's greatest gi
athlete, and I got into a row about whether it w.
more dangerous to play football or act in motic
pictures ? In which could you collect the greate,
amount of honorable injuries?
Bebe has been doing stunts in pictures since 191'!
I played my first game of football in 1914.
\A
started even when fourteen years old.
And the argument came about when I called 6
Bebe in the hospital after her last smash-up.
"Shush! No, you can't come in. She's asleep
The severe white-uniformed nurse was adaman.
"You will disturb her. Cause a relapse."
"I will not. You couldn't kill her with an axe
"What's
all that talking in the hall?"
Mi
Daniels herself joined the conversation.
It becan,
more interesting.
"Come on in here and let me J
WTe went in and I raised the nurse five behind hi
back. She was a mean looking nurse.
"Hello, Bebe! How long are you in the hospitli
it." time?"
foron"Hello,
this
Dick. Dunno. The doc says two week
They caught me with my back turned this time.
"Come to think of it, Bebe," I said, "this is happei
ing too of ten. You take as much of a beating in pictun;
as I do in football."
Bebe Daniels has encountered more accidents than most of the other stars. Her
fractures and sprains prove that a movie
favorite's life is not the easy career it is
painted so frequently. Concussions are
always just around the corner

Which is the

--TWO

Most

(pANGEROUS
to LIFE
or LIMB?

CONCUSSIONS

""EYEBROW

SLIT OPEN

LIP BITTEN
fev4 DOG

&y

SMOULDER. __
DISLOCATED

SA&ECt

- --BACK

MUSCLES
LOOSE

TORN
SPINAL
VERTABRAE
MISPLACED

--ARM
'As much!" she scoffed. "More!"
I^Jow it wasn't what she said as much as
\ way she said it. She got the idea across
i Tie that she considered football a cream-puff
iiir compared to the movies. No one likes to
l/e their pet sport disparaged. But to have
'tlball implied in the same thought with
:am-puffs was too much.

SPRAINED:

BROKEN
I
TENDONS
PULLED
out or PLACE

TWO

ONCE
FINGERS

%
BROKEN
WAND BROKEN

)EBE," I said, "this last accident is more
^serious than I at first thought. Your mind
I affected
Has a psychiatrist seen you
LEG

.',)he attempted to sit up in bed and couldn't
''ike it.
!'Psychi — say, you never did get over that
^ibama game and this proves it. Why — "
'Miss Daniels," the ogre of a nurse inerupted. "I really must exercise my pro-sional rights."
And so on and so forth.

BROKEN
FOUR TOES
BROKEN
FOOT

BONES

/BROKEN

ONCE

[■ft.

'A month later I saw Bebe at her summer
me at Santa Monica beach.
phe had been partially correct on her
\o weeks guess.
They let her out at the end of a fortnight
it made her return to the hospital for a week
ter that and sleep there. Worked on
f tures during the days — slept in the hospital
Iring the nights.
,
''And
did
you
ever
do
that
in football?"
i : asked.

Not counting various illnesses, due to exposure in all kinds
of weather and in all degrees of water, here is a chart of
Bebe Daniels' enforced lay-offs from Kleig light close-ups.
Bebe Daniels has had enough broken legs, arms, concussions, dislocations and pulled tendons to last a whole
football squad for an entire season

['Well, no," I was forced to answer. "But
yi see coaches are not as bossed by the box
?'.ce as producers are."
'How are we going to compare smashes?"
Bebe asked.
;'You tell one and then I'll tell one," I answered.
''Well," she replied, "almost my first accident was when I
irked for what was then known as Bison pictures. I
Sintered my leg. Nice little broken leg to start with."
"Pooh!" I said, "I've had one too."
Yeh? Well, I'll bet mine had more splinters than yours,
id you ever have a dog bite your face while playing football?
Hid and here's the scar." She showed me a white line on
I" upper lip.
' T THEN Harold Lloyd and I were making fifty-two pic▼ V tures a year, before either of us were very well known,
1 was in trouble all the time. They put me on a buggy horse
4z time and he threw me higher than a kite. I landed on the
J vement on my chin. Score one fractured jaw for me. They
Id to take eight stitches on the inside of my mouth and they
( I it with a local anesthetic. One hour and thirty-five minutes
< the operating table."
'That's pretty good," I was forced to admit, "but while
}u got a fractured jaw some southern gentleman mistook
] ' head for the football in the Stanford-Alabama game and
J u can score one fractured skull and one concussion of the
iin for me."
• 'Just one?" Bebe inquired politely. "I've had two so I'm

ahead of you there also." I was beginning to feel that the
game was being won by the home team and we were playing
in the Daniels' back yard.
ONE of them was in 'Brewster's Millions,'" she continued.
"I was riding a bicycle behind a big motor truck the camera was mounted on. The truck driver had a heavy foot and
speeded up. I yelled at him to slow down as I could not
pump that fast. He did. With all four brakes. I crashed
into the rear of the big thing and everyone had a holiday for
a couple of weeks.
"Another one was in New York. I was practicing some
stunts on a horse for a picture. They put the wrong bit in
my
horse's
mouththe and
started
up Central
Park.
He left
me and
Parkheabout
the tearing
same time
and I did
a.s
nice a dive onto the pavement as Aileen Riggin ever did into
the water. One concussion, muscles in back torn, two vertebrae in spine hurt, all scored for pictures. When I came to
in the hospital I found another man still there who had been
hurt by the same horse."
"Pretty good," I admitted, "but three tacklers hit me from
three different directions at the same time in a Rugby game
once and you can score five cracked ribs, three vertebrae
knocked out of place, and a dislocated shoulder for football."
"Pooh!" Bebe said, "and tish! [continued on page 109]
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Just a real nice American family having a few friends in for the evening
(According to the scenario writers.)
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Reel Four— Our hero
is "discovered" by
Elinor Glyn and the
long awaited success
comes

Photoplay,
Quirk,
Mr . Jame s R.
Editor of
221 W. 57th St.,
Hew York, Hew York.
Dear Jim:
It is finished and I hope you are
pleased. If I have teen too honest — that is
my credo. If I have torn some of the imaginary veils of grandeur from the shoulders of a
movie luminary — you will forgive me, if the
fans will not. I have done my hest.
Mizpah,

JTY first opportunity to really direct pictures came
/l when Associated Producers was formed.
Thomas
Y I H. Ince, George Loan Tucker, Allan Dwan, Mack.
Sennett, Marshall Neilan and Maurice Tourneur
;ied to make their own productions.
Tourneur agreed to
I was a very happy man. Not only because my future
seemed secure, but another and more important promise had
spply twelve pictures a year to the new organization, four
I which he was to direct himself.
Clarence Brown was to
been made. Leatrice had consented to be my wife as soon as
like four and the remaining number were assigned to me.
I could gain my freedom.
From the East came Jules Brulatour and his fiance, Hope
Brown and I were receiving the same salary — two hundred
id fifty dollars a week.
Under the new arrangement, both
Hampton. Brulatour was a multi-millionaire, the distributor
of Eastman film and the financial backer of Tourneur.
He
t us were to be raised to four hundred a week, with an ad( ional ten per cent
was unhappy because the French
I the profits from
director was leaving
; twelve pictures.
I decided that a
and urged him to
remain, prophesying
jrsonality
would
the downfall of
It only
add
a
Associated
'{imour to my own
Producers. Maurice
Inductions,
but
was adamant in his
" 'The Big Parade' concluded my career in pictures.
(liars to my perI never expect such an experience to occur to me
decision to produce
fatage. I searched
independently.
I: a girl whom I
again.
He did consent,
tald develop and
"Other efforts have followed —
■ tr. From among
however, to direct
" 'La Boheme.'
Artistic but never believable.
one picture starring
le extras on "The
hite Circle" set I
Hope Hampton, if
" 'Bardelys the Magnificent.' Applesauce, with Gil:;ind an eager child
Brulatour would obbert contributing most of the sauce.
med Violet Rose.
tain his release from
gave her a test
Paramount
for two
" 'Flesh and the Devil.' Important for me because
1 lich Tourneur saw
other films which
of my meeting with a glamorous person named Garbo.
were contracted for.
■ d approved, so we
" 'The Show.' Nothing to be proud of.
<;ned her up for
Jules
agreed.
wrote the
scenario,I
j'o years and I
" 'Love.' A cheap interpretation of Tolstoy's story.
janged her name
and directed the
" 'Man, Woman and Sin.' What a title! Could have
Barbara Bedford.
picture. It was
;ien I set about
been great but wasn't."
called "The Bait."
•)king for a story.
\

M-

JACK

GILBERT
ANALYZES
PICTURES

HIS

"I want

to destroy

acting was something to be improved upon. She was self-conscious and had no knowledge of
timing, but such were my efforts
that after two weeks had gone by,
Brulatour was bidding for my
future services. I laughed at his
offers. Nothing could persuade
me to leave Tourneur.

on was
reputati
BRULA
that TOUR'
he got Swhat
he wanted.
He offered me five hundred a week
to direct for him. I was grateful,
but refused. His next offer was
seven hundred and fifty. My
head began to swim. I sought
advice from Leatrice. We were
anxious to be together and we
knew that my acceptance meant
working in New York. Besides,
I did not particularly care to
direct a star, so once more I
turned the proposition down.
This touched Brulatour's pride.
His mind was made up. Within
a week I had capitulated. A conference with Tourneur resulted in
my release from his contract, and
a new six year agreement with
Brulatour was drawn up and
signed.
My salary was one thousand
dollars a week with ten per cent
of the profits of my pictures the
first year; and for the next five
years, fifteen hundred a week and
fifty per cent — one-half of the
profits.
Two pictures were to be made
starring Hope Hampton; then I
was to have my own producing
organization. Need I describe my
emotions? No director in motion
pictures had ever possessed such
a contract. Bad luck seemed to
have shaken my shoulders. I
was twenty-three years old and
"the world was my oyster!"
Before I left Tourneur, I
adapted, at his request, the
scenario of Cooper's "Last of the
Mohicans." When I handed him
the completed script he accepted
it without a word and abruptly turned away. He never
forgave me for leaving him. We did not say goodby . The
next dav I started East.
WHAT
a picture I made! It was unbelievably horrible.
The story was awful. I wrote it! I was responsible for
the direction. It was ghastly! The cutting was incalculably
bewildering. I did it! It is inconceivable that the thing
could have been so bad. There were many reasons. First
and foremost among them — I was in love. Terribly in love
and lonely. Second — Brulatour was in love. Agonizingly in
love and not lonely. Rather I should say he was suspicious.
Third — I had no more right at that time to undertake the making of a motion picture than I now have of assuming charge of
the Standard Oil Company. WTith Tourneur to run to for advice Iwas a thoroughly capable director. Alone, I was a mess.
I longed for Leatrice and California and begged Brulatour
to give me a vacation, but that old fox said, "No, we must
start another picture immediately."

My loneliness became unendurable.
I had collected sixteej;
weeks salary which left a balance of thirty-six thousand dollar
due on my first year.
I offered to sell my contract to Jule
for twenty-five thousand.
-He refused, and insisted that
prepare another story.
A few miserable days dragged by, and I again confronted
Brulatour with a proposition offering my agreement for twenty
thousand dollars. I was furious when he refused and stormeoj
out of his office. What a lamb I was. I knew nothing of tho1
fact that my boss was just as anxious to be rid of me as 1]
was to leave him. I arrived at a decision. To hell with thiii
town and to hell with this thousand dollars a week. I tore!
the contract
pieces and
all over Limited
Brulatour';
office.
Then to
I boarded
the scattered
Twentiethit Century
foil
California. At last I was free! Brulatour might offer md
a million dollars to remain, but I would follow my heart.
He might sue me, but let him sue. What could he get?
Some time later, I discovered that on the very afternoon
which I had chosen to tear up my contract, Brulatour had]

cepted

character

of the film

hero"
Drawing

Everett Shinn
Before his untimely death,
I was with Rudolph Valentino on many parties. Rudy
possessed a quality which I
nor any other star will ever
attain. Valentino seemed
born to the purple. He was
a prince of gallantry, and
a gift of royal bearing made
him the hero lover of all
time

I accepted a part at the Fox
Studios in a picture called
"Shame," which Emmett Flynn
directed. When the picture was
finished, I was offered a three
year starring contract by the
same studio. After much deliberation Iaccepted. And — I was an
actor once more.
F my two and a half years
Fox I have little to relate
OIwith
— except that I was unhappy most
of the time. My pictures were
cheaply made and badly done.
When I begged for such stories as
the "Seventh Heaven" and "The
Sea Hawk" I was adjudged insane
and temperamental.
"Cameo Kirby" was the only
fine thing I was associated with
at the studio. The management
was not at fault particularly, but
their policy at that time was to
make as many pictures in as short
a time as possible and profit on
the quantity.
such a con-to
dition was notButconducive
happiness nor to intensity of

consulted his attorney regarding the possibility of buying
me off for ten thousand dollars.
Arriving in Hollywood I spent a glorious week recovering
from my recent and horrible experience. Then the necessity
of work confronted me. I "cast my flies" here and there for a
job directing. To my amazement no one would take me
seriously. I doubted all the statements of my agent when
he said, "I can get you a great part to play, but no one believes
you can direct."
WHAT was I up against now? My struggle for a year and a
half to stop acting had apparently gone for nothing. I
would not act. I was rotten on the screen. No one could force
me to act. I would direct one reel westerns or dog pictures,
but no more grease paint.
The deadlock ensued and I endured, but finally discovered
that I would soon be broke. Most of my salary had been
spent on long distance telephone calls from New York to
Hollywood.
Before I knew it, I was broke!

I drank much more than was
purpose.
good for me and was convinced
that all opportunities for a brilliant or even mildly successful
career were gone. Leatrice was
becoming more and more successful while I seemed slipping into oblivion.
Then some good friends began to supply the ambition and
courage which I had lost.
Kenneth Hawks, now, curiously enough, a supervisor at
Fox, cornered me and said things that sent me home in a
different mood than I had known in months. He had just
seen "Cameo Kirby" and was almost angry in his admonition
of my remaining longer where I was.
Then Howard Hawks, Ken's brother, took me to task. I
was as good as "so-and-so" and better than "such-and-such,"
and the thing to do was get out and grasp the success which
was awaiting me.
Even this encouragement did not cheer me to any great
extent. I accepted it all gratefully with a "grain of salt."
Praise of my efforts could not convince me that the future
held any great reward for my acting.
Paul Bern urged me to get with an organization which
could further my career, and told me that he had heard
Irving Thalberg, then a producer [ continued on page 101 ]
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Howard Greer design
for Lilyar

For luncheon at the beac
or the country club, whs
could be better than th
sports ensemble? Tr
quilted coat is of pin
kasha. Its trimming <
white ermine gives it
touch of elegance no
usually associated wit
sports clothes. The coat
worn over a dress of pin
crepe and kasha. Th:
costume is called th
Schuyler Road and it i
a de luxe model only to b
worn when one is merel
ornamental onlooke
at sport events

Half the secret of success is to start
the day right. Any gown will look
its best if worn over this fitted
combination suit of white antique
filet and hand embroidery. Mr.
Greer of Hollywood makes clothes
for American women. Notice,
please, the trim, snug lines so hard
to find in French lingerie, even
though you may be willing to pay
a breath-taking price

For the afternoon, Miss Tashman literally puts
on the Ritz. That is the name of this black satin
street dress. It is set off by a double King Fox
scarf. And, incidentally, single fox scarfs are now
an indication either of indifference to fashion or
bleak, grim poverty. With Paris going frantic on
sports clothes, Mr. Greer pauses to design a street
dress that doesn't look as though its owner had
just walked off the golf links

Clock

Special

Photographs

Russell

by

Ball

a sartorially perfect day
Tashman

, fVhat to wear
with the
!, evening
gown?
Miss
nan finds the answerTash-in
i 'Dorothy,"
a rose taffeta
, Trap.
It has a shirred
^odice and shoulders, caterpillar effect. Half concealed
n the neck ruff are pearled
camellias. The skirt is wide
tnd flaring with a narrow
fringed hem.
When
Miss
Tashman
steps out to a
iollywood film premiere in
his costume, the crowd in
ront of the theater sets up
a loud hurrah

"And so to bed," in a negligeenightgown made of black lace.
The nightgown is worn with a
matching coat of chiffon. But one
doesn't sleep in the coat, even on
the coldest nights. This boudoir
costume
represents
Mr. Greer's
revolt against
the pajama
suit
which, he believes, is lacking in
feminine charm

Any woman who couldn't be happy in this evening gown is just an old crosspatch. Mr. Greer
calls it "Laco di Como," which means Lake Como.
It (the gown, not the lake) is made of three shades
of rose chiffon and is embroidered in silver and
pearl. The skirt dips in the back almost touching
the floor. The gown is one of the many reasons
why Lilyan Tashman is known as the best dressed
woman in Hollywood — and why she gets those
ritzy roles
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The Patriot
By Margaret E. Sangster
r
see nethveem
theSstarswethat
—Y
ALWA
.
d,
re
we
An
almost always, we wonder about
them. The extras who show
the unexpected flash of high
genius. The members of the
mob — who never seem to rise
above the mob.
Often we wonder why they
do not ascend to the heights,
these extras. For some of them
have in their grasp the thing
called "IT." Some of them
have that intense — and intensive — magnetism that goes
into the making of success
upon the screen — that is, almost, the keynote of success
and its symbol!
Some of them, also, have the
true flair for acting. Unmistakable, breath-taking. And,
recognizing it, we watch
through picture after picture
— half expecting to see again
a face that we have only
glimpsed before. To see again
some face in its proper setting
— to watch some spirit unleashed and given its real
chance.

THAT woman, for instance,
who moves like a jungle
creature through a tiny section
of one flaring reel. That slim,
amazingly lovely girl, with the
mouth that is half sullen and
half wistful. Of 'whom does she
remind you? And that boy
whose eyes are sad — the one
who limps, ever so slightly.
Can't you see him cast as the
hero of the post-war novel that
set the book lovers of a nation
to talking?
And — speaking of post-war
novels. Of pre-war novels.
And of the war, itself . . .
We are tired of the war —
yes.' That is what the magazine editors, and the critics, and
the directors tell us when we come to them with stories or
with plays laid in those turbulent years between 1914 and 1918.
We are tired of the war — bored wi'th it. We don't want to hear
of it again, ever! And yet — when some epic of the war does
appear upon the printed page, when some battle, scene flares
across the silver sheet, we read it avidly — we watch it with
eager eyes. And those of us who. toiled through the mud of
the Argonne draw shaking hands across damp foreheads.
And those of us who knew sorrow-drenched Paris try to
brush away the mist that will obstruct our view. . . .

You remember the success of that great pageant of the wo I
war — and of all wars? The one that ran, for three strain
years, in a certain large motion picture theater? A film with
cast splendidly chosen — its drama carefully sustained. Aj
you remember that most tense moment of all — when a shiveri;
little band of peasants was lined up before an alien firing squa'
It was the second peasant from the left who caught the eye
who held the attention. There was such mute agony on 1
drawn, tired face — such utter, overwhelming despair. One f(.
when he fell forward heavily in the dust, that the firing squhad been a real one — equipped to do deadly work!

ever
ere

w,

In the ranks of Hollywood's extras
may be found the real drama of
the movies. Here is the story of
a Central American refugee who
faced a mimic firing squad and
seared his bit into celluloid. Fame
was his — but he never knew
Illustrated

R. Van

by

Buren

Pasquale was quite unconscious of the
grinding of a camera. Was quite deaf
to the calling voice of the man who
directed the scene. He took his place,
against the wall, in a way that was
utterly mechanical. Remember the
peasant who was the second from the
left? The gaunt, dark little man?
The director shouted an order. And it
was then that Pasquale made his great
dramatic appeal. It was then that he
had his great moment
the doors of a casting office. His English
was too meager — his need was too great.
His explanation would, at best, have read
like fiction — like a story out of 0. Henry's
"Cabbages and Kings."
Only this — he had come. Winding a
tortuous way along a trail that might end,
anywhere, in disaster. By pack mule and
motor car — on tramp steamer and in
freight train — he had made the journey.
A man looking wearily ahead to a land
that was not a land of promise. A man
afraid to look back into a past that held
only the agony of broken hopes!

Hi E

1£wy<f3Mje*And one wondered — reading motion picture news, searching
10b scene after mob scene — why the man never appeared again
o duplicate the amazing thing that he had done with what
light have been a shallow, commonplace moment.
For he would have duplicated his success — but surely! For
i e had, if acting counts, the aforementioned flair of genius! He
/ould have duplicated his success, if —
iLTOWhe came to Hollywood, Pasquale himself could not have
■Li-answered. For he didn't quite know — wasn't quite able to
, race— the path that led from a Central American revolution to

had been snatched — inarticulate,
bewildered, almost ill — from a little
prison. Infested with rats and rumors,
with fever and with fear. The next dawn
had been set for his execution — for he was
a rebel and only a successful rebel is
hailed as a hero! He was making his
peace with God — what he thought to be
his final peace — in the dark of the midnight when a creaking at his cell door, a
whispered summons, gave him his liberty.
Almost before he knew it he was out upon
the street — a blanket muffled about his
face, his feet scarcely daring to hurry.
" If they catch you — no matter how far
you may travel — " so his deliverer told
him — "it will be death. But that — you
know. . . . We will carry you across the
■
— __J
border — and you will be given what
money we have, and our prayers will follow you. But that is all. You must — " the voice was rife with
warning — "you must seek your own safety!"
And so it had gone. Silently, surely, Pasquale was smuggled
across a barrier. Money — not much! — was pressed into his
thin hand. A blessing was breathed into his ear. And he was
on his way to — God knows where.
A man who might have been called, had his patriotism flourknown ished,ashis country's
an exile. saviour. A man who, now, would only be
He started out. Upon a journey that might have ended at
any door — in any city. The
[ continued on page 84 ]
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Here is the Mys
tery Baby, Ma
How to turn a plain pipe into a pipe of
peace. Paint a picture of the wife or girl
friend on the bowl in oils. This sentimental notion, worthy of the Nineties, is
demonstrated by Robert Armstrong

AFTER all, it takes Mae Murray to put over a
swift one on Hollywood, and the rest of the world,
too.
In the case of the Mystery
Baby it was David
Mdivani who let the cat out of the bag or, rather, the
child out of the crib.
Mdivani announced that Mae was the mother of a sixteen months old son, born in Los Angeles during the
first part of 1927. The advent of the heir was kept a
secret because "it might interfere with Mae's career and
because in Europe," again according to Mdivani, "we do
notLive
publish
such things to the world."
and learn.
In my dumb way I always thought Europeans, from
royalty down, boasted of such achievements; and that
the "babies interfere with a career" legend went out
with bustles and side-combs.
MAE was en route from New York to Los Angeles on the day
that her husband broke the delicate news and when reporters met her upon her arrival, she politely intimated that it
was none of anybody's business. And she refused to give any
further information as to the place and date of the boy's birth.
The baby lives in Mae's home, guarded by a Japanese nurse.
Mamma will shortly embark on a vaudeville tour, leaving
Hollywood to unravel the best mystery story of the year.
And what, oh what, does Auntie Pola think of all this?
"\X7HEN Doug and Mary left Europe for America, they
" " sailed from Naples, Doug bringing along the usual
hangers-on and derelicts he picks up in Europe. As Frank
Case, that famous Algonquinist, once remarked upon seeing
Doug show a group of visitors through the studio: "There
goes Doug with a string of empties."
IT'S a job to keep up with these Hollywood heart affairs. Now
Ben Lyon is giving Lupe Velez the grand rush. And rush is a
mild word for the man who would keep up with Lupe.
However, Marion Nixon, who has been seen with Ben Lyon

Murray's
son
with
his fathei
David Mdivan:
Even in thi1
photograph
stolen
through
telephoto lens
you
can see
resemblance
Mae. The boy t
sixteen month
old. And mayb
worked up over ii
Hollywood isn'

&mti
International

Newsreel

at the various places-to-go for nearly a year, doesn't look hi.
broken. She always has her pick of the boys.

AND there's "Skeets" Gallagher and Pauline Garon. I
saw "Skeets" in "The Racket." Now that they apprlcl
the "we're engaged " state, Pauline starts working on a vadeville
sketch
which will
her isall
country, j'his
coupling
of romance
and take
careers
no over
jokingtheproposition!
'T^HE day after Alice White finally broke her engagemer
■*■ to aviator Dick Grace and announced that she had re
nounced men in favor of her career, she turned her atter
tion to Walter Byron, Vilma Banky's new leading man.

POOR Michael Curtiz, the director, is in wrong witrfcis
bosses. Michael was foolish enough to boast that "Ndh's
Ark" Warner
would cost
only rose
$500,000
but would
a miljw
The
Brothers
to proclaim
that look
the like
picture
wflM
cost at least a million and a half.
It's sad but true that in this business many producers wjW
rather have a picture cost a million and look like thirty (fits
than cost thirty cents and look like a million.

Studios
York

For the first time
in four years,
Lottie Pickford
looks
into
a
motion picture
:amera.
Lottie
eturned from
((Honolulu about
the time that
Jviary arrived in
i Hollywood from
jiEurope.
Lottie,
hjwho is divorced
yfrom Allan ForI'est, has retired
iljfrom the screen

The old-fashioned hair ribbon — of all
things! — is brought up to date. Anita
Page wears a ribbon to hide the fact that
her hair is growing out. It covers up those
annoying stray hairs at the back of her head
"I thank you," she answered.
Fifteen extras who had been holding their breath
They had read again and again that Miss Garbo
gasped.
would not take still pictures, that her temperament
would not allow her to be stopped.
That she never thanked anybody!
Which is all you can believe about what is said of
these "temperamental" artists.
GRETA NISSEN has never met Greta Garbo!
Two countrywomen who have stared at each
other across the Montmartre tables with homesick
longing without once having someone offer to introduce them.
City!
And they say there are no conventions in the Film

P& A

\\

MYSTERIOUS stranger called upon Richard Arlen the
V other night.
"I have information about you," he began in a threatening
!ne. "It should be worth a lot of money to you to keep it

iliet.

YOU

ARE THE FATHER

OF A CHILD!"

A Dick laughed.
"Sure I am! A little girl, seven, by a former marriage.
; ot more than four hundred thousand people beside yourself
low this startling fact. I am mighty proud of this little
»|iughter and often take her to the studio. But I tell you
. hat I'll do. If you can get any reputable paper to carry the
Mory of this amazing discovery of yours — I'll pav you fiftv
)llars!"
Then he bowed the stranger out.
Screen actors are frequently prey to this sort of attack, but,
lfortunately, not all of them meet it with such aplomb.
\

PUBLICITY
*• the set.

man stopped Greta Garbo as she came off

" Will you pose for some ' still ' pictures, please, Miss Garbo? "
: "Certainly."
And when he had finished, "Thank you, Miss Garbo."

LITTLE Harry Perry, Jr., has been raised on film phrases.
His father is the film's famous air cinematographer, having
presided over the shooting of " Wings," and for the last eight or
ten months acted* as camera genie of "Hell's Angels."
The boy was watching the goldfish in the Beverly Hills park
recently.
"Daddy,
know what a goldfish is."
"What is Iit?"
"A sardine in greasepaint."

SERIO-COMIC incident following a tragic event. A
A
Hollywood physician asked a woman for a small payment
on her bill.
"I'd be glad to, doctor, but I can't on account of Rudolph
The doctor was mystified, and said so.
Valentino."
" Well, it's this way," replied the woman. "I bought the lot
adjoining his in Forest Lawn Cemetery, thinking I could
sell it at a profit.
"And then, when he died, he was buried in the Hollywood

Norma Talmadge and Gilbert Roland spent their
vacation in Honolulu, chaperoned by Norma's
mother. But if you think that kept Hollywood from
chirping about it, you don't know your film colony
RONALD COLMAN tells this one:
An author had written and sold to motion pictures a
brilliant story called "The Optimist."
" Yeh, it's a darned good story," said the producer, "but we
gotta change the title."
"I thought it was a fine title," demurred the writer.
"'Snot that. It's the public. Of course, you and me would
know that an ' optimist ' was a fellow where you go to have your
eyes tested, but the public don't."
A DD to Mr. Noah Webster's tome, Joseph von Stern■*^*-berg's definition of a supervisor:
"A supervisor is a person who keeps a Gentile from being
artistic."
ABIT of humor overheard on the broad estate of Estelle
Taylor:
Franc Dillon, one of the fond parents of the Beverly Hills
Little Theater movement, is talking to Kenneth Harlan:
" Will you appear in one of our plays, Kenneth? "
"Sure," he answers, largely. And, as an afterthought, "I'll
tell you what I'll do. I'll put on my act for you!"
He had just been signed to do a talkie sketch for Vitaphone.
Marie Prevost, at his side, turns in time to hear Kenneth's
proposal:
"Which act?"
TALKING with Doug, Jr., the other day.
"Is there any way to kill that rumor thatHeleneCostello
and I are going back together?" he queried. "I am all
wrapped up in Billie and I want the world to know it."
And "Billie" is what he calls Joan Crawford.
MERNA KENNEDY is ambitious.
She says she will not
marry until she is sure that her man will be known as " the
husband of Merna Kennedy!"
Probably this is her revenge toward men in general for having
been publicized as " the leading lady for Charlie Chaplin! "
But we wonder what Jimmy Hall, the boy-friend, thinks of
this ultimatum.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN was giving a dinner party at the
Russian Eagle in honor of Lily Damita.
Seven gentlemen
and Lily were present.
sn

"The Grand Old Man of the Movies" visits
the Paramount Studio and is welcomed by
Richard Arlen. PHOTOPLAY is glad to say
that Theodore Roberts, for two years crippled by rheumatism, is well again
Suddenly smoke filled the room. The restaurant was billing. Someone grabbed Lily and rushed her through an op't
window.
Now the argument is: Which man really saved Lily Damit'
Those claiming the honor include: Charlie Chaplin, Han
D'Arrast, John Monk Saunders, Harry Crocker, the Marqu
De La Falaise and Count Jean Dilimur.
Evidently Lily has her own ideas on the matter. Anywa,
she has been seen most frequently since the fire escorted 1
Harry D'Arrast.
And every lady favors a hero.
\X 7HEN American people try to air their French on Lily
" * Damita, she looks innocent and answers, "Oh, talk to
mamma. She speaks only ze French; I speak only ze Engleesh in dees country." Friends tell us that "dammit" and
"what to Hell" are two of her favorite English expressions.
ALOW bow to King Vidor who returned from Europe wit'
out dragging a big foreign "discovery" in his wake. !|
fact, King says that there is plenty of talent in Hollywood ai
there is no need to import stars with fancy names and acceir
King and Eleanor Boardman Vidor went to Europe solely fi
fun and a vacation. Their little daughter, who had the te:
tative title of Joyce, is now called Antonia.
IN spite of the much publicized trip of Dolores Del Rio ai
Edwin Carewe around the world, a little bird from within t.'
studio whispers that, for the first few days they worked (I
" Revenge," the director and his leading lady were not speakin
Talking of these two, no one seems to be able to find 01,
whether the United States government is going to recognize ffl
Carewe or Del Rio Mexican divorces. Not that it matters.

MARIE
PREVOST and Kenneth Harlan decided th<
couldn't live together.
Marie secured an interlocutoi
decree.
Now they are being seen everywhere together ar 1
it is doubtful if the final papers will ever be signed.

Three of Rex Ingram's discoveries hold a confab in
Nice, France.
The handsome bronze gentleman is
Ivan Petrovitch.
The blonde is Alice Terry.
And of
course you recognize our own Ramon Novarro

Stealing the cop's stuff by concealing cigarettes in the hat. John Mack Brown holds
the package in place with an elastic band.
A bulky cigarette case can spoil the lines of
a snappy suit

Viola Dana and "Lefty" Flynn severed their matrimonial
not about the same time as Marie and Kenneth. Now, they,
oo, are domiciling under the same roof.
Doris Dean and Roscoe Arbuckle tried living apart, but all
idications point to their re-union.
,,| "DILLY JOY, brother of Leatrice, told us last month of the
■^ Scotchman who wouldn't let his boy go to school because he had to pay attention.
Now he informs us about the Scotchman who quit goinj
to his lodge because he had to give the password.
rHE popular place for the movie-ites to vacation these days
is Honolulu.- Alan Dwan started the vogue in the dear old
ygone days. Then Colleen Moore and John McCormick reavenated it early this season.
Esther Ralston followed their
I ;:ad and also Chester Conklin, whose drooping mustache was
,iistaken for a grass skirt on the beach at Waikiki.
Others
,. ,dio answered the irresistible call of Ukuleleland include Laura
r -a Plante, Eddie Sloman, Helene Costello, Kenneth Harlan and
i ,'lyde Cook.
Buster Collier is at present harking to the call, as
t > Louise Fazenda.
The latest to leave the celluloid shore were Norma Talmadge
nd Gilbert Roland.
Mother Talmadge also went along, and a
,itherto unheard-of uncle. Zest was added to their departure
, y the naive announcement in a Los Angeles paper which set
3rth specifically — and why, Hollywood wants to know, — that
Ir. Roland would occupy a stateroom with the uncle.
Next November, Lita Gray Chaplin and Roy D'Arcy are
laking the trip to Honolulu, accompanied by Mrs. Chaplin's
lother, so we are told.
We are also informed that Roy and
ata are not announcing impending nuptials for the very good
ieason that one of the prospectives is not free.
"^ ARY COOPER paid New York a short visit and as a result
>*Ja beautiful blonde from a night club has given up her job
nd has gone to Hollywood to get into the movies.
She is

leaving behind her a rich boy friend who got the gate when
Gary appeared on this scene.
And just to prove that Gary cares in a big way, the blonde
is showing the following telegram to all her friends:
"I shall hope to see you in Hollywood. There are things
I can never forget and which I know you won't forget. Yours,
What could be more to the point? And wonder what Evelyn
Brent thinks about these days.
Gary."
A WELL-KNOWN director stood outside the hospital
-**-door which separated him from his equally well-known
motion picture star wife.
Finally, after endless hours of perspiration and floorwalking, a doctor appeared from within the sanctum sanctorum.
"What is it, doc?" the director managed to stutter.
"A fine girl. She—"
"Thank God!" The director wiped his brow. "Thank
God, doc. She'll never have to go through this!"

EVA YON BERNE, the seventeen year old girl whom Norma
Shearer discovered in Vienna, is a lovely youngster with a
face of rare wistfulness. But her first job in movie-land is to lose
ten pounds from the adolescent, roly-poly figure. Which reminds us of Vilma Banky when she first arrived in this country.
A ND this bit of information about Fraulein von Berne is
■*~*-passed on to you more as a scientific fact than as gossip.
When Eva left New York for Los Angeles she carried with
her a pair of black silk stockings. For why? Because Eva's
legs are a trifle plump and black silk stockings are slenderizing. Eva was instructed to don the dark stockings just
before she faced the photographers at the train in Los
Angeles.

LOUISE BROOKS is famous in Hollywood as a gal who must
have her sleep. Twelve hours a day keeps the doctor away,
is her motto.
Recently Louise was sojourning in a hotel room in Jacumba,
California, which opened upon the dancing pavilion. On location for "Beggars of Life," not for pleasure.
the band played mercilessly — while
It was the first night andd.
[ continued on page 86 ]
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The
famous in"fastest
human,"
to stardom
vain, tells
how wh)
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sellare. not
IES
No hero
cinema
outs in the
CELEBRIT
from another field of endeavor
has proved a successful star in
motion pictures. Few of these celebrities have made money out of the
movies and noneof them hasestablished
a permanent niche in filmland.
Even such operatic stars as Mary
Garden, Geraldine Farrar and Lina
Cavalieri; great idols and famous
beauties, could not become permanent
picture heroines, though they entered
into films with a tremendous following.
With pulchritude and ability to recommend them and countless thousands of
fans to boost them, it seems incredible
that they should have been surpassed
by unknown girls of mediocre and unproved worth. Yet such was the case.
Some may

sav the rea-

son they did not
Charley Paddock with Babe Ruth. The Sultan of Swat
succeed was because
managed to get more money out of pictures than any
they were singers
other
athlete. And he did it with a picture, "Babe Comes
and their voices
Home," that never made money for anyone except Babe.
were lost on the
He got $30,000, thanks to his shrewd manager
screen, so that those
who had loved them in opera and
Douglas Fairbanks seemed to answer the whole problem>f
concert work were not interested
the
celebrity when he asked a college boy, "Are you indispiwhen they could see but could not
to motion
hear them. This sounds like a sable
Fairbanks
has pictures?"
taken many young college graduates into is
plausible theory.
But it cannot
"on probation." They have come to him ask I
account for the similar failure of corporation
for a job, their only recommendation a college diploma. Doups
Dempsey, Tunney and Leonard;
has patiently talked to them about pictures, painted the glorias
of Ruth and Tilden and Grange;
future for artists of the screen and has pointed out to them t it
of Ederle and Kahanamoku. The
there are many fields connected with the art besides thebusiriis
public had the opportunity to of acting. He has offered them a job for three months at iir
watch these celebrities do on the
pay and has told them in that length of time to study the 1screen what they had been doing
dustry and his own particular plant and to find a position i»r
before limited audiences.
It was
themselves where they could prove indispensable.
also possible to make
boxing,
"For," Fairbanks says to them, "there are many loophos
baseball, tennis, football and
in this new business, loopholes where money is lost and aris
swimming far more dramatic in sacrificed. Stop those holes, save that art. Make yourlf
pictures than in real life. Yet again
the public was not interested.
indispensable!"
AT the end of three months, if the college man has fail:!,
Fay Lanphier, winner of AtDouglas shakes hands with him and they part as friens.
lantic City's national beauty
But it is surprising the number of young men who h;-e
contest, thought she was to star
succeeded in making themselves "indispensable."
in "The American Venus." But
It seems to me that each celebrity could well ask that qistwo players then comparatively
tion,
"Are you indispensable to motion pictures?" And if t)y
unknown — Esther Ralston and
were honest with themselves, the answer would be a negate
one.
Louise Brooks — ran away with
the film
For pictures is a business like any other, which has toje
F>9.

Fail in Pictures
las tried sprinting
the sport celeb>vhy
n the films

By Charley Paddock
:udied and mastered. Acting is an art and not a heavenorn gift that comes without labor. People go to the
leater to be entertained, to laugh and to cry and those
ho make them do it are bound to be masters of their pro:ssion, just as the celebrities have proved conquerors in
leir fields of endeavor.

V

jOR many months following the summer of 1926 the
- most famous woman in the world was not Mary Picked or Mary Garden. The honors were unquestionably the
roperty of Gertrude Ederle, the greatest swimmer in all the
"Trudie " had won
'orld, the conqueror of the English ofChannel.
the American people. The
n undying place in the affections
ay after she had set a new world's record, making faster time
han any man who had preceded her and when she stood out
s the only woman who had been successful in that supreme
est, the world and all that was in it was hers. She could have
amed her own terms in vaudeville.
"Trudie" went to Germany instead. Days passed and
/eeks. Her record was broken by first a German and then a
Tenchman. Another woman swam the channel. Still Trudie
eceived a tremendous ovation when she reached New York
and
while she signed a worth
vaudeville
contract, She went on the
"road."
Bebe Daniels was
about to make a swim-

Duke Kahanamoku,
who was international
amateur swimming
champion, tried hard
to get over on the
screen. He worked as an
extra and even achieved
bits — but that was all

Red

Grange made

a

on ''One
tidy sum
Minute
to Play"
and
then lost it all on "The
Motor Maniac."
Audiences were interested
in one film and then
forgot Red

ming picture for Paramount. It was to be the story of a little
girl in college who won her man by swimming and, in the course
of college events, got herself entangled in a channel race which
she thought she had won. The executives, together with Miss
Daniels, decided that the picture could be greatly strengthened
by adding Gertrude Ederle to the cast. She would not be the
star, nor even the second woman lead. But she would have an
opportunity to show her swimming stroke and she would get
a marvelous "break" in publicity.

THERE was no saving what the latter would lead to. Miss
Ederle might screen well. Her part might be a stepping stone
"Trudie"
was her
This tour.
to cinema
two
at leastseized
told she spent
All chance.
her vaudeville
She leftgreatness.
it.
Her actual work lasted
months on the trip to Hollywood.
less than a week. Her footage in the picture, aside from
her swimming scenes, did not occupy much more space than
that of a glorified extra. Her name was all that was
For that name Gertrude Ederle received,
wanted.
after her expenses were deducted, in the neighborhood of $2500, or about $200 a week for the time she
Less money than a talented dresshad consumed.
maker or a fairly successful bond salesman.^ Yet
she was the most famous woman in the
and the greatest feminine swimmer
world,
of
all time.
Gertrude Ederle and
Like most champions Gertrude Ederle
Bebe
Daniels in
''Swim,
Girl,
gambled when she accepted that proposition, gambled with the future. She hoped
Swim." Trudy
that this might lead to stardom, for it
hoped to succeed in
appeared that she would have a running
pictures but she
start from the boost her name would give
soon discovered that
her.
Yet this was not the case. The public
the public was interested in Ederle
was interested in Gertrude Ederle the
the swimmer and
swimmer and not in Gertrude Ederle the
not in Ederle the
actress. If she was to succeed in filmdom
actress. Miss Ederle
she would have to start at the beginning,
lost money in her
learn the art of acting and take her chance
film venture and
with those countless others who one day
gained nothing
124 ]
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A Review of the New Picture

"•HE best of the season's crop of underworld offerings.
JL Bdl Nigh, with
a nifty piece of directing, harks back to
Humoresque" without becoming a carbon-copy. He gives
a Jewish gangster a four-year "stretch," brings him back,
lets him win his crook maiden and sends 'em both straight,'
after nearly crashing 'em into the pen again. For getting
down to earth with the practical sort of love-making that
folks like, our hat is off to John Gilbert and Joan Crawford
John certainly takes that gel in hand, and, boy, how she
likes to be taken! Vera Gordon serves a brand of motherinterest that will hit home because she never becomes
super-sentimental or maudlin. And let's not forget Carmel
Meyers. Carmel slicks her hair back and gives us a person
so plain that we have to look twice to recognize her.

THE BARKER— First National

POWER— Pathe

HPHIS picture is classed as one of the best of the month
J- for no particular reason except that it keeps you laughing throughout.
Bill Boyd again appears as a humanly humorous smart
aleck, which seems to be the type the public demands of
him. This time Boyd and Alan Hale are teamed as "twofisted workers on both dams and feminine hearts." They
swing back and forth over the highest dam in the world,
without the bat of an eye, but when the girl "looking
for 'clucks' with loose jack" comes to town, they fall like
weaklings and are both duped by the same gold-digger.
Jacqueline Logan very capably plays this girl of "Quaker
mien and crafty heart." There are thrilling fights and
near-accidents, but the picture is essentially a comedy.

TF THEY would give us more pictures like this, the silen
J-drama would not have to fear the competition of thr
"talkies." However, "The
is now having
incidental sound applied. Barker"
You will hear Milton sond
Sills
ballyhoo and persuasive call of the midway.
"The Barker" has a simple story which
ses al
of the elemental emotions in the everyday encompas
struggles of g\
colorful, intensely human group of carnival troupers.
Nifty Miller is a barker who crowds 'em in to see his
sweetheart-hula dancer. His passion for her is second only
to his love for his boy. When that lad jumps his law:
studies to troupe with his father, her jealousy starts al
miniature revolution among the seasoned old-timers. The:
complications which result blend pathos and humor in a
masterful manner.
You will see as perfect a set of troupers as any circus:
ever boasted. Milton Sills, as the barker; Betty Compson,
as his temperamental sweetheart; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
as the son and Dorothy Mackaill as the boy's sweetheart
fit their parts as naturally as though they had been carnival
followers for years. There is no choice for a "best perDirector George Fitzmaurice was called to New York
formance."
to talk "new contract" when the First National powersthat-be saw the picture. No wonder! He has created a
picture of human-life rather than circus-life.
You cannot afford to miss the humanness and the humor
of this production.
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The Best Pictures of the Month
THE WOMAN DISPUTED
THE BARKER
POWER
FOUR WALLS
CRAIG'S WIFE
FORGOTTEN FACES
The Best Performances of the Month
John Gilbert in "Four Walls"
Milton Sills in "The Barker"
Dorothy Mackaill in "The Barker"
Greta Garbo in "The Mysterious Lady"
Betty Compson in "The Barker"
Norma Talmadge in "The Woman Disputed"
Irene Rich in "Craig's Wife"
Warner Baxter in "Craig's Wife"
Joan Crawford in "Four Walls"
Arnold Kent in "The Woman Disputed"
Clive Brook in "Forgotten Faces"
Casts of all photoplays revieived will be found on page 1 35

FORGOTTEN

FACES— Paramount

IFwe THIS
picture to
is atake
sampleoi
Paramount's
are willing
the full
serving. Aall-star
great program
array of
talent is shown in this: Clive Brook, Alary Brian, William
Powell, Baclanova, Fred Kohler and Jack Luden.
Yes, it's underworld. But an entirely different type of
story, dealing with the sacrifice and regeneration of a lifetermer to save his daughter from ruin.
If you enjoyed Clive Brook as Rolls Royce of "Underworld," you will love his superb performance in this as
Heliotrope Harry, when he is everything from the dapper
crook to butler in his own daughter's home. Slightly less
important is Baclanova, the "fiery blonde Russian."
If you like fast-moving drama, with startling denouement,
watch for "Forgotten Faces."

THE WOMAN

DISPUTED— United Artists

ADYNAMIC drama in which Norma Talmadge exalts
a Magdalen to the level of a patriotic saint. She
gives a picturesque, yet powerful characterization of a
dcmi-mondaine; it is undoubtedly Miss Talmadge's greatest contribution to the screen. She plays with subtlety,
delicacy, and restraint in a part which could so easily be
morbid and maudlin.
One Mary Ann Wagner, an Austrian girl, is unjustly
accused of murder. Two fashionable young army officers,
a Russian and an Austrian, befriend her. She drops the
life she has been forced into, and eagerly accepts the work
they find for her. Both officers fall in love with the girl,
and their life-long friendship turns to bitter hate. Russia
declares war on Austria, and the three part.
The men go to their respective regiments, and Mary
Ann to the fields with her countrywomen. She is regenerated through her love for the Austrian officer and her
country. When the Russians seize Lemberg, her home,
the unsuccessful lover, commanding the invading army,
demands her embraces for the lives of many Austrians
sentenced to death. The ensuing climax and denouement is
drama of the greatest poignancy, powerfully handled by
Miss Talmadge.
Arnold Kent gives a magnificent characterization of
Nicolai Tourgcnov, the Russian, and Gilbert Roland, as Paul
von Hartmann, the Austrian, registers another personal
conquest. A gorgeous production, smoothly directed — and
a distinct triumph for every member of the cast.

CRAIG'S

WIFE—Pathe

WILLIAM de MILLE gives a brilliant picturization of
a Broadway success, completely avoiding spectacular
melodrama and forced situations. It starts quietly enough,
but with a sure, smooth tempo, builds to a tensely dramatic
finish. The director has surpassed himself in his unique
power to portray the intrinsic drama of the ordinary human
frailties.
Irene Rich, as a woman who married wisely, but too
well, has a rare opportunity to show her gift for intimate
characterization.
Warner Baxter plays the role of the politely henpecked
gentleman with marvelous sympathy and restraint. A
simple story, yet its handling makes it drama of the highest
order.

Photoplay

Inaugurates Its New

HEART TO
HEART—
First National

THIS is one of those rare comedies. It is the last co-starring
picture of Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes for First National.
Louise Fazenda and Lucien Littlefield draw honors for the
rib-licklers. The scene is one of those little towns where an
angular spinster matches her tongue against the weekly newspaper. Areal princess comes to visit ! But — more of the story
would spoil the treat in store for you.
Don't miss it.

THE MYSTERIOUS
LADY—
M.-G.-M.

THE first reel lays on the Garbo slinking sinuousness with
lavish hand. She will win no lady friends with that!
And men don't want their "It" served so obviously, either.
Otherwise the picture is okay. Fred Niblo gives us a gripping
story of war intrigue. Garbo is a great spy as well as a great
lover, and Conrad Nagel proves Madame Glyn was right
when she said he had IT. So see it.

LADIES OF
THE MOB—
Paramount

THE IT girl turns dramatic. Clara Bow steps right into
stark melodrama with a fistful of firearms and proves by
her fine handling of this tense role that she has been "holding out" on us. The author of
story is a life termer in a
California prison, and creates a this
vivid picture of gunmen and
their "molls" — not cheerful but strangely sympathetic. You
will scold yourself a long time if you fail to' see Clara in this.
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Specia
THE BATTL
OF THE
United Artisi
SEXES—

A LIGHT-HEAVYWEIGHT drama, not as belligerent a
-t V the title implies, but human, sophisticated and wort
while. Jean Hersholt as a business mogul greatlv distresse
a happy family by becoming entangled with a gold-diggin
blonde, Phyllis Haver. Don Alvarado is good as the powe
behind the blonde, and Belle Bennett adds suspense to suicid
as the distraught wife. Worth vour while.

THE WHIP
First
National

DOROTHY
MACKAILL'S first independent starring vehicle isa beautiful
production depicting the sportsman-life
of the English gentleman. But, despite the beauty of fox
hunts, the excitement of Ascot races and a thrilling battle
between Ralph Forbes and Lowell Sherman, it misses being a
big picture through slow movement and jerky interludes.'
However, it is worth seeing.

JUST
Paramount
MARRIED—

ACATCH-ME-IF-YOU-CAN stateroom farce, from Ann
Nichols' play, beautifully acted, directed, and titled. It
concerns the pre and post marital complications of six young
thingsaboard atransatlanticliner, and they certainly do rock the
boat. Ruth Taylor is pleasing enough as a synthetic heroine,
but James Hall has turned out to be a super-comedian.
Sophisticated comedv with the lid off.

Department Devoted to Sound Film Reviews
LOVE

1 VHILE
THE CITY
lifiLEEPS—

OVER

Pathe
NIGHT—

NOW and then Lon Chaney tosses his make-up kit over the
fence and acts like a human being. He appears "as is"
in this picture, which shows crook stuff at its highest tempo,
dwarfing "The Big City" to the size of a newsreel, and proving
that an occasional straight role is fine balance for big characteractors. He gives a remarkable characterization of a tough
dick. A well-knit story, exceptionally cast and directed.

ANOTHER mystery-comedy, which Rod La Rocque plays
with such seriousness that it is uproariously funny. Jeanette Loff is again his leading woman. The picture is filled with
comedv business, much of which is provided by Tom Kennedy,
who plays a dumb but persistent detective. Some of the
situations are excruciatingly funny and the entire picture is
splendid entertainment.

Sound Pictures
THE LION
AND THE

GEORGE
\ BERNARD
SHAW—
Fox Movietone

Warner
Vitaphone
MOUSE—

the most talked
THIS picture is the wow of the talkies andtime
that Bernard
about release of the season. It is the first
Shaw ever has talked directly and face to face with the
American public. What a voice and what a face! Although
over seventy years old, Shaw is built like an athlete. He moves
as gracefully as Jack Dempsey. And he has so much sex
appeal that he leaves the gals limp.
The all-too-short reel opens in Shaw's garden with birds
singing— tweet, tweet — in the distance. Then Shaw appears
— on the path.
and you hear his footsteps— scrunch, scrunch his
monologue.
He walks close to the camera and goes into
The high spot is his imitation of Mussolini. Be sure to see
this reel, even if you have to travel to the next town to do it.
THE FAMILY

PICNIC— Fox Movietone

THIS old Charles Klein melodrama is spotted with dialogue.
It is not an all-talkie, since it preceded "Lights of New
York" from the Warner Vitaphonic plant.
The story is old-fashioned, reeking of another dramatic
day. Ready Money Rider, the powerful plutocrat, wrecks an
honest judge because of a judicial decision. The story deals
with the romance between the son and daughter of these
two enemies. The dialogue, since it was lifted from the creaky
old play, reeks of mothballs. However, Alec Francis, as the
judge, and Lionel Barrvmore, as the millionaire, do excellently
with their lines, particularly Mr. Francis. May McAvoy
and Willie Collier, Jr., come out of the affair with far less
You will probably find it highly interesting.
honors.
LIGHTS

OF NEW

YORK— Warner Vitaphone

ma of
THIS is the first picture done all in Movietone, with dialogue,
ANNOUNCED as the first all-talkie, this melodra
squawking children and all the bedlam of modern life.
Manhattan night life aroused a lot of attention from the
The story — if any— tells the adventure of a terrible family New York critics. The Warners originally intended this to
out for a horrible picnic. As a pleasure jaunt, it is just one be a short talkie subject, then they got enthusiastic and enlong agony. And you laugh because you remember some such
larged it to seven feature reels. It's full of murder and atghastly party. The reel proves that natural lines, without any
tempted crime.
The cast, headed bv Helene Costello, Wheeler Oakman,
attempt to be literary or dramatic, are effective just because
they are natural. And ordinary noises — a stalled engine or Cullen Landis and Gladvs Brockwell, struggles hard with the
the honking of horns — are funny because they are so completely
pioneer problems of sound filming. None of the players emerge
true to life.
with particular glory. Sound films will have to work out a
So see this picture, just as a novelty and just to find out better technique to advance— and, of course, they will. This
what Movietone can do.
film, however, is a landmark of the sound movie.
[Additional reviews of latest pictures on page 111]

/N the light that lies in a woman's eyes is the principal charm of the face,
according to Preston Duncan.
In this futuristic portrait of Myrna Loy,
the photographer has subordinated
her other features by lines and
shadows to bring out the beauty of her eyes.
And, incidentally, if Myrna
were the wage-slave of a company which would give her better stories, she'd
be recognized as one of the most seductive actresses on the screen.

Hollywood
Finds Its

Voice
By
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Howe
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I'm always more at home among foreigners anyhow. Possibly
because as a child I was stolen by gypsies. You have to like
foreigners to get along in Hollywood. After residing there off
and on for the past eight years I've all but forgotten my
native tongue, as some of my faithful readers have noted.
Next to Italians I think I prefer Russians. The latter don't
need to feel hurt for being rated second. I never lived in Russia,
whereas I lived long enough in Italy and Sicily to be made an
honorary member of the Black Hand. That was before
Mussolini chased them all over to Chicago. I've never been
back since. There are things I don't like about Mussolini;
he goes too far.
When the Russian Eagle opened in Hollywood I went cossacking out to dip borsch with General Lodijensky. The
General and his wife came to this country as refugees and made
a fortune with their Russian Eagle restaurant in New York.
Recently the General has been doing fine work in pictures.
"The Last Command," in which he appeared, is the story of
his life. He calls Gloria Swanson "Mammy" and tells you
what Joe Schenck eats.
Corinne Griffith was there in a party with consort Walter

Herb learns of the natural resources of Mexico and starts for New York by way of Mexico
City.
Hollywood is getting to be no place
for Americans
Morosco, Antonio Moreno and Daisy, Marie Dressier
others. Corinne smiled and I moved into the party.
Haines happened to be in line with the smile and also moved
People criticise Corinne because she seldom smiles in
pictures. She has to train herself not to.

and
Bill
in.
her

JUST a glance from Corinne and a gentleman forgets himself;
a smile and he recalls that Nietzsche said the secret of a joyous life is to live dangerously — and he moves right over.
again because I don't write
Corinne started scolding me else
does who has learned the
books and plays like everyone
touch system. So on Mother's Day I sent her flowers.
The Russians know how to be informal without being noisy :
soft lights, soft carpets and soft music. The orchestra played
"La Marseillaise" and Count Segurola, the opera singer who
was dining at a nearby table, burst into song. The Count is
making good in pictures, too. He is able to sing and keep a
monocle in his eye at the same time, and this calls for facial
control. When he had finished, Marie Dressier, Walter
Morosco and I sang, "Here's to Good Old Yale, Drink Her
Down, Drink Her Down," and we did not do badly at all
considering that none of us had ever been to Yale for more than
a semester, unless it be Marie. [ continued on page 115]

Herb to Olga, waitress at the Russian
Eagle: "There's a
lot of Russian royalty inHolly wood."
Olga to Herb:
"Yes, more than
there was in Russia."
Olga is a lady.
The duchesses are
all in pictures
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$5,000 ///Fifty Cash Prize;!
RULES

OF CONTEST

1. Fifty cash prizes will be paid by Photoplay Magazine, as follows:

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize
Fifth Prize
Twenty Prizes of $50 each
Twenty-five prizes of $25 each

$1,500.00
1,000.00
500.00
250.00
125.00
1,000.00
625.00

2. In four issues (the June, July, August and
September numbers) Photoplay Magazine is publishing cut puzzle pictures of the well-known motion
picture actors and actresses. Eight complete cut
puzzle pictures appear in each issue. Each cut puzzle
picture will consist of the lower face and shoulders
of one player, the nose and eyes of another, and the
upper face of a third. When cut apart and properly
assembled, eight complete portraits may be produced.
$5,000.00 in prizes, as specified in rule No. 1, will be
paid to the persons sending in the nearest correctly
named and most neatly arranged set of thirty-two
portraits.

pete. You do not have to buy a single issue. You m
copy or trace the pictures from the originals in Phot
play Magazine and assemble the pictures from t
copies. Copies of Photoplay Magazine may
examined at the New York and Chicago offices of t
publication, or at public libraries, free of charge.
5. Aside from accuracy in assembling and identifyiij;
cut puzzle pictures, neatness in contestants' methods I
submitting solutions will be considered in awardhj
prizes. The thirty-two cut puzzle pictures or the'
drawn duplicates, must be cut apart, assembled arj
pasted or pinned together, with the name of the playl
written or typewritten below.

3. Do not submit any solutions or answers until after
the fourth set of cut puzzle pictures has appeared in the
September issue. Assembled puzzle pictures must be
submitted in sets of thirty-two only. Identifying
names should be written or typewritten below each
assembled portrait. At the conclusion of the contest
all pictures should be sent to CUT PICTURE PUZZLE
EDITORS, Photoplay Magazine, 750 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111. Be sure that your full name
and complete address is attached.

6. The judges will be a committee of members J
Photoplay Magazine's staff. Their decision will a
final. No relatives or members of the household <j
any one connected with this publication can subm
solutions. Otherwise, the contest is open to everyor
everywhere.

4. Contestants can obtain help in solving the cut
puzzle pictures by carefully studying the poems appear,
ing below the pictures in each issue. Each eight-line
verse refers to the two sets of cut puzzle pictures appearing directly above it. The six-line verse applies generally
to the four sets on that page. Bear in mind that it costs
absolutely nothing to enter this contest. Indeed, the
contest is purely an amusement. You do not need to be
a subscriber or reader of Photoplay Magazine to com-

set of pictures appears to the moment of midnight oj
September 20th will be considered by the judges. N
responsibility in the matter of mail delays or losses wif|
rest with Photoplay Magazine. Send your answers al

7. In the case of ties for any of the first five prizes, th!
full award will be given to each tying contestant.
8. The contest will close at midnight on Septembe
20th. All solutions received from the time the fourt

soon as possible after the last set of cut puzzle picture'
appears in the September issue, which will appear oi
the newsstands on or about August 15th. The prizif
winners will be announced in the January, 1929, issue oif
Photoplay.

Cut Puzzle Pictures Are on Second and Third Pag3s Following This Announcement

SUGGESTIONS
Just to aid you in getting your solutions under way, Photoplay will tell you the name of one of the players in the first set
of cut-face pictures, which appeared in the June issue. This
player is Harry Crocker. Since this actor has appeared but
rarely in films, Photoplay feels that his inclusion may have
been a little unfair to contestants. All the others included in
the contest are well known players.
Contestants should study the poems appearing in connection

with the cut puzzle pictures.
These are the indicators foi|
identifying the contest puzzle pictures and winning prizes.
Contestants will note that identifying numbers appear at th<:
margin of the cut puzzle pictures.
These numbers may be copied upon the cut portraits, witll
pencil or pen, so that, in pasting or pinning the completec
portrait, it will be possible to show the way the cut pieces I
originally appeared.

/W~N interesting in
» yi formal photograph
of the real Lillian
jish. Miss Gish is now in
Austria working under the
virutelage of Max Reinhardt.
ike other far-seeing stars,
he is studying voice culture
nder European specialists,
vnth a view to making a
vt ilkmg picture. Technically
ne of the screen's best panomimists, all of Lillian's
childhood training was on
]0
the speaking stage.

Monroe

/ AND 2
The hair went to school in two great foreign towns.
The
Juan"
away;
The eyes
mouthwith
has "Don
a father
who walked
acted so
well
He
was
king
of
the
screen's
yesterday
The hair to a fighter is happily wed.
The eyes have a sister who acts;
The mouth charmed the star of the greatest war film
Can you put together these facts''

3 AND 4
The hair was superb in a Barrymore film,
The
And
The
The
The
Now

mouthknew
has the
a mind
that issun's
brilliant
eyes
midnight
gleamand
— fine,
she's islovely
as any — man's
dream!with gold.
hair
light brown
it is tinted
eyes were an Englishman's wife.
mouth
— though
she'sofbeen
on the screen lor some timedoes the
best work
her life.

RESl 'ME
Two ofofthem
Three
them areweremarried,
born intwo
the dodge
States;Cupid's wiles.
And one of them starred in a famous Glyn play
Which dealt with a changing of mates.
Two of them are fair — and two much more brunette,
And this is the end — have you got them right yet?

'

1 AND 2
hair, of dark brown, in Atlanta was born.
eyes' havetoo.a daughter
and a wife;
lovely blonde girl.
has married
mouth,
life.
for
settled
he's
that
hope
Vitagraph,
old
the
hair was a star lor
The eves are dark blue— very dark—
The mouth has such chuckles and laughs up his sleeve,
That each play that he does is a lark!

The
The
The
We
The

3 AND 4
The hair has known footlights since he was a tot,
The eyes are a native of Spain;
The mouth weighs one-sixty— he s quite six feet tall
call "right asrain!
He's a chap that athey
number of juvenile leads.
The hair played
The eyes were, for years, on theasstage;
he was
The mouth is as popular, now,
When the movies wrote down their first page

RESUME (>')
Three of them i ,t married
— one's, rumored aboul.
But no one can capture the lad!
And three are great lovers (just screen stuff, oj course).
And one all U/e's laughter has had.
They all have dark hair— three are perfect brunettes.
And all are the sort that no woman forgets!

Carsey

o

N the opposite page you will find Richard Barthelmess1 Plea for Privacy. Dick thinks that
the public's interest in a movie personality should end with his shadow self. He doesn't
believe that stars should be on public view for twenty-four hours like a six-day bicycle
racer or a marathon dancer.
Read the Anti-Publicity Plank of Mr. Barthelmess' platform.

API
m

ea for Privacy

y he wants to keep his
Richard Barthelmess tells Bwhy
domestic life separated from his professional career

HEN Richard Barthelmess and Mary
Hay had been divorced only a short
time, Dick, in some bitterness, made
these
predictions:
1. That if he ever married again it would be a
1,'oman outside of the profession.
2. That if he married again, he would keep his
lomestic life completely separated from his proessional existence.
3. That the public should never be allowed to
nterfere with his private affairs.
The first prediction came true recently when Dick married
drs. Jessica Sargent, a New York society woman. Now
)ick is in the process of trying to keep his other promises to
limself.
He met Mrs. Sargent on a trip to Paris. But it was not
intil he met her again in Hollywood at a party given by John
olton that they became engaged. Dick's little daughter,
dary Hay Barthelmess, was about to return to her mother
or six months and Dick had planned a vacation trip to
lonolulu.
Wedding plans were quickly made.
The pair were married
Reno,
and
Dick's
vacation
trip
became
a honeymoon.
Now for the second prediction.

I gather that Dick feels that marriage between
two members of the profession is almost doomed at
the outset because of the constant surveillance to
which they are subjected. There are the old problems of two careers in one family, of course. But I
think it is outside interference that he fears the most.
"If both members of a family are engaged in public
careers, there is no escape for them," he has said.
"If they would not make us public figures — But
they do. We become symbols of something or other
and people demand (hat we set examples.
I maintain that it is
not a part of our job.
"The thing makes prisoners of us. We cannot go to public
places without attracting attention. We must be constantly
on our guard to avoid offending somebody. Our homes, then,
become sanctuaries — the only places where we can be ourselves.
I will not have my home invaded by the glare of publicity!"
hir means it. He will not allow any pictures to be made of
imself and his bride for publication. He will give out no
interviews about his marriage. Few people in the picture colony
have met Mrs. Barthelmess. And it is certain that the pair
will not appear at any public functions where she will be, as it
were, on display. Dick is trying to make his predictions come
true.
"The thing comes from the fact that the public confuses us
with our products," he explains. "It is funny. No one confuses a watch-maker with the watches he makes.
Nor an
artist with the pictures he

Helen
Louise
Walker

Dick was a lonely figure before his marriage. He is one of
he anomalies of the industry. It is one of fate's freaks when
n aloof, withdrawn lad, a young man of inherent reticence, is
hrust, by fluke of circumstance and accident of ability, into
flood of limelight which
eally frightens him.
Fame is considered one
f the rewards of accomilishment. To Barthelmess it is one of the
reatest penalties. And
:e fears, from experience,
he things it can do to him.

:

HE

IT isn't as if we were
really important," he
old
me. "Nothing
ver convince
me that I will
am

V^in whom

ctually important to any|ne in the world outside of
\\y dependents and the
lew people besides who are
bnd of me. We aren't
elebrities. We are curisities.
"Well then — since we
're not important — is it
air that this thing — this
irtificial sort of promience — should be allowed
a interfere with our lives
utside the studio?
"I am a wage earner.
is such I have a duty to
ly customers. Ifmyprodct is satisfactory I suceed in this duty.
If it is
ot — I'll soon find it out!
, "But I insist that my
jfe outside the studio
;bould be my own affair!"

paints.
even a novelist with Nor
the characters
he
creates.
"But people do confuse
a screen actor with the
characters he portrays
upon the screen. They
imbue him with the attributes of the people he
seems to be, from time to
time, in pictures.
they are interested. It is the man he
seemed to be when they
saw him in a picture.
"They liked the character. He was surrounded
with glamour. For all thev
know, the real Barthelmess might be a man who
would beat little children
for fun. that.
But They
they think
don't
consider
I am the man they saw in
the theater upon the
screen.
"I have never approved

P&A

When Dick Barthelmess married Mrs. Jessica Sargent
he made a vow that his home would never be invaded
by publicity. "Two people," he says, "cannot live in
the public eye constantly and keep their perspective

of personal
publicity
— accounts of a screen
actor
in
his private
an attempt to makelifea—colorful,
glamorous character of the
man. That is the thing
[continued on page 121]

How real are
those screen love
scenes? How
sincere are movie
kisses? Read this
amusing short
story about two
"Great Lovers"—
and an ex-wife

By

Onions
^_>^

and

LETTUCE salad, a chicken sandwich and a very
large order of nice, fresh, spring onions!"
A studio waitress is not in the habit of expressing
"amazement. She usually looks like an actor with the
other expression. Therefore, the waitress who received this
order simply allowed her pencil to hesitate for the fraction of a
second above the yellow slip.
When the order arrived the beautiful, blonde star pushed the
sandwich and the salad away in a disinterested manner and
drew the plate of onions to her. Her little white teeth bit into
them and she munched them down to the bright green stems.
Her eyes looked as radiant as if she had been sipping champagne. She ate them all, even the smallest, most dejected
looking one on the plate, called for her check and paid her bill
with the air of one whose day had been a complete success.
She arrived on the set a few minutes later and, opening the
large make-up case that never left her side, powdered her nose
and smoothed the rouge on her lips.
A man, whom you could recognize at once as a director, be-

A!

Katherin
Albert

cause he did not wear puttees nor carry a megaphone, came ov
to her and pulled up a chair beside hers.
"Now, Felicite, as soon as Andy gets here ..."
She glanced at her watch. "Not here yet?" And thencomplacently
"I'mnoton answer,
time." but went right on. If you d
The director— did
not already know that he was a director, this habit wou
indicate it.
"We are going to do the big love scenes. He comes into tl
room and you've been waiting for him. Gee, but you're glad 1
"I am, am I?"
him!"you say, 'Darling, I knew you'd come back.' '
see"And
A gay voice from the other side of the set echoed across tl
stage. "Here I am," the voice chirped.
The director jumped from his chair. "All right, Andy, yc
and Felicite on the set!"
The action was rehearsed. The cameras cranked.
Felicite sat beneath the lights with her lovely hands folde

Felicite opened her blue eyes as wide as the
lids would permit. "Why, what is the matter,

He clasped her in his arms. Arms about
each other, he helped her to the couch.
They sank down on it together and he
kissed her little mouth with passion
and tenderness. "Oh, how beautiful,"
murmured the visitor from Iowa.
"That was fine," said the director
ted

"You little wench!"
"Quiet, dear," she said sweetly, "visitors on
Andy?"
"Oh, hell!" muttered Andy, and with just
by

Illustra

Frank Godwin

provocation.
the set."
THAT was just the trouble with these co-starring teams. You always had to have half the
team a woman, and women always took mean
advantages.
Onions in a love scene! Of all the
dirty tricks!
Couldn't she have eaten onions
when she was between pictures? Onions in a
love scene! As if trying to steal all his good
scenes wasn't enough.
Why, she upstaged him
so that when they began a piece of action in the
middle of the room they both had their backs to
the wall by the time it was finished. And then
the joint interviews!
She always wormed her
way into the writer's good graces and made supposedly subtle but all too obvious remarks
about him. She told everyone he
was a lovely fellow and then
turned around and said something
nasty.
She just wanted to annoy
him. For no good reason, either.
He had always been nice to her. It
was just because they were costarred that she hated him so
much.
She sat chatting with a newspaper man. He could hear her
low, insincere voice.
"Oh, I adore working with Mr.
Wheaton,"
said. Gives
"He's the
so
generous in she
scenes.
other fellow the break, you know.
He excels in comedy situations because he's naturally so funny, but
there is something not quite sincere about his love scenes. That.
I imagine, is due to the fact that
he's such a great, big strong heman that he seems timid in front
Wheaton timid in front
of Andrew
the camera."
of the camera! He'd be damned if
he'd sit by and let her say it. He
walked over to the pair with these
stinging words on the tip of his
tongue, "Timid in front of the
camera, hell! Who could make
love to a woman who ate onions? "
But she didn't let him say it. Instead, she smiled that insincere
smile and said, "Oh, Andy, dear,
I want you to meet Mr. Haines of
"Pleased to meet you," he
mumbled.
The Call." He had to protect his
interests.

her lap. The door of the set opened and Andy, tall, handsome
id dark, came in the door. Felicite jumped to her feet and
ished forward.
"Darling," she breathed, "I knew you'd come."
IjlHe clasped her in his arms. She nestled on his shoulder.
jrms about each other, he helped her to the couch. They sank
j)wn on it together and he kissed her little mouth with passion
aid tenderness. They looked into each other's eyes. They
,;urmured sweet nothings. They kissed again.
"Cut!" said the director.
"Oh, how beautiful," murmured a visitor from Iowa, who
ippened to be on the set.
"That was fine," said the director.
"Just once more that
ay, please."
Andy looked at Felicite.
" You would !" The fires of passion that had been in his eyes
irned into the ashes of disgust. "You would, Felicite Banoft! You're just the type!"

She couldn't grab all the newspaper space, so he drew up a chair and sat down.
"I'd like to tell you something about the picture, Haines.
I've a minute between scenes. Won't you come over in my
dressing room for a drink? "
He'd show her. Could always get a newspaper man on your
side in that way.
Her eyes flashed fire.
"Don't leave me, Andy, dear," she said softly. "Don't take
him
away,
Haines.
because
. . Mr.
. because
. . I. can't bear to have him leave me
He could actually see her thinking of something mean to say
about him, something that would keep them both there so that
he couldn't be alone with the reporter and "sell" himself.
"It's because we're engaged to be married!"

THE studio was thrown into a state of excitement the next
morning when the papers arrived. The feud between the
co-stars had been going on for the [ continued on page 116 ]

ew Amateur
Second film competition starts
October 1 — Russell Ervin, winner
in first contest, gets five-year
contract with William Fox
IN announcing the inauguration of its second amateur
movie contest, Photoplay is happy to tell its readers of
the real climax of its first contest. Russell T. Ervin, Jr.,
winner of the 35-millimeter division prize of the contest, has
just been given a five-year contract by the William Fox Company. Thus Mr. Ervin, an enthusiastic amateur for fifteen
years, has become an important worker in the professional field,
with all the unlimited possibilities of Hollywood ahead of him.
Four prizes of $500 were offered in Photoplay's first amateur
movie contest, Mr. Ervin, who made his film with the co-opera-

tion of the Motion Picture Club of the Oranges, capturing th
award for the best picture submitted in standard film measure
ment. Mr. Ervin's contribution was "And How!" a one-ret
drama told expertly, ably, and plus a remarkable econom>
The signing of Mr. Ervin came as a result of a showing c
the prize film at the home of James R. Quirk, publisher am
editor of Photoplay. The production was presented "cold
to a large and distinguished gathering of motion picture am
literary folk. Among Mr. Quirk's guests were George Jea;
Nathan, the famous critic; Winfield Sheehan, general manage
of the Fox Company; Walter Wanger, general productioi
manager of Paramount-Famous-Lasky; Richard Rowland
general manager of First National Pictures; Will Hays, pres:
dent of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors o
America; Monta Bell, the director; Roy Howard, presiden
and publisher of The New York Telegram, and Donald Ogdei
Stewart, the humorist.
MR. ERVIN'S film proved to be the surprise of the evenin;
Everyone was enthusiastic about it, Mr. Rowland, Mr
Wanger and Mr. Sheehan being moved to the point of wantinj
to engage the amateur prize winner. Mr. Sheehan actec
quickest, however, and two days later Mr. Ervin was signec
to a five-year contract. He left for the Fox coast studios 01
July 11th and will have an important position in the Fo:
Movietone department under Ben Jacksen.
Mr. Ervin is thirty years old and a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania. He holds an electrical engineering degre*
and has been interested in amateur movies since 1913. Ir
the intervening years he has built three cameras, two pro
jectors and a number of lights in order to carry on his amateuii
experiments. That the Motion Picture Club of the Orange:
has attracted so much attention in the amateur field has beer,
largely due to Mr. Ervin's enthusiasm and his ability tc
organize.
Meanwhile, since amateur movie making is, after all, not
very remunerative, Mr. Ervin advanced to the post of assistant
to the consulting engineer of the Servel Company in Newi
ox I
York City. He resigned this position to accept the Foxcontract. Mr. Ervin has made his home at 164 Harriso
?n I
Street, East Orange, N. J.
_
Mr. Ervin wrote the story and continuity of the prize film
"And How!" directed and photographed the production and
edited it. The production was sponsored by the Motion
Picture Club of the Oranges, the leading roles being played
by Alfred Fontana, Beatrice Traendly, and Margaret Ervin,
Mr. Ervin's sister. Mr. Ervin used a De Brie, a De Vry and
an Eyemo during the course of the prize production.
"And How!" has received other honors. One was a special
presentation as a feature of the program shown under the
auspices of the National
Board of Review of Motion
King Vidor and his wife,
Pictures in the auditorium
of the Engineering Society in
Eleanor Boardman, have returned from Europe after
New York City on July 10.
filming France and Italy
with their Eyemo. Vidor is
building an experimental
t, Photo
contes
makes
its second
ding play
heral
IN
studio where he will make
tant
an
impor
and highly
his own home movies
interesting announcement.

Movie Contest
By

Frederick
James
Smith
le winning films in Photoplay's second contest
W be shown to all the foremost motion picture
e:cutives in New York and Los Angeles following
tft final decision of the board of judges. This
wans that one or more lucky amateurs will follow
w. Ervin's footsteps into the realm of professional
pture making.
Such authorities as Henry Mencken, Robert
Fiherty and George Jean Nathan believe that the
rution picture of the future will evolve from the
a.ateur movie enthusiast of today. There is no
qestion but that the professional photoplay must
c'l upon the amateur. The great difficulty has been
t- provide a bridge to span the gap between the
amateur movie experimenter and the professional
s.dio. Photoplay's contest is that bridge.
1[ THEN Photoplay announced its first contest,
V there was no way to ascertain or to measure
t : enthusiasm of the movie amateur. There was no
d'inite way to feel out the reaction of the professional
rfvie producer to the maker of home or club movies.
Eotoplay's contest was a pioneer adventure.
Whatever doubts Photoplay had in regard to its
citest were dispelled by the nation-wide interest
i the competition. Today Photoplay feels that its
fit amateur movie contest — the first conducted by
ay publication anywhere in the world — is the greate and most far-reaching thing it has sponsored in
i whole history.
HOTOPLAY is now assured of the interest of the
Hollywood and New York motion picture execues in the makers of amateur movies.
All of the
Sessional film leaders will view the principal contest films
Photoplay's new competition.
So a substantial reward,
ne and the key to Hollywood await you.
Sfou have heard of beauty and personality contests. There
/er has been a practical way for the earnest technical worker
get a chance in motion pictures.
Photoplay's contest
ivides the open sesame. And, in providing the opportunities
worthy amateurs, Photoplay feels that it is doing a big
ng for motion pictures.
H'HUS,
hopes. in launching its second contest, Photoplay has high
'The contest will open- on October 1st and will close at
r inight of March 31st. This will allow amateurs six whole
r nths to shoot, edit and submit their contest films.
This year, the rules will differ radically from those of last
Jjir. In conducting its first contest, Photoplay has weighed
c efully the many problems of such a contest. This year
I otoplay feels that it will have an almost perfect set of
rjes, fair to every amateur, whether an independent worker
|a member of an organization, whether the owner of a small
C:fit or the possessor of elaborate equipment.
:These rules will be announced in detail in the October issue
0 Photoplay, on all news-stands on September 15th.
There will be a distinguished jury of judges to pass upon the
1 itest films and Photoplay again will have the co-operation
4 the Amateur Cinema League in its conduct of the corn-

Nicholas Muray

Russell T. Ervin, Jr., the thirty-year-old winner of PHOTOPLAY'S pioneer amateur movie
contest, has been given a five-year contract by
Winfield Sheehan, general manager for William Fox Productions
petition. The full list of judges will be announced in an early
issue of Photoplay.
MOVIE amateurs will be interested in the experiences of a
professional director, and a highly successful director at
that, in the realm of amateur cinematography. King Vidor,
the maker of "The Big Parade" and other notable films, has
just been making a vacation tour of the Continent with his
wife, Eleanor Boardman.
Mr. Vidor took along an Eyemo and shot film all over France
and Italy. "I did not take a single scenic shot of well known
buildings or scenes," said Mr. Vidor upon his return. "I did
not go after the usual postcard stuff. I tried only to get the
feeling of the country. I filmed the peasants at work in the
fields, the gendarmes on their posts in Paris, the gondoliers
on the Grand Canal of Venice. I tried for characteristic
oddities. I noticed that all the gondoliers, at a certain part
of their poling movement, lifted their right feet in an odd way.
Mr. that."
Vidor says he had a lot of fun and gained a lot of
I shot
experience with his amateur camera. There is a possibility
that his film may be released as part of the short subject
program of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Anyway, the Vidors are
so enthusiastic that they have now decided to build a miniature
studio adjoining their new residence in Beverly Hills. Here
King Vidor intends to experiment to his heart's content.
Mr. Vidor encountered no diffi- [ continued on page 109]
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Some hot doings
in the French
Cinema Houses
reported to Photoplay
by Ken

Chamberlain
The adjectives a;
French, but ti
spirit is Broadws.
Monsieur, theower, waits compl'
cently knowii*
that the "debauc.
de luxe" will pa;
'em in, in Paris i
well as his
Iowa.
dame,
wife,M- i
the cashier. Try i
fool her!

The neighborhood
movie, where the audience visits, smokes
and makes love. Disapproval of the film is
shown by kissing the
back of the hand;
violent dislike, by
stamping. Eskimo
pies are called
"Nanooks"

Big de luxe stage show.
No prologues, no jazz
bands, no dancers.
But the audience can
be lifted to the heights
of delight by a good,
rousing operatic
selection

By

fathering a Film Star
Keeping up with a movie
daughter is a job for a
consulting engineer and
a Hercules
flME was when quite a few folks knew me and cordially
addressed me as "Tom." That was when I rode in
the back seat of our family car. But now I am generally
introduced to strangers as "Carmelita's father."
don't mind it a bit; in fact, I love it. But I don't quite
y being a hundred per cent movie father.
can't keep up with Carmelita any more than a rabbit . . .
eep track of her, either. I can't realize she has grown up
that she is a young lady.
(I guess all fathers pull this
i-)
ut, honestly, she was always more like "a movie mother"
le than a daughter. That is, she told me where to head in
where to get off.
his understanding between us started when she was four
:s old. We were living in Rushville, Indiana, and Carmelita
cast for the part of Mrs. Tom Thumb in a "Tom Thumb
fading" at a church Christmas entertainment.
he was dressed at home with decollete shoulders and a
j.; dress. (She has never worn so long a dress since.) Her
aI old-fashioned.
was done up likeI an
adult's
she church
looked with
terribly
cute
drove
her and
to the
a horse
I sleigh, bundled up in a buffalo robe.
hall, I
ijlanting her in the dressing room of the church
fpd her and told her I
.fiw she was going to be
!«iderful and that I would
put front to applaud her,
j.'(everything.
|isteadof thanking me, she
lit right out with a big
cnperament number,
nped her foot, and deed if I went into the hall

Tom J. Geraghty
leg.
she would start howling like an orphan coyote with a broken
I had about four Friday nights of this before I learned
how to quiet her. Necessity is the mother of invention . . .
so, right there I originated my first "gag." I scraped some
"stickum" off a piece of fly paper and put it on the tips of
Carmelita's tiny ringers. I then got a small feather from a
pillow and handed her the feather. She would pick the feather
off one hand and then back on the other. Over and over again,
she repeated this performance, while I returned to my writing.
She
finally wore herself out and, tilting over on the pillow,
fell asleep.
I drowsed off, too.
When my wife returned, she found us both asleep and found
the feather sticking on the end of Carmelita's nose.
It was then and there that my wife invented the Movietone
with the high-powered amplifier.

#

to get her through "all lines."
We got along very well during this period and had very
few serious misunderstandings. However, she always
won her point.

es gone
and
motion
intoR,
I had
whenpictur
LATE
Carmelita was graduated
from the Hollywood High
School, and subsequently
from a private school, she
wanted to work in a studio.
We had then moved back to
New York, after six years in
California.

,> I compromised with her
- . . I didn't go in. I sat
i he sleigh, half frozen to

Ith.

■iMF

V

-1'

::1

*

was ten
years big
old,fires
she and
had catastrophes
"covered" several
murder
trials
...
a dozen
. . . the
opening
of
innumerable plays . . . etc., etc., and carried a police card

[e wouldn't play." I in;d that this wasn't nice
: scolded her a little; then
I began to purse up her
and sob.

/hile I waited, I found
3i e solace recalling an ini :nt when we had a run-in
tie three years before.
' melita was about one
bi. My wife played the
i' organ in a church (got
e dollars a month, too),
i Friday nights I was
Uys elected to stay home
i take care of the baby.
esides being employed
bi as a packer in a cigar
I ory, I was at work on the
Ji at American Drama,
Ich I called, "Murder Is
I ul." Carmelita was a
I t orderly and quiet baby,
Irly always, except when
"mother would leave; then

*

IN New York, where I was a reporter on the New York
Herald, I often took Carmelita on assignments. When she

1
[KMf

♦ * ■» * I k * i&X . rP . r* i'* i;'*>*'.>'.*•
•,"•■:«
[M

I didn't approve of this at
all, and more especially because I held an executive
position at thestudio. I won
this argument, at least for
the time being.
Two days later, I was
walking through the studio
and stopped on the Elsie
Ferguson set, where John S.
Robertson was directing. I
saw Carmelita sitting there
as big as life in a chair, upon
which her name was painted.
Iandasked
her: "How come?"
she said:
"Oh, I'm not working in

Does Carmelita Geraghty take orders from her
dad?
Here is Tom trying to tell Carmelita how
to do a Helen Wills.
Note daughter's expression. No, Tom does not get away with it

pictures . . . I'm just the
script
for Mr. Robertson."
She girl
continued
at this work
for nearly a year . . . and
that was that.
f CONTINUED
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ome
Papa Lloyd's birthday gift to little
Gloria is a country
estate in miniature,
with everything
but a golf course
and polo field

Gloria and her wishing well.
There is real water in the well
and a real old oaken bucket.
And what has Gloria to wish
for? She probably wishes she
were out in a nice dirty gutter,
making mud pies. And with
plenty of other kids to play
with

The little house, with its
thatched roof and carved
timber, jumped straight
from an English fairy
story. Inside is a bed
room, a living room and
a kitchen, all furnished.
There is an electric stove
that will cook lamb chops
and spinach and a chimney large enough to accommodate the ample
figure of Santa Claus

The watch tower and the
slide, constructed of wood
and concrete. Nearby is
a sandpile of the whitest
sand. And there is also
a stable for Gloria's pony
and cart. The playground is part of Harold
Lloyd's estate in Beverly
Hills and it is completely
separated from the rest
of the property
wall by a stone

Madame

Glyn and Miss Ahrens in a charming corner of the beautiful suite at the Ritz Towers in
New York, specially decorated for Madame Glyn

hsu "No" Wo

rP
1

man

By
Guarding a celebrity from gabbers and grafters.
Told by Elinor Glyn's secretary

0 be secretary to Madame Elinor Glyn — the
world-famed novelist, scenario writer and idol
of love-lorn youth — is quite — oh! quite a
different matter from being just a secretary.
[ Madame is famous. Madame is powerful. Madame
> sought after. And for this reason there is a horde of
jredatory tradespeople seeking in devious ways to
arrive" through Madame Glyn — to obtain profits
nd publicity from her patronage.
Here is where I, as Madame Glyn's Confidential Secretary,
nd my most important job — acting as Cerberus to guard her
rom the hundreds who come bearing gifts to me as bait for the
rap they are setting to catch Madame Glyn's business. I am
he despised go-between who says, "No, no!" to the mob
lamoring outside for a slice of the famous author who is my
>eloved chief.
I I have been offered fur coats, automobiles, radios, diamonds,
mported frocks, exquisite lingerie, opportunities of being done
n oil, done in clay, done in marble and done in general, et al.,
id lib. I've had "propositions" involving hotel suites, Oriental
ugs, patent vibrating machines, check protectors, calculating
i.nd transcribing machines and even a yacht! — WITH
STRINGS!
I have been tempted, baited and lured as few women have.

Men of all types are continually setting traps for me
— waiting to ensnare me— trying to compromise me.
I have been informed in harmlessly honeyed tones
and in threatening blackmail manner that every
woman has her price; that if one particular article
did not "hit me between the eyes" another would;
that one day I would fall and fall hard. Yet, in
spite of having player pianos, Chinese gardens,
emerald miniatures, jade lamps and aeroplanes dangling in
never ending succession before my frankly admiring and longing
remains
apparatus within me commonly termed "conscience
eyes, the clear.

Gertine
Ahrens

To preserve Madame for the public which, out of love,
lsneces"
curiosity and desire, would unwittingly destroy her, it de
mand
beg,
sary to refuse a large portion of those who crave,I write
NO.
and insist on interviews for various reasons.
to little girls all over the country who are saving their pennies to
journey to New York just for the privilege of five minutes with
Madame Glyn, the one and only motion picture godmother
whose word they will take as final on screen subjects.
People swarm around a vivid personality as moths seek a
flame. Not a day passes but Madame Glyn receives a mail
y
heavily laden with requests. I have yet to hear her personah
1-50 j
refuse a worthy one, if it is [ continued on page
73

Star Hints /
By

or

th

Carolyn Van Wyck
AN

eastern visitor was making a tour of the studios recently. "I rea
in the magazines that these stars really have their domestic'moments,
she remarked.
"But I can't quite believe that. With all the mone
they make and all the pleasures that are open to them, I can't see how the
can give a moment to such things."
Now I wasn't so foolish as to try to tell the doubting tourist that all stai
are incurably domestic; that all the beautiful girls rush home
from the studi
in time to peel the potatoes for dinner. But I did remind her that, after al
Hollywood is a rich and socially active small town. And wherever you fin
a group of young and social women, you also find beautiful homes and
keen, good-natured rivalry in giving attractive dinner and luncheon parties
In Photoplay's Cook Book you will find one hundred
fifty recipe
that have contributed to the success of these parties. Some and
of the recipes fo
informal luncheon and supper dishes are the concoc
tions of the stars themselves; others were furnished b;
their cooks. But all of them were selected and arranged
with thought and genuine interest.
Some of the younger girls who make no special claim;1
to being domestic have their cooking hobbies. Thelm;
Todd, for instance, likes to bake cakes. And becaust
she found that icing a cake was a messy business sh«,
bought herself a cake standard which makes the jot,
much easier. A cake, too, has a dressed up air wher,
served on a standard.
Miss Todd comes from Massachusetts and she makes one cake that has al
New England conscience. It is called Scripture Cake and you must have a]
Bible at hand if you want to follow the recipe. Here it is:
Use 4H cups of I Kings, 4th chapter, 22nd verse; one cup of Judges, 5thj
chapter, 25th verse; two cups of Jeremiah, 6th chapter, 20th verse; two'
cups I Samuel, 30th chapter, 12th verse; two cups of Nahum, 3rd chapter,]
12th verse; two cups of Numbers, 17th chapter, 8th verse; two tablespoonsf
of I Samuel, 14th chapter, 25th verse; a pinch of Leviticus, 2nd chapter.
13th verse; six Jeremiah, 17th chapter, 11th verse; two teaspoons of Amos, I
4th chapter, 5th verse. Season to taste, with II Chronicles, 9th chapter, 9th
verse.
THEN, to lapse into plain English, bake in a moderate oven and servel
with caramel sauce. Check this up with your Bible.
Alice White confesses that while she might be stumped if she had to pre-j
pare an elaborate meal, she just adores to make mayonnaise.
"And believe me," she says, "it is always good.
My secret is to have
everything at the freezing point and keep it that way.
My mayonnaise

^_

Photoplay Magazine
"Imagine my
embarrassment
when I picked up
y let!"
a hotlamskil
says Madge Bel-

750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Cook
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

Be sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send either stamps or coin.
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kitchen
• fits into another which is filled with cracked ice, so
Pressing never gets oily. You should do the same
whipped cream, for that matter."
brothy Sebastian is a good amateur dress-maker. So
<!ias invented a tie-around kitchen apron of silk-lined
ler and ornamented with bright-colored designs. She
i.wears it at the studio to protect her costumes when she is
ing on her make-up or having her hair dressed.
she explained. "They are al| hate regular aprons,"
ii getting soiled. When my rubber apron is dirty, all I
:• to do is to sponge it off and it always looks bright and
The usual kitchen apron doesn't cover you all over
fl, for one, am always dropping something on the part
,e that isn't covered. My invention covers my dress
[ more completely than a smock."
' arceline Day's pet kitchen hint comes from England.
1 had a friend from England visiting me," she extied. "She was surprised to find that we furnished no
■ ection for the hands of our servants. In her country
f use lemons to cut the grease and keep the hands
le, and oatmeal and rosewater to soften the skin. So I
r'ted up two tobacco jars and a fish bowl, painted little
lers on them and labelled them. The converted fish
j 1 is filled with quarters of lemons and the oatmeal and
water are kept in the tobacco jars. These little aids to
Lty are kept handy in the kitchen. And I find that I my
s around the kitchen much oftener myself since I know
ids will be protected."
'oris Kenyon always keeps flowers in her kitchen because
i finds that the servants like them. This is entirely practical
California where flowers are cheap. In the East, where cut
j-ers in winter are a luxury, the housewife may put a hardy,
Miss
i.pact-growing plant in her sunny kitchen window.
iron, too, found that her cook book was always getting messy
j'he bought a standard to uphold it while it is in use.
!lara Bow says that she doesn't spend much time in her
i hen. In fact she never gave it a thought until she had to
t for ten minutes, one busy morning, while the cook
jeezed her orange juice. She went into the kitchen and found
t the cook was using a small, hurt-your-hand squeezer. So

Many a woman has sprained her wrist squeezing
oranges. Clara Bow installed this contrivance in her
kitchen to save time and dispositions

on the way back from the studio that evening, Clara dashed in
a store and bought a modern orange squeezer — a contraption that makes squeezing oranges positively fun.
"The last time I went into the kitchen," Madge Bellamy
said, "I burnt my hands. I grabbed a hot skillet with my
apron. I didn't know where the cook kept the holders. So I
bought her a holder container, so that the holders are always
hooks."
Lois Moran
that the way to keep servants is
plainlyhason discovered
hanging
to give them all the modern
kitchen conveniences. You can't
expect efficiency in the kitchen,
if the cook is struggling with
out-of-date equipment.
Lois is particularly proud of
her kitchen sink. It is one of
the new divided sinks. You
wash the dishes on one side and
rinse them on the other. And
so you can throw away the
greasy
Mary dish-pan.
Brian decided that she
wanted to make her kitchen as
colorful and attractive as the
rest of the house, so one day, in
a burst of ambition, she dipped
the handles of all the pans in
enamel. The experiment was
not entirely successful, so she is
going to buy some of the new
colored pans
troducedthat
recently. have been in-

Thelma Todd is from
Massachusetts Her
"Scripture Cake" has a
New England conscience.
Read the recipe on the
opposite page
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A Collectioi
for the beaci
befon
When Patricia Avery, the
Christie mermaid, goes into
deep water she wears the jersey suit at the upper left.
The sandals are made of rubber and won't hold the sand.
The bag on her arm is the
suit-holder. At the immediate left is Patricia making
a dive for publicity. The hat
and parasol are woven of
raffia. The rest of the outfit
explains itself

At your left Vera Reynolds is wearing a suit
that may be launched
in
anyBradley
ocean.withIt'sreda
white
polka dots here and
there. Belt, cap and
moccasins are also red
and white. It's a suit
made for the most
strenuous swimming

Anita Page (right)
dons another Bradley model and dares
the surf to do its
worst. The suit has
gray and light blue
checks and is worn
with a white fabric
belt. Anita prefers
a silk handkerchief,
tied pirate style, to
a rubber cap

m d the
Some
f Bathing Suits— mi
nd others for swim ng
tie camera
At the upper right is
Alice White all dressed
up for a First National
bathing beauty parade.
If it rains, she's out
of luck. The suit is
beach broadcloth with
a design of autumn
leaves. The bag is a
combination suit carrier and pillow. To your
immediate right is
Alice as she really looks
in close proximity to
the ocean

The geese on Lilyan
Tashman's bathing
suit (right) are ornamental, not symbolic.
Lilyan doesn't make a
goose of herself when
she wears this outfit,
designed by Howard
Greer, to the beach.
The suit is knitted jersey and the coat and
hat are handblocked
linen

When Miss Page
wants to swim in
the rotogravure sections of the newspapers for M.-G.-M.
she wears
the suit
at the left. It is cobweb black lace over
flesh -colored georgette and — hold
everything — ornamented with imitationclovers
pearl four-leaf

in

Exile
Or the devastating
effect of the Cali
fornia climate on
two Russian ref
ugees

When Baclanova came to this country with the Moscow Art Theater,
she left her husband, Valdemar
Zoppi, back in Russia. But Olga,
although separated, never thought
of divorce until she went to Hollywood and became a movie star. Now,
in order to establish her social position, she has started proceedings in
Moscow against Mr. Zoppi. A
Soviet divorce is even easier than a
Mexican decree. And why is Nicholas Soussanin's picture on this page?
Mr. Soussanin is also a Russian and
one of the neatest Menjou-ish
villains on the screen. For four
years Mr. Soussanin has been very
lonely 'way there in Hollywood.
Then along came Baclanova — Happy
villain! Happy vamp! But not so
hr.ppy Mr. Zoppi
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■ interesting interpretation of
. Hammond's patrician blonde
ty and personal charm hangs
ne of the salons of her home
in Madrid

This picturesque Spanish renaissance doorway is typical of the
romantic appeal of Madrid where
Mrs. Hammond at present has

MRS. OgdEN H. HAMMOND was horn Margarita
McClure, daughter of the late David McClure of the old New
York family. Before joining the diplomatic set of Madrid
Mrs. Hammond's social activities centered around life in New
York and Newport

OW in Newport; tomorrow in Paris —
yesterday Nice, Madrid, the Riviera . . .
ty today is international.
Its members,
lating, lovely, born to the purple of a
1 different lands, are at home wherever
. chic and colorful.

declares, "is one of the requisites which chic
uncompromisingly demands."
"And I believe tremendously in Pond's
Creams," she continues. "More than superficially restorative— they are soothing, and re-

ey have set a new standard of beauty and
or the world — one not English, American,
:h or Spanish, but completely cosmopoliblending the most distinguished charistics of half a dozen nations.

freshing. The Skin Freshener is delicious! Its
stimulating quality just right. And the Tissues
are exactly what one needs to remove the
cream— soft, yet firm— perfect in texture."
Use the four Pond's preparations daily this
way: First apply Pond's Cold Cream generously. Its purifying oils cleanse to the
Pond's
Then with
pores.
of your firm,
very depthsTissues—
Cleansing
caressing,
absorbent,
wipe away all dirt and oil.
Next a dash of the exhilarating Skin Freshener—to tone, firm and invigorate. Last— the
merest breath of Pond's Vanishing Cream for
a pearly luster and finish.
.

ere is no more distinguished or beauti■ember of this important group than our
Mrs. Ogden H. Hammond.
Highly end by nature and background — she shares

Introductory

lusband's high diplomatic post with a
; ousness and tact that have won her the
F ionate title, "Ambassadress to Spain."
th fair hair, bright as though dipped in
i ?ht, deep blue eyes, and skin as delicate
pink lotus blossom — she is a perfect exI e of the true golden blonde. And of all
i ualities that contribute to this perfection
i prizes most her lovely skin,

her home

Offer

:

Mail

coupon

with ioc for all four preparations.
Pond's Extract Company, Dept. J
114 Hudson Street, New York City
NameStreetCity—
In these lovely containers of clear, cool green,

Mrs. Hammond keeps her Pond's preparations.
smooth, perfectly cared -for skin," she
When you write to advertisers nleaso mention PTTOTOPI.AY MAG.

-StateCopyright 1928, Pond's Extract Co.

^X^hat was theWinnerBest
Picture
s of
Photoplay Medal

192 7i

1920

"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN HOOD"
1923

Vote for the
Picture
You Think
Should Win !

'THE COVERED
1924

Eighth Annia
Gold Meda
Award

WAGON'

'ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925
"THE BIG PARADE
1926
"BEAU GESTE

HAVE
you cast your ballot for the best motion picture
of 1927?

Voting for Photoplay's eighth annual gold medal
award has been under way for some months and will terminate
on October 1st. Your ballot will not count if received after
the closing date.
Back in 1921 Photoplay announced that a gold medal would
be awarded each year for the picture which, in the opinion of
its readers, would come the nearest to the ideal in story,
direction, continuity, acting and photography. And, of
course, revealing
the highest and finest spirit behind' its
production
.
This gold medal award is the only prize going to motion
picture makers direct from the film fans of America. It
presents not the minority opinion of critics or self-appointed
authorities, but is the decision of the great mass of movie
lovers of this country.
Thus you are urged to vote again this year. In no other
way can you definitely and directly do your bit to improve
pictures. The prize you take part in awarding goes to the
producer. It means that you appreciate his efforts to put
the best on the screens of America and it will encourage
him, as
deavors. well as his fellow producers, to make greater en-

Fifty Pictures Released
Annie Laurie
Barbed Wire
Cabaret
Camille
Captain Salvation
Cat and the Canary
Chang
Cradle Snatchers
Cruiser Potemkin
Fair Co-Ed
Fire Brigade
Flesh and the Devil
Garden of Allah
Gorilla
Hard Boiled Haggerty
Hotel Imperial
Hula

It

Jesse James
Kid Brother
King of Kings
Love of Sunya
Magic Flame
Metropolis
Mockery
Monkey Talks
My Best Girl
Night of Love
Troy Leather Kid
Patent
Private Life of Helen of

Quality Street
Resurrecti
Rookies on

In the case of a tie
in the voting, equal
awards will go to each
of
the lucky producers.

The Photoplay
Medal of Honor is of solid gold, weighing 123J^ penny weij ts
and is two and one-half inches in diameter. Each med; is
designed and made by Tiffany and Company of New Yl
You may vote on any film released between Januar 1,
1927,
December
31, this
1927. A list of important pict'-e>
releasedandgenerally
during
period is presented on this p;e
It is offered for your guidance.

in 1927
Rough Riders
Senorita
Service for Ladies
Seventh Heaven
Show
Slide, Kelly, Slide
Sorrell and Son
Stark Love
Student Prince
Tell It to the Marines
Twelve Miles Out
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
Way
All Flesh
What ofPrice
Glory
Wings
When a Man Loves

Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot
Editor Photoplay Magazine
221 W. 57th Street, New York City
In my opinion the picture named below is the
best motion picture production released in 1927.
NAME

Addre^

OF PICTURE

Beauty Wins—Beauty Keeps
The secret of keeping beauty lies in keeping that schoolgirl
complexion, as millions know who follow this simple daily rule:

In Paris, too,
It's now Palmolive
Today in France, home of
cosmetics.Palmoliveis one of
the two largest selling toilet
soaps, having supplanted
French soaps by the score.
French women, the most sophisticated ofall women in
beauty culture, by the thousands have discarded French
soaps and adopted safe and
gentle Palmolive.

JT

.«i.

mere regularity of feaBEAUTY tures,isor anotshade
of hair. It is an
ensemble in which a good complexion
plays a vital part.
Many otherwise unattractive girls have
"lovely eyes," or "a good nose." And many
girls are called beautiful whose greatest
claim to beauty is a lovely skin.
To be really pretty one must keep her
natural charm. For even though you use
powder and rouge, naturalness is your aim.
And no beauty can seem natural that has
not the base of a naturally lovely skin.
Those authorities who know the most
of dermatology — of skin culture— will tell
you "washing the face for beauty" is
Nature's surest rule.
Wash with lather of these famed
beauty oils— daily
The soothing, cleansing oils of olive and
palm, as embodied in the famous
beauty soap, Palmolive, are recommended, ifnatural beauty is what
you seek.
These gentle cleansers soothingly penetrate the pores, remove

Palmolive Soap is untouched by human hands until
you break the wrapper — /'/ is never sold unwrapped

They bring the charm of natural loveliness because they keep the skin cleansed
Nature's way. To keep that schoolgirl
complexion through the years, do this at
least once daily.
Do this for one week, then note results
Wash your face gently with soothing
Palmolive Soap, massaging its balmy lather
softly into the skin with your two hands.
Rinse thoroughly, first with warm water,
then with cold. Dry by patting with a soft
towel- never rub the gentle skin fabric.
If your skin is inclined to be dry, apply
a touch of good cold cream— that is all.
Do this regularly, and particularly in the
evening. Use powder and rouge if you wish.
But never leave them on over night.
And Palmolive costs but 10c the cake!
So little that millions let it do for their
bodies what it does for their faces. Obtain
a cake today, then note the amazing difference one week makes. The PalmolivePeet Co., Chicago, 111.

PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR— Broadcast every Friday night — from 10
central time — over station WEAF
to 11 p.m., eastern time; 9 to 10 p. m., National
Broadcasting Company.
and 32 stations associated with The

Reiaii
Price

10c

accumulations which, if left, would form
into blackheads, or, becoming infected,
would cause unsightly blemishes.

KEEP

THAT

SCHOOLGIRL

COMPLEXION

"We can get seats for that picture across the street'
"I'D RATHER STAND ON LINE AND SEE THIS
METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER PICTURETHEY'RE ALWAYS GOOD."

JOHN

GILBERT
in

"The Cossacks"

MARION in DAVIES
"Her Cardboard
Lover"

JOHN

GILBERT

ISN'T IT
THE
TRUTH!

Leo, the Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Lion, is
staging a question contest of his own. He
offers two $50 prizes — one to the cleverest
man, one to the cleverest woman,
for
the best answers to his questions.
^
And furthermore Leo will present £jfe ^A
WILLIAM

HAINES

in
"Telling the World"

"Four Walls"

METRO-G

"More Stars than there are in Heaven"

autographed
photographs
self
for the fifty
next best ofsetshim-of
answers.
1
■•■
~y
**
'I
-*

YOU'RE always sure
OF seeing
THE biggest stars
THE finest stories
WHEN your theatre
SHOWS you
M - G - M pictures

QUESTION
LEO'S
CONTEST

^a &^^
Leo,
his mark

m LEO'S QUESTIONS

Name three famous animals in Metro-GoldwynMayer pictures and Hal Roach comedies.
What
bears the same name as a
current popular
M-G-M song
picture?
Which M-G-M featured player, not yet starred,
do you consider most worthy of stardom/ Tell
why in not more than 75 words.

4 Name three famous M-G-M "teams" of actors.

WHITE SHADOWS
IN THE SOUTH SEAS
WITH
MONTE BLUE and
RAQUEL TORRES

J What are five of Bill Haines* nicture successes?
Write your answers on one side of a single shc(.-i of
paper and mail to 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, New
York. All answers must be received by September
15th. ofWinners'
names will be published in a later
issue
this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend the pictures yourself you
may question your friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant
will be au?rded a prize identical in character with
that tied tor.
Winners of Contest of June, 1928
Mrs. John D. Jesk, 214 E. 51st Street, New York City
Charles Churchill, P. O. Box 316
Carson City, Nevada

N-MAYER

_

QUESTIONS

& ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Ashing Questions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inquirer, we have found it necessary to treat such subjects in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
57th St., New York City.

You do not have to be a
reader of Photoplay to have
questions answered in this Department. Itis only necessary
that you avoid questions that
would call for unduly long answers, such as synopses of plays
or casts. Do not inquire concerning religion, scenario writing, or studio employment.
Write on only one side of the
paper. Sign your full name and
address; only initials will be
published if requested.

Movietone Fan, Brooklyn, N. Y. — George
Bernard Shaw is married. He has blue eyes
ind white hair. Those whiskers are real.
Anne C, Rochester, N. Y. — Walter Pidgeon is Walter Pidgeon's real name. Isn't it a
bird? Walter is a free-lance, which means that
he works hither and yon as the opportunit2r
arises. He is six feet, two inches tall and
weighs 190 pounds.
And a widower.
"Spirit of Scranton." — The "e" in Venus
is long, while the "e" in Venice is short. So
you are right in the argument. Betty Bron|son is five feet, three and a half inches tall and
weighs 100 pounds. Mary Astor is neither
blonde nor brunette; she has auburn hair.
R. E. P., Louellen, Ky. — Victor Varconi
is thirty-two years old and was born in Hungary. Jack Luden is twenty-six. If you want
a picture of Mr. Varconi write to the PatheDe Mille Studios, Culver City, Calif.
V. S., Hobart, Okla. — Nils Asther's first
picture was "Topsy and Eva. " He is twentysix years old and his address is the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio, Culver City, Calif.
Billie Dove made her screen debut in " GetRich-Quick Wallingford. " Roland Drew is
twenty-seven years old and his next picture will
be " Lady Raffles. "
I. H., Jefferson, Wis. — We have no record
of Mary Carr's age. But Junior Coghlan
does not mind letting you know that he was
born
March
15th,Antonio
1916. Damaso
Gilbert deRoland's
real name
is Luis
Alonso.
Laugh that off! Lionel Barrymore is fortyfive years old.
M. McK. — Vilma Banky is twenty-five
years old. She has blond hair and gray eyes;
five feet, six inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
And, by way of contrast, Dolores Del Rio has
black hair and brown eyes. She is one and a
half inches shorter than Vilma, but they are the
same weight.
J. N., Alice, Texas. — Small towns are no
surprise to me. I am a small town boy myself.
The adorable Mr. Dix was thirty-three years
old in July. He has dark brown hair and dark
brown eyes. Born in St. Paul, Minn., and an
American. Esther Ralston is twenty-five
years old. Both Mr. Dix and Miss Ralston
receive their mail at the Paramount-Famous
Studio, Hollywood, Calif. Your hand- writing
tells me that you are impetuous.
E. D. M., Fort Worth, Tex. — One of your
questions is barred because it's a clue to the
cut-puzzle contest. However, I can tell you
that Neil Hamilton was born in Lynn, Mass.,
Sept. 9, 1899. Esther Ralston is another New
Englander; she is a native of Bar Harbor, Me.
And Vera Reynolds was born in Richmond,
Va., and weighs 90 pounds.

Lucile P., Oklahoma City, Okla. — So far
as I know Charles Farrell doesn't make
phonograph records. It must be another
Charlie. Ralph Forbes is an Englishman and
twenty-six years old.
M. L. C, Pitman, N. Y— Bebe Daniels
works at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studio, Hollywood, Calif. Write to Phyllis Haver
at the Pathe-De Mille Studios, Culver City,
Calif. Charles Farrell's newest film is "Red
Thelma, Springdale, Ark. — Alice Joyce is
Dance."
Mrs. James Reagan in private life; she has two
daughters. Her latest picture is " The Noose. "
It's pronounced Rod La Rock. And Ramon
is Ray-moan. In Novarro, the accent is on
the middle syllable. Ramon's newest is
"Gold Braid."

HERE are the answers to the
seven most persistent questions of the month:
Mary Pickford was the Divine
Vision in "The Gaucho," although her name did not appear
on the screen or in the program
casts.
Clive Brook is thirty-seven
years old and married.
Lon Chaney is forty-five years
old. And he, too, is married.
Clara Bow was twenty-three
years old on July 29th.
James Hall has blue green
eyes and brown hair. His
address is the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studios, Hollywood,
Calif.
Billie Dove's real name is
Lillian Bohny. She has brown
hair and brown eyes. Married
to Irvin Willat, the director.
Charles Farrell is twenty-six
years old. He was born at
Onset Bay, Mass. Write to him
at the Fox Studios, 1401 Western
Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents to cover the cost of the
picture and postage. The stars
receive thousands of such requests and cannot afford to comply with them, unless you do
your share.

Bubbles, St. Louis, Mo. — Joan Crawford
had pink hair for a while, but I hear she grew
tired of it and is going to let it go back to its
natural brown. Dorothy Mackaill is married
to Lothar Mendez. May McAvoy is single.
Write to Sue Carol at the Pathe-De Mille
Studios, Culver City, Calif. Letters to Alice
White should be addressed to the First
National
Studios, Burbank,
Calif.
I. V., Monte Vista, Calif. — Richard
Barthelmess' first wife was Mary Hay. They
were divorced and he is now married to Mrs.
Jessica Sargent. Dick is an only child. And
his
of the
Ruins."
for next
the picture
Novarrois "Out
family:
Ramon
has Now
five
brothers and five sisters. He was born in
Durango, Mexico, of Spanish parentage. And
not engaged to marry anyone, so far as I
know. Jack Mulhall played with Dorothy
Mackaill in "The Crystal Cup," and Jason
Robards appeared with Dolores Costello in
"The Heart of Maryland." Sure you are
inquisitive. But what would I do for a living
if all girls should lose their curiosity?
J. W.,
Ga. —Lee-na.
LinaBasquette's
first
nameGreensboro,
is pronounced
And the
Clive in Clive Brook is Cl-eye-ve. Richard
Dix is a bachelor and so is William Haines.
And that is Haines' real name. May McAvoy
is a brunette by nature but she is sometimes a
blonde in films. And the famous Pickford
curls are now tucked away in Mary's bureau
drawer.
G. P., Aurora, III. — Mary Philbin was
born in Chicago, June 14, 1903. Donald Reed
played opposite Colleen Moore in "Naughty
Nice."
butNina
R., Huntsville, Ala. — Leslie Fenton played the part of the officer who shouted
"What Price Glory?" in the trench scene of
the picture. Malcolm McGregor is married
to a non-professional. His next film is "The
Girl on the Barge. "
Peggy of Washington — Thanks for the
flattering salutation. Here's the information
about your collegian friends. Eddie Phillips
was born in Philadelphia in 1900. Dorothy
Gulliver was born Sept. 6, 1908. She has three
brothers and three sisters. George Lewis has
a mother and father and two brothers. Lots
of interest in the families of the stars this
month.

Billie, Dorchester, Mass. — Alma
Miss and
Rubens
Edmund Lowe played the leading
roles in "East Lynn." In "Richard the
Lion-Hearted, " John Bowers played Sir
Kenneth and Marguerite de la Motte was
Lady Edith. Write to Greta Garbo at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Maybe you
will have better luck if you send your letter
to the studio.
[ CONTINUED
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The Stars That Never Were
Fates willed that it should end at the casting
director's door, in one of the greatest studios of
Hollywood !
THEY were casting, that day, for the peasant
bit in the war picture. And it happened — as
it so often happens — that most of the extra men
who trooped forward to the barred window of
the casting office were smug, well fed young
fellows. Sleek of hair, sleek of eye — owning
dress suits. Able, if necessary, to do a trifle of
the tango — -able to hold a cocktail glass as a
young man about town is expected to hold one.
The casting director, nervously scanning their
faces, tried to visualize them in peasant blouses
and in sabots.
Tried to imagine them facing a firing squad.
And failed.
"My God," he said frantically to his assistant, "they belong in a dance hall! Not in the
mud of Flanders. There isn't one face that is
built for tragedy. Not one face among them.
If only — •" he paused suddenly, and his eyes
brightened.
For he had seen Pasquale.
Pasquale! He was not one of the crowd besieging the casting office. He was merely a
passer-by. He was not looking for employment— he still had a few dollars in his shabby
pocket. True, he had gone without food, he
had slept under hedges, to keep those few last
dollars intact. He was soul weary and hungry
and tired and unshaved. But he was not seeking employment. He was merely trying to
keep in the background of things — to avoid
notice whenever possible. He had been sidling

around the edge of the crowd when the eyes of
the casting director caught his hunted gaze.
At the director's shout in a language that he
did not understand, he started, suddenly, to
run.
"If they catch you, no matter how far yon
travel ..."
So his liberators had said.
He started, suddenly, to run. But the
director's shout had called attention to him.
"Hey, you — " the director was calling —
"come back here! Hey! Don't run off. I
need you. Say, somebody — " he was appealing to the waiting youths — the ones of the
sleek eyes, the sleek hair — "hold that little
dark feller. I need him!"
Hands darted out. Young bodies blocked
his path. Pasquale, frightened, apprehensive,
almost nauseated with dread, tried to duck — to
creep under a raised arm. But they were wary
of his movements. Two husky boys, glad of
the chance to gain attention, propelled him
forward. Shoved him into the casting director's wee office.
Perhaps the casting director tried to make
his voice gentle.
But dealing all day long, all week long, all
year long, with types, does not tend to make
the tone exactly cooing.
"Why'd you try to run off — " asked the
casting director — and one can understand the
question — "Why'd you try to get away?
Most men'd give their shirts for the chance I'm
going to give you. Why, I'll pay you double
what I'm going to pay the rest. Just because
you're a homely little guy that looks foreign — "

[ CONTINUED
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Pasquale stared into the big, harassed :
of the director, and saw a man stolid, une
tional, determined.
He glanced down at ic
casting director's desk. And saw, lying thei a
heap of bayonets — bayonets that were, n
time, to be meted out to the extras. He loo i
furtively over his shoulder, and saw the bai d
window windows
of the casting
director's tooffice
barred
are disconcerting
men— d
have lately been in prison.
Just as bayoij
are suggestive to would-be patriots who h
been engaged in smuggling firearms into sr
Central American countries.
The whole, horrible meaning of the thing- it
came over Pasquale in a flash. This manwas a government agent. This office — it wi a
government office. Somewhere, somehow, t.t
last fatal shipment of guns (for a shipmen if
guns
had been Pasquale's undoing) had b
intercepted.
He — he was caught!
Miles from his c
land — he was. But he was not safe.
He was caught. Else why had a crowc
hungry, wolfish crowd, turned upon him? V
had he been haled into this jail-like roc
He broke, suddenly, into excited, tremulS
Spanish.
HTHE casting director, listening, turned to e
■*• assistant who lounged over near the wind .
The assistant was a reedy chap who smoH1
slim cigarettes which he held in slim, staiil
fingers.
The casting director laughed.
He did :;
[ CONTINUED
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Is Hollywood
Emotionally
Unbalanced?
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, the world's outstanding authority on domestic relations

Judge Ben B. Lindsey

and author of the sensational "Companionate Marriage," has written
an article for the October PHOTOPLAY which will be talked about
all over America. Judge Lindsey will give you his frank analysis of
Hollywood — "the emotional frontier of the world." Be sure to read
this striking feature in PHOTOPLAY for October.
84
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Left to themselves
they'll just forget it
Ivays busy — this lovable, sometimes
•.'ublesome family of yours . . . And
j; important matter that they'll usunr neglect is— their hair. For men are
leless about their hair until it begins
i'thin, and children never think about
tjir hair at all.
no usually, it is mother who must see
t it that they care for this precious
p!>session now, in time to start health
Inits that will keep the scalp healthy.
\nd there is no finer, or simpler, way

hair and its care for 55 years. In these
Packer soaps we use pure, sweet glycerine, imported olive oil and pine tar from
the pine woods
where the very air

crackles with health. Each is the very
finest and costliest of its kind. So these
soaps insure for your hair and scalp
gentle and effective aid in maintaining
healthy conditions. They leave your
hair lustrous and alive.
Try any one of these Packer soaps!
Lather! Mountains of lather! The quickest, snowiest lather you ever massaged
into a welcoming scalp. Now rinse ! Did
lather ever whisk itself away so in-

stantly? Now doesn't your scalp feel
clean and vital — all aglow with health?
Read the offer below and start your own
and your family's hair off to healthier,
better hair-habits now!

tkeep the family's hair (and your own)
frilthy, strong, attractive, than to provie a Packer soap for regular use:
E cker's Tar Soap, or Packer's Pine Tar
Eimpoo, or Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo.
We make each of these soaps for just
o; purpose — to foster the health of the
f Ip. And we believe we know a great
cil about making soaps for the hair.
I; should — we have been studying the

Send for sample. Send 10c for a sample of any
one of these Packer soaps and "The Care of the Hair,"
our new 28-page book on hair health, the care of dry
hair, oily hair, dandruff, etc. Specify which soap you
prefer. Address: The Packer Mfg. Company, Inc.,
Dept. 16-1, P. O. Box 85. New York, N. Y.

Packer Shampoos
Packer's Tar Soap
cker's Olive Oil Shampoo
Doctors long ago learned that one of
nature's most effective remedies is

olden liquid of imported olive oil.
XI id cocoanut oil, soothing glycerine.
I athers in an instant, rinses in a
t lkling. Faintly perfumed.

pure pine tar. So skin specialists prescribe Packer's Tar Soap as the most
effective pleasant way to give your
scalp the benefits of pine tar. Each
cake now in an individual metal box.

J cker's Pine Tar Shampoo
/
I
I
<

quid soap containing the soothing
efits of olive and cocoanut oils and
n addition — healthful pine tar.
ck to lather — quick to rinse.

When

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED
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Oh, I got to soft pedal that," he answered.
hcity is interfering with her other romances."
Why, Mary!

" The Jin

A XD Carl Laemmle, Jr., took Lois Moran to the opiL
•*■ v of "Prince Fazil!" What a line that started. It ifl
first time in nearly three years that he has been seen it]
anyone but Alice Day.
Of course, they do say that Papa Laemmle has put ai-n|
to that combination.
T\7HILE Janet Gaynor was in New York, the long disl I
vv wires were kept busy by Charlie Farrell. Yet he i
Virginia Valli to the Hollywood opening of "Prince F;l
Friends continue to watch this duplex romance and wo 'i
T\7E are told that Jackie Coogan plans to place his mil^
vv academy uniform in the
of mothballs di nj
the summer vacation while he seclusion
goes forth to tour one o h<
big picture-house circuits (Balaban and Katz). We uia
stand he is to take his dad along to give the act sex appea n<
that they expect to start from Detroit July 21st, covin
the North. The main idea of the tour is to remind theis
tomers that Jackie is still alive; also to pick up a little fa ]
pin money.
It is reported the stipend will be $6000 a week— jus id
price of another school uniform for Jackie!
A N elderly lady, among the extras at First Na
■'^•tional, saw Billie Dove going toward Stagi
One the other day and remarked:
"What kind of picture is Miss Dove making?'
"Oh,"
another extra answered,
"a nautica
story,
"My,I believe."
my," returned the old lady in a hushec
voice, "I do hope it isn't too bad !"

All the pretty wives in Hollywood aren't in pictures.
Mrs.
Clive Brook, formerly Mildred Evelyn of the London stage,
is the Estelle Taylor type.
But she prefers to stay home
and keep house for Clive and their two children

A NEWSPAPER reporter telephoned the United Ast
■* v publicity department for the birthplace of John Bsfj
more. It was not listed.
He telephoned the actor directly.
"A friend of mine who is a magazine editor wants to k ir
where you were born, Mr. Barrymore."
"Yes?
What is it for?"
"An article he is writing."
" Yes? What is the article about? '
"Why, about you,[ CONTINUED
Mr. Barrymore."
ON PAGE 90 ]

Louise stood it ten minutes, then went to the
window and called the band master.
"How much do you take in here? " she demanded.
"Ten dollars — on good nights," was the answer.
"I'll give you fifteen if you'll fold up your horns
and beat it," Louise waved the bills before him.
Without a word, the leader reached for the bills,
served a short order of "Home, Sweet Home" and
the orchestra hurriedly departed.
A WELL-KNOWN Hollywood pro**■ ducer with a "realism" complex sent
to Moscow at great cost for some Russian
saddles. Imagine his embarrassment
when they arrived in the Cinema Capital
conspicuously stamped on the back,
"Made in America."

"D UTH TAYLOR was walking down Hollywood
-LVboulevard.
A girl stopped her.
"Ruth Taylor! Don't you recognize me? I used
to sit next to you in high school. Don't you remember?"
Ruth didn't remember anything about it but she
didn't say so. She conversed several moments.
"If Ihave
hadn't,
just Whether
think of she
whatsatbadnextpublicity
would
been?
to me orit
not she would have told all her friends I was too
stuck up to talk with her."
T\7T;
asked Mary Duncan's press agent how
vv Mary's engagement to the English theatrical
producer was progressing.
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Mrs. Neil Hamilton looks like Gloria Swanson, but she never has
been on either stage or screen.
The Hamiltons have a summer
cottage at Malibou Ranch
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"Flatter your Hands"
says BILLIE BURKE
?his famous stage beauty . . . New York's smartest set . . .
11 these gay, clever women use this New Cutex Liquid Polish
TOW do they keep their busy,
capable hands exquisite and
j-etty when they use them for so
;uch interesting active work?
Women who combine a career and
1 brilliant social life tell us the
lswer is quite simple.
Just the
ew Cutex Liquid Polish which promts the nails so they cannot look
ubby no matter what you do.
Applied once a week it gives new
i srsonality to the hands.
Its lovely
: rilliance lasts day after day in spite
f wear or water.
Stains and dirt
, iiat usually discolor and roughen
He nails disappear when you wash
our hands. Your fingertips remain
lining — exquisitely chic — for a
hole week!

"Chez Ninon"
advises this polish
Mrs. Nona McAdoo Cowles, New
York and Washington society woman,
presides over the smart little Madison Avenue
shopI "Chez
Ninon."
"Of
course,
use Cutex
Liquid
Polish," she says. "It's so thoroughly
becoming — makes the whole hand
look prettier and better groomed —
gives a clever touch of sparkle."

Miss Burke's
expressive
hands

Billie Burke keeps her
hands lovely with the
NewGutex Liquid Polish
At a Palm Beach fancy dress ball or
at her stately country home, she is
just the golden haired merry young
woman who married Florenz Ziegfeld, whose plays assemble the most
beautiful women in America.

Riding-togs Require
says New

ccable Nails"
Impe
York horsewoman

To keep my nails in condition,"
ays Miss Ivy Maddison, well-known
HTew York horsewoman and winner

"I love the stage," says Billie
Burke, "but I also love simple country things — gardens, woods, tramps —
dogs. What
terrible things
it does to my
hands !

t many smart Horse Shows, "I
lways use a liquid polish — the New
'utex kind — which withstands perpiration and washing. It's very
atural-looking, perfectly sporting,
nd, in my opinion, the nicest posible finish for any sportswoman's
ands."

The
New
Liquid
Polish

When, you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

" I find the new Cutex Liquid Polish
protects the nails from stains and
dirt and is so flattering. In fact, I
adore all the Cutex preparations—
the Cuticle Cream— and the Remover.
My friends say, 'What lovely halfGive you
yourhave!'
hands ' personality
moons
this new Polish. With Polish
mover 50c; without Remover,
Xortham AVarren, New York, London,

with
Re35c.
Paris

Special introductory offer— for 6c
Send 6c and coupon below for sample of
New Cutex Liquid Polish. (If in Canada,
address Dept. Q-% Post Office Box No.
2054, Montreal, Canada.)
Northam
114 West Warren,
17th St., Dept.Q"9,
New York
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Flora Bramley

Myrna Loy
Warner Bros.

Omooth

skin the greatest

Charm

say famous directors

WHAT
CHARM radiantly
smooth skin gives a girl — you
know it the instant the close-up is
flashed on the screen!
Smooth skin is more important
for loveliness than anything else,
motion picture directors say.
To keep their skin lovely under

Gwen Le
M. G. M

the cruel lights of the close-up,
screen stars guard it very carefully.
Nine out of ten screen stars use Lux
Toilet Soap. There are in Hollywood 433 important actresses, including all stars. 417 of these use
Lux Toilet Soap. Order some of
this white, fragrant soap today.
Virginia Lee <ttbf

Sue Carol

96% of the lovely
complexions you see on
the screen are cared
forbyLuxToilet Soap
Agnes Ayres

Julanne Johr

Leila Hyams
Warner Bros.

All the great film
studios have made it
the official soap in
their dressing rooms
Betty Blythe

Carmelita Geraghty

Jetta Goutl

Luxury hithcto
found onl
in French scos

or $1.00 a a.e
Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros.

Helen Jerome Eddy

Georgia Hale

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

Louise Dresser
is guaranteed.

at 50(2"
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June Collyer
Fox Films
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Sally Eilers
Sennett-Pathe De Mille

Audrey Ferris
Warner Bros.

A few of the host of stars

Madge Bellamy
Fox Films

who use Lux Toilet Soap—

Dorothy Gulliver
Universal

Lnne Cornwall
\istie-Pat amount

O

fats

italic Kingston

Marceline Day
M. G. M.

Marjorie Daw

Dorothy Dwan

10
Josephine Dunn
M. G. M.

Priscilla Dean

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED
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" " followed a s
TX7ALLACEBEK
sleeved, perspiring p<:<
up the stairs of the 1
in Jacumba, Californ
stone's throw from hi
Mexican border, win
they were filming "]g
gars deposit
of Life,"
watcjin
him
the bags
gave him the custonrj
tipAforfew
his moments
service. le
Beery
saw
his poei
drive away in the tonmt
of a handsome car pihsi
by a liveried chauffi
Upon ered
inquiry,
lethat he hehaddisi ]H
sented Bert L. VaupJ
millionaire owner of u
hotel and most of iatl
part of the country, vhl

a quarter!
A ILEEN FRINGLE as]
•* *-her own hair and manic ea
Wallace Beery travels free in "Beggars of Life." This scene on top of a freight
car is being filmed in Cariso Gorge, and if Wallace Beery makes one false step
he takes a fall of more than 900 feet. And the rocks are not made of plush

own nails. She refuses to goeJ
beautyof parlor.
"The
buzbi
buzz
the women
talkinglii

me crazy!" she explained.' I
"Yes?
Will you see it before it is printed? "
"Why, I don't know."
"Who will see it?"
"Why — why — say, Mr. Barrymore have
you any objections to telling where you were
born?"
"Oh, certainly not. It happened in Philadelphia."
"Thank you. We'll try to keep your shame
a secret." Click went the reporter's receiver.
Which is the only time on record that John
Rarrymore didn't have the last word in a
matter.
WITH a rattle of shots and a series of wild
yells, Buster Keaton, pursued by 200
Chinese extras, burst into the
Casino at Monte Carlo the
other day.
Director Robert Z. Leonard,
filming a scene for Marion Davies' "Her Cardboard Lover,"
with 400 extras on the set,
stared in amazement as his unexpected visitors raced before
the camera. Keaton raced
around between the extras and
ended by diving for shelter
between Leonard's legs.
"Can you speak Chinese,
Bob?" he croaked hoarsely.
"For gawd's sake then tell
these Chinks the scene is over.
They another
can't distinguish
set
from
and the onewhole
gang's been chasing me all over
the studio." Keaton had been
filming a shot f or " The Cameraman" on the other side of the
M.-G.-M. lot.
Taking moving closeups with a specially constructed camera that
travels on a track for
"War in the Dark."
Greta Garbo stands at
the head of the table
and Fred Niblo, the
director, is at the extreme right, back of the
cameraman

T OIS WILSON was leading lady for Edward
-'-'Everett Horton in a stage play in Hollywood at the same time she was making
"Sally's Shoulders." The transit from studio
to theater, with a meal or so in between, meant
a close schedule and quick action. It was so
quick one evening that her auto climbed a
curb, caromed off a street lamp and wrecked a
telephone pole. Lois emerged from this
sramble shaken, but game — and went on to
play her part. Afterward, she was taken to the
Hollywood Hospital for analysis and inventory.
The doctors prescribed rest.
She did — until nine o'clock next morning,
when she was back on the set for "Sally's
Shoulders."

POLLY
MORAN,
the character
ti
should have her make-up box photog.pl
for a publicity picture!
It once held cigars in place of dalj
powder
puffs.autographed by practicality
And it's
star in the industry.
BY the way, Billy Haines is taking
Moran places. Hollywood thought in
lasting.
gag. Probably it is. But it's a gag wo
AN

Australian Teddy Rear is Clara id
latest. [ CONTINUED
She paid $750
for it. 92• ]
ON PAGE
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Step in before you step out
Maybe a person can be a social success
without the help of soap and water, but
he is working against heavy odds.
Wise people do not rely entirely on
interesting talk and pleasing manners.

There's
fBUSHED

Personality

BY THE ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICAN

SOAP AND

in

GLYCERINE

They also enlist soap and water — with
clean linen as a matter of course.
They want to look right and feel
right.
They want to know they' re clean,
clean through.

SOAP

PRODUCERS,

& WATER

INC.. TO AID THE WORK

OF CLEANLINESS

INSTITUTE

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 90 ]

• Yet, that was cheap, considering the seller reduced it from two thousam
the price he asked of the oil king, Doheny.
It's been
a queer
pet, almost
have
brought
to this extinct
country.in its native country. Only four are knowr
Clara had to install a eucalyptus tree in her yard so as to provide a cradle
it. It sleeps with its claws entwined around a limb of that one specific tree
And it eats eucalyptus leaves and the comb from honey.
Because the bear can die from only one disease — Ionesomeness — Mai St. C
is purchasing the mate for it.
RAOUL

WALSH needed an impressive looking judge for his picture "Me, Gangster."
He called on Wilson Mizner, the New York wit and Hollywood
scenario writer.
"You've stood before the bar so many times, Bill, and been dismissed for lack of sufficient evidence that you must know how a

judge
does it.
Now was
show
us!" an answer.
For once
Mizner
without

He played it.

A NNA Q. NILSSON stayed out of pictures for nearly six months wait g
■*Mor the right type of dramatic part to be offered. She was determined nt
to take anything for which she did not think herself fitted.
Word reached her at a camp, high in the Sierra Nevadas, that she had bin
chosen to play in "Craig's Wife" at De Mille's, to star in two productics
at FBO and to have the lead in "Ned McCobb's Daughter" — all roles she IS
desired. The next morning, the last day of her vacation, she went horsebik
riding. A rabbit scuttled across the path. The horse reared. Anna glanoi
down the three thousand foot embankment to one side then tumbled delibera^
ly to the other.
Four days she lay in a mountain shack without doctors or nurses or e\Ji
telephone communication. Then, for nine hours, she rode in an automole
which crawled down the rut-pitted road, without uttering more than a slid
At the Santa Monica hospital it took three doctors to keep her fni
groan.
walking from the car to the inspection room.
The newspapers said that her ankle was fractured.
The other day we visited Anna. Strong ropes attached to a framewci
above her bed held her in position. Her hip had been broken.
Yet the only thing she would talk about was the fact that the produce
were she
holding
starring
and "Ned McCobb's Daughte*
until
wouldupbe her
abletwo
to play
them pictures
!
A

FRIEND visiting Donald Reed at First National asked what
role he was playing in Billie Dove's new picture, "His Wife's

"Oh," explained Donald, "I'm the affair!"
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 94 ]
Affair."

Above: It might be part of the gardens of
the Villa D'Esti in Italy, but it's the Hollywood home of Richard Dix. How does he
remain a bachelor in such romantic surroundings?

Right:
America,

Pola
Negri's
farewell
scene
in
from "The Woman
from
Moscow." Are they playing "Good-bye
Forever" or "Auf Wiedersehn?"
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WeVe enjoyed the evening
so muchr
But what did they say on their way home? Even the
most sympathetic of your friends have a way of comparing notes afterwards. The clothes you wore, the
furnishings of the room, the food you served — each
comes in for its share of the inevitable post-party
conversation.
There is a way of keeping informed in those little
things that catalogue your degree of smartness. It is
through reading the advertisements, those messengers
that bring news of the precise purchase to make.
Advertisements lay before you the latest notes in dress.
They illustrate the newest decorative treatments for
the home. They furnish you with unique and tempting
recipes for the table.
They advise you what to buy, how much it will
cost, and where you can get it. They point out the
pathway to saving pennies. They indicate the correct
surroundings of a modern home.

Read the advertisements — they are a
valuable guide to current usage

When

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

' I 'HE newest trick in getting a divorce is
*■ to file suit under your own name — which
in many cases is not your screen name. This
little dodge throws inquisitive reporters off the
track.
Instead of going to Reno, Anita Stewart
filed suit in Los Angeles under the name of
Anna May Brennan which happens to be her
real monicker. Her husband is known as
Rudolph Cameron but his real name is
Brennan.

FROM PAGE 92 ]

they pleaded. "Bill Seiter is directing a pictve
for us and he's on location in San Francis j.
If he hears his wife's turned over he'll tat
an aeroplane for Hollywood and we'll 1<;
three days on production!"
T ILYAN TASHMAN is one social
■" leader of Hollywood who doesn't
play
"It'sbridge.
so grand to be the only woman
who doesn't play. There's always
somebody attractive around and you
can have sole claim to him!" is her
explanation for not learning the

When Anita's decree becomes final, she
probably will marry James Converse who is
not only rich but very well connected socially.
TTIERE are hints, too, of another divorce
*■ that was awarded in Paris last winter to a
famous movie producer and picture star which
was granted under a name unfamiliar to the
public and hence slipped by unnoticed.

J. his _l arty~vj-omg

Age ~ and

Oal .Hepatica
OUR late evening hours and our high
tension days, our rich foods and our disregard for the simplest rules of health often
cause us to wake up in the mornings with a
headache or a coated tongue, an unpleasant
taste in the mouth or an upset digestion.
If it ever should be your lot to experience
these unfortunate conditions you can very
promptly help yourself— by taking Sal Hepatica.

THE first engagement rumor for Mary
Brian!
"Biff" Hoffman, next year's captain of the
Stanford football team, is the lucky fellow.
Which reminds us of how "Biff" met Mary.
When Stanford played Alabama at the Rose
Tournament in Pasadena, Richard Hyland
told the boys to choose any unmarried screen
star and he'd secure her for the after-the-game
banquet.
"Biff" said he'd be too tired; not to bother
about
a dame for him. He'd only drop in
for
a moment.
Herb Fleischaker, scion of the San Francisco
millions, asked for Mary Brian.
Biff "dropped in," took one look at Mary and
removed her from Herb's side with a mastery
born only from love at first sight, they say.
Now he wants to make it his life job — keeping other men from Mary.

For there's nothing like Sal Hepatica to set
you up. Sal Hepatica cleanses the intestines LAURA LA PLANTE was dashing madly
for work at Universal City. Her car turned
promptly — usually within 30 minutes. It turtle. The actress was unhurt but the car
sweeps away accumulated wastes and the was demolished.
First National officials heard of the accident
poisons they breed.
and telephoned madly to Universal.
"For God's sake keep it out of the papers!"
Oal Hepatica is very similar to the famous
health waters of Europe. It contains the same
salines as these wonderful waters and it acts

HTOM J. GERAGHTY, celebrated scenario
■*- claims
game. to have completed a new inventio
He calls it the "Smellatone," a very simp
device, he says, easily attachable to any sty
motion picture projecting machine.
"Where the Movietone satisfies the sen
of sight and hearing," says Tom, "my co
traption appeals to a third sense — that
smell.
"For example, in our tests and demonstr;'
tions, when I introduce a Reformer, the theat
is filled with a bad breath, foul as sewer ga
"For gangster stories, we use exploded gm.
powder, while real warfare and conference
are symbolized by poison gas.
"At weddings we resort to the fragrance c
the orange blossom. And, if old jokes an.
gags are used, our device automatically pre
jects the odor of moth balls."
HTHE boy-friend of one of Corinne Griffith
*■ Texas admirers came to Hollywood undt
orders from his gal, not to return until he ha
been photographed on Miss Griffith's fron,
porch.
Odd request, to say the least!
In due time, the lad went to the star
home, got permission from the maid to hav
his picture taken on the porch, then returne
to his love in Texas.
But the lass from the Lone Star Stat
refused to believe it was Miss Griffith's fron
porch. Argument ensued, and finally the boy
friend waxed indignant and broke their engage

in the same way— giving the system a thorough
washingoutandfresheningyou,mindandbody.
Like these beneficial continental waters,
Sal Hepatica quickly dispatches all the disagreeable effects of our unwise habits of
living. And even colds, auto -intoxication,
biliousness and rheumatism are greatlyrelieved
by this simple and effective measure.
When you pour Sal Hepatica into a glass
of water, it bubbles up into a pleasing, effervescent drink. It has none of the wry, bitter
taste of "salts." But it has a lot of snap and a
bracing tang that will please you.
It's remarkable what Sal Hepatica can do for
you when you feel dragged down and listless.
When you have dined not wisely but too well
— let your awakening thought be of Sal
Hepatica. Start the day physically fit and in good
spirits — take Sal Hepatica when you need it.

Sal HePatica
The Sparkling Effervescent Saline

Miles out at sea, but with all the equipment of a studio.
Thomas
Meighan and his company spent many days on an ocean liner,

©1928 Bristol-Myers Co., New York, N. Y.

going no place in particular, but filming scenes for "The Mating
Call."
Meighan is being directed by his old pal, James Cruze
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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ent. Then the girl sent the picture to Miss
riffith in a fan letter for identification. Corne gladly identified it, and as a result every ing was serene once more in Texas.
If ARY NASH, famed in stage "speakies,"
Il^and knowing very few film celebrities,
sited Clara Bow's set the other day while the
^luring little Mary
red-head
working
on "The
had was
never
seen Clara
on
le screen.
Being a friend of Mai St. Clair,
rector of the opus, she occupied the guesthonor chair next to the camera.
Two
indred extras were doing their stuff in a
mce hall scene.
In the midst of the scene, Miss Nash leaned
>ward St. Clair and remarked, "There's a
rl that's screen material! What's wrong
ith you, director? Don't you know talent
hen you see it?"
"Where — which one — point her out!" This
om the eager Mr. St. Clair.
"That
thing with lots of red hair!"
his
from cute
Misslittle
Nash.
"You're right," Mai agreed.
"We'll call
er over and ask her who she is."
It was, of course, the original "IT."

J had heard so
much talk
about this train that I
wanted to find out for
myself if it could be so

good."

WS HAT knowGlennis:

Tryon
wants
"Why doesn't
someone cross a carrier pigeon with
a parrot so it can really deliver its
""
message
i"

HARLES RAY says he hasn't deserted
the screen at all. He says he is simply
laying on the stage to acquire vocal training
.id that he can have the jump on the rest of
Jae boys when the talking movies really get
oing.

| UPE VELEZ was dancing at the Coconut
ji-^Grove, Ambassador Hotel.
I She noticed a beautiful girl sitting at one of
,,he tables.
She rushed over in her strictly Lupe manner
nd exclaimed:

William Haines, MetroGoldwyn- Mayer star, has
dubbed himself "another
recruit to the army of sponsors" for "Golden State
Limited." His letter makes
you too want to experience
the thrill of being a passenger on this remarkable
train.

"You're the most beautiful girl I ever saw.
Take off your hat!"
I The girl drew back— Lupe promptly renoved the stranger's hat.
Everyone held his breath!
But nothing happened.
It was Mary Nolan and it was not the first
ime that the former Imogene Wilson had been
mblicly admired.
^\LGA BACLANOVA celebrated her new
•^contract with Paramount by purchasing
i high-powered, high-priced automobile. One
if the "show affairs" of a local automobile
lisplay, mind you.
I guess it doesn't make any difference
vhether they come from Russia or Milwaukee,
hey all celebrate the same way when they get
heir first big break in the movies.
A IN'T science grand! The laryngal stro'»-boscope has found its way to the MetroJoldwyn-Mayer lot. This is not an epidemic,
t is a camera. And Professor W. R. MacDonald of the University of California, who
operates it, is using it to photograph the
voices of the movie stars who have talking
picture ambitions. This diminutive camera
s so small it would fit on the end of a lead
Dencil. It consists of two minute discs which
revolve at a known speed, and which bear
:iny holes. When these holes are opposite
;ach other, a photograph is taken on a tiny
film behind them. The player desiring the
test, gargles the camera, so to speak, and while
t is in his throat, it makes a movie of the
movement of the vocal cords, thus recording
bis voice-placement.
Now ain't that grand?
TT a writer would spend a week on Hollywood
••■Boulevard watching the movie celebrities,
he'd get enough material for a book of short
stories.
We spent thirty minutes.
Mrs. Frances Howard Goldwyn tripped out

w"fn Y0"

It is the careful completeness in appointment and
service detail that wins
praise from the "Golden
State's" famous guests. Between Los Angeles and
Chicago
6114 hours
—
there is noin faster
or finer
train.

Golden State
Limited
Southern
Pacific

Rock
Island
Pacific Company

F. S. McGINNIS, Passenger Traffic Mgr.. Southern
San Francisco, California
L. M. ALLEN, Vice-Pres. and Pass. Traffic Mgr., Rock Island Lines
Chicago, Illinois
Hollywood Ticket Office
Los Angeles Ticket Office
6768 Hollywood Blvd.
212 West Seventh

_
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Norma Shearer's sister-in-law gets married and here is a gathering
of the Thalberg- Weingarten clans. In the back row is Irving Thalberg, brother of the bride and husband of Norma; William Thalberg, father of the bride ; E. F. Weingarten, father of the groom ; and
last — as always — Lawrence Weingarten, the groom. In the front
row you see Mildred Weingarten, the groom's sister, and Mrs.
Weingarten, the mother. The bride, Sylvia Thalberg, is in the
center, and next comes her mother and then her sister-in-law,
Norma Shearer

Jvr College with a
of a hardware store with an unwrapped dust
pan and stepped into a big town car.
Jane Winton and Husband Charlie Kenyon
loitered before a music-store window. They
examined a thousand dollar victrola. A salesman standing just within could not restrain
his excitement. They entered. Ten minutes
later they exited — carrying a package of
phonograph needles.
Charlie
Chaplin entered
eon. We followed.
Charlie Henry's
sat at a for
tablelunchsurrounded on three sides by tables of tourists
One tourist loudly ordered corn beef and
cabbage, French rolls, salads — Charlie ordered
a salad and sandwich.
"Hey, waiter!" The tourist recalled his man.
"Change my order to salad and sandwich."
We watched them serve eight salads and
sandwiches all of the same vintage.

Mmadeix .
Underarm ISaqCchoina J-ler (joraeousness
Selection of a lovely Meeker Made bag to harmonize with and complete her costume reveals
her excellent taste.
Perhaps Mother had something to do with all
her fall wardrobe. She should naturally want
her own little young lady to be the envy of all
others.
Any Meeker Made imported steerhide handbag,
underarm or vanity, besides being decorative
and beautiful, serves its utilitarian purposes so
perfectly — it will be doubly appreciated. At
the better dealers everywhere.

A CERTAIN publication carried the news
-* *■ that a telegram had notified them that Cecil
De Mille was heading toward Honolulu on
his yacht "The Seaward" with a print of
"Thethe Godless
for
natives. Girl" which he would preview
Another paper stated that the boat had been
seen in the Panama Canal and rumored that

Made in t be shops of
The MEEKER
Joplin,

COMPANY,

Inc.

Missouri

Largest Manufacturer! of Steerhtde Leather Goods in the U.S.A.

it
was go
heading
New with
York producers
where "C.about
B."
would
into a for
huddle
supposed-to-be-plans for an amalgamation or
at least working-together arrangements.
In truth, Cecil B. is having his first vacation

"NJICK
newestis shortly
Metro-Goldwy
^■^ Mayer GRIXDE,
director, who
to dir
Tim McCoy in "Morgan's Last Raid," is
popular with assistant directors at the stud
that there is always a scramble to see whic
one will work with him on a picture.
The reason is that Nick was an assistai
for ten years before he was promoted to direi
torship about a year ago, and, knowing all H
troubles ofoccur.
an assistant, never "kicks" wbei
accidents
"I got roasted by directors too many time
myself to roast an assistant for anything now,
he asserts. Assistants are all laying bets a
to how long this will last if Nick keeps o
directing.
•"TWO hundred extras stood on the set o
■*• "Heart to Heart" at First National, wait
ing for Mary Astor to finish a scene.
Director William Beaudine took up hi

megaphone and called, "I want an exper
motorman capable of piloting a car through ;

Five men stepped forward. Beaudine chosi
the
who offered cards proving he was ;
trafficonejam."
motorman, a locomotive engineer and ai
elevator operator.
Just one more proof that you can pick ou
an experienced man for every job from thesi
I- want-to-be-movie-actors.

in
years.
on his yacht.
he's atwere
the
Tuna
ClubHeinisCatalina.
TheseButreports
telephoned him each night by his secretary in
Culver City.

CHARLIE FARRELL is known to be wile
about any kind of animal
The other day he was playing with a coyoti
on the set of "The Backwash," his nex

TT is rumored in Hollywood that
-^-Carl Laemmle is going to do a
Universal special called, "All the
Nephews Were Valiant."

Suddenly, Mr. Coyote up and bit a goo<
picture.
hunk
of Charlie's
right hospital.
cheek. He \va:
rushed out
to the
Beverly Hills
It will be several weeks before they cai
shoot anything but long shots with Charlie.

Brery advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.
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"\ONALD REED and Paul Lukas, two
-'ardent First Nationalists who play the
incipal roles opposite Billie Dove in "His
ife's Affair," have invented a game of chance
their own.
The two players confront each other, adopt
grave and expressionless mien and, as a
jnal, each thrusts out his right hand.
The
jtie
is
to
guess
whether
one's
opponent
will
rust out his hand with the fingers opened
closed, and anticipate him.
If you are the one attempting to match
e other's movement, you must, in order to
In, duplicate his actions.
However foolish the game may sound on
iper, the two inventors of it have been
ading dimes back and forth ever since proiction on the picture started.
They both expect to have enough money
buy isa over.
"Quickie" by the time the proKtion
!OB ARMSTRONG is jubilant over the
'fact that there does come a time of reliation even in stage-boxing. During 1500
jrformances of "Is Zat So," Bob took a
liock-out from Jack Perry.
During the filming of "Celebrity," Bob was
titled to floor the same Perry. He did it
realistically that Perry came up calling
r three aspirins.
Bob explained the force
is to make the scene realistic. But Perry
Us another story.
T seems that Indians do not shave. They
)luck their whiskers, same as the Chinese,
id the sensation is similar to that which
le achieves by hitting himself in the head
th a hammer; you like to do it because it
;ls so good when you stop. Imagine the
rprise of 500 Navajo Indians, moved by
ed Thomson to his Arizona location, when
ley discovered 500 motion picture soldiers
, the Kit Carson era pulling their long beards
t by the handful at nightfall when the day's
looting was done. The Injuns didn't know,
course, that the beards were made of crepe
ir.
They merely thought that the white man is
ap much braver than the red man, and
ij
at
il ord!maybe the pen is mightier than the

Make This Convincing Beauty Bath
Test OnYour Hands Now
— INSTANTLY YOUR SKIN
FEELS SOFT AND SMOOTH
AS A ROSE PETAL

I

] COLLEEN MOORE has been lunching at a
i ^restaurant in Burbank, and the proprietor
s formed the habit of seating her at a table
1 |.xt to the front window.
It didn't take long
j r the citizens of Burbank to discover this
t :d crowds began to collect on >he sidewalk
tside the window every day.
"Now I know just how the animals in the
: '0 feel at feeding time," remarked Colleen.
ind I have had all the sensations of a lady
monstrator in a downtown show window."
TV/TARY BRIAN was describing a
■*■*■*■ scene in a war picture.
"Then those big things came
along — You know, those — those —
They plow down fences and trees
and people. Oh, what do you call
them?"
"Tanks!" James Hall interceded.
"You're welcome," answered
exwith an innocent but bewilderedMary
pression.
I.SIE JANIS has purchased a home two
j'doors from Lilyan Tashman and Edmund
jwe in Beverly Hills. Which makes an even
■ /en movie-folk who live within two blocks
' Linden Drive of that Hollywood suburb.
The others are Lon Chaney, Aileen Percy,
njamin Glazier, Eddie Maddux,
Lionel
rrymore, Mary Aitken Carewe, Director
! orge Archainbaud
and Producer
E. M

HERE is a remarkable test. It
will prove to you in less than
a MINUTE that your skin can feel

The exquisite softness of your
skin is due to a thin layer of Linit
that is left on the skin after your

smooth as a baby's.
Simply swish a few handfuls of
Linit in a basin of warm w ater; then
washyourhands,usinga little soap.
Immediately after drying you are
aware of a soothing softness — your
skin feels smooth as the down of a
rose petal.

bath. This invisibly thin "coating"
of Linit harmlessly absorbs perspiration, eliminates shine from
the skin and in cases of irritation
is most soothing.

THIS test is so convincing that
you will want to use Linit in
your bath. Merely dissolve half a
package or more of Linit in your
tub and bathe as usual. A bath in
the richest cream couldn't be
more delightful or have such
effective and immediate results.

linit is so economical that at least you should
give it a trial. Let results speak for themselves.

jher.

1 Which has complicated party-giving as no
|;tess dares entertain without inviting the
.
onyer
ire
I1
erycoloth
Ev
woman on the street would
3w about it!

Starch from Corn is the main
ingredient of Linit. Being a vegetable product, Linit is free from
any mineral properties that might
injure the skin and cause irritation.
In fact, the purity and soothing
quality of Starch from Corn are
regarded so highly by doctors and
dermatologists, that they generally recommend it for the tender and sensitive skin of young
babies.

Linit is sold by your GROCER

THE
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TpHE height of something or other is when a
-*- well-known title writer from the Fox
studios stands up and eulogizes for thirty
minutes Uncle Carl Laemmle of Universal.
Yet the other boys at the Wampas meeting
insist that not another fellow present had
been imbibing.

Metr°-6",y se*A
nodybaT'rat''oa

A MAGAZINE writer was chatting with
■**■ Lilyan Tashman. "I want to tell you about
agirl I interviewed theotherday. If you guess
who she is— don't say anything. She didn't
have a thought in her head — "
"Oh, I couldn't guess, now!" Lilyan interrupted. "There's too many of exactly the
same type in this city."

B

And we all know that Lilyan is one wl'
speaks the truth as she sees it.
"pILM players continue to live up to the oil
*- stage law: "The show must go on."
Raquel Torres, one of the new contrail
players at M.-G.-M., has just revealed hoj
truly she has lived up to the idea.
Six months ago, Miss Torres was engage
to play the leading feminine role in "Whill
Shadows of the South Seas." As her moth<
died when she was a year old. her father canto the studio and made the arrangement
And just the other day, W. S. Van Dyki
who directed the picture, happened to speak ti
Miss Torres about her father.

L
XL, V 1^ Xv i_/Y center

strap slipper with
or Cuban heel.

French

buckle

one-

toe and high

Conies in blue La -with gunmetal strap ana lieel
and steel inlay; black with patent and steel;
silver -with gold inlay ; vine kid with matching
garter snake ; bottle green kid -with pearhzed
lizard and parchment satin kid; Java brown
■with brown karung and topai ... a beautiful
shoe every way.

Every pair of body

balanced

shoes conforms, in every particular, -with
Alunroe-process specifications: lasts correctly fitted from ball to heel, individually adjusted for perfect body balance
regardless of height of heel . . . heels expertly hand-moulded and hand-fitted to
tbe human heel, soles invisibly strengthened to preserve the original graceful
lines of arch and heel for the lifetime of
the shoes. Not one last for every toot,
but individual lasts to fit individual feet.
Sold where

Barbara La Marr and "Sonny Boy"

you see this sign
displayed

Photoplay has received one of the finest
tributes ever paid to a motion picture star.
It is a letter from the Hope Cottage Association, of Dallas, Texas, and it throws a new and
beautiful light on the character of Barbara La
Marr. Here is the letter:

*JwyV

V

"I have been reading with quite a bit of
interest the recent articles in Photoplay Magazine about Barbara La Marr and her 'Sonny
Boy,' the six months old baby she saw for the
first time and fell in love with at Hope Cottage,
a temporary home for dependent babies, in
1923.

Tnls mark in-iae
identifies ; Uoes
made by the
Littleway process

" It was a wonderful thing for her to do. This
beautiful young woman with an admiring
world at her feet, was not satisfied with the

Coi ipany,
Dept. P-9
531 Statler Office B1JS. Bo ton, Ma sackusetts
"Wkere is tl, nearest Body Balanced 5noe agency ?
JLhe JVlunroe ohoe

Please send your new 5tyle Booklet (FREE)
Name
A ddress

to

ever-changing
spotlight
of fame.
Her woman's
heart yearned for
the greatest
blessing
that can
come into the life of a normal woman — that of
motherhood. She planned big and noble
things for her new little son. Her ambition for
him was as high as the blue sky, never dreaming that she would leave him so soon to be
reared by friends of her choosing who will

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

follow out her plan for his future welfare. Hi;
adoption by Mrs. Tom Gallery (ZaSu Pitts)
has the unanimous approval of Hope Cottagt
Association.
"I feel, in justice to the memory of Barbara
La Marr, that a brief statement of facts concerning the baby's parentage will come in
nicely at this time and will clear up a lot of
wrong impressions. Little Marvin, as he was
called at Hope Cottage, was born at one of our
local hospitals, July 28th. 1922. He was sent
to Hope Cottage when only a few hours old —
the young mother passed out of his life at that
time. His birth is on record in the Vital
Statistics Office, this city. His parents were
residents of Dallas.
"Trusting that you will give this letter space
in your magazine, for the sake of the beautifu
Barbara La Marr, who will ever be rememberec
as one of the most admired and popular motioi
truly yours,
picture stars of"Very
her time.
"Emma Wylie Ballard,
"Executive Secretary.'
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He
jvly father is dead," she said simply.
U the night before I left for Tahiti."
though her father was her only relative
;b from her sister, the actress made the
ire trip and never mentioned his death to
a Dyke or anyone else. Because, she said,
I . Van Dyke was worried about the picture.
- should I bring my griefs to him also?"
^jOW we learn that Sam Goldwyn has
: apened negotiations with two foreign com|rs to come to Hollywood to make Moviescores for "The Rescue" and "The
■vkening," maintaining that "talkies" are
> ring the best musical talent of the world
> le film city.
aturally, we expect Sam to go to Europe
mis musicians!
le Goldwyn sets are already a modern
r of Babel. We found fifteen nationalities
iling at one another!
rst, we noticed a cunning youngster of
years worshiping at the shrine of Miss
ky. His father told us that he is none
tlr than Raphael Mundstock, the "Jackie
an" of German movies. He has been in
country four weeks. Daddy brought him
for an introduction to Mr. Goldwyn.
It
a* a successful introduction.
yiEXT we encountered six officers of six
• different armies who had fought eitherwith
r t each other during the world fracas. A
'iiish
a Swedish
captain,
iermancaptain,
aviation
captain,artillery
an American
[ r lery captain, a Turkish infantry lieutenant
n General Wiatshelav
Savitsky, of the
I onal bodyguard of the late Czar of Russia.
hen, of course, there was the Hungarian
I la Banky, the Parisienne Lily Damita,
Ih English Colman and Byron; the Spanish
s^tant director, and the Polish producer,
a Goldwyn, in person.
jnd sandwiched in between, Kahanamoku,
hjHawaiian swimmer; Sojin, the Japanese
Wacter actor, and a full-blooded Bulgarian
1. 1' -up artist.
RHAPS the man with the most troubles
a motion picture studio is the purchasing
igit. He has to be ready at a moment's
w :e to buy any conceivable article — know
I tly where to get it quickest and cheapest.
Ln| therefore be a sort of walking trade
alogue.
>1 Clark, purchasing agent at the Metroliwyri-Mayer studios, in one day had to
oite and buy an old musical score of "La
Tea" printed in Italian for "War in the
Oik;" twenty Civil War saddles 'for "Mor;ais Last Raid," a gyroscopic compass and
I c sounder for "Gold Braid," and six ounces
Bold dust for "The Tide of Empire." On
h side, he had to purchase 100,000 feet of
u her, a ton of assorted iron castings, and
hi boiler-head of a locomotive for a set
ihjving the interior of an engine cab.
PRED NIBLO tells of a conversa*- tion between two extra girls that
le heard while directing Banky and
3olman.
The first actress said: "My Scotch
)oy friend sent me his picture."
The other inquired, "How does it
ook?"
"I don't know. I haven't had it
ieveloped yet."

This will relieve it
skin gets hot
your
WHEN
corched — smooth
and sun-s
in Hinds Honey & Almond
Cream. It will quickly relieve,
"take out the heat," make your
skin soft and fresh again. Hinds
Cream has always done that.
But here's good news — Hinds
Cream also prevents sun-scorch.
The trick is to pat on Hinds
Cream and powder before going
out into the sun. Then your
skin won't sun-scorch. It can't.
Because Hinds Cream, with

powder over it, protects the skin
from severe sunburn, from redness and blister — from all
weathering, in fact. Keeps it
smooth and young and lovely.
Try Hinds Cream these two
ways. You'll like it. The coupon
below will bring you a sample
bottle. Just fill in and mail today.
Made by A. S. Hinds Co., a division of
Lehn & Fink Products Company
In Canada, A. S. Hinds Co. (Canada) Limited
Distributed by Lena & Fink (Canada) Limited

HINDS
ZKonzy &yilmond
C RE AM

/"ALTER BYRON, the English importation for Vilma Banky, doesn't understand
Hollywood is so excited about the threat
Movietone will draw the center of the
ion picture industry back to New York
'. He says he has been told it's because
e are better voices to be found in New
k City.
8ut I never heard so many raspy voices as
■Jew York City. They must come from
ig
k? onThethose'
soft elevated
Californiatrains,
climatedon't
doesyou
so
h more for one's vocal instruments!

Sun-scorched?

I

BEG.

U. S. PAT.

OF'
I 1.. & F. INC.

Lehn & Fink, Inc., Sole Distributors, Dept. 668, Bloomfield, N. J., '9*8
Send me a sample bottle of hinds Honey and Almond
cream, the -protecting cream for the skin.
NameBuy Hinds Cream In the
50c and 31.00 sizes. You
get more at less cost.

Address
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^A woman
tells why

MEN
lose their
Hair

Authors have no heart. When Tristram Tupper wrote "TheRiver,"
he included a crow as one of his characters. So Frank Borzage, who
is filming the novel, had to find a trained crow and, oddly enough,
no one seemed to have one around the house. So he hired an
animal expert to find an intelligent crow and train it. The lucky

Must a man lose his hair before
fifty? Is there no hope? Read
what a famous beauty expert says:
"Men abuse their hair. They wear
tight hats. They do not brush and
massage their hair enough every
day— worst of all— they try every
'cure-all' that comes along.
<JMy advice to men is this:
i Brush your hair thoroughly several times
a day. Loosen the scalp by daily massage with the ringer tips.
■l Stick to one good crude oil shampoo
like Taroleum — and to one good reputable hair tonic like Wildroot.

Follow

these two rules and

you'll keep your hair ten years
longer at least."
Use Wildroot Hair Tonic instead of
water to wet your hair every morning-and you'll never have dandruff.
Ask your barber for Wildroot Taroleum Shampoo and Wildroot Hair
Tonic. He has them. At all drug
stores too.

WILDROOT
HAIR
TONIC

TAROLEUM
SHAMPOO

crow's name is Oscar, and you see him here perched en Mary
Duncan's arm while Charles Farrell swaps gossip with him
think

this will be the right place

to make

talkies!"
npHIRTY years ago . . .
■*■ Their names in big red letters on the old
New York Academy of Music billboards — ■
'cast.
'Uncle Tom's Cabin," played with an all-star
He was the leading man and she was the
leading lady.
"I will never forget you!" he sobbed in one
of the big moments of the drama.
"Nor I you!" she replied, brushing away a
tear.

I

V\ 7E haven't told you about Harold Llo;
W dogs, because they are such aristoc
their names are difficult to spell, but he has
finest Danes to be found in any one kenne!
the world! Recently when he added anot
famous Dane, Illo von der Rhone, a Germ
bred dog qualified to whip anything of its cl
in the United States, we simply had to go <
to the new estate to look him over. What
you think we saw? Sixty-five massive canin'
No wonder he calls them his "thunder:

The other day . . .
On the " War in the Dark" set at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studio, two old players met —
an old station attendant and a lady selling
flowers.
"Lillian Yeaman Titus, I've never forgotten
you!" he said tenderly.
"Nor I you, Mortimer Snow!" she replied.
IN front of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios stands a set of scales, so that players
may weigh themselves and see what the diet
and exercise situation is.
In the rear of the establishment is a similar
set of scales.
Lew Cody tells this:
"A pretty extra-girl stepped up to the
scales in front of the place and carefully
weighed herself.
"She pondered a bit, then went back to the
other
well. scales and carefully weighed there as
" T don't know what to do about this,' she
remarked, 'I weigh 123 in the front and 125 in
"
the back!'
A ND now the term "supervisor" is
■**-in such disrepute that only the
assistant producers of dog pictures
are called supervisors.
Even
the dogs have been heard
to growl.
Every advertisement
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Colman,s
for Ronald
new woman
Sam Goldwyn'
DAMITA,
LILY
sat on the edge of a table at a tea in
her honor, surrounded by hordes of
men. Hollywood men just naturally
herd."
lady.
this young
gravitate toward
"I speek five of de languages," she
boasted.
"Do you speak Yiddish?" a Jewish
boy pressed anxiously forward.
"Non! But I haf coom to a goot
swer.
place to learn it," was the frank anSNAPPY come-back gleaned from the es,
mable Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer playgrour
Johnny Mack Brown on seeing Dorotl.
Sebastian: "Hello, Dodo!"
Dorothy, with twinkling glance:
"Do
look as extinct as that?"

do bother
Hall.gal-friends
First it wascertainly
THE
Joan Crawford
andJanth
— -and yet — Merna Kennedy. Recently Mr
garet Breen arrived in Los Angeles to play t
lead in a stage play. She seemed to thii
that met
she Merna
was still
engaged to Jimmy. Un'.
she
Kennedy.

And now Jimmy is worrying for fear th I
all
publicity about women may hurt In
fan this
following.
entino.
Well, James, it didn't hurt Rudolph V;

is guaranteed.
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FROM PAGE 43 ]
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is B. Mayer, say of Fox, regarding me,
don't know what they've got."
•e long the stimulating influence of all
slurance inspired me with a confidence
1[ had long thought dead.
A one night I met young Thalberg and
jjiny glasses, discussed future and profits.
[t company was about to be formed.
j*iand Goldwyn and Mayer were to unite
■hand make pictures under one banner.
id be a great chance for a growing boy.
ii home with goose-flesh all over me and
'f bills running up and down my spine.
,i|s?— No!
Why not?
No!— No use.
.'be a fool! All right I won't!
But
?| your face!
(|, what of it? Perhaps my physical deijes would be overcome by my capacity
aing. Let's try! I will!

«5

iPjIEN Fox offered me a new two year
;mtract I refused to sign it. When they
•pd me that they purchased "The Man
ibame Back" and "The Man Without a
riy," I still refused to sign. When I was
'at if I did not sign, the aforementioned
A would be given to someone else, I still
ilmy head.
iw weeks later after consistent begging I
! eased from my contract. The next day
;:d for five years with Metro-Goldwynuple of days after that — on a Sunday —
rj Thalberg took me to the Ambassador

HE modern woman knows one
goal above all others— to keep her
youth. And whether her Junes are
coming or going, she finds Manon
Lescaut Face Powder uniquely
suited to this vital outdoor age
when every woman is young.

Jefferson, Wis.
am eighteen years old and I have
;bj;n motherless for the last four
■frs.
t's pretty hard to grow up and
g straight with no mother to help
n over the hard spots. So when
ilm lonesome and blue, I go to the
in vies. I can't tell you how much
Appreciate them.

Blanche, Naturelle, Rachel, Ocree, Mauve,
Peaches* Powder, Peaches -and -Cream* Powder
An ideal
Ashes

rouge for every
of Roses*,

occasion —
medium

I .'ve worked hard and I am getting
jajad. I've also helped bring up my
lie brothers and sisters. The prob,1'is that come to every growing girl
a presented before me in the
I vies.
(t try to learn something worth
\ ile from every picture I see.
I see pictures of good girls and profit
t them and I avoid the mistakes
it: bad girls make. I study the
c-sses and copy them, because I
i\fe no mother to help me choose
i clothes. I watch the pictures of
lues and of the interiors of rooms

MANON
LESCAUT
FACE
POWDER

tj help' me when I have a home of
i' own.

'. was born in Germany and when
I see pictures of people's lives in
feign countries, I thank my lucky
: rs that I am in America. Overthere
V people cannot better themselves
} working and saving.
|Here there are opportunities for
< ;ryone.
E. H. K.
Wh„n

BCVP-J0I5

INC.

* IVEG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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Hotel to meet Elinor Glyn. When the introduction took place my mood was a complex
one of both self-consciousness and scorn. I
was not at all certain of what I would hear —
nor what I would say. Mrs. Glyn discussed
a book of hers which Irving wanted to produce
with me. The name of the story was "His
I left Mrs. Glyn with the distinct impression that I had met a great lady and a charmHour."
ing person.
Vidor
"T_TIS Hour'' was produced.
King
■*■ -^-directed it. The picture
picture was
was aa success.
si
I was amazed to discover that nice things were
said about my work. Amazed — then gratified
— then fearful. It was just luck. I was sure
of that.

Does Your Mirror say
"Powder" or "Beauty"
If only
powder JUST
didn't BEAUTY
SHOWl IIf you
could useif
it
to achieve
Marvelous
possible. To have again the undimmed, velvety
skin of childhood loveliness . . . to have your mirror say "beauty" and not "powder."
■t T tell, then, princess pat does give just beauty
YY . . . without the slightest hint of "powder appearance" .. . and your intelligence will recognize the reasons. Then you will want to try.
As you ordinarily powder — and peer into your mirror
— you now observe a chalky, powdery appearance.
Try as you will, you cannot altogether banish it.
Your mirror still says powder. And it always will —
until you use powder without the usual ingredients
that give the customary chalky appearance.
These ingredients are banished in Princess Pat.
Precious Almond replaces usual starch. Instead of
harshness, there is softness. The very feel of Princess
Pat is a caress to the skin. Watch as you apply this
utterly different powder. Subtly, magically, it transjorms the skin. It merges, blends, becomes as the
very skin itself made perfect. Rub it on well, for
permanence.
Now then I After you have powdered, what happens?
Oil comes upon the skin, gradually, yet surely. Usual
powders become "patchy" and unlovely. You have to
use more powder — with not the happiest results.
On the contrary, the Almond in Princess Pat has an
affinity for oils from the skin glands — usually called
pores. As oils appear — and they do on every skin —
they are absorbed by Almond. Thus the distressing
shine is prevented — even on the nose. Powder is no
longer dislodged, nor beauty marred. Wonderful?
Yes, of course.
And think! This same characteristic of Princess Pat. giving untold appearance beauty, likewise assures you a fine
textured, healthy skin. The oil glands are not sealed^
never choked. Consequently they do not become distended. If already distended. Princess Pat Powder gives
every assistance to make them normally invisible again.
But it is beauty without powder appearance that is the
first thought of every woman. That is why women who
know choose Princess Pat to begin with . . . for make-up
beauty that always passes for supreme natural loveliness.
Indeed your mirror never says "powder."
Of course, though, the added virtue of improved skin
texture is equally well loved as time passes ... as pores
become superbly fine, as the skin becomes delightfully
soft and pliant, as blemishes vanish.
And now, if you have read carefully, learned the unusual
advantages of Princess Pat you will surely want to try it.
Your favorite toilette goods counter can supply Princess
Pat Almond Base Powder — in two weights. These are
regular weight, in the oblong box, and a splendidly adherent light weight powder in round box. Both weights
are made with the famous Almond Base.

Then I was cast to play in "He Who Gets
Slapped." When I read the script I was
thunder-struck at discovering that my part
consisted of about twenty scenes. Any one
of fifty men could have played the part. What
was the angle? What were they trying to do
with me? Were they dissatisfied with my
work? That was it. They were sorry they
had signed me.
I rushed to Thalberg. My eyes were flooded
with angry tears. "Look here," I cried, "if
you want to get rid of me you don't have to
give me rotten parts to do it. I'll leave today
and it won't cost you a penny!"
My young friend sat back in his chair and
gazed at me in astonishment. I went on with
my harangue blurting out my independence
of him and all that he represented.
Irving
awaited my silence. "Are you stark staring
mad?" he inquired.
From his sincerity of expression and tone I
gathered
be wrong. that my conception of things might
He went on, "This part, small as it is, will
do you more good than anything you have
Thedone."
production was started and almost
ever
finished — when another milestone of my life
was passed. Leatrice divorced me. The fault
was ninety-nine and nine-tenths mine. I think
nothing further need be said about that.
When the picture "He Who Gets Slapped"
was released, greater praise from critics was

showered on me than had ever before &k
good fortune to receive. A love scer|p
with Norma Shearer, who is now M.
berg, was piece-de-resistance for th p
all dramatic reviewers for weeks to f loi
decided somebody must be wrong and:i
as well be me, but the decision was f i
duration.
;,
I was selected to play Jeff Dwyer
I
of the Centaur."
Cyril Hume had \iti
great story and all that remained i; ,.
Vidor and me to do was to interpi;
terms of human beings on celluloid ]
my experience as a director, I had reta e
own ideas as to how certain emotions s u
expressed.
King won out nine-tenthoi '
time, much against my will. When thuii
was presented to the public more fiti
phrases were written describing my t-f .
ance.
Now, the
believe
or not,
as you astii
wi, '...
I speak
truth,meI was
completely
at the turn of events. I recognized tl
Heaven, that there were things under e
of which I was ignorant. I determ^
study, and I applied myself diligentl
course in the greatest medium ofexp.!
that the world has ever known, the o
HTHALBERG
wanted me to play Dc\
picture.
■*■ "The Merry Widow." Von Strohe
director, wanted Norman Kerry to play a
Thalberg's wish was law. Von Strohei i
for me one day and offered his hand. \\
guttural Austrian accent he formallyexp^
Gilbert, I am forced to use you in my p!
I do not want you, but the decision w
in my hands.
"I assure you that I will do everything
power
to make
If you
have you
evercomfortable."
sensed humiliatiofi
may be able to understand my reaction
foregoing speech. I guaranteed Strohei):]
I would do my best to please him, andi
him in my heart.
Throughout the first week of the j!
Von kept his promise.
During the
week he became a tyrant. At the beg:J
of the third week, I walked out.
A
minute session on the set, had resulted

The very popular Princess Pat Week-End Set is offered
for a limited time for THIS coupon and 25c (coin). Only
onoAlmond
to a customer.
Set contains
a month's Princess
supply
of
Base Powder
and SIX easily
other delightful
Pat preparations. Packed in a beautifully decorated
boudoir box. Please act promptly.

Get
This
Week
End

Set—

SPECIAL

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd.
2709 S. Wells St.. Dep-t. No. A-69 Chicago.
Enclosed find 25c for which send me the Princess Pat
Week End Set.
Name (print)
Street
City and State

Getting engaged for the camera is no easy job. Director John
McCarthy is trying to get a close-up of the engagement ring that
Lawrence Grey has just slipped on Eleanor Boardman's finger.
In order to get a diamond that would photograph expensively,
Metro-Goldwyn had a stone especially cut to catch the light
rays.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

You'll see the ring in "Diamond
MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Handcuffs"
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him where he could put "The Merry
" and what he could do with Danilo.
. , ent to my dressing room and tore off
.~fiiform.
Von followed and apologized.
upon we had a drink. I apologized to
nd we had another drink.
Then we
drink and I returned to the set. That
,;ement cemented a relationship which
V r part will never end.
; ,J Stroheim is not only one of my dearest
";, and I have few friends, but he
l^'^my admiration and respect for being
I I iatest director we have and the greatest
•k sionist in motion pictures.
DM
'"'f. 'entful
E Merrysuccess
Widow"
was finished,
and its
is motion
picture history.
' me a. famous personage.
Everywhere I
K heard whispers and gasps, in acknowl, ent of my presence.
"There's John
UV."
"Look, it's John." "Hello, Jack."
John!"
'- whole thing became too fantastic for
1 comprehend.
Acting, that very thing
J) I had been fighting and ridiculing for
; a years had brought me success, riches,
,%nown.
I was a great motion picture
™ pre
|Well,hisI'lluntimely
be damned!death I was with
Jph Valentino
on many
parties and
rii. In the midst of my fame, I have
!J~jd Rudy carefully, envying the ease with
"'■< he wore his crown.
He possessed a
*ly which I nor any other star will ever
\ . Valentino seemed born to the purple.
'\li so many of us become self-conscious
'¥■ adulation, Rudy accepted it as his
l'ul, princely heritage, and justly so. He
; prince, of gallantry, and beyond all his
To ther attributes of artistry , comeliness and
.Hi, a gift of royal bearing lent glamour to
" tie.
jing, which made him the hero lover of
i jte!
^fie Big Parade!" A thrill when I wrote
: ords. "The Big Parade!" As a preface
: »/ remarks pertaining to this great film,
•it me to become maudlin. No love has
Enthralled me as did the making of this
te. No achievement will ever excite me
i ich. No reward will ever be so great as
vjg
beenhigha point
part of
"Thecareer.
Big Parade."
I s the
of my
All that
sltllowed is balderdash.
Ajlor did not want me to play Jim A p per son.
ejiid I was too sophisticated, and that I
liard to handle. Poor King. I had given
irjso much trouble during "The Wife of
Ifcentaur" that he had reasonable cause
Ijimplaint, but what he did not know, was
at had been purged in the fires of wisdom
Inexperience. Again Thalberg won out.
End battle could have waged had I knocked
Bhip off my director's shoulder on the day
I id, "Anything you have to say, say now,
[ Iving's presence, and keep your mouth
imfter we start the picture."
|J<r
replywe tomade
King together,
was, "In everything
the two pictures
r vhich
which
[dd would be bad, was good; and those
li s which you declared would be good, were
I will never question your judgment
i." And I never did.
e day came for starting the picture.
It
a|:o be my first starring vehicle for Metrowyn-Mayer.
A little six-reel movie of
/ar, but something more behind it. Thaiwas the first to sense an underlying greatin our story, which imbued Vidor and the
)f us with a knowledge of our responsibilThe camera was set up; Slim, Bull and
caked with mud, were to plunge into a
a r-filled shell hole to escape an enemy's fire.
; .s the first scene to be photographed.
As I
aj idjusting my gas mask, King approached,
I land outstretched.
Through a grin, he
tied prophetic words, the ultimate asI ion for movie makers, "Grauman's Egypz baby."
[wrung his fingers, and wet eyed, gulped,
Ciuman's Egyptian, baby."
When you

L

Unfortunately, this delicate subject
is seldom discussed. If it were,
many women could avoid a social
stigma that comes with woman's
oldest hygienic problem
EVEN among girls who are very frank
with each other, there is a question of daintiness, of fastidious personal care that is unfortunately seldom mentioned. Yet many
women are unconsciously guilty. At certain
times they are seriously offensive to others.
With realization comes constant worry.
Today these fears are ended. Science has
discovered a way to counteract this offense.

Buy a box today . . . 45c for a box of
twelve. On sale at all drug, dry goods and
department stores; also, through vending
cabinets in rest-rooms.
♦ Kotex is the only sanitary pad that deodorizes by
patented process. (Patent No. 1,670,587, granted
May 22, 1928.)

Deodorizes
Kotex now completely deodorizes*
In the past ten years women have learned
new comfort, new ease of mind through
Kotex. Now, after years of work, a process
has been perfected that completely, amazingly
ends all odors. The one remaining problem
in connection with sanitary pads is solved!

Shaped to fit, too
Because corners of the pad are rounded and
tapered, it may be worn without evidence
under the most clinging gown. There is
none of that conspicuous bulkiness so often
associated with old-fashioned methods. And
you can adjust the filler, make it thinner,
thicker, narrower— to suit your own special
needs. It is easily disposed of, no laundering
is necessary. A new process makes it softer
than ever before.
write to advertisers please mention I'HOTOri.AY

. . . and 4 other

important features:
1— Softer
ends substance
chafing; pliable
filler
absorbs gauze
as no other
can;
2— Corners are rounded and tapered: no evidence ofsanitary protection under any gown;
3— Deodorizes— safely , thoroughly, by a new
and exclusive patented process;
4— Adjust it to your needs; filler may be
made thinner, thicker, narrower as required;
and
5— It
is easily disposed of; no unpleasant
laundry.

KOT€

X

The New Sanitary Pad Which Deodorizes
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Instant relief for
eyes irritated by

Sports
When you return from golf, tennis,
swimming, motoring or other outdoor
activities with eyes that are hot,
strained and bloodshot, apply a few
drops of cooling, soothing Murine.
It instantly relieves the tired, burning
feeling, and soon ends the bloodshot
condition.
Men find Murine invaluable for clearing up their eyes in the morning and
refreshing them during business.
Women use it to impart new beauty to
their eyes. A month's supply of this
harmless lotion costs only 60c. Get
acquainted with its benefits.
Write Murine Co., Dept. 27, Chicago, for
tREE books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

in

VRIY<I><S"»E,
or
feVes

is called the Go-Devil and was invented by F.
is a big arm which
W. Murnau for use in "The Four Devils." It
swings in all directions and carries the director, ca
cameramen, enabling them to photograph scenes from every
possible angle. The machine weighs twenty tons and is operated by a
two hundred horse-power motor. It is capable of traveling
at a
speed of forty miles an hour
This huge machine

We started "The Big Parade."
Have any of you ever gone through an experience at school, or at college, or while in
love, or while on a farm, or in the mountains, or
exploring, or on a boat, or somewhere which
has been so filled with happiness and work
and harmony and well directed effort that you
never hope or dream of such a thing re-occurring? If you have, you will understand just
how I feel about "The Big Parade." It can
never happen again. Sequence after sequence
was good. We knew it. There was no doubt
in our minds, nor any display of ego. We
simply knew we were photographing honest
action.
The chewing gum episode — with little Renee
Adoree. Only a suggestion was offered in the
script and no one really knew what would
happen. Cameras started and away we went.
Minute after minute after minute; impromptu;
inspired; both Renee and me, guided by some
unseen power, expressing beauty. And when
the film was exhausted, old Pop Yidor, age
thirty-four, murmuring, "I'll be damned if I
ever saw a scene as good as that."

Troubles
Poslam Often Ends
Pimples in 24 hours

Pimples, black heads, eczema, rashes and
other blemishes cleared up quickly and
RELIEVES
ECZEMA
INSTANTLY
Booklet with
each package —
atyour druggist
reveals beauty
secrets. Wonderful how Poslam will soothe
and heal itching
burningskin.
Sample Desk

safely by Poslam. Used success^
fully for all skin troubles fortwenty
years. It must be good. Thousands

of unsolicited letters from delighted users tell of amazing success. Buy
Poslam at your druggist, only 60c, or let
us prove to you free that Poslam will
clear and beautify your skin.
FREE PROOF SAMPLE
See amazing improvement within
24
hours. Free. No cost. Noobligation. Send
today for generous trial size of Poslam.
Simply mail your name and address.

B. Poslam Co.. 256 W. 54th St.. Now York. N. V.

A ND so we thundered along, with interludes
•-(misquoting Frank Vreeland) "of rosebuds
growing all over everything." Moment after
moment of just going in and doing it. The
shell hole sequence with the German soldier
boy. The only thing known about it being,
"Jim offers him a cigarette," and when it was
over, Pop's question, "Do you think you
slapped him too many times?"
And my hysterical reply, "God, no, I felt it."
And King, "If you felt it, it's right."
When a picture is finished there is usually
a let-down of excitement, but no such thing
occurred with the completion of "The Big
Parade." Our enthusiasm became greater, and
then we heard the electrifying news that Sid
Grauman had booked the picture for his
Egyptian Theater!
A war dance in my dressing room, performed
by King and me followed this information.
On the great night of the opening, Vidor
and Eleanor Boardman, Norma Shearer and
myself made a foursome, and petrified with
fear, yet consumed with hope, we sat and

Every advertisement

in PnOTOrLAV

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed

watched the unreeling of our
Thalberg was home, confined
illness* but every few minutes
sneak to a telephone and let
the film was being received.

greatest eft.
to his bed
one of us 1
him know

XTEED I remark that the picture wj
*■ N success? I was drunk with the fulfillmt
of a dream. When Metro-Goldwyn leasedte
Astor Theater in Xew York, for the exhibi n
of our epic, I went east to be present at
opening, carrying "The Big Parade" with mm
my compartment on the train. The film
encased in three heavy steel boxes whicl
guarded with an ever watchful eye and >fc
such vigilance that Richard Dix who ace
panied me, was moved to ridicule.
All I said, was, "Wait till you see wh
inside
boxes." of the day the pict
On those
the afternoon
opened, I met Leatrice, who was vacation;
in the east. In spite of our divorce we wt
still great friends, and I begged her to ace
pany me that night. She sensed the excitemti
which had prevented my eating or sleep?:
for three days and sweetly agreed to join
Richard Dix and Lois Wilson completed r
party and I rushed to my hotel to dress.
When we drove up to the theater the crovi
roared and cheered as they saw me a&t
Leatrice from the cab. I was trembling fr
head to foot. The theater was jammed wj
the first night crowd of stars and crit.
The orchestra burst forth, then died aw.
The house lights were dimmed and the pict :
flashed on the screen. Yokes gradually •
came silent, and the most thrilling mom:
of my life began. I ceased to exist for tj
world. I grew numb, and riveting my e;J
on the screen, sat as if dead for two hoi'
A title flashed before me: "The End." Ar!
cheers and applause and thunderous acclar
tion I remained rigid. It was over. Ye
could not get my limbs to move, nor my br.i
to function. Not until all the people U
left the theater was I capable of rising fr
my seat. Even then I could hardly mo
Torn pieces of linen were scattered all o'
my clothing. Leatrice told me I had rip] I
two handkerchiefs to shreds.

Photoplay
ldreds of people were still milling about
ont of the theater when we made our
Police reserves had to escort us to our
We were driven to a cafe to join a party
by Marcus Loew. As we stepped from
lb a flashlight exploded. Leatrice and
rd were caught and photographed arm
n. The picture was supposed to have
[ed only Leatrice and me.
E rushed into the cafe and found our
alle. Marcus, bless him, saw my pitixhaustion, and produced a flask. Conations were showered upon me.
n I longed for King and Irving to be
it to share in this triumph.
I suggested to
ce that we sneak away and be alone,
as willing, so we made our excuses, and
d off to a tiny night club, where we
!d and talked till dawn.
Then I took her
i When I returned to my hotel, I
lifor the morning newspapers, and got
i all over again, reading the reviews of
picture.
No such adjectives had ever
iused to describe a movie. I sat for hours
; and thrilling to the printed phrases.
I staggered to bed and slept around the
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l ad sounded the depths and reached the
•i of emotional excitement. I never expect
:•! an experience to occur to me again.
kIso I say, and please understand, that I
I concluded my career in pictures. Other
cs followed, but the thrill that accomnd the creation of my great character
I s all subsequent achievement appear dull
rJ:arthly in comparison.
Ha Boheme." Artistic and delicate, but
V believable.
"ardelys, The Magnificent."
Applesauce,
i one, John Gilbert, contributing most of
if'llesh and the Devil." Mildly exciting
icdcise of its brazen display of sex lure, but
m important for me because of my meeting
«t a glorious person named Garbo.
' he Show." Nothing whatever to be proud
wanted to do "Lilliom," but was denied
'Privilege of making that fine story. "The
■ r" was its illegimate spew. I was rotten

marvelled . . . men were
WOMEN
intrigued! Overnight the pale calk'
lily had turned flaming peony. Now she
was gay — bewitching — irresistible!
She had discovered the allure of a fra'
grance! Now her parfum, her poudre —
her every toiletry, breathes the exquisite
Djer^Kiss fragrance — the inimitable par'
fum that adds to prettiness the charm

e'Velve Miles Out." A story of booting, with lovable Ernest Torrence to lift
c:\th humor and conflict.
love." A cheap interpretation of Tolstoi's
o , which, though containing some memora. moments, is at best a sob sister's love tale.
. Jissian "East Lynne."
'Ian, Woman and Sin." My God, what
le! It could have been great, but it
a 't. I have my own private reasons for
skilure, which I am not permitted at this
nl to disclose.
iid so it goes on. And so I go on.
I R all that has happened, the result of
• jirteen years of striving, I am deeply grateiljmd still, slightly dazed,
like other day I was walking down Hill
ti:t in Los Angeles, when I was accosted by
fliceman. I beamed as I recognized Bob
tlart, from "bushwa" days at Inceville.
:V|:hatted a while, then Bob asked me what
t|s doing. I informed him that I had just
med a picture. He was astonished, "My
i<j still in that game?" I acknowledged my
tiudity at still bucking the movies for a
ivfg. "You're a fool for punishment," he
ybathized. " Better getout before they lick
I" and patting my shoulder, he swung along
■»njiis beat. Such is fame. I gazed after him,
n ms of his oblivion to everything except
lis' ib, his home, and the central station.
ixasionally I take a long afternoon drive up
h :>each beyond Santa Monica. Where the
oil lings and stages and western streets of
In'ville used to be, are now the red flags and
>r ge placards of a new subdivision, called
•C; ellamare. My stomach sickens as I turn
joil yes seaward and hurriedly pass this hideous
da ruction of what was once my glorious
pi; ground.
One piece of movie statuary

±

and mystery
of "magnetisme"!
Alfred H. Smith Co., Sole Importers
toilet 'Water
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2.00
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remains; high up on a hill, the weatherbeaten
legs and torso of a plaster horse which once
ornamented the square before a great set representing the German Kaiser's palace. A state
of depression invariably follows my return
from this drive, and lingers with me for hours.
Valentino's house, inhabited by his brother,
is just across the hill from my home. On dark
nights when Rudy's greatDane howls, I shudder a little, and wonder.
Letters published in magazines, characterizing me as being hateful, cowardly, egotistical,
selfish, inartistic, ungrateful, ugly, colorless
and insipid do not contribute greatly to my
happiness. Neither do such misguided epistles
disturb me to any great extent. The best way
to get back at my bad acting, is by not going to
see my pictures. Don't you agree?
Too, when seventeen critics praise my performance to the skies, and seventeen others
equally, or more intelligent, condemn, with
such descriptive terms as stupid, tiresome, uninspired, lacking in all personality and originality, am
I
more convinced than ever that act-

ing is too fleeting an expression for the ci ic
pass just comment upon. Being an actoi lil
being a sunset. Darkness quickly folic si
make way for dawn and a new sunset.
My ambition is to produce my own pit ire
Perhaps I will come a cropper as I di( vii
"Brulatour." Perhaps not. Time wi i,
Butto one
thingforthat
am determined
at'a|
is
destroy
all Itime
the accepted tochacti
of the motion picture hero. My leadinug
will be a man, no better nor any worst] f
myself, possessing all my faults, my itm \
and my virtues, if any. With someya
latent perhaps, but ever present, a deterj
honesty.
tion
to struggle onward, and upward, fca
THE END

Jack Gilbert's Life Story appeared ; :
the June, July, August and Scpteml
issues of Photoplay. Readers who wi
to obtain copies of any or all of these islm
12
may do so by sending 25 cents for ea
copy desired to Photoplay, 750 Not
I
Michigan Avenue Chicago, III.

Winners and Solutions of

July Nutty Biographic*
THE winners of the July Nutty Biographies
of Greta Garbo and Ronald Colman were as
follows: Mrs. John D. Leonard, 1326 Oregon
Street, Chickasha, Okla., won the first prize of
$200 for her clever solution. It was in scenario
form, with suggestions for Technicolor and
Movietone scenes. The second prize was
awarded to Vera M. Murney of Clinton, Iowa,
for her artistic arrangement of the correct
answers. Grace Shelter, 1925 South 17th
Street, Omaha, Neb., won the third prize of

Favorite of
the feeminine world
Tangee makes every woman a better artist of natural
make-up. It changes color to your artistic needs as
you apply it. Changes from orange to blush-rose,
the "shyest" and most delicate color in Nature,
and exactly the shade of blush-rose you require, depending uponontheallamoun
t used. Water-proof
.Won 't
muss. Stays
day without
fading or rubbing.
Demand Tangee today. One lipstick for all complexions! On sale everywhere. Twice as many
women are using it this year. Note the name
Tangee on carton and gun-metal
case. The Geo. W. Luft Co.,
417 Fifth Avenue, New York.
NOTE : Tangee is healing and
soothing because it has a cold
cream base. Tangee Rouge Compact and Tangee Creme Rouge
'NiGHTf
have the same magical changing
quality as Tangee Lipstick. Ask for them.
PRICES— Tangee Lipstick $1, Tangee Rouge
Compact 75c, Tangee
Creme Rouge $1 (and
for complete beauty
treatment: Tangee Day
Cream, Tangee Night
Cream and
___Tan gee
^ 1r
Face Pow^7T/fWM<&<E^d e r , $ 1 n^ -

each). 2«|*Sm
h i g h e r l n |«,
Canada.

HE POWER of
. . . Twenty Cents
Twenty cents brings you the miniature Tangee Beauty Set — all six
items and the "Art of Make-up."
Address Depup-lI>(> The George
W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Avenue.
New York.
Name . .
Address

The two prizes of $25 were won by Mrs. John
$50.
D. Jesk, 214 East 51st Street, New York, and
Mabel Millspaugh, 120 West 4th Street,
Anderson, Indiana.
The winners of the ten $10 prizes were: Miss
Irene Tate, 420 Orchard St., New Haven,
Conn.; Mrs. Ethel G. Warwick, 909 W. Jefferson, Sandusky, Ohio; Myrtle Gage, 2749
Green Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.; Lucille Young,
Jacksboro, Texas; Mrs. H. A. Johnson, 1808
Evelyn Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Miss Wilifrede
Zartman, 634 North Detroit St., Xenia, Ohio;
Frank White, 2924 Magnolia Ave., Beaumont,
Texas; Marcella Johnson, 1002 Washington
St., Evanston, 111.; Leone M. Foulk, 10
Pleasant, S. W., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Mrs.
H. A. Luttmer, Cornelius Apts., Seattle, Wash.
Here are the correct solutions for the Nutty
Biographies for July. The picture captioned
Greta Garbo was the comedy face of Polly
Moran. And Greta was not discovered in
Budapest by Samuel Goldwyn. That was
Vilma Banky. Miss Garbo comes from Stockholm and was signed for American movies by
Louis B. Mayer.
landlady's
son Miss
told Garbo
Aunt works
Hezekiah
fineThe
collection
of fibs.
at thea
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio in Culver City,
not at Universal. She did play in "Flesh and
the Devil" and she is fascinating, but she is
Swedish not Hungarian. And she is still
Swedish because she is not married to D. W.
Griffith, or any other American. Some of the
scenes of Griffith's " Hearts of the World " were
filmed in France, with Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, but Greta was in Sweden at the time.
She was too young to be a war nurse and anyway, Sweden was a neutral country. And the
Hungarians fought with the Austrians and
Germans against the Allied forces.
Once again, it was Vilma Banky who was
discovered in Budapest by Mr. Goldwyn.
Aunt Hezekiah has Vilma and Greta mixed up
all through her Nutty Biography.

Greta Garbo made two pictures in Eiji
under the direction of Mauritz Stiller »
Griffith had nothing to say about her ca
He didn't even know her. So naturallti
wasn't surprised when she became a movie ii
Her first American film was "The Torr
but she was- — and still is— under contract ll
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Off the screen, Ctl
is not lively but she likes to be alone and a\ ii
parties. John Gilbert is her favorite lea i;
man and not Lon Chaney. D. W. Griffiti
rected Mary Philbin in "Drums of Love.'ll
was "Love" — without the drums — that ii
adapted from Tolstoi's novel "Anna Karen I
and it was directed by Edmund Goulding. 'I
if Otto takes Aunt Hezekiah to the studh
watch Greta Garbo work he probably won'1)!
on the set, because Greta doesn't like visa
hanging around when she is acting.
The Nutty Biography of Ronald Colinl
was particularly goofy. The picture wai
Harry Langdon and if it makes Aunt Hezellf
think of moonlight and roses, she has a gl
imagination. It is Ramon Novarro whs
studying to be an opera singer, but he doet
go
aroundIt airing
his voicetoo,in who
apartment
courts.
was Ramon,
was the hc'e
ll
of that story about retiring to amonasterylj
good story, but unfortunately not based
facts.
Mr. Colman was born in Richmond, Sur
England, and he was playing on the New YJ]
stage when he was signed to play oppo
Lillian Gish in "The White Sister." I
again, it was Ramon Novarro who had the t
role of "Ben-Hur." "Ben-Hur" is a stor)l
Rome and Jerusalem during the life of Chr;
"Romola" is the Italian story.
Ronald hasn't bright red hair; he has bl
hair, brown eyes and is five feet, eleven incJ
tall. And he is not married to Vilma Ban
who is the wife of Rod La Rocque, but se ,
rated from Thelma Raye. Mr. Colman z
Miss Banky were co-stars but now they m<
pictures independently, because it was i
possible to find stories suitable for both
them. Miss Banky was born in Hungary, i
San Antonio, Texas. She is not a singer a
has never appeared at the Metropolitan 0>
House and neither Ronald nor Vilma has mi
cal ambitions.
Mr. Colman uses his real name on 1
screen and is by no means ''the nightingale
Beverly Hills." His address is the De Mi
Studios, Culver City, Calif., in care of Sami
Goldwyn.
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e all moved back to Hollywood again
-from there I was transferred to London to
■1 charge of production in the Famous
. fjjers studio.
;.'aring
this to
time,
good friend,
Charlie
jlin, came
visitmyin England.
I met
him
1 the boat docked at Southampton and
c with him, by train and automobile, on
triumphal return to his native London.
veral times during this highly exciting
i nerve-racking entry, I was puzzled when
rrlie, apropos of nothing at all, confided
e:
have a test of a girl I want you to see."
aturally, at first, I was polite but as Charlie
; repeating about the test, I frankly told
■ I wasn't interested.
TOPPED that night with him in his suite
the Ritz, and the very first thing in the
iming he asked his valet to dig out a reel
Mm from his luggage. This he handed to
, mnd said:
< I There's the test I made of that girl . . .
1 to1 must see it."
I gain I told him I wasn't interested in a
;( of anyone in America, as it was simply
ic^ulous and silly to think about even con:: jcjring anyone so far away.
... had lunch and dinner with him and we
.;ced late in the night over the streets of
«<jdon, as he pointed out many places familiar
r. dear to him.
eturning to the hotel, he again handed me
h can of film and saidi'ou must take that atong."
, pretended to take it, and after bidding
. iij goodnight, purposely left the can on a
a;e in the parlor.
he next day, I had lunch with him again
ir he reminded me that I had forgotten the
..11. A dozen times during the day, he
arioned me about taking it along and had
i valet put it with my overcoat and hat.
left the film again.
ut the next morning, shortly after I arrived
•ithe studio, a Rolls-Royce drove up and a
iluffeur got out, carrying the can of film
d. the studio to me.
T.VAS becoming annoyed now, and an
*-jissistant asked me what I wanted done
fa it. I told him I didn't care.
'ater that afternoon, I was looking at some
oliur daily "rushes" in the studio projecting
rcn. When I had finished, the operator
aed through the opening and said that there
W[ another reel there . . . did I want to
sei that? I told him surely I did . . . not
kj wing that it was the one Chaplin was tryirjto foist upon me.
1 1'he lights
went screen.
out and The
the first
film was
je,ed
upon the
few profeet
v\e of a beautiful castle. Then, in the backglund, the lone figure of a girl came walking
o: and down to foreground . . . and then
juped to a close up.
ft was Carmelita!
'he was smiling and she spoke directly to
k saying (as a title popped out on the
s< en) :
Hello, Papa!"
he looked at me and smiled . . . threw
n a kiss . . . and started to walk away . . .
ti a stopped, and, turning around again, said:
I hope you're not mad at me for being in
■< picture."
'he next instant, Doug Fairbank came
P ping out alongside of Carmelita, and,s pointii his finger towards me, said :
I Say, we all think Carmelita ought to be in
pj.ures . . . what's the matter with you?"
"hen Mary Pickford walked out . . . put

"Now I know . . . !"
She did not know what was the matter . . . she was not ill
. . . but something was wrong. The old energy was gone. Her
married life seemed to have become a failure. Was it her
fault? She asked a doctor to examine her. He told her what
was wrong.
Most fastidious women today practice sane habits of living
and feminine hygiene to safeguard their health and vitality
and youthfulness. But a great many actually injure themselves by following unsound advice or using the wrong disinfectant. Inthis vital matter you must have the facts.
The makers of "Lysol" Disinfectant will send you free a
booklet called "The Scientific Side of Health and Youth."
It contains the rules for practicing feminine hygiene which
every woman should know. Send the coupon now.
But while waiting for the booklet to arrive, take no more
dangerous chances. "Lysol" Disinfectant has, for nearly forty
years, been the standard disinfectant with physicians and
hospitals when germs must be killed. Buy a bottle of "Lysol"
Disinfectant today at the nearest drugstore. Complete directions come with every bottle.
"Lysol" Disinfectant is sold at retail only in the brown
bottle packed in the yellow carton.
Made by Lysol, Incorporated, a division o/Lehn & Fink
Products Company. Sole distributors Lehn & Fink, Inc.,
Bloomfjeld, N. J. In Canada, Lysol (Canada) Limited.
Distributed by Lehn & Fink (Canada) Ltd.

LEHN & FINK, Inc., Sole Distributors
Bloomfield, N. J., Department 170
Please send me, free, your booklet,
" The Scientific Side of Health and Youth."
Name
I Lehn&Fink,Inc.,'28
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her arm around Carmelita . . . and told me
the same thing.
The all-star cast was completed when
Chaplin bounced out and began clowning
around. Then suddenly Carmelita was standing there alone, and she leaned forward and
said:
"Really, do you mind if I go in pictures,
"When the picture faded out, I was choking
with little sobs and my eyes were truly wet
with tears. I was so darned lonesome I ran
Papa?"
the picture five or six times that afternoon
and evening and had a good cry all alone.
T_TERE
was wheeze:
the companion situation to the
-*-^-old Irish
"Is O'Toole good for a drink?"
"Did he have it?"
"He did!"
"He is."
And so it was with Carmelita. . . . Could
she go in the movies?
She was!
I am not so keen about the average movie
father or mother . . . but Carmelita has
certainly been a good movie mother to me.

ia tKiA coniahvtJL

And my only contribution as a "movie father"
has been in the role of a "consulting engineer."
Having seen many stars come into prominence,

EVEN when you are too hurried to have
a bath you can be sure that no odor
of perspiration will embarrass you! Dust
on Deodo — in a few seconds! . . . It's safest to use it every singleday, bath or not!

and not a few fade out, my general a< ice
included:
First of all, keep physically fit.
(For this good counsel I had to pay lis
for horseback riding, tennis, golf, mas:;e,
dancing, swimming, and plaster off the ce ng
following violent calisthenics.)
Keep mentally alert through good b |
and interesting companions.
(The overhead on this advice also cc i a
pretty penny.)
Keep good hours, consistently, and be
sensible about diet.
(I must confess I saved a little money h ;.)
■*— 'if possible.
T~\RESS well and cultivate an easy p,e,
(Here we go "in the red" again.)
See every motion
picture possible
study all the best actresses on both the sc |
and stage.
into(This
heavyis dough.)
very stimulating, but also j'fts
Going Polonius one better, I have seriojly
preached all my life that the greatest vile
is toleration ... to be tolerant of everybly
and everything.
It brings a big return in life ... a ha >y
disposition, many loyal friends, a good storr h
and liver, a cheerful philosophy and contin d

youth.

For this delicately scented powder deodorant instantly neutralizes and absorbs
all perspiration and body odors!
Dust it over your body like talc. Rub
it under your arms. Shake some in your
shoes or over your feet — especially
before dancing.
Use all you want — Deodo is soothing
and healing to the skin. Won't seal pores.
Won't injure clothing. Especially good
on sanitary napkins.
At leading drug and department stores
— large size container for only 50 cents.

3)eodo
*»*«*.

A MULFOAD

PRODUCT

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five pounds

a week
Beautiful, firm
flesh which will
stay on produced healthfully and rapidly. Neither exercise nor medicine is used for
the gain. You
will certainly be
amazed and dewith results. lighted
Write,
being close
sure
ena two tocent
stamp, to

The Star Developing System

Iron Mountain
Michigan

Dirty political influences are at work in pictures.
Look at this,
Mayor Walker!
Snookums is photographed shaking hands with
Minnie,
the elephant.
The
elephant
is the symbol
of the
Republican

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY
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few Amateur Movie
Contest
[ CONTINUED

FROM

69

he had trouble in Italy
film in short lengths
utilize makeshift dark
odd pieces as he could

P;

aiies abroad, although
getting 35-millimeter
Ai able for the Eyemo.
'requently he had to
lms to thread in such
chase.

PAGE

,')ME interesting new amateur accessories
• re now on the market, available to home
f vie makers.
For instance, there is a new
JHible footage meter, now adaptable to the
!no and the Victor and shortly usable with
Heretofore, amateurs have
I Cine-Kodak.
l[to guess at the length of shots, since the
''titage dial is out of sight when the machine
The new audible footage
In operation.
!%er clicks off the footage and the amateur
The meter is easily
Exact in his shots.
ustable.
t l;ets of vignetting masks are now supplied
With these you can shoot
I the Filmo.
nrt-shaped pictures, pictures apparently
ide through key holes and via binoculars,
There are clover-leaf masks for country
fts and' so on. This opens up a new way
amateur can copy professional cinematog•jihy.
Vou now can buy specially built cabinets
;house your camera, your projector, your
J;icer and the rest of your equipment. And,
] course, your loose reels. These come in
lik and console models.

33^ yards

In 1905
39% yards

Pictures or Football?
[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

39 ]

Je you counting little things like cracked ribs?
Id you ever have your dress catch fire in the
iddle of a game?"
'Dress, Bebe? What do you think football
i a masquerade ball?"
'Some of the games I've seen look like one.
iiyway, when I was doing 'Monsieur Beau( re' I wore a crinoline dress it took me twenty
mutes to hook myself into. Folds and folds
< it. Hoops.
''A page boy in the picture was following me
''th a flaming torch until he got his feet
<;nals mixed and fell against me with that

Ich.

"The whole dress caught on fire.

\BOUT two weeks before that Martha
Mansfield had been burned to death in
jst such an accident.
"I started to run for the hose and as I did so
beard the director say, 'My God! Martha
ansfield!'
"I stopped running and rolled on the floor
ying to put out those darn flames. Poor
j artha had kept on running and fanned the
' emes
control.
smothered
firebeyond
with coats
and They
thingsfinally
but believe
me,
:ck, you have never spent moments like that
. a gridiron."
"No? Ever wait to catch a punt when you
lew two ends were going to hit you in the
mmy the moment you did?
"And did you ever play for over an hour in
e cold and wet when you felt so brittle
>u were sure you were going to crack apart
:e a pretzel when some one tackled you
ird?"
"I can imagine it," she said. "It must be
mething like the feeling you get when you
ay a scene for over an hour in ice water up
your neck and you know if you don't look

No wonder the amazing comfort
ofModess is appreciated
IN the eminently respectable year of
1905, the well-dressed woman
wore, by actual measurement, thirtynine and seven-eighths yards of material. Today, she wears three and
one-eighth yards. Old-fashioned substitutes for the modern sanitary napkin simply won't do. «
You will marvel at the almost unbelievable comfort of Modess. The
gauze is softened by
woven
specially
a process known only to Johnson &
e the absorJohnson. If you examin
bent filler or center, you will understand
why Modess is so yielding— why
there is positively no irritation or
clumsiness. This remarkable filler is
an entirely new substance invented
and made by Johnson & Johnson. It
is as gentle and fluffy as the softest

cotton, yet amazingly absorbent and
instantly disposable.
Other exclusive refinements make a
surprising difference. The gauze is
cushioned with a film of cotton and
the sides are smoothly shaped. Best
of all, a way has been found to make
the soft back moisture-resisting, assuring protection to daintiest gown.
If you will buy one box of Modess,
ncingits superiority will be so convi
its soft comfort so gratifying— that
you will never willingly return to a
modern way. Its price is no more
less
than you usually pay.
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happy and warm

Helena Rubinstein's
Late-Summer Beauty Guide
If your beauty is sun-marred, freckled, deeply tanned, perhaps lined about
the eyes, now is your opportunity to test out the world-famous creations of
HELENA RUBINSTEIN, foremost modern beauty scientist — to compare
them with the imitations which have failed to fulfill their promise.
For Freckles — Tan —
Your Daily Beauty Treatment
"Weathered"

Skin

Cleanse with the refreshing, revitalizing

Cream
Bleaching
with Valaze
Cleanse
(1.00). When
you wash,
use Valaze
Beauty Grains instead of soap. This extraordinary preparation gently peels away
the discolored outer skin, and with it go
blackheads, whiteheads and other impurities (1.00). Bleach with Valaze Freckle
Cream (1.50).
To prevent further tanning and freckling,
apply Valaze Sunproof Cream, before going outdoors (1.00, 2.00).

Youthify Dry, Lined Skin
To restore dewiness to sun-parched skin,
to erase the "aging" lines about the eyes,
pat Valaze Grecian Anti-Wrinkle Cream
(Anthosoros) into the skin, letting this
rare rebuilding cream remain on as long as
convenient, preferably overnight (1.75).
Fill Out—JMail to Helena 'Rubinstein, 8East 57th St., Kew York

"the
Cream,
Face
Pasteurized
Valaze
basis of beauty" — it soothes, cools, protects (1.00). (For quick cleaning and very
dry skin, use Valaze Cleansing and Massage Cream, .75, 1.25.) Clear the skin, remove light tan and freckles with Valaze
Beautifying Skinfood, Helena Rubinstein's
skin-clearing masterpiece ( 1.00). Tighten
the pores, brace tissues with Valaze Skintoning Lotion (1.25). (For very dry skin,
use Skin-toning Lotion Special, 1.25.)
These three preparations represent the
most remarkable home beauty treatment
value in the world at 3.25.

"No," the screen's girl athlete answer
"but three weeks in a hospital do.
"I was lucky on that last one it was o
three weeks.
"A whole set built on a truck was swip
off the truck by an oak tree branch as
truck was driven under the tree. I 9i
through two panes of glass, flopped nine f
to the pavement from a truck going twei
miles an hour, and landed under a mess
two by fours and sun arc lamps.
"One five-hundred pound lamp lit cl<|
enough to me to scrape the hat off my he;
"Score torn back muscles, misplaced ver
brae, and a nice little case of auto-intoxii
tion from shock.
"Couldn't eat for a week."

Accent Your Beauty

. . . with Valaze Rouge,

Powders

the picture will be a flop t\

you'll lose your job."
My only answer to that one was that fee)
don't count much anyway.

and

Lipsticks — the most flattering shades and
the purest, finest ingredients obtainable!
Helena %ubinstein TSeauty Qreations
are dispensed at the better stores, by
skilled advisers, or order direct.

"ID EBE," I asked, "can I count three brok,
■'-'ankles, innumerable sprains, two brok
wrists, eight broken fingers, torn muscles galo
and one nose broken four times, besidesamoul
ful of teeth loosened up by cleated shoes?"
"You can if you want me to score a lot
little two bit things like them I'll have to rai
my memory to remember.
I didn't intend
count little ones."
And the Judges, Bebe's mother, Ade
Rogers St. Johns, and Charles Eurthman, t
pirate of Santa Monica Bay, called it a dn
until after lunch.
What say you?

Please send, without charge, full instructions for daily care of my skin,
which is:

8 East 57th Street, New York

Average □ Flabby □ Wrinkled □
OilyD
DryD
Blackheads □
Name

•
Detroit
Newark
London
One beauty treatment in any of my salons
will prove a revelation to you . . . 3.50 up.
ChicagoPhiladelphia
Boston
Paris

Address
P-9

State

..[

r=School Advice=i
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FREE
Saxophone '

BOOK

Story of the
Saxophone
— pictures
of all Buescher Models
and many
prominent
professional pi avers.
Contains
first lesson
chart. Sent
free.

Free complete and detailed information on
any private boarding school for boys or
girls. A personal service to parents that
gives you authentic reports based on personal visits to hundreds of schools throughout the nation. Unbiased, practical help in
selecting a school. Relieves you of all the
hazards that accompany uninvestigated
choice. Write for free Guide Book to Private Schools — or state your desires in
detail so that we may make personal recommendation. Address

Only
a Buescher
Saxophone (rives you these extra features— Snap-on Pads,
greatest
improvement, easy
to replace,
knocementing — Patented Automatic OctaveKey — perfect
Scale Accuracy — convenient
key arrangement.
Be Popular Socially
Earn Extra Money

playing a eweet-toned Buescher.
10 eveninBs— one hour each— will
astonishEasy
and payments.
please you. Mention
6 days'
trial.
any other instrument in which you
are interested.
[450]

M. MERCER KENDIG. (A. B.. Vassar College) Dir.
Red Book Magazine School Dept. C.
420 Lexington Avenue,
New York City

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
' 2563 Buescher Block. Elkhart. Ind.
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IB1LOMID1ES!
A Discovery
I'VE found such an easy way to keep
*■ blonde hair beautifully light and lustrous. Just use Blondex, the special shampoo for blondes only. Exactly suited to the
delicate texture of light hair. Prevents
darkening — brings back the golden sheen
and sparkle to dull, faded blonde hair.
Not a dye — no harmful chemicals — fine for
scalp. Over a million users. At all good
drug and department stores.
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

Here is onecomic that Mack Sennett
overlooked. William Haines plays
a

slapstick

comedian

in Marion

Davies' new picture, "Show
People." And this is the way our
handsome hero looks when he goes
goofy
MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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l3usy Business is Always hooking for the
Better Way — and is Willing to Pay for It

FLEETWING— Fox
j ROMANTIC story of Araby. There is
' j-much ado about the capture of a famous
all horse, Flectwing. The hero captures the
like and a beautiful slave girl from a rival
tee. He falls in love with the girl and is
■Led to fight his own tribesmen to keep her.
BJry Norton is not our idea of a desert sheik,
o" the story is entertaining and there are some
By beautiful photographic shots of the sand
itjs.
SHIP

COMES

IN—Pathe-De

Mille

j LESSON in Americanism. It is the simple
R- story of humble immigrants whose patriotism and love for their adopted country endure
tlbugh sorrow and injustice. It is too bad
ft theme has been done so repeatedly, as it
gjws stale with re-telling. Nevertheless, if
ya
enjoy good
acting,
you'll
like it. Rudolph
Slildkraut,
as the
lovable
immigrant,
gives an
eellent portrayal, and Louise Dresser, who
plys opposite him, does some fine work.
NO

OTHER

TO YOUNG

who want to GET ON in the world
♦ ♦ ♦ the Preferred Way to the Better Job

WOMAN— Fox

~\VTE'D
like up.
to know
had to Del
dig
this one
It iswhy
one they
of Dolores

SUCCESS! What visions that word
inspires !
Immediately make up your mind to

f,)'s first pictures, made and shelved about
tj> years ago. Dolores hadn't learned much
aput the art of acting then, nor, apparently,
hi the rest of the cast. Lou Tellegen's
amateurish efforts at direction are largely
sponsible for the results, but the story itself
kn absurdity. Too bad it was not left in the

get into the business world — there's
where the money is — but the important thing is that you start right.
Stenotypy offers you preferred opportunity. No other vocation offers
you larger inducements or quicker advancement. Itmeans better work, and
better work means better pay.
Equip yourself for a secretaryship.
Be a modem secretary. Learn to
"take" letters faster. Give your employer better, cleaner letters — letters
that are "right the first time" — and
that say just what he said.

. ilt.

PAINTED

POST— Fox

you are a real Tom Mix fan nothing but the
ght of your hero and Tony matters. Then
s is for you; otherwise, stay home and
tivate your garden.
Being Tom's
last
future for Fox, the studio gave him the old
ibber-stamp plot : hold-up, kidnapping, bandit
cise, spectacular rescue. There's one thrilling
riment when Tom and Tony tip over a windijll to gain entrance into the bandits' quarters
-that's all. Natalie Kingston is wasted on the
koine's role.
FANGS

Better Work Means
Better Pay
The competent Stenotype operator
does better work and does it much
faster. The superiority of the Stenotype has been so conclusively proved
that the demand for good Stenotype
operators is far ahead of the supply,
and the best business schools all over
America are bending every energy to
supply the constantly increasing demand for trained Stenotypists.
Many banks, trust companies, railroads, manufacturers, professional
men and business executives have already adopted the Stenotype. Every

OF FATE— Pat he

IN-TIN-TIN doesn't need to worry about
-Klondike, a rival canine star, entering his
k-office for some time. Klondike is a
hutiful dog but not an actor as yet, and this
jbsent story gives him small opportunities.
Is a dull affair about an attempt to steal an
j invention; Klondike finds the missing plans
;|d exposes the villain. Old stuff, with a
I'-nance between Arnold Gray and Kathleen
';illins which doesn't help it any.
HEART TROUBLE— First National
7 this is shown in an open-all-night theater
lear some midnight mission where you pay
:een cents for the privilege of slumber— buy
icket. It won't keep you awake a moment.
;:t if you wish to enjoy a "movie," stay away,
st a lot of silly gags, no story and enough
ine situations to spell the exit of Harry
ngdon. It was his cue to give us a good
rture. He didn't.

GREASED

PEOPLE

The for
littleshortha
machine that
does
nd, that
the typeivrtter does jot
longhand

superiority and pay her more. That's
why preferred
you shouldway
learn
Stenotypy
it's
the
to the
bigger — and
better jobs.

An Unusual Opportunity —
Without Cost to You
Two hundred leading business schools
of the country now teaching the Stenotype secretarial system offer you a
trial lesson free.
Take advantage of the exceptional
opportunities that these selected business schools have to offer you.
If you are thinking about shorthand,
stenography or secretarial work, consider how much it will mean to you to
have Stenotypy at your finger tips and
to have been trained in one of these
selected schools. It will mean your
assured BUSINESS SUCCESS.
Fill out this
A

day we are receiving a growing number of urgent requests for Stenotype operators.
Become
a compe-

tent
and

StenotVpist,
your
business

future

is assured.

TRIAL

flf Coupon and get
LESSON

FREE

The Stenotype, Dept. 9302-ST
LaSalle Bldgs., Mich. Ave.
at 41st St., Chicago, III.
Please let me have a free trial lesson in
Stenotypy so that I may see how the Stenotype will open for me unusual opportunities
in business.

NAME

Easy to Learn
The Stenotype is as easy to learn as
the typewriter. It does for shorthand
exactly what the typewriter does for

LIGHTNING— Universal

i DULL horse opera with the standardized
formula. A cowboy hero, a wide-eyed
mde who dumbly lets herself be kidnapped
>ng with the hero's horse, by the dastardly
lain Our hero starts out to recapture,
igle-handed, his livestock, including said

longhand. It is a neat, unobtrusive
little machine that prints shorthand
notes in plain letters. Business men
like the Stenotype because it is so
swift, yet perfectly accurate.
Give a busy business man a secretary who can keep up with him, no
matter how fast he fires dictation at
her, and he will soon recognize her

POSITION
ADDRESS
CITY

AGE
STATE

THE STENOTYPE
A

DIVISION
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blonde. . . . When we woke up, the heroine
was tearfully kissing a slight bruise sustained
by the hero and the villain was slinking away
into the brush. This sort of thing just can't

of those mayembarrassing
director
have. Poor moments
man!
Eventhathis
friends won't tell him.

go on.
SAY

/^\NE of those gay little revenge stories:
^-'villain disfigures his successful rival's f,
But the lady fools him. Love is blind, and
marries her carved boy-friend anyway,
spite the theme's primitive ugliness, it i
colorful, imaginative picture, with enough
pense to keep you gasping. Cullen Landi
appealingly dramatic as a boy whom Fate gi
a raw deal, and Barbara Bedford, as his 1
long sweetheart, is fascinating.
First

IT WITH

SABLES— Columbia

\X ARGARET LIVINGSTON in a cynical
■'■''■'-and highly improbable story of a golddigger who applies the touch system to two
generations of a wealthy family. She's a striking "Hello gimme — goodbye, send me" gal, but
plays a rather unsympathetic role. Because a
misguided gentleman throws her over, she adds
insult to injury, years later, by cradle-snatching his son. As melodrama must have a moral,
the
girl"trouping.
gets hers. Helene Chadwick
does "gimme
some nice
THE

I Lost a Pound a Day
Thousands of women have gratefully testified to this
and even greater redaction with improved health and
greater body beauty.
Reduce those hips — make waist and bust more slender,
and legs and arms more shapely. Don't carry around
extra pounds whicli destroy beai ty and injure health, but
use the method that thousands have found safe and certain without the use of dangerous drugs or starvation
diets.
Wallace of reducing fame now offers you the means, in
his NEW SHORT COURSE; the result of years of
experience in bringing back youthful figures to young
women and those of middle age and older. FAT MUST
YIELD, pleasing
for nature's
always
result.own forces are used to produce the
This system is complete — a NEW course of eight lessons for the purpose of concentrating the magic of remodeling on any part of the body. Large hips are transformed
Into alluring slender lines of beauty, busts may be reduced to round, slender loveliness. Stocky ankles and
calves vanish into intriguing curves.
Many have lost twenty, thirty and even fifty pounds or
more, while others desire to lose but a pound or two.
Either way this new system is effective.

Easy to Reduce

In preparing these lessons, Mr. Wallace has considered
first rapid reduction, and secondly the comfort of the
user. The lessons are easy but more effective as weight
reducers than anything he has heretofore offered. A lifetime as a reducing expert has taught him how to accomplish the greatest reduction in the easiest possible way.
These eight new lessons which Wallace nimself has perfected after the most careful and prolonged study may be
tested without risk. If you lose all the pounds you want
to and feel enormously benefited, you have paid for everything onlv $3.00. Knowing something of the large fees puid by pome for
Wallace's help, we hope l.i« oiler of the romplete course l.ir onlv $.1.00 will
be appreciated Thousands have paid him as much as *aa U0 (or similar
instructions. The $:l 00 whieh pays for everything ia not sent in advance,
but is deposited with the postman upon delivery. Yon may have your
money
back
argument, if you are not more than satisfied with
the without
number question
of poundsor lost.
Write Wallare today for this prieeleps gift of body beauty.

Wallace Institute,
506 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111., Dept. 650.
I will try
Wallace's including
newest record
lessons)
send it $3.00
with
complete
instructions
charts, (8etc.
I will ifpayyonthewillpostman
(plus a few rents postage) upon delivery. I am to have the privilege of
trying it for 10 full days and if I am not satisfied by then. I will return it
to you and you agree to refund every penny I have paid you without
question or argument.

FIGHTING

REDHEAD— FBO

"D UZZ BARTON, wideawake juvenile West■^ern star, sure knows his pinto. The villain
robs a bank and turns the evidence back on the
handsome young cowboy who's in love with the
sheriff's daughter. But Buzz gets the lowdown, frees the boy, knocks out the heavy, and
pulls the most spectacular rescue a kid hero
has ever made. Pretty large order, but he eats

THE

CODE

DEVIL'S

TRADEMARK— FBO

IN a big production, this plot would be
dangerous propaganda. Being an inconsequential picture, it's merely aggravating. A
father prays that his son will go crook so they
can work- together; of course the old man
reforms, but the subject is insulting to an intelligent audience. And it's the height of
absurdity when they trot Belle Bennett out in
a role twenty times too small for her. Just so
much high-powered bunk!
THE

TRAIL

OF COURAGE— FBO

HpHIS is supposed to be a very epical cactus
•^ epic, with a family's wrongs righted by a
leaping gallant in chaps. It's supposed to
make
you gasp,
and thrill,
and the
shout
"Bravo!"
and leave
you worn
out by
supernatural
antics of the hero. It's supposed to be good,
but Wallace Fox only creates for himself one

MASK— Anchor

OF

A

HIS RISE

TO FAME— Excellent

■"PAKE one overdone night club, a slighi
-'- passe chorine, one sap hero, a hard-boil
pugilist, pep it up with a prize-ring finish, a<
a drop of syrupy romance. Shake well. T
result is "His Rise to Fame." George Wal
is
a young gentleman who takes his acting t
seriously.
THE

MAN

FROM

HEADQUARTERS

Rayart
TTHE sort of thing which pops out of a smii
-*- studio now and then to give independe
producers
a new leasewith
on all
life.theIt'sunnatur
a seen
service melodrama,
elements and the sinister thrill of a ne
Arabian Nights tale, yet the subject
modern and timely. Washington Seen
Service operatives match wits with pacifi
agents in a petty continental monarch
Cornelius Keefe is striking as the dashir
young American intelligence officer.

Name
Address
City
State
Note: If you prefer you may mail S3.00 with this coupon and everything will be sent postpaid — the same
money back guarantee applies, of course.
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TOUCHRedof Phan/f torn
),^II
and
you're ready for work
'or play. But how different !Phantom Red
) Hives joy to your lips,
red warmth, creamy texj Nture. You look younger,
Friends notice.
( Jalive.
Make
1 It's the shadel
yiiis beauty your own.
'Today! m Regular size
Red Lipstick,
Phanto
Send
.$1: Junior 50c.
this adv. and
e_j

(

luc
Size
Phantom
Red Lipstick and Mary
MAI.Y
.Mill IN
« Philbin's "M a k e - up
)Ouide."
(Another
10c
_ dainty
model Phantom
Red Rouge Compact.)
'brings
Dept. 137,c" CAR1UE LABORATORIES, Inc., 54 Oey Slieel, NEW TURK

FOB

FIFTY

YEARS

Ciitieiira

Soap and Ointment
have afforded the purest, sweetest and
most satisfactory method of caring
for the skin and hair.

Three chairs for Eddie Nugent!
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer player
takes his morning exercise and the photographer asks him to hold
that pose for a still picture
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

f!

THE SCARLETNational
FORCEFUL Northwest Mounted stc
with Ken Maynard wearing the scaij ,
coat. It's a more-than-gentle reminder ti It
the slogan "Get Your Man" was not or;
nated by flappers. Fortunately for Ken, he g,
a better break on stories than any otl,
Western star. All of his pictures this year hi
been consistently good, with new plots a
daring action. It's about the best enterta
ment
of its kind, if you're in the mood for c
door stuff.

it up it.and yells for more. Don't let the kids
miss
THE

BROKEN

ft'

is guaranteed.
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HEN GRASS WIDOWS- -TiffanyStahl
STAHL managed to get Walter Hagen
e course long enough to star him in a
_ , but the story is impossible. It's bound
e/hen the world professional golf chamfaults in a match to a young chap whose
career depends on the tournament
.v. Nice sentiment, but it just isn't done,
eimakes the sporting gesture for Gertrude
siad and Johnnie Harron, undergraduate
jfcarts. Swell stuff for the golf -goofy.
THE

COWBOY

KID— Fox

O'ou remember the first movies?
How a
bive, handsome
lad rescued the fair
is from a dozen bad bandits, single
it? How he performed more miracles in

LITTLE

WILD

OF THE

DUGOUTS— Anchor

DTHER war comedy. Danny O'Shea
■res a sparkling characterization of a hot■1< dance hall sheik whose life ambition is
n ig dance contests. When the war starts,
s;etie (Pauline Garon) quits himxrold and
nsj he Red Cross. To Danny, the row in
u: is just a conspiracy to keep him from
seetheart, so he joins the army to find her.
snll production, but good gags and hot
le'nake you howl.
IE GATE

■7-

Uour An Ability
ANALYZED FREE

MULLIGAN— Anchor

VfiST an all-star
you fromof
re>gnizing
this cast
as awon't
directkeep
offspring
ehd the Front." The only thing that
•ejit is the mild kick injected by Wesley
rr and Waite Boteler, two boob dough.'S. They fall for a coy Verdun damsel who
n out to be a man spy. Gareth Hughes
■s fair job of stealing Julian Eltinge's stuff.
13 a mean pair of eyes that baby turns
H\N

.-.:.:.:■:--.?.--■; ■ 1;

GIRL— Hercules

'Sather a jolt to see the demure Lila Lee
5|is
small town's
wild girl.
Cullen
id isa amazingly
tailored
for a And
tall timber
ut is otherwise adequate. There are all
jal frontier props and atmosphere, but
|pt is terribly dumb.
Some Canadian
x>ds yokels, who aren't frightfully
aiiinded, try to run a nice but stageid girl out of town for visiting the city.
i ich things be?
HSERGEANT

\%\

r I"

njiutes
Knightsin aoflifetime?
King Arthur's
Table than
were theallowed
Well,
ell, Fox's much-heralded new Western
; that lad reincarnated and this is his
picture. If you do not wish to develop
ldren's imagination, let them see it.

CRASHER— Universal

2 of those in-between comedies with a
v hilarious moments to relieve the gags
make you wonder who ever thought they
seem funny! Too bad, for Glen Tryon
able funster and deserves consistent
.. Patsy Ruth Miller gives able support,
tory wiggle-waggles about a hick detecho discovers a jewel thief without use of
rhyme or reason. A good excuse to stay
for an evening.
PROWLERS OF THE
Tiffany-Stahl

SEA-

HTJLD an officer neglect his duty for a
n nan? When the woman is Carmel
e; -s, garbed in Cuban mantilla and filmy
:e here is only one answer to this question.
1 io Cortez makes it and gets into all of the
S lties which come to an enamoured,
g tful commander. George Fawcett, the
? zled general, chances to have a tender
a for the young lover, however. An excep>r ly well acted, interesting and above-theB ;e program picture.

HERE is your opportunity to find out how much artistic
talent you have. A simple, scientifically prepared
questionnaire tests your natural sense of design, proportion,
color, perspective, etc., indicating whether it will be worth
while to develop your ability to draw. You will be frankly
informed as to what your score shows. This analysis may
show you the way to a bigger future — a real career.

Federal Students Are Successful
This fascinating free test has been an eve-opener to manv Federal School
students who are now making $2,000, $4,000, $5,000, and $6,000 yearly.
The Federal School is recognized everywhere by employers of artists, and
by buyers of art work as the "School Famous for Successful Students."
Big prices are paid for drawings and designs for advertising. They are a
necessity in modern business.

Learn Commercial Art at Home
If you like to draw, an almost sure
indication of talent, the Federal
Course will soon place you in a position to earn a handsome income.
Some students earn more than the
cost of the course while studying.
Manv nationally known artists have
contributed
exclusive, illustrated

Send TODAY
for Your
Questionnaire !
Just fill out and mail the coupon,
stating age and occupation.
There
is no cost or obligation to vou.
We will also send book 'YOUR
FUTURE" explaining the
Course
and showing
work
of Federal
Students.

Age

^^^^

lessons to the Federal Course, which
has been prepared to train the student in the quickest possible
time. No previous training is
needed. You will receive
vidualpersonal,
criticism indion
your work.

awS

School

L/oi Gunmerclal Designing
C02 Federal Schools Bldg., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Send me your art questionnaire without cost or obligation.
Present
Occupation .

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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GANG

more of him in the movies,
hood-theater prices.

WAR—FBO

f"\LIVE
BORDEN areandteamed
Jack for
Pickford
^-'in the hospital)
romance(now
in
this likeable crook melodrama. This is Olive's
first appearance with bobbed hair, which may
account for her new abandon and better
acting. Eddie Gribbon, erstwhile comedian,
turns dramatic and gives us thrills instead of
laughs as he plays leader of one of the bootleg
gangs. He and Jack are cast as rivals, but
what chance has a fighter against a "sobbing
saxophone singer"? Good entertainment.
THREE

Secretly and Quickly Removed!
VOll can banish those annoying,
* embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will wonder bow you did it-

STOP

St ill mans
Whitens

1 The Skin

w

I he Stillman Co-, 32 Rosemary Lane, Aurora. IllSend me your FREE skin treatment booklet.

|
|

Name
Address
. State •

City

Remove hair this way
for greatest skin beauty
By Mildred Hadley
A beautiful skin without a blemish of disfiguring hair is now available to every woman.
No need to use methods or
preparations which encourage
heavier growth.
Dainty , fragrant Del-a-tone
Cream removes hair perfectly
— and retards regrowth.
That's Why tens Of thousands

Vnder-arm daintiness

of mode rn women and gi rls use this dainty snowwhite cream. Think of it. No trouble, no odor —
andleavesyourskinsoft, white, velvety smooth!
Del-a-tone Cream is just as easy to use as
cold cream. No mixing. Simply
press from the tube, leave on
3 minutes, and rinse the hair
away. You will be truly amazed.
Del-a-tone Cream or Del-a-tone
powder at your dealer's, orsent prepaid in U.S. in plain wrapper, SI. 00.
Money back guarantee. If you
have never tried Del-a-tone send for
10c package FREE, to Miss Mildred Hadley, Dept. 89,
The Delatone Co., 721 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

DEIL-/VTONE
Removes Hair in 3 Minutes

OBEY

MAN— Universal

OF

YOUR

HUSBAND— Anch

T^OROTHY
and Gaston
-'—'attractive inDWAN
the romantic
roles of Glasl
thi;
duction, and a fair program picture i:jj
result. Following a midnight elopement in
young husband finds he must work every r Jul
So his pleasure-loving wife, who must be el
tained every minute, starts raising haypanky with hubby's bank account ;,i
gambling joint. From then on, everyin|
happens but a flood and an earthquake, ul
none of it means a thing.

SKIRTS— M.-G.-M.
HTHE next time Sid Chaplin makes a picture,
*■ he'd better stay on American soil until it's
finished. This alleged comedy, with its
mother-in-law plot dripping moth-balls, has
all the earmarks of an English sense of humor,
than which there is nothing whicher. Sid has
admirably lived down his native British influences by his famous super-comedies, but
there's bound to be a throw-back sometime,
and this is it. Good titles, but you can read at
home.
POLLY

NEWS— Paramount

BABY CYCLONE— M.-G.-M}
'""THE stage play by this name was a
-*- comedy, but the picture cannot be «jid
mirth-provoker. Splendid material is v;t<
when Aileen Pringle, Lew Cody, Robert jn
strong and Gwen Lee support Cyclom tl
Pekinese, through five reels — even if h,s
marvelous dog. It's like watching the an s
your friend's boy, when you want the frit it
talk with you. Cody and Armstrong doiv
an excellent intoxicated sequence, but!
picture is mediocre.

"NTOW here is a comedy! No wonder Arthur
•*-^Lake got the coveted Harold Teen role.
Warner Richard and Eddie Gribbon are stern
policemen, afflicted with a kid brother (Arthur)
who would rather be a cop than eat. He grabs
a uniform and makes a fatal public appearance.
He meets Barbara Kent and falls hard. From
then on, he gets absolutely convulsive trying to
bluff the girl and at the same time duck his
brothers. A riot of fun.

Stillman's FreckleCreamhleaches
them out while you sleep- Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, theface
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloringThe first iar proves its magic worthResults guaranteed, or money refunded- At all druggists, 50c and SI.

Removes
Freckles

MARRIAGE— First

National

THAT

A

"COR sure-fire entertainment, see Bebe 1 nit
■*- and Neil Hamilton in this picture, j yu —
hide and seek around the spike bonnet : t
Statue of Liberty. This is Bebe at he be
making the impossible seem easy of ;:oi <
plishment.
It's another story of the irti .,
picture news reel. It sets a fast pace jt
start and keeps it up until the end. Mayki |
an authentic portrayal, but with such jg
and thrills, we should worry!

A/f ARSHALL NEIL AN brings to the films
■*■^-^-another romantic drama of circus life that
will delight all ages: The circus atmosphere is
not realistic but actual, for the picture is made
with Barnes' Circus. Lloyd Hughes has a
circus cowboy role and Mary Astor the feminine replica, but the romantic complications
originate prior to this, when the college girl
deserts wealth to pursue the man of her choice.
Heart interest and Neilan comedy assured.
What better?

Freckles

Freckle Cream

RING

HOT

Worth ne

THE

SPEED

CHAMPION—

Raya

SMALL town stuff in all its hick glory, a
grocery boy knocks out a visiting pug id
gets an offer of overnight success from aystanding fight-promoter. Without any il
culty, the kid blacks one champ's eye «
another and, oddly enough, goes back tot
sticks for his biggest fight. There he findis
girl, does a little face lifting on his arrival, d
pays the mortgage on pop's grocery. Isn't I
just too original?
UNDRESSED— Sterling

THE MOVIES— First
Division

XJOT an amorous expose, as the title wd
•*-^lead you to believe. It's nothing in e
world but a harangue on parents who misun'
stand their children and treat them i
morons. A young lady pays off a bridge ct
by posing for a cad artist. When she refu
to give in, he attempts compromise by re-dc :
her portrait into a nude. Not exactly gi
enough for players like Virginia Brown Fa,
Hedda Hopper and David Torrence.

THIS is a "quickie" made with little money
and little time. It is amusing, light entertainment. Aslim story about an ugly girl who
has a passion for the movies which only Hollywood can conquer. A small town boy friend
lends a helping hand to the movie city. The
treatment is novel and the work of Jason
Robards makes you wonder why we don't see

Girls' Problems
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE

Sometimes there are other matters, of almost
equal importance, to be considered. Manners
and mannerisms and conversation may need a
general refurnishing, after the summer holiday.
Don't neglect — during your period of preparation for the winter — to renew these things.
Read a chapter in the most comprehensive
book of etiquette and, also, read some of the
novels
talking. about which people in the "know" are
Clothes and complexions and hair will carry
you a long way, Eleanora. They will grant
you an entree to the good times and the
gayety that are planned in the autumn. But
you will always need more than appearance to
make you a social success after the entree is
gained
!
An ability
to talk pleasantly and easily —
and to listen when other people talk.
To

Every advertisement

in PIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

18 ]

listen intelligently. A sense of the fitness
things — an adaptability and a poise. Tl1
also have their place. It isn't necessary
be the life of the party — as so many gi
think. Not any more than it is necessary ,
beauty.
wear the best clothes or be the most dazzli
But, just as it is necessary to make t
most of yourself in the matter of hair a
complexion and clothes, so it is necessary
make the most of your brain and, above a
of your personality!
Leona M.:
Do not worry
man's apparent
probably staying
interested! He
clever, yourself.

too much about the you
lack of interest. He
away from you to make ;
is being clever: Be equa
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Hollywood Finds
Its Voice

re.
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,J
''.' [y waitress
hadas one
those girls
incredible
/■stung
lips such
only ofRussian
have.
I it gave me an idea for a song: Oh To Be A
I In Russia!
I asked her if she was the
ijped Grand Duchess Tatiana.
|No," said she, "I am the one who is not
ana. "
. If;.nd,
subtly smiling, she went for my borsch.
: n her return I remarked that there was a
*%bf Russian royalty in Hollywood.
l;lYes," she said, "more than there was in

Ctf*E
X*^ y

ReneeAdoree,Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer Star, says, "Morning,
noon, or night— I can always depend upon my Health Builder
to keep me vigorously healthy
and to gently massage away

to

unwanted weight."

; merica produces everything on a larger
.-?, I remarked with pardonable pride,
j er name is Olga, Jim, if you ever happen
Jti there. She's not a duchess but a lady.
>A the waitresses are ladies," General
K^;ijensky remarked,
he duchesses only go into pictures.
../NOTHER good reason for leaving Holly'* 'wood is the invasion of the talking picture,
■^fryone is frantically studying English. I
Vt mean just the foreign stars either,
'"^etofore the elite of us never studied any■Mg but French. We didn't know there was
:ui a thing as an irregular verb in English, if
■n*:ed a verb at all. A pretty fixe we are all in
nlntcnanl, ne c'est pas?
i'hen too there is the matter of enunciation
r of articulation. Everyone who hopes to
tfanyone is stalking about reciting Mure
A'pny's
Funeral
or Portia's
of
Vfxy just
as weOration
did for
practice Speech
in High
fj(|ool oratory.
'- jnd one must cultivate a pleasing voice, or
it-east one that matches one's pictorial percility, like the perfume or the cigarette.
I Golds can't do the work alone. Indeed if
rijtrettes worked the wonders claimed for
■m we'd all have voices like the Japanese
-ivlet-singing crickets.
iomeof say
gin thatbutoffsets
operaticis
:fct
the it's
cigarette,
this the
doubtless
jnaganda put forth by the drys. Bootleggers
shild advertise. It's the only way to get a
4Gare deal. Besides, I, for one, never can
■elember a telephone number.
'ne of my girl friend stars asked hopefully
I didn't think talking pictures -nvould put
G bo and Del Rio out of the running. Au
xkraire, an accent is always an asset. Nazimj/a was tutored to perfect English by Dick
B,thelmess' mother but Alia always saved
Ufa little accent for a rainy day, and a net
p^fit it gives her. What's true for Alia is
eially true for my pupil, Bull Montana, altl.ugh Bull relies a bit too heavily on his
alent. However, as for voice, I can assure
y< that you will be able to hear Bull from any
pt of the house.
T I ET one of the Warner boys at lunch in the
•^onie-On-Inn. He urged me to visit their new
E lywood theater and hear and see " Glorious
Hsy."
_ ; The theater is beautiful, and the prologue
bjreat, " he said. " The picture is not much—
vi made that."
''oung Buster Collier made a speech from
I screen inviting us to see "The Lion and the
^ use" the next week. I know Buster. He
h a sincerely fine personality. But I wasn't
p pared for the booming voice he let forth.
I her he has been reciting Marc's Funeral
Ci.tion too much or is smoking the wrong
fed of cigarettes. Later on in the evening
were equally rocked by Conrad Nagel's
I■ anations.

Section

"I never knew I could feel so
well until I began my daily
use of the Health Builder",
says Edmund Lowe, Motion
'Picture Star, featured by
Fox Productions.

tALTH *™ BE AUTY
in 73 Minutes a day

RADIANT health and the alluring personality
. that is always associated with it are vital to
success in stage or screen work. Small wonder then
that so many of the popular favorites are enthusiastic users of the Battle Creek Health Builder.

Oscillate Your Way to Health
So easy, so delightful to exercise and massage your
entire body this scientific new way. Just 15 minutes
of daily massage and vibratory-exercise stimulates
the circulation, speeds
elimination, builds supple
muscles, and takes off
weight quickly and safely
in any part of the body.

Fifteen
Minutes
a Day"
is
a most
interesting
FREE book telling

pay for a figure of youthful lines. YourBattleCreek

how the Health Build-

Health Builder, perfected
by a world-famous physician, manufactured under
the patents of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg,
gives you a better massage than the most
expert masseur could give you. Thousands now keep fit this tested way, many
upon the advice of their physicians.

SANITARIUM
Room AD5155

Send for FREE
Book
"Health and Beauty in

No longet is tedious dieting or backbreaking exercises the price one must

er keeps you fit. Get
the facts about this
scientific method.
Write for your copy— TODAY!
The Battle Creek "Health Builder"
is made by the manufacturers of the
famous Battle Creek SUN ARC Bath
and the "Mechanical Health Horse "

EQUIPMENT CO.
Battle Creek, Michigan
IS. E. Co. 1928
CHOICE

eo.ooo
BECAUSE

iut this will all be remedied. The talking
F :ure is in the pioneer novelty stage just
vj:re the movie was when we marvelled at
When

#'
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MEDICALLY
CORRECT
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MORE
than a million men
and women, formerly victims of excessive underarm perspiration— its odor and destructive stains — now keep their
armpits dry and odorless by
using NONSPI (an antiseptic liquid) used and
endorsed by physicians and nurses.
You can keep your
armpits dry and
odorless — you can
save your clothing —
you can free yourself
from the embarrassment caused by
underarm
perspiration and its
odor. A few drops
ofNONSPIusedon
an average of twice a
week
will keep
your
armpits dry and odorless.

Magazine— Advertising Section
Maybe I can sign up Calles while in
He'll soon be through with his preside,
and in view of the way all his people a 6.
over on the screen he ought to be our at
bet. Some general will succeed lal
m
president providing all the Mexicans a\
gone to Hollywood by that time. From re
indications, it looks as though the gen il
I would have the country all to ourse e> !
don't mind so long as the tequila id
frijoles hold out.
Viva Mexico y Mexicans!

seeing a train move and a gentleman kick
another with accuracy.
Mary Duncan, Willis Goldbeck and Elizabeth Goldbeck had dinner with me just before
I left. Miss Duncan is a girl with a voice —
Sirens and seraphs! If you heard her get her
man in "The Shanghai Gesture" you know
the hystericalizing effect. It reminds me of
Aimee McPherson's. It makes a man either
rush up and confess his sins or start committing
more.
Mary is playing the title role in "The Four

Herl
P. S. I'll be in New York to pose as M
can "find" as soon as I've mastered lip
nunciation of Popocatepetl and Ixtachu
By that time talking pictures certaii/
be perfected, if ever.

Speaking of talking picture hits, my old pal
Mussolini (Let bygones be bygones, Benito)
Devils."
proved <=uch a boxoffice attraction in the movietone that F. B. O. has been negotiating with
him to do the story of his life.

I

NONSPI, used and endorsed
by physicians and nurses,
does not actually stop perspiration ~ it destroys the
odor and diverts the underarm perspiration to other
parts of the body where there
is better evaporation.
NONSPI will preserve that
liness so essential to all
men and women. NONSPI
armpits dry, odorless and
the year around— spring,
and winter.

sense of cleanwell groomed
will keep your
sweet. Use it
summer, fall

Try NONSPI! Purchase a bottle
from your Toilet Goods Dealer or
Druggist for 50c (several months'
supply) or if you prefer
Accept our 10c Trial Offer
(several weeks' supply)
The Nonapi Company
2641 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo.

For the enclosed 10c (coin
or stamps) send men trial
size bottle of NONSPI

Name
Address

City

1

Screen Story
SuCCeSS

PALMER

through

TRAINING

If you have the urge, the desire to see
your own stories on the screen or in
print, the Palmer Institute can help
you. Palmer Courses are personal, inspirational and of inestimable help both
to the beginner and to the experienced
writer.
Charles Kenyon, author of the Iron Horse,
says about the Palmer Courses and training:
"The Palmer Institute is better equipped to
teach the screen story than
any institution outside of a
motion picture studio. The
fact that studios are too busy
making pictures to teach people how to make them leaves
the Palmer Institute alone
in its field . . . the Palmer
Photoplay course would have
saved me at least a year in
arriving at my present position and income."

PALMER INSTmrTE^F^UTHORSHIP
Dept. 12-J, Palmer BldJ., Hollywood, Cal.
Please send me, without obligation, details about
'he course I have checked.
[ J Short Story Writing [ ] Photoplay Writing
[ ] English »nd Self-Expression
Name___
Address.
All corrctpondtnet strictly confidential.
Ho talesman will call on you.

Eggs and Onions
CONTINUED

FROM

last three pictures. Directors had to be offered
large sums of money to work with them. Cutters despaired of ever pleasing them. Camera
men jumped up and down on their hats. Publicity men trembled for fear the story of their
hatred would "break" in the papers and magazines. And now they were engaged to be
married! The studio shrugged its shoulders.
Actors were a strange bunch.
Andy read the papers in bed, over his morni ^g coffee, and he could murmur nothing but
"Well, I'll be damned!" to his negro valet, who
busied himself with his bath.

PAGE

67

—she just couldn't be married to an act , a
he was a gentleman and wouldn't stop r.
He was greeted at the studio entrance yi
gateman. "Want to congratulate yoJ
Wheaton.
Miss Bancroft is sure a nice g [.".
And he had to smile — actually smile— jtj
couldn't
thanks. to save his soul muster up a vrdl

T_J"E was stopped as he
the lawbil
x -'-prop boy who insistedcrossed
upon shaking ari
with him and beaming upon him. The ];bl*
ity man was at his shop to tell him ttl
wished him happiness. Congratulations uol
and reverberated over the lot like a d;cJ
saying "no" to a supervisor.
What si
farce it was, thought Andy. He just ccdi
go through with it much longer.
His own set was buzzing with it. Whl
came on the various groups that had bee:o
gregated together they jumped aside an pn
tended to be busy about something impep
The director walked toward him with the ri)
hands.
of
a screen star's mother and held out

After all, what could he, Andy, have done
yesterday? He was a gentleman, if nothing
else, and when Felicite sprung the gag on the
reporter, there was nothing to do but sit there
and simper — yes, simper — like a blithering
idiot while she told how she had fallen in love
with him when she first saw him on the screen,
years and years ago, when she was just a child
(a child, his eye, she was every bit as old as he
was). And he had sat by and listened to all
this and grinned like a chump and had been
shaken hands with by the reporter as he hurried off the set to write the big scoop he had
"Well, old man," he said in a hearty ii
"you two are great actors. Here I thoujc
just gotten.
And what about Julie! Good Lord, what along you were sore with each other aruiu
would Julie say?
. . . Well, I was mighty pleased when ]
Julie was his wife — er — he meant his ex-wife,
. . paper
"
but he could call her his wife if he wanted to the"But
story I in. the
this morning. ""
And then Felicite arrived, cool, a trifkaj
call her that. He had never approved of the
She aci
silly divorce. He had been as good to her as he and just as insincere as ever.
could be. There was no other woman ever. He floated to him and laid a possessive hand <
shoulder.
had been true to her and when he said good-bye
after the divorce was over, he had told her that
"Have you a good morning kiss for me?
he would never love anyone else again, and she
purred,
and silly
therecat.was nothing for him to "
to kiss the
had laughed. Why had she left him? For such
He tried to see her alone for a minutfa silly reason. She had said that she just
explain to her that although he had to?
simply couldn't live with an actor for another
gentleman and acknowledge an engage;
minute. That was all! There had never been
that she had announced, she must givfi
a quarrel. And he always loved her. Perhaps
at this very minute she was reading of his enthing up, and she, herself, could say wha,-_
gagement toFelicite Bancroft. Felicite meant
thought best. Make him out any sort of ao
if
she chose, but release him and keep h
happiness or something, didn't it? What a name
That she must do.
How^
for her to choose. Fanny Blinks— she had been. gentleman.
Felicite was not to be seen alone, that was a
tain. Not even for a moment.
JULIE — his wife — his ex-wife — his wife, damn
it! Reading that nonsense about his being
Reporters came out. They had their ictures taken together and every time he trii I
engaged to a girl whom he actively hated. And
she was believing it and remembering about his whisper to her she pretended to be deaf id
surrounded herself with people.
telling her that he would never love another
woman.
Andrew Wheaton had spent unpleasant eft
He reached for the 'phone by his bed.
Julie's maid's voice was calm. "Mrs.
Wheaton
Bet thatis out."
was a lie. Julie might at least
have answered the 'phone, given him a chance
to explain. Out — out at that hour of the
morning! Why, she never thought of going
out then. She was always up early, but she
was seeing that his house was in order, looking
after the servants, watching his fan mail. What
a mess the house had become since she had left.
And for what a reason she had got the divorce
Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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The day that Julie left him was one, but nil
had anything quite as tragic as this occurre
He was just in the midst of a scene I
Felicite. He had to kiss her, while ever*
looked smug and self satisfied, when sudd ii
he heard a commotion on one end of the set A
familiar voice rang out, "I guess I will see li
I guess I'll come in if I like."
He looked up and saw Julie, a very hot i
bothered Julie, making her way toward hir
He jumped from the couch (he and Feli e
seemed to be constantly doing thingson cow s

Photoplay
fir scenes) and shoved director and camera
ide until he came face to face with his
4er — his ex-wife.
1 ty (there
didn't were
say a always
word andso all
the people
people on
many
on
stood by open-mouthed.
But Andy
care. There was Julie, his Julie, the
■4-oman he had ever loved or ever would
itse

' a waited for her to speak.

She did, like

n -idy Wheaton, it's all a lie, just a silly lie.
lak 2 not going to be married to that ... to
if . . why, I won't let you . . . You're
It. . "
ml then she began to cry, and when Julie
aiijhe
as was
if he ashadn't
fan mail
\eek.felt It
if the gotten
heavensanywept.
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And Julie looked bewildered and murmured.
"I was all wrong. I want to be married to an
actor.
They
be a habit."
He put
his get
armsto around
her and started to
lead her off the set when Julie stopped him.
"Wait a minute! I've got something to do."
She strode toward Felicite. "And as for you,
thinking you could break up Andy and me, it's
disgraceful. You should know better. You're
just a little ... a little ..."
"Onion
eater,"
Andy, with as much
malice
as his
voice supplied
ever bore.
And with that the two left the set. The director sank to his chair. "Don't bother to try
to bring them back," he said, hopelessly. "It
won't do any good. He wouldn't work any
more today anyhow. We'll just have to cancel

y wife!" he said to her, softly.
o, I'm not your wife. I really haven't
ghts, but, Andy, when I saw that in the
, I realized how much I loved you, and
just not going to marry ..."
ut I am," he burst out. "I'm going to
you tonight — -no, right now, this minute.
going to marry right now, aren't we?"

theThen
call."everybody looked at Felicite. "Can
you beat it?" she stormed. "Her talking to
me like that when I'm the little gal that
brought
'em back together again? " She turned
to the director.

^ Symposium on Talking
Pictures

brook Blinn, has just answered a far greater
call than "Camera!" We shall miss this
artist who has delighted thousands of theatergoers. He cannot be replaced.
In the wake of his passing, another dear
friend of the screen has left the ranks — George
Siegmann. Here was another man of great
genius and in a class entirely by himself.
Let us not forget these brothers who have
given their best for our entertainment, who
have helped us bridge many a sad hour, and
who have done so much to stimulate our
interest in life.
L. C.

"S'he American public is falling hard for the
ie])hone and Movietone. Any first class
''.:
delaying
installing
reproduction
lament
will lose
businessvoice
on that
account.
me heard nothing but praise for the new
'-Hion. " — F. J. Martyn, San Mateo, Calif.
Ht last the much advertised talkies have
I to our town — to stay, we are informed.
'"(as long as there are any other theaters in
1 operating, I will never again patronize
*¥>ne which features it." — Mrs. Sylvia L.
Ms, Salem, Oregon.
*'|)olores Costello in 'Tenderloin' is an
,:; ration for every girl to try to speak clearly
(softly, for there is nothing worse than a
■l, uncouth voice and few people realize
¥)ugh to take diction lessons. Talkies force
c to learn in a pleasant way." — Niana
>tiy, Springfield, III.
"m obliged, after years of being pleased
I movies, to register a complaint. I am
wand movies have been a real joy to me.
krJ they bring on talking movies, and what
Wiure will they be for me if there are no subtle?"— Mrs. Wright Earlc, Clark Summit, Pa.
' have always wanted to hear the famous
Brians, singers, symphony orchestras and
1 cal organizations who give concerts in
1 ity, but being one of the majority who
'uot afford the price, I had to forego this
cure. What a field the Vitaphone and
I ietone have opened for the starved souls
I long for a little good music. " — Mrs. P. J.
fdons, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Movietone and Vitaphone are the spark
1 h will set the whole story ablaze. They
ai performed miracles in a short space of
ir." — Florence Dujfield, Camden, N. J.
Oh, Photoplay, must we sit idly by while
p King movies are thrust upon us? Must
ele-wracked Americans be routed from their
a stronghold where they find peace of mind
n quiet after a weary day?" — Estclle Weeks,
trig field, III.
Talking movies are a godsend to the
ie le of small towns. They enable us to hear
h! vorld's greatest artists, a thing impossible
lefre the recent invention." — Mae Schepeck,
dinette, Wis.

'ie Passing of Two Veterans
lat beloved actor

Hyde Park, Mass.
and gentleman, Hol-

H0n

en Suddenly

the clear complexion
came ....

"Come on, Bob, let's don't cancel the call
Take my scenes so that big sap won't have a
chance to steal era."

tly
ed,
cloud
seemed perm
s that
exion
compl
withanen
WOMEN
too sensitive, or coarse-textured, have
found a way to attain a clear, soft skin.
Women with a continual succession of
blackheads and blemishes, have found that
this simple daily treatment would often clear
away able
even
time. serious skin disorders, in a reason-

Yet there is no mystery about it. It is simply
a method ofkeepingthe skin functioningnormally.

There Were Several Like This

To reach below the skin surface

St. Louis, Mo.
Can you tell me why M.-G.-M. cast Dolores
Del Rio in the feminine lead of "The Trail of
'98" when they had such an incomparable
actress on the lot as Renee Adoree? The
picture rises to screen heights at times, scenically, but is entirely spoiled by the vapid, colorless performance of Miss Del Rio.
Mrs. Clarabella Pask.

Deep down in the under layers of your skin
is where the trouble starts. Tiny glands secreting moisture, pores throwing off poisons,
capillaries rushing fresh blood in and carrying
off infection — here is a delicate balance of
forces. With healthy vigor and activity comes
a clear, fresh complexion. Too much or too
little stimulation, and there starts that long
succession of blemishes and faults that women
are constantly seeking to avoid.
To cleanse the pores, to carry off infection,
and then to stop nen- infection before it starts —
thousands of women have learned the daily
use of Resinol Soap. Cleansing, soothing,
mildly stimulating, Resinol sinks deep into
normally.
the
pores and starts the skin again acting

Fancy

Trimmings
but
Old Plot

Same

Oakland, Calif.
In this period of the improved motion
picture, it is surprising to note the old-fashioned
movie scenario which is still being overdone.
Must producers continue with the typical
hero, heroine, villain stuff? Films have
improved in photography, direction and acting in the past few years and yet today we
have only a few producers who seem to get
the drift of what the public wants. They demand drama which is true to life and comedy
which is past the custard pie stage. Two
recent exceptions to the general rule of trite
films are "The Crowd" and Harry
"Speedy."
Wilson.

Not a Sweet Young

Thing

Also skin,
as a general
toilet soap for
— for
tender
for shampooing,
the baby's
bath!
Note its clean, tonic odor.

For the more serious affections
RESINOL OINTMENT has for years
been successful in relieving even stubborn skin
affections. Rashes and eczema — often itching,
unpleasant and embarrassing — will in many
cases vanish promptly. Thousands have wondered at the QUICKNESS of its action.
And it is absolutely harmless.

Detroit, Mich.
Can't something be done with Lina Basquette? Here is a beautiful girh* a dancer,
and yet the most awkward, self-conscious girl
in pictures. Nothing but gorgeous eyes and
hair. In "Wheels of Chance," she looked
fat, ill-at-ease, and too utterly saccharine for
words. I heard many in the audience tittering
and commenting on her efforts to appear the
sweet young thing.
Madeline- Buchanan.

When you write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

FREE

TRIAL

OFFER

Dept. 9-H, Resinol, Baltimore, Md.
Please send me, without charge, a trial size cake
of Resinol Soap, and a sample of Resinol Ointment— enough for several days' ordinary use.
Name
Street
City

\_
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Beauty Is More Than Skin Deep
[ CONTINUED
(Before)

toward that end. I learned about the human
body from the viewpoint of science — learned
the curves and the lines that denote health and
physical well-being. And because of that
learning, the anatomist and the artist have
always stood side-by-side within me as I have
surveyed these girls in my search for beauty.
Physical perfection and beauty go hand-inhand.

(After)

Pretty eyes
in a moment
IN

a moment — eyes that sparkle with life
and color! — eyes that enrapture
all who
gaze into their brilliant depths! — in a moment,
in a second, they are YOURS!
Here is the
secret — Delica-Brow on your lashes and brows!
Delica-Brow is so easy to apply you simply
watch and marvel at the transformation it
makes in your appearance! Instantly your
lashes appear naturally long, dark, and sweeping! Instantly your eyes seem larger, brighter,
deeper, radiant with joy and animation.

-FREE

KISSPROOF. Inc., Deot. 1256
3012 Clybourn Avenue. Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: Please aend me FREE sample
of Delica-Brow.
Also free booklet, "Clever

"But I've never seen such a magnificent
blonde," I murmured.
"Well,
you marry the girl?" Sherman flung why
at me,don't
jestingly.
girls!"
"Now that you bring the matter up," I

Name
Address
City and State.

answered while they laughed, "I WILL!!!"
— and four weeks later, I did.
WHOEVER first wise-cracked that" beauty
is only skin-deep" was just making epigrams instead of telling the truth. The truth
is that beauty is one of the most inclusive
terms there is. It goes much deeper than skin.
The beauty that is only skin-deep is only a
skin game, and no woman, or man either, can
get away with any skin game for long.
Beauty means not only superficial beauty,
not only the beauty that is evident on first
glance at face and form, but also beauty of
mind, beauty of voice, beauty of character.
It means beauty in carriage, bearing, poise.
If a woman isn't beautiful in everything, she
simply
beautiful,
is she?
She isisa either
beautifulisn't
or not
beautiful;
if there
flaw,

Corns Vanish
amazing

liquid

Acts like an anaesthetic
Stops pain in 3 seconds
INSTANTLY and at once, you can
wear tight shoes, dance, walk in
comfort. Then soon the corn or callus shrivels up and loosens.

You peel it off with your fingers like dead
skin.
No more dangerous
paring.
Professional dancers by the score use this
remarkable method. Acts instantly, like a local
anaesthetic. Doctors approve it. Removes the
whole com, besides stopping pain at once.
Ask your druggist for "Gets-It." Satisfaction guaranteed. Works alike on any corn or
callus — old or new. hard or soft.

ii

GETS- IT ff

Fastest
World'sWay

When I laid eyes on her, I thought my search
was over. " Here," said I, "is the Golden Girl!
Ziggie
will my
ravehost
overto her.
. . . !"
I asked
introduce
me. He did. I
feasted my jaded eyes while I murmured some
commonplace acknowledgment of the introduction. And then she opened her mouth and
Have you ever experienced the disillusion of
hearing
its cry?
you
wondereda peacock
how it wasutter
possible
that Haven't
so beautiful
a creature
could
make
such
an
ungodly
sound?
spoke —
Well, that's how it was with this girl — she had
a voice that would have better fitted a scullery
slattern! Superficially beautiful she was, but
can you imagine a voice like that in a Ziegfeld
revue?

— and there I've epitomized the story of my
own romance!
It was a few years ago that I was one of the
judges in a beauty contest in a New York
hotel. Harrison Fisher was another; Lowell
Sherman, the actor, was the third. Before us
three, there paraded a line of girls who sought
the crown that was to be awarded the night's
"Queen of Beauty." Over at a nearby table, I
could hear a merry party urging one of their
number — a truly beautiful blonde girl — to get
into the contest just for the fun of it.
She did, finally. And she stood out so
dazzlingly from those others that we unanimously awarded her the prize. Her name was
Helen Cunningham. She had been featured by
Florenz Ziegfeld in several of his productions.
When I returned to the table with Fisher
and Sherman, after placing the crown on this
girl's head, I was in a daze. These two began
to "kid" me.
"What's the matter, Henry?" asked Harrison. "I thought you were used to beautiful

(Dolica^jBrow

this

Others appeared beautiful at first — but soon
the flaws stood out. And one of these was the
magnificent-looking tiger-haired creature that
ning.
I met at a gathering of film players one eve-

"NJOW,
both through
the anatomist
the Yet,
artist paralook
•*- ^ at women
sexless and
eyes.
doxical though it may seem, those sexless eyes
are seeking in women the very things that are
sought by the eyes of the male in quest of his
mate. This sexless beauty-search of science
and art is paralleled by the yearning for beauty
that Nature gives men, as part of her tremendous machine of sex and love.

You will never know what beautiful eyes you really
have until you have used Delica-Brow! Nothing
else can give the same effect. We want you to try
Delica-Brow, to see how wonderful it really is. We
offer FREE one week's supply. Delica-Brow Is
waterproof, it will not run or smear, and it Is harmless to the eyes. So natural that it defies detection,
yet its brilliance is effective even at a great distance.
Don't delay — get Delica-Brow today! At all toilet
goods counters or direct. 75c, or send coupon NOW
for generous free sample!

after

FROM PAGE 37 ]

there's no beauty. And that flaw may lie in
any of a number of places.
An illustration :
Some time ago, the Los Angeles newspapers
reported my arrival there in quest of a blonde
beauty who was to be titled "The Golden
Girl" and featured by Florenz Ziegfeld in one
of his revues.
Of course, an immediate avalanche of
blondes descended upon me. There were
featured film players and extras, waitresses and
stenographers, home-girls and business girls.
The telephone and mail brought countless suggestions that I see this girl or that. And they
came to me in person by the scores.
One after the other, I rejected them. Some
of them were utterly hopeless at first glance,
although

they

couldn't

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

see

it themselves.
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"But it wasn't her fault, was it?" you protest. Ihave a hunch, though, that it was.
There isn't a voice that can't be modulated and
bettered. And liquor won't do any voice —
particularly the delicate voice of a young
woman — much good, either.
Now don't get me wrong. I'm no moralist.
Those that know me will testify to that. Any !
woman in the world — beautiful or ugly — may
have a cocktail or a highball, provided I'm
stocked. But moderation, that's the watchword! Old John Q. Moderation is one of the
very best friends that Lady Beauty ever had !
AND so, in the final analysis, physical
-* *-beauty is more in my line. I paint the
tangible things. The other things may be
offensive to the various senses, but when a
woman's figure finds itself at rest on canvas,
it's only the lines and the colors that count. So
once again I'll restrict my field of discussion
to these things — lines and colors. . . .
Too many of these modern girls have too '
little of one and too much of the other! — too
few lines and too many colors.
Very, very often they have a "line" but no
lines — no more lines than a telegraph pole or a
beanpole, and who ever called beanpoles beautiful? These girls who try to look like beanpoles ought to remember that beanpoles were
devised for utility and not for beauty. I don't
think any girl prefers "utility" to "beauty"
when it's applied to herself.
It's a funny thing, isn't it? — so many of
these girls will go to the beaches and laugh
themselves sick over the funny figures on the
boy friends when they get in bathing suits.
And yet what do they do, these girls? — they go
right ahead and try to get exactly that kind of
aknow.
figure themselves — that "boyish form," you
It doesn't make sense, does it? Seems that
women's minds function in paradoxes. Like
this: They wish to be admired by men. Well,
ever since time dawned, men have admired the
curves of the female figure. Logic would be
for women, then, to retain those curves in all
their beauty. But do they? They do NOT!—
they try to make their figure as un-female as
possible — flat-chested, hipless, as straight-upand-down as a fourteen-year-old boy's!
A STRAIGHT line is the shortest distance
-* *• between two points. But when a man looks
a woman up and down, he's usually not in a
hurry, i He doesn't mind a detour or two — in
the right places. In fact, he rather expects
them and looks for them.
Now once again, don't misunderstand me.
Remember what I said about moderation — and
so don't go to the other extreme. Even more
distasteful to the eyes of the artist than the
now-affected "boyish" form is that ancient

is guaranteed.
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viuptuousness that used to grace the burkjue stage, for instance.
iemember those funny pictures of Frankie
EJey, say? Or Fay Templeton? — curves that
wild make a pretzel jealous!! Too many
I ves are just as bad on a woman as on a
hhway that's trying to get some place. But
t works the other way, too — a highway
hout curves is awfully uninteresting, and
s;a woman.
don't want a woman to billow violently
hje and there — but I, like any other man,
v|nt her to have her curves where they belong,
/d in beautiful moderation.
You've probably noticed that the hiplesscveless figure is quite passe, anyway, nowacys. Theater managers, film producers have
a realized that their audiences demand
vmen with feminine appeal. Look at Ziegf d's chorus girls now — he's picking them for
lauty instead of speed. They're built like
\!men instead of the pictures in fashion
rj.gazines.
[Incidentally, there's the crux of the trouble
£J3Ut women's figures — the fashion arbiters!
'kese Parisian couturiers and modistes and
\|iat-nots have been building clothes that
lfik good on clothes-racks but not on naturaljjiped women. And so women, instead of
fling the couturiers to go jump in a lake,
live made clothes-racks of themselves instead,
'hat man wants to marry a clothes-rack?
UT there's one item — or rather two — that
women can't camouflage. That's their legs.
few years ago, they could hide them. But
ose days have gone forever. Today there's
more secret about a woman's legs than
ere is about a postcard in a country postke !
And bingo! — here comes the paradox again:
>r now that legs are thoroughly in evidence,
amen are blithely going ahead losing whatler shapeliness Nature put there!
[AVhy, only a few weeks ago, Dr. Charles
layo, the world-famous surgeon, corroborated
pm the scientific viewpoint what I and other
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painters have known for a long time from the
artistic viewpoint — that high heels are completely unshaping women's calves.
"The wearing of high heels constantly," said
the good doctor, "gives the calf muscles no
exercise, and consequently they are gradually
but certainly becoming comparatively atrophied. As a result, women's legs are becoming
straight and skinny and shapeless."
/^\F course, women look better wearing high
^''heels than otherwise. That's all right, too.
What's
simple : the remedy, then, you ask? — it's
Let women wear high heels when they are
"dressed up" — but wear medium heels or heelless slippers the rest of the time. Give the
calf muscles exercise, so they'll develop naturally. And the result will be shapely legs, which
occasional "dress-up" wearing of high heels
won't hurt at all.
Of course, once again there's the other extreme— "piano legs!" They're worse than
the skinny ones. A fatted calf is fine on a
barbecue,
butmuch
on aathletics
good-looking
girl,to it's
terrible! Too
is often
blame.
There's John Q. Moderation raising his voice
again.
A ND now this long-or-short hair business. . .
■**■ Personally, I don't give a hang whether
they bob or not. A pretty bob is just as beaua lot
of piled-up
hair. But a man's
haircuttiful ason
a woman
is NOT!
A bob is not unfeminine; a mannish cut is.
By affecting the mannish cut, women are just
destroying another of the female characteristics that are beautiful. Why, why in the
name of reason, should any woman want to
make herself look like a man?
And why, also, will brunettes try to be
blondes?
As I said, I went to California looking for
"The Golden Girl" — the ideal blonde. I
honestly believe I've seen 25,000 more-or-less
blondes since I reached there. And you'll all
be surprised to know how many of them

L//je G> ecrel of oLoveli?
air is

(P Inn6

The glory of one's own lovely hair — its rare color, —
depends upon careful combing to preserve the sheen.
Ace Combs meet the needs for special care perfectly.
They are hard rubber, highly polished and smooth,
with a silky action which actually benefits the texture
of the most delicate hair. A large (9 inch) Ace Comb
gently untangles and refreshes the scalp, first thing in
the morning; the Ace Pocket or Bobbed Hair Comb
assures neatness and lustre during the day, while the
greatest boon of all is the Ace Dry Shampoo Comb
which, used nightly, keeps the hair free from dust, and
insures a healthy scalp.

Ace Combs
tA genuine Ace Bobbed Hair Comb, for example, may be
purchased at toilet goods and notion counters everywhere,
or if you are not able to obtain it send us twenty-five cents
in stamps and we will supply one together with our book
"Lovely

Hair, Its Cake and Combing**.
{Tear Off Here)

AMERICAN

HARD

RUBBER

COMPANY

Dept. P-9, 11 Mercer Street, New YorJc, N. Y.
Enclosed is Z$ cents (stamps preferred) for book, " Lovely
Hair, Its Care
Combing,
and tosample Ace Cornb as
mentioned
above.andPlease
send f>them

The
*Addr

Lew Cody isn't going to say anything that will offend this fellow
actor.
It has been years since James J. Jeffries stepped into the
ring, but Lew isn't taking any chances.
Yes, Jeffries is a motion
pitcher actor these days

Ace Comb Cabinet
is displayed at
Toilet Goods Counters
everywhere
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weren't blondes at all, but brunettes masquerading under false colors!
You know, Anita Loos wrote a great book
when she wrote "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
But it sure raised the dickens with a lot of
good-looking brunettes who believed the title!
So manycientlyofpreferred
themin thought
they shade,
weren'tso suffithe brunette
they
changed
. . .type
! You
put
blondeover.
hair onOh,a grief
brunette
any can't
more
than you can put maple syrup on a caviar
canape — and like it!
Another trouble is that an artificial blonde's
scalp always looks — well dirty! Take a real
blonde, part her hair, and the pink scalp shows
through like soft rabbit-skin. But take an
artificial blonde and part her hair — and there's
a dark, smudgy looking line where the pigmentation about the roots of the hair can't
be bleached out. It's not beautiful. It's not
even pretty . . . ! Color, and tke fine appreciation of it, plays just as great a part in
beauty as do lines.

"Make" the Band
With a CONN

YOU play tunes in the very first lessons,
with a new Conn instrument and modem methods of teaching. In a short period
of pleasurable practice you are prepared
to take your place in a band.

A ND talking about color brings us at last
•f *-to the face. Nature did a beautiful color
job on woman's face — but woman seems to
think Nature was a piker . . . !
An artist, by the very nature of his work,
becomes peculiarly sensitive to color, and
moderation in color. Sometimes I feel like
wearing dark glasses when there are women
around. And thoughts of soap and water
obtrude themselves in my mind.
Not that I disapprove of makeup. Once
more — and this is probably the last time — I
want to warn my readers not to misunderstand. Makeup is almost always a help to
nature. But it should be allowed to stop there.
When women try to substitute makeup for
nature, that's where they go wrong.
Beauty is 95 per-cent nature and 5 per-cent
drugstore.
A touch of rouge, a bit of lipstick, a careful
dusting of powder. Moderation with the eyebrow pencil and extreme moderation with the
"shadow" on the eyelids! — these things help.
But a smear of rouge, a plastering of lipstick,

In schools, colleges, lodges, Legion posts, industries, communities, bands are searching for new
members. You'll have plenty of opportunities for
extra profit and pleasure with your Conn. Play your
way through college; be in the limelight where
things are happeni ng !
CONN'S many exclusive features make these
world-famous instruments
easier to play, perfect in scale,
and most beautiful in tone —
choice of the great professional
artists— yet they cost no more!

FREE TRIAL

on Any Conn for the band or
orchestra. Easy Payment plan
enables you to pay as you play.
Send coupon for free literature
and details of trial offer. No obligation to you, ACT NOW!
_ CONN,
J. ~» JCtd.,
r. ,
Sousausesand
C. G.
endorses Conn
928ConnBldg. Elkhart, Ind. instruments

a

"BAND

INSTRUMENTS

C.G.Conn,X^., 928 ConnBldg.Elkhart.Ind.
Gentlemen : Please send free literature and details of
trial offer on
(Instrument)
Name
St. orR.F.D..
City. State.—
County
-

a mask of powder, a Stygian blackness of eyi
an 1 lids and lashes — these things are a pain i
the retina to any man, as well as the artist.
There are too many girls who hide the
beauty under too much makeup. They ai
really beautiful, but you'd never know i
Makeup is artificial — and so it's an art. It
got to be artistically done. Beauty on tE A
other hand is natural — and so the more ar r
I
LESS it is, the more truly beautiful.
Since good makeup is a matter of artistr
then why not go about it as an artist go<
about his work? To be a good artist requin
study, work, application, care. . . . That aj
plies to being an artist at the easel or at tl
dressing table.

Don't do it half-way, for one thing. If yo '■'make
your face,
make up sake.
the back
yoi ■ '■'■
neck toup match,
for heaven's
How of man
girls there are with fairly artistic makeups i ■
front — and the backs of their necks lookin
like longshoremen's after a hot afternoon in th =-

And thedidgirl
youwho
everhas
see made
anything
less beautifi
than
up under
a rosf '-■•
shaded light, say, and then strolls out int§s
bright sunlight, sublimely ignorant of tb T-c
grotesque effect it produces?
She looks just a
awful, in a way, as one's face looks under thos
ghastly blue lights in a photograph studio, an
for the same reason — the sun's effect on coloi
is as different from that of the rose light sh
used
the photographer's blue light is fror
normalas daylight.
"K MAKEUP'S prime errors are wrong coloi
-"-'-and too much! Some girls carry so muc
red smear on their lips that a man is liable t
slip and break his neck trying to get a real kiss
Why. I remember the day I visited a frien
whose wife suffers from a rush of makeup t
the face.
I saw their brand-new baby for the firs
time, and started back in fright.
"Good Lord," I gasped, "it's got scarlc
"No," my friend whispered, "the wife jus

kissed it!"
fever!"

Questions and Answers
CONTINUED

Arthur V., Plainvtlle, Coxx. — You are
right and your friend is mistaken. Harold
Lloyd was considerably over ten feet above
the ground in that scene from "Safety Last."
Naturally he was protected by a net or a shelf
or some sort of contraption, but the scene
actually was made in the air.
B. M., Holden, W. Va.— Malcolm McGregor's newest Write
is "The toGirlhim
on at
the the
Barge."
He's
married.
LTniversal
Studios, Universal City, Calif. Rudolph
Valentino and Katacha Rambova were married

How to have Lovely,
Lustrous Hair--— > always!
Does your hair ever seem dull to you —
drab, lifeless? Have you not wished for
something that would keep it looking
prettier — richer in tone?
The secret lies in proper shampooing!
Not just soap-and-water "washings", but
regular use ofa shampoo that really
beautifies — one that was created especially
to improve dull hair and add that little
something extra so often lacking.
If you really wish to make your hair bewitchingly lovely — just one Golden Glint
Shampoo will show you the way ! No other
shampoo, anywhere,like it. Does more than
merely cleanse the hair. There's a youthimparting
touch— aMillions
beautyuse specialist's
secret i nits formula.
regularly.
At your dealers', or send 25ctoJ.W.Kobi
Co., Dept. 18-1, 604 Rainier Ave., Seattle,
Wash.
Money r-3ck if not delighted.

in Mexico.

That's why you were confused.

B. J., Oakland, Calif. — "The Plastic
Age" was released several years ago. Clara
Bow, Gilbert Roland and Donald Keith
headed the cast. Janet Gaynor hasn't made
up her mind whom she is going to marry. Have
patience, maybe you'll get that picture yet.
Be, Sax Francisco, Calif. — Be what? Be
yourself? Elinor Fair was born in Richmond,
Va., Dec. 21, 1904. She has played in "The
Volga Boatman," "Gallagher," and "Sin
Town." Write to her at the Pathe-De Mille
Studios, Culver City, Calif.
F. M., Ixdianapolis. Ivd. — Ronald Colman
is thirty-seven. He is married, but separated
from his wife. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will be
eighteen in December.
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M..R. M., St. Louis, Mo. — You don't wan]
much, do you? You don't care how hard yo
make the old man work.
Rolling up th
sleeves, I will plunge right in:
Corinn
Griffith has blue eyes and light brown hail
She is thirty-two years old, five feet, threj
inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
Gret |
Carbo also has light brown hair and blue eye;;
Mary Astor is five feet, five inches tall an|
weighs 120 pounds, same as Corinne. She hal
auburn hair and dark brown eyes. May Mel
Avoy is one inch under five feet tall and orljj
weighs 94 pounds. She has dark hair and blu
eyes and is twenty-seven years old.
Billie D., Montreal, Caxada. — Your last]
name suits you perfectly. Yes. Richard Di'
was
very was
ill but
he Minn.,
has recovered'
Richard
bornfortunately
in St. Paul.
thirtj
two years ago. He has dark brown hair witljj
dark brown eyes. Write to Larry Kent at th
Fox Studios. 1401 X. Western AvenueJ
Hollywood, Calif. And come around again a|
often as you like.
S. H. S., Mount Vernon, N. Y— Williar
Powell was born in Pittsburgh, Pa., July 2C
1892. That's why he is given to dark deeds
He is six feet tall, weighs 160 pounds and ha
dark
brown Married
hair and
grey eyes.
American.
to Eileen
Wilson, He's
a staga
actress. No, Irene Rich didn't play in th
revival of "Fashion." So far as I know
Irene never has been on the stage.

is guaranteed.

Famous Feet

Photoplay

\ Plea for Privacy
, [ CONTINUED
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low they
tney re
now
're kept
iree irom corns

:h turns upon you and destroys you if any
leasantness comes up in your personal
irs.
The only reputation which means anything
lat which rests upon good performances.
CREEN actors have been ruined ere now
by some unpleasantness in their private
s. But the recent unhappy circumstances
ch arose in Chaplin's life did him no dam, professionally.
People like Chaplin's pictures. They enhis performances. And they are going to
him in the theater, regardless of any actions which may be made against him. He
n artist. And his fame rests on that fact

JACQUELINE LOGAN'S
famous "Feet
There are more than a million
walking advertisements for Blue=
jayBlue=jay.
. . . walking in comfort, thanks
to

ic.

But the most enthusiastic of

What we do at home — what we eat or wear
he things we have in our houses — our
nestic relations — have nothing to do with
pictures we make.
\1 am going to keep the two things separated.
Two people cannot live in the public eye
stantly, every move watched and noted,
1 keep their perspective on life. It destroys
ir chance of happiness."
Vhich brings us to his third prediction.
If
■succeeds in making the second come true —
fin the third will follow along of its own
Eord.
I Te mentioned Lindbergh in connection with
B this.
jl'Please do not think for a moment," he
hi, "that I am comparing the accomplishBnts of that remarkable boy to those of any
aor in the world! I mention him because
lis the object of more adulation, the subject
|cmore newspaper copy than anyone has ever
I'n before.
i ,'The penalty he has had to pay for fame and
1,1 accomplishment has been terrific. None
cthis fame is false. None of it has been built
l\ as motion picture fame is sometimes built,
f practical reasons.
'It is the actual result of things he has done
jd the amazing personality he possesses — the
s lplicity of the man.
'But — he cannot eat or move, he can hardly
sep, without the whole world looking on and
nking comments.
" It has obviously galled and punished him to
.' indescribable degree.
1*
AMOTION picture actors suffer all this in a
[•"■'■lesser degree throughout their careers,
iid it is not admiration which prompts it. It
:uriosity.
'"Please don't think I am a sore-head,
quote
as wailing
about I am
the
:ease
naltiesdon't
of fame
and me
all that
sort of rot.
,nply trying to protect my happiness and
cure the privacy to which every man is
jtitled.
t."I hope that I shall not always have to
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Blue=jay's friends are the great
hosts of dancers, screen stars and
athletes who keep their gifted
feet free of corns with this cool
and velvety toe-cushion.
These and other Blue=jay friends will
get a pleasant surprise from the new
and improved Blue=jay in the new
package, now at all drug stores at no
increase in price. For calluses and
bunions use Blue=jay Bunion and Callus
Plasters.

the new

Bluejay
THE SAFE AND GENTLE
WAY TO END A CORN

Drake
HOTEL

CHICAGO

Rooms with bath, $5.00 a day,
single; $6.00 double — and up. Located on shore of Lake Michigan,
yet within five minutes of Theaters and Shopping District.
Under the famous BLACKSTONE management, known the
world over.
Drake, Lake Shore
Drive
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago

Make Your Skin
Ivory-White -1
in 3 Days! f*

In 3 to 6 days this totally new-type ^^—^
lotion brings vivid, alluring beauty to ^^K^
the skin in a safe natural way.
It ^^H
brings whiteness and velvety smooth- ^^Ht
ness up from underneath the darken- ^^Bj^^
ed; weather-roughened surface. The ^^^^^
skin grows ivory-white — all trace of ^^F
freckles, tan, rougbnessand rednessfade
r> '
out. Now— in just 3to6daysyoucanhave
the radiant, milk-white skin you see only

suits
or refund
money.
Ordermy these
LOTION
in
famous
beauties.
I guarantee
re- FACE
" "~*;
BLEACH today. When the package arrives, pay the
postman only $1.50 for the large size bottle. Use it six days.
Then, if not simply amazed, I will refund full price without question. Write today to

"I hope
that some day I may direct and
oduce,
or something.
"I should
hate to live without working in
ctures
somehow.

The
and

"But I should like a quieter job!"
I realize and I feel sure that Dick realizes,
o, that few people are going to spend much
ty on a good looking youth who has enjoyed
much success as he has, while still young,
he majority of people doubtless feel that they
mid even enjoy the limelight.
But the disillusionment in his eyes is real,
he grim attempt he is making to protect his
ippiness is the result of bitter experience,
ick Barthelmess, actor, has not been a very
ippy man and now that happiness beckons
Jain, it is not surprising that he fears the
rces which destroyed it for him in the past.
He will make those predictions come true if
is humanly possible!

WANTED— Men

(Mrs.) GERVAISE GRAHAM
Dept. P-9,
25 W. Illinois St.
Chicago, III.

and Women

To Represent Large Reputable Firms
Who Sell Direct to Consumer

LIBERAL

COMMISSIONS

OFFERED

Read All About Their Unusual Offers
in the
Current

Opportunity
Magazine
Sample copy sent on request.

On Sale at All
Newsstands

- Address: Dept. PM9, 750 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Photoplay
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The Story of a Dancing Girl
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 35 ]

the chorus. My little feet, sometimes bare —
sometimes in sandals, would unconsciously at
first imitate the steps of the girls who were
dancing. It was here that I learned not only
my first steps but learned that in dancing I
could find an outlet for my baby pent-up
emotions. As I danced I forgot everything
but the exhilaration of my swaying body. An
exhilaration which has never left me.
Back of our house was a large, old-fashioned
barn with a peaked roof. It was here that
father kept his left-over stage scenery. It
was here that my brother and I established
amateur theatricals for other neighborhood
youngsters. I was the star dancer, showing
off the steps I had learned in the wings, concocting new ones to the music the boys
whistled.

katherinea.MacDOnaid's
lash cosmetic
WATERPROOF

ABSOLUTELY
WATERPRjOOF
Essential for bathers. Guaranteed not to
run. Makes lashes soft and pliant, yet you
do not look made up.
Katherine Mae Donald's Lash Cosmetic
will make your eyes more beautifully alluring.
At most toilet goods counters
. • ... or send Katherine
MacDonaldSlfor full size bottle.

KAMEO BEAUTY
HOLLYWOOD

PRODUCTS
CALIF

Keep Slende r!

Why be fat? It's a physical
and social handicap.
Thousands have reduced
without exercise with
HENN-O-KEMP,
the
harmless scientific, guaranteed, flesh reducer. Results or money back.
Write, today, for FREE
booklet. Scientific knowledge on how to reduce.

HENN-O-KEM
Cleveland,
966 The Arcade
Not for sale i t stores

played with them. Mother heard, came down,
grabbed the bag from me. Then she sat down
and cried and cried and cried. I couldn't
understand. They were so pretty! I tried to
comfort my mother.
She wouldn't let me.
Shortly after that I was sent with my
brother to visit my grandmother in Phoenix,
Ariz. I remember how hot and stuffy the
train was and that I was crying because I
did not want to leave my daddy. Suddenly,
my brother opened his suitcase and pulled
out a picture of a tall man with black curly
hair. Even now, I remember how curly his
hair looked in that faded old picture.

'"""THAT'S your real father, kid," my brother
■*- told me. "Cassin is not your father. Your
name, sis, is Le Sueur, not Cassin."
And that is the way I was introduced to
T HAVE promised to write this story from my first father! I have never seen him. They
■*■ feelings! In these days when I was so young told me he was dead but I know he was alive
that I cannot remember many casual happen- a year ago because I traced him. That is
ings, Irecall I was often miserably unhappy. one reason I decided to write this story. I
I wanted to play with the boys. I did not thought maybe he might read it and come to
like girls. But my mother and my brother, me.
When we returned home something terrible
who was two years my senior, would not let
me. There were so many things that my had happened. I never really understood about
mother and brother would not allow me ! it and my mother has never told me. But
How foolish it is for mothers to say to their the bright things I had found in the bag proved
children, "No! You can not do it!" without to be money. Daddy Cassin had been taken to
an adequate explanation. If they had told prison. But he didn't stay t1 e because he
me wliy — but they didn't. So I used to run didn't steal them. But he had hidden them
for another who had taken them. I knew my
away and play with the boys anyway.
I was stubborn. I thought my mother loved daddy was innocent.
Soon after that we moved to Kansas City.
my brother best, felt she had no right to let
him boss me. Although I was stubborn by I felt that something was wrong between my
nature, this imagined preference of my mother mother and daddy but I never knew anything
for my brother made me more stubborn. I definite about it. They put me in a convent —
remember one day mother sent me to my St. Agnes Academy.
room as a punishment. When she came for
I suppose all this sounds very strange comme an hour later, I was standing in the corner
ing from Joan Crawford, the gay dancing girl
of Broadway, as you have seen and read about
stamping my feet and screaming "I didn't
do it— I didn't!'' Whether I had done it or her. That is the reason I was afraid to tell it
not, I do not remember. But that was my to you. You have one idea of Joan Crawford,
story and I was going to stick to it!
now you are going to form another. For I
My comfort came from my daddy, my danc- have never been a really happy person. Why
even
now, two women are suing their husbands
ing and my doll babies. Isn't it strange that
little girls who are not happy always turn to for divorce, naming me as corespondent. One
dolls with that instinctive longing to play of them is a musician who plays for my
mother so that they can make their children pictures. How can I be happy when things like
happy? Much has been written about my doll that are always happening to me? There
room. It is all true. I have one entire room in should be a law in this country forbidding
my home in Hollywood filled with little girl- people to name corespondents unless thay
babies, boy-babies and soft woolly animals. have some proof against them ! I am innocent!
Even to this day, when I am unhappy, I go
I suppose I should have been happy in the
to this room, sit on the floor, and talk to my convent. But I was so sensitive. If I thought
babies. Even to this day when life is all the girls didn't like me, I would go and hide
topsy-turvy I go out and dance until I am rather than ask them to play with me.
exhausted. To this day, I long for my Daddy
I was there about a year when mother came
Cassin and wish I could climb on his lap and for me. There was no money; she and daddy
pour
baby. out my troubles as I did when I was a had separated.
"K X Y next memory is a mere shadow. But a
J.Vl.very black shadow. It began, like most of
those baby-shadows, by my disobeying my
mother. A bunch of boys came whoopeeing
down our alley in their Indian suits calling for
me to come and play with them. I must have
been seven. In my hurry to get out before
my mother or brother could stop me, I stepped
on a broken bottle. It cut through my shoe,
dug deep into my foot. There were three
operations. That bottle explains why I have
never been a toe-dancer. To this day that
foot bothers me.
I was shut in the house for weeks. I would
hobble around with my dolls, poke my nose
into this, into that. One afternoon I found a
funny bag in the cellar under the cover of one
of those old-fashioned empty cisterns. I pulled
it out and worked for what was probably an
hour to get it open. When I did, a great heap
of bright, shiny, gold flat things rolled onto
the cold, dirt floor. I screeched with joy as I
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But I didn't want to go home with mother
if daddy wasn't there. I begged so hard to
stay that they let me wait on tables to pay
my tuition. I finished grammar school in
that manner.
I doThere
not are
neednone
to sotellcruel
youas that
wasn't
easy.
small itchildren.
At least I had been their equal. Now I was
just their waitress!
\J[ OTHER
was running
cheapI hated
little hotel.
■'•'-'■An
ugly place.
Ugh! aHow
to go
home to it. As I'd leave the school Saturday
and start for home, I'd walk up and down
every street looking for my daddy. I didn't
look at the people's faces. I was afraid I
might miss him! I'd look at their shoes.
You can see so many more shoes than faces.
Daddy always wore the same kind of shoes.
I knew I'd recognize them because I had
taken them off every evening and brought his
slippers for him.
One dayit. I saw
them.into"Daddy!"
HowandI
screamed
We went
a drug store

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
fcjxnight me an ice cream soda.
That is
a of the happiest memories of my childol — sitting on a drug store stool eating a
Ijcent ice cream soda with daddy Cassin!
other couldn't keep the hotel; she didn't
l|: enough money.
Just about the time I
nhed grammar school she took a laundry
feicy. It was in one of the poorest districts
f Kansas City.
My God, how I hated it!
I men; terrible women.
I couldn't cross
llstrcet without men trying to speak to me
n looking at me strangely.
Kother couldn't keep me there.
She had
tad a place for me. She put me in a fourteen
In combination boarding and day school
catered to the wealthy children in the
lential district.
I was to take care of
small kiddies, wash them and dress them
he morning, put them to bed in the eveclean the house and get the family
ler in the evening.
For this I was to get
high school education.
OW often have I wondered if the wealthy
folk who sent their children to that school
«ld have continued had they known the
I was treated. I must be careful what I
for the woman who ran the school may
be living.
But she deserves every bad
d I could write about her.
There was
cely a day that I did not receive a beating.
: time I was half dead from work. Another
offered to help me. She got the dust pan
me. This woman saw her! She dragged
down two flights of stairs by the hair,
1 not only beat me but kicked me.
he kiddies were my only comfort.
After
}t them to bed I would read them stories
1 wonder why their mothers left them in a
sool like this when they had money enough
ttjteep them at home and take care of them.
I thought I couldn't stand it. I ran away.
['alked the streets of Kansas City one entire
jj('.
couldn't
home atto the
mother
d|gy Ilittle
threegorooms
back inof those
that
ls|ndry. It began to grow dark.
I had to
% somewhere — a policeman stopped me. I
warned to the school, took off my shoes and
tid to sneak in. I can see myself now in my
liile blue skirt and blue sweater. That was the
oy dress I had, two skirts and one sweater.
It heard me! And she dragged me into the
fc:hen, threw me on the floor and kicked
n and kicked me!
low I longed to go home and tell mother
iiut it. Every Saturday I would start for
bine with that feeling, "Now, I am going to
t mother." And every Saturday as soon as
Li get in the door she'd tell me to watch the
lindry. Then she'd go out with somebody.
As I grew older, things were a little better.
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The wealthy boys who came to the school
liked me. That woman used to let me go out

en*

and
with Itthem
they'd
comingto
to thedance
school!
was sothen
that keep
it began
dawn on me that men might be useful to a
woman.
There wasn't any particular boy at this
time. I went out with them all. Always
dancing. It was about this time that I began
to wonder if I couldn't make money from my
dancing. One night I won a dancing contest
at the Jack O'Lantern Cafe in Kansas City.
You can imagine what that meant to me. It
strengthened my idea that I might make
money at something besides sweeping floors
and washing dishes.
At the end of three years they said my high
school education was finished. Mother took
me to Stevens College at Columbia, near the
State University. I waited on tables. But
tables or no tables I never missed a fraternity
dance at the University. The thought that I
could become a professional dancer was growing stronger and stronger. I was tired of
waiting on table. I didn't see what good
college would do me.
I ran away. Daddy Woods, the Dean,
caught me at the railway station. He took
me back and had a long talk with me. I will
never forget it. "Billy, if you are not happy,
we do not want you to stay. But leave in an
honorable way." He gave me an honorable
dismissal. I went home to the laundry. What
else could I do? But mother said if I

BLUE ROSE ROUGE

couldn't stay in school, I couldn't go out
dancing.
What!
Take my dancing from me?
f\N top of that I found mother was to be
^'married. This time it was to a man named
Hough. My third father! Just one more man
to help boss me. I couldn't stand it. One
day while they were out hunting an apartment,
I packed up my clothes and few belongings.
I was serious this time. I could dance!
Nothing — mother, fathers, schools, men —
there wasn't anything in this world big enough
to keep me from being a famous dancer. I
was going to Broadway. I didn't know how
I would get there. I didn't have any money.
But that didn't matter. I was started now
and Broadway was going to recognize Lucille
Le Sueur and make something of her!
And so Joan Crawford, nee Lucille Le
Sueur, starts out for Broadway — and
gets as far as Springfield, Mo. In the
October issue of Photoplay, Miss Crawford will tell of her experiences in the road
companies and cabarets of the middle
west. And she writes, too, of her first
love affair. Watch for the next installment of her colorful and vivid story.

Velvety Cheeks!

What do your
finger tips tell?
Friends envy her complexion— the soft,
charming youthfulness of her cheeks.
Her secret is a different kind of rouge — rouge
that actually protects the skin texture, and
never clogs the pores — Lanchere Blue Rose.
Month after month, her finger tips tell her that
here is a rouge she can use indefinitely, safely.
Only the purest, most wholesome and beneficial ingredients are used in Lanchere Blue
Rose Rouge. The color pigments are dissolved and held in firm compacts by oils specially selected for the skin. These oils give
the rouge such remarkable, adherent quality
that your make-up remains fresh for hours.
Lanchere Blue Rose Rouge, in four
lovely shades, comes i n attractive cases
50c. Refills with puff, 25c.
Lanchere Blue Rose Lipsticks, of
equallypureingredients
— in shades,
dainty 50c.
and
convenient containers, four
LanchereBlueRose Compact Powder
gives the delightful final touch after
using LanchereBlueRose Rouge. Single
anddoublecompacts,75c to$1.50each.

Lanchere Beauty Chart — FREE

Makes it easy for you to select the shade of rouge
best suited to your complexion. Send coupon below.
MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, Wholesale
Sole Distributers
— — — Chicago
New York

Scran ton, Pa.
I am not married myself but most
of my girl friends are. One girl in
particular that I know has cause to
thank the movies for the happiness
of her little home. A. loved her
husband dearly but it just seemed
as if he couldn't keep a steady job.
Things went from bad to worse.
Finally A. decided she was going to
take the baby and go home.
She came and told me about the
situation. What could I say or do?
I suggested that we go to a movie.
We saw "The Crowd." A. watched
James
Murray's
wonderful
charWhen

acterization ofthe husband who was
a dreamer. But he didn't keep his
job either. She saw Eleanor Boardman act all of her own disappointments and sorrows, all her own joy and
hope and faith. She realized that the
love of husband and wife is strong
enough to overcome all troubles and
obstacles. She came out of the theater
with a changed view of life and went
back to help her husband and keep
their home together.
Is it any wonder it makes
me
angry when some people say that the
movies are ruining people's lives?
A. H.
you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY

SPECIAL

/ Charming Lanchere Blue
I Rose Acquaintance Set —
J consisting of Bath Soap, Bath

11 Compact
a delightful
andPuff
Crystals, with
V
65c value — for 25c
Get it at your favorite toilet goods
counter — or send the coupon below.
Marshall Field & Co., Wholesale,
Sole Distributer*, P.O. Box, 1182,

OFFER

Chicago, 111.
Please send me prepaid
D closed).
Lanchere Blue Rose Acquaintance Set (25c en-

Name _
Street
City
Name of local store....
MAGAZINE.

D Lanchere Beauty Chart—
FREE.
P-°

_.State_

;
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Gray Hair

Why Athletes Fail in Pictures

restored to natural color by
this amazing scientific process physicians
endorse as

CONTINUED

unknown and the next had leaped to fortune
and to fame. The price was too great; the
sacrifice too much.
Gertrude Ederle could make much more
money in other fields for which she was better
equipped.
On the proud summit of San Simeon, where
the waves of the Pacific slap against California's golden shore, Trudie and 1 talked it all
over — this business of a picture career. And
we decided that unless we made ourselves

SAFE
Keeps hair
curly, live and
lustrous

"indispensable" to the industry that there
was other work which afforded greater opportunities.

HERE is a way that works wonders by
supplying coloring elements to gray
hair. What happens is that original shade
is obtained. It your hair is naturally
auburn, it will revert to auburn. If black,
black it will be.
No need now for crude, messy dye3
judged dangerous to hair. They are noticed by friends. This new scientific way,
called Mary
Goldman's Some
Hair Color
Restorer, defiesT.detection.
10,000,000
women have used it.
It's safe and makes your hair live looking and lustrous. Will not wash nor rub
off. And may be applied only to gray and
faded parts.
Test it free if you wish by writing for
free outfit — or go to nearest drug store
today. A few cents' worth restores
original color perfectly. Your money returned if not delighted.

,I

TEST FREE

Mary T. Goldman,
I 108- 1, Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
' Please send your patented Free Trial
I Outfit. X shows color of hair. Black
I dark brown
medium brown
I auburn (dark red)
light brown
I light auburn (light red)
blonde

"pOR
my identical
own experience
in pictures
had been
*- almost
with Gertrude
Ederle's.
Back in the Spring of 1926 I had been down
in San Diego when a wire came to me from
Joseph Jackson, a well-known writer in Hollywood, asking me if I would be interested in
playing
part in
starring apicture
for"The
Bebe Campus
Daniels.Flirt,"
I wasa
interested. For years I had enjoyed something
more than a speaking acquaintance with the
City of the Cinema. Many of my closest
friends had made a success in pictures and the
idea had been swirling about my own head for
some time that, like little Jack Horner, all I
had to do was "stick in my thumb and pull

1

And I discovered that it was not so very
out a plum."
difficult
to get my linger in the pudding. But
to find anything that even remotely resembled
a plum was quite another matter.
In a period of a year and a half I appeared

Name.

in five pictures, "The Campus Flirt," "Breaking Records," "The College Hero," "The
High
and "The
At theSchool
end ofHero"
that time
I did Olympic
not have Hero."
either
a fortune or a picture reputation. In two
pictures I had been starred — "Breaking
Records" and "The Olympic Hero" — on my
reputation as an amateur athlete without
professionalizing myself, while the parts I had
portrayed in the other three were not big
enough to set any part of the world afire,
even including my own home town.
In short, my histrionic efforts had shown
that a tendency to cover the ground in fast
time as a sprinter did not help me in the least
to reach the top in motion pictures. As an
actor I had proved to be a fairly efficient
athlete.
For my own peace of mind, I had to look
about me and see that I was not alone. For
instance, there was Duke 1'aoa Kahanamoku,
whose name is still a household word both
here and abroad, who also had tried his hand
at the galloping pictures.
He came to the screen as the fastest swimmer
in the world, with all the color of a picturesque
Hawaiian.

j City
— — — - Please print your name and address— — — »
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T_TF had won the Olympic 100 meters in 1912
■*■ -*-in Stockholm and in 1920 at Antwerp.
Fie held the world's record for the distance,
for 100 yards and for many other races.
He was the official greeter of the Islands,
appointed by the Governor of Hawaii. He
was almost worshipped by his countrymen
because of his striking resemblance to the
great King of the Hawaiians, Kamehameha,
called the Napoleon of the Pacific. He was
the most skillful surf-board rider who ever
lived and could handle an out-rigger canoe
with dazzling ability. He was, moreover, a
notorious joker, having the audacity to spill
the Prince of Wales from an out-rigger when the
latter visited Hawaii, a joke which the Prince
received in such splendid spirit that the two
became staunch friends.
Kahanamoku was, moreover, a descendant
of one of the few remaining pure-blooded
Hawaiian families and was closely connected
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to the royal family, his father being command
archy.
of the Imperial Police in the days of the M<
Duke Paoa Kahanamoku, most perf
specimen of his race, well over six feet
height, well over 200 pounds in weight, wit!
picturesque and splendid face and the carri;
of an athlete, came to the screen alrea
famous. He found that his name mes
nothing. He had to start all over again,
had to build up with the extras. He was c<
rageous in his efforts. He worked long hou
And his labors went unrewarded. Now a
then his name would be given screen crec
But in such fashion that few associated Di
Kahanamoku, the greatest swimmer, with Dt
Kahanamoku, the petty chieftain of a nat
group, or Kahanamoku the pirate, or Kahai
moku the soldier, or Kahanamoku the bo
guard of the hero. And his salary was co
mensurate with the roles that he played,
is doubtful if Duke ever got more than $100
a week and certainly there were plenty of wet,
when he got less, and many others when
was idle.
JOHNNY
WEISMULLER,
whoturned
follow
J Kahanamoku
as champion, also
eyes toward pictures. But he saw no beckoni
fingers and he refused to make the sacrifi
that Duke had done, with no goal in sig
His team-mate, Stubby Kruger, almost
famous as himself, a handsome fellow witJ
flare for comedy, did try pictures. He plaj
with Douglas Fairbanks in "The

Bla

But it was extra work and it was not possi ]
to pick him out from the other swimmers wji
were used in the production.
The golden chance did not come his wayi
Pirate."
Stubby checked out of Hollywood at last I
As Stubby was leaving, Fay Lanphier, Ml
California, the winner of the National Bead
contest at Atlantic City, was on her way!
Hollywood. She had been promised a rl
in pictures. She understood that she was scl
to be starred. The production she was I
play in was entitled "The American YenuJ
She thought, of course, she was to be the na
player.
a matter
she was. But!"
starring As
honors
went oftofact
a newcomer
narrl
Esther Ralston, while another unknovi
Louise Brooks, "took" the picture.
Miss Ralston is now a star and Miss Broct
has become one of the most popular leadii
women in Hollywood, but Fay Lanphier, b*j
ter known at that time than a dozen Esthj
and Louises, has been forgotten. She was iF
indispensable.
THEN there is Bill Tilden, once the great:
tennis player in the world. Tilden starred
a play on Broadway. It was thought that i
acting experience he gained in this manr,
together with his fame, which was world-wi,
would make him a picture star. Everybc*
seemed to think so — except the pictl
producers. They only gave him small pa|>
and paid him as they paid their other sm j
part people. So Tilden made a picture of 5
own, with outside backing. But that did t
startle the industry either. And he fiji
himself today in relation to pictures, back!
the beginning again, with the task of startj
all over and building up with no guarantee t J
he will ever "arrive." His name was not g
enough to gain him a golden share of "Mc(
Four athletic names which ha^e attract
more interest than any others in the last J
years
have been Benny Leonard, the ur,*
Money."
feated
lightweight champion of the wol
Babe
Ruth,
homefootball
run king;
and Red Grange,
star. Jack Demp:*

is guaranteed.

Each of these has at one time or another fjl

Photoplay
m motion pictures with varying degrees of
hk, similar in one respect, in that it was all
bl.
IlSenny Leonard was one of the first athletes
* tackle the industry. He had tackled al1st everything else with success and Benny
tided that the cinema should also yield big
■idends. He had a great deal of trouble
■ting anybody to undertake the task of pro■ting him.
Brhis was something hard for him to undertnd, inasmuch as he was the reigning fighter
Ijhis time and the most popular man his di■ion had ever produced,
•vaudeville was always willing to pay him
Ijil and he could not appreciate the indifferl:e of screen producers.
Jliowever, he at last cornered an independent
■iducer named Frank Hall, who had proved
fciself a glutton for punishment in the past
■1 who thought that, through Universal, it
fijht be possible to turn Leonard's athletic
■•stige into dollars and cents. Benny was
femised a per cent of the net returns and he
lis given a drawing account for his expenses
lid incidentals, during the filming of the epic.
■was a serial with a number of installments
; 1 it cost about $150,000 to make and it took
■taut six months. If Benny was a good hand
m padding his expense account he may have
aide something. But his returns, via the per■ltage route, would have made one of his
fenmest purses look like opulence, according
ttsome of those who helped to handle the distbution.
IIBecause in the undignified parlance of the
■:ture industry his epicwasa "flop."
RABE RUTH, Sultan of Swat, had a more
^lucrative experience. Fortunately for the
[tbe, he possesses a shrewd manager in
Piristy Walsh, who happens to have been
I sed in Los Angeles and has a close acquaintMceship with many of the boys who are the
Ifcn behind the men in Hollywood. Christy
his wise to percentages.
'He knew that independent pictures on inde]fndent releases, or even pictures distributed
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through recognized distributing corporations,
take a long, long time to return the original
investment.
For there are prints to be made, almost as
fast as the picture is sold; advertising paper and
selling costs and road-showing expenses, all
besides the initial production budget.
WALSH

had been informed that First National was to make a baseball film. He

figured that Babe's name should be worth
money to any picture of the diamond. It is
said that he even had the title in the back of
his head, "Babe Comes Home." And he sold
First National the idea; sold it on a cash and
carry basis.
It is claimed that the Babe got §10,000 a
week for three weeks and this is probably very
close to the actual amount. Out of that Babe's
manager no doubt got a cut, and there were
training expenses and incidentals to be paid, so
that the final reckoning did not exceed by a
great deal the money Ruth could have made
during a similar period in vaudeville or on an
exhibition tour.
But it was gravy and perhaps the best deal
that anyathlete has ever gotten out of a screen
venture.
The executives at First National were not
happy over the outcome. The picture, even
with the dazzling Anna Q. Nilsson as the leading lady, was not a success.
It is said that the final split between First
National and their popular Swedish player
grew out of her dissatisfaction in being forced
to play such roles as the one she had in " Babe
Comes
Home."
So that
it is expected the next time First National makes a baseball classic, Babe Ruth will
not be invited to participate therein. He
should worry. He once held them "back to
back" which is more than many another
celebrity can say in regard to his picture
experiences.
Jack Dempsey was leaving the. new offices
of Tiffany-Stahl productions the other day.
His hat was pulled down over his eyes and he
did not look particularly cheerful. Word had
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that not a single pore is visible.
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Since using MELLO-GLO, I can appear all evening without repowdering. It stays on longer vet does not clog the
pores or leave the skin dry.
Miss Barbara Carrington
(well known singer), appearing in
"Golden Dawn" Company.
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Not the entrance to the Bronx Express. On the contrary, Jane
Winton is going down to call on the early Christians. With a monk
acting as her guide, Miss Winton is about to explore the Catacombs
of Rome. Jane had this picture taken to prove that American
movie tourists actually do see something in Europe besides the Rue
de la Paix
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gone out a short while before that Jack was
going to make a picture for this organization,
which is one of the biggest independents in the
business.
"When
him.

"I don't start," said the former champion.
"They want me to work on a percentage cut
and I have had enough experience of that
kind." Picture fans may remember that
several years ago Dempsey appeared in a
serial for Universal in which he was the slashing, dashing hero through a number of two
reel productions. At the time Dempsey was
reported to get a million dollars for the ten
two reelers.
All the actual cash that was paid then, the
story goes, Dempsey paid out himself to his
sparring partners and for his training camp
which he set up at Universal City during the
filming of the picture.
He also had a rebuilt nose and a special corps
of assistants to aid him with his makeup and in
the art of acting.
He had ambitions at the time of becoming a
star of the cinema. But his dreams vanished as

. . T^move
,
this ugly mask^
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as
Othine — double strength — is guaranteed
to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from
any drug or department store and apply
a little of it night and morning and you
should soon see that even the 'worst
freckles have begun to disappear, while
the lighter ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom that more than an ounce is
needed to completely clear the skin and
gain a beautiful
complexion.
Be sure to ask for double strength
Othine, as this is sold under guarantee
of money back if it fails to remove your
freckles.

the dreams of many another, less-famous, have
done in the cold reality of Hollywood.
' I 'HE pictures were not money-makers and no
-*• one knows how much Dempsey ever collected, even himself. For the picture venture
was another one of those complications which
formed a part of the Dempsey-Kearns arrangement. It did not terminate successfully enough
for Dempsey to care for a repetition of the
dose.
Repetition is sometimes dangerous. Red
Grange found it so. In the same year that
Charlie Pyle so cleverly maneuvered to make
the red-headed ice-man into the greatest
paying football player of all time, one of his
admirers persuaded the new-formed combination to try their hand in Hollywood. There
was talk at the time of a million dollar contract for Grange. Tests were taken in New

OTHINE
DOUBLE

STRENGTH

SPARE
TIME
MONEY

York

said to be a "splendid

Hollywood,
"free
It was thenstillthat
onelancing."
of his backers is said to
have obtained a release for a football picture
through Film Booking Offices of America
when he put up the money for the production.
This "angel" was either clever himself or
had shrewd advice, for he had Grange surrounded vwith a good cast and directed by
Sam Wood, at one time considered one of the
best in Hollywood. Wood was said to be
financially interested in the film himself. For
he needed to stage a come-back and he saw
in producing a good picture for Grange that

21 Superb Christmas Cards & Folders
SeUs for $1.00— Costs You SOe

We publish a magnificent Assortment containing 21 high-grade Christmas Greeting Cards
and Folders, each with an envelope. Steel engraving, French water coloring, sparkling metallic, gold and silver effects, panelling, and
bordering. Nothing sold begins to compare
with the sale of Christmas Box Assortments.

What Others Are Doing
Mrs. Finch of Virginia made $575. Mrs. Miller
of New York made $450. This is what they say :
"Everybody
thinks theythearemost
wonderful."
"I
found
your assortment
attractive on
the market." "Could easily be sold for $2.00 a
box." "Your Christmas Box Assortment sold
like hot cakes."
// you want to make money tvrite immediately for
full particulars and tree samples. Dept. s4
Waltham Art Publishers, 7 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
FOR

opportunity.
The whole production was filmed for about
$75,000.
"D ED GRANGE was widely heralded as hav•^•ing "It." His career in the cinema was said
to be assured. His picture was claimed as one
of the best of the season. It undoubtedly was.
FBO sold it at a tremendous price to exhibitors
throughout the country. Grange was one
celebrity, Hollywood admitted, who had made

AN

CAREJ

People liked him on the screen and they liked
good.
his first starring vehicle, "One Minute to
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as a department of a large art organization, who have actually produced over a quarter million drawings for leading advertisers. Where
else can you get so wide an experience? Home study instruction.
Write for illustrated book telling of
our successful students.

MEYER

and he was

But the
New York producers, though gainpicture
type."
ing a great deal of publicity out of Grange, did
not actually sign him, and Red came out to

is easy

PREPARE

do you start work, Jack?" I asked

BOTH

COMPANY

Michigan Ave. at 20th St. Dept. 31, Chicago, 111.
Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in spare
time. Practical work. No text books.
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Dept. 2836 3601 Mich. Av.. Chicago

If the story could have ended there, a
pleasant memory would have lingered on.
But Charlie Pyle and Red Grange were
Play."
enthused
and they allowed their optimism to
color their cinema transactions. They made
arrangements to make another picture to be
released through FBO. They secured Jobyna
Ralston, a leading lady for Harold Lloyd in a
number of his successes, andjWalter Hiers, a well
known comedian. They got Director Sam
Wood back again and they decided to make
an auto race story, similar to the kind popularized by the late Wally Reid.
This time it is
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claimed that they were so confident of sue ■
that they backed their own venture with t
own money and spent a great deal more I
the first picture had cost. Indeed, there
those that say that virtually all of the pre
of the first enterprise were put in the sec
That, according to Hollywood tradit
production.
was the first mistake. The second was w
ing a year before making the sequel to "I
Minute to Play. " The third and perhaps n
disastrous was the selection of a subject t
had nothing to do with football. Again !
cropped up the old, old story of a celeb:
thinking that he could achieve success
another field of endeavor without gc;
through all the work and sacrifice that s
success always demands.
CO "The Motor Maniac" was made. It t
^handed over to FBO for release.
Suddc
that organization discovered a great deal t;
they had never even suspected before,
"(j
Minute
to Play" had not been such a vcess after all. People had liked the pictuion the first day.
Throughout the country
crowds, football followers, had gone to ■
Red Grange, the celebrity, play football. ':
the regular theater-goer, the dyed-in-the-v
film fan, who knew little or nothing of Grai
did not attend the show.
They were irinterested in seeing Chaplin across the str
or Fairbanks or Lloyd.
Grange had not
proved himself to them.
The exhibitor, w
he paid a big price for the Grange picture, i
expected the film fans to attend.
The fc!
ball enthusiasts
were
not large enough
number to compensate him for the cost of l
film.
So the picture houses, both large andsm
suffered from "One Minute to Play" thoi;
FBO and those who had backed the £)
venture had made money.
Now you can fool an exhibitor once, 1
you can't catch him twice with the same b;
He was wise by now. He refused to const
"The Motor Maniac " at any price. Pyle z
Grange were flabbergasted. They decided
road-show the picture. So they changed i
name of it to "The Racing Romeo" and p
pared to send Grange and Walter Hiers arou
to some of the leading theaters of the courr
with it.
But there was no crying demand

for th:

abandoned.appearance. So that idea was a'
personal
The production was sent out to do what
could on a small release basis, and though
played some of the small houses in big cit
and some of the big houses in small cities, it s1
has a long, long road to travel before the d
will be returned.
•""THREE adventurers had started out ; Gran;
*- Pyle and Wood. Two were dependent up
athletic fame to see them through, even thou
they may not have admitted it. The third w
a master of direction who just happened to
down for the moment when Grange and P;
came along. He would have gone up agr
anyway.
Butback
theirand
picture
the pushamotl"
brought him
today was
he stands
the leaders of his class again, while Grange a
Pyle have found that there was more money
promoting "bunion derbies" across the cou
try than in punching a time-clock in a Holl
wood studio.
Salaries in motion pictures are as elusive
"birdies" on the duffer's golf score. Only
very few contract artists get big money, t
gether with those who produce their o\
pictures with a stable release in back of the
Each high-salaried star has earned his pla
by hard work and patient, perseveri
apprenticeship. A celebrity may sometii
command in pictures an equivalent sum
what this restricted class receives, but t
celebrity who gets it will have earned it, 1
years of work in his new field, and not by t
glamour of the name he has brought to t
films.
That is his handicap; not his aid!

is guaranteed.
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The Stars That Never Were
[ CONTINUED

ran that his laugh should have a sardonic
fig— it was Pasquale's own fear that gave that
Ifgh its timbre of bitterness.
' "No wonder he looked so foreign," the casti director told his assistant. "He is some
fctd of a wop. He doesn't know any American
Bill, from the sound of things. Do you — ' ' he
Vs shouting — (Why do we always assume that
Ipse who do not understand us are deaf?)
' )o you know what I'm saying? You wop?"
'asquale did not know. Not one word of the
cector's question held meaning to him. Only
I^quale
knewit had
that drowned
the man'soutvoice
was feeble
loud.
i. loud that
his own
eorts to make himself heard. How could he
Jaw that the director was not rejecting his
Ba for clemency — his promises of future
fcgiance to his small, vivid flag? How could
tknow that, to the director, his country was
By a small pink spot upon an uninteresting
r:p?
How could he know that to the director he
Is only the answer to a problem in casting
-in answer almost providential!
I

L ND so they led him away. A little dark
•li*-man who — since entering the casting direc1;-'s office — had seemed to shrink in size. A
Itle man who protested no longer — who
\lked, between the director's assistant and a
(<ap from the wardrobe room, with a dragging
t&d. Through a great room, full of ropes and
irange apparatus and glaring lights they
\lked. And Pasquale, brought up on the
lilt history of a certain inquisition, felt his
l)od congeal.
This, no doubt, was some sort of a torture
1 amber! Through a roomful of cannon and
. les and sabres they went next.
The booty, he told himself of many an unsuccessful revolution — of many a lost cause. He
:oke no longer, in his own tongue. Either
ese people did not understand — or they
mldnot!
Really, it mattered very little.
For he was at the end of things. There was
:< going on place — not from here. After his
ljubled, careful journey — despite the miles
tween him and that first prison cell — he had
ien captured. And the fruit of capture was
;ath.
iO they had told him. So he had known,
'without being told. . . .
He did not resist — he did not even speak
ben they took his clothing from him and gave
•m a smock of some rough linen fabric. He
;d not protest when his dirty shoes were drawn
Dm his feet — when wooden shoes were subituted for them. He was limp, resistless
1How in their hands. One of the boys who
[orked in the wardrobe rooms was moved to
f jocular about it.
"I wonder if that guy has a valet when he's
pme?" he questioned. "Maybe he's a
rok in disguise! I never seen a grown man so
dpless."
' They dressed him carefully. After all, he
;as the piece de resistance of a scene that
ight wring a gasp from the blase public. They
it the clothing of a Belgian peasant upon his
taking figure with painstaking care. And —
"Anybody'd think," one of them said to
asquale, " that you was being killed instead of
dng given a job to!"
But when it came to making up his face — to
ving it penciled lines of pain and hollows of
irrow — the ones who were preparing Pasquale
i >r his great chance were powerless. For there
as nothing that their art could do to improve
pon what life — the master make-up artist —
id already done. One can not gild the lily,
either can one paint the simulation of terror
here terror really lives. . . .
As they marched him from the room in
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which they had dressed him, Pasquale saw that
there were other men, dressed as he was
dressed, in the outer corridor. Perhaps a dozen
of them.
An old chap, with a white, tobacco stained
beard who laughed, as he talked to the younger
man who stood beside him.
"The ancient brave one!" Pasquale, in his
heart, paid tribute. Again, when he heard
another of the group — a young boy, this time —
humming a song, he doffed his spiritual helmet
to sheer gallantry. He wished that he were as
brave as the old man — brave enough to laugh.
That he could be as gallant as the boy. Gallant
— that he might sing, here, on the brink of
eternity! But he could not — he was too tired
of body — too utterly weary of soul. Too shaken of spirit. It was all he could do to walk, as
the others walked, without stumbling. He followed down a corridor through the room with
the guns — the other, larger room of the ropes
and the machines. And, at last, out of the
room's far door — thank God there would be no
torture!
And farther out into a great sunlit space
surrounded by buildings.
A LL about, people were shouting excited di•**-rectiorts. On a platform, at one end of the
lot, a lovely lady, in a black frock and a black
lace mantilla, was dancing. In another corner a
man — in rough leather trousers and a flannel
shirt — steadied a plunging horse. There was,
somewhere, far off, the sound of a sobbing
violin.
But Pasquale scarcely noticed. His gaze
was riveted upon the line of men in grey
green uniforms. Men who stood opposite a
rough plaster wall. Men who held, in their
steady hands, gleaming steel rifles.
So. That thing called destiny had again
formed a circle. The rescue — the privation,
the loss of citizenship, they meant nothing! It
was to be the firing squad, after all. Just as it
had been planned. Pasquale, walking stiffly
forward, was quite unconscious of the grinding
of a camera.
Was quite deaf to the calling voice of the
man who directed the scene. He took his place,
against the wall, in a way that was utterly
mechanical.
Remember — the peasant who was the second
from the left? The gaunt, dark little man?
Who stared so desperately at the other armed
men, the men in uniform?
The old fellow with the long beard shifted
his tobacco from one cheek to the other. The
boy stopped humming. The violin — a distance
away — struck a high, quavering note. And the
director shouted an order.
And it was then that Pasquale made his great
dramatic appeal.
It was then that — the critics later said — he
had his moment. For his face changed,
stiffened, grew tense.
And one hand, involuntarily, crept up to his
heart. And his lips breathed something —
something that even the critics did not recognize as a prayer in an alien tongue.
A ND then the guns, leveled in the hands of
-**-the pseudo firing squad, spoke. And, one by
one, like mowed down poppies in a wheat field,
the imitation peasants fell against their wall.
Some of them fell very badly, indeed — your
extra man doesn't relish stone bruises!
But Pasquale's fall was a perfect thing. He
just slithered forward — with his hands groping
ahead of him. Just fell forward limply, into
the dust.
Only — when the others rose, laughing, and
began to brush off their smocks, Pasquale did
not rise. . . .
The studio doctor, summoned hastily, called
it heart failure. . . .
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Why Mary Pickford Bobbed Her Hai
[ CONTINUED

old-fashioned as leg o' mutton sleeves, Mrs.
Pickford had helped her to find a new field for
her artistry, all would have been well.
Instead of failing, as she did in " Rosita " and
"Dorothy Vernon" because of lack of courage,
they would have succeeded.
But Mary's mother couldn't bear to cut
Mary's curls.
Nor can anyone blame her.
Her love was not a selfish, cramping, smothering thing.
CHE
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Just a brush stroke of harmless solid or waterproof liquid Maybelline and you get the desired effect instantly. Millions of girls and
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beautifying power of Maybelline.
Solid or Wjterproof Liquid M.iyhelline, Bl.ick
or Brown. 75c at all Toilet Goods Counters.
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reyhair
is absurd

TN this modern age of youth and beauty.
Obviously, "dyed" hair is even more ridiculous. Rap-I-Dol is different. Ordinary
dyes or restorers merely paint the outer coating of the hair giving a "flat", dead color
which quickly streaks, fades and comes off.
Rap-I-Dol penetrates through the transparent outer coating of the hair and gives it
natural color, lustrous with original brilliance and shade. Simple and sure to apply
under our personal expert advice. Absolutely
impossible to detect. Rap-I-Dol is sponsored
for its safety by the Federal Cosmetic and
Medical Council! We have a new special
FREE offer particularly interesting to women,
who have used other ordinary dyes. Send the
coupon quickly to secure full information!
TESTED
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•APPB.OVEO-

RAP-I-DOL
15hc "cTrtaster" Wair Coloring
Rap-I-Dol
Distributing
Corp.
Dcpt.899Bu8hBuilding, N.Y. C.

Send me immediately without obligation
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my hair and the special FREE offer you are making.
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dominated Mary's entire life, professionally and privately
up untilAnd
Mary's
riage to Douglas
Fairbanks.
aftermarher
marriage, Mrs. Pickford 's influence did not
diminish, for Douglas, like everyone else who
knew her, respected his mother-in-law for her
ability, enjoyed her company because she
was one of the wittiest and most delightful of
women,
and loved her for Mary's sake as well
as
her own.
But if Mrs. Pickford dominated her daughter's life for many years, it was a loving and
miraculously successful
domination.
Without her mother, Mary Pickford would
never have achieved her great place — the
greatest place any woman ever has or ever will
occupy in the motion picture art. ■
Their relation to each other was more than
that of a loving mother and daughter. It was
that of a sculptor and his masterpiece, of business associates, of great adventurers bound for
the same goal.
Charlotte Smith, who kept a boarding house
in Toronto, and was left a widow with three
very young children and no money at all, was a
great woman — one of the greatest figures ever
produced by the motion picture business.
Early days of privation and trial, of starvation and denial, of battling the world for actual
food and clothing and shelterforherlitlle brood,
did two great things for Charlotte Pickford.
They developed her own strength and determination and they won her the deathless love and
respect of her daughter.
Mary never forgot. She never forgot her
mother's courage and cheerfulness, her righting
heart, her smiling face and her selfless devotion
to her children. For those early days were days
of real poverty which sear the soul and bring it
forth withered and embittered, or strong and
determined.
A/TRS. PICKFORD was, I think, one of the
J-v-Lmost charming women I have ever known.
Impossible to resist her sweetness, her amiability, her tolerance, her merry eye and her Irish
tongue. Her sympathy was as wide as the
ocean. Impossible not to respect her air of
authority, her keen, concise knowledge, her
way of handling people.
It was only where she loved too much that
her wisdom failed her.
And she loved Mary's curls.
Why not?
They were, in a way, her own creation.
You may remember that when Mary first
went into motion pictures she did not have
curls. She wore her hair as other girls did, in a
knot at the back of her head. The long, beautifully arranged curls were Mrs. Pickford's idea.
She saw what could be done with them, how
they could be made into a symbol. She tended
them, played them up in pictures and publicity.
At last never
they became
a tradition
— and Mary's
mother
was able
to overcome
that
tradition.
As Mary's fame grew and the love of the
world flowed to her feet, Mrs. Pickford saw her
masterpiece complete. There stood her darling,
her beloved child, known to and loved by more
people than any other single woman in history.
And into her mother love, which was the
strongest thing in her nature to begin with,
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came a sort of idolatry. There was no fls
her idol.
Why change it?
During the years of Mary's greatest p
larity, her mother stood beside her as a {
prime minister might stand beside a qi
When Mary made "Rebecca of Sunnyb
Farm," and "Daddy Longlegs" and "S
Maris," her mother was the chief facte
every step, in every decision. And her
sions were always wise. She steered the
steadily onward, watched the box o
watched the public, managed the finances
the
studio,
took allfrom
details,
fought
the Mary's
battles. shoulders all
In those days, Mary was almost never
in public without her mother. The lovely
with the curls and the solid, black-hai
black-eyed woman were a familiar picture
It is necessary to understand all these th
and to understand a little of the characte
Charlotte Pickford to understand the th
that followed.

"pOR
*- standtime
stillmarched
even forinexorably.
that spirit Itof did
ete
youth, Mary Pickford.
Mary grew up.
She grew up sweetly. As a woman she
infinitely more beauty and charm and arti
ability than she had as a girl.
But she became a woman. She was no Iori
a little girl. Thirty should be the prime!
womanhood. If there had been no Pickf
tradition tied to her, if she had no long, gol
curls, the Mary Pickford of thirty could h
swept the public to ecstasy just as the M
Pickford of sixteen did.
Perhaps she could have done it anywa
perhaps she can still do it.
But she failed in her first attempts becai
they lacked conviction, they were hi
measures, they didn't possess the flame of
complete new personality. The curls werj,
constant reminder and she was just little M;
Pickford trying to play grown-up parts.
When Mary herself longed for new fields, rJ
stories, new roles, when Mary saw herself a
she had changed and that times likewise lj
changed, her mother refused to recognize i
of it. Always her advice was to follow the j
formula, to retain the curls and all that w<
with them.
It is a significant fact that during her 1
picture, "My Best Girl" every bit of aim;
phere that could be produced to correspo1
to the old days was produced. The same mu
was played during what were, practically, 1
same scenes that Mary had been making
fifteen years. The same personnel surround
her. It was a complete throw-back.
And it was to be Charlotte Pickford's li]
picture.
I don't suppose anybody could have bt
happier than she was then. And nothing c
take from Mary the joy of knowing that s
never did one thing that shadowed those li
days for her mother.
The masterpiece was still intact. The ti,
dition was unaltered. The curls were si]
there.
CO Mary, the artist, for five years sacrific
^herself to Mary, the daughter.
Mary, who through years of experience
pictures and because she inherited her mot
er's keen mind along with her own genii
never let her mother know, I don't suppo
that there was any sacrifice. Perhaps, becai
she loved her mother so much, she was v
conscious of none.
But I do not believe, and even Mary hers
couldn't make me believe, that she gave up 1
attempt to find a bigger field for herself, tb
she kept those curls, because she was afraid
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b public. She gave up because she saw what
jineant to her mother.
i There is so much beauty in the love those
-b) bore each other that any mistakes dwindle
fcp insignificance beside it. What, after all,
fcild the world give comparable to what they
fe'e each other? Mrs. Pickford made Mary
Rat she was and Mary repaid her debt in full.
t There were many people who thought that
r mother's death would all but kill Mary
Ilkford. Her friends dreaded the day as it
dw inevitably nearer, not only because of
Eir affection for Mrs. Pickford, butbecauseof
ifir fear of its effect upon Mary.
1 3ut great love, real love, is seldom weak even
I :he face of death. Great love carries within
fi.'lf a conviction of immortality and a com► nd to carry on.
t kVhen it could no longer wound her mother,
fciry cut off her curls.
flTIE action itself may seem simple. Mary
[lherself may believe her own explanation
lit she felt old-fashioned, out of proportion,
tft of date, with them.
[{But it is one of those simple actions that
■fan so much. It has all the significance
BjMary's life that the Boston Tea Party had
i'the lives of the American colonists.
It is the birth of a new Mary Pickford, it
i:ans that the screen has gained a new artist.
(Mary is going to start out without her curls
\id try to win herself — not her old place but
mew place. In her lifetime, in her prime,
sa has become a tradition which by its very
Jture is beloved but which has no part in
K screen life of the world today.
She has got to make them accept Mary
Kkiord, not as a personality, not as
'imerica's sweetheart," not as the girl with
ie curls, but as an artist.
'For years she has gone through all sorts of
imping and limiting experiences. Wonderful
rbries, which she could have played better
an any actress on the screen, have been
irned down because she couldn't play them
ith curls. Great opportunities have been
Iscarded because they didn't fit with the
ckford tradition. Ideas that grew in Mary's
>ain, advances in technique, growth of power
an actress, have been worthless because she
is held to a field in which ideas were of
■cessity always the same, because power
lisn't needed to play little girl roles. Her
amanly beauty and lure have been discounted
utirely, yet photographically Mary Pickford
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is
the most beautiful woman
today.

on the screen

Now the curls are gone.
Before her are new worlds to conquer. She
is at a time in her life when most great stage
actresses are just coming into their own. She
is much younger than Duse was when she
achieved world fame and acclaim, much
younger than Bernhardt was when she conquered the world of the theater.
Yet she has already completed the greatest
chapter in the life of any screen star. The
battle before her is, practically, an attempt to
come back. And she cannot come back as
the girl with the curls. She must come back
as a woman. She is photographing as well
now as she has ever photographed.
A group of very famous screen folk were
talking of Mary and her great step the other
night. There
were present
two of whom
the screen's
greatest
comediennes,
a director
other
directors still call master, two well-known
producers, the most famous dramatic screen
star, two well-known critics and one or two
authors.
The consensus of opinion was that Mary
Pickford could today take a story written
either for Clara Bow or for Gloria Swanson
and play it better, more convincingly and
with more appeal than either of those great
stars.
But she will fail again as she failed before
if she tries half-measures. She must cut off
her past as she cut off her curls. There is a
new generation of screen fans. There is a new
thought in the world. She must cast aside all
fear, all thought of what is expected of Mary
Pickford, of what her public has always
wanted, and start a new cycle.
■CVEN now she is experimenting somewhat
-'—'with the new talking picture. Her voice
has great magnetism. The new era of the talking picture may help her to begin this new
epoch. If she succeeds, and she will succeed if
she has the courage of complete conviction, she
will be something more than a great star, a
deathless personality, a tradition.
She will be a truly great artist and her name
may be added to those of Duse and Bernhardt
upon the roster of fame.
And when somewhere she meets her mother
again, her success will justify her defiance of
that tradition and no one will rejoice more
gloriously than that great and loving woman —
Mary's mother.
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growth of hair, ZIP can destroy
it — effectively — by gently and
rapidly getting at the cause. It
is so simple, so safe, this delightfully pleasant and fragrant
one minute application of ZIP
on face, arms, legs, body. No
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How they get those scenes on moving trains. J. Roy Hunt, the
cameraman, invented this platform to photograph James Hall as
he looks out of the window of a speeding train in "The Fifty-Fifty
Girl."
It is a great contraption if the train doesn't dive into a
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The "No" Woman

Lovely skin—

[ CONTTi;\ JED FROM

quickly! rr
Nadinola Bleaching Cream
will transform your complexion— bring you new fascination, alluring beauty. Just follow the simpledirectionsinevery
package — see your skin grow
smoother, whiter, lovelier, day by day. Watch lreckles
pimples, roughness and muddy-sallow color give way
quickly to radiant, healthy new loveliness.
Nadinola brings up the hidden beauty that lies below the darkened, weather-roughened surface of your
skin. No tiresome waiting for results, no disappointments. Nadinola contains the surest, most powerful
skin-whitening ingredients known — yet it cannot harm
the most delicate skin. Positive, written, money-back
guarantee in every package.
Begin tonight with this famous wonder-workins;
cream ! At good drug stores and toilet counters, $ 1 . If
your druggist cannot supply you with Nadinola Bleaching Cream, mail the coupon below. We willsend it at
once prepaid — with generous sample of Nadine Face
Powder and valuable, free beauty booklet. Send no
money — just pay postman $1 on delivery. Send the
coupon NOW!

cNad&ntAaffleachingCream
DEPT. 29, NATIONAL
Paris, Tenn.

TOILET

CO.

Please send me^postage prepaid, extra-large jar of Nadinola Bleaching Cream with directions and money-back
guarantee.
I will pay postman $1 upon receipt of order.

BUNIONS ffES
Clip This and Prove It FREE!
NEVER, in the history of medical science, has the amazing
action of Pedodyne Solvent been equalled. It's perfectly
marvelous. Stopsthetorturing pain of the most sensitive
bunion almost instantly and reduces the enlarged, disfiguring
growth like magic. So rapid is the reducing power of this
great, scientific discovery, that your very next pair of shoes
may be a size smaller — often two sizes smaller.
complete
Just mail theCoupon andthefbe ull,
M/mr treatment.guaranteed.may
WrSf
W rilCa ilOW
yours to try.
rKAYISO North
LABORATORIES,
Dept.P161
Wacker Drive Chicago. Illinois
| Please arrange for me to try your Pedodyne Solvent, to dissolve
bunion formation and restore normal ease to affected joinu.

Name
Addre:
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(This is not an order, ship nothing C. O. D.)

By Note or Ear. With or without music. Short Course,
adult beginners taught by mail. No teacher require"!.
Self-Instruction Course for Advanced Pianist*. Learn
259styleeof Haas, 684 Syncopated Effects Blue Harmony,
Oriental. Chime. Movie and Cafe Jazz. Trick ISndingB,
Clever Breaks. Space Fillers. Sax Slurs. Triple Buss,
Wicked Harmony, BlueObligato and 247 other Subjects,
including Ear Playing. 133 pages of REAL Jazz, 25,000
words,
A Postal brings our EKEE Special Offer.
Waterman Piano School, 1834 W. Adams St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Kill The Hair Root
My method Is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again. Easy.palnlesa.harmless. No scars. Booklet free.
Write today, enclosing 3 red stamps. We teach beauty
culture.
25 years in business.
D. J. MAHLER,
269-C Mahler Park,
Providence, R. I-

"But what I would like is to have you co
over to my house some evening. We he
lots of informal little parties and I'd so love
have you meet some of my friends."
"What could be sweeter?" I thought. Hi
was a real girl. More like the girls from hor
No climber — no grafter — no ulterior-moti
expert — just a nice friendly, wholesome g
Yes, I'd adore to come.
And a definite invitation led me to a char
ing house in the hills on the following Saturd
evening.

the rest of our magenta !"
AyiADAME GLYN has a tremendously keen
-*■ '■'■sense of humor which never fails to get a
''kick" out of the "lady-type" who, upon being
introduced to her, says "Oh, my dear Madame
Glyn! I have been waiting all my life to tell
you about the terrible time I had reading
' Three Weeks.' I used to have to hide it under

"Would I not like to drop in and have
Signor Grandelstino photograph me?" No
obligations whatsoever. Signor would be so
charmed to make my acquaintance, Miss Vansomething-or-other (she to whom the sweet
potato vocal cords belong) assures and assures
and assures!
They would be so delighted and enchanted
to One
have hates
the pleasure
of "doing"
to admit
being some.verdant, but
there was one time when I fell for the photographic idea. First time, of course. You see
I'd promised a likeness to one of my old
college profs and was just about to look up a
photographer, so I was ripe for plucking.
When I went to get my proofs, the Lady
Receptionist asked me what day Madame
Glyn would be ready to pose. When I said I
a's.
had not yet spoken to her about the matter,
the Office Queen automatically shortened her
"I'm sorry then, but I can't let you see
your proofs. You know Signor is not in the
social service game. Unless you wantta give
us forty bucks."
T DID not. In that event I would choose my
■*■ own photographer. As the receptionist would
say in off hours, I had "loined" something.
One of the most revealing experiences I
ever had took place in Hollywood. I had not
lived in California long when I first became
associated with Madame Glyn and everyone
said, "What a gorgeous opportunity to get acquainted! You'll meet so many interesting
Of course I did. But they all wanted something. Ye Gods!
When Madame was casting a picture, I had
topeople."
interview about two hundred people a day
and sort out a few for her to see (mostly
actors and actresses) but most of them looked
through me — not at me.
One day a keen looking girl came into the
office with a Miss K., a screen actress I knew.
This girl, Helen Hall, we'll call fier, was a
beginner in pictures and anxious to get on, but
she did not ask to meet Madame Glyn. nor did
she appear to have any particular motive ex-
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cept to meet me. This went down like arorm
castor oil with me. Miss K. had told herwl
a charming secretary Madame Glyn h
and bla-bla-bla — -which went down betters!
this being only natural, as I was getting rat
fed up on being a motion picture adjunct,
was fearfully nice to the new girl and went <
of my way to say I thought she really ought
try to see Madame who might like her type a
give her a good part. But Helen Hall s,
"Oh no, you have enough people hounding)
already!
Really, I couldn't impose myself
already! Glyn,
Madame
she is imposed upon enoi

physically possible for her to grant it. If ten
men came seeking alms, nine of them rogues
and one deserving, Madame would prefer
to aid all ten rather than miss the one really
needy one.
Madame Glyn is a great lover of beauty and
harmony. I shall never forget the expression
of almost physical pain which passed over her
face one day when I carelessly appeared in the
beautiful magenta study, where I am privileged
to work, wearing a brilliant red dress! I realized at once the color scheme I was presenting
and apologized, but she laughingly passed it
off, saying:
"I shall have to get the painter to daub
some blue and crimson lake on you to match

theI mattress!"
suppose that particular brilliancy has been
remarked to her some ten thousand or more
times — enough to have lost its sparkle.
I say, "No, No!" over the telephone a dozen
times each day when I hear that purring,
pseudo-aristocratic voice which could belong to
none other than a photograph artist's solicitor
— that voice which so clearly drops its r's from
nine until five, and rolls them deliciously after
hours.
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I shall never forget that nightmare nip]1
As soon as I arrived I sensed something qui
in the atmosphere, even the orchestra seem
to have a commercial twang.

■CIRST I was introduced to a prosperously !
*■ man who chose a waltz during which to t
me in ginny tones what gobs of money Madai
Elinor Glyn could make if she'd just leave it
him to select some good old Los Angeles n
estate for her. "And don't forget it, girlie, 1
stick the old price up so as to take good care
you ! If you'll arrange for me to meet the lac
that's all you need to do! This daddy '11 s
that
you're
yearmefrom
now
t in a left
That
was independen
his finale which
breathk
and dazed as Helen brought up quite ;
interesting-looking man who soon was m
launched on the merits of the automobile bu
ness.
He winked every few seconds as he talke
"Madame Glyn ought to have several of o
cars," he said with a significant look whi
caused me to miss a step of the fox trot. Wh
kind of a place was I in anyway? I wondere
My partner left me in no doubt as to his inte
tions. If I could maneuver to "land tl
Madame's business" as he delighted in callii
it, I was to have a lesser roadster of my o\v:
providing, also, that I would be willing to 1
a "nice little pal" — whatever that migi
entail.
HE was lonely — his wife was incompatible(I thought it took two for that)— but 1
that as it may, I mentally resolved, now that
was in this mess, I might as well get all the i
formation I could. I ventured to ask how 1
could afford so generous an offer. He rolled h
black eyes all around the room and back '
me and they seemed to get rounder with tl
rolling. Then he cleared his throat impre
sively and started on that old familiar row
which any girl who's ever been out on her ou
will recognize. I refer to the ditty whii
begins, "You know I feel as though I'd know
you
— and which ends with somethir
with always!"
a string on.
His wife was a typical home woman — and 1
— well, he was a gay old dog. I had made
new creature of him when I walked into tl
room that night and it struck him we migl
be something — well — er — something mo
than mere business partners.
I was at the point of choking and I was gla
to be rescued, though it was only a momei
until
I wastheagain
being "approached."
During
remainder
of the evening I su
fered through three more lucrative propos

is guaranteed.
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,tions peppered in various degrees with the
personal element. I still smile to myself now
ind then as I recall the flowery phrasing of the
acean club promoter — and the clumsy methods
ol the dentist.
The next morning Miss Hall brought me
a printed list of the products represented by
•the guests at the party the night before. But
; (then I was a wiser — and sadder — girl. I
handed it back to her without comment and
=he shrugged her shoulders in contempt for my
iivays and remarked, "You're a fool!"
OTHER episodes have followed, many of
them not too pleasing, but I have learned
my hardest lesson from Miss Hall. I was
never so green again, at least not the same
Ivivid hue of grass green.
I will admit that I was once afterwards
.locked up in a florist's vault (and who would
suspect a florist of being so desperate for distinguished clientele?)
I But he was a shrimpy little coward so I
wasn't the least frightened. I simply jumped
at him and said "Boo!" and he tremblingly
opened the door.
There was a hand cream demonstrator who
bored me until I allowed her to leave a sample
with me for Madame Glyn. I told her Madame
never uses creams but she vowed that in every
jwoman's
comes
daypersistently
when the hands
chap. Shelifestill
calls one
me up
to see
if Madame has tried the lotion. She even had
the nerve to ask me if I couldn't manage to
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day.
have Madame go out without gloves some raw
Can you feature woman's inhumanity to
woman?
Some of my bribery experiences are not at
all sordid and are even filled with human
interest and often pathos. One happening in
particular I shall always remember with sympathy. answered
I
the telephone one day and a
tiny, frightened old voice asked, "Is that the
secretary to Madame Elinor Glyn?" When I
assured her of my identity she seemed scarcely
to know what tosayne.xt. Shekeptrepeating —
"This is REALLY the secretary to Madame
After assuring her several more times,
I grew impatient and insisted upon knowing
what she desired.
Glyn?"
"I wish to see you. Miss," she said in a ter"Meribly
?" humble
little
I said
. voice.

\

""Y"ES, Miss, I'll meet you any time you say
■*■ and any place, if I can see you for five
minutes." Of course this was nothing new —
I'd heard that same story a hundred times a
day for months, but the difference lay in the
frightened little voice and manner. I promised to meet her in the lobby at noon and she
told me over and over that she would wear a
bigWhen
red
missed
fragile

rose
so I'dherbe Isure
her. have
I found
knewto Irecognize
never could
her — rose or no rose — she was so
and old and wee.
She presented a

Remove
cold cream
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with these delightful cleansing
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removing
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you for
DO towels
you know old cloths are dangerous, because
they rub dirt and germs back into the skin?
As a matter of fact, towels— too — usually rub
the cream in, instead of off. They aren't absorbent enough.
Try Kleenex ! It's the new way, the approved
way to absorb cream, make-up, dirt from the
surface of the skin. It comes ia soft, snowywhite, tissue-thin sheets. You use it once, then
discard it, with all the impurities that might
mar the loveliness of your complexion.
Beautiful actresses consider it the last word
in make-up assets. Beauty experts use it in
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Send right now for a generous trial package
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Jack Duffy of the Sandy MacDuff
Scotch joke.

comedies tells Joan Marquis a

Jack: "Do you know how the Scotchman cured himself of seasickne?"'
Joan: "And how did the Scotchman cure himself of sea-sickness?"
Jack: "As soon as he got on the boat, he swallowed a nickel."
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comical picture, a tiny little old lady of some
eighty wiry years, wearing a big red cotton
rose almost as large as her head. The old
darling was in a positive tremor of joy when
I introduced myself. She nervously thrust an
envelope into my hand. It was addressed in a
precise lavender and old lace hand, "To the
Secretary of My Adored Madame Elinor Glyn
— the woman who is true to her own convic-
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SEPTEMBER 10— Rate
40 cts. per word
AGENTS

penned all them writin's.
"I know fifty dollars ain't much to some
folks. I'd give more if I had it and I'd keep
on savin' but I'm afeared the good Lord might
take me before I get to see her — an' I just can't
die without tellin' her how much she's done for
me.
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He offered me first a card entitling me
to buy my dresses at a wholesale house; he
next sent his friend who imports French
chiffon stockings, to see me that I might buy
my hose at an attractive discount. He inquired of me if I were married and, when I
said no, asked:
"Maybe you would like to meet some men,
yes? They take you out to dinner and treat
you oh, so nice. Do you like him rich and old

DR.WALTER'SSpecialextrastrone
Ankle Bands, will support and
shape the ankle and calf while reducing them.
They fit like a elove. Can be worn undL-rany kind of hose without detection.
You can note thedifference inshapeof
ankle at once. Can be worn at night
and reduce while you sleep, orduring
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.
Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle
Bands for $3.75. Pay by
check or money order (no cash; or
pay postman.
Send Ankle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE P H. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue
New York

maybe,
just a plain
home me
man?"
And ofor course
he offered
a discount on a
coat for myself.

Keep Your
Young
Remove all blemishes and discolorations by regu'
larly using pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce,
and use as directed. Fine, almost invisible particles ofaged skin peel off, until all defects, such as
pimples, liver spots, tan, freckles and large pores
have disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft
and velvety, and face looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To
quickly remove wrinkles and other age lines, use
this face lotion: 1 ounce powdered saxolite and 1 half pint
witch-hazel.
At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

FUNNIEST of all are the letters from laundries and private washwomen. I get eight or
ten a day.
One of the private class offered to do
Madame's lingerie free of charge just so she
could see it and handle it and tell her friends
that she washed for Madame Elinor Glyn.
The hairdressers lure me with promises of
free permanent waves for my own naturally
curly hair if I will help them to obtain
Madame's custom.
People selling shoes, hats, gowns and handbags seek Madame as a customer not only for
the sale itself, but to be able to say to other
customers:
"This is a very smart thing! Madame Glyn
bought one exactly like it from us the other

INSTRUCTIONS

WANTED

HOMEWORK:
WANTING. Stamped
OBTAINenvelope.
RE- '
liable
kinds. WriteWOMEN
for information.
Eller Co., P-296 Broadway, New York.
LADY TO REPRESENT US IN YOUR TERRITORY.
Experience unnecessary. $15-$25 weekly easy. Write for
particulars.
Mazelle Co., Dept. EW, Gary. Ind.
WORK
FOR
"UNCLE
SAM."
STEADY
JOBS.
$105.00 to $275.00 month. Men — women. 18 to 50. Paid
N.
Y. Full particulars and sample free. Write imvacations.
mediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. G95, Rochester,
REDUCE

So much for Hollywood. It was simple compared to New York. Here, the technique of
getting business by bribery and baits is developed to a high degree.
Just lately I was approached by a furrier
who wanted to sell Madame an ermine coat.
He was not so crude as to offer me a commission for my services in steering Madame into
his shop.

pe#pai*

WANTED,

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY.
MEN — WOMEN
TO
qualify for Government Jobs; $125-$250 Mo. Write, Instruction Bureau, Dept. 205. St. Louis, Mo.

NEEDLESS to say, the little old dear got a
hearing — and without a fee of course.
What's more, she got a complete set of autocopies of Madame's books and made
a lifelong graphed
friend.

AND

$1000 BEFORE CHRISTMAS SELLING Exclusive personal Christmas cards. Steel engraved designs. Expensive sample book. free. Wetmore, Janes and
Rochester,
N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED TO ADVERTISE OUR GOODS
and distribute free samples to consumers; 90c an hour;
write for full particulars. American Products Co., 1878
Monmouth. Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Please, young woman, help me to meet
her, and I'll be everlastin' grateful. I ain't
never had the gift of gab — so I've brought it all
in writin'. Bless you !
"Sara Meriton Gilaspedie."

PEETTY ANKLEST $5.^

SALESMEN

AGENTS— WE
START
YOU
IN BUSINESS
AND
help you succeed. No capital or experience needed.
Spare or full time. You ran earn $5(>-$100 weekly.
Write Madison Products, 564 Broadway, New York.

I had difficulty in keeping the tears back
when I read the message. It was as follows:
tions!"
"Dear Miss: — Here is a fifty dollar bill.
It's took me fifty years to save it. Please take
it and let me look for once upon the face of the
most wonderful woman in the world, Elinor
Glyn. I've read all her books and lived my
life accordingly. I've heard how hard it is to
get past her secretary so I knew I had to make
a special effort. If you know how much
it means to me you'll manage some way. I'll
only stay five minutes. I just want to look in
her eyes and shake that wonderful hand that

AND

A BOOKLET BY DR. DENSMORE ON TREATMENT
for reduction of corpulency will be mailed without charge
upon request to Dept. "M." Garfield Tea Company. 313
41st Street, Brooklyn, New York.
WRITERS
FREE TO WRITERS. THE PLOTWEAVER. A
monthly magazine.
valuable
interesting
information to writers Contains
of magazine
and and
photoplay
stories.
Subscription $2.50 per annum. Free sample copy. The
Piotweaver,
Drawer WP,
Hollywood.
California.
FATENTS
INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PATENTED OB
unpatented. Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 187 Enright,
St. Louis. Mo.
MOVIE

STAR

PHOTOGRAPHS

250 BRILLIANT
PHOTOGRAPHS
FAMOUS
MOVIE
stars. Samples;
catalogue 10c. Belmont Shoppe, Za-1,
Downers
Grove, 111.
MANUSCRIPT

TYPING

STORIES REVISED. TYPED. OR COMPOSED IN
any form from your own plot, confidentially. Translatingable
fromrates.
French,
German,
and West
Italian.
Write:
Suite Spanish
1114. 145
45th ReasonStreet,
New York. N. Y.
PERSONAL

LET ME READ YOUR

CHARACTER

FROM

YOUR

hanil writing. Sample reading 12c. Graphologist. Box
93. Sta.-B.. Toledo. Ohio.

Amateurs Win this Prize and Royalty Contract,
Mechanical Contract and Foreign Rights Contract.
All to the Winner. Song Published in our National
S-ng Magazine. Send 25c for last Issue Containing
Complete Details and Six New Songs.
SONGS OF TO-DAY MAGAZINE
1585 Broadway
Dept. A-3
New York, N. Y

Every day some new proposition comes to
me — a jeweler, a perfumer, a furniture dealer,
a masseuse, all with the idea that if Madame
Glyn
would patronize them, they would be as
day!"
popular as "Three Weeks."
But to all such comers my refrain is "No,
It's a great life — and you mustn't weaken.
No!"
EveryNo,
advertisement
in TIIOTOrLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

UMJJllJjJJJMm
.in $25 to $50 a week s
i work.
Nothing to eel
ail tools and materii
Dept. B-3, 427 Divereey Pa

We ARTCRAFT
teach you
at
r part
way. Chicago
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE

16 ]

, *SHOW PEOPLE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
I ! Marion Da vies and William Haines portray the funny
[ jside of the goof who would get into the movies.
Recommended.
(August.)

TENTH AVENUE— Pathe-De Mille.— Boarding
house life on the wrong side of Manhattan. Heavy
melodrama and vividly played by Phyllis Haver,
Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut.
(July.)

SILK LEGS — Fox. — Madge Bellamy demonstrates
how to sell silk stockings. Whipped cream. (March.)

THEIR
HOUR— Tiffany-Stahl.— Wherein
the
demure girl outsmarts the fast stepper. With
Dorothy Sebastian, Johnnie Harron and June
Marlowe.
Not for the children. (June.)

' SIMBA — Martin Johnson Corp. — Those charmI (inp travellers, the Martin
Johnsons, have made
another one of their entertaining jungle pictures.
1 Greot studies ot wild animals in their native haunts.
\\(April.)

THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Supposed
to scare you to death. But it merely puts you to
sleep.
(June.)

SKINNER'S BIG IDEA— FBO.— After a long
time-lapse, Bryant Washburn continues the adventures of your old friend, Skinner.
(May.)

THOROUGHBREDS— Universal.— Once again
the innocent country lad falls in with a gang of wild
women. Good direction and some race-track scenes
help some.
(May.)

SKY-SCRAPER— Pathe-De Mille.— Love among
the riveters. The locations are thrilling, although the
(plot is hackneyed. With Sue Carol and William
iBoyd.
(April.)

*THREE SINNERS— Paramount.— Pola Negri
as a good girl gone wrong. Not so wonderful as the
good girl, but oh, after she has gone wrongl Sophisticated amusement. (June.)

SMART SET, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines takes up polo. Always the same,
[fresh kid. But good, if you go in for flippant youth.
'(April.)
SOFT LIVING— Fox.— Adventures of a stenographer who finds that it is easier to get alimony than
work for a living. But love saves all. With Madge
Bellamy and Johnny Mack Brown.
(April.)

TIGER LADY— Paramount.— Reviewed under
title "Love Is Incurable." Old-fashioned story,
tricked out in fancy costumes and made palatable
by the suave acting of Adolphe Menjou and Evelyn
Brent. (June.)

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS — Para. mount. — Especially in a haunted house. Good
comedy thrills and lots of action. With the eyesoothing Esther Ralston.
(May.)
SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia.— Slightly goofy
story of a dressmaker's assistant turned prize-fighter
' — all for love. With William Collier, Jr., and Shirley
Mason.
(July.)
- SOUTH SEA LOVE— FBO.— Just like any other
' brand of love — full of inconsistencies.
With Patsy
Ruth Miller.
(June.)
: *SPEEDY— Lloyd-Paramount.— Harold Lloyd cap! tures all the dash and excitement of Manhattan. An
1 ingenious and high-powered comedy.
For the whole
family, of course.
(May.)
SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— Good acting and fine direction lift this triangle story above
the average. Special honors to Belle Bennett and
Holmes Herbert. (June.)
SPORTING GOODS— Paramount.— Richard Dix
■ plays an enterprising salesman in one of the very best
current light comedies.
(March.)
SQUARE CROOKS— Fox.— Original variations of
the usual crook business lift this comedy above the
;'i ordinary.
Jackie
Coombs,
a three-year-old kid, runs
away with the
laughs.
(A pril.)
STATE STREET
SADIE— Warners.— Can
i believe it? Another underworld story.
And
among the best. (July.)

you
not

TRAGEDY OF YOUTH, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller and Buster Collier in an ultramodern comedy showing the folly of youthful marriages. Smooth and sophisticated.
(May.)
♦TRAIL OF *98, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— A mighty panaroma of the Klondike rush, told with
power and breath-taking realism. Congratulations
to Clarence Brown for making a really thrilling rilm.
(April.)
TREE OF LIFE. THE— Zenith.— The story ot the
world's creation,
less! L. ofH.California,
Tolhurst, prepared
with the
assistance
of the no
University
the scientific data. Educational and worth your
while.
(April.)
TRICK OF HEARTS, A— Universal.— Hoot
Gibson in a simple-minded story. Rather puerile.
Algernon!
(May.)
TURN BACK THE HOURS— Gotham.— All
right, turn back the hours and what does it get you?
Just a quickie, with a lot of well-known players filling
in between more important pictures.
(May.)
TWO FLAMING YOUTHS — Paramount. — Introducing a new co-starring team — W. C. Fields and
Chester Conklin. Great fun for all but the chronic
weepers.
(March.)
TWO LOVERS— United Artists.— Some direction,
neat acting and fine settings cannot disguise the fact
that this is the same old plot. But Ronald Colman
and Vilma Banky are simply swell. (May.)

STOCKS
AND
BLONDES— FBO.— Romance
among the chorus girls and brokers^
Slightly hotsy; totsy for the family trade.
With Jacqueline Logan
and "Skeets" Gallagher.
(June.)
! STORMY
WATERS— Tiffany-Stahl.
—
Eve
■ Southern tries a Sadie Thompson
but this story of
love in the tropics doesn't quite come off. (August.)
STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN
RAMPER.—
Defu-First National. — German picture with original
'plot. Just a bit heavy.
(August.)
*STREET
ANGEL— Fox.— Janet Gaynor
and
Charles Farrell continue
to remain
in Seventh
Heaven.
A human, appealing story, adorably acted.
! By all means see it. (A pril.)

UNDER THE BLACK FLAG— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Flash, "the wonder dog," shows that the
doggies did their share in fighting the war.
(March.)

♦STREET OF SIN, THE— Paramount.— Technical y afine picture but the story, a brutal tale of the
London slums, is repellent. The least satisfactory of
Emil Jannings' American productions.
(July.)
STREETS OF SHANGHAI— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Dirty work in China and slightly reminiscent of a lot
of better plays. Not so much.
(May.)
STRONGER WILL, THE- -Excellent. — Just one
long yawn.
(August.)

VAMPING VENUS— First National.— A "Connecticut Yankee" comedy designed to get back some
of the money spent on the "Helen of Troy" sets.
Cock-eyed enough to be popular. Thelma Todd is
beautiful and Charlie Murray is funny. What else
do you want?
(May.)

TELLING THE WORLD — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — That comical cuss. Bill Haines, goes to
China. More darned fun, in a silly way. Anita Page,
who makes her debut in this one, is all to the good.
(July.)

dandruff

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE— ChristieParamount. — Rare antique that has been redone for
no good reason. Even with the hard work of Louise
Fazenda, it is mostly just plain silly. (May.) .

UNDER THE TONTO RIM— ParamountMore gold rush. Richard Arlen and Mary Brian in u
fairly exciting Zane Grey story.
(A pril.)
UNITED STATES SMITH - Gotham. — Eddie
i a roughneck but
Gribbon and Mickey Bennett
funny comedy.
(August.)

WHY suffer embarrassment
from dandruff or thin-

UPLAND RIDER, THE— First National.— Ken
Maynard rides the winning horse in the race that
saves the old homestead. A routine plot but a grand
hoss-race.
(May.)

ning hair?penetrates
"Ninety -Three"
Hair tonic
to the
very roots; kills dandruff;
stops hair from falling out;
keeps the scalp healthy and
hair glossy, abundant, beauRexall "Ninety-Three"
Hair tiful.
Tonic
is sold only at
Rexall Stores. 50c and $1.

VANISHING PIONEER, THE— Paramount.—
The return of Jack Holt to the Paramount ranch.
And the result is a Grade A Western.
(August.)
WALKING BACK— Pathe-De Mille.— Trivial
story of the younger generation made interesting by
the presence of the charming Sue Carol.
(July.)

*TEMPEST— United Artists.— Interesting story of
the Russian Revolution. While John Barrymore is
starred,
it is Camilla Horn's picture. Here's a real
find. (June.)

WALLFLOWERS— FBO.— One of those stories
that is motivated by a trick will. Light but adequate.
{April.)
WARMING UP— Paramount.— Richard Dix in an
original and really funny story of a bushleague
pitcher.
Family diversion.
(July.)

TEMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL— First
Division.— Not naughty, just foolish.
Betty Compson makes the most of a maudlin character.
(June.)

Columbia.—of Jack
Holt's Kong
sense
of WARNING,
humor saves THE—
this melodrama
the Hong
dives from being dull.
(May.)

TENDERLOIN— Warners.— This time the dirty
crooks blame the robbery on Dolores Costello, thtreby
giving her an excuse to register a lot of anguish.
(March.)

13 WASHINGTON SQUARE — Universal. — A
mediocre mystery story with a bit of comedy and a
good performance by ZaSu Pitts. Also with Alice
Joyce and Jean Hersholt. Only fair. (March.)
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"Let's Both Reduce"
It's so easy to lose fat
Ask them

Excess fat is a serious
blight, both to men and
women. Not only to beauty,
but to health and vitality.
And multitudes in late
years have proved that it
can be ended.
Look about you. Note the
slender figures which once
were fat. You will see that
some new factor has
changed the old conditions.
Science, a few years
ago, discovered a great
cause of excess fat. It lies
in a certain gland deficiency which greatly affects nutrition. Then
a great medical laboratory developed the
Marmola prescription. Now people have
used it for 20 years — millions of boxes of it.
The use has grown to enormous proportions by users telling others.
The good results are seen in every circle.
Most of you have friends who know them.

what Marmola
does.
No secrets about it. A
booklet in every box gives
the formula complete, and
explains how the factors
act. You will know that the
loss in weight comes about
in a natural, helpful way.
By aiding to combat an abnormal condition.
Learn what Marmola
means to you. If your mate
is also over-fat, make a bargain to reduce together.
Simply take 4 tablets daily.
No abnormal exercise or diet is required.
Do this because of the 20-year record, in
which Marmola has brought newbeauty.new
joys to so many.
You owe that to all who
care for you. Start now.

1M A R IMfO!

A

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by
all druggists at $1.00 a box. Any druggist who is out will order from his jobber.

I?Ii&I\l¥l\s/Ldi/,l,

*WE AMERICANS— Universal.— A fine drama o
our immigrants. The struggles, loyalty and problem
of these new Americans will make you more toleran
and sympathetic. A fine study in patriotism
splendidly acted.
(.May.)
♦WHEEL OF CHANCE— First National.— Rich
; rd Barthelmess docs some good acting in a dual rolt
You forget the improbabilities of the story in you
interest (August.)
in the star's acting and the dramatic situa
tions.
WHEN THE LAW RIDES— FBO.—Somethini
better than the conventional Western plot. Witl
Tom Tyler and Frankie Darrow.
(August.)
WHIP WOMAN, THE— First National.— A pic
ture so badly made the audience laughed. Througl
bad judgment of a reviewer, we failed to warn yoi
how bad it was.
(March.)
WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEASMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Just misses being a re
markable picture. Its weakness of story is atoned fo
by some of the most beautiful tropical pictures eve:
filmed.
(August.)
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox.— For thoa
who will laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.)
♦WICKEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-Goldwyrv
Mayer. — Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a corned;
of marriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but fui
of laughs.
(June.)
WIFE RELATIONS, THE— Columbia.— Naiv.
romance of an heiress who finds a job and a husbanc
in a department store.
(August.)
WILD WEST ROMANCE— Fox.— Some thrills h
this Western but Rex Bell, the newcomer, will neve:
fill the Stetson of Tom Mix.
(August.)
WILLFUL
YOUTH— Peerless.— Heavy melodrama in the tall timbers with Kenneth Harlan ant
Murphy.
(June.)

Prescription Tablets

Edna

the

WOMAN'S WAY, A— Columbia.— This time th<|
diamond
(August.) necklace is lost in the Latin Quarter of Paris

Pleasant

Way

to

Reduce

iDfeaftintf Lessons
actually

WOMEN
WHO DARED— Excellent.— Slumminf
party(August.)
to the lower East Side, as the movies picture
it.

Beautify
Your Face
to prove you can get
ready for a wellpaid Drafting
*,'-//yjP-

ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER will shape your
nose to perfect proportions while you sleep
or work. Age doesn't matter. Safe, painlr-^,
comfortable. Rapid, permanent results

Job spare
— at home,
time I

YELLOW LILY, THE— First National.— Concerning the bad habit of archdukes of falling in lovt
with ladies who live on the other side of the tracks.
Billie Dove and Clive Brook are the principal reasons,
why you'll want to see the picture.
(July.)
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE LAW— Rayart— The
title tells the story. Full of crooks and such-like.
Cornelius Keefe is the handsome cop.
(May.)

guaranteed. 60,000 doctors and users praise it as a
most marvelous invention.
No metal or screws.

IF you want a better Job and a bigger pay-check
and
we'll fascinating,
show you
bow tobrighter
£et them.future
Draftingprospects,
ia easy to learn,

and a stepping utone to success in all building and manufacturing lines. Look into this life-time chance— write today for
3 Drafting lessons, free, and guaranteed job and raise offer
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
Dept. D-671. Drexel Av
and 58th St.. Chicago

30-Day FREE TRIAL
Send for FREE BOOKLET
ANITA

institute

928 Anita Bldg.

NEWARK

Seattle, Wash.

"Don't Shout"
"I hear you.
I can hear
now as well as anybody.
'How'?
With ihe MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in mv ears
now, but they are invisible, l
would not know 1 had them in
myself, only that I hear a 11 ri-_
The MORLEY PHONE (or the

to the ears what glasses
are to the eyes.
In"
visible, comfortable, weightless and harmless.
Anyone
canadjuslil. Over 100.000 sold. Write for booklet and testimonialTHE MORLEY CO ..Dept.789.10S. 18th St. Phila.

Men andBOOK
Women Explains
Everywhere! Make Big Money 1
FREE
Be A Movie
opportunities as Motion
Picture Camera Man, PorOperator
We
furnish protrait, News or Commercial Phojector and teach
tographer. You can learn at home
you at home.
or in our New York Studios. Spare
Get
a
goodMovie
pas'
job
with
or full time. Job Chart Free.
or Vaudeville
Theatre. Write
N. Y. Institute of Photography
for folder.
10W. 33rd St., N. Y.
Dept. 37
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Dept. 9-P, 750 No. Michigan Ave., CHICAGO
i Grntlttnen: I enclose herewith $2.50 [Canada $3.03. Foreign
$3.50] for which kindly enter my subscription for Photoplay Magazine, for one year, effective with next issue.

Subscribe for

RATES
Yearly Subscription: $2.50 in the
United States, its dependencies, Mexico
and Cuba; $3.00 Canada; $3.50 to forIeign
countries.
Remittances should be
made by check,
or postal or express
i
money order.

Send to..

Street Address..
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..State..

I

USE THIS COUPON

I
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CAUTION:
Do not subscribe through
persons unknown to you.

Bouquets for "Sorrell and Son."
Living next door to us is a young
man whose wife recently departed for
parts unknown with another man,
leaving her husband with two darling
little boys, four and seven years of
For some time the deserted husage.
band seemed to feel very bitter,
hated the sight of his boys, and let
his home go totally uncared for.
One Sunday afternoon we asked
him to leave the boys with my
mother and go to the movies with
us. He replied that he didn't care
for movies, as they were nothing but
"mush." However, he came along
and we saw "Sorrell and Son." Our
friend sat very still throughout the
show and we didn't talk about the
picture on our way home.
But inside of one week our neighbor had hired help to clean his house,
re-seed his lawn and plant flowers
and shrubbery in his garden. Best
of all he wired East for his widowed
mother to come and make a home
for him and his little boys.
And inspiring pictures? Yes, give
us more like it.
P. F.

Every advertisement

id PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
I "A SHIP COMES IN"— Patiie-De Mille.—
J from the story by Julien Josephson. Directed by
Villiam K. Howard. The cast: Peter Plecznik,
Ludolph Schildkraut; Mrs. Plecznik, Louise Dresser;
~.rit -, Milton Holmes; Marthe, Linda Landi; Sokol,
ritz Feld; Dan Casey, Lucien Littlefield; Judge
■resham, Robert Edeson; Seymon, Louis Natheaux.
|| "BABY
CYCLONE,
THE"—
M.-G.-M.—
From
Ittie
play by George
M. Cohan.
Directed
by Edward
• utherland.
The cast:
Joe Meadows, Lew Cody;
,ydia, Aileen
Pringle;
Gene,
Robert
Armstrong;
essie, Gwen
Lee; Evans,
Richard
Carlyle;
Mrs.
'randall, Nora Cecil; Cyclone, The Dog.
[ilay
"BARKER,
— First Adapted
National.by— Benjamin
From the
by KenyonTHE"
Nicholson.
ilazer. Directed by George Fitzmaurice. The cast :
Hfty Miller, Milton Sills; Chris Miller, Douglas
airbanks, Jr.; Hap Spissel, George Cooper; Sailor
I West, John Erwin; Colonel Gowdy, S. S. Simon; Lou,
Dorothy
Mackaill;
Carrie,
Betty
Compson;
Ma
■ Jenson, Sylvia Ashton.
II "BATTLE OF THE SEXES, THE"— United
FiRtists. — From the story by Daniel Carson Goodman. Adapted by Gerrit J. Lloyd. Directed by
lb. W. Griffith. The cast: Judson, Jean Hersholt;
I \tarie Skinner, Phvllis Haver; Mrs. Judson, Belle
lliennett; "Babe" Winsor, Don Alvarado; Ruth Jud\hn,
Billy
I ^riendSally
of theO'Neil;
Judsons,
JohnJudson,
Batten.William Bakewell;
I I "BROADWAY
DADDIES"— Columbia.— From
I [he story by Victoria Moore. Continuity by Anthony
Ifcoldeway.
Directed by Fred Windermere.
Photogaphy by Silvano Balboni. The cast: Eve Deltnar,
Jacqueline Logan; John Lambert Kennedy, Alec B.
Francis; Richard Kennedy, Rex Lease; James
Leech,
•hillips Smalley; Fay King, De Sacia Mooers; Mrs.
Vinthrop Forrest, Clarissa Selwynne; Agnes Forrest,
lietty Francisco.
"BROKEN MASK, THE"— Anchor.— From the
ton- by Francis Fenton. Continuity by Adele
Juffington. Directed by James P. Hogan. Photogiaphy by Edward Gheller and Shirley Williams.
[The cast: Pertio, Cullen Landis; Caricia, Barbara Bedlord; Santo Bendito, William V. Mong; Dr. Gordon
While, Wheeler Oakman; Maurice Armalo, James
vlarcus; Delores, Ina Anson; Perito as a boy, Philippe
le Lacy; Caricia as a girl, Nanci Price.
! "CODE OF THE SCARLET"— First National.
—From the story by Forrest Sheldon. Continuity
>y Forrest Sheldon. Directed by Harry J. Brown.
The cast: Bruce Kenton, Ken Maynard; Helen Morion, Gladys McConnell; Paddy Halloran, Ed Brady;
fflake, J. P. McGowan; Widow Malone, Dot Farley;
Bartender, Sheldon Lewis; Comic, Harold Salter; Pete,
foe Rickson; Frank Morgan, Robert Walker.
I "COWBOY KID, THE"— Fox.— From the story
ly Harry Sinclair Drago and Seton I. Miller. Scenario
>y James J. Tynan. Directed by Clyde Carruth.
The cast: Jim Barrett, Rex Bell; Janet Grover, Mary
lane Temple; Trig Morgan, Brooks Benedict; Lilly
ianglon, Alice Belcher; John Grover, Joe DeGrasse;
■The Sheriff, Sid Crossley; Deputy Sheriff, Billy
'
Sletcher.
"CRAIG'S WIFE"— Pathe.— From the play by
George Kelly. Adapted by Clara Beranger. Directed
py William C. de Mille. Photography by David Abel.
The cast: Mrs. Craig, Irene Rich; Mr. Craig,
vVarner Baxter; Ethel, Virginia Bradford; John Fredericks, Carroll Nye; Mrs. Passmore, Lilyan Tashman;
Mr. Passmore, George Irving; Miss Austen, Jane
Iveckley; Mrs. Frazer, Mabel Van Buren; Eliza, Ethel
Wales; Mary, Raida Rae.
"DEVIL'S TRADEMARK, THE"— FBO.— From
.he story by Calvin Johnston. Continuity by
Dorothy Yost. Directed by Leo Meehan. Photography by Al Seigler. The cast: Millie Benton,
Belle Bennett; Fred Benton, William V. Mong; Tom
Benton, William Bakewell; Mona Benton, Marion

raphy by Roy Eslick. The cast: Red Hcpner,
Buzz Barton; Jane Anderson, Duane Thompson;
Sidewinder Steve, Milburn Morante; Bob Anderson,
Bob Fleming; Tom Reynolds, Edmund Cobb; Jim
Dalton, Edward Hearn.
"FLEETWING"— Fox.— From the story by Lambert Hillyer and Elizabeth Pickett. Scenario by
Elizabeth Pickett. Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
The cast: Jaafor, Barry Norton; Thurya, Dorothy
Janis; Metaab, Ben Bard; Auda, Robert Kortman;
Trad Ben
Sabam, The
Erville
Alderson
O'Hara;
Mansoui,
James
Anderson;
Simoon,
Arabian
Horse;
Furja,
Blanche Friderica.
"FORGOTTEN
FACES"— Paramount.— From
the story by Richard Washburn Child. Adapted by
Oliver fl. P. Garrett. Directed by Victor Schertzinger. The cast: "Heliotrope Harry" Harlow, Give
Brooks; Alice Deane, Mary Brian; Chloe Harlow,
Olga
William Powell ;" Spider,"
Fred Baclanova^'FrfHr/iy,"
Kohler; Tom, Jack Luden.
"FOUR WALLS"— M.-G.-M.— From the story by
Dana Burnet and George Abbott. Continuity by
Alice D. G. Miller. Directed by William Nigh.
Photography by James Howe. The cast: Benny,
John Gilbert; Frieda, Joan Crawford; Mrs. Horowitz,
Vera Gordon; Bertha, Carmel Myers; Sullivan, Robert
Emmet O'Connor; Monk, Louis Natheaux; Roma,
Jack Byron.
"GANG WAR"— FBO.— From the story by James
A. Creelman. Continuity by Fred Myton. Directed
by Bert Glennon. Photography by Virpil Miller.
The cast: Flower, Olive Borden; Clyde Baxter, Jack
Pickford; Blackjack, Eddie Gribbon; Mike Luego,
Walter Long; Wong, Frank Chew.
"GATE CRASHER, THE'— Universal.— From
the story by Jack Foley. Adapted by Karl Krusada
and Vin Moore. Directed by William James Craft.
The cast: Dick Henshaw, Glenn Tryon; Mara Di
Leon, Patsy Ruth Miller; Hal Reade, T. Roy Barnes;
Maid, Beth Laemmle.
"GREASED
LIGHTNING" — Universal. —
From the story by William Lester. Adapted by
William Lester. Directed by Ray Taylor. Photography by Milton Bridenbecker. The cast: Johnny
Parker, Ted Wells; Diana Standish, Betty Caldwell.
Merrihew, Walter Schumway ; Beauty Jones, Lon Poff;
Mickey Murphy, George Dunning; Annie Murphy,
Myrtis Crinley; Crane, Victor Allen.
"GREEN GRASS WIDOWS"— Tiffany-Stahl.
— From the story .by Wellyn Totman. Continuity by
Wellyn Totman. Directed by Al Raboch. Photography by Jackson Rose. The cast: Walter Hagen,
Walter Hagen; Del Roberts, Johnny Harron; Babs
Worthing, Gertrude Olmsted; Mrs. Worthing, Hedda
Hopper; Stedman;
Cliff Wallis,
Hallor;
Hendricks,
Lincoln
Mr. Ray
Roberts,
John"Fat"
St. Polis.
"HEART TO HEART" — First National. —
From the story by Juliet Wilbur Tompkins. Directed
by William Beaudine. Continuity by Adelaide Heilbron. The cast: Princess Delatorre (Ellen Gulherie),
Mary Astor; Philip Lennox, Lloyd Hughes; Aunt
Katie Boyd, Louise Fazenda; Uncle Joe Boyd, Lucien
Littlefield; Ruby Boyd, Thelma Todd; Mill D'Arcy,
Raymond McKee; Aunt Mela, Eileen Manning;
Hazel Boyd, Virginia Gray.
"HEART TROUBLE"— First National.— From
the story by Arthur Ripley. Scenario by Earl Rodney
and Clarence Hennecke. Directed by Harry Langdon. The cast : Harry Van Housen, Harry Langdon;
The Girl, Doris Dawson; Adolph Van Housen, Lionel
Belmore; Mrs. Adolph Van Housen, Madge Hunt;
Contractor, Bud Jaimison; Conductors, Mark Hamilton, Nelson McDowell.

1 5£ in the Far West

'Douglas;
Algernon
Gray,Desmond;
Patrick Michael
Cunning;
Morgan Gray,
William
Milt Soreley,
Olin
Francis.

Barker; Helen
MildredMack,
Reardon;
"Ma"
Martha
Petelle;Lee,
Montana
William
G. Drake,
Nally;
Bull Yickers, Ivan Linow.

"DUGAN OF THE DUGOUTS"— Anchor.—
!From the story by Robert Ray. Adapted by J. P.
'McGowan. Directed by Robert Ray. Photography
!oy Robert E. Cline. The cast: Danny Dugan, Danny
D'Shea; Betty, Pauline Garon; Sergeant Davis, Ernest
Milliard;Sid
Cap/,
von Brinken, J. P. McGowan; Danny's
Buddy,
Smith.

"HOT NEWS" — Paramount. — From the story
by Harlan Thompson and Monte Brice. Adapted
by Lloyd Corrigan, Grover Jones and Florence
Ryerson. Directed by Clarence Badger. The cast:
Pat Clancy, Bebe Daniels; Scoop Morgan, Neil
Hamilton; James Clayton, Paul Lukas; Michael

_ ACH dab a delight— with
BETTY LOU! Always soft and
fluffy. Daintily fashioned from
finest deep-pile velour — and
with seams that won't
sewed
rip.
Really remarkable, this puff
so fine at the price so low —
but made possible by the sale
of thousands every day!

Clancy,
Alfred
Allen; Spec,
Spec Carillo;
O'Donnell;
Ben Hall;
Maharajah,
Mario
Mrs.Benny,
Van
Vleck, Maude Turner Gordon.

Four generous sizes — in White, Pink,

"FAMILY PICNIC, THE"— Fox.— From the
story by Harry Delf. Directed by Harry Delf.
The cast: Wife, Kathleen Key; Husband, Raymond
McKee.

"HIS RISE TO FAME"— Excellent.— From the
story by Victoria Moore. Directed by Bernard McEveety. The cast: Jerry Drake, George Walsh;
Laura White, Peggy Shaw; Hubert Streif, Bradley

! "FANGS OF FATE"— Pathe. — From the story
by Earl W. Johnson. Directed by Noel Smith.
Photography by Edward Snyder. The cast: Arnold
Barcklay, Arnold Gray; Eli Har graves, Henry HerIbert; Robert Winter, Robert Reault; Dorothy Winter,
\his sister, Kathleen Collins; Jed Morgan, Alfred
Fisher; Klondike, Klondike.

"JUST MARRIED"— Paramount.— From the
story by Anne Nichols. Adapted by Frank Butler
and Gilbert Pratt. Directed by Frank Strayer. The
cast: Bob Adams, James Hall; Roberta Adams, Ruth
Taylor; Jack Stanley, Harrison Ford; Percy Jones,
William Austin; Mrs. Jack Stanley, Ivy Harris;
Makepeace Witter, Tom Ricketts; Mrs. Witter, Maude
Turner Gordon; Victoire, Lila Lee; Steward, Arthur
Hoyt; Purser, Wade Boteler; Magnoir, Mario Carillo.

"FIGHTIN' REDHEAD, THE"— FBO.— From
the story by E. A. Patterson. Continuity by Frank
; Howard Clark.
Directed by Louis King.
Photog-

"LADIES OF THE MOB"— Paramount.— From
the story by Ernest Booth. Adapted by Oliver H. P.
Garrett.
Directed by William Wellman.
The cast:

When
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Hair

JVote> You Can Have
and Keep It!

It

Your hair, soft, fragrant. — lustrous! Alive
with that youthful sparkle that everyone admires; having it and keeping it that way is
largely a matter of proper shampooing.
Not just soap-and-water "washings", but the
regular use of a shampoo that really beautifies
•— one that was created especially to improve
dull hair and add that little something extra
so often lacking!
If you really wish to
witchingly lovely. — just
Shampoo will show you
shampoo, anywhere, like

make your hair beone Golden Glint
the way! No other
it. Does more than

merely cleanse the hair. There's a youth-imparting touch — a beauty specialist's secret in
its formula. Millions use regularly. At your
dealers', or send 25c to J. W. KOBI CO., Dept.
20-1, 604 Rainier Ave., Seattle, Wash. Money
bark if not delighted.

Now You Can Have
A New Skin-3 Days
Blemishes Vanish!

GET

THIS

FREE

— and. learn that what was considered impossible
before — the banishing- of pimples, blackheads,
freckles, large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and
other defects — can. now be done by any person at
home in 3 days' time, harmlessly and economically.
It is all explained in a new treatise called
"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS," which
is being' mailed absolutely free to readers of I his
paper.
worry no more
over ofyour
humiliating1
skin andSo.complexion
or signs
aging.
Simply
send your name and address to MARVO BEAUTY
LABORATORIES. Dept. A-31. No. 1700 Broadway. New York. N. Y., and you will receive it by
return mail, without charge or obligation. If
pleased, tell your friends about it.

Read

PHOTOPLAY

if you want the real news of
the world of motion pictures

MA

ON

PAGE

Yvonne, Clara Bow; Red, Richard Arlen; Marie,
Helen Lynch; Joe, Carl Gerard; Soft Annie, Mary
Alden; The Mother, Bodil Rosing; Little Yvonne,
Lorraine Rivero; The Officer, James Pierce.
"LIGHTS OF NEW YORK"— Warners.— From
the story by Hugh Herbert and Murray Roth.
Scenario by Hugh Herbert and Murray Roth.
Directed by Bryan Foy. The cast: Kitty Lewis,
Hclene Costello; Eddie Morgan, Cullen Landis; Molly
Thompson, Gladys Brockwell; Mrs. Morgan, Mary
Carr; Hawk Miller, Wheeler Oakman; Gene, Eugene
Pallette; Detective Crosby, Robert Elliott; Sam, Tom
Dugan; Mr.
Collins,
Tom Walter
McGuire;
Tommy,Mr.GuyDickson,
D'Enncry;
Jackson,
Percival;
Jcre Delaney.
"LION AND THE MOUSE, THE"— Warners.—
From the story by Charles Klein. Scenario by
Robert Lord. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Photography by Norbert Brodin. The cast: Shirley Rossmore;
May McAvoy;
Lionel
Barrymore;
Jefferson "Ready
Ryder, Money"
William Ryder,
Collier,
Jr.;
Judge Rossmore, Alec Francis; Smith, the valet. Jack
Ackroyd; Dr. Hays, Emmett Corrigan.

pHOTOPLAY is made the most
interestingand readable magazine in its field by features which
appeal to motion picture patrons,
but it goes much farther. Itgoes
farther than any other magazine
of its type. It publishes the
NEWS of the great world of
motion pictures — live, reliable
NEWS. Read Photoplay, compare itwith any other magazine
in the field and be convinced.

USE COUPON

The long and the short of it. Monte Blue, one of the tallest stars
in pictures, will have Betty Bronson, the tiniest ingenue, for his
leading woman in his next picture

137

Mane money tatcinf? pictures, ebotographs id big demand. Commerical
Photography
pays in big"
.ri. qaickly also
at borne
sparemoney.
time.
experience necessary.* Write today
. new free book. Opportunities in
Modern Photography. American
Schoolof Photography.Dept.
1256
3601 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

"LITTLE WILD GIRL, THE"— Hercules.—
From the story bv Putnam Hoover. Continuity by
Cecil B. Hill. Directed by Frank S. Mattison.
Photography by Jules Cronjager. The cast: Marie
Cleste, Lila Lee; Jules Barbier, Cullen Landis; Tavish
Mc Bride, Frank Merrill; Wanakee, Sheldon Lewis;
Maurice Kent, Boris Karloff ; Posty McKnuffte, Jimmy
Aubrey; Oliver Hampton, Bud Shaw; Duncan Cleste,
Arthur Hotaling; Momo, Cyclone.
"LOVE OVER NIGHT"— Pathe.— From the
story by George Dromgold and Sanford Hewitt.
Adapted bv George Dromgold and Sanford Hewitt.
Dir.cted by Edward H. Griffith. The cast: Ticket
Chopper, Rod La Rocquc; Jeanette Stewart, Jeanette
Loft"; Richard Thome, Richard Tucker; Detective,
Tom Kennedy; Grandmother, Mary Carr.
Every advertisement In PITOTOn.AY MAGAZINE

"MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS, THE"Rayart. — Adapted from the book by Arthur Hoei
Directed by Duke Worne. Photography by Ha
Depew. The cast: Yorke Norroy, Cornelius Keef'
Countess Jalna, Edith Roberts; Nc. 1, Charlie Wes
iVo. Z, Lloyd Whitlock; No. 3, Ludwig Lowy; No. ■
William Emile; No. 5, Dave Harlow; Duke Alber
Fred Huston.
"MYSTERIOUS LADY, THE"— M.-G.-M.From the story by Dr. Ludwig Wolff. Directed b
Fred Niblo. The cast: Tania, Greta Garbo; Kar
Conrad
Nagel;
Gustav
\'o
Seyffertitz;
Max, General
Albert Alexandroff,
Pollet; Col. Von
Hciner
dorff, Edward Connelly; General's Aide, Richar
Alexander.
"NO OTHER WOMAN"— Fox.— From the stor
by Polan Banks. Scenario by Jessie Burns an
Bernard Vorhaus. Directed by Lou Tellegen. Tl
cast: Carmelila Desano, Dolores del Rio; Maurir
Don Alvarado; Albert, Ben Bard; Mafalda, Paulctt
Duval;Sergey,
Carmelila's
Aunt, Rosita Marstini; Gran
Duke
Andre Lanoy.
"OBEY YOUR HUSBAND"— Anchor.— Fro:
the story by Arthur Hoerl. Directed by Charles .
Hunt. Photography by Robert E. Cline. The cast
Arthur Reade, Gaston Glass; Joyce Kennedy, Doroth
Dwan; Mr. Kennedy, Robert Elliott; Belle, Alic
Lake; Leland Houghton, Henry Sedley; Distr:*
Attorney, Jack Johnston; Jim, Joe Burke; StevenRobert Homans.
"PAINTED POST"— Fox.— From the story h
Harry Sinclair
Scenario
Oxford.
DirectedDrago.
by Eugene
Forde.byTheBuckleigh
cast: Ten.'
Blake, Tom Mix; Barbara Lana, Natalie Kingstor
Ben Tuttle, Philo McCullough; Joe Nimble, Al Si
John; Theatrical Manager, Fred Gamble.

Is guaranteed.

"POLLY OF THE MOVIES"— First Division.From the story by Arthur Hoerl. Continuity b
Arthur Hoerl.
Directed by Scott Pembroke.
Photos

Photoplay
iphy by Ted Tetzlaff. The cast:
Gertrude Short; Angus Whitcomb,
Irs. Beardsley, Mary Foy; Liza
I'almer; Bertram Wellington Fairmont,
'oland
Harrison, Jack Richardson;
ose Dione.

Polly Primrose,
Jason Robards;
Smith, Corliss
Stuart Holmes;
Lulu Fairmont,

"POWER"— Pathe— From the story by Tay
fKarnett. Continuity by Tay Garnett. Directed by
loward Higsin. The cast: Husky, William Boyd;
handsome, Alan Hale; Lorraine La Rue, Jacqueline
logan; The Menace, Jerry Drew; A Dame, Joan
I Lennett; Another Dame, Carol Lombard; Still
[nother Dame, Pauline Curley.
1 "PROWLERS OF THE SEA"— Tiffany-Stahl.
I-From the story by Jack London. Scenario by
ohn Francis Natteford. Directed by « John G.
Idolfi. Photography by Ernest Miller. The cast:
I'arlos de Neve, Ricardo Cortez; Mercedes, Carmel
lyers; General Hernandez, George Fawcett; The
kifiper, Gino Corrado; Ramon Sanchez, Frank Leigh;
elipe, Frank Lackteen; A Cuban Maid, Shirley
'aimer.
"SAY IT WITH SABLES"— Columbia.— From
ie story by Frank Capra and Peter Milne. Connuity by Dorothy Howell. Directed by Frank
apra. Photography by Joe Walker, A. S. C. The
.ist : John Caswell, Francis X. Bushman; Helene
'aswdl, Helene Chadwick; Irene Gordon, Margaret
. Kingston; Doug. Caswell, Arthur Rankin; Marie
aswell, June Nash; Mitchell, Alphonz Ethier; Maid,
Mna Mae Cooper.
"SKIRTS" — M.-G.-M. — From the play by Walter
V. Ellis. Adapted by Wheeler Dryden. Directed
y Jess Robbins and Wheeler Dryden. Photography
■v Rene Guissort and George Porknall. The cast :
Bertram Tully, Sydney Chaplin; Mamie Scott, Betty
ialfotir; Violet Tully, Nancy Rigg; Mrs. Martin,
innie Esmond; John Ayers, Edmond Breon; Henry
ludson, Clifford McLaglen; Susie West, Enid Stamp
Taylor; Pamela Ayers, Diana Wilson.
"SPEED CHAMPION, THE"— Rayart.— From
he story by S. M. Pyke. Directed by Al Rogell.
'holography by Ross Fischer. The cast: Billy
Vayne. Billy Sullivan; Marion Carter, Virginia Vance;
larold Throckman, Joe Moore; J. Rufus Burns, Max
Vscher;
"OneGeorge
Punch"French;
Hogan, Ezra
Johnny
Sinclair;William
Squire
Throckman,
Henderson,
jvlalan; Olga, Babe London; "Battling" Murray,
j-Ienry Melcar.
"STOP THAT MAN" — Universal. — From the
ilav by George V. Hobart. Adapted bv Dick Smith.
Directed by Nat Ross. Photography by George
iRobinson. The cast: Tommy O'Brien. Arthur Lake;
\Muriel. Barbara Kent; Bill O'Brien, Eddie Gribbon;
Jim O'Brien, Warner Richmond; "Slippery Dick"
Sylvaine, Walter
Siegniann;
Captain McGrail;
Ryan, Joe"Butch"
Girard. Barker, George
THREE RING MARRIAGE"— First National.
—From the story by Dixie Willson. Adapted byHarvey Thew. Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Photography by David Kessen. The cast: Anna,
Mary Astor; Cal, Lloyd Hughes; Souvane, Lawford
Davidson;
Minnie,
d'Avril;Harry
Trapeze
Performer,
Alice
White;
CubbyYolaSnodd,
Earles;
Mrs.
Cubby Snodd, Tiny Earles; Valet, George H. Reed;
jiant, R. E. Madsen; Fat Woman, Anna MacGruder;
Hutch, James Neill; Gangsters, Del Henderson; Rudy
iCameron; Skeets Gallagher; Jav Eaton; Art Rollins.
! "TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN"— Anchor.—
From the story by Francis Fenton. Directed by
James Hogan. The cast: Nap, Wesley Barry-; Lieut.
Fritz von Lang, Caret h Hughes; Top Sergeant Mulligan, Wade Boteler; The Girl, Lila Lee; Osborne Wellington Pratt, Donald Keith; The Captain, Wheeler
Oakman; The Spy, Sheldon Lewis. j>
! "TRAIL OF COURAGE, THE"— FBO.— From
(the story by Kenneth Perkins. Directed by Wallace
Fox. Adapted by Frank Howard Clark. Photography by Roy Eslick. The cast: Tex Beevers. Bob
^Steele; Ruth Tobin, Marjorie Bonner; Jack Tobin,
Tom Lingham; Chili Burns, Jay Morley.
! "UNDRESSED" — Sterling. — From the story byJohn Leeds. Adapted by Frances Guihan. Photography by Herbert Kirkpatrick. Directed by Phil
Rosen. The cast: Martin Stanley, David Torrence;
Mrs. Stanley, Hedda Hopper; Diana Stanley, Virginia
Brown Faire; Bobby Arnold, Buddy Messenger; Paul
Howard, Bryant Washburn; Marjorie Stanley, Virginia Vance.
"WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS"— M.-G.-M.—
From the story by A. P. Younger. Scenario by A. P.
Younger. Directed by Jack Conway. Photography
by Henry Sharp. The cast: Dan, Lon Chaney;
Myrtle, Anita Page; Marty, Carroll Nye; Skeeter,
Wheeler Oakman; Bessie, Mae Busch; Mrs. McGinnis, Polly Moran;
Mrs. Sullivan, Lydia Yeamans
; Titus; Dwiggins, William Orlamond; Wally, Richard
i Carle.
"WHIP, THE" — First National. — From the
\ play by Cecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton. Scenario
by J. T. Campbell and Bernard McConnville.
Directed by Charles J. Brabin. The cast: Lady
Diana, Dorothy Mackaill; Lord Brancaster , Ralph
Forbes; Iris
Nilsson;
Sartoris,
Lowelld'Aquila,
Sherman;Anna
5am Q.
Kelley,
Albert Greville
Gran;
Lord Beverly, Marc MacDermott; Lambert, Lou
Payne; Richard Haslam, Arthur Clayton.
"WOMAN
DISPUTED, THE" — United
Artists. — From the play by Dennison Clift. Scenario
i by C. Gardner Sullivan. Directed by Henry King.
The cast: Mary Ann Wagner, Norma Talmadge;
Paul Hartman, Gilbert Roland; Nika Turgenov, Arnold
Kent; The Passer-by, Boris De Fas; Father Roche,
Michael Vavitch; Otto Krueger, Gustav Von Seyffertitz; The Countess, Baclanova; The Count, Howard
Da vies.
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Do You Ask Yourself
These Questions?
Is it a good picture?
Is it the kind of picture I would like?
Which one shall we see tonight?
Shall we take the children?

PHOTOPLAY will solve these problems for
you — save your picture time and money.
Each issue of Photoplay contains the most up'tO'the'iriinute
authoritative reviews of all the very latest motion pictures.
Refer to the "Brief Reviews of Current Pictures" depart'
ment listing all pictures reviewed for the past six months,
also the "Shadow Stage" department, reviewing the best
pictures of the month and current releases.
PHOTOPLAY

In addition Photoplay gives you:
A wealth of intimate details of
the daily lives of the screen stars
on the lots and in their homes.

answers all questions relative to plays and players.

PHOTOPLAY

Striking editorials that cut, with'
out fear or favor, into the very
heart
dustry.of the motion picture in'

in a special department pre'
sents the views of its readers, both favorable and
otherwise.

PHOTOPLAY

Authorized interviews with your
favorite actors and actresses who
speak frankly because Photoplay
enjoys their full confidence.
Articles about every phase of the
screen by such national authori'
ties as Frederick James Smith,
Herb Howe, Agnes Smith, and
Ruth Biery.

conducts a personal service
department giving advice
on girls'

problems.

PHOTOPLAY

prints the latest photo'
graphs of actors and ac'
tresses, in rotogravure.
There is not an important nor interesting
phase of motion picture
life that cannot be found
in Photoplay.

PHOTOPLAY

Joan Crawford's life story, as
told by her, is appearing each
month.
SUPERB

presents it all!

FICTION

by the Foremost Writers

Photoplay3 s fiction is famous fiction

OPLAY'S
PHOTNEW
AMATEUR

MOVIE

CONTEST
IN THIS ISSUE

photoplay magazine
750 North Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $2.50 (Canada $3.00;
Foreign $3.50), for which you will kindly enter my subscription for Photoplay Magazine for one year (twelve
issues) effective with the next issue.
Send to.
Street Address.
City.

Follow this department each month

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

State
MAGAZINE.

9-pii

8
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The Secret Is Out
What secret? The secret of woman's power over
man. You'd better get on to this quick, before
the girls beat you to it.

Adela Rogers St. Johns
One of the greatest living analysts of the emotions of women, has spent two years studying
the lives of the sirens of history — how
they won their men — and better yet —
How they HELD them. She is telling
the girls all about it in a series of articles
in Smart Set called —

What Every Woman
Wants to Know
The First Being What Cleopatra Knew About It
Was the love power of these old world
women a secret that died with them?

Does
sex, without
but not hold?

Or can a modern girl apply their technique today?

Does
charm,
triumph?

Can a woman get a man if she thinks
rather than feels?

Are feminine brains more important to
love than feminine beauty?

without

charm,

captivate

sex, last

■

Every young man thinking of marriage — every married man — T
owes
it to himself to learn the secrets of women from these masters of men.
But above all he should have his sweetheart or his wife read them — in

September

AI^TT
On Sale at all Newsstands
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

and

It's the All-American triple treat — delicious, pure, wholesome. Peppier than a forward pass. |

bracing as an end run, substantial as a touchdown. *Baby
Ruth is the tasty candy millions
^

of Americans enjoy every day. Fyu- a quick bite before the kick-off . . . between-the-halves

hunger . . . after

the j^Jk

^P

far^V V*Y^

game . . . home at the radio . . . and
J

all your ^^d

v

beat the healthful

crisp

peanuts

and

delightfully

WW

creamy

^7

Ruth

caramel

fudge.

iv a ere

every-

s

times, you can't

pur
pure

chocolate,

Guaranteed

fresh,

Treat yourself today. 5c does it

<k<iff°ri4'wi!|ci«ug

CURTISS

CANDY
OTTO

Also

makers

of

Baby

Ruth

COMPANY,

Y. SCH1WERING,
GUM

"With

CHICAGO

President
that

old-time

Peppermint

flavor"
© 1928. C. C. Co.
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lender gums .
|i unnecessary nuisance
f your toothbrush ever shows pink
turn to Ipana and massage-.
I, some bright morning as you clean
/our teeth, your toothbrush "shows
Ms.," neither foolishly neglect it nor
aneedlessly alarmed.
i or "pink toothbrush" does not nec;s.rily mean that you have pyorrhea,
K that gingivitis has set in. But it does
trnn that somewhere on your gums is
i 1ft and tender spot. And if you would
I id far more serious troubles, set about
p it away to correct it.
1

i

1

le greatest enemy of the gums,
ditists will tell you, is our modern
I't of soft foods. Back in the days
Ren the human diet was coarser, gum
Bubles bothered few. Vigorous chew-

squeeze out some more Ipana and gently
brush your gums.

ing encouraged a good circulation within the gum walls. The gums themselves
were hard and healthy. But in these
days of soft food, our gums have become
flabby and tender. They bleed easily.
They invite disease.
Naturally, you can't change your diet.
But you can counteract the damage soft
foods do your gums.
Massage your gums — brush them
lightly, twice a day. Massage stirs the
circulation, and this flow of fresh blood
sweeps away impurities, builds up the
gums to firm and rosy health.
How Ipana improves the
effects of massage
Better still, massage your gums with
Ipana Tooth Paste. After the regular
cleaning of your teeth with Ipana, simply

For Ipana's especial virtue in massage
is its content of ziratol — a healing hemostatic widely used by dental specialists.
And this ziratol content enables Ipana
to enlarge the effect of massage, to tone
and stimulate the gums — to make them
sound, healthy, resistant to disease.

Try Ipana one full month
The coupon offers you a ten-day tube
of Ipana, ample to demonstrate Ipana's
superb cleaning power, its delicious taste.
But time is a factor in restoring the
gums to health. So the better plan is
to get a full-sized tube of Ipana from
your druggist. Use it a full month and
see how white and brilliant are your teeth
—how firm and healthy are your gums.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. 1-108
7 J West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a two-cent stamp to covet partly the
cost of packing and mailing.

T^ame ■ .
Address ■
ilodem soft foods deprive gums of stimula\ on and leave them prey to many troubles

City.

State.
© 1928

When you write to advertisers pleaso mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

For healthy teeth and gums— use Ipana
twice-a-day—see your dentist twice-a-year
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EE a Paramount Picture tonight! See the

most popular stars of the day! See them in these new pictures attuned to these
changing times, these fast-paced days! Ask your Theatre Manager for the dates!
'THE
jgB

WEDDING

"THE

MARCH"

"FORGOTTEN

FLEET'S

FACES"

"REG

GARS

OF

Jim Tully's saga of Hobohemia.

"DOCKS

"THE

NEW

LIFE"

With Wallace Beery, Louise Brooks, Richard
Arlen. William Wellman Production, from

With Clive Brook, Mary Brian, William
Powell, Baclanova, Fred Kohler, Jack Luden.
Victor Schertzinger Production.

OF

IN"

Starring Clara Bow, the most popular girl
on the screen, with James Hall. Malcolm St.
Clair Production.

Directed by and starring Erich von Stroheim,
with Fay Wray and ZaSu Pitts. Many of the
scenes are in Technicolor.

YORK"

MATING

CALL"

Starring the popular favorite George Bancroft,
with Betty Compson and Baclanova. Josef von
Sternberg Production.

By Rex Beach. Starring Thomas Meighan, with
Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree. Directed by
James Cruze. Produced by Caddo Co.

"THE

"THE

WATER

HOLE"

From a story by Zane Grey. With Jack Holt

KISS"

Starring Paramount's Glorious Young Lovers,
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper. With Lane
Chandler.
Bowland V. Lee Production.

and Nancy Carroll. F. Bichard Jones Production. Many of the scenes in Technicolor.

"SAWDUST

FIRST

PARADISE"

"JUST

Starring Esther Balston, the Blonde Goddess
of the screen. With Hobart Bosworth and
Reed Howes. Luther Reed Production.

MARRIED"

From a story by Anne Nichols, author of
"Abie's Irish Rose." Co-starring Ruth Taylor
and James Hall. Frank Strayer Production.

HEART

See and hear a Paramount Picture tonight! In theatres equipped to show
"sound" pictures Paramount now presents the first quality "sound" program. Paramount Features, Paramount News, Paramount-Christie Comedies.
Stage Shows on the Screen — all in sound, all Paramount! Watch the newspapers for theatre announcements of Paramount Pictures in sound. Silent
or with sound — "if it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!"

^Paramount
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JZast Minute News from Sast and West

is we go
to

Press
THE
big news for this month is that
Greta Garbo is going home for the
Christmas holidays. She will hang up
her stockings at her old home in Stockholm
and she will remain over there for a month.

"C^VEN a high pressur efficiency man has
J-'his Achilles heel. eAfter
setting Hollywood on its ear, Joseph Kennedy, who
dictates the destinies of FBO, Pathe and
First National, rushed abroad to avoid
an annual hay fever attack.

^HE adventurous Bebe Daniels flew to
■*■ New York for her vacation. Landing at
Hadley Field, N. J., she grabbed a hot dog
and rushed by car to the Great Neck, Long
Island, home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Meighan.

RUDDY ROGERS lives with the family
■■-'of a fraternity college chum in Hollywood. He pays $18 a week for his break-

/TVHE announcement that the Mar-*■ quis de la Falaise de Coudray is
to be scout extraordinary on the Continent for Pathe, First National and
FBO, appointed by Joseph Kennedy,
has started a lot of Hollywood gossip.
Are Gloria and the Marquis to get a
divorce? There is no announcement,
but the Marquis is going to be abroad
for some time.

"D UPERT HUGHES and Conrad Nagel,
xvguardians of Marshall Ricksen, the
brother of little Lucille Ricksen, who died
in 1925, have filed their report with Judge
Beecher of the Los Angeles Probate Court.
Under their handling little Miss Ricksen's savings have been increased to
$35,000 and Marshall is now attending
school on an income of $150 a mouth.
TT is reported that Betty Bronson is
■■■to appear in a film version of "Peer
Gynt," to be made by a Norwegian
company at the Berlin UFA studios.
Betty sails about September 15th.

"DAULINE FREDERICK
■*- back to films, to star inis acoming
talkie
version of "On Trial."

"LTAROLD LLOYD'S next comedy
■■■■■■w
ill be a talkie. Harold has
fallen strong for the sound films. He
is installing a full Vitaphone-Movietone equipment in his new home, now
under construction.

JOHN
director,
and hisROBERTSON,
wife, Josephinethe
Lovett,
are
back from a stay in England. Miss
Lovett's original for the screen, "Our
Dancing Daughters," is looked upon
as an oncoming hit and everyone is
trying to sign her.

T TNIVERSAL is to produce the Bram
^ Stoker thriller, "Dracula." The
author's widow was asking $250,000
for the film right, but it is said that
bought "Dracula" for
aCarl
lot Laemmle
less.

A NOTHER South Sea story is on
•"■the way. Ramon Novarro is to do
"The Pagan," a John Russell tale.
TD UTH CHATTERTON makes her
-*-^-film debut in Emil Jannings' "Sins

TU'OBODY knows just what John
x ^ Barrymore is to do upon his return
to Warners. Anyway it will be a talkie.
Maybe "The Jest." Maybe "Hamlet."
A NOTHER link in the chain of
■'-'■evidence that Joan Crawford and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., are married
is found in her slave bracelet, inscribed "To my darling wife," and
signed Dodo. That's his pet name, if
you must know.
"pMIL mount
JANNING
S has .signed
new
-■-'Para
contract
This a calls
for sound pictures, but bars talkies.
Emil has been losing weight trying to
learn English in preparation for the
talkies and the new contract indicates
that he gave up the fight.

fasts, lodging, laundry, a kennel for his dog
and use of the family garage. Hollywood
Buddy.
isn't making a Coal-Oil Johnny out of

of the Fathers."
AOUL WALSH, the director, has
married Lorraine Helen Walker.

R

A NNA
MAYforWONG
**■
emoting
UFA.

is in Germany,

TRVING THALBERG has just given
■■■his wife, Norma Shearer, a Rolls
Royce.
It was a birthday gift.
Joseph M. Schenck, president of
United Artists, consulted with Camilla
Horn in Berlin on future film plans.
Then Schenck went on to Russia to
look over Soviet production and
Camilla hastened back to Hollywood

"IVTOW
they're putting the vivid
■■•
' Baclanova
in a Jack Holt Western.
What next?
(CONSTANCE TALMADGE is to do
^a film at Nice, France, for United
Artists release.
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JL AKE a lesson from lovely Doris Kenyon
on the professional way to keep the feet beautiful and free, by selecting for every occasion
THE

m™ ?^erver
Styled in our own studios in New York and
Paris, these ultra-smart shoes give no outer
hint of their hidden, exclusive comfort features.
Wearing them, you are thankful every minute
for the restful support of the famous Arch
Preserver arch bridge. It takes all the saggin
strain off the arch of your foot, thus preserving
your foot's chief beauty — the high curve of
the instep.
Indispensable, too, after you once have enjoyed them, are the flat inner sole to prevent
pinching, and the metatarsal support.
Let us send you a booklet telling you all about
these patented features found only in the Arch
Preserver Shoe. We'll include pictures of some
of the smart new models worn by many prominent motion picture stars.
THE SELBY SHOE
COMPANY
954 Seventh St., Portsmouth, Ohio

THE

DORIS
Miss Doris Kenyon, whose current successes are Warner Brothers'
"The Home Towner s" and Paramount's "Interference", wearing
the Doris Model of The Arch Preserver Shoe, named in her honor.

\\\\\\\\ i n i ii it/

KEEPS

THE

FOOT

WELL"

There is only one Arch Preserver Shoe. Its
principles Noof shoe
construction
fully protected
by
patents.
is an Archare Preserver
Shoe unless stamped with this trade-mark. Made for
women and misses by The Selby Shoe Company, Portsmouth, Ohio. For men and boys by
E. T. Wright & Co., Inc., Rockland, Mass.

f» JXt
/111
"'is coupon
or write
The Selby
\S
JtWf^
Shoe
Company,
954 to
Seventh
St.,
Portsmouth, Ohio, for new Free Booklet T-54, "Feetthe
and New
Smartness",
name,New
and Source
picturesofofYouth
the latest
York anddealer's
Paris
shoe styles,
Name
Address
City

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Brief Reviews of

indicates that photoplay was named as c
of the six best upon its month of revieu

Current Picture;

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE— Paramount.— The great
ana original Irish-Jewish comedy, played by a likeable
cast headed by Charles Ropers, Nancy Carroll, Bernard Gorcey and Ida Kramer. If this doesn't amuse
you, you are in the minority.
(April.)
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Villainy on the high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well played
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
*ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Maver.—
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,
of the
most delightful
of stage stories.
After "a one
series
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield —
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
ALEX THE GREAT— FBO.— The funny adventures of a country boy who comes to New York to
" Press his pants with the Flatiron building. " With
"Skeets" Gallagher.
(May.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist in this film. It's a story of human beings, told
by three dogs.
Entertaining and different. (June.)
APACHE RAIDER, THE— Pathe — Leo Maloney
gets all hot and bothered about a few stolen cows.
(May.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe— Introducing a new dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
BABY CYCLONE, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — All right, if you like Pekinese pups.
(September.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)
BACHELOR'S PARADISE — Tiffany-Stahl.— A
somewhat rowdy comedy-drama with a little oldfashioned pie-throwing and an invigorating prizefight. With Sally O'Neil.
(July.)
BARE KNEES— Gotham.— Proving that the
flappers are not as bad as their big sisters. With
Virginia Lee Corbin and Jane Winton.
(May.)
*BARKER, THE— First National.— Human and
humorous story of circus life. With Milton Sills. See
it. (September.)
BATTLE OF THE SEXES, THE— United Artists.
— How a happy home is wrecked by a blonde.
Sophisticated drama.
(September.)
BATTLES OF CORONEL AND FALKLAND
ISLANDS, THE— Artlee.— An authentic record of
two big naval engagements between Germany and
England. The picture tries to be a "Potemkin" —
but misses.
(May.)
BEAU BROADWAY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol fight for the affections of
Lew Cody.
Gay, inconsequential comedy.
(July.)
♦BELLAMY TRIAL, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The audience is admitted to the court room
of the most thrilling murder mystery of the year.
(August.)
BEYOND
LONDON'S
LIGHTS— FBO.— The
young master gets familiar with the second girl and
the result is a battle between the high hats and the
lower classes in dear old London.
(May.)
BEYOND THE SIERRAS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — A Tim McCoy Western that will put the
kids to sleep. (July.)
BIG KILLING, THE— Paramount.— Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton become all tangled up
in a Kentucky feud.
(August.)
BIG NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May!)

8

BLACK
odd mystery
background.
demented.

FEATHER, THE— Wm. Pizer.— Very
drama with what is known as a "society
"
Some of the characters seem a little
(May.)

BLONDE FOR A NIGHT, A— Pathe-De Mille.—
A light domestic farce made agreeable bv the cheering
presences of Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford and T.
Roy Barnes.
(April.)
. BODY PUNCH, THE— Universal— All the makings of a good picture and some ring stuff that will go
big with the men. You'll like it. (May.)
BRANDED MAN. THE— Rayart.— The best
part of this domestic opera is the titles. Why not do
your reading at home?
(August.)

Pictures You
Should Not Miss
"The Godless Girl"
"Wings"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Abie's"Love"
Irish Rose"
"The Trail of '98"
"The Patent Leather Kid"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"

As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

BRIDE OF THE COLORADO, THE— PatheDe Mille. — Starring the Grand Canyon of Colorado.
And what a great, big canvon it has grown to bel
Nice scenery,
interest.
(May.)but the picture offers little story
BRINGING
UP
FATHER— Metro-GoldwvnMayer. — Rolling-pin humor built around the characters of the comic strip. Polly Moran and Marie
Dressier are funny.
(April.)
BROKEN
MASK,
THE— Anchor.— Ugly story
of revenge but well told and acted.
(September.)

BRONCO STOMPER, THE— Pathe— It is I
Coleman's turn to outwit the villains in this Westt
Some good pictures of a rodeo. (May.)
BURNING DAYLIGHT— First National. —
exciting tale of gold rush davs that makes splen
entertainment.
Kenyon.
(April.)You'll like Milton Sills and D.

BURNING GOLD— Elbee.— A
deeds in the oil fields. (August.)

story of di

BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.— 1
doings of bootleggers and such, made very d
Not worth(June.)
the talents of Helene Costello and S
Hardy.
BUSHRANGER.THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
Tim McCoy goes to Australia and plays some rous
tunes on the boomerang.
(August.)
BUTTER AND EGG MAN,
THE— First fi
tional. — The amusing adventures of a country
(Jack Mulhall)
(August.) who becomes an "angel" on Bro;
way.

-The p
CAMEDavidson
THE and
DAWN—
Max
Polly Hal
MoranRoach-M.-G.-M'
have some t
funny.
moments (May.)
in a haunted house. A short comedy, !
CANYON
OF ADVENTURE, THE— First ?
tional.— Ken Maynard sets the western scenery a!
(June.)
A good one.
again.
CAUGHT
IN THE FOG— Warners.gets lost in the fog, too. (August.)
CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A— Metro-Gold«n
Mayer. — Romantic two-timing in Arlenesque Lond
society. A bit languid but well played bv Ram
Novarro, even if he isn't precisely the perfect Ang
Saxon.
(July.)'
CHASER,
THE— First National.— Harry
don and a lot of gags — some of them too rough to 1
good taste.
Don't cry if you miss it. (April.)
CHICKEN A LA KING— Fox.— More lesson
gold-digging.
Funny
but rough in spots.
Nancy Carroll and Ford Sterling.
(August.)
CHINATOWN CHARLIE— First National.
Johnny Hines cuts down on the gags and builds
the plot, and the result is one of his best nictur
(May.)
CHORUS
KID,
THE— Gotham.— Goofv
amusing
story of (June.)
chorus girl, played by Virgil
Browne
Faire.
CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN — Tiffan
Stahl. — Help! The Czar's daughter is with us agathis time played by Eve Southern. The picture h
its good moments.
(July.)
CODE OF THE SCARLET— First National.
Ken Maynard gets his man. Good out-door stor
(September.)
COHENS AND KELLYS IN PARIS, THE
Universal. — It was funny the first time, but not
good in repetition.
Time to call a halt.
(April.)
COP, THE— Pathe-De Mille. — Once more the w:
fare between the cops and crooks. Some good mel
drama well acted by William Boyd, Alan Hale at
Jacqueline Logan.
(July.)
*COSSACKS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Love, sport and murder among the cowboys
Russia. Jack Gilbert is the lure. (August.)
COUNT OF TEN, THE— Universal.— Somethi
different in the way of a prize-fight story, with Jair
Gleason, stage star, stealing the show. Charles Ro
too, deserves mention for a good performance. (Ma:
COWBOY KID, THE— Fox.— A Western for t
simple-minded.
(September.)
CREAM OF THE EARTH— Universal.— T
romance of a week-end butterfly and a shy colic
youth, beautifully acted by Marion Nixon a
Charles Rogers.
A Grade A picture.
(May.)
♦CRAIG'S WIFE— Pathe.— Splendid drama m
Irene Rich as the too perfect wife.
(September.)
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
14 ]
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1Mow the livest new9 becomes
living news! Now you not only
see it happen— you hear it! Now
ox Movietone captures the
voice of the world as well as its
image — its sounds as well as its

or

sights — its words as well as its
actions.

A

miracle

has

hap-

. . .The !roar of the crowd which
pened
is half of football's thrill— the
blare of martial music as the
troops wheel past — the thunder
of unleashed horsepower as the
plane speeds through the airlanes— all these come to you in
Movietone! They make you an
ear-witness as well as an eyewitness! They really take you
there!
... Have you heard the news?
. . . If not, go today to the theatre
showing Fox Movietone News,
and prepare for the thrill of a
lifetime!

IET&VE
developed and
presented by

WILLIAM
When

you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Brickbats and Bouquets
LETTERS
fro*
PHOTOPLAY
READERS

Three prizes
are given every monti
for the best letters^
$25, $10 and $5

The Real Critics, the Fans,

Give Their Views

The Monthly Barometer
""TALKING pictures loom large again this
x month, being the most popular subject of
letters to this department. The fear that
they might not prove satisfactory is passing,
those who have heard them voting, n the
main, approval.
John Gilbert's popularity, put to the test
by the Tully controversy, rides as high as
ever.
Among the letters about the younger players— and they're bouquets almost without
exception — the names of Clara Bow, Janet
Gaynor, Sue Carol, Charles Farrell, Gary
Cooper, Charles Rogers are outstanding.
Anita Page steadily progresses in favor.
"Seventh Heaven," "The Street Angel,"
"The Big Parade," together with the several
leading crook plays, are the month's favorites
among films.
This page is open to your opinion. Do not
hesitate to express it.

$25.00 Letter
Wollaston, Mass.
I am a minister's son. From cradle days I
have heard the movies and actors condemned
as tools of Hell and the Devil.
But in the past year I have followed the
action to the final fadeout of every current
picture.

It's funny, but somehow
spent
life under
some of the happiest moments ofI myhave
the spell of some powerful screen personality,
a bit of vivid technicolor or a gripping character scene.
Time and time again I have sat and watched
the faces of young America change expression
with the actor's.
Every picture adds expressive power to our
own personalities.
Hollywood and its movie stars are the
creators of personality for the American
future.
Of every group of children I know those who
have come under the influence of the great
movie personalities soon outdistance the
children of their narrow minded neighbors in
the mix-up of life.
The movies teach us poise. They bring out
to the view of the plebeian a romantic glimpse
With the Vitaof his every day drudgery.

10

$5.00 Letter
The readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.
phone, I believe this influence will double.
Hats off!! to the movies — We owe them
much.
Ernest Darling.

$10.00 Letter
Philadelphia, Penna.
After reading Dr. Bisch's psycho-analysis
devoted to "The Inside of a Censor's Mind,"
it was all I could do to restrain the temptation
of sending a copy of the article to each member
of the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors.
The only criticism I would venture is that Dr.
Bisch is inclined to be a trifle too sympathetic
toward this class of person.
Personally, I feel that the censor suffers
more from colossal egotism than he does from
any mental malady.
We are about to have here in Philadelphia
a battle that promises to be as lively as any
heavyweight championship contest. Perhaps
it is not generally known that the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors claims the right
to exercise its power over talking pictures,
that is over the language used in conjunction
with the exhibition of motion picture films.
Two conflicting decisions have already been
given by the courts.
If the censors have their way, even the
President, Lindy and the Prince of Wales
had better weigh their words!
H. A. Sigmund

Orange, Calif.
Just out of college, I married a mining
engineer whose first job took us to a camp some
ninety miles from the nearest town. The population there is an odd mixture, as you can
imagine — the main diversion for the women is
gossip
and as a result "no man's land"
would —have
been a haven of peace and calm in
comparison.
"If you want to save my sanity, " I told my
husband, at the end of the first month, "per-,
suade the company to open a movie house, "|
Well, we got the movie all right, and what
a change it made! Photoplay has become
the community Bible— discussions of Clara
Bow's "IT," Greta Garbo's clothes, and Jack
Gilbert's love making have taken the place of
neighborhood gossip — and there is now little
time left for rattling the skeleton in the other
fellow's closet.
You wouldn't know the place!
And so "Thank Heaven for movies!" sayj
I, and I'm sure the whole community would
R. H. Thomson.
fervently say "Amen!"

Mary's Bob
Lynn, Mass.
lovedsheMary
Pickford's curls. But if,
as We
she all
says,
is considering
playing young
girl's parts (and don't anybody kid themselves
but what
she won't
be peachy
at it)
it is have
perfectly allright
and natural
that she
should
a "bob" just long enough to pin up.
We loved her curls, but we will love her
every bit as much without them.
Barbara Elizabeth Lee.

Dresses Like Irene

Rich

Boston, Mass.
Do the movies help any? I asked some
friends. One woman expressed her ideas thus:
"A few years ago I was an awful sight. I
couldn't dress well. The movie stars set an
example for me. I closely followed Irene
Rich, being about her age. The change was
perfect. Have I not improved in my clothes? !
By dressing my age I look Mrs.
younger."
J, Roche.
[ continued on page 86 ]
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HIM COURAGE

)VE GAVE

DEFYING

R HIS DEATH

1/VILLIAMI
* EXCESS

SLIDE

HAINES
BAGGAGE

with Josephine Dunn and Ricardo Cortez
A James Cruze Production— Based on the play by John
McGoivan — Continuity by Frances Marion— A MetroGoldxvyn -Mayer Picture — Directed by James Cruze

SEE- REMEMBER
AND CASH IN
Vlighty few people can remember what
:hey've seen after it's all over. You can test
i^our own memory — and possibly win a
arize, by answering these five questions. To
he man sending in the best answers I'll
^ive $50 in cash and the domino I wear in
nny new picture, "Excess Baggage." To the
ady sending in the best answers I'll also
^ive $50, and Miss Dunn, who plays opposite me, will give the make-up kit she
used in the back stage scenes. In addition I
will send autographed photographs for the
fifty next best answers.

fo/u^

ft.

<xW<^s_.y

YOU'LL laugh — you'll cry —
YOU'LL thrill to "Excess Baggage"
ON the screen

BSLL HAINES9
FIVE QUESTIONS
IWhat new M-G-M picture has a South Sea Island
setting?
"\ What two Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer World Tours
** are now in progress?
3 What does "continuity" mean in motion picture
making?
or less tell who your favorite M-G-M
In 75 words
4 director
is and why.
M-G-M actress is called the screen's lead5 Which
ing comedienne and name two comedies in which
she has played?
Write your answers on one side of a single sheet of
paper and mail ro 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, New
York. All answers must be received by October 15th.
Winners' names will be published in a later issue of
this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you may
question your friends or consult motion picture
magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant will
be awarded a prize identical in character with that
tied for.
Winners of John Gilbert Contest
Don F. Russell, Newburyport, Mass.
Mrs. Belle McCain, Dallas, Texas

thousands did on the Broadway stage.

AS
AND

it's only the first

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's big picture'
FOR your enjoyment this season.
Ask your theatre manager when you can
see the new M-G-M pictures: William
Haines in "Excess Baggage"— Lon Chaney
in "While the City Sleeps"— "Our Dancing Daughters" with Joan Crawford —
in "The Camera Man"
Buster Keaton
—"The Bellamy Trial."

%
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JLDWYN-MAYER

Heaven'
Stars than there are inJiAGAZLNE.

"More
wnen you write
to advertisers please mention rHOTOPLAY

picture
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Saved a nation.
Was born in poverty

Became the most celebrated beauty of her time.
Was one of the greatest sirens of history.
Is the subject of fifty world-famous
worth $100,000 each.

paintings

by

Romney,

Was loved by Lord Nelson, famous naval hero.
Became the scandal of Europe.
Influenced the destiny of nations.
Was scorned by the country she saved from defeat.

ic most gigantic naval spectacle ever filmed!
Scores of sea monsters at death grips . . . Flaming frigates
plunging to destruction.
One of the most famous love affairs of history lived upon
the screen.

A sensational best-seller brought to you in film form.
The first presentation of the inside story of the private
lives of famous historical characters.
The famous Battle of Trafalgar pictured for the first time,
in rich detail.
I he sumptuous splendor of European courts.
Five famous players in the leading roles.
A cast of thousands in breathless action!

"toith
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VICTO
H. B.WA
RNER
R
,
and MARIE
KEITH
IAN

"Produced by FRANK

VARC
ONI
DRES
SLER
LLOYD

who made "the sea hawk"

^Presented by

RICHARD

A.

ROWLAND

A 1\xh< notional Picture

Takes the Guesswork Out of "Going to the Movies'
rTTTTTrTTTTy»FTTTT?ffTTTTTH

Every advertisement in PIIOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.

A
Recipe
From A
FRENCH

Star
And a few hints on what to serve at small, informal
and strictly feminine luncheons
IN a cook book published in 1885, I found some suggestions
for menus to be served at luncheons for women guests. The
I menus were not designed for formal functions but were
fnerely suggested as guides for the good housewife who happened to be entertaining a few girl friends.
The modern girl would gain at least five pounds by merely
reading what the lady of forty-three years ago served for a little
ight luncheon.
At the girl's affairs of the elegant eighties, the luncheon
started with oysters or clams, plunged into soup, dashed
nto a fish or entree, jumped into chicken or quail, swerved
!nto a hot vegetable — usually asparagus, and ended in a
lourish of frozen puddings, sweetmeats, fruits and coffee.
The hostess was warned that it was bad form to serve more
:han two kinds of wine with luncheon.
I have only given you a rough outline of the menus. Every
lish was served with a fancy sauce and accompanied by numerous fancy fixings.
The girl who provides an elaborate menu for a luncheon today
Is wasting both time and money. Women are too careful of
:heir figures and complexions to eat a heavy meal in the middle
,of the day. Out in Hollywood, particularly when the stars are

A

actively working, the usual luncheon for the girls is a salad and
a glass of milk. Chicken — or perhaps sweetbreads — are the
only meats that most women care for in the middle of the day.
If you are entertaining at luncheon this Fall, remember that
the attractiveness of the dishes and their tastiness count for
more than quantity.
You may, if you like, serve a light soup in bouillon cups,
but many women prefer fruit cocktails or eggs prepared in
some decorative way.
WITH
the main course, you may omit potatoes because, if
it comes to a choice between two fattening foods, most girls
would rather have hot bread of some sort. And you can make
up for the potatoes by having two kinds of vegetables. The
salad should be your principal concern because you may serve
.a heavier and more elaborate salad than is permissible at a
dinner. But, if you have started the meal with fruit cocktails,
be sure to steer clear of using fruit again with the salad. For
dessert you may have pastry of any kind but it is usually safer
to end the meal with an ice or some other light dessert.
This month I am going to give you a recipe for a good
luncheon dish that was submitted to Photoplay's Cook Book
by Renee Adoree. The recipe is for French Fish Roe Croquettes.21 eggs
can fish roe
1 tablespoon cream

Photoplay

Magazine

750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Cook
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

salt
cracker crumbs

Mash the fish roe with a fork, add onepepper
unbeaten egg, cream
and seasoning. Shape into balls or croquettes and roll in beaten
egg. Then roll in cracker crumbs. Fry in deep fat. Garnish with
parsley and cream sauce and serve piping hot.
Or, if you like, serve with drawn butter sauce and garnish
with lemon.
This is a good recipe to use as your principal course at a small
luncheon. With it you may serve peas or tomatoes baked with
cheese sprinkled on top.

Be sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send either stamps or coin.

If you have not received a copy of Photoplay's Cook Book
fill out the little kettle to your left, send a quarter and you will
receive the Cook Book immediately. It has been enlarged to
include one hundred and fifty recipes contributed by the leading
stars.
Carolyn Van Wyck
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Brief
America') Foremost Dance Authority,
who staged the best editions ol the Follies
and over 600 other Musical Shows and
whose inspirational direction contributed
so much to the success oi Marilyn Miller,
Ann Pennington, GildaGray, Fred and Adele
Astaire, Mary Eaton, Ada May, Al Jolson,
Eddie Cantor, Will Rogers, Oscar Shaw,
Evelyn Law and many others, oilers

A Complete
Home- Study Course
in Stage Dancing

Among themanyMovieStars who have been benefited by Ned Way burn's instructions are Marion
Davies, Dorothy Gish. Gilda Gray, Billie Dove,
Bebe Daniels, Anna Q. Nilsson, Lina Basquette
Marie Dressier, Jacqueline Logan, Bessie Love
Dorothy Mackaill.Jobyna Ralston. Dorothy Sebastian. Josephine Dunn, Daphne Pollard, Blanche
Mehaffey, Johnny Hines, W. C. Fields, Jack Mulhall. Earl Foxe, George Bancroft, Noah Beery,
Tyler Brooke, and many others.
If you want to prepare yourself quickly, easily
and thoroughly for a successful, hiirhlv paid career, enroll
now for Ned
in Stage
Dancing.
It isWayburn's
complete inHome
every Studv
detail, Course
clearly described
and illustrated, with 100 dancing lessons including 10
modern stage dances, the necessary technique and 11
special phonograph dance records.
Write for Free Booklet UHM which gives complete information

NED WAVBURN

New York City

At Columbus Circle (Entrance on 60th Street)
0»en9A.M.»oiOP.M.(Eic.Sal.Evej and Sun.) Tel. Columbus 3509

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five pounds a week

Don't Shout

CROOKS CAN'T WIN— FBO.— Good celluloid
gone haywire. Will someone please stop the film
crime wave?
(.August.)
CUPID'S KNOCKOUT— Hercules.— Just a fair'.o-middlins comedy, for evenings when you have
(April.)
nothing better to do.

DANGER RIDER, THE— Universal— There's a
saving dash of originality in the plot of this Hoot
Gibson Western.
(July.)
DAWN— Herbert Wilcox.— An English production
that gives a fair and impartial presentation of the
Edith Cavell case. (August.)
DESERT BRIDE, THE — Columbia. — Betty
Compson. as a Parisian b.-autv, raises havoc in the
(August.)
Foreign Legion.
DESERT PIRATE, THE— FBO.— Filled with the
usual clap-trap of the orthodox Western but made
bearable by a plot with some originality and the
charming presence of little Frankie Darrow.
(May.)
DETECTIVES — Metro-Goldwyn-Maver. — Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur in a collection of gags —
and some of them are not exactly spotless.
(July.)
DEVIL'S CAGE, THE— Chad wick.— No use
bothering your pretty little head about the incon(June.)
sistencies ofa plot like this.

DEVIL'S SKIPPER, THE— Tiffany-Stahl
Lots
of meat in this picture, what with slave ships,.—piracy,
mutiny and revenge. Also a remarkable performance
(May.)
by Belle Bennett.

DEVIL'S TRADEMARK,
vating bunk. (September.)

THE— FBO.— Aggra-

DIAMOND
HANDCUFFS
— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about the
curse of a diamond, probably written about the supposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Some fine
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena and
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)

Studios of Stage Dancing Inc.

«

[ CONTINUED

comes your way, don't miss it.
(April.)
DANGER
PATROL,
THE — Rayart. — A big
wholesome, fresh air drama of the Northwest with
three rousing murders.
(July.)

at a surprisingly low cost

The Star Developing System

of Current

*CZAR IVAN THE TERRIBLE— Sovkino. — A
really great picture, made in Russia that, in acting
ind technical excellence, never lias been surpassed. A
narvellous performance by L. M. Leonidoff.
If this

THIS course gives you— right in your own home
— thebenefit of the samequick and easv method
of learning Stage Dancing that is taught in the
Ned Way burn Studios in New York City.
There is a constantly increasing demand from
Motion Picture producers for Young People(both
boys and girls) who have been properlytrained in
Stage Dancing It is oneof the requisitesof a successful Screen Career.

1841 Broadway

Reviews

It is an actual
fact that I can
healthfully and
rapidlygiveyou
exquisitely
beautiful, firm,
velvety flesh
which will stay
on. I am glad to
say that neither
exercise nor medicine is used for
the gain. I know
that you will he
amazed and delighted with the
results. I will ask
you to write, beinc
sure to enclose a
2c stamp to
Iron Mountain
Michigan

»

I hear you.
I can hear
now as well as anybody.
'How?
Willi the M0RLEV
PHONE. I've a pair in mv ears
now, but ihey are invisible. I
would not know I had them in
myself, only that I hear all right
The M0RLEY PHONE lor the

. to the ears what glasses
are to the eyes.
Invisible, comfortable. weight*
— less and harmless.
Anyone _
canadjuslil. Over 100.000 sold. Wrile (or booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY CO.. Dept. 789. 1 0 S. 18th St. Phila

Big ChristmasMoneyQuick
Make money with Christmas Greeting Cards in
Box Assortments. $2.00 to $4.00 per hour easily
earned. Our magnificent Assortment contains 21
high grade Christmas Greeting Cards and Folders, each
with envelope. Steel engraving. French water coloring,
sparkling metallic, gold and silver effects, panelling
and
borden ng. Sells f or $ 1 .00. costs you 50c. Easily sold in spare
time. Wrile immediately tor particulars and free samples
WALTHAH ART PUBLISHERS. 7 Water St, Dent. 85, Boston, Mass.

DO GENTLEMEN SNORE?— Roach-M.-G.-M.—
A short farce turned into a panic by the appearance
of a real, live -rorilla.
(August.)

Photoplays Reviewed in the

Picture

FROM PAGE 8 ]
DOG JUSTICE— FBO.— But the story is a en
injustice to Ranger, the canine star.
(August.)
DON'T MARRY — Fox. — An amusing little
mantic comedy
that will please the gals.
Gai
played by Lois Moran and Neil Hamilton.
(July.
*DOOMSDAY — Paramount. — Florence Vido '
sympathetic and intelligent portrayal of a fat'
woman
marries to escape drudgery merits yo
attention.who (April.)
*DRAG NET, THE — Paramount. — Vivid ai
swiftly moving underworld story with grade A acti
(July.)
Brent.George
Bancroft, William Powell and Evel'
by
*DRESSED TO KILL— Fox.— A tale of the undei
world that holds your attention every second. Il
all action and suspense. And splendid work I
(May.)
ommended.
Mary Astor and Ben Bard. Re'
Edmund Lowe,
DRUMS
OF LOVE— United Artists.— D. V
Griffith tells the Paolo and Francesca legend, b.
spoils it by changing the locale and by overloading
with pageantry. Mary Philbin branches out wil
lots
and Don Alvarado gives a good perforr
a nee. of IT
(April.)
DUG AN OF THE
DUGOUTS— Anchor.— Ga;
ging the Great War again.
(September.)
EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Richar
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A brigh
fast-moving comedy and Richard's best in month
(June.)
END OF ST. PETERSBURG, THE— SovkinoWhat the Soviet wants you to believe. St. Peter:
burg destroyed by trick camera angles.
(August.)
ESCAPE, THE — Fox. — An ancient melodram
that should have been allowed to rest in peace Wit
Virginia Valli and William Russell.
(May.)
EXCESS BAGGAGE— Metro-Goldwvn-MaverVivid and realistic picture of stage life. See it
(August.)
FAITHLESS LOVER, THE— Krelbar.— The dan
bursts again.
But aside from that, this is just a lo
of mediocre celluloid.
(May.)
FALLEN ANGELS— Universal.— Norman Kerfj
drags through some gloomy doings in the role of ;
man
who must
cheerful.
(May.)play dead. Interesting but hardlj
[ CONTINUED
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This

Issue

Save this magazine — Refer to the criticisms before you pic\ out
your evenings entertainment.
Ma\e this your reference list.
A Bit of Heaven— Excellent
124
Pa^e
Alias Jimmy Valentine — M.-G.-M
54
A Masked Angel— Chadwick
124
A Single Man— M.-G.-M
54
Bantam Cowboy, The— FBO
126
Beautiful but Dumb— Tiffany-Stahl. . . 82
Big Hop, The— Buck Jones
82
Broadway Daddies — Columbia
124
Burning the Wind — Universal
82
Cameraman, The — M.-G.-M
54
Captain Careless— FBO
82
Cardboard Lover, The— M.-G.-M
52
Celebrity— Pathe
126
Clearing the Trail — Universal
82
Cloud Dodger, The — Universal
126
Code of the Air— Bischoff
125
Companionate Marriage — Gotham. .126
Divine Sinner, The — -Rayart
126
Hearts of Men— Anchor
82
Kit Carson — Paramount
53
Lingerie — Tiffany-Stahl
54
Lost in the Arctic— Fox
125
Mating Call, The — Caddo-Paramount. 52
Midnight Life— Gotham
82

Page

Modern Mothers— Columbia
126
Name the Woman — Columbia.. 126
Night Watch, The— First National. ... 53
Noah's Ark — Warners
53
None but the Brave — Fox. .
.124
Oh Kay— First National
55
Old Code, The— Anchor
126
Orphan of the Sage— FBO
126
Out of the Ruins— First National
125
Ransom — Columbia
.126
Revenge — United Artists
52
River Woman, The — Gotham
126
Road House — Fox
125
Sally's Shoulders— FBO
125
Sawdust Paradise, The — Paramount. . . 54
Scarlet Lady, The— Columbia
127
Sm Town— Pathe
126
Smilin' Guns— Universal
125
Taxi 13— FBO
126
Thundergod, The — Anchor
126
Varsity — Paramount
54
Woman From Moscow, The —
Paramount
55
Wright Idea, The— First National. . ... 125

Sound Pictures
Beau Brummels, The — Warners
Bookworm, The — Warners
Dizzy Diver, The — Paramount-Christie
Down South — Warners
In a Music Shoppe — Fitzpatrick-Fox . .
Interview, The — Fox
Lucky in Love — Warners
Singing Fool, The — Warners

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

82
82
82
82
82
82
82
55

is guaranteed

Soup — Warners
Stories in Song — Warners
Terror, The — Warners
Uncle Tom's Cabin — Universal
Whoa — Warners
Wives, Etc. — Warners
Women They Talk About — Warners ...

82
82
55
55
82
82
55
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Want a THRILL ?. . .
Fly with
REED HOWES
as
Here's a kick that will stand your hair on
end! Take a flight with the daring "Russ
Farrell" of the Border Patrol. Thrill to the
chase after air smugglers and sky bandits!
There is a half hour of high adventure waiting for you in each of the six pictures in
this new series of air thrillers.

RUgSjpfeRELL
AVIATOR

Get set for the fake-off! Watch for "The
Sky Ranger."
Produced by CHARLES R. ROGERS
and HARRY J. BROWN.
from the famous "RUSS FARRELL" flying
stories in The American Boy Magazine by
THOMSON BURTIS.

LUPINO

LANE

COMEDIES

BIG BOY-JUVENILE

COMEDIES

IDEAL COMEDIES
with JERRY DREW
DOROTHY

DEVORE

COMEDIES

TUXEDO COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions}
OUR

EDUCATIONAL

WORLD

Lyman
H. Howe's
HODGE-PODGE
TODAY— A Modern Screen Magazine

FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc., E. W. Uammons, President

Executive Offices: ijoz Broadway, New York, N. Y.
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Friendly Advice from Carolyn Van Wycl
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Which is more important in marriage— spiritual or material happiness? Are you like Craig's Wife,
played on the screen by Irene Rich?
Do you think a neat house is more
important than a happy home?
Miss Van Wyck writes about a
problem
that
faces every
bride

CAROLYN VAN WYCK:
DEAR
Perhaps I do not come under the general classification of "girl. " For, though
I am still in my early twenties, I am two years
married. And it is my marriage that constitutes my problem!
No — Miss Van Wyck! It isn't the sort of a
problem that you're probably thinking. It
isn't the sort of problem that the average wife
has to face. My husband loves me very dearly,
and he makes a good income, and he is generous. And, since we have known each other,
he hasn't looked at another woman. He hasn't
a single bad habit — not in the regular way of
speaking.
But, oh. Miss Van Wyck, there are times
when I feel that my marriage is about to go
on the rocks — when I feel that the whole
thing is a terrible failure.
You see, we had many beautiful wedding
gifts. And we moved into a new house and
furnished it— I think — charmingly. I have
pretty china, and linen, and rugs and furniture.
And I love them. I love to dust and polish and
sweep. I love to keep my house in a perfect
condition.
But my husband! He hasn't been home for
ten minutes before the order has disappeared
from almost every room. He gets cigarette
ashes on the rugs (there is even a hole burned
in one of them!) and he leaves newspapers on
the floor, and he throws wet towels in the
clothes hamper. He sometimes helps me carry
the dinner dishes out — he would like to dry
them for me, every evening. But, if I let
him, I wouldn't have a dish left. Muddy feet
and cake crumbs and once (oh, Carolyn, this
broke my heart!) an ink stain on a drawn work
table cloth! They mean nothing to him — and
they are real tragedies to me.
What on earth shall I do? We've had many
a sharp quarrel on the subject. My husband
contends that a house, in which a man is
uncomfortable, is not a home. I tell him that
I will leave him unless he learns to respect my
pride in my possessions — and my care of, and
for, them. Last night, after an especially bitter
scene, my husband went to his club and stayed
until dawn. And I cried — also until dawn.
But, though we kissed and made up, over the
breakfast table, it will all happen again. In
fact, my husband upset his orange juice when
he was kissing me !

16

Home or Husband?
Is This Month's Problem
FOR the housewife, who loves her furniture and her home too ardently,
is in the position of making such a choice. In my answer to Alice's
letter — and in "Craig's Wife," one of the finest of the current photoplays —
you will find my opinion and advice on the subject.
And, although this month's problem has to do with marriage, don't
forget that I am always ready to help you individually upon any other
matter that has to do with your beauty, health or happiness.
Letters enclosing self-addressed envelopes I will answer by return mail;
those without postage will be replied to on the pages of this magazine.
For information regarding the care of the skin, send a stamped envelope.
For my booklet on sane reducing methods, send ten cents.
CAROLYN VAN WYCK.

Carolyn Van Wyck — please help me if you
can. For I am very unhappy. Alice.
/"^URIOUSLY enough there is a photoplay,
^-'newly released, that deals — most completely— with Alice's problem. The problem
which every over-zealous housewife faces. And
which is far more desperate than a mere
question of dishes and rugs and linen.
Alice — go to see "Craig's Wife"! And see
your own emotions come to life, before you,
on the screen. See — and let what you have
seen become a real lesson to you!
For there, in this great picture, is bared the
soul of a woman who holds her material
possessions higher and more precious than she
holds her real spiritual possessions. To her,
just as to you, Alice, a chair is sacred. And
a rug is something to be guarded and prized.
And, in this guarding process, a man's devotion
is laid upon the sacrificial altar.
Alice's husband is right when he says that a
house in which a man is uncomfortable — either
mentally or physically — ceases to be a home to
that man. For the meanings of home and
comfort are synonymous. It is to a home that
the tired heart should turn — for rest and solace
and peace and content. It is to a home that a
man — who has been working all day to make
that home possible! — should come at even-

time.
Should come with the assurance
happy smiles, and encouraging words.
No one, Alice, would blame your husbanc
for going to the club — and staying until dawn.
No one would blame your husband (and yoi
mustn't think me harsh for saying this), noons
would blame him overmuch for packing hi:
trunk and moving to the club! Where ashes
and newspapers are not paramount issues—
where table linen and rugs are only furnishing;
thatthings.
take their appropriate place in the scheme
of
Of course, any woman can understand youi
point of view. She would be less than human
if she didn't! Any woman who has a pretty
house — and doesn't love it— is abnormal. And:
a husband, knowing that his wife loves hei
house, should try to exercise a certain amount
of care and consideration. Should not ruth
lessly destroy beauty — should not be criminall)
negligent.
But some men — a rather large percentage
of men — are clumsy in regard to the fittings
of a home. They do not think in terms oi
hand embroidery and fine lace. Their minds
are keyed to other matters — just as their hands
are keyed to the touching of sturdier things
than china.
Your husband is willing to help, Alice. He
[ CONTINUED
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What woman does not know
that she is a thousand times
more attractive when her
skin is smooth and fresh
and fair !

OUK6&
WHAT

NO

ONE

ELS

CAN

a u&auttful okcit
vjrIVE YOURSELF the gift you've always
longed for, that no one else can give
you
A —beautiful skin !
Perhaps already you are blessed with
a naturally good complexion. Start now
to give it proper care to keep it always
fine and young looking!
Or perhaps it grieves you to see your
skin less lovely than it should be? If
so, the chances are your trouble is one
of six common skin defects which, happily, are easy to remedy.
Ice, warm or hot water and Woodbury's Facial Soap — and just a little
patience and persistence are all you

need to gain a beautiful skin
A skin specialist gave the prescription
for this wonderful soap. Wrapped round
each cake is a booklet with the proper
treatment for normal skins and special
treatments for each of these six common skin defects :
Excessive oiliness
Blackheads
Blemishes

Sallowness
Dryness
En la rged pores

Begin, tonight, the treatment that meets
your need and see what a delightful
improvement you can bring about with
even a week or ten days of proper care !

lasts a month or six weeks. Get a cake
today. You will find it at any drug store
or toilet goods counter.

^/\fow — the large-size trial set!
The Andrew Jercens Co.,
2219 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
For the enclosed 10 cents please send me the new
large-size trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap, the Cold
Cream, Facial Cream and Powder, the treatment booklet,
"A Skin You Love to Touch," and instructions for the
newIf complete
Woodbury
you live in
Canada, "Facial."
address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 2219 Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Ont.

Name—
Street-

A 25c cake of Woodbury's
Facial Soap
MAGAZINE is guaranteed. City—

Every advertisement in PHOTOri.AY
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y^""GAIN including the Scandinavian. Jeanette Loffwas born in Idaho
Qf~1 and raised in Canada, but her parents were both Danish. As a
pianist in a small movie theater, she studied screen acting and
learned what not to do. With a confidence inspired by viewing countless
horse operas, Jeanette went to Hollywood. She played a very small part in
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" — try and find her in it— and was just going back to
the nickelodeon, when Cecil De Mille discovered her and made her a leading
woman. In "At Yale" and "Love Over Night" she plays opposite Rod La
Rocque. Can you see her resemblance to Vilma Banky, Rod's wife?

Hesser

CJ / 7ILLIAM BOYD specializes in pictures that portray the adventures of rugged and daring
1/1/ gentlemen of the great outdoors. He is usually classified among the newcomers but, as a
matter of record, Bill Boyd was a handy man around the studios for many, many years.
Do
you know that he played an inconspicuous rSle in "The Young Rajah" supporting Rudolph
Valentino?

Spurr

£T A ?HAT a break for Lupe Velez!
Y/y

First Lupe is selected by D. W. Griffith for the leading role

in "The Love Song." Then Irving Berlin is engaged to compose a ballad for Lupe to introduce to the public by way of the no longer silent screen. And because Lupe has refused
to allow success to turn her head and because she is witty and generous, all Hollywood wishes her
luck.

Chidnoff

)Y request — Janet Gaynor. Not since the days when Lillian Gish was thrown out, out into
the storm, in "Way Down East," have so many tears been shed for a shadow heroine as were
evoked by Janet in "Seventh Heaven" and "Street Angel." And not in years has any young'
ster so captured the hearts, imagination and sympathy of the public — and all without ballyhoo or
bombast.

LINE €r

THE
VEEy LATE/T
A eC//ACD
ALL-IN-CNE
for Cool Days
A perfect joy — this new,
complete undercostume
by Gossard, combining a
dainty bloomer' with a
foundation garment of
satin tricot. No more bulkiness at the waistline, no
extras in the way of underwear; nothing needed
but this simple, exquisitely dainty garment, which
fits with satin smoothness
under your frock.
It's the new Qossard Tedetite 5428,
made of satin tricot, showing the
Parisian uplift line at the bust. The
attached bloomers are silk tricot,
and fasten with a single button at
the side. And this lovely, new, complete undercostume is only $8.50.

HE H. W. GOSSARD

A New Qossard Tedetite 5428 — Retailing at $8.50.

CO., Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta, London, Toronto, Sydney, Buenos Aires

Y\ow does she keep
her hands th'
so

Lovely??,
the most beautiful hands, yet she does all her
— '
own work
"As I turned from pouring tea, I realized with a
thrill they were talking about me!

"I felt such a happy glow of pride ... my hands
used to be my despair!

"Those few whispered words made me

"Now I find it easy to have soft, pretty hands, in
spite of dishes to do three times a day.
"I discovered that by using Lux for all my dishwashing, my hands never became rough or red or
chapped-looking. With Lux, they are even whiter
and softer after washing dishes than before!"
MILLIONS of women who do their own work
now have hands as flawless, as lovely, as if
they never touched the dishpan! They learned for
themselves when they used Lux for their fine things,
how white and smooth the delicate, sparkling Lux
suds made their hands.
So they used Lux for dish-

flush with pleasure' '

washing too. For
Lux is soothing to
even the most sensitive skin.* It is
made by a marvelous special process—made white!
and thinner and purer than anything else. There I
no trace of harmful alkali in Lux, nothing to dry up
to coarsen the skin, as there is in many soapswhether flakes, chips, or cakes.
And Lux costs so little! In one of the big pack-

ages there is enough Lux for 6 weeks' dishes! Sc
little to pay for beautiful hands!
*Many beauty parlors use
Lux smooth
suds inand
manicuring
the naih to keep tk
hands
white.

v

Lux keeps lovely
the bands that wash dishes
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mail.
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
By James R. Quirk
\

BOUT

the worst thing

that

™\ could happen to pictures at
this time would
be to get
;ssed up in politics. Mayor Jimmy
alker— it is unnecessary
to say,
New York — took a rap at a couple
well known headmen of the Calimia end of the industry who are
nbitious politically and socially,
d told them to mind their own business.
He was dead right. Such activity is going to
ake national censorship a party issue, and it
"\puld be the most natural thing in the world
fir Canon Chase and his holy racketeers to
Wirow this in with all their other rubbish as an
3'gument for Federal control.
IpHE truth of the matter is that the political
r activities of these two executives do not
mount to a row of dull pins. One of them, by
ollecting money from the picture colony for the
liate Republican Committee of California,
posted himself into a job as state highway
pmmissioner. The other got himself fixed up
ith a badge as a delegate to the convention at
ansas City where he was lost in a picture so
ig that his publicity men could not get him a
ne in the Kansas City papers.
This was the fellow who visited Coolidge at
le White House six months ago, accompanied
y a battery of photographers, and came out
d flattered at being received that he immeiately announced to the waiting world that
he picture industry had gone hook, line, and
inker for Coolidge.

ATER came news reports of an
aerial journey, plus the wife and
kiddies, to the home of the Republican candidate, although the reports

L:

neglected to describe Hoover's eager
rush out onto the front lawn to embrace the visitors. In fact, the reports left considerable doubt whether
they got into the house at all.
Perhaps one of these film chaps is ambitious
to go back home as the first official American
diplomatic representative to Soviet Russia.
But that is a dream sequence that will die on
the cutting room floor.
We suggest that they cut out the dreams of
diplomatic glory and attend to what the
country needs more than new politicians — good
motion pictures, minus noise effects.
' I 'HE finest and hottest shot of sound phi-*- losophy that ever came out of Hollywood
was
uttered by Roscoe "Fatty"
recently.

Arbuckle

Roscoe and a group of friends were sitting
around a cafe table and the conversation fell on
"Gin?" said one of the crowd, cracking wise.
"What's
gin?"
gin.
"Gin is what you and I were buying when
Fatty.
Ruth Roland was buying real estate," answered
Poor, jolly Fatty. He should know something about the wages of gin!
Nothing can add to the punch of that one
great line. It says everything there is to say
27

about the joys and heartbreaks of the petted children
of the Gold Coast.
I NEVER believed the plump comedian guilty of the
death of the girl that brought about his downfall,
and I hope that seven years of punishment, shame and
abuse will mark the end of his bad luck.

whole world is talking talkies.
The fans are listening to their favorites' voices
like kids at their first Punch and Judy.
The film makers are hysterical over plans for new
audible movies, and the actors are practicing scales and
having their voices renovated.
THE

The signs on Broadway now read — "Moonlight and
Roses — A Talking Picture." The talkies have swept
the Main Stem.
Seemingly, the silent drama has forgotten it was ever
silent.
Some of us are bitterly disappointed in the talkies so
far. Some of us are going haywire and screaming that
ihey have kicked all quiet films out of the back door.
Neither is true nor just.
Right now talking pictures are getting fat on their
novelty. They need a lot of development, technically
and on the human side. But they are here to stick, and
their flood can't be stopped any more than Niagara
can be dammed with a toothpick.
It's up to us to sit tight, cross our fingers and let the
scientists tinker.
FROM the motion picture business has gone a fine
character, a splendid showman, a gentleman, and a
philosopher. Richard A. Rowland, erstwhile production manager of the First National and formerly president of the old Metro Company, has left the business to
devote himself to the development of his own interests,
and travel.
At forty-seven he has accumulated several millions
and life, he says, is too short and sweet to waste it all in
the worry and uncertainty of motion picture production.
One thing few people know, and that is that Rowland,
not content with becoming a millionaire himself, kept
on until everyone who was near and dear to him was
fixed for life also.
There are few enough men of Rowland's type in any
business.

CANON WILLIAM SHEAFE CHASE, D. D.—
professional reformer, bitter enemy of the motion
picture and the pop-gun of Brooklyn, N. Y. — is in
again.
This time he has made Representative Hudson the
goat. That gentleman has introduced in Congress
another bill designed to hamstring the photoplay.
Canon Chase's new bill attempts to label the picture
industry a public utility, and so bring it under the guns
of the federal government, with regulatory powers.
Simply the old demon National Censorship being
dragged in the back door with phony whiskers on.
28

WHAT
rubbish!
Pictures can't be turned on
the gas or switched off like the lights. The:
some difference between a public utility and a migi
form of public entertainment.
One feeds the bodthe other the spirit. The time hasn't come yet w>
government can push a button and make the soul ju
This is nothing to get fretted about. Dr. Chase rrj
do something to justify the contributions of delul
people to his reform racket.
Poor old Canon Chase! They'll laugh this bill ou!
Congress, just as they've snickered off all the rest!

this issue we commence publication of "
WITH
Studio Murder Mystery," by the Edingtonsj
You'll find that this new story is not only a redthriller. We feel that no informative article on the li
and their people ever gave a truer picture of life in
film studios.
The authors know their Hollywood and they knl
how to word-paint the film city in true and flamj
colors for their readers.
Two treats for the price of one — a mystery yarn tl
will raise your back hair and an engrossing, auther:
word picture of life and work on the arc lit stages.

HENRY
L. MENCKEN and other prophets s
that the future talent of the movies will be <
veloped in the amateur field. A noted director tells 5
that he is looking for his cameramen and technical stf
in the ranks of the amateurs.
In some respects, the Amateur Movie Contest ]
cently conducted by Photoplay is the most imports!
and far-reaching achievement ever accomplished I
this magazine. It was the first contest of its kind ev
held; Photoplay is mighty proud to say that this \\;
the first national magazine ever to establish a depa ■
ment for movie amateurs.

a party at my home I showed the prize-winni'
film of the 35 mm. division, "And How!" It w
produced by Russell T. Ervin and the Motion Picti
Club of the Oranges. Frankly, some of the movie peop
present thought that they were going to be amused 1
its crudities. But before the last scene had faded frc,
the screen, Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager

AT

the Fox Company, turned to me and said, " I want th'

Two other producers present also wanted the servic
of Mr. Ervin, but Winnie Sheehan happened to a
first. He got him on a five-year contract and sent hi
to Hollywood.
boy."
ELSEWHERE in this issue you will find the rules
the next Amateur Movie Contest. Whether or n
you are a maker of amateur movies I want you to re;
about this contest, because out of it may come tl
Griffith, De Mille or Von Stroheim of the year aft

next.
Photoplay is going to show the twenty best
of its second Amateur Contest to every prominent
ducer in this country. It is going to do this, not
as a help and encouragement to the amateurs, but
service to the producers.

filn
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Why
omen
ove
iamonds
by
as revealed

Peggy Joyce
k "T"ONE of the four main reasons why women love
^k I diamonds was responsible for my purchase
^U last January of a diamond for the record price
of three hundred thousand dollars.
The four reasons are :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vanity.
The desire to make other women envious.
Sentiment.
Investment.

International Newsreel Photo

Peggy Hopkins Joyce, wearing the $300,000 diamond, larger than the Kohinoor and one of the five
purest large diamonds in the world. Its discovery,
a few years ago in South Africa, was an event of the
first magnitude in the diamond world

rajah, who offered in exchange a celebrated emerald pendant
The last reason entered intc/my calculations a bit, of course.
1 these days of erratic stock movements it gives one a secure
and a star of diamonds and rubies, and a well-known Fifth
Avenue jeweler, who offered cash. The American won and
filling to know that a small piece of carbon in a safe-deposit
himself went to London to take possession of the jewel and
cjiwer represents nearly a third of a million dollars. Perhaps
te real reason, too, could be catalogued under the heading of
carry it preciously home.
'canity," although it was something bigger than that.
I HAD been a client of this particular jewelry firm for years.
The diamond in question, one of the five purest large diaOne day the head of the firm called me on the telephone.
ij^nds in the world, was discovered only a few years ago in
^uth Africa. Its discovery was an event of first magnitude in
"We have something exceptionally interesting to show you,
le diamond world, for no such stone had been found for more
Miss
Joyce," the
he shop
said. and, with an air of mystery, was ushered
I visited
tyan a century. It was larger than the Kohinoor and experts
into
a private office. And there, on a table,
jonounced it unique because of its unusual pui y compared to its weight.
in a black-velvet-lined ecrin, was the largest
diamond I had ever seen.
When it had been cut in Amsterdam it was
Precious stones have always held an infinite
land to be a gem among gems, one fit to be the
appeal to me because of their beauty, the beauty
jimest star of an emperor's crown.
that is another name for cold, deathless purity.
But there were no more emperors, and the livThis stone was frightening in its beauty. It
K kings could not afford diamonds — not even
lay there alone, a tiny thing, yet dominating the
:ing George of England, who had just voluntasomber room and all of us in it. It made me gasp.
ry reduced his exchequer to set an example to his
; ople.
Mr. Black (for there can be no harm in menWhen the diamond arrived in Hatton Garden,
tioning now the name of the gentleman who was
mdon, jewelers from all over the world made
showing me the jewel) smiled.
:ecial trips to see it. The most famous experts
"What do you think of it, Miss Joyce?" he
)m Paris, New York and Madrid weighed,
asked.
sted and found it flawless.
"I have never seen anything anywhere like
Here is Peggy's
diamond, actual size.
The purchaser was a syndicate of London
it," I answered, truthfully.
And at that moment there entered in me a wild
Its weight is 127
welers and this syndicate, after an appropriate
carats. Peggy bought
ne for exhibition, offered the jewel for sale.
idea: I must possess this stone! No other woman
it last January
should wear it.
[ continued on page 88 1
lere were only two bidders — an Indian maha29
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TUDIC

The most thrilling Detective
story of recent years. Photoplay
offers $3,000 for the best solutions to this fascinating tale of
Hollywood
CHAPTER

I.

around
SIBI
great stages!
the rings
sides ofwhispe
theLANT
The slithering splash of drainage from the roofs! Strange, weird
shapes, forming themselves out of
the billows of dripping fog; huddling in Behemothan groups in
corners of the studio lot. The
skeletons of "dead" sets, clothed
in flowing veils of gray; dim hulks
Yvonne Beaumont — the piquant
little Parisienne leading woman of
Superior Films. She is liked for
the cheery friendliness of her chatter, for her gay impulses. And she
is loved by Billy West, assistant to
the famous director, Franz Seibert

holding mystery, changing form with the ever-eddying ri
enveloping them.
Dank expectancy in the night of deeds too dark for dayl
doing! Cold, wet fingers of mist, creeping down the spine.
Lannigan, night watchman of Superior Films, clumping :
denly out of the ghostly void; shivering down into his g:
coat collar; pulling off his hat to slap away the moisl
accumulated there —
" Sure, 'tis a foine night for a murther! Ye can't see thro
it no more than the divil's heart, Mac!"
"There's certain to be many a man killed tonight, that!
fact, Lannigan! " agreed the gateman. " Take a look out th<
Wet — slippery as a greased slide, but they keep on break
the limit as they always do around midnight!"
The two men gazed somberly out upon the boulevard,
street light across from the studio entrance made but a sul
and short illumination. Below it gleamed the black wetr
of the road, and upon the road was the constant singing hi
of wet wheels. Cars, filled with midnight roisterers from 1
beach clubs, speeding by. . . .

Rules for Studio Murder Mystery Solutions
1. Nineteen prizes, totalling $3,000, are offered for They must be typewritten on one side of a sheet of paper
the best solutions to the thrilling serial, "The Studio and contestant's name and address must be typed on
Murder Mystery. " This story will appear in Photoplay the upper left hand corner.
in eight installments, starting with the October, 1928, 4. The nineteen prizes will be awarded as follows:
issue and concluding with the May, 1929, issue. After
First Prize
§1,000
the appearance of the March, 1929, number, on February
Second Prize
500
15th, 1929, solutions to the mystery may be submitted
Third prize
350
but not before that date. All solutions must be received
Fourth prize
150
by Photoplay before midnight of March 10th, 1929,
Five prizes of S100
500
to receive consideration.
The final installments of
Ten prizes of $50
500
The Studio Murder Mystery, "printed in the April, 1929, In the event tnat tw0 or more contestants tie for
and May, 1929, issues, will solve the mystery.
The full any award, duplicate prizes will go to each contestant,
list of winners will be announced as soon after the close 5, All solutions must be addressed to The Studio
of the contest as possible.
Murder Mystery Editor, Photoplay, 221 West 57th
2. Awards will be made according to the accuracy of Street, New York, N. Y.
contestants in foretelling the real solution to "The Studio 6. No solutions will be returned to contestants.
No
Murder Mystery " as worked out by the authors, the inquiries regarding this contest will be answered.
Failure
Edingtons.
Literary merit will not count.
The awards to fulfill every rule will invalidate your solution.
The
will be made wholly upon the detective ability of con- contest is open to everyone except employees of Photolestants in working out the mystery, explaining how the play and members of their families.
It is not necessary
crime was committed, giving the reasons and naming to be a subscriber or even a purchaser of a single copy
the real murderer.
of Photoplay.
You can consult copies in public
3. Solutions must be written in 200 words or less. libraries, if vou wish.
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;Domn fools!" said the Irishman.
Aye!" agreed MacDougal quietly. Then:
ibert's working late tonight," he added.
Yep! Cursing and bellowing to beat the Dutch, same as usual, at that heavy of
[whin I come by just now! I tell ye, Mac, if I was that young Hardell . . . rotten
jeis, the dirty bum . . . I'd see Seibert in H
before I'd take his dirty talk!"
"he
:ctorsScotchman
and their shrugged
actors, he indifferently.
did not express.What he thought about motion picture
j.car slipped up with its nose almost against the iron gates. A girl, startlingly
h and lovely, leaned out,
Oh, Meestair Mac!
Eef you please!" she called.
Right, Miss," and the gateman stepped quickly to his duty.
I would like so much to drive into the lot, tonight, Meestair Mac.
Me, I am
fraid to go out alone to the car, so late. . . ."
Certainly, Miss Beaumont.
You'll find lots of parking room.
There's no one
Seibert working tonight," smiled the gateman, but beneath his courteous answer
; a questioning tone that brought a quick explanation.
You wondair why Yvonne comes so late, eh?" She laughed up into his eyes,
:ing the man to meet her careless mood.
Well, I will tell you a secret. I am veree naughty! I say I will have that new
pt for that next picture I make, all read by tomorrow for Meestair Rosey! What
i think I do? I go home and go to bed, and go straight to sleep . . . like this . . ."
I she squeezed her eyelids tightly together so that their heavily mascaraed lashes
The diagram of
the Superior lot,
as shown in the
Los Angeles newspapers after the
strange murder.
Hardell's body
was found on
Stage Six, on the
spot indicated by
the cross. Save
this diagram. It
may help you
solve the crime

Franz Seibert — the star director of Superior Films. A
Hollywood invader from
abroad. Seibert brooked no
interference, he took his time
with his films and put his
whole being into them. His
idiosyncrasies were the talk
of the film world
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How

good is your detective

ability

pricked into the soft skin of her
cheek. Opening her eyes swiftly
in mock dismay, she continued,
"I wake up! I remember!
Quick I jump into the car, and
come out here. I know the nice
beeg Meestair Mac is here, and
I am not afraid! Now I go up to
my dressing room and get that
picture script. . . ."

JUST a minute, Miss Beaumont, Iwill turn on the corridor lights. . . ."
"Non! The gate you must
watch. Anyway, Me, I have the
cat's
in theherdark!"
Sheeyes
waved
hand to him
as she ran lightly up the stairs
of the nearby building which
housed the dressing rooms —
the men's on the first floor, the
women's above. The gateman
looked after her a moment, his
brow thoughtful. Then he went
into his little office beside the
gate and bent over his time sheet.
"Yvonne Beaumont. In at
11:23 P.M." he wrote there.
When he looked again in the
direction of the dressing rooms
a light had been put on in the
room he knew to be the pretty
little French leading woman's.
He liked the cheery friendliness
of her chatter, but just now he
wondered if it were absolutely
truthful! He knew that motion
picture folk have queer ways . . .
that night and day are the same
to them . . . that impulses are
usually obeyed, no matter what
conventions they seem to break.
And yet . . .
up!"
Openreco
gnized
HEY,TheMac!
gateman
the voice of Billy West, Seibert's
assistant director, and he hastened to the gate.
The young man he let in
slipped into his office, and immediately set about lighting a
cigarette.
"Beastly
dare
take a fog,
hand Mac.
off the Didn't
wheel

to light up, and couldn't have
got a smoke going, with all the
wet
blowing Then,
in the window, if I had . . ." he said, puffing
vigorously.
"Seibert still working?" he asked. It was significant of the
director of whom he spoke, that his assistant did not give
him the familiar "chief," in referring to him. People did not
drop into these little comradely ways with Franz Seibert.
"I expect so. I haven't marked him out yet," said the
gateman, answering his query.
"Damn!" said the young man heartily. "I left my script
book on the set, and I've got to have it tonight. We're finishto pay, and sixteen
ing tomorrow, and that means H
new props and ideas he'll get at the eleventh hour! I've got
to out-figure that bozo some way, and I sure need that book!"
"Tough luck," sympathized the gateman dryly. It was a
well-known fact that there were times when the famous director preferred to work alone, and at such times no member
of his crew, even his assistant, dared venture on his set. This
was one of these times, for West had not been called by Seibert
that night.

"Well, I'll hang around until he gets through," said West,

and turning up his coat collar, the young man went out of ,e
little office and disappeared in the grayness.
MacDougal's keen eyes had not missed West's seeming
idle glance at the time sheet, nor had his intelligence accepil
the cigarette story. Yet in a way, the arrival of the yov.E
assistant director eased his mind. West was known to be hd
over heels in love with Yvonne Beaumont.

SOME silly love business, despite all the talk about scrip;, I
and he's followed her out here," he told himself, and mart!
Billy West in at 11:40 P.M.
Twenty-five minutes later Lannigan appeared again outf
the mist.
"Sure, Mac, this do be the divil's own night, and no rrh
take! I could swear by the Holy Saints that there be spots
about!
I saw one the now, skitterin' across the lawn. . ,
"Nonsense, man!" exclaimed MacDougal.
"You've shiSH
eyes to see anything on a night like this, Lannigan!"
The little Irishman did not like his tone, and he show,!
immediate resentment.

rest it on this story and win $3,000
"He's supposed

to be

dead,
you know,"
explained
the office
boy, indicating
the sprawling "dummy" on
Stage Six. "Can't tell the
difference, can you?"
"Are you sure? . . . it's
not a real man?" whispered
the girl.
" 'Course it's not real!"
laughed the boy. "Go and
feel of him! He's only wax
girl stretched her
andThesaw-dust!"
hand out to the pale face.
"Daddy! Daddy!" she
screamed. "It's a man!
It's a man! Oh . . . let's
get out of here!"
"All right, MacDougal, have
it your way. But maybe now
you'll be explainin' this to me.
As I was crossin' the lawn to
Stage Six, that same where
Seibert is workin', the lights
wint out! Not only thim on the
stage, which same Seibert might
have put out himself, but the
big arc standin' between the
stage
rooms,
which and
same the
has dressin'
to be shut
off
in the dynamo room! Simultaneous, out of the bushes in
the garden on the West side,
comes a black figger, and makes
a sneak for the side entrance of
the stage. I keeps on goin' towards the stage,
thinkin'
to find
out what
ails the
lights,
and
meet the intruder likewise, but
whin me foot strikes the gravel
on the path alongside, that divil
of a Seibert hears me, and yells
out like a roarin' bull fer me not
to step foot on the stage! I
yells back the same polite way
that the lights are out. He howls
that he ain't blind, and that he
don't need thim any more, and
to let him alone! The domn
fool acts like a man with the
plague whin he's got his mind
on his directin' . . . so, here am
I, waitin' his highness' pleasure
to fix thim lights. Also, meanwhilst this black figger I seen is
"And, if it wasn't a night like this, Scot MacDougal," said
he significantly, pushing his face up close to the other, and
peering sharply at him, "I'd swear by the Holy Saints 'twas
a woman's figger I seen just now! A leetle lady, she was, and
runnin' in the direction of Hardell's dressing room! Now
(phwat
of that,meaning
Scot MacDougal!"
Thered'ye
wasthink
a double
in the words, calculated to
come close to home with the gateman. Yet peer sharply as he
might, Lannigan could detect no flicker of uneasiness in the
steady gaze of the level eyes above him.
After a moment MacDougal slowly removed his pipe, and
replied calmly.
THERE'S no woman come on the lot tonight, except Miss
Beaumont, who's up in her room reading her new script.
Furthermore, there's no other woman on the lot at all, save
the nurse in the hospital yonder! And I don't hold with
your idea about spooks, Lannigan! The wind and the fog
make queer shapes sometimes, and a man's imagination puts
life in them! That's all there is to that."

most likely denudin' the stage!"
MacDougal laughed heartily, and slapped the little Irishman
on the back.

EASE your mind, Lannigan. That 'black figger' was Billy
West, who's been waiting a chance to slip on the set and
get his script book, which he forgot and returned for a while
"And a foine director, I call it, that won't let his own assistant near him, so that he has to go snoopin' around like a domn
ago. ..."broke in Lannigan disgustedly. Then he added
sneak!"
triumphantly:
"Ye haven't explained the why that 'arc' wint out, simultaneous with the lights on the stage!"
"The lamp probably burned out. They do, you know," said
MacDougal drvly, "and it happened that Seibert finished at
the same time, and turned off the stage lights. Nothing super-

natural inthat, man!"
"Just the same, I tell you I feel it in me bones that there's
Lannigan.
strange happenin's on foot tonight!" muttered
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£A?,sliPPed throu8h the entrance of the Superior Films studio
A girl, startlmgly fresh and lovely, leaned out.
"Oh, Meestair Mac!
Eef you please!"
called.
"I would
like so much to drive into
the lot tonight, Meestair she
Mac."
" Certainly, Miss Beaumont, " responded the gateman.
"You'll find lots
of parking room.
There's no one but Seibert working tonight."

murder mystery that shook Hollywood
ure, I've a mind to go on that stage, Seibert
no Seibert!"
'Bide a while, man! You know Seibert!"
'Sure . . . I know him," the night watchman
s forced to agree. "Sure, I know the likes o'
in," and he spat noisily into the gravel drive,
irdly had he done so when a car loomed silently
t of the murk. The gateman jumped to the
avy iron barriers, and swung them open.

Dwight Hardell — the
leading Superior Films
player who was the victim of the strange murder. Popular to the
public, Hardell was disliked — and even hated
— by his associates.
The reasons ? Study
them. They may help
you solve the murder
and win $3,000

OODNIGHT, men," said the man at the
^JJwheel, and as the car slipped through the
trance, the other occupant of the front seat
lised his hand towards his hat in a farewell gesre, and called:
'It s there
a greata life,
if youchuckling
don't weaken
. . . in
eh, the
fellows?'"
Was
sinister,
undertone
voice?

lere must have been something arresting, for both Lankan and MacDougal found themselves staring intently
:er the car, and not answering. Then Lannigan shook
nself shiveringly down into his collar.
Sure, it's surprisin' he'd condescend to speak to the likes of
, . . 'men1, " he remarked sarcastically.
"Who?'"Who?
Who but Seibert himself! Did ye ivver know him
bid a man goodnight afore? But he nivver gets anywheres
th that high and mighty air with me. No sirree! I just look
ek as Moses, and think murther in me heart!
Domn his
e!" and again Lannigan spat.
The gateman stepped into his office and made two entries:
"Franz Seibert and Dwight Hardell, out at 12:17 A. M."
Lannigan stuck his head in the door.
" Sure, Mac, 'twad be a hard master 'twad deny a mon a cup
coffee a night like this! Step across wid me now to the lunch
om. Ye can eat a bit o' pie, and keep your eye on the gate,
sy!"
"Thought you were going to see to that light?"
"Domn the light. 'Twill keep till me next round."
"'HERE were ten of the mammoth white stages that marked
Superior Films as one of the outstanding organizations in
e picture world. Between these stages, and at other interds throughout the vast property, powerful lights were kept
arning all night, against possible thieves or intruders. Even
, there were spaces where the illumination did not reach, and
here the decorative shrubbery cast concealing shadows, for
aperior Films was also noted for its beautifully landscaped

grounds. On nights of the heavy fog
from the ocean, these areas of shadow
particular foggy night, chance and
conspirators. The arc at the east end
and remained out until Lannigan's next
as the saying is, hangs a tale.

that sometimes swept in
were enlarged. On this
a criminal became coof Stage Six burned out,
round . . . and thereby,

IT was as Lannigan was going towards the store room for the
new lamp, that the superstitious Irish heart of him was made
to leap convulsively in his thin chest. A high, thin scream split
the air. It might have been a woman's terror-stricken cry.
It might have been the miserable moan of a tomcatting feline.
It might have been, as Lannigan muttered as he crossed himself, "a banshee!" Very likely it might have been a banshee,
for banshees are said to wail the passing of the dead !
Chapter II.
THE Southern California sun glowed down warmly upon
the grounds of Superior Films. It was refracted brilliantly
from the white gleaming sides of the great stages. It made the
mist-soaked grass to sparkle as with a million emeralds. It
took thirstily back towards itself the moisture that had
drenched all things the night before.

The young
lady from
Kansas
in
ecstatic
anticipation
as they
waitedclutched
to see ifherthefather's
letter aarm
friend
had given them to one of the executives of the studio, would be
the magical "Open Sesame!" which would admit them to these
exciting and enchanting realms. Finally, in charge of an
utterly blase office boy, they went down the long gravelled
paths skirting the ten big stages.
Never in her wildest dreams had the flapper from Kansas
visualized such beauty, for the extravagance of colors and
materials used in motion picture sets is not conveyed to the
audience from the screen.
She stood with hands clasped and eyes wide and entranced,
before the exotic loveliness of a star's bedroom
set. Gauze curtains, embroidered in crystal
Abraham Rosenthal — the
and gold, swayed gently under her reverent
head of Superior Films. He
little hand as she touched them to enter. Gold
believes in Art — up to a point.
satin, of an undulant sheen, such as she had not
Emotional, shrewd, kindly.
dreamed could be put into human weaving,
His fortune seems on the
draped the bed . . . trailed off its end like
verge of being swept away by
a woman's gown, and finally came to rest in a
the scandal of the murder of
swirled pool of crystal beads, on a floor that
was paved with gold and set with jewels.
Stage Six, for the public always believes the worst of film
The beauty-worshipping little soul of her
folk
was hushed before [ continued on page 76 ]
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Whose

Heart i

I
that a]

Proving
the romances c
those who car

for each other ii
a Big Way an
not played be
fore the earner:

Those love scenes between Norma Talmadge and Gilbert
Roland, the young
Mexican, are not entirely make-believe.
No director has to
stand on the sidelines and urge them
to put more ,'feeling
into their work

Cupid's Guide to Hollywood,
calli
THISKnows.story should be
What
Every
Head'- Wait1
Hollywood's mission is to divert ti
rest of the world with romance; it is tl
only city whose principal industry
love-making. Love, to Hollywood,
what steel is to Bethlehem, Pa. And,
you think the natives do not patroni;1
the home industry, you don't knoj
your
TheCalifornia.
romances of Hollywood, like i
pictures, are divided into three classej
There are the super-special epics an

program
romances, areand
talkie1i
The
super-specials
the bum
romances
which the participants care about eac
other in a Big Way. The progra,'
affairs are those in which the your)

Joan Crawford arid
Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
admit that they are
engaged. But Hollywood insists that the
narrow diamond
circlet on Joan's left
hand looks like a
wedding ring. This
romance has thrived
on opposition
36

things go to parties and dances t('
gether and may or may not stray to tl
altar. The talkies are just that.
Before we get to mentioning tl:
names of those who are feverish abo\
each other, just one little word of wan
ing: Love's Time-table in Hollywood
subject to change without notice.
At this moment, Norma Talmadj
and Gilbert Roland are seen every pla<
together, and Norma and her husbam
Joseph Schenck, the millionaire pr<
ducer, being practically separated, the
make no attempt to hide their affectio
for one another. But shush! Yc
mustn't talk about it. Norma is a bi

Wh ose
in

Hollywood
By Cal York
far. She is married to a big producer. It's all a secret; such
;'secret,
that the
fansaffair
out isinprogressing.
Squirrel Hollow write to
iOTOPLAYin tofact,
ask how
Norma and Gilbert care for each other in a big way and those
jve scenes on the screen are the real thing. Will Norma and
le Schenck get a divorce? Will Norma leave pictures? What
ill Gilbert Roland do? Hollywood has consumed four
indred and twenty-five years of its expensive time agitating
e question of Norma's idea of her future activities. ConversaDn on the subject has delayed more big productions than all
ie supervisors of the film colony.
Second in romantic interest come Edwin Carewe and Dolores
el Rio. Miss Del Rio is now safely divorced from her husband,
lime.
In advertisements printed in film trade journals, Mr. Carewe

International Newsreel

Edwin Carewe discovered Dolores Del Rio. Mr.
Del Rio has been cut from the picture, via the
divorce court. Now will the Pupil marry the
Master? Will that location trip to Europe be
turned into a honeymoon?

Divorce in haste and repent at leisure. Marie
Prevost regretted the interlocutory decree that
separated her from her husband, Kenneth Harlan. Now both Marie and Kenneth are in the odd
position of imploring the judge not to make it
final

and Miss Del Rio have shared the same space. Theatrical
circles recognize this form of devotion as almost as binding as
an engagement ring. In these advertisements, Mr. Carewe
figures as "The Master," "The Svengali," and Miss Del Rio
as "The Pupil." Would Newport, Bar Harbor or Coney
Island herald an attachment in such a practical, straightforward manner?
Mr. Carewe and Miss Del Rio have gone to Europe, all
alone save for thirty-eight trunks, a maid and a chaperon.
Is Mary Akin Carewe, ex-wife of the gray-haired hero,
pining away in solitude? She is not; she is going places with
Jerry Miley. There are more broken homes than broken
hearts in Hollywood.
Last year's Tristan and Isolde, John Gilbert and Greta
Garbo, have reached the stage when love has ripened into
friendship. They go places together, they play tennis, they
like to work together. But marry? No; Greta places too
high a value on her career.
And what's the Great Lover doing these days? We mean,
of course, Charlie Chaplin. Love has not been kind to
Charlie; it has brought him grey hairs and alimony.
Please

Epic, program

and

talkie romance

don't infer that Charlie is elderly; he is old only by
contrast, if you get what we mean.
After that divorce from Lita Grey, Chaplin's faith
in women reached low ebb. "I can't afford to marry
again,"
" I've only
got a million
left."
Then he
he announced,
met Ruth Taylor.
Charles
had heard
that
Miss Taylor was a Wampas Baby Star and had
scoffed, "Such silliness!" He never had seen her on
the screen.
But Ruth is young, she has a sense of humor, she has
a crisp personality. And so she triumphed. At one
time the little romance threatened to be complicated
by Lupe Velez. Charlie was interested in Lupe — but
there was too much competition.
For once Charlie found himself playing second
fiddle. The big Mammy sheik from New York, Al
Jolson, outrushed and outgeneraled the comic. Lupe's
affairs are only program romances but they are lively,
amusing and all in fun. No hearts or contracts are
broken.
When a Barrymore loves, then you will find drama.
Jack went goofy over Dolores Costello and things
began to happen.
The first thing that came to pass

Sue Carol and Nick Stuart in their own little
comedy drama, "Prisoners of Love." It is one of
those hearts and flowers romances. Nick is in
Europe and how the cable expenses do eat up most
of the profits from the trip!
was Papa Maurice's abrupt departure from the home tha
had sheltered him — off and on— for nearly twenty-fivij
years. Maurice couldn't stand Jack's courting of his
beautiful daughter. If Barrymore was Hamlet, Costelk
wanted to be King Lear. Mamma Costello sided witli
Dolores and Jack, and Hollywood had its first divorci
caused by the attentions of another man to a daughter, j
When Jack left the Warner Brothers Studio for Unitecj
Artists, he was parted frorrj
Dolores. He has returnee
to Warners because he ha;
been promised a Vitaphoned
version
of "The
Jest." And,
so they
sayj
Dolores will be his leading
woman. In the fight
Reginald Denny and Betsy Lee, formerly known as "Bubbles" Steifel
and a newcomer in pictures, will be
married in November. Reginald is
now running around Hollywood
broadcasting the fact that he has
won the most wonderful girl in the
world

Supervisors may be the big bosses on
the set, but they can't always tame the
stars. For five years, Paul Kohner,
supervisor of Mary Philbin's pictures,
has been trying to coax Mary to say
"yes." Mary befinally
relented
married
soon and they'll
38

services,
Cupid for
won Jack's
out]
among producers
And the Warner Brothers]
profited thereby.
When Florence and King
Yidor were divorced, Florence shut her heart to romance. But she forgot to
close her ears. Along came
Jascha Heifetz, the violin
ist. Heifetz is not like the
crude Hollywood sheiks
He is cultured and gemuetlicit. And he plays like an
Concert engagements!
angel.
took Heifetz to Europe.)
Florence pined prettily —
but not for long. All of a
sudden she was seized with!
a great desire to visit the
Louvre. Just like Charpentier's Louise, Love and
[ CONTINUED
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Glyn
Princess Natalie Golitzin with her mother and father — three
refugees from the Russian Revolution.
Distinguished, cultured and aristocratic, they are now beginning life anew hi
the melting pot that is Hollywood

The romantic story of a Russian
Princess who is now working as an
extra girl
OUT
in Hollywood there are hundreds of extras of both sexes who, for
all we know, may be potential stars of magnitude — and is it Fate or
Chance which brings them suddenly into the ken of the producers and
directors — or keeps them hidden and unknown?
Who can tell? There
is one that I know of who, some day, seems bound to register with powers that
be — and her story is such a romantic one that your editor asked me to write
it down for you.
Before the war and the Russian Revolution, there was a great noble family
of Golitzin, — one branch in St. Petersburg and one in Moscow — and when I
was staying with the Royal family in 1909 and 1910, they were great personages
about the Court.
The head of the Moscow branch, Prince Golitzin, always took a great interest
in science and medicine — and helped many struggling professors of both on
their way while studying himself. His mother had been an Armenian princess
and so his children all showed the almond, semi-Oriental eyes. His wife, the
present princess, was a noted beauty.
When the revolution broke out, the prince was away at the war, fighting,
and the princess was obliged to fly from Moscow with her young children.
The little Princess Natascha (anglicized Natalie), the one I am going to tell you
about, was perhaps then about eight or nine years old. They had lived in a
beautiful palace in Moscow, surrounded by dozens of servants and much state.
Imagine what it could have been for them and hundreds of others — menaced by
an infuriated mob, and never knowing when even their own domestics, with
whom they had always lived on the kindest terms, would turn upon them and
betray them to the Bolsheviks. However, the princess
was a great character, and rather than stay with hourly
prospect of being butchered as they saw numbers of
Why, asks Elinor
their friends hacked to pieces, she decided to try and
Glyn, has no director
get her children to safety. So they started, escaping
noticed this intellifrom Moscow by night with two or three devoted
servants who would not leave them, tracked by dogs,
gent and beautiful
girl among the mass
sheltering in woods for days with no food but berries.
of extras? Is there
The horrors of the journey I would rather not write
no place in the movabout — but at last they reached Tumen, a town in
ies for this young
Siberia, with some of the children sick, no money left,
aristocrat? Read
and but one devoted nurse out of the retinue — the
Bolsheviks having seized all the others. Their misery
Madame
story
about Glyn's
Natalie
was complete; the poor princess did not know if her
Golitzin
husband were dead or
[ continued on page 104 ]
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Is Hollywood Emotionall

Hollywood it!i
tional frontiers
and its greatesm
balance. Iiliv
the means and not the man that brir i
about adjustment in the sphere of hum
welfare. No matter where I go, whetr.
it be New York, London, Paris or Ka
mazoo, I am looked upon by countk
harassed individuals as a genius at adjui
ment, a man of superhuman powers,
" trouble-shooter" divinely gifted.
I am, of course, none of these things.
SOHollywood
I was not and
surprised
when that
I came
discovered
agre
many people in the film colony were eag
to discuss with me their personal affairs
the hope that my counsel might prohelpful.
In fact, within forty-eight hours aft r.
my arrival in the cinema capital, I k
talked, by a strange coincidence, fir
Judge Ben B. Lindsey talks with Betty Bronson, who plays the
with an estranged husband, and then wiljj
his wife, and finally with the woman wl j
leading role in his "Companionate Marriage."
Judge Lindsey
gossip said had torn down the couple
is regarded as our foremost authority on domestic relations. Consequently, his conclusions on Hollywood are of keen interest
domestic structure. None of the tr.'
knew, of course, that I had talked wit;
either of the other interested parties, an
Ben B. Lindsey, author of this sensational article, is one of each besought me to guide him out of the bewildering chac
in which they all were engulfed.
America's most spectacular figures. Formerly judge of Denver's
juvenile and family court, and organizer of the famous House of
Human We/fare in that city, he is an outstanding authority on
Now right here I want to point out Hollywood's most glarin
and fundamental fault, and I am naming it as a result of yeai
domestic relations. His recent book, "Companionate Marriage,"
spent in disentangling snarls i
has received more press comment
the human web, ranging from mis
than any work of the year.
demeanor to felony. The fault c
At present Judge Lindsey is in
Hollywood is, unquestionably, lac
Hollywood, supervising a film
of emotional balance.
version of this widely-read volume.
He was prevailed upon by PhotoLet me emphasize what
play to contribute the pertinent
mean by lack of emotional ba!
"TT TANT of balance in emotional
analysis of the film capital hereance. Briefly it springs fror
with set forth, and such intimate
VV life is almost always the sole
revelations as he discloses are
cause of human troubles. You will
wrong or entirely new concli
tions. And new and wron,
lifted front his own experiences in
find this a fact no matter where you go.
dealing with the domestic relations
conditions frequently go hand ii
There is immorality in every city, in
of the stars. You must be sure to
hand. By that I mean that on:
every community, in fact. It is a
seldom exists without the other
read this interesting and analytifundamental
condition
that
has
precal hat
i about picture people and
vailed since the world began.
their problems by a world-famed
humanitarian.
in mind tha
SE
PLEA
"Hollywood is no exception to the
woodbear
is a frontier — aii .
Holly
rule. Nor, on the other hand, is it
emotional frontier, if I may coil
any worse than other cities. In fact,
the phrase, and the most fasci
my work in
E leofcou
BECA
rt in Denjuveni
theUS
nating in the world. In fact
considering the extraordinary cony
all
on acver, and especi
Hollywood is the emotional cen
ditions oflife here — the temptations,
count of my activities in
ter of the world. It is peopled
the
allurements,
the
fact
that
it
is
n
tio
e
with the Hous of
connec
far as pictures are concerned
so
altogether an emotional center —
Human Welfare there, I prepioneers. And wherever yot
by
Hollywood
is
better
than
other
cities
ed,
ard
ays
ll
be reg
sume Isha alw
pioneers, you also find nev
find
and,
per
capita,
immorality
is
lower.
no matter where I go, as a sort
things, and often wrong things
of universal father confessor.
"It is the fear of scandal, I think,
Yet Hollywood seeks th<
I say this with no sense of
that helps to keep Hollywood as pure
pioneer. He is welcomed witl
egotism, and certainly with no
open arms. He is, in truth, th<
effort to show my superiority.
very life blood of the film in
as it is."
For all too well I know that it is
then
him
Without
dustry.

Says Judge

Lindsey:

nbalance
he world's emots greatest fault —
virtue — is its lack of
ives by impulse

; ■■.

uld be no cinematic progress.
So what matter if t
:casionally he is wrong, so long as he is human.
It is
dy the inhuman wrong that is destructive.
To err,
)u know, is, after all, human.
N the case of the three very gifted people who
brought their troubles to me for adjustment, I found
lat, primarily, their difficulties were due to want of
lat emotional balance which I have just pointed out
i Hollywood's underlying weakness. Naturally, all
f them were greatly distressed by their predicament.
'heir sensitive natures, if nothing else, would have
illed forth that effect. Also they are persons of exjptionally high intelligence, possessing vibrant pernalities. They had been terribly embarrassed by
ruel publicity, particularly the press airing of their
spective divorces. And one of them, whose name
almost a household word, feared that this unfortunate
ublicity might reflect disastrously upon her career as a
[ar. I cannot tell you the names of these people, of
ourse, because they came to me in strictest confidence
nd their discussions therefore are sacred. But my
onclusion concerning their affairs is something that is
pen to discourse, especially insofar as it bears upon
onditions as I have found them in the film capital.
Want of balance in emotional life is almost always the
ole source of human troubles. You will find this a fact no
(latter where you go. There is immorality in every city — in
very community, in fact. It is a fundamental condition that has
irevailed since the world began. Hollywood, in this respect,
i no exception to the rule. Nor, on the other hand, is it any
/orse than other cities. In fact, considering the extraordinary
onditions of life here — the temptations, the allurements, the
act that it is altogether an emotional center — Hollywood is
etter than other cities and, per capita, immorality is lower.
There is no community in the world, however, where gossip
lourishes so flagrantly as in the cinema city. A particle of fact
oecomes a pound of fiction, especially when the fact is tinged with
i touch of sensationalism. There have been some instances
vhere gross exaggerations have brought perfectly innocent people
inder the malignant robe of scandal.
| In fact, it is the fear of scandal, I think, that helps to keep
Hollywood as pure as it is.
Nowhere are there such tremendous temptations. The
temperamental and sentimental stimulation here is enough to
upset the moral equilibrium of the most phlegmatic person. I
marvel that anyone comes through unscathed!
THINK of love-making being a legitimate business ! Picture,
if you can, a beautiful girl clinging rapturously in a man's emfbrace — giving, apparently, every ounce of her emotion, pouring
out her very soul — and still preserving her purity. No wonder
it seems incredible!
I could write an entire chapter on my experiences with the
jmismated or emotionally unbalanced stars of Hollywood.
Highly intelligent, they are, keenly alert, endowed with a rare
!sense of humor, and prodigally generous; suffering, in fact,
from the generosity of their emotionalism. As emotionally
(gifted as they are, and as wholly lovable, their plunge into

International Newsreel Photo

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, the former Denver jurist,
recently startled America with his book "Companionate Marriage." This idea is now being
filmed in Hollywood. On three visits to the movie
capital Judge Lindsey has arrived at startling conclusions regarding Hollywood
hectic as well as creative environment does not always bring
them to the surface untarnished. I find no term that so fittingly
describes these people as the word "children." I do not mean
this disparagingly, nor in the sense that I am the great corrector of the universe and therefore high above them. But I
have been associated so much with children in my work, that
I find the genuineness and fundamental simplicity of the film
folk not unlike that of children.
AT

a social function in the film capital one night recently,
a very prominent movie star told me that she had come face
to face with a problem in her domestic life that seemed insur
mountable. Before either she or I realized it, she was pouring
out her soul to me. She told me how her husband had become
cold and inconsiderate, how he was making her suffer great
mental cruelty. She informed me that he often stayed away
overnight, refusing to tell her where he had been. Although she
had no definite information, she felt, nevertheless, that there
was another woman.
Her husband, on the other hand, asserted that her jealousy
was killing his love. She feared they were headed for what she
termed " the usual Hollywood matrimonial disaster." Suddenly, with a gasp of surprise, she halted and blurted out, "Why,
Judge Lindsey, I scarcely realize what I have been saying.
Here I have been telling you secrets of my own life that I have
never told anyone. I have actually told you things that I
never dreamed' I would tell. Now I am thinking how on earth I
came to do it." Then she concluded, "I think it is because
you have such a sympathetic under- [continued on page 121 ]
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Nils Asthe
ke tire

?

He is tired of American
methods.
leading man,
first place to

"If you're a
By must give
you
the star. You

must not steal the picture"
"Over here I feel I am wasting my time," says
Nils Asther, who came to America with an
established European reputation on the stage
and in the films. Mauritz Stiller gave him his
first screen chance

Nils Asther retire from motion pictures?
WILL A rumor
has circulated in Hollywood that this
lad, who has been in the American movies for less
than two years, played with H. B. Warner in
"Sorrell and Son," with John Gilbert in "The Cossacks" and
in a number of other successes, is going to forsake acting to live
in the country with his writing and reading.
He admitted that there is a foundation of truth to the rumor;
acknowledged frankly that there is much in the American
movies which does not appeal to him as an actor.
"Work to me is like some people's religion. It is my God.
I forget everything when I am working. Yet, I cannot do my
best going in such a hurry from one leading man to another.
" If a story is interesting — all right. But to become a star or
a famous leading man, to have to take every part that they give
me — No!
"I want to have something to say about my stories. I want
to work hand in hand with my director. I want to think out
my part and then do it.
"When a director doesn't know me, he keeps me in straight
lines. I feel I am not good. I feel I cannot make a success for
the picture."
The old, old cry of the artist who rebels at the mechanics of
motion pictures. The struggle of the man or woman trained
on the stage and the screen of Europe against the economic
rush of American pictures.
It is what Greta Garbo meant when she said: "The American studios are like a big factory. It is necessary, I suppose,
but I cannot get used to it. In Sweden we have one director
who knows us and only a few people who also know us."
Nils Asther, like Greta Garbo, was trained in the small
studios of Sweden. He was accustomed to accept acting as an
art rather than a short-cut to wealth, fame or position.
12

Ruth

Biery

He had all of the latter before he entered the acting p
fession.
His father owned factories, newspapers and bank stock
Malmo, Sweden. The son was to be trained to succeed him|
to enter the diplomatic profession.
AT

sixteen the lad pleaded with his parents to allow hin
enter the theatrical profession. But the father, scandali: st
that his son should wish to become an itinerant player, s
" No " with an emphasis which left of no opposition. And wl
Nils took his life into his own hands and departed, the pal)
nal doors were barred to him.
"I will not have any comedians in my family," were
father's words upon parting.
Nils made for Copenhagen, appealed to Hertel, at that ti
one of Sweden's best known actors.
ii
"I will teach you if you have the ability. - I do not want y<
money.
If you cannot act, I will not waste time with you.;
A year later Mauritz Stiller gave Nils Asther the lead in i
of his productions.
Two years in Copenhagen, Berlin, Paris. A star in one if
ture after another.
Then, at nineteen, "I want to go on to the stage. I wanlo
tryWith
talking
as well
as acting."
the offer
of 36,000
marks a month from motion pictu:s,
he accepted 350
Berg is the Max
city underwrite
$300,000
ductions. yearly

in Lorens Berg's theater in Sweden. Lor is
Reinhardt of Sweden. The citizens of ie
the success of his plays with donations »f
to guarantee the continuation of classic re-

Shakespeare, Moliere, O'Neill! One night Romeo, anotar
Hamlet and the third an obsequious servant.
Twenty hours a day, without his [ continued on page ' 1

7 "'HE Moore the merrier or a batch of little Colleens.
Every mail
brings news of another namesake to Colleen Moore.
The little
Colleen Moores in the picture are from Randolph, N.Y.; Cleburne,
Texas;
Hutchinson,
Kan.
(front); Jacksonville,
Fla. (back);
Iron
River, Mich.; Toledo, Ohio; and Enid, Okla.
And they all want to
grow up to be movie stars.

Charlie
Chaplii

at Make;
Why do you go to see yoir
them into fame? Here is th

w;

"HERE do I put my name?
Just there?"
The wistful smile and childish treble belonged
to ninety-eight poundsof elfin femininity, far better
known to the peoples of the earth than King
George of England or Gene Tunney of New York — and more
popular, too.
The time was the second week in April and the place was a
big motion picture studio in Hollywood, California. The young
woman was putting her signature to a new contract that guaranteed her a largely increased weekly stipend; a salary so big,
in fact, that did the President of the United States dare to
accept it, frantic legislatures would denounce "this dastardly
raidThere
on theis no
public
needtreasury."
to mention her name nor to reveal the sum
involved. Suffice it to say that were the Presidential honorarium boosted six hundred per cent he would still be considerably
shy of the amount of that contract figure.
And why does she get so much? Where's the value? Not
only in this case, but as to the twenty or thirty other men and
women classed as "stars" in the movie firmament?
Here's the reason —
You recall that picture you saw last night, or last week — or
rather how much Jo you remember of it? The title, the producer,
the distributor, the author, the director, the cinematographer,
the scenarist, the principal player — ah! You recall the name of
the star! Surely! Patricia Whoosis, or Rinaldo Whamsitt,
wasn't it?
But the other eight or nine factors, each quite as important
as the star, seem to have slipped back into the mists of memory
within a few seconds of their appearance before your eyes. But
you can recall the star! Exceptional in your case? Not at all.
If you doubt, try it on the next ten people you meet.
And that brings us to the subject matter of the large type at
the beginning hereof —
What makes them stars? What trait, or attribute, or feature
causes a large part of humanity to come into laudatory agreement about some particular person?
Why will millions of

people pay from fifteen cents to two dollars to watch this rn
or that woman move silently through a cinema drama?
What turned the tides of dollars into the personal coffer <l
Mistresses Pickford, Gish, Swanson, Garbo, Griffith, Nei,
Moore, Talmadge, or the Messrs. Chaplin, Fairbanks, Lie I,
Mix, Novarro, et ah?
Well, becoming personal, one reason is that you and y r
family and your friends and most of the rest of the populate
scan the lights and the billboards to see who is showing at e
Palace, rather than what is being exhibited there. The pla\:
the picture may entertain you superbly — or bore you horribl; once you are in your seat, but the player draws you in!

beings are interested in their kind far more HUMAN
tensely than they are in principles, places, politics, pragntism,or — even prunes or prisms. "Hamlet"? Um — ah — weir
But John Barrymore in "Hamlet " is another story, much m i
interesting.
Precisely the same thing all down the ages has made us press ideas in terms of personality. Jupiter, Venus, Cer,
Minerva, and so on down the Olympian list. I dare you1)
think of abstract justice without visioning a plump la'
equipped with bandage, sword and scales, or liberty withe"
the heroic damsel of the upraised torch. And further how ma '
of us see a glowing, tremendous Personage with white beard a i
shining garments as Deity, or, oppositely, a leering, malevok
darkling as Satan? Have we not apotheosized impersonal Go
into a personal God, and evil into a personal Devil?
Recently a journalistic autobiographer mentioned his init
news assignment.
His city editor said:
" Down on Vine street an hour ago a man shot another. '
down there, find out who did the shooting, whom he shot, a
why. When you have those facts you'll have a story th
people will want to read — because it will be about otl
When we see beautiful purity or repressed suffering on t
screen, unconsciously we translate these into Vilma Banky
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fivorites? What quality lifts
answer to screen success
Ble Bennett, while heroism or noble sacrifice is not considered
irts qualitative abstract, but as Ronald Colrnan, or Richard
C: in the fleshly concrete.

tures make great stars, but that the stars do not make great
pictures. Look at "The Birth of a Nation," and "The Miracle
Man," and "The Four Horsemen," and "The Big Parade"!
And most of the eminent producers complain that the star
system is ruining the industry. " It is impossible that millions
should continue to be invested in such ephemeralities as human
personality!" they cry.
To which the answer is "Piffle!" and they know it. They'd
like nothing better than a few more new
stars to whom they might even pay more

'he Society of Motion Picture Engineers was recently in
ci vention at the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood. While these
;i tlemen devise and build and supply much of the material for
p ure making, they lack intimate contact and detailed knowle<e of the industry, so they have invited adepts to inform
tltn. Thus, Carey Wilson, scefharist, exp :ned the construction of a moving pic■e, and dwelt on some of the griefs of
tl producers in dealing with the great
Here are the requirep yers.
IJF
the stars
that Rochester,
trouble,"
suggested
one cause
engineerall from
NY., "why not get rid of them? This
1 se after personalities is foolish, and
tl public might be shown — "
Yes, yes," agreed Mr. Wilson, "but
& 1't let the producers hear you. They
n;ht get angry and accuse you of trying
t< uin their business."
ust then Chairman Cook announced
1. 1 Clara Bow would be making street
Maes at Highland avenue and Holly«,)d Boulevard, just two blocks away,
u il noon. Thirty minutes later he tried
tget a quorum to vote on a constitut lal matter. He didn't get it because
t gentleman from Rochester had led an
t dus — two blocks up the street — on an
ii personal investigation.
tremendous star salaries are absurd.
C course. And something should be
die about it; even to eliminating the
pjrs. And everyone knows great pic-

ments of screen success in the order of
their importance:
Intelligence
Intuition
Self-discipline
Courage
Sincerity
Justice
Industry
Self-respect
Knowledge
Culture
Kindness
Consideration
Generosity
Humor
Honesty
Form
Appearance

stupendous
It'swoman
good business.
Produce the salaries.
man or the
with the
drawing power and they can very nearly
write their own salary tickets. For the
public insists on heroes for its plaudits as
determinedly as it does on victims for its
vengeances!
The conventional explanation of the
rise of this or that player to the stellar
heights is luck or accident, which is untrue. Out of ten thousand young women
to pass before the camera one may have
the necessary qualifications to carry her
to the top. With young men I think the
odds are longer. No, it's not luck, but
something more vital and simpler.

"Personal
which means
thatity,"
you
says save
opinionnothing
TRITE
have tagged something with a name but
have not defined it at all. Elinor Glyn
says "IT," which, while shorter, is still no
whit more definitive.
Stars rise up in all walks of life. Thus:
Mussolini, Chaplin, Fairbanks, Beaconsfield, Maude Adams, Florence Nightingale, Mary [ continued on page 108 ]
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So that the eyes will have IT, Jim Collins gives Ruth
Elder lessons in movie make-up. Miss Elder was more
nervous before her first day's work at the Paramount
studio than she was when she set out to fly the Atlantic
International NeWfl

WHEN
Mary Pickford bobbed her hair, she lost some of
her inhibitions at the same time. Ever since Mary
married Douglas Fairbanks, she has been the grand
lady of Southern California. Unless you had a foreign title or
your name appeared in the Social Register or your standing in
the filmtoworld
was unimpeachable, you weren't likely to be
invited
Pickfair.
All that is changed now. Mary is now going places and doing
things. She goes to parties given and attended by mere actors
and actresses. Pickfair is thrown open to a widening circle of
friends. Mary also frequents beauty shops and is gradually
losing the rest of her curls.
Doug encourages all this frivolity. All work and no play
threatened to make Mary a dull girl. And what's the use of
being young, rich and beautiful, if you can't make a little discreet whoopee every now and then?
J->Winchel.
"DEST talkie gag of the month, ferreted out by Walter
Overheard at a dialogue picture:
Yes, yes, yes, Mr. De Mille."

"Yes, Mr. De Mille.

JACK GILBERT was sitting on the set. The electrician
hoisted a half ton arc light at a perilous angle above him.
Jack looked up casually and drawled without moving, "I
hope that thing doesn't decide to fall on me."
" Gee, I hope so, too," the electrician answered. "I just put
in some fresh carbons. It would be hell if they should get
busted."
BILLIE DOVE and her husband, Irvin Willat, were coming
out of a Mayfair party. They met Greta Garbo and Jack
Gilbert. The men stopped to chat. The women had not
been introduced.

"Next time you see me, I'll be playing
Hamlet," was Jack Dempsey's farewell to
Hollywood. Jack and Estelle Taylor are
rehearsing for the new Belasco play, "The
Big Fight," in which Jack does his stuff
Finally Greta held out her hand. "My name is Garbo," e
stated.
"And mine is Dove," Billie answered.
JUST when they are all talking about letting it grow lo:,
Eleanor Boardman returned from Europe with shorn locks; I
she was one of those who had stoutly gone on record as saying 1 1
she would always have long hair. She's wearing it to r
shoulders, pinned back with a comb.
Dorothy Mackaill has introduced a most eccentric bob. !e
wears it brushed back over her ears with heavy, straight ba s
over the forehead.
Aileen Pringle wins the scissors. She cuts her own his
After
futile attempts at letting it grow she's wearing
shorterseveral
than ever.
A WELL known wit pulled this one on Hollywood's offi•"■cial glad-hander, Fred Niblo: "Nobody is as glad to see
anybody as Fred Niblo is to see everybody."

MR. AND MRS. TOM MIX are celebrating the ann .1
divorce rumors that always follow Mrs. Mix's depart for Paris. This time the situation in the Mix household lo<>
serious. Tom has said harsh things about the social parasis
that have turned his home into a club house.
It's the old story. Tom, in spite of his money, is a genu-'
citizen.
Mrs. Mix has been developing a yearning for soci<|
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Don't eat it for dinner. It may be Lon Chaney.
In fact,
it is Mr. Chaney, all made up as a duck-man — whatever
that is — in "West of Zanzibar."
Will there be no end
to this? Must these little jokes go on forever?
talk on the subject. D. W. admits that they are still very good
friends, and says it with enthusiasm, which is always a good
sign in Hollywood.

Charles Chaplin and a proud young "fan"
named Evelyn Lederer. Today Evelyn is
known as Sue Carol. This picture was
taken in Pasadena seyejfaLyears ago when
Sue was merely a movie-struck child
. social position. Tom has been generous and has given the
\ ;sus about a quarter of a million dollars in various cash
I ;ents, to say nothing of her jewels.
(iIND friends have warned Mrs. Mix that once she gets a
-divorce she will no longer be Mrs. Tom Mix. And Tom
ives for the sake of their daughter, Thomasina, that his wife
»l return home. Meanwhile, Tom is going places with Molly
^)ay, while Mrs. Mix sojourns in Paris.
HERE'S thunder in the air, even in stormless California,
•every time Lily Damita and Sam Goldwyn come within
aking distance. The climax came when "The Rescue"
\pany went to Santa Barbara Island on location. What with
d words and dirty looks being exchanged between Lily and
producer, Lily's mother could stand it no longer and proled to go hay-wire. She was shipped back to the mainland,
highly nervous state. The poor French woman, unused to
/ie ways, was suffering from delusions,
low all these quarrels will affect the first Colman-Damita
:ure, no one in Hollywood is willing to predict.
t TILL D. W. Griffith and his wife, Linda, again
y as a happily married couple?
or years the couple have been separated but there
n a divorce.
They are both in Hollywood now
n seen together again and again. Mrs. Griffith

be known
has never
and have
refuses to

CLARA
BOW makes
has just
moved ofinto
Pola Negri's
room, which
her queen
the Lasky
lot. Shedressing
looked
the place over and immediately decided to have it redecorated.
Now that Clara is trying to divorce herself from IT and become
seriously dramatic, she feels that the black and gold walls and
the heavy brocaded drapes are not in keeping with her new
celluloid personality.
But we understand she has reconsidered the matter, and that
Pola's decorations will stand. Mebbe this means Clara plans
to cling to her IT, in spite of studio policy.
'TPHE best line of the month was pulled by The Morning
■*• Telegraph which chronicled the following item:
"Marion Davies sails for Europe. Beverly Hills and
beach home closed. Thousands now homeless in Holly-

Jack Picktragedy of Broadway and Hollywood.
LITTLE
wood."
ford,
as you know, has been seriously ill. Mary urged him to
come East to go to a sanitarium in New York State.
Jack got as far as Broadway and he wanted to have a little fun.
Wandering into a night club, he met Marilyn Miller. Once
Marilyn and Jack were married; but there is no longer any love
between them. But when Marilyn saw Jack, looking so pitifully ill, her heart was touched. She left her own party and
joined him. And for days and nights, she watched over him
with touching devotion. Marilyn is now the ace of Broadway musical comedy stars. Socially, she can pick her own
friends.
As for Jack, he's just Mary's brother — and ill.

A7

Hollywood gives a surprise party at which the
stars of the colony gave
one of its favorite little
girls, Marion Davies,
"a great big hand." The
hostesses were Louella
Parsons, Adela Rogers
Hyland, Constance Talmadge and Gloria
Swanson. If you will
look closely you will
note among those present : Mayor Jimmie
Walker of New York,
Mary Pickford, Charlie
Chaplin, D. W. Griffith, Marquis de la
Falaise, Gloria Swanson, Kathryn Carver,
AdolpheMenjou, Laura
LaPlante, Colleen
Moore, Anita Stewart,
Bill Haines, Polly Moran, Buster Collier,
Harry Crocker, Ruth
Taylor, Claire Windsor,
Madge Bellamy, Betty
Bronson, Blanche
Sweet, Patsy Ruth Miller, Phyllis Haver,
Charles Rogers, Gertrude Olmstead

ONCE when she was in love with him, Marilyn incurred Flo
Ziegfeld's anger and nearly wrecked her own career by
marrying Jack. And now when she is no longer in love with him,
she is loyal enough and big enough to be his friend when he needs
friends most.
"DAY GRIFFITH and several Paramount officials were
-*-^-discussing talking pictures. Said Ray in his charmingly
husky voice:
"They say these talkies are a novelty, and they're nothing but a reproduction of the human voice. We've had the
human voice with us for 15,000 years and this is the first
time I ever knew it was a novelty."
HOLLYWOOD is keeping a curious eye on Lila Lee and
James Kirk wood these days, wondering if rumors of matrimonial discord will break out in an eruption of facts. Lila has
been frequently seen of late in the company of a popular scenarist, and the story is told that he wired the prodigal husband
aboard the train bearing him homeward to ascertain at what
hotel he desired her to make his reservations.
This created a wild furor in the mind of said husband,
afflicting him with an ardent desire to jump out the train
window.
A traveling companion is said to have dissuaded him.
Be that as it may, Lila has been boulevarding muchly with
the head of the household since his return, and friends do tell
me that the Kirkwoods are at home when folks call. So gossip
may just be gossip.
DURING the period of her convalescence, Bebe Daniels,
who has just shaken loose from the shackles of intestinal
flu, spent her days at the Paramount studio, working, and her
nights at the hospital under the care of a nurse. "You see,"
Bebe explained, "that was the only way I could rest. As soon
as people learned I was back at the studio, they began to call at
my house in the evening to extend felicitations. It was almost
a case of being killed by kindness."
rpLEANOR BOARDMAN has formed the habit of talk■*— 'ing to her now six-months-old youngster.
One of the mother's favorite questions is: "Is your
mother a good actress, baby?"
And the daughter invariably answers "Ga-ga."

BEN LYON squired Ruth Elder to the opening of "We
Shadows of the South Seas" at Grauman's Chinese The;:r
in Hollywood. Ruth wore white ermine but Ben was not wiout his bit of fur. It decorated his upper lip, a small, vltrained patch of brown, adding materially to his usual aplo ).
LORETTA YOUNG is just seventeen and she had never bn
out of Southern California.
The fourth of July offered a trip to San Francisco.
You would have thought from her excitement that she s
going to Europe, Honolulu, China and Egypt!
Come to find out. it wasn't the trip at all which was of inter!.
It was four whole days away from her governess-scl i
teacher.
This California law which enforces school training until ,e
age of eighteen is darned hard on these youngsters who n
control mamma, now that they're in the movies, but can't c a
thing with their state-furnished protector!
MIKE BOYLAN, whose recent fiction story you may h'e
read in Photoplay, has just annexed a new car. It is v,y
luxurious and expensive, and is painted white. Mike w
proudly drove it from the Fox Studio to the home of his friirf
Joe Jackson, ace title writer for Warners. And Joe, noting e
Boylan equipage pausing before his door, pushed up the winc.v
and sang out loudly for all the neighbors to hear, "No nk
Mike!"
today,
O AYS Director Frank Strayer to Richard Dix, "Your pup
k"-'tent will be ready tomorrow."
Says Ruth Elder: "Why, Richard, I didn't know you had

GILBERT is going to have a little competition where
JACK
a dog."
begins his new co-starring vehicle with Greta Garbo. In "%
Woman of Affairs" there are three other leading men and e
Garbo will have nothing but "big names" in her pictulj
Gilbert, of course, has the most important role but Doug Fa
banks, Jr., Johnny Mack Brown and Lewis Stone are holdg
up their end of the story.

THE WOMAN OF AFFAIRS" is, in reality, "The Gm
Hat." This changing of titles is an old Hollywood (;tom with a new angle. Professor Will Hays barred Mr. Arl< s

sisational novel. Nothing daunted, the M.-G.-M. studios
fyaght an original story from the author, known as "The
bman of Affairs." It doesn't take a detective to discover that
|s is the story of the lady who couldn't make her mind behave.
Gloria Swanson started the fad when Will Hays barred
'lain" and she made "Sadie Thompson." Another case in
jint is "Kongo," on the taboo list, but being made by Lon
(jianey under the title of " West of Zanzibar," an original story
I Tod Browning.
'I 7ATCH for a new.JQreLtauG1arb,pJ,,, You'll see your slinky
▼ favorite with sports clothes and a boyish swagger in "A
1oman of Affairs." Director Clarence Brown has brought
:out the change and declares that there will be nary a single
idulation of the famous Garbo hips.
."JTERESTING things are always happening on that set.
Oorothy Sebastian has been assigned to play the second lead
eposite Garbo. Because of the fact that she and Clarence
lown are engaged she has consistently refused to play in a
I,:ture directed by him. "I'm afraid I'll be so self-conscious
1/ing to be an actress in front of Clarence."
But she is playing
I I part anyhow, all for the sake of her career.

'"PHIS concerns Walter Anthony who juggles verbs and
nouns for Universal pictures. His secretary fairly worships each subtitle that comes, polished, from his typewriter. They were in the projection room recently and
there flashed on the screen:
" 'Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me. . . .' "
"Oh, Mr. Anthony," she whispered in deepest awe, "did
you write that?"
There was a pause and Anthony answered :
"No — a fellow named David wrote those words."
Upon which there was a contemptuous though faint sniff.

IRST it must be explained that several years ago when a
couple of Frenchmen got together in Los Angeles to open a
,;taurant they decided, being patriotic, to name their esMishment after one of the greatest of Frenchmen, Victor
igo. Victor Hugo was a great guy and the Victor Hugo,
'S Angeles, became and is a great restaurant.
Now to switch the scene. In one of the biggest studios there

is a great, big supervisor. So big, in fact, that he gets two
thousand dollars a week salary. A script was recently brought
to this supervisor, a wow of a script, and on the first page of
the scenario he saw these words, "suggested by the story of
Victor Hugo. "
THE great, big supervisor read the story. To prove he was a
bright boy, he recognized it as one of the great stories of
all time. So he pushed a buzzer for a yes-man.
"Say," commanded the supervisor, "you hustle right down
to Los Angeles and get this Victor Hugo- under contract.
Tell him to sell his restaurant. We want him up here among
our writers. "
JUST another "I told you so" divorce.
When Dorothy Mackaill married Lothar Mendes, the German director, the usual
group of croakers gave the marriage about six weeks.
It lasted a couple of years, principally because Dorothy
hated to admit that her romance had been a failure. Dorothy
accused her husband of neglect and said that Mendes was unduly devoted to his work.
/"* EORGE O'BRIEN'S mother came out of the opening of
^-* her son's picture "Sunrise" with tears flowing freely.
"And now who's your favorite actor?" a friend asked
jokingly.
"Tommy Meighan," Mrs. O'Brien solemnly answered.
ESTELLE TAYLOR was watching a mother cat and five suckling kittens on theship that Ralphlnce usedfor the bounding
main sequence of "The Singapore Mutiny."
" There's a great big cat downstairs, ma'am," vouchsafed the
skipper. "He never comes up. Stays down there all the time
ketching rats and mice."
"He never comes up?" mused Estelle aloud, watching a tiny
kitten amble across the deck.
"Well, ma'am, that is hardly ever."
IF you see Doug Fairbanks, Jr., doubling on the screen for
Walter Hiers you'll know the reason. Joan Crawford wants
to keep thin. She eats nothing but vegetables, but every self
respecting vegetable plate dinner includes a generous order of
mashed potatoes. These Joan puts on Doug's plate and, adoring swain that he is, he eats them.
[ continued on page 74 ]
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Margaret E. Sangster
THE extra folk! The ones who come, all enthusiasm, all
vivid hope, all filled with faith, to the window of the
casting office.
Feeling that, behind the window lies the promised
land. Feeling that, if the breaks are right, the promised land
will be gained !
Well, oftentimes, if the breaks are right, the promised land
is gained! Oftentimes the enthusiasm leads directly to its
goal, the hope is justified, the faith knows fulfillment. Count
up, on the fingers of your two hands, the extras that have
become star material. Why, your two hands won't be half
enough for the counting! What of Swanson and Alice Terry?
How about Harry Langdon and Harold Lloyd? Think of Bebe
Daniels and Janet Gaynor. And think of the many, many
others! The extras who made good.
Think of them. And then think of the stars that never were.
The personalities that have been lost forever. Think of them
kindly — for they merit kindly thoughts. Think of them
tenderly, for some of them need tenderness. Think of them —
at times — with laughter. For some of them deserve the passing
tribute of a smile!
But — no matter how you do it — think of them! Of the boys
and girls, the men and women, who were lost in the struggle.
Who vanished into the Never-Never Land. That girl you
noticed in the shot of the dock — the girl who watched, with
piteously quivering lips, as a steamer put out to sea. That
man, in the rodeo scene, who did the magnificent bit of riding.
You expected to glimpse them — both of them — again. Didn't
50

you? In other pictures. In real parts. So, for that mattei
did the critics. But you, and the critics also, were disappointec
For they vanished, these two — just as a puff of smoke vanishes
They disappeared and perhaps — back of that disappearancethere is, in each case, a story.
Just as there was a story back of that golden haired childthe one with the wide, innocent eyes and the curiously adul
ankles. The one that played, for a short moment, in th
schoolroom cut back of the Blondest Star's last picture. Yo;
remember to
her,Baby
don't Peggy.
you? It was said that she was the logica
successor
But — she only appeared once. Just once . . .
SHE was so tiny — so dainty. A story book child. All tht
nursery rhymes rolled into one small body. All the sac
charine small girls of history — gathered together in one win
some face, one set of bobbing curls. The Blondest Star
who had gone over the prospects with the casting director
put upon that child the stamp of immediate approval.
"I looked exactly like her, when I was little," said the
Blondest Star. "No — don't be fresh. Of course, I haven't
one of my baby pictures with me. But you can see for yourseli
that she'll be perfect. And — after all — why are you asking questions? We've got to do the cut back. And she's the only
pretty little girl that we've seen for weeks."
The casting director surveyed the tiny applicant with
critical eyes.
"Oh, she'll do, all right," he said.

"She's pretty.

She'll

Illustrated

Everett Shinn

She was a story
book child —
all the nursery
rhymes rolled
into one small
body. No
wonder the famous director
thought her a
great find
"You, Jim!" the child
exclaimed. "What are you
"Mabel," snarled the
doing here?"
chap inform.the
"Didn'tdriver's
I tell youunito
keep away from the studios? I won't have no
movie stuff in my family —
see? Ain't I told you that?
Ain't I told you that
-*=V^= A> Z~ 7-

t a credit to you — as a past. But there's one thing I don't
I.e. She's here alone. It isn't natural for such a little kid
t come to the studio alone. What if her mother — objects?
Ihat if her father sues us? What then?"
'ft was the child who answered. In a voice as little — as
■den — as she was herself.
'My daddy and my mother," she said, "they're both dead.
\y uncle brought me here. He left me at the gate — he had
][; work to do. It's all right — he wants me to get into the
R:tures. He docs!"
\ND — " the Blondest Star was chiming in — "and, after all,
even the lawsuit wouldn't cost much more than holding up
k production for another day. We need a youngster. And,
Ifar as I'm concerned — and as I've said before — this one will
lj perfect. I'll take all the responsibility — if there's any
J'.ponsibility to be taken!"
The casting director made a slightly Pontius Pilate gesture.
'"Well — " he said — "I've never hired a kid extra yet — with*t a signed release from the kid's guardian. But— well, it's
;ur business.
I wash my hands of it!"
And so the golden haired child — a strange, self possessed
te of a thing — was taken past the magic gate and initiated
I o the mysteries of make-up.
They could tell, as she walked demurely before the camera —
packet of school books under one rounded arm — that she
is going to screen well. It happens that way, sometimes
it is not necessary to develop screen tests to be sure of

screen charm. As the man with the megaphone
— he whom
plenty?"
even the Blondest Star called "sir" — watched the golden
child pause, reflectively, in the magic circle of the baby spot,
he couldn't help thinking in terms of long time contracts.
For your child actress — your spirit of eternal springtime, is
the hardest star of all to capture.
There haven't been many of them — Jackie Coogan, long
ago Madge Evans, the little boy who was born in war drenched
France — a very few others!
After the man with the megaphone had directed the long shots
— after he had made his close-ups of a serene and beautifully
chubby face, he called for his casting director.
And —
"YT THFRE'D you find her?" he questioned, with the merest
W nod toward the place where the youngster was standing.
"She's a wonder! Kids are usually so damned awkward.
She moves as gracefully as a charming woman. And yet the
innocence in those eyes — " he raised his own eyes heavenward.
The casting director who, a short time ago, had been apprehensive, was quick to fall into a happy mood. And he
didn't find it hard to forget that the Blondest Star's hand had
urged him to the hiring of the child.
"Glad you like her, chief—" he agreed genially. "Oh, I
know a beauty when I see one — even if the beauty wears
ankle ties and half socks!"
The man with the megaphone was considering.
"I suppose she has some smarty [continued on page 134]
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REVENGE— United Artists
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A Review of the New Pictures

THIS picture is classed as one of the most interesting of
the month because it deals with strange people and
places, because Dolores Del Rio is the star, and because it is
pictorially beautiful. This is the third picture in which
Miss Del Rio has been directed by Edwin Carewe, the
trio being "Resurrection," "Ramona," "Revenge."
The gypsy author, Konrad Bercovici, wrote the short
story from which this is made, and it gives Miss Del Rio a
new characterization, full of fire and abandon: that of a wild
gypsy girl who tames bears for pastime. When they are
tame, she despises them. So with men. It remains for
Jargo, the bandit, to conquer her.
LeRoy Mason, Rita Carewe and others vitally assist
in picturing these people of changing moods.

THE CARDBOARD

THE MATING

CALL— Caddo -Par amount

THIS is the last of seven pictures under Meighan's
million dollar contract signed with Paramount two years
ago. The picture, made from Rex Beach's popular novel,
is Meighan at his best.
It takes a man of strong fiber to spend four years in the
war, living only on the memory of a goodbye kiss from the
woman he has clandestinely married. It takes an even
stronger man to live through the ordeal of discovering, on
his return, that his marriage has been annulled and the
girl is married to another. Just see how our hero meets
this situation and gets himself another wife!
Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree have equally prominent
roles supporting Meighan. James Cruze has directed a
picture of great romantic appeal.
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LOVER— M.-G.-M.

THOSE of you who saw Jeanne Eagels in the stage play
by this name, when it ran for a year on Broadway,
are, no doubt, eagerly awaiting Marion Davies' screen interpretation. And what a treat you have in store!
The story is laid in Monte Carlo, one of the beauty
spots of the world. It all begins with the efforts of an
American school girl to secure a tennis champion's autograph. The champ loves a French vamp, but our girl is
not abashed by that. Chasing him to the gambling table,
she loses ten thousand francs to him at baccarat. She
can't pay and, to cancel the debt, he hires her to pose as
his fiancee, to keep the siren away, Yes, they have changed
the stage play.
Of course, Marion Davies is the American girl, and her:
priceless comedy builds one laughable situation right upon
the other.
Jetta Goudal plays the exotic siren and wears clothes
that would make Paquin and Worth turn green with envy.
One of the funniest scenes in the picture is where Marion
throws a bedspread over her shoulders, stuffs part of the
mattress in her hair, and emerges as the vamp.
Nils Asther, the leading man, plays his first comedy role
and wins new friends. De Segurola has an obnoxious part,
but proves he can act as well as sing.
This ultra-modern farce comedy furnishes everything
you can desire in the way of screen entertainment; the
last word in sets, the last word in clothes and one of the
best comedies of the season.
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The Best Pictures of the Month
IDE CARDBOARD LOVER
R,VENGE
THE

NOAH'S ARK
MATING CALL

"HE NIGHT WATCH
1JE SINGING FOOL

KIT CARSON
THE TERROR

The Best Performances of the Month
Thomas Meighan in "The Mating Call"
Marion Davies in "The Cardboard Lover"
Evelyn Brent in "The Mating Call"
Renee Adoree in "The Mating Call"
Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool"
Davey Lee in "The Singing Fool"
Jacqueline Logan in "The River Woman"
Dolores Costello in "Noah's Ark"
George O'Brien in "Noah's Ark"
lists of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 141

NOAH'S

THE NIGHT

WATCH— First National

NAVAL officers sometimes are compelled to place duty
before love, and their reticence may look like indifference. So,it's no wonder that a seemingly-neglected
wife occasionally listens to the sweet nothings of a former
sweetheart. But, it's dangerous business, my dear! If
you don't believe it, just see Billie Dove in this.
This picture is a war story, with a naval background, and
the change is refreshing. Court scenes remind us of "The
Trial
of Mary ofDugan"
andother
Kordadramatic
reveals scenes.
a skillful hand in
the direction
these and
Paul Lukas, leading man, plays a rather repressed characterization and Donald Reed does well in a part no one
likes. Nicholas Soussanin is the suave villain. A good
break for Billie Dove and a good break for First National.

ARK— Warners

rHIS picture has been heralded as a super-production,
has been ages in the making, and thousands of people
ppear in it. The story is fundamentally a modern one,
:ith its theme derived from the Bible. It is historical,
ilegorical, symbolical, etc., but the Biblical sequence does
lot disappoint, as the sets and scenes are so massive and
I) realistically impressive that we have decided to be on
•ie safe side when the world is destroyed again. We are
'111 wondering how the flood scenes could have been made
ithout loss of life.
The modern sequence is laid in France, at the time of the
ar. The story revolves around the romance of a beautiful
erman girl and an irresistible American boy. The two fall
i love when they are caught in a train wreck, just before
: ar is declared. These roles are played by Dolores Costello
id
George
aautiful
work.O'Brien, and rarely have they done such
The war episode is all one could ask, but the intimate
:enes between O'Brien and Guinn Williams, his buddy, are
cceptionally fine and appealing. It is to Michael Curtiz's
"edit that he has directed such a huge spectacle and at the
ime time so beautifully handled the love story.
The picture has a large and capable cast, and is tremenously interesting, for the most part; exceptionally thrilling
id awe-inspiring in many parts, and will be discussed by
•^ery school child in the country, to say nothing of what
ill happen among teachers and religious enthusiasts. You
■ ill not be properly informed if you miss this.

KIT CARSON— Paramount
FRED THOMSON acquits himself admirably in his
"swan song" for Paramount. The story and continuity
for this picture were written by Paul Powell, a director who
understands story construction. He gives us a new insight
into Carson, the pioneer goide, and fits the historical background into the story, rather than the story to the background. Hundreds of Indians are used for atmosphere.
The picture deals only with Carson's two romances and
has the elemental struggle of strong men for a woman as
its basic appeal. Nora Lane again appears as leading
woman for Thomson. This time she is the Spanish dancer
over whom the men wage war. Dorothy Janis gives a
nice performance as the Indian girl. Thomson fans will
love this, as it carries the spirit of adventure and conquest.

Watch Photoplay's New
ALIAS
JIMMY
VALENTINE
—M.-G.-M.

WILLIAM HAINES gives straight drama a fling. He's
just as convincing as in comedy, and wonderfully sincere
as Jimmy Valentine, the role Bert Lytell made famous. The
modern version of this popular stage and screen drama is
a well-directed, well-rounded production. Don't fail to see it.
Lionel Barrymore, Leila Hyams, Tully Marshall, and Karl
Dane head the cast.

Sound Review
DUST
THE SAWPARADISE
Paramount

FROM a ballyhoo artist in a cheap carnival to chuh
worker may seem a far cry, but it appears logical as we e;
beautiful Esther Ralston using her showmanship to put oj$
a revival. Miss Ralston's work shows marked improvemit.
and she has perfect support in Hobart Bosworth, as an d
evangelist, and Reed Howes as her "grifter" lover. Thorough
pleasing picture.

A SINGLE

LINGERIE—
Tiffany-Stahl

M.-G.-M.

MAN—

THE best thing either Alice White or Malcolm MacGregor has ever done. While the A.E.F. tears up
Paris, a disillusioned doughboy, seeking death in the trenches,
finds love and laughter with a little Parisienne who makes
"Mademoiselle from Armentierres" look for her chapeau.
Director George Melford, in carefully blending drama, emotion,
and humor, has turned out a well-rounded production.

ABETTER
have been Lew
picked
for the
scni >
version of cast
this couldn't
stage success.
Cody
drops
sophistication, assuming the role of a Babbitt bachelor. Aiki
Pringle is brilliant, as the gentleman's secretary; and Marcel
Day gives a distinctive characterization of the superanimall
Maggie Cotrcll, an ultra-modern playgirl who smokes, drin ,
and marries anything.
The best smart-set comedy yet.

THE
CAMERAMAN
—M.-G.-M.

BUSTER KEATON clicks again, and we don't mean perhaps.
He'sinto
a reformed
tintype
photographer
to
break
the newsreel
service
all because this
his time,
heart trying
aches for
the office stenographer. He takes his famous poker face through
fire, water and jail for the type-writing lady, and gets all tied
up in hard knots trying to scoop a Tong War. Great story,
original gags — and Buster's irresistible. See this and bust!

Paramount
VARSITY—

SENTIMENTAL ballad in celluloid. Chester Conk
as "Pop," janitor at Princeton, spends his life savings'
it's ov.
put his son (Charles Rogers) through college. When
the lad leaves Princeton, married and happy, but without kneing that "Pop" is his dad. Mary Brian is worth a college y<
Take more than one handkerchief. You'll cry and like
unless turning it talkie ruins everything.
A

>r the Latest Talkie

Developments

K WOMAN
HM
MCOW—
•atmount

First National
OH KAY—

FLA NEGRI'S last picture for Paramount should be her
LIKE nonsense? Then don't pass this one. Colleen Moore
makes a rip-snorting farce out of it and steals some of Elsie
.van song. There's a flash of the old Pola in the first few
Janis' stuff from the musical comedy. A shipwrecked English
udred feet, but it's only a teaser. What can a star do with
lady is rescued by a rum runner and later masquerades as a
i (ory about a princess who falls in love with the man who
house maid. Comedy? And how! Titles alone are worth the
;i)d her cousin? Norman Kerry's trick moustache is the high
price of admission, and Ford Sterling — need we go on? It was
)ct of interest. Pola wears those old Russian costumes. It's
>rity synthetic stuff.
directed by a mere lad, Merwyn Leroy. "Oh Kay" is 0. K.
[ Additional reviews of latest pictures on page 82 ]

Sound Pictures
THE

THE
SINGING
FOOL—
Warners

Warners
TERROR-

F you have tears to shed,-' prepare to shed them now."
\1 Jolson surpasses himself. This is a better picture than
le Jazz Singer," and it is guaranteed to pull your heart
ngs when you hear Jolson singing "Sonny Boy."
By occupation, a waiter; by desire, a song writer; by nature,
inging fool.'" That's the way he begins life, and his big
)iration is Molly, the beautiful girl who sings and dances at
Club Cliquot, where he is waiter and, for diversion,
stains the guests with songs of his own composition.
A
? goes over big, Molly marries him, "Sonny"
is born,
success and happiness are his. Molly two-times him and
:atapults to the bottom of the ladder faster than he went up.
osephine Dunn plays the part of Molly, beautiful enough
I any man to lose his heart over. Betty Bronson, as Grace,
I cigarette girl, is perfect.
But, the picture that lingers
■Isf it.
Jolson and Davey Lee, the three-year-old son.
Don't
WOMEN

THEY

TALK

ABOUT— Warners

WELL-DIRECTED, exceptionally cast production, which
■^ would be justanothermovie without the Vitaphone. Claude
I ingwater proves that an ex-stage actor, though effective
I the silent screen, can walk away with a sound film. All
i:rest centers about his charming characterization of an
i;table old gentleman who enjoys his enemies. Anders
f'idolf is also more effective on the Vitaphone. UnI unately, there are only a few snatches of Irene Rich's
ggeous contralto. The best talkie yet.
[ Additional reviews of so

ANOTHER all-talkie Vitaphone drama. Instead of subtitles, the scenes are announced vocally, and every incident requiring explanation is elucidated by dialogue. Joe
Jackson's clever titles are effective.
Every sound is synchronized, which, unquestionably, adds
areal
lotcinematic
to the eerie
chill.action and thrilling climaxes. You'll get a
The story deals with the capture of "The Terror," a criminal
who continues to perpetrate his fiendish deeds without detection.
No wonder. You'll never guess his identity. Suspense is
splendidly sustained until the finish of the picture.
The capable all-star cast includes May McAvoy, Louise
Fazenda, Edward Everett Horton, Holmes Herbert and others.
The story is full of mystifying situations which thrill you to
your finger tips.
UNCLE

TOM'S

CABIN— Universal

Photoplay originally reviewed this production as a straight
"super-feature" in its January, 1928, issue, stating this was
not the "Uncle Tom's Cabin" we all knew, but a bigger and
buncombe version of the love affair of Eliza and George
Harris, slaves. Now Universal has had "Uncle Tom" Movietoned to its vast advantage. No dialogue is spoken, save
Aunt Ophelia's constant cry for Topsy, but the musical setting
by Erno Rapee is music, not mere melodious noise. A
sound picture really worth hearing.
und pictures on page 82 ]

Z^WO stars with but a single profile, Dolores Costello and Elsie Ferguson.
Although Elsie's profile is no longer shadowed on the screen, Dolores
carries on the tradition of piquant and fragile beauty.
Incidentally,
although as alike as twins, they aren't even remotely related.
5C>
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Duryea, an unknown, steals himself

some thunder in "The
Godless Girl"
By Helen Collier
A
/\
f \

FARMER-LAD looked across the plains, over
the heads of the cattle he was herding and announced to the open spaces above and about
him, "I am going to be a great actor!"
Because there were none to hear him, there were none to
linsay him.
Cows are notoriously uncommunicative.
Four years later, however, when he unbuckled himself from
le rods of a freight train in New York City and started to
alk the streets which he believed led to fame, there were
lany to laugh at and to jeer and to thwart him.
Many times he went three days without eating, but never
ice missed the night school at Carnegie Tech, where he had
irolled for dramatics. s
Came the day of his first engagement — a small, nondescript
ock company, whose name he has forgotten. Years of
eady, pitiless plugging. Then a chance as Abie in "Abie's
ish Rose" for Anne Nichols, in a troupe destined for far
istant globe-corners.
Back to New York, wiser, self-educated and with an amition more overpowering than even that which had shortened
is career as a farm hand.
The movies! But a trip to California cost money.
He had
regular position with Anne Nichols.
And boys who have
ught their way since ten years of age do not throw over
gular positions to follow a will-o'-the-wisp.
So he sent a picture of himself to Cecil B. De Mille, scarcely
oping to receive an answer.
rEN days later came a letter requesting that he forward
a screen test of himself to Culver City.
A screen test — the lad frowned.
He hadn't any!
Of course, he knew some movie people. He rounded up a
lmeraman, an electrician and a friend who knew something
bout directing and cutting. Then he sat down and wrote
imself a little story.
A vacant studio could be rented for a few dollars. He herded
is little company together, showed them his story, featuring
imself in a telephone conversation (he couldn't afford a sitution which would require other, actors) and had his test
lken. The experiment cost him ninety dollars.
The test was mailed on Tuesday. Saturday afternoon a
Tew York representative of De Mille telephoned and sugested that he leave at once for Culver City.

A screen test, which he made himself and which
cost him ninety dollars, landed George Duryea in
the leading role of the De Mille special. Here is a
boy who plugged his way to success
Two weeks later Mr. De Mille surprised the film world by
announcing that George Duryea would play the leading role in
"The Godless Girl," his big reform school special.
George Duryea — George Duryea! No one had ever heard
of him. What did De Mille mean when every juvenile in the
city had supposed that his test would be chosen from the
hundreds which had been taken!
THE farmer-lad paid no attention to the jealous "I'll bet
he won't make good " Hollywood gossip. When the picture
was finished he silently accepted a five year contract with
Pathe and as silently walked over to the M.-G-.M. lot to play
the lead with Renee Adoree in "The Tide of Empire," another
coveted role in another super-special.
Nor did he pay any attention to the Hollywood girls who
flocked to pay him homage. Social engagements did not seem
to interest this silent lad from the cow-country.
Then, without a word to anybody, not even his publicity
agent, he slipped to the station and met Grace Stafford, the
young lady who circled the world as his sweetheart in the Anne
Nichols' stage play.
The first word that Hollywood knew about it was when she
accompanied George to a photographer and he announced
shyly, "Meet the young lady I intend to marry!"
Nor will they tell the "when" or "where" of the matter.
All they will discuss is his next picture, called "Marked Money."
And if you stepped on the lot tomorrow, when he did not
chance to be working, you would not find him playing poker
or exchanging light talk with other out-of-the-scene actors.
You would find him watching — watching — watching. Andifyou
asked him what he was doing, he would probably answer you
as he did us, "I'm a farmer-boy learning how to be a great
_5i
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Ramon Novarro
will not leave
motion pictures to
become a priest,
nor will he try for
the concert stage.
He has been unhappy because of
the silent drama's
limitations. But
the sound pictures
have changed
everything. Thus
Ramon is won back
to the screen's new
freedom

Remair
in the
By

Moviee
Ruth

Biery

The star felt he would be a coward to quit the films for a
monastery.
Then, too, he can sing in the talkies
LAST year it was announced that Ramon Novarro would
forsake motion pictures to enter a monastery.
Early this year it was thought he would give up the
silent drama for singing.
But with his return from an incognito tour of Europe he announces he will remain in the movies!
Just why this decision?
It is partially because of the advent of talking motion pictures. But it is largely because he has settled a life-long conflict with his inner nature.
The priesthood?
The voice? The silent drama?
Since the days of his childhood, when he sang and dramatized and studied the precepts of his religion with his thirteen
brothers and sisters in Durango, near Mexico City, he has
struggled with this triangle of inclinations.
How often has he sat in the Little Theater of his luxurious
Hollywood home and recalled the improvised playhouse in the
massive home of his father. Recalled the marionette theater
his mother presented him on his sixth anniversary. Recalled
the weekly " shows " he had given with it for sixty-five neighborhood children. Chuckled as he remembered the five-cent
admissions.
What a joy he secured from these first dramatic expressions!
But even then he had been checked by a hesitancy to promote secular entertainment. As he grew into his teens he
found himself becoming caustic in his entertainments, poking
fun at certain of the townspeople, putting questionable ideas
into the heads of children whom mothers had entrusted to him.
His mother reprimanded him ; his father confessor reproached
him.
Was he to allow dramatics to over-balance his interests?
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Ramon was church soloist and choral leader.
No one in all of the country about could sing and chant
could Ramon, their leader.
His work with the youth of the community was of such de<
interest that he decided priesthood was his vocation.
But there was his music!
Possibly he had the talent
become a great singer!
HE

conferred with his father confessor. They recalled tl
allegory of the three men with the talents. Ramon point*
out that the man who had buried his talents had been severe
reprimanded.
"If God has given me talents and I go into a monastery an
bury them, won't I likewise be reprimanded?" he queried.
And the priest answered:
"Develop thy talents!"
How little did this father realize that his words would reel
again and again to this boy as he sat in his own theater pondei
ingHow
upon little
his manhood's
future.
did he realize
that this same Ramon would sli
away to Europe, traveling incognito, that he might ponde
uninterrupted, on this question of talents.
For after "Ben-Hur," Ramon wondered about pictures jus!
as he had wondered about his little marionette theater! " Beij
Hur" had offered a blending of his love for the drama and hf,
religious
fervor. He had seen in it a spiritual as well as a pi'J
torial message.
.j
hin
found
He
pictures.
jtist
became
But after this, pictures
self interpreting brigands or disloyal husbands as stud::
He found [ continued on page 102
executives demanded.
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Skirts, so the fashion
(~T\ EADING from left to right: Phyllis Haver's knees.
in "Singapore Sal,"
r61e
her
for
up
dressed
is
Phyllis
fuller.
be
will
say,
rc experts
^^ which is another story of one of those gals who live East of Sue? where there
are not censors. Ever since that short but vivid episode in "What Price Glory," Phyllis has
been going in for That Sort of Thing.

Wearing the Clothe

They called her a "clothe i
horse" and her feeling
were hurt. So Glori; I
Swanson went into a sar I
torial sulk for several

years. But she's out U&
recapture her old title!
aided by this jade velvcB
evening gown with cjl
flounced cape collar.

Left: Paris insists on
panels and a tight-fitting effect across the
hips. Gloria's
most
striking
evening gown
is of gold mesh, over a
flesh - colored lining,
with four panels hanging from the hip line.

The evening coat at
the right is luxurious,
expensive and feminine. Huge clusters of
flowers in pastelshades
are embroidered on an
ivory satin ground.
The large roll collar
replaces the conventional fur scarf.

jrown

v gain

A few eccentric roles drove Gloria into an orgy of
clothes buying. Any woman can — and sometimes
does — look funny in her clothes, but only one in a
hundred thousand can wear 'em like Gloria. This is a
close -up of the new Swanson coiffure. The hair is
parted in the middle and waved around the face in a
style made famous by Lina Cavalieri. Long ear-rings
should be worn only by chic women who can wear
them without looking like a cigarette girl in a Greenwich
Village speakeasy.

Who but Gloria could get away with an evening gown like this?
Like most of the new models, all the drapery is at the back. The
front is quite plain. The gown, of white satin, is made in butterfly design with flowing wings, hung from the shoulder straps
and the hips. The long ear-rings of brilliants, the jeweled
bracelets and the simple coiffure rolled at the back of the neck
help a lot. Gloria carries a large handkerchief with a wide edge
of sheer lace.

£ ¥ \ AQUEL TORRES is half Mexican and half German, and you can't beat that for an interest'
f\
ing combination. Her real name is Marie Osterman, but when she went into the movies,
\^_j she took her mother's maiden name. Raquel made such a hit in "White Shadows" that
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer signed her on a long contract.

Jaocf k
All
Trades
By

hois Shirley
SJick Stuart has been
everything around the
studio, from office boy
to assistant director

If Nick Stuart ever loses out as an actor — and there is no
such indication after his recent hits — he can fill any one
of William Fox's multitude
of jobs. Nick started as an
wrong
actor in a Buck Jones film
and his friends told him he
was awful. But Nick has proved that they were all

youngster who doesn't
cinema
is one his
NICK
future. If anything should
to worry about
have STUART
happen to his five-year contract with William Fox
he could go back tomorrow to script clerk, cameraman,
.1 cameraman, assistant-director, office boy or a half-dozen
jcier behind-the-studio-door
professions.
For Nick has
< nbed every rung of the ladder.
Not that anything is likely to happen to him after his work
I "The Cradle Snatchers," "The High School Hero" and
"he
News Parade."
Still, he thinks he's pretty lucky to be a
:k-of-All-Trades.
It all started back in 1921, when a clean-cut, fifteen-year-old
■umanian clerk in a Los Angeles sporting goods store was
it to the Fox studio to deliver a pair of gun handles to Tom
ix. Once inside, he secured three days' work, then teleoned the store he was a movie-actor! When the three days
re over he drew his pay, said good-bye to the other extras
d made a straight line for the manager's office.
"I like this movie business," he announced. "I've decided
stay. Got a job for me?"

Just at that moment, Lewis Sergeant dashed through the
office. The manager nodded toward him. "Our boy's been
chosen by another studio to play Huckleberry Finn. His job
as office boy is vacant. But I don't suppose you want that."
"Sure, I'll begin right now." And Nick gave the rest of the
day free-of-charge to learning his duties.
Now, of course, the rest of this is reminiscent of Horatio
Alger and the bright boy who worked his way up; but since
Nick is the only chap in the movies who climbed from the
inside, why not give Alger a break and prove that all of his
tales might not have been just fairy stories.
Nick began at fifteen dollars a week (he had made twentytwo fifty in his three days as extra), and two years later he
was drawing twenty-four dollars in the same position.
"I spent the last four months of that two years persuading
them to give me another job," Nick laughed. "I'd decided I
wanted to go with a unit and thought a good place to begin was
the camera. So once a week for four months I went in. and
asked the boss for a chance at it. At first he didn't seem to
warm up to the idea but I kept
[ continued on page 92 ]
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*ROM long skirt
i no skirts.
Fro
n stockings, to t\
ings at all.
Ar\
in a few years !

See what Hollywl
did to Sue Cal
There's nothing
tween Sue and te
camera but a :e
curtain. When ie<
attended Kern r
Hall Convent^
Kenosha, Wisconi,
she wore the regittion middy costuj.
Sue's convent ds
were cut short ba
perfumefight,whh
showed an eal
leaning towards c
flippancies of li

Since Raquel Torres' school
days at the Holy Cross Convent in Los Angeles, her skirts
have remained the same
length. Even in her convent
days, she wanted to go into
the movies. A large number
of beauties of both stage and
screen were convent-bred.
What do the good nuns think
of their ex-pupils? Well,
while they may be a bit
shocked by their clothes, at
heart they are secretly proud
of their girls
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mim

Patsy Ruth Miller was
the young radical of the
Convent of the Visitation in St. Louis. She
wanted the weekly holiday changed from
Thursday to Saturday.
And she won out. Now
that she's in the movies, she takes her holiday when the director
orders it

1st the little angel of the Holy
(oss Convent in New York
in her Confirma1 otographed
i,n
dress. Think of the hours
< sewing that went into all
lose lace inserts. Who would
]ve predicted that Josephine
linn would grow up to wear a
ieen jersey bathing suit emoidered in diamonds and
pearls?

rom

onvents
Freud would say that Alice
White's mania for scanty
clothes is traceable to the fact
that, in childhood, she had
to wear dresses that were too
mother
her. Alice's
long aforvaudeville
was
actress and
Alice was raised at St. Vincent's Convent in Newark,
N. J. Her Confirmation dress
was purchased with an eye to
future utility. She wore it
until she grew into it. It
was her party dress for five
years

^Air. Hoople
By
Stewart

He played big business in the filmslanded him be-
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NOW,

between pictures, he became himself and loafed amiably through the days for, like many another actor, he was
a simple enough soul when no one was looking. The gods had
given him his appearance, but they had evened things up by
being niggardly in the matter of brains, as Mr. Hoople's mental
processes were, to be charitable, slightly torpid. The hammock bulged dangerously as he lay gazing upward in a state of
muddled happiness.
A screen door creaked, then flew shut with a resounding
slap. Mrs. Hoople, a cosy and unfashionable lady in the late
hundred and seventies, appeared on the patio and hailed the
figure under the trees. Her voice, trained in the bleak spaces
66

of her native Montana, carried without difficulty across a
hundred feet of lawn.
" Time for market," she called.
Mr. Hoople started guiltily, heaved himself upright and
shambled in the direction of the garage. A faded sweater and
rumpled corduroys fitted him sketchily, and on his head reposed
a crushed felt hat, once white, but now the ambiguous tint
known as French nude. He grinned sleepily at his wife.
" What '11 it be, mother?" he inquired.
"Anything you want, honey," said his partner generously.
"I declare, you've behaved so well for the past week it's a
pleasure to cook for you. If only you'd stay that way."
"Well, m' dear," laughed Mr. Hoople, "I'm playing myself
for a change. This market business gives me quite a thrill,
being one of the common people and all. Tonight I'm going to
the horseshoe pitching tournament and maybe chew a little
tobacco. It certainly does a fellow good to get away from art
once in a while."

by

in

aracter

and his mimicry of success almost
hind prison bars

Illustrated
John Alonzo
Williams

"Now

this," said the

gorgeous Grosvenor
Hoople, "is most astonishing." Arrayed in
the full splendor of
evening dress, he advanced upon the
querulous Peabody
and loomed above him.
The fifteen hundred
in his pocket helped
him to speak with authority. "My dear sir,
you are questioning
the integrity of my
firm. Explain yourself"
described in minute
detail exactly what he
had said to De Mille.
At last he emerged laden
with pineapples and
escorted by an undersized Greek bearing parcels. A couple of taut,
well-massaged, loudshirted men lounging
nearby watched him as
he cajoled the car into
starting.

was telling you
the fellow
THA,"T'S
taller.dI
about
" scoffe
stiff?the
"That said
the other. "Why, he
don't look as important
as a corporal in Coxey's
"That's because he's
laying
off," said itthe
first
man. "Believe
or not,
Eddie,
he's
the
guy
we
army."
need. Let's find out
He clambered into a bleary runabout and jolted his way to
the food emporium run by a greasy gentleman whose unpronounceable name ended triumphantly in "pulos" and who was
known to his customers as "Hey, Joe."
Here were gathered the idle idols of filmdom, making their
daily gesture toward democracy, for it was considered stylish to
do one's own marketing when the pay envelope was out of
season.
Celluloid cavaliers, shady ladies, villains and festal virgins
mingled condescendingly with their public, revelling secretly
in the stares of admiration.
INTO the midst plunged the jovial Mr. Hoople, saluting
sundry acquaintances with profane gusto and making more
noise than a third rate alderman on a Lindbergh reception committee. He went into a huddle with a brittle damsel who
wanted to unleash her opinion about authors and in return he

They boarded a green sedan, steamed
wake of the
whereinhethe
lives."
smudgy runabout and saw it swerve in at a gravelled crescent of
driveway. Then they proceeded south and west to a pretentious apartment house on Highland Avenue, where a fieryhaired girl waved a greeting from an upper window.
Back at the Hoople establishment the head of the house
was sprinkling the lawn and crooning the latest ballad, flatting
about every fourth note, as is the habit of gentlemen who
wheeze. Suddenly the telephone shrilled an imperious summons, and a moment later his wife came to the door.
"It's the studio," she told him in a metallic voice. "Now
I suppose there'll be no living with you."
Mr. Hoople slip-slopped into the house, almost losing a Congress gaiter en route, kissed his spouse with affectionate zeal
and picked up the receiver. The resultant conversation was
almost a monologue, the actor saying " Yes " and " No " at the
proper moments, but as it proceeded [ continued on page 1 16 J

otory
of a

D ancing
by

Girl
As told to

Ruth Biery

Joan Crawford

Joan Crawford ran away from a home back of a
laundry in Kansas City to go on the stage. Read
how destiny led her to this very different home in
Beverly Hills

childhood
the Southwest
was sadJJOAN
dened, CRAWFORD'S
not only by poverty,
but byindomestic
tribulations.
At
a time when most children are leading happy, protected lives,
Joan was paying for her education by serving as "slavey" in
a private school in Kansas City. When her life there became
unbearable, Joan went back to her mother, then running a laundry.
Although, little more than a child, Joan, then Lucille Lc Sueur,
had already learned to dance in the public dance halls of the
city. Now go on with her fascinating story:

CHAPTER

II

BELIEVE each man fulfills a different need in a woman's
I life.
One man may answer the cry of her mother love, awaken
her most tender, solicitous affection; another man may
reward that strictly feminine, clinging vine desire to be

protected;
requites the cave- woman';
mad longingstill
to beanother
captured.
Ray Sterling was my incentive.
He believed in me. He knew all about the laundry
the schools, the horrible beatings. He knew th
gossip which always encircles a girl who is workin
her way through life and snatching her fun in th
dance halls.
Yet he believed I was going to amount to something
He believed I had a beautiful sold as well as
dancing body.
And he was the first person to give me the goal
"I must be all that he thinks me!"
It was undoubtedly his faith which gave me the courage t|
pack up and leave home. I walked out of those ugly laundrj
quarters with a few paltry dollars, a few paltry clothes and thj
new feeling that I was not an inferior person. I was a dance
and as such capable of earning my own living.
In trailing from one dance hall to another I had met a road)
show manager.
With my new faith in myself, I persuade<
him to give me a job in his chorus at twenty dollars a weekj
We went to Springfield, Missouri, and lasted two weeks
I had just enough money to return to Kansas City.
dancing.
It was the dull season and there weren't any more job
Still, I didn't go home to mother!
But how could I leave Ray Sterling? He was my pal
my friend and my sweetheart. He, who had given me th
very ambition which was now urging me to go thousands o
miles awav from him.

Joan tells of her first romance
and of her debut as a chorus

girl

How often does ambition force woman to face such a
eparation ?
Yet, if she subjugates her career for a man, she may spend
he rest of her life wondering to what heights she might have
limbed had she followed her inclinations.
And if she goes, there comes a time when she wonders if,
fter all, home and innocence-of-the-world might not have
leant a more pacific, happy existence.
I was at the cross-road which comes in the life of all amitious women and although I was only seventeen I realized
he potency of my decision.

Joan left the front row of
a New York musical revue
to land in the front row
of a Culver City chorus.
She's the girl at the left
in this scene from "Pretty
Ladies." ZaSu Pitts is
singing the song

How could I tell Ray about it?
After all, he was a man. And although man may establish
a woman's faith in herself, may build up her very soul for her,
what man is not selfish when it comes to the thought of losing
that woman?
And what woman dare pit her faith, her ambition, against
the strength of a man's loving persuasions?
I left without as much as "goodbye"

or "God

bless

The prima donna of the road show had given me her address
in Chicago.
I had saved enough for carfare.
When I arrived
in my first really big city, I had exactly two dollars.
A man on the train said he was going in my direction
and asked me to share his taxi.
I did not ask the whyfor of his generosity. It did
you!"
not interest me. Remember, I had learned the lesson
that men may be useful to women. I had also learned
how to handle the man situation.
I HAD no idea any place could be as huge as Chicago.
When we arrived at my address, the taxi meter showed
ten dollars. I mumbled a low, contrite "Thank you"
and dashed out and up those steps as though all the
demons of Hades pursued me. I was afraid he might
ask for my half of the ten dollars!
The prima donna wasn't home.
landlady told me.

"On the road" the

I sat on the steps to reconnoitre. The name "Ernie
Young" flashed through my memory. She had told
me about his reviews. A corner drug store telephone-book
gave me his downtown office number.
Two hours later I stood at
the end of a long line of girls
Do you remember
that old-fashioned
dance called the
Charleston? Joan
first claimed the attention of the film
colony by winning
more cups for her
dancing than any
other cinema step-

before a door marked "Private."
nowhadSuddenly
less thanI remembered
two dollars. I The
labyrinth of busses and street
cars had taken several nickels.
It was afternoon and I had not
eaten. I faced a night alone in
a strange city.
What is the Power that guides
one when they face actual starvation? [CONTINUED ON PAGE 114]
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Ruth Harriet Louise

y^ILEEN PRINGLE wears the most expensive gown ever made
(^/^/ at the Metro-Golchvyn-Mayer Studios, and that's saying a
lot. Eight women worked for fifteen days sewing on each
bead and sequin by hand. Let's take a Cook's Tour of this simple
little frock: It is made of white souffle — not an egg dessert in this
instance. The hemline is just a series of ups and downs. The butterfly effect is also carried out in the sleeves. The bodice is tight but the
skirt bursts forth in a circular flare. The cap is also of souffle and
beaded. Miss Pringle sports this gown in "The
Which is why he stayed single.
70
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\mateur Movies
New Photoplay Contest Starts — $2,000 in Prizes —
Home Movies in Color Startling New Development
By Frederick James Smith
fJ'-'HE

second Photoplay Amateur Movie

Before you start your
contribution for our
second contest, take stock
of yourself and of your
equipment. Film the thing
you know best. Russell
T. Ervin, Jr., who won
first prize
the last
35-millimeter in
division
year
and subsequently got a
five year contract with
the William Fox Studios,
had long experimented
with amateur drama, with
lights and with cameras.

* Contest, which opens
I October 1st, is destined
tjbe an even more significfnt contest than Photojay's pioneer competiim of last year.
It was impossible
to
iresee the wide interest
mifested in the first
lateur movie contest,
was the first competition
its kind conducted by
y publication anywhere
the world and no one
His
winning
"And
uld foretell its far-reachHow!"
was film,
the logical
g effects.
result of this long preparaWith the second contest,
tion.
kotoplay is able to
B. V. Covert, who won
omise that the winning
16-millithe with
ms will be shown to all
first prize
meter in
division
his
e foremost makers of
study of quail hunting, is
ofessional movies, both
a veteran sportsman and
New York and in Los
has filmed his hunting and
ngeles. It is now clear
fishing trips for years.
Do you want to make moving shots? Build a perambuThus he knew how to go
at the Photoplay Amalator of odd lumber and three bicycle wheels, as demonabout making an expert
ur Movie Contest prostrated
by
Director
Nick
Grinde,
Tim
McCoy
and
des the one definite link
contest contribution.
Dorothy
Sebastian.
A
light
tripod
with
a
revolving
;tween the amateur and
The moral of all this
head
adds
a
great
deal
to
"follow"
shots
is to do the thing you
le professional film maker
id that these contests
know best. Here are a
e likely to develop vital new blood for Hollywood. Heretips, too, gained from Photoplay's first contest. Think
fore, contests have been held with prizes for beauty and few
twice before you make comedies. They are the hardest
jrsonality — and these have brought many new faces he- thing in the world to produce with success. You know how
re the movie cameras. But Photoplay Amateur Movie
long it takes Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd to make a good
ontests offer the first real hearing for brains, ingenuity and one, how many experts they keep on their payroll and how
everness in Hollywood. 'Do you want to be a Hollywood
they shift, twist and discard comedy bits at many previews.
imeraman, director or technician? Here is your op- Laughter is far harder to attain than tears any time.
urtunity — an opportunity to be found in no other way.
On the other hand, if you tackle drama, do not be bloodis your one chance to get through the guarded doors of
thirsty. Murder was rampant in many contributions of our
ollywood.
on page 127 ]
[ continued
Avoid gore and
first contest.

$2,000 Amateur Movie Contest Rules
1. $2,000 in cash prizes will be awarded by PHOTOPLAY as follows:
Class One.
$500 for the best amateur photoplay.
$250 for the second best amateur photoplay.
$150 for the third best amateur photoplay.
$100 for the fourth best amateur photoplay.
Class Two.
$500 for the best non-dramatic picture.
$250 for the second best non-dramatic picture.
$150 for the third best non-dramatic picture.
$100 for the fourth best non-dramatic picture.
In the event that two or more films prove of equal merit in their
consideration for any award, duplicate prizes will be given for each
tying film.
2. CLASS ONE — Devoted to photoplays, will embrace all pictures
made by amateurs in which amateur actors appear, whether of a
dramatic or comedy nature.
CLASS TWO — Will include all other motion pictures such as
films of news events, home pictures, travelogues, sport shots,
studies of animal, bird or plant life, etc., made by amateurs.
3. In awarding prizes the judges will consider the cleverness, novelty
and freshness of idea and treatment, as well as the general workmanship. Under the head of general workmanship comes photography, lighting, editing and cutting and titling. In Class One,
added items of consideration will be direction, make-up and acting
ability.
4. All films, to be considered by the judges, must come within the
following specified lengths:

If 35 millimeter, the contest film must be 1,000 feet or less in length.
If 16 millimeter, it must be 400 feet or less in length.
If 9 millimeter, it must be 60 feet or less in length.
All films must be submitted on non-inflammable stock with the
names and addresses of the senders securely attached to the reel or
Name and address of the sender . also
the film.
containing
the box
may
be part
of the film
itself.
films may be submitted bv an individual
contest
of
number
Any
or amateur organization.
Any person or amateur organization can enter this contest. 1 ro6.
5. fessional cinematographers are barred, as well as anyone employed
by PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE or any relatives of anyone
Winners of PHOTOPLAY'S first
amateur movie
contest may compete.
by PHOTOPLAY.
employed
8. All films are to be addressed to the judges, The Amateur Movie
7.
Contest, PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, 221 West 57th Street, New
midbetween October
be submitted
are to31st,
and
York, night
. 1, 1928, and
.
of March
1929
ot
issues
jury of judges will be announced in forthcoming
The
PHOTOPLAY.
transit
in
films
of
PHOTOPLAY assumes no responsibility for loss
and, while every precaution will be taken to safeguard them, this
publication will not be responsible for loss or injury in any way.
the contest, the prize
As soon as possible after the conclusion ofreturned
to senders on
winners will be announced and the films
10
receipt of sufficient postage for return transportation.
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How a dentist invented some new tricks of make-up
By Louts B. Jacobs
character actor of the old school used to pride himself on his art of make-up. He boasted of the dexterity
with which he manipulated crepe hair in to glorious beards;
fought in support of his method for procuring the effect
of natural wrinkles, hollows and protuberances with grease
paint and believed that his ability to create distorted noses, enlarged ears and elongated fingernails rated him high in the profession. Today, his technique
is obsolete for motion pictures.
The development of the cinema has brought about an entirely
new system of preparing a character for the lens. Grease paint
has almost been done away with.
The panchromatic film with
emulsion so sensitized as to
photograph color values of the
slightest tint, shows up painted
lines for what they are, while
color photography prohibits any
artificial coloring on the face.
The prying eye of the camera
has become so difficult to deceive
that experts in the new art are
maintained in all studios who do
the experimenting for desired
effects upon manikins and make
up the actor for his role without
giving him much concern for its

THE

detail.
As a consequence, a far greater degree of realisi
being produced and an infinite variety of characterizatio
accurately obtained.
It never occurred to the player of former years to makti
his teeth as an aid to his character drawing.
About the (ly
thought he had to give them as
to block them out with bl:l
paint if their absence was
sired, or to whiten a conspicuii!
gold crown. Now, perhaps |i
most important phase of preii
ration for the camera is considation of the teeth. This has ;•
veloped a new branch of ditistry known as plastic dentisy
and is closely related to pla:
surgery.
While the use of false teh
had occasionally been used n
the stage for plays like ">.
JekyllandMr. Hyde," they we
generally awkward plates whn
fitted over the teeth and intfered with speech. Obviousj,
they never became popular ai
were adapted solely for gtesque effects. The idea tl
they might be used to beautl
never occurred.
It remained for a young din
tist [continued on page id

Back of this set of animal-like
fangs are Lon Chaney's own
teeth. This detail of make-up
added great feffectiveness to his
playing of the weird hypnotist
in
Midnight."
Dr."London
Arthur After
Freedman
made
this thin porcelain plate to fit
over Chaney's teeth. The plate
changes the whole contour of
the face, and yet is so cleverly
made that it doesn't interfere
with speech

George Stone, without make-up,
and very good-looking, too. No
wonder you'll be surprised when
you look to the right and see —
72

This terrible face. It's Mr. Stone,
plus a false front, in his role of
The Rat in "Seventh Heaven."
It's a question of dentistry

Photoplay
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CURZON'S

<^u6time cA<^kr-<J"aXo7vJ3eautif

life is favorable to good color and a smooth
fresh skin, you know. But this very fact
has the effect of making us English women

"IKNEW she was one of the six most beauJciful women in England! But when I
n't the Viscountess Curzon at tea in the
be-and-beige drawing room of her London
hise she cast a spell upon me.

take all the more care of our complexions."
She snatched the word "How" gaily from
me. " It's quite simple, my way," she said.
"I just use a pure fine cleansing cream
made by Pond's. And every now and then
I tone up my skin with Pond's Freshener.
Pond's Cleansing Tissues — they're ever so
soft — remove and absorb the cleansing

\ soft fire threw its gleam on silver teatngs; a low lamp cast turquoise shadows
inn a deep couch. From the latter, there
ije to greet me the most bewilderingly
lely creature I had ever beheld.
\s we chatted, the firelight playing on
t rose-leaf contours of her cheeks, danci in the blue pools of her eyes, warming

cream thoroughly."
Your skin, too, should know this way to
loveliness that Lady Curzon finds so effec-

t: pale gold of her close-cropped hair, I
t night to myself, "Her tall, blonde AngloUon beauty, the proud, delicate moulding
c ler face would have turned Queen GuineIre green with envy!"
\ silver English voice broke my reverie.
'What are you staring at?" — naturalness
ione
of Lady Curzon's most captivating
"

ts;

|"You! Rude, I know, — but you must be
fed to it! I was lost in your beauty!"

When Lady Curzon presented her daughter at
Court th is year she was as dazzlingly young as
the debutante who curtsied by her side

"Rubbish! A sensible American isn't
ling to break into verse over a creature

tive. Always, at night and after daytime

.:■: : i

exposure,
cleanse
yourTissues,
skin with
Cold Cream.
The new
soft, Pond's
ample,
fine, absorb both cream and dirt.
Then, refreshed and cleansed, your skin
responds to the tonic touch of Pond's Skin
Freshener, glows with new radiance!
A delicate film of Pond's Vanishing Cream
keeps your powder smooth and fresh for
hours on end!
Mail

Did enough to have presented her daughter
it court this year!"
"You haven't . . . she wasn't . . . You,
with your twenty-year old complexion ..."
[ was incoherent in my disbelief.
"I have . . . She was ... It only stays
twenty because I take marvelous care of it"
—and the upward cadence of rippling
laughter crinkled that cameo-clear face into
a beguilingly crooked smile.
Instantly she became serious.

10c — A generous

of Howe, is a fascinating, witty and sparkling figure in the most brilliant gatherings
of English society. Above, as she appeared
representing England at the Empire Ball
given at the Albert Hall

Name

City

of
England's
six
most
beautiful
women

please

mention

PHOTOPLAY

.

.

State.

Copyright 1928, Pond's Extract Co.

jars
of Pond's
Two
Creams
a nd Freshener — guardians
of the faultless
complexion of one

you write to advertisers

— -

Street

"English
When

with

trial package of Pond's jour delightful
preparations awaits you.
Pond's Extract Co. Dept. K
1 14 Hudson St., New York City

On
Lady Curzon's
dressing-table
stand jade green

'hotoffraph9 by Hugh Cecil

Coupon

The beautiful Viscountess Curzon married her cousin and united two branches of a
distinguished English house. Lady Curzon,
who is destined to become one day the Countess
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Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 49 ]

of perfume, a dozen dainty hand-made handkerchiefs and a little boudoir clock.
They were accompanied by a sweet, cordial note: "I remember my first birthday in
this country," said the Goudal, "when I was
alone and miserable. ' '
""THE entire motion picture industry
*■ mourned the death of Ward Crane.
When he saw that the end was near he insisted upon being taken East to see his family. He died there. Undoubtedly the reconciliation ofMarie Prevost and Kenneth Harlan was a blow to him for he had been in love
with Marie for several years.
("\XE
Hollywood's
is
^-'calledof Dark
Canyon.famous
And landmarks
the name of
the hero in Douglas Fairbanks' new picture is
D'Artagnan (pronounced ''Dar-tan'-yan").
When Doug read the contract with M.-G.-M.
under which he is obtaining the services of his
former cameraman, Henry Sharp, he found
this phrase: "and Mr. Sharp's services shall
be contracted for by the said Douglas Fairbanks to photograph a picture called 'Dark
A SUGGESTION,
a trifle
" for a suitable albeit
Canyon.'late,
name for the
apartment building one of the fair
film ladies was erecting.
How about "Inyour Arms"?
HTRICK names for talking pictures are
•*- quite the order of the day in Hollywood.
First National has Firnatone; Universal has
Uniphone.
But Sam Sax, head of Gotham, has the
niftiest name of all. His is Saxiphone.

-r
Adolphe Menjou says that golf
knickers aren't being worn any
more. White flannels and a
sweater are correct for the
links

Show these pictures to the boy
friend. Here's a business suit
of light grey that Menjou
brought back with him from
London

'iiiHll-

Joan and Doug, by the way, have
evolved a new form of pig Latin which they
use upon every occasion. Johnny Mack
Brown from Alabama, who has his own
patois, remarked when he heard the
sweethearts, ''If you-all say anything insultin' just let me know."
HPHE
reason
the
scenario
■*■ writer was discharged from
Lasky's:
He wrote a story for
Emil Jannings.
"This is the story," he told the
executive. "We show Mr. Jannings as a young man, then he
grows older; there is a snowstorm and, in the end, he wanders off into the storm."
OOMETIMES they remember even in
^Hollywood! Eva von Berne, Norma
Shearer's Viennese discovery, celebrated
her eighteenth birthday after she had
been in Hollywood just two weeks. Somebody told Jetta Goudal about the child
who had come to this country alone even
without a knowledge of the language.
Jetta, who had never seen Eva, discovered her address and sent her many
gifts: A white cut leather bag, a large bottle

n

WE
hear that Joe Schenck has b<
toyingthe with
the ofpasteboards
againb; '
following
course
the little ivory
At any rate, the story is abroad in Hoi
wood that he won $200,000 at Deauvil
France. That'll pay for the trip, Joe, a1
mebbe make another picture for Uniti
Rumor also has it that Mr. Seller,
and Camilla Horn have been seen much
each other's company, all for busin>
reasons no doubt. Sometimes it's a tai
to convince these European stars tl
they should return to Hollywood a
make pictures for several thousand
week whenin they
to get seve:' i
hundred
their are
own lucky
country!

E recently asked Constar
SOMEON
Talmadge if her third husband would
an American.
"Well, why not?" si
answered.
"I've tried the other side
the Atlantic twice, so 'See Ameri i
Third' is now my motto!"
Dinner suits are of rough material
and double-breasted.
And with this
outfit, it is always correct to carry a
cane

AN
autograph hunter approach
Charlie Chaplin's table at the Moi
martre the other day and asked the coir
dian to sign his name on the back of
check she had hastily torn from her boc
Charlie took
[ continued on page Dt
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The

deliriously smooth s\in we

mean by 'studio s^in is a great
asset to a star. I am delighted
with Lux Toilet Soap — my
is li\e satin after
using it.ii

s\in

^
Leatrice Joy, Pathe' De Millers lovely star,
inspired this luxurious bathroom. Miss Joy,
U\e nine out of ten screen stars, uses this
delightful soap.

-Pew people
can resist smooth lovelvy skin
(c

JOW quickly a man or woman is
■*■ won by the fresh loveliness of
lvet-smooth skin!
The close-up has taught this to
otion picture directors — they have
irned that this beauty always wins
i instant response from the audience.
Screen stars know the velvety beauty
their skin heightens their allure,
tie loveliness of her skin under the
rce lights of the close-up is more
lportant to a screen star than any
her beauty.
T^ine out of ten screen stars use

75

J i

says J ames

G
v^ruze,

There are in Hollywood
portant actresses, including
417 of these use Lux Toilet
All the great film studios,

Pathe De Mille
"Thecloscup is the final test of a screen
star's popularity — and the surest
proof of her beauty since practically
no ma\cup is possible. Only a per'
feet s\in, exquisitely smooth and fine,

Lux Toilet Soap •
When

Lux Toilet Soap fortsmooth s\in.

director for

can stand the blazing lights."

you write to advertisers

please

mention

PHOTOPLAY

»

433 im'
all stars.
Soap.
following

their stars' example, have made it the
official soap in their dressing rooms.
Order some today. You, too, will
delight in the luxurious lather— it never
fails even in the hardest water. Instead of paying 50c or $1.00 for a cake
of French soap you can now have the
same luxury for just 10c — Lux Toilet
Soap. White, delicately fragrant!

Luxury hitherto found only
in French soaps
at 50^ or $1.00 a cake . . . now
MAGAZINE.
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The Studio Murder Mystery
CONTINUED

the sparkling exquisiteness of the dressing
table. Bottles . . . utterly ravishing bottles . . .
holding precious and intoxicating fragrances.
. . . She put out a longing hand to the silver
atomizer. . . . Oh, to spray one's throat and
hair, and turn one's lovely head
to see one's lovely self. . . . She
sighed, and remembered that she
was only a little girl from Kansas. . . .

FROM

PAGE

35 ]

"Now don't yell when you see him.
He's supposed to be dead, you know," said the
office boy, and parted the black velvet curtains
which enveloped the set on Stage Six.
But the visitors instinctively shrank away

from the sprawling, stiffened figure or
floor.
"But . . . there's blood all over him!
looks so . . . so . . . queer!" shuddered th
against her father."Catsu
p.
Photographs
laconi
blood,cally.
" explained the office

"Well, come on, puss. You
can't stand staring at these gewgaws all day," said her father.
"That's a very fine 'set.'
Everything is real. The perfume
in those bottles cost $25 an
ounce," said the office boy.
'T\7ASTE of money!
Can't
it on Kansas.
the screen," said
the*Vmansee from
"No . . . but it lends atmosphere. We try to make everything as real as possible. It helps
our people get into the spirit of a
picture," explained
officefrom
boy
importantly.
The theman
Kansas grunted. Then they both
were made to wait while the girl
stood spell-bound at the sight of
two wardrobe women passing by.
Lace, rich and heavy, and creamy
satin; chiffon underthings, of
tints calculated to make the
feminine heart swoon with desire a; great string of pearls hanging from one woman's arm, and
tucked beside a genuine Peacock
fan!
The little girl from Kansas
clenched her thin hands unseen.
Oh, that such things existed!
That some women wore them!
That she would go back to the
beauty-starved days of her normal life, remembering and desiring these things! The woman
soul of her was drawn up. to a
quivering worship of all the exotic beauty about her — it cried
out, terribly, for possession!
"Come on, puss. He's going to
show us a dummy."
"Oh ... a dummy," she said tonelessly.

"Sure! Looks just like the actor,
and they use it in scenes where it's
dangerous for the real man to work.
I've always wondered about that.
Never did take much stock in that
'double' stuff, either. Why, I've
seen some things on the screen I just
knew couldn't be done by any living
human. ..."
TTIE man from Kansas waxed en■*- thusiastic.
"Why, I told 'em! I said, 'That
fellow ain't alive! No, sir! That's
a fake figure!' I said. I had it all
figured out, didn't I, puss?"
"Yes, daddy," answered his daughter dutifully. She hoped he was not
going to tell the office boy how it was
done. It never made any difference
to her father, when he was revealing
his wisdom, whether he was talking
to the originator of the idea, or not.
It made his daughter very nervous at
times. But the office boy knew the
type. Hequickenedhissteps,andthe
man from Kansas was put to it to keep
up with him. He stopped talking
and kept his breath for walking.
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"Oh.

he

ft
ft

j

Daughter and father rema^
staring silently.
The figure was truly frig! ning.
twisted i,«
uncommGrotesquely
on death agony,
the!
a tortured, horror-stricken gjj
ace of . . . what was it?
of death? But no, fear of scl
thing more startling than del:!
even! A terrible amaze . . 2
unbelieving surprise, was fr<
forever in the dead staring
. . .on the set, cold features!
man had undoubtedly come
monstrous end, if the evidei.
of the lay figure could be tan
as indicative of facts. A sit
distance from his prone bodyf
a duelling rapier, stained vi
red. ngIn one of the rigid hai,
outflu
on
the
floor, j
clutched a second rapier. Fn
the satin-covered heart a sni
dark stream had welled, ;[
made
a narrow river on the flc.
"Can'
t tell the difference, n

you?" asked the office boy \\\
"A
RE you
sure whisper
. . . it's no
■* Veal
man?"
ed
pride.
"Say, do you
dead men lying
sets?
tell the
'CourseI '11it's
not

They Created the Great Murder
Mystery
THE Studio Murder Mystery" is the first novel
of Carmen Ballen Edington and A. Channing
Edington. It is the first mystery story correctly to
use studio technique and an absolutely realistic
background as an integral part of its plot.
The Edingtons know motion pictures from the
ground up. They belong to that efficient, well
trained class of studio workers that the public never
hears of. Mrs. Edington was a reporter on The
San Francisco Bulletin and The Examiner before
she joined the publicity department of a picture
studio. "You know what that means," she writes.
"Watching every angle of production for news and
sitting in on dressing room conversations.
If there
is anything about pictures that I cannot write about
I have yet to witness it."
A. Channing Edington was born in Kansas. He
studied chemistry and passed the State Board examination in Pharmacy. He served in the war
and then went to California. He obtained a position
at a Studio as a reader and worked his way into minor
positions in the production department.
"My real life
begins with my marriage,"
he says. It was astory
studio romance, born
of mutual
tastes and ambitions. The Edingtons re-wrote
scripts, doctored stories and did general editorial
work. "A Blind
one of Lon Chaney's
their creation.
successes was largelyBargain,"
The news that their novel was accepted for
publication by PHOTOPLAY arrived almost simultaneously with the birth of their first baby.

think we k(
around on <
world we dor
real! Go a

feel of him! He's only wax a
make-up
and but
sawdust!"
girl.
Trembling,
determined
be able to tell them back hoi
how she did it, the girl ere
toward the sorry figure. Her fatri
did not stop her. He was staring j
dumb wonder at the mystifyi;j
cleverness of the simulation.
'Go on!
Get down and toui
Slowly she went down on her knee
stretched her hand out to lay it on t
pale face. Simultaneously the offi
boy delivered a well-aimed kick
the dumb figure. Then there was i
instant of arrested movement fro
them both. Their eyes flew to eai
other,
widened in fright. The g
him!"
screamed
in a wildly mounting h>
teria.
Tf'sn man I Oh

It's a man! Oh y!
... let's
It'sgeta out
ma
DADDY!
here
! I want toDaddy!
go home ! I want 1
go home!" She threw her skinr
little figure across her father's ches
her hands tearing convulsively i
him. The boy remained starin
silently. Then he suddenly cuppe
his hand about his mouth,
"I . . . think I'm going to t
sick ..." he gulped, and rushed heac
long for the door, and the blessed sui
light. In blind fear he hurtled dow
the stage steps, and into the pompoi
paunch of the president of the Sup<
rior Films Studio.
[ CONTINUED
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more important
tk an alHun
luring

smootn

skm

says \Vrilliam A. Seiter
director of K^olleen JVLoore
in
Slawiness
JLneaa
appi
??

'There is no physical attribute more irti'
portant than alluring, smooth s\in. A
screen star passes the most merciless test —
the Klieg lights find out the slightest flaw in
spite of the most adroit ma\cup. But for
the owner of a s\in that can pass this test,
there is the support of an adoring public.'1''
"^TUDIO Skin — skin of rare smoothness — is
0 the one thing every girl in Hollywood aspires
i>!
skin must
for skin
sue*
sss.Her
Nowhere
elsebeinflawlessly
the worldbeautiful
is smooth
ore jealously guarded, than in this city of talent
id beauty!
J^ine out of ten screen stars use Lux Toilet Soap.
cares for their skin the true French way. For
is made by the method France developed and
;es for her finest toilet soaps.
So important is beauty in Hollywood that all
e great film studios have made it the official soap
. their dressing rooms! Order some of this lovely,
hite soap today.

Entrancing Colleen Moore, the youthful First Rational
star, whose every role is a new triumph, lyiows the importance
of a beautiful smooth s\in before the camera! Gaily she faces
the all-revealing lights of the close-up, for her satin-smooth s\in
proudly defies them. Appealing, wistful — she dances through
one stellar role after another, always adding to her hosts of admirers and rising to greater heights in cinema art!

" For anyone who wants to \eep a per"
feet complexion, Lux Toilet Soap is

splendid."

Lux Toilet Soap
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

fV

V^.

Luxury nit her to
found only in French soaps
at 50c or $1.00 a cake, now
MAGAZINE.

io?

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED

the check, eyed it ruefully for a moment, then
elaborately endorsed it. But before returning
it to the lady, he carefully tore it in two, giving
her only the half he had inscribed!
I" ITTLE
-•—'whose
with "Now
"Far be it

film
deb describing a man
conversation
commences
I'm not vain, but — " or
from me to boast, but — "

FROM

PAGE
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A SLIGHT discrepancy in the
•* *■ Los Angeles papers concerning
Miss Lilyan Tashman. A section
of a Sunday newspaper reveals
that:
"Miss Tashman does not use
rouge but features in her toilet
a certain cosmetic in its various
shades, to harmonize with her

Patsy Ruth Miller suffers
the efficient stenographer
of "Beautiful but Dumb,"
as much sex appeal as

for her Art. As
in a few scenes
Patsy has about
a filing cabinet

gown, using 'Sunburn' and 'Tropical' for the seashore a
sports wear, as it gives an even sunburn effect and is an ab
luteFrom
preventive
sunburn."
the news from
section
the day following:
"A check yesterday at several Hollywood studios reveal
that two actresses were burned so seriously that they wi
ordered to bed by physicians. They are Lilyan Tashman a
Ruth Chatterton. Miss Tashman, wife of Edmund Lov
was bed-ridden for a week, as was Miss Chatterton. T
former was burnt on the back, while Miss Chatterton si
fered burns on the face. ..."

The bathing girls haven't a monopoly on the beach
antics.
The boys can also cavort.
Robert Armstrong,
Jimmy Gleason and Jack Perry pose as "The Spirit

of '28"
TWITH Madge Bellamy's four day marriage to
** Logan Metcalf safely disposed of, she is coming
out of her retreat in the nountains.
A beautiful new home in the hills close to Riverside and a beach "cottage" at Santa Monica are
absorbing her interests. Both of these pieces of
property presents are from her real-estate
father.
\J[ ARCELINE DAY had to work
1VX"The Single Man," the Aileen
Cody picture.
Richard Dix came out to encourage
Which is the first inkling we had that
affair has recuperated !

all night on
Pringle-Lew
her.
the Dix-Day

Wallace Beery solves the traffic
problem by flying to work. Wally
owns two planes and is interested
in an aviation company. He is now
demanding a landing field at the
studio
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■p\IRECTOR
W. when
S. VAN
received
J-/thrill of his life
"WhiteDYKE
Shadows
of the the
Southgreafc
Sea:
opened at Grauman's Chinese Theater. He began his pictu
career as an extra man, one of the 10,000in " Intolerance,"ai
figuratively sat at the feet of D. W. Griffith. Although "t!
master" did not know it, he has been Van Dyke's consta
inspiration all the time that [ continued on page 10'

P quiet dignity of the First
Ufregationat Church, Portland,
)>, addi charm and impresr if is to many fashionable
weddings every year
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SAYS

More than 400 ring styles, iridtoplatinum or gold, jeweled and ««•
jeweled. Priced as low as $12

Jewelers everywhere emphasize the genuineness of Traub Orange Blossom, just
as discriminating buyers emphasize it * * * knowing that the Orange Blossom
name and its familiar symbol carry assurance of value such as only Traub, in its
position of unquestioned leadership, can offer. By insisting upon the genuine
Traub engagement and wedding rings, you neither limit your choice nor abuse
your purse t * * since Orange Blossom is so moderately priced, and is available
in so many new, exclusive styles at all the better jewelers'.
Our delightful booklet, "Wedding Ring Sentiment", free on request
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dAs told to
by

Princess Evr
10,000 Men
"Women Use
Too Much Rouge
Or
MEN,are pOnot
E ars,
THde
quite correct. They
judge by
appearances solely. What
they really protest
is the ' 'painted
look" — and "too
uge" on not
much
lly ro
rea
a questiis
of
quantity. It is a
matter of kind; for even the tiniest bit
Wonderful New Color for Lips
Princess Pat an entirely new "feel,"
of usual rouge does look unreal.
makes its application a veritable ca- Just what you've wanted — lip rouf
ress. Most ppwders contain starch as that colors the visible part of the lit
Women have startling proof of differa
base
—
hence their drying effect. The and that also adheres to and colors tr
ence in rouges once they try Princess
Pat. Have you sometimes watched Almond in Princess Pat definitely inside, moist surface. Thus, parte
fleecy clouds at sunset shade from helps the skin, assists it to remain lips show beautiful color all the wa
deepest rose to faintest pink, every pliant and fine of texture. And there back — no unlovely "rim" of color 1
tone pure and luminous? So it is with has never been a powder to go on so with usual lipsticks.
Princess Pat rouge. Every tone is pure smoothly, or cling so long — never because only in Princess Pat do you find
and luminous, seeming to lie beneath
Seven Famous Aids-to-Beauty t
the skin and not upon it. You obtain the soft, naturally adherent Almond Try the Princess
Pat Week End Set
Base — instead of starch.
more, or less, color by using freely or
sparingly. But there is never a ques- Princess Pat Almond Base face powder
"acquaintance"
settion of too much, never the unlovely now comes in two weights. Medium This
enoughis really
of eachan preparation
for a thoi
"painted look" to which men object. weight in the familiar oblong box — ough trial — enough for two week;
And the beauty book sent with sc
Purity, delicacy, the most costly color lighter weight in the new round box. contains
information on skin care c
tints, and a secret formula combine to It has been possible because of the Alreal
value
— besides artful secrets c
mond
Base
to
make
the
lighter
weight
make Princess Pat the most natural
make-up
which
vastly enhance re
powder
just
as
clinging
as
the
medium.
rouge in the world. And whether blonde
suits from rouge
or brunette, you can use any and all of
powder and lip rouge
the six Princess Pat shades with perfect
You will be delightei
effect — instead of being limited to one
with the set.
as with usual rouges.

Velvet Your Skin with Princess Pat
Almond Base Face Powder
Velvet is just the word; for the soft,
soothing Almond
Base imparts to

Princess E\t
PRINCESS

PAT

LTD. CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

Get This
Week End Set
-SPECIAL
The very popular Princess Pat
Week-End Set is offered for a
limited time for thiscoupon and
Z5c [coin]. Only one to a customer. Besides fo>uge, set contains easily a month's
supply of Almond Base Powder and SIX other Princess Pat preparations. Packed in a beautifully decorated boudoir box. Please act promptly.

PRINCESS

PAT LTD..

2 709S. Wells St. Dep. 6-A Chicago
Enclosed find 25c for which send me the
Princess Pat Week-End Set.
Name [print]
Street
City and State

QUESTIONS

& ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Asking Questions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inwe havesuchfound
it necessary toquirer,
treat
subjects
in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
57th St., New York City.

You do not have to be a
hder of Photoplay to have
iestions answered in this Deirtment. It is only necessary
nt you avoid questions that
• iild call for unduly long an( »rs, such as synopses of plays
( casts. Do not inquire con< ning religion, scenario writj:, or studio employment.
■ite on only one side of the
: per. Sign your full name and
idress; only initials will be
blished if requested.

JL. C, Battle Creek, Mich. — It's just
Kiier one of those rumors. Lon Chaney
I certainly was not killed during the making
,augh
Clown toLaugh."
to know
case
I talked
him afterI ought
he finished
the
I But a lot of orchestra leaders are going
murdered
if they don't stop playing the
r ,tover
the radio.
I Five Worried Correspondents. — No,
in't make a mistake when I said that Mae
fay and Wallace Reid played in "To Have
kTo Hold." The story was filmed twice
In the second version Betty Compson and
;|Lytell had the leading roles. TheMurrayI version was made in 1916 and the Compr.ytell film in 1922. So there!
I M., Jacksonville, Fla. — You lose.
>er Ralston is married to George W. Webb.
if Pickford is thirty-five years old and
q;las Fairbanks' -next picture is titled "For
Jlternity." Mae Murray is in vaudeville.
;ene M. S., Columbus, *Neb. — Lillian
b.is older than sister Dorothy. John Gilbert
[Beatrice Joy were married in March, 1923,
i«eparated in August, 1924.
1 F. H., Mellott, Ind. — William Powell
cjio/ play
in "Ragtime"
so I indo itnotorknow
iher
he wore
a mustache
not.
] is to say, if he had played in it I don't
' whether he would have worn a mustache
)t. This is getting awfully complicated;
ij'ay, Mr. Powell normally does wear a
i ache, if that is any help.
Alyce Mills
:d "opposite Richard
Dix in "Say It
a.
i K\, Brooklyn, N. Y. — William Haines
venty-eight years old and has been in
ires since March, 1922.

i

< Y., Wood River, III. — Say, fellow, the
n change their hair as fast as they change
I minds these days. At this moment Alice
e may have purple hair for all I know,
afferent times in her career Alice has had
tiair and brown hair and now I hear that
lis going to be a blonde. But I can tell
» that Alice is twenty-one years old, five
E' tall and weighs 105 pounds.
Her next
re will be "Show Girl."
;th L., Toledo, O. — No one has taken
s itino's place and no one is going to. It
i be done. Clara Bow is twenty-three
I : old, five feet, three and one-half inches
l.nd weighs 115 pounds. Renee Adoree is
I ty-six years old, five feet, two inches tall
I .veighs 105 pounds. And Ramon Novarro
e feet, ten inches tall. Come again.
an, St. Louis, Mo. — Marion Nixon is
« :d a neat little trick. Superior, Wisconsin,
i her home town but her present address
First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

M. A. S., Castleton-on-Hudson, N. Y. —
Here's a girl who remembers "What Price
Beauty!"
hero of that
picture
was
Pierre The
Gendron.
Ireneunscreened
Rich is married
to
D. F. man.
Blackenhorn. He's a Los Angeles
business
Oh! Oh!, Jacksonville, Fla. — Ah! Ah!
Dang it, woman, you get me all interested
and then you go to raving about your little
daughter. Just for that I shouldn't answer
your questions. Myrna Loy is an American,
born in Helena, Montana, on August 2, 1905.
She is five feet, five inches tall and weighs 120
pounds. Myrna's hair is auburn and her eyes
are green. She was a dancer before going
into pictures. Jetta Goudal gives her birthplace as Versailles, France. She is thirty years
old and has black hair. You seem to like the
green eyed girls because Jetta, too, has them
kind of orbs.

ER was the subNILS ASTH
ject of the most persistent
questions of the month. It was
Nils who played the Prince in
"The Cossacks." Mr. Asther's
next picture will be "Her Cardboard Lover," with Marion
Davies and his address is the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver City, Calif.
Now for the others: Arthur
Lake is twenty-three years old,
has light hair and blue eyes.
Clara Bow's next picture will
be "The Fleet's In."
Philippe de Lacey is eleven
years old and you'll see him next
in "The Four Devils."
Janet Gaynor was born in
Philadelphia on Oct. 6, 1906,
and she weighs ninety-six
pounds.
Mary Brian is twenty years
old and unmarried.
Richard Arlen's real name is
Richard Van Mattemore and he
is about twenty-nine years old.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents to cover the cost of the
picture and postage. The stars,
who receive hundreds of such
requests, cannot afford to comply with them unless you do
your share.

Sweet and
Sixteen,
Ind. —in"The
sweetest
most Indianapolis,
beautiful treasure
film
land" may be addressed at the First National
Studios, Burbank, Calif. In private life,
Billie Dove is Mrs. Irvin Willat. Reading
between the lines of your letter, I discover that
you are a flirt.
J. S. B., Jacksonville, Fla. — May I quote
from part of your letter? "I am a bachelor,
past the age where it takes only a blond cap
of curls and dimpled knees to make my heart
beat faster, and it takes something to arouse
my imagination — something more than a short
skirt. Alice Joyce has that something; she is
intriguing, and yet she has refinement, discretion, dignity." Miss Joyce was born on
October 1, 1890, and has brown hair and hazel
eyes. She is married to James Regan and has
two charming little daughters. And she is
all your fancy paints her.
A. P., Milwaukee, Wis. — Neil Hamilton's
wife is a non-professional. Neil is six feet tall
and weighs 155 pounds. He's twenty-eight
years old and has brown hair and brown eyes.
Write to him at 410 Taft Building, Hollywood,
Calif. He's Bebe Daniels' leading man in
"Hot News" and "Take Me Home."
Mrs. E. M., Ferndale, N. Y. — Wrong on
my age, by about twenty years. I am the
only man in the world who never has written
a book, a play or a movie scenario. Gary
Cooper was born on May 7, 1901, in Helena,
Montana. He lived in England as a boy and
when he was fifteen years old he was injured
in an accident and returned to the West to
recover his health. He became a cowboy and
entered pictures as an "extra." Gary is six
feet, two inches tall, weighs 180 pounds and
has black hair and dark blue eyes. Lionel
Barrymore is forty-five years old.
Mrs. C. J. C, Bartow, Fla. — George
Arliss filmed "Disraeli" for United Artists in
1921. Mr. Arliss has gone to Hollywood to
make a "talkie."
J. D. F., Oklahoma City, Okla. — Estelle
Taylor and Bebe Daniels aren't twins; they
aren't even related. And to you and others
who are concerned with the whereabouts of
Ben Lyon: Ben has been working for months
on "Hell's Angels." It's one of those pictures
that take ages to film. Leila Hyams played
with Bill Haines in "Alias Jimmy Valentine."
D. E. A., Parkersburg, W. Va. — Your
patience is rewarded. Clive Brook is married
and he and his wife have their home in Hollywood. Vilma Banky played opposite Rudolph
Valentino in "The Son of the Sheik" and
Agnes
AyresLife
wasStory
the appeared
girl in "The
Sheik."
Valentino's
in the
February, March and April issues of Photoplay
in 1923.
[ continued on page 90 ]
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The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

CLEARING

THE

TRAIL— Universal

MIDNIGHT

FROM PAGE 55 ]

LIFE— Gotham

COME progressive producer who thinks there
"LJERE'S a good, honest Western all about
*■ Aa sheriff who gives up his job to save the '-'aren't enough cheap night-clubs now in
old home ranch from a couple of dirty crooks movies, hands us the same story that has been
with black moustaches. You think there is ' dished up as night life for five years. But
going to be an unhappy ending. Pull yourself Francis X. Bushman and Eddie Buzzell put it
together — this is a western! The kids like over. The former, as a suave detective, maintains the suspense, and the latter, song and
Hoot Gibson's ridin' and shootin' and for the
old folks there are Dorothy Gulliver's legs dance boy of many Broadway hits, breaks the
encased in the sheerest silk stockings that ever melodramatic monotony. Otherwise, it's a bit
came from Fifth Avenue.
violent, but okay for the bloodthirsty.
HEARTS

OF MEN— Anchor

T_TAVE a heart yourself, Mr. Producer, and
-*• -*-don't give us any more like this. There's
a limit to what you can do with your architects
and men about town who are in love with the
same girl. Warner Richmond is just an old
meany, while Cornelius Keefe and Mildred
Harris are too good to be true. Heigh-ho,
there's
a masquerade
ball and
the good
boy
gets
framed
with a diamond
necklace.
Pardon
the yawn.

BURNING

THE WIND— Universal

HpHIS horse opera is as old-fashioned as an
x evening at home. But it isn't Hoot Gibson's fault. He's capable of better things; his
last Western was positively phenomenal. The
only reason we can see for this relapse is too
many technicians working on the production.
There were two scenarists (which is permissibletwo
),
cameramen, and two directors. Hoot
tried to laugh that off and couldn't. So set
this one down to the Hollywood heat wave.

BEAUTIFUL

BUT

DUMB—Tiffa

Stahl

TTHIS gay little comedy proves two tl
*■ the ugly duckling plot manages to kei
youthful figure in spite of old age; and
Ruth Miller is a very subtle comedienne,
parks her sex appeal backstage long ei
to give the piquant situation of an "
machine" in love with the boss a full
You'll howl when the office flapper give
dumb bell lessons in love.
CAPTAIN CARELESS— FBO
"DOB STEELE may not know it, but 1
■ulucky chap. He's a complete departure
the orthodox outdoor hero who swears
chews tobacco for atmosphere. His chai
boyishness is a fascinating contrast t
superb athletics; he seems to get at the
of American Youth. Each picture he d
better than the last; this adventure com<
an entirely new type of screen story, wit
debonair Bob at his best.
[ CONTINUED

ON PAGE

124 ]

Sound Pictures
[ CONTINUED

THE

DIZZY

DIVER— ParamountChristie

POLITICALLY, the first comedy sound film
■Ms making movie history. Confidentially,
'tis a pain in the neck. Billy Dooley gives a
fairly accurate characterization of Billy Dooley
imitating a sap sailor who tries to dust the
ocean on scrub day. Everyone throws chocolate pudding, as usual, but the gooey sounds
are frightfully artificial, and occur at just the
wrong places. Orchestras can't make noises
like chocolate puddings. All you need is the
can-opener !
THE

BEAU

BRUMMELS— Warners

CHAW and Lee aren't a bit more impressive
^on the Vitaphone than they are on the
Orpheum. There's something frightfully dull
about two alleged gentlemen in pin-checked
suits and derbies broadcasting nonsense songs
and prose in a nasal monotone. The theater
addict used to find refuge from over-ripe
vaudeville at the movies, but "them days is
gone forever." Now it's in the movies — in the
radio — in the bathtub — everywhere! There is
no justice.
WHOA— Warners
TF you like your vaudeville down in black and
••■white, here it is. The only difference between
Conlin and Glass in big-time and on the Vitaphone is that they're there on the stage, and
not there in the talkies. Never mind; they're
there in spirit. These high-powered spirits
knock each other over the head with the piano,
but 'sail in fun. They put over a flock of
laughs, and we mean put them over!
DOWN

SOUTH— Warners

HTHE Three Brox Sisters, of vaudeville fame,
*■ make their Vitaphone bow under one big
garden hat, humming harmonies from the
South. Their opening number is "Back In
Your Own Back Yard," which they render with
several skillful variations. They follow with
a crooner and a song called "Call Of The
South." Low voices register most successfully
on the Vitaphone. so the performance
of the
Brox Sisters, with their mezzo-soprano and
contralto, is flawless.
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FROM PAGE 55 ]

INTERVIEW— Fox

TX their second Movietone appearance Bobby
■■-Clark and Paul McCullough, the ace comedians ofrevue and vaudeville, slip far down in
the deck among the nine-spots.
They are using "The Interview," an old
standby of theirs. The material is all right — it
has been all right for at least seven years, if
that is a boost. The synchronization is slick
and clear. The walrus McCullough booms,
and Nervous Xellie Clark loses his cigar,
thumps his cane and announces that Paul is a
senator from Rhode Island by act of Providence, just as he has for many years. But the
dear old paprika doesn't get into the nostrils
of the audience. "The Interview" is comedy
heard through the wrong end of a megaphone.
THE

BOOKWORM— Warners

TJTARRY COXLEY, one of our very silliest
*• ^-vaudevillians with a trans-Pacific grin,
goes Vitaphone. He and Miss DeVoe dish up a
sketch that's a high-powered yell. A country
sap and a city demi-mondaine! And how this
comedy pair do sell their stuff! With the
Vitaphone undergoing constant improvement,
one can scarcely discern the difference between
a sound film skit these days and regular vaudeville— IF the performer knows his "talkies."
WIVES,

ETC.— Warners

A short sparkling "talkie," in which Charles
* *-Ruggles nearly talks himself to death. Xo,
it's not quite that simple, either. He does the
next worse thing: talks himself in and out of
matrimony with three women in ten minutes.
Fast worker, what? The skit smacks pleasantly of vaudeville, is ultra-sophisticated, with
sharp, spicy lines that out-wise-crack each
other. Step in where you see this billed.
SOUP— Warners
A XOTHER Broadway gift to the Vitaphone
■* *is Harry Delf. He's a clever pantomimist
and mimic, and his monologue is amusing.
While he sings about soup, he does everything
from soup to nuts with his face. He's up to
his hears in soup before he gets through. Now
that soup can be both seen and heard, what
next!

STORIES

IN SONG— Warners

TX transferring from vaudeville to the
■••phone the voice that made the waltz h
"Alice Blue Gown" famous, Adele Rov
achieves a distinct triumph. Her rich
tralto registers most effectively, due to the
that sound films are gradually being perfi
to allow the human voice complete natural
Also, she is one of the few Vitaphone perf
ers who can be seen and heard with <
pleasure. She sings two charming cro<
and a jazz epic in her first sketch for War
IN A MUSIC SHOPPE— FitzpatrickAX interesting Movietone that reprod
■* "-the human voice more realistically
either the radio or phonograph.
Dramatic
it is nothing to get wildly excited over. Ji
tabloid biography of the author of that far
old Southern
ballad, "My
Old Kenti
Home."
It suggests the tragedy that
Barleycorn brought him.
After writing
song, he gave it to a girl in a music
because she said a kind word for him.
THE

BIG

HOP— Buck

Jones

"DUCK JONES makes a very pleasing
-'-'pression in this, his first independent picl
We almost agree that he did well to pro<
his own, as this compares most favorably
his former pictures. The theme — an airp
race across the Pacific ocean — is yet n
enough to guarantee thrills; and the chan
Buck's leading woman, Jobyna Ralston,
never been so apparent. This, combined
peppy work of the supporting cast, insure
evening's entertainment.
LUCKY

IN LOVE— Warners

r^LYDE COOK makes his Vitaphone d<
^-^as a henpecked husband, which seems
ural. Clyde has a hangdog expression i
was just made for henpecked husband nj!
Though his accent is a bit broad, his vD
takes to "talkies" like a duck to water,
does a "Mr. and Mrs.", closing with the Ij
that goes "far, far, into the night,
sketch has sound effects, other than vd
which demonstrate
the wide scope of
Vitaphone.
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lave you tried it as an A^TRINnFlMT

?

Delightful
and so inexpensive
So many women have written tis concerning their faith in Listerine as an
astringent that we feel we ought to
pass the good word along.
The nice thing about Listerine used
this way is that the cost, compared to
most astringents, amounts to almost
nothing. The saving is really remarkable.
Yet in effectiveness you'd look a long
time before finding its equal. Gently
but firmly it closes the pores, tightens
sagging tissues and lazy muscles. ^ our
skin seems fresh and firm— even you t hf til .
There's no question of the importance of an astringent in the care of the
skin, and we'll wager that once you try
Listerine you'll like it above all others.
Simply douse it on your face full
strength. Results will delight you.
Why not begin today? Lambert Pharmacal
Company,
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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What a cigarette
meant there
Down

from a

starless sky . . . and after hours of
utter strain, a moment of utter relaxation. Safety after peril . . . rest after
struggle . . . companionship after
lonely vigil ... no wonder the solace
of a friendly cigarette has a place of
its own in men's hearts.
v

What a cigarette
means here
-&

rnouthe
sun-drenched earth — drowsi
frlyomten
Up the
der
ished under smiling skies,
leaves of tobacco ripen into gold or bronze.
From what soil and rain and summer
sun prepare, we select the prize lots.
Aroma and fragrance from Turkey; from
old Virginia and the Carolinas, rare mildness; mellow "body" from Kentucky.
We "age" it and blend it . . . and from
earth's choicest tobaccos we give you
Chesterfield.

"%l

And about six million smokers tell us it's
more than worth all the trouble we take!
QT\£4jj(7tt''A^£ujVU, t/^aco Ca^

-r3t?
fa.

rt3

finr

j

m./i'.it,

r

•

9

Harvesting a fine stand
of
and "bright"
hauling bytobacco
sledge
to the curing barn.

and yet THEY SATISFY
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The new Metropolitan Sound Stages opened with a bang. Douglas
MacLean made the first noise when Al Christie (unarmed) broke the
ground for his new talkie studios which will be devoted to the production of louder and funnier comedies. MacLean's first film for
Christie, "The Carnation Kid," will be a talkie written by Al Cohn,
the whispering script scribe

q
\n Art leather Ba
you I
hand fashioned for

Brickbats and Bouquets
[ CONTINUED
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Meeker Made Handbags,
Underarm Bags, Pocketbooks, Vanities and Bill
Folds are made of finest
grade imported steerhide,
tooled. . .hand-colored.. .
hand-laced.

Displayed at the
Better Dealers Everywhere
and Made by

THE

MEEKER CO., Inc.
Joplin, Mo.

M MADE IX
distinctive leather

goods

large t Manufacturers of Steerhide heather Goods in the U.S. A,
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Maurice

Get Busy

the

Sheik

Portland, Oregon
San Francisco, Cf.
Maurice Costello — Wanted on the ivi
When "Variety" played here they made the tone!
theater manager paint bathing suits on the
posters of Miss de Putti. Imagine that! Of
Amongst the matinee idols loved the oi
course they "butchered" the picture so that, over, handsome Maurice Costello is onflij
it was practically ruined.
should be starred in sound productions. ' '
Next! — Mr. Pantages opened a new theater
No young "Romeo" of the movies carMJ
here and on his inaugural programs he had
pete
with Costello,
"the original
sere j'l
Maurice
in thesheik
gameof ofthelove!
pictures of a feminine statue. The board
compelled the manager to paste slips of paper
(Miss) V. C. Brent:, i
over these pictures.
When "The King of Kings" played here,
The Stars' Dilemma
.
they ordered "cuts," but for once the film
Salt Lake City, L|l
people refused.
Francis Ray.
I was in Los Angeles during the open:«
' 'The Street Angel. " It struck me as I weW
the stars go into the theater, how hard it'*
Jolson Makes
'Em Weep
be to please the public with their actioiKI
screen.
Davenport, Iowa
In Photoplay I read a criticism about Al
If the star paid no attention to us, shll
branded as a "snob" — while when one stpn
Jolson and "The Jazz Singer." Now my Dad
and I saw this picture three times, and enjoyed
to speak to a crippled man, she was a ' ' puUit)
it more each time. I cried quarts.
If stars can neither acknowledge n*
Mr. Jolson's "Mammy"
songs and his
Jewish cantata made many of us have red eyes.
ignore us — what can they do? Thought*;
Evelyn Stickel.
may be "snobs" or "publicity houll
and though
is always adverse criticftl
" there
amhound.
sure that
those who try so hard to pksj
It Is an 111 Windin pictures always act as graciously as poll
Bloomington, Ind.
under the circumstances, out of them. f|
A year ago illness made it impossible for me
Margaret ParscI
to see a picture for several months and one
Dinner vs. Photoplay
I
day my husband, to appease my hunger for
the "movies," brought me a copy of PhotoLouisville, I
play. Since that day I haven't missed an
issue. My own pleasure and interest in
If anyone asked me which of these thinji
pictures has increased a hundredfold and my
rather do, that of having a lovely meal l
friends have formed the habit of consulting my
things I like best, or to go without my <■
files of the magazine for Shadow Stage re- and have a new Photoplay to reai ll
views which are of inestimable aid in choosing
choose the Photoplay every time.
one's picture.
Mrs. Juanita UseliH
Mrs. Ralph Esarjsy.
[ continued on page 100 ]
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How

Women of the Screen
(Enhance their

h

By Simply Wearing
1 Certain Type of
Hosiery
Dorothy
FIRST

JMackaill
NATIONAL

STAR

ars this exquisite chiffon...
~th the smart Allen -A Heel
tt tapers to a longer point
~"^ODAY, pre-eminent stars of the screen
- are rapidly turning to a certain type of
j;iery which, they have discovered, accentus the natural shapeliness of their ankles
I legs.
»ives a wistful slenderness to the ankle never
ore attained. It makes the leg more graceful
i appealing — the knee more alluring. It fits
:h creaseless perfection at all times,
•rothy Mackaill has fallen in love with this
v Allen-A Heel style.* A matchlessly clear,
:er chiffon from top to toe, full-fashioned,
course, to mold to the leg — while the new
en-A Heel tapers to a point above the slip", making the ankle appear exceedingly
rider.
e silken foot is reinforced by this smart heel,
When

you write to advertisers please

Note the "slenderizing" effect this new,
longer point Allen-A Heel gives to the
ankle. This style is urged by leading
creators of fashion, and is worn by the
smartest dressed women*

an extra narrow sole, and special side and top
toe guards — invisible even when worn with
"cut-out" slippers. Thus long wear is assured.
You will find this lovely Allen-A creation at
your dealer's in all the newest shades. Ask for
it by style number — 3715. Only $1.95 the pair.
If your dealer does not carry it, simply send
us his name and we will see that you are
promptly supplied.
THE

ALLEN-A

COMPANY,

Kenosha, Wisconsin

*The same hosiery styles shown in the smart Allen-A Hosiery Shop,
Fifth Ave. at 38th St. — and other New York stores — are now available at Allen-A dealers everywhere. Priced from 31-50 to 33 the pair.

AllCn -A
mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

Hosiery
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Why Women

Love Diamonds

[ CONTINUED

I scarcely heard Mr. Black as he quietly commenced the history of the jewel, but gradually
as he spoke I became interested; then absorbed.
"This diamond, Miss Joyce, has a record —
but until now it has no history. It is the largest
diamond in the world without a history."
The largest diamond in the world without a
history!
The phrase echoed and re-echoed in my head.
HTHE great diamonds of the world are im*■ mortal. They live forever. Unlike pearls
and some other stones, they cannot discolor or
disintegrate with time. That is why they are
so valuable — and so rare. They are the ultimate in evolution. They have already gone
through every chemical process possible to
their ingredients.
They are perfected by the hand of the
greatest Master, and through the centuries to
come must remain unchanged.
Mr. Black was speaking again:
"Miss Joyce," he was saying, and his voice
was very serious, "the name of the woman who
begins the history of this diamond will be as
immortal as the stone itself.
"Centuries hereafter — thousands of years
hereafter — until the very end of the world,
this jewel will be worn by some beautiful
woman.
will
say : And when she tells its history she
I i A 1 1 R f , I , a pump that makes even a small
foot look a sue smaller. Partly tnat is flue to
tlie cut of the toe, tut mostly it is just the eflect
of tliat Frenchy vamp and ivell-poiseo high heel.
(Tomes in blue kia with blue sueae toe ana silver piping; in black velvet
and silver piping; -wine kid
toe and parchment piping;
with brown satin and gold
ous fitting pump because —

-with black satin toe
•with matching suede
or in brown velvet
piping ... a marvel-

Every pair of body

balanced

shoes conlorms, in every particular, witb
Aiunroe-process specifications: lasts correctly fitted from ball to heel, individually adjusted for perfect body balance
regardless ol height of heel . . . heels expertly hand-moulded and hand-fitted to
the human heel, soles invisibly strengthened to preserve the original graceful
lines ol arch and heel for the lifetime of
the shoes. Not one last for every foot,
but individual lasts to fit individual feet.
Sold -where
you see this sign
displayed

$7.50 to $10

" ' Firstwas
worna silence.
by
' He
" looked at me. I
There
looked at the diamond. Then I heard myself
saying in a whisper:
" 'First worn by Peggy Hopkins Joyce! ' '
I knew that nothing I had accomplished in
life would live beyond the grave. I was under
no delusions concerning this "fame" which
newspaper headlines had thrust upon me. Ten
days after the mortal remains of Peggy Joyce
were carried to their last resting place I should
only be a memory, growing fainter with the
Here, in this diamond, in this magnificent,
years.
sparkling,
unholy thing lying there on the table,
lay my chance of immortality !
" No other woman who was not of royal
bloodMr.hasBlack.
begun the history of such a gem,"
said
"How — how much is it?" I asked.
Banal words to apply to such a jewel. But,
alas! — all things in this world have their price.
"Three hundred thousand dollars," said Mr.
Black.
Three hundred thousand dollars!
A fortune to anyone, and much more than
a fortune to me.
But what, after all, was money — weighed in
the scales against immortality? It was much
more than I could afford — much more than
any woman could afford to pay for one solitary
stone — but —
"I will buy it," I said. And was aghast at
my own words.
Do you blame me?
VV THY

*^
I have listed "vanity" as
reason, and it has two sides to it.

Tins mark inside
identifies shoes
in ;i tie i>y tlie
Littleway process

Tlie Atiuiroe Skoe

551 Statler Office Bldg.

first

the

First, diamonds set off a woman's beauty as

Company,
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no other stones — except perhaps pearls ■*
Secondly, the possession of diamonds sjj
a woman at once as being well-situa II
worldly affairs. No woman likes to be tl I
poor. And no woman can be though 3
when she is wearing a fortune in diamond i
I do not think women wear diamor, J
much to impress men as to make other \ d
jealous. This is perhaps the most femii el
all traits. Generally a woman's jewels ai >j
chased for her by some man.
Wearing them, she is silently crying to en
other woman: " This is what a man thi it
Just as the man who buys them, nine d
out of ten, does so not because of love m
woman, but to subtly show other men t tl
can afford to give his woman the best.
That, after all, is what most bejifl
vanity.
women are for — to pander to some rich ut
/^\FTEN, too, sentiment enters in (
'-'woman's preference for this and thatie^
me!"
of jewelry. I myself constantly wear i
mond bracelet which is one of the least ■
collection, not because of the bracelet A
but because of the sentiment engeita]
through its associations.
Jewels given a woman are the concred

dence to her of a man's attachment — I w oj
say "love" or "affection" — and to kno\al
a man prefers her above all other won!
very
dear to a woman's
Occasionally
women heart.
are passionately™
of jewels because of their beauty, but U
rare. One is more likely to encounteal
particular species of devotion in a m;i I
know one man who has a magnificent .Id
tion of emeralds. He spends every cent id
make on emeralds. And spends all hisiai
time fondling them, talking to them I
would rather die sooner than allow one ernj
to leave his possession. He loves them — tfl
than he has ever loved a woman.
Fourthly, a diamond to a woman repr.-il
secure investment. She knows little or n<ii|
of other forms of investment, of stocks, id
real estate, the market. But a diamcli
something she can understand, and id
women are as shrewd bargainers of diainj
as some men are of stocks.
"PNIAMONDS are an excellent form of id
-*— 'ment for women because they arJ
easily sold than other forms of property, m
she has purchased a good stone a womail
sell or pawn everything else before she vll
it go. While it represents money to her si 4
do anything sooner than convert it intcas
With a collection of jewels in her stroi In
a woman feels herself wealthy even thou; &
may be hard put to it to raise money tpj
her rent!
There was even a case not so long .o|
Europe of a Viennese actress who d
starvation wearing an emerald pendant d
forty thousand dollars!
To even consider parting with my d
hundred thousand dollar diamond is tela
If ever the day comes when it is sold I ho fl
great-great-grandchildren will be the sesj
and even then I shall turn over in my gr&

Amateur Movie Makers

Dept.P-10

Boston, Massachusetts

VV here is the nearest BodV Balanced"
Shoe agency?
Please send youi new Style Booklet (FREE) to

V . ■ "i e

II
do women love diamonds?
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Rules of PHOTOPLAY'S second prize Contest for Amateur
movie makers will be found on page Jl
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INFINITELY

Section

FINER

A minute will show you
how much better it is. . .
IN NOT a single detail is this unbelievably comfortable
sanitary napkin like the ordinary kind. When you know
Modess, we are positive you will prefer it.
The special Johnson & Johnson gauze is softer. A remarkable filler is used. It is not in stiff layers with square
edges but is a soft mass of downy substance like cotton,
amazingly absorbent, instantly disposable. It is shaped and
rounded on the sides to give the utmost in yielding, conforming comfort. To impart a really luxurious softness the
gauze is meshed with a film of cotton. Modess will never
chafe. For added protection, the back is rendered resistant
to moisture. Modess is truly disposable — disintegrates inIstantly and flushes away.
Women

who know Modess are so enthusi-

astic— so happy to have found at last a sanitary
napkin without fault, that we are sure you will
feel amply repaid for trying it.
Modess can be secured at all drug and department stores. The cost is no greater than you
are accustomed to pay. If you prefer to examine it
first, we shall be glad to mail you one Modess free.

(/

NEW

BRUNSWICK

n. j.. u. s. A.

One Modess
free for
examination

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, New Jersey, Dept. 6
I should like to receive one free Modess to examine carefully
Name

Address
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Questions and Answers
CONTINUED

FROM

Lina and Betty, Seattle, Wash.— The
picture
from "The
a portraityouof enclose
the charming
Mary Smart
Brian. Set" is
Fay H., Pleasant Valley, Okla. — Charles
Chaplin is thirty-nine years old. Lita Grey
was his second wife, the first being Mildred
Harris. His next picture is titled "City
Lights." Yes, Charlie is an Englishman. Write
to him at the United Artists Studio, Hollywood,

Calif.
J. H., La Grange, III. — Gertrude Olmstead
played opposite Richard Dix in "Sporting
Goods." Miss Olmstead in private life is
Mrs. Robert Z. Leonard, wife of the director.
She was born Nov. 10, 1904 and is five feet,
three inches tall.

:asy
RemoveSu

mmer
^^
Blemishmuddy
e
Tan, freckles,
complexs
ions and coarse, wind roughened

Doug, Birmingham, Ala. — All right, Doug,
I'll register the fact that you're a girl, not a boy.
Malcolm McGregor was born in Newark, N. J.
He has two brothers. And a wife. Write to
him at the Universal Studios, Universal City,
Calif. James Hall can be reached at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studios, Hollywood,
Calif.
Evelyn M., Chicago, III. — Emil Jannings
is
married,
but notHoll.
to Lil Dagover. His wife's
name
was Gussy

PAGE
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M. L. M., Washington, D. C. — Wrlw
Carolyn Van Wyck at 221 West 57th Stli
New York, in care of Photoplay MagaS
Molly O'Day is five feet, two inches talli
can't tell you her weight. Molly is redijjl
and it changes from day to day.

R. E. B., Norwich, N. Y— So I have 1
neglecting Edmund Lowe. It was uniiflj
tional, I assure you. Mr. Lowe was boip
San Jose, Calif. He played on the staffe
New York in "The Son-Daughter" and 'jki
Night Watch" before he went into theme*
Esther Miller was his first wife and E I
Tashman is the second Mrs. Lowe.
A Neil Hamilton Fan, MinneapM
Minn. — That's your favorite real name. M
is married to a non-professional. They «
no children. He has brown hair and b«i
eyes and was born September 9, 1899. ft!
next picture is "Hot News."
Helene, Fairfield, Conn. — Bob im\
played the orchestra leader in "Chj|j]
After Midnight. "
R. A. T., Louisville, Ky. — I have no rord
that would indicate that Bebe Daniels >a
lived in Mercur, Utah. Her father \va<)i
P. G. Daniels. She has no brothers or siij&i

skins are passe for Fall and
Winter social activities. Correct
this condition now. Wipe out
vour summer blemishes and in
their place give to your skin a
pure, soft, pearly appearance
of alluring beauty.
Let

GOURAUD'S

CREAMV

"Beauty's Master

Touch"

prove to you the value of ' ' Corrective
Beautifying." In a moment's time it
renders a bewitching appearance to
your complexion that cannot be duplicated by any Powder, Cream or
Lotion. Its effective astringent and
antiseptic action discourages blemishes,
wrinkles and flabbiness. The weak
points of your appearance are yielding
to its corrective properties as you enjoy
the immediate effect of a new beauty
to your skin and complexion.
Gouraud's Oriental Cream is ready to
add years of youth to your appearance.
Try it today. Made in
White, Flesh and Rachel,
also Compacts.
Send 10c. for Trial Size
Ferd. T. Hopkins & Son,

NewY

K9"~*
M""1*1
f-imawiT'c1
"M-:lIa@3!

orK St ^
430 Lafayette

Photoplay's office wag says that the title of this picture is "A
Couple of Bores." But have a heart. Buster Keaton has been
known to make a funny picture. However, to get down to business:
the cute little pig with the fancy fur coat is a wild Mexican boar.
His name is Pedro, and he works at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios
Every advertisement
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KING VIDOR
runn.ii* Motion Picture Director

King Picture
Vidor Director
Famous Motion

The finest tobacco — "It's Toasted '!
— broad in cut — no dust — all impurities removed — flavor improved.

"It's toasted"
No Throat Irritation-No Cough.

i 19M The American Tobacco Co- Manobctorers
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He's Jack of All Trades
CONTINUED

in touch with every company and kept reminding him when an assistant cameraman was
needed.

"One day he surprised me by answering,
'Weil, go and take it!'
"I was scared to death. I knew how to run
errands but I didn't know a darn thing about
loading a magazine or threading a film or
keeping track of footage. The first day we
went on location I was so up-in-the-air that
I forgot the camera handles.

'kes nails
NATURALLY
BEAUTIFUL
That's why this flawless polish
is the smart woman's choice today
More natural colorings are the vogue today.
Smart women are discarding most toiletries
that hint of artificiality.
And with this new vogue, the popularity of
Glazo has risen to new heights. Even though
popularly priced it is society's favorite because
it is the one polish that accents natural nail
beauty and makes hands appear at their loveliest.
Created for women by a woman, Glazo is the
inspiration of Edna Albert, one of America's
most successful business women. She combed all
Europe for nail polishes, tested them all, learned
their advantages and shortcomings and perfected
Glazo in her own laboratories. It was America's
first liquid polish.

Instant loveliness that lasts a week
Glazo instantly gives to nails that mirror sheen
demanded by fashion without extreme artificiality. With a whisk of the tiny brush it spreads
evenly over the nail surface, thin as silk, bringing out all the natural rosy coloring of the nail.
And once Glazo has been applied you are immaculately manicured for a whole week. This is
the polish that will not crack, peel or discolor.
Not even hot water can dim its radiance. At all
toilet goods counters in dainty twin bottles—
Glazo Polish and Glazo Remover, 50c.
Send the coupon now for three generous samples,
Glazo Polish, Gla?p Remover, and Glazo Cuticle Oil.

G LAZO

The
Perfect Manicure

The Glazo Company
690 Blair Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Natural

Deep Shade

I enclose 10 cents
Please send me Glazo samples
(polish, remover andcuticlc oil). Shade checked above
Also booklet of complete directions by Miss Rosalii
Dunn, New York society manicurist.

Name .
Street .
City

State.

"Y\7"E arrived at a race-track in a town
vv near Los Angeles and didn't have a thing
to turn the cameras with.
"I dashed back — gee, I was in hot water.
I
was bemaking
fired! twenty-five a week and thought
I'd
"But I wasn't.
"Another time they decided to give me a
trial at running a camera. After I'd shot one
scene of the race track at Riverside, I was so
thrilled to think that I had actually taken
something that I opened a box of film to peep
at it!
"Imagine anyone so dumb as to open film
in
light. Golly! I thought all my shots
weretheruined.

"When I got back I sneaked straight
the
developing room and found it was blankto film
I had opened!
"But I'd ruined four hundred feet of raw
stock and we had to account for every inch of
it.
"I was sure in hot water until I remembered
we could turn in 'shorts.'
"I cut off a piece each day and returned that
film a few inches at a time. They never caught
me at it.
"After six months I decided I'd like to shoot
stills, the photographs they use for publicity.
Remembering how I got my chance on the
unit, I began going to the office and asking for
a crack at it. And I kept my eyes peeled until
I found
'still'
man.a comedy company that was short a
"I got twenty-eight dollars a week on this
transfer.

"About a year later I heard a rumor they
were going to start using script clerks. I
didn't know what they were but I decided I
wanted to be one. I went to the studio mantime. ager and said, 'Mr. Clay, I've been here a long

" T hear a rumor you're going to need script
clerks and I'd like to be one.'
"This time I didn't get over. They sent a
couple of guys out from the East to fill the first
positions.
"I was pretty sore, but I kept right on going
to Mr. Clay's office and asking when he was
going to use me.
"One day, a couple of months later, an
assistant director stopped me. 'Don't say
anything about it, Nick, but I think you're
going to handle the script on our picture.'
COR three days I was on pins and needles
*- but, if I'd known what that job meant, I
guess I wouldn't have had the nerve to try it.
It's tougher than being assistant director.
You've got to keep track of the costumes and
what the actors are doing every single moment.
When they use their left hand and what they
are doing with their right. The very first day
we left for the mountains to shoot some old
country-store scenes.
"When we got back to the studio we found
that the power which ran the lights had varied
so we had to return and shoot some of the
scenes over.
"And I had to remember where every can in
that store was when we took the shots. One
day I said, T think the tomatoes were here — '
and the director snapped, 'You can't think
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Nick, you've got to know!'
I never
understand
why I wasn't fired when coul
tin
picture was finished.
"I spent one
on that job. I learned a
that a director year
must do so I thought
I migl
as well start trying to be a director.
"But there was a lay-off about then and
didnanybod
t looky. as if there was going to be wor
for

i

i

"The casting director needed an
so they told me I could have that! assistan I
"I didn't like that job. Hard luck storie
from morning until night. Extras always try
ing to borrow money.
Girls down on thei
luck trying to date you up so they could ge I
a free dinner.

"I got sick and tired of telling
whi I
might be starving that I didn't havepeople
anythin;
for them.
"When
scriptin
g. things picked up I went back ti I

" But I was still on the lookout
directing i
Danny Keife, the assistant on for
'What Pric.
mine.
of
pal
a
was
Glory,'
"I told him about it. That's the first jol I
I didn't have to ask for.
He asked to hav.
me for his assistant.

"T-HAT was some job! The first night
the\
x gave me the script and an armful
paper and told me to go home and makeof blani
out a
shooting and a wardrobe schedule. Sets arc
built from the first; the actors get their clothe
from the second. I had to make out hov\
many soldiers were wanted for this battle; how
many guns for that.
"One night I was so groggy
writing
schedules that I ordered three from
hundred ton
many lunches for the extras next day. Maybe
I didn't get called on the mat. Gee, I even
had to order the number
of pigs and chickens
for the scenes and the men we'd need to take
care of them; the number of trucks to carry the
extras and the automobiles for the regular
"One
players. day fifteen publicity men turned up
for lunch and I didn't have enough.
caught
many.worse Hell this time than when 1
had"I too
"From 'What Price Glory' I went to first
"That. was soft.
assistant
"/ had an assistant and I knew exactly
what he was supposed to do for me.
"They had another lay-off in 1927. Not a
thing stirring. The manager offered me a
chance set-pushing. But I decided it was time
to try acting.
"Played extra a few
in 'The War Horse.'
friend of mine and as
was terrible. Said I'd
the camera.

days with Buck Jones
The cameraman was a
a friend he told me I
better get back behind

"My face was too hard, I didn't have any
variety of expressions.
T WAS pretty downhearted because I'd taken
-1- a test for 'The Cradle Snatchers' and had
my heart set on the part of Henry.
" And the day after he told me all this, I was
chosen !
"Gee, I was happy. I'd entered the place
to be an actor and after seven years it was
really
Of going
course,to happen."
sometimes even the directors
forget that Nick is really an actor. Sometimes they ask him to take still pictures. He's
taken them all on "The River Pirate." Again
it's "Hey, Nick, how many feet in this scene?"
or "Say, Nick, how many extras do we need
for But
tomorrow?"
Nick doesn't mind. In fact, he's proud
of it. It proves he never really has to worry
movies. work. He's Jack-of-all-trades in the
about

\
i

I

I
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Section

is the favorite of trie smart

all complexions! On sale everywhere. Twice

feminine world of today. It makes every

as many women are using it this year. Be sure

3man a better artist of natural make-up.
Tangee helps your make-up by changing
lor to your artistic needs as you

apply it.

It changes from orange to blush-rose, the
hyest" and most delicate color in Nature,
id exactly the shade of blush-rose you retire, depending upon the amount used.
Tangee is water-proof and won t muss,
ays on all day without fading or rubbing.
Demand Tangee

today.

One lipstick for

you see the name Tangee on carton and gunmetal case. The Geo. W. Luft Co., 417
Fifth Ave., New York.
NOTE: Tangee is healing ana southing because it has
a colA (ream bass. Tangee I(onge Compact and Tangee
Crewe Rouge have the same magical changing quality
as Tangee Lipstick- Ask. for then,
PRICES— Tangee Lipstick $1, Tangee Rouge Compact 75c, Tangee Creme Rouge $1 (and tor complete
beauty treatment: Tangee Day Cream, Tangee Nignt
Cream and Tangee Face Powder, $1 each). 25c higher
in Canada

THE POWER ' ArtOFof Mak
. . . TWENTY

CENTS
PP-7.

kiattlfc
Twenty cents brings you tke nv.r
Tangee
Address Beauty
Dept.
.ill mx items and the
Luft
Co.,
417
The George
W.
Filth Avenue
York
Name
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Fat Popular
" KIUheNGGreatest
"/

Cecil B. w

f|

De Mille's

Among the thousands of theatres which will
season, these beautiful houses
will show it
(City)

ii'it> i

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S masterpiece, "The King
of Kings," will be exhibited simultaneously,
beginning week October 1st, in an extensive
list of popular motion picture theatres.
Sixteen stars of first brilliance in the cast, five
thousand characters, backgrounds of majestic
beauty and pageantry and the most soul-stirring
story of all time. In sheer drama and pictorial
magnificence, it will hold you spellbound.
As an attraction playing in theatres commonly
devoted to the legitimate drama, "The King of
Kings," showing at advanced prices during the
past year and a half, established box-office records and was called back two and even three
times for repeat engagements.
Now Pathe releases it to all picture theatres. The
entire family should see it. It provides gripping
entertainment for all ages, all creeds, all classes.
The experience of seeing this immortal, emotional drama will leave a cherished memory.

ALABAMA

MASSACHUSETTS Academy

Cullman
Gadsden
Athens
Piedmont
Dermopolis

Ilaverholl
Fitchburg
Lawrence
Brockton
Lowell

ARIZONA
Flagstaff
Williams
Glendale
ARKANSAS
Hot Springs
Port Smith
Eldorado
.Tonesboro
Fuyettville
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Long
Beach
Sacramento
Santa
Barbara

Orpheum
.Sultana
Rainbow
Royal

&

Spa

Palace
Mission
Strand
Palace
Criterion
St. Francis
State
Alhambri
California

=b
Terrace
DeKalb

ILLINOIS

Danville
l.'elvedere
DcKalb
Kenanee

Apollo
Rialto

KENTUCKY

KANSAS
Paris
Topeka
Caffeyville
Concordia
Smith Center
Seneca

Empire
Colonial
Strand

New
Bedford
Salem
Greenfield

COLORADO
Denver
State
Pueblo
Majestic
Greeley
.\cw Tenth St.
Ebulder
Isis oror C'urran
Sterling America
Rialto

Louisville
Lexington
Richmond
Central City

(Theatre)

Mary Anderson
Utrand-Ben
Alt
Alhambra
New Selba
Cozy
Alamo
NewWhiteway
Tackett

MARYLAND

Norwood
Amherst
Waltham
Revere
Newburyport
Clinton
Milford

State
Norwood
Town
Hall
Plaza
Lawler
Embassy
Crescent Gardens
Strand
Shea's
Strand

MISSISSIPPI
New Albany
West Point
Starkville

Baltimore
Rivoli
Cambridge
Arcade-Grand
Federalsburg
Temple
Salisbury
Opera
House
Annapolis
Circle

Star
Rex
Ritz

MISSOURI
St. New
Louis Grand Central Palace
Kansas
City
Globe
Columbia
Columbia
Hannibal
Orpheum
Clinton
Lee
Trenton
Hubbell
Slater
Auditorium

MONTANA
Billings
Babcock
liozeman
Ellen
Livingston
Orpheum
Miles City
Liberty
Glendive
Rex

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

Berlin
Princess
Concord
Capitol
Portsmouth
Colonial
Rochester
Scenic
Lebanon
Opera House
Keene
Scenic
Clarcmont
Tremont

NEW
MEXICO
Albuquerque
Royal
Peoples

State

Carlsbad
Aztec
Portales

MICHIGAN

Kimo
Crawford
Aztec
Majestic

Jackson
Battle
City
Ann
Arbor

the
Rex
If your favorite picture theatre is not listed here, askWeurth
Post
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KINGS

byjeanie Macpkerson

Picture Ever Produced

*

^

can now be seen in every
motion picture theatre * exhibit "THE

KINQ

OF KINQS"

within the next few weeks

RHODE

MICHIGAN
I City)
(Theatre)
Lansing
Capitol
Orpheum
L"ay
City
Flint
Regent
Kalamazoo
Capitol
Pontiac
Oakland
Port Huron
Desmond
Franklin
Saginaw
Ypsilanti
Martha Washington
Grand Rapids
Regent
Detroit
Madison
Muskegon
Uegent

NEW

YORK

New York City All Keith-Albee
Theatres
in
Metropolitan
District
Albany
Strand
Buffalo
Lafayette
Schenectady
State
Kingston
Orpheum
Troy
Troy

OHIO

Cincinnati
Columbus
Dayton
Toledo
Hamilton
Chillicothc
Greenville
Akron
OKLAHOMA
Hobart
Sapulta
Clinton
Frederick
OREGON
Portland
Hood
River

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Bethlehem
Shamokin
Williamsport
Lebanon
Connellsville
Greenville
Glensidc
Norristown
Shenandoah
Lehigh ton
Beaver Falls
Franklin
Scranton
Wilkes Barrc

Lyric
Southern
iitate
Princess
Palace
Sherman
Wavne
Strand
Oklahoman
Empress
Family
Gem
Oriental
llialto
Cameo
Savoy
Capitol
Keystone
Jackson
Arcade
Strand
Keswick
Westmar
Capitol
Park
Rialto
Ritz
Strand
Orpheum

this

ISLAND

Leroy
I City)
I Theatre)
Pawtucket
Woonsocket
Rialto
Pastime
Bristol
Warren
Lyric
TENNESSEE
Nashville Loew's Vendome
Knoxville
Liberty
Booth
Johnson City
Jackson
Gem
TEXAS
Dallas
Austin
Mineral
Wells
Blown wood
Cleburne
Galveston
San
Antonio

UTAH

Hancock Capitol
O. H.
Grand
Yale
Lyric
' Gem
Martinni
Aztec

Salt Lake C'ty
Si rand
Provo
Midvale
Midway
Paramount
Iris
VERMONT
BAirlington
Majestic
Montpelier
Playhouse
Bellows Falls
Opera House
St. Johnsbury
Palace
Princess
Battleboro
VIRGINIA
Richmond
American
Roanoke
Marielle
Hopewell
Loew's
Cape Charles
Radium
Norfolk
Norva
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Columbia
Avalon
Bellinghnm
Ellensburg
Ellensburg
Clemmer
Spokane
WEST
VIRGINIA
Wheeling
Court
Charleston
Capitol
Ritz
Clarksburg
Strand
Grafton
WISCONSIN
Alhambra
Milwaukee
Racine
Davison
Beaver
Dam
Rex
Princess
Superior
Kenosha
Kenosha
WYOMING
American
Casper
Crown
Laramie
Wyoming
Torrington
Sheridan
Orpheum

Exchange, Inc.
Offices in 32 American

Manager when he is going to show "The King of Kings"
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has proved this by his desire to carry out and
wash dishes — after a busy day at his office.
That he is clumsy is not his fault — certainly,
after showing this desire to help, he does not
break your pretty dishes on purpose. Certainly, at a lovely moment of reconciliation,
he
waydid
! not spill his orange juice in a spiteful

When

your

skin is hot and
tired — when
exposure to dust,
wind and sun
has taken its toll,
and left its trace
of dryness — irritation — chafe,
Frostilla is a most consoling pal.
Apply it gently to that fevered surface. Just a little goes quite far. It
soothes, smooths, refreshes. It brings
back that healthy texture of youth. It
rejuvenates — and that's a fact!
Lots of folks are wiser still . . . They
apply Frostilla before "skin fret" can
set in — before exposure has its chance
to play its little pranks and bring
discomfort.
As a preventive — as a corrective —
Frostilla is a skin balm without peer.
Begin its use today ! There's really no
good reason to make comfort wait!
In new, blue-labeled bottles, Frostilla
and $1 — and is sold everywhere. Or
attractive, useful sample sent FREE
Dept. 631, The Frostilla Co., Elmira,

is priced 50c
-write for an
upon request.
New York.

(Sales Rep's, Harold F. Ritchie & Company, Inc.,
Madison Avenue at 34th Street, New York City.)

FROSTILLA

exposed
for and
irritated skin
& Ttu Froatilla Co.

Alice, you must sit down calmly and face
the situation that has to do with your marriage— and its survival. Ask yourself, frankly,
which is the more important in your life —
your husband or your home? If you find,
when you have asked yourself an honest question, that your home means the most to you,
you must admit that you should never have
married your husband. And that, in marrying
him, you have done him a great injustice. And
that, because you have done him an injustice,
you owe him at least politeness and consideration. The consideration that is his due —
that he is buying with the money he earns and
that he so generously shares. The politeness
that you undoubtedly would give to a casual
clerk in a shop, or to the ice man, or to a friend
at a bridge party. For you do not storm at
clerks or ice men or bridge partners as you do
at the man whom you have (no matter how
modernly your marriage service reads) promised to love!
And then — perhaps — oh, probably! — you
will find that your honest question answers
itself. That you care more, far more, for your
husband than you could ever care for any
home. And if this is the answer you will realize that a broken dish or a cigarette ash do
not matter very much. That ink on a table
cover and even a burned rug are unimportant!
For ink is easier to eradicate than a cross word
too hastily spoken; and a torn rug can be more
speedily mended than a broken heart!
If you love your husband, Alice, this is my
answer to your problem. Lest you find yourself as involvedPutas aside
was "Craig's
Wife" — lares
and
as miserable.
these household
and penates that are fragile — make your home
a place in which a normal, rather careless man
can be as much at ease as he is in his club or
his office. Make his homecoming a release,
every evening, from care. Not an entrance
into prison.
Pray, if you want to, that he will grow as
fond of his home — and its contents — as you
are. But also pray that you will hold the
center of his interest. For it is only when a
husband is contented in his hon\e that his
wife is the center of his interest!
The fact that your two-year-old marriage
is going on the rocks is your fault — not your
husband's fault. If your marriage lasts it will
be
have because
changed.you — and not your husband —
Blue Eves:
You should increase your weight by ten to
fifteen pounds. Clara Bow weighs about one
hundred and fifteen pounds, but remember that
nearly every girl on the screen fairly endangers
her health keeping thin since the camera has
the tendency to "fatten" everyone. So don't
You
movie actress's.
yourallweight
judgewear
can
shadesby ofa brown,
sapphire blue,
orchid, burgundy and dark red, amber, yellow,
pink and black when trimmed with white. Use
a rachel powder, and lipstick and rouge tending
more toward pink than red. To increase your
weight, you must eat fattening foods and get
lots of rest. You must eat lots of fats, butter,
oils and sweets, plus green vegetables, cereals
and two quarts' of drinking water daily.
Debonaire:
How lucky you
You are the exotic type.
are! Use warm oil, nightly, on your brows
and lashes to make them grow.

Every advertisement
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Puzzled:
You must decide whether you want to br<
up
and another
woman's
for your
this own
man home
you think
you love.
Whatho |
you willing to sacrifice for him? What is
willing to sacrifice for you? On the answer
these two questions hangs the proof of wheti
or not this attraction between you is just ate
porary infatuation or a lasting love. Be ca
ful, my dear. Your letter is dignified and
telligent. Bring out these qualities in handli
this difficult position in which you now fi
yourself. Talk this over frankly with y<
friend and try to learn exactly how he fe
toward you and your love for him. Then
member the loyalty you owe your husband ;
his wife. It is usually wiser to renounce sucll !
love as this, but if you make the decision to |
only
safe seeing
way. each other altogether. It's t
so, stop
B. B. B.:
You are about fifteen pounds overweig)
But you are so young that you will probal
lose some of the surplus as you grow older a
taller. Eat few sweets; go without white bre
and potatoes. And, of course, plenty of (
ercise will help.
Funny Face:
Your sister should
Massage, with tissue
up sagging flesh —
shouldn't be a keen
P. B.:

weigh about 120 pouni
building cream, will bu:
but at seventeen tl
source of worry.

You can gain weight by drinking mi
(one-half cream) three times a day. Ke
early hours, and avoid very hot baths. We
shades of brown, yellow, rose and red — in fa
the warmer tints will all flatter your gyp
coloring.
Teresa V. :
I think that bobbed hair suits you perfect!
Why
trouble
of "growing i)
when go
the through
bob is sothe
right
for you?
Anne J. :
Send a stamped addressed envelope for
booklet on the care of the skin. It will he
you. Wear your hair straight, always, a
curl it out upon your cheeks — as Louise Brooi
has often worn her hair. The curved outwai
line will take away from the roundness
B. K.:face.
your
Blues, greens and pale yellows will be yo
most becoming
colors.
To be popular
parties you should look your best, and be
charming as possible. Do not thrust yours*
forward — but have something worth while
contribute.
Marion:
You must curb your foolish jealousy or y
will lose the man that you love. Be glad th
he likes people — and that people like hii
in return. As for your weight, it is qui
E. C:
perfect.
Don't let the paleness of your skin wor
you, if you are quite healthy. A white sk
is very smart, just now. Use a shamp
especially
several fineprepared
ones on for
thegolden
market.hair — there a
Beezee S.:
When you say that you are sarcastic y
have given the real reason for your lack
popularity. Indeed, sarcasm is a fault! Try
curb this tendency. Perhaps you owe t
friend, whom you have lost, an apology. I
not be afraid to offer it
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A dolphe

Men.
ifxenjou

OLD GOLD
picks

as camera records
the IMindfold Test
The test was conducted by responsible witnesses who asked Mr.
Menjou to smoke each of the four leading brands, clearing his taste
with coffee between smokes. While the camera recorded the test,
only one question was asked:

"Which one do you like best?"
I've discovered a new way of mixing business and pleasure. The
parts I play call for the constant
smoking of a cigarette ... I probably average one cigarette to every
hundred feet of film. In the blindfold test I discovered one so smooth,
so considerate of my tongue and
throat that even the business of

Brand No. 2 — "Not bo bad . . . but .

wholesale smoking while we're
shooting scenes will be a pleasure.
The cigarette I voted for proved to
be Old Gold.

ADOLPHE MENJOU . . . debonair, sophisticated
Paramount star . . . one of the greatest living actors
. . . appeared recently in "His Tiger Lady", "Night
of Mystery" and "Serenade".

why you can pick them
Three types of leaves grow on the tobacco plant . . . coarse top-leaves, irritating to the throat . . . withered groundleaves, without taste or aroma . . . and
the heart-leaves, rich in cool and fragrant smoking qualities. Only the heartleaves are used in Old Golds.
I P. Lorillard Co., Est. 1760

Made from the heart-leaves
of the tobacco plant

SMOOTHER

AND

BETTER

wnot a cough in a carload"
PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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To have
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—do this
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TN A TWINKLING . . . wonderful
-*- Winx makes eyes enchanting pools of
loveliness — by framing them in a soft,
shadowy fringe of luxuriant lashes. If you
want beautiful eyes that can never be
denied a whim or wish, apply Winx
to the lashes.
Fashion Decrees This Cream
In this dainty compact
bewitchingisthe
lash dressing,
Cream Winx.which
gives to lashes and
brows smart beauty.
It also aids their lustrous growth. So
easy to carry. 75c
complete.

Some Prefer This Cake
Safe and harmless
and simple to apply,
this wonderful Cake
Winx, preferred by
many fasridious
women, makes eyes
seem larger, moreexpressive. A flick of
the brush,
and it's
done!
75c complete.

[ CONTINUED

name on a program, with no bright lights to
herald that Nils Asther was among the players.
Yet he loved it! Was happy every moment
during the three years he played in this
theater.
"We were together, like this!" Nils interlaced the fingers of both hands to show the
harmony which existed between the players
and the director.
"The director knew the heart of each actor.
The actor knew the heart of every other
actor.
"Here in America the director and the actor
meet, perhaps on a party. Then they work
together.
"How do they know what they can do for
each other?
"And if you are the leading man you must
give first place to the star in the picture. You
must be careful that you do not show your
face too close or too much- — that you do not
steal the picture.
" I do not speak for myself only. I speak for
all of the others. If I am the leading man, the
others must be careful not to take away from
me any glory.

FROM PAGE 42 ]

At the end of six months he return
Copenhagen to play in "King Lear" witl
Hansen.
The story has been told of Nils Asthei
vent into American Motion Pictures. H
just completed a picture in Berlin with
Nolan (Imogene Wilson). Paramount s
him on a contract. United Artists desire
and secured a release from the Lasky org;
tion.
The newspapers have said that Mary I
brought him to this country. The truth ■
matter is, they met on the docks and d
ered that they were both bound for the 1
ican movies.

"It is a feeling like this," he crossed his fists
in a zig-zag fashion. "I cannot do my best.

"DTJT when two well-known people are thvij
-'-'together, land in New York from the id
ship — such stories are the one possible ar»a
Then came the engagement to Vivian us.
can. A perfectly bona fide true-to-form n«
land arrangement.
It lasted a few months, then both de lei
marriage was not advantageous for pfd
sional people.
Mr. Asther and I had dinner togw
There is no doubt he is restless, unhf.
yearning
for the outlet for his art as he le.i
it in Europe.

I give it up."
/^\NE day, while he was playing at the Art
^-^Theater, a minister from Russia was introduced. He became interested in the Bolsheviktorn country and when his new friend asked
him to return to Petrograd as his guest, he
accepted, and made arrangements to represent
Sweden in the diplomatic service while he was
in the foreign country.
But even in Russia, while making investigations of prison conditions, flying from one end
of the country to another on aeroplane inspections and generally absorbed in work which was
both daring and thrilling, he could not keep
away from his inborn profession.
He made two pictures for the Red Cross,
directed several others and acted as cameraman when needed.

"I feel I am wasting my time!" He cliihi
his hands as he said it. "Life is too ifl
There is so much to be accomplished. I 'ul
like to play in one big picture — a chaiter]
part — to show the American people whajfl
Iletters,
want to
accomplish.
I don't
aboiM
publicity.
I would
likecare
to playH
Von Stroheim. He would have so mull
teach me.
"But I want to read and see plays. I HI
to write some more of my experienc i
Russia. [He has already had a syndicate iff
published.]
"If I could play in two pictures a yeaui
have the rest of my time for myself — "
Well, yes, we rather think that theresi
chance that Nils Asther may retire frortll
American movies.

t

The Originator of the Smartest Mode
Everywhere
see eyes made you'll
lovelier byWinx Waterproof, the liquid
lashdressingwhich
neither runs nor
fades. It is safe, easy
to apply and remove. 75c complete.

Insist Upon Winx
To be sure of the loveliest lashes and brows,
insist upon Cream Winx, Cake Winx, or
Winx Waterproof — whichever you prefer.
For Winx is now the mode. Obtained where
you purchase your aids to beauty.

WINX
ROSS

COMPANY

243 West 17th Street, New York City

How a train wreck was filmed for First National's production, "The
Wrecking Boss." The camera is perched precariously on the platform. Real wrecking equipment is being used to hoist the baggage
car. In fact, the whole scene was more trouble and expense than
a real wreck
Every advertisement In riJOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

Is guaranteed.
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\ Message to the Women

•;£NA RUBINEN'S incomparable
nic creations . . . the
flattering makeup in
irld and the most
1, c!

Id bring out the
:1 curves of the lips
Cubist Lipstick, that
ting bit of mod, in tones to harwith the rouge
. Finally, add depth
lure to your eyes
Valaze Eyelash
r and Darkener

>ut — Mail to
a Rubinstein,
S7th St., Niw York.
se send, without
e, full instructions
>i »ily care of my skin,
h
' kled O

Flibby □

3

Oily O

Blackheads D

of America

shall I choose?"
In the field of beauty culture, it is notable that the
Sophisticate who can afford everything . . . and the wise
prudent Housewife who can afford only the best . . . alike
recognize the unquestioned supremacy of HELENA
RUBINSTEIN. . . . Such is the significance of background,
the force of authority, the reward of results!
HELENA

HELENA RUBINSTEIN is the pioneer and originator of
Modern Beauty Science. Today, after years and years of
exhaustive study and research in every climate under the
sun, her name is the symbol of scientific beauty culture the
world over.
Her word is the voice of authority.

RUBINSTEIN

Renowned

Beauty Scientist

For a generation the creations of this great Artist-Scientist have brought new
beauty, greater happiness to women in every walk of life — Society leaders,
famous actresses, widely-known professional women, scions of royalty.

f ju use a foundation
ir you will find ValPteurized Face Cream
urfully effective — it
ii powder and rouge
;fc adherent. Next,
l into the skin, ValIwder (1.00, 1.50);
tvs to suit every type
k and tints for every
e f beauty.
iiplete the facial enib. with Valaze Rouge
»>act or en-Creme)
L< Raspberry for daye Red Geranium for
i? (1.00).

99

New beauty preparations are springing up overnight like the
proverbial mushrooms . . . multi-colored bottles and jars are
beckoning from shop shelves . . . theories of beauty culture
are contradicting one another at every turn. . . . No wonder
thousands of busy modern women everywhere are asking
themselves, "How am I to decide? Of all this vast bewildering array of products, products that promise so much, which

•iiten Personality
with . . .

hr a beauty scientist
dy a connoisseur of
i\ can create cosmetaprotective as they
looming. The same
itlermatological skill
C ias established the
oaf Helena RubinB: Scientific Beauty
pntions, is evident in
etuisite powders, ravnrouges and lipsticks.

Section

Helena Rubinstein's youth-renewing beauty-giving creations contain exotic
herbs gathered from the four corners of Earth. These rare unguents, balms
and lotions have awakened the beauty consciousness of millions of women,
and have withstood the greatest test of all — the merciless test of Time.
Throughout America and Europe and even far-off Asia, you will find these
preparations discussed, praised, imitated — but never will you find them equalled! Your beauty deserves the best!

Three Steps to Beauty
As a home treatment "Three Steps to Beauty" offers the most remarkable value in the
world, at 3.25.
Its regular use will bring about an amazing
improvement
in any skin, within 2 weeks.
VALAZE

PASTEURIZED

FACE

CREAM

Helena Rubinstein's Crowning Achievement
Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream is much more than a
cream.

It is a beautifying balm

of rarest quality

— the crystallization of years of exhaustive research.
Not only cleanses the skin immaculately, but it revitalizes. Itlifts away the drawn look from the
eyes, the forehead. It moulds weary, sagging contours back to sculptured lines of youth. This
"wonder cream" soothes, cools, protects, spares delicate skins the drying effects of harsh soaps. It restores to scaly skins their pristine smoothness and
suppleness.
Nor is it a blessing to the face alone.
Hands, arms and elbows are beautified by this priceless unguent, which because of the infinite variety
and excellence of its ingredients is a necessity to the
skin from babyhood to old age. Not the least of the
wonders of Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream is its
amazing effect upon oily, disturbed skins — it is
a unique cream cleaner which really benefits
this difficult type of skin. And yet with all its rareness of quality, its swift unfailing powers to beautify,
Helena Rubinstein has so priced her creation, that it
is accessible to every woman, man and child in the
world! Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream.
. . 1.00

VALAZE

BEAUTIFYING SKINFOOD
an awakener of beauty!

If your skin is sallow, muddy or blotchy, if a too carefree summer has left it tanned and freckled, you need
this "skin-clearing masterpiece." Gently, with a delicious tingling sensation, it works its way deep, deep
into your skin, purifying, refining, bleaching, animating. Has neglect or the use of unsuitable cosmetics, clogging powders and rouges, left your skin
pasty and dull? Valaze Beautifying Skinfood will
give it an exquisite, shell-like transparency. This remarkable creation which induces beauty with an
ease almost magical, should be part of your daily
treatment the year round! Valaze Beautifying Skinfood
1.00
VALAZE

SKIN-TONING

LOTION

Fatigued tissues respond instantly to the bracing,
revivifying powers of this elixir of beauty, which is
unsurpassed for ironing out lines, firming the contours and imparting to the skin an almost mask-like
smoothness and beauty. Valaze-toning Lotion.
1.25
A REMARKABLE WASHING
PREPARATION
Valaze Beauty Grains
Instead of using soap, wash with this gently penetrative creation. It reaches down beneath the skin's
surface, dissolving dirt and impurities, blackheads,
whiteheads and other pore-clogging matter. It leaves
the skin fine-grained and velvety.
. . 1,00, 2.00

Average Skin D

LONDON

PARIS

8 East 57th St.— New York

t P-10 1

Chicago, 670 N. Michigan Ave.
Boston, 234 Bovlsion St.

Newark, 951 Broad St.
Philadelphia, «,
254 soui
South 16th St.
rnuaaeipnia,

Helena Rubinstein Creations are obtainable at the better shops, or order direct
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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Brickbats ■v and Bouquets
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 90

Wally's Successor

Applauds Dreiser

Portland, Oregoi

Xotre Dame, Ind.
I want to compliment you on the article by
Dreiser. That piece by Dreiser was great. I
think that man is indubitably the greatest
literary personage today, and if anyone feels
like arguing the matter, send him to me. If
it wasn't for the fact that the Ladder of Success, or whatever it is, has a top, Dreiser
would never stop climbing.
D. L. Hogan.

" The soft, \v .
velvety texture of MELLO-GLO
Face Powdergives
a youthful bloom
that doesn't wear
off quic
kly.
" Miss
Desi
reeT
(Opabor
eretta Star), 66 W.
46th Street, New
York City.

A Bas Successors
" MELLO-GLO
FacePowderstays
on longer yet does
not clog the
pores. "bara
Miss
BarCarrington
(well known
singer). New York
appearing in
"Golden Da
Company.

A Call for John

Chickasha, Okla.
Just a word about "successors." I do not
believe the public is as interested in them as the
producers seem to think. We would rather
have perfection in something new than semiperfection in something familiar.
There is little logic in a campaign for new
faces and new ideas when it is offset by the
exploitation of successors who seek to perpetuate familiar faces and ideas.
Calvin Good.

Gold Medal Contest
" I have found MELLOGLO Face Powder especially delightful during the
busy office hours. It stays
on so long and eliminates
constant
Ethelda powdering."
Kerwin, 975
Washington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dresden, Germany.
Voting for the best yearly picture is becoming harder and harder as we see better ones.
I have hesitated for quite a while to make my
decision.
Marie Leontine Graves.

We Bow

I would like to suggest to you that you h
already discovered the logical successor to |
beloved Wallace Reid. Look back in y
July issue, on page 74 and discover the thri
your life-time the way I did when I saw, lc
ing back at me, the same blue-grey eyes >
j
blond hair of our long-remembered Wi
Reid.
The lad's name is Ben
Alexander.
Wanda
M. Walkei

Gracefully
New York City.

My English is poor, but my heart is in the
right place, so I shall copy the manner of
say:
Chico, that "Y'ry remarkable fellow," and
Twenty-five cents — Photoplay
— Heaven !
F. S. Gertler.

Gilbert

Santa Ana, Calil
The August Photoplay cover, with the
ception of the Marion Davies one, is the m
beautiful I have ever seen on a Photopl
However, why don't you ever use a picture
a male star for the cover ? Certainly a J(
Gilbert picture would make the magazin.
Margaret

good seller.

Using

the

Tedforf

Brief Reviews

Chicago, 111
With a bunch of half grown-up kiddies,
depend upon your Brief Reviews as to whetl
the children will benefit and enjoy them
not.ul And,
derf
service.oh, I'm telling you that's a W(
The kiddies can't wait until the next co
of Photoplay comes and daddy has check
all those they can go to.
(Mrs.) Clarice W. Schmall.

"The Screen's Aristocrat"
W. Palm Beach, Florida.
Congratulations and thanks for the beau
ful, artistic cover design of August Photopl^
Billie Dove, the screen's exquisite aristocrat!
(Mrs.) Mary Sterns.

They
Count SimplyDon't
Their Lives
Complete Without

MELLO-GLO

C WONDERFUL
how MELLO-GLO
fc-5 Face Powder keeps che ugly shine away. A
new French process (it vjould be French) makes
MELLO-GLO Face Powder stay on longer,
no matter what happens. And its heaven-born
rose petal bloom bestows girlish beauty on the
complexion, though the possessor of that
complexion be of uncertain age.
MELLO-GLO just can't stand the sight of a
pore. Its smooth velvety texture covers up
every one nicely. No, it doesn't clog the pores
or dry the skin. MELLO-GLO Face Powder
is pure and plays the part of a true friend to
the complexion.
If you would preserve your facial charm —
improve it — sprint to the nearest store and
ask for MELLO-GLO Face Powder. If they
are out (the demand is overwhelming) ask
them to get MELLO-GLO
for you.
M E LLO-GLO, Statler Bldg. ,Boston ,Mass.
FREE SAMPLE
Please send me, without charge, a sample of this
new wonderful face powder with a Beauty Booklet. MELLO-GLO, Statler Bldg., Boston, Mass
Dept. B.
M> name

.

Address
,
.
_^
Please tell us the name of the store where you buy
your toilet articles.
M> dealer's name

__

A new game for the beach — leaping pillows.
And what are those
odd little dots painted on the satin?
And why are Agnes Franey
and Myrna Loy so intent on the game?
And who do you suppose
thinks up gags like this?
Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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Tri-Colored RATINE

Silk Embroidery

Look

for the Clara Bow

ir

pin

on every genuine Clara Bow hat.
A
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you write to advertisers please mention
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Why Ramon Novarro Decided
to Remain in the Movies
CONTINUED

IYou
first hair
on a to
single
lock try
of ityour
see
what it does. Thus have no
fear of results.

Gray Hair
Test new safe way at home
DON'T
believe
your
hair is
hopelessly
gray until you have
made this amazing test
...
have way
tried toscience's
latest
regain
natural shade. Broadway's stars3.000,000
say it's
amazing.
women have proved its
safety.
A colorless liquid
called Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color ReThen simply
this
storer does it. Simply 2 water-like
liquidcomb
through
comb it through the your hair. Clean . . . safe.
hair. Natural shade Takes 7 or 8 minutes.
quickly replaces gray
and faded streaks.
Auburn hair reverts to
auburn — black to black.
No dangerous messy
crude dyes everyone
can see. Nothing to
■wash off. Makes hair
live looking and lustrous. Keeps easy to
curl.
For free test send
coupon — or get bottle
at druggist. Few cents' 3 Arrange hair and wa'eh
worth restores percolor gradually creep
fectly. Money returned back. Restoration will be
if not amazed.
perfect and complete.

■TEST FREE

FROM PAGE 58

he had no choice of stories, no selection of
interpretations.

Thus, in Berlin, did he repudiate the cone
stage.

Then it was he began to visit "El Retiro"
(The Retreat) at Los Altos, California, to
commune with the holy fathers. Then it was
he began to contemplate singing as he had in
the beginning.
And while in Germany, a few months ago,
there came the definite opportunity to tour
the continent singing!

"As for the priesthood — " We can picti
him standing on a hill back of an old mon.
tery in Spain where he made this decisic
"After all, life is nothing without religion
but doing your work and your duty is religii
No one goes free
"Even though I entered this monaster)
should probably find something which woi
prevent me from the absolute freedom I ha
been seeking.

A N opportunity just as Ramon had always
-^Visualized it: A program of ten songs, an
orchestra, a change of costume for each rendition, scenery which would emphasize the
emotional interpretation of each individual
selection.
His idea has always been to interpret music
through song, color and emotion.
And yet, with the opportunity in hand, he
hesitated.
And after all, what did it offer but a perfect
motion picture setting for his singing?
How few people would hear him under these
conditions?
To what a select group must he bring his
musical message in comparison to the number
to whom he had brought his dramatic interpretations inthe movies?
How did he know that he would be successful?
A letter from his studio, Metro-GoldwynMayer, informed him that a talking stage was
to be constructed. It told of plans for him to
sing upon it.
The concert stage meant freedom, choice of
his own songs, his own interpretations. But
the movies —
"I'll still be under orders. I'll still have to
do things which are unpleasant.
"But every song I sing will be perfect, every,
setting as beautiful as the best experts can
make it.
"I won't have to troupe hither and thither.
And I will be able to sing for all of those who
already know me."

"To go into the priesthood in order to avi
the worries of the world would make mel
coward rather than a helper for my religion."!
And there came to him a parable told by 1
mother when he was a small youngster:
A priest went to the Sacred Heart
pleaded for a new cross, claiming that the
which he carried was too heavy.
The Sacred Heart took him to a room w!
contained
crosses.
" Choose all!" of
he Life's
instructed.
HPHE priest looked at each one. Huge cros
•*■ small crosses, medium-sized crosses.
In one corner, far away by itself, a croi
small it could scarcely be distinguished.
"I will take this one," he offered.
"And that is the one you are already bee
ing," the Sacred Heart responded.
"And I knew that my cross was like that
Ramon concluded. " I knew that I should gi
of whatever talents I have through the motii
pictures which have helped to develop the
for me.
'In them I can sing as well as act and, wh
I can no longer sing or act, I can direct sin.
ing"Ipictures.
will secure a contract which allows me
work six months and study languages and n!
religion during the others.
"I shall no longer long for the one thing I
the other.
"I shall blend them all by remaining
motion pictures."

Mary T.Goldman, l oS-M Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Check color: Black
dark brown
medium
brown
auburn (dark red)
light brown
light auburn
blonde
[Print name]
Name .
Street .
City . . .

MARY

T.

GOLDMAN'S

Hair Color Restorer

BE A JAZZ MUSIC MASTER
Play Piano By Ear

Play popular aong hits perfectly. Hum
the tune, piay It by ear. No teacher—
self -Instruction No tedious dins-dons
daily pract.ee— just 20 brief, entertain*
Ing les3on3. easily mastered.

At Horn© in Your Spare Time

Send for FREE BOOK. Learn many stytea
of bass and syncopation—trick endings. If 10c (coin or stamps)
is enclosed, you also r -

Large
Photograph Given
Of Your Favorite Movie Star, size
8x10. with every order of $2.00.
BEAUTIFUL

PHOTOGRAPHS

3 for SOc
7 for $1.00
15 for $2.00
23 for $3 00
40 for $5.00
FREE 3 LARGE

PHOTOGRAPHS

with every $5.00 order
Send for your favorites

HOLLYWOOD

SCREEN

EXCHANGE

l>ra».r\.|, li. .pi. i'. Holly wood,

Ca lit.

Filming two scenes at once. Colleen Moore, in the right background, exits from the set on the right into the room at the left
without getting out of camera range. Director Mervyn Le Roy
introduced this trick of continuous photography for a scene in
"Oh Kay!"

Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.
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. .. e Health Builder does

more than
its share
in helpJ^'The
Health
Builder
does
ing me retain that radiant
health and slender figure
so essential to every motion

*^^C

picture actress, " says Joan
Crawford, featured by
Metro- Coldwyn- Mayer.

\N^^
Reginald

L' E

\

\

\

Denny, Universal

star, says: "I wouldn't miss
starting my day with the invigorating vibratory -massage I
get from my Health Builder. It
puts me in wonderful trim for a
long hard day at the studio."

HOW

Rxmous Movie Stars
vVin Health and Beauty
in

iiiiiitiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiH
Dorothy Kn app, proclaimed
\the "world's most beautiful I
girt", uses the Health Builder, f

minutes a day
EEALTH and beauty — invaluable to all of us — are priceless assets to the
stage and screen star The radiant personality that comes from vigorous
idth — the suppleness and grace that regular exercise alone makes possible
-hese are essential requisites — requisites that a vast number of popular
a writes insure through daily use of the Battle Creek Health Builder.
ip Slender — Radiantly Healthy This Enjoyable New Way
1 15 minutes a day of effortless vibratory exercise with the
i tie Creek Health Builder, manufactured under the patents
iiDr. John Harvey Kellogg, massages the heaviest muscles,
I s up sluggish circulation, aids digestion and reduces superus weight — safely and surely in any part of the body desired.
n Crawford, Reginald Denny, Vivienne Segal, Oscar Shaw,
othy Knapp— are just a few of the scores of men and worn^prominent on the stage and screen — in business and social
i— who use and endorse the Health Builder.

^IIIIIIIIIIKillllflllllllllilKIIIIIIIHHHIlllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllllllllllllltr

A Health Builder
for Every Requirement
Ideal for home use is the Universal Home Model, a compact, enclosed Health Builder.
The Athletic Model is very

popular for clubs, home gym!ry day in countless private homes — in large medical innasiums, colleges, health cenltions, hospitals, gymnasiums, etc.— the Health Builder is
ters, institutions, steamships,
ling thousands of men and women to keep fit, many upon
etc., while the handsome De
advice of their physicians.
Luxe Cabinet Models combine
Dieting and back-breaking
utility
with distinctive beauty.
exercises are banished! Perfectly synchronized with the
Write for Fascinating Health and Beauty Data
muscle tone of the human
body, the Health Builder Send for "Health and Beauty in Fifteen Minutes a Day" — a
keeps you pleasingly slender, Free book of fascinating interest, showing how the Health
makes you look and feel your Builder keeps you fit. Write for your copy NOW!
best at all times — yet, does all
Sanitarium Equipment Co.
this without any effort on your
Room AE-5 167
Battle Creek, Mich.
PaTtl
© S. E. Co. 1928

CHO/CE

saooo

BECAUSE
MED/CALLY,
CORRECT.
When you write to advertisers please mention
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Fate or Chance?
[ CONTINUED

For Rest or

ay—
A PlPlace
Uniquely
Different
For full enjoyment of California's varied charms,
select the hotel of which —

MR. JOHN
BARRYMORE
said—

"J have always found the
Ambassador a delightful
place to live and shall be
glad to have you say so."
Quoted from the "Guest
Book," a collection of unsolicited commendation
from world famous celebrities about —

Tffie

Aml»«iss«ulor»
Los Angeles
NO HOTEL IN THE
WORLD OFFERS MORE
VARIED ATTRACTIONS— Superb 27-acre
park with miniature golf
course, open-air plunge
and tennis courts. Riding,
hunting and all sports, including 18-hole Rancho
Golf Club. Motion picture
theatre and 35 smart shops
within the hotel. Famous
Cocoanut Grove for dancing nightly.

FROM PAGE 39

alive or in prison — all the rest of their relations had been murdered.
The town was raging with riotous soldiers
and this poor, gentle lady with her little family, had nowhere to go. They might have died
of starvation and assault from the brutal
soldiers, but Fate or Chance made a very
celebrated Russian friend of mine, a colonel of
the White Army, hear of their plight and come
to their assistance. He, himself, had just
escaped from prison with hairbreadth adventures; he managed to collect a little money and
give them food and shelter. Their object was
to get through to China and there await news
of the prince. They could not afford to pay the
nurse, but the faithful creature would not
leave them and shared their hardships.
HTHEY bore everything calmly and bravely,
*■ but naturally the horrors affected the gay
characters of the children, and when I saw
them afterwards, their eyes all seemed to have
some shadow of deep-seated melancholy which
was peculiarly intriguing. Again, by the kindness of my friend, they managed to reach
Harbin, where the princess and the nurse
worked to keep the children alive.
I shall not' go into any more details but tell
you that they finally arrived in Seattle —
where the prince (escaped from prison) joined
them, and they were united once more. Here
they were about three years ago — the prince
practicing medicine and the princess keeping a
little school and the older children, now
grown up, serving in shops.
Our beautiful little Princess Natalie was now
sixteen, when my friend, the Russian Colonel,
then in New York, wrote to me to say he had
seen the child's remarkable beauty and he
wondered if she could get work in the movies.
He asked me to help them if I could. Just
then — by chance again — I happened to see a
Seattle paper in which there was a portrait of
Princess Natalie — just taken in a rather shabby
ordinary dress. She was the type I admire —
perfectly chiselled features, very long black
hair — and a white face — with great, wistful,
shadowed mysterious eyes. I showed the
picture to Irving Thalberg and we agreed that
if she were small enough, she might be a great
asset to the movies.
That very day I received a letter from the
princess, Natalie's mother, telling me of the
introduction from my friend, and asking my
advice about Natalie. When I heard that her
height was five feet, six, I was afraid to advise
them to take the great step of plunging into
Hollywood on the chance of screen employment, knowing they would have to break up
their home in Seattle. We exchanged letters
and it was decided that Natalie should take

HEART

the first chance of coming to Hollywood iat
she could get.
So one day, just when I was going to h \ .
party for some great ones of the earth ho i
were passing through, a most lovely iH
turned up ! Some kind friends, other Rust I
had brought her from Seattle in a motor, he I
was determined to work if she could!
I admired her pluck — and was charmed tl I
her lovely manners and deep, refined i I
speaking perfect English with only a I
nating accent. I asked her to the part 1
course, wondering if she had an evening c1 1
but naturally not wishing to hurt her fe< j
by asking her. I had a most kind heartec 1
sweet maid at that time, who was I
married — so I handed the princess over t( 1
feeling that she might be able tactful) to i
assist her about the wardrobe question, ey
went out together and I heard nothing of I
doings, but Princess Natalie arrived at'he
party simply but exquisitely dressed in v I
with silver shoes and everything perfect It
appeared that she would not take anyog
from me, but my maid had persuaded h to
let her lend her enough of her wages to bu; be
whole turnout, Natalie to pay her back jdually as she earned money.
There were some foreign notables at he
party who at once recognized Natalie a:nt
of their ilk — and she had a nice time. I bel e.
A more lovely and charming girl I had I er
met. I tried to do everything I could for }but I never was able to secure for her |
thing
extra's
or a made
tiny "b
Mr. beyond
DeMillean then
saw part
her and
h< he'
lady in waiting to Pilate's wife — and foiie
brief moment in "The King of Kings" yoee
her distinguished, semi-Oriental beauty- io
in my "It" she leans upon the counter, loco?
like a bust of Aphrodite.
AND now, by steady perseverance, shias
-''-earned enough to be able to bring al er
family to Hollywood to live with her and rk
there, and long ago she paid back my id
maid's loan — with gratitude and apprecian.
And when I saw her in May when I \v;in
Hollywood, more beautiful than ever, re
distinguished, I marvelled. How is it at
some director has not noticed her, and he
intelligence coming from her mysterious I
and brought her into his picture out o'he
mass of extras?
And again I say is this Fate? — or ill
Chance take her by the hand when the ur
strikes? Who can tell? But if the plographs which go with this story are as lc ly
as she really is, I am sure some of the fan; ill
agree with me that she would be intere 4
to gaze upon in a heroine's role.

■S:? * S&i*-':^

iffcf

Write for Chefs Cook-book of
California Recipes
BEN

L. FRANK,
Manager

Earlville, N. Y.
28a

To Barry Norton:
You, the "Mother's Boy" of "What
Price Glory" should have brought
peace forever into the world when
you staggered into the doorway and
gave that agonized cry of "Captain,
stop that blood." You made me want
to shrink from seeing you suffer so.
Oh, Mr. Norton, the picture was
horribly realistic and so very human
Every advertisement in THOTOrLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

but how I hated its studded profanit
and all that went with it. But thenthat is war and — life, and we girl
don't know much about that after al
Toward the end, so pathetic a figur
was Chartnaine as she knelt besid
your grave to bury with you tha
letter from your mother, tears cam
into my eyes at the thought of he
back home — alone.
H. R.
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for^JJie Girl of^loday^
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2
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Seginm'ng

The "N
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The October issue — out now — contains the
first instalment of "THE 'NO' GIRL," an exciting serial of a girl of today; and the second
instalment of "WHAT EVERY WOMAN
WANTS TO KNOW"— gives the secret of
power over men.

uter-

^-ureer

IFFERENT! Entirely the Young
Woman's magazine. Clean, wholesome, clever, smart. Entertaining
and helpful.

Stirring, romantic fiction; newest fashions;
Amelia Earhart on flying over the Atlantic;
Elinor Glyn on How to Acquire Personality;
Ganna Walska on proper make-up; Alice Lee
Beadleston, of New York's "400," on the society
girl — all these part of the 23 big features that
make October SMART SET the most interesting
magazine of the month. Buy it at the newsdealer's today.
V^

SET on Sale NOW

October
When

you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY
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Plastic Dentistry New Hollywood Art
[ CONTINUED

in'Hollywood to bring the make-up of the teeth
into the utmost importance for picture characterization. Dr. Arthur D. Freedman had
frequently discussed with his prominent
picture patrons, their problems for obtaining
the proper touch of facial expression into a
smile or grimace. It was claimed that this
could only be obtained by muscular control
and that the best pantomimists were those who
developed the greatest flexibility of their facial
muscles.
Dr. Freedman tackled the subject from the
standpoint of his prosthetic art and eventually
developed a porcelain shell which fastened upon
the artist's teeth holding thereto by perfect fit
and suction with the aid of a substance which
assisted adhesion yet permitted easy removal.
STUDYING the character for which a set of
teeth is desired, Dr. Freedman takes an impression ofthe mouth which he reconstructs in
plaster of paris. He then proceeds to build
over the natural teeth in such a manner that
the new facings will produce an effect that will
change the shape of the mouth. These facings
made in his laboratory are of porcelain and are
the merest shells, yet they are not easily
broken. Once in place, the teeth are made to
protuberant, to overlap or to sym"Everyone admires my hair, now that appear metrize
so as to disguise completely the player
I'm doing it the new way that nearly into the desired character, without speech inevery really smart girl I know is using," terference.
says Miss Agnes Traney, popular dancer,
The color of the teeth is controlled by shaded
now appearing in the Broadway hit, porcelain ranging from black, which conveys
"Rio Rita." "My hair doesn't need the effect of a missing tooth, to the pure white
shampooing more than once a month, of the dentifrice advertisements. Perfect teeth
now. My scalp feels better than it ever are made to appear irregular and irregularities
has felt. I have gotten rid of all my are corrected. A short tooth is made to line up
dandruff. My hair is much easier to with its neighbor, while a long fang can be
arrange, and it stays that way. All I do shortened apparently to match, without an
instrument being applied to the natural
to keep it like this is put a few dashes dentition. Gold crowns are concealed beneath
of Danderine on my brush every time I porcelain films and nicked or broken teeth
use it. It's wonderful how Danderine made to appear in perfect condition.
The camera is completely deceived, and the
adds to the beauty of your hair, makes
deception is likewise indistinguishable to the
it look so silky and lustrous. "
Danderine is not oily. It removes the
oily film from each strand of hair and
restores the natural color and lustre. It
dissolves dandruff, cleanses and invigorates the scalp. It is delightfully fragranced. The big bottles are just 35c at
all drug stores. Beautiful, smooth,
gleaming hair and a healthy scalp for
a few cents.

New Hair Mode
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eye. Dr. Freedman's contribution to e
movies marks a drastic change in the ar if
make-up as well as opening a new field in e
practice of dentistry.
ANY brought
of the noted
■*•\j\
" -'■have
fame characterizations
to their portrayerwlhn
recent releases, were the result of Dr. Fr<|
man's device. Mary Pickford, in preparing i
character of Maggie Johnson, a shop girlo
"My Best Girl" desired to obtain some 1J
color at first hand. It was arranged that e
should spend a day behind the counter as sa ,lady in a Los Angeles Five and Ten Cent st :
Knowing that ordinarily she would be ea/
recognized, she appealed to Dr. Freedman
effect a change of appearance.
Over her own beautiful teeth, he construe i
a set of crooked incisors, laterals and cusjs
which so completely disguised her that no e
but the store manager knew the identity of \
"new girl" at the ribbons.

from Broadway

This is Cecil with a mask

Give
5 Minutes a Day
• every woman may have the

LOOKASKOUNC
AS YOU PLWSE

rious. fresh complexion
o
ulable only to wealthy patr able
ultra-ia3hi<
benuty salons. Through
cise of the tiny under-akin face
miracles upon which beauty depends, you can regain or retain
the youthful attractiveness that
all admire.

Lon Chaney had a set of teeth desigi
especially to convey an impression of S
character
"London
After
Midnight."
George in
Stone,
a fine
looking
young m

Kaihrvn Murray's
5-Min.-a-Day
FACIAL
EXERCISES
quickly strengthen weak, flabby
muscles — the underlying cause
of crow's feet, hollows, loose sagf in? skin, sluggish circulation,
billow coloring:. Learn few simple rules at home.
No
creams

whose performance of The Rat in "Sevei
Heaven" accomplished the pinched and 1
like expression by the use of artificial teeth.
Cecil Holland, an M.-G.-M. featured pla; .
constructed a perfect death's head with the 1
of nose putty and a set of Dr. Freedman's a
tions, which was the sensation of "The I]

:i pS -

urul beauty and
JUBl5 minutesa day.

Results Guaranteed

Send for Free book today. Read
the testimony of delighted women. Then start at once on road

over

his teeth in "The Blackbird."
He plays the role of one of those
men who doesn't chew but only
swallows

ib, youthful beauty.

Kathryn Murray Inc., Suitel 058 ,5 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

T-Lhe

most important
announcement ever made -T
to young married women.
See page 143
A

How Cecil
he keeps a
is not even
down old

Holland
straight
a hint of
derelict

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

looks when
face. There
the brokenabout Cecil
MAGAZINE

is guaranteed

In "The Blackbird" Holland played an 1
soak in which he concealed almost all of s
teeth so as to appear toothless, leaving but ; >
Heart."showing. For the old sea dog in " D ?
stumps
Waters" his dining apparatus appeared as t
a few gnarled and twisted tusks. In his pre r
person, Holland's teeth are strong and eil
the full set is intact and they are prominent 1
white.
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doing westerns and "quickies" on
elvas Row.
c:rty
je was at last given a chance to direct a big
iiire, and although he had never met Griffith
eisked him to go as his guest to the opening.
iilfith accepted and learned then that he had
ek the younger man's god.
T^VEN "Our Gang" reads the
Fa■C'newspapers. The other daymuch
rina was discussing a certain
od.
talked about couple in Hollywo
' "They're having one of those compassionate marriages," he announced.

Isn't Spring or anything but Hollywood still
ent to WilLjmances. Alice Mills'hasengagem
been announced.
I Davis, a realtor,
Kently Alice believes that a nice, steady
ii ness man is better than one of these nighty
iqirs but Duane Thompson will soon promise
cove and honor Buddy Waddles, who ap>.red in "Hit the Deck" in Los Angeles.
OAQUEL TORRES was being interviewed.
M The newspaper man, a newcomer to
Plywood, was enthusiastic over her work in
' hite Shadows of the South Seas." "I'm
ii : that the whistling scene was a most
1 cult one," said the interviewer. "I don't
it how you ever made the sound so naturally."
said Raquel. "It was most
Oh, yes,"
cult. I had great trouble in learning to
I stle just right. It is very hard to work with
tl sound machines."
'he interviewer jotted down the cryptic
fcids and doesn't know to this day that the
5'jchronization was put in the picture after it
4 entirely finished and it was not Raquel at
a who did the whistling.
r HEY tell it of Charlie Farrell and his new
Ford roadster. Charlie was buzzing along in
carriage when he came upon Blanche
haffey, in her Lincoln sedan, stalled at the
torn of a hill.
Help you, Blanche? " asked Charlie, always
tant.

Blanche suppressed a smile. " But my car is
Dig, Charlie."
t
Vith that Charlie was soon lugging the
^icoln uphill, to Blanche's chagrin.
,'Thanks so much," she said, at the top,
lit I think it was too much strain for your
lie car. The. exhaust simply poured black
slake all the way up."
Charlie glanced at his car. "No wonder!
lie been driving with theemergencybrakeon!"

NILS ASTHER had a cable from
his mother. It read: "Is it true
i you are going to marry? I read it in
the newspapers.
Why don't you tell
me?"
Nils cabled back: "Who will I
marry? I don't read the newspapers."
'HLARA BOW'S Steak and Chop House."
MThis sign spreads itself across the front of
iipretentious eating place on the corner of
jverly and Preuss Roads (adv.)
'[t was originally owned by Clara's father but
laas been enlarged and the name of the star

Rock
Island

Hollywood,
California
October 13. 1927

Mr. L. M. Allen.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pac. Ry.
La Salle Street Station
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Mr. Allen: —
1 have just finished my first trip on
the Golden State Limited and I am delighted. Such service, such attention,
such equipment I have never before
seen. And, then, the great advantage of not
having to change stations in Chicago \v.s
most pleasing.
I congratulate you on this wonderful
train. Sincerely yours,

[Madge Bellamy]

to

California

All previous impressions of travel luxury are set at naught
after the first trip on the Golden State Limited.
61^ hours Los Angeles-Chicago. Shortest and quickest Chicago-Phoenix and San Diego.
Tickets and reservations at
Phones Granite 1801-1802
Hollywood Ticket Office, 6768 Holly wood Boulevard. Phone
Metropolitan 2000
Los Angeles Ticket Office. 212 West Seventh Street,
B F. Coons. General Agent, Rock Island Lines
Calii.
Angeles,
Los
4574,
Trinity
Phone
Building,
Nuys
Van
809
Hugh H. Gray, General Agent Passenger Department
Southern Pacific Lines. 165 Broadway, Phone Cortland 4800
or 531 Fifth Avenue at 44th Street, Phone Murray Hill 8400, New York City
P. W. Johnston, General Agent, Passenger Department, Rock Island Lines
723 Knickerbocker Building, Broadway and 42nd Street
Phones Wisconsin 2515-6, New York City.
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jams the restaurant. If she pulls 'em in at
chop house as she pulls 'em in at the theas the project will be a huge success.

»0#!pr

A R. AND MRS. LEE ARMS are the parents of a baby daughter born recently at
J Pasadena Hospital. The little girl has been
ristened Margaret.
When

The Comfortable Low Altitude Route
you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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What Makes Them Stars?
[ CONTINUED

LOOK
after your eyes and see
how they improve
Eyes, like teeth, need daily attention if
they are to be strong and attractive. A
few drops of harmless Murine each night
and morning will not only make your
eyes clearer and brighter, but will cause
them to feel more vigorous.
Also use Murine immediately after
motoring and all other outdoor activities to rid your eyes of irritating particles and thus prevent a bloodshot con's supplylotion
of thiscosts
beautifyingdition.andAmonth
invigorating
but
60c. Get acquainted with its benefits.
Write Murine Co., Dept. 27, Chicago, for
FREE books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

H
1
<J(akeybw Skin
foR Your

PeaYlyWhite

Takes Only 3 Minutes
a Day for 5 Days

Give you* complexion the
glow of youth. Now, In 6
days or lesa yon can have a
velvety, smooth, pearlywhite skin. New amazing
lotion banishes freckles, tan,
pimples, sallowness, weather
stain. No longer need these
and other blemishes hide the natural beauty of your complexion.
Daniel Beauty Bleach brings back the
clear whiteness of your skin as If by magic. Almost overnight roughneBS and redness vanish. At bedtime just apply a little Beauty Bleach.
No massage, no rubbing— the lotion does the work. One
application Bhows results. In 6 days your skin will be
smooth, glowing, and clear white.
Cpnil Ma Mam aw Try a bottle of Daniel BeaaOTOMS
r"» WlOney
ty Bleach. Send no money
now. Pay postman only $1.35 on delivery. If after 6 days
your skin is not free of blemishes, smoother, clearer and
whiter than ever— your money will be refunded at once.
Write today. A postal will do.

Daniel Laboratories, Dept. 3077. 18 W< Lake St, Chicago. III.

NKOGBAPM^nK
10 DAY FREE TRIAL \\» • * f CA

Writes with purpose
ink smoothly.\V
answering
of penV
L end pencil.
Never blots^^!
scratches, leaks or dries / *^\

Makttis 3at carbon
onetime fv
original in ink

^* ** V

SEND NO MONEY.PaypostmanSl.M
plus postage.
Sent prepaid if cash Is
aentwith order. Money back if not satisfied,within 10 days.
INKOGRAPH COMPANY, INC.
199-645 Centra St., Now York
Send for Inkograph or write for Sales plan booklet.
Big value.
sells on sight
no investment. ^

Pickford, Richard Coeur de Lion, Sarah Bernhardt, Edison, Lloyd, Jane Addams, Lister,
Martin Luther, Lillian Gish, Cromwell, Valentino, Jeanne d'Arc, Columbus, Burbank,
Paderewski, Elizabeth, Edwin Booth, Alexander, Lindbergh, Washington — a curious list,
isn't it, but stars in their orbits.
Of course the screen people have the advantage and reach their stardom more quickly
and emphatically because they work before
hundreds of thousands each day all over the
world, and they are actually seen instead of
being heard or read about. It may be absurd
to classify the screen stars with the great
figures of history, but the question of intrinsic
value is not at stake. The point we are after
is that certain qualities are attractive to large
masses of people, and that public preferment
is based on these qualities.
HTHE men who have found and presented
■*■ most of the screen luminaries have to think
hard when you ask them!
"What makes them stars?" Most of them
have no answer. I tackled David Wark
Griffith. He who introduced to the public
such players as Mary Pickford, Lillian Gish,
Valentino, Fairbanks, Constance Talmadge,
Richard Barthelmess, Henry Walthall, Mack
Sennett, Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh, Norma
Shearer and Clara Bow, though not all flowered
into stardom under his banner.
"I've often wondered about that," he says.
Vision him seated on a Louis Quinze sofa
partly covered by a dust cloth. Behind him
a group of players, camera men, electricians
and prop boys. Overhead the dim reaches of
a great "stage" on the United Artists studio
lot in Hollywood. He smokes constantly and
wears his soft hat bent down over his eyes. He
has just finished making a camera test of a
young girl he believes will succeed to a star
mantle within the year.
"Perhaps it's a reflection of divinity, a bit
of that 'image and likeness.' Obviously something lying above the merely physical — which
puts it in the super plane that for want of a
better word we call the spiritual. You'll find
the spark on the stage, in Congress, on the
screen and in the industrial world. Walter
Hampden, Senator Borah, Charlie Chaplin and
Henry Ford are stars in their respective
spheres.
"No, it's not intellectuality. That has
almost nothing to do with screen stardom.
It is Intelligence, though, spelled with a
capital I. And undoubtedly intuition's involved, which complicates things a little.
And thinking may have a part, though it's not
as important as people believe, because it's a
mechanical process and can be cultivated,
while Intelligence is inherent and rises into
Spirit.
"HTHEN culture, which, while not vital, is
■*■ valuable. I'm talking of the screen, remember. For instance, there's a woman —
you'll see her in a few minutes — who at one
time may have read a book. It's barely possible. She's uncultured, slangy, even vulgar, but
she's a great screen actress and knows instinctively what is required. She's talented,
but not cultivated, and would fail on the stage.
"I first saw Valentino dancing in a prologue
at the Auditorium in Los Angeles. He came
to Sunset Boulevard studio to do extra work,
unformed, but active, alert, alive. A bit here
and there he did until his spark was fed by
experience and struggle. I think intelligence
and sincerity were his principal qualities,
though he had a strong vein of mysticism too,
and on the screen we have had no greater figure
of romance.
"Mary Pickford came to the old Biograph
studio in New York from the stage. She has
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tremendous driving power in her — a spirit
dynamo like Mussolini, and a most remarka
talent for self-appraisal. She never 'kids' fc
self. The thing that most attracted me
day I first saw her was the intelligence tl
shone in her face. I found she was thirsty
work and information. She could not
driven from the studio while work was go
on. She was — and is— a sponge for experien
Her spark burst into such a blaze that it 1
burned steadily for eighteen years.

"/CONSTANCE TALMADGE is entir
^-'different. She was doing bits at Fine A
in 1915 and 1916. Then I put her into Tntol
ance' as the mountain girl, and she has be
flaming ever since. Connie is exubera
humorous, vivid, champagny and intuitive
"We picked Douglas Fairbanks from 1
stage where he had already risen to stardo
It was his vitality that attracted me. It stu
out of him even as he walked the street, and
is indefatigable as a worker. No hours t
long, no task too hard, no trouble too gre
Hitch those things to his vivacious intelligen
his perspicacity and his kindliness, and y
produce quality. We knew we had a gn
star when we saw his first picture, 'The Lam
but four pictures went by before we knew tl
theAtpublic
knewcanit never
also." be sure when you ha
first you
a Pickford, a Belle Bennett, a Gilbert or
Meighan. You may believe it, but will t
public share your belief and confirm your juc
ment? That's the rub, for the public and t
public alone determines star rating. A lot
twaddle is talked of this boy or that girl bei
"put over" by the producer, or "ramm
down the public's throat." Time and til
again efforts — and good, honest, proper effor
too — have been made to sell a new star, b
failure has invariably resulted when the high
necessary qualities have been absent. Abraha
Lincoln was indubitably right. The public
terribly hard to fool — continuously.
"Take the case of Chaplin," Griffith we
on. "In no sense physically dominant, st
you can't hide or disguise him in a pictui
Sink him in a crowd, all with backs to t
camera, and still he'll catch the eye. I cai
say specifically why, but there is evident
something in him that shines through clothi
make-up, surroundings. Modesty, whimsies
ity, love, pathos, generosity and the keem
analytical sense are in him.
"When Clara Bow came to my studio
Mamaroneck she plainly showed the ti
mendous, vibrant force that was in her. S)
only wanted extra work then. Norma Shear
came too, on the same mission, about the sat
time. Her characteristic was a culturi
vivacity that was very pleasing. Since tin
she has of course developed other qualities ai
a sure technique.
"When we were making 'Way Down Eas
we had a young man working as a 'grip'
stage hand who possessed rather large feet. I
simply oozed drama, though he was rough, u
lettered. I put him in a small part and i
came through wonderfully. He seemed
have an intuitive feel for suppressed emotio
and later he rose rapidly. You probably i
member him. He was Charles Emmett Mac
" CTAGE training is good, but stage succt
'-'doesn't always insure screen prefermei
Screen work must be handled 'cold,' where
the stage player gets the advantage of e
couragement and contact from the audiew
Take the voice from a stage player and oft
he is seriously handicapped. Two great sta
stars were fearful screen failures. Never mi
their names, but one cost me a shameful nui
ber of dollars.
"What makes Gloria Swanson successfi
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^raordinary vitality, intuitive judgment,
ninctive good taste and a good, vivid and
[jinct individuality. Mack Sennett put her
Ej
bathing
suit among
his she
'beauties,'
oblige
an actor
whose wife
was, butjust
he
odn't keep her there. She was too vital,
aiiest, intelligent, so she simply smashed
ranks."
into the
Sway
lo doubt
butupper
Griffith
can pick winners.
{ t's why I'd rather have his judgment than
rone I know, but he can't tell you how he
c; it. In one of his early pictures he watched
roup of young lads killing time between
sots." Back in his private office he sent for
r of them. Within two months there was
: w star in the making. It was Wallace Reid.
"jNE day at the old Fine Arts studio two
•-ladies and a little girl appeared at the door
frank Woods' office. Woods was Griffith's
iiluction manager and the latter happened
o(e seated there. Woods tried to put them
flbut Griffith just caught sight of a child
i! under a large hat through the door crack.
What do the ladies want, Mr. Woods?" he
s;:d. That interview brought Bessie Love
I the picture world, and she made a success
■ill her very first part, a Swedish servant
id in "The Flying Torpedo." Gentleness,
alios, humor, all were prominent in Bessie.
[o one in Hollywood was much interested
ljForma
Talmadge's
little
No onehad
at
hold
Vitagraph
studio
in sister.
Coney Island
eli much interested either. Just a nice little
it But Griffith knew there was screen value
he. In New York a year previous to putting
ein "Intolerance" he told me he had on his
Iiywood payroll "a bundle of nerves, wine
rjwhimsicality that someone eventually will
five thousand a week to." That was Conhose whose memories go back to the early
iiures will recall the first great male star,
i),mr Johnson. Griffith had gone to Bioriih to act in the trifling productions of those
Be beginnings. A story called "The Adelures of Dolly" was to be made. Griffith
a made so many suggestions that Billy
Ifer, still associated with the director as a
aiera man, and then an important factor in
hstudio,
suggested
that he
"this
new soguy"
be
ne
to direct
it, since
knew
much,
ndentally that rid Bitzer of him.
he other studio players were none too
rudly, and the management didn't burst
ft confidence, but he was told to go ahead
I cause as little trouble and expense as posK. So Griffith, thinking very little of the
tjio gang, went out on the street in search
fDlayers. From the old Knickerbocker
Hat Broadway and Forty-second street he
I a man, none too prosperous. He stepped
the street and accosted him.
You look like an actor," he said. "Can
< act for five dollars a day?"
pir," replied Arthur Johnson, then three
i;ths away from his last stage job, "I can
c,ike hell for five dollars a day. Where shall

I

Bit?"

iNTLENESS, sincerity, geniality, appearance, humor all shone out of Johnson and
R the hearts of the early picture audiences,
r before his sudden demise he was getting
i h more than the initial five dollars a day.
obert Harron was first a messenger and
h a prop boy at the old Biograph. Griffith
Used him into an actor, and his own talents
a e him a star. Intelligence, courage, emou il judgment, all played a part in his success
1 1 the accident that terminated his life in a
^} York hotel.

creams
a thousand excellent preparations make appeal for a place
upon your dressing table to guard your
complexion — to keep your skin soft to
the touch — free from blemish.
OVER

Madam, we introduce another. Perhaps you have not thought of it as a
complexion aid, but it is! . . . your old
acquaintance . . . Sal Hepatica.
It costs not $5 but 30c. It works not
from the outside in, but from the inside out — for beautiful complexions are
not "patted on" — they come from internal health — internal cleanliness.
European beauties know this well.
Whatever lotions they use, whatever
treatments they take, they not only
start the day with a mild saline solution
in the mornings, but they go, when
they can, for the "saline cure" at the
great springs of Europe. To drink salines is fashionable as well as effective!
Try the saline way to beauty. Watch
your complexion improve . . . your skin

become

softer. There will be more

magic in the combination of good face
creams and Sal Hepatica!
Oal Hepatica is the American equivalent of the European spas. By clearing
your blood stream, it helps your complexion. Itgets at the source by eliminating poisons and acidity. That is why
it is so good for headaches, colds, rheumatism, auto-intoxication, etc.
Sal Hepatica, taken before breakfast,
is prompt in its action. Rarely, indeed,
does it fail to work within 30 minutes.
Get a bottle today. Keep internally
clean for one whole week. See how
this saline treatment can make you feel
better and look better. Send coupon
for free booklet that explains more fully
the benefits of Sal Hepatica.

Sal Hepatica

then studio
a Hollywood
Mi! hen
girl,"Lovey"
went to Marsh,
the Griffith
to do a
C'A LINES are the mode the
l3s work she took with her a young sister
k use there was no one at home to take care
\J world over became they are
lie child. The youngster sat on the studio
wonderful antacids as well as laxnd turning over stones to see the bugs
|iper. On the gamin face Griffith saw the
atives. And they never have the
: play of horror and interest. That day
tendency to make their takers stout!
H n Mae Marsh's progress to stardom.
^o doubt but the star quality is spiritual to
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.G-l08
71 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me the Free Booklet that explains mote fully the benefits of Sal Hepatica.
NameAddr enCity
State-
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a great degree," Griffith insists. "When first
I saw Colleen Moore in Chicago I saw it in
her face. Her appealing sincerity tugs at the
heart and will not be denied. She couldn't
be mean; she has to be generous."
Spirituality! Let's remember that. It
makes great preachers and great missionaries.
Those who saw Edward Milton Royle's play,
"The Squaw Man," twenty-odd years ago will
recall the character Dash Hawkins, the bad
man who appeared only in the second act, but
stood out like a lighthouse with but a dozen
lines to speak. Originally played by William
S. Hart it was a high spot of character. He
also was the original Messala in the old play,
"Ben-Hur," and had done Shakespearean
drama before that. Later he drifted to vaudeville, and then out to Hollywood. Thomas H.
Ince had known him in New York, and gave
him a small part in one of the old Mutual pictures that he was making down near Santa
Monica.

3 Girls Wanted!
Three girls wanted natural color. One was brunette, one a blonde, one
a lovely in-between. All
bought Po-Go Rouge at
50c, hand-made in Paris!

"DORN in the West, Hart loved its atmosphere
-L,and traditions, so Ince featured him in a
"Western." In two years he had become a
great star. One afternoon I sat with Ince in a
New York projection room watching a new
Hart picture called "Hell's Hinges."
"What puts Bill Hart over?" I asked.
"His sincerity and sweetness," Ince answered. "People are interested in him more
than in any man I know. You should see his
'fan' mail." He paused, then, "What's the
greatest human emotion? Love, isn't it?
Well, so far as I can see, every man, woman,
child, horse and yellow dog loves Bill Hart.
God knows Bill isn't handsome, but he's hell on

One of Po-Go's three
shades delighted each:
The blonde took Brique
for her sunny complexion; the brunette chose
Ronce, a raspberry tint
ideal for dark eyes; the
charming in-between
took Vif, the bright color
that's all the rage on the
RuedelaPaix.
^^% ^^

pulling
That'saffection."
true of Lon Chaney, also. Out at
Culver City the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer studio
was doing "Tell
It to thehadMarines,"
and a
detachment
of Marines
been borrowed

COW ROUGE
At most stores or by mail—
GUYT. GIBSON, Inc.
565 Fifth Ave., New York City

from the base at San Diego. I think Marines
are not particularly affectionate or lily-fingered.
But that gang of leathernecks did love Lon
Chaney, who played the part of a hard-boiled
sergeant. And everybody on the studio lot
feels the same way about him. He's interested
in them and in their troubles, so they tell him
these and save up stories and half-baked ideas
for him. It's a sincere, interesting, curious
love of humanity with Chaney. I don't think
women like his make-ups, but I never met one
who wasn't curious about him, and children
take to him like a kitten to its mother.

&G
Made and
Packaged
in France
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"pIVE
us sat first
in ascenes
projection
room when
*■
Greta ofGarbo's
— the picture
was
Ibanez' "The Torrent" — were thrown upon a
screen. So far as the screen went, Miss Garbo
was an unknown quantity. Would she or
wouldn't she? Did she or didn't she?
A thousand feet of film sped by, and then
another thousand. No one spoke. Then more
film, and still more. Finally the lights flashed
up. One of the men ground a cigarette into the
floor with his shoe.

Lustrous, Lovely Hair!
Now you can have it;
keep it!
Now every woman may have lovely hair!
The secret lies in proper shampooing! Not
just soap-and-water "washings", but regular
use of a shampoo that really beautifies— one
that was created especially to improve dull
hair and add that little something extra so
often lacking. Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show you the way.
No other shampoo, anywhere, like Golden
Glint Shampoo. Does more than merely
cleanse. There's a youth-imparting touch — a
beauty specialist's secret in its formula. Millions use regularly ! At your dealers', or send
25c to J. W. Kobi Co.,Dept.21-J,604Rainier
Ave., Seattle, Wash. Money back if not
delighted.

"But two roles in life are open to that lady,"
he said. "She can act, or she can start a new
religion. So far as results go it won't make
much difference. She'll click either way."
Sheer, dynamic force — as Griffith says — is
tied up in the small package known as Clara
Bow. So well understood is this that great
care is exercised in casting players for her pictures, lest good, earnest work by a less positive character be wholly nullified by her vigor.
One of her outstanding traits, too, is a positively grim courage. She just won't scare.
"A lot depends upon character," continued
Griffith. "People aren't born with character.
They achieve it. It's a growth; a lamination of
various qualities that aggregate into a unity.
"And that explains the 'flash' star; the
youngster who leaps into prominence in one
picture, only to slip back again in the next
effort. In the first, budding individuality
matched up with the needs of the characterization. In the next, it didn't. There bad been
insufficient time — or inclination — for work and
experience to grow into stiff character, and so

Eyery advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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nothing happened. If good sense and real 1
hard work are laid on top of natural qualiti i
we may get star material. Yes, we — may.
"But natural talent isn't enough. Promi I
ing
players often are fed on the beli j
thatyoung
God has given them an inexhaustib 1
reservoir of talent and they need only dip
the bucket. They seldom realize that tl 1
greatest artists are the greatest workers. I ]
like to commend to all young actor folk tl !
parable of the wise and the unwise virgin
'Keep on putting oil in your lamp,' I'd te \
them. 'It's all right to play, but work at yoi ,

"The Work!'
public is generous and tolerant t
trade.
those able to entertain it, but it never forgiv.
laziness or carelessness. Instinctively it fee
that these constitute an insult — and they di
If recognition is given good work, more reco;
That's wh;
nition demands better work.
Gish a great artist. She's nevt
makes
satisfiedLillian
with a result, but goes ahead digginj
"
working,
Which studying.
opens up another
angle.
Stars appear, wax, shine brightly for a tim
and then their radiance dims.
No need t
mention names, but the cinema heavens ai
exhibiting the phenomenon at this momen
Three stars are slipping. Why?
Evidently it is the finer qualities that brir
preferment. Audiences react favorably t
these; to brightness, activity, kindness, humo
beauty, symmetry, generosity, purity, justici
sincerity, intelligence, wisdom, honor, and tb
like. With a good proportion of these qualitie
a person is said to have charm.
Then comes success, adulation, fame, foi
tune and so on. If the character isn't stron
enough to resist erosion by these, then selfjsb
ness, conceit, injustice, meanness, greec
egotism and so on creep in, warp charactei
and begin to act repellently. Popularity fall
off, exhibitors write to the studios that Mis
This or Mr. That "don't pull like they did am
my audiences don't like her — or him— s
don't send us these leads any more."

i

i
;

j

1
;

j
,
i

i

1
\
j

j

1

1
I

•"THE plumber's wife, the blacksmith' I
x daughter, the clerk, the butcher, the dress
maker, the grocer's helper, the brakeman'
sister, and so on, decide very quickly whethe I
they do or do not want to spend another thirt
particular player. When the'
to see this
cents
collectivel
y observe, "Aw, she's no good an;
experience
the
more,"
d producer to whom thi
remark has been swiftly
passed on, calls of
the advertising and cancels certain plans.
The odd thing is that Maine or Idaho o
Georgia or Oklahoma get the same idea abou
the same time. Since the foreign market lag
a year or so behind the domestic, returns fron
it are later, but remarkably coincident. An<
when these things happen some day someorn
may remark:
"I wonder what's become of Hazel Squincl
or Harold Bozo?" or they may not, in whid
event the dark curtains of oblivion steal softb
up and enshroud another promising player.
When the fine, positive qualities are smoth
ered
candle!by the coarse negatives, out goes tin
In all this nothing much has been said o
beauty. That probably is because it has a
little to do with stardom. Is that contrary t<
belief?
Well, I'm sorry.
Billie Dove is a beauty. So is Corinm
Griffith. Unquestionably! Is Janet Gaynori
Is Bebe Daniels? Is Gloria Swanson? Bu
we're getting close to ungallantry.
•"THEN look at the men: Chaplin, Fairbanks
•*- Blue, Hart, Denny, Colman, Nagel, Gilbert
Mix — all fine, personable chaps, but? Well
why risk friendships? Take a sheet of papei
and a pencil and make up your own lists. Then
when you have fought the neighbors over them
determine for yourself just how much beaut)
has to do with stardom. Of course it's ai
important
and byan any
asset,
means. one, but it's not <
necessity
So here we are at the question we began with
What makes them stars?

Photoplay
tVnd we find that the requirements work out
sjiething like this, and roughly in this order
oimportance:
Intelligence
Intuition
Self-discipline
Courage
Justice
Sincerity
Industry
Self-respect
Knowledge
I Culture
1 Kindness
I Consideration
Generosity
Humor
J Honesty

I l I
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"Gentlemen prefer
blattering Wands,
says ANITA

LOOS

i Form

Appearance
No, I have not listed the moralities as such,
fincipally because if one should possess a fair
ijrtion of the above the chances are that the
eliical qualities will be found modestly in the
tkkground— as they should be. The list is
j;:tty formidable, and only an angel could
jksess them all. I never met but one angel,
£fd I married her to take her out of circulation.
\t seriously, a screen star must have — and
ftp— a fair proportion of the list, or — that
cj.r will shortly be on her or his way to join
b pug dog and the corset.

Whose Heart Is
Whose in
Hollywood?
[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

Author of

38 ]

iris
n. was calling. It's an unbeatable combinaJoan Crawford and Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
■e they married or are they not? They adIt that they are engaged. But the engagelot ring happens to be a narrow circlet that
?>ks like a wedding ring. Their devotion has
hathered opposition and adverse criticism of
| sorts. Doug is very young and, although his
!pa and mamma are divorced, they agree
fit he ought to wait before he marries.
It's been almost a year now and their devo|>n is beginning to soften the hearts of those
10 are most set against the romance.
t
AOUG, Sr., and Mary Pickford find the
j-'family circle beset by stormy romances,
here's Bebe Daniels and Jack Pickford. Bebe
ys it is all off. But why did Bebe hasten to
few York when she heard that Jack was so ill?
•arilyn Miller was showing . a friendly, exIfely sympathy for Jack.
Did Bebe, too,
p a similar sympathy and pity?
Bebe and
Jck Bebe
have tobeen
timein and
it isn't
ne
walkpalsoutforona along
friend
trouble.
[Let's turn to something in a lighter key.
lie romance of Sue Carol and Nick Stuart, for
Istance.
It's an affair embellished
with
iwers, telegrams, long distance calls and all
e trimmings of a collegiate engagement.
f fact, it is an engagement,
i The Fox Company, heartlessly thinking of
li own pictures and not of two beating hearts,
\ipped Nick to Europe to make a movie. Sue
id Nick have sworn solemn vows of undying
Uelity. But Hollywood, cynical city, doesn't
llieve that absence makes the heart growHollywoodtrip
doesn't
trustTahoe.
its sweeties
far as aler.location
to Lake
Still Sue and Nick feel their affair is just a
tie different.
Nick was the boy who disvered the pretty Chicago heiress and urged
:r to go into the movies.
They are both
>ung and they want no broken hearts among
eir souvenirs:
The largest engagement ring in Southern
ilifornia rests on the third ringer of Dorothy
When

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and "But Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes, " uses New Gutex Liquid Polish
Charming, unspoiled and amazingly petite Anita Loos has a habit of emphasizing her brilliant sallies by graceful gestures with her well formed perfectly groomed hands.
She says: "I cannot seem to talk without making motions. Everyone notices
my hands and I don't dare neglect them.
"The New Cutex Liquid Polish keeps
them looking nice. It natters the hands
and I love flattery.
"A Cutex Manicure Kit goes with me
on all my trips. I never let a week go
without using the Cuticle Remover and
Cream. They bring out the half moons
and keep the nail tips tip-top!"
Modern women keep their hands chic
with the New Cutex Liquid Polish. Keep
your hands lovely this way, too! (With
Polish Remover 50c.
Separately 35c.)
Northam Warren, New York, London, Paris.

The New
Cutex Liquid
Polish with
Remover

"Driving hands . . . one minute at
the wheel the next at tea . . ."
says Miss Adelaide Bride
This winsome blonde of Washington
society says: "Our social season is a
mad whirl from one place to another.
"One minute your hands are on the
wheel— the next you are shaking
hands or teaing with an ambassador.
"All of us rely on Cutex Liquid
Polish. It keeps the nails so lovely
looking and gives them such a flatter-

Special
ing finish!"Introductory Offer— 6?
I enclose 6c for samples of the New Cutex
Liquid Polish and Polish Remover. (If
>0 Post Office
Dept.Q
in
)
BoxCanada,
No. 2054,address
Montreal.
Northam
Warren,
Dept.Q-10
] 1 1 West 17th
Street,
New York
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Sebastian's left hand. It was placed there by type.
When she breaks hearts, they sta'
Clarence Brown. To get the background of broken. And she is so, so sorry.
Like a few million others, Mr. Peck wa
the Brown-Sebastian romance, we will have to
go back to the Dempsey-Sharkey fight. smitten with Janet when he saw her on thi
Sharkey and Clarence Brown were both kay- screen in "Seventh Heaven." Or rather, ;
smouldering flame broke out anew, for Lydel
oed the same evening.
and Janet had known each other as kids h
At that time, Miss Sebastian was fairly new
to Hollywood and lonely. Mr. Brown was an San Francisco. Following the advice o
Beatrice Fairfax, he sought out mutual friend:
older resident but he was even lonelier, because
his wife, Ona, had just walked out on him. A to renew the acquaintance.
stoutish man, Mr. Brown, with a kind heart
Mr. Peck, who lives in San Francisco, now
and a sentimental nature.
scorches the clouds every week-end motoring
Dorothy had just bought a radio and she to see Janet.
Any romance between Janet and Charlk
invited a few friends at the Metro-GoldwynMayer Studio to come up and listen to the Farrell existed largely in public imagination.
fight. In fact, she broadcast her invitations
Good friends, oh, my yes!
Anything more
recklessly to acquaintances and strangers alike. oh, my no! Everybody knows that Charlk
Of the horde of invitees, only the lonely Mr.
is going with Virginia
nc
Brown and two others showed up. Mr. Brown
engagement.
Virginia Valli.
thinks But
that there's
marriage
and Mr. Sharkey went helpless at the same
would blight Charlie's career.
So it's at a
deadlock.
moment. After the battle, Mr. Brown asked
Miss Sebastian if she would like to run down to
The same deadlock exists between Charles
the Hotel Ambassador and murder a sirloin Rogers and Claire Windsor.
Papa and Mamsteak with him. Would she? She would. And, ma Rogers, of Olathe, Kansas, think that
incidentally, when a man begins to talk in " Buddy " is too young to marry. The romance
terms of steaks at three dollars a steak, you is wearing thin for lack of encouragement.
can bet love really has come into his life.
Gary Cooper and Evelyn Brent belong in the
Janet Gaynor's denial that she is engaged to ranks of the fight-and-make-up couples. It's
Lydell Peck fails to carry conviction. Janet one of those stormy and scrappy affairs. Sometimes Gary goes out with another girl and then
is a demure, mouse-like girl. You know the

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!
VOU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surety, in the privacy of your
own boudoir* Your friends will wonder how you did it.
Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh. clear and transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloring.
The first iar proves its magic worthResults guaranteed, or money refunded. At all druggists, 50candSl.

w

Stillman's

Freckle Cream
Removes
Freckles

Whitens

The Skin

The Stillman Co-, 32 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, III.
Send

me your FREE skin

treatment

booklet.

Name
Address .
City.

. State

in a safe easy way **
'You stout folks will be interested
in the story of my reduction.
I took no tiresome courses in dieting
or exercise, no drugs, no thyroid or
glandular extracts; no sweat baths,
lotions, soaps or creams. But I did
lose 97 pounds.
Today my weight is normal, I feel
better, have more vigor and vitality.
I have no wrinkles or flabby skin. My
insurance companies who examined
rr-2 before and after reducing now say I am an
excellent risk, that I have probably added
years to my life. As a consequence my premiums have been reduced over $1,000 a year.
Won't you let me tell you without cost /
or obligation how easy and safe it is? Just '*
send your name
and address today.

E. HART
Dept. 8
Hart Bldg.
New Orleans,
Louisiana

Today, 182 lbs

Dorothy Sebastian wears the largest engagement ring in Southern
California.
It was presented to her by Clarence Brown, the director
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Ik's a great, big scrap. And all is oyer
there's a reconciliation
ie een them. Thenrises.
nithe temperature
ime Hollywood romances are fairly percent. Which means that they are just
Bit as permanent as a permanent wave.
Ister" Collier and Constance Talmadge,
oilnstance. Some old inhabitants remember
vhi "Buster" and Connie weren't going toiler.
t course, they have had a few troubles.
I affair had a slight set-back when Connie
aided another man — Captain Alastair Macn'sh. And just as Connie was calling it
"Buster" gave Cupid
Macintosh,
(U5 withblack
.nher
eye by nearly eloping with
. But what's a couple
MacCarthy
,f)othy
larriages
and elopements between friends?
1, pooh, for a love that won't stand a few
1
tins.
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When teeth are
glistening white

EVEN THEN..
4 out °f 5
are Pyorrheas victims

y;S, "Buster" and Connie are friends
Rgain. But Connie is wary of marriage.
JV;it with her two husbands and Norma's
>riilems, you can't blame the girl.
ind Aileen Pringle. It's this way with
yen. She can't stand women and avoids
h; company as much as possible. Naturally,
hhas to have some friends and naturally
16 friends are mostly men. Men like her,
eject her intelligence, adore her conversakj and seek her society. For a long time,
Brie Gibbons, the art director, was her
a rite escort. Then the literati discovered
Ben.
ie has flocks of beaux but her heart is not
n (ollywood. It is in a certain large eastern
I where dwells an intellectual editor. His
nials are — But, no, we lit'ry guys are entil]d to our private lives. Whoever gets
\ien gets life insurance against boredom.
51 is distinctly not a booba Americana.
ily Damita had scarcely unpacked her
irks in Hollywood before Harry D'Arrast
ca:d around. As a Frenchman, he came to
afi- his services as an interpreter. You will
rejember that the Marquis de la Falaise used
th same line on Gloria Swanson. Mr.
D| rrast has had a wonderful time interpreting
Hlywood for Lily. There are rumors of a
F ich duke now on his way to California to
reind
foiduel.Lily of an old friendship. Let's hope
erhaps you've been wondering why Lya
d(?utti makes so many trips to New York.
0: perhaps you've never even given it a
trjight. Just to get things straight, may we
reind you that a very wealthy gentleman
naed Blumenthal lives in New York? The
rcance started in Berlin, where'Mr. Blumentl has business interests.
"Li AND holding is as thick in Hollywood as it
■*yis any place where a great number of young
p<;ons under thirty are gathered together.
ft) hand-holders, Mary Philbin and Paul
Kiner, supervisor at Universal, blushingly
aiiit that wedding presents will soon be in
o;:r. Reginald Denny and Betsy Lee
(imerly Bubbles Steifel) are cooing to each
fejer. Sally Eilers and Matty Kemp are engird and don't care who knows it. George
B , the director, is smitten with Gwen Lee.
V lis Goldbeck, scenario writer, thinks that
tyry Duncan is Not Like Other Girls. Anita
S vart is going to marry Ralph Converse, so
h friends say. May McAvoy and Maury
Cry have been friends for years, but don't
b: ridiculous! Can't a girl and a man go
P|:es together without starting a lot of silly
ri iors?
Excuse me for not mentioning Clara Bow
b >re this. But Clara is content to rest on her
s< en laurels. No more steadies! No more
fi ces! Maybe.
-lice White and Dick Grace, the stunt flyer,
a in the on-again, off-again class. Walter
I: on, the young Englishman, threatened to
fc| ik off everything. Alice can't concentrate.
1 : odds are against a marriage. Olive Bord and George O'Brien have been going toil *ier for a couple of years without making
When

decay.
them against acids which cause

fact that
of the
E well
UNAW
even when
is not
allAR
teeth are gleaming white, 4 out
of 5 after forty and thousands
younger pay the high penalty for
self- neglect. They sacrifice health
to Pyorrhea.
Take this precaution: See your
dentist twice annually. And start
using the dentifrice that keeps
teeth so white and at the same
time helps to safeguard health
against this foe.
Morning and night, every day,
use Forhan's for the Gums.
Without the use of harsh abrasives, it restores teeth to their
natural whiteness and protects

Also, if used regularly and in
time, it helps to firm gums and
keep them strong and healthy.
Pyorrhea seldom attacks healthy
Get a tube of Forhan's. Use
this dentifrice regularly. Brush
gums.
and
massage your gums daily with
Forhan's following directions in
booklet that comes with tube.
Teach your children this good
habit. It will protect their precious health in the years to come.
Two sizes — 35c and 60c.
Formula ofR. J. Forhan, D. D. S*
Forhan Company, New York

Forhan's for the gums
YOUR

TEETH
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any progress. Richard Dix and Marcee
Day have an intermittent romance. Lois 1L
son and Richard have forgotten each otj
Lois is playing on the stage with Edwij
Everett Horton and so why should they e
a lot of each other?
Phyllis Haver and Stephen Gooson, the I
director, are on the verge of saying good-e
forever. But Phyllis's pal, Marie Prevost, s
made up with her husband, Kenneth Har .
Thelma Todd went around with Chaj
Furthman, Paramount supervisor, until E<;
Perkins, a publicity man, diverted her action. After a quarrel that lasted a year, Jii
Considine and Catherine Bennett, sister f
Mrs. Fred Niblo, are now on excellent ter .
And Ralph Forbes lets it be known that;:
prefers the company of Julanne Johnston.
Betty Bronson, Anita Page, Lois Moi,
June Collyer, Molly O'Day and Joseph
Dunn cannot make up their minds. So ti
are free-lancing. Between Elsie Janis ;i
Ramon Novarro — yes, you heard me— ,j
just a big, beautiful and sincere friends!.
James Hall is waiting for a divorce but tl
Kennedy.
doesn't keep him from dancing with Mei

PRIN

and basking in each other's smiles.
So there they are — the heart-beats of Ho/
wood. But don't be angry if next month jj
read that John Gilbert has gone goofy o|
Marie Dressier or that Dolores Del Rio
eloped with the Maharajah of Indore. J]
member that the same hearts will be beatinj:only in different directions.

The whole world knows Aspirin as an effective antidote for pain.
But it's just as important to know that there is only one genuine
Bayer Aspirin. The name Bayer is on every tablet, and on the
box. If it says Bayer, it's genuine; and if it doesn't, it is not!
Headaches are dispelled by Bayer Aspirin. So are colds, and
the pain that goes with them ; even neuralgia, neuritis, and rheumatism promptly relieved. Get Bayer — at any drugstore — with
proven directions.

The Story of a
Dancing Girl

Physicians prescribe Bayer Aspirin;
it does NOT affect the heart
Aspirin

[ CONTINUED

is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicaoid
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prospect will buy. Cards sell at sight. Handsome Sample Book FREE. Large commission on all
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Best value on the market.
Write immediately.

You will be delighted with its fragrance and
efhciency Send for samples and directions for using.
Address; "Cuticura," Dept. L, Maiden, Mass
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FROM PAGE 69 ]

You read the same story over and ov
Evelyn Brent tried suicide. John Gilbert v
about to turn away from Inceville in despe
tion. But just at the psychological mome
what we call "fate" intervened for them.
I didn't know what I was going to do. A, hi
then, as though there were some unseen ha
laid on my shoulders, pushing me forward
dashed ahead of those other girls, through tl;
door
markedlet "Private!"
"Don't
them kick me out!" Like
frightened child, I burst out sobbing. "Pie;
don't let them kick me out. I have less th,
won't kick you out!" a small m,
two"They
dollars!"
behind a large desk smiled as a father smi
at his child who is unduly frightened. "Ji
sit And
down that
and evening
tell me Ialldanced
about it."
in the choi
at Friars Inn in Chicago!
One week there, two weeks dancing at
convention in Oklahoma City, then to Detn<
at the Oriole Terrace.
I do not know of any situation which c
so degrade a girl as to be the hayseed in
chorus.
There they are: Glittering, jolly choi
girls chumming
business"
language.together with their "sh<
There you are: Lonesome, harassed by th
out-of-it-all feeling yet imagining thatyo
whole future depends upon getting acquaint*
becoming one of the m.
In Chicago and Oklahoma City I had dress
in a big room with the other girls where
had a enhance to imitate their every movemei
In Detroit they recognized me as a Dur
Dora and put me in a corner, behind a curta;
where I could not see what they were doing.

19-Jewel Adjusted
Waltham No.84&-14-lc
white gold tilled: as*
sorted
patterns, |42.60
„ _dpa

18-k white BOld ....
*
Set with I! Diamonds. $22.50;
6 Diamond*.
$32.50;
7 Diamonda. $42. 50: 9 Diamonds,
$52.50: 12 Diamonds. $67. 50

1

Bill Haines thinks that Polly Moran is ':
grandest woman in the world and recently
tertained her at a large party at his hoi.
They are seen everywhere together. Is i
gag? And Roy D'Arcy and Lita Grey Chaj
are banishing dreary memories of divorce si I
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They were determined that no greenhorn
s uld steal their make-up methods.
sat there staring at the costume someone
hi tossed to me. My heart pounded with
s me within me. Shame because I did not
k)w what to do with my first real opportunity
, en Life offered it to me.
lived over my whole seventeen years in
tjse brief, few moments. And I would have
rurned to the laundry, the school, any one
ony various "fathers" gladly, if I could have
bl my way about it.
As for Ray! I would have given up every
taught of success and fame just to have seen
h; dear face before me.
["here is a zero hour in the life of every
pson. This was the zero hour for Joan
(iwford, nee Lucille Le Sueur.
Suddenly, a little dark-eyed kid with dirty
r.j:k and ears slipped behind my curtain.
'You don't know much about show business,
show you."
you? sheHere,
c And
cut I'll
rehearsal
that afternoon to
siw me the steps and the make-up, so I could
g,on that evening.
GRANGE, isn't it, how the law of averages
Heems to stake you to a living? Here were
tirty-two girls — all of them cold, selfish,
j lous of a newcomer except one. She was
I least pretty, the least popular, and yet
s< kept me from being a failure. I wish
lad not lost track of this youngster. _
[ had expected to see men standing in line
viting for us after each performance. That
is my idea of show business. But each girl
i that chorus had her own "boy-friend."
1 trort's beaus-around-town must have known
ts, for none of them formed in line to offer
£iew girl a free dinner.
How I longed for Ray — someone at least to
\lk home with me!
One night, eight weeks after my arrival, I
\s feeling for the first time really peppy!
Iiad been promoted to end girl, a chorus
i;ition-of -honor.
We were doing a gypsy dance. I loved it.
le big balloon skirts, the tight little bodices,
1 rapid, swirling motions. I forgot everytng in the exhilaration of spinning. This
tie, I even forgot where I was going. My
;rt whipped one of the tables.
Three men looked up and smiled in acknowlqment of my attention!
The next dance was a buck and wing.
.;ain, I loved the costumes. Tight trousers,
!l>se blouses, Eton collars. I could not do
I of the steps so I faked them.
The same three men smiled — in recognition
< my faking.
f
We had been "off" only a few moments
Men the manager yelled, "Hey, girls, are
;ii decent?"
Half a dozen called "Wait a moment."
'Make it snappy. I've got someone imfrtant to meet you."
It was J. J. Shubert! He was one of the
tree men who had smiled when I accidentally
I his table.
He
out to"Innocent
:troitwas
and trying
asked me
attend theEyes"
matineein
fe next afternoon.
'THAT was my first big show. I thought I
was in heaven. Those girls all separated
wording to size, in their gorgeous costumes
Id with their perfect technique and rhythm.
ould the time ever come when / would dance
such an exhibition?
And after the performance, Mr. Shubert
ted if I would like to go to New York
th the company.
"You mean I could go to New York and
wouldn't cost me anything?" I stammered.
Of course, there is one thing you don't do
the show business — jump an engagement
thout giving two weeks' notice. But I was
11 so green I didn't know it. Yet, I hesitated.
! nie Young had been so good, practically
|ved my whole career for me.
"What time does the train go?"
: "Two o'clock in the morning."

The embarrassment that
comes with knowledge of this
grave social offense is finally
ended. An important phase
of woman's oldest hygienic
problem is now solved.
smart women gather socially —
WHER
or Ein business— even the most attractive
are guilty of offending others at certain times.
Yet they, themselves, seldom realize it. When
told, they become miserably self conscious.
They try in vain to overcome the difficulty
by make-shift methods. Now science offers
safe and certain relief from this fear.

specially treated. Finally, Kotex is so easy to
dispose of, eliminating all need of laundering.
Buy a box today, at any drug, dry goods or
department store . . . 45c for a box of twelve.
Supplied, also, in rest-room vending cabinets.
"Kotex is the only sanitary pad that deodorizes by a
patented process. (Patent No. 1,670,587, granted
May 22, 1928.)

Deodorizes
Kotex now scientifically deodorizes*
Millions of women have learned to depend
on Kotex within the last ten years. It has
brought them better health, greater peace-ofmind under trying conditions. Now comes
an added advantage. Kotex chemists have
discovered (and patented) a process that absolutely ends all odors. The one remaining
problem in connection with sanitary pads is
solved !

important features:
1— Softer gauze ends chafing; pliable filler
absorbs as no other substance can;
2— Corners are rounded and tapered: no evidence ofsanitary protection under any gown;
3— Deodorizes — safely, thoroughly, by a new
and exclusive patented process;
4— Adjust it to your needs; filler may be
made thinner, thicker, narrower as required;

No more bulky outlines

and

That awful feeling of being conspicuous because of the bulkiness of old-time methods
is gone, too. Kotex pads are rounded and
tapered so there is no evidence of sanitary
protection when worn. You may add or remove layers of filler as needed— a thing all
women appreciate. There is a new softness,
because both filler and gauze have been
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I finished the revue at one o'clock, dashed
home, packed and made the train for New York
City. I instinctively knew that to make a
success in the show business you must not
let sentimentality enter into business.
I don't remember a thing about that journey.
I was in a haze of happiness. My brain was a
fog of glorious ambitions. Mother, men — not
even Ray for the moment — nothing in the
world mattered except the fact that I was really
to be a part of a Broadway chorus.
The New York girls were as kind as those
in Detroit had been hateful.
I was in my heaven. I was a girl, at last,
being understood by other girls who wanted
to be understood also.
I imagine people think chorus girls are just
acollective
gaudy crew
bent Iupon
beingso Wall
Street's
mistress.
thought
myself
until
I became one of them.

EYES that Ck
Of/arm

A touch of "MAYBELLINE" works beauty
wonders. Even light, scant eyelashes are made
to appear naturally dark, long and luxurious.
All the hidden loveliness of your eyes, their
brilliance, depth and expression — is instantly revealed. The difference is remarkable.
Millions of women in all parts of the
world, even the most beautiful actresses
of the stage and screen, now realize
that "MAYBELLINE" is the most
important aid to beauty and use it
regularly.
Perfectly harmless.
Solid or Waterproof
liquid Maybelline,
Black or Brown, 75c
at all Toilet Goodl
Counters,

Mr. Hoople Stays in Character
[ CONTINUED

CO.

tary isin love with my son — seems to me that's
been done before. Big scenes, however. Repudiation, recrimination, reparation. I'll
make the part stand out like a wild bull's eye.

Drake

" Grosvenor!" snapped his wife.
"Eh?" asked the financier, ceasing his
march.
HI—"
"You forgot the radishes."
"Radishes!" saidMr. Hoople in amazement.
"What the devil do bankers have to do with
radishes, may I ask? Send one of the servants

CHICAGO

Rooms with bath, $5.00 a day,
single; $6.00 double — and up. Located on shore of Lake Michigan,
yet within five minutes of Theaters and Shopping District.

and,me.
by the
don't bother
about
cooking
for
Let way,
the Filipino
go back
on the
job.
I'm dining at the Biltmore."
"Can't you stay human just for tonight?"
wailed the sidetracked spouse.
"Don't let's go over all that again," said Mr.
Hoople, assuming the fruity tones of a fashionable clergyman. ''You know how I am when
I'm working — in character twenty-four hours
a day. Well, I've got to get the feel of this part
at once." His wife sneered openly.
"Listen," he advised, now half way up"I admitmusician
I wouldn't
mind cleaner
playing ora
broken stairs,
down
or street

Under the famous BLACKSTONE management, known the
world over.
The
and

Drake, Lake Shore Drive
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago
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of vital im-

portance to every married
Turn to page 143

s

In the concluding chapter, Miss Crawfor.\
completes the story of her experiences as
New York chorus girl, tells of her accidents
break into the movies and speaks frankl
of her love affairs, including the muc.\
heralded one with Mike Cudahy of Chicagt
Look for her story in the November issue o
Photoplay.

I was a pony. That's the smallest group in
the chorus. I have grown four inches since
I entered the movies.
You don't know what a real thrill in life is
until you've been called from the back row,

his replies became more crisp, he stood erect
and frowned in an important manner. Finally
he hung up and gazed impersonally at the despairing Mrs. Hoople.
"I'm a millionaire banker," he announced,
beginning to tramp the room with his hands
behind his back. "Chairman of the board.
Wall Street stuff. Hard as granite. My secre-

£ijelnsh ^Jieautijie.

HOTEL

Broadway.
It happened to me two weeks after I y
pony.
Now I could write home to Ray. Ncr
could write mother.
Now I could afford to let them know wl
I was doing.
The men were lined up at the stage dc ;
waiting and I wanted Kansas City to \x<
that I was one for whom they were waiting
Of course, it never entered my head t
in another year I would be leaving Broad'
headed for California and the movies.

Hard? Yes, they're hard. They can't be
sensitive
and be
successful. It just isn't in
the Broadway
racket.

ou, too, fan hade

MAYBELLINE
CHICAGO

so scared that your whole body is shakbecause you expect the manager to say: "
God's sake get the lead off your feet — "
And hear him say instead: "Get up tt;
in That's
the front
an row,
honor honey!"
greater than stardom t .

some such tear jerker, but I can't help it if I
look sort of grand. And it isn't only appearance, Mary, it's brains. De Mille himself said
to me, 'Grosvenor, old kid,' he said, 'your
mind is positively amorphous.' Really," said
Mr. Hoople coughing modestly, "you should
be proud that I am what I am."
HALF an hour later he sallied forth in a well
cut double breasted suit of navy blue which
camouflaged his tendency to swell amidships.
A seal ring salvaged from a curio shop gleamed
dully on his left hand, and from one arm hung
a rosewood cane. A frill of white linen piping
bordered his vest, and a Panama, dove grey
spats and a snowy wing collar completed the
accoutrements of a properly starched boundin-morocco conservative.
He paraded magnificently through the
house, caressed his wife with dignity and
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headed for the garage. Ignoring the decre;
runabout, he climbed into a glistening lim<: |
sine and rolled smoothly away toward the cii
At the first corner a green sedan slid out fr<|
a side street and gave chase.
HpHE embryo chairman of the board dr<*■ steadily into Los Angeles, skirted the B
more and came to rest before an impos
bank building on Spring Street. Dusk v
settling and the financial district lay desol
and softened in the fading light. Mr. Hoo
walked to the portals and gazed between m
sive bronze bars at the barren expanse of ti .
floor, the shining grilles, the mahogany de:,
of executives. He imagined himself pac,
briskly to and fro, watched with reverence z
awe, a man among men.
"Yes, Vandeveer," said Mr. Hoople si
denly, "my word is final on the Smitherslc,*
extension.
What about the Patagonian
vestment?
In my opinion, excellent. I \
also pleased with the first quarter earningsi
public
utilities. roundsman
Diversification
A passing
eyed him " sharp
noted the ensemble, and saluted. Mr. Hoo!
gulped,
gestured
and watched
out of sight.
Theninhereturn
perambulated
to sevejh ■
other monetary Gibraltars, reciting more
spiring jargon and began to feel quite capai
of doing business at Broad and Wall,
parked the limousine, bought a financial maij !
zine at a stand and strode boldly into i;
California Club. After a few minutes of gaz^,
patronizingly at the members, he deparl
for the Biltmore.
Once there, he stalked through the lob|
into the promenade, wondering what sort; j
nourishment
a banker takes on Thursc
evenings.
In the midst of his meditation
tiny hand crumpled his coat sleeve and — i
"Isn't this Mr. Grosvenor Hoople?" asl:
a creamy voice.
That individual wheeled and looked do
upon a piquant face beneath a cloud of h
the color of a sugar maple in October. B
worship crackled from a pair of Mediterrani
eyes as the girl drew a little closer. I
Hoople stared back in pleasurable astohi
his
scalp.
ment,
and felt a queer sensation creep ak
"It is," he admitted in his best Un
League manner. "And what, my dear yoi

is guaranteed. lady,

can I do for you?"
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I ■ yisic
vision

inhaled ecstatically and negoblush.
it| _ablus
o you mind just talking to me?" she
,,. " Oh, I hope not. Really, I've seen so
it of your pictures that I feel I know you.
ltdon't think I'm some dreadful visiting
myself, so we're
in Hollywood
E live right
afcally
neighbors.
My
name
is Rita

/"

Hoople pondered carefully for a mo"[iss?" he inquired,
"bsolutely," laughed the girl.
";hen," said Mr. Hoople with stateliness,
',iould be delighted to have you as my
etat dinner."
Ba next two hours were a gustatory and
n rsational adventure for the actor. Under
e ifluence of the lapis lazuli eyes and filet
;e with claret sauce he expanded into a
n;rously devilish raconteur. The girl
tied, apparently enthralled, as he played
e nfamiliar role of lion, for he had never
e burdened with the saccharine admiration
leesome females.

-

HE flaming Rita flourished the rapier of
ttery with the deftness of long practice,
rMr. Hoople glowed appreciatively. Neveretis, as he drove her home, he merely ex1 d his characterization to cover a frosty,
DJ;h courtly banker thawing gently under
jj/armth of youth. When he said good;j in front of an apartment house on Highi'.Avenue the girl watched him, frankly
Zed. Then she smiled brightly, flashed
r ltramarine floodlight and ventured,
| suppose you're terribly busy?"
/ell," said the dazzled actor, "you know
Exacting my work is." His turbid mind
ited slowly. Was it possible this radiant
:»ure wanted
to see him again?
"Of
-"
Be, I— , er
' could meet you tomorrow night at the
a place," suggested Rita.
1 would be honored."
'.nd Saturday too, maybe?"
1 'apital," said the quarry, coming to life.
ill then we come inevitably to Sunday.
Hnot Sunday, also?"
"e girl nodded, and swayed a little nearer.
rioople sensed a billow of provocative per1 but no thought of a stolen kiss seeped
rgh his monumental conceit. The idea of
aste and wistful romance pleased him
ftily, with Rita in the role of worshipper
k idol's shrine. He bowed cavalierly, gave
iipressive sigh and climbed into the limouh watched him turn the corner, and then
['>ned toward a green sedan that waited in
shadows beneath a pepper tree. When
t'.ched her, she leaned through the window
grinned at two men inside,
that's
the verdict?"
inquired
Sta wrinkled
her nose in
disdain.one of them.
'Veil," she announced, "he's a pretty
i' proposition, but I guess he'll melt. Gee,
H think he was Morgan and Rockefeller
'iti up together. He pretty near broad-A'd
h death, but then he didn't pull any rough
i. either. He's a combination of gentlei dumbbell and ham, but I'll say he's
| with the front. You better grab him,
le, he's made to order for us."
Ill
E following Tuesday Rita prepared to do
little net casting. Mr. Hoople, rosier than
from much good food, blinked dreamily
' regarded her in fatherly fashion. She
led across the table and patted his hand,
eupon Mr. Hoople relaxed still more,
platonic whimsy appealed to him, particy after a day of portraying frenzy while
':ent to a dummy stock ticker,
kosvenor, dear," murmured the siren,
i remember me telling you that my
lers are in the real estate business? Well,
e a favor, please, honey. They're working
:onight at their offices over in the Plethoric
When

our
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Looks Twice as Beautiful
— when Shampooed this way
Why Ordinary Washing . . fails to clean properly
Thus preventing the . . Real Beauty . . Lustre,
Natural Wave and Color of Hair from showing.
THE beauty, the sparkle . . . the gloss and
lustre of your hair. . . depend, almost
entirely, upon the way you shampoo it.
A thin, oily film, or coating, is constantly
forming on the hair. If allowed to remain,
It catches the dust and dirt — hides the life
and lustre — and the hair then becomes dull
and unattractive.
Only thorough shampooing will . . remove
this film . . . and let the sparkle, and rich,
natural . . . color tones ... of the hair show.
Washing with ordinary soap fails to satisfactorily remove this film, because — it
does not clean the hair properly.
Besides— the hair cannot stand the harsh
effect of ordinary soaps. The free alkali,
in ordinary soaps, soon dries the scalp,
makes the hair brittle and ruins it.
That is why women, by the thousands,

who value. . . beautiful
hair. . . use Mulsified
Cocoanut Oil ShamThis clear and entirely greaseless
product, not only
cleans the hair
poo.
thoroughly, but is
somild,andsopure,
that it cannot possibly injure. It does
not dry the scalp, or
make the hair brittle, no matter how
often you use it.
Two or three teaspoonfuls of
Mulsified make an abundance of . . . rich
creamy lather . . .which cleanses thoroughly
and rinses out easily, removingwith itevery
particle of dust, dirt and dandruff.
The next time you wash your hair, try
Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo and just
see
will how
look. . . . really beautiful . . . your hair
It will keep the scalp soft and the hair
fine and silky, bright, fresh looking, wavy
and easy to manage and it will — fairly
sparkle — with new life, gloss and lustre.
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Trust building, and I told them we'd drc
They've seen you on the screen and th
anxious to meet you."
"Naturally," admitted the actor. "'
yes, of course I'll go with you. At pre
the atmosphere of business is beneficial ti
I bathe
myself incovertly.
it, as it were."
Rita smirked
"Grosvenor, you're simply unbelievable
As they entered the bronze-panelled ele
at the Plethoric Trust, Mr. Hoople cou
portentously and tapped impatiently wit
cane as though eager to close a weighty
But when Rita steered him through a
of grandiose offices he became the acn
importance. The surroundings were a
himself would have had them; a welt
squashy rugs, lustrous walnut and blue lea
On the walls of the innermost room
several cabalistic maps, the Acropoli;
moonlight and several bastard Corots,
dimly through a haze of expensive cigar sr
In one corner, behind a carved desk, sa
men, taut, well-massaged and loud-sh
Their keen faces lightened smilingly as
did the honors.

"•"PHIS is Eddie and that one's Pete,
*■ nounced the girl, after completing a ei
regarding her companion. Mr. Hoopl
clined his head with suave dignity.
"Proud to know you," said Eddie. "
a cigar. Say, Mr. Hoople, I've seen you
sorts of pictures — that one where you i
an ambassador defying some king, and
Wall Street film where you bawled c
board of directors. And you were a knoi
as a judge in a courtroom scene, I remei
estly.
You certainly are one swell actor."
"Well, well, well," said that worthy

Working
in spare
WADE
made $200

time, J. H.
in 2 weeks.

A. G. MASON earned $617 for a few days'
work. You, too, can soon qualify for the
wonderful opportunitiea in this fascinating,
big
pay profession.
....__.
FREE BOOK tells how famous
CAMERA eiPert9 tcaeh you money-makine
Aiur-U
secrets of photography, in your
GIVEN
spare time at home
or in our
great New
i ork Studios — how
we help you get a fine position or start your o'
you a professional camera.
Write today for Book and Job Chart.
N. V.
10 W. 33rd St.

"No well, well about it," put in Pete,
are, and you know it. I bet your fan i
made
hunchback
of your postman.'
Mr. aHoople
almostout blushed.
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our successful students.

BE A MOVIE
OPERATOR
We give projector and
teach you at home.1
Big demand by movie
and
vaudevi lie
theatres. Write for
folder.
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"Look,"
said Eddie suddenly, "tel
something.
What do you talk about
you're doing a scene? Does the title v
give you your lines or can you sling youi
gab"Into fit
the words,"
clothes you're
other
stated wearing?"
the pseudo ba
"do I use language suitable to the chara
Yes, sir, I most emphatically do so
comma hound can tell me what to si

COMPANY

Michigan Ave. at 20th St. Dept. 31, Chicago, ill.
Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in span
time. Practical work. No text books.
Old established school. Low tuitionEasy terms. Send for free booklet of
interesting information.
Page>Davis School of Advertising

■wJ.'.M;uwi;i.rcni
fainting photos and miniatures. No talent required. Fascinating work. Make S35-9100 a week. Earn while learn' Ine
We teach you at home.
Professional artist's outfit.
. employment service, given. Write f..r FREE book TODAY.
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL. Dent. 22-10, 1008 N. Dearborn. Chicago

"Mr. Hoople," said Pete, watching
assure
you." "don't get sore, now, but
vigilantly,
much do you grab off a week?"
"My salary is fifteen hundred," ansv
the gallant Grosvenor, tilting his st:

Dept. 233 j 3601 Mich. Av.. Chicago

thirty percent without a qualm, "but
" 'S all right," interposed the haw
Eddie. "I'll handle this, Pete. Say,
?"
I ask
Hoople, how'd you like to earn a week's si

in
HE LAKE SHORE DRIVE HOTEL
the most commanding Hotel in
Chicago, overlooking Lake Michigan
on Lake Shore Drive, around the
corner from the internationally
known upper Michigan Avenue, has
an unobstructed view for miles and
miles of the beautiful North Shore.
Impressive in its period design and
furnishings, it embodies every conceivable service for your
comfort.

which is open to non-residents is
unsurpassed in Chicago. In cuisine,
it meets the most exacting demands
of epicure.

THE

LAKE

SHORE

181 LAKE

SHORE

DRIVE
DRIVE

W. B. JOHNSON,

"I — , er noisily.
— , who wouldn't?" said the
breathing
in
an hour?"
"TT'S this way," elucidated Eddie.
-*-got a prospect who means heavy dough
He's due here tomorrow with seventy
in
him, but
old birc
we cash
can on
convince
himhe's
thata cagy
our land
is
he'll buy. But there's the rub, Mr. He
Pete and me haven't enough gloss to im
The actor wagged his head sympatheti
fish." where you come in," conti
the"Sobig that's
the alert realtor. "Y'see, tomorrow
going to drive him out to the land, whicl
lot next to the aviation field all stuck fi
sign boards. That, and a swell feed at

HOTEL

— Chicago

Manager

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed.

the skids."
ought to grease
hotel, generous,"
big"Most
murmured
Mr. He
wondering what was coming.
"Now comes the big blow-off," said E
brinf
"We'll
unholy wisdom.
withintroduce
leering
over here,
you as our
presidem
on from New York, and then you can throw
line. Talk to this guy like you were doinf
a favor by dealing with him at all.

Photoplay
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cclubby, but high-pressure him till he
i Never mind the details; Pete and
l'lttend to them."
ijnever mind their grammar, either,"
itita. "Go ahead, Grosvenor, you'd
—
[t. I think it would be screamingAnd
pusiness men at their own game.
iirry about taking the money— you'd
i the boys a favor."
oople fidgeted in indecision. The girl
lerself on the arm of his chair and gave
ljiull benefit of her eyes.

s

honey," she
too, kissed
me,over,
be favoring
i)D
ilinded,
and leaning
the top
ead. A shade of annoyance flashed
idie's face as he watched her.
" he said, noting Mr. Hoople's fat■ression, "I guess we're all set. Here
[r. President."
He detached three
rired dollar bills from a pulpy roll and
c.hem over. "That's how sure I am,"
rked. "I'll be a wall-eyed pike if you
'almost got me believing your makeI -, that front would make you a million
"
i nther line. Did you ever think
slave to be going," said Rita, hurriedly
jie slightly dizzy Grosvenor to his feet.
>!iead," urged Pete. "He'd better pracpi few spiels, anyway. Be down here
eiomorrow night. We'll have the stage
i all he'll have to do will be to walk
'em."
Laralyze
looper regained some of his poise and
± himself of a creaky bow.
ijlemen," he announced, as though
iiig a meeting of shareholders, "I will
'itmost to give you full value for your
r He cleared his throat and smiled
ittly on the brothers, who grinned in
Behind his back the lambent Rita
a tinted eyelid.

*

#

*

^ just who," inquired Mr. Hoople
?|i some irritation, "is this Mr. Pea' He raised his voice still higher and
; severely at Eddie, ignoring a noni figure in one corner of the private
'Why worry me with petty details,
Are you not competent of handling
ril branch?"
:^5e me, sir," said Eddie, cringing intly
suchthe majesty.
"He's
:lin abefore
lot near
flying field,
but inwe
i'm able to convince him that he ought
Jg field?" repeated Mr. Hoople, who
/en know where it was. "Doubtful
[lot near a gold mine like that. Very
Stow some minds work. Do ypu mean
r|e doesn't want it? Then waste no
tie on the fellow."
I I want it," piped the prospect, a
1 worried-looking specimen, "but is it
ie price?
That's what I want to
>j this," said the gorgeous Grosvenor,
ic astounding." Arrayed in the full
of evening dress, he advanced upon
rulous Peabody and loomed above
silk hat gleamed virtuously, a silken
g nonchalantly from his shoulders,
teen hundred in his pocket helped him
with authority. "My dear sir, you
ioning the integrity of my firm. Exirself."
ly's eyes shuttled between the
and smirk.
the ''President." He mustered a
int
lldn't have had no doubts if I'd seen
" he stated, "but these young fellows
smooth. Y'see, I'm from Arizona —
:he grocery business there — and now
turn over my capital in real estate,
can't blame me for being leery,
There's a lot of trimmers in your
'oople
himself
at a desk,
dei. is
gold seated
watch from
its chain
and laid
t extension by his elbow.
11 devote exactly twenty minutes to
0 :," he said, icicles dripping from every
When
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word. "Upon my soul, Peabody, you astonish
me. My Los Angeles representatives, both
able and polite young men, do their best to
interest you. They quoted you a fair price.
How dare you insinuate that my firm would
sell anything that is not resalable at an equal
or The
betterprospect
figure?" shifted uneasily in his chair.

"f"~~\F course," said Mr. Hoople, permitting
^-'himself a scornful smile, "it does seem
ridiculous for me to argue with you. We run
after no one. Our clients, who are principally
moneyed men, seek us. Look at this office.
Peabody, a mere link in a national organization. Look at me, the head of it all. Do

Every day new writers are being discovered —
first novels — first short stories by writers who
are winning their way to fame and fortune, are
being published. Are you neglecting your talent for
writing? Should_yoa be telling your stories to the
world — earning money — earning happiness with
your pen ? Then the Palmer Institute is for you.
Here is a sympathetic, understanding guidance
through the maze of pitfalls that await the struggling writer. More than f/J stories and articles
by Palmer students have been bought by editors
in the past few weeks.
Palmer courses are endorsed by many famous
writers, among them Rupert Hughes, Gertrude
Atherton, Jim Tully. Clip the coupon.
PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Dept. 12-K, Palmer Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
I am interested in
□ Photoplay Writing
□ Short Story Writing.
□ English and Self-Expression
Namb
Address

Correspondence confidential.

No salesman -will call.
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Have beautiful sparkting eyes without looking
made up
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Like a New Woman !

He came up for air, and avoided the admiring stares of Eddie and Pete.
tunity."
In an outer office Rita, listening intently,
swayed with silent laughter. Peabody fumbled
uncertainly in a leather attache case, and Mr.
Hoople watched him narrowly. Then he let
loose his final salvo.
"Get the proper deeds ready," he told the
brothers. "I insist on having the transaction
consummated before I leave. Now, Peabody,
your attitude has been vexing, almost insulting, toa financier of my calibre.
"Chairman of the board, by Jove," shouted
Grosvenor, "and insulted by a nonentity!
Really, my good fellow, entirely aside from its
obvious value, which I guarantee, you must

*

*

#

"Lucky
thing the studio doesn't need me
you over."
bring
until this afternoon," observed the actor, putting aSweet William in his buttonhole. Grey
tweeds were moulded to him with perfection
and the proper carriage of a banker was aided
by a gold-cornered billfold containing his real
estate retainer.
"Fine fellow, young Racey."
"Yeah," agreed the visitor, "so fine he

HENN-O-KEMP

RICHARD

with these plunderers?"
"•"THESE gentlemen are my honored fi
*■ countered Mr. Hoople, unable to tl
his cloak of grandeur, "and I resei
manner. Inspector.
I shall take step:)
that you are reprimanded for this imper

you're wonderful!"
Hoople's doormorningglyMr.and,
in the
AT nine
on a sumcommandin
bell rang
mons by the maid, he found himself looking at
a hard featured person who spoke in a rasping
voice. "Mr. Eddie Racey wants to see you,"
advised the caller.
"He ain't feeling so well and he ast me to

96S The Arcade
Cleveland, Ohio
Not for sale in stores

fullest. Send 25c for for this amazing book.
BLACKSTONE,
B-2210 FLATIRON
BLDG., NEW YORK

a ribbin'
up, too."
He yanked
open the door, and Mr
entered a sparsely furnished room rigid
two windows set high in the wall,
faced police official scowled from b(
desk, on the other side of which wer'ji
and Pete, a trifle less spruce than usu
a bench in a corner squatted the
Peabody
wearing an expression of
indignation.
"Here he is, Inspector," said the dti
indicating the actor.
"So you're Hoople, eh?" boomed the
"Here, Mr. Peabody, is this the bi

thank
He me."
dropped his hand on the prospect's
shoulder and patted it reassuringly. "You,
Peabody, are a small investor, but nevertheless a vertebra of the nation's backbone,"
he said, quoting a recently scanned advertisement. "I am glad to give you this oppor-

lapels with face powder. "Oh, Grosvenor,

"I feel better, sleep better, and am more active
since taking HENN-O
KEMP. I lost 22 poundsl
in 11 weeks without dieting or exercising. Refer
any one to me regarding
your
— Mrs.wonderful
Gertrude remedy."
Thomas.
This harmless, scientific
method will help YOU,
too. Write, today, for
FREE booklet. Results
or money back.

before herded
the endhim
door.
guide
along a corridor and*
"Ease yourself in," said the hard-i \
man, flashing a star. "That friend of
in a jam, and the Inspector wants to g

"Sure,"
the ex-grocer, ''
gave
you theidentified
ballyhoo?"
had me believing it."
"Jake," stated the Inspector. "Noi
Hoople, how long have you been hoc

He hovered
impressively in the background
our clients."
among
as the mesmerized man from Arizona transferred the cash, shook his hand with carefully
guarded enthusiasm and then strolled to the
room where Rita was waiting. An aromatic
cyclone rushed at him and smothered him with
kisses.
"This means a trip to Europe for me,"
cried the excited girl, covering his spotless

|GttMu£ fiStfc TfUM$

He protested decorously

Ileaned
bear any
resemblance
to a attrimmer?"
He
forward
and glared
the timorous
ex-grocer.
"No offense
," began Peabody.
"Silence!" roared Grosvenor, now thoroughly warmed up. "We will still allow you
to acquire this plot, but you must decide
quickly. I have a dozen friends in Wall
Street who would snatch it in a second, and

buy this impatiently
plot as a topoint
honor."
He
gestured
Eddie,of who
hastened
forward with the deeds.
"Attend to the formalities," said Mr.
Hoople grandly. "Mr. Peabody will now hand
you seventy thousand dollars.
"About one per cent of our annual sales,
Peabody; still, we are glad to number you

waterproof.
No harmful
ingredients.

First Street.

After near
a ride
during which they
to be invisible."
got downtown
pretty
ignored traffic signals without reproof, Mr.
Hoople was vaguely surprised when their car
halted at the dingy Police Headquarters on
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Influence will be brought
"
The policeman's fist crashed upon tl
"Listen, you," he barked, "you're
the studio now. Don't try to put on
with me or I'll send you on a free trip,
on, when did you first meet these Rac,
"Only two days ago," admitted the ;
Grosvenor.
The Inspector leered incredulously.
"What! You mean to say you did]
organize this racket of planting sigr,
property you didn't own and then sii
along
with around
a forged here,
deed?andIt'syou
an ol«j
but new
c
hooked this Peabody guy — for a whil
"Yes," exploded that worthy, "you
buffaloed, you crook, but after the sr
of wore off. I kept thinking about thos
two slickers. They looked shifty enouf
if
I couldn'
so you
I camedidn't,
down and
here I ingot
the somiddle
of tlj
and showed 'em the deed."
"Pipe down," ordered the Inspector.
Hoople, we grabbed your pals as th(
getting ready to blow. What do you 1
that? Now, let's hear how innocent y(
"This is monstrous," said Air. Hoop
heartedly. "I refuse to believe tha1
gentlemen were party to underhanded rr
And how dare you accuse me? Me, th
man of — I mean — a — a reputable citize '
world knows my face," croaked the
Grosvenor,
"and ithim
is anwith
honest
one." p
Eddie watched
mingled
derision. He bore no malice, for Gr
had done his share nobly, if blindly,
amused the confidence man to see the
shell cracking up.
"Now will you believe me, Ryan?" hi
"I told you a dozen times he was just !
on
himself,
the idea
he's a(
mind.
We and
had you
to dogota little
window
for this squawker, Peabody, and so tj
of ours snagged this Hoople for us."
"XTEVER mind the girl, " said the In;flJ
■"-^"1 let her go after a lecture, di'tj
Why,
Peabody pursued
never even
saw her.
"Anyway,"
Eddie,
"she " c
Hoople. You've heard him; you've se
Isn't he just what I told you — an
stuffed shirt? Leave him go, Rya
harmless. You got all the seventy grar
so you know he didn't get a slice of it
at the poor old stiff — he don't kno'
it'sMr.
all Hoople
about." registered humiliation,
flushed to a dull magenta and the se*
cheeks sagged in distress. Inspector
glanced at him shrewdly.

HARMONY
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"Listen," he said, "all you movie people
are half nuts, but your percentage is even
higher. Go on home, Hoople, and play at
being a cemetery watchman or something.
And don't come downtown after dark."
Mr. Hoople tottered to the street and
boarded a cruising taxi, then turned as a
silken voice called his name.
"Move over," said Rita, shoving her way
inside. "Oh, Grosvenor, darling, isn't this
terrible? Tell me what to do, honey, you're
so strong and masterful." The Mediterranean
eyes brimmed with tears and she flung herself
against him in a gale of weeping.
"My advice to you," wheezed Grosvenor
with feeble dignity, "is to find another ninMrs. then
Racey."
The girl's
body
stiffened compoop—
alertly,
she collapsed
and sobbed
more violently than ever on Mr. Hoople's vest.
He pushed her gently away. "I'll drop you at
the Biltmore," he announced. "That's where
I found you."
"No," snapped the girl, "you'll drop me
right now." She tapped on the window and
alighted as the chauffeur drew up at the next
corner. "Good-bye, you funny-looking old
cluck," said Rita from the pavement.
Mr. Hoople reached home, wandered into
the library and gloomily contemplated the
pattern on the carpet.
His wife watched him from a corner until
curiosity got the upper hand.
"What's the matter, dear?"
"I feel overworked," sighed Mr. Hoople
plaintively. "This part is quite a strain."
"Then why don't you stop this posing
around, and rest yourself," asked his wife,
putting her arm around him. "What's the
good of you pretending to be a banker? You'd
never make a dollar at it."
The deluded Grosvenor suddenly perked up
and his hand strayed to his breast
pocket, while his brain assembled a suitable
retort. The hand searched, withdrew, and
Mr. Hoople drooped again. In spite of the
clothes he was just a tired, disillusioned,
flabby man of fifty-three.
"I guess you're right, Mary," he said in
muffled tones. "From now on I'll do my acting
at the studio."
* * *
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keynote of beauty is harmony. The modern woman proves it in her new insistence on

exquisite harmony of costume, in her skillful selection offrock and hat, coat and accessories that
complement one another smartly and exactly suit
the occasion.
Perfect harmony

goes beyond mere items of

dress. A truly smart woman would as soon complete her winter evening gown with summer sport
shoes as with a summer-beaten skin. Though boyish tan and freckles lend debonair charm to the
carefree clothes of vacation time, with winter's
more formal costumes they are wrong to the point
of absurdity.
Now, before the gay winter season overtakes
you, correct these last freckles and lingering lines
of tan, make smooth and soft the patches of rough
skin left from sunburn and exposure, lest they ruin
the effect of your smartest frocks just when you
want to look your loveliest.
Follow this simple fall-time treatment which
Dorothy Gray designed for your home use. It
employs the same scientific method and preparations which have proved so successful in all the Dorothy Gray salon treatments.
FIRST, gently remove every particle of cosmetics and clogging dust from your skin at
night with the Dorothy Gray CleansingCream
Then, with the Dorothy Gray Patter, pat
in one of these emollient creams to counteract the drying effects of summer exposure :
Special Mixture (for dry or normal skins) ,
Tissue Cream (for oily skins or plump faces).
Smooth on the Dorothy Gray Bleach Cream
to help whiten sunburn, tan and freckles.
In the morning use CleansingCream and
then pat on Orange Flower Skin Tonic, a
mild astringent which closes the pores against

A TICKET clerk at the Santa Fe depot con•**■ templated his flaming-haired customer and
smiled affably into eyes of Copenhagen blue.
"Certainly, lady," he said, "I can sell you
through transportation to Detroit, but you'll
have to go to the bank first. I can't change
five hundred dollars."

the day's exposures. Finish with either Astringent Cream (for dry or normal skins)
or Astringent Lotion (for oily skins). These
finishing preparations keep the pores closed
and
busy hold
hours.your make-up smoothly for many

Is Hollywood Emotionally Unbalanced?
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standing; you seem naturally to comprehend
the situation."
While writing letters one morning in my
room at the Ambassador, there came a soft
knock at my door. I opened it and was confronted by one of the most promising young
actresses of the screen.
For the moment I was taken by surprise.
This wonderful lady was the last person one
would expect to call so early in the morning.
"I simply must talk to you," she began
breathlessly.
Then she explained that she was considering
breaking her engagement because she felt that
she could not carry the double responsibility of
a career and a home, especially a home with
children.
Not that she was averse to having children —
in fact, she stated that she was very fond of
them. But she could not, she explained, permit anything to take her away from her work
at so vital a time in her career. So she had
come to question me regarding birth control.

DOROTHY
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GRAY
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WASHINGTON,
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GRAY, Seven Fifty Three Fifth Avenue, New York

Please send me the Dorothy Crav booklet. I am particularly interested in: □ The Treatment
for Lines and Wrinkles Q The Treatment for Double Chin Q The Treatment for Relaxed
Muscles and Crepy Throat.
Name .
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DANDRUFF
A Sure Way to End It
There is one sure way that never fails to remove dandruff completely, and that is to dissolve
it. Then you destroy it entirely. To do this,
just apply a little Liquid Arvon at night before
retiring; use enough to moisten the scalp and
rub it in gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your dandruff
will be gone, and two or three more applications
will completely dissolve and entirely destroy
every single sign and trace of it, no matter how
much dandruff you may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of the scalp
will stop instantly and your hair will be lustrous,
glossy, silky and soft, and look and feel a hundred times better.
You can get Liquid Arvon at any drug store,
and a four ounce bottle is all you will need.
This simple remedy has never been known to
fail.

Poslam Often Ends
Pimples in 24 hours
Pimples, black heads, eczema, rashes and
other blemishes cleared up quickly and
RELIEVES
ECZEMA
INSTANTLY

Booklet with
each
—
at yourpackage
druggist
reveals beauty
secrets. Wonderfulsoothe
how Poslam will
and heal itching
burningskin.
Sample

Desk

safely by Poslam. Used successfully for all skin troubles for twenty
years. It must be good. Thousands
of unsolicited letters from delighted users tell of amazing success. Buy
Poslam at your druggist, only 60c, or let
us prove to you free that Poslam will
clear and beautify your skin.
FREE PROOF SAMPLE
See amazing improvement within 24
hours. Free. No cost. No obligation. Send
today for generous trial size of Poslam.
Simply mail your name and address.
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Now the world at large knows my attitude
regarding birth control. I am convinced that,
legalized, it would help to solve one of our
most acute economic and social problems.
Here, for instance, was a young woman facing
a state of domestic relations that bore definitely on her destiny. Yet I could give her no
aid without the danger of violating the law.
Upon another occasion, a young woman came
to ask my advice regarding her love affairs.
She explained that she was just getting her
start in pictures — in fact, that she was barely
above the extra ranks. A man much higher
up had offered to make her his mistress and
give her an opportunity to become a leading
lady, with the possibility of eventual stardom.
She had been going with the man for a considerable time, not knowing that he was married. And when she found it out, she was so
distraught she had been unable to work for
several days. The man, fearing he would lose
her, offered the counter proposition of an
apartment and a possible career. It was tremendously tempting — fame she had struggled
for years to achieve at last within her grasp.
"Don't under any circumstances accept his
offer," I advised. "It is a false opportunity
with
nothing
but disaster
its reward."
Several
months
later I asmet
her, and she
greeted me with joy. "How glad I am that I
followed your advice," she said. "Things look

eight years ago at the invitation of the Famou
Players-Lasky Company to help in their re
search work and technical direction of a filrj
then being produced that dealt with a phase o
social conditions that make for delinquency ii
childhood.
About a year ago I came on a similar missioi
at the instance of Cecil B. DeMille in his pro
duction of "The Godless Girl," a film that in;
measure has undertaken to show up the evil:
of reform schools and reformatories.
During my stay among the film folk at tha'
time it was my privilege to be entertained ii
the homes of many of the screen celebrities. ]
found charm and culture comparable with tht
best America has to offer.
Here I found the same interest in the greai
social and economic problems that I had mei
with about the table of Jane Addams at Hul
House in Chicago. As the guest of the Vander
bilts in New York, Lady Astor in London, with
the highest type of refinement about the banquet boards, I have never met more charming
people, more eagerly intelligent, or more interesting than those at the homes of our leading
stars, directors and magnates.
Now I am in Hollywood for the third time,
principally because of the courage of a small
group of men (Messrs. E. M. Asher, Edward
Small and Charles R. Rogers, in association
with Sam
Sax) who have undertaken
to

Says Judge Lindsey :
There is, as I see it, great need for an avenue through which to handle
Hollywood's problems. It lies, I feel, in the establishing of an inner court of
conciliation, made to function along lines similar to the House of Human Welfare as I conducted it in Denver. Such an agency would be a beautiful work
and it would be of inestimable worth to these children of the films, grown up
and otherwise. I find much encouragement and enthusiasm for such a plan
in Hollywood, so perhaps some day it will come to pass — its scientific experts
in affairs of the human hearr and problems of humanity setting a glorious
example to the rest of the world.

very promising for me now. The man I
thought
I loved
Hers, of
course,waswasmya greatest
plain casehindrance."
where the
emotions ruled. AH I did was to show her how
to reason the thing out, how to establish her
emotional balance.
Perhaps the most complicated matter I was
ever called upon to adjust was one of Hollywood's near sex-tragedies. Its inception was
at a party in the home of an extremely popular
movie star. This charming young woman was
in no way responsible for, or remotely connected with the unfortunate circumstances, yet
had the matter become public, she, with a large
group of other picture people, would have been
made the innocent victims in a nation-wide
scandal. In fact, had the conditions of this
case become a matter of public record, news
of the disgrace would have swept like wildfire
throughout the length and breadth of the
country, wrecking the career of one of Hollywood's cleverest actors and besmirching the
name of the wife of a well-known scenariowriter. Upon my advice a different course
was pursued and public scandal avoided; and
I am still hoping that at least one home
threatened with dissolution may be saved to a
continuation of the congenial relationship for
which it is known. It is needless to say, of
course, that had there been a normal emotional
balance among the people involved, no condition that could possibly be questioned would
ever have arisen.
Since my own experiences in a juvenile and
domestic relations court have been so filled
with the drama of life, it is but natural that
I should find much in common with the people
I have met in Movieland, and that I should
be in sympathy with their problems.
I came to Hollywood first some seven or
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bring to the screen my "Companionate Marriage," that grossly confused and outrageously
misrepresented sociological subject. It is
needless to say that the project interests me
profoundly.
But the reason I call attention to my
numerous visits to filmland is to show that
I have made no hasty deductions concerning Hollywood. In fact, I have been a long
time arriving at any conclusions whatever.
After studying the matter carefully I discover that just as education indicates its
grand divisions by the three "R's", so the
movies symbolize their problems by three
"M's" — Marriage, Morals and Money.
And right here I think I shall touch upon
the economic phase of the industry. The matter of contracts is often a delicate proposition —
contracts between producers and stars or
potential
A moviestars.
star growing daily in popularity
said to me one day, "I certainly need your
help. If I cannot get help somewhere I am
simply
to blow
up." Not
wishing
to
witness going
any such
catastrophe
as that,
I took
the matter in hand and in a few minutes
learned that this girl was suffering from an
acute case of financial inferiority. She had
made a contract for a long period with a company on terms satisfactory to her at the time,
but through opportunities resulting from this
contract, her value increased until the compensation ofthe contract seemed very small
compared to the vast amount she was earning
for the producers.
Of course, the girl could not do her best work
under the psychopathic upsets that this situation produced and in consequence both she and
her company suffered. I pointed the matter
out from this angle to officials of the company

Photoplay
n I learned later from a friend of the girl — ■
,oman who, by the way, may become
i,<rced from a male star who is said to have
i,'e millions for one of the three largest coma es in the industry — that the star for whom
;terceded had been granted a large salary

rnother

case in point was that of a young
■who was receiving only $350 a week. But
y irtue of her work in one sensationally suc; ul picture, her drawing power had multi|i many times and she became a star of first
jnitude. Of course, she had grown much
satisfied with her financial arrangement, and
Ijn an official of this concern, who is a particui1 broad-minded and progressive executive.
Id my opinion regarding the matter, I adsj him to increase her salary.
[ have been thinking of raising her to
)() a week," he told me.
I am sure you will never regret it," I said.
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Murder

\Sreakfast Yable

J;\TD he never has, for her work has been
getter in each succeeding picture,
his economic situation calls for fairness to
■Jucer as well as to star, and some plan to
ijend will yet have ta be worked out, for if
:iir goes to pieces from psychic worries inlid over money matters, nobody gains by
Htever advantages or disadvantages the
may give to either,
ut all of this is somewhat away from the
!erof lack of emotional balance. I was
ng to a director in one of the large studios
was singing the praises of his cameraman,
jiuth drawing one of the biggest salaries
that source in Hollywood. ' ' He is a great
ter," I said to the director, meaning, of
;e, that he was a great photographer.
Dne of the best in the business," he revas delighted when later on the boy, giving
e|he wink, whispered, "A different kind of
itin', Judge, from the kind I was doin'
Ik I saw you last!"
1 of which hinted at the fact that HollyI has some citizens who would just as soon
r:t their pasts. There is a very dramatic
r connected with that lad, a tale of regenerii that could well serve as the text for a
i|lay sermon. And the thing that lent a
ijh of comic absurdity to it all was the fact
I had I been inclined to do so, I could
. told the boy things about his director
ih might have established between them
i[ven closer bond — the bond of the under-

I

k: FASCINATING city, surely— Hollywood. A strange clannishness makes it a
)jl unto itself. Walk down Hollywood Bould any Saturday night and you will find
d.ieland's Main Street one of the world's most
Iful thoroughfares. You will think at first
sit is quite like the principal artery of any
Ir city. Then, finally, you will become conijsof a difference, subtle difference, hard to
le. It does not show so much in the weird
y of clothes the people wear, it is more in
8 spirit — a composite of eagerness, ambi> disappointment and disillusionment. A
w cowboy may pass you by, his wideLed hat tipped back, his high-heeled boots
ling, his spurs jingling on the cement. Of
lie people you see, perhaps he will be the
I one you will recognize as a definite type.
;ill the other types will be there, from the
lest extra that you saw besieging the
i(ng offices that day to the most regal
3Jvhose luxurious car noses its way along the
rjm of traffic. A glorious city, surely. And
I it all that strange lack of emotional balance.
1 t if there were emotional balance, if there
I reason, and restraint, if impulse were unij-n, then inspiration no doubt would die,
>hered by an overload of system and
?od.
j perhaps Hollywood's greatest fault is also
J ving virtue.
For so long as Filmland is
by impulse, and so long as emotion prenates, just that long will the movies eni) as a creative institution.

uddenly, it happens! A quick
retort, a slamming door . . . Love
isn't killed at once that way, but
murdered slowly, day by day . . .

'O often they come to
distrust the whole business.

Most people have TRIED to correct
this constant, chronic bad-temper —
tried laxatives so slow they take
weeks to act, and others that wrack
the system . . .

Harsh, unpleasant, frequentl)
unsatisfactory, the remedies
seem almost worse than the
disease . . .
Feen-a-mint is Different!

disturb digestion. It works
with the body — not against it!
It won't torture you with

It's just like a bit of delicious
chewing gum. You don't
swallow it — you chew it!
Its magic laxative principle
is released slowly, the way
science meant it to be released.

griping pains. It won't poison
or weaken the system. It won't
enslave you to laxative pills.
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the digestive fluids — does not
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A BIT OF HEAVEN— Excellent
"pROTHY
doings,Avenue
which won't
prove mix.
that
*- Broadway Follies
and Park
(That is, until another movie comes along and
proves that they will.) Lila Lee is clever as a
"Scandals" queen who reluctantly leaves the
stage to marry into the Four Hundred. Between hubby's snob aunt, and a debutante
angling for hubby, the newlyweds split; the
dancer goes back to the stage, and hubby to
Europe.
there? It's a bit unusual —
better
see From
it.
A MASKED

ANGEL— Chadwick

A PICTURE stupid enough to burn up any
•» ■■ movie audience. After five reels of laborious attempts to moralize on the title, it
achieves only a sincere sigh of relief at the
fadeout. A night-club entertainer maudlinly
reforms and goes out to the cows and chickens
with a sap hero who weeps copiously in every
closeup. The girl's ex-lover finds them and
ghoulishly disillusions young hubby, who thereupon weeps some more.
Can such things be?

PflYAIIML
I\l/
ADDRESS
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BROADWAY

DADDIES— Columbit

TT looks like Fox lost a good bet when tb
-■-let Rex Lease go, for the boy has consideral.
appeal in this picture, and he and Jacqueli'
Logan manage to make a worn out story i
teresting. Somebody told us "good" chor
girls were rare, but now they bob up eyer
often and show us they don't care two whoo
about any rich man's money. All they wal
is to be loved by the right man. Youth lik
to believe this, so the picture pleases.
NONE

BUT

THE

BRAVE— Fox

YOU'LL
enjoyaleck
this college
one. Charles
-1- as the smart
hero, setsMorto
out 1
prove what a wow he can be in the insuram
business. However, as an insurance agent, 1
proves to be a better athlete. Only after a loi]
series of failures does he find himself and stag
a come-back. Sally Phipps is the beautifi
heroine. There is a gorgeous beauty pageai
in technicolor which alone makes the pictui
worth seeing.

CO.t>

DEPT. 7K

This is the GUITAR
you hear on the radio and records.
The Gibson Mastertone Guitar,
with its rich tone of such depth
beaury and carrying power,
embodies finest materials
and most expert craftsmanship; acclaimed a
world's finest guitar.
Easyplaying
qualities
make i
easy to
learn.

Send coupon NOW
for FREE BOOK
and details of Easy
Paymentplan. Mention which interests
you: Guitar; Banjo;
Mandolin: Ukulele

<Mum\

GIBSON, Inc. 1001 Parsons St. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Gentlemen: Send Free Book and details of payment plan on
'[Instrument]"
Name
St. orR.F.D.
City

State.

LIPSTICK— adds just that touch of color— so
delicate— so alluring— of nature'sown blending.
It is the original "won't come off" Hp rouge. Water
or kisses have no effect. It stays on— vivifies— yet so
softly as to give only the shade nature intended.
g% ifrri&T Send your name and address for large in\&\ ▼ XilM troductorysize Kissproof LlpBtick.Kind■PJKHi^HPj
ly enclose 10c for packing and mailing.
KISSPROOF, INC.. Dept.,1257
3012 Clybourn Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Kill The Hair Root
My method la the only way to prevent the hair from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet Iree.
Write today, enclosing 3 red stamps. We teach beauty
culture. 25 rears In business.
J . MAHLER,
Providence, R.
260-C Mahler Park.

This cute little machine should be in every home. It is a cob-web
maker and is used extensively by producers who haven't time to
catch a flock of spiders to do the work for them. It is something
like a vacuum cleaner working in reverse. Barbara Kent is here
giving a deserted look to an old kitchen chair. Do you remember
those cobwebs in "The Dragnet"?
They were manufactured by
this machine
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HOUSE— Fox

t STORY of flaming youth which contains a
for parents.
I; moral
indiscretions,
the sonObserving
sets out his
to father's
imitate
I but goes dad one better. He becomes
i;:d up with a gang of thieves through his
duation for the girl decoy of the gang, and
tally involved in a murder. Lionel Barryice gives an excellent portrayal of the father
i Warren Burke is very likeable as the way41 son. Will please the flappers.
f

SMILIN'

WRIGHT

IDEA— First

National

HIE right idea gone wrong. Jack Townley
probably had the nucleus of a good idea in
itory, and without dispute Johnny Hines is
(j'ver comedian, but the picture misses fire.
l'"idea" was to market an ink that wouldn't
but would show up at night brighter than
r-time watch. Even Johnny can't expect
d accept two reels of laughable gags for
d reels of entertainment.
It isn't being
SALLY'S

SHOULDERS— FBO

> say the least, this is an exasperating picire. It shows the pitiful struggles of a
e young girl to support her rat brother who
s her money, and her sister who steals her
They are probably the worst pair of
ites ever honored by the screen, and their
vior is so utterly nauseating that neither
fforts of Lois Wilson nor Huntley Gordon
redeen the picture to the point of mild
rtainment.
LOST

IN THE

RUINS— First National

'.IS gets by, and that's all you can say for
. The plot, like the villages it shows, is full
lell holes. Barthelmess as a lieutenant in
e Blue Devils" deserts to save his gal from
reed marriage. Same old trenches, same
:hing men. Dick wears a pretty uniform
a Buster Keaton expression. A kind
ted firing squad executes him. It's no
tent
Don't worry if you
it. Leather Kid."
CODE

OF THE

Eat what you
Wear what
Do what
Take

please
you please
you please
no risky medicine

for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found
this easy way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once
or twice a week. These women take refreshing
Fayro baths in the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same
natural mineral salts that make effective the
waters of twenty-two hot springs of America,
England and Continental Europe. For years
the spas and hot springs bathing resorts have
been the retreat of fair women and well
groomed men.
Excess
has beenbodies
removed,
been
made weight
more lovely,
more skins
shapelyhave"
and
1
minds brighter.
The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You
Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famous
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiveness. You can now have all these benefits in your own
bath.
Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.

It dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating
perspiration, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus
fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night
and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an
easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is
certain to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling
as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

ARCTIC— Fox

[E many hazards to be encountered in
aining passage through the icy wastes of the
ic are graphically revealed in this story of
xploring expedition which sets out to disr the fate of the men lost frorr> Stefansson's
dition in 1913. The photography of wild
lal and bird life is remarkable and the
ure of an eighty-ton whale one of many
Is. The sound effects add little to the
ire. Interesting and worth while.
If OF THE

Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Send the coupon

GUNS— Universal

JOOT GIBSON, in all his galloping grandeur, turns out a Western that even a critic
iflove, simply because he doesn't take his
£j " too seriously. A crude ranger, crazy
lit a society girl at a fashionable rancho,
1 some canned culture and crashes the
|rt set as social instructor to the cowboys.
itmakes them tip their hats to the cows and
I'torse-feathers with a cocktail fork. Humor
faction.
Get this — it's great!
I
K
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Lose Weight Where

You Most Want

Results Are Immediate

Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will
find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a tew nights later
when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weight for your
height do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself
food you really want. No need for violent exercise. No need
for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the
privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package. With thecoupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if
you want it.

When

PROOF

Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others
"Three Fayro baths reduced
my weight It pounds in 8
days. I feel belter than I
"I weigh 16 pounds less and
have fell for years. ' '
feel younger and sleep belter.
"My double chin vanished in
Fayro is wonderful.'*
the
Fayroalways
baths." too
"Mymagic
hipsofwere
prominent until I commenced
Fayro baths.
1 have lost 12
"Thank you for Fayro.
1
belte14
r."pounds in three weeks;
lost
feel better and certainly look
"Since childhood my thick
ankles
have always been a
pounds."
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter
published has been
very
much."
authorized
and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

ph-:o-2S
821
Locust
St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
c.
In
Fayro.
Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results
with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
and you will refund all of my money at once.

AIR—Bischoff

GRIPPING picture, with all the freshness
and zest of the thrilling sport it glorifies,
tion. It is based on one of the few original
:n stories now current: briefly, air ban' by medium of the death-dealing Kappa
Kenneth Harlan is the daring aviator
solves the mystery of the abandoned desert
i where planes disappear, and William V.
g is splendid as the sinister criminal
■tist. No adventure fan should miss it.

To

Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its
effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

HERE'S

p*no

Name.

Address.
If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withouta question.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.
you write to advertisers

please

mention

PHOTOPLAY

I

City
State
If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.
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ORPHANS

OF THE

THE

SAGE—FBO

FINE melodrama well worth the se ;
*• The tawdry lives of three river peop! woman, a boy and a man, all shown with a |
of gallantry. Jacqueline Logan reaches a
peak of emotionalism and Lionel Barry: j
again proves himself the most important r,j
ber of the royal family. The Charles Del
smile grows more and more appealing. 1
force of this production lies in the manni
which the sordid river spirit is caught.

Injured Wrestler

Throws Away
Tmss
JH
\>>

Eleven years ago Mr. T. M.
Cannon was ruptured very badly,
lie tried one type of truss after

~if<*" mgi."'
1
■^(d-**"

ano,rier — all with
disappointing
results.
Finally he heard
the New Science system
that about
does
away
with
strtl
springs,
leg
straps and
hard
cushions.
He
Dot — the
Magic
about
learned
tiny device weighing less than a
feather — that held rupture without pressure.
He
examined
a

J5Bf
Wjf ■ ^B
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flnf
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■
■

fr,'r sample of Airtex — the astonishin^; flesh-soft pad that yields
with every movement <>! tin body.
TODAY — In nurts
1+ hours a
l'av
as a barber
....
ami
teaches boxing
and wrestling on
the side!

fg
|j
N

Will you accept the same opportunity that has ended the pain and
discomfort
for thousands
like Mr.
Cannon? Simply send your name and
address for full details and free sampie of Airtex.
No obligation whatsoever.
Mail to

mk
mA

NEW

7553

Clay

SCIENCE

Street

PHOTO

INSTITUTE

Steubenville,

Ohio

Size 16x20 inches

SEND NO MONEY

98

iSSSSfi&SSi

and within a week yon will receive your beautiful life like enlargement, eize 16x20 in., guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 98c plus postage—
or send $1.00 with order and we pay postage.

Special Free Offer Es.SSt «

will eend FREE a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent.
Take advantage now of this amazing offer and aend your photo today.

UNITED

PORTRAIT

COMPANY

1652 Ogden Av«.,Dept. 137, Chicago, HI.

CELEBRITY— Pathe

•"THIS story of a pugilist's progress in roms i
A and literature looks like a good-natured ;
at Gene Tunney. Robert Armstrong is a t
as Kid O'Brien, the box-fighter, terriblji
earnest but not very strong on the think-tf .
Even a low-born bruiser must have "culcha !
so he proceeds to hire an actress and I
mother for proper background, and the 1
begins. Lina Basquette is excellent as :
actress and Clyde Cook as manager is a sere .
Delicious satire.

MOTHERS— Columbia
THE

OLD

CODE— Anchor

T_JEAVEN help the Indians (and the theaterx xgoers) on a night like this! This is the type
of frontier stuff that used to thrill movie fans
when the fourth largest industry was in the
cradle. Absolutely the same thing! And
they've been doing it ever since. Indian loves
white man — white man loves white girl — halfbreed wants white girl — Indian and half-breed
try a little villainous collaboration. Don't rob
the baby's bank for this.

TF companionate marriage confuses you, this
-•■picture may clarify it. Four marriages form
the plot, illustrating the warp and woof of
matrimony. Lots of propaganda! But it's a
relief to see Betty Bronson not Peter-Panning.
Dick Walling, who plays the lead, is a lad
worth watching. Judge Lindsey appears in the
opening shot; also he endeavored vainly to
supervise the production. Hollywood gossip
says we.he was not crazy over results. Neither
are

Every advertisement in rilOTOrLAY
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SINNER— Rayart

HTHE scenes of this story are laid in Aus 1
-*- at the close of the war. The illustri I
family of Ludwig is impoverished and the c '
daughter must work. The picture rather c
vincingly proves that good may come our
evil, or that there are extenuating circi
stances when a girl sins to buy necessities '
her family. It's a dangerous theory, bui
rather enjoyable picture, due to the prese:
of Vera Reynolds as Lillia, around whom I
sympathy is woven.
SIN TOWN— Pathe
"CLINOR FAIR and Ivan Lebedeff are in !
•'-'cast, but don't let that fool you. It's jusl
Western — and a poor one at that — win
starts off like a war comedy but degenerai
into a horse opera after the first few sh<
It's so old-fashioned that the villain wdl
studded vests and flowing ties and moustacl
No wonder they lynch him! Jack Oakie
freckle-faced
cowboy, tosses the custonri
some merry laughs.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE—
Gotham

ENLARGEMENTS

Same price for fall length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any -part
of group picture. Safe return of your own original
photo guaranteed.

13—FBO

T-JELENE CHADWICK plays her most
■*■ -*-brilliant role in many months, as a lovely
but notorious stage star in a story of modern
theater people versus society Babbitts. The
script sags in a couple of spots, but it gets over
its point; viz: that worthy motherhood is dependent upon the individual rather than social
caste. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., plays opposite
Miss Chadwick and is charming. It's only a
matter of time 'till that boy reaches the top !
THE

Columbia

pETTY international strife over a war <
-1- formula, but "you'll appreciate the di ■•
ence. ' ' Sly Chinese dogs leap at the throat a
famous young chemist but thanks to moi r
handling of an old screen story, refreshing i
logical angles replace the usual trite det;
Edmund Burns and Lois Wilson head the c .
William V. Mong is the crafty Wu Fang 0
kidnaps the lady's young son, played |
Jackie Coombs with characteristic none
lance.
Nice intrigue.

("^HESTER
CONKLIN
fans on
are prepared
to
^-'laugh when
he appears
the screen,
whether he stands or falls. Of course, Director
Mickey Neilan would make us cry over the
poor taxi driver, who pins all his faith to his
lucky number " thirteen," from his license plate
to the number of his family. And, strange as it
seems, after unbelievable vicissitudes, it
actually brings him prosperity and happiness.
See this for laughter, then change your
superstition.
MODERN

DODGER— Univers

RANSOM—

TAMES OLIVER CURWOOD sticks to his
1 story. It's another of those wide open spaces
operas where the silver-spooned hero goes west,
young man, and grows up with the lumber
camp. Lila Lee shouldn't wear bobbed hair.
Her only claim to individuality was the sleek
coiffure. Cornelius Keefe registers emotion in
a big way by covering his eyes with his hands.
There's some nice scenic stuff but you can find
that in any good travelogue.
TAXI

CLOUD

T—TERE'S something new for
n
-1- xfan! An aeroplane opera —thenojaded
lessall the spectacular, breath-taking st
on the calendar crammed into one act.
story is impossible, but so incidental th;
doesn't matter; two chaps fighting in spac
a dizzy blonde. Al Wilson certainly knowpropellers! He's a pioneer in the movemei
bring the old Westerns up abreast with
times. This will hand anyone a thrill.

THUNDERGOD— Anchor

Those unsightly skin eruptions — those
pimples, blackheads and raw red blotches
on face, neck and shoulders — they CAN be
cleared up if you'll use the right combination of sulphur and menthol! Sulphur is a
remarkable thing for clearing the skin, and
as sulphur clears it, menthol heals the sore,
broken tissue. That's the twofold action
you want. You get it in Rowles Mentho
Sulphur. Long - standing cases of skin
troubles are often cleared up in two or three
days time. Even fiery eczema yields to this
marvelous combination. Your druggist has
Rowles Mentho Sulphur in jars ready to use
at few cents cost. Just try it!

^H
at
^B
^a
^^k
Hb.
^^^-

THE

WOMAN— Columbia

AFTER you've named the woman, try
1 vnaming the plot. It's something to do with
a lady who was at the scene of the murder.
The lady's husband is the district attorney,
who is just hardboiled — that's all! The man
accused is the lady's old sweetheart but everything turns out all right. Anita Stewart wears
a mask throughout most of the picture. It
gives her a third expression. Don't feel hurt
if you miss it.

Don't be Ashamed
of Your Skin!

jfesag-fMM*f
£§|
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THE

WOMAN— Gothar,

A

•"THIS mid-Victorian "hoss pitcher" has
x everything from the Oregon Trail and TwoGun Maizie. to snakes and Indians. And that,
you'll admit, just isn't done. Buzz Barton is
some trouper. This freckle-faced juvenile star
has lassoed several Westerns and hauled them
out of the rut with his irrepressible action and
spontaneous humor. But this one is so impossible that even Buzz can't redeem it. You've
gotta give the boy credit for trying, though.
NAME

RIVER

THE

BANTAM

COWBOY— FBO

TWO brotherly fellows fighting over a rai
■*- again, with a lot of gunpowder wasted
both sides before the referee steps in. I
awfully
original,
the ha
st
when Buzz
Bartonbut isyou
the won't
star. notice
The kid
whimsical way of going about his heroics t
really gets you. Somehow he always mana
to disguise Westerns as comedies, and a he
opera disguised as anything is an improvem
on the original!

Is guaranteed.
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LADY— Columbia

i\NCE more Russian aristocracy is over'thrown and the Soviet triumphs— the
hth carbon copy of an over-worked plot,
id by far the weakest. Lya De Putti, as
ie peasant girl, is given the best opportunity
' this one she has had in some time, but she
Junable to do much against such a trite
and ridiculous subtitles. Don't let this
pry
;;ture fool you when it comes to your town
! a super production.

Amateur Movies
[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

71 ]

ioodshed, unless it is a vital part of your story.
! Above all, do not be discouraged at limited
'luipment. If you read the story of the prize
you
inners in Photoplay's first contest,
low that their winning films were made with
: minimum of equipment. Be ingenious,
xpensive outfits are not necessary.
Next month Photoplay will announce its
iry of contest judges.
Company's startling
THE Eastman
ement Kodak
of home movies in color
•■announc
msed almost as much of a sensation in the
mateur field as did the pioneer talkies in the
orld of professional pictures.
inventor and
j George Eastman, the veteranmotion
picture
lianufacturer of cameras and
jlm, assembled a small but very distinguished
bdience at his home in Rochester, N. Y., resntly and unveiled his "Kodacolor" process
d the noteworthy gathering. Among Mr.
Eastman's guests were Thomas A. Edison,
ilwen D. Young, chairman of the board of
[hectors of the General Electric Company,
lieneral John J. Pershing, Major General
;ames G. Harboard, president of the Radio
Corporation of America, and Hiram Percy
ilaxim, president of the Amateur Cinema
League.
: The new natural color process startled Mr.
Eastman's guests and aroused their unbounded
nthusiasm. On a small screen, Mr. Eastman
evealed scenes in full colors. In these experimental shots, the rich reds, yellows and blues
I flowers, the restful green of foliage, the
lelicate tints of human faces, the golden flash
•f goldfish were caught successfully by the
kodacolor process.
| The new Eastman process *s revolutionary,
but is not yet adaptable to professional picture
;naking. The radically new element lies in the
,ilm. Instead of having the usual smooth surace, the side opposite the sensitive coating is
•mbossed with cylindrical lenses so minute as
o be visible only under a magnifying glass.
film and are 1-559
These run lengthwise of the side
is outward as
)f an inch wide. This lens
he film runs through the camera.
The effect of these invisibly small lenses is
o separate the rays of lights coming into the
:amera through the three segments of a three,:olored light filter. Each of the three colors of
into the
the filter— red, green and blue— lets
:amera from the scene in front of the lens only
he light rays of its own color. The three
different light rays register on the rear, or
jmulsion, side of the film only in black and
tvhite, but each tiny lens embossed on the iilm
,0 distributes the light rays falling upon it that
the different colors register on the sensitive
Iilm emulsion as a distinct black and white
impression for each color at that point.
pro! Later, in projection, the light from the
jector lamp passes through the film, through
the tiny film lenses and through the light Liter
covering the lens (a replica of the camera lens
filter), each ray being directed through the
proper color on the light filter, to fall on its
proper spot on the screen. The combination
of the three colors— red, green and bluegives practically every natural color.
When

Now he DRAWS

the things he wants

the
at drawing No. 1 above. Then compare it with No. 2 and note
LOOK
improvement Federal School training has made in the work of Art Nelson.
as a surRefore he studied drawing with the Federal Schools, he worked
work
veyor's assistant at $18.00 a week. Today he has a fine position m the
made this possible
he enioys at $75.00 a week. He says, "The Federal Schools
average : ability before
trough7 their training and co-operation, as I hadof only
hundreds of young people
enrolling as a student." Mr. Nelson is just one
making good money because of Federal training.
es and newsOpportunities for artists have never been better. Magazin
If you like
year.
every
ions
illustrat
of
worth
dollars
of
millions
buy
papers
to draw, let your talent make your living.
successful
The Federal School of Illustrating has taught hundreds of Over ntty
students That is because its methods of instructions are right.
Briggs Charles
famous artiste such as Sid Smith, Neysa McMein, Clare
exclusive lese
contribut
others
many
and
Rockwell
Norman
Livingston Bull,
in a
sons and drawings to the Federal Course. They tell you their methods
letterg
cartoonin
ng,
illustrati
include
subjects
The
clear understandable way.
to learn
ing poster designing, window card illustrating, etc. They are easy
the' "Federal Way"— at home in your spare time.

Have Your Drawing Talent Tested
have the free criticism
If you like to draw, you may
tree
our free
for our
sending tor
by sending
work by
your work
and analysis of your
Vocational Test
Chart. We will
send with it our
free book,
Road to Bigger
Things," which
explains illustratprofesas a Nelson
ing sion.
got
his start sending
for it. This is
your opportunity
— grasp it. Fill
coupon
the
out

K

rsraff'iK'Ayji
A ROAD
1
THINGS
.
TO DICCE1V

(joi Illustrating

nu w.

, — _ — .« — __-. — — — — — — — «■ — — ■•■•

FEDERAL SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATING
10108 Federal School Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
your free book, "A Road
send Chart.
Please
al Test
Vocation
Name
Occupation
Address

you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY
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to Bigger Things," together
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•"THE Kodacolor process is immediately
■*■ adaptable to the Eastman Cine-Kodak
Model
B, f.1.9, and to a Model A or Model B
Kodascope.

OTHINE
Removes This Ugly Mask
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othine
— double strength — is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine from any
drug or department store and apply a little
of it night and morning and you should see
that even the worst freckles have begun
to disappear, while the lighter ones have
vanished entirely. It is seldom that more
than an ounce is needed to completely clear
the skin and gain a beautiful complexion.
Be sure to ask for double strength CJthine
as
sold tounder
of "money
backthis
if itis fails
removeguarantee
your freckles.

The

Jihelburne
Atlantic City
^

Directly on Ihe BoardwalkIn Ihe desired central location.
Maintains \\t supremacy
by Ihe completion of a
new fireproof addition
accommodating 700 guests.

The filter and neutral density attachment
for the Cine-Kodak costs $15, the filter and
compensator for the projector costs $18 and
the Kodacolor screen is sold at $25. The
Kodacolor process is now adaptable to a fast
lens Bell and Howell Filmo and to a Bell
and Howell projector.
There are certain points to be noted in the
Kodacolor process. It is just as easy to film
a home movie in colors as a black and white
one. However, operation must always be at
f.1.9. No matter how bright the light (and
it must be bright), *it cannot be stopped down
or it will destroy the color ratio of the filter.
Pictures can be taken only in bright sunshine.
At present no duplicates can be made of Kodacolor film and for the time being the only
processing station operated for Kodacolor is
at the Rochester Eastman plant. In projection, since the color filters absorb a good deal
of light, it is necessary to be content with a
small picture on a special Kodacolor screen.
The largest picture that will be satisfactory
is 16^ x 22 inches.
Kodacolor film comes in 50 foot lengths and
its cost, per reel, including processing, is $6.
Yes, your contest contributions may be
partly or entirely in Kodacolor.
/""'HECK up another scoop for an amateur
^—'cameraman! Paul McCoy, president of
McCoy's Laboratories, Inc., of 62 West 14th
Street, New York City, beat the world with
his 16 millimeter shots of the rescue of Captain
Frank T. Courtney. Mr. McCoy not only
beat the world but he sold his film to International Newsreel and to Metro-GoldwynMayer News, having the unusual privilege of
seeing his own stuff, enlarged to standard size
film, shown in the Manhattan theaters.
When Captain Courtney and his courageous crew fell into the sea with their flaming
airplane, Whale, on an attempted trans-Atlantic
flight,
they first
sent onouttheSOS
calls.
Minnewaska was
scene
and The
rescued
the
men.
Mr. McCoy was a passenger on the Minnewaska and shot a hundred feet of the rescue,
including long shots of the wrecked plane,
views of the men coming on board and later
a scene of the four aviators and the Minncwaska captain on the bridge of the rescue ship.
Newsreel officials wirelessed the Minnewasha,
located Mr. McCoy and arranged to secure
his precious film.

Golf privileges, garage accommodations.
For 25 years Ownership-Management.

JacobWeikel

Mr. McCoy is a newcomer among amatei
He took a Cine-Kodak abroad with him, s
a lot of travel film and was en route hc:
when the Whale fell into the sea. Od
enough Mr. McCoy had never seen a sir
developed shot of his own film when he "sh(
the rescue.
•"THE Amateur Motion Picture Club of '.■
■*- land Stanford University has completed ,
1,600 foot 16-millimeter production of '"]\
Fast Male." The comedy, a satire, based ]
the conventional movie idea of college 1 ,
will be publicly presented on the Stanf i
campus this fall.
"We found it quite a time saver to use th
and sometimes four cameras on each 1<;
scene," says Ernest W. Page, director of [
production. "In this way we obtained sevs 1
angles of the same action. While it com .
cated the editing, it was worth while.
"We found a system of keeping the seen; i
in card form very satisfactory. The cai,
one for each scene or subtitle, were numbe I
and filed in a small portable box. Before e; i
day's work, the scenes that were to be s :
were picked out and, as each scene was tak .
a brief note was made on the reverse sidd
the card. These notes included footage, lig •
was chief photographer i
ingBert
and L.
otherDavis
details."
"The Fast Male," Marion La Follette A
Powell Carpenter played the leading re ,
while "Biff" Hoffman enacted a villain?
football captain. The Stanford boys develop
the film in their own laboratory.
HPHE Cinematograph Committee of the St •*■ ford Comedy Club of Stamford, Conns
at work on a comedy, "Slim Doolittle, i
Lighthouse Keeper." There is a romance volving
a lighthouse
keeper's
w;.
A stolen around
yacht and
rum runners
complke
the plot.
John A. Ten Eyck, 3rd, chairman of e
committee, is directing and the chief rs
are played by Mortimer L. Doolittle, At
Bredin and Alexander D. Harvey.
The Peabody Cinema Club, made upf
students of the Peabody High School of N; •
ville, Tenn.,
is showing
first film,around
" Masqteg'
This
is a mystery
tale its
developed
vending. The film is unusual in that it •
eludes dissolves, double exposures and ligh ?
effects unusual to a 16-millimeter film. \
moving camera was used in several scenes 1 1,
in one instance, where a body falls froia
cliff, the effect was secured of a contini s
close-up of the victim as he fell through the r.

BLONDES
Heed this warning
HAIR quickBLONDE
ly darkens and fades
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'oosh!" went the air from Abraham
uthal's lungs, and with it the day-dreams
thcoming record-breaking Superior Film
"
6S.

ey, boy! Vat you think this is, a race
»?" he demanded furiously, when he
lijd the human catapult to be one of his
ffice boys. But the lad had struck someliving and warm, and he clung. The
elent attempted vainly to shove him off
idriff.
me, vill you?' he roared
: y.op butting
e's dead! Oh, Mr. Rosenthal, he's dead!
. kicked him, and he's dead . . . really
,:)U kicked him, and he's dead? Veil, I
'lon't doubt it. You haff only butted me,
i'm half dead already," snapped the head
tire with characteristic sarcasm. "Stop
J you. . . . Goat!" He clamped his powerJat hands down on the boy's quivering
tiers, and shook him soundly. "Vill you
(that blubbering, and tell me vat is the
|r?"
ite'sdead . . . the dummy ..."
Ie clasp on his shoulders was released, as
president stood back and surveyed him
withering scorn.
,nd you should be on my lot for two years,
hen tell me the dummy is dead! Dummy
J Is it you have no brains at all, to come
icing off one of my stages and butt me in
Stomach?
Go to the office and get what
■y's coming to you, and get off my lot!"
lo . . . no, Mr. Rosenthal!
You don't
rstand. I mean I thought it was the dumtnd I kicked it— him — and she got down
oput her hand on its — his — face, and —
e,in there — "
' he! She! Who are you talking about?"
t|rupted Rosenthal impatiently.
';'hat girl from Kansas I was showing
did. They had a letter to Mr. Cohen. . . "
Ire they in there yet?"
' guess so. ... "
'Jl right. Now do I understand that
e 's a dead man on that stage? "
"es . . . " shivered the boy.
nil right. Stop shimmying, and look
i.ral. It's not your fault," said the presi:: kindly, and then, snapping back to his
;<;itive sternness:
Ifou go back to the office, and don't you
i\ your head about this . . . not to any! Understand me? I fire you off my lot
er. I blacklist you in all the studios . . .
i vord . . . not a vord . . . understand?"
les . . . sure, Mr. Rosenthal ..."
5 FEW minutes later a very much disturbed
!head of the Superior Films Studio came
u :ing, in not so very different a manner from
Uxpeditious exit made by his office boy, from
inside door of Stage Six. He disappeared
lly in the direction of the executive buildnd entered his private office.
On the way
opped but once, and then to speak to two
on their way to work on one of the sets.
ley, you! I vant you should go right avay
to Stage Six. Don't stop for nodding. I vill
a couple more men right away, also. . . vid
. I vant you should not let anybody . . .
iody . . . you understand? ... on that stage.
yself, order it. I fire you.
I blacklist
in all the studios if you let anybody set
on that stage! Also, not a vord of this,
i vord to anybody — understand?"
ley nodded mutely, their eyes quickened
| excited curiosity.
The president looked
it lem intently for a moment, and then he
it d earnestly:
When
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"I am depending on you. I am trusting
you. Something terrible has happened . . . you
vill"Sure
do as .I .say?"
. sure ..." They agreed, responding to the note of confidence. The president
sighed heavily, and clapped a fat, ringed hand
on the shoulder of the man nearest him.

i

" Go qvick
now.with
..."unaccustomed swiftness
Then
he went
to his office and closed the door behind him.
Chapter III.
TL-TIS fat bulk slumped in his mahogany
-1- -'-chair, the president of Superior Films stared
unseeing at the ornate walls of his office. For
the first time in his experience, the producer
of countless screen murder mysteries was face
to face with the real thing, and for the time it
utterly unmanned him. He felt sick, even as
his office boy had felt sick!
Abraham Rosenthal, in his search for filmable material, had studied all sorts of stories
dealing with all sorts of situations. He had
calmly scanned the pages of "The Murders of
the Rue Morgue" and tales equally chillproducing. Yet, until now, it had never occurred to him that the action of the people
involved in such crimes was anything but
what it should be. Now, sitting alone at his
desk, the horror-stricken dead face of the man
out on Stage Six stared at him from every corner of his luxurious office.

«S5
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It was linked
when he shut
pressed against
not shut out

picture!
Nothing in all the experience of his emotional Jewish nature, or his fertile imagination, or his countless viewing of the death
struggles of men pictorially murdered for his
screen productions, had prepared him for the
reality of a man struck stark and cold by
another's hand.
He sat and thought of the books he had read.
He thought how the people in them, after the
first gasp of horror, went about their business
as usual. He thought about women, especially. Women in houses where murders had
been committed.
He told himself that the

'reducer
Frances Jordan, Inc.
3023FINANCEBUILDING.PHILADELPHIA

Please Accept
10c Package
YouWomen

into his mind's eye, so that even
his eyes until his fat cheeks
and cemented his lids, he could
from their sight that awful

author lied who did not state that they I
paralyzed with fright on the spot, and n]
recovered.
He felt that he would nevei3
cover. The busy, cheerful, productive da} A
Superior Films were over, and he, the l3
executive, was sitting like a quaking craved
his chair . . . afraid . . . afraid . . .to the sotf
him! He felt that it only remained to vtf
"Finis" on the studio gate, and he mournei
Once, sitting there alone, with so man- [
the things of the flesh ... the warm, \i\g
flesh, that
aboutwerehim;
many to that
creature
forts
now souseless
poor c*
di
thing out on the set, his great body shj
suddenly as with palsy.
The realization!
death as an irrevocable end came to him!
saw his own body, stark in the grip of rijl
mortis.
He had never until that morr;
viewed a corpse before the undertaker's ha!
had worked upon it. He had looked dovvr-;
his fellow-beings in their coffins and obser i
their peacefully folded hands; had breathed
mingled odors of many flowers; had listened i
a sort of soul-quiet, to the burial services, i]
at last, when they had been lowered reverer into their blossom-covered
graves he 1
thought of death as rest . . . rest. . . . ]]
there was no sign of rest in that tortured be
out there on the set ! There was only retch
fear; only an utterly hopeless horror and
spair, as though the man had seen the com
plunge of the rapier, and had no recourse li
to receive it, the while his soul sent out a t, J
rible scream for mercy!
"COR a long time the president of the Super
*- Films just sat . . . shaken to the fibres of
being. Slowly his first fear ... the fear of bo! ,
starkness . . . passed from him, and a secoj
came to take its place. The personal mem
of the unknown murderer seemed suddenly
leap at him. An insidious, invisible mena
that did not confine itself to any imagir
personal form, but emanated mysterious
from the atmosphere surrounding him. ;
When the curtain of the window at his bai
moving
inwardhe with
a passing
touch;
his
shoulder,
cowered
away breeze,
from it
tre '
bling.
How long he would have remained in tij
craven state, or to what extent it would ha
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cmorphosed the natural stanchness of his
bajcter, is not known, for at this moment
^re Cohen, production manager of Superior
H, burst into the room. A thin, nervous,
ir individual, he now had the appearance of
lei>ing and jibbering monkey.
■line Gott, Abie! They's a murder on
tai: Six!" His voice was high and shrill with
His eyes were unnaturally disx,:ment.
nd and he flayed the air foolishly with his
n'arms.
It a moment that man at the desk conn'd to stare out from the trance of his own
I id thoughts. Then, with a mighty breath
ndi slight shake of the head, he turned his
I <eeingly upon the other.
' ure," he said. There was no excitement
i ^ tone. It was heavy, with a dull sound,
"h Production Manager could not believe
isars.
ilurder! Abie! I tell you they's a murder
n:ageSix! On our lot ... a murder!
Mine
i , vat vill happen to the business?"
lid this penetrated. The president was on
isi^et, waving a hand at the open door back
f phen.
Come in and shut the door! Vas you born
1 barn, brainless!" he yelled, the fires of
i ering scorn in his big brown eyes.
■YHEN they were safe from listening ears,
V the two looked for a long moment silently
iJLch other. As they did so a series of recent
v.ts reviewed themselves in their minds.
>;edies in the film world that had brought
u! . . . financial ruin, in their wake. A
iriable murder in a San Francisco hotel, and
hfpublic end of a popular comedy star. A
n| well-known and well-liked in the picture
Bstry, who had been shot down in his home,
,r the consequent fall in public favor of pero; involved in the crime. The irrevocable
'liambs down" on a lovely female star, beate certain shady pages in her past had been
ujied to the light. Last, but not least, the
iilicted end of an internationally famous
iflre of the screen, because of things . . .
cjidalous things . . . sworn to by his wife.
ears before, when motion pictures were
ty the promising embryo of the gigantic
rtistry they are now, Abraham Rosenthal
I been wise enough to see that scandal
:ld be the danger and ruin of the industry.
ds of excess and license were always waving
Ir dark wings over the people in the studios.
-jiury and adulation . . . the wealth of
Jesus, and the ensorcelling effect of public
£pr . . . "The King Can Do No Wrong" . . .
1 dwelling in a world apart, of their own
r;dng, where physical beauty and attendant
iherial beauty bewitched, and brought its
laming, unbalancing sense of personal
»er ... the unloosing of passions . . .
I creation of an entirely false sense of
lues . . . the carrying into their personal
Is the sex lures of the people they charterized for the screen.
j ES, he had known the menace, and knowing
;the great temptation also, he had underipd and forgiven much. But one law he had
i; ays maintained in regard to his own studio.
i.vas known by everyone within its confines,
|m the garbage man who gathered up the
:,is filled with remains of midnight lunches on
:j sets, to the highest paid actor who drove
I specially made sport model through its
j.es. . . .
'Vat you do avay from here, I cannot help.
II vat you do on my lot . . . on my lot . . .
lit iss my business! I vill haff no scandal . . .
dirt! Right avay I hear about anything
e, here in my studio . . . out you go!"
for years this unwritten law, scrupulously
;yed, and now — MURDER! Murder creep; in at night, had trailed its black garments
er the unsullied peace of Superior Films,
imbed its nose at the unwritten law, and
th a mocking, sinister laugh, had flitted
ay . . . to return . . . Ah, that was it,
ce in, when would it not come again, and
th it, how many companion evils?
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Business is picking up for Calvin Austin. Austin holds down the
oddest job in the movie business. He owns a magnetic cane and he
is hired by First National to go about the studio picking up nails
dropped by carpenters working on the sets. Here he is saving
Thelma Todd from a bad puncture.
movie actor Yep, Calvin wants to be a

Murder is murder, even in a place where
make-believe reigns, and regardless of where
it occurs it has an unpleasant way of bringing
in its train a host of almost as unpleasant aftermaths. It was this last fact that Abraham
Rosenthal was considering. He forgot the
presence of his production manager. Fat
lower lip outthrust, his pudgy hands tensely
balled on his desk, he stared off at the opposite
wall, covered with autographed photographs of
stars — stars who owed their world-wide fame,
their fabulous salaries, to his inherent genius
for picking winners. He stared at them unseeingly. Yet, subconsciously, they inserted
themselves into the rapid shuttle-cock processes of his brain.

"COR now he
conjuring
direct con-1- sequences towas
himself, to his uplot the
— to this child
of his imagination that he loved beyond all
else. He could visualize the screaming headlines in the Los Angeles papers; the telegraphed
press dispatches to the New York dailies, and
on, like an endless chain, to the smallest hamlets where Superior Films would be shown —
where for years the cleverest publicity he could
buy had gone, blazoning, with others, the
fame of this Superior Films actor who now lay
cold in his own blood — on a Superior Films set!
The financial losses bit into him, and yet it was
the artist that groaned.
" God of Abraham!
My pictures!"
He knew he must not sit there doing nothing. He must put more guards on that set.
He must at once take every step possible to
keep the terrible news from leaking out— from
upsetting the half hundred temperamental
geniuses now in productions on his various
stages — artists whose every second cost him
dollars. He remembered Cohen.
"Vat a terrible business!" he sighed, in all
sincerity, to his production manager.
And from Cohen, who saw thankfully that
his employer was with him once more:
"Business! Ve haff no business! I tell you,
Abie, the business is ruined! Oi, the papers!
All over the front pages it vill be!" He was
yelling again.
"All over the vorld it vill be, if you don't
shut up!" responded Rosenthal bitterly. "Vill
you please to calm yourself down, vonce?"
"Vill I please to calm myself down vonce?
And you should say such things to me, ven I
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come to tell you they iss a murder ... a MTJ
DER
on our lot!"
"My ...lot,"
interrupted Rosenthal. Some I
his bland and immovable complacence wj
returning to him, and so, back to the old, aijj
never entirely consumed, bone of contentiY
between them. . . .
lot, Izziel" said he firmly, and reach
for"My
a cigar.
Cohen grabbed his hair and tried to yank
out, "All right! All right! Your lot. Mebl
it is
your murder, too?"
"How
is it, Izzie, that you should kno;
about this murder, anyvays?" asked Rosei
thai _ suddenly, remembering his immedia
caution against spreading of the news.
"How iss it I should know about it?" w
torted Cohen indignantly.
"How iss it
shouldn't know about it? I ask you! Ain't
production manager of this studio?
Ain't 11
Ain't it my business to know vat goes on on ml
"MY stages . . ." came the imperturbabl
voice
the president.
stages.of ..."
"Mine Gott! All right, YOUR stages . I
anybody's stages, I donlt care! But I ask yol
is it not my business as production manage
of this studio, to know about vat goes on o
those
stages,
"Sure.
But Abie?"
vat Ivant to know i , vy
wish to make it efferybody's business?
you come in here yelling like a hyena?
you should go up on the roof vid a

doyo;
Vy d
Bette,
mega

/""1UTTIXG sarcasm. The president was bac,
^-'to form. Cohen looked mournfully and re
proachfully at him.
"Veil, anyways, Abie, vat are ve going t
phone!" ve vill keep it under our hats!"
"First,
do "But,
vid it?"Abie! The police . . . the coronej
. . . ve got to do something vid it! Ve go
to tell the authorities already!"
"Better first I should talk to Isaac."
"Sure. Talk to him. That smart alec law!
yer ought to earn his salary vonce a year
There was a silence while Rosenthal put in
call for Isaac Stern, and was told the lawyejj
anyways!"
would not be in his office for half an hour.
Suddenly the highly strung Cohen put hill
hand to his head, and shivered violently, at thl

Photoplay
n.time breakin out anew in a voice high
•H ear hysteria.
• ine Gott!
Abie . . . such a thing to
j£i! Such a vay for a man to die!"
' ;ut up!" roared the president instantly,
ing his heavy fist down on his desk with
h"that
ed
nervescruelly tortured Izzie's already
with
he pleaded hugging his head
I ask it
nds, "don't to do that again!
vu! I vill keep still!
)U bet you vill keep still! And you vill
sten, vonce, to me, and get this through
ujdumb head! Ve haff got to keep qviet
this! If you haven't got brains to know
■Jurself , I haven't got time to tell you ! But
u ave got to stop yowling like a vild man
2 it! You haff got to shut up! Not a
not a vord to anybody ! Do you hear vat
telling you?"
jre, sure I hear you ! How could I help
n you are yelling like a hyena yourself
vl Vould you like it I should get you a
:ijphone vile you climb yourself up on the
Dl Thus Cohen evened the score. The
eilent started to retort in kind, then sighed
aily, and for a moment preserved a dignidilence. Then, leaning across his desk, his
i},- pointed sternly at the other, he spoke
fly, lowly, and earnestly.
'izie, you go right avay now out to that
You tell those fellows out there if they
lybody . . . anybody on that stage, I fire
! Already I haff told them that, and they
ilisobeyed me. They haff let you ..."
,rt me?
Vy not?
Ain't I got as much
iprity to go on that stage as you? I ask
"
jAbie?
'iure . . . sure," responded Rosenthal weaj " Sure you got authority, Izzie, but not
)' Not now! You stay off. You vant
iJ should find your finger-prints all over,
ifarrest you for murder?"
Seeing the incjtly chastened
eye
of his production
ager, he continued, confidingly:
zzie, I vouldn't to let anybody on that
t until the police get here . . . not anynotMr. Hays himself . . . now vill
shut up about it?"
jE reached over to his cigar box, and offered one of his precious cigars to Cohen.
ijition suddenly choked him, and something
liiciously like tears of beseechment dimmed
I?harp gaze.
And for Gott sakes, Izzie, try to look at
Jybody like maybe nothing happened . . .
i you don't know nothing . . . can you?
I look natural . . . ve got td keep things
Lof the papers, or ve are ruined!"
Maybe ve are ruined anyway," said Izzie
(fully. "Haff you thought mebbe they tie
[Seibert's picture in the evidence, or somefive hundred t'ousand
got already
Ve that
jg? in
c'ars
picture.
Perhaps already ve
I that money good-bye!"
I haff been thinking about that," said the
tjir heavily. Then, after a moment:
Tzzie, for Gott sakes get out of here, and
;me vonce alone!
I haff enough misery
>ut you hunting up some more. . . .
nd when he had gone, Rosenthal wiped his
Id wearily with a great silk handkerchief.
Oi, that fellow! He alvays makes me lose
I temper, he iss such a dumb head. Mebbe
lis a good thing. . . ."
It was a good thing, for now the president of
i «rior Films was completely and finally
; ed into his natural executive self. He had
timeat to
in morbidity.
When
he
Ii'led
his indulge
ornate walls,
he saw other
things
n Hardell's white face. Cohen's effect on
•,enthal was always the same. It had been
< for years.
Up from the gutter they had
: le together, and previously it had been
ijien who was the employer, and Rosenthal
| employed.
Rosenthal
sold gloves for
|len. Whenever he had a hard sale to tackle,
Ialways started the fight in Cohen's private
:e. Cohen's never failing stupidity iniably roused his fighting blood, and subWhen
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sequently he went out and sold his customer!
Rosenthal's quicker brain had soon won the
ascendancy, and thereafter he always kept
Cohen by his side, first in this merger, then in
that. Had he been accused of gratitude, he
would have said dryly:
"A Jew knows no gratitude ven it iss a matter of business."
Be that as it may, the two were always associated together, and perhaps Rosenthal
knew exactly the value of the impetus he received from Cohen . . . many times overrating the cost of the latter's frequent blundering. At least Rosenthal knew this — that
"picture sense" is a subtle thing, innately
possessed, and not learned. He knew that he
himself possessed it, despite his ignorance in
many lines. He knew that Cohen never could.
Rosenthal had that unbeatable combination
— the born salesman's instincts . . . and
the world was now his prospect . . . and an
innate appreciation of the artistic. Superior
Films, with its splendid working organization,
its mammoth stages, its bee-hive productivity,
was answer to the first, and the sometimes rare
beauty and absolute genius of the motion
pictures he released was answer to the second.
Now he reached for his phone.
"Find if Mr. Stern is in his office yet."

etf&\\.

ISAAC would handle the police ... the flatfeet! They would walk all over his nice lawns
(for he had a loving pride in the beauty of his
grounds)and they would snoop around, bothering everybody with foolish questions, but
Isaac would see that official wheels functioned
smoothly. The bell rang, and to his secretary's
"I have Mr. Stern on the wire," he merely
grunted and thrust his fat lips closer to the
mouthpiece.
"Isaac? Abie. Listen, Isaac, drop everything right avay and come offer. You couldn't? Veil ... iss there anybody near the
phone? All right. Something terrible has happened, Isaac. There is a dead man on my lot!
Yes . . . dead . . . murdered! Huh? Stabbed
vid a sword. No . . . right avay I find it out,
and put guards on the stage. No ... I fire
the whole bunch if they do. I vant you should
get in touch vid the Police Commissioner himHe vouldn't?
and send
Veil, self,
send
some him
good out
manhere.
. . . somebody ve
can trust. Ve can't have this blabbed all over
the place. I don't vant a lot of snoopers . . .
you know. . . . Vat? How should I know,
Isaac! All I know iss ve find him this morning
dead"Vat?
as a mackerel. . . . Mine Gott, Isaac,
you should to see him ... I haff been all
upset. . . .
"Aw, listen, Isaac," and the president's tone
became wheedling, "sure you can do it fine. I
vant no scandal! Sure, sure, I understand all
about that . . . sure ve got to spend money to
keep it qviet, that's all right. . . .

VAT? Sure I know he vas a rotter! Didn't
I myself vant to sell him to International Artists, and who vas it vouldn't let me,
I ask you? It vas you! Oi, to think I kept
that low-lifer vat gets himself killed by a voman . . . I don't know, I am just saying he
gets himself killed by a voman . . . and now
look at the fix I am in! Just because you
vouldn't let me sell him. . . . Oh, all right, all
right. Have it your vay, Isaac . . . bye
And he hung up.
asts who know
THOSE football enthusi
the* thrill and excitement of the' openHe leaned back and surveyed the beautiful
ance ot bekick-off
import
the
know
ing
ing there on time. Many of these people
women pictured on his walls. Just now he had
wear Helbros Watches— because they
no pleasure in the seductive lines of their lovely
know that the unfailing accuracy of
bodies. It was at their naughty, wayward feet
Helbros will get them there before the
that he laid the blame for this thing that had
"whistle". Whether you desire a wrist
come to upset his studio.
watch for spott or business let your
jeweler show you his line of Helbros
list of Hardell's
he went
Mentally,
affairs.
The man
was over
a truetheinamorata. RosenWatches, priced from $12 up.
thal admitted it.
Helbros Watch Co., 48 W. 48 Street, N.Y.C.
"Sure, the dirty low-lifer needed killing . . .
Write to Dept.P- 16 far the" Hilbros Gift Booklet"
but ... on my lot it should happen!"
He sighed, but not for long did he sit lost in
regrets. There was an unpleasant task to be
tackled. Again he took up his desk phone.
"AMERICAS
MOST TALKED- ABOUT WATCH"
"I vould talk to Mr. Seibert."
you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE*
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AGENTS— WE START YOU IN BUSINESS AND
help you succeed. No capital or experience needed.
Spare or full time. You can earn $50-$100 weekly.
Write Madison Products. 564 liroadway. New York.
MAKE

$1000 BEFORE CHRISTMAS SELLING Exclusive personal Christmas cards. Sieel engraved designs. Expensive sample book tree. Wetmore, Janes and
Sugden.
Rochester.
N. Y.
$2.00 AN HOUR FOR PLEASANT INTRODUCTORY
work among local families. Experience unnecessary;
permanent position; pay starts immediately. Write American Products Company. 1SS2 Monmouth, Cincinnati. O.
AMERICA'S GREATEST TAILORING LINE FREE
130 huge swatch samples — all wool— tailored-to-order —
union made— sensational low price. Get outfit at once.
Address Dept. US5, Goodwear, S41 Adams, Chicago.
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Mass.
Harry Doehla, Dept. 2-X. Fitchburg,
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Model Hat Mt"
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from factory.
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struction Bureau. Dept. 265. St. Louis. Mo. Write
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Lller Co.. P-290 Broadway. New York.
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Horrible scandal in film circles. Irving Thalberg, while on his
honeymoon in Europe, signed up a beautiful Viennese Maedel to
play in M.-G.-M. pictures. But the real truth of the "scandal" is
this: Eva von Berne was not discovered by Irving, but by Norma
Shearer, who is Mrs. Thalberg. And Eva is the protegee of Miss
Shearer who gives her a first lesson in make-up

ENTERTAIN

PLAYS. MUSICAL COMEDIES AND REVUES. MINstrels. comedj and talking songs, black-face skits vaudeulle acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments
juvenile plays and songs, musical readings, make-un
poods Catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 02:j South
Wabash. Dept. 76. Chicago.
REDUCE

A BOOKLET BY DR. DENSMORE ON TREATMENT
for reduction ot corpulency will he mailed without
charge
41st stieet. Brooklyn, New York.
?!""• ^M'"J3a,rfleld 1Va Company. 3™
a¥*$S5*&
WRITERS

FREE TO WRITERS. THE PLOTWE WER
A
monthly magazine. Contains valuable and interesting
in"> writers of magazine and photoplay .stories
£S»»
subscription J2.50 per annum. Free .sample copi
The
Plotweaver.
Drawer
WP.
Hollywood.
California

"He is not on the lot yet, Mr. Rosenthal."
"Veil, soon as he comes, get him."
He would not have been human had he not
been relieved. There were still a few moments
of grace left to him. Naturally a peace-loving
man, Rosenthal dreaded the impending interview with his highest-salaried and most temperamental director. Would Seibert listen to
reason, or would he fly into a rage? "Go off
his nut," as the president put it . . . for he
had no doubt but that the finer artists his
people were, the nearer to insanity they went
on occasions. He knew by experience that
anything that halted or hindered Seibert when
introduction wasinvariably construed by that
director as an intended and personal insult to
himself! That this affair should happen while
Seibert was on this picture, of all others, was in
itself a tragedy!
Already he had been ten

PATENTS

INVENTIONS

COMMERCIALIZED.

PATENTED

months in production: part of that time!
Europe. Already a fortune had been spent
the film, and a great sum in salaries not j
paid. The story, aside from its film product
had cost a fortune . . . coming from the ha
of one of America's foremost writers. It h,
been heavily advertised in all leading fil
news periodicals. It was the first to bear t
title "Franz Seibert Productions." It w
that director's special baby, hishope, the full
There w
ment of his directorial dreams!
but one more day's shooting to complete
had writt
incorporating scenes the director
himself, and which were therefore the mo
important in his eyes.
"Veil, this vill be a fight to the finish, and Si
vonce I am going to high-brow that fellow1
muttered Rosenthal as he waited.
[ CONTINUED
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pants father — some mother with a tongue in
her cheek — " he said. "It always happens
that
It — " director was interrupting.
Butway.
the casting
"No," he said, "the kid came in alone and
told me she was an orphan. She lives, I
believe, with a poor but honest uncle. It
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oughter be easy to get her tied up — "
The lovely child had moved away from the
set at which she had been photographed.
She was sidling close to the place where the
two men were talking. When she smiled at
the casting director a battery of dimples danced
across her face
"Hello," she said, with just the proper note
of shyness — "nice man!" she added.
The gentleman whom even the greatest ones
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called "sir" laid aside his megaphone. Am:
with it his grand manner. Quite uncerenu
niously he knelt on the studio floor. It WJj
his beau geste toward youth eternal.
"Aren't I a nice man, too!" he asked, j
wardrobe woman and two camera boys
gaspe
at the fatuousness of his tone.
The little girl's dimples became even moil
pronounced.
The little girl's lovely han
touched the arm of the kneeling man with
lingering, warm touch.
"But you!" she said, and her tone lispe
ever so little, "but you are the nicest man c
She was as good as signed, then, for fivi
When

is guaranteed

years !

he

took

the child

with

him int.

Photoplay
« idio lunch room, there were many who
;e And some of the most beautiful
it jf the screen— who had manoeuvered to
ilhat signal luncheon honor — expressed
njdves from behind carefully lifted fingers.
m," said one of
lease of adult ainfantilis
of
slight smattering
had
A who
q>logy,
,
,
iJthe man with the megaphone was happy!
the
in
was
he
when
is always happiest
o of discovery. And already, mentally,
\s rehearsing some of the old favorites
ddhood that had gone, for long, un»,ed, because there was no available
listers to do them. The mental rehearsals
on as he asked the child to order
nplithely
m meal.
ILL be chicken, I suppose," he said
I ndly, "and cocoa and ice cream and
little girls like."
Kate cake. That's what
In a less beautiful
ri child answered.
hone would have said that the answer
nlpertly.
'fit this little girl!" she said.
Lettuce
i.an' tea with lemon!"
not
had
he
As
I: great man laughed.
r;d in many a day.
' iking care of your figure?" he chuckled,
it And almost exploded at the little
rs serious nod of assent.
^er that luncheon — punctuated by the
by the man's plan— underlaid
5 prattle
il1 -they
went
together to a private office
ivvas known to all of the trade, as the
h of Holies." And there the man— who
:iow completely laid aside his business
i er — relapsed into an easy chair. And
: the child, unresisting, to his side.
Id like to do 'Elsie Dinsmore' with you
fe lead, kiddie," he said. "I'd like to to
rje Tom's Cabin' again— with you as Little
I'd like to do a series of fairy tales.
lielocks' and 'The Little Lame
he half
I 'Editha's Burglar.'
How — " Prince.'
silted, "how about this uncle of yours?
31 e you tell me what he's like — "
pdenly the child's head was hanging.
tjenly her dimples were obscured from view.
Wouldn't we?" she suggested, with a strange
wdness, "couldn't we fix it so as my uncle
>'dn't hafter come into it? He's got a job
Couldn't we,"
I keeps him awful busy.
snuggled close — "fix up a contract? Just
■■in' me?"
'ie great man sighed. Too well he knew
if predatory instincts of stage relatives.
lung forward he lifted the child to his knee.
frou're solid, for a kid," he told her, abr tedly, "you'll be a big girl some day . . ."

I then —

ITO," he explained, "your uncle's got to
'''sign a release — he's got to be in the conlittle headButcan't
you. Your
with things,
|, honey, such
Vrstand
of course.
we
id get in a peck of trouble, if we made
ares of a minor without permission."
pe child was silent for a moment. She
.!:ver
so quietlyof onherthe
man's knee, strapped
surveyhe shininess
outstretched,
ifiers.
itiey were very juvenile slippers, indeed —
i'i wee heels and flat grosgrain bows.
kVell," she sighed, at last, "well — I s'pose
n he'll have to come.
I'll bring an uncle
i you, somehow.
To sign things.
How —
:■ much're you going to give me for being
: — " Again, after a long eclipse, the
i pies came to life, "your star?"
urely from force of habit, the great man
i ;ed. He was used to beating about the
pi in regard to prospective salaries.
Enough — " he said.
"Plenty to keep a
11 girl in pretty dresses and doll babies — "
he tiny, graceful hand of the child was
. bling with the lapel of the man's coat.
mouth was pursed up into what might,
ost, have been the suspicion of a pout.
What," questioned those pouting, lovely
;, "if I should take my uncle to that big
1 :e down the street a little way? Where so
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many pictures are made? An' what if they
should tell my uncle that they'd give me a
thousand dollars — " she lisped the word, as
if she loved the lingering sound of it, "a week?
What'd I do, then?"
Desperately the man whom even the
Blondest Star called "sir," was running his
fingers through his hair. It stood erect, like

cki

BLUE ROSE ROUGE

"I'll," he said swiftly, "I'll pay you a
thousand dollars a week. And you mustn't
go near that other place. Do you — " (oh,
the rarity of child actresses!) "do you underThe child's sweetly curved arm was stealstand!"
ing about the man's neck.
"If you gave me a weensy, teensy letter,"
she said, "saying I was hired . . . An' a few
hundred — " her laughter rippled delightedly —
"to take to my uncle — "
The great man was reaching into his pocket.
"You're a smart baby," he said, as he drew
said pocket a plump wallet. "I'm glad
Ifrom
won't have to make bargains with you when
you're twenty — "
THERE was a clattering at the door. It
broke the man's speech in two, sharply. But
the child, unperturbed, nestled closer to the
protection of the masculine arms that held her.
It was oply when the door swung open —
disclosing the great man's secretary, his coat
torn and awry, and a dark, angry chap — in the
uniform of a taxi driver — that the child
screamed. Strangely enough there was nothing
childish in the note of her scream.
"You, Jim!" she stuttered, and like a flash
she was out of the man's lap and onto the
floor — "What arc you doing here?"
The chap in the driver's uniform was striding forward. Wrath lay like a cloud over his
dark young face.
"Mabel!" he snarled. "Didn't I tell you
to keep away from the studios? I won't have
no movie stuff in my family — sec? Ain't I
toldTheyouchild
that?
I told you The
that springlike
plenty?"
was Ain't
whimpering.
prettiness was gone from her graying little
"Aw, Jim — " she cajoled, "now, Jim —
face —
But the young chap was raging.
. . ."
boy"Where'd
you get these fool baby doll
clothes?" he queried. "Thought I said you
wasn't never to wear 'em again, not after
that darn mas-quer-ade. An' you was sitting
on The
his lap,
/ seen
youl"
greattoo.man,
minus
his megaphone, off
the set — looked not too impressive. Against
the irate virility of the taxi driver he seemed
rather small, rather pale. But he spoke up
with a real glow of courage.
"Why," he questioned gruffly, "why are you
abusing
this ofsweet
nothing out
order.little
Whatgirl?
rightShe's
have done
you
Are you her uncle?"
in her, anyway?
THE secretary in the torn coat was trying to
make himself heard. But the anger in the
young chap's voice drowned out his feeble
attempts at speech.
"Nothing out of order?" raged the taxi
driver — "an' she dressed like a kid, in short
socks and ruffled pants. What if she is less 'n
five feet tall? Ain't she able to vote? Nothing?" his dark face was taking on a faintly
purple tinge — "nothing, Ml! An' her sitting
on your lap, lallygaggin'. Uncle? How'd you
get that way? I'd — " threateningly he took a
step forward, "I'd like to punch your nose for
youElsie
! She
's my wife!"So far the story has gone
Dinsmore?
unfilmed.
areThe
still fairy
waitingtales
for—a including
heroine. " Goldielocks,"
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What do your
finger tips tell?
Touch your cheek with the tips of your
fingers. Where the rouge has been is your face
fresh and smooth, soft and supple?
It will be if you use Lanchere Blue Rose
this differRouge even a few days. For while it
actually
ent rouge adds to your beauty,
You can use it indeftexture.
skin
protectsinitely— the
safely.

e and beneOnly the purest, most wholesom
ficial ingredients are used in Lanchere Blue
Rose Rouge. The color pigments are dissolved
and held in firm compacts by oils specially
selected for the skin. These oils give the rouge
such remarkable, adherent quality that your
make-up remains fresh for hours.
Lanchere Blue Rose Rouge, in four
lovely shades, comes in at tractive cases,
50c. Refills with puff, 25c.
Lanchere Blue Rose Lipsticks, of
— in dainty and
equally pure coningredients
convenient
tainers.f our shades,50c.
LanchereBlueRose Compact Powder
gives the delightful final touch after
usingLanchereBlueRoscRouge. Single
and double compacts, 75c to $1 50each.

Lanchere Beauty Cliart — FREE

Makes it easy for you to select the shade of rouge
best suited to your complexion. Send coupon below.
MARSHALL FIELD & COMPANY, Wholesale
Sole Distributers
!_---- Chicago
New York
s
/ Charming Lanchere Blue
\
Rose
Acquaintance
Set
—
SPECIAL J consisting of Bath Soap, Bath
a delightful
andPuff
Crystals, with
SI Compact
V
65c value — for 2Sc
Get it at your favorite toilet goods
counter — or send the coupon below.
Marshall Field & Co., Wholesale,
Sole Distributers, P.O. Box, 1182,
Chicago, III.
Please send me prepaid

OFFER

D closed).
Lanchere Blue Rose Acquaintance Set (25c enD Lanchere Beauty Chart —
FREE.
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Next month Miss Songster will
relate another charming story in her fascinating Hollywood series, " The Stars
That Never Were." It is the talc of a
strange and fascinating extra and it is
called " To the Manner Born."

When you write to advertisers please mention

Your skin like rose petals!
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Brief Reviews of
Current Pictures

Do You Ask Yourself
These Questions?

[ CONTINUED

Is it a good picture?
Is it the kind of picture I would like?
Which one shall we see tonight?
Shall we take the children?

Photoplay will solve these problems for
you — save your picture time and money.
Each issue of Photoplay contains the most up-to-the'minute
authoritative reviews of all the very latest motion pictures.
Refer to the "Brief Reviews of Current Pictures" depart'
ment listing all pictures reviewed for the past six months,
also the "Shadow Stage" department, reviewing the best
pictures of the month and current releases.
PHOTOPLAY
answers all questions rela'
tive to plays and players.
PHOTOPLAY
in a special department presents the views of its read'
ers, both favorable and
otherwise.

In addition Photoplay gives you:
A wealth of intimate details of
the daily lives of the screen stars
on the lots and in their homes.
Striking editorials that cut, without fear or favor, into the very
heart of the motion picture in'
dustry.

PHOTOPLAY
conducts a personal service
department giving advice
on girls' problems.
PHOTOPLAY
prints the latest photographs of actors and actresses, in rotogravure.

There is not an impor^
tant nor interesting
phase of motion picture
life that cannot be found
in Photoplay.

PHOTOPLAY
presents it all!

Authorized interviews with your
favorite actors and actresses who
speak frankly because Photoplay
enjoys their full confidence.
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FAMILY PICNIC, THE— Fox Movietone.:
Pioneer all-talking comedy. See it and write yoi
own remedy.
(.September.)
FANDANGO — Educational. — Lupino Lane in
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures e\
produced.
(June.)
FANGS OF FATE— Pathe.— Klondike, the do
growls through an old story.
(September.)
FANGS OF JUSTICE— Bischoff.— A regular c
home week of hokum.
(May.)
FASHION
MADNESS— Columbia.— Once moJ
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woo
by
the
lie-man
Claire Windsor is the girl tl
time.
(June.) hero.
FAZIL — Fox. — Proving the sheiks make b;
husbands. Torrid necking in the desert. Not f
the kindergarten class.
(August.)
FEEL MY PULSE— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels
terribly annoyed
by William Powell and his ml
gang.
But Richard
Arlen comes to her rescn
Fairly good, but not up to Bebe's standard.
(April
FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE— Paramount— Bel
Daniels inherits half a gold mine. It turns out to be
gold
mine of laughs.
Hall is her leading'
Recommended
to your James
kind attention.
(July.) ma
FIGHTIN' REDHEAD, THE— FBO.— Buzz Be
ton eats up the western scenery.
(September.)
FINDERS
KEEPERS— Universal.— Laura
Plante, who deserves a better fate, wastes her tale
and charm on a lot of trite gags.
(May.)
FIRE AND STEEL— Elbee.— Hot yarn of
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous foi
man and the girl. Ho-huml
(June.)
FIVE- AND -TEN-CENT ANNIE— Warners.
This one starts good but goes goofy. Howevi
Louise Fazenda is a show in herself. (May.)
(July.)
FLYING COWBOY, THE— Universal— Fun
and lots of it — on a dude ranch. With Hoot Gibsor
FLEETWING— Fox— A story of Araby, a gir
a sheik and a horse.
(September.)
FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Field
and Chester Conklin in a comedy that is only fairl
funny.
(June.)
FORBIDDEN HOUR, THE— Metro-Goldwyr.
Mayer. — Ramon Novarro is at his best as the prince
at-play. The story of a king who gave up his thron
for love.
And Renee A oreeisini*. You'll like thi
one.
(July.)

Articles about every phase of the
screen by such national authorities as Frederick James Smith,
Herb Howe and Agnes Smith.
Joan Crawford's life story, as
told by her, is appearing each
month.
SUPERB

FICTION

by the Foremost Writers
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It's a bear. And not just a plain
bear, but an Australian species
rare in this country. Fannie
Brice caused
a panicsheon appeared
the "My
Man"
set when
with her new pet

Fa mo us Feet

Photoplay
tEIGN LEGION,
i on the popularity
;t frantic for Legion
■nt. With Norman

THE— Universal.— A folof "Beau Geste." If you
stories, this is your enterKerry.
(April.)

,'RGOTTEN
FACES— Paramount— UnderUtory of regeneration and sacrifice. Fine story,
ting, and 100 per cent entertainment.
(Septem-
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how they re kept
Tree irom corns

F UR WALLS — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer. — Story
, sh gangster, splendidly played by John Gilbert.
Smissit.
(September.)
BE LIPS — First Division. — Virtue triumphant
gilt club. Just another one of those pictures.
,ljlune Marlowe.
(July.)
iEDOM OF THE PRESS, THE— Universal.—
.eel under the title of "Graft."
Wherein a
iper reporter, bless his little heart, tries to
,iip the big city grafters.
Interesting performepy Henry B. Walthall and Lewis Stone. (April.)
i;NZIED FLAMES— Ellbee.— For the boys—
Itees — who like to chase fire departments. (May.)
ESH EVERY HOUR— Universal. — Reviewed
(the title of "The Prince of Peanuts." Nutty
with Glenn Tryon.
(April.)
; IG WAR— FBO. — Yep, bootleggeis and crooks
(September.)
E CRASHER, THE— Universal.— Glen TryI liit-aud-miss comedy.
(September.)
I )RGE BERNARD SHAW— Fox Movietone.—
law entertains his public with an imitation of
alini. It's a wow. (September.)
;.L HE DIDN'T BUY, THE— Peerless.— Light
■I a Broadway love affair with au original twist
■ plot. (August.)
J E AND TAKE— Universal.— A silly story but
Into good entertainment by the expert comedy
■nances of Jean Hersholt and George Sidney.

Hoot

drug store." ... So writes "Hoot"
Gibson, Universal star and
idol of sixty million movie fans.
In its 28 faithful years Blue=jay has
conquered many millions of corns.
It has conquered them with a plaster
that stops shoe-pressure at once and
ends the pain in an instant. And with
medication, in just the right amount,
which removes the corn without injuring delicate skin-tissue. The new
Blue=jay., with the new creamy-white
pad, is now at all drug stores ... at
no increase in price. For calluses and
bunions, use Blue=jay Bunion and Callus
Plasters.

/

the new

/

3)LDEN
THEwho— laughs
Nordisk-Pathe.
; DenmarkCLOWN,
has a clown
to conceal —a
lj; heart.
Turgid
foreign drama
Mice
by Gosta
Eckman.
(July.) with a fine per-

Bluejay

BLDEN
SHACKLES— Peerless.— You
cant
It" picture for the plot. (August.)
jLF WIDOWS — Columbia. — Comedy drama
Bn one of the terrible consequences of country
hfe. With Harrison Ford and Vera Reynolds.
Ji

)

5 ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?— Uni— The amusing love affairs of an Irish soldier.
4oore plays the Irishman and Bessie Love gives
irberformanceof a French girl. Good fun. (May. )
B iVK'S NEST, THE— First National.— An inng and colorful melodrama of Chinatown, exly acted by Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon.
\D
MAN,
THE— First
National.— What
led in a small town when the Ladies' Auxiliary
i; too much lemonade.
(August.)
t \DIN' FOR DANGER — FBO. — The best
e- rn in months.
New plot, new situations, new
g. nd Bob Steele.
(July.)
I \RT OF A FOLLIES
GIRL, THE— First
II ial. — A humorless and hackneyed story of stage
I liicli even Billie Dove cannot save.
(May.)
V \RT OF BROADWAY, THE— Rayart.—
il ?t melodrama, but only fair. Pauline Garon,
>1 t Agnew and Wheeler Oakman head the cast.

Famous Feet

"It isn't only the tenderfoot who
has corns . . . but it's a soft judgment that keeps them . . . when
you can lasso Blue=jay at any

(ORIOUS BETSY— Warners.— The romantic
■pf Jerome Bonaparte and Betsy Patterson of
ttore. Tricked up with a happy but unhistoric
I. Mildly charming, and decked out with Vita1 outbursts. Dolores Costello starred. (July.)
(jlDLESS GIRL, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
i interesting and vi\'id story told with all the
I ad power Cecil B. De Mille could give it. Inllly, it takes a poke at reform schools. This is
•picture with splendid acting by Marie Prevost,
)" Duryea, Noah Beery and Lina Basquette.

SbD-BYE KISS, THE— Mack Sennett.— The
If of screen comedy fights the war in his own
WAnd the old boy hasn't lost his cunning, bejsthere's real entertainment in this here picture.
Hi like Sally Eilers. (May.)
LEASED LIGHTNING — Universal. — Dumb
Ic. (September.)
ifcEN GRASS
WIDOWS— Tiffany-Stahl. —
Br Hagen in a goofy golf story. He should know
U (September.)
SJPSY OF THE NORTH— Rayart.— A better
■usual melodrama
of the Northern
mining
n. (August.)
BLF A BRIDE— Paramount.— Wherein a bride
la away on a desert island with the wrong man.
k ',/.)
SNGMAN'S HOUSE— Fox.— A good drama of
Ml, with some ' splendid backgrounds,
a fine
Brace and an excellent performance by Victor
flklen. (August.)
HPPINESS
AHEAD— First National.— What
II have been merely tawdry melodrama is turned
bine entertainment by the splendid acting of
Un Moore, Edmund
Lowe and Lilyan Tash(August.)
ROLD TEEN— First National.— All your old
i of the comic strip come to life on the screen.
joyous show and lots of fun for the kids.
f Lake walks away with the honors as Harold.

Gibsons

THE
WAY

Beautify
Your Face
ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER will shape your
nose to perfect proportions while you sleep
or work. Age doesn't matter. Safe, painless,
comfortable. Rapid, permanent results

gss

guaranteed.
tors and users 60,000
praise it docas a
most marvelous invention.
No metal or screws.

SAFE
TO

Sheet

recommended this
Almost instantly the discomfort stopped." Try
Resinol yourself. The
Ointmentatnight! Wash
off with Resinol Soap in
the morning! Resinol
Soap, too, for general
toilet use. Also as a
shampoo. A tall druggists.
Sample of each free.
Write Resinol, Dept. 19,
Baltimore, Md.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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GENTLE
CORN

Music

SAY "CENTURY" and get the world's
Best Edition of the world's Best Music by
the world's Best Composers. It's 15c (20c
in Canada). 2500 selections for Pianos,
Piano Duos, Violin and Piano, Saxophone.
Mandolin, Guitar and Vocal. Get free
catalogue at your dealers, or write us.
Century
Music40thPublishing
Co.
24S West
Street

Then the Doctor

Resinol

A

entury

30-Day FREE TRIAL
Send f or EREE BOOKLET
wlVlhz
ANITA Institute 1028 Anita Bldg. NEWARK, N. J.

One
woman.who
long1
suffered
from ahadsevere
case of eczema, writes:
"For many months I was
constantly bothered. I
tried four or five different remedies without
success. Then my doctor
recommended Eesinol.

AND
END
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He Gives You
A New Skin
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HEART TO HEART— First National.— Agreeable
and original comedy of small town life. You'll like it.
(September.)
ber.)
HEART TROUBLE— First National.— Harry
Langdon writes his own finish in pictures. (SeptemHELLO, CHEYENNE— Fox.— That distinguished
litterateur, Mr. Tom Mix. in a Western that is peppered with new stunts.
(July.)
HELL SHIP BRONSON— Gotham.— Noah Beery
does some of his best acting as a rip-roaring old sea
captain who is licked and frustrated by two women.
You'll be sorry
when virtue triumphs. Swell entertainment. (July.)

Smooth, Clear and Beautiful

HER GREAT ADVENTURE— A. G. Steen, Inc.—
What a stenographer does with one thousand dollars.
Below par.
(April.)
HIS COUNTRY— Pathe-De Mille.— Excellent
heart interest story by two immigrants, beautifully
played by Rudolph Schildkraut and Louise Dresser.
Sincere drama.
(April.)

LITTLE WILD GIRL, THE— Hercules.— I
Lee gets mixed up in a lot of old-fashioned hoki
(September.)
LITTLE YELLOW
HOUSE, THE— FBO.—
awful fuss about nothing at all. (August.)
LONESOME — Universal. — Barbara Kent a
Glenn Tryon in a good human interest story of you
love in modern backgrounds. Lots of trick camt
work but, on the whole, worth your while.
(July.)
LOVE HUNGRY— Fox.— Concerning a m
innocent love affair of a chorus girl. Lois Moi
and Lawrence Gray head the cast, but Marjc
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (Ju>,
LOVE ME AND THE WORLD IS MINE— U
versal. — Dowdy story of war-time Vienna, with
Daddy Browning romance between Mary Phili
and Henry B. Walthall. Betty Compson is the 01
live thing in the show.
(April.)
LOVE
OVER
NIGHT— Pathe.— Mystery st
eased over with some good comedy.
(September.)
MAD HOUR— First National.— Elinor Gl
preaches a none too convincing story on the follies
jazzmania.
Snappy acting by Sally O'Neil.
(Ma
MAGNIFICENT FLIRT, THE— Paramount
Mother and daughter in a mix-up of romanc
Suave direction and the fascinating work of Floret
Vidor put this picture across.
(August.)
MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS,, THE— Raya.
— Thrilling and enthralling Secret Service ya
Above average.
(September.)

HIS RISE TO FAME— Excellent.— Prize ring
stuff with night club trimmings.
(September.)
HIT OF THE SHOW,
THE— FBO.— A lot of
grief about the hard life of a small-town actor. Just
a tear-fest.
(July.)
HOLD 'EM YALE— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod La
Rocque cuts loose as a foot-ball star. Why be critical
about a picture so full of laughs? (May.)
HONEYMOON FLATS — Universal. — Clever
little comedy of young married life, with George Lewis
and Dorothy Gulliver.
(April.)
HONOR BOUND— Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
protect
a worthless
and
Estelle
Taylor. woman.
Too much With
grief.George
(June.) O'Brien

.**;<** /;ll*™W#P'%if .

HORSEMAN
OF THE
PLAINS,
A— Fox.— A
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)
HOT HEELS— Universal.— A small town boy
goes butter-and-egging for a hick musical show,
Glenn Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller are a good team.
(May.)
HOT NEWS— Paramount. — Bebe Daniels hunts
for
thrills in the news reel game. And finds 'em.
(September.)

In
3 Days'
Time!
On Any Part of Your Face,
Neck, Arms, Hands, Body
READ

FREE

HOUND OF SILVER CREEK, THE— Universal.
— Dynamite, the new dog star, blasts an inferior
story to success.
(August.)

OFFER

'XX/'HAT would you say if you awoke some
"* morning — looked in your mirror and saw a
new, youth-like, clear skin on your face, and the
ugly blemishes all gone?
You would jump with joy — just like thousands
of people have done who have learned how to
perform this simple treatment themselves — the
same that foreign beauty doctors have charged
enormous prices for.
— and, what was considered impossible before
— the banishing of pimples, blackheads, freckles,
large pores, tan, oily skin, wrinkles and other
defects — can now be done by any person at
home, in 3 days' time, harmlessly and economically.
It is all explained in a new treatise called
"BEAUTIFUL NEW SKIN IN 3 DAYS,"
which is being mailed absolutely free to readers
of this magazine by the author. So, worry no
more over your humiliating skin and complexion,
or signs of approaching age. Simply send your
name and address to WM. WITOL, B-31, No.
1700 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and you will
receive it by return mail, without charge. If
pleased, tell your friends about it.

BayfianoiM
7
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-IN 90 DAYS!

.if
Play anything— jazz to cl;
t in;
y.';uJ<now
nothing
I'll
have your
lingers dancing over the
J keyboard with confidence in 90 days
' If
you It!
canMyhum
or whistle
tune you can
play
students
are abroadcastingting money. MAKE ME PROVE IT!
Without puzzling notes! Without
rticing
tedious
scales!
I've
d the way
to bring
out your
ical instinct. New andorigmal
m .l...s away with years of
I. YOU WANT THE PROOF!
end it. Write me now.
1713 Hunter Bldg.

SendWWWROOF!
LEARN

ART

EARN

MONEY

MAN IN THE ROUGH, THE— FBO.— Not
golf story. A Western with slimy villain, foolish i
man, tomboy daughter — and Our Herol
(July.)
MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.— M<
ern sex story, made pleasant by deft handlh
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (June.)
MAN WHO LAUGHS, THE— Universal.
Draggy version of a classic that may interest t
hounds
for art.
spot
of the
film. Conrad
(May.) Veidt's acting is the hi

Our amazing new method of Oil Painting
AT HOME Portraits, Landscapes, Miniatures, etc.,
requires no experience. PAINTING OUTFIT and Employment Service FREE. Write for booklet. PICTORIAL ART
STUDIOS, INC., Dept. G. P , 2926 Broadway. Chicago.

HOUSE OF SCANDAL, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
If you are not sick of cops, crooks and the inevitable
girl who reforms.
(July.)
I TOLD YOU SO— Leigh Jason.— This pictureonly a two reeler — cost merely one thousand dollars.
But it shows so much promise that its producer won
a contract for himself on the strength of a pre-view
showing.
(April.)
JUST MARRIED — Paramount. — Hcneymoon
farce on a transatlantic liner. Lots of laughs.
(September.)
LADIES OF THE NIGKT CLUB— TiffanyStahl. — A clown and a millionaire are rivals for the
affections of a cabare. girl. Synthetic heart interest.
(August.)
LADIES OF THE MOB — Paramount. — Clara
Bow becomes
a gunman's(September.)
"moll" and handles a
dramatic
story skillfully.
LADY BE GOOD— First National.— How Dorothy Mackaill can dance! And what a snappy
comedienne!
Don'tA forget
thatshow.
Jack (May.)
Mulhall is
featured with her.
neat little
LADY RAFFLES— Columbia.— A mystery melodrama with a real mystery — of all things! And some
snappy team work by Estelle Taylor and Lilyan
Tashman.
(July.)
*LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that
the girl lie loves may be happy. Excellently acted by
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)
LAW OF FEAR, THE— FBO.— The best part of
this picture is the review of the private life of Ranger,
the police dog. (May.)
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK — Warner- Vitaphone.
— First all-talkie feature and, naturally, nretty crude.
Squawking night clubs and audible murders.
(September.)
*LILAC
TIME— First National.— Thrilling and
romantic war drama with enough sentiment to lift
it above the run of war plays.
(August.)
LION AND THE MOUSE— Warner- Vitaphone —
Partly dialogue with some effective performances.
But the story belongs to a past decade.
(September.)
LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN— FBO— A sweet
and sloppy story, which Frankie Darrow and Jobyna
Ralston cannot help much.
(May.)

MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia.— Bessie Lo
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by John
Walker.
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)
MICHIGAN KID, THE— Universal.— Thrillii
melodrama and beautiful scenery successfully smoth
aAdoree.
Horatio (July.)
Alger plot. With Conrad i%: iel and Ren
MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE, A— Rayart.— Som
thing very nifty and baffling in the way of a murdi
(July.)
MIDNIGHT TAXI, THE— Warners.— Bootlegs
and hijackers run riot. (August.)
MILLION FOR
melodrama.
(June.)

LOVE,

A— Sterling.— Feel

*MOTHER
MACHREE— Fox.— Get out yo
handkerchiefs; this is a tear-fest. The story of t
Irish mother is conventional but Belle Bennett
performance olucks at the heart strings. And litt
Philippe de Lacy will delight you. What a boy ! (Mai
MY
HOME
TOWN— Rayart.— The
hero
charged
with
manslaughter,
jail-breaking, sal
breaking, bootlegging and blackmailing.
Stay hon
and read the newspapers. (June.)
MYSTERIOUS LADY, THE — Metro-Goldwy
Mayer. — Greta Garbo as a spy in a war romanc
And, oh what fun for the officers! (September.)
NAMELESS MEN— Tiffany-Stahl.— Claire Win.
sor flutters through a story of the secret servic
Don't cry if you miss it. (May.)
*NEWS PARADE, THE— Fox.— A snappy ar,
original melodrama of the exploits of the news re
photographers. Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps hea
the cast. Excellent way to spend the evening. (Jul)
NIGHT FLYER, THE— Pathe-De Mille. — B
doings among the railroaders, with William Boyd
charm triumphing over a dirty face.
(A pril.)
*NIGHT OF MYSTERY, A— Paramount.Adolphe Menjou involved in the romantic dilemrr
of a captain of the French-African Chausseurs. Oi
of his most attractive pictures. With Evelyn Bren
Adult amusement.
(May.)
NO OTHER WOMAN— Fox.— One of Dolor
Del Rio's (September.)
early movie mistakes, dug up for no got
reason.
NO QUESTIONS ASKED— Warners.— Williai
Collier,
Jr., and Just
Audrey
in one of those "fir
year" stories.
so-so. Ferris
(July.)
OBEY YOUR HUSBAND— Anchor.— Horrib
moral lesson for naughty wives.
(September.)
ON THE
differentwestern
with GO—
a lot ofAction.—
laughs. Something
(June.)
OPENING NIGHT, THE — Columbia. — Oi
moment of cowardice wrecks the life of an otherwi,
fine man.
A drama worth seeing.
(August.)

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME—
First National. — Released in New York under title of
"Kentucky Courage." — -An old favorite well acted by
Richard Barthelmess. The story rambles all over
Kentucky and the Civil War, but it is fair entertainment. (June.)

*OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS — Metn
Goldwyn-Mayer. — Lively and very modern romam
in the younger set, staged in a luxurious backgrom
and ornamented by Joan Crawford, Anita Paeear
Dorothy Sebastian. John Mack Brown and Ni
'Asther also help a lot.
(August.)

LITTLE SNOB, THE — Warners. — A Coney
Island kid tries to crash society but discovers that the
freaks are better company. With May McAvoy.
(July.)

OUT OF THE PAST— Peerless.— One of tho
things you can forget. (June.)

Erery advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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POST— Fox. — Tom Mix's swan sor
for PAINTED
Fox. (September.)

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
[UNTED TRAIL, THE— Rayart.— Buddy Roosegn — ho-huml — a Western.
[May.)
\RTNERS
IN CRIME— Paramount.— Beery
nHatton in the underworld. Mostly gags. You
n,' the type.
(May.)
•ATRIOT, THE— Paramount.— Brilliant perance by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by
t ofLubitsch.
story acting
of Paul bytheLewis
First,Stone,
mad
Russia. It's
Alsoa great
emotional and more intellectual than the recent
ings pictures and very much worth seeing.
e.)
llTSY, THE — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer. — Marion
es is charming in a modern ugly duckling story.
)1 love her impersonations of famous screen gals.
H' money's worth.
(May.)
\Y AS YOU ENTER— Warners.— A motorman
ijconductor both love Louise Fazenda. What
>J[ be more thrilling? A singletrack comedy.

Be.)

1RFECT CRIME, THE— FBO.— Clive Brook,
great detective, is in search of a perfect crime,
he finds it is the basis of an unusually fine
,ery yarn.
(July.)
IANTOM CITY, THE— First National.— Fun
mystery in a deserted mining town, with Ken
[;nard as the spook chaser.
(August.)

Magazine — Advertising Section

RUSH HOUR, THE— Pathe-De Milie.— Conventional stuff, ornamented by Marie Prevost and Seena
Owen. Oh, dear, these eternal working girls! (April.)
SADDLE MATES— Pathe.— Wally Wales indulges in a lot of rough and tumble fighting. You've
guessed it — -it's a Western.
(May.)
*SADIE THOMPSON— United Artists. — Gloria
Swanson triumphs over the censors. A racy, ironic
and dramatically fine story, with a swell performance
by Lionel
and Gloria's
finest acting
to
date.
Not Barrymore
for eiidith-grade
intelligences,
but real
stuff for persons of normal, healthy mentalities.
(April.)
SAILORS' WIVES— First National.— A fumigated sequel to "Flaming Youth." A couple of
suburban
it, butto itactis wild.
mostly (May.)
so'mbre.
Mary Astororgies
does enliven
her darndest
SALLY
OF THE
SCANDALS— FBO.— Bessie
Love puts life into a back-stage story that might have
been dull.
(August.)
SAN FRANCISCO NIGHTS— Gotham.— Mae
Busch, as a cabaret girl, rescues Percy Marmont
from life in the underworld. Mae's a good trouper.
(Aprtl.)
SATAN AND THE WOMAN— Excellent.— Showing how a narrow-minded small town can be mean to
a pretty girl like Claire Windsor. Fie on them!
(April.)

IANTOM
PINTO, THE— Ben Wilson.— Why
;t a pinto pony and a flock of horses to furnish
brains of a picture?
(August.)

SAY IT WITH SABLES— Columbia.— Heigh-ho!
Another gold-digger story. (September.)

IANTOM OF THE RANGE— FBO— Not the
ten range, Geraldine, but the wide open spaces,
ever,
let the
fool and
you;little
it's Frankie
a good
and itdon't
features
Tomtitle
Tyler
ow.
(April.)
•

SCARLET DOVE, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Military life in Czarist Russia. Mostly bedroom scenes.
Lowell Sherman — -the cur — acts grand and wears as
many gaudy uniforms as a Roxy usher.
(July.)

1 c

IANTOM OF THE TURF— Rayart.— This
Rex Lease is the fellow who wins the race and
; the family estate. (June.)
IYLLIS OF THE
FOLLIES— Universal.— In
Ui Lily an Tashman and Alice Day. as two chorus
scramble a butter-and-egg man.
Foolish but
,<y. (June.)
NTO KID, THE— FBO.— Buzz Barton's
if.s will please the kids. That's all. (June.)
ONEER SCOUT, THE— Paramount.— Fred
laison and Silver King in a Western that strives
Variety by having Thomson play a dual role.
iv.)

LAY GIRL, THE— Fox.— Madge Bellamy in a
) digging farce.
Reasonably diverting.
(May.)
)LLY OF THE MOVIES— First Divisionpensive but entertaining film about an ugly
ling who would be a movie queen. (September.)
:)WDEt MY BACK— Warners.— Irene Rich in
Inprouaole but sophisticated comedy. It has a
)ic.il background.
(May.)
'OWER — Pathe. — Romantic adventures of Bill
1 and Alan Hale a couple of dam good workers —
od dam workers. And very funny, too. (SeptemIOWLERS OF THE SEA— Tiffany-Stahl. —
Instating effects of a beautiful Cuban girl on the
c le of a Navy officer.
(September.)
LTEEN OF THE CHORUS, THE— Anchor.—
cjine. Temptations of a cnorus girl, with virtue
ijiphant.
(August.)
.ACKET,
THE— Caddo-Paramount.— Thomas
han, as a lone cop, cleans up a gang of racketeers,
ed by Louis Wolheim.
Don't miss it. (August.)
UDER EMDEN, THE— Emelka-Columbia.— A
jing reproduction of the most spectacular sea
Bits of the War.
(August.)
'.ED DANCE
— Fox. by
— More
ftatically
directed
RaoulRussian
Walsh.revolution,
Charles
ell, Ivan Linow and Dolores del Rio head an
I itional cast. The picture is a real thriller. (July.)
£D HAIR — Paramount. — Clara Bow's hair in
ral colors! Also an Elinor Glyn story of a gold■r who gives up all for love.
For the Bow
(May.)
CFORM — Chadwick. — Wherein a mush-headed
ii lologist reforms a good-looking girl crook by
lung her to eat with a fork. (July.)
DERS OF THE DARK— Metro-GoldwynIter. — Tim McCoy in Western Plot Number Four.
I D'Arcy's teeth in the foreground. (May.)
'DING TO FAME— Elbee.— Does the villainous
liz succeed in queering the horse race and wrecklounglove?
Don't be dumb!
(August.)
NTY OF THE DESERT— Warners.— An apE,!ng and unusual dog story with the one and only
-Tin-Tin.
(July.)
>AD TO RUIN, THE— Cliff Broughton.—
Ij sored by the Juvenile Courts, this film should
i, be shown to selected audiences. A sensational
'Jieayal
of a deplorable
sociallikeevil,
left
imagination.
If you
thiswith
sortnothing
of thing—

■ '■)

"The

SCARLET YOUTH— S. S. Millard.— Supposed to
have a big social message; one of those medical films
that plays to "men only" and "women only" audiences. Don't
let themsimple
kid you.
to getin the
easy money
of anyone
enoughIt'sto just
be taken
by
tlie sensational advertising.
(April.)
ber.)
SHIP COMES IN, A— Pathe-De Mille — How
patriotism comes to an immigrant family. (SeptemSHOWDOWN, THE— Paramount.— A good picture of life in the depressing Mexican oil fields. Not
exactly cheery but well acted by George Bancroft
and Evelyn Brent.
(May.)
*SHOW PEOPLE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Marion Da vies and William Haines portray the funny
side of the goof who would get into the movies.
Recommended.
(August.)
SIMBA — Martin Johnson Corp. — Those charmin? travellers, the Martin Johnsons, have made
another one of their entertaining jungle pictures.
Greet studies of wild animals in their native haunts.
(April.)
SKINNER'S BIG IDEA— FBO— After a long
time-lapse, Bryant Washburn continues the adventures of your old friend, Skinner.
(May.)
SKIRTS— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Syd Chaplin in a soggy British comedy.
(September.)
SKY-SCRAPER— Pathe-De Mille.— Love among
the riveters. The locations are thrilling, although the
plot is hackneyed. With Sue Carol and William
Boyd.
(April.)
SMART SET, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines takes up polo. Always the same,
fresh kid. But good, if you go in for flippant youth.
(April.)
SOFT LIVING— Fox.— Adventures of a stenographer who finds that it is easier to get alimony than
work for a living. But love saves all. With Madge
Bellamy and Johnny Mack Brown.
(April.)
SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS — Paramount.— Esoecially in a haunted house. Good
comedy thrills and lots of action. With the eyesoothing Esther Ralston.
(May.)
SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia.— Slightly goofy
story of a dressmaker's assistant turned prize-fighter
— all for love. Witli William Collier, Jr., and Shirley
Mason.
(July.)
SOUTH SEA LOVE— FBO.— Just like any other
brand of love — full of inconsistencies. With Patsy
Ruth Miller.
(June.)
SPEED CHAMPION, THE— Rayart. — If you
can get steamed up over the adventures of a grocery
boy — (September.)
*SPEEDY— Lloyd-Paramount.— Harold Lloyd captures all the dash and excitement of Manhattan. An
ingenious and high-Dowered comedy. For the whole
family, of course.
(May.)
SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— Good acting and fine direction lift this triangle story above
the average. Special honors to Belle Bennett and
Holmes Herbert. (June.)
SQUARE CROOKS— Fox.— Original variations of
the usual crook business lift this comedy above the
ordinary. Jackie Coombs, a three-year-old kid, runs
away with the laughs.
(April.)
STATE STREET SADIE— Warners.— Can you
believe it? Another underworld story. And not
among the best. (July.)
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WHERE
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found a new way of insuring lovely complexions. No more harsh towels and no more
high laundry bills! No more germ-covered
cloths, that rub dirt back into the skin.
Now, beautiful women of the theatre use
Kleenex to remove cold cream. Its surface is
made to absorb every trace of dirt and grime,
grease and make-up. It does what no towel
or old non-absorbent cloth can do. And it
leaves the skin radiantly lovely.
Kleenex tissues are generous in size. They're
soft, pure white, perfectly fresh. After using,
you dispose of them just like paper. Absolutely hygienic! And so inexpensive that high
laundry bills are extravagant.
Send for a special sample on the attached
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Ashamed of
YOU say "who" when you
should say "whom"? Do you say
"between you and I" instead of "between you and me"? Do you mispronounce common words in your
speech or use them incorrectly when
you write?
Many a man has been held down
all his life and suffered untold
embarrassment because of mistakes in English.
You do not need to make these mistakes any longer.
Right at home, in
spare time, in the privacy of your own
room, you can make up the education
you missed in the days that you should
have been at school.
DO

Mail the coupon today for
Free Booklet

STORMY WATERS— Tiffany-Stahl. — Eve
Southern tries a Sadie Thompson but this story of
love in the tropics doesn't quite come off. (August.)
STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN RAMPER.Defu-First National. — German picture with original
plot. Just a bit heavy.
(August.)

UNDER THE TONTO RIM— Paramount
More gold rush. Richard Arlen and Mary Brian i
fairly exciting Zane Grey story.
(April.)

ENGLISH

UPLAND RIDER, THE— First National.— K
Maynard rides the winning horse in the race tl
saves
the old(May.)
homestead. A routine plot but a gra
hoss-race.

♦STREET OF SIN, THE— Paramount.— Technical y afine picture but the story, a brutal tale of the
London slums, is repellent. The least satisfactory of
Emil Jannings' American productions.
(July.)

VAMPING VENUS— First National.— A "SI
necticut Yankee" comedy designed to get back so
of
the money
spentto onbe the
"Helen Thelma
of Troy"
Cock-eyed
enough
popular.
ToddS(

-

■

Quicker than a wink. Segal's Automatic Tweezer,
Nickel Plated, remarkable invention, used by milg, lions everywhere. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
^k
■
—. ^ postman on arrival $1.50 plus
vA/1^1l /r\l jwf postage. Collapsible Pocket Size
*/l/VJCijl/M^y
S2 00. Money back
guaranteed.
■ • Zt^ItU Hr/j
fllllfinl''1 /A#y^.
Stg.l Automatic
114
E. 32nd St.. Corp
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Absolutely Painless

WALKING BACK— Pathe-De Mille.— Trh
story of the younger generation made interesting
the presence of the charming Sue Carol.
(July.)

*TEMPEST — United Artists. — Interesting story of
the Russian Revolution. While John Barrymore is
starred,
it is Camilla Horn's picture. Here's a real
find. (June.)

(April.)
WARMING UP— Paramount.— Richard Dixin
original and really funny story of a bushleai
pitcher.
Family diversion.
(July.)

TFMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL— First
Division. — Not naughty, just foolish.
Betty Compson makes the most of a maudlin character.
(June.)

Columbia.—of Jack
Holt's Kc
se
of WARNING,
humor saves THE—
this melodrama
the Hong
dives from being dull.
(May.)

TENTH AVENUE— Pathe-De Mille.— Boarding
house life on the wrong side of Manhattan. Heavy
melodrama and vividly played by Phyllis Haver,
Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut.
(July.)

*WE AMERICANS— Universal.— A fine drama
our immigrants. The struggles, loyalty and proble'
of these new Americans will make you more toler;
and sympathetic. A fine study in patriotic
splendidly acted.
(May.)
*WHEEL OF CHANCE— First National.— Ri.
ard Barthelmess does some good acting in a dual re
You forget the improbabilities of the story in ye.
interest (August.)
in the star's acting and the dramatic sit
tions.
WHEN THE LAW RIDES— FBO.— Somethi
better
thanandtheFrankie
conventional
Tom Tyler
Darrow. Western
(August.)plot. V/~

THREE RING MARRIAGE— First National.-—
Heart interest and comedy in an original story of
circus life. (September.)

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS— Metro-Goldw;
Mayer. — Lon Chaney au naturel. Swell crook sto
(September.)
WHIP, THE— First National.— Dorothy Mack;
in an English sporting melodrama that just mis1
being thrilling.
(September.)

♦THREE SINNERS— Paramount.— Pola Negri
as a good girl gone wrong. Not so wonderful as the
good girl, but oh, after she has gone wrong! Sophisticated amusement. (June.)

WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEAS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Just misses being a
markable picture. Its weakness of story is atoned :
by some of
the most beautiful tropical pictures e"
filmed.
(August.)

TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE— ChristieParamount. — Rare antique that has been redone for
no good reason. Even with the hard work of Louise
Fazenda, it is mostly just plain silly. (May.)
ber.)
TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN— Anchor.— Fair
enough war burlesque but enough's enough. (SeptemTRAGEDY OF YOUTH, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller and Buster Collier in an ultramodern comedy showing the folly of youthful marriages. Smooth and sophisticated.
(May.)
TRAIL OF COURAGE, THE — FBO.— Cactus
epic and simply terrible. (September.)

At last a really safe, sure,
pleasant and painless method
of instantly removing superfluous hair.
Unsightly hair out quickly
and effectively

VANISHING PIONEER, THE— Paramount
The return of Jack Holt to the Paramount ran
And the result is a Grade A Western.
(August.)

WALLFLOWERS— FBO.— One of those sto:
that is motivated by a trick will. Light but adequa

TIGER LADY — Paramount. — Reviewed under
title "Love Is Incurable." Old-fashioned story,
tricked out in fancy costumes and made palatable
by the suave acting of Adolphe Menjou and Evelyn
Brent. (June.)

Occupation
send this coupon to the Internain Canada,
resideCorrespondence
// you tional
Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

beautiful
and Charlie
do
you want?
(May.) Murray is funny. What t'

TELLING THE WORLD — Metro-Gold wynMayer. — That comical cuss, Bill Haines, goes to
China. More darned fun, in a silly way. Anita Page,
who makes her debut in this one, is all to the good.
(July.)

THOROUGHBREDS— Universal.— Once again
the innocent country lad falls in with a gang of wild
women. Good direction and some race-track scenes
help some.
(May.)

Street Address

UNITED STATES SMITH — Gotham. — Ed
Gribbon and Mickey Bennett in a roughneck 1
funny comedy.
(August.)

*STREET ANGEL— Fox.— Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell continue to remain in Seventh
Heaven. A human, appealing story, adorably acted.
By all means see it. (April.)

THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Supposed
to scare you to death. But it merely puts you to
sleep.
(June.)
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UNDRESSED— Sterling.— Teaching us not to
mean to our children and also not to pose for stra:
artists. An odd plate of hash. (September.)

THEIR HOUR— Tiffany-Stahl.— Wherein the
demure girl outsmarts the fast stepper. With
Dorothy Sebastian, Johnnie Harron and June
Marlowe.
Not for the children. (June.)

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"
Box 6517-B, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a cory of
your booklet, "Who Wins and Why," and lull particulars
'about the subject before which I have marked X:

City

STOP THAT MAN— Universal.— Arthur Lake in
a comedy that's a riot of fun. Watch this lad!
(September.)

STRONGER WILL, THE— Excellent.— Just one
long yawn.
(August.)

International Correspondence Schools will teach you, just
as they have taught thousands of
other men, by a simple new
method which shows you instinctively which word to use
and how to use it.

□ GOOD

TWO LOVERS— United Artists.— Some directi
neat acting and fine settings cannot disguise the f
that this is the same old plot. But Ronald Coin
and Vilma Banky are simply swell. (May.)

STREETS OF SHANGHAI— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Dirty work in China and slightly reminiscent of a lot
of better plays. Not so much.
(May.)
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STOCKS AND BLONDES— FBO.— Romance
among the chorus girls and brokers. Slightly hotsytotsy for the family trade. With Jacqueline Logan
and " Skeets " Gallagher.
(June.)

♦TRAIL
—A mighty
power and
to Clarence

OF '98, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
panaroma of the Klondike rush, told with
breath-taking realism. Congratulations
Brown for making a really thrilling film.

WHY SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox.— For th
who will laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.
♦WICKEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-Goldwjj
Mayer. — Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a come
of marriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but
of laughs.
(June.)
WIFE RELATIONS, THE— Columbia.— Na
romance of an heiress who finds a job and a husb
in a depart ment store.
(.4 ugusl.)
WILD WEST ROMANCE— Fox.— Some thrill
this Western but Rex Bell, the newcomer, will ne
fill the Stetson of Tom Mix.
(August.)
WILLFUL
YOUTH— Peerless.— Heavy
1
drama in the tall timbers with Kenneth Harlan a
Edna Murphy.
(June.)
♦WOMAN DISPUTED, THE— United Artists
Norma Talmadge and Gilbert Roland are excellent
a stirring drama of Central Europe during the w
(September.)
WOMAN'S WAY, A— Columbia.— This time I
diamond necklace is lost in the Latin Quarter of Pai

(April.)
TREE OF LIFE, THE— Zenith.— The story of the
world's
less! L. ofH.California,
Tolhurst, prepared
with the
assistancecreation,
of the no
University
the scientific data. Educational and worth your
while.
(April.)

(August.)
WOMEN WHO DARED— Excellent.— Slumm
party to the lower East Side, as the movies pict
it. (August.)

TRICK OF HEARTS, A— Universal.— Hoot
Gibson in a simple-minded story. Rather puerile,
Algernon!
(May.)

YELLOW LILY, THE— First National.-^c
cerning the bad habit of archdukes of falling in It
with ladies who live on the other side of the trac
Billie Dove and Clive Brook are the principal reast
why you'll want to see the picture.
(July.)

TURN
BACK
THE
HOURS— Gotham.— All
right, turn back the hours and what does it get you?
Just a quickie, with a lot of well-known players filling
in between more important pictures.
(May.)

Every advertisement
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YOU CAN'T BEAT THE LAW— Rayart.— T
title tells the story. Full of crooks and such-li
Cornelius Keefe is the handsome cop.
(May.)
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
j BIT OF HEAVEN" — Excellent. — From the
.by Roland Kingston. Adapted by Elsie Werner,
nted by Cliff Wheeler. Photographed by Edw.
VT and Walter Haas. The cast: Roger Van
j Bryant Washburn; Fola Dale, J,ila Lee; Aunt
\ia, Martha Mattox; Annl Priscilla. Lucy Beauii; Mark Slorm, Richard Tucker; Sam Mailman,
tjLederer; Helen Worl. Jacqueline Gadsdon; Maid,
3 Grove; Comedian, Edwin Argus.

VALENTINE"— M.-G.-M.—
JIMMY
IOAS
the plav
by Paul Armstrong. Continuity by
Younger. Directed by Jack Conway. The
iijimmv, William Haines; Detective Doyle, Lionel
(more; Avery, Tully Marshall; Rose, Leila
lis; Red. Kari Dane; Father, Howard Hickman;
I Brother. Billy Butts; Sister, Evelyn Mills.
• MASKED ANGEL" — Chadwick. — From the
j" Rescue" by Evelyn Campbell. Adapted by
lie Alton. Directed bv Frank O'Connor. Photogj by Ted Tetzlaff. The cast: Betty Carlisle,
t) Compson; Luther Spence, Wheeler Oakman;
'Jugan, Jocelyn Lee; Cactus Kate, Grace Cunard;
\'urse, Jane Keckley; Jimmy Pruett, Eric Arnold;
Ri'dell, Lincoln Plummer; Detective Bives,
h. Homans.
SINGLE MAN" — M.-G.-M.— From the play
ward Everett Horton.
Continuity by F. Hugh
rt. Directed by Harry Beaumont.
The cast:
Aileen Pringle;
Rohin,
Lew Cody;
Maggie,
inline
Day;
Dickie}. Edward
Nugent;
Mrs,
, Kathlyn Williams; Mrs. Farley, Aileen ManDora
{Maid),
Ruth
Holly;
Bishop,
Robert
■lfr.
ANTAM COWBOY, THE"— FBO.— From the
nlby Robert North Bradbury. Adapted by Frank
>Trd Clark. Photography by Roy Eslick.
The cast:
King.
by Louis
ijtedBuzz
:kr.
Barton;
Sidewinder
Steve, David
Frank "Red"
Rice;
%Brigi(s, Tom Lingham; Nan Briggs, Dorothy
t'en; Jason Todd, Bob Fleming; Chuck Rogers,
ljatton; Jim Thornton, Sam Nelson.
"IEAU
BRUM
d.ee.

MEL,

THE"— Warners.— Shaw

"|EAUTIFUL BUT DUMB"— Tiffany-Stahl.
pm the story by John Francis Natteford.
ConII >• by John Francis Natteford. Directed by
rtf Clifton. Photography by Guy Wilkie. The
st Janet Brady, Patsy Ruth Miller; James Conroy,
lefs Byer; Mae, Gretel Yoltz; Tad, George E.
n Beth, Shirley Palmer; Ward, Bill Irving; Broad((jlarvey Clark.
!G HOP, THE" — Buck Jones Corporation.
m the story by B. J. Mack. Adapted by B. J.
Directed by James W. Home.
Photography
. Seigler. The cast: Buck Bronson, Buck Jones;
■rtHalloway, Jobyna Ralston; Ben Burnett, Ernest
ll'd;
Buck'sClary;
Father,
Charles
French;
U, Charles
Ranch
Foreman,
Duke June's
Lee;
I Edward Hearne; Mechanic, Jack Dill.
^POKWORM,
THE"—
The Harris;
cast:
lelamp,
Ethel De Voe;
The Warners.—
Butler, Duncan
ie\ip, Harry J. Conley.
"lOADWA Y DADDIES "— Columbia.— From
e lay by Victoria Moore. Continuity by Anthony
I vay. Directed by Fred Windermere. PhotogM by Silvano Balboni. The cast: Eve Delmar.
feo'line Logan; John Lambert Kennedy, Alec B.
as; Richard Kennedy. Rex Lease; James Leech,
iM>s Smalley; Fay King, DeSacia Mooers; Mrs.
inrop Forrest, Clarissa Selwynne; Agnes Forrest,
I Francisco.

' rRNING THE WIND"— Universal.— From
e >ry "The Daughter of the Dons" by William
cl
and
I I'd
>nd Raine.
Schrock.Scenario
DirectedbybyGeorge
Henry Morgan
MacRae and
irji"t Blache. The cast: Richard Gordon, Jr.,
I Gibson; Maria Yusla Valdes, Virginia Brown
ir Don Ramon \'aldes, Cesare Gravina; Richard
tti, Robert Homans; Manuel Valdes, Georges
I ee; Pug Dorgan, Boris Karloff; Peewee, Peewee
MERAMAN, THE"— M.-G.-M.— From the
ly Clyde Bruckman. Continuity by Pichard
r. Directed by Edward Sedgwick. The cast:
Buster Keaton; Sally, Marceline Day; Stagg,
Goodwin; Editor, Sidney Bracy; Cop, Harry
I .PTA1N CARELESS" — FBO. — From the
I ly Hob Steele and Perry Murdock. Continuity
1 nk Howard Clark. Directed bv Jerome Storm.
10 ;raphy by Virgil Miller. The cast : Boh Gordon,
■Steele; Ruth, Mary Mabery; Ralph, Jack
01 an; Medicine Man, Barney Furey; Perry, Perry

I 'ck.

" -RDBOARD LOVER, THE"— M.-G.-M.—
I In' play by Jacques Deval. Continuity bv F.
If Herbert. Dilcetcd by Robert Z. Leonard.
nq;raphy by John Arnold. The cast: Sally.
iai 1 Davies; Simone, Jetta Goudal; Andre, Nils
*l ; De Segnrola, De Segurola; Albine, Tenen
■ Peppy. Pepi Lederer.
When

fe* ^

"CELEBRITY"— Pathe.— From the play by
Willard Keefe. Scenario by Tay Garnett and George
Dromgold. Adapted by Elliott Clawson. Directed
by Tay Garnett. The cast: Kid Reagan, Robert
Armstrong; Circus, Clyde Cook; Jane, Lina Basquette; Mother, Dot Farley; Cyclone, Jack Perry;
Cyclone's Manager, Otto Lederer; Reporter, David
Tearle.
"CLEARING THE TRAIL" — Universal. —
Fiom the story by Arthur Chailes Maigne. Adapted
by Jack Natteford. Directed by Reaves Eason. The
cast: Pete Watson, Hoot Gibson; Ellen, Dorothy
Gulliver; Steve Watson, Fred Gilman; Talhot, Cap
Anderson; Silk Cardross, Philo McCullough; Judge
Price, Andy Waldron; Cook, Duke Lee.
"CLOUD
DODGER,
THE" — Universal. —
From the story by William Lester. Adapted by
William Lester. Directed by Bruce Mitchell. The
cast: Al Williams, Al Wilson; Sylvia LeMoyne,

ifisyoguerttihnagir

THIN

Gloria
Grey;
Stanto
Stevens,
O'Brien;Gilbert
Mrs.
LeMoyne,
Julia
Griffith;
Joe Joe
Merriman,
Holmes.
"CODE OF THE AIR"— Bischoff.— From the
story by Barry Barenger. Directed by James P.
Hogan. Photography by William Millei. The cast:
Blair Thompson, Kenneth Harlan; Helen Carson, June
Marlowe; Professor Ross, William V. Mong; Alfred
Clark, Arthur Rankin; Stuttering Slim. James Bradbury, Jr.; Doc Carson, Paul Weigel; Silverstreak, by
himself.
"COMPANIONATE
MARRIAGE" — Gotham.
— From the story by Judge Ben Lindsey. Adapted
by Beatrice Van. Directed by Earl C. Kenton. The
cast: Sally Williams, Betty Bronson; Judge Meredith,
Alec B. Francis; Mr. Williams. Wm. J. Welsh; James
Moore, Edward Martindel; Mrs. Williams, Sarah
Padden; Mrs. Moore. Hedda Hopper; Donald Moore,
Richard Walling; Tommy Van Cleve, Arthur Rankin;
Ruth Moore, June Nash.
"DIVINE SINNER, THE"— Rayart— From
the story by Robert Anthony Dillon. Directed by
Scott Pembroke. Photography by Hap Depew. The
cast: Lillia Ludwig, Vera Reynolds; Minister of
Police, Nigel DeBrulier; Johann Ludwig, Bernard
Seigel; Prince Josef Miguel, Ernest Hilliard; Luque
Bernstorff, John Peters; Millie Clauderl, Carol Lombard; Ambassador D'Ray, Harry Northrup; Heinrich,
James Ford; Paul Coudcrl, Alphonse Martel.
"DIZZY DIVER, THE"— Paramount-Christie.
— -From the story bv Hal Conklin. Directed bv
William Watson. The cast: Billy Dooley, Eddie
Baker, Jane Laurell. Glen Cavender, Eddie Clayton.
"DOWN
Sisters.

SOUTH

"—Warners.— The three Brox

"HEARTS
OF MEN"— Anchor.— From the
story by James Oliver Curwood. Adapted by E. C.
Maxweil. Directed by James P. Hogan. Photography by Robert Cline. The cast: Alice Weston,
Mildred Harris; John Gaunt, Cornelius Keefe;
William Starke, Warner Richmond; Doris Weston,
Thelma Hill; Mrs. Robert Weston, Julia Swayne
Gordon; Tippy Ainsworlh, Harry McCoy.
"IN A MUSIC SHOPPE"— Fitzpatrick-Fox.—
From the story by James A. Fitzpatrick. Directed by
James A. Fitzpatrick. The cast: Stephen Foster, Tom
Morgan; Belly Brown, Consuelo Flowerton; Male
Quartet, The Manhatters; Newsboy, Joseph Donohue.
"INTERVIEW.
lough.

THE"— Fox.— Clarkand McCul-

"KIT CARSON"— Paramount.— From the story
by Paul Powell. Directed by Alfred L. Werker and
Lloyd Ingraham. Photography by Mack Stcngler.
The cast: Kit Carson, Fred Thomson; Josef a, Nora
Lane; Sings-in-the-Clouds, Dorothv Janis; Shuman,
Raoul Paoli; Old Bill Williams, William Courtright;
Jim Bridger, Nelson McDowell; Smoky, Raymond
Turner.
"LINGERIE" — Tiffany-Stahl. — From the
story by John Francis Natteford. Adapted by John
Francis Natteford. Directed by George Melford.
Photography by Jackson Rose. The cast: Angele
Ree ("Lingerie"), Alice White; Leroy Boyd, Malcolm
McGregor; Mary. Mildred Harris; Jack Van Cleve,
Armand Kaliz; Mary's Mother, Cornelia Kellogg;
Leroy' s Buddies, Kit Guard. Victor Potcl; Pembroke,
Richard Carlyle; Modiste, Marcella Corday.

try this
famous treatment. . .
hair are often due to the habk
DRY scalp — dandruff — falling
of daily wetting the hair with water.
Here is a simple, pleasantdaily treatment that not only keeps the hair
neat, but is extremely good for both
scalp and hair.
Just use Wildroot Hair Tonic instead of water to dress your hair
every morning!

Dandruff quickly disappears
l
rence.you'l
Dandiffetime
see adays'
to ten
begin
N in
EVE
druff is disappearing — your hair
looks better— feels better, begins to
lose that dry brittleness caused by
constant applications of water.
One word of warning— stick to Wildroot Hair Tonic exclusively for this
daily treatment. It is safe— reliabletested for years. And it is one hair
tonic which may be used every day.
When you shampoo — use Wildroot
Taroleum — Crude Oil Shampoo.
Good druggists and barbers carry
these famous Wildroot preparations.

WILDROOT
HAIR

"LUCKY IN LOVE"— Warners.— The cast: The
Husband, Clyde Cook; The Wife. Alice Knowlton;
Wife of Poker Player, Anita Pan; Wife of Poker
Player, Rose Herbert; Sweetheart of Poker Wife,
Jack Santoro; Poker Player, T. N. Stewart; Poker
Player,
J. D. Meehan;
Poker Player, J. F. O'Malley;
Poker Player,
R. P. Goerler.
"MATING CALL, THE"— Caddo- Paramount.
— From the story by Rex Beach. Continuity by Rex
Beach. Directed by James Cruze. The cast: Leslie
Hallon, Thomas Meighan; Rose Henderson, Evelyn
Brent; Catherine, Renee Adoree; Lon Henderson, Alan
Roscoe; Marvin Swallcnv, Gardner James; Jessie
Peebles, Helen Foster: Judge Peebles, Luke Cosgrave;
A nderson, Cyril Chadwick ;Uncle Billy, Will R. Walling.
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Fat Comes at 40

"MIDNIGHT LIFE" — Gotham. — From
story "The Spider's Web" by Reginald Wright K;
man. Continuity by Arthur Statter. Directed
Scott Dunlap. The cast: Jim Logan, Francis
Bushman; Betty Brown, Gertrude Olmstead; E,
Delaney, Eddie Buzzcll; Harlan Phillips, Cos
Kyrle Bellew; Steve Saros, Monte Carter.

to most people — for this reason
scientific way. You see the
results in every circle, in
youthful figures, new beauty, new vitality.
Every box contains the
formula — complete. Also
the reasons for the good
results. When you see the
fat depart,
exactly
why.you will know

At about the age of 40
most men and women take
on fat. Medical men know
the reason. At that age the
thyroid gland often loses
power. That gland largely
controls nutrition. One of
its functions is to turn food
into fuel and energy. The
food goes to fat when it
weakens.
The modern method of
treating obesity aims to
correct that deficiency. Physicians the world over employ it.
That is the method embodied in Marmola
prescription tablets. People have used them
for over 20 years. That is one reason why excess fat is far less common than it used to be.
The Marmola prescription has been perfected byone of the greatest medical laboratories inthe world. It is used by countless
people to bring weight down to normal in a

Try this method. No
abnormal exercise or 'diet
is required. The object is
to feed the system what a
gland fails to supply. Watch
the fat depart, day by day,
the new vitality return. You will be amazed
and delighted.
Don't delay. A normal figure means much
to you. Go get Marmola now. See what the
first box does.
Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all
druggists at $1 per box. If your druggist is
out, he will get them at once from his jobber.

MARMOLA

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant

to Reduce

$3,000 in Cash
for Solutions

A personal service for parents that enables you
to select a school with due regard for individual
' traits and temperaments. Impartial advice —
personal evaluations of more than 500 private boarding schools the country over — offering a wide choice of every desirable type of education, environment, location and price. A free
service maintained by the educational department of a national periodical. Write in detail,
indicating sex, age, past schooling and approximate yearly expense. Ask for free copy of our
Guide Book to Private Schools. Address
M.MerccrKendU (A.B., Vassar College), Dir.
Red Book Magazine School Dept. C.
420 Lexington Avenue, New York City

to the greatest mystery
story of recent years

The
Studio Murder Mystery
The first installment and full details of
Photoplay's New Prize Contest appear
in this issue.
Turn to Page 30 now.

orioles

Our gtudei
EARN UPT0*250mpoenthSALARY
us one will be offered til
compk-tiitt: the Traffic
You'll be practically yoi Inapeotio:
faces a rid places eac h.
inute. Promotion
th regular hour?,
rapid — work healthful,
start at $120 per
ith or more salary
e rapidly to $150, $175, $200 and
Wri
today for free booklet and xuinnlc
reeing to assist you to a position

How to banish them
A simple, safe home treatment—16 years' success in my
practice. Moles (also Big
Growths) dry up and drop
off. Write for free Booklet.
WM.

Way

:=■» and adv

DOUBLE TTOlMMi
INCOME f^
Taking Orders Cor HERTEL

Get this book —
America's Greatest Money-Making
Opportunity. Telia
you everything-, what
others, juBt like you,
are making — how
they
ordersget
—
wheregetthey
orders — also, facta
and suggestions the
result of our long
experience. You can
earn $76 to S125
weekly in spare time
through The Merle!
Plan. Oar co-opera,
tioo insures success.

GREETING

THEY

No Selling Experience Required

Our biggest checks often go to those without
selling experience. Housewives, clerks,
bookkeepers, stenographers, etc., all make
good on The Hertel Plan — for we tell them
exactly what to do.

JOHN A. HERTEL CO.

Dept. 5548

318 W. Washington Street

Personal Christmas

CARDS—

Stenographer Made
$1000.00 During Lunch
$800.
Hours *\vard,
Think housewife,
of it.Mrs.B.C.WoodMrs. C. B. Quinn, a cool
thousand
dollars last
year and expects to
double that this year.
We could tell you of
many more like this.
It's amazing. Write

I
outfit

Quick.
Chicago. Illinois

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY
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."NIGHT WATCH, THE"— First Nation*
From the play "La Veille d'Armes" by Fariere i
Nepots. Adapted to English by Michael Mort
Story adapted by Lajos Biro. Directed by Alexan
Korda. The cast: Yvonne, Billie Dove; Ci )
Corlaix, Paul Lukas; D'Artelle, Donald Reed; Brt<
bourg, Nicholas Soussanin; Anna, Anita Garvi
Dagorne, Gustave Partos; Admiral Mobraye, Vt
Tooker;
Fargasson, George Periolat; DeDuc, Niche
Bela.
"NOAH'S ARK"— Warners. — From the st
by Darryl F. Zanuek. Scenario by Anthony Col
way. Directed by Michael Curtiz. Photography
Hal Mohr. The cast: Mary {modern sequen
Dolores Costello; Miriam (biblical sequence). Dolt
Costello; Bill Travis (modern), George O'Bri
Japhet (bibjical), George O'Brien; The Russ
(modern), Noah Beer}'; King Nephilim (biblic
Noah Beery; Hilda (modern), Louise Fazenda; St
{biblical)), Louise Fazenda; Minister (modern), P
McAllister; Noah (biblical), Paul McAllister; ]
(modern), Guinn Williams; Ham (biblical), Gil'
Williams; The German, Anders Randolf; Leadei
Soldiers, Anders Randolf; The Frenchman, Arm;
Kaliz; Dancer, Myrna Loy; Innkeeper, William
Mong; The Balkan (modern), Malcolm Waite; Sl^
(Noah's Son) ( biblical), Malcolm Waite.
"NONE BUT THE BRAVE"— Fox.— From
story' by James Gruen and Fred Stanley. Seem*
by Dwight Cummins and Frances Agnew. Direc
by Albert Ray. Photography by Charles Van En(
The cast: Charles Stanton, Charles Morton; Mi
Sally Phipps; Paula, Sharon Lynn; John Craig, $%
rell MacDonald; Noah, Tom Kennedy; Freckles, B
Brooke.
Butts; Mary's Cook, Alice Adair; Hotel Clerk, Tj
"OH KAY" — First National. — Scenario fr
the
musical
comedy
"OhDirected
Kay," byby Mervyn
Carey Wilsfi
Adapted
by Elsie
Janis.
LeR I
The cast: Kay, Colleen Moore; Jimmy Win
Lawrence
McGec, Ford
Sterling;
Jit1
Applelon, Gray;
Claude Shorty
Gillingwater;
Constance
Applet
Julanne Johnston; Janson, Alan Hale; Bragg
Edgar Norton; The Earl, Claude King.
"OLD CODE, THE"— Anchor. — From the st<;»
by James Oliver Curwood.
Adapted by E. C. M
well.
Directed
by Benjamin
Franklin
Wilsl
Photography by Jack Jackson and Frank Cotr
The
cast:
Marie
d'Arcy,
Lillian
Rich;
Pierre
Walter McGrail; Steve MacGregor,
Malcolm Bell
M
Dowell; Mary MacGregor, Mary Gordon; Raoul
\'alle, J. P. McGowan; Jacques de Long, Cliff Lyo
Father Le Fane, Rhody Hathway; Lola, Neva Gefll]
Henri Langlois, Erwin Renard.

"OUT OF THE RUINS"— First National.
From the story by Sir Philip Gibbs. Continuity
Gerald Duffy. Directed by John Francis Dilli
The cast: Lt. Pierre Dumonl, Richard Barthelmo
Ser. Paul Gilbert, Robert Frazer; Yvonne GSii
Marion Nixon; Pere Gilbert, Emile Chautard; M
Gilbert, Bodil Rosing; Volange, Eugene Pallet
Mere Gourdain, Rose Dione.

SELL ON SIGHT!

Everyone buys Christma9 cards. This is
the opportunity of a lifetime. Simply show
wonderful samples and take orders everyone is anxious to give you. It is the easiest,
surest, quickest way on earth of making
$75 to $125 weekly in spare time.

"NAME THE WOMAN"— Columbia.— Fr the story by Erie C. Kenton. Adapted by El;
Harris. Scenario by Peter Milne. Directed by I
C. Kenton.
Photography
by BenMarshall,
Reynolds.Hui '
cast:
Florence,
Anita Stewart;
Gordon; Joe Arnold, Gaston Glass; The JitChappell Dossett; Nina Palmer, Julanne Johnst
Sam Palmer, Jed Prouty.

" ORPHANS OF THE SAGE "— FBO— From t
story by Oliver Drake. Continuity by Oliver Dm
Directed by Louis King. Photography by N1
Musuraca. The cast: David (Red) Hepner, Bi
Barton; Hank Robbins, Frank Rice; Jeff 1'erki
Tom Lingham; Mary Jane Perkins, Annabelle M;
nus; Nevada Naldane, Bill Patton.

DAVIS, M. D., 124-D Grove Ave., Woodbridge. N.J.

Write Quick
For This
Free Book

" MODERN MOTHERS" — Columbia. — Fi
the story by Peter Milne. Scenario by Peter Mi
Directed by Phil Rosen. Photography by
Walker. A. S. C. The cast: Adele Dayton, He)
Chadwick; David Starke, Douglas Fairbanks,
Mazie, Ethel Grey Terry; Mildred, Barbara K<
John, Alan Roscoe; Gilbert, Gene Stone; The
Manager, George Irving.

"RANSOM" — Columbia. — From the story
George B. Seitz. Scenario by Dorothy How
Directed bv George B. Seitz. Photography by .
Walker,
A. S. Meredith,
C. The cast:
Lois Brewster,
Lois FaVr
son;
Burton
Edmund
Burns; Wu
William V. Mong; Oliver, Blue Washington; Scarfc
James Leong; Bobby, Jackie Coombs.
"REVENGE" — United Artists. — From (
story
"The Scenario
Bear Tamer's
Daughter"
by Koni
Bercovici.
by Finis
Fox. Directed
Edwin Care we. The cast: Rascha, Dolores del F
Costa, James Marcus; Binka, Sophia Ortiga; Jor
Leroy Mason; Tina, Rita Carewe; Stefan, }<
Crespo;De Jancu,
Sam Cavin.
Appel; Leana, Maria Gold
Lieut.
Jorga, Jess

" RIVER WOMAN, THE" — Gotham.— From I
story by Harold Shumate. Continuity by Ad
Bufrington.
Directed by Joseph E. Henabery.
1
Is guaranteed.

Photoplay

College Park, Maryland.
First of all I want to give you a
lental picture of myself. I am one
if the so-called "martyrs" of this
•orld of joys and sorrows — in other
■ords a devoted wife and mother
.vho doesn't want to be anything
■Ise), but who becomes unbearable
a live with after harrowing days of
lome worries and duties never done.
; Hence, the blessing of the movies,
list a show a week, but what it means
!) me, as I know it does to thousands
I other mothers as well as myself.
Hore rejuvenating than a beauty
arlor with all its various treatments
br resting the nerves — where one
« Bill Lefty, Lionel Barrymore; The Duchess,
< leline Logan; Jim Henderson, Charles Dclancy
'tltto Mike. Sheldon Lewis; The Scrub, Harry
m; Sally, Mary Doran.
'JOAD
Fox.—
story by
ij)
Hum. HOUSE"—
Scenario by
John From
Stone.theDirected
I nl Rosson. The cast: Sally Carroll, Maria
in Larry Grayson, Warren Burke; Henry Grayson,
I 1 Barrymore; Mrs. Henry Grayson, Julia Swayne
li in; Grandma Grayson, Tempe Pigott; Helen
•don, Florence Allen; Jim, Larry Grayson's Pal,
i ■ Clayton; 5am. Jack Oakie; Maid, Jane Keckrtfoe Brown, Joe Brown; Mary, Larry Grayson's
'vriend, Kay Bryant.
UXY'S SHOULDERS"— FBO.— From the
I by Beatrice Burton. Continuity by Lynn
ids. Directed by Lynn Shores. Photography by
I Miller. The cast: Sally, Lois Wilson; Beau,
■■;•■ Hackathorne; Hugh, Huntly Gordon; Millie,
I* e Williams; Emily, Edvthe Chapman; Mahel,
Ai anHolmes;
Marion. Billy, Charl'es O'Malley; Sheriff,
•jvWDUST PARADISE, THE"— Paramount.
•Ij.m the story by John Mankcr Watters. Adapted
' luise Long. Directed bv Luther Reed. Photogp. by Harold Rosson. The cast: Hallie, Esther
lion; Butch, Reed Howes; Isaiah, Hobart BosI ; Danny, Tom Maguire; Tanner, George French;
a,, Alan Roscoe; Mother, Mary Alden; District
7 tey, John W. Johnston; Sheriff, Frank Brownlee;
'£ ist, Helen Hunt.
i
••7ARLET LADY, THE"— Columbia.— From
I tory by Bess Mcredyth. Directed by Alan
•dand. The cast: Lya, Lya De Putti; Prince
d| tf. Don Alvarado; Zaneriff, Warner Oland ; Valet,
I Matiesen; A Captain, John Peters; A Revoluii'.
I Ion.Valcntina Zimina; Princess Olga, Jacqueline
■NGING FOOL, THE"— Warners.— From
Kory by Leslie Barrows. Scenario by Graham
if".
Lloyd Betty
Bacon. Bronson;
The cast:
Al
I AlDirected
Jolson;byGrace,
Molly
i m, Josephine Dunn; Blackie Joe, Arthur
:> nan; John Perry, Reed Howes; Sonny Boy,
Iry Lee; Louis Marcus, Edward Martindel;
I Manager, Robert Emmett Corrigan; Maid,
M Lynch.

' N TOWN"— Pathe.— From the story by J.
K. Howard. Scenario by
J)>n Cooper and William
Crdon Cooper and William K. Howard. Directed
J Gordon Cooper. Photography by Harold
The cast: Mary Barton, Elinor Fair; Pete
\irro, Ivan Lebedeff; "Silk" Merrick, Hugh
O'Toole, Jack Oakie; "Slippery"
"Chicken"
■;
n..on, Robert Perry.
fcllLIN' GUNS" — Universal. — From the
5' by Shannon Fife. Continuity by George Morn Directed by Henry MacRae. The cast:
I Purvin, Hoot Gibson; Helen Van Smythe,
She Mehaffey; Mrs. Van Smythe, Virginia PearmOurkin, Robert Graves; "Count" Baretti, Leo
I;; Ranch Foreman, Walter Brennan; The Proa. Jack Wise; The Barber, James Bradbury, Jr.;
» tationmaster. Dad Gibson.
DUP"— Warners.— Harry Delf.
TORIES IN SONG"— Warners.— Adele RowI VXI 13"— FBO.— From the

by W. Sc
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TO
YOUNG
MARRIED
WOMEN

can forget self completely in the character of the heroine. Personal responsibilities recede then and then
only, for not even in sleep can one
completely lose self, as dreams come
from the sub-conscious mind.
All I ask is one good movie per
week, with a happy ending, please
(there's enough tragedy in everyday
life), and I am willing to go back to
the worry of Mary's companions, or
Johnny-boy's health, or what next to
"feed the brute." For the last is the
bane of many women's existence,
what next to have that is different.
One thousand ninety-five meals per
year, yes really! Mrs. D. C.

^ News of Vital ^=
Importance
THE choice of a hygienic agent is a matter
of grave importance to the young wife.
Youth and health may be endangered by a
poisonous, overstrong or unreliable antiseptic.
Yet it is only too true, as bacteriological tests

Darling. Continuity by W. Scott Darling. Directed
by Marshall Neilan. Photography by Phil Tannura.
The cast: Angus Mactavish, Chester Conklin; Mrs.
Mactavish. Ethel Wales; Flora Mactavish, Martha
Sleeper; Dan Regan, Hugh Trevor; Dennis Moran,
Lee Moran; Mason, Jerry Miley; Berger, Charles
Byer.

have proved, that many of the preparations commonly used in this country fail to fulfill the
requirements a hygienic agent should have.
Now, for the first tir:e, there is available in
America what is perhaps the most concentrated
and scientifically correct personal antiseptic
ever perfected.
Its name is Oxol.
Oxol is not just another antiseptic. It is a delicately
balanced
concen
powert'ulchemicals.
It is founded
on atrationof
formula certain
discovered
in Europe some

"TERROR, THE"— Warners.— From the story
by Edgar Wallace. Scenario by Harvey Gates.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Photography by Barney
McGill. The cast: Olga Redmayne, May McAvoy;
Mrs. Elvery, Louise Fazenda; Ferdinand Fane,
Edward Everett Horton; Dr. Redmayne, Alec Francis;
Joe Connors, Matthew Bctz; Goodman, Holmes Herbert; Alfred Katman, John Miljan; Soapy Marks,
Otto Hoffman; Supt. Hallick, Joseph Girard; Cotton,
Frank Austin.

years ago which is in wide use there both by the public and by leading physicians, surgeons and hospitals.
But the formula is a difficult one to prepare for the
market. Only recently, after months of research by a
famous bacteriological laboratory, has its manufacture become possible. And in an improved form. It
writes a new chapter in the history of antiseptics.

"THUNDERGOD" — Anchor.— From the story
by James Oliver Curwood. Adapted by Arthur
Hoerl. Directed by Charles J. Hunt. Photography
by Robert E. Cline. The cast: Enid Bryant, Lila
Lee; Roland Hale, 'Cornelius Keefe; Bruce Drossier,
Walter Long; Ollie Sanderson, Ray Haller; Alyce,
Helen Lynch; Clinky, Jules Cowles.

OXOL has the following essential qualities never
before combined into««f antiseptic: It is positively non-poisonous. It is non-irritating even to the
sensitive membranes with which the douching agent
comes in contact. Yet it is more penetrative than
deadly poisons; it gets at and stops the activity of
micro-organisms no matter how deeply they bury
themselves.

"UNCLE TOM'S CABIN" — Universal. —
From the story by Harriet Beecher Stowe. Scenario
by Harvey Thew and Harry Pollard. Directed by
Harry Pollard. Photography by Charles Stumar.
The cast: Cast published in the January, 1928, issue
of Photoplay.
"VARSITY" — Paramount. — From the story by
Wells Root. Directed by Frank Tuttle. The cast:
Jimmy Duffy, Charles Rogers; Fay, Mary' Brian; Pop
Conlan, Chester Conklin; Middlebrook, Phillips R.
Holmes; Rod Luke, Robert Ellis; The Senior, John
West wood.
"WHOA" — Warners. — Conlin and Glass.
"WIVES, ETC."— Warners.— The cast: Charles
Rugeles, Florence Arthur, Marian Reed, Lester
Elliot, Ami Freshman.
"WOMAN FROM MOSCOW, THE"— Paramount.— From the play "Fedora" by Victorien
Sardou. Scenario by John Farrow. Directed by
Ludwig Berger. The cast: Princess Fedora, Pola
Negri; Loris I panoff, Norman Kerry; Gretcb Milner,
Otto Matiesen; The General, Lawrence Grant; Olga
Andreavitshka, Maude George; Vladmir, Paul Lukas;
Nadia, Bodil Rosing; 1 panoff' s sister, Mirra Rayo;
Ipanoff's
mother,
Jack
Luden;
Groom,Martha
Tetsu Franklin;
Komai. Ipanoff's brother.
"WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT"— Warners.
■— From the story by Anthony Coldeway. Scenario
by Robert Lord. Directed by Lloyd Bacon. The
cast: Mother, Irene Rich; Daughter, Audrey Ferris;
Son, Won. Collier, Jr.; Grandfather, Claude Gillingwater; The Mayor, Anders Randolf; The Frame Up
Man, Jack Santoro; Officer, John Miljan.
"WRIGHT IDEA, THE"— First National.—
From the story by Jack Townley. Directed by
Charles Hines. The cast: Johnny Wright, Johnny
Hines; Helen, Louise Lorraine; Mr. Filbert, Edmund
Breese; Captain Sandy. Walter James; M. T. Flatt,
Fred Kelsey; Mr. Smool, Henry Barrows; Mr. Stein,
Henry Hebert; Mr. Carter, Charles Giblyn; Spec,
Jack McHugh; 0. J. Gude, George Irving; Mr.
Roberts, Charles Gerrard; Betty, Betty Egan; Mrs.
M-itland. Blanche Craig; Mr. Saunders, Richard
O'Toole,

When jou write to advertisers please nention

PHOTOPLAY

An effective deodorant, Oxol leaves no noticeable odor behind it.
Unlike some of the most prominent antiseptics,
which lose their efficacy soon after the container
has first been opened, Oxol is chemically stable.
This remarkable preparation is also a valuable
gargle and general antiseptic. No embarrassment
attaches to its purchase or its presence on the bathroom shelf. Oxol is being placed on sale in drug
stores but it may be months before it reaches your
community.
So we make you the following offer:
Send $1.00 (the regular price of a package of Oxol
is #i.z$) and in a plain package you will receive the
following material:
t. 1 (ull-sizcd package of Oxol sufficient to
make 25 pints of solution.
2. I sample box sufficient to make 4 pints.
3. Booklet of information
every married
woman ought to have.
Use th~ free samples. If for any reason you do not
wish to keep the regular package, return it to us
unopened and we will immediately return $1.00 to you.
THE

OXOL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Bloomfield, New Jersey

Send attached

coupon

with

your

remittance

today.

The Oxol Products Company
Bloomfield, New Jersey
1 enclose one dollar ($1.00) for Oxol package, samples
and booklet. If I am not satisfied with the trial sample,
and return the regular package of Oxol to you, my money
will be refunded.
Name
City
Street
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Winners of
Photoplay Medal

Eighth Annual
Gold Medal
Award

1920
"HUMORESQUE"
1921
"TOL'ABLE DAVID"
1922
"ROBIN HOOD"
1923
"THE COVERED WAGON"
1924
"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
1925
"THE BIG PARADE"
1926
"BEAU

GESTE"

THIS is the last call for balloting on the Photoplay Gold Medal of 1927.
Voting closes on October 1st and all ballots received after that date do not
count in the final tabulation.
Photoplay is proud of the fine discernment shown by its readers in the last
seven years of the gold medal award. The Photoplay Gold Medal, as you
doubtless know, is given each year to the makers of the motion picture selected
by the readers of this publication as the representative screen production of the
twelve months. The Photoplay Gold Medal is the only award in the world
of motion pictures coming directly from the film fan to the movie producer.
It does not represent the opinion of a minority of critics. It is the final word
of the vast army of movie lovers.
Perhaps a last word as to the selection of your favorite picture is not amiss
here. Do not be swayed by printed opinions. Do not be influenced by the
personalities of your favorite players. Be sure to name the picture that, in
your opinion, is the best of 1927. In picking the best, you should consider
the elements of story, direction, photography and acting. More than that,
you should consider the quality of the story itself. Remember the fine qualities of such Gold Medal winners as "The Big Parade," "Abraham Lincoln,"
"The Covered Wagon" and "Tol'able David." And be sure to give proper
credit for the spirit behind the production. Remember that the movie producer chances a fortune on each of his films— and your vote is his only way of
knowing whether the cost was worth while or not.
Address your vote to the Editor,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 West 57th
Street, New York, and send it to reach
this office before October 1st. You may
vote on any film released between Januuary 1, 1927, and December 31, 1927.
A list of important pictures released
generally during this period is presented
on this page for your guidance.

ati

was
the

o

Best
Picture

1927.1

Vote for the
Picture You Think
Should Win!

Fifty Pictures Released in 1927
Annie Laurie
Barbed Wire
Cabaret
Camilla
Captain Salvation
Cat and the Canary
Chang
Cradle Snatchers
Cruiser Polcmkin
Fair Co- Ed
Fire Brigade
Flesh and the Devil
Garden of Allah
Gorilla
Hard Boiled Haggerly
Hotel Imperial
Hula

1U

It
Jesse James
Kid Brother
King of Kings
Love of Siuiya
Magic Flame
Metropolis
Mockery
Monkey Talks
My Best Girl
Night
Love
TroyofLeather
Patent
Kid
Private Life of Helen of
Quality Street
Resurrecti
Rookies on

Rough Riders
Scnorita
Service for Ladies
Seventh Heaven
Show
Slide, Kelly, Slide
Sorrcll and Son
Stark Love
Student Prince
Tell It to the Marines
Twelve Miles Out
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
Way
All Glory
Flesh
What ofPrice
Wings
When a Man Loves

Photoplay Medal of Honor Ballot
Editor Photoplay Magazine
221 W. 57th Street, New York City
In my opinion the picture named below is th<
best motion picture production released in 192'!
name of picture
T^ameAddress.

LOUISE DRCSSEH
BARRY NORTON
ALBERT GRAN
TON LITTLEEIELD
from the story by EDNA FE Rfcfl

love Hungry StageStarCutsthe Apron Strings of Her Managing Mama
th mother love as its background — a sublime,
iiuring, unfaltering devotion of a strong-willed
i'>ther for her child's future — and blinded by
i overmastering, consuming passion to some
y lift that child to the very highest pinnacle of
ne on the stage— "MOTHER KNOWS BEST"
folds an epic story of life behind the footlights
th a thrilling dramatic intensity and realism
dom portrayed upon stage or screen.
other love never burned more brightly in a
iman breast than in the heart of "Ma Quail".

But love sometimes burns so fiercely that it consumes itself or the object of its affection.
With Madge Bellamy as "Sally Quail" and Louise
Dresser as "Ma Quail", you witness in "MOTHER
KNOWS BEST" the most human, most poignant characterizations that the screen has revealed in years.
This amazing and all too true story of stage life
is fascinating, absorbing and entertaining. Watch
for it at your favorite theatre and by all means
see it.

JGBLYSTONE Production
ANOTHEV

#©X
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_
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leads you straight home to

CAMELS
O 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

lhe

rydttondl yuide to ^Motion Pictures
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Concerning fair, white hancb
and how to keep them fair and white

Hands that reach up in
tenderness can be as soft
and cool as tnoonfloivers
. . . if they guard their youth
by using a kind soap in
all their working hours!

liness. And it never leavu

Lc

OVELY hands that speak 1
a welcome . . ..brands that \

"laundry-soap" odor behi .
But even more important

express your every ;moqd, now 1
eloquent, now listening, now
tender, now gay!. Do: you ever
wonder how you can keep them
soft and smooth when they are

Ivory helps your hands si
smooth and white. For ai:
all, when you use Ivory for v
soap-and-water task, you ,;

busy all day? Don't be discourag
You can !

merely giving your hands a b\
with as pure and fine a toilet soap;

You may have thought
th
must use rough-and-ready kitchen
soap for your household tasks in order
to keep things shining and spotless.
Yet you know that strong soap burns
the skin, parches it into tiny lines and
roughens its smooth texture so that

and everything in it will shine and

you can buy . . . Ivory's purity p
tects sensitive complexions and ij
skin of tiny babies . . . and if y]
wish, it can keep your hands lovely

sparkle, and your hands will be protected— all at the same time?

to say the pleasant things that if
white hands can say so well.

lotions can't repair the damage.
Ivory — whenever
touch soap

hands

May we suggest that if you use Ivory
whenever you use soap, your house

Ivory will cleanse everything a
stronger soap can cleanse — and much
more pleasantly and safely. Ivory makes
silver and china shine. Its pure, bland
suds safely removes tiny finger marks
from creamy woodwork or washes
cheerful housedresses to smiling clean-

IVORY

&

GAMB:

Free: A little book on charm. What kind;
care for different complexions? For han
For hair, for figures? Send a post card for ■
the Art of Being Charming to Winifred,.
Carter, Dept. 45-K, Box 1801, Cincinnati,!

SOAP

Kind to everything it touches • 99 4V100 % Pure

Hands that set a charming tea table should
themselves be ready for the occasion. They
will be — if they use gentle, pure Ivory.

PROCTER

"It floats'

Quick, dextrous hands which keep a hoi
bright also keep their oivn charm — il
when they use soap, they touch only Ivor\

)Xqvtf

Photoplay
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An interview
between you
and your dentist
Subject:

"Pink Tooth Brush'
>u: "Doctor, the other morning I noticed
{.hat my toothbrush 'showed pink'. Is that
b< sign?"
e risT: "Itwouldbe if that 'pink toothbrush'
e a daily occurrence. But the only trouble
1 1 with your gums is they're a bit tender."
c:
'What causes that?"
i nsT : "Lack of exercise — not enough
>i, hardold-fashioned chewing in the food
reat. Fruits peeled, vegetables stripped of
U fiber, soups, souffles — how can your
n help getting soft and tender?"
: "But I can't very well liveon husksand—"

This, of course, is an imaginary interview.
But thousands like it are taking place each

healthy, and more resistant to the gingival
troubles brought on by our modern soft diet.

day. For Ipana's history from the very beginning isa history of professional endorsement.

While the coupon offers you a ten-day tube
of Ipana, gladly sent, a thirty-day trial makes
much the fairer test.

Dentists quickly recognized Ipana's marvelous cleaning power, the sense of health and
cleanliness it gives the whole mouth. But
more than that, dentists saw in Ipana an aid
to them in their fight against these widely
prevalent troubles of the gums.
For Ipana contains ziratol, a stimulating antiseptic and hemostatic widely used by the
profession. Ipana's content of ziratol helps
to tone the gums — to make them firm,

Try Ipana for a full month
So get from your druggist a full-size tube —
ample for 100 brushings. A full month's use
of Ipana will demonstrate not only its cleaning power and delicious taste, but its benefits
to your gums as well. Then very likery you,
too, will decide that Ipana is the tooth paste
you wish to use for life.

•ltist: "Well, there's no need for that,
mly massage your gums. After cleaning
d teeth, brush your gums lightly. If they are

A FEW EXCERPTS FROM
PROFESSIONAL STATEMENTS

xensitive to brush, at first, use your fingers."

Dentists agree that soft food is the cause, and
massage the remedy, for gum disorders

e : "How does massage help, doctor?"

From a famous specialist:

>itist: "It stirs the circulation' in the gum
as. The fresh blood carries off impurities

"There is nothing about the mastication of the
average meal to bring an extra flow of blood to
the maxillary structures, or to produce stimulation
and growth of the cellular elements of the gingivae

n firms up the gum cells."
"It sounds simple enough."
>i tist : "It is. And if you want to do a bet:i )b, massage your gums with Ipana Tooth
a:. After cleaning your teeth with it,
q eze out some more Ipana and brush your
u s lightly, or rub them with a little Ipana
r our fingertips. Do this twice a day for
nnth and your gums will be as hard and
ie'hy as anybody's."

IPANA
J

From a dental journal:
"In the absence of proper foods, with consequent
."
faulty
the tissues do not receive their
(gums)mastication,
necessary stimulation and we must substitute artificial stimulation to raise resistance."

From an authoritative text:

Gone from the menu— departed from our dietare the roughage and coarse fare that once gave
gums healthful stimulation

"Massage (of the gums) moves along the sluggish
blood stream and makes way for the fresh blood
from the heart to flow through the mouth tissues."

From a recent paper on gum disorders:
"When health has been restored to the gingivae,
beauty returns in large degree to the mouth. The
complexion (appearance) of the teeth should, and
frequently does, improve

BRISTOL-MYERS

Tooth Paste

during treatment."

CO., Dept. In8

73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a two-cent stamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.
Name
Addreu
City

State
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Brief Reviews of

*Indicates that photoplay was named me
of the six best upon its month of rei w

Current Pictured

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— Metro-GoldwynMayer.— Villainy on the high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well played
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
*ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,
of the
most delightful
of stage stories.
After "a one
series
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield.—
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
ALEX THE GREAT— FBO.— The funny adventures of a country boy who comes to New York to
"Press his pants with the Flatiron building." With
"Skeets" Gallagher.
(May.)
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old favorite, revived with William
Haines.
Good.
(Oct.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist
in this
It's a storyandof different.
human beings,
by three
dogs. film.
Entertaining
(June.)told
APACHE RAIDER, THE— Pathe.— Leo Maloney
gets all hot and bothered about a few stolen cows.
(May.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe.— Introducing a new dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
BABY CYCLONE, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — All right, if you like Pekinese pups.
(September.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)

♦BELLAMY
TRIAL,
THE — Metro-Goldwyn- BLACK
FEATHER,
THE— Wm.
Pizer
Mayer. — The audience is admitted to the court room odd mystery drama with what is known as a
of the most thrilling murder mystery of the year. background."
Some of the characters seem iui
(August.)
demented.
(May.)
BEYOND
LONDON'S
LIGHTS— FBO.— The
young master gets familiar with the second girl and
the result is a battle between the high hats and the
lower classes in dear old London.
(May.)
BEYOND THE SIERRAS — Metro-GoldwynMayer.
A Tim(July.)
McCoy Western that will put the
kids to —sleep.

Pictu res You
Should Not Miss
"The Godless Girl"
"Wings"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Abie's"Love"
Irish Rose"
"The Trail of '98"
"The Patent Leather Kid"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"

BATTLE OF THE SEXES, THE— United Artists.
— How a happy home is wrecked by a blonde.
Sophisticated drama.
(September.)

As a service to its readers. Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

BATTLES OF CORONEL AND FALKLAND
ISLANDS, THE— Artlee.— An authentic record of
two big naval engagements between Germany and
England.
picture tries to be a "Potemkin" —
but misses. The(May.)

BIG HOP, THE— Buck Jones.— Mr. Jones crosses
the Pacific. A good film. (Oct.)

BEAU BROADWAY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol fight for the affections of
Lew Cody.
Gay, inconsequential comedy.
(July.)

BIG KILLING. THE— Paramount.— Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton become all tangled up
in a Kentucky feud.
(August.)

BEAU BRUMMELS, THE— Warners.— Shaw and
Lee in over-ripe vaudeville. Noise film.
(Oct.)

BIG NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May.)

BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller in gay comedy.
(Oct.)

BIT OF HEAVEN, A— Excellent.— Broadway vs.
Park Avenue.
A good performance by Lila Lee. (Oct.)

BACHELOR'S PARADISE — Tiffany-Stahl.— A
somewhat rowdy comedy-drama with a little oldfashioned pie-throwing and an invigorating prizefight. With Sally O'Neil.
(July.)
BANTAM COWBOY, THE— FBO.— Only good
because Buzz Barton is in it. (Oct.)
BARE KNEES— Gotham.— Proving that the
flappers are not as bad as their big sisters. With
Virginia Lee Corbin and Jane Winton.
(May.)
♦BARKER, THE— First National.— Human and
humorous story of circus life. With Milton Sills. See
it. (September.)

BODY PUNCH, THE— Universal.— All th lat
ings'of a good picture and some ring stuff that 1 go
big with the men. You'll like it. (May.)
BOOKWORM,
THE— Warners.— Harry ( ,1,
in a really funny Vitaphone sketch.
(Oct.)
BRANDED MAN. THE— Rayart.— The jest
part of this domestic opera is the titles. Why i
your reading at home?
(August.)
BRIDE
OF THE COLORADO,
THE—
De Mille. — Starring the Grand Canyon of Col
And what a great, big canyon it has grown
Nice scenery,
interest.
(May.)but the picture offers little
BROADWAY DADDIES
story but well acted.
(Oct.)

—

hedo.
bet
on

Columbia.- rite

BROKEN MASK, THE— Anchor.— Ugly ay
of revenge but well told and acted.
(September.]
BRONCO STOMPER, THE— Pathe.— It is on
Coleman's turn to outwit the villains in this We n.
Some good pictures of a rodeo. (May.)
BURNING GOLD— Elbee— A story of ty
deeds in the oil fields.
(August.)
BURNING THE
Hoot Gibson's lapses.

WIND— Universal.— On oi
(Oct.)

BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.- he
doings of bootleggers and such, made very 11.
Not
worth
the
talents
of Helene Costello and ra
Hardy.
(June.)
BUSHRANGER.THE— Metro-Goldwyn-May Tim McCoy goes to Australia and plays some roiig
tunes on the boomerang.
(August.)
BUTTER AND EGG MAN, THE— First ational. — The amusing adventures of a countryid
way.
(August.) who becomes an "angel" on Br d(Jack Mulhall)
CAMERAMAN, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-M; r.
—
Buster (Oct.)
Keaton redeems himself in this one. Lop
laughs.
CAME THE DAWN— Hal Roach-M.-G.-JMax Davidson and Polly Moran have some d
moments (May.)
in a haunted house. A short comedy, it
funny.
CANYON
OF ADVENTURE, THE— First ktional. — Ken Maynard sets the Western scenery ; e
again.
A good one.
(June.)
CAPTAIN
Steele.
(Oct.) CARELESS— FBO.— You'll like *
*CARDBOARD LOVER, THE— Metro-Gold« Mayer. — Snappy French farce comedy with Ma>p
Davies — also Jetta Goudal and Nils Asther. SopW
ticated and charming.
(Oct.)
getsCAUGHT
lost in the IN
fog,THE
too.

FOG—
Warners.— The l't
(August.)

CELEBRITY— Pathe.— A prize-fighter gets t
ture. Meaning Mr. Tunney?
(Oct.)
CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A— Metro-Goldw •
Mayer. — Romantic two-timing in Arlenesque Lorn'
society. A bit languid but well played by Rarri
Saxon. (July.)
Novarro,
even if he isn't precisely the perfect Anil'
[ CONTINUED
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IT'S coming your way! Another Fox
asterpiece— FAZIL! A picture with an enthralling
>ry dramatically narrated by Howard Hawks.
East loves West and West loves East.. Greta Nissen
id Charles Farrell. See these two daring lovers,
10 first find themselves through the song of a
metian gondolier and then lose themselves in the
aze of reckless romance. Follow them through the
y Western World — the mysterious East. See Her
nquer over His harem. See Him undecided beeen breaking Her heart and breaking His laws!
len one of the greatest climaxes in moving picture
story — the final scene beside a desert oasis —
lere Greta Nissen will make you forget Cleopatra!

'•X *imyillT®X
When

you

FAZIL is indeed an amazing picture to see! And
— it is also an amazing picture to HEAR! In FAZIL
you will hear that astonishing movie miracle — FOX
MOVIETONE. It puts SOUND into movies— realistic, true-to-life sound! In FAZIL you hear the gondolier sing his Venetian Song of Love. You hear the
voices of the desert. You hear a full symphony orchestra, as though you were sitting in a great moving picture cathedral on Broadway. Fox Movietone
doubles your movie fun. You won't believe your own
ears! It's as true to your ears as it is to your eyes
—because the SOUND, like the scene, is PHOTOGRAPHED. Watch for Fox Movietone in your town
-See a Fox Movietone, you'll hear a great show!
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Three prizes

are given every month
for the best letters^-*
$2$, $10 and $5

BouquetJ
LETTERS from
PHOTOPLAY
READERS

The Real Critics, the Fans, Give Their View.
The Monthly Barometer
•"THE talkies have the field. Opinion is
x equally split into three factions. The pessimists declare that the new invention is a pest.
The optimists hail it as the greatest innovation
of the age. The happy mediums believe that it
is open to improvement. Take your choice.
The talkies are also responsible for the sudden
rise to popularity of Conrad Nagel. So far, he
is the outstanding success of the noisy drama.
John Gilbert's Life Story is unreservedly
praised. Mary Pickford's bob has caused no
hubbub. Emil Jannings receives the most enthusiastic letters among the men stars, while
Greta Garbo, Clara Bow and Joan Crawford
are the leaders among the girls.
Western pictures and stars are given some
hot roasting, the only exception being Tom
Mix. The most popular of current films are
"The Cossacks," "The Last Command," "The
Legion of the Condemned," "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh," "Lights of New York," and "Sorreli
and Son."

$25.00 Letter

The readers of Photoplay are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.

unable to hear. Third, the best stage artists
will contribute part of their time to movie production.

The talkies will have the effect of elevating
Baton Rouge, La.
the silent drama to a higher plane. Movies will
With the popularity of the automobile,
become less mechanical. Fewer and better
people believed that railways were doomed. It movies will be produced.
was found, however, that each had its part to
Joe Norgeess.
perform. Radio became the thing. Who
wanted "canned" music when he could tune in
$10.00 Letter
and get the best of music? One's favorite
Hollywood, Calif.
musician, however, might not be "on the air,"
Before coming to California, I had heard
hence the phonograph's advantage. Phonographic reproduction is much improved be- from all sides the many dangers of the movie
cause of the advent of the radio.
studios for young girls. Outsiders also have
Talkies will not destroy the silent drama.
everybody "high-hats" the beThey will not force the silent movies into the ideaginnerthat
on the set. I hope the people of this
oblivion. What are the advantages of silent same opinion will have the opportunity of readpictures? For one thing, a person does not
ing this and learning the truth, at least as I
have to strain his ears to catch every word.
have found it, of working in pictures.
Then, too, there is a relaxation that does not
The first day I worked as an extra I knew
come with listening to speech. A beautiful
very little about the game. I knew no one on
woman, a handsome man, a word or two. The
the set and was naturally lonely, but I hadn't
woman is no longer beautiful; the man no been
alone over five minutes when a girl and
longer handsome.
boy who were sitting in a car asked me to join
The advantages of the talkies? Let's illus- them. When we were called to work, they told
trate with our friend the phonograph. On this me just what to do. All day other people were
machine Al Jolson is not so wonderful, for the asking me how I liked it and giving me
reason that much of his effectiveness is in his "pointers."
facial expression as he sings. Second, the small
We worked until eleven o'clock that night
towns will get to hear famous musicians,
and I, not being accustomed to the California
singers and orchestras which they have been
weather, had not brought a coat.
Everyone

tried to find one for me. Other times I ha\
worked, it has been the same, each one trying t
make the other comfortable. Electrician:
prop boys, all of thera, finding places for us t
sit, buying candy, treating the gang.
If everyone could know the true facts c
movie work, I am sure their impressions woul.
be the same as mine; just an interesting
healthy and harmless occupation
. Soutter.
Miss Lynn

$5.00 Letter
Jersey City, N. J.
By this time, all the ranches out in those
wide open spaces must be free from eithei
mortgages or villains and are now in safe hands
During the past five months I've seen exact!)
thirty-two
ranches freed from mortgage!
either by the hero playing the role of Ola
Generosity or foiling the villain, or by discovering oil on the premises.
Each of the old reliable Westerns has the
same old plot, the only difference being in the
names of the characters. Isn't it about time
the scenario writers invented something new
instead of telling the same story over and over,
Westerns, I like, but for pity's sake I don't!
again?
want to know what is going to happen before
even seeing the picture.
Another thing! There is the meek heroine
with a little gun holding at bay six or seven big
strapping brutes. If one of them ever sneezed,
he'd blow the gun off the set. Too bad that
Jules Verne isn't living, or I'd let him juggle
with the mystery of how the sleek-haired hero:
of the galloping tintypes knocks out four men,;
It's the
bunk.
jumps
on his
steed and saves the day.
George E. Odell.

That Melting Voice
Syracuse, N. Y.
I always looked upon Conrad Nagel as
rather a cold fish. A nice man, a good actor,
but no personality. But when I heard him
speak on the Vitaphone, I completely changed
my opinion of him. He has a warm, sympathetic and charming voice. If there are any
more like Conrad out in Hollywood, the talkies
have nothing to worry about.
Sarah Ann Curtis
[ continued on page 92 ]
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as a
prize winner
\PULITZER
stage play and the talk of New
k York for a year, "Craig's Wife"
the different type of picture you've
en waiting for! It is the most poignt study of a domestic tragedy ever
itten — this tale of an adoring husnd and his luxury-loving wife whose
art was so full of the love of mate1 things that it had no room for
n! If you're married or ever
pect to be, go see "Craig's
comi
ife"!teIt'sthea
terng— soon
watchto your
vori
r the announcement!
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Warner Baxter
J William C.deTMIk Production
Adapted by Clara Beranger
from the great stage success by George Kelly
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As We Go to Press
\

Last Minute News
abroad Marion Davies received a high honor from the
French Government, that of Officer of Public Instruction. This decoration
is known as the "Academic Palms," because the owner has the right to wear the
purple ribbon with a tiny symbolic palm
branch. In Spain Miss Davies received the
Order "Por le Merite" from General
Primo de Rivera, the Spanish dictator.
WHILE

A GAIN the impossible happens. An tin■**• known extra girl becomes leading woman over night. The lucky girl is Gladys
Belmont, of Pueblo, Colo. She gets the
role of Corn Blossom, the Indian
heroine, opposite
Richard Dix in
"Red Skin." Miss
Belmont is now
on location at Gallup, New Mexico.
k
WHOGilberist Jac
going to sign with?
That's one of the
much discussed
items in Hollywood right now.
His contract with
Metro-Goldwyn
expires in December. He has been
unhappy with his
recent roles and
says he won't resign. United
Artists is said to be after Gilbert. In
the event that Jack leaves MetroGoldwyn, it is reported that Nils
Asther will be groomed for his place
on the program.

"D UTH ELDER seems to be in and
XN-out of pictures. Her contract has
not been renewed by Paramount,
despite the fact that her work opposite Richard Dix was liked. The
Hollywood moguls believe that her
publicity value has waned and that
the story of a pending divorce from
her husband has not helped her.
A NNA 0- NILSSON is back on the
•"■FBO lot after five months' absence, due to a broken hip.

"LTENRYKING has selected
•*• -*-nor Boardman for the leading Elearole
in the big Inspiration film, "She Goes
to War," by Rupert Hughes.
10

from East and West

"P)ORIS MAY
filed suit
for divorce
-L-yagainst
her has
husband,
Wallace
MacDonald. Says he continually criticized the
food. Renee Adoree decided not to file suit
for divorce, after all, against William S. Gill.

TZ'ARL DANE married a Russian dancer,
X*-Thais Valdemar,
last May but the news
just became public. Karl's real cognomen
is Rasmus Karl Thakelsen Gottlieb.
A L JOLSON secretly married Ruby
**-Keeler, musical comedy dancer, in New
York, September 21, and sailed the same
day for Europe.
Anything
Greta
Garbo
does is
news.
Here is a preview of her
new hairdress, as she wears it
in "A Woman of Affairs,"
with three inches trimmed
off.
The oval reveals
Greta's old way of dressing her hair.
Whisper:
"A Woman of Affairs" is
really Michael Arlen's
"The Green Hat," which
was
reported
to be
banned from the screen
by Will Hays

JAMES
MURRAY seems to be definii
out of Metro-Goldwyn.
He was givei
third and last chance in the leading rokf
"The Mysterious Island" but failed*
show up when the shooting was to sti.
So Lloyd Hughes got the part. "1:
Mysterious Island," by the way, was ■
most finished by Metro-Goldwyn a year'
so ago. Then, after the production c
had gone to a high figure, the film v
shelved. Now it is being re-shot with
new cast.
TWTARCELINE DAY says she isn't e
XVJ-gaged
to Richard Dix. And Ri:
Elder says she's not engaged to Ben Lye
lWTARIA CORDA has been given a on
XVJ-year contract by First National. Si
made "Helen of Troy" but, after the fil
began to flop, First National did not take r
option on her services.

"DRINCE GEORGE of England was tl
x big Hollywood visitor of the month. I.
had met Lily Damita on the Continent ar
she was one of the dinner guests at Pic!
fair, when the prince was entertained ther
Other dinner guests were Jack Gilbei
Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Grei
Garbo, Claire Windsor and Jetta Gouda
"DAULINE FREDERICKS
■*- signed a long term Warn*
Brothers contract and, after playin
an engagement on the stage thi
winter in New York, she goes t
Hollywood in the Spring for th
talkies.

"LTOL
LYWOO
D has
had es.
an Mrs
epi
■*■
■'■demic
of minor
casualti
Ernst Lubitsch was thrown from he
horse in Beverly Hills and had i
narrow escape from death. Han:
Kraely was thrown from his horst
and suffered a broken wrist. Jacl
Barrymore sprained his ankle on th<
first day of mountaineering for hi;
new picture, the exteriors of whicl
are being shot at Banff.
'T»HE fireworks on D. W. Griffith's
-*- set of "The Love Song" have
subsided. Jetta Goudal and Lupe
Velez, who were quarreling every
time they met, have kissed and
made up. It was a hot battle while
it lasted.
'T*HE Warner Brothers have taken
■*■ over the old Vitagraph studio in
Flatbush, Brooklyn, for the talkies.
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Thousands
save on lunch
this tasty way
They know

their Baby Ruth

Here's a real way«gs to make
your lunches more delightful,
and save money too: eat Baby
Ruth for dessert. It's delicious
and satisfying. A generous
tasty treat of dollar- a- pound
quality candy for five cents.
Daily, thousands are finding
it the most enjoyable dessert
they can buy.

Because it is made of purest chocolate,
nuts, milk and sugar, dietitians say
Baby Ruth makes a light lunch more
invigorating than a heavier meal —
that it supplies all the extra energy
you need for hard work and play. BeIn dainty slices —
the popular £uest
candy
of today

cause you eat less and feel better, it's
a healthful way to control your -weight.
Baby Ruth is famous for flavor and
guaranteed, fresh. Treat yourself at
lunch today. 5c does it.

CURTISS
CANDY
OTTO

COMPANY,
SCHHERI

IS G,

Also makers of Baby Ruth Cum

MADE

IN

BILLIONS

FOR

CHICAGO
President
"with that old-time

Peppermint F/otior"

AMERICA'S

MILLIONS

0
HERE

ARE

THE

FIRST

OF THE
NEW
M-GPICTURES — SUPER
ENTERTAI N MEN

Test your powers of observation— it may bring you a
prize. See how well you can
answer the questions below.
The man sending the best
answers will receive $50.00
and the riding crop used by

LADY
LUCK
TAKES A
BACK SEAT
Luck!
Sure! One smashing hit
that sets all fandom talking
might be "luck".
Two country-wide successes might even be wished
onto Lady Luck — if you're
good at wishing —
But one long unbroken
parade of record-breaking
wows — that's something else
again!
Lady Luck didn't make
Smash hits like "The Big
Parade", "Ben Hur", "Tell
it to the Marines", "The
Merry Widow" and "White
Shadows of the South Seas".
More stars than there are
in Heaven, plus brilliant
directors plus great stories
plus the great resources of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
organization are some reasons for the long and imposing list of M-G-M's
smash hits.
If you want a guarantee
for the future it lies in the
performance of the past.
When the lion roars —
M-G-M sound or silent,
will always mean

More
Great
Movies

METRO

for the
keenest eye!

Anita Page in "Our Dancand from
for thea
best ing
setDaughters,"
of answers
lady I will give $50 and the
ukulele I play in the same

Broadway and Los Angeles hailed this (laming romance
of the South Seas in Sound at $2 admission. Sound or
Silent it will be the year's picture sensation.

picture.
And I'll also send autographed photographs for the
fifty next best answers. I
hope tions
you'll
find my quesinteresting.

V^Mll«' ^L
vsgBJss*

Laughs— tears — thrills — you'll find them all packed
into the screen version of the Broadway success, "Excess
Baggage." Don't miss William Haines' desperate slide
for life and love in this pulsating comedy-drama. Sound
or Silent— a hit!

*P
2 — What M-G-M picture has the
title of a famous wartime ditty?

(0B DANCltVcfj
|l)AUGHT/

W FORD ;j >£fc RAWFORD^:
RA
JOAN
(■

«««•

Flaming youth de luxe — the epics of a jazz-mad ageyouth! beauty! luxury! drama! You'll cheer "Our Dancing
Daughters" — sound or silent.

WOJAMEr r

«j|V|?TheQty Sleeps
r

-JACKXaNWAK

Lon Chaney gives you another great characterization in a
throbbing tale of underworld intrigue and hopeless love.
See him as the fearless guardian of the public peace in
"While the City Sleeps." Sound or Silent you'll be thrilled.

'Mol

1 — What M-G-M picture was
filmed on an atoll?

3 — In what new kind of part has
Marion Davies captivated the
public's heart and fancy?
4— What M-G-M picture is based
on the life of Sarah Bernhardt
and who is its star?
5 — What M-G-M picture with a
Canadian background was a
famous musical hit in a long
run on Broadway?
6 — Why do
Keaton's
effective
more than

you think Buster
"frozen face" is so
in comedies? (Not
y$ words.)

Write your answers on one side
of a single sheet of paper and
mail to 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway.New York. All answers must
be received by November 15th.
Winners' names will be published
in a later issue of this magazine.
Note: If you do not attend pictures yourself you may question
your friends or consult motion
picture magazines. In event of
ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded a prize identical in character with that tied for.

MAYER

Meat-less

R

ecipes

Two delicious
dishes from
PHOTOPLAY'S

Cook Book that
will add variety
and interest to

your menus
Photo by
Otto Dyar

, smooth comNo, Charles Rogers cannot cook; but he's an expert taster. Although
IF you wanttry a clear
plexion, cutting down on meat
Hollywood restaurants are all very well, Charles' mother has come
for a few weeks and notice the imonfromOlathe, Kansas, to give Charlie home cooking. Read his favorite
provement. Meat once a day should
recipe for nut and potato croquettes on this page
be the limit for anyone. Meat only
four or five times a week is even better.
Mix the first seven ingredients and beat thoroughly until well
It is perfectly possible to plan a satisfying and attractive meal
blended. Cook bread crumbs in one-fourth cup of cream to
without including a meat dish. The best substitutes for meat
are cheese and nuts. Nuts combined with potatoes, as in the
make a thick paste, and cool. Then add one egg yolk, additional salt and nut meats. Shape potato mixture in nests, fill
recipe furnished by Charles Rogers for croquettes, and macaroni
with nut and crumb mixture and cover with the rest of the
with cheese, are two dishes that may be substituted for meat
potato mixture. Roll until of the desired shape and flatten the
and potatoes for luncheon,, Svnday night supper, or for a light
family dinner.
ends. Dip in one-half yolk of egg, then in cracker or dry bread
crumbs, rolled very fine, and fry in deep fat. Drain on brown
Here is Charles Rogers' favorite recipe for nut and potato
croquettes. Charles does not go in for cooking after he leaves
paper, stand in circular form on serving dish and garnish with
the studio, but he got the recipe from his mother, who is his
parsley.
favorite cook.
Clarence Brown, the director, contributed an excellent recipe
to Photoplay's Cook Book, for baked macaroni, which I am
2 cups hot riced potatoes
Dash of pepper *A egg yolk
You'll find it a little different and very
going to reproduce.
% cup bread crumbs
3 tablespoons cream Few grains cayenne
much more delicious than plain macaroni with cheese.
1 teaspoon salt
Few drops onion juice J4 cup cream
\i teaspoon salt M cup chopped pecan meats
1 box macaroni
1 can tomato sauce
Yolk 1 egg
2 cups mushrooms
1 cup grated cheese
1 cup chopped green olives
1 cup bread crumbs
1 cup chopped ripe olives
Photoplay Magazine
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cook
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

Be sure to write name and address plainly.
You may send cither stamps or coin.

Cook macaroni in boiling, salted water until tender. Drain
and pour cold water over it. This is important; it keeps the
macaroni from sticking. Butter a large baking dish— and
you'll need a good-sized one— and place a layer of macaroni, a
layer of grated cheese, a layer of mushrooms, a layer of bread
crumbs and a layer of olives; alternate the layers until all the
ingredients are used. Pour tomato sauce over this. Sprinkle
cheese and bread crumbs over the top. Bake until brown.
In Photoplay's Cook Book you will find a number of other
recipes that are pleasant variations of more commonplace
dishes. There are one hundred and fifty recipes in the new and
enlarged edition of the Cook Book, and all of them represent
the taste of the best cooks in Hollywood.
Just fill out the coupon to the left, enclose a quarter and the
Cook Book will be mailed to you immediately.
Carolyn van Wyck.
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CHICKEN A LA KING— Fox.— More lessons in
gold-digping. Funny but rough in spots. With
Nancy Carroll and Ford Sterling.
(August.)

DAWN— Herbert Wilcox.— An English production
that gives a fair and impartial presentation of the
Edith Cavell case. (August.)

CHINATOWN CHARLIE— First National.—
Johnny Hines cuts down on the gags and builds up
the plot, and the result is one of his best pictures.
(May.)

DESERT BRIDE, THE — Columbia. — Betty
Compson, as a Parisian beauty, raises havoc in the
Foreign Legion.
(August.)

CHORUS KID, THE— Gotham.— Goofy but
amusing story of chorus girl, played by Virginia
Browne
Faire.
(June.)

DESERT PIRATE, THE— FBO.— Filled with the
usual clap-trap of the orthodox Western but made
bearable by a plot with some originality and the
charming presence of little Frankie Darrow.
(May.)

CLEARING
THE
saving the old ranch.

TRAIL— Universal.— Again
(Oct.)

CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN — TiffanyStahl. — Help! The Czar's daughter is with us again,
this time played by Eve Southern. The picture has
its good moments.
(July.)
CLOUD DODGER, THE— Universal.— A battle
in the air for a dizzy blonde!
(Oct.)
CODE OF THE AIR— Bischoff.— More air stuff.
Good adventure story- (Oct.)
CODE OF THE SCARLET— First National.—
Ken Maynard gets his man. Good out-door story.
(September.)
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE — Gotham.—
Lots of propaganda. With such a live topic, this
should have been a better picture. (Oct.)
COP, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— Once more the warfare between the cops and crooks. Some good melodrama well acted by William Boyd, Alan Hale and
Jacqueline Logan.
(July.)
*COSSACKS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Love, sport and murder among the cowboys of
Russia. Jack Gilbert is the lure. (August.)
COUNT OF TEN, THE— Universal.— Something
different in the way of a prize-fight story, with James
Gleason, stage star, stealing the show. Charles Ray,
too, deserves mention for a good performance. (May.)
COWBOY KID, THE— Fox.— A Western for the
simple-minded.
(September.)

♦CRAIG'S WIFE— Pathe.— Splendid drama with
Irene Rich as the too perfect wife.
(September.)
CREAM
OF
THE
EARTH— Universal.— The
romance of a week-end butterfly and a shy college
youth, beautifully acted by Marion Nixon and
Charles Rogers. A Grade A picture.
(May.)
CROOKS CAN'T WIN— FBO.— Good celluloid
gone haywire. Will someone please stop the film
crime wave?
(August.)
DANGER PATROL, THE — Rayart. — A big
wholesome, fresh air drama of the Northwest with
three rousing murders.
(July.)
DANGER RIDER, THE— Universal.— There's a
saving dash of originality in the plot of this Hoot
Gibson Western.
(July.)

Picture
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DETECTIVES — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur in a collection of gags —
and some of them are not exactly spotless.
(July.)
DEVIL'S CAGE, THE— Chadwick.— No use
bothering your pretty little head about the inconsistencies ofa plot like this. (June.)
DEVIL'S SKIPPER, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Lots
of meat in this picture, what with slave ships, piracy,
mutiny and revenge. Also a remarkable performance
by Belle Bennett.
(May.)
-AggraDEVIL'S TRADEMARK,
THE— FBO. vatingbunk.
(September.)
DIAMOND HANDCUFFS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about the
curse of a diamond, probably written about the supposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Some fine
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena and
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)
DIVINE SINNER, THE— Rayart.— Austrian
drama with daring but grown-up theme.
(Oct.)
DIZZY DIVER, THE— Paramount-Christie.—
Thanks to the wonders of science, audiences may now
learn how a chocolate pudding sounds when it hits
the face of a comic.
(Oct.)

DUGAN OF THE DUGOUTS— Anchor.— Gi
ging the Great War again.
(September.)

EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Rich
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A brk
fast-moving comedy and Richard's best in mont
(June.)

r END OF ST. PETERSBURG, THE— Sovkino
What the Soviet wants you to believe. St. Peti
burg destroyed by trick camera angles.
(August.
ESCAPE, THE — Fox. — An ancient melodra
that should have been allowed to rest in peace W
Virginia Valli and William Russell.
(May.)
EXCESS BAGGAGE— Metro-Goldwyn-Maye
Vivid and realistic picture of stage life. See
(August.)
FAITHLESS LOVER, THE— Krelbar.— The a
bursts again. But aside from that, this is just a
of mediocre celluloid.
(May.)
FALLEN ANGELS— Universal.— Norman Ke
drags through some gloomy doings in the role „
man who must
cheerful.
(May.)play dead. Interesting but har
FAMILY
PICNIC,
THE— Fox Movietone
Pioneer all-talking comedy.
See it and write
own remedy.
(September.)

FANDANGO— Educational.— Lupino Lane in
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures ev
(June.)
produced.
FANGS OF FATE— Pathe.— Klondike, the do
growls through an old story.
(September.)
FANGS OF JUSTICE— Bischoff.— A regular
home week of hokum.
(May.)

DO GENTLEMEN SNORE?— Roach-M.-G.-M.—
A short farce turned into a panic by the appearance
of a real, live sorilla.
(August.)
DOG JUSTICE— FBO.— But the story is a cruel
injustice to Ranger, the canine star. (August.)

FAZIL — Fox. — Proving the sheiks make ba
husbands. Torrid necking in the desert. Not f<
k
(August.)
the kindergarten class.

DON'T MARRY — Fox. — An amusing little romantic comedy that will please the gals. Gayly
played by Lois Moran and Neil Hamilton.
(July.)
DOWN SOUTH— Warners.— The
croon some songs.
(Oct.)

Brox Sisters

*DRAG NET, THE — Paramount. — Vivid and
swiftly moving underworld story with grade A acting
by
Bancroft, William Powell and Evelyn
Brent.George
(July.)
♦DRESSED TO KILL— Fox.— A tale of the underworld that holds your attention every second. It's
all action and suspense. And splendid work by
Edmund Lowe,
Astor and Ben Bard. Recommended. Mary
(May.)

Photoplays Reviewe
d
Page

in the Shadow
Page

FIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE— Paramount.— Beb
Daniels inherits half a gold mine. It turns out to be
gold
mine of laughs.
Hall is her leading'
Recommended
to your James
kind attention.
(July.) mac
FIGHTIN' REDHEAD, THE— FBO.— Buzz Bar
ton eats up the Western scenery.
(September.)
FINDERS
KEEPERS— Universal.— Laura
.U
Plante, who deserves a better fate, wastes her talent:
nt
and charm on a lot of trite gags. (May.)
FIRE AND STEEL— Elbee— Hot yarn of stee
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous fore
man and the girl. Ho-huml
(June.)
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 16]

Stage This Issue

Save this magazine—refer to the criticisms before you pic\ out your evenings entertainment.
Air Circus, The — Fox
54
Annapolis — Pathe
57
Awakening, The— United Artists
56
Beware of Blondes — Columbia
84
Black Butterflies— Quality
116
Brotherly Love — M.-G.-M
.84
Captain Swagger — Pathe
.84
Crash, The — First National
84
Danger Street— FBO
117
Docks of New York, The — Paramount. 55
Dog Law— FBO
116
Dry Martini— Fox
55
First Kiss, The — Paramount
84
Fleet's In, The — Paramount
56
Fury of the Wild— FBO
117
Grain of Dust, The— Tiffany-Stahl. ... 117
Page
A Spanish Serenade — Warners
Assassin of Grief and Remorse, The —
Warners
Ducks and Deducts — Warners
Foys For Joys — Warners
Happy Jester, The — Warners

u

57
84
84
84
84

0

FASHION MADNESS— Columbia.— Once n.
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woo
by the he-man
time.
(June.) hero. Claire Windsor is the girl tl

Guardians of the Wild — Universal. ... 116
Haunted House, The — First National. . 116
I Forbid — Fan-Maid Pictures
84
Kid's Clever, The — Universal
117
Lightning Speed— FBO
117
Little Wildcat, The— Warners
117
Me, Gangster — Fox
54
Morgan's Last Raid— M.-G.-M
117
Mother Knows Best — Fox
55
Night Bird— Universal
117
Out With the Tide— Peerless
117
Port of Dreams — Universal
117
Romance of a Rogue, The— Carlos
116
Rough Ridin' Red— FBO
84
Show Folks— Pathe
84

Sound Pictures

Ma\e this your reference Page
list.

Show Girl — First National
56
Sinners in Love — FBO
84
Sisters of Eve — Rayart
84
Smoke Bellew — Big Four
84
Son of the Golden West— FBO
117
Striving for Fortune — Excellent
116
Submarine — Columbia
56
Take Me Home — -Paramount
56
Times Square — Gotham
84
Virgin Lips — Columbia
117
Waterfront — First National
54
Water Hole, The — Paramount
116
Wedding March, The — Paramount. ... 56
West of Zanzibar— M.-G.-M
57
Win That Girl— Fox
116

Page

Page

Hollywood Bound — Warners
57
Jest Moments — Warners
84
Lemon, The — Warners
84
Madelon — Universal
.57
Morrissey and Miller Night Club, The—
Warners
84

Overtones — Warners
84
Question of Today, The — Warners. ... 84
Sex Life of the Polyp. The — Fox
57
Synco Syncopators, The — Warners. ... 84
Ted Doner — Warners
84
Worrier, The — Warners
84

4 New in Id
Screen
Photoplay

Read the Story
See the Movie

Magazine — Advertising Section

Magazines

Screen Book is the new movie magazine — a new
magazine — a big surprise — a real treat for
fcind
movie offans.

First, Screen Book gives you the COMPLETE
g
book-length novel of this month's outstandin
motion picture. This month it is the Red Dance.
This novel alone would cost $2.00 in a book store.
Screen Book also gives you in the same issue the
COMPLETE stories in shorter form of other important movies-of-the-month. The November
issue (just out) also contains 6 full-page gravure
portraits of prominent stars for framing.
The book-length novel and the shorter novels
are all richly illustrated with dozens of actual
scenes from the movies.
SCREEN BOOK gives you an opportunity
i
to live again the tense, wonderful moments
\ that thrill you so.

e
oupon
oday !

\lsIno-This

This Month's Feature-

Jl*

Tlie Red Dance

TV>*

Del Rio— Charles Farrell

Issue

of "The
to the complete novel
(n addition and
the 6 ftravure portraits, the
d Dance"
vember issue of Screen Book (just out)
the following complete movie stories
mains
shorter form:

Starring Dolores
which the man she admires belongs. His hand is raised
Screen Book's big surprise this month is the com- against hers. Strangely enough, a passionate, enduring
plete ($2.00) book length novel.richly illustrated, of The love develops out of trie fierce warfare and deeply emoRed Dance, the most popular picture in New York.
tional struggle.
This is the story of the revolt of a peasant girl of
Screen Book gives you this complete fascinating
the Russian steppes. She seeks vengeance in strife and booklcngth story with dozens of large pictures from
revolution.
Her hand is raised against the Order to the movie in beautiful rotogravure.

BAGGAGE
EXCESS Starring

Full Page Gravure Portraits of

William Haines— Josephine Dunn

puts love before
rhis is the story of a show-girl who would
rather me
bltlon Her lover is a man who
in cause her unhappiness. But she is not satisfied to
Later bein their double act
"excess baggage"
lse of a lucky experience, dramatically described, he
;omes the ''excess baggage." The thrilling adjust■nt and climax with love triumphant over a thousand
story — fully told and
stacles makes a marvelous Screen
Book.
hly illustrated in November

HE WOMAN

Starring Norma

DISPUTED

Talmadge

The lives of ten thousand soldiers hang in the balance.
strange circumstance makes it possible for a woman of
e streets to save their lives. Surely this sacrifice
hesitate'
mean nothing to her. Why did she adventure
uld
hat was it but simply one more scarlet
a. true
ded to hundreds of others? Could the love ofthrilling
this
an actually have purified her? Read Screen
Book.
ory of war love, passion in November

THE RED MARK

tarring Gaston Glass— Nina Quartaro

The guillotine! That was the answer. In this way
ie Governor could and would dispose of his rival for
>e hand of a pimple country maid. No law, no force,
disposal of an lnnoruthless
thisneek
stop his
> authority
:nt
lad. Butto with
bared to the descending
amazing discovery halts the execution!
most
the
life,
ead in November Screen Book this picturesque,
xrifying but beautiful story of a passionate love.

Rogers, Mary Pickford, Dolores Costello
Charles
William
Boyd. Bebe Daniels, Janet Gaynor

Screen Book

25
-

^^

FOR

NOVEMBER
g

Magazine

NOW

ON

SALE

J%,

AT ALL

^ SNTE
ANWDSS

1 OR, USE THIS CONVENIENT COUPON
TODAY at the next newsstand get SCREEN

^^for 5 Issues
SCREEN BOOK
225 VarickSt.,
New York, N. Y.

Inissue— just out!
$1 for which please enter my subNovember
I enclose
^^ scription
for Screen Book Monthly Magazine
V A
vestigate this new kind of movie magwith the November issue
beginning
months,
5
for
azine.
Save and send this bargain
^W
coupon in case the news stand is
^r
(Just Out), at the special get-acquainted rate of
$1 for 5 issues.
sold out. By subscribing you are
j^
^
i Living Declaration of Independence assured of not missing the
Herbert Brenon's name is the hallmark of quality COMPLETE
Name
^
($2.00)
ad accuracy on a picture. He is one of the leading
alf-dozen directors of the screen. Readers of Novem- movie - novel - of - the - ^^
er Screen Book will be tremendously Interested in the month for the next ^
haracter sketch of this master director, who made five months.
Address
Peter Pan," "Beau Geste" and "Sorrel! and Son.

HERBERT

BOOK,

BRENON

When

e to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

i6

Photoplay

OOP

OftCEEARED
Iff ©MB HAY

So writes W. H. Adams of Ohio. Letter
from California man reports $11275 sales
in three months; New Jersey $4000 profits in two months; Pennsylvania $3000
profits in four months. Ira Shook $365
sales in one day. Bram bought one outfit
April 5 and 7 more by August. Iwata

bought one outfit and 10 more within a
year. J. R. Bert says "only thing I ever
bought that equaled advertisement." John
Culp says: "Everything going lovely.
Crispette wrappers all over town,
ood old world after all".
5Iiv Kellog, $700 ahead
end of second week.

\\y Wholesale
or retail. Big profits
either way. No
town too small.
Business
is
pleasant, fascinating and
dignified. You
manufacture
a food product

WE START

YOU

IN BUSINESS

Furnish secret formulas, raw material and equipment. Little capital required; no experience needed.

Build a Business of Your Own
No limit to the sale of Crispettes. Everybody likes
them. It's a delicious food confection. Write for
facts about a business that will make you independent. Start now, in your own town.

Profits $1000 a Month

Easily Possible

Send postal for illustrated book of facts. It contains
enthusiastic letters from others — shows their places
of business, tells how and when to start, and all imlormation needed. Free. Write now!
LONG-EAKINS COMPANY
1148 High Street
Springfield, Ohio

NED WAYBURN
■7 -m *

America's Foremost Dance Authority, who staged the Best Editions of the "Follies" and over 600
other Musical Shows, OrTersTraining for SUCCESS and POPULARITY in

? STAGE and SOCIAL
DANCING
at a Surprisingly Low Cost
You can become a highly-paid and
sought-after dancer under the guidance
of this Wizard Star Maker.
Let Mr.
Way burn add your name to this list:
Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington, Fred
and Adele Astaire, Gilda Gray, Evelyn
, Law, Ada May. Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor.
j \ W ill lingers, ( iscar Shaw, Marx Bros., Gus
IS* Why, Marion Davies, Billie Dove.Lina Basff queUe, Dorothy Gish, Bessie Love. Bebe
Daniels,
Dorothy
Mackaill.
Jacqueline
Logan. Josephine Dunn, Jobyna Ralston,
. Anita Page. Jack Mulhall, Noah Beery, W.
C. Fields and hundreds of other stage and
screen favorites whom he trained and directed.
Put your career in the hands of a man whose
touch spells SUCCESS.
Call at the Studios or write for booklet UO
which describes Star Making at the Ned Way
burn Studios; or, if vou cannot come to New
York, ask for booklet UHO on Ned Way burn's
Home Study Courses in Stage Dancing.
Special enures for reducing and building up

and other Stage
Equipment to rent
Entertainment
Bureau

NED WAVBURN
Studios of Stage Dancing Inc.

1841 Broadway (Entr. on 60th St.)
New York City. At Columbus Circle.
Phone Columbus 3500

Just Wear This Beautiful HandTailored FREE Cap Which I Give
to Producing Agents and Make
Big Money in Your Spare Time!
I want to Rive you a Cap. I know your friends will be
delimited with its class, style and lit and \oll will make
a generous profit taking their orders. These caps are
genuine hand-tailo.nl. made to individual measure. Nine
out ofsale.
ten men will order right away. Big profit ou
every
$20

*■* v

A DAY EASY FOR YOU
SEND
NAME QUICK— NO MONEY

AH™ made MO in ono day.
Tobias mnd<- $17in 4 hours.
You can A,
«.■
s,,,d ,-..., I ,ipr,„h.
,.»
,1 I'll Ml
,,„ ,1I ..„,.■„,-make
$20 Tawl
a udo
HI-., -,., iir.- :i laylor
for voiu
u-.'
\\nhJ W
Pros.. Ta»lor Cap Mlrs.. Dopt.4S-L, Cincinnati. Ohio.
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HAS ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY?— Ur.
^erSa»7"The
?musin2
love affairs
an Irish
lorn Moore plays
the Irishman
andofBessie
Lovesoldie
giv,
a fine performance of a French girl. Good fun. (May

FIVE - AND -TEN - CENT ANNIE— Warners. —
This one starts good but goes goofy. However,
Louise Fazenda is a show in herself. (May.)

FLEETWING— Fox.— A story of Araby,
a sheik and a horse.
{September.)

Pictu
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a girl,

HAWK'S NEST, THE— First National.— An it
teresting and colorful melodrama of Chinato
wn ecellently acted by Milton Sills and Doris Ken'yoi

FLYING COWBOY, THE— Universal.— Pun—
and
lots of it — on a dude ranch. With Hoot Gibson.
{July.)

'"'
HEAD ul
MAN, THE—
First
National.— Whj
(J
y.
)
happened in a small town when the
Ladies' Auxiliar
drank
too much lemonade.
(August.)

FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Fields
and Chester Conklin in a comedy that is only fairly
funny.
{June.)

HEADIN'
FOR DANGER — FBO. — The be'
Western in months.
New plot, new situations ne
gags and Bob Steele. (July.)

FORBIDDEN HOUR, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Ramon Novarro is at his best as the princeat-play. The story of a king who gave up his throne
one. love.
(July.)
for
And Renee Adoree is in it. You'll like this

HEART OF A FOLLIES GIRL, THE— Fir<
National —A humorless and hackneved
of stag
lite, which even Billie Dove cannot save. storv
(May.)

*FORGOTTEN FACES— Paramount.— Underworld story of regeneration and sacrifice. Fine story,
fine acting, and 100 per cent entertainment.
(Se"pt.)

HEART OF BROADWAY, THE— Rayart Cabaret melodrama. Pauline Garon,
Agne\
and Wheeler Oakman head the cast. Robert
(May.)

*FOUR WALLS— Metro-Goldwvn-Maver.— Story
of Jewish gangster, splendidly played by John Gilbert.
Don't miss it. (September.)

HEARTS OF
ain't got no heart.

FREE LIPS— First Division.— Virtue triumphant
in a night club. Just another one of those pictures.
With June Marlowe.
(July.)

HEART TO HEART— First National.— Agreeabl
and original comedy of small town life. You'll like it
(September.)

FRENZIED FLAMES— Ellbee.— For the boys—
of all ages — who like to chase fire departments. (May.)
GANG WAR— FBO.— Yep, bootleggers and crooks
again.
(September.)

HEART
TROUBLE— First
National.— Ham
Langdon writes his own finish in pictures.
(Sept.)
HELLO, CHEYENNE— Fox.— That distinguished
litterateur, Mr. Tom Mix, in a Western that is pep
(July.)
pered with new stunts.

GATE CRASHER, THE— Universal.— Glen Tryon in a hit-and-miss comedy.
(September.)

producer

HIS RISE TO FAME— Excellent.— Prize ring
stuff with night club trimmings.
(September.)

GIRL HE DIDN'T BUY, THE— Peerless.— Light
story of a Broadway love affair with an original twist
to the plot. (August.)

HIT OF THE SHOW, THE— FBO.— A lot of
about the
hard life of a small-town actor. Just
agrief
tear-fest.
(July.)

GIVE AND TAKE— Universal.— A silly story but
made into good entertainment by the expert comedy
offered by Jean Hersholt and George Sidney. (July.)

HOLD 'EM YALE— Pathe-De Mille.— Rod La
Rocque cuts loose as a foot-ball star. Why be critical
about a picture so full of laughs? (May.)
HONOR BOUND— Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
protect a worthless woman. With George O'Brien,
Too much grief. (June.)
and Estelle Taylor.

'GODLESS GIRL, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— A
vitally interesting and vivid story told with all the
force and power Cecil B. De Mille could give it. Incidental y, ittakes a poke at reform schools. A real
picture with splendid acting by Marie Prevost, George
Duryea, Noah Beery and Lina Basquette. (July.)
GOLDEN CLOWN, THE — Nordisk-Pathe. —
Even Denmark has a clown who laughs to conceal a
broken heart. Turgid foreign drama with a fine performance by Gosta Eckman.
(July.)
GOLDEN SHACKLES— Peerless.— You
see the picture for the plot. (August.)

MEN— Anchor.— And
(Oct.)

HELL SHIP BRONSON— Gotham.— Noah Been
does some of his best acting as a rip-roaring old ses
captain who is licked and frustrated by two women
You'll be sorry
tainment. (July.)
when virtue triumphs. Swell enter-

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW— Fox Movietone.—
Mr. Shaw entertains his public with an imitation of
Mussolini. It's a wow.
(September.)

*GLORIOUS BETSY— Warners.— The romantic
story of Jerome Bonaparte and Betsy Patterson of
Baltimore. Tricked up with a happv but unhistoric
ending. Mildly charming, and decked out with Vitaphonic outbursts. Dolores Costello starred.
(July.)

Every Type of

Costumes, Scenery
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HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS, A— Fox— A
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)
HOT HEELS— Universal.— A small town boy
goes butter-and-egging for a hick musical show,
Glenn
(May.) Tryon and Patsy Ruth Miller are a good team

can't

HOT NEWS— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels hunts
for thrills in the news reel game. And finds 'em.,
(September.)

GOLF WIDOWS — Columbia. — Comedy drama
built on one of the terrible consequences of country
club
(July.)life. With Harrison Ford and Vera Reynolds.

HOUND OF SILVER CREEK, THE— Universal.
— Dynamite, the new dog star, blasts an inferior
story to success.
(August .)

GOOD-BYE KISS, THE— Mack Sennett.— The
daddy of screen comedy fights the war in his own
way. And the old boy hasn't lost his cunning, because there's real entertainment in this here picture
You'll like Sally Eilers.
(May.)
GREASED LIGHTNING — Universal. — Dumb
Western.
(September.)

"If HOUSE
OF sick
SCANDAL,
THE—andTiffany-Stahl.—
you are not
of cops, crooks
the inevitable '
girl who reforms.
(July.)
IN A MUSIC SHOPPE— Fitzpatrick Fox.— Incident in the life of Stephen Foster, attractively presented in Movietone.
(Oct.)

GREEN GRASS WIDOWS— Tiffany-Stahl. —
Walter Hagen in a goofy golf story. He should know
better.
(September.)

INTERVIEW, THE— Fox.— Clark and McCulIough in an old act that fails to register.
(Oct.)

GYPSY OF THE NORTH— Rayart.— A better
than usual melodrama of the Northern mining
camps.
(August.)

JUST MARRIED — Paramount. — Honevmoon
farce on a transatlantic liner. Lots of laughs.
(September.)

HALF A BRIDE— Paramount.— Wherein a bride
is cast away on a desert island with the wrong man.
(August.)
HANGMAN'S HOUSE— Fox.— A good drama of
Ireland, with some splendid backgrounds, a fine
horse race and an excellent performance by Victor
(August.)
McLaglen.
HAPPINESS AHEAD— First National.— What
might have been merely tawdry melodrama is turned
into fine entertainment by tiie splendid acting of
Colleen Moore, Edmund Lowe and Lilyan Tashman. (August.)

*HAROLD TEEN— First National.— All your old
friends of the comic strip come to life on the screen.
show and lots of fun for the kids.
a joyous
It's
Arthur
Lake walks
away with the honors.
(May.)
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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-KIT CARSON— Paramount.— Fred Thomson in
an above par western.
(Oct.)
LADIES OF THE MOB — Paramount. — Clara
Bow becomes
a gunman's(September.)
"moll" and handles a
dramatic
story skillfully.
LADIES OF THE NIGHT CLUB— TiffanyStahl. — A clown and a millionaire are rivals for the
affections of a cabaret girl. Synthetic heart interest.
(August.)
LADY BE GOOD— First National.— How Dor- !
othy Mackaill can dance!
And what a snappv

is guaranteed.

comedierrnel
Don't A forget
that show.
Jack (May.)
Mulhall
featured with her.
neat little
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE
118 ]
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With H. B. Warner,
Victor Varccnt, Ian
Keith, MatitDressltr.
'Produced by Frank
Lloyd, uho made
"The Sea Hauk."
'Presented by 'Pjchard
A. P^wland.

arepare

to discard aH

$o glorious it made an unknown author famous over-

your old ideas of what perfect
screen entertainment should

night— her novel the season's
sensation. One of the most

be. For with First National's

tempting sirens the world has known, living again a high

"The Divine Lady" the phrase "A Great Motion Pictu

romance that changed the destiny of nations. And

takes on new meaning. So fabulously rich are th

unbelievably thrilling sequences in Sound!. . .

materials in this mighty special that they forced
an entirely new conception of the scope £>(

Yes, you will need an entirely new standard

cinema art! ... A fortune spent to re-enact in rich

by which to measure the true greatness of "The

detail the most colorful naval combat in history,

Divine Lady." For there is nothing in screen history

cast of thousands in breathless battle action. A love-

A
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compare it to- -or which can be compared to it! Watch!
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Friendly Advice fron
Carolyn Van Wyck
on
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at my man!
Oh, I
don't see how he could
help being aware of noticed the girl's appearance. For — "she'
her. Being more than
been with me more than a year," he said!
interested in her.
And, Helen, you and he have only been en
Last night my fiance gaged for a matter of six months.
Which proves that the private secretar
and I went to the theater.
And I broached
had more than half of a year in whicl
the subject of the girl.
"She's so pretty!" I said casually.
to attract your lover's attention before eve
you entered the equation. Before ever yoi
And my lover answered, just as casually.
became
a part of his life. And certainly, if hi
"I've never especially noticed her looks," he
said. "But she's been with me for more than were going to be attracted, to lose his heart t(
her, it would have happened long ago. Before
a year, now, and she's never misspelled a word.
in fact, he had declared himself to you. Anc
importan
AndAndthat's
t!" rest, there.
had become your prospective husband.
we let the matter
If her type had appealed to him, the appea
Only, Miss Van Wyck, do you think that
would have been immediate. So imrnediatt
his impersonal attitude is real? Or do you
that your type would never have registered
think that it is a mask? To me that girl would
be irresistible — were I a man. How can I be You, of course, can appreciate the logic in this
sure that she is not irresistible to the man I
I wonder if you have seen Marion Davies ir
love?
her latest success, "The Card-Board Lover"?
Can you give a ray of comfort?
Oh I hope If you have missed this fine, and rarely amusyou can!
Helen T.
ing picture, be sure to see it as soon as possible
For it, also, will contribute to the comfort that
"D UT, of course, Helen, I can give you a ray you desire. In it you will see a girl, not unlike
yourself, win a man away from another woman
■'-'of comfort! And I am glad for your sake —
and for the sake of the other sweethearts and — who — in the essentials, is not unlike the
private secretary.
In it you will see sweetness, and a sense of
humor, and good temper, triumph over toe
evident sex appeal. Sex appeal with all of the
trimmings of scent and ear-rings and tight
Is This Month's Problem.
satin frocks, and raised lashes and short skirts!
"The Card-Board Lover" teaches a lesson.
DO not think that extreme clothing
A lesson that you can apply to your own life.
and jewelry and modes of hair
It teaches that the obvious siren is not always
dressing alone will enable you to
the dangerous girl. That common sense and
stand out from the others. If you make
good temper are more important than blatant
yourself too conspicuous you may
beauty — and that a good laugh has saved
defeat your own purpose. Often it is
many a love affair!
the charming, natural girl who wins
You are the type, Helen, which your lover
the most attention — and holds it.
admires. He has proved that fact by choosing
Can I help you with your own
you out of a whole cityful of other girls.
especial perplexities, I wonder? Beauty,
Including, always, the private secretary who
health, or happiness — some aspect of
has caused you such serious misgivings. You,
one, or all, of these may be troubling
who are wholesome and healthy and charming,
you. If so I will be glad to give you
have won his heart. Your only serious comany aid that is possible. Letters enpetitors for that heart (although I doubt if
closing stamped self-addressed enyou ever, really, have any) will be of your own
sort.
velopes Iwill answer by return mail,
those without postage in Photoplay.
Once, when I was a small girl, I found a
For information regarding the care
box of candy left open upon a table. It was a
of the skin send a stamped envelope;
very huge box of candy, and it'was very highly
for my booklet on sane reducing
colored. And, at my age, candy was in the
methods, send ten cents.
nature
of an adventure to me — I had, in my
CAROLYN VAN WYCK.
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 112 ]

The siren isn't always as dangerous as she looks,
as you will find out from Marion Davies in "The
Cardboard Lover"

DEAR CAROLYN VAN WYCK:
mn my
,
condensitiv
please
Pleaseas, oh,
e!
h or overse
foolisdon't
being
letter
Please, also, don't think of me as a jealous little
cat. It's only that I love the man to whom I
that I don't want to lose
am engaged. And
him — or his affection.
I am not working — I am — well, I suppose
you would call me a "home girl." I am
moderately pretty — in a rather healthy, outdoor sort of way. You know the type — light
brown, fluffy hair, grey eyes, a clear skin, a
nice smile. I think that I am easy going; I
also think that I have more than an average
amount of good temper. I am not a stupid
conversationalist (neither am I a brilliant one).
And I have a fair sense of humor. And though
I have no great fortune to spend upon my
clothes — I dress well, in a simple, semi-sports
style. And — this is the most important thing
of all— I have been engaged for six months to
the nicest man (I think!) in the whole world.
And our wedding date is set, tentatively, for
a time two months hence.
My fiance owns his own business. It is a
rather new business — but he is doing so well
with it that he has quite an extensive office
force. Including a private secretary. And
it is about this secretary that I am writing.
I have, ever since my engagement, made a
point of keeping away from my lover's office —
I have interfered in no way with his working
time. I think this a wise rule for a man's
women-folks to follow. But yesterday I (at
his own invitation) stopped in at his office.
And I arrived just as he was dictating answers
to the correspondence of the morning. And
the private secretary, to whom he dictated,
took away my breath.
Miss Van Wyck, she was one of the most
stunning girls I have ever seen! A regular
"vamp" — as alluring as Greta Garbo, though
in an entirely different manner. Dark hair,
parted and slicked back from the ears. A
gorgeous olive skin with reddened lips, long
ear-rings, and a tight black satin dress which
showed every line of her lovely figure. The
skirt was short — and this made the most of
her beautiful legs. And the scent she used
and the way she raised her lashes and looked

18

wives who will read this — that you
written so frankly to me.
The ray of comfort, you see (and, cei
tainly it is more than a ray!), is in your lover
own speech, to you. Which, if I am any judg
of human nature, was in no slightest way
mask. He was speaking the utter truth whe
he told you that he had never especiall
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FACE POWDERS
LIPSTICKS
ROUGES
lorious co/ou^iridy in me
suotle^ tfue na7lmonies/ is
achieved wiin the COTY
Face Powder, Rouge ana
Lipstick. Use mem todemef
mj<- 6e7yect maxe - ujb.

ONE
ONE

DOLLAR
and
DOLLAR FIFTY
(.Double Size)
ONE

'The Olympic,,
ONE DOLLAR FIFTY
"Refills — Fifty Cents
Ligkt, Medium, Dark, Cerise
and Invisible.

FINESSE

OF BEAUTY,,

DOLLAR

Refills — Fifty Cents
Briakt, Ligkt, Medium,
Dark and Invisible.

THESE EXQUISITE BEAUTY REQUISITES
ARE CREATED IN YOUR INDIVIDUAL SHADE
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—A Certain Type
of Hosiery that
Makes Legs More
Slender and Shapely

Hosiery
For men, women
and children

CSTHER
PARAMOUNT

jl\/\LSTON
%
FEATURE

PLAYER

selects this lovely new
creatio7t with the smart
Allen-A Heel

(A

lN

Note the "slenderizing" effect
this new, longer point AllenA Heel gives to the ankle. This
style is urged by leading creators offashion, and is worn
by the smartest dressedwomen.

RECENT discovery of screen stars
now throws an entirely new light on the
importance of hosiery to shapeliness of
ankle and leg. It means much to every
woman.
For, when a certain type of hosiery was
worn, it was found that even the most
perfectly formed legs seemed more attractive. Ankles slimmer. Legs more
graceful. Knees more rounded.
That is why screen stars of the rank of
Esther Ralston are turning to this new
type of hosiery.
Miss Ralston selects this new Allen-A
hose* that women the country over have
asked for. A gloriously clear Service Sheer,
with the smart Allen-A Heel. And very
reasonably priced.
It is full-fashioned to hug ankle, leg and
knee creaselessly. It has an extra-fine,
soft lisle foot that wears amazingly. And
Every advertisement

in niOTOrr.AY

MAGAZINE)

is guaranteed.

the Allen-A Heel not only makes the
ankle appear marvelously slender, but
reinforces the heel as well.
You will find this Allen-A creation at your
dealer's in all the newest shades. Ask for
it by style number — 3750. Only $1.50 the
pair. If your dealer does not carry it,
simply send us his name — a postcard will
do — and we will see that you are promptly
supplied.
ALLEN-A COMPANY, Kenosha, Wisconsin
*The same hosiery styles
Hosiery Shop, Fifth Ave. at
stores — are available at
Priced from SI. 50 to 33.00

shown in the smart Allen-A
38th St. — and other New York
Allen-A dealers evervwhere.
the pair.
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do they get into the movies? Some walk in, some f*ll
in, and some fly in. Ruth Elder's courage in attempting a
flight over the Atlantic won her a chance on the screen. Hers

/JOW

was a face too good to be limited to the news reels.
"Moran of the Mounted."

You'll see her in

Bull

yf~NlTA PAGE tripped into the movies. Anita, just out of Washington Irving High School
in New York, was discovered by that eminent patron of the arts, Harry Thaw. Imagine
Miss Page's embarrassment when she discovered that there was no public panic to see a
Thaw production. But while Hollywood gave the cold shoulder to Harry, it opened the door to his
talented and ambitious protegee.

(V/jf

Carsey

rJO ILLIE DOVE danced into the movies by way of the Ziegfeld Follies. Long before she was
/ J known on the screen, Billie had her picture on magazine covers; her first step to fame was as
an artists' model. Her beauty gained instant recognition, but Miss Dove was obliged to work
>r six years before she obtained enough experience to establish herself as one of the leaders in
screen popularity.

Ruth Harriet Loui:

£ I
/

HE scene shifts to Stockholm, Sweden, where a shy, obscure girl named Greta Garbo is
studying for the stage. Mauritz Stiller, the greatest director in her country, visits the school
to borrow a pupil to appear in one of his pictures. Suppose, oh suppose, that Stiller had chosen
the wrong girl ! The screen of the world would have lost its most vivid and fascinating feminine
personality.

C WHORTLY after the war,
q | screen. William Fox, the
<— -^ York was a young dancer
ftovies. And the day that Miss

Georges Clemenceau, the Tiger
producer, wanted a French girl
named Renee Adoree who was
Adoree stepped into the studio
for motion pictures.

of France, wrote a story for the
to play the leading role. In New
anxious to try her fortune in the
for a screen test, was a lucky one

Richee

CTL /* EIL HAMILTON got his start "posing for animal crackers," which is Broadway
#/ \
for posing for advertisements. It's a humble art but plenty of ambitious youngster.1
V^__j have made it a spring-board to fame.
After that, Hamilton played for four years or
the stage and then D. W. Griffith made him a regular member of his company.
His first pictun
was "The White Rose." Do you remember it?

r^
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
By James R. Quirk
JHOTOPLAYcalm readers were singularly in face of the news
that Mary Pickford had bobbed
er curls, in fact, some fans were
"uel enough to say that, five years
go, the event would have been
ews, but today Mary's bob is of no
lore interest than Jackie Coogan's
mg pants. It's an odd sidelight on
lovie popularity, gleaned from Photoplay's
btters, that the dead Valentino is of more invest than the living Mary.
Poor Mary is facing a new public that no
)nger believes in "America's Sweetheart," a
ublic that thinks the very word "sweetheart"
5 a little ga-ga. For years Mary, as a human
eing, has been withdrawing from the public,
n trying to remain a legend, she has sacrificed
er human appeal.
fDOL worship is no more. There are no
Monger any gods and goddesses on the screen;
ust human beings of varying degrees of
nterest. Photoplay's circulation is increasing
>ecause this magazine is not trying to create
;ods and goddesses; it is concerned with the
nen and women of the screen and their picures.
Clara Bow and Greta Garbo are not saints in
he eyes of the public, nor are they trying to
)ass themselves off as criterions of manners and
norals. They are popular because they are
nteresting and because their names carry
:he guarantee of pictures worth seeing.
John Gilbert and Emil Jannings can draw

huge audiences in any theater in this
country or in Europe. There are no
wings sprouting on Gilbert. But he
can act. Jannings is no sample of
moral and physical perfection. But
he is a great artist and, as such, he
spreads more glory on the movies
than if he were received socially in
every court in Europe.
nPO go back to the tragic case
■*- ford: Mary is thinking of
quette," which is the story of
girl who is going to have a baby
herself.

of Mary Pickmaking "Coan unmarried
and who kills

Bland Johaneson, the really intelligent motion picture critic of the New York Mirror, says
that if Mary makes the picture one of three
things will happen: 1, the girl will be really
married; 2, it will be a dual role film with an
angelic twin sister; 3, the story will be so completely changed that there will be nothing left
but the title.
But none of these makeshifts will do. Mary
must make, not only an adult picture, but a
picture with artistic sincerity. It must be
more than a good picture; it must be a great
one. Mary's name means just exactly fifty
per cent less than it did five years ago.
A MIRACLE has happened. An author
•*■ *- has come out of Hollywood singing the
praises of the movie makers.
29
Usually they come leaping from the film
capital with their shirt tails afire, snarling and

moaning. The adapters have beaten their brain babies
to death. The producers have crucified their masterpieces on a cross of celluloid. To the average novelist
and playwright Hollywood is just another name for
cyanide of potassium.

What a different picture from that presented
Rudy's funeral!
Thousands of pushing admirers, hundreds of polii
trying to keep order, black-swathed Pola Negri and hi
hysterics and tears.

NOT so Bartlett Cormack, author of "The Racket,"
brilliant melodrama on the beer barons and policemen of Chicago.
Cormack tells the world that Howard Hughes, the
producer, is a prince, and Director Lewis Milestone is
a wizard. The cast, from Tommy Meighan down to
the fourth assistant extra man, was the spirit of cooperation and helpfulness.
The filming of "The Racket," to Cormack, was one
sweet spring song.
The author's only peeve is against the censors, state
and local, who cut out some of his stinging dialogue
from the titles.

NEWby little
gods Time
glitterwears
on the
Olympus
off Hollywood
the gold paint
on the— litt
ido
of day before yesterday. Perhaps it is as well that Va
entino was spared the heartbreak of change and deca;1
But the fans remember. Every week, two or thn
letters come to the old studio. They are addresse
"Rudolph Valentino."

THE lightning of the talkies has struck its first actor,
knocking off most of the grease paint, and the boy
must still be dizzy from the bolt.
Conrad Nagel is the first actor really made by sound
sequences. Vitaphone found that he had a splendid
recording voice, and now he has to buy roller skates to
go from stage to stage where he is in demand for talking
films.
Nagel, for years, has been a stock leading man around
Hollywood; a reliable piece of trade goods to be taken
off the shelf, dusted and put to work pretty regularly.
He never burned up the flappers and the postoffice
department never cursed the bulk of his fan mail.
Nagel is now commanding five thousand dollars a week
when he is borrowed from Metro-Gold wyn, to whom he
is under contract. His voice has done it.

IF there is one thing that will sour us on sound pictures in these pioneer days when all should be sweetness and light, it is the frantic rush of the movie producers to synchronize films made in the good old silent
way.
With all the magnates skinning their shins to get
aboard the talk-and-sound bandwagon while the molten
gold flows, most of them have tagged on scores, and
even talking scenes, long after the picture was out of
the hopper.
IN "White Shadows in the South Seas" a yellow boy
cried, but the bawling was done by some white gentleman in a New York studio. In "The Perfect Crime,"
here and there, characters stop talking but their lips
move on. Are these "screen whispers"? And if anything could dim the glory of "The Patriot," the Tannings masterpiece, it would be the eleventh hour
synchronization, with 10,000 howling Russians in the
Palace square and five or six strong Americans bellowing before a microphone.
The word Phono (from the Greek) means sound. This
has no connection with the American vulgarism phony,
but it would be too bad if some wag called the current
variety of sound pictures "Phonies," and it stuck.
THEY held a memorial service for the late Rudolph
Valentino out in Hollywood on the second anniversary ofhis death.
Some of Rudy's fan admirers, who hold his memory
ever green, turned up to honor the greatest of filmdom's
great lovers. But the only actor of any note who
graced the scene was H. B. Warner, who spoke feelingly
of the dead star.
The other notables of the lots were conspicuous by
their absence.
?rt

WHEN
discord breaks out in a happy Holly woo
home, look out for the fair weather pals — tl
parasites
who batten on successful actors in the fill
colony.
Hangers-on helped to do for nice, big Wally Reid, an
their unholy handiwork has been noted in dozens ct
lesser tragedies.
Tom Mix blames the parasites for the unhappines
that has come between his pretty wife, Victoria Ford<
and himself.
"Hollywood parasites fastened around us,"saysTorr'
"These gossips came to my house, drank of my cellai
partook of my food, played their bridge games, enjoyei
their parties, swam in my swimming pool, played on nr
tennis court and then went away leaving only cigarettstubs,
emptyif Mr.
bottles
empty
Perhaps
Willand
Hays
were lives."
to give filmland a goo(
going over with a few tons of insect powder, there wouh
be fewer hurt hearts and shattered lives in Hollywood. .

PARAMOUNT has passed out the
A gold one goes to Josef von
direction of "Underworld," and its
"It"
Badger, who made
Clarence ously.
simultane

medals.
Sternberg for hi;
mate in silver t(
and Clara Bov

No highfalutin' mention of "cinema art" in Para
mount's awards. The trinkets went for good, workman
like box office pictures that brought in a tidal wave o
doubloons.
The first started a vogue for gangland movies thai
still rages today. The second made a little red-head th(
biggest dollar puller in pictures. What directors coulc
do more for King, Country and stockholders?

ONE of our dear Christian readers in Winnipeg
Manitoba, sends me a couple of pages from a rec
hot religious sheet published up there some place.!
traveling under the modest name of "The Messenge
Taking for granted a wild newspaper yarn that some
of the pagan motion picture producers were to reproduce
God."version of the murder of little Marian Parker by
aofscreen
William Hickman, God's special editor drools as follows
"Our feelings for the time being are transferred to the griefstricken parents who speedily know the complete story of
how their
the child's
body
of theirownownvery
flesh,child
cut inwas
two,strangled,
and part and
scattered
to the
winds of the air
The movie is of absolutely no use in the world, it is a positive
curse, it is Sodom in a nutshell, a day and night school of illfame, the recruiting office for an America without homes,
the most convenient fountain for the white slavers to seize
their powerless victims, and the sooner this mad invention
is voted out of the world the better."

The quotations are given exactly.
It seems that this chap is more fitted to be a title
editor of a second-rate movie concern than he is to be
God's special editor. He qualifies one hundred per cent.
He doesn't
know what he's talking about and he can't
write
it.

/^)00K what Mary Brian has gone and done to her hair! She takes
eJ^, some water every morning and combs out the fluffy waves that
have been the envy of American girls for three years. Mary says
that sleek hair is much smarter than curls — and also that it gives her an
opportunity to appear a bit more sophisticated.

There are two general methods. The Vitaphone
uses a disc. In the Movietone method sound is
photographed on the film itself. Here you see a
camera equipped for both. With the Vitaphone,
sounds, picked up by microphones, are recorded
on a disc of soft wax

Talkies

Do you want to
know how sound
is synchronized
with film action?
Here is a simple
explanation of the
best 1928 methods
You can thank any number of
inventors for sound pictures. Into
their creation has gone the best
ideas of the screen, of radio, of the
telephone and so on. For the
simple presentation of the Vitaphone and Movietone methods
shown on these pages, it has been
necessary to eliminate many items.
Many vital parts of the camera and
projector are not shown and certain essentials of a sound film
studio are omitted. But, if you
look across these two pages, you
will see, for the first time in condensed and easily understood style,
exactly how the talkie comes to you

At the left you see a
bit of Movietone film.
The little margin just
•at the edge of the pictures is the sound
track. Note
that
standard film is used
for Movietone. When
this film runs through
the projection
machine, shown
directly below, the
process is reversed.
An ordinary projector
is used, plus a sound
reproducing unit

ibove, a camera with the Movietone equipment simplified,
'he sounds are caught by microphones having the property of changing sound vibrations into electrical vibraions. These vibrations are amplified and, in turn, vary
he intensity of the recording light. This recording light
f contained in a glass tube inserted at the back of the
'amera in such a way that the variations in light fall
iirectly upon a narrow strip of the negative film. This
incurs at the exact moment the motion picture itself is
teing recorded. A light-tight barrier, not shown here, is
between the narrow strip edge and the rest of the film

Are Made

The Movietone sound reproducing unit, shown attached to projector at
right above, has a light which is focused on the sound strip of film. This
sound record passes before the rays, interrupting the constant light
according to the photographed vibrations. The variations hit upon a
photo-electric cell, are translated back into sound vibrations, amplified
and carried to horns behind the screen. The projection booth, at left
just above, is equipped for both Movietone and Vitaphone. Note the
disc upon the Vitaphone turntable, operated by the same motor that
runs the projector. Wires carry the sound vibrations from the disc to
the loud speakers behind the screen. In either case the voices or sound
effects are exactly synchronized with the action on the screen
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$3,000 in
PRIZES
for
Solutions

"(fT/ ?E finished about
twelve
o'clock,"
of decaptain
the
told
Seibert
Franz
yy
tectives. "Went out to my
car,
which I had driven to the west side entrance
of the stage.
Hardell did not return to his
room.
He was very tired.
He left the lot in
his costume and make-up. We drove immediately to the gate, and out. It must have been
about 12:15 when we passed through."

he Studio
Vfurder Mystery
Illustrated

C. A. BRYSON

By

The EDI
NGT
ONS
Nineteen prizes, totalling
3,000.00, for the best solutions to this fascinating and
laffling Hollywood studio
murder
What

Has Gone Before

Dwight Hardell , a leading player of the Superior Films Company, is found
irdered on Stage Six. The discovery is made by an office boy who is escorting
o visitors through the studio.
Hardell lays in the exact position which should
ve been occupied by a dummy.
During the night of the murder Franz Seibert, the director, and Hardell have
tn at work in the otherwise deserted studio upon some intimate close-ups. Hardell
known to have left the studio in Seibert's car. This is observed by both Lannigan,
'.night watchman, and "Sqot" MacDougal, the gateman.
They left at exactly
:17 A. M. Hardell, it appears, returned later — secretly — and met his strange
2th.
It is known that Billy West, Seibert's assistant, and Yvonne Beaumont, a
irisienne leading woman of Superior, were in the studio during the evening,
hough neither were required there by their duties.
The murder may mean financial disaster to Superior Films and Abraham
isenthal, its head, is desperately trying to keep the murder a secret as long as
ssible. He calls in the police.
Here is a suggestion: . Keep a notebook of your suspicions. Check them down
ch month and, when the time comes to send in your solutions, you will have a
mmary of clues.
CHAPTER

IV.

rHERE are some people who have the faculty of
making myths .of themselves. Such was Franz
Seibert, the most outstanding figure in motion
pictures when this affair of the murder of Dwight
ardell occurred.
People who had never seen him, and who had never set
ot on a studio lot, said with bated breath that he was a
;mon of a man who drove his actors unmercifully, swore
'ully at women, for whom he had no respect, and spent
le producers' money like water . . . but that they would
alk ten miles to see one of his pictures! Ah, yes, the
ublic said these things, and flocked like honeybees about

The pretty daughter
of "Scot" MacDougal, the gateman
of Superior Films.
She is said to have
been in love with the
murdered actor,
Dwight Hardell.
Miss MacDougal is
employed as a bathing girl by Killing
Komedies, but often
visits Superior lot

?ull $3,000 Contest

Rules on Page 38

H o w Good

Is Your

Detective

Skill'.

the pot, to g

over the sex intrigues — the
- suggested emotional org
induced by tl ~
:h to a film!
There were certain motion picture pub'.!
writers who said that Fra
S
srt "knew
oions." That he •■ ^ the fact that
ess is irresistible — and that the man
deli!
i.mous aura about
him? .
ssist in the filling of his pock e

iinkhisr..
rhim.bc
TH:
witha:.
ry
tomaucally threw into
it all the atmosphere o: .
.hich the
lei invariably clothes motion pi
happenings.
Ir. short, it put :
:
for the press folk, and they were properly

-

And the man himself, was he truly all the
thing .
said of him? Certainly he
drove his actors to the point of collapse, but
one was never known to refuse 1
him.
The President - perior I
. both before and
interview with him ... be
been
-enthal was naturally a peace-loving
man . . . but he knew that the doorevery studio in filmdom w«
_ to rethis erratic director. Women whispered
shocking things
5<
rt, 1
ed openly
if he gave them hi .:._-.';: the
studio thumbed their :
his back, but
quaked visibly before the
his cold
the grim
:h gateman. felt better when F
limousine had rolled, undelayed. through the
This morning, because of a mob scene to be
a crowd of peori
rging through
silently
hen the royalandpurr".
down
upon
the entrance
the
director was made to wait, while his chauffeur
blew bis horn uselessly.
The day gateman
ed out quickly into the elbow; g
a move on. the
E
He shoved the fat backs of Russian moti
who stoli U; :
r i to be hurried.
He swore
under his breath at insolent-eyed CzechoSlov
Roumanians,
.\nnen:
Japanese and Italians ... all ragged and
from habit . . . the scum of the foreign quar_re in their possession of type,
did not need to worr I y had no
competition. They knew it. Perhaps it
would be that same haughty director who
would sh
- at them to make them
surge forward, ba.
nd make armol
_
tes with their arms and lips. What mattered
if they annoyed him now?
If he needed them for his picture,
he would have to use them.
What was the dii
AFTER slowly satisfying their curiosity, and displaying their
peculiar pride, they finally shuffled through. Seiber; i to a halt inside the entrance, and the gateman, catching
7 ed quickly to its side.
"Fmsorr
di
he said instantly apologetic. "Wewei
expecting
;
dy.
..." him over coldly. He said, his icy
The man in the car looked
bit narrowed, and his lips taut:
"You are to expect me . . . when I arri r! Not sooner.
Not later! There shall be a different entrance hereafter for
-r

"Yes. Dy.
sir.

:.

Very good ice... sir. . . .'" replied the gateman
rid the car softly to its habitual parking
place in the drive, jumped out. and stood at military attention
while his master alighted. Then he handed him a long white

box. touched his cap. and closed the car door. Seiber:
under his left arm. a slender, polished cane swinging in his r hand, proceeded to his private office. Anyone witnessing the i
e might have excusedly thought liirnself in Europe ir.
war
& ibert himself, though dressed in t
ilian attire, carried always with him the im:
sion of the military. A Aiite gardenia in his lapel, one lc
ir.s.ead for a red ribbon across his breast, for the medals
decorations of the high military executive about his pe:He went
to his office, and he did not exchange g
gs with a soul on his way. Any other director, coming :
the studio of a morning, would have been greeted in that
bantering
fashion and
popularly
as "kidding."
and pic
which
d outstanding
charmingknown
characteristic
of motion
rrnization.
But not Seibert.
He neitr t g
nor reed, pleasantries. Mos:
r he passed pretended to be
concerned elsewhere, for people do not like to show themselves
- .. .
.'-.-. --'■'-'.- '.'■-•
'-'-'.
'-■- -' -"---"'- ?~i-:r.gly,
felt themselves left strangely chilled, and oddly reduced to
cents in their own opinion.

Vatch for Crime Clues and Win $3,000

The story told by
the director,
Franz Seibert,
casts suspicions
upon
the Sudaughter of the
per ior
Films gateman.
She is a bathing
girl at another
studio. "I happened to come
upon Hardell and
the girl
in a of
darkened corner
the
set," said Seibert.
"The girl was reproaching him
. . . accusing him
of being untrue, I
think. There were
the usual inrecrimations. .. . She
is a fiery young

woman"

"Even a cat may look at a king," said a little extra girl
ider her breath, adding, " Gee, brother! I'd hate to meet you
i a dark alley on a dark night !"
Facetious words, and the girl ... as many others . . .
It as though swept by some mysteriously menacing force. . .
imething more insidious and overwhelming in its insidiousness
lan that which could be put forth by mere mortal.
Through all this aura of disturbed reaction, Seibert stalked
iperturbably.
MR. SEIBERT has arrived, Mr. Rosenthal.
Will you talk
to him?"
"Ach, Gott, yes!" replied the president reluctantly.
And from the other end of the wire the terse announcement:
"I shall finish the picture today."
Like an Oracle of Irrevocability came the statement, without
reliminary greeting, without culminating modification. With
ne other directors nearing completion of their works, he did
it give to the head executive the courtesy of identifying

himself. But Rosenthal had not expected him to do so. Now
he pulled the receiver closer,
"Ah . . . yes . . . good morning, Mr. Seibert. Yill you
please to come offer to my office right avay?"
A silence . . . then, "I am in my office."
Five words, terse, imperious. But they told Rosenthal a
chapter.
They said:
" You know where I am. If you wish to talk with me, come
here. I do not go to anybody's office, not even the president
of the studio, unless it is my special wish."
This morning the chapter failed to register. Pushing his
fat lips closer to the mouthpiece, the president of Superior
Films bombarded the director's ear painfully,
"Don't I know it you are in your office? Veil, also I am in
my office! I shall be in it right along. Also you shall be in it
. . . right avay ... in my office . . . right avay! I would
see you here. It is very important, and I vill not go offer there
to see you . . . understand, Mr. Seibert?"
Without waiting a reply Rosenthal put up the phone, and
sank back into his chair.

Here is an Ab sorbin g Study in Crim

k

Left — the gateman, "Scot" MacDougal. A trusted
employee of
Superior Films and
an important character in the murder mystery. You
will hear more of
him as the police
make their extended investigation

Right — Lannigan, the
night watchman. Irish,
superstitious, with a
strong belief in banshees and spooks. Does
Lannigan know more
about the crime than
he is telling? We shall
see, as the investigation progresses

" Now, go ahead. Blow up and bust. Forvonce I don't care.
I haff other troubles," said the president complacently.
FOR a long moment Seibert remained unmoving. He was
staring down at his hands, clad, as usual, in their immaculate
white gloves ... a habit of his known throughout the
picture world. It was said that during the filming of difficult
scenes he had been known to ruin five dozen pairs of brand
new, made to order, imported, white kid gloves! Now
he spread his fingers slowly, and every seam in the
well-made kid split with a splitting noise like the tearing of tissue paper. Deliberately he opened the white
box and got out another pair, and put them on. This pair
he also destroyed in the same manner. He ruined
them with calculated, methodical movements, and there was
something uncannily menacing in the way in which he did it.

When but one pair of gloves i
mained . . . and on the floor lay
heap of tattered, snowy-white ha
coverings, he rose to his feet. Goi
to a full length mirror, he smooth
on the last pair with fastidio
nicety, adjusted his coat in a simil
manner . . . straightened the gardenia, and put on his h;
For a moment he stood stiffly at parade, then picking up 1
cane, he went out of his office.
Ignoring all except a woman star, to whom he bowed brief!
from the hips, he walked calmly past the executive buildiii
and the open window of the president's office, and thence o
across the spacious green lawns, to the side door of Stage Si
Here he was accosted by one of his property boys.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Seibert, but we've been given orders m
■
letThe
anyone
on this
stage."
director
tensed
instantly, blazing fury in his cold ey<
Whether subconsciously or otherwise, the cane was raisi
menacingly toward the young chap standing on the stage step
"I don't know why, sir . . . and . . . I'm sorry, sir
but I'm only obeying orders. You can't go in, Mr. Seibert.
The bov was all but incoherent in his nervousness.
Fi

Rules for Studio Murder Mystery Solutions
1. Nineteen prizes, totalling $3,000, are offered for They must be typewritten on one side of a sheet of paper
the best solutions to the thrilling serial, "The Studio and contestant's name and address must be typed on
Murder Mystery. " This story will appear in Photoplay the upper left hand corner.
in eight installments. The first installment appeared in the 4 The nineteen prizes will be awarded as follows :
October, 1928, issue and the concluding installment will
First Prize
Si 000
appear in the May, 1929, issue. After the appearance
Second Prize
500
of the March, 1929, number, on February 15th, 1929,
Third prize
350
solutions to the mystery may be submitted but not
Fourth prize
150
before that date.
All solutions must be received by
Five prizes of SI 00
500
Photoplay before midnight of March 10th, 1929, to re-pen prjzes 0f §50
500
ceive consideration. The final installments of "The Studio
In the event that two or more contestants tie for
Murder Mvstery," printed in the April, 1929, and Mav,
The full list of any award, duplicate prizes will go to each contestant,
1929, issues, will solve the mystery.
winners will be announced as soon after the close of the 5. All solutions must be addressed to The Studio
contest as possible.
Murder Mystery Editor, Photoplay, 221 West 57 th
New York, N. Y.
Street,
of
accuracy
the
to
according
made
be
will
Awards
2.
contestants in foretelling the real solution to "The Studio 6. No solutions will be returned to contestants.
No
Murder Mystery" as worked out by the authors, the inquiries regarding this contest will be answered.
Failure
Edingtons.
Literary merit will not count. The awards to fulfill every rule will invalidate your solution.
The
will be made wholly upon the detective ability of con- contest is open to everyone except employees of Phototestants in working out the mystery, explaining how the play and members of their families.
It is not necessary
crime was committed, giving the reasons and naming to be a subscriber or even a purchaser of a single copy
the real murderer.
of Photoplay.
You can consult copies in public
3. Solutions must be written in 200 words or less, libraries, if you wish.

Tin $3,000 by Solving the Mystery
vsr Seibert came up the remaining steps, and when the lad
ii against the door, barring it against him, he raised his
tend brought it down vindictively upon him.
',)U have evidently lost your senses.
Stand out of my
y't
he
ordered
furiously.
tshe swung the door open, and his form darkened the
r^ce, there was a movement in the dim interior. An army
n.atic was pushed into his stomach, and he found himself
k!g into eyes as insolently ruthless as his own.

"Mr. Seibert," said
the president, his big
brown eyes holding

did had
you the
thinksoft,
youslipping
was going,
bo?"
drawled
r^HERE
voice that
quality
of fine
edgeda
r! Without waiting for answer, the voice continued, in
cjr tone:

the icy blue that
ones,you
"I
requested
should come directly
to my office. I
vished to explain
to you. But did
you do it? You
did not. You
valked deliberately past my
office! You

!',;at it! The kid gave vou the orders. They go — and vou
.tit!"
Kre was a singing exultation in the words, an old, and reared joy of battle in the eyes that so boldly gleamed upon
I(ad yet the director did not move. Instead he said calmly,
I seems you do not know me, my man. I am Franz

said to yourself, 'I vill
show him
that
he cannot
order me ,
Franz Seibert,

It"

r'ire, I know you, but your name's sauerkraut for all of me!
pa raise that cane an inch higher . . . 'my man,' " he
ijrked . . . With a quick change of tone he jabbed the
Ifnto the director's ribs.
' .0 on ! Do it !" he snapped fiercely, " smash me in the face
that damned cane, and I'll make it a pair . . ." gesturing
tycantly to the interior of the set, where the stark figure of
fell still lay.
taert lowered the cane quietly . . . lifted his monocle and
pit
and thoroughly, he scrutiitheinto
manplace.
before Unblinkingly,
him.
.shall remember you . . ." he said, and turning went with
iiiely step back the way he had come.
'ad I'll remember you with a slug in your guts, you lousy
|!" the guard yelled after him. To a companion on the
I he called,
Bey, Bill! Come here!
Take this poor kid over to the
ijtal. He's hurt bad." Then to the youth, now sobbing
Ipain, rage, and humiliation,
fi^here'd he get you, buddy? "
'ight in the face, damn his rotten soul!"
f.e' mind, kid. Some day somebody'll shove that stick
a down his filthy throat!"
'nd I slaved my heart out for him . . . him and his rotten
jres ... the dirty — !"
ou said it all," agreed the ex-army man.
(HERE it is. My contract! I wash my hands of this
place, and of you! Am I, Franz Seibert, to be insulted,
jirdered about like a common property boy?"
.erhaps you think that I, who hire you, should come to
Joffice ven I vish to see you?" inquired Rosenthal, quietly
jving the pieces of torn paper which had clung to the hair
ibis ear.
i am not referring to that," replied the director coldly,
jell, then, I do not understand, myself, how anyvone else
d be ordering you about, Mr. Seibert," returned the
(lent blandly, still calmly removing the remnants of the
tact which had adhered to him in various places. After he
inade a little pile of the torn pieces on his desk in front of
the added:
low that you have thrown your contract in my face . . .
1 vished to cancel it, it does not matter anyvays!"
't matters . . . enormously . . . to me, that I am ordered
j.y set, without . . ."
\iy set," interjected Rosenthal quietly. For an instant the
| man stared at him in white fury, then decided to ignore
iterruption.
I.n insult and by an ignorant nincompoop with a gun,
jie day I am to finish my picture!
On the day that the
artistic touch is to be put to my masterpiece . . . for it is
You have agreed with me that it is that. I know that
I know that Superior Films will make a fortune out of it.
3W exactly . . . what I am worth to your organization!
yet you dare to allow me to be insulted in this mysterious
on! Insulted, like an ordinary workingman!
I, Franz
art, to be ordered off a set! It is unthinkable!"

around!' Yell,
ven you vent
right by my
office, I saw
you
I also
saw ! you
go
offer to Stage
Six, because I
had an idea
that is just
vat you vould
do. I could have
sent a boy after
you, and stopped
you,
but II did
No ...
let not.
you
have your lesson.
Also, I said to myself, 'Now, he vill
come back here
and say to me he
has
Veil,been
Mr. insulted!'
Seibert,
mebbe last veek
that vould have
made me very
much upset. But
not now. Not now.
I haff
other
troubles, beside
vich you become
...There
a nothing!"
was dignity in the president's speech and justice. If
Seibert had a
moment of regret at his lack
of courtesy
to
the head executive, he could
not show it now. He must
hold
up his position. He
said frigidly,
" I am not concerned with
your troubles, Mr. Rosen" But
thal . . that
." is vere you are
very much wrong. You vill
be very much concerned in
this, Mr. Seibert . . . very
much dent,
. .calmly.
." said the presiIgnoring this also, the
director continued,
"I demand that you explain to me the reason of
[ CONTINUED

ON

PAGE
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Smith — the captain of
the Los Angeles detectives. Men are men to
him. Nothing less,
nothing more. In each
is a possible lawbreaker. In each a possible quarry for his
chase. Incisive, brief
of speech, keen of
analysis, he often hides
his own deductions
under a misleading
mask. Do not be sidetracked by his deliberate and beguiling
methods
3Q^

Wil son Mizner Turn.
Informe
By

"Raoul Walsh is
as full of muscles
as a fish market.
. . . When this
article appears in
Hollywood, I'll
get myself an
armful of bricks
and go back on
my hill." And
that's the way an
author writes
about the director who is filming
his story

RAOUL WALSH, barricaded by cameras, was hard at
work. But I just had to see him. So, crashing through
all interference, I waited politely for the scene he was
directing to come to an end and stated my business.
"I have been asked to interview you for Photoplay. Your
public craves news of you and I seek information."
"Turned informer?" he queried, his manner belligerent. "I
was born hating whistles — factory, tin and police — and — " As
he stopped for breath my apprehensive eye luckily caught the
" office " he gave a stage hand, and as a chandelier crashed onto
the spot I had occupied a splinter of a second previously, I
decided to go off by myself, preferably to the top of some hill
and interview him from there.
He's a lovely boy, this Walsh, but he does seem to think
lightly of murder, and what makes him particularly menacing
is that if he ever does commit one, he will juggle the plot around
so that his comedian will probably get hung for it.
Being cautious, I write this without his help, for, leaving the
personal danger aside, he'd be no help anyway. Getting him to
talk about himself is about as easy as picking a bass solo out of
aareR.
Lvnnhaven
A. W. oyster. I say "oyster" advisedly, for his initials
So I must lean on my memory, an old and tottering support,
and go back a term of years — about two misdemeanors and a
felony. I can see this Raoul, then a blue-eyed boy, playing
"lead" in "The Romance of the Underworld." The play was
opening in Chicago that night and the author, Paul Armstrong,
and
the entire troupe, were "fit to be tied" with suspense and
nerves.
The set of the first act was a hotel room. Raoul had a piece
of business here in which he went to an old-fashioned telephone
to convey some information to the hotel clerk supposedly at the
other end of the wire. This speech of his was a vital one to the
plot, and consequently to the success of the show. As he took
off the receiver, the whole damn' telephone came off the wall.
There was an instant of horrified silence, broken only by the
"pit-pat" of perspiration dripping off the author.
Then the astounding thing happened: Walsh waited for the
laugh, then, to increase the hilarity, got down on the floor with
the box and improvised a speech roasting the bum hotel that

Puts the spotlight
on Raoul Walsh,
the director

Wilson Mizner
would have second-hand equipment such as
dilapidated phone he was now trying to t
through. Then passing quickly from anger
intensity, he spoke the important speech.
Right there the veriest sucker should have knc
he'd direct — not necessarily pictures, but so:
thing — a hot-dog stand or a shooting-gallery
least. For here, surely, was an exhibition of
vention, a fairly important attribute, for with
it Ford would have ended up with a wheelbar;
and the Wright brothers with a toy balloon.
As I came on his set the other afternoon Ra
was busy taking a scene in which a silly looking negro bu
steals a banana from his master's dinner table and then eat:
The man acted the part perfectly, even to disposing of
entire fruit, and I was much surprised when Raoul call
"Come on, now; let's take this scene again." Once more
orchestra struck up a tune and the cameras clicked.
He must have taken this little episode eight or ten times, ;
as two takes are about the limit for him even in an import
spot, I began to fear the hot lights had turned him a
"corky." On investigating, I learned there was no film in
camera and the camera men were simply stalling.
IASIvED
Archie Buchanan, Raoul's able production manaj
for enlightenment.
"The poor guy's broke and hungry," Archie explained, "i
Raoul's trying to get him his breakfast without embarrass
More of this kind of invention might make life less irksoi
When we think how rarely we stagger on a man who can
kind while he's doing a kindness, it makes us gulp back soi
thing akin to a sob at these satirical bananas and that roi
and tumble director who could make drab mercy so mer
him."
masquerade.
I might touch further on these qualities of gentleness win
the daffy optimist classifies as feminine. But what a chump i
be! For not so long ago Raoul Walsh had all the earmarks <|
champion middle-weight fighter. And right now he's as ful f
muscles
on
me. as a fish market. So I want him to work with me— (
Now personality.
with the reviewer's effrontery, let's put the acid on e
man's
As to general appearance and facial contours, see accompa ■
ing photograph. (Kind of cadgy way of ducking a descition, eh?) As to his dress, I was going to say he had one; '
that would get me slugged.
His favorite breakfast food is the New York Racing Fo >
and
pet essayist is John I. Day, sports editor of the M
York hisPress.
His weighty reading is confined to the imposts picked up?
stake horses.
[ continued on page '1
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y^LICE TERRY plays hostess to all movie stars who visit the
Riviera, where her husband, Rex Ingram, has his studio. When
Rex is in the mood for working, Alice plays in a picture.
Her

newest is "The Three Passions."
The Ingrams make a neat income by
renting their studio to foreign companies.

O^fe Story of
"I have achieved happiness," says Joan
Crawford, announcing her coming
marriage to Doug Fairbanks, Jr.

Joan Crawford's earliest recollections were •
Lawton, Oklahoma. Her supposed father, Hmm
Cassin, owned a small theater there in Lawto
Here the child Joan dreamed of becoming
dancer. Joan subsequently discovered that li
real father's name was Le Sueur, her moth
having remarried. Joan was put in the St. Agn
Academy in Kansas City.
Later Joan earned her living taking care .|f|^
children soin badly
a boarding
and ran
day away.
school. Dancii
She m\ ' ■
treated
that she
always attracted her and soon she was a chori,
girl. Her adventures finally led her to Broadwa

City. d Butter an
in New
Men go
the so-calle
in for York
DIDN'T
I Egg
Oh, of course, I went on some of the

it

There
is one wealthy man in New Yot
parties.
whom we all knew. All you have to do is t
say his name to any chorus girl in the cit
and she'll comeback with "Ain't he grand?"
He lives for the chorus girls and the chon i:
girls live for him. But he is a collective frien
and not one of us would have the right to clair
him.

Jack Okie (he played with Clara Bow in "Th
Fleet's In") and I were great pals. We wer
in the show business, growing up together. Thi
was just a case of two kids going to suppei :
walking home, talking things over. A swee
comradeship which comes into the life of ever
woman and should be cherished as one of he
valuable memories.
I had been in New York perhaps six month
when I had my first big heart palpitation. Hi
was a well-known actor. I cannot give you hi
name for he is now happily married and far be i
from any sincere woman to dig up memorie
from the past to confront a man when he i:
happy. I know now I did not love him. But
thought that I did.
He was famous. He had his own production
I, a chorus girl, was proud to be seen with him
He answered the cry which comes to mosl
him.
women:
It will be such an honor to "catch
I DON'T know where this affair would have
ended if the doorman hadn't handed me this
note, late one afternoon: "Please, may I see
you?" Signed, "Another chorus girl."
A lovely young thing was waiting outside
"I am Mary Orr. Won't you .go to dinner wit.
"Find the work you love and put your heart and soul in it,"
says Joan Crawford. "I did not want to enter the movies.
But now there is no lure in the world potent enough to
tempt me away. I have found the right man — and my
childhood, my chorus girl days, my movieland struggles —
none of them matter"

And it was over the dinner table that she told
me: "I have been going with
(the
actor) for over a year. I was engaged to hie
until you came along. I am not asking you to
give him up. He means my life to me. I jus
don't want you, too. to have your heart broken.
I saw him once after that. But I saw Mar

Dancing Girl
As told to

Ruth byBiery

Joan Crawford
ften. She is one of my best friends and unitedly saved me from much suffering and
iliation.
jter this experience I was a little unhappy,
jibted the sincerity of all people.
:iother fault of woman ! One man proves unhy and we immediately think that all men
. be of the same measure.
JRNED to Ray. I would like to quote to
u from his letter written November 9, 1924,
ansas City.
Nearest girl, have you, too, begun to hunger
incerity? It is a rare thing to find exposed
is day and age, isn't it? But, do you know,
, there is as much desire in the inner-self of
verage person as there ever was?
*Jew York, as I gather, is like a melting-pot
i classes and a cesspool of all licentiousness,
only natural that those with more money
morals should be drawn to that gathering
^auty which is the theatrical world. You
self have told me of the numbers of girls of
knowledge who have succumbed to the
of easy riches, which indicates that the stage
I many who are ready to pawn their bodies
iensuous pleasures — and they usually lose
pawn ticket. So the cads who infest the
d you work in are not fit examples of all
York, dear. They are but the flies who
er around the sugar bowl. There must be
y good people in the city who are as good
te others are no good. Have you looked for
i?

3uenos noches, Carissima, and may God
■ you and give you the aid I cannot. Your
0 you wonder that this man continued to
hold my respect and interest?
it this letter made me lonesome.
I decided
) home for Christmas.
ils Granlund was a friend of mine.
Every
in New York knows Granny.
He gets them
) when they need it.
needed extra work now to get money for
ire. He took me to Harry Richmond, who
"I have said that I would never marry," says Joan
Crawford. "But then I had not met the man I wanted
: me a chance singing and dancing in his
to marry. I made that statement in all honesty. But
.ret after my show was finished. I think I
there is always one man who answers every need for a
as proud of my trips to the music sellers, askwoman. I am going to marry Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
"What new songs have you?" as I was of
g promoted from the back row to the front
This is an announcement of our engagement"
of the chorus.
wo days before I left, Granny called me up and said, But Granny insisted, so I took the test. And never thought
another thing about it until I received a wire in Kansas City:
irry Rapf is in town."
What's that to me?" I answered.
"You are put under a five year contract. Leave immediately
He's looking for new faces for the movies."
for Culver City, California."
Let him look!"
For the second time I jumped a show without giving the two
But wouldn't you like to go into the movies?"
weeks'
notice. Nothing was said in the telegram about salary
but money was sent for my transportation.
tfo!"
ttle did I know that I would owe my deepest appreci ition I don't know why I started for California on that New Year's
most profound respect to this very Harry Rapf.
Day, 1925, rather than for New
[ continued on page 133 ]
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The True Story
of how

! Eva von Berne,
0 plump, too unsophisticated,
too unaware of her own
beauty, was
turned into star material
By
Katherine Albert
How hair-dressing, diet and ambition to succeed in pictures transformed Eva von Berne
from the plain little mddchen you see below
into a beautiful and interesting girl
LAST June a liner deposited a poor, bewildered, little Austrian girl on the
docks of Hoboken.
She wore a two-piece, dark green jersey dress with a rumpled satin bow
at the throat.
I distinctly remember her hair, since it played such an
important part in her career. It was dark and stringy, with no curl in it.
We of the M.-G.-M. publicity department who met her looked at each other,
shook our heads, and whispered, "Not so hot!"
The reporters were told: "She's a find. Norma Shearer saw her picture in a
magazine in Vienna and insisted that Irving Thalberg give her a test. Only girl
signed up abroad. Her real name is Eva von Plentzner. She has never been on
the stage or screen. Studied dancing. Went to a convent. Is but seventeen
The publicity department had hoped that she would be sophisticated. She was
years old."
simply
young. We had hoped that she would be tall and willowy like Garbo. She
was plump. Perhaps she would arrive with some strange animal, a gnu or a wolf
or a griffin. She clutched in her hands a tiny stuffed dog made of orange colored
velvet. It had a white fur collar.
There were people everywhere — and cameras. She
posed for hundreds of stills on the boat and equally as
many in her room at the Hotel Warwick. An interpreter
had
views.been engaged for her and she gave out dozens of interThe M.-G.-M. publicity department
She took it all with a surprising amount of composure.
had its doubts
There was reason for her poise. Eva was well born. On
when Eva arrived
her luggage was emblazoned a small coronet just above the
from Vienna. She
initials E. v. P. For publicity purposes I would have exwas plump, had
changed the coronet on her one small steamer trunk for
straight, stringy
twenty
plain
pieces of luggage if they had been filled with
hair and she wore
clothes.
a jersey dress with
I unpacked for her. A funny little ecru dress. Two
a rumpled satin
figured silk frocks. A plain black taffeta evening gown.
bow at her throat.
That was all.
Would you have
I called her and her interpreter away from the reporters.
pictured her as star
"You
will buy clothes?" I questioned.
material?
Eva shook her head. "Der iss no money!"
I found one of the boys in [ continued on page 131 ]

Qk Stars That
To the
M anner
B orn
The dark extra
had one quality
that Hollywood
cannot fake.
She was a lady.
Who was she
and why did she
turn her back
on fame?
IV— TO THE MANNER

BORN

CURIOUS group, these stars that never were!
An amazing group. Combining all the beauty of
the lost and aching ages. Combining all the charm
— all the pathos — of the world's greatest romances.
t. Charm and pathos
And
audience!without fulfilmen
withoutyetan— beauty
Some say, and rightly, that there are extra people who would
have set the world afire. Had anyone taken the trouble to
apply the match of destiny to the dry tinder of their ambition
and talent. Certainly many extras, given the chance, have
succeeded splendidly. Have won their way through to a cleancut and splendid triumph. No — we won't go over the list of
their names.
Not again! For you know them well.
As you would have known the dark woman, she of the Greek
profile and the beautifully poised body, had the critics been
able to give her back to you. For the critics praised her swift
entrance, and her even more swift exit, in the Vandergift reception scene, in " Murdered Millions." A story of the smart set —
that. The smart set, so called! A film of the four hundred. In
which three hundred and ninety-nine were poor imitations — in
which the dark woman, alone, was real!
A

When the director saw that scene in the cutting room
swore, and rang for a messenger boy. And sent a swift telegra
which
at of
theit.endWhen
of the
withthat
"unfounc
written came
across back,
the face
the day,
star saw
scene,
the cutting room, she sobbed aloud.
For the dark woman, in a simple grey crepe dress, had ma'
the star — for all her velvet and chinchilla and pearls — see
cheap. As cheap as a fragment of tinsel on a last yeai
Christmas tree!
IT'S easy enough to get extras for a cabaret scene. For a mo
or the crowd in a college stadium, or the thronged tangle
a slum. It's easy to get extras to portray an audience — or
group of actors back-stage. But when you're filming society
society with a capital S — it isn't easy to get extras who lookli
the genuine article. Your boy, in his well-cut dress suit, is ju
an extra boy, making believe. Your girl, in her debutan
gown, is just an extra girl playing pretend.
And so, when the dark woman passed the casting directoi

!

ever
illustrated by Everett

w ere

Margaret E.
Sangster

Shinn
"Didn't anyone tell you," the
star asked, "that we wanted
extras
dressedforfora reception?
a business You're
office.

is- m,: -em

But then, maybe you haven't
any other clothes." "Oh, yes,"
replied
theclothes.
dark woman,
have other
But this "Iis
the way one dresses for an
afternoon reception"

" I'll lend you a string of beads,
dearie," said a sympathetic wardrobe woman, "so as you won't
look out of place! It's a society
tea they're shootin'. You didn't
know
did you?"
Fromthat,
under
those dark, level
brows the woman in the grey
gowa looked down at the wardrobe woman. And when she
spoke, though she had an accent
strange to the studio, her voice
was gentle.
"Why, it's kind of you — about
the beads," she said, "but I never
wear that sort of thing. Really."

sided.the wardrobe woman subAND
"I felt kind of like she was putting me in my place," said the
wardrobe woman, "not being
mean to me, y'understand. Not
that. But sort of like she couldn't

'■ grated window, he hired her. Although, to him, she
ied plain, almost to the point of dowdiness. Although, to
her frock seemed inexcusably devoid of ornamentation. It
some instinct that made the casting director give her a
ic slip of paper — some instinct, and the woman's nonint way of glancing at him, from under dark, level brows.
e as if his decision, in regard to her fate, didn't matter at all.
HE'S different," said the casting director to his assistant,
the while his eyes followed her slim back, "and I don't
v why, either!"
te was different. In the room where the other women were
ying screen make-up, she stood out sharply. Her grey
n, cut along the simplest of lines, was dove-like in that place
leacocks and paradise birds. Was almost aggressively
:eable, because of its lack of drapery and trimming. She
: no jewels, save only the slimmest platinum ring, set with
de, square-cut green stone. But —

Yellow grease paint — strangely
colored lip rouge!
Silently the
woman applied them, after the
help it." that the make-up exdirections
pert offered. She went seriously
about the business of accenting
her regular features — not for her
was the scattering fire of motion
picture gossip, of laughing innuendo that flew about the long
dressing room.
Not consciously
above the others, was she — oh,
not at all! Only one could tell
that she did not, actually, listen to the talk. That, to her, it
lacked both fire and interest.
She was only absorbed in the
matter of doing her face as well as possible. Her long, delicate
fingers smoothed each rough surface carefully, painstakingly.
She — the novice — was ready before any of the other extras; she
was well in front of the long line that went out, at last, to the
set where the Vandergift reception was being filmed.
You who saw "Murdered Millions" — you remember that
reception, with its massively built up drawing room, with its
heavy, carved furniture and its even more heavy velvet curtains. You remember the gowns of the beautiful women who
trailed across the heavy oriental rugs — you remember their
beaded lashes and their drooping hats. The script called for a
"fashionable crowd in the late afternoon," but some of those
women wore dresses that would have graced a formal dinner —
some wore gowns that were fluffy enough, inconsequential
enough, to have belonged in any boudoir. That is why the
director broke off his sentence —
[continued on page 135]
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Etiquette note: Don't wear diamond bracelets
while horseback riding. It makes the horse shy.
Here is a slave-bracelet, worn by Raquel Torres,
that was fashioned after the bit of a horse

I

F you can speak, and not call "birdie" "boidie" —
If you can laugh, and make it sound like fun —
If you will not refer to "poifect loidy" —
Hey, hey! You'll be in talkies yet, my son!

UNLESS Edwin Carewe wants to send his Trilby into
oblivion as fast as he lifted her, to fame, both Mr.
Carewe and Dolores Del Rio had better try to keep off the
front pages of newspapers. The latest publicity farce was
a near-duel that was supposed to be staged in Paris between the gray-haired director and the late husband of
Dolores, Jaime del Rio.
It seems, according to the newspaper stories, that
Jaime objected to the fair name of Del Rio being dragged
into the dust and he considered Dolores' excursion to Paris
with Carewe nothing less than an insult. Anyway, that was
the story, although this old cynic has a hunch that Jaime
made no such squawk.
For one thing, Jaime is no fool and for another, he is
interested in Consuelo Pani, daughter of the Mexican
ambassador in Paris.
IF I suspect publicity in the whole affair, I may be pardoned
because both Dolores and Carewe love the limelight and
only a few months ago they were mixed up in a kidnapping
that was bona fide only in that it was an attempt to kidnap
space in the newspapers.
Hollywood stars who have been involved in divorces
should not ignore the conventions of the world at large by
parading their trips, even chaperoned by a mother, as this one
was, in the newspapers. This isn't prudery or hypocrisy, but
plain commonsense. There are certain social conventions that
obtain all over the world and to create publicity by ignoring
them just isn't done.
BEFORE she sailed for Europe, Dolores let it be given out
that she was going to visit the Queen of Spain. Now as a
woman who was educated in Spain, Senora Del Rio certainly
ought to know that the Spanish Court is Catholic and that a
divorcee has no more chance of being presented at a Catholic
Court than the Pope has of being elected Governor of Tennessee.
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GRETA GARBO has changed her mind about being abl
drive an automobile. After taking one panicky look at
instrument board of a Hispano-Suiza and being bewildered
the maze of intricate gauges, levers and whatnots, she tossed
her hands in despair.
"I said I could drive a car, not a locomotive! " she announ
TDOBERT E. SHERWOOD,
stealing Gene Tunney
stuff, unearths this description of the talkies out o
Shakespeare : "It is a tale told by an idiot, full of soum
and fury, signifying nothing."
YOU can never tell about these bachelors. Once Nils As
made the statement that he was essentially a lone wolf j
that women meant nothing in his life. But the lone wolf se
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Wax heads, reproduced from life, are used in the
studio as wardrobe models. Ruth Taylor is adding that school-girl complexion to a model of
Claire Windsor made from a plaster of Paris cast

with Jack,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
JJOHN
gives upGILBERT'S
the ghost in contract
December.
of course, has been
dissatisfied with his work at the studio and has made no
secret of the fact that he wants to make a change. I say "of
course" because I never yet have met a star who was completely satisfied with the existing contract.
Naturally, other companies are frantically bidding for his
services and offering all kinds of money and other inducements. Whenever a contract expires in Hollywood, there
are a lot of hard feelings between the producers and players
and many tales of dirty work at the crossroads.
TRVING

CUMMINGS, suffering from an attack of tonsillitis, announced from the hospital that he was having
his voice lifted for movietone.
GRETA GARBO plans to go to Europe to spend Christmas with the home folks in Sweden. The sleuths say
that there is more than love of home and country back of
this move and that Greta is really being strategic. The
romantic ones have it that unless M.-G.-M. comes to terms
with Gilbert, Greta will remain idle in Sweden until her contract also expires.
Such love seems almost too good to be true.

ensnared
.-M. lot. bv one Fay Webb, the "still picture" girl on the
; is the daughter of the chief of police of Santa Monica and
g the time that she has been under contract to the studio
is done more work for the still camera than for the movies,
jading roles seem to pass her by while the publicity departworks her overtime. Be that as it may, she and Nils are
ibout together at the various places where people get seen
: together.
)W here's a romance of which Hollywood approves.
Buddy Rogers, whose name has been connected with
: Windsor's, is literally rushing Mary Brian off her feet,
■ne of those nice romances, too, because Buddy always
les his mother on the parties.

GRETA, the screen's hottest mama (M.-G.-M. slogan department please note), is habitually cold.
The hottest day of the year she sat on the set wearing a serge
suit and a large fur coat.
Director Clarence Brown said, "You can take off the coat,
Greta, I'll let you know in plenty of time for the scene."
"No, thanks," declared Greta, "I just feel good now."
T^NTHUSIASTIC Madame Glyn
-'—'Holds reticence a mortal sin.
She would, if she could have her way,
Refer to Clara Bow as "they."

HOLLYWOOD used to be quite satisfied with a mere engagement rumor, but now-a-days nothing less than a secret
marriage will do. Well, if you must have your secret marriages,
we'll give the girls and boys a hand by rumoring them.

There's

John Gilbert goes to the devil.
This satan
make-up is the result of the hero's misdeeds
"The Mask of the Devil."
Only an evil ai
heaven-defying spirit would wear such a coll:
and such a tie with a formal dress suit

P&A

Jacqueline Logan and Larry Winston eloped to
Mexico.
But Jackie's divorce from Ralph Gallespie
wasn't final, so the Los Angeles authorities asked
her to postpone her honeymoon
little Ruth Taylor who, it is said, has been married to a wealthy
real estate man named Toplitzky for three months.
Rumor also has it that Clarence Brown and Dorothy Sebastian are married. If this is so then it's completely hopeless for
all the adoring swains who have confided to us a great and undying devotion for Dorothy.
JIMMY MURRAY crosses his heart, hopes to die and says he's
going to be a good boy from now on.
The kid, once an usher at the Capitol Theater, New York,
went haywire after his hit in King Vidor's "The Crowd," and all
the folks said it was just too bad that he should toss away a
grand start. Jimmy seemed bent on painting a colorful past
rather than a rosy future.
Now he's raised his right hand and said "Never again!"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has forgiven and forgotten, and given
him the lead opposite Norma Shearer in "The Trial of Mary
Dugan." And as far as Jimmy Murray is concerned everything
is both hotsy and totsy now.

THE story within a story is this: A certain young man, a hii
powered promoter and go-getter, had a crush on Tex baj
east, but she gave him ozone, and he went west to forget in go1
old movie style. When he learned she was coming west to
into pictures he sensed a chance to climb back in the limelig!
So he went ahead 24-sheeting Hollywood and signing up dinm
and arranging the greatest welcome in the history of the fi
world. He promoted not wisely, but too well, and when t
whole planned party fell around his ears with a crash, he w
farther off from the flashing smiles of Big Tex than ever.
Moral— to swipe from Tex herself — give a little girl a gr<
big hand, but be sure it doesn't reach out and smack you dov

A CCORDING to Patsy Ruth Miller, a gentleman is a
man who can wear gray spats, a derby hat and a cane
and NOT look like a motion picture actor.

'HP HE movie actor's new slogan, according to Mark Hellinger: "Eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we

BEHIND the story of the way Texas Guinan, blonde queen of
the Broadway night club racket, came into Hollywood sweet
and low is another yarn of hearts bowed down.
You remember the background — Tex, champ whoopee girl of
New York, came to Hollywood expecting a big dinner with
mayors, a thousand cover charges nolle prossed and a welcome
befitting one of the best free-press agented hostesses that ever
okayed a check. She had signed with Vitaphone to do talkies.
But Hollywood ran out on her. The Mayor of Los Angeles
reneged, the club where the party was to be held crawfished,
and all that met Tex at the deppo was a couple of hired hands
and a lot of office ballyhoo. Not like dear old Gin Gulch, back
east, where Tex yells "Hello, sucker!" and the big sugar dads
give and give all.
ML

dialogue !"
ECHOES
of the the
Tompink
Mix-Weavin'
Morrissey
go si
thunder among
stucco walls Will
of the
film colony.
Little did George Beban know what he was letting hims
in for when he mailed Italian bids to a nice calm fiesta at t
Casa del Bebano.
The low-down on the punch-trading seems to be that Weav
Will, stage comic and cabaret entertainer, was looking for wl
he got, and that Big Tom, dismounted, avoided mingli
with the comedian at least ten times for the sake
:
Beban's whoopee.
ONCE Tom unlimbered his rights and lefts, though,
wasn't long for Will and his wife, Midgie Miller. When t
couple turned up at the station house to complain, they wi

Is shortest road to the movies is by way of
irico. Mona Rico was in Hollywood only six
(ks, when Ernst Lubitsch discovered her. She
be given an important role in John Barryire's newest picture, "King of the Mountains"

An engagement that goes on forever.
Ruth Roland
and Ben Bard set the Hollywood record for constancy, although they can't make up their minds
to set a date for the wedding

Griffith, we suspect, — Jetta gets the big type and Lupe gets the
big role! Who says Griffith isn't a master!
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., is being groomed to be next year's
genius.
His papa wants to crown him with the laurel
wreath recently worn by Irving Thalberg.
iptly tossed into the cooler to heal up and get back their
♦
egs.
Jm Mix went on his merry way as one of Hollywood's
S greeters.
[f I had nothing to do but flatten Mr. Morrissey every
ning before breakfast," allows Tom, "I'd consider my time
Ily unoccupied."
hich seems to indicate that Mr. Mix figures Weavin' Will
sing but a cheap push-over.
:rhaps one thing wrong with strictly film parties is that now
then a comical wise-cracker wangles in.
"PHE morality clause that is a part of every film contract
■*■ has caused anguish to many a star.
When Charley Delaney read his contract over, his particlar clause made such an impression on him that he went
ome that night, kissed his wife on the cheek and slept in
tie garage.
RED

hot report is raging along the celluloid rialto regarding strife between Lupe Velez and Jetta Goudal. It seems
Jetta has reverted to temperament, thereby proving this to
ne of the incurable ailments. Even D. W. Griffith, expert
he is in feminine affairs, has found her a brimming dish,
title of the film featuring this tempestuous pair is "The
e Song."
rhat an elastic imagination it took to conceive that one —
work of an optimist, positively !
re understand that Jetta has stolen at least one forced march
i Lupe.
The billboards will proclaim her name in type as
s as William Boyd's.

A smart compromise on the part of

Genius or not, Junior Laemmle isn't so much with the girls.
Junior developed a crush on Sue Carol, which was a bold idea
when you consider that Sue's thoughts are all for Nick Stuart.
While Sue was working at Universal, Junior was most conspicuous on her set and requested the orchestra to play "Sweet
Sue," over and over again.
ONE

morning Alice Day happened to be working on an

adjoining set. Alice, you know, was once Junior's girl
friend, but that's all over. The orchestra was playing "Sweet
Sue," and when the song was ended, Junior asked for "When
Imagine
his embarrassment
Is Done."
Day
ing behind him.

when he discovered Alice stand-

Junior's luck with the girls is simply terrible. Who remembers his "great discovery," Dimples Lido, who got fat on him
and was shipped quietly back to Europe?
T STARTED as a modest film —
A boy, a girl, a row.
They hired five thousand extra men,
And I'm an epic now.
TO

continue with the geniuses: Since her marriage to Irving
Thalberg, Norma Shearer is the prima donna of the M.-G.M. studio. This is fine for Norma but not so good for the other

girls on the lot. Norma is making her first talkie, "The Trial
of Mary Dugan," which is also one of the prize stories of the
year. And, naturally, Thalberg is more ambitious for his wife
than for any of the other stars on the premises. Yes, Geraldine,
a long story could be written of the girls who were hoisted to
fame by marrying their producers.
[ continued on page 90 ]
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How Gloria Swanson said
"no" to De Mille and refused to cut off her nose
to spite her face
By Dick Hyland
' HAVE
Gloria
Swansonjust
wondiscovered
success bythata nose.
And no Derby winner, coming
' down the home stretch amid clamig thousands, ever fought harder to
:p its nose out in front than did the
That pert, imperfect tip on Gloria
tic Gloria.
Swanson 's nose gives character to
her whole face. In the circle you
?or, once upon a time in the dim
see Gloria with a straight nose
t, they wanted Gloria to "bob" her
;e. And thereby hangs a tale. One
he unknown tales which go to make
the glamorous, intriguing history of
Leon has a most wonderful supply of imllywood.
ported paint, so I didn't find it hard to
!o this is a story about a nose. Gloria
There
anson's nose and how — but let's
promise. is one, a Russian paint called vod
something or other, with which it is pos;in where I did. It's easier that way.
sible to obtain the most astonishing
-eon Gordon, one of America's best
Here Gloria is just another
effects.
Going up to his studio in the
trait
is "doing" Gloria
pretty girl
studiopainters,
at the Ambassador
Hotel. in
elevator I got a break.
I met Harrison
Fisher, whose heads on the cover of Cosmopolitan Magazine
'Come and see it," he urged me. "Actually, I am having fun
rking. Gloria is wonderful to paint. She is so sympathetic,
speak for themselves.
Knowing that he was not only interested
h an appealing subject. The girl is really an artist. She is in painting but almost as much of an authority on foreign
paints, including the Hawaiian oknli hoiu and the rare one
ersonality."
obtained from the Mexican century plant, as was Leon himself
. agreed with Mr. Gordon and promised to come. In addii to the attractive portraits lining the walls of the studio,
— but you can guess the rest. [ continued on page 104 ]

Impolitely snubbed

Permanently waved

A pointed rebuke
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THE AIR CIRCUS— Fox

(J

J

A Review of the New Pictures

THIS is a collegiate sort of flying film, with an aviation
training school for a background. There's no war. Two
kids want to be Lindberghs. One of the lads loses his nerve.
His mother has not wanted him to be a flier, because his big
brother has been killed in the skies over Flanders. So the
boy looks like a flop. Then his pal starts off in a plane with
his girl on board. Their landing gear falls off. Who will
warn them? None other than the boy who has feared the
air. Thus the two parachute to safety.
David Rollins does excellently as the boy who was afraid
and Arthur Lake is delightful as his pal, Speed. Louise
Dresser gives a moving performance of the mother and Sue
Carol is attractive as the girl. There are several talking
sequences in "The Air Circus" but they do not add particularly to the film.

ME, GANGSTER— Fox

WATERFRONT— First National
MEET

the new Jack Mulhall! Not the dapper salesman you know, but a greasy-faced, tobacco-chewing,
grimy oiler of the good ship West Wind.
What, you turn away! Better look again, for the personable creature that shines through this handicap proves
he has attraction plus.
Now don't take the story seriously. Some things must
be built for fun. Skipper Andrews lives along the San
Francisco waterway and dreams of the day when he and
his daughter, Sallie, can enjoy secluded farm life. Sallie
loves the sea and waits for a sailor lover to take her away.
When Breezy O'Connor blows into port, Dad recognizes
the danger signal and rises to meet it. Dorothy Mackaill,
co-star,
plays the*bewitching
ask for another
g!com chaser. Sallie. If you miss this, don't

HERE is a picture as sentimental, as melodramatic, as
pointedly moral as any picture ever made, yet it is
completely absorbing. Raoul Walsh has the knack, possessed by Griffith in his heyday, of making the characters
of a sticky story pulse with life.
The picture is outstanding for another and a more important reason. It brings a new player, a very fine, very
compelling actor to the screen, one Don Terry, a young
college man discovered by the author of the piece, Charles
Francis Coe, in the Montmartre Cafe. Terry's performance
stands out as one of the unusual and moving gestures of
the cinema. He is not handsome, he is definitely a type,
yet there is a rugged charm about him that gives him a
niche higher than your sleek haired, amorous puppets.
The story is related in a novel form. It is "The Diary of
Me, Gangster" and the subtitles are shown in handwriting,
written in the first person. It is the boy's story, of course,
yet there are splendid performances given by June Collyer,
who makes the most of a weak role; by Anders Randolf and
by Gustav von Seyffertitz. It is an injustice to relate the
plot, since it is an ordinary one of the son of a wardheeler
who finds that crime doesn't pay. Such trite phrases as "the
straight and narrow path," "going straight," etc., are plentiful. But it is the absorbing interest of the prison scenes, the
fascinating development of the situations and the absolutely
perfect characterization of Terry that make it a splendid
contribution to the art of the cinema. It may not touch
your heart, except in one prison scene, but it will hold you
spellbound.

SAVES

YOUR

PICTURE

TIME

AND

MONEY

The Best Pictures of the Month
s3, gangster
the docks of new york
he air circus
waterfront
Ily martini
mother knows best
The Best Performances of the Month
Madge Bellamy in "Mother Knows Best"
Louise Dresser in "Mother Knows Best"
Don Terry in "Me, Gangster"
Betty Compson in "The Docks of New York"
George Bancroft in "The Docks of New York"
Baclanova in "The Docks of New York"
Fay Wray in "The Wedding March"
Albert Gran in "Dry Martini"
Vilma Banky in "The Awakening"
lasts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 144

DRY

MARTINI— Fox

YOU know the suave, sophisticated sort of stuff done by
Director Harry D'Arrast. This is in the smartest
D'Arrast manner, with many of the scenes laid in front of
the Ritz bar in Paris. A mellow old expatriated American
dwells pleasantly in the French capital — until his daughter
comes to visit him for the first time in ten years. Daughter
is a little too sophisticated for the old fellow and lands
Willoughby
Quimby and his friends in all sorts of tribulations.
Albert Gran is delightful as the conservative old playboy, Willoughby Quimby, while Matt Moore is excellent
as a perpetually bunned ycung American. Mary Astor is
admirable as the daughter. A neat bit is contributed by
Jocelyn Lee, who plays Georgette, something more than
friend to the elderly Quimby.

THE DOCKS

OF NEW

YORK— Paramount

IF you will ignore the inartistic ending, added as a sop
to the box office, you will find here a picture that observes
Aristotle's three unities of time, place and action.
Von Sternberg, the mad young director who made
"Underworld" has selected a situation unlimited in dramatic
value — a wedding in a brothel! He has given his story
that subtle emotional undercurrent, rare to the cinema.
George Bancroft plays the role of a coal stoker, as simple
and as cruel as a child, who plucks a woman from suicide
and shows her a good time. The trouble with her is that
she has had too many good times. To him, the wedding is a
gag, the outcome of a drunken moment. To her, it means
release from sordidness and her only chance for respectability. They are both pitiful, for there can be no common
understanding between them.
If you are one of those blessed with an appreciation of the
beauty of realism, then this will be more beautiful to you
than a story of young love in a garden. It has power and
tenderness.
Betty Compson, as the woman, does as fine a piece of
work as the screen has witnessed. Duse could not have
been more poignant. Imagine her combining bitterness,
womanliness and beauty in one strikingly artistic performance. Baclanova, strange and vital, is touched with the
same poignancy. Of course, Bancroft is excellent, while
Mitchell Lewis and Clyde Cook leave nothing to be desired. Yet it is a director's picture and had it not been for
the fatal "tag," it would have been as worthy an effort as has
appeared.
Dramatic, living, powerful!

MOTHER

KNOWS

BEST— Fox

WHEN
Edna Ferber's short story, "Mother Knows
Best," first appeared, it was suspected generally that
the Sally Quail of her fiction was really Elsie Janis.
Madge Bellamy plays Sally in this splendid film adaptation and time and again she suggests Elsie Janis. It's quite
uncanny. The film adapters have made some changes in the
Ferber story. There is a happy — and logical — ending.
Mama Quail still maneuvers her daughter to fame— and she
does it unyieldingly, lovingly and even tragically.
You will like this picture. It is genuine and moving. This
performance marks Miss Bellamy as an actress of the very
first rank. Then, too, her imitations are delicious. Louise
Dresser's work as Mama Quail is superb and Barry Norton
is handsome and appealing as the song writer who loves
Sally. The dialogue is a splendid sound addition.

Watch Photoplay's New Sound Review*
TAKE ME
HOME
— Paramount

THE AWAKUnited Artist
ENING—

BEBE

DANIELS departs successfully from her usual acrobatics in this natural comedy of back-stage life. The story
is simple: a hard-working chorus girl loves a country boy who
imagines himself a second Houdini and nearly starves to death.
Libyan Tashman, as the temperamental star, is vivid. Neil
Hamilton plays the country boy with sincerity. Marshall
Neilan's smooth direction gives naturalness.

THE
WEDDING
MARCH
— Paramount

YEARS of work and millions of dollars wasted on a story
that, in its present form, was hardly worth telling. The
beauty of many of the scenes is nullified by a pig-sty atmosphere. The Corpus Christi procession to St. Stephan's, with
Franz Josef in all his mediaeval glory, is beautifully presented.
But there are other scenes that will repel audiences. Von
Stroheim is awkward, but Fay Wray's work is her best yet.

THE
FLEET'S IN!
— Paramount

THIS is a story of the navy but it isn't all wet. It starts
out with a bang like a cannon but ends up with some melodramatic slush. Clara Bow is always interesting and James
Hall gives the finest performance of his career as the gob who
mistook a good gal for a bad one. Jack Oakie, a newcomer,
has a funny face and knows what to do with it. You simply
mustn't miss it.
Jhl.

BYRON and Banky make their co-starring bow. The stor
is World-Warish and Germanesque. Plot ingredients are
soldier-prince, ruined girl, nunnery, bullets. If they kee]
Byron in soldier suits, he'll succeed. Splendid restraint an<
delicacy in love-making show him as a lad with the right idea
Banky is lovely and appealing. Louis Wolheim rides off witl
the picture in a death cart.

First Nationa
SHOWGIRL-

THIS is a "yes" and "no" picture. Like "Gentlemen Pre
fer Blondes," the production misses the piquant quality
of the book. Stripped of its sharp humorous observation, tht
story is a melodrama of a night club dancer involved in i
scandal for publicity. Alice White dances away with the honor:
in her first starring vehicle. If you haven't chuckled over th<
book, you'll scream with laughter over the picture.

— Columbia
SUBMARINE

HERE is a perfectly good picture gone movie. The sit
uation is tremendous, a group of men trapped in a sut
marine, but the production is too mechanical. The character
need a life line. They fail to behave like human beings,
faulty story keeps this from being the picture it should be
Nevertheless, il should be seen because it is so spectacular anc
because of the fine handling of the key situation.

or the

Latest Talkie

Developments
—Pat he

ANNAPOLIS

VEST OF
ANZIBAR
-M.-G.-M.

ON CHANEY goes cripple again for the sake of the public,
but not for art's sake.
i Remembering his fine performance in a straight role in "Tell
it to the Marines," it seems a great pity that such a good actor
Ihould indulge in charlatan tricks.
I The story is a composite of "The Shanghai Gesture" and
'Congo."
j Revenge, dope, crooks — all the tricks!
There is color and
Ittle else.
It is all very false and movie.

A PLEASANT rehash of "Classmates," "The Midshipman," and "West Point," dealing, of course, with the
Navy.
ever-interesting
admirals of the future in The Cradle of the
So colorfully done that it's easy to take. John Mack Browji
is the youthful undergrad who's nobly rolled out for his
rival's misdemeanors, and Jeanette Loff is a most romantic
heroine. Billy Bakewell and Maurice Ryan, roommates of
the cadet and the cad, are irresistible wags. Very stirring in

spots.
Additional reviews of latest pictures on page 84]

Sound Pictures
THE SEX
LIFE OF THE
POLYP— Fox

IOLLYWOOD
10UND—
Vomers

^OMEONE who does NOT know his Hollywood wrote this
-^legend of the Cinema Capital.
George Jackson, a country boy with hay sticking out of his
ars, falls for a movie queen who swoons every time our hick
ero appears.
For several years, Gladys Brockwell has been inflicted with
eavy, dramatic roles, but in turning talkie, she also turns to
irce and makes a tremendous go of it.
She's really an amazingly clever comedienne.
MADELON— Universal
rHE best you can say for it is that it talks. It also sings
and makes whoopee with sound. It's Universale idea
f a full-length talkie.
Their first born, featuring war, Walter Pidgeon, song and
raps.
The story is terrible, the acting worse.
Germany never had a chance, with the doughboys singing
s they do in this.
This horrible example should be a museum piece, valuable
ecause it shows how not to make a talkie.

THE most daring scientific lecture of the year is here
brought right into your theater, so the kiddies can hear
all the dirt.
That eminent authority on the mating instincts of the lower
animals, Mr. Robert Benchley, talks straight from the shoulder
and thousands of young men and women may be kept from
making
Benchley.the fatal mistake, thanks to the frankness of Mr.
This short subject is the second Movietone satire made by
Mr. Benchley who will become the Francis X. Bushman of
the talkies if he doesn't look out.
Be sure to see it.
It is one of the best and most amusing talkies released so
far. And take grandma.
A SPANISH

SERENADE— Warners

XAVIER CUGAT, violinist, presents his gigolos in a musical
sketch with a Spanish atmospheric setting. Constant
improvement has advanced the Vitaphone to the stage where
it can now record perfectly the intricacies and variations of
Spanish music.

Additional reviews of sound pictures on page 82 ]
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When Wallace Beery completes his dirty work
at the studio he flies — literally — to his camp
at Silver Lake. And there Mrs. Beery — Rita
Gilman — broils him a steak and asks him if
he's been a bad boy all day. The camp, one
of the most picturesque in California, was
purchased by the wages of sin

Where a

Villai
#*^P&A

The Beery camp — seventy-five miles from a movie or a
railroad or a telephone.
Directors wishing to reach
Wallace must radio for him.
His mountain home is
7,600 feet above sea level in the Sierras

is a

Hero

The friendship between George Fawcett and John Mack Brown started at a football
game in Alabama.
Fawcett advised the athlete to go to Hollywood.
When Brown
arrived, Fawcett spent his evenings training him for his new career

Ask Dad— H*? Knows!
By Katherine Albert
A
BEAUTIFUL gesture has been made in Hollywood!
/-\ George Fawcett, dean of character actors, graduate
/ \of the University of Virginia, one of the few film
players with a notable place in "Who's Who," has
assed on his experience and technique to a good looking footall player from Alabam'.
As successful as Fawcett's life has been there was one thing
icking. He could not point with pride to some handsome,
dented fellow and say, "My son!"
And then, along came Johnny Mack Brown.
It was in Birmingham.
Fawcett was "on location," playing
role in "Men of Steel." Johnny was playing another sort of
ame. He was the star performer on the University of Alaama's football eleven.
The game ended. The gridiron hero was brought over to
leet the cinema stars who had attended the event. Fawcett
)oked at the kid. "You ought to come to Hollywood, son, and
ave a try at pictures," he said. He used the word "son" as
aturally as if the boy had been his flesh and blood.
Johnny Mack turned as crimson as the colors he had just
arried to glory.
"Why, thanks," he stammered, "that's awfully nice of you,
ut I'm not an actor. Gee, I'd be scared to death out there,
'hey don't need me. All I can do is to run around with a pigkin."
His modesty impressed the older man. Here was a kid who
idn't know it all.
Johnny Mack arrived in Hollywood some months later. On
he gridiron, he had been a star. In Hollywood, he was just
nother good looking boy. His name had appeared in headlines

on the sports pages of every big newspaper in America. His
arrival in the film capital was announced in an obscure paragraph in just one morning journal.
But Johnny did not worry. There was George Fawcett to
back him up. What if there were days and nights of mob
scenes, in mud-holes or knee-deep in dust? What if there were
disappointments and months of waiting? Fawcett was there
with a willing, guiding hand.
And did Fawcett respond?
He did — and how!
Instead of hobnobbing with cronies who had trod the boards
with him, Fawcett gave his evenings to instructing the boy in
the ways of the fickle Muse of the drama.
NO

other lad would have accepted it all with better grace
than Johnny Mack. He ispliable and appreciative and when
at last he did get a part — a very small one in "The Bugle Call"
— Fawcett, swelling with pride, burst a couple of buttons off his
vest and accompanied the boy to the set.
Johnny was nervous. Johnny fidgeted with his tie. Johnny
smoothed his hair and peered into his make-up box.
The veteran actor found himself remembering the first time
that he had faltered through Hamlet's soliloquy. Fawcett had
jerked at his tie. Fawcett had smoothed his hair. He was reliving his own boyhood in the theater.
He stopped remembering and yanked Johnny behind a set.
"Forget yourself, boy," he counseled. "No one is paying
the slightest bit of attention to you."
The Kleigs spluttered. Camera shutters whirred. An assistant director barked a command. But Johnny was filled with
courage.
[ continued on page 104 ]
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Charlie Farrell Confesses
about
Drawing by
Stuart Hay

Margaret
A palpitating and shattering romance about a
heart of gold beneath a
hulk of tin
As told to
Robert Fender
"Kid," said the cop, "I'm not going to give you
no ticket.
If you hang onto that crate you'll
have more punishment than you deserve. It'll
be worse than a jail sentence"

I CLAIM to be master of any Ford loose. The most ornery
machine in existence is just so much nothing when compared to my chariot. When I bought my heap it was said
to be the most dangerous steed on the range. Now it
eats out of my hand.
Bend down close, and I'll tell you how I "broke" Margaret —
for Margaret's her name.
Before things began to come my way, I would make daily
calls on all the studios in an effort to get a "bit" — anything
to the
do.world,
Hollywood
is probably
mos't onspread-out
in
and I spent
most of the
my time
street cars town
and
busses. Spent most my money on them too — just to give you
an idea of how much money I had.
Came a day when I thought I was never intended for the
movies.
I hadmake
just afifty
dollarsexit.
left, and so I'decided to plunge,
and at least
graceful
I bought Margaret for thirty dollars.
Now I knew that even at thirty dollars Margaret was no
bargain.
I think I bought her out of pity as much as for any other
reason.
There she stood — her headlights looking sad-eyed up at me.
She seemed to say, "Come on and buy me. We're both a
little battered and maybe we can get to be good friends."
At any rate, Margaret became mine and from that time on,
Hollywood hardware stores stocked up on baling wire.
As Margaret and I started out of the second-hand car lot,
the future appeared to brighten up.
But not for long. No sooner had we cleared the curb than
she seemed to grow tired. She sighed — wheezed — and
stopped —
Followed a death-like silence.
I roused myself, and lifting her hood, looked inside.
Later I did away with that hood. It grew tiresome lifting
it up fifty times a day.
fin

But I didn't know so much then. I thought Margare
just needed a little coaxing and that we would soon be skim
ming on our way.
You see I had never had much to do with second-ham
Fords.
inside the car I found that Margaret's stay;
hadPoking
becomearound
unfastened.
NowcareMargaret
take
of herself.is a big girl and old enough — oh, older — 1<
I looked again.
I onlyunder
had athe
piece
I"Iflooked
seat.of wire — baling wire," I thought.
Ah — success!
The second-hand dealer had been more than kind. He hac
left nearly a dozen pieces — enough, I guess he thought, for Mar
garet and me to get clear of his establishment.
T HOOKED

Margaret up.

JL
Then, with breath suspended, I commenced "winding"
the crank.
Once more, success!
Margaret rattled and fumed like the best of 'em.
I tried low gear — we moved.
Then high gear — we kept moving.
And then with a beautiful birdlike motion we took off at
the maddening pace of twelve miles an hour. No ocear
hopper could have been more thrilled than I as Margaret
and I roared along the streets.
"Look, folks," I wanted to shout.
"Look — this is Margaret — and she's Mine!"
I didn't say these things, but people looked just the same
Margaret
spoke
of us. She snorted and sneezedbut
this time
she for
keptboth
going.
We rounded a corner, and before I noticed that the traffic
sign said "STOP," we had crossed the street.
A nearby policeman roused himself, and somehow I pullec
Margaret up to a dead halt.
He eved my buggy carefully, and then,
"What d'ya call it?"
"Margaret," I whispered.
"Pretty name, Margaret," he said.
[ cont'd on page 146

/""Tay wray
J* took the title
J

of "The

V:dding March"
After
siously.
wrking for almost
to years in Eric
vi Stroheim's story
oipple-blossomtime
i Vienna, Miss
\ray staged her own
vdding march with
J in Monk Saunders,
the author of
"Wings.'"

T>

OROTHY MACKAILL plays the role of a tugboat captain's daughter in "Waterfront."
And she falls in love with a sea'farin' gent who works on a ferryboat, played by Jack Mulhall.
The harbor scenes for this nautical but nice romance were filmed within the Golden Gate of
San Francisco.

Dyar

T'S no use to waste your pity on the poor sailors when Clara Bow goes for a cruise on the
Angeles, will
/ schooner Diablo. If this sort of thing keeps up San Pedro, the harbor of Los
soon be the most popular port in the world. Appropriately enough, Clara's current picture is
"The Fleet's In."

Spurr

<M

ARY BRIAN is all mixed up in a sensational murder. Mary is one of the witnesses in
"The Canary Murder Case," in which Ruth Taylor is the beautiful victim. That handsome
slicker, William Powell, plays Philo Vance, the Social Register
sleuth. You will soon be
summoned for jury duty in this important case.

in Jnnocent Gringo
in Mexico
By

Our War Correspondent is Kidlapped by Bandits and hastily
j,eturned — Latest from Hollywood Front, where Talkies are
being Massed for Battle
Los Angeles, Calif.
tjVEAR JIM:
■ The reason you didn't hear from me last month is
, /that I was kidnapped by bandits in Mexico. They
intended to hold me for ransom, little knowing the cost
t keep and general overhead to say nothing of the indifferci>f friends and relatives; but when they saw by my passwas from
Hollywood they giddyapped off in all directions
r< ':hing
for help.
I could collect off them were their serapes and sombreros,
Stas with a little more time I could have sold them some
stock and had their shirts too. Which shows that we
mficans lead in every industry the world over.
American Bandits Best
eonly bona fide go-getting bandits I met down there were
re Americans. One offered me a silver mine belonging to the
!ecan government. I traded him Roxy's Theater for it.
■can't beat us gringos. The other Americano was hoosei\jd by the Mexican authorities for misrepresenting himself
j a motion picture director. If similar justice were meted

You can't get away from Hollywood.
Near Mexico City there is a new subdivision which is advertised "Hollywood in Mexico." If Cortez and his
men could pass that way again, Herb
Howe fears there would be another
Noche Triste, or Night of Tears

/V> i

PLLYWOOD
IN

MEXICO
IW

SUB-

DIVISION

f:

Senor
Herbert
Howe

out in Hollywood there would be few movies, and no talkies to
date.
Why should we give the Mexicans all the banditti honors in
pictures? That, by the way, is what they would like to know.
You Can't Get Away from IT
Crossing the line that frees you from prohibition jokes, I
toasted myself with a drink of tequila which is reputed to have
torn up the whole tribe of Toltecs, but which seemed to me a
very soft drink indeed compared to the goof punch served in
certain Hollywood salons. A few minutes later I glanced out
the car window and saw Wally Beery 's head sticking out of the
bulrushes. I feared I had contracted the tequila tremens and
was seeing Wally instead of the customary pink elephant, but
when a fellow passenger corroborated my vision I concluded
Wally was merely sneaking the border, as is the custom of us
Californians on murdering somebody. Then we saw the
cameras grinding and the companv on location for "Beggars of
You can't get away from Hollywood.
Hollywood in Mexico
Near Mexico City there
is a new sub-division which
Life."
is advertised "Hollywood
in Mexico." Stucco bungalows are springing up as
riotously as California poppies, and all the architecture
is strictly Hollywood
[ CONTINUED
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The Movies an
Sometimes the best of the romance
is played after the final fade-out
four
was approaching
IT
o'clock in Los Angeles, and
Judge Swidge, with one eye
on the clock, was hearing
the last case of the day, that of
McLane versus McLane, a
petition for divorce.
The very young husband
was on the stand. He glanced
nervously around, fidgeted in
his chair, wetted his dry lips,
and passed his hand through
his hair in a nervous gesture.
His eyes were filled with pain
as they met the disconcerting
glances of hostility from the
morbid audience.
Mrs. John McLane had preceded her husband on the
stand. When her testimony
was concluded, she had withdrawn with the goodwill of the
crowd, as the feminine half of a
splitting human team invariably does.
Mr. John McLane wetted
his parched lips again and
awaited the questioning of the
honorable court. "Are you represented bycounsel, Mr. McLane? "
"No, sir."
Judge Swidge proceeded:
"You heard
your wife's testimony, Mr. McLane?"
The victim
a weak
voice. nodded, said, "Yes, sir," in
" You do not wish to contest her suit for
divorce?"
"No, sir!" This time the answer was emphatic.
"Hm!" said Judge Swidge. "Decree granted."
The clerk duly recorded the august decision.
" Now, young man," said the judge, "about another matter —
how much money do you make a month?"
"A hundred and fifty dollars." Johnny McLane's voice
quavered.
"Hm! Not much money for a movie writer, is it?" Curiosity prompted this question from the judicial lips. Something
remotely resembling -a smile passed over the boy's face. " But,
Your Honor," he said, "I am only a publicity writer — and a
novice at that. You see, I'm quite young, and I can't expect
much more for a long while yet."
His Honor was silent for a moment, apparently weighing the
matter
ascended.very carefully in his mind. Johnny McLane's hopes

" Well," said Judge Swidge, finally, " a young man like you —
how old are you?"
"Twenty-three."
Meekly.
"Twenty-three!" exclaimed the judge. "My, but you are
precocious — married and divorced at twenty-three. You are on
the way to becoming a second Nat Goodwin."
The audience snickered at this. Johnny McLane squirmed
in his chair, blushed, and perspired some more.
The judge

leaned back in his chair,
placed his finger tips together, and tried to look very imposing.
"Well, Mr. McLane," he said deliberately, for effect, 'i
think it would be only fair to give a third of your income to yoil
wife. Don't you? " He looked down from his eminence to til
table before him at the girl seated there. She acknowledged hi
generosity
attorney. with a smile, as did her mother, and her eaglebeaktl
BUT Johnny never averted his gaze from the face of tl||
magistrate. That face below was only too well known. HI
imagination recalled it in all its variety of expression. And th<l
were all repellent to him now.
A third of his income — fifty dollars a month! How would ll
live?
Judge Swidge leaned over and looked at the document befofl
him. "Hm! 'Non-support' — so the citation reads," he sai|
"Bad!
Hm, very bad! Yes, fifty dollars."

ike That

Yjudley

Yearly

By

'lustratcd by
De Alton
Valentine

'

Johnny could not repress
a feeling of admiration
for Mary, though he felt
it to be flagrant disloyalty
to his new love; and it
angered him that he
could feel anything but
distaste for his ex-wife.
But all theMary
justice within him demanded that
he respect and admire

II

/'

Five years . . .
Louie (Louis R.)
Schlank,
president
of Premier Pictures,
Inc.,
was
admitted by all qualified
to pass judgment to be
among the leaders in the
motion picture industry.
It was said of him that his
judgment in choosing
lieutenants
was infallibly
good.

On a very lovely morning in
June he was sitting before his
desk in a characteristic pose:
his body slumped far down in
his heavily stuffed, leathercovered chair, and his three
chins reposing rest fully on the
stiff bosom of his shirt. He
was awaiting the arrival of
someone. Presently there was a
knock on the door.
" Come in! " called Louie, and the
chief of his scenario department
entered. He crossed the room and
sat down in a chair beside the desk.
Louie looked at him for a long while
through half-closed eyelids, before asking:
"How old are you, Johnny?"
"Twenty-eight,"
answered Johnny McLane.

v/rttt NT/AH-"

fohnny made a gesture of protest;
uth: "No, no, Judge! That isn't
■y didn't tell me what grounds they
vas too late to change it!"
Jis Honor was exasperated. "Then
t?" he asked brusquely.

words tumbled from his
true! I didn't know —
were going to sue on, till
you wish to contest the

'HNNY slumped back in his chair, shook his head impotentT. "No," he said listlessly.
'Fifty dollars a month maintenance money, then, until the
al decree is granted," decreed Swidge, and rising from his
air, started for his chambers.

"Ah!
twenty-eight,"
sighed
Louie
dreamily,
"how vunderful!"
"Wonderful?"
repeated Johnny in a
puzzled voice.
"Yes, so vunderful."
Louie sighed
again, "Vunderful to be the general manager of such a big company as I vill haf ,

at twenty-eight!"
Johnny's eyes widened.
He gulped. He asked wonderingly:
"You mean that you're making me general manager,
Mr.
"Veil, vy not?" came back Louie belligerently, as if his
Schlank?"
acumen
had been questioned. "Ain't I got the right? And
ain't I getting old? Don't I need some smart young feller to
look after details while I concentrate on expanding?"
He smiled paternally, reached across the desk and patted
Johnny's arm. "My boy," he said, "you are a smart young
feller. You vork hard. You haf imagination; vidout it
a man is a goop — you are no goop.
So I am gifting you a
big job."
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 137 ]
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7°IGHT
in the

Gertrude Olmsted was a
one-picture blonde. The
peroxide was applied for
"Becky." But Gertrude believes that blondes are born
and not made, so she let her
hair grow back to its natural
chestnut brown, at the request of her director-husband, Robert Z. Leonard

The title of the picture
was "A Blonde for a
Night." Rather than
change the title, Marie
Prevost went goldilocks.
And doesn't she look
like Phyllis Haver? In
spite of the pleadings of
her friends, Marie went
back to her natural
curly brown hair. She
didn't know herself
when she looked into a
mirror

fig

We ad

Carmel Myers has
tried all colors.
When Carmel was
a kid, her hair was
red. But she grew
tired of beinj
called
so
when"carrots,'
she went
into the movies she
dyed her hair. Now
she's blonde, which
is nearer the
natural color than
the hair
been
seeing
on 've
the
screenyou

When the picture calls
or a blonde, the girls
are willing to dye for
their Art

aw years ago Madge Bely achieved a new persony by emerging as a blonde.
;r a few pictures, Madge
ided that the new persony wasn't worth the worry
upkeep. Her little fling
ver and she's gone back to
dark hair. All of which
ves that there is no satisfying 'em

Pauline Starke went
peroxide because she
was cast in a color production and she wanted
to supply that golden
touch. But she likes
her new hair so well
that she is going to stay
that way. Because most
of the leading men are
dark, blonde heroines
are preferred by way of
contrast

Vera Reynolds has no
alibi. She turned
blonde just because
she preferred to be
that way. No picture
requirement forced
her to the decision ;
she simply thinks
that light hair is more
becoming than dark
hair.
And,
in Vera's
case, it
is true.
So
there you are!

TARS

Me

ei

Transforming awkners into useful anc
her beautiful home, there is an inviting fireplace i
almost every room. But there is nothing more unii
viting and forbidding looking than a fireplace in tb
It yawns at you and is uglv.
summer.
Of course, there are screens to be had but even thes
are sometimes awkward, so our Mary originated th
idea of having
a sliding
mirror placed'
of eac
fireplace.
In the
summer-time
it makesin front
an attractiv
asset to the room. giving it a bright cool look and in th
winter the mirror may be drawn back so that a cheerfi
wood fire can crackle on the hearth.
THERE areotherinteresting devices at Pickfair. On!
is so typical of all husbands that I must tell voi<
about it. Douglas.it seems, has the unhappvhabitof fori
ing to close the screen doors. This caused Mary n.
little worry, so she worked out the idea of having th.
door separate in the middle and automatically slid.
back after you have gone through it. Xow Doug doe
not need to bother to shut the door. It closes of its owi
accord.
There were far too many books at Pickfair — not toe,
many to enjoy, but too many to be placed gracefulh
about the rooms.
A special case was made witlj

Esther Ralston had two large closets
in her bedroom. She only needed one.
So she turned the extra space into
a dressing room, thereby keeping the
powder dust, rouge and cold cream
jars out of the bedroom itself

homes veof the film folk high on
THE
the exclusi
hills of Beverly may
look like summer hotels gone de
Mille, but their interiors are less
forbidding.
There is hardly one that does not boast
"ing nook where one ma v enjov
a cup of tea or a book or an hour of gossip.
Yes, the >:.:rs do do these things as a relief
from their strenuous work at the studios.
However,
these nooks, although
built
for comfort and happiness, re:
very
- me household problem solved.
All of us have moved into a new home
only
• ver that our drapes are too
short or too long for a certain window
that the awfully interesting little slipper
chair doesn't suit the west corner of the
bedroom at all. Sometimes our old homes
become a bore and we long to make some
- rtling change in them.
Mary Pickford has the most original way
of meeting these household problems.
In

Joan Crawford
had too many
book-shelves and
not enough
books. What
was the use of
buying a lot of
books just for
show? So she
arranged her
small library in
this futuristic
fashion to cover
the wide open
spaces

Thei r

J-Jousehold
Probl ems

yard and idle corieautiful nooks
By Lois Shirley

awers that slide back into the wall, layer upon
Iyer.
i Books have troubled many a home maker. You
jive either too few or too many.
Did anybody
;er have enough to fit exactly into the book
lelves?
When Joan Crawford moved into her beautiful
panish home in Beverly Hills, she found that
tere was too much space on the shelves for the
poks she owned, yet her library was by no means
hiited. Here's the reason for all the book shelves.
>erb Howe had built the house and you know
kese writer folk. He, I imagine, had a lot of space
f> that he could preserve old copies of Photoplay.
WELL, "said Joan, " I told all my friends that
I didn't have enough books for my shelves
ut nothing seemed to happen. People can't take
hint in Hollywood."
But you can't stump Joan Crawford on a houseold problem or any other sort of problem. The
ay of futurism is upon us. Joan arranged the
olumes so that one row went diagonally across
le shelf and the other in the opposite direction,
>rming an interesting cubist pattern. Now Joan

What is worse than a black, yawning
fireplace in summer? Mary Pickford
equipped all the fireplaces in Pickfair
with sliding mirrors which are less awkward and just as decorative as screens
This modern version of an oldfashioned wardrobe is of red
lacquer with designs of silver. It
was made to fit a
useless corner in
a guest room of
Aileen Pringle's
home. Asyoucan
see, it is a model
of convenience

doesn't want any more books since this arrangement isso unique.
The futuristic craze brought Colleen Moore
an especial sort of bookcase. She can certainly
go in for higher literature by perching on the
top shelf and just to make it all more decorative and ornamental she leaves a space for two
porcelain birds. The lower shelves conceal
from view those big awkward volumes that all
of us have and keep, but that none of us want
to show off.
You may judge by all this that the stars have
books
only
for decorative
It isn't
true, of
course,
but when purposes.
Lilyan Tashman
found that there wasn't a single picture or any
group of pictures that was suitable for the south
wall of the den, she had one side knocked out
and two rows of books with a shelf for vases put
in.

[ CONTINUED

ON PAGE 96 ]

"Hot So Ttutnbl
Below: Try to make a
parrot talk when it doesn't
want to. Then you'll understand what the director was up against when
he tried to get Polly to
chatter in Jimmie Adams'
ear. A piece of gumdrop
in the parrot's
the trick beak did

Above you see Puzzums
doing her stuff. This engaging little trick will support the cat during all her
nine lives. Puzzums has
now left the Sennett Studio and is free-lancing.
Those comics are merely a
training school for a great
artist

Battle
to
death between
elk, a tragedy of
the woods, staged
in a studio and
not a real tragedy.
The wolf (really a
police dog) and
the trained buzzard wait for their
prey. A grim
scene on the
screen, but harmless in the studio

INTRODUCING some great artists who are paid only i
meat, tin cans, or bird seed. Many of them are members on
Jack Slotkin's Animal Casting Office, also known as Holly
wood's Noah's Ark.
Here are some of the requests that Slotkin has to meet:
One fifteen-foot snake for gag business.
One pig, stout, with light make-up.
A swarm of bees — not camera conscious.
One trained goat.

7£_

Don't feel sorry for the animals you see on the screen.

Holh

M

nimal

ovie

Victors

bove: "Is yo' sure, Boss,
jat skunk ain't wild?"
sks the dark-skinned
>mic when Jack Slotkin,
limal director, puts his
ood pussy through a few
'cthis faith
tricks.
takes
per-a
to It
play
with
pet like this

On the right: Waiting for
their call, a buzzard, an
owl and a couple of geese.
They all hope that some
scenario writer will put
them in a dramatic scene.
These birds are always
kept in good condition for
a sudden call

I

A goat noted for his
marksmanship. Once a
comedy director turned
and bowed to some
friends when Billy was
all set to go. What followed was never shown
on the screen

A
Above: An intimate little home scene such as
this often takes hours of patient waiting on the
part of the director and cameraman. The trick
is to keep both the baby and the dog quiet at the
same time.
Try it yourself, if you think it's easy !

sd is kinder to dumb creatures than to humans. Animal
formers are carried to and from the studios by automobile
1 are specially fed while they are working. Those death
ties, shown occasionally, are carefully faked. Trained anils are considered too valuable to be exposed to danger or
L treatment. Cruelty is strictly against the rules, as it
aks the spirit of the animal and frightens him out of doing
best work.
tfo wonder the human players sometimes envy the studio
s!
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Amateur Movies
By Frederick James Smith
First Announcement of Judges in $2,000 Contest —
World News of Amateur Club Activities
James R. Quirk, e
star
estetd
u nt
itor and publisher
HAVvEo u ryoco
Photoplay, will be
film?
Better get busy. A
judge, as will t
managing editor of tl
half year is none too
long to build a celluloid
publication. Oth
prize winner.
judges
nounced will
next be
monta
Photoplay is happy
completing the jury
to announce a portion
of the distinguished
jury of judges for its
second amateur movie
planning your co
contest.
test
film,
the ml
REread
FO
BE
. you
lly
carefu
They sta
Colonel Roy W. Winton, managing director
simplecont
and
of the Amateur Cinema
est dire
your
entrcty —mi
observe every rule
League and a leader in
the amateur movebe eligible for co
sideration by t
ment, has accepted an
invitation to be a judge.
There are some ear
So, too, has Stephen
inquiries
F. Yoorhees, vice-presjudges. to be answere
here. Officers
ident of the league.
directors
of
Mr. Voorhees, aside
Amateur
Cinei
from being an amateur
film enthusiast, is the
League, other th
leader of the modern
judges,
may enterTo filrr
A scene from the Australian amateur production,
in
the contest.
school of architecture
these notable amate
in the United States
"Pearl of the Pacific," now being filmed. The Australians have had government co-operation and are making
and has to the credit
pioneers, because th
an elaborate standard-width film. Special lighting
of his firm the New
have won distinction i
equipment
is
used
in
the
jungle
the league, would b
York Telephone Buildunfair.
ing, which won
the
You may enter as many contest films as you wish, provide
nation prize of the American Institute of Architects. He now
each one meets all the rules, which will be found on page 12J
has two great buildings under way.
Panchromatic film and the new Eastman color film may b|
Wilson Barrett, executive secretary of the National Board
used entirely or in part, provided it is safety stock.
of Review, will be a judge. For years Mr. Barrett has been
foremost in the battle for better pictures. His organization
Another thing — if you sell or obtain remuneration in an,
way for your contest film, it can not be entered as an amateu
has taken a vital part in the improvement of the screen and
Mr. Barrett himself
contribution. How
is interested deeply
ever, if you do sei
in amateur film makfilm now and then
ing.
you are not lifted ou
of the amateur ranks
Photoplay, not be
the
or,
Vid
ng
Ki famous director,
ing as finicky as i
national t e n n i
will be the only repreofficial, considers ;
sentative of the promovie amateur to b<
fessional photoplay
on the jury. Mr.
a person
whofilms
makefo
Vidor is considered
most
of his
by many to be the
his own amusement.
best American
director. He made
''The Big Parade,"
departmenl
winner of Photothi:
mon
ST to tio
rred
, '
LA
a sque
" Mnth
refe
play's Gold Medal
of th(
the produc
for 1925, and he
P e a b o d y C in e m ;
directed many other
Club of Nashville
Term. This effori
noteworthy films, including the recent
contains many ver\
Here is part of the lighting equipment used in night semuch talked about
eresting
movu
int
quences of "Pearl of the Pacific."
The plant is 90 HP
Petrol set direct, coupled to 450 amp. 110 Volt generator
production, "The
[ CONTINUED
ON
122 1 PAGE
mounted on a truck
Crowd."

Th
rose-\\.ill er
Jack Mulhall throws a few
verbal bricks at the high
hat. He's an Irishman, so
who has a better right or a
surer aim?
By Mark Larkin
ACK MULHALL has found the secret of success, and he is
willing to pass it along, without charge, to anyone who is
willing to absorb it.
"There is only one way to succeed," says Jack.
"Just
yourself.
Don't pose, don't pretend, don't put on a high
["his has been Jack's creed ever since he started on his own.
er fifteen years in the films, he has found that it still has
rit.
n San Francisco Bay not so long ago, a freighter came in
m the Orient — a typical tramp, scurvy-looking and dirty,
black paint peeled off in flakes the size of your hand, and
3 the size of the side of your house. She wallowed low in the
ter, loaded to the gun'ls by gluttonous owners.
U the rail on the fo'castle stood an oiler, grimy as the ship
self. His face was smeared, a sweat-towel was wrapped
unci his neck, the corneV clutched in his teeth, and one of his
:eks protruded in a manner that indicated the telltale chew
tobacco. Occasionally he spat over the side,
ie was contemplating San Francisco rising on its numerous
s and devising ways and means of entertaining himself, once
got ashore.
3is name, oddly enough, was Jack Mulhall — a greasy oiler!
\t least that was his role, and a starring part at that, in
Waterfront,"
st National. the current Mackaill-Mulhall

attraction for

rhey asked him why he didn't put on make-up.
rle answered: "I am going to be an oiler on a freighter, not
actor on a set."
Fifteen years ago he began to practice this creed — when he
t entered pictures. Don't judge from this, however, that
s an old man. He began when he was a kid, and if you
ked into his laughing Irish eyes — as blue as the lakes of the
lerald Isle — you'd still call him a kid.
,HE day I saw him, Jack was dressed in white flannels, with
a blue sweater that matched his eyes, and a blue tie that
s a shade lighter.
'I get a great kick out of some of the celebrities that I knew
the days when," said Jack. "Many of them are wearing
;h hats today. And I, being contrary-minded, can't help but
Le a fall out of some of 'em, especially when they try to hight me. I always try to think of their most embarrassing
iment and remind 'em of it. And, believe me, that always
:s under the hide."

Not a new foreign discovery, nor yet a baby star.
The pretty girl is Mrs. Jack Mulhall.
It's one of
their few pictures taken together.
Mrs. Mulhall
gives Jack the monopoly on cameras

A director whose greatest asset was a pose of importance
annoyed Jack very much because he was constantly making it
appear that only by virtue of his own superior intelligence was
Jack able to get anything over on the screen. Having stood
this for several weeks, Jack finally rebelled. He waited till the
director approached him in his best condescending manner to
remark, "Jack, my boy, I have a great idea."
He got no farther than that. Jack's Irish ire broke bounds.
""N TOW listen," said Jack, the whole company standing by
i-N with ears cocked, "you never had an idea in your whole
life. Let's come down out of the clouds. Be yourself . And from
now on just go ahead and make the picture and eliminate the
And they did, from then on.
boloney."
Jack got his inspiration for being himself out of a stokehold.
It happened when he was in his 'teens and was working his way
back from Europe, where he had gone, adventure bound.
"You can't put it on with the 'black gang' on a ship," he
announced.
"They get wise to you in a hurry."
Another thing that Jack sets up as an axiom is the matter of
delicacy.
"On this last location in San Francisco," he said, "we had
with us a man with the toughest mug I ever saw. Even Louis
Wolheim would have won a beauty prize alongside of him. We
cast him because of his face, and because of his experience as a
longshoreman. As we sat at lunch one day, one of the party
made remarks that were not particularly fitting for the table,
and the man with the ugly pan pushed back his chair and went
outside.
" Something in his manner seemed ominous. Someone
followed him out to find out what the trouble was.

else

"The stevedore type was trembling with rage. And he was
waiting for the man who had made the off-color remarks to
come out so he could 'teach him a little manners,' he said.
you see, And
you consideration
can't always tell
looks many
what'sa
in "So
his heart.
for from
othersa man's
has saved
black eye."
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Art Gets a Break
"Sennett Will Make Forty Comics in Sound!"
Art, at the news, leaps ahead with a bound.
Oh, for the squish of a fresh lemon pie!
Oh, for the smack of a sock in the eye!
Said with a Smile
make a talkie
ERSt .may
ROG
WILLfor Para
moun
. . That smacking
The
sound you hear is the gum . . .
And Rin-Tin-Tin has waggled
The
through a new Vitaphone called "The Outlaw
Dog" ... Ye gods, now it's the "barkies"!
. . . "If shoes pinch, you can't be graceful," says Betty Compson in a fashion tip . . . Which is as profound as saying that
if you're a vegetarian you can't eat pig's knuckles . . . Add
Hollywood lingo . . . When a girl gives her sweetheart air
she is said to have "cradled" him . . . And anyone showing
symptoms of mild Hollywood insanity is said to be "going
ood
n,
hy"
day eHeyw
The eton
ask towhytake. .a . Movi
don't was
. Butnist,
ditc
turned
test he Brou
New York. . colum
up with shiners on both eyes . . . Times squareheads crack
that he made a phonograph record instead . . . By the way,
if you get anatomical in your home movies and send the
negative to the Eastman people for development . . . All
you will find of your pet "art" will be a lot of emptv frames
. . . "Naughty, naughty!" say the nice Eastman people.

Boiled Shirts or Else
New York picture house ushers are all steamed up over their
uniforms as field marshals in the Nicaraguan Army.
The Hebrew Ushers' Union serves notice that it wants
dinner coats instead of the gaudy monkey-suits.
"People salute us like admirals or generals," says the
secretary.
"The uniforms are ridiculous."
"Waiter, can you find two down front?"
Hearts and Flowers
Jascha Heifetz, great fiddler, and Florence Yidor, fine screen
actress, spliced . . . And yet you never can tell . . . The
kiddies may be saxophone players . . . Ronald Colman and
his new French starring partner, Lily Damita, are said to be
making goo-goo eyes in a big and constructive way . . . Lois
Wilson and Edward Everett Horton have been sitting out fox
trots all fall . . . Reported that D. W. Griffith and his wife,
cleft for years, have patched it ... So have Kenneth Harlan
and Marie Prevost ... So have the Gaylord Lloyds (Harold's
brother) . . . And so the bluebirds cheep in Hollywood . . .
and the doves of peace have run out of olive branches . . .
Another dangerous blonde was retired from circulation when
Thelma Todd yessed young James Ford, actor on the Fox
ranch . . .
<6

Greeting Cards

Happy returns to Buddy Rogers, just turned 24 on two
wheel . . . Norma Shearer, whose spouse, Irving Thalberg,

John — "I love you, love you, love you!"
Jane — "Let's make this sequence without sound!"
rolled a gray Rolls-Royce up to the door as his share of t
whoopee . . . Colleen Moore, not only because each has ju
winked past another milestone, but because they have be
married just five vears without a shot fired in anger . . . Cla
Bow, 23, and HOW!
The Simple Life
Hollywood's darkened at ten every night—
Never an orgy and never a fight — Crammed with intelligent, virginal frails —
Surely, and I am His Highness of Wales!
The Month's Best Bets
Rivet an eye on two Mexican gals, both hot tamales
Lupe Velez, because Old Fox Griffith, directing her, is all he
and bothered over her possibilities as stellar material
Mona Rica, a newcomer who walked smack into a job in
John Barrymore film and has Lubitsch hysterical, and a
dunder und blitzen about her.
Getting Personal

Greta Garbo speaks baritone . . . Paris' prefect of nolic
one M. Chiappe, permits smoking in all picture houses
While Charlie Farrell won't admit he's to step off the deep en<
he's building an elegant tepee near that of Dick Aden an
Jobyna Ralston . . . Nobody has dared to call her "a meal
Jobyna," and no wonder . . . Estelle Taylor wore blacll
rimmed cheaters while rehearsing with Husband Dempsel
in "The Big Fight" under Belasco's baton . . . Movies sigl
their first Greek actress — Elene Aristi ... If she flops, there!
always the beanery in the background . . . The late Georgl
Siegman left $20,000 to his widow in a 14- word will . . I
Buster Collier has invented gold suspender buckles containinl
space for a girl's photograph ... In the case of most of thl
movie lads, you couldn't see the galluses for the gals . . . Thf
United Press checks up on Dallas, Tex., and found that on |
normal Sunday 53,149 people went to the movies and 37,14|
went to church . . . that makes Dallas something or other . . I
And Los Angeles now has the world's biggest movie house . .1
It has seats for 6,457 title-readers-aloud . . . That licks thl
Roxy in New York by a couple of hundred foot-tappers . . . Ami
as Jack Gilbert so touchingly says, no matter how you berol
it, it's still a pretzel.
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St. Mnritz, society's winter playground
in the Swiss Alps, crowns the world,
like a glittering jewel.

AN

MEmCAN-DORN

MaRQUISE

nlmaiei uuropei mojt brilliant
llJInter 12laucjround
EVERY SEASON at St. Moritz,
1 one of the most striking personalities ithe
s Marquise de Polignac.
Her wit and verve make her an immense favorite in this colony of cosmopolitans who, in the snow-clad
Alps, enjoy winter sports under the
ardent sun.
Madame de Polignac is an indefatigable sportswoman! Like the rest
of the smart world, she is all day in
sports attire, skating, skiing, "bobbing" in the sun-drenched snow.
Fascinating thougfh this life is, the
contradictory delights of blazing sun,
sweeping winds and exhilarating cold,
brown all skins rapidly — burn them
black. Yet the Marquise de Polignac

manages to keep her complexion fine,
clear, smooth.
When asked about it, she said: —
"I like to take part in all the winter
sports. But the cold, dry air would
draw and chap my skin unless I carefully protected it and kept it soft
and supple. For myself I prefer
Pond's Two Creams. They give
swift, dependable results. In warmer
countries, I also use Pond's Skin
Freshener to tone and liven up my
skin.

The Marquise de Polignac, formerh Miss
Nina Crosby of the exclusive Newport set,
married into an aristocratic French family. Here she is ready for skiing, but hatless — the latest vogue at St. Moritz.

Third — she dashes on the Freshener— Pond's tonic which leaves the
face with that gorgeously fresh feeling.
Fourth — she lightly applies Pond's
Vanishing Cream before she powders
— a film oi perfection like the frosted
bloom of untouched grapes.
to Follow
beauty. yourself, Pond's four steps

"In fact," she concluded with a
flashing smile, " I have got the Pond's
habit completely."
THIS is how Madame de Polignac
uses her invaluable Pond's:
Firstover
— sheher spreads
Cream
face and Pond's
neck at Cold
least
twice a day, and when retiring.

Mail

with

ioc — For

Pond's / delightful preparations.
Dept. City
L,
Extract Co. York
dson St., New
i 14 Hu
Pond's
City.
Strper

Second— with Pond's new Cleansing Tissues she removes the cream,
carrying the dust with it.

.StateCopyright, 1928, Pond's Extract Co.

Madame de Polignac, who spends
tioo months of the season at St.
Moritz, the popular winter resort of
fashionable Europe, dances as gracefully as she skiis. Her lithe figure,
well-poised head, sincere grey eyes
and sun-tanned skin make her a
striking example of a fine type.

On her dressing table, in her traveling bag, wherever the Marquise
goes,
go Freshener
Pond's Two
and Skin
in herCreams
choice
containers of sea green glass.
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

Coupon

MAGAZINE.

Off the
Cutting R00/?

/loor
Josef von Sternberg separated bad scenes
from good ones for years before he outpovertied Poverty Row with "The Salvation
Hunters." At first being a director was
mostly grief for Josef, but he finally clicked
with "Underworld"

Some directors act their way
to fame. Others talk themselves into jobs. These boys
cut the road to success with
their little scissors

The nice looking young
fellow below is Lewis Milestone, ex-cutter, whomade
"Two Arabian Knights,"
one of the comedy wows
of the season. He's been
assigned to direct Thomas
Meighan

Above is a picture of
Robert de Lacey who
learned about directing
from watching the mistakes and successes of
others in thecuttingroom.
Since he has been directing, he's made twenty of
FBO's biggest box-office
successes

Arthur Ripley, former
scissor wizard, now director and supervisor for
Harry Langdon. With
these four successes, you
will understand why producers look for new
directors, not among
actors as was formerly the
custom, but in the lowly
cutting room
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ielovely,vigorous rooms that
the influence of Ruhlman,
rankl, and Sue et Mare— here
•erware that is modernist in
g, geometric in design: the
est contemporary example
f e influence of the Modernti| VIovement on silverware. It
n
s a bright breath of today . . .
li
< omorrow . . . which freshens
•i
able with delightful effect.

Contingent planes are used . . .
Geometric patterning with light
and shade . . . Bright color on the
handles . . . The serving -pieces
have the faceted beauty of Christofle's work in silver ... At your

Community
When

you write to advertisers

please mention

Plate
PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

jeweler's, now: $35.25 for a service for six . . . #40.00 for the teaset (3 pieces). . .Community Plate
is guaranteed for fifty years.
Oneida Community,

Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.
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Ed Wheelan is the only film
producer who can make his
stars work for nothing — and
like it
By
Frances Clark
s
m rk
produc
s in
dreawo
of jo
siter'
isy.a He
HIS
his studio within a fiftycent taxi jump of Times
Square and makes his own pictures.
He writes his own stories, designs
his sets, creates his stars. If a
Mr. Wheelan writes his own stories, designs his own sets, directs
player gets temperamental, he blots
his own films.
With a stroke of his pen he can make or break a
him out with ink.
star. He doesn't have to worry about censors, overhead, salaries,
A retake is only a matter of a few
competition or the talkies
strokes of the pen.
The overhead
is practically nothing.
He is untroubled by censors, competition, high salaries or the talkies.
When Mr. Wheelan tries to get funny and take a few pok
Mr. Ed Wheelan is a comic strip artist who has been pro- at the movies, his public rebukes him. What 's he trying to d
be asmart-aleck?
ducing Minute Movies for release through newspapers all over
the country.
The problems of these Minute Movies are exactly those «
The idea began all in fun; it was just a trick of presenting a the Two Hours Movies. Mr. Wheelan did a lively businei
comic strip series in the terms of movie technique. You can in westerns and serials, but he grew tired of drawing narro
imagine Mr. Wheelan 's embarrassment when he found that his escapes and thought he would go in for bigger and bettt
public was taking him seriously.
things. Like other producers, he aspired to Art. So he pn
Hazel, his beautiful heroine, exists merely on ink and paper.
duced a costume drama — and got the raspberry.
But Mr. Wheelan daily receives letters asking if Hazel is married, where she was born, how much she weighs and how tall HE also enjoyed a brief, stormy rage for foreign sheiks, bi
his audiences demanded the return of the honest, native-t(
she is. Ralph, the starry-eyed hero, gets requests for his
photograph, proposals of marriage and ardent letters of advice
the-soil hero. Comedies sometimes go over and sometimes the
and criticism.
don't. Too often he is called down for being light-minded an
When Claude, the imported foreign sheik, threatened to steal frivolous.
News reels have a fair success but the travelogue
not so good. The public wants to be entertained, not instructec
all of Ralph's best roles as well as the affections of the heroine,
he was roundly denounced as an intruder and an upstart.
And where, ladies and gentlemen, have you heard that before
Serials are, perhaps, this producer's best bet. Mr. Wheela
MOST of Mr. Wheelan's public are children and yet, on a has tried to educate his public up to Higher and Better thingsminor scale, they represent a complete cross-section of the but with small success. Although the action may be fas
movie mind. The screen has so influenced them that thev
and furious, there must be romantic interest or even a seria
will die on its feet.
believe what they see ; a movie star on paper is as real as a movie
star on celluloid.
Mr. Wheelan gets a big fan mail but mostly it concerns hi
And why not?
stars. A great deal of it is addressed to his puppets, althoug
Mr. Wheelan originally used his drawings to satirize the the producer himself receives many brickbats and bouquet;
His stars are always being implored to send out autographe
movies. But you can't satirize the movies. Or rather you can,
but you can't get away with it. You can't kid Santa Claus or pictures of themselves. But Mr. Wheelan is never asked fo
George Washington and the Cherrv Tree or Little Red Riding
his own photograph. And that's where the kids don't knoi
Hood.
their onions, because Mr. Wheelan is really a very good
Mr. Wheelan discovered that the movies belong to that looking fellow — perhaps, with due apologies to Hollywood
class of fiction that is truer than the truth.
the best looking producer in the business.

Washing the Face . . .Your most
important beauty treatment
OLIVE

OIL, in this facial soap,

removes dirt and make-up an
utterly different way. And this,
beauty specialists agree, is the
most important step in combating sallow, oily skin and blemishes.

TANY of the dangers that threaten
»-L complexion beauty today come
tough abuse of naturally lovely skin.
>uge, powder, face creams, added to
;ate beauty, remain to destroy it. How?
' clogging the pores! By imprisoning
:t, dust and oil secretions that must be
moved thoroughly every single day, to
:ain the fresh color and firm, smooth
cture of a youthful skin. Many of the
jmen who think "this cannot apply to
B are even now abusing their comsxions, inviting skin troubles dermalogists will have to correct tomorrow.
The effect of olive oil on the skin
Modern beauty science has an answer to
is problem! Wash the face thoroughly,
ice every day, with this olive oil soap
■atment! The facial oil in this remarkle soap softens and gently eliminates
ly masses which form in the pores, thus
nishing blackheads and similar irreguities. Olive oil softens tender skin,
eping it supple, smooth, delicate to
ach The rich, balmy lather penetrates
ery pore, stimulating a wealth of hidden
lor, bringing out radiant freshness.
Start this treatment now
To discover your own possibilities of
auty, begin this very day to follow a
atment thousands of women find most
ective. These two short rules are an
failing way to enduring loveliness:

At night: make a rich lather of Palmolive Soap and
warm water With both hands, apply it to face and
throat, massaging gently in an upward and outward
motion, to stimulate circulation. Rinse thoroughly
with warm water graduated to cold until you actually
feel all impurities, oil, secretions and make-up carried
away Then dry the skin tenderly with a soft towel.

In the morning: repeat this treatment and add a touch
of finishing cream before putting on rouge and powder.
That's all ! A simple treatment, but it must be observed twice every day to keep the skin lovely and
youthful. At 10c Palmolive is the world's least expensive beauty formula. Buy a bar, begin using it
today. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Chicago, Illinois.
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PALMOLIVE RADIO HOUR-Broadcast every Wednesday night9:30 to 10:30 p m , eastern time; 8:30 to 9:30 p m., central time — over
WEAF and 32 stations associated with The National Broadcasting Company

EEP

THAT

SCHOOLGIRL

COMPLEXION

» . a smartly conceived Vanity
by the makers of SUREFIT Metal Watch Straps
You simply press the button and . . . voila . . . there
you are. The tiny beauty box slides outward . . .
the mirror flips up. It is charming.
No fussing with clasps or breaking finger nails to get
"Simply
the button and .press
. . voila
...
there you are."

at one's rouge and powder.
In a variety of
smart modern art designs at $12 and
$ 16.50. Most progressive jewelers carry
the new VOILA Vanity as well as
SUREFIT Metal Watch Strapsfor men's and women's wrist
watches.

If your jeweler cannot supply
you, write direct to us, giving
us his name.

Bliss Brothers Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

m aW
SUREFIT

ctia

r

pronounced - Vtvahfa'

Opens at Your Finger Touch
Patents applied for

Jy"

is

the

watch strap made all in
one piece of flexible metal.

SUREFIT
Metal Watch Straps
for

MEN

only

and HOMEN

Patented Sept. 24, 1918 and July 22, 1919

)UESTIONS if ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Asking Questions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inquirer, we have found it necessary to treat such subjects in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine, 221 W.
57th St.. New York City.

You do not have to be a
i.der of Photoplay to have
iiestions answered in this Deirtment. It is only necessary
(it you avoid questions that
'Uld call for unduly long an;rs, such as synopses of plays
Icasts. Do not inquire con[ning religion, scenario writ!, or studio employment.
rite on only one side of the
per. Sign your full name and
dress; only initials will be
Wished if requested.

! P., Vancouver, Canada. — First place to
strangest question of the month. You
I: "There is a rumor going around here
Dorothy Mackaill gave a wild party at
■h her husband, Jack Mulhall, was shot."
1 my friend, is sheer insanity. Jack
fall is not Dorothy's husband. Jack was
hot. And Dorothy is about the last pern the world to give a wild party. Outside
at the story is true. No, Joan Crawford is
a sister of Norma and Constance Tal;e. Gary Cooper was not in the cast of
i Last Outlaw." Sorry to contradict you
mpletely.
W., Detroit, Mich. — Marie Prevost was
ied
to "Sonny"
Kenneth
r second
husband.Gerke.
You are
correct Harlan
on the
>thy Dalton-Lew Cody-Mabel Normand
le. Lew is Mabel's first husband. Miss
on was married first to Mr. Cody and then
rthur Hammerstein.
iuise C, Montreal, Canada. — Greta
io's first name is pronounced "Gray-ta."
ranklin Adams says, "Greta Garbo hath
.izabeth T., Collingswood, N. J.— Nils
erand Mary Astor are not related. Mary's
name is Lucille Langhanke, and she comes
Illinois, while Nils is a native of Sweden,
ires Costello is older than sister Helene.
>res is five feet, four inches tall.
1

.'A A., Detroit, Mich. — More of those
ds who deal in misinformation. Your
d has Gloria Swanson confused with Mae
ray. Gloria has a daughter and an
ited son, and there never has been any
tery about it. It was Mae who recently
mnced the birth of a son.
C, Clarksdale, Mo. — Bull Montana is
r-one years old, but young for his age. His
: recent picture was "Good Morning,
;e." At present, Bull is resting.
:. D., East Orange, N. J.— The Life Story
on Chaney started in the December, 1927,
toplay, and continued in the January and
•uary, 1928, issues. Write to Photoplay
lishing Company, 750 N. Michigan Ave.,
ago, 111., for back copies. They are
lty-five cents apiece.
ones C, Astoria, L. I. —
t a family fight, but your
y Philbin played opposite
ie Phantom of the Opera,"
er was- the girl in "The
re Dame."

I don't like to
sister is wrong,
Lon Chaney in
but Patsy Ruth
Hunchback of

• L. H., San Diego, Calif. — Does Nick
irt prefer blondes or brunettes? Well, at
present moment, Nick prefers Sue Carol,
as yet. Nick is twenty-two
s married—
old.

Corinne
Marguerite
and retired
a son, born

McLeod, Springfield, Mass. —
Courtot married Raymond McKee
from the screen. The McKees have
in July, 1926.

J. M., New York, N. Y. — Don Alvarado's
wife is a non-professional. Don was born in
Albuquerque,
Mexico,
in 1903.
the Indian townNew
where
the trains
stop onThat's
their
way to the coast. Out in Albuquerque, Don
was
to the neighbors
Joe Paige.
five known
feet, eleven
inches tallas and
weighs He's
160
pounds. Charles Delaney is not married.
Write to him at the First National Studios,
Burbank, Calif. Donald Keith was born
September 15, 1905. His real name is Francis
Feeney. He is six feet tall and weighs 150
pounds. Brown hair and blue eyes.

ENTER the first talkie hero.
Conrad Nagel was the target
of the most persistent questions
of the month. Mr. Nagel was
born March 16, 1897, and his
next picture will be "The ReNow fordeeming
theSin." six others: Madge
Bellamy is twenty-five years old,
weighs 112 pounds and is five
feet, three inches tall.
Charles Rogers' next picture
will be "Just Twenty-One." In
real life, Charles is just three
years older than the title of his
picture.
Neil Hamilton has brown hair
and brown eyes and was born
in Lynn, Mass.
Rene'e Adoree has brown hair
and blue eyes and was born in
Lisle, France.
Anita Page is eighteen years
old and her newest pictures are
"Our Dancing Daughters" and
"Gold Braid."
Lupe Velez was born in San
Luis Potosi, a suburb of Mexico
City, nineteen years ago.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY advises you to enclose twenty-five
cents, to cover the cost of the
picture and postage. The stars,
who receive hundreds of such
requests, cannot afford to comply with them unless you do
your share.

S. M. C, New Smyrna, Fla. — Lupino Lane
was born June 17, 1895, in London, England.
Lupino is a descendant of a famous English
theatrical family. Write to him at the Educational Studios, 1250 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Louise S., Dayton, O. — Pooh, pooh for
money! I love my art. I just adore telling you
that George Lewis is twenty-four and married;
that Nils Asther is Swedish, not American; and
that Mr. Asther has hazel eyes and brown hair
But as to the state of Richard Dix's heart, I
can
that has
he is
single,
swearonly
thattellheyounever
fallen
in but
love.I won't
How
could a man live in Hollywood and not fall in
love every now and then?
Grace H., Valparaiso, Ind. — Can't the
good name of even a dog be free from scandal?
No, Grace, Rin-Tin-Tin is not savage off the
screen. A well-trained police dog is like a welltrained soldier; it only fights on orders. Theodore Roberts is returning to the screen in John
Gilbert's picture, "The Devil's Mask." Irene
Rich gives her age as thirty-four and Lewis
Stone is forty-nine. Antonio Moreno has not
left the screen. His new film is "The Air
Legion." Jack Holt may be seen in •'SubMiss Fifteen, Clarinda, Iowa. — Will you
promise
marine." to write me again on your sixteenth
birthday? Yes, Ben Alexander is really goodlooking and Nils Asther is also really goodlooking. And you have neat tastes in men.
But Clara Bow is not married to a Denver man
— nor anyone else. That item in the newspaper must have referred to another Clara
Bow.
B. D., Rome, III. — Barry Norton is twentythree years old and his next picture will be
"Four Devils." Gilbert Roland's next is "A
Woman Disputed." That's George Lewis' real
name.
P. S., Upper Montclair, N. J.— No such
thing; they're still happily married. Ernest
Torrence did not play in "The Sea Hawk."
Write to him at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Calif.
Tod B., Cincinnati, O. — Any relation to
Richard? Marion Nixon is Barthelmess' leading woman in "Out of the Ruins." Molly
O'Day isn't making pictures at present; she is
reducing, at the request of directors who don't
like
You'veMiss
mixed
Marie played
Dressierin
with plump
Louise girls.
Dresser.
Dressier
"The Patsy," but it was Miss Dresser in
"Padlocked." Your guardian is right, but you
probably
listenThe
to meParamount
any more School
than youis
will listen won't
to him.
not in existence any more, and there are no
schools
mend. of movie acting that I can recom[ continued on page 102 ]

The Shadow Stage
[ CONTINUED

THE

FIRST

KISS-

Paramount

1 | 'HE first vehicle starring Fay Wray and
■*■ Gary Cooper in youthful romance. This
is all about a handsome young Chesapeake
Bay fisherman who turns pirate in order to
give his brothers the opportunities he thinks
they deserve. Of course, there's a girl who
loves him and everything ends happily. The
work of the principals is pleasant enough and
the backgrounds are charmingly photographed.

BEWARE

SMOKE

BELLEW—Big

Four

pONWAY TEARLE returns to the screen,
^-'after a prolonged absence, in an Alaskan
picture which smacks of "The Trail of '98."
The Jack London story makes an interesting
program vehicle, with a few blizzard scenes
which would do credit to a larger production.
Tearle is good; Barbara Bedford adequate.
Average movie entertainment.
CAPTAIN

PAGE
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cabaret girl. Much of the picture is amusing,
although marvelous comedy situations slip
into conventional routine.
SHOW

FOLKS— Pathe

""PHIS is no "Excess Baggage," but it is
j- another yarn about the struggles of theatrical people. No mental effort on your part is
required. Everything that should happen
next, happens next. The personality kid,
Eddie Quillan, proves amusing.

OF BLONDES— Columbia

AN American jewel agent, en route to
-* ^-Honolulu with a famous emerald, is warned
of a female yegg, a blonde, who is death to
emeralds. Aboard ship, he falls right into the
arms of a mysterious but beautiful blonde
woman. From there the picture simply seethes
with intrigue. Dorothy Revier is gorgeous.

FROM

BROTHERLY

LOVE—M.-G.-M.

CATIRE on prison reform. It begins in a
'"■'ladies' barber shop and ends in the penitentiary. Afootball game between two rival
prisons with Karl Dane and George K. Arthur
on opposing teams furnishes the gags. Love
interest is supplied by Jean Arthur, who, as
the warden's daughter, justifies Dad's theory
of brotherly love by marrying a prisoner,
otherwise George Arthur.
ROUGH

RIDIN'

RED— F BO

"DUZZ BARTON covers himself with glory
-'-'despite the asininity of the story. Buzz
lopes in on his trusty charger (the size of a
Shetland) and, wholly oblivious to the cinematic ruin strewn about him, makes a big
killing. Such are the advantages of youth,
red hair and horse sense.

SWAGGER— Pathe
SINNERS

HpHIS picture just missed being a great
-1- comedy. In fact, some of the work of
Rod LaRocque and Sue Carol is so delightful
we can easily forget the shortcomings. Most
people will enjoy having the penniless aviator
reform under the persuasion of the attractive

IN LOVE—FBO

A TRICK ending takes the curse off a dizzy
1 ^-melodrama about a little gal from the
country alone in the big city. The plot sickens
— er — thickens as it goes along. It's so familiar
you can keep time to it, but Olive Borden does

her best with her beauty and ability. r.
picture is mediocre.

I FORBID!— Fan-Maid Pictures '
SOFT, over-ripe
Kosher film. "]{
■*A ^-daughter
of one of thosesentimental
Jevf
families marries a Gentile, and Papa Rabbic
owns her. Mamma's heart breaks, pap
heart breaks, brother'sheart breaks, daughti
heart breaks, everybody's heart breaks — 1<
ours!
Terrible!
SISTERS

OF EVE—Rayart

A NOTHER mystery story. A milliona
■* ^-husband disappears on his honeymoon. 1
cruel wife proceeds to have a good time, w
his money and her beauty. But, alas a
alack! His brother and her sister take a hai
Betty Blythe is the vamp and Anita Stew
is the young sister, while Creighton H
gives the best characterization as a conceil
snob. Thrills enough.
TIMES

SQUARE— Gotham

A RTHUR LUBIN brings it on hims.
■* »-When he plays a part so strongly remin.
cent of Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer" a:
"The Singing Fool" he invites comparison ai
well it just isn't fair, that's all. Lovely Al;
Day is okay. "Times Square" has merits
its own — if you don't mind a road compa
THE CRASH— First National
Jolson.
T\7HAT a relief! Good melodrama th
V* isn't "underworld."
Milton Sills pla
a tough wrecking boss who marries a traveli
[continued on page 116]

Sound Pictures
CONTINUED

THE

WORRIER-

Warners

HTHIS inconsequential skit, which might be
■*■ called an old-fashioned talkie, is certainly
nothing to worry about. Richard Carle overdoes his characterization.
THE

LEMON— Warners

rT'HE Vitaphone, in its quest for originality,
-*- landed this one. It's a comedy dialogue,
of slightly Yiddish influence, that's really
funny. Hugh Herbert's a Jewish lawyer who
gets his trusting client in and out of years of
grief in five minutes.
THE

HAPPY

"CD LOWRY, a crooning tenor, turns loose
-'-'a little canned music and gets over with a
bang.
THE

ASSASSIN

OF GRIEF AND
MORSE—Warners

RE-

HPHE title doesn't mean a thing, except as a
-*- compliment Al Herman can't live up to.
He's a fellow who blacks his face, dons trousers
two feet too short for him, adopts a worried
expression — but he isn't Dixie's gift to the
Vitaphone.
OVERTONES— Warners
TT'S one thing to listen in on two middle-*-aged women, each jealous of the other, having
a tea fight. But it's quite another to hear their
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respective inner-selves snarling at each other
while honeyed words flow on the surface.
way?
Just what IS the Vitaphone aiming at, any-

THE SYNCO

SYNCOPATORS-Warners

ZITHER people are fast proving Paul White^man a great man by their increasing madness to imitate him. The jovial Dick Rich,
he of the booming tenor, takes to the Vitaphone. carefully made up like Mr. Whiteman;
he gives the famous Paul a couple of nonchalant digs and goes on his merry way.

THE QUESTION

JESTER— Warners

FROM

OF TODAY-Warners

A UDREY FERRIS shows amazing promise
•* *-in her first Vitaphone adventure. She
represents modern youth, gaily and humorously, in what would be without her a dry,
bucolic sermon against the new generation.
THE

MORRISSEY

NIGHT

AND

MILLER

CLUB— Warners

XTOW that Will Morrissey's on the Vita-L^ phone, why have a night club? Midgie
Miller and her Kit Kat Club girls — well, see
it yourself. It's simply swell!
FOYS

FOR

JOYS— Warners

TTHE famous Foy family go Vitaphone, with
*- Charlie, the eldest brother, acting as master
of ceremonies.
The outstanding number in

their sketch is a clever burlesque on the he
of making movies.
The various numbers
the Foy regiment pull some interesting ca;
catures of film favorites.

TED DONER— Warners
•"THE smiling and affable Ted Doner, he;1.
■*■ man of countless musical shows, brings I
debonair personality to the Vitaphone wii
success. Backed by what the varieties wou
call a "sparkling bevy of beautiful girls," Tei
goes through some songs and dances.

DUCKS

AND

DEDUCT S-Warners

"DERTSWOR? Never heard of him? Wei
-'-'you'll hear plenty when this Yitaphoi
sketch gets around. He impersonates a dusk
gent in flashy clothes, president of some tv
by-one poultry research association, who isc
fronted by his fellow members who demand
explanation of the treasury's disappearanc
Bert figures
explains.
with
that And
chapwhat
does.Euclid couldn't

JEST MOMENTS-Warners
"V'EAH ! Moments like everybody's bour
-*- have, sometime during their lives,
why tell the world? Why not make some effo
to keep the secret. The delirious Klei
Brothers evidently believe in broadcastin
their shame.
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Her hair is oily
She should use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
If you have the kind of hair that loses its fluffiness shortly after
shampooing,
use Packer's
Shampoo.by This
preparation It
is
tonic and mildly
astringentPine
. . Tar
. approved
dermatologists.
leaves the hair fluffy, with a natural sparkle. Use it every four or
five days at first; later every week or ten days may be enough.

Her hair is dry
A

She should use Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
»

Like all Packer soaps, this shampoo is a vegetable oil soap ... in
addition, it contains a rich, soothing emollient (and no drying alcohol). Dry scalps will never feel a stinging sensation when they use
this special shampoo. Leaves your hair soft and silky to the touch
— more manageable — and delicately perfumed.

He has dandruff
He should use Packer's Tar Soap
. . . the soap that made pine tar famous for shampooing. Pine tar
is antiseptic, healing, with properties valuable in the treatment of
dandruff. Packer's Tar Soap is endorsed by dermatologists for
skin and scalp. For noticeable dandruff use Packer's Tar Soap
every few days until improvement begins.

elect the shampoo your hair needs

?ute cases of dryness, oiliness and danma need the care of a dermatologist — a
>etor who is a skin specialist. But nearly
I scalps tend to be dry or oily, and many
e mildly affected with dandruff. Now—
eh type of scalp can have the special
ampoo which meets its particular needs,
tie coupon is for your convenience. The
gular size of each shampoo is for sale
your drug or department store.

For 10c enclosed send sample of

Packer Mfg. Co., Inc., Dept. 16-K, Box 8.5,
G. P. O., New York City: Send me the offer
checked, with 28-page book on hair health.

packer's
□ Olive Oil Shampoo

Xa me

□ Tar Shampoo
□ Tar Soap

AddressCitv

Check Sample Desired

Wlii!ii you write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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The Studio Murder Mystery
[ CONTINUED

this happening . . . the reason I am grossly
insulted, and ordered off my set! Why, without a word to me, my property boy . . . my
property boy is given authority over me? "
A vein on Seibert's temple had started to fill,
and showed blue-black against the fair skin of
his sandy complexion.
"I vas trying to tell you," said Rosenthal
patiently, "that if you had come right avay
offer here, you vould have found out for yourself vy you cannot go on that set. Vy should I
vish to insult you, Mr. Seibert?
I asked you to come here first,
so that I could save you some
unpleasantness ... so that I
should explain to you . . ."

FROM

PAGE

39 ]

ME, do you?" Rosenthal, looking at him,
caught some of this. He repeated, with an insistence into which he put his last ounce of
ferocity, "I haff told you to get out! Veil, I
mean it! Get out!"
"Will you be good enough to put down that
mop rag and talk a little less like a wild man?
I can make no head or tail of your attempted
explanations. What man has been found dead
on my set, and who says it is a murder?" was
the quiet retort of the director.

"Hardell! Dwight Hardell! And I didn
get that last scene! Another day's work to 1
done! My picture . . . my picture. ... 0
the fool . . . the utter, inconsiderate, idiot
fool ... to be killed last night!"
"Seibert, I told you not to start anything!
yelled Rosenthal instantly, jumping to his fee
"Stop it! Stop that boo-hooing! Vat
foolishness you are saying! Do you think thi
poor fellow vanted to get himself murdere<
Anyvays, vat is all the fuss about? You ain
got no picture any more. .
Rosenthal tried to force the r
maining scraps of the torn coi
tract upon him. Seibert wav«
them away with a melanoha
smile.
"That is all forgotten!
retract my action! But til
. . . this is terrible! My Goi
man, do you realize that Vi
got to have Hardell for the
last scenes? I've got to ha>
him! The picture is mint

"EXPLAIN! Explain! Will
■'—'you then, kindly start explaining, and not talk so much
about it ! Can you give me any
adequate reason why I should
be ordered off my own set?"
Being a peace-loving man,
Rosenthal might not have re.my. .heart,
ruinedmy. .brain,
. and my
I've vei
pi
sponded inthe fashion in which
life-blood into making it til
he did, had he not found that
there are times when violence is
greatest screen play of til
age!" He commenced to pa<|
necessary. Jumping to his feet,
the floor.
and inclining his ponderous
body over his desk, he brought
" -*»-moval
A ND now,
because
his fat fist down upon it with
of one
actor of. ther
. . or
his famous resounding crash.
" Vy should you not be ordered
puppet . . . all is ruined! A
off that set, if I see tit? Are you
my hopes, all my dreams . .
running this studio? Are you
all my labor . . . gone!" B
its president? Ordered off your
groaned, and split the last i
his day's supply of whit
set! Ach, not! My set!" Bang!
" Mine! You say you are Franz
"Now, now, Seibert, s
Seibert, and you are insulted
down and ve vill talk this offe
because you cannot go on that
gloves.
First off, I neffer did agree vi
set. All right. I am Abraham
This is a map of the Superior Films Studio, as printed
Rosenthal, and I cannot either,
you that those last scenes ai
in the Los Angeles newspapers.
The cross marks where
and I haff more sense than to
necessary . . ." Rosenthi
the body of Dwight Hardell was found on Stage Six.
held up his hand to silence tl
go around yelping I have been
Save this.
It may help you solve the mystery
insulted! You are Franz Seidirector's intended protes
"No, and the head of m
bert, yes, but do you know
editorial department said (
what only that means to me?
It means that you are just one off my directors,
"You vill learn all that later. I do not vish me only the other day, ' I think Seibert is goin
and I am hiring you, and I am paying you more
to vitness any more of your temperamental
just a step too far vid that last sequenc
money than you haff ever earned in your life brain storms!" snapped the president, and he Better ffnish it as we first wrote it . . . the
waved the director toward the door.
it vill be a perfect thing ... an artisti
before!" Bang! "I, Abraham Rosenthal!"
"I will not leave this room until I am given
Bang! " The head of this studio ! You throw
triumph!' That is vat my editorial head sai
some
reasonable,
understandable
excuse
for
my contract in my face! All right! I take it
to me! Now, about Dvight Hardell. Bill
Vest
told me only last night he thought two
back," grabbing wildly at the torn pieces.
this morning's affront !' ' said Seibert with a cold
finality that Rosenthal was forced to yield to. the scenes you shot yesterday were all rigl
" Sure, I take it back! I am money ahead ven
I do not haff to pay your salary, and that is
"All right," he said, and sighed resignedly.
good business. You are through anyvays.
"All right! All right.' They must be bett^
He was now in for it. No escape. "It vas
You are through directing that picture for the
than 'all right'! They must be perfect! It
D,vight
Hardell
.
.
.
your
heavy!
Now
don't
reason vy I phoned you to come offer here . . .
the key situation of the story!
The entii
go crazy. I don't suppose anybody murdered
structure rests on it! That scene must t>
there is a dead man on your set!"
him
just
to
insult
you.
Don't
start
anything,
transcendental!
It must clutch the very sou
or I vill haff you thrown out! I haff enough
T— ITS fat arm swung out against Seibert's
-*- -*-reply, and his brown eyes glared back
ferociously into the other's frigid stare.
" So, you shall not go on that set. You shall
not do anything until ve see vat the police vill
say. Meantime, also, you vill tell nobody!
You vill not go howling all offer my lot that
you haff been insulted! You vill keep this
murder to yourself! I forbid you to talk about
it. Not a vord. I, Abraham Rosenthal, forbid
you on my lot to talk about it. Now get out, I
am Rosenthal
busy!" fell back in his chair and drew out
his handkerchief. It was voluminous, and
bordered with purple. He mopped his head
thoroughly. It had been, for him, a wearying
interview. After a moment he looked up to
find Seibert still remained, and was looking at
him with slightly scornful expression. It was
as though he said.
"Quite a display of feeling, but you do not
think for one moment that it has impressed

troubles vidout . . ."
"A little self-control might make you feel
better, Mr. Rosenthal," said the director
pointedly, and with a lack of the wild outburst
the president had fully expected. Instead,
Seibert added quietly,
"I now understand perfectly why I was not
allowed on the set! The guards were police
orders, of course."
"No. I thought of that myself. The police
haff not yet arrived," returned Rosenthal
quickly.
"Very right of you. Correct," and Seibert
leaned back in his chair, his strong fingers gripping his chin and pulling at it in a reflective
manner. A meditative look crept into his eyes,
slowly kindling in them the fires of that insane
genius that Rosenthal had had experience with
on other occasions. The director began torturing his gloves, straining them through tensely
gripping fingers in a frenzied manner. He commenced a queer moaning:

of people, fist
and over
raise them
to . .the
."heother
shookhanh:;
clenched
his head,
gripping his hair . . .
"X TOW, now, Seibert, that iss only von vay <
•*-^ looking at it. Another vay is, if that pic
ture you haff made cannot go offer vidout th
scene being like you say, then it iss a bum pit
ture. No, don't interrupt me. Iknowvatlai
talking about! If that picture has to haff sue
a scene — played vid such a transcendentalncs
— to be a success, better ve throw the whol
thing in the ash can! Veil, you see, ve do nc
agree vid you. I do not. My editorial hea
does not. That iss a good story, and it vi
make a good picture, vidout all this extra stu
you are talking about. Anyways, I vas tellin
you, Billy Vest tells me that two of thoi
scenes are all right. A 11 right . . . that mear
all right . . . that means they vill go offe
Now, that leaves only the extra scenes yo
[ CONTINUED
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I the first sign of SORE THROAT
Listerine,

quick! It

has
amazing power
against germs
Kills test bacteria
in 15 seconds
V7"OUR youngsters and you
-*• are likely to have colds
and sore throat this winter.
Wet feet, bad air, sudden
changes of temperature bring
them on.
Using simple means, why not
do your utmost to prevent such
ailments?
Millions of mothers have
found that the systematic use
of Listerine full strength as a
gargle keeps the mouth so
hygienic that germs make little
headway. They have further
found that once sore throat
does develop, Listerine is a very
effective means of checking it
before it becomes serious.
This is easy to understand.
Colds and sore throat are
caused by germs. Listerine.
full strength, as shown by
countless tests in laboratories
of national repute, has amazing

reventacoldthisway? Certainly!
»ns of ordinary colds start when germs,
;d by the hands to the mouth on food,
It the mucous membrane. Being very
ite, it allows germs foothold where they
>p quickly unless steps are taken to
r them harmless.
1 can accomplish this by rinsing your
* with Listerine, as many physicians do,
eeach meal.
> only a little Listerine for this purpose —
et it dry on the hands. This simple act
ipare you a nasty siege with a mean cold.
is particularly important that mothers
iring food for children remember this
ution.
nnnrnuT iv

power against bacteria.
For example, it kills even the
virulent B. Typhosus (typhoid)
and M. Aureus (pus) germs in
15 seconds.
So, at the first sign of throat
irritation use Listerine. Keep
it up. If improvement is not
rapid, consult your physician,
as many serious diseases manifest themselves first with sore
throat symptoms. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis,
Mo., U. S. A.
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Carmel Myers
Independent

Josephine
Dunn
M. G. M.

Kathryn McGuire
Independent

Mary McAlister
Independent

"Smooth skin even more

I

important than beautiful features'
say Leading Directors

There are in Hollywood 433 important screen
actresses, including all stars. 417 of these use
Lux Toilet Soap.

96% of all the lovely complexions you see on the
screen are cared for with
Lux Toilet Soap.

Marie Prevost
Pathe T>c Mille

Luxury hitherto found <tJH
in French
soaps at 50^<?
1.00 a cake . . . no*

Photoplay
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Yola d'Avril
First National

srtrude Olmsted
Independent

Vera Voronina
Paramount

mx Toilet Soap keeps my
;kin like velvet" say
9 out of 10 Screen Stars
BECAUSE they must face the all revealing lights of the close-up, smooth skin
means even more to them than to other girls!
Screen stars guard it carefully.
They use Lux Toilet Soap in their own
luxurious bathrooms and also in the dressing
rooms of all the big film studios.

Evelyn
Brent
Paramount

All the great film
studios have made it
the official soap in
their dressing rooms
Sally Blane
Paramount

Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 51 ]

XJORMA TALMADGE, for instance. Until
•^-^ recently, the Talmadge-Schenck alliance
wasthe most powerful one in the film world. The
Talmadges and Schencks were a remarkable
example of family and business loyalty.
But it's all over now. The domestic and
business alliance was broken up by one handsome Mexican boy, Gilbert Roland. It is
really a romantic and dramatic story. And I
suspect that there are a lot of heartbreaks in it.
Certainly it hasn't been easy for Joe Schenck
to watch his wife and partner drift away from
him. Nor has it been exactly pleasant for Peg
Talmadge, Norma's mother, to see the family
broken up.

npHEODORE ROBERTS was paid $5(1
-*■ one day's work in "Ned McCl
Daughter,"
a Pathein picture.
A week's
was accomplished
one day, due
to thij[
that Roberts knew his stuff. A cheaper i
might have bungled the role and cost ]
what with the delay and high cost of ove
A ND now Hollywood has a pav
**-shop ! What a thorn in the side <|
the chamber of commerce that muij
be ! For years without number thel
boasted that Hollywood was a citl
without pawn shops. And now, eithr
by accident or design, this offendin«i
institution has located itself almoiBl
directly
opposite
the
impressivb
studio offices of Sam Goldwyn !

"DOOR Constance Talmadge has also been a
-*- victim. After months of waiting in Hollywood for a starring picture to come her way,
Connie has gone to Europe with her devoted
mother to make a foreign film, "The Venus."
She will work at Rex Ingram's studio at Nice,
France, but Ingram will not direct her. To a
certain extent, Norma and Joe put Connie
across. The kid was talented, yes; but not all
talented girls have the exploitation and the

A RE pictures getting more perfumedB
■*Mess he-man? Over on the Pathe lot B;
long ago, they had a terrible time trying til
a man who could roll a cigarette with onelB
to double for Alan Hale in a close-up.
At last they dug up a gnarled old cow gefti
man who could do the trick, only to find!
his hand was so knotty that it couldn't posH
pass
for Hale's under the eye of the I
camera.

opportunities that fell to Connie's lot.
OVER on the Riviera, Connie will be placed
in the odd situation of being in daily
association with her second husband, Captain
Alistair Macintosh. Ali Macintosh is the
general manager of the Ingram studio and, incidentally, very much on the up and up in
Riviera social circles. But don't look for a
reconiliation. The Captain recently married
Leila Emery, an American girl.
Before departing for Europe, Connie made
the routine denials of her engagement to
"Buster" Collier. They say that there is
another romance in the offing. This time the
man is a wealthy non-professional from Chicago.

"Just before the
battle, Mother." All
was innocent
whoopee at George
Beban's Italian
fiesta until Will
Morrissey (fourth
from the right)
made cracks about
Tom Mix (second
from the right). And
then the fists flew.
Doesn't this little
party look sedate
enough?

sir, theus flickers
aren't
usj|
be.Ves,Makes
tarnation
sad what
when they
we rerB
ber how Bill Hart used to roll up the ma«
with one hand while he kept a bead on thcH
man with his six gun with the other fist. ■
Flash, the dogstar, issuperstitious.
During

the filming of "Honeymoon," a black cat crossed his
path. Not to be jinxed, he adopted
the pussy for luck. Nobody is going
to put the high-sign on Flash

•"THE boys and girls have a pet name iomi
*■ Emil Jannings on the Paramount lot. ■
The mobs that storm the casting departM
call Unser Emil "The Extras' Friend."
In all of Jannings' pictures unusually 1
numbers of extra people are employed.H
"The Sins of the Fathers," between IB
hundred and six
[ continued on pagiH
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Douglas Fairbanks
America's Motion Picture Favorite, as he will appear in his forthcoming production

1 I1G 11*011 IVltlSK.

SOYS—

"I get more kick from the Lucky Strike flavor than from any
other cigarette. They are easier on my throat and wind. That's
why I smoke nothing but Luckies. Toasting really means a lot
to me. My own experience has proven that toasting not only
takes out the bad things but doubles the flavor.'

1 1928 The American Tobacco Co.. Manufacturer

w^+cu4t»sC^

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Brickbats and Bouquets
CONTINUED

FROM

Where the Screen Is the Goat
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Here in this smoky town perhaps the
authorities think the soot and fog and dirt will
hide the ridiculousness of their censorship.
The play, "The Captive," banned from such
sin-loving cities as New York and Los Angeles,
was permitted to play, unmolested. At a
movie house there appeared a practically nude
hootchie-kootchie dancer who danced brazenly
and disgustingly in a prologue to a motion
picture.
The picture? "Hula."' Having seen this in
New York and enjoyed it immensely, I ventured to see it again under local exploitation.
The poor little film was so cut. bandaged,
pieced and operated upon, that it bore little
resemblance to the enjoyable play I had witnessed in the East.
I tried to remember what had been so immoral in the picture and could not recall a
single instance that had upset my puritanical
principles. Yet the censors had strained the
film of any warmth while they had permitted
such ugly suggestiveness to be displayed in the
prologue.
Blanche D. Petrik.

Diminutive
RUTH

In the quiet atmosphere of the movir
picture theater, men and women seek surcea:
from the noises of the day. For myself, I ai
interested in what the characters do, not \vh;
they say. Most of us can stand the silei
words on the screen, "Gerald Von Wrottei
you
have destroyed
my stand
love forever."
us would
be able to
the same Few
wore
coming from the screen in a high falsetto.
Hamlet said, "The rest is silence."
Befoi
the talking picture is done with, many of usai
apt to cry out in anguish, "The Louts
silenceVogle.
is rest.

For Cheaper Movies
Glendale, Calif.
We used to have to stand in line, even a
dinner time, in order to get a seat in a movi
theater. Now it is rare to find a completel
sold-out house. I may not be a wizard a
finance, but if the whining theater owners wan
to fill their houses, let them put the admittanc
price down where millions more would feel the
could afford to go. What man withamoderat
salary can take his wife and three children ti
many shows when the cheapest seats ari
seventy-five cents?
J. E. Bryant.

Sound and Fury
Baltimore, Md.
I am a grandfather, and I have seen the
moving picture grow from a toy to the greatest
form of entertainment in the world. I venture
to make a prophecy: The popularity of the
talking picture will be comparatively shortlived.

Ruth Taylor, star in
Paramount Pictures

PAGE

Maybe

He Roadhouse
Swiped It from

th<

Englewood, N. J.
It was interesting to note in "Hold 'Em
Yale," that the learned professor had hi
pantry shelves stocked with exactly the samt
[ CONTINUED
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TAYLOR

finds she needs her

M MADE IX
HANDBAG
on many a trip. . . many a shopping tour
YOU remember Ruth Taylor in "Gen' Miss TaylorBlondes.'
tlemen Preferfamous
entertain
in this
made herself
ing screen play.
Her clothes must reflect a personality as
well as their wearer. Perhaps a very small
part of her very charming personality is
her tastefully chosen apparel and accessories. It is needless to say more about
Miss
Taylor's
of athat
Meeker
Handbag
besideschoice
the fact
this wasMade
her
choice. "Ladies
prefer Meeker
Made
Tooled Quality."
. . . hand
colored . . . bandlaced

M

Handbags
Underarms
Vanities
Billfolds
Novelties
by

EEKEn
MADE IX

DISTINCTIVE

The MEEKER
JOPLIN,

LEATHER

GOODS

COMPANY,

Inc.

MISSOURI

Largest Mfrs. of Steerhide Leather Goods in the U. S. A.

A*B. The evolution of the engagement ring; or a little chart of the
high cost of living. When mother was a girl, any ring would do,
just so long as it was a solitaire diamond. And now nothing less
than a rock will convince a girl that she ought to give up freelancing and sign a contract. This little sermon in stones is posed
by Louise Brooks who — believe it or not — never wears jewelry
herself

Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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Modess
PRONOUNCED

MO-DESS

Until you try it, such soft
comfort seems beyond belief
You'll be delighted to discover at last a sanitary napkin of superlative softness and comfort. Modess is so
infinitely finer in every way — so free from chafing — so
safe — that you are certain to be enthusiastic in your
preference.
The center or filler is unlike that of the ordinary napkin. It is not in stiff layers with square edges but is a soft,
yielding mass like fluffy cotton which form makes it more
highly absorbent. This filler is an entirely new substance
invented by Johnson & Johnson. It disintegrates instantly
when flushed away. Modess has smoothly rounded sides
that cannot chafe.
The Johnson & Johnson gauze is specially softened and
then for added comfort is cushioned with a film of cotton,
giving a velvety softness. As a further protection, the soft
back is rendered resistant to moisture by a method unknown to others.
The easiest and quickest way to learn how much better
is Modess is to buy a box at your druggist or department
store but we shall be glad to mail one Modess for you to
examine. Just fill out the coupon below.

f

One Modess free
for examination
N Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, New Jersey
(Dept. 16)
I would like to receive one free Modess to examine carefully.
Name

Addr

When sou write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Wilson Mizner Turns Informer
Ifou see
it's really easy !
WHEN it comes to gifts for
men, the annual despair of the
Christmas shopper is traditional. We admit that. But
we deny the necessity for any
such mental turmoil. Especially this year!
Have you noticed the style
trend in men's shining raiment
of late? Unmistakably, there
are more starched collars being
worn now than for several

[ CONTINUED

His favorite flower is the California poppy,
without any oriental treatment of it— I think.
He is not conversant with any particular
walk of life, having run through all of them.
And perhaps that's why he's so successful
under the management of Winnie Sheehan—
Winnie has hurried a bit himself.
Elinor Glyn had never met him when she
picked out Rex, the king of wild horses, as the
epitome of Hollywood's IT complex.
But what's sex-appeal anyhow? Toads have
it. His favorite wife is yet to be chosen; so toe
the scratch,
girls, and wait for the gun if you're
looking
for trouble!
He never uses a script in directing, but carries
the story, no matter how bulky, above his eyebrows— and his memorandum slip in the back
of his watch.

;ly

FROM PAGE 40 ]

The William Fox Company

is doing t

story of "Soapy Smith," which will be elevat
to the title, "Skaguay," the story upon aasi
whi
Carl Harbaugh and I are now working In,
much as it is the saga of an outstandi
brigand who parleyed a case of dandruff am
six-shooter into the absolute control of Alasl
Raoul Walsh is indispensable to it.
And to make the picture interestingly
volting, I probably am indispensable to Dirt
tor Raoul.
I do hope the foregoing jumble of words v
be pleasing to the subject of them. B
whether they are or not, I will take the nee
sary precautions and when the issue of Phot
play with this article in it appears in Hoi.
wood, onI'llmyget hill.
myself an armful of bricks and
back

years past. For business they're
the thing. And you know that
starched collars mean French
cuffs . . . and French cuffs
mean cuff buttons, and there
you are!

■rill
■

flf4m

M K- v:

Kuin-a-parts! The most
practical cuff buttons made—
and one of the few bits of
chaste adornment well-dressed
men will permit themselves to
wear. Snip — and they're open.
Snap — and they're closed.
Holding even the softest cuffs
firmly in place. Made of fine
materials, and guaranteed for
a lifetime. Priced to suit any
purse, up to $25. At jewelers'
or men's shops. Baer & Wilde
Co., Attleboro, Mass.

Kum-a-part
Cuff Buttons
Another gift suggestion for civilized
men: The new Carlton automatic
cigarette lighter, thinnest and most
graceful of them all ("Snap the
lever — there,s your light!"). This
is also a Kum-a-part product.

Ruth Taylor introduces a new fur to Hollywood. This coat is
trimmed with chiffon squirrel, a new fur evolved by a special treatment process discovered in Germany. The coat is gray chiffon
lined with heavy gray satin with an interlining for warmth. It is
used in bands to give the effect of shaded stripes encircling the wrap
ipment
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it 3 months a success; at 30 years...?
Of course every baby is a success. Freshly
bathed and dressed, baby is a picture of
spotless perfection.
Any mother knows that the lesson of
personal cleanliness, if taught well enough,
will exert a powerful influence for clean

living all through the years . . . But somelearned.times itisn't taught and sometimes it isn't
Sometimes the man grows up to reap
the results of untidy habits.
He is simply Help Not Wanted.

You cant keep a clean man down"— SO AP &? WATER
'■SHED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN SOAP AND GLYCERINE PRODUCERS, INC., TO AID THE WORK OF CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
When

you write to advertisers

please

mention

PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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How Stars Meet Their Household Probler
[ CONTINUED

FROM

One of the most utilitarian nooks in Hollywood is in the home of Esther Ralston. She
was fortunate enough to have two large clothes
closets in every bedroom.
She called the carpenters and had one closet
of each room turned into a dressing nook. This
serves to keep the powder dust and the various
rouge and cold cream jars out of the bedroom
proper. Each dressing room is done in the
style of a different country. The one in the
picture is Chinese.
There was an awkward corner in Aileen

:air

cr

y

IS■ c>^ovelV
J1
I :
(2J lie
Beautifully

Pringle's guest room where nothing seemed to
.fit. It was too large a space for a chair or a
table. The clothes closet in this room was
small so Aileen decided upon a novel wardrobe.
It meets the same demand as the old-fashioned
wardrobe but is much more attractive. Aileen
had this one painted in lacquer red with a
silver futuristic figure on either large door. It
was made just to fit into the corner of the room.
On one side there are drawers for shoes, stockings, lingerie, handkerchiefs, etc., and on the
other side a long pole on which to place dress
hangers. The shelf for hats runs the entire
length of the wardrobe.
Madge Bellamy got an idea for a smart piece
of furniture from a set in "Mother Knows

uses

d/erject

combed

PAGE

71 ]

Best." These interiors, a fine exampk
futuristic art, were all designed by Will
Darling, who helped Madge have a dupli
of the interesting console in the picture,
fits into her new and elaborate home perfet
The
way. unusual shape of the shelf space mak.
perfect
for holding
largeto hats
wieldy article
that needs
be putor outany"fl
of j

In Dorothy Sebastian's modernistic be
there is a beautiful piece of tapestry that s
over a niche in the wall where the radi 5 i
concealed.
Jobyna Ralston and Dick Arlen have covered another room in their home by bi ing a high wall around the patio and put ;
a fireplace in it.
Eleanor Boardman has successfully utiM
some of the antique furniture that she it
King Vidor brought back from abroad. 1
quaint cradle (Antonia, the Vidor daughter i
heir prefers more modern sleeping quart 1
has been placed near a cozy chair in one ot ;
bedrooms and is used as a magazine holder
The stars find the same pleasure in worl I
out their own problems as you do and perls
their originality may help you to solve somf
vour own difficulties.

\^orv>bs

hair is an outward expression of

taste and fastidious grooming. Ace Hard Rubber Combs
have smooth, polished teeth which

coax away snarls

and tangles without breaking. In order to attain perfection in the care of the hair, a large Ace

Comb

should be used each morning upon arising. For every
occasion during the day, the Ace

Pocket Comb

necessity, while at night the Ace Dry Shampoo

is a

Comb

cleans away every bit of dust or powder, leaving the
hair glossy and the scalp healthily glowing. These
Ace Combs

assure a loveliness that fully

repays their modest cost.

Ace

Combs

fA genuine Ace Pocket Comb, for example, may be
purchased at toilet goods and notion counters everywhere,
or if you are not able to obtain it send us twenty-five cents
and we will supply one together with our book " Lovely
Haik, Its Care and Combing".
{Tear Of Here}

@70

^P£^

AMERICAN
HARD
RUBBER
COMPANY
Dept. P-il, II Mercer Street, New York, N.Y.
Enclosed is 25 cents (stamps preferred) for book, tL Lovely
Hair, Its Care
and Combing,"
and scud
sample
mentioned
above. Please
them Ace
to Comb as

The
Ace Comb Cabinet
is displayed at
Toilet Goods Counters
everywhere

Madge

Bellamy had this unusual

console made

especially for her.

The original was used on a set of "Mother Knows Best." Notice the
large cupboard space which may be used to hold large hats or any
other unwieldy articles
Every advertisement in PIIOTori.AY
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dAs told to

'rincebssy Evr
tcoooMen
"Women Use
Too Much Rouge"
HE

MEN,

pOOr

dears, are not
quite correct. They
judge by appearances solely. What
they really protest

Ti

is the ' 'painted
look" — and "too
much rouge" is not
really a question of
quantity. It is a
er of kind; for even the tiniest bit
iual rouge does look unreal.

Princess Pat an entirely new "feel,"
makes its application a veritable caress. Most powders contain starch as
a base — hence their drying effect. The
Almond in Princess Pat definitely
helps the skin, assists it to remain
pliant and fine of texture. And there
has never been a powder to go on so
smoothly, or cling so long — never because only in Princess Pat do you find
the soft, naturally adherent Almond
Base — instead of starch.

len have startling proof of differin rouges once they try Princess
Have you sometimes watched
T clouds at sunset shade from
sst rose to faintest pink, every
pure and luminous? So it is with
:ess Pat rouge. Eveny tone is pure
luminous, seeming to lie beneath
kin and not upon it. You obtain
, or less, color by using freely or
ngly. But there is never a quesof too much, never the unlovely

Princess Pat Almond Base face powder
now comes in two weights. Medium
weight in the familiar oblong box —
lighter weight in the new round box.
It has been possible because of the Almond Base to make the lighter weight
powder just as clinging as the medium.

Qted look" to which men object.
:y, delicacy, the most costly color
, and a secret formula combine to
i Princess Pat the most natural
in the world. And whether blonde
unette, you can use any and all of
ix Princess Pat shades with perfect
:— instead of being limited to one
rith usual rouges.

LTD.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
When

Try the Seven Famous Aids-to-Beauty in
Princess Pat Week End Set
This is really an "acquaintance" set —
enough of each preparation for a thorough trial — enough for two weeks.
And the beauty book sent with set
contains information on skin care of
real value — besides artful secrets of
make-up which vastly
resultsenhance
from rouge,

Get This
Week End Set
-SPECIAL

et is just the word; for the soft,
ling Almond
Base imparts
to

STCESS PAT

Just what you've wanted — lip rouge
that colors the visible part of the lips
and that also adheres to and colors the
inside, moist surface. Thus, parted
lips show beautiful color all the way
back — no unlovely "rim" of color as
with usual lipsticks.

powder and lip rouge.
You will be delighted
with the set.

Ivet Your Skin with Princess Pat
Almond Base Face Powder

'rincess E\t

Wonderful Neiv Color for Lips

PRINCESS

The very popular Princess Pat
Week-End Set is offered for a
limited time for this coupon and
25c {coin]. Only one to a customer. Besides Rouge, set contains easily a month's
supply of Almond Base Powder and SIX other Princess Pat preparations. Packed in a beautifully decorated boudoir box. Please act promptly.
you

write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

PAT

2709 S. Wells St. Dep.

LTD.,

6-B Chicago

Enclosed find 25c for which send
Princess Pat Week-End Set.
Name

[print]

Street
City and State
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The

only photograph of Charles
Chaplin and his
mother, the late
Mrs. Hannah
Chaplin. Mrs.
Chaplin, who died
in California recently, had been in
ill-health for years.
In her youth she
was a well-known
stage star in
England

wood, and it is fast becoming the most popu
night spot in and about filmland.
Arbuckle has tried about every comeba
known to show business. He took a crack I
directing under the name of William B. Goc
rich (Will B. Good), and he made a longp
sonal appearance tour in the Loew pict' j
houses. Now he finds that there is mi
do-re-mi in being a male Tex Guinan. And
entertains himself, all six of him.
Incidentally, Alice White won a danci •
prize at Fatty'splace recently, getting a sil>
eye-cup or something. Her partner was cj
Herr Adlon, a big hotel man from Germany
'"PHE movie Caesars have a way of slapp ,
*■ the wrists of recalcitrant players who ;
hoity-toity.
The bosses order the publicdepartments to stop all stories and pho
graphs on the offending stars.
The latest person to be so disciplined, I he .
is Joan Crawford. Joan is being punished i
something or other by Metro-Goldwyn-May
In her case, all this discipline, deserved orni
is a little foolhardy, because Sam Goldw \
makes no secret of the fact he would love
manage Joan's career.
M.-G.-M. doesn't quite realize what a be
has
in Joan.
Sometimes
companies
are toocl'
to their
players
to get the
right perspective
them. Joan has a vivid personality and .
acting is clear-cut and interesting. She I]
something of the magnetism of Pauline Fr
erick. At this stage of her career, Joan ne
boosts instead of knocks, and incentive as v,
as discipline and guidance.
WELL
and still
another well!
Casj
first —cousin
of Rudolph
Valentino,]
teamed up with Natacha Rambova to m;
movies. The first film will be a silent dra
called "Who Am I?" The second will bl
talkie, and both will be produced by the Pri 1
Film Company. Cassio will vot use the na;
of Valentino. He will simply call him I
Cassio.
[ continued on pace 101 ]

hundred supernumeraries worked in rive or six
long
in thesequences.
mob scenes."The Patriot" used thousands
"More and bigger Jannings pictures!" roar
the extra people, reaching for the $7.50 check.
IT might be of some interest to
know that while discussing his
marital upheaval a short time ago,
Tom Mix remarked that for a very
long time he had been runnin' the
only roadhouse in the West without
a cover charge. He meant his Beverly Hills home.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., is simply furious at Jack
Pickford. It was a bad day for both Syracuse and to
Jackthe
whenCoast,
an airplane,
Mary's
brother
droppedtaking
in Cayuga
County. Jack was obliged to go to Syracuse to
wait for a train, and he made the mistake of
giving out an interview when he was all hot and
bothered over the accident.
Among other things, Jack told the reporters
that the steaks in Syracuse were as tough as
Tom Mix's vest. And he said that the town
was a terrible place in general, which wasn't
tactful.
To make matters worse, Jack talked on the
movies and the local critics discovered that his
information was full of holes. He referred to
Vilma Banky as a Swede, when the lady is a
Hungarian. He said that Ronald Colman was
"no speaking actor," when everyone knows

that Ronald was on the stage
long before he went into the movies.
And maybe the Syracuse newspapermen didn't have a good
time pointing out these little
errors! The moral is: Never be
interviewed when you are hot
and bothered.
SYRACUSE had two movie
panics in a few weeks. Before
the Jack Pickford visit, it was
agitated by the news, broadcast
by a girl friend, that Evelyn
Brent of Hollywood was once
Minnie Riggs of Syracuse. Now
if Miss Brent really is Miss Riggs,
what of it?
'"pHAT
leading
-*■ man!" the gusher
crooned,
"How

virile,

hand-

big!"
"That on hissome,chest,"
the
prop boy said,
"Is nothing but a wig."

Gold Coast is a good forTHE
getter. Thank God!
Fatty Arbuckle has reopened
the old Plantation
Club on
Washington
Boulevard,
Holly-

Mary Philbin, at the age of six, when she
was the pride and joy of a public school
kindergarten in Chicago

s

Z?Z$ that
A couch ot "MAYBELL1NE" works beauty wonders.
made to appear naturally dark, long and luxurious.

Even light, scant eyelashes
All the hidden loveliness

of your eyes, their brilliance, depth and expression — is instantly revealed.
The difference is remarkable.
Millions of women in all parts of
the world, even the most beautiful actresses of the stage
and screen, now realize that "MAYBELLINE" is
the most important aid to beauty and use it
regularly. Perfectly harmless in every way.
Solid or waterproof Liquid Maybelline, Black
or Brown, 75c at All Toilet Goods Counters.
MAYBELLISf

Sijdash Mieautijier

arm
are

To be wed before (he altar of beautiful
All Saints has been a tradition through
generations of socially prominent
Atlanta families

\ere is no
"Jast as

GENUINE

J
cjLooa

ORANGE-

as

BLOSSON

Experience . . . infinite skill and patience . . . the labor of craftsmen w
know and love their craft . . . have given to the style world the 40
and more, superb adaptations of the Genuine Orange Blossom desigr
found only in rings bearing the Traub trade -mark. There can be n
More than 400 ring stylei, iridio- platinum or
gold, jeveled and unjeveled. Priced as lov as $12

TRAUB

genuine

Orange
Blossom
Engagement and WeddingRings

®

T

"just as good" . . . because there is no duplicate of the experienc
responsible for Traub's unquestioned leadership. Genuine Oran
Blossom, in perfectly matched wedding rings and engagement moun
ings, is displayed by the better jewelers, everywhere.
Our delightful booklet, "Wedding King Sentiment ", free on request

TRAUB

MANUFACTURING

DETROIT

R

NEW YORK
576 Fifth Avenue

A

COMPANY
MICHIGAN

WAIKERVII IE
ONTARIO

U

SAN FRANCISCO
704 Market Street

B

'1601 © T. M. Co.. 1928

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED

(7ND pictures have been responsible for
sue unusual behavior at the studios. Reay several Paramount stars discovered that
e|could test and hear their own voices with
ictaphones that executives use for dictawhen secretaries are not about.
Clara
and Bebe Daniels, visiting the studio for a
ew one evening, found an idle dictaphone
;rnie Fineman's office and proceeded to
er voice tests on all spare records.
agine the amazement of Mr. Fineman's
tary next morning upon placing the ear<es to her dainty pink ears, expecting to get
isual "Dear Sir, yours- of the so-and-so
,-ed," and hearing instead a charming
nine voice remark, " Darling, I love you,"
hen a scream, followed by another femvoice screeching, "Unhand
me, you
H-DDIE NUGENT pauses long
'enough to shout, "Give a definion of a parrot. A canary that has
iken up Vitaphone."
NSIDERABLE consternation and amuseient broke out on the Lasky lot the other
vhen Emil Jannings and Ruth Chatterton
seen driving from the back of the 26-acre
o to the restaurant, near the front of the
ids, in a fine old hansom cab. Jannings
ned the reins and "topper" of the cabbie
a most grandiloquent gesture, and pushed
teeds along at a pretty pace. They had
working in a beer garden of the vintage of
— Miss Chatterton and Jannings, not the
:s— and at the call of "lunch," climbed
rd the cab as a matter of convenience.
Chatterton descended with great dignity
e the restaurant, looked up at her cabbie
laid, "Thanks, sir, for the buggy ride." At
h Jannings nearly fell off his seat.
XORDIXG to Ernest Torrence, a motion
)icture actor needs but one language,
hen he and his wife were abroad, Mrs.

FROM

PAGE

TheSword of Damocles
— the microphone.
Mary Brian
afraid.
She has aisn't
good
voice and will speak
some dialogue in
"Varsity"

Torrence told him that she
had had trouble in ordering lingerie of the type she
wanted in a certain shop
where no English was
spoken.
Ernest took it upon himself to show the little woman that his powers of
pantomime would serve
him well.
He went into the shop
and mustered up all his
histrionic ability. When
the order arrived he discovered two night-gowns
and five silk, lace-trimmed
combination suits for himself.
-1—
T 'IEL,
ITTLEMURan angel
child and her mama were calling on the Torrences.
"Little Muriel has never seen a
movie," said Mama, "but she's certainly going to see the next one Uncle
Ernest is in. I'm going to take her to
the zoo this afternoon to get her used

to it."

THVS

SCENE

\S

FTOfc "THE. SINGLE1
MAN"-, AILEEN
?R\NGLE, \T \S
BElKG
MADE!

YES, LEW
AMD TH\S

CODV^
\5 THG

STILL
PICTURE

By m-g-m »

/faf

A STRANGE man came to see Ruth Roland
•**■ the other morning. After he had left, her
secretary found her in tears.
"My land!" exclaimed the secretary, "what's
"Oh, that was Ollie," said Ruth. "He came
in to get permission to sell the hogs."
"Sell the hogs!"
"Yes. You see Ollie runs the ranch, and
wrong?"
it's come time to sell the hogs and I just
can't bear to see 'em sold because that means
they'll be killed — for pork and ham and
This farm of Ruth's is just one of her many
side lines. It's located about twelve miles
from Hollywood.
bacon." one was brought in from Portland,
rT"'HIS
•*• Oregon,
the other day.
A large billowy lady, carrying a tiny and
very hairy dog, was stopped at the door of
one of the town's leading cinema palaces by
an usher.
"Pardon me, madame," he said gently but
very
"You bored
can't take
inside."
Thefirmly.
large lady
him your
with dog
a glittering
"How absurd!" she said. "What possible
harm could the movies do to a tiny doggie
eye.
The usher didn't come out of his swoon
for
minutes.
like ten
this?"
AWFULLY
boysa —boyish
these bob.
producers.
Greta Garbosmart
wanted
The

Greatest invention of the age— a talking still picture, posed by
Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody.
You read the balloons out loud

powers
thatShebe asked
didn't to
wantsnip
her off
to change
her
coiffure.
six inches.
"They" requested that she wait until just
before the new picture began. She waited.
The hair grew. Then the producers compromised with her and allowed her to cut off
three inches. If you're mathematically inclined you'll see that her hair is exactly the
same length as it was when the little drama
began.
[ continued on page 114 ]
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If you want
lovelier eyes
—do this
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Questions and Answers
[ CONTINUED

FROM

Mildred, New Orleans, La. — Xo; H. B.
Warner is not one of the Warner Brothers
— neither is he related to Warners' Sugar nor
Warners' Hats.
Albuquerque,
Mex. — HowareM.all V.
the C,Indians?
Richard N.
Barthelmess
has
been married twice. His first wife was Mary
Hay, who is now Mrs. Vivian Bath. His
second wife is Mrs. Jessica Sargent. The engagement between Dick and Katherine Wilson
was broken by mutual consent. Now here are
the complications: Mary Hay and Dick had a
little daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Bath also have
a daughter. And Mrs. Sargent has a son by a
former marriage. How are all these children
related? Dick Barthelmess was born May 9,
1897. He is five feet, seven inches tall, weighs
140 pounds and has brown hair and brown

.'^

^iT
. . . wonderful

■*• Winx makes eyes enchanting pools of
loveliness — by framing them in a soft,
shadowy fringe of luxuriant lashes. If you
want beautiful eyes that can never be
denied a whim or wish, apply Winx
to the lashes.

eyes.
E. S. and B. G., New York, N. Y— More
matrimonial mix-ups. Florence Vidor was the
first wife of King Vidor. King is married to
Eleanor Boardman and Florence is the wife of
Jascha Heifetz. Now, to change the subject:
Lupe Velez is nineteen years old and Alice
White is two years older.

Fashion Decrees This Cream

E. W., Detroit, Mich. — Dorothy Dalton
was married to Lew Cody; Arthur Hammerstein is her second husband. There are no

In this dainty compactingisthe
bewitchlash dressing,
Cream Winx.which
gives to lashes and
brows smartbeauty.
Italsoaidstheirlustrous growth. So
easy to carry. 75c
complete.

PAGE
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B. H., New York, X. Y. — Nancy Car:
married to Jack Kirkland, a scenario w 1
they have a little daughter. Esther id
Jobyna Ralston are not related. Gloria S 1
son is thirty years old and Marion Dav I
two years younger.
M. F. S., Ithaca, N. Y.— If you vld
prefer to picture me as young and hands e,
go ahead and use your imagination. But 1 1
say I didn't warn you. Just to settle that k
dispute, I'll tell you that you are right. I as
Clive Brook, not Conway Tearlc, who pi d
in "Hula."
Kathryn

other marriages in Dorothy's life. Dagmar
Godowsky and Frank Mayo are divorced.
Dagmar was Frank's second wife, his first
being Joyce Moore. Elsie Reamer is the first
and only Mrs. Ernest Torrence. Torrence is
Scotch. One wife is enough.

S., Dallas, Tex. — Watch or

Charles
Farrell inSurely,
"Bride Dallas
of the must
Night''
"Red Dance."
sei id
is
pictures. They are William Fox Product I
Charley was born in 1902 at Onset Bay, li
He attended Boston University. He i:tr
feet, two inches tall, weighs 170 pounds, id
has brown hair and brown eyes.
M. E. K., Okmulgee, Okla. — This si I
book fad is keeping an old man busy. E:jr
Ralston is five feet, five and one-half ir:s
tall and twenty-five years old. Florence \1
is thirty-three years old and an inch and a li
shorter than Esther.
Colleen Moore is
same height as Florence and the same aj
Esther. weighs
Miss five
Vidorpounds
weighsmore120 and
pounds,
Ralston
FayV '.
weighs six pounds less than Miss Vidor. (
Cooper is unmarried; his real nameisFrai
Cooper and he is six feet, two inches tall
twenty-seven years old.
[ continued on page 110 ]

Some Prefer This Cake
Safe and harmless
and simple to apply,
this wonderful Cake
Winx, preferred by
many fastidious
women, makes eyes
seem larger, moreexpressive. A flick of
the
and it's
done!brush,
75c complete.

The Originator of the Smartest Mode
Everywhere
see eyes made you'll
lovelier byWinxWaterproof,
the liquid
lash dressingwhich
neither runs nor
fades. It is safe, easy
to applymove. and
re75c complete.

Insist Upon Winx
To be sure of the loveliest lashes and brows,
insist upon Cream Winx, Cake Winx, or
Winx Waterproof — whichever you prefer.
For Winx is now the mode. Obtained where
you purchase your aids to beauty.

W IN X
ROSS COMPANY
243 West 17th Street, New York City

Long Beach, Cal.
I am an old woman. There is not
so much left me of a life that has been
too hard to be greatly regretted. And
I suppose a great deal of the little
that is left should be spent in church.
But it isn't going to be. I am soon
going to know lots more of the future
life than any church can tell me. Now
I want to know all that I have missed
of this life. Luxury, adventure, romance, even scandal and crime; life
flaming in action, action, action,
after the drab years fading into
years not quite so drab since God has
given me the movies.
I can't afford to go often, once a
week at the most and then at the
expense of meat for dinner next
day. So I try to choose from that
blessing of the discriminating poor,
the second runs, the pictures that
will last the longest when I close my

eyes after the day's work and sit
waiting for the next one.
Such a gay, happy, bravely purposeful throng as I entertain with my
eyes shut. So far removed from tired
old women who have never had Adventure's skirts brush theirs.
Every advertisement in PIIOTOn.AY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.

The Thief of Bagdad rides his
flying white steed across my dreams.
His wife, the clear-eyed daughter I
should like to have had, smiles at me
her adorable shy-girl smile. Valentino— it was not only young women
who loved him — it was Ageless
Woman. Lon Chaney, defying the
flesh, expressing in a hundred
grotesqueries the spark of love, of
faith, of honor, that cannot be
crushed by the flesh. Clara Bow —
audacious insolence of the youth
(whisper,
have
ownedmy! soul!) I should like to
And the strange, far countries I
follow through, I who was born and
will die within the same hundred
mile circle.
And the throbbing beauty of the
homes in which I lose myself — I
whose two-room apartment is almost
as large as the best I ever have
known! Beauty and space — decent,
dignified, glorified space.
I am an old woman — very lonely
and a little afraid of the Great Loneliness ahead — and so I thank Goc
for movies.
H. N.

_

i
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IMof a cough in a V ilm-ful"
says Norma Talmadge
after the Blindfold test
hen you see my new United Artists'
ilture, 'The Woman Disputed,' you will
Jice that I smoke cigarettes in several

pes.
!>t wanting to show partiality to any
I of the four leading brands, I decided
uakr my choice via the blindfold test,
I ch I had heard of many times. Happily,
eked Old Golds.
found them smooth, mild and delightjy cool . . . Hereafter, when I am
mired to smoke

I shall naturally in-

',on Old Golds. There's not a cough

afilm.fuU"

fplMtJ

(pdt^ucxj *J£^

THE

INCOMPARABLE

NORMA

. . . one of the best loved actresses in the history of the screen
. . . famous for her roles in "Camille" and "Kiki."

MA TALMADGE
*LD GOLDS

You can tell Old Golds . . . just as Norma
Talmadge did ... by their honey-like smoothness
. . . their kindness to your tongue and throat.
Because Old Gold uses no coarse top-leaves of
the tobacco plant ... no withered ground-leaves
. . . only the delicate heart-leaves, golden ripe!

. . . celebrated screen star . . .smok-

in a scene from her latest United Artists1

starring vehicle, "The Woman

Disputed."

M.ade from the Heart-heaves
of the tobacco -plant

© P. Lorillord Co., Est. 1760

OOTHER

AND

BETTER

?not
When

a cough

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

in a carload
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Won

by a Nose

CONTINUED

We entered the studio just as Mr. Gordon
was sitting down to lunch, and, having timed
that one nicely, we ate.
The picture of Gloria was on the easel, lacking only the finishing touches.
"I like it, Leon," I commented. "You have
caught and put down just the way Gloria impresses me. Her personality. Herself. If I
were artistic, I suppose I'd say her soul."
"Yeh," said Fisher. "Where's the tooth"Use a match," said Leon. These artists!
And then to me, " She had a great personality.
You know — and I think this is something not
generally
picks?" recognized — she is an idealist. Gloria
in her work, in her life, is shooting at the stars,
at perfection. She can do nothing else. That
is the thing I have tried to catch.
" CHE has affected — for what reason who can
'•■'say? — an outward shell, giving off the impression that she is worldly, sophisticated, la
grande dame who has no feeling. But nix, she
can't fool me. I've painted too many faces,
studied too many people. I know.
"She'd give you her last dime if you asked
for it, she's so soft-hearted. But, above all,
she's the idealist, looking ahead and up."
Speak of the devil and he's bound to appear.
A rap on the door was followed by the entrance
of Gloria herself. She hadn't timed it as well
as we had, not having had as much experience.
We were all through eating.
"Oh," she said, "just finished lunch?"
"Yep. Tough luck," I said. "And we were
just discussing your picture."
"Were you? I like it. It seems to — oh, I
don't know — seems to be more of me. Not just
"Leon," I asked, "speaking of it as a picture,
a picture."
what
physical characteristic
of Gloria's
the
most important,
the most striking?
The isthing

Naturally—
the world's most famous lipstick !
Tangee'd lips. How lovely they are ! How natural !
Simply touch Tangee to your lips. Watch the
color change. As you apply Tangee it turns from
orange
blush-rose,
youth intoperfect
health.nature's own shade of lips of
Verify this supreme lipstick value for yourself.
Demand Tangee today. One lipstick for all complexions! On sale everywhere. Records show that
twice as many women are using it this year. // the
name Tangee does not appear on the carton and gunmetal case— it is not Tangee. The
George W. Lufr Co., 417 Fifth
Avenue, New York.
NOTE: Tangee is healing and
soothing because it has a cold
cream base. Tangee Rouge Compact and Tangee Creme Rouge
have the same magical changing
NIGHT
quality as Tangee Lipstick. Ask for them.
PRICES: Tangee Lipstick $l, Tangee Rouge
Compact 75c, Tangee
Creme Rouge $1 (and
for complete beauty
treatment: Tangee Day
Cream, Tangee
Night
Cream and
._—
Tangee
5 fr
FacePow^JTffl !$<&<£:£
$1 JKL-^~
det, 25c
each).
[^Tv-r"
higher in V -----i.
Canada.
! Vy-'irVi ..-

*355j3g£

you"Her
get the
mosthe of
Gloria from?"
nose,"
answered.
"That's about right," agreed Fisher.
And my nose scented a story. When two
such authorities as Leon Gordon and Harrison
Fisher agree upon the importance of a nose,
there's something of interest somewhere.
"Why nose?" I asked, glancing at Gloria,
whosay.
was looking as though she had something
to
"Without her particular nose she would not
— " Gloria
be "IGloria
Swanson,"
said Fisher.
started.
"Nose!" Leon interjected, "not eyes.
Harry is right. With another nose Gloria
would be all out of skelter, out of balance — and
entirely out of character."
"Exactly," said Fisher. "Gloria's eyes,
cheeks, shape of head, mouth, teeth, chin — all
demand such a nose as that. If I had to draw a
nose to go with the rest of her features I'd draw
just such a one. Without it there would be no
harmony.
It would be a handicap."
"There!" said Gloria with vehemence.
"That's just what I told Mr. De Mille."

Twenty cents brings you the miniature Tangee Beauty Set— all six
items and the "Art of Make-UD."
Address Dept. P. P. 8, The George
W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Avenue,
New York.
Name ■ ■
Address.

"De Mille?"
It was a chorus of three.
" C. B.," said Gloria, " when he wanted me
cut off!"
This time the chorus was
get"Nose
my nose
cut off."
shriek.
"Yes, a long time ago."
"Gloria," I said, "this has gone far enoug
Quit monkeying around and tell us when, wha
where
and awhy."
"It was
long time ago," she said. " When
first went from Triangle to De Mille to plai
in 'Don't Change Your Husband' and 'Ma
and Female.' After the first picture wi
finished, Mr. De Mille wanted me to go to
plastic surgeon and get my nose fixed ove
He said it would be better if it was mac
straighter and a lot taken off the end. I didn
"I should
hope you wouldn't," was Fisher
want
to do it."
comment.
"And then," Gloria continued, "after tl
second picture he ordered me to do it. He sai
it was impossible to get proper lighting with
nose like mine — it cast shadows on my faceand that I'd never be a star unless I had
fixed. The horrible part was that I believed r
was right. He almost always was. So there
was. C. B. said that I had to do something j
a time when what he said was law, and
couldn't bring myself to do it. I wasn't afrai
of
I just felt it wasn't the thin
to the
do — operation,
wasn't necessary.
"We argued back and forth for weeks and ;
began to look as though I was finished before
started,
when improved
some person
whom to
I'llsuch
al\va\a
be indebted
the to
lighting
extent that my nose no longer cast shadows.
"So improved lighting saved my nose."
"And your nose saved you," said Gordon.
What would have been the result had Glori
"bobbed" her nose? Both to her and th
motion picture public?
Would she have remained just anothe
pretty little girl for a time, finally fading ou
as so many others have done, into an off -scree
matrimonial picture which would have foi
bidden any other career?
Would she have changed her personality i
meet the new nose and as an entirely differen
Gloria reached the position of the greates
woman star in pictures? Would she? I don
think so. Neither did Fisher and Gordor
""yOU
LeonYour
said,nose
"it's
*■ how know,
things Gloria,"
work out.
wasfunsup
posed to be your ruin some years ago. Nobod
liked it. There's a famous surgeon in NewYor
City who does a big business making people
faces over so they look like the owners wan
them to look. Noses are his forte — an
fortune.
"And he told me that fifty per cent of th
women who come to him ask to have thei
noses made like Gloria Swanson's."
"Then you think I'm all right this way?
from Gloria.
"Sure, pass the coffee pot," said Gordon.

Ask Dad — He Knows
CONTINUED

THE POWER of
. . . Twenty Cents

FROM PAGE 53

Months later the two sat in a musty neighborhood theater watching the preview of " The
Fair Co-Ed. " Johnny played the leading role
opposite Marion Davies.
"You've scored at last, Johnny," Fawcett
whispered, hoarsely, "don't let anything
tackle
now."
Theyyouwere
both glad that the theater was
dark!
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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They left together, one a trifle pompous, th
other very proud.
The kid is a success. Fan letters pour ii
upon him. Other companies demand hi
services.
He is pointed out at restaurants, but whei
you
careeraskhe him
says:what he thinks about his screei
th
"Ask Dad, he knows!"

is guaranteed.
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Jls Vamous Screen Stars Recommend
IEAUTY of face and form is all-important for success
in screen work. That is why famous screen celebrities
iply must consider health and beauty first. How do
:y keep their figures so youthfully slender, their com:xions so alluring, their health so radiant and vigorous?

Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, is the only appliance of its
kind that is synchronized with the muscle tone.
The Health Builder banishes that "tired feeling" as if
by magic. It soothes and relaxes your nerves, wakes up
your sleepy muscles, stimulates your circulation, tones
up every tissue in your body.

iey make no secret about it: they use the famous Battle
eek Health Builder. Exercise without effort — a scientivibratory-massage— banjishes every pound of overight, invigorates the entire body, keeps you slim and
pple.

Just a few minutes a day of deep-reaching massagevibratory treatment with the Health Builder literally
makes you a new woman — gives you the sparkle of
perfect health, the joy of feeling gloriously alive.

minutes a day with the Battle Creek Health Builder
lures you of trim ankles, shapely thighs, slender hips.
>u can mold your figure to the fashionable lines that
ery woman desires — and feel better than you have
er felt in your life.

A Health Builder For Every Requirement
Ideal for home use is the Universal Home Model, a
compact enclosed Health Builder. The Athletic Model
is very popular for clubs, home gymnasiums, colleges,
health centers, institutions, steamships, etc., while the
handsome De Luxe Cabinet Models combine utility
with distinctive beauty.

What A Famous Screen Star Says:
rginia Valli, famous Screen Star of Fox Productions,
ss the Health Builder. She says: "The Health Builder
ikes healthful exercise a pleasure. No work at all —
it soothing, restful, invigorating vibratory massage.
3w I love the feeling of it in the morning! I can feel
f blood go singing through my veins afterwards, and
n cheerfully face even the most exacting director. After
ong, hard day in the studio, too, another few minutes
th the Health Builder takes away every bit of tired
:ling and leaves me fresh and rested for the evening."

Youthful Vitality— Yours!
ie Health Builder, manufactured under the patents of

When

Ask For This Interesting Book
"Health and Beauty in Fifteen Minutes a Day" tells how
the Health Builder can bring you beauty and vitality.
Send for it now— it's free!

At the top is illustrated
the neiv De Luxe Cabinet
Model Health Builder.
Below the famous Athletic
Model is shoivn.

you write to advertisers
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Sanitarium Equipment Co.
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An Innocent Gringo in Mexico

Leading Diamond Importers. Save 20 to 40%
For over 50 years the house of Jason Weiler
& Sons, of Boston, has been one of the leading diamond importing concerns in America
selling direct by mail to customers and dealers alike, all over the world at savings of from
20 to 40%. Here are several diamond offers —
direct to you by mail — which clearly demonstrate our position to name
prices on diamonds that
...„■., should
interest every
present or prospective diamond
purchaser.
This one carat diamond is of
tine brilliancy and latest style
cutting. Mounted in 14K solid
gold setting. If this ring can
be duplicated elsewhere for less
than $200.00 your money will
be returned at once without a
quibble. Our uriceC 1JC f\(\

[ CONTINUED

Spanish. If Cortes and his men could pass that
way again, I fear there would be another Nochc
Tristc, or Night of Tears as we call it.

Automat Plan for Pictures
I attended the theater where Lupe Velez
used to toss her Hollywood potentialities over
the footlights. The revue was called tandas.
A tanda is a short act and you pay to see as
many tandas as you feel up to. I urge this
equitable plan on movie theaters with prologues.
Let the patron with a passion for seals,
sopranos and alley-oop artists pay for same,
and let him who wishes to see the picture pay
his nickel for that.

direct to you. . . . 9*'*0«W
1 Carat7$l 45.00

The Mexican Embrace
Our Ambassador Morrow is as popular in
Mexico as a Mexican star is up here. Even
when he travels unofficially he is met outside
each town by a band, and I'm told the populace uncouples the engine and drags his train
through the streets just as they used to un-nag
Tetrazzini's carriage and rickshaw round the
town with it. In fact, you don't know what
welcome embrace.
means until you've been given the
Mexican

18K Solid White Gold
Ring in exquisitely
pierced 4 square p long
design — giving Diamond a
square cut effect. The perfectly cut blue-white Diamond is embellished by C
smaller Diamonds, three

An Exquisite Platinum
King, hand carved and
pierced, mounted with a
perfectly cut blue-white
Diamond embellished
with 2 marquise shaped
Diamonds and 8 small
Diamonds on *Oftf» t\f\
• in each
side
^iuu.uu
the sides.... «NiUU.UU
A few weights and prices of other diamond rings :
Vi carat
$31.00 I 1 carat
$145.00
% carat
50.00
2 carat
290.00
V2 carat
73.00 I 3 carat
435.00
If desired, rings will be sent to any bank you may
name or any Express
Co. with privilege of
examination. Our diamond gua rantee for
full value for all time
goes with every purchase.

Indians Same World Over

$150.00

Mr. Morrow said in his speech at Harvard
that too much stress has been laid on the difference between the people of Mexico and those of
the United States and not enough on their likeness. When I learned that the Aztecs used to
sell themselves into slavery in order to throw
big parties with the money, I could not repress
the cry, "How like our own Hollywood folk!"

That Dam Site

On my return to Hollywood I was greeted
with sweet news. The reservoir behind the
Mulholland dam is to be drained because it
is feared some fanatic will blow it up to wipe
out the modern Sodom and Gomorrah (sometimes called Hollywood) .
Evidently there have been some pretty
goings on since I left.
You'll note by this letter I am not living in
Hollywood — not by a dam site!

WRITE TODAY
FOR THIS

FR™

'HOW TO BUY
DIAMONDS"

This book is beauti- I
fully illustrated. Tells /
how to judge, select J
and
buv
diamonds. / r
Tells how they mine, / •ws°N»t„■)
cut and market dia- /'
noJf"^Sn,
monds.
This weights,!
book,/
«.
i&x °*
showing
sizes, prices
and
-~~^^
qualities.
$20.00
to
— --_
$20,000.00, is considered an authority.

Face Value Diminishes

I can think of no fate more ironic than for us
to die from drinking water. But I fear many
will be forced to it, not by a religious fanatic

Jason Weiler & Sons
340 Washington

St.

Boston,

Mass.

Corner of Washington and Franklin Streets
Diamond Importers since 1876
Foreign Agencies:
Amsterdam and Paris

but by the fiendish talking picture. It's the
larynx, not the legs, that counts now, and with
this shift in physical values no one knows
where she's at. Players whose faces were their
fortunes are facing bankruptcy. I know twelve
families struggling along without butlers and
twenty who are practically destitute of gin
(appeals to the Community Chest have proved
fruitless). In view of such privation what
matters it whether we drink from flood or
faucet?

Noisyis Noah's
If the dam
blown Ark
and the flood
comes, producers will be suspected of pulling it
as
sequence
for "Noah's
and
somea sound
very unusual
effects
they wouldArk,"
get, too.

GONE IN
15 DAYS

Clip This and Prove It FREE!
^JEVER, in the history of medical science, has the amazing
A^l action of Pedodyne Solvent been equalled. It's perfectly
marvelous. Stops the torturing pain of the most sensitive
bunion almost instantly and reduces theenlarged, disfiguring
growth hke magic. So rapid is the reducing power of this
great, scientific discovery, that your very next pair of shoes
may be a size smaller — often two sizes smaller.
W ri t A Vaiv Just mail the Coupon and the full, complete
TT UlCliUW treatment, guaranteed. may be yours totry.
KAY LABORATORIES,

Dept. R-181

180 North Wacker Drivo Chicago. Illinois
Plen«e arrange for me to try your Pedodyne Solvent, to dissolve
bunion formation and restore normal eaae to affected ioinu*.
Name
^^_

(This is not an order, ship nothing C. O. D.)

"Noah's Ark" ought to be a great sound
picture with all the animals marching up the
gangplank two by two exchanging dirt about
the other Hollywood beasts. It will prove in a
wholesale manner just which animals are qualified for talking pictures and which are not.
Without waiting to hear results I predict that
jackasses will be more in demand than ever.

II Duce as Movie Critic
Mayor Jimmie Walker, whose veracity is
above question, Jimmy being Irish, tells a
curious animal story involving Mussolini.
While in Rome, Jimmie was invited by Benito
Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY
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for a drive through the park. Arriving at I
zoo, Benito commanded the chauffeur to < )
before the lions' cage. Oddly there wasj1
expectant group of reporters there. II E J
leaped out of his car and ordered the keepe >
open the cage.
Striding in without the formality of btjj
announced, Benito hauled off and kicked
biggest lion right where the tail begins. Be
the lion knew whether to feel injured or hone
II Duce turned and socked another in the i
pulled the whiskers of a third and deliverec
uppercut to the remaining lion that loose
his
him godashed
"umpf how
!" ;
ten dental
minuteswork
the and
kingsmade
of beasts
and squalling around the cage while D
biffed them.
No verbal explanation was offered and n
seems necessary. II Duce obviously does
like Metro-Goldwyn pictures.

Photoplay Writer Makes Good
Speaking of the Metro-Goldwyn lion, I
roaring and sobbing around the lot as badl)
his relatives in the cage with Benito. Of cot
you can't believe half you hear, but they
that John Gilbert, popular writer for Pho
play, made such a name for himself with
Life Story that Howard Hughes has signed 1
at ten thousand a week to be the star-produ
of his own picture, releasing probably throi
United Artists, and that therefore the lior
very, very sick, and Greta Garbo threatens
pack
off for
and, all in all, it's
flesh and
the Sweden,
devil to pay.
Nils Is IT
There's some leonine consolation, howev
in the feeling as 'ow Nils Asther, under c
tractscreen.
to M.-G.-M.,
to beway,
the I next
big if
IT"1
the
And, byis the
wonder
ineffable It could be H'english for Hit? I
no, Madame Glyn does not lapse into Cockm
so we're right back where we were before, a
I for one shall remain baffled until somec
offers me ten thousand a week and then I sh
know exactly what it means to have IT.

Billionaires' Luxury

'

I live for the day when I can give dime t
like John D. Rockefeller and Charlie Chap]
Only the very rich can afford to.

Hollywood's Talkie Epic
Stay away from Hollywood two months, a
when
you don't
recognize
anyoi t
what you
with return
new faces
arriving
daily and
slightly used ones being lifted.
With the departure of Eleanor Board:
from the Metro-Goldwyn lot, Aileen Pringl
the only original Goldwynner
left, wh
proves that virtue triumphs in the end.
And I expect to hear any day that Aile
with her voice, virtue and diction, has gom
be vitaphoned. She's the best talking pict
in Hollywood.
Indeed, she's an epic.

Texas Breaking Records

Texas Guinan is in our midst making a tal
ing picture,
and Iyou
can't Texas
hear yourself
for
the noise.
predict
will breakthi i
Vitaphone records before she gets through. I
cidentally, the price of padlocks has gone up
Well,this
Jim,month
I guessabout
that's Mexican
about alland
the new:
know
Holi
wood bandits. Next month I'll send you sor
more
keyhole observations and also a ve
I'm
trailing.
sensational
tidbit about a certain Death
By the way, when are you going to inst
talking pictures in Photoplay? It would be
great labor-saving device for your employe*
We could just sit down and gossip off the stu
and the readers would have the pleasure of sc
ing as well as hearing.
Yours till the flood comes —
Hfrb.

Is guaranteed.
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. . . you won't believe your own ears — it's so amazing
to hear what you see on the screen — to hear a film that's
as TRUE
SOUND,

lagine yourself tucked away in the
rknessof your movie theatre. A beam
silver light plays from the gallery —
e screen before you shimmers with
e — your eyes are fascinated by the
3ture — and your ears . . .
. your EARS! . . .
. you can hardly believe your ears!
►u are HEARING— actually HEARING
the scene on the screen. There before
ur eyes are people — and here in your
rs are their voices. There before your
es is a mob — and into your ears comes
roar! Love and laughter — death and
rrow — men and women — the winds

#X

AI@VIET©aVE
When

to your ears as it is to your eyes — because the
like the scene, is PHOTOGRAPHED

and the waves— EVERYTHING
see you HEAR!

that you

on the film!

William Fox
Movietones
presents

It is a movie miracle — FOX MOVIETONE. It brings you pictures with
sound! The sound of reality — of life
itself! Not the twangy, metallic sound
of early and even recent experiments.
Fox Movietone is the cliriiax of moving
apicture
REAL drama.
thrill. It is a reel -thrill that's

asSTREET
follows:'
ANGEL
FOUR SONS
THE
RED DANCE

Watch for the first Fox Movietone in your
favorite theatre. It's twice as good as
any movie you ever have seen! It will
double your film fun. Don't miss it!

SUNRISE
FAZIL
MOTHER
MACHREE

adds sound to your screen delight

you write to advertisers please

mention PHOTOPLAY
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Brickbats and Bouquets
[ CONTINUED

flowery china for serving tea as the proprietor
of the roadhouse where the gold-digger took
her refreshment and victim.
Mrs. Frank Beattie, Jr.
Turkish

Tastes
Tacoma, Wash.

I see that Molly O'Day is not allowed to be
a star because she has put on a few extra
pounds of weight. If directors chose stars that
had a few curves instead of girls that look like
sticks, I would be better pleased. When you
go to a show nowadays, all you see are girls
who look like bags of bones.
Lucille Boyd.

Speak Up, Tom!

Nelson's work ( 1 ) before and (2) after Federal
School training.

Now he DRAW$
the things he wants
LOOK at drawing No. 1 above.
Then compare it with No. 2 and
note the improvement Federal School
training has made in the work of Art
Nelson. He formerly worked as a
surveyor's assistant at $18.00 a week.
Today as an illustrator he makes
$75.00 a week. He says, "The Federal
Schools made this possible through
their training and co-operation as I
had only average ability before enrolling as a student." Nelson is one of
hundreds of young people making big
money because of Federal training.
Publishers buy millions of dollars
worth of illustrations every year. If
you like to draw, let your talent make
your living. The Federal Course includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, poster designing, window card
illustrating, etc. The Federal Staff
includes such famous artists as Sid
Smith, Neysa McMein, Fontaine Fox,
Clare Briggs, and over fifty others.
It's easy to learn the "Federal HomeStudy Way."

Detroit, Mich.
To my way of thinking, Tom Mix in a talking picture would be anything but a joke, if he
continued in Western pictures with a Western
dialect. When I was a kid I got a big kick out
of the dialect used by actors in portraying cowboys in the Wild West thrillers that came to
the High Street Theater in Columbus, Ohio. I
still get a kick out of seeing Tom Mix on the
screen, and I am sure that I would get a bigger

FROM PAGE 92 ]

thrill at his dialect in a talkie.

At any rat t
Pat McHugi
would be a relief from "I cawn't."
"Sermons

in Joans"
Tampa, Fl;

Permit me to congratulate Photoplay I
Joan Crawford on her Life Story. Her stor i
far has proved the most valuable lesson
practical psychology I have ever absorl .
The statement, "Never allow the past >
molest the present. Your life is your own; ]
it," coming from Joan, is nothing short (]
sermon.
Ruth Olivei

Insulting a Dumb

Animal

Homestead, P;

In his letter, Richard C. Jacobs made
following statement: "I believe that when
Almighty finished making the jackass, He 1
scraps of material left with which He c
structed
professional
reformer."I consi
I protesttheagainst
this statement.
it an insult to the jackass.
Joseph M. Rhodes

!§ i

Test Your Drawing Talent
How well can you draw? Will you
make an artist? These questions are
fully answered by our free Vocational
Art Test. Send for it today. Get on
the "Road to Bigger
Things." Fill out the
coupon now.

(J of Illustrating
FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING,
11108 Federal School Bld^., Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send your free book, "A Road to Bigge.'
Things," together with Vocational Art Test.
Name

Occupation
Address

Age

Introducing those song and dance artists, Mr. Jack Coogan and his
family.
Little Jackie is not making any pictures at present, but do
_
you think he is starving?
No, he's earning $3,500 a week in vaudeville, doing a hoofing and patter act with his father
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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he Stars All Beautify
How Irene Rich Qets
That Radiant Qlow

No Half Measures
Screen stars study beauty. They
cannot stand out in a photo play
without it. It is not merely a matter
of make-up. The skin needs a wakeup first. They start with a skin that
is clear, soft, clean and glowing. The
rest is but added touches.
Boncilla is Hollywood's most popular beauty aid. It has been for
many years. Boncilla has helped to
make many a great reputation, both
with male and female stars. The
wonderful skins which the camera
depicts are no accident. They are
natural skins brought to the fullness
of their beauty by Boncilla.

Before entering the studio, Irene
Rich applies Boncilla clasmic pack.
This draws out from the skin all impurities. All the dirt and grime, dead
skin and hardened oil. All the remains of old make-up. It also brings
the blood to the skin.
When she washes off the dried
Boncilla, all the skin refuse comes
with it. The skin is clean to the
depths. A rosy glow appears. Then
she applies Boncilla Cold Cream,
and removes it. Then Boncilla Vanishing Cream as a powder base.
Then the exquisite Boncilla Powder
of the proper shade.

IRENE RICH
Making ready for her part with
Boncilla Clasmic Pack

ou Can Charm-Tonight
ght, perhaps, you appear on
stage, and you wish to look
best. A party, a theatre or
me evening which you wish
orify.
lirty minutes with Boncilla
bring you rich rewards. The
beauty will amaze you, and
ht your friends. They will
different woman.
)ply Boncilla to the face and
. Rest while it dries. You
feel it draw from the skin
hat clogs or mars it. It re2s the causes of blackheads
blemishes. No dead skin, no
ened oil, no dirt or grime
>esit.
)u will feel a warmth, for
)lood comes to the surface to
ish and revive the skin. Then
: results appear:
radiant glow,
An animated look,
clean, clear skin,
4 soft, smooth skin.

Older women see other results.
Often, in those 30 minutes, they
seem to drop ten years.
Lines are eradicated,
Wrinkles are combated,
Enlarged pores reduced,
Sagging muscles are firmed.
The only way is Boncilla clasmic pack. There is nothing else
like it. Nobody knows another
way to bring comparable results
so quickly. This is so certain that
leading beauty experts the world
over count Boncilla their chief
beauty aid. In London, Paris,
Berlin and Vienna they import
it for the purpose.
Try Boncilla in justice to yourself.You will never omit it when
you see the change it brings. All
toilet counters supply it at 50c
and $1. Or the coupon will bring
you aaids
week's
the
three
whichsupply
go withwith
it. Clip
it now.
IRENE RICH and WARNER

Cheeks Like Roses

BAXTER

In the new Pathe production, "Craig's Wife,"
recently released
1
134

ONE

WEEK

P.P.I 128 I

TEST

BONCILLA— Indianapolis, Ind.
Mail me a one week treatment of Boncilla with the three
helps which go with it — four samples. I enclose a dime.
Name..

.
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

Address
If you live in Canada, mail coupon with 10c to Canadian
Boncilla Laboratories, Ltd., 77 Peter Street, Toronto.
MAGAZINE.
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Questions and Answers

0

>VlN

CONTINUED

After more than fifteen years constant search I have
absolutely discovered the secrets which enable any
woman to win any man. I am so positive that you
may try my way and not pay a penny unless you succeed beyond your fondest dreams.
It is not an unknown who makes this promise. It
is Lucille Young, known for her wonderful beauty
methods the world over — and known for over fifteen
years. Never has a guarantee of mine been challenged. And I make this guarantee my strongest,
leaving the final say so entirely to you.
My Discoveries Have Created Consternation
I give you these most marvelous secrets since time
began
in mywild
bookover
"How
Fascinate
Men." Women
have gone
this Tobook.
Men everywhere
are
fighting it. I may not be able to offer it much longer.
For it does — it unquestionably does — give women
such power over men that they become "dangerous."
I promise YOU — on the strength of my guarantee —
that you may NOW win any man you want; — that
you will possess a strange, mysterious power that no
man can resist.

FROM PAGE

H. G. B., Richiisucto, N. B. — You certainly
are a newcomer; I don't believe I've ever heard
from your town before. Lois Wilson is not
married. Sure, she's an American. Anna Q.
Nilsson is about thirty-one years old and her
next picture will be "The Whip." Ronald
Colman is thirty-seven years old and his next
is "The Rescue."
Miriam P., Cornwall, N. Y. — Marion
Davies, Harrison Ford and the late Holbrook
Blinn played the leading roles in "Janice
Meredith." Bryant Washburn and Don Alvardo appeared with Constance Talmadge in
"Breakfast at Sunrise."
Mary and Lou, St. Joseph, Mo. — Dolores
Del Rio is divorced from Jaime Del Rio.
Gary Cooper is not married. Clara Bow
played in "Wings." Billie Dove is twenty-five
years old and married to Irvin Willat, the
director.nouncedConstance
hasn't soan-I
her retirement Talmadge
from the screen
suppose she is just waiting for a picture.

102 ]

D. N. G., Cassopolis, Mixx. — Ban C0
ton was Sergeant Dashwood in "Legion
Condemned."
He is twenty-three yea old
And Lane Chandler was the Texan. ]tj
twenty-seven.

L. L. J., Newport News, Va. — Phot lv
takes a bow! Louise Brooks is pla> < j
"Beggar of Life." Charles Rogers ha om
pleted a Princeton story which is tent
titled "Varsity." And Betty Rronson ia
will be "The Singing Fool. " It's not a 1 1
picture.
Write me again.

Dotty Mae, Fresno, Calif. — Arthu al
Ky.
is six feet tall and twenty-three years of H
has light hair and blue eyes. Born in ( j

B. S., Melrose, Mass. — Dorothy ] to
retired from the screen when she n ie
Arthur Hammerstein, the theatrical pre cei
She now lives on Long Island.
[ continued on page 142 ]

The Book is Not All I Give You Either
You may be very plain in appearance and still have
marvelous powers of fascination when you know my
secrets. But some beauty helps. Consequently I
send you with my book, my famous Instant Beauty
Arts Method. This Method includes all necessary
preparations and my Salon instructions. In ten minutes you can achieve real beauty. In an hour you can
master the secrets of fascination. This is all in the
world you have to do to PUT YOUR MARVELOUS
NEW POWER OVER MEN TO WORK.
Your Mohey is Not Spent Until You Decide
Remember I Though I ask you to send S3. 00 (or
pay C.O.D. to postman) this money is positively a
deposit only. I must ask this, or a million mere curiosity seekers would overwhelm me. But to women
in EARNEST I give my unquestioned guarantee.
If for any reason (you needn't even state
it) you want your money returned, it ,--"-■...
will be at once — and without question.
*
big magazine — the banks —
** LUCILLE
willAny tell
you Lucille Young's
/
YOUNG
word is as good as a treasury
96 -B Lucille
Young Building,
gold
Don't hesitate.
Gain bond.
this marvelous
new
Chicago, III.
power over men — the
greatest power in the
t*
Send
me
your famous
world. Act today. Use
*
book"HowtoFascinate
Coupon.
/ Beauty
Men" Arts
and Method.
your Instant
On
arrival I will pay postman
only S3. 00 plus a few cents
w
postage. If not delighted with
'
i
results. I can return everything
96- B Lucille
*
within 10 days and receive my
Young Bldg.,
t
money back, without question.
Chicago, 111. t / Name
^T
Address .
City
State
NOTE:
It price of $3.00 sent with order
postage will be prepaid.

/w2£/?£~-*/

ffffj

'/zPRice

Your choice of the
World'a beat typewriters — Under*
wood, Remington,
Royal, etc, — full
Bize, late mod el,
completely rebuilt
andrefiniahed brand
new. Prices smashed
to half. Act quick.
Send no money.
INTERNATIONAL
TYPE. EXCHANGE

DAYS
TRIAL

FREE

Jost send your name
and address for complete FREE CATALOG
f(repaid,
fuliy describQf? and showing
photographs of each
beautiful machine
in full
col
ore. Telle every detail
of our direct- to - you
smal I- payment plan.
Write now for tremendous savin* Still time
if you act now.

184 W. Lake St.
Oopt. 1106, Chicago

Dfc/|W CNTKfcNs
Turn Your Talent Into Money
Cartoonists earn from $50 to 5250 per
week — some even more. Remarkable
new Circle System of Drawing readies
you in half the usual time. Send for
booklet and sample lesson plate
explaining full details of the Course. No
Salesman will call.

See where Leila Hyams

carries her spare attire.

Suspended

from

her garter in a small satin case is an extra stocking.
It's easy for
Leila to change to her spare when she has a blow-out
Every advertisement

in rHOTOri.AY MAGAZINE

Is guaranteed.
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MEN

WOMEN

Build New
Health

Reduce Your
Hips
Make Arms,

Firm Up
hose Muscles

Thighs and
Ankles More
Slender

Tingle With
Mew Vim and
Vitality

'
J:
%'
c
gi
Ma
ke
Li
Molds Beautiful Bodies
Nature has given to each of us a body, which should be graceful and
beautiful.
Middle age and careless living often bring fat to spoil the
beauty we are entitled to. Remove this, and once more you have the
lithesomeness and grace of youth
UTY IS more than skin deep, for a graceful body provides
Dre charm than even a marvelous complexion. Now women,
h a new scientific method, can regain a suppleness and slens which the years have taken away. Just a few minutes a
y this new method, will often accomplish marvelous results,
or 20 pounds lost in a single month is not too much to hope
Results which are to be expected from the
e Body Molder are, not only improved bodily
ance, but better health as well.
Agents

tiding Your Own Body
H j f yi Just a few minutes a day, in the priI Hit vacyof yourown room, will accomplish
rs, and you can have real fun doing it. No
exhausting exercises, no strenuous diets, are
iry, no back-breaking bending and twisting ;
e gentle oscillating movement supplied by the
e Body Molder and applied only to parts of
dy which need to be reduced or strengthened.
aethod must build health as it reduces, for
2's own secrets are utilized.

Even the Skin Becomes More Lovely
The effect upon the skin is amazing — for through its normalizing
action of the entire system, it helps to clear up dull and muddy
complexions, brings back the color and freshness of youth, firms
up the drooping tissues, and lines and wrinkles disappear.
Use this
great, new, scientific beautifying agent on our free
trial offer.

Wanted

Health new
and field
Beautyof
THIS
Building offers tremendous opportunities for live Agents
and Special Representatives. We will
welcome applications
from men or women
who are interested in
a plan which offers
Great Opportunities
for big incomes.
Write now for complete information.

dy
Molding a New Science
sars attempts have been made to correct faulty forms, but

1 the Janette Body Molder a scientific method is offered,
rolls away excess fat, remolds and rebuilds, making the figure

lithe and graceful.
Those who have used this method are enthusiastic
remarkable value as a reducer and as a health builder. Ten minutes'
;ion will make you feel like a new man or woman, for it sends the blood
ing and tingling through the body, carrying with it new vigor, new vim,
i energies.

Results

reap the benefit of its use. Make a test at our expense, and prove
to your own satisfaction, right at home, that fat can be made to
almost melt away, and that a feeling of elation and wellbeing, such
as you experienced years ago, can again be yours. You take no
risk, for this

I Am II Hit
♦ I io
y •*TT")
T~?T"7 Yes,costwe want you to test at
IVl^JJ
to yoUj
great
I VI l~1 1 IC P f\ |~* «* of
our expense,
at nottnea penny
value of this amazing new system. We want you to make this test in your own
home, and we want you to be the sole judge of your improved appearance. We
want you to feel at least 10 years younger, and all this without the use of starvation diets, strenu- »„.„,,„„,„,.,„„.„„„„„„„„■„„.„■.■■■■■■■,■>,
ous physical
exer- J JANETTE MFG. CO., Dept. 188,
cises, or harmful
■ 556 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois.
drugs and medi- J You may send me complete details of your marvelous new
cines. Send in the
■ Body Molder and explain your tree trial offer. It is under! stood that I am not obligated In any way and that you will
coupon for
full particulars of our
new ; include free a specially prepared article on body molding
method and details

of our trjai pian.

Janette Manufacturing Co*
. 188

556 West

Monroe

Street,

Guaranteed

Those who have had to resort to time-consuming gymnasium work, with expensive instructors, will find this
a grand new way to accomplish better results right in
their own homes. Its cost is insignificant when
compared with the benefits to be derived. We ask an
opportunity to put one in your home, so that you may

Chicago,

When you write to advertisers please mention

j Name

Ja*^

111. : city
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Girls' Problems
CONTINUED

FROM

you are younger than you
fifteen pounds under weight
five pounds under weight.
You will both look well
colors at all. You belong in
which can wear anything.

in your lover's office, is to him, I think, as that
box of candy was to me!
Helen — if you intend to hold the affections
of the man who, two months from now, you
will marry — remember this. You have nothing to fear in the way of competition from the
"vampire" type. So long as you are content
to be yourself — and, in that way, to be your
lover's ideal — you need not worry about the
ladies who use intriguing perfume and wear
long ear-rings. They, by their very desire to
charm, create their own danger signals. Their
methods of attracting attention are really, in

Indeed, you can wear yellow.
Red
black eyes and a fair skin make a very str
ensemble.
I can't think of any color
wouldn't be becoming to you.
If you are bored with life I think that
own solution is the best. You should \
and work very hard, so that there won
any time left for boredom.
Sherry:
You should rub the upper part of your
with some good tissue building cream,
nating it every other day with cocoa bt
This should give you extra weight.
You can do exercises that will re
your legs. The rising to your toes exercise
the kicking one will certainly help.
I should also advise that because of
rather unusual build you go in for a def
type of period dress — the sort that has a
long skirt. This will be very becoming to
and will make the most of those points w

Bertie B.,Terre Haute, Ind.:
I think you're rather young as yet to worry
about the attention of the male sex. Improve
your conversation and look as well as you can,

DEPT. 7-L

and when you are a little older I don't doubt
that you'll have plenty of "dates."
Miss S. C:
Near-sighted eyes are very appealing. They
usually lend a wistful look to a girl's face.
You're quite right in using rouge as you do,
170 BROADWAY, N.Y .) and you needn't worry about your weight.
It is quite right. You should go in for
the fluffy type of clothes. Your appearance
should always be very feminine. You belong
in the "clinging vine " group.

$&¥c°hnd<

PRETTY ANKLEST $5.^

pe*pai*
AND CALVI/Sf
ALMOST /MMEDMTEL Y /
DR.WALTER'SSpecialextrastrong
Ankle Bands, will support and
shape the ankle and calf while reducing them.
They fit like a glove. Can be worn under f.ny kind of nose without detection.
You can note thedifference in shape of
ankle at once. Can be worn at night
andreducewhileyou sleep, orduring
the day deriving then extra benefit
of the support.
Write for Dr. Walter's Special
Ankle
$3.75.
1'ay by
check orBands
money for
order
(no cash
J or
pay poBtmao.
Send Anlcle and Calf measure to

DR. JEANNE P. H. WALTER
389 Fifth Avenue
New York

w Mount

Birds

Learn at home t>y maii t nount Birds, Animal*. Ilrads, 7
Futb and Make Rug: I "> taxidermy artist. Easily, quii
learned by men.womeo
Decorate home and den
FrPA Rnnlf YeB absolutely FREE— beautiful book tell
Tl CC DUUIl B|, about how to ,oarn taxidermy.
Send 1
day for this wonderful new book.
Don't delay!
N. W. School of Taxidermy, 3288 Elwood fildg., Omaha, Neb. i

Helen M,, Las Cruces, N. Mex.:
Bending exercises will reduce yourabdomen.
It might be well to send for my booklet on
weight reduction, but I think as long as you
carry your weight in a particular spot that it
is exercise rather than diet that you need.
Anxious Dorothy:
Usually when one is sixteen one has attained
the maximum of growth. Be glad that you are
little. Little girls are so very attractive and can
wear such charmingly youthful clothes.
Lonesome :
It is fortunate you are going to move to
another town. It will give you a chance to
meet new people and to prove to them that you
are an interesting personality yourself.
A. and E. :
Don't worry about making yourselves
sophisticated. It is charming to retain youth
as long as possible. Be glad that people think
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE
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the medium g

you call defects.
Collette :
I should advise you to rub that part of
body which you wish to develop, with s
good tissue building cream. Cocoa butter,
have advised another of my readers, w
also help. Are you sure that the trouble
your back is not an internal one?
Is
digestion good, and are your habits regt
Often skin troubles come from the int<
instead of the exterior.

If you
always
in a crowd,
I don't
think
you are
need
worrynoticed
very much
about making
yourself more attractive. An unusual type is
more to be desired than regularity of feature.
Personality is more important than beauty.
" Inquisitive Blondy":
Your eyes will look darker if you wear dark
shades of violet and wistaria, black and midnight blue. These shades always tend to make
light blue eyes take on an added depth.

are. E. is a
and you are (

P. S.:

Curly:

ROYAL

18

short life, sampled it infrequently. And
yet — I didn't have any desire to eat from
the open
box. Curiously
enough,
therewas
wasn't
any
temptation.
The box,
you see,
too
large, and too open, and too brilliant. It was
too obvious. Even to a child's mind it lacked
romance and imagination. And the secretary,

the final analysis, "keep off" signs.
Puzzled Fourteen:
If you want to go to college, and are willing
to work your way through, I am sure that your
parents will not stand against you. It is
indeed a praiseworthy desire — your desire for
an education and a career. Take your college
preparatory course, by all means. It will not
harm you to have taken it, even though you
do decide to go into business.

ADDRESS

PAGE

Rose Marie:
I'm going to be brutally frank with yoi
think that your letter sounds exceedingly
ceited and I think — although you sayhate flattery — that you secretly enjoy it.
you object to having people sing to you in
manner of the popular musical comedy,
don't you insist on being called by your
name alone? That would do away with i
difficulty.
Brown-Eyed and Undecided :
I think that the man you write about is
old for you. The difference of nearly th
years is too great a gap to bridge, particul
as the man is not interested in young th
and will grow less interested in them as he ;
older. You have plenty of time yet. Do
accept the love of the first man who offer
especially as you are not madly in love \
him.
Helen K., Miner Mills, Pa.:
Use a rachel number 2 powder and ashe
roses rouge, and a dark shade of lipstick. V
reds, browns and the glorious autumn shi
that range from gold to russet.
"Chee Chee," Dixon, III. :
I would explain very tactfully to the yo
man that you are fond of him, but that >
fondness does not depend upon the gifts
has to give you. Tell him that you wc
rather feel he was saving toward his futui
which will perhaps be your future — than t
ing you expensive presents.
Lonely, Surrey, England:
I think that you should do some sort of ^
that would take you out into the world,
you had an interest in life it would tenc
make you more contented with life, and a
would make it possible for you to meet pe<
and to be less lonely.

is guaranteed.
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What's become of all the
homely women?
WOMEN simply aren't homely any more. You meet
plain women, yes . . . but their smart, trim air is the
envy of many who are only beautiful.
In the old days, when a girl gave promise of becoming
"hopelessly plain," she was frankly informed of the fact
to save her from hurt pride in later years. She remained
frumpy and tried to convince herself that she didn't care!
Not today!
Advertising has played a remarkable part in making
every woman attractive.
It has taught her to use the beauty and charm that are
her heritage, regardless of the shape of her features. Her
teeth, her hair, her hands, her complexion, her clothes,
and even her erect, athletic figure have been "brought
out" by methods constantly before her in advertising.
The great beauty and style specialists of the country
have been her consultants, as they are yours, if you are
taking fullest advantage of the opportunities before you,
in the advertising pages of this magazine.

Read the advertisements. They hold
secrets of beauty and style that were
denied the women of yesterday

When

you write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE!
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Gossip of All The Studios
CONTINUED

FROM

says she's looking for a
JJOSEPHINE
romance. NoDUNN
wonder!
The poor girl is
under a terrific handicap. She was unfortunate
enough to have a mother with a voice exactly
like hers. When the boy friends call her up
and mama answers the phone and says she's
out, they all think it's Jo and that she's just
hi-hatting 'em.

Soothes eyes strained by

Sewing

When your eyes become wearied from
sewing or reading, apply a few drops
of harmless Murine. Within a few moments they will feel strong and rested
. . . ready for hours more of use.
Also_ apply this refreshing lotion to
eyes irritated by exposure to sun, wind
and dust. It instantly relieves the
burning sensation and prevents a
bloodshot condition. Many women
use Murine daily to keep their eyes
always clear, bright and vigorous. A
month's supply costs but 60c. Try it !
Write Murine Co., Dept. 27, Chicago, for
FREE books on Eye Beauty and Eye Care

%
Haveyou

UeRII°<S"Z» ,
FORVYes

T~>0 you remember when
Cunard and
J-/Francis Ford were one ofGrace
the most popular
serial teams in pictures? Grace has been in
retirement for several years, but she is going
to stage a comeback in "Show Boat." Harry
Pollard, who is directing the film, likes to have
real troupers in his cast and he has assigned
an important role to Miss Cunard.
XTO day is quite complete without at least
L N one good story on the dumb producer.
A certain company had been going on long
and expensive location trips too often, so the
producer instructed the head of the scenario
department to discard all stories with location
trips.
One day a scenario was handed to the producer. He read it and called in the head of
the department, "I thought I told you we
wasn't going on any more locations."
"But there are no location trips in this
story," he protester.'.
"There sure is," said the producer. "Right
here on the last page it says, 'Jack goes over
the hill into oblivion.' "
A LMA RUBENS and Ricardo Cortez, still
-* ^-protesting undying friendship, are going
to tell their troubles to a judge. For several
years now, Alma and Ricardo haven't been
little love-birds, and Hollywood has known
that it was only a question of time until they
decided to admit defeat.
Marriage hasn't helped the professional success of either Ricardo or Alma.
Cortez hasn't

PAGE

101

had an important picture in months anc
will play her first important role in 1]

year in "The Devil's Mask."
T\TINE times out of ten a faked so.
*- ^ pictures looks better than the real
Companies have taken long and exp
location trips only to discover that ever
was worthless and the entire sequence J
better when shot on the back lot. Snow
fires, rainstorms, etc., are invariably
when they are not real.
I recall a splendid example of this. C
:
Delaney and Roy D'Arcy had a fist fi|
a picture. It just happened that Char
too hard, caught Roy just on the butto
knocked him cold.
Charlie got a dozen bad marks for he
up production while the company waiti
Roy to be revived. The real knockou
not good enough for the scene. It had
re-taken with a fake punch.

THLLY HAINES' best friend is Jil
-'-'Shields, an extra boy. The other day I
had a ten o'clock call at the studio, while Ji I
had to report at eight A. M.
He tipped the assistant director off t< ill
Billy toforwork.
eight, and the star drove the ra
man
C PEAKING of Billy, leading women jun ip
^and down on their French hats when th re
given a role opposite him. Josephine il
wailed loudly the other day, "Do you 1 I
what he did in a scene? He was working I
his back to the camera and I had my face 11
in the lens. It was a very dramatic scenetd
Billy insisted upon making the most terie
faces at me the whole time."
T EW CODY and Aileen Pringle have il
J-'pleted their last starring picture and il
parted friends. This may be considered ii 1

a way with words?

Uo you want to write
for publication?
CLIP

THIS

COUPON!

THE clippingof acoupon like this has been
the first step on the road to success by many
a writer, who is today well known.
Here are a few recent examples of many student
Successes: A. B. C. of Alhambra,C,difornia, sold
a story to true Dettctive Stories for $240. Mrs.
C. K. sold a story to MacFadden Public.it ions for
$Q0. F.A.N.ofBrooklyn,New York,solda story to
the Daily Mirror for $100.
Palmer courses bring you the help you need
— personalized instruction — the guidance, the
understanding criticism of men and women who
themselves
to
success. have followed the road from struggle
Palmer courses are endorsed by such famous
writers as Rupert Hughes, Jim Tully, Gertrude
Atherton, Alex McLaren. Clip the coupon now.

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Dept. 12-L, Palmer Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
I am interested in
□ Short Story Writing
D Photoplay Writing
□ English and Self-Expression
Namb
Address
All correspondence confidential.

No salesman -will call.

Illustrating what a difference fifteen years can make. At the left
of D. W. Griffith is Donald Crisp, leading man in "The Battle of the
Sexes," filmed by Griffith in 1913. On the right is Jean Hersholt
who is playing the same role in the 1928 version. In 1913, Griffith
spent five days filming the picture and the total cost was $2,500.
The same picture today cost approximately $400,000, and was five
weeks in the making.
Crisp is now a successful director
Every advertisement in PHOTOn.AY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.
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I of an accomplishment for the hatchet
asieen dug up and buried and dug up again
d/ times when the pair was working toetbr.
aLl the temperament in Hollywood is not
onfined to the stars. There's a big feud
oij on out at M.-G.-M. between Greta
laio's electricians and hairdressers. The
e; ty experts need electricity for their curling
•Oi and the juicers turn off the current after
vv scene to save expense.
lie other day one of the electricians reined, "If this keeps up, boys, let's walk out
n rike."
t will be O. K. with me," said the hairier, "if you'll strike while the iron is hot."
&ITHUR RANKIN shot a deer recently.
When he was signing for it, the game
'alien said, "Arthur Rankin . . . Rankin —
s a familiar name."
le second game warden spoke up. "The
Arthur Rankin I ever heard about works
le movies and the actor never lived that
ai shoot a deer."

Magazine — Advertising Section
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they choose this great train
Like sparkling Sue Carol, they of the motion
picture world — in fact travelers everywhere to whom
speed and luxury are important — instinctively
choose the "Golden State Limited."
Luxurious in appointments, quiet, deft service —
none finer. Over the direct route between Los Angeles and Chicago in 61 y4 hours — none faster — the
"Golden State" sets the pace.

' \KE it that the sporting blood of kings
• rks somewhere in the veins of filmdom's
li. And the corpuscles are easily agitated.
i week-end will find a goodly sprinkling of
ujbest Hollywooders enjoying the Monte
i^o grandeur of Agua Caliente. This
l<jous lower California oasis is within an
die stone's throw of the border. Spanish in
egn, it offers the allure of its gambling
1110 coupled with the convenience of a
ljrb hotel. The name of the place must be
K'lbolic. It means hot water — a state in
I:h the visiting firemen will find themselves
l!|oo frequently, I fear.
llocation, Agua Caliente is upwind from
■la Juana far enough to avoid those spicy
aac smells. The desert round about has
61 made to blossom like the rose. The
[[ywooders go forth, not in the low and
i;ar estate of Rolls-Royces, but in the trilored splendor of sky chariots — all metal,
iproof and fool-proof, conceived by the
Fie mind of Henry Ford, and put together
=:cially for sky service on the Maddux
ices.
f a Saturday afternoon — even early of a
ijday — the air is positively astir with gortiis sky taxis, all passengered with natives
finemaville migrating southward and fingerJthe spare currency they have taken out of
|hballs for usage at the wheels of chance,
^piker's game, this, with the limit circum:|bed only by the sky.
jTORDS are coined thick and fast in Holly[ wood. A director who wanted a couple
leave off embracing very suddenly shouted,
fie the camera was grinding, "Un-hug!"
pIGH JASON was making a movietone
test. A fly lit on the microphone and the
ee was so terrific that it blew out two tubes
[he recording apparatus.
LARA BOW has at last figured out how
to have a good time. "Just go to the
ch," she says, "and eat hot dog; and drink
t beer and get on a roller coaster and ride
Jan hour and forget the world and the milling
rb on the sidewalks below."
ply word, Clara, a million people who go
Coney Island every Sunday could have
ii you that ages ago!
THEN you see great chunks of ice floating
' down a river in the movies, you naturally
ipose the cameraman made a trip to Alaska
Canada to get such a picture. Many of
m do. But, many times, also, the picture
nade right in the studio, with paraffin subuted for the ice. It breaks up and acts
ctly like frozen water, yet, is so light that
en it strikes a player swimming to get away
m it, causes no damage.
When

Golden State
Limited
Southern
Pacifit

Rock
Island

F. S. McGINNIS,

Passenger Traffic Mgr., Southern Pacific Company
San Francisco, California
L. M. ALLEN, Vice-Pres. and Pass. Traffic Mgr., Rock Island Lines
Chicago, Illinois
Hollywood Ticket Office
Los Angeles Ticket Office
6768 Hollywood Blvd.
212 West Seventh

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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The Shadow Stage
CONTINUED

show girl (Thelma Todd). As usual the smalltown shrews do their separation stunt via
gossip. But a marvelous baby and a wow
of a train wreck reunite the couple. Plenty of
hokum but the kind audiences love.
DOG

WATER

THE
The most beautiful girls in New

HAUNTED
HOUSE— First
National

York

are doing their hair the new way. It's
so lovely, but so simple. That's why it
appeals to popular girls, who need to
save time wherever they can. One of
the busiest of them is attractive Mary
Chandler, for three seasons a member of
"George White's Scandals" and now appearing in "Artists and Models." She
says: "I am so busy, I don't know how
I'd take care of my hair, if I hadn't
learned the new way so many of my girl
friends are doing theirs.
"All I do now is put a few dashes of
Danderine on my brush each time I use
it. This wonderful preparation keeps
my hair looking so lovely that many
friends want to touch it. I set my waves
with Danderine, too, and it holds them
ever so much longer. All dandruff disappeared with a few applications, and
my scalp always feels fine. I shampoo
just once a month, now. Danderine

'"POO much Chester Conklin and not enough
-*- mystery. This thriller, based on the old
theme of the millionaire uncle and greedy
relatives,brand
is obviously
to Conklin's
peculiar
of humor. tailored
Monotonous
in spite
of marvelously sinister effects in sets and
photography.
BLACK

BUTTERFLIES— Quality

A PREACHMEXT on the evils of non-**-constructive modern living. After the
death of her parents, a demure little rich girl
breaks away from her life of repression to make
whoopee with

84 ]

She gets her fingers burned. Jobyna Ral j
is beautiful in the leading role, and Mae Bin,
interesting.
as leader of the "Black Butterflies,' '

the town's pseudo-Bohemians.

THAT

GIRL— Fox

•"THE best that can be said about this pic
■*■ is that Sue Carol and David Rollins apu
in it. The story is about two families who r j
sons that play football at Mammoth and i\
ford, and the rivalry exists through t):
generations. Hardly stimulating.

HOLE— Paramount

'""TAMING A SHREW" with desert back■*- grounds. Philip Randolph attempts to
master Judith Endicott. She suspects a kidnapping plot, but likes cave-man methods, so
shortly they find themselves actually lost
on the desert, tragic death facing them and
would-be rescuers. Fine desert scenes, a novel
color sequence, and good work by Jack Holt,
Nancy Carroll and John Boles make this Zane
Grey story excellent, clean entertainment.

New Hair Mode
Seen in New York

PAGE

WIN

LAW—FBO

"pAR better than the average dog yarn.
*- Ranger, the dog, acquits himself in his usual
creditable manner. Mary Mayberry not only
has a winning smile but wields a wicked wallop.
More thrills than you will pay for.
THE

FROM

GUARDIANS OF THE
Universal

WILD-

"D EX, the "Wonder Horse," is the star;
J-*-you see little of him. He's buried undi
pile of screaming heroine, half-witted h I
wronged father, and leering villain. Too i
a horse can't choose his own stories!
THE

ROMANCE

OF A ROGUE— Cat

HpHE nice old gentleman wears a bl
*■ velvet jacket, lives in an attic and pi
the violin, but the locale of the story is Lone
not Paris. That ought to hold you for awl
But novelty like that can't last. H.
Warner is falsely accused of a murder. Soi
day the hero is going to fire that fatal si
Pretty terrible.
STRIVING

FOR

FORTUNE— Excelh

T^NOITY woik and vengeance in a shipys
-*-^Feud is between an earnest young rive
with the most astounding loyalty for his t
ployer, and a crooked gang boss in anot
company's pay. Only original touches
some breath-taking stunts with the swing
crane, and authentic background of Newp
News.
George Walsh plods through.

keeps my hair so clean. "
Danderine removes that oily film from
your hair and gives it new life and
lustre. It makes hair easy to dress and
holds it in place. It isn't oily and doesn't
show. It gives tone and vigor to the
scalp. All drug stores have the 35c bottles. A delicately fragranced necessity
for the well-groomed girl.

Keep Your
Skin Young
Remove all blemishes and discolorations by regti'
larly using pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce,
and use as directed. Fine, almost invisible particles ofaged skin peel off, until all defects, such as
pimples, liver spots, tan, freckles and large pores
have disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft
and velvety, and face looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To
quickly remove wrinkles and other age lines, use
this face lotion: 1 ounce powdered saxolite and 1 half pint
Witch-hazel.
At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

L1tM;^«».):W.»J:lHIM»q
Particulars
of Dr. Esenwein's
famous
forty -

lesson course in writing and marketing of the
Short-Story and sample copy of The Writer's
Monthly free. Write today.
nil
™E H0ME CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL Mass.
IgaggU Dept.. 9s.
Springfield.

Reading from left to right: Reckless, Pat, Blick and Jacques. Top
row:
Mr. Adolphe Menjou.
The pups are four prize Sealyham
terriers, now one of the most popular breed of dog
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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WEST—FBO

Dl' MIX and Tony still follow ancient
:rlition. Since Tom parked his interilly famous
bank-book
Tony's
1 imFBO
lot, guided
by the and
master
mindoats
of
i cy, we expected his first Western there
iej triumph of originality and modernism.
2i, it is just a series of Indians, Pony
nfs riders, stage-coaches, covered wagons,
c le ladies, and gentlemanly villains. Old
f Tom, same old stuff!
VIRGIN

w

LIPS— Columbia

(tit's not that kind of picture. Respectle, yet interesting. The story has to
Ji the air division of the Mexican Secret
I >; being designed to set off Olive BorVxotic beauty. Her costumes reach the
d' point. An eyeful? Yes, indeed.
IGRAIN

OF DUST—Tiffany-Stahl

lit\T>Claire
on David
Graham
Phillips' Cortez.
novel,
Windsor
and Ricardo
ie eve of his socially big marriage, a
ly bachelor chucks the works for ababy<|;teno with "IT." Wholesale grief, but
■gripping.
LIGHTNING

SPEED— FBO

■ newspaper dramas are here! Thegover's daughter is kidnapped.
Bob Steele,
porter, uncovers the plot in time to
iter, and fights the villain in a balloon
Hair!
Believable — if you don't know
TORY

OF THE

WILD— FBO

iust have been "Be-Kind-to-Animal!;" when they slipped Ranger this one.
super-intelligent pooch bounds through
cture at a smooth tempo. This is — if
ire for statistics — the first time in nearly
| that a dog star has had a real picture
Ik his teeth into. Indeed, all the Hollyicanines are off their dog biscuits from
T WITH
OVELTY.

THE

TIDE— Peerless

Mitchell Lewis is a nice old

)i captain, such as you'd invite right into
parlor. When he does cast a sideways
at the gal he means matrimony. There's
der and a dance hall and ships and the
'. Liberal melodramas
HE KID'S CLEVER— Universal
jtADE -TO- ORDER Glenn Tryon
pmedy. We know enough to expect a
jiirplane, a "goofy galoot" or something
timeofit's
gadget automobile,
d This
the sale
thisa invention
he builds
jmance. Nonsensical amusement of the
| variety.
'HE NIGHT BIRD— Universal
entertaining picture made by Reginald
;nny with Betsy Lee, the girl he expects
ke Mrs. Denny, as his leading woman,
.ory is about a prize fighter who refuses
y the social game and is caught on the
id by a beautiful girl in search of a new
an. Real romance on parade.
I LITTLE

WILD

CAT— Warners

OUTHERN gentleman dislikes airplanes
id aviators but on account of family pride
•uaded to donate an airport to his city,
doesn't sound funny does it? It isn't.
f Starr's titles are always good for a
and the excellent cast, including George
:tt and Robert Edeson, can be depended
to do all that is possible with a weak
Even so, we can't get excited.

To CI ance
in au£At ol tier wndli
I IKE every other woman with a spark
j of imagination or a speck of pride,
you cleanse your skin and nourish its delicate tissues with various creams and
lotions.

freshening their complexions and improving their health by drinking the
saline waters.

And they do help to keep your skin soft
and fine and invigorated — as your mirror
well can testify to you.
But there is one splendid beauty secret
which doubles their potency as bringers
of health and charm — and the simple secret
is this — keep internally clean by the saline
method, with Sal Hepatica.
It takes away the blemishes that come
from within. It is a helper, not a rival to

your blood stream, it helps your complexion. It gets at the source by eliminating
poisons and acidity. That is why it is so
good for headaches, colds, twinges of
rheumatism, auto-intoxication, etc.

your creams.
To drink salines for the complexion's
sake has long been the practice of fashionable Europeans. The springs and spas are
thronged with lovely Viennese women,
the cool, lithe-limbed English and the
slim dark women of French aristocracy —
At your druggist's

Sal Hepatica is the American equivalent of the European spas. By clearing

^al Hepatica, taken before breakfast, is
prompt in its action. Rarely, indeed,
does it fail to work within half an hour.
Get a bottle today. Keep internally clean
for one whole week. See how this wonderful saline treatment can make you feel
better, look better, be better!

Sal [-jcpatica
30c, 60c, and $1.20

C*ALINES are the mode the
\~y world over because they are

BRISTOL-MYERS
Dept.,G-118
71
West Street, New CO..
York.
N. Y.

wonderful antacids as well as laxatives. And they never have the

Name

Kindly send me the Free Booklet that explains more fully the benefits of SalHepatica.

Addre
City—

tendency to make their takers stout!

When, you write to advertisers please mention

PHOTOPT/AY

-StateMAGAZINE.
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disappointed in love and seeking til
death that offers. He dives into a garl
having.
Better than most crook stuff we'vel

MORGAN'S
LAST
RAID—M.-G.-M.
AN adventure picture, reminiscent of the
old Civil War thrillers. The plot of the
hero's girl locked in a burning arsenal isn't
just ultra-modern, but clever handling of the
story and brilliant photography make it entertaining. Tim McCoy, as the fearless captain
of a Confederate raiding band, trots out a new
bag of tricks, and Dorothy Sebastian is captivating as his Yankee sweetheart.

PORT

"yOU
can't make
a "Seventh
■*■ by timing
scenes
slowly, Heaven"
Mr. Laii
Stick to your shoot-'em-up "drahmaii
don't get arty. Another story about a i
accused hero. He gets out of prison ont
and works in a shipyard. The gal arris
the scene and the hard-boiled probations
goes Pollyanna and forgives all. Nice,*
can stay awake.

DANGER STREET— FBO
TPHIS has for its background the humorous
*■ side of gangsters' petty wars. Warner
Baxter is one of those very eligible bachelors,

Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

Freckles

[ CONTINUED

Secretly and Quickly Removed!
VOU can banish those annoying,
*■ embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely* in the privacy of your
own boudoir- Your friends will wonder how you did itStill man's Freckle Crcambleaches
themotit while you sleep- Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh.clearand transparent, the face
rejuvenated with new beauty of
natural coloringThe first jar proves its magic worth*
Results guaranteed, or money refunded- At all druggists, 50c and SI.

Removes
Freckles

Whitens
The Skin

LADY RAFFLES— Columbia.— A mystery melodrama with a real mystery — of all things! And some
snappy team work by Estelle Taylor and Lilyan
Tashman.
(July.)

MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.L
em sex story, made pleasant by deft hiA
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (./jitfB

♦LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that
the girl he loves may be happy. Excellently acted by
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)

MAN WHO LAUGHS, THE— Univ.*.
Draggy version of a classic that may intei tic
hounds
for film.
art. Conrad
spot
of the
(May.) Veidt's acting is t'jB
-Chadwick. — Just ink
MASKED ANGEL, A(Oct.)

LIGHTS OF NEW YORK — Warner-Vitaphone.
— First all-talkie feature and, naturally, pretty crude.
Squawking night clubs and audible murders.
(September.)

w

*LILAC TIME— First National.— Thrilling and
romantic war drama with enough sentiment to lift
it above the run of war plays.
(August.)
LINGERIE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Alice White and
Malcolm
like.
(Oct.)McGregor in a war romance that you'll
LION AND THE MOUSE— Warner-Vitaphone.—
Partly dialogue with some effective performances.
But the story belongs to a past decade.
(September.)

The Stillman Co.. 32 Rosemary Lane. Aurora, III*
Send me your FREE skin treatment booklet-

LITTLE MICKEY GROGAN— FBO.— A sweet
and sloppy story, which Frankie Darrow and Jobyna
Ralston cannot help much.
(May.)

Name

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME—
First National. — Released in New York under title of
"Kentucky Courage." An old favorite well acted by
Richard Barthelmess. The story rambles all over
Kentucky and the Civil War, but it is fair entertainment. (June.)

Address City

FROM PAGE 16 ]

LAW OF FEAR, THE— FBO.— The best part of
this picture is the review of the private life of Ranger,
the police dog. (May.)

St ill man's

Freckle Cream

. State .

How does she keep it
so youthful-looking?
Her secret lies in proper shampooing. Not
just soap-and-water "washings", but regular
use of a shampoo that really beautifies — one
that was created especially to improve dull, drab
hair and add that little something extra so
often lacking!
What about your hair? Have you not
wished for something that would keep it looking prettier — richer in tone? If you really
wish to make it bewitchingly lovely — just one
Golden Glint Shampoo will show you the
way!

touch— a beauty specialist's secret in its formula. Millions use regularly ! At your dealers', or send 2 5c to
J. W. Kobi Co., Dept.l9-K. 604 Rainier Ave., Seattle,
Wash.
Money back if not delighted.

♦MATING
CALL,
THE— Paramount-C:
Thomas Meighan, Evelyn Brent and Renee j
in an unusual story of strong dramatic appea
MICHIGAN
KID, THE— Universal.— t]
melodrama and beautiful scenery successfully aAdoree.
Horatio (July.)
Alger plot. With Conrad Nagcl and
MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE, A— Rayart- i
thing
(July.)very nifty and baffling in the way of a i
MIDNIGHT LIFE— Gotham.— Night clti
and a bit bloodthirsty.
(Oct.)
MIDNIGHT TAXI, THE— Warners.— Boc
and hijackers run riot. (August.)
melodrama.
MILLION
vs. MODERN
Babbitts.

(June.)
FOR

LOVE,

A— Sterling.-'**

MOTHERS—
Columbia.— ShoiW
(Oct.)

♦MOTHER
MACHREE— Fox.— Get outjl
handkerchiefs; this is a tear-fest. The story tl»
Irish mother is conventional but Belle BetlH
performance plucks at the heart strings. Anitp
Philippe de Lacy will delight you. What a boy! ajJ

LITTLE WILD GIRL, THE— Hercules.— Lila
Lee gets mixed up in a lot of old-fashioned hokum.
(September.)

MY HOME TOWN— Rayart.— The hi Jl
charged with manslaughter, jail-breaking, ju|
breaking,
bootlegging
and blackmailing.
Stayim
and
read the
newspapers.
(June.)

LONESOME — Universal. — Barbara Kent and
Glenn Tryon in a good human interest story of young
love in modern backgrounds. Lots of trick camera
work but, on the whole, worth your while.
(July.)

Her Pretty Hair!

MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia— Bess I
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by I
Walker.
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)

LITTLE SNOB, THE — Warners. — A Coney
Island kid tries to crash society but discovers that the
freaks are better company. With May McAvoy.
(July.)

LITTLE YELLOW
HOUSE, THE— FBO— An
awful fuss about nothing at all. (August.)

No other shampoo, anywhere, like Golden
Glint Shampoo! Does more than merely
cleanse the hair. There's a youth-imparting

OF DREAMS— Univers

LOST IN THE ARCTIC— Fox— Interesting and
worthwhile story of Arctic Exploration.
(Oct.)
LOVE HUNGRY— Fox. — Concerning a mere
innocent love affair of a chorus girl. Lois Moran
and Lawrence Gray head the cast, but Marjorie
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (June.)
LOVE OVER NIGHT— Pathe.— Mystery stuff
eased over with some good comedy.
(September.)
LUCKY IN LOVE— Warners.— Clyde Cook slips
neatly into the talkies.
(Oct.)
MAD HOUR— First National.— Elinor Glyn
preaches a none too convincing story on the follies of
jazzmania.
Snappy acting by Sally O'Neil.
(May.)
MAGNIFICENT FLIRT, THE— ParamountMother and daughter in a mix-up of romances.
Suave direction and the fascinating work of Florence
Vidor put this picture across.
(August.)

MYSTERIOUS LADY, THE — Metro-GoJJ
Mayer. — Greta Garbo as a spy in a war rojfl
And, oh what fun for the officers! (September.), f.
NAMELESS MEN— Tiffany-Stahl.— ClairelW
sor flutters through a story of the secret !fS
Don't cry if you miss it. (May.)
NAMEthe plot.
THE (Oct.)
WOMAN— Columbia.— Anfl
name
♦NEWS PARADE, THE— Fox— A snapi aboriginal melodrama of the exploits of the neM
photographers. Nick Stuart and Sally PhiPIjJ
the cast. Excellent way to spend the evening. wH
♦NIGHT OF MYSTERY, A— Paramdt.Adolphe Menjou involved in the romantic d:H
of a captain of the French-African ChausseursK*
of his most attractive pictures. With EvelynW
Adult amusement.
(May.)
♦NIGHT WATCH, THE— First National*!
story
with Dove.
navy background
and some good ■
A nd Billie
(Oct.)

♦NOAH'S ARK— Warners.— Big cast, big jl
big flood. Your money's worth.
(Oct.)
NONE BUT THE BRAVE— Fox.— Once ml
college hero makes good.
(Oct.)

MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS, THE— Rayart.
— Thrilling and enthralling Secret Service yarn.
Above average.
(September.)

NO OTHER WOMAN— Fox.— One of 1(1
Del Rio's (September.)
early movie mistakes, dug up for I'M
reason.

MAN
IN THE ROUGH, THE— FBO.— Not a
golf story. A Western with slimy villain, foolish old
man, tomboy daughter — and Our Herol
(July.)

NO QUESTIONS
ASKED— Warners.— Vjjj"
in one of thos'"1"
Audrey
Jr., andJust
year"
so-so. Ferris
(July.)
Collier,stories.

Every advertisement

in I'liOTOrLAY MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
II YOUR
HUSBAND— Anchor.— Horrible
Ijson for naughty wives.
(September.)
I LAY! — First National. — Colleen Moore in
ieeable nonsense.
(Oct.)
ilCODE, THE — Anchor. — Heaven help the
rh a night like this I (Oct.)
1 HE GO — Action. — Something different — a
[[with a lot of laughs. (June.)
liING NIGHT, THE — Columbia. — One
>fof cowardice wrecks the life of an otherwise
il A drama worth seeing.
(August.)
tllANS OF THE SAGE— FBO.— Hoss pitch-

I.)

Magazine — Advertising
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l\ll those glorious days
live on . . .

■ DANCING
DAUGHTERS
— MetroMi-Mayer. — Lively and very modern romance
• Lunger set, staged in a luxurious background
iAmented by Joan Crawford, Anita Pace and
a Sebastian.
John Mack
Brown and Nils
:<lsohelpalot.
(August.)
['OF THE PAST— Peerless. — One of those
spu can forget. (June.)
r OF THE RUINS— First National.— Dick
iJness in a pretty uniform
and a Buster
Expression.
(Oct.)
ITED POST — Fox. — Tom Mix's wan song
>. (September.)
ITED TRAIL, THE— Rayart.— Buddy Rooserl-ho-huml — a Western.
(May.)
ij'NERS
IN CRIME— Paramount.— Beery
■Hon in the underworld.
Mostly gags.
You
|ie type.
(May.)
("RIOT, THE — Paramount. — Brilliant perle by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by
jbitsch. It's a story of Paul the First, mad
i Russia. Also great acting by Lewis Stone,
ebtional and more intellectual than the recent
|; pictures and very much worth seeing.
|!Y, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Marion
J9 charming in a modern ugly duckling story.
live her impersonations of famous screen gals,
jney's worth. (May.)
JAS YOU both
ENTER—
Warners.—
A motorman
Aductor
love Louise
Fazenda.
What
e more thrilling?
A singletrack comedy.
VECT CRIME, THE— FBO.— Clive Brook,
}at detective, is in search of a perfect crime.
I finds it is the basis of an unusually fine
f yarn. (July.)
!i>JTOM CITY, THE— First National.— Fun
fetery in a deserted mining town, with Ken
id as the spook chaser.
(August.)
3>JTOM PINTO, THE— Ben Wilson.— Why
T. pinto pony and a flock of horses to furnish
grains of a picture? (August.)
[VTOM OF THE TURF— Rayart.— This
;x Lease is the fellow who wins the race and
lie family estate. (June.)
ELLIS OF THE FOLLIES— Universal.— In
lilyan Tashman and Alice Day, as two chorus
ramble a butter-and-egg man.
Foolish but
June.)
i'O KID, THE— FBO.— Buzz Barton's
(.'ill please the kids. That's all. (June.)
ilEER SCOUT, THE— Paramount.— Fred
in and Silver King in a Western that strives
lety by having Thomson play a dual role.
!{ GIRL, THE— Fox.— Madge Bellamy in a
fcging farce.
Reasonably diverting.
(May.)
tY OF THE
MOVIES— First Division.—
jtsive but entertaining film about an ugly
i% who would be a movie queen. (September.)
>DER MY BACK— Warners.— Irene Rich in
jobable but sophisticated comedy. It has a
I background.
(May.)
lA'ER — Pathe. — Romantic adventures of Bill
id Alan Hale a couple of dam good workers —
dam workers.
And very funny, too. (Sept.)
WLERS OF THE SEA— Tiffany-Stahl. —
iting effects of a beautiful Cuban girl on the
}f a Navy officer.
(September.)
EN OF THE CHORUS, THE— Anchor.—
■. Temptations of a chorus girl, with virtue
lant. (August.)
HKET, THE— Caddo-Paramount.— Thomas
n, as a lone cop, cleans up a gang of racketeers,
jby Louis Wolheim.
Don't miss it. (August.)
EMDEN, THE—
!■)ER
reproduction
of the Emelka-Columbia
most spectacular —seaA
of the War.
(August.)
SOM — Columbia. — Childish rumpus over a
ntcrnational secret.
Third rate. (Oct.)
> DANCE — Fox. — More Russian revolution,
ically directed by Raoul Walsh.
Charles
Ivan Linow and Dolores del Rio head an
onal cast. The picture is a real thriller. (July.)

in snapshots that were a joy to take
we can look back and
TODAY
see each other just as we used
to be. Ralph claims that he knew we
were meant for each other from the
moment we met. 'It's right there in
those snapshots,' he'll say. 'Can't
you see from the way I looked at you
that it was all over with me?'
"It's funny the way things work
out. Never before that had I used
my Kodak so much . . . was it intuition that made me turn to it the one
time when it meant most?"
After all . . . there is only one perfect memory, the Kodak's. Years
afterward, it shows you a face or a
scene with all the expression, the
detail, the light and shadow, just as
they were when you saw them in
the finder.
Perhaps you understand this perfectly. Perhaps your intentions have
been the soundest, but actually you
did not take as many snapshots as
you meant to. The reason is probably that too frequently you did not
take your Kodak with you. To overcome this, always keep it loaded and
put it in a place where you cannot
help but see it every time you are
going out.
As for not owning a Kodak

whatever
want to pay.
There's
a genuineyou Eastman
camera,
the
Brownie,
as
low
as
$2,
and
Kodaks
from 35 up.
And every Eastman camera makes
excellent snapshots. Particularly the
Modern Kodaks. Many have lenses
so fast
that you
have to
wait
for
sunshine.
Raindon't
or shine,
Winter
or Summer, indoors or out, everyone
can take good pictures with these
marvelous new Kodaks.
Kodak Film in the familiar yellow
box is dependably uniform. It has
speed and wide latitude. Which
simply means that it reduces the
danger of under- and over-exposure.
It gets the picture. Expert photo
finishers are ready in every community to develop and print your
films quickly and skilfully. So begin
— or continue — taking the pictures
that will mean so much to you later on.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
Dept. 155, Rochester, N. Y.
Please send me, FREE and without obligation, your interesting booklet about the
Modern Kodaks.
Name

HAIR — Paramount. — Clara Bow's hair in
colors! Also an Elinor Glyn story of a goldwho gives up all for love. For the Bow
(May.)
ORM — Chadwick. — Wherein a mush-headed
logist reforms a good-looking girl crook by
g her to eat with a fork. (Jitly/)

. . .

really, there's no excuse for it. Every
day of your life, probably, you pass
stores that sell them. The cost is

KODAK
ONLY

EASTMAN

MAKES

THE

Address .
KODAK

City.

When you write to advertisers please mention PIIOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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*REVENGE— United Artists.— The third of the
three "R's" of Edwin Carewe and Dolores Del Rio.
Pictorially attractive gypsy stuff. (Oct.)

Write fcrtjcur
copy tcdaijf

RIDERS OF THE DARK— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Tim McCoy in Western Plot Number Four.
Roy D'Arcy's teeth in the foreground. (May.)
RIDING TO FAME— Elbee.— Does the villainous
bookie succeed in queering the horse race and wrecking young love? Don't lxj dumb!
(August.)
RINTY OF THE DESERT— Warners.— An appealing and unusual dog story with the one and only
Rin-Tin-Tiri.
(July.)

s

P%**

color
secrets
revea/ed

ROAD HOUSE— Fox.— Proving that flaming
vouth
got
hot.
(Oct.)the idea from the older generation. Rather

STOCKS
AND
BLONDES— FBO.— I
among the chorus girls and brokers. Slight]
totsy for the family trade. With Jacquelin
and "Skeets" Gallagher.
(June.)

SALLY OF THE SCANDALS— FBO.— Bessie
Love puts life into a back-stage story that might have
been dull.
(August.)
SALLY'S
SHOULDERS— FBO.- -Slightly exasperating.
(Oct.)
SAWDUST PARADISE, THE— Paramount —
From ballyhoo artist to ladv soul-saver, played by
Esther Ralston.
(Oct.)

For your free copy just tear out this advertisement, write your name and address on
the margin and mail today. Address Dept. O-ll
Monroe Chemical Co., Quincy, 111.

SAY IT WITH SABLES— Columbia.— Heigh-ho 1
Another gold-digger story. (September.)
SCARLET DOVE, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Military life in Czarist Russia. Mostly bedroom scenes.
Lowell Sherman — the cur — acts grand and wears as
many gaudy uniforms as a Roxy usher.
(July.)
SCARLET LADY, THE— Columbia.— Ho-hum,
more Russians.
Silly stuff. (Oct.)
SCARLET YOUTH— S. S. Millard.— Supposed to
have a big social message; one of those medical films
that plays to "men only" and "women only" audiences. Don't
let themsimple
kid you.
to getin the
easy money
of anyone
enoughIt'sto just
be taken
by
the sensational advertising.
(A pril.)
SHIP COMES IN, A— Pathe-De Mille.— How
patriotism comes to an immigrant family. (Sept.)
SHOWDOWN, THE— Paramount.— A good picture of life in the depressing Mexican oil fields. Not
exactly cheery but well acted by George Bancroft
and Evelyn Brent.
(May.)

PUTNAM
FADELESS

DYES

for Tinting or Dyeing

*SHOW PEOPLE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Marion Da vies and William Haines portray the funny
side of the goof who would get into the movies.
Recommended.
(August.)
SIN TOWN— Pathe.— Just a poor western. (Oct.)
*SINGING FOOL, THE— Warners.— Saga of a
mammy shouter. With Al Jolson. Sobs and Vitaphone songs.
(Oct.)
SINGLE MAN, A— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in their best smart-set
comedy so far.
(Oct.)
SKINNER'S BIG IDEA— FBO.— After a long
time-lapse, Bryant Washburn continues the adventures of your old friend, Skinner.
(May.)

Troubles

SKIRTS— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Syd Chaplin in a soggy British comedy.
(September.)

Poslam Often Ends
Pimples in 24 hours

Pimples, black heads, eczema, rashes and
other blemishes cleared up quickly and
RELIEVES

ECZEMA

INSTANTLY

Booklet with
each package —
atyour druggist
reveals beauty
secrets. Wonderfulsoothe
how Poslam will
and heal itching
burningskin.
>ie

Desk

B,

safely by Poslam. Used successfully for all skin troubles for twenty
years. It must be good. Thousands
of unsolicited letters from delighted users tell of amazing success. Buy
Poslam at your druggist, only 60c, or let
us prove to you free that Poslam will
clear and beautify your skin.
FREE PROOF SAMPLE
See amazing improvement within 24
hours. Free. No cost. Noobligation. Send
today for generous trial size of Poslam.
Simply mail your name and address.

>lam

Co..

256

W.

54th St., New York. N.Y.

SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— G
ing and fine direction lift this triangle stoi
the average. Special honors to Belle Ben;
Holmes Herbert. (June.)
STATE
STREET
SADIE— Warners.believe it? Another underworld story,
among the best. (July.)

SADDLE MATES— Pathe.— Wally Wales indulges in a lot of rough and tumble fighting. You've
guessed it — it's a Western.
(May.)
*SADIE THOMPSON— United Artists. — Gloria
Swanson triumphs over the censors. A racy, ironic
and dramatically fine story, with a swell performance
by Lionel Barrymore and Gloria's finest acting to
date. Not for eighth-grade intelligences, but real
stuff for persons of normal, healthy mentalities.
(April.)
SAILORS' WIVES— First National.— A fumigated orgies
sequel to enliven
"Flaming
Youth."
A couple
suburban
it, but
it is mostly
sombre.of
Mary Astor does her darndest to act wild. (May.)

How to use the charm of color to follow
the newest style — to redecorate your
home in the modern manner — keep
your costumes in the leading vogue —
surprisingly easy and with a saving of
many dollars. Charmingly illustrated in
color — displaying wonderful possibilities in tinting and dyeing with Putnam
Fadeless Dyes — changing colors with
Putnam No-Kolor Bleach — how to be
your own professional dry cleaner and
how to use artistic dyeing to make Gift
Shop articles at home.

SPEED CHAMPION, THE— Rayart. can get steamed up over the adventures of;
boy. (September.)
*SPEEDY— Lloyd-Paramount.— Harold LI
tures all the dash and excitement of Manha
ingenious and high-powered comedy. For t
family, of course.
(May.)

RIVER
WOMAN,
THE— Gotham.— Fine and
sincere story with a splendid performance by Jacqueline Logan. (Oct.)

ROAD TO RUIN, THE— Cliff Broughton.—
Sponsored by the Juvenile Courts, this film should
only be shown to selected audiences. A sensational
portrayal of a deplorable social evil, with nothing left
to
the imagination. If you like this sort of thing —
(May.)

IEEE

SOUTH SEA LOVE— FBO.— Just like a
brand of love — full of inconsistencies. Wi
Ruth Miller.
(June.)

SMART SET, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
William Haines takes up polo. Always the same,
fresh kid. But good, if you go in for flippant youth.
(April.)
SMILIN' GUNS— Universal.— Hoot Gibson in a
really funny one.
(Oct.)
SOFT LIVING— Fox.— Adventures of a stenographer who finds that it is easier to get alimony than
work for a living. But love saves all. Witli Madge
Bellamy and Johnny Mack Brown.
(April.)

STOP THAT MAN— Universal.— Arthur
a comedy that's a riot of fun. Watch I
(September.)
STORIES IN SONG— Warners.— Adele !
can
seen as well
as heard with pleasur
that'sbesomething.
(Oct.)
STORMY
WATERS— Tiffany-Stahl
Southern tries a Sadie Thompson
but this
love in the tropics doesn't quite come off. (

STRANGE

CASE OF CAPTAIN

RAM

Defu-First National. — German picture with
plot. Just a bit heavy.
(August.)
*STREET OF SIN, THE— Paramount,
nically a fine picture but the story, a brutal ta .1
London slums, is repellent. The least satisfa
Emil Jannings' American productions.
(Jul;
STREETS
OF
SHANGHAI— Tiffany.
Dirty work in China and slightly reminiscent
of better plays. Not so much.
(May.)
WILL, THE— Excellent.— ]
longSTRONGER
yawn.
(August.)
TAXI 13— FBO.— Chester Conklin in th
adventures of a superstitious taxi driver. (0
TELLING
THE
WORLD — Metro-G
Mayer. — That comical cuss, Bill Haines,
China. More darned fun, in a silly way. Ani
who makes her debut in this one, is all to tl
(July.)
*TEMPEST— United Artists.— Interesting ij
the Russian Revolution.
While John Barry.rei!
find. (June.)
starred, it is Camilla Horn's picture.
Here' Ki
TEMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRHr
Division. — Not naughty, just foolish. BettyW"
son makes the most of a maudlin character.
I
TENTH AVENUE— Pathe-De Mille.— Bfit
house life on the wrong side of Manhattan. iBT
melodrama and vividly played by Phyllis yb
Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut. (Jul
*TERROR, THE— Warners.— Mystery stu«J
presented in an all-talkie.
(Oct.)
THEIR HOUR— Tiffany-Stahl.— Wherei *
demure girl outsmarts the fast stepper. I
Dorothy Sebastian,
Marlowe.
Not for the Johnnie
children. Harron
(June.) and**'
THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Su wd
to scare (June.)
you to death. But it merely puts i to
sleep.
THOROUGHBREDS— Universal —Once t*
the innocent country lad falls in with a gang Ml
help some. Good(May.)
women.
direction and some race-track w
THREE
RING
Natislf»
1Heart
interest
and MARRIAGE—
comedy in an First
original
circus
life.
(September.)
*THREE
SINNERS— Paramount.— I
as a good girl gone wrong.
Not so wonderful'*
good girl, but oh, after she has gone wrong
ticated amusement. (June.)
THUNDERCLOUD,
scenic,
but shy on drama.

THE—
(Oct.) Anchor— A

TIGER
LADY— Paramount.— Reviewed *'
title "Love
Is Incurable."
Old-fashioned >n<
tricked out in fancy costumes and made Paj*
Brent.
(June.)acting of Adolphe Menjou and I
by
the suave
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE— C
Paramount. — Rare antique that has been red')'"
no
good reason.
Even just
withplain
the silly.
hard work
of i"*
Fazenda,
it is mostly
(AffljO
TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN— Anchor.'*
enough war burlesque but enough's enough. (S\)
TRAGEDY OF YOUTH, THE— Tiffany-Sti .Patsy Ruth Miller and Buster Collier in an IBmodern Smooth
comedy and
showing
the folly of(May.)
youthfu "■
riages.
sophisticated.

SOMETHING ALWAYS HAPPENS — Paramount.— Esnecially in a haunted house. Good
comedy thrills and lots of action. With the eyesoothing Esther Ralston.
(May.)

OF COURAGE,
THE — FBO.— 1»
epicTRAIL
and simply
terrible. (September.)

SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia.— Slightly goofy
of alove.
dressmaker's
assistant
turned
—story
all for
With William
Collier,
Jr., prize-fighter
and Shirley
Mason.
(July.)

ed story.
Algernonl
Gibson
in a (May.)
simple-mind
Rather p*'#
A— Universal.HEARTS,
OF
TRICK

SOUP — Warners. — Soup is heard as well as seen.
Vaudeville talkie with Harry Delf.
(Oct.)
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TURN BACK THE HOURS— Gotham ^
right, turn back the hours and what does it ge *
Just
a quickie,
a lot of well-known
players'1*
in between
morewithimportant
pictures.
(May.)
i
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VtjLOVERS — United Artists. — Some direction,
atmg and fine settings cannot disguise the fact
tl is the same old plot. But Ronald Colman
Ha Banky are simply swell. (May.)
1<\E
v.1 in TOM'S
Januarv.CABIN—
Sound Universal.—
effects have Originally
increased
oJffice value.
{Oct.)
MtESSED — Sterling. — Teaching us not to be
i Jour children and also not to pose for strange
a|i\n odd plate of hash. (September.)
JtED STATES SMITH — Gotham. — Eddie
t>(]and Mickey Bennett in a roughneck but
Bmedy.
(August.)
>1ND RIDER, THE— First National.— Ken
i rides the winning horse in the race that
? old homestead.
A routine plot but a grand
;. (May.)
L1PING VENUS— First National.— A "ConcjYankee" comedy designed to get back some
lenoney
spentto onbe the
"Helen Thelma
of Troy"
:-Ied
enough
popular.
Toddsets.is
ti'l and Charlie Murray is funny.
What else
want?
(May.)
ASHING PIONEER, THE— Paramount.—
rum of Jack Holt to the Paramount ranch.
tiresult is a Grade A Western. (August.)
kiJITY — Paramount. — The more sentimenta'
oife at Princeton. Charles Rogers and Mary
i ill make it popular with the young folks. (Oct.)
dKING BACK— Pathe-De Mille.— Trivial
■ the younger generation made interesting by
njence of the charming Sue Carol. (July.)
/MING UP — Paramount. — Richard Dix in an
a and really funny story of a bushleague
ii Family diversion. (July.)
JJNING, THE— Columbia.— Jack Holt's sense
apr saves this melodrama of the Hong Kong
ijom being dull. (May.)
(AMERICANS— Universal.— A fine drama of
migrants. The struggles, loyalty and problems
id new Americans will make you more tolerant
jmpathctic. A fine study in patriotism,
ully acted. (May.)
tjEEL OF CHANCE— First National.— RichJthelmess does some good acting in a dual role
rget the improbabilities of the story in your
fj
in the star's acting and the dramatic situa
HAugust.)
lf,N THE LAW RIDES— FBO.— Something
ilthan the conventional Western plot. With
Llerand Frankie Darrow.
(August.)
IjLE THE CITY SLEEPS— Metro-Goldwyn— Lon Chanev au nalurel. Swell crook story.
ber.)
P, THE— First National.— Dorothy Mackaill
English sporting melodrama that just misses
nrilling.
(September.)
1'TE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEAS—
poldwyn-Mayer.
— Just misses
rcWe
picture. Its weakness
of story being
is atoneda for
:[e of the most beautiful tropical pictures ever
I (August.)
DA — Warners. — Just filmed vaudeville with
f (Oct.)
Y SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox.— For those
11 laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.)
KEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-Goldwyn>— Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a comedy
Jriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but full
las. (June.)
[E
Columbia.—
Naive
:e ofRELATIONS,
an heiress who THE—
finds a job
and a husband
i>artment store.
(August.)
i.D WEST ROMANCE— Fox.— Some thrills in
(estern but Rex Bell, the newcomer, will never
:Stetson of Tom Mix.
(A ugust.)

[.LFUL
Peerless.—
[in the tallYOUTH—
timbers with
KennethHeavy
Harlan meloand
■Murphy.
(June.)
'ES, ETC.— Warners.- -Charles Ruggles in
Wt. (Oct.)
)MAN DISPUTED, THE— United Artists —
i Talmadge and Gilbert Roland are excellent in
ng drama of Central Europe during the war.
nber.)
MAN FROM MOSCOW, THE— Paramount.
Negri's swan song for Paramount.
(Oct.)
MAN'S WAY, A— Columbia.— This time Hie
id necklace is lost in the Latin Quarter of Paris.

«.)

MEN
THEY
TALK
ABOUT— Warners —
ing Vitaphone comedy.
(Oct.)
MEN WHO DARED— Excellent.— Slumming
to the lower East Side, as the movies picture
august.)
IGHT IDEA, THE— First National.— But
•rong. (Oct.)
-LOW LILY, THE— First National.— Cong the bad habit of archdukes of falling in love
idies who live on the other side of the tracks.
Dove and Clive. Brook are the principal reasons
3u'll want to see the picture.
(July.)
(J CAN'T BEAT THE LAW— Rayart.— The
ells the story. Full of crooks and such-like,
lius Keefe is the handsome cop.
(May.)

This time of year be extra careful
. . . protect your s\in from dust
EIGHT now in the early fall, the
fa dust blows in clouds. And dust
— plain ordinary street-blown dust —
is one thing that makes faces grow
old. Because, it grinds into the pores.
Robs the skin of its natural moisture.
That's why the face is older than
the shoulders. The face weathers,
dries — through constant day-by-day
exposure. The shoulders — protected
— stay young.

night. In the morning. Use it on your
hands. (Marvelous for hands!)
Then your skin will stay soft,
young, regardless of how much you
are outdoors.
Try Hinds Cream. You can buy it
anywhere . Or if you wish , we '11 be glad
tosend you a free sample bottle .Just fill
in the coupon and mail it to us today.
© I.. & F., Inc.. 1928

A HINDS
1 CREAM

Protect your face and it will stay
as young too. You can do it easily —
with Hinds Honey & Almond Cream.
Hinds Cream is the liquid cream
with the heavenly almond fragrance.
It sinks deep, deep — freshens the
skin. Keeps it as sweetly soft as a
baby's. It prevents dust -weathering
— all weathering.
Just pat it on . . . the oftener the
better. Especially before you go outdoors— pat it on as a powder base.
But don't stop there.

Lehn & Fink, Inc., Sole Distributors
Dept.678, Bloomfield, N. J.
Send me a sample bottle of Hinds Honey
and Almond Cream, the protecting cream for
the skin.
(Print name and address)
Name
Address.
This coupon not good after Oct. ,19-9
Lehn & Fink (Canada) Limited.
9 Davies Ave., Toronto 8

Pat it on at
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Amateur Movies

Irene %ich with her DeVry Tersonal Movie Camera

Make Movies
Yourself
with the

Professional
Touch
ALL thrills in the movies,
where is one to compare with
this: your own movies, directed,
taken, exhibited by yourself!
For movies with that touch of
OF

Horace

Morse

direct \

Peggy Bell and Rich I
Lindsay in a scene f
"Fireproof," the Shadts
Studios amateur fii

professional perfection which is instantly recognized and appreciated,
choose DeVry equipment.
The DeVry standard 35 mm. camera is "amateur" in the ease and
simplicity of its operation. Just
point camera and press the button.

made by Minneapolis •
thusiasts. Wilbur Nelii
is cameraman.
T:
smaller picture shows : •
other close-up fro
"Fireproof," which isi
Winter sports story

Andresults.
it is Famous
truly "professional"
in
its
camera men of
Hollywood choose the DeVry for
"difficult shots. "And famous movie
stars choose the DeVry as their personal movie camera.
experiments. Hypnotism is indicated by a
double exposure showing the eyes and forehead of the hypnotist, in front of which his
subjects appear, moving blindly about.
The interesting effect of the villain losing
his balance on a precipice and being catapulted
to the rocks below is skillfully obtained. Here
is exactly how the script read:

For flickerless pictures of exceptional clearness and brilliance use
reduction prints of your 35 mm.
film on the new DeVry 16 mm.
projector. A marvel of compact simplicity. Easy to operate without previous experience; projects full-size
pictures. Price only $95.
Send now for free literature and information
of interest on personally
made movies. No obligation to you. DeVry
Corporation, Dept.
11PP, 1111 Center St.,
Chicago, Illinois.

World's
Largest Manufacturer of Standard
Motion Picture Cameras and Portable Projectors

Scene 579 — Close-up of Timothy's feet slipping over the edge of the cliff.
Scene 5S0 — Close-up of Timothy's feet slipping, similar to scene 579, but taken from a
different angle.
Scene 581 — Semi-long shot of dummv falling
off cliff.
Scene 582 — Close-up taken from below of
horrified group peering over top of cliff. They
move back out of the scene.
Scene — 583 — Close-up of Timothy falling.
Scene 584 — Medium shot of dummy. It
bounces down cliff toward camera.
Scene 585 — Close-up of Timothy.
Scene 586 — Medium shot of dummy. It
rolls into a closeup almost on top of the camera.
Scene 587 — Close-up of Timothy.
Scene 588 — Camera swings around several
times giving whirling effect to trees. Camera
slows down coming to a stop trained upon a
large tree and moves to a close-up of the tree.
Scene 589 — Close-up of Timothy s body.

Every advertisement In niOTOPI.AY MAGAZINE
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Head not shown. His bloody hand < pS
into the frame and all is still.
The shots of Timothy were made ib
the player was standing on the slope i
steep hill. The cameraman stood above, \9
ing the camera close to the upturned fa.oi
the actor. As the camera motor was sta:<(j
the machine was jerked rapidly away >)if
the face of the player. This allowed the v i»
to be recognized and yet gave the bliffl
effect caused by a swiftly falling object. \fl
the close-ups were spliced together inw
order indicated, the effect produced \v;as
if the camera had followed the villain ;tf
the cliff in a continuous close-up.
These details are offered for the bene:H
amateurs who plan to make a contest H
Take your time, work out a well-knit s pt
and then shoot — not before.

T\ 7ITH the aid of Edward Staadt, drar I
*V director of the University of Minneaj
Shadows Studios, an amateur movie orga a"
tion, made up of former Minnesota Univel
and Carlton College students, now acthfl
Minneapolis, has completed its first |
duction. This is a winter sports story, " j
proof." This is the third production of J
amateur group which includes Richard IiJj
sey, Wilbur Nelson, Fred Rompage, M'M

Photoplay
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jrton Crocker, Louis Greenwood, Helen
orman Terwilliger and Peggy Bell.
Hi scenes showing the making of "Pearl
ifithe Pacific" and published in the
m Department, came from the Fineart
ni'roductions, Ltd., of Sydney, Australia,
h: the professional appearance of the
ft ent, this is really an amateur organizaI, d was formerly known as the Mosman
e lub.
ii art has finished two-thirds of the camera
| >n "Pearl of the Pacific," which is a
1 island story. The club was fortunate
ing the co-operation of the Royal
lian Navy and Air Forces.
Interiors
tpe shot in the studio of the Australasian
Company,
where extensive lighting
Ijient is available. Standard film is being

' '"'■;.

,000 Amateur Movie
Contest Rules
1 >2,000 in cash prizes will be awarded by
PHOTOPLAY as follows:
Class One.
f»500 for the best amateur photoplay.
I £250 for the second best amateur photolay.
5150 for the third best amateur photoplay.
$100 for the fourth best amateur photoplay.
Class Two.
$500 for the best non-dramatic picture.
$250 for the second best non-dramatic
picture.
$150 for the third best non-dramatic
picture.
$100 for the fourth best non-dramatic
picture.
i the event that two or more films prove
1 iual merit in their consideration for any
vrd, duplicate prices will be given for each
rg film.
2CLASS ONE — Devoted to photoplays,
,will embrace all pictures made by amateurs in which amateur actors appear,
whether of a dramatic or comedy nature.
iCLASS TWO— Will include all other
motion pictures such as films of news
events, home pictures, travelogues, sport
shots, studies of animal, bird or plant
life, etc., made by amateurs.
jln awarding prizes the judges will consider the cleverness, novelty and freshness of idea and treatment, as well as the
general workmanship. Under the head
of general workmanship comes photography, lighting, editing and cutting and
titling. In Class One, added items of
consideration will be direction, makeup and acting ability.
• All films, to be considered by the judges,
must come within the following specified
lengths:
\
If 35 millimeter, the contest film must be
1,000 feet or less in length.
, If 16 millimeter, it must be 400 feet or less
in length.
If 9 millimeter, it must be 60 feet or less in
: length.
All films must be submitted
on non!inflammable stock with the names and
addresses of the senders securely attached
! to the reel or the box containing the film.
! Name and address of the sender also may
; be part of the film itself.
I Any number of contest films may be submitted by an individual or amateur
organization.
]Any person or amateur organization can
I enter this contest. Professional cinematographers are barred, as well as anyone
! employed
by PHOTOPLAY
MAGA1 ZINE or any relatives of anyone employed
I by PHOTOPLAY. Winners of PHOTOcompete. PLAY'S first amateur movie contest may
All films are to be addressed to the
judges, The Amateur Movie Contest,
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, 221 West
57th Street, New York, and are to be submitted between October 1, 1928, and
midnight of March 31st, 1929.
The jury of judges will be announced in
forthcoming issues of PHOTOPLAY.
PHOTOPLAY assumes no responsibility
for loss of films in transit and, while
every precaution will be taken to safeguard them, this publication will not be
responsible for loss or injury in any way.
As soon as possible after the conclusion
of the contest, the prize winners will be
announced and the films returned to
senders on receipt of sufficient postage
for return transportation.

UriQlOTIOMABLY

J MAW

This fall, Fashion generously sponsors opera
pumps of velvet to match the color of the frock.
And to these modish slippers are clasped elaborately jeweled SPANS . . . brilliant instep straps
which add smartness to the entire costume.
SPANS, extending gracefully across the instep,
hold pumps with welcome snugness
and eliminate slipping.
Sold at shoe stores for $3.00 to $22.50

B. A. BALLOU

&. CO., INC., Providence, R. I.
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The Studio Murder Mystery
[ CONTINUED

'rom

PARIS!
Paris knows! Paris says one's
color must heighten one's
natural coloring ! And so PoGo, the hand -made French
rouge, is waiting for you, in
your color, for just 50c.
If you're a wee bit daring,
take bright, vivid Vi/; if you're
a delicate, ashen blonde,
Brique will add just the right
glow to lend enchantment.
If you're dark, then choose
Ronce, a rich raspberry
that whispers, "Montmarte."

10 ROUGE
Your dealer has Po-Go from Paris.
He'll sell you your proper color in a
typically French box, import duty
andby all,
just 50c.
send
it
mailfordirect.
GUY OrT. we'll
GIBSON,
Inc., 565 Fifth Ave., New York City

&G
50c

Made and
Packaged
In France

©1928
G.T.C.lnc.

fascinating'
ING, fascinatSPARKLeyes
ing and the allure
of youth can be yours.
Just use Katherine Mac
etic.
ld's
Dona
es appear
It makes Lash
lashCosm
long and luxuriant yet
you do not look made up.
Absolutely waterproof.
Leaves lashes soft and
natural, and will not
break them
At moSt toilet goods
counters or $1 direct
to Katherine Mac
Donald at Hollywood

that
set ..."closed his eyes and breathed deep.
Rosenthal

SEIBERT, you vould do that? You vould
actually do such a thing?" He probed
the other's
shocked
child.cold features with the look of a
"Why not? Because I do not throw up my
hands and bewail the passing of a man reviled
in life . . . because I do not tread softly, and
whisper in the presence of his body, which
through some peculiar circumstance of its
having become inanimate, has also become a
revered object ..."
"Stop it! Stop it! Gott of Abraham,
Seibert, ain't you got no feelings?"
" Sentiment in this case is merely a matter of
habit and tradition . . . and fear of society!
ISeibert
have coolly.
never bowed to such things," said
Rosenthal scrambled to his feet and pounded
his desk, and his action was purely involuntary.
He did not reckon its effect. He was beyond
that.
"Sometimes I think you are a monster,
Seibert! Yes, a monster! You are nothing but
a director's brain! You haff no heart in your
body! And I tell you I don't care how many
times you say you vill vork on that set, I say
that you vill not ! . . . I vill not allow it! . . ."
"Nor will I," said a quiet voice, and a
stranger walked into the room.
CHAPTER V

l\itteuii£,SBfct)5)ui^s
K\1II

fcLAUrV PRODUCTS

noinwcoD

iKAiriHEIHIINE Ml/

m
V

wrote yourself, and vich nobody else thinks are
necessary! So you see, Seibert, you haff all
this misery for nothing!"
The director had been listening with but half
his ears, evidently, for he now whirled on the
president feverishly.
"Very well. I will use the scenes shot yesterday. I cannot bring the dead back to life.
Perhaps, after all, he could not be made to do
it any better than the last time he did it . . .
that is probably true. But, I will not yield an
inch on the scenes I was to finish today with
my other people! I yield only to the inevitable! Because one of the puppets has been
removed from the stage, does it follow that the
show is over? Never! Because one of the
pawns in the game lies dead on that set, am I
to wait . . . wait . . . until the inspiration
has died out of me . . . wait, until the stupid
police have made up their minds, and this
whole stupid affair has dragged to a finish?
No. I shall go on as I intended. I shall work
on that set today, and I shall finish my picture!
What is a murder to a picture? The murder of
a man who was nothing but filthy vermin
polluting the earth? I wanted to shoot his
death scene over today. Well, I am forced to
give that up. But because he has been killed,
I will not give up everything else in connection
with finishing my picture ... I will work on

LASH
COSMETIC

Iiniriiiiiiniiiiii

The soothing, cooling touch that
brings comfort to the babe

Cuticiira Talcum

Tbe newest of the Cuticora preparations.
With a background of 50 years of dependable quality and service.
25c. Everywhere

president of Superior Films had his own
THE
hauteur when occasion demanded. It was
only in inter-office squabbles, such as his daily
skirmishes with Cohen, and his rarer, but no
less combustive engagements with artists
suffering from an overdose of temperament,
that he resorted to shouting and desk pounding.
Now he swung about with a slow dignity,
and eyed his unannounced visitor in the manner of aloofness he always maintained towards
outsiders.
"Veil?" he said, with rising inflection. It
was a leading remark, but the stranger did not
produce the apology it should have invited.
Rosenthal raised his eyebrows at Seibert, who
adjusted his monocle and examined the newcomer from head to toe. Considering that he,
the newcomer, had seated himself, stretching
his lean length comfortably, and was now
leisurely filling a pipe ... in short, making
himself quite at home, and settling dovvn for a
Every advertisement in PHOTOrLAY

MAGAZINE
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long- winter, as it were, Seibert was excus.
his action. Rosenthal leaned over his des .
shot these questions at the man:
"Vill you be kind enough to tell me vai«
you permission to come into my private
and interrupt a conference?
Vat is your
andThevatvisitor
is it you
vant?"
looked
up and a whimsical')
broke the thin lines of his mouth. Mer
men to him. Nothing less, nothing mor
each was a possible law-breaker. In e i
possible quarry for his qhase. Banke
beggar were alike when he was on the
He said, in a drawling voice,
" ■'•'■'■eh?
A/^Y name Nothing
... is Smith.
Ordinary
startling
in it.en |

what I want — ah, that is another m I
What I want, and what I do, sometimes c |
agree! I wanted to go fishing today. In f
was a member of a very nice little party
we had chartered a boat to take us to Cat ia.
I have been thinking of getting into the I
club for years, and now . . . the chance : i
again . . . not because I wanted to com
here instead, but because you wanted n
same totoken,
the want
By not
Rosenthal!
Mr.
id
be i 'r.
probably did
Hardell
dead this morning . . . but he was . .
The president came around his desk I
outstretched hand.
"You are from the Police Comi1
That is good. I haff been vaiting for you
Smith. I am very glad to see you. Ve hai
a terrible thing happen out here. . .
Hospitably he took up his box of cigar:
pressed them on the detective.
"Thank you," said the latter briefly,
eyes were trained intently on the back o
director, who had turned, and was idly w;
ing
the was
passersby
through Rosenthal's
There
an atmosphere
of extreme wii
ind
ence about the back presented to him, am
detective had prolonged his little op^
speech in order to set his professional mil it
work on the two men before him. He h a
habit of that . . . talking seemingly at I
dom, the while his brain caught and anal d
the conditions and people about him. H
Seibert had turned away in the middle o|is
speech. Smith was now wondering if it d
been a pose, or direct evasion on the part oi*
picture man.
ROSENTHAL nodded and made violent*
tures at Seibert's back, getting over th; e
supposed his visitor would wish to talk to n
alone. Captain of Detectives Smith, fo e
was that, raised his voice a bit, as he answi L
"No ... no ... I think Mr. Seibert U
be
able now?
to helpWould
us." he
Would
around
resentthethedirector
delibers nI

careless tone Smith had used in speakin>i
him, as though he were one of the office t>,
instead of the man he was? After a mor it
Rosenthal, not too pleased, stepped over tc.e
director and took his arm.
"I vish to make you acquainted with
Smith," he said, somewhat sternly.
"Captain Smith," said Seibert, ben g
frigidly from the hips.
"Mr. Seibert," responded Smith, eqi I
formal, and chuckling secretly at his own
accustomed punctiliousness.
" Sit down, Seibert. Perhaps you can th
a bit of light on this thing," he said, motioi
to a chair.
"I am at your service," responded
director stiffly. Smith nodded.
"Getting right to the known facts
office was informed that you had found a r
Dwight Hardell by name, dead on one of J
stages.
You say murdered.
The case
turned over to me, and with two of my n
Clancy and Ryan, I came right out. They

is guaranteed.
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I coroner are on the stage now, that is, I
feet they are. I had a little difficulty with
M| Cohen, your production manager . . ."
That Izzie!" groaned the president. Smith

ailed.

II gather he had been told in a pretty strong
jjiner not to let anyone on the stage . . .
3>jI finally convinced him ..." The detectij's long body lost some of its lazy indolence,
iij his voice some of its deliberate drawl, as he
First, I want to locate the person who last
sj| Hardell alive!"
That is the customary procedure," put in
5J>ert dryly.
It was apparent he did not
tljik much of it.
Quite so. Nothing original in my method
:," returned Smith undisturbed.
"Howr, what often commends the customary to
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Have tfou afrima Uonna

complexion?

t|'
mind, is brings
the indubitable
that it
;i|tomarily
results! I fact
presume
that. . is.
ivv the customary has become customary, Mr.
5oert. Do you agree with me? "
"HE director shrugged. It was apparent he
•thought the question a superfluous one, and
Dide the point. Smith, seeming not to
nice, continued,
jFirst, Mr. Rosenthal, I wish you would tell
nail you know about it. . . ."
Not so much," said Rosenthal. "I am
scfy, but I can only tell you vat has happened
tli morning after my office boy found him. I
tiff not a ghost of an idea vat ..."
right.
Just atell
me your part in
it!IThat's
Smith all
broke
in, with
smile.
[Veil, I vas valking around by Stage Six this
aiming, first thing I come on the lot, ven my
Dee boy, he comes out very much excited.
Bhas been showing some visitors around, and
siing that Mr. Seibert is not vorking yet, he
ties them to his set to see the dummy. Mr.
Sbert was using a dummy of Mr. Hardell the
Is. thing yesterday, and the office boy thinks
ilnebbe is there yet, and he thinks to get a
bjk out of seeing the visitors ven they look at
it Ye make dummies so real you cannot tell
t) difference, only very close up, from the live
on. Veil, this dummy was supposed to be a
Ad man, you see, and the young lady in the
fty, she is scared right away she sees it! My
ce boy, he goes over and kicks it, thinking,

Jpitaphs from the Talkies
fere lieth Jane, a picture star
Whose bread was nicely buttered
Until the speaking movies came
Revealing that she stuttered.
— H. I. Phillips in the New York Sun
fere lieth May, a picture star
(Whose salary check was fat
Vrtil the speaking movies showed
She called eclat eclat.
— Johnnie Spencer in
The Macon Telegraph
ere lieth Queen, a movie star.
The world
was 'neath her thumb,
it when the speaking movies came
They found that she was dumb.
— Waycross Journal-Herald
ere lieth Olga, a fine mixer,
That is to say, quite minglish,
.it speaking movies showed her talk
Was what's called pidgin English.
— Judd Lewis in
The Houston Post-Dispatch
jere lieth Babe, a star well known
i Until her job was crisped
b blackened cinders when 'twas shown
(That she, oh, horrors, lisped.
— Newark Advocate

HEN winter comes,
some complexions develop
prima donna tendencies.
They get temperamental.
Today, peach-blown in tint
and texture — tomorrow,
coarse-pored, rough, chapped
and super-sensitive.
If you've an operatic complexion, Frostilla is just meant
for
you.
It's instant
touch
soothes — and
comforts.
Tired skins perk up, color
glows, satiny smoothness is regained, coarse pores become a memory. Then the complexion graciously
accepts powder, rouge and any other little attention
you may choose to confer on it.
However, don't wait until your skin is in a huff to treat
it to Frostilla. Let it guard you against wind and weather
during the day — let it send your skin to sleep at night.
You can depend on Frostilla to foil all temperamental
tendencies — and make your skin a gift to be proud
of, the year 'round.
In attractive blue-labelled bottles, Frostilla is priced at 50c and
$1, at druggists and department stores. Or write us for an attractive, useful sample tent FREE on requetr Dept. 635 The Frostilla
Co., Elmira, NY., and Toronto., Canada. vSales Reps.: Harold F.
Ritchie & Co., Inc., Madison Ave. at 34th St.,N.Y.)

FROSTILLA
exposed and irritated skin
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of course, it was only the dummy.
Mine
He finds out it is really Mr. Hardell, and hi

"What
dead
... is!"the reason for the dummy in t
picture?" asks Smith.
"Veil, it is a long story, but I vill expla
Mr. Hardell, who played the villain in i
picture . . . ve call it the 'heavy,' is killed
a duel vid the hero, who stabs him in the hea
Ve take a close-up of him as he is dying fn
the wound. Then a third man, an enemy of t
villain, comes in and sees him dead. He voi
haft liked to kill him himself. He goes offer a
runs his sword through his heart, several tim
because he iss such a devil, you understar,
Ve did not vant this scene should look trickt
naively.
so ve make a dummy . . ." said Rosenth
Smith chuckled. The president's ej
twinkled a moment, and then he continued,
" '"■'dummy,
CO, to make
scene look real, ve makt
and the
then theother mancanstickl
sword into his heart, in a close-up, as much
he vishes, and the audience vill not say, 'B
He only stuck it between his arm and 1
body!' Understand? That vould spoil t
whole picture. It vould make the whole thii
look exaggerated . . . unreal! Ve put a lit'
container of catsup under the dummy's ve:
and ven he is stabbed it runs out. That is t
"Hm . . . still, I think it very strange yo
office boy did not know the difference betwei
amused
dummy
Smith.and an actual dead man .

How many people you know end their colds with
Bayer Aspirin! How often you've heard of its quick
relief of sore throat and tonsilitis. No wonder millions use it to conquer colds, neuralgia, rheumatism;
and the aches and pains that go with them. The
wonder is that anyone still worries through a winter
without these tablets! Friends have told you Bayer
Aspirin is marvelous; doctors have declared it has
no effect on the heart.
All drugstores.

blood."
"Strange? No, not at all, Mr. Smith. Pe
haps you haff never seen the kind of dummy
mean. Mebbe tho' you haff seen the statue ■
Lindbergh they haff just put up in the court
the Chinese Theater in Hollywood? No? Ve
if you had, you vould understand. I am to
many people try to talk to him! Ve can i
anything in pictures, Mr. Smith! Ve can i
really remarkable things, and effery day ve a
discovering new . . ."
"Ways to fool the public, eh?" broke in tl
detective.

Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

Itching Rash
Relieved Instantly
Are you bothered by an

ting it remain over-

itching rash or eczema
night. Then wash off
with Resinol Soap. Do
of any kind ? Then we
this once a day. You
offer prompt relief with
will be amazed at the
this famous Resinol
Soap and Ointment
results. Then use Restreatment.
inol clusive
Soap toilet
as soap.
your exSpread
on a
little Resinol t
For free sample of each, write
V
Ointment,
let- ; |
ResinoitDept.25,BaltimoreMd.
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h\RemoresHairin3 Minute

Adds that touch of daintiness so
essential to feminine charm. The
standard depilatory for 20years.
Del-a-tone Cream is snowwhite, fragrant, and ready for
immediate use.
Vnder-arm daintiness
Removes hair in only 3 minutes
from arms, under arms, legs, back of
neck or face. Leaves skin smooth,
white, dainty.
Del-a-tone Cream or Powder is sold
by drug and dept. stores, or sent prepaid, in plain wrapper, in U. S. for
$1.00. Money back if desired. For generous sample send 10c to Miss Mildred
Hadley.c oTheDe!atoneCo.,Dept.81l.
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Beautify
Your Face
ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER will shape your
nose to perfect proportions while you sleep
or work. Age doesn't matter. Safe, painless,
comfortable. Rapid, permanent results

"I vould not say it that vay," replied tl
president with dignity. "Making motio
pictures is an art. Vone of the big arts. Ven
say that effery day ve are discovering ne
things, I mean that effery day ve are perfectin
cerity.
Smith nodded, appreciating the other's sii
that art!"
"Has it occurred to you that it is a ver
peculiar thing that this man Hardell should t
found in the same position that his dummy \vs
arranged on the stage yesterday? That is wha
I understood from your story, Mr. Rosenthal.
"Yes, yes, that is right. The dummy wa
lying just vere they put it yesterday. That i
I mean to say, Hardell was lying in tha
"Very peculiar . . ."
D OSENTHAL'S brown eyes opened wit
■"■this thought, and its mysterious significant'
position."
"I haff been so upset over finding the man a
all, that I haff not thought about that. No'
you speak of it, I see that it is very Strang
very qveer! Vat do you say, Seibert ... eh?
He turned sharply to the director.
"A murder usually has many strange aspect:
gentlemen," replied Seibert indifferently. H
was leaning back in his chair, his hands restin
quietly on the head of his cane, his eyes pui
suing some plan of his own. Smith determine
to force the man to take an active interest i
theHeaffair.
said tersely,

£S£

guaranteed.
tors and users 60,000
praise it docas a
most marvelous invention.
No metal or screws.
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"Mr. Seibert, when did you last see Harde

Seibert turned to him, and made an obviou
effort
at drawing Captain Smith's attentio
from elsewhere.
Then he said slowly,
alive? "
"Of course, I am not prepared to state e?
actly, as time was a matter out of my cor
sideration last night, but I believe it was abou

Photoplay
'What makes you believe that?"
'Because I left the stage with Hardell about
1*15 A. M. I can say that from the fact that
I night watchman, Lannigan, made his round
|t previous to my leaving, and a short time
lore that Hardell had looked at his watch
ail reminded me that it was growing late . . .
Ivas then 11:35 . . ."
j'Very good. Now, Mr. Seibert, if you will
t'kind enough to tell me what took place betL5en the time you dismissed your company
ylterday afternoon, and you last saw Mr.
I/rdell. You do not need to cut your story
clvn to its shortest length. I would like a full

• •"
tk
And • he smiled.

CEIBERT took out his monocle and polished
Ht a few minutes.
rhen he said :
i'l expect you have heard, Mr. Smith, that
ration picture directors, like most artists, are
fjremely erratic at times? Well, I am no
eteption. In fact, I believe I enjoy the repution of being about the worst-tempered
cector in the business. I abuse my people. I
sear at the women. I am unrelenting as a
s|ve-driver . . ."
The president of Superior Films found diffiI ty in concealing his amazement at this openlarted confession ....
; ' I had had a very difficult time with Hardell
j|;terday. We worked most of the day on one
stne. His death scene. I despaired of getting
ikat I wanted. The man was not an actor. I
Ive always known that, but he was physically
K ideal type for the part . . . and I thought
lit I could force him through my own will
mver to put over the scene as I have dreamed
if. . . as it is necessary for the highest art of
1p picture. Well, finding Hardell was not
fcwering my direction as I had hoped, I asked
In to return last night. I wanted to put him
(rough that scene until he got into it what I
reded, even if it took me all night. . . ."
I'
pretty well
worn
erWouldn't
working aatman
high beemotional
pitch
all out,
day
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What is the matter with me?
'HY is she always "too tired" to
get up in the morning. .. too tired
to drag herself to parties and the
other places she and her husband used
to enjoy when they were first married?
No wonder her husband is more and
more frequently "detained at the office" or "having dinner with a cusIn a great many cases these quiet
tomer."
tragedies which spoil so many marriages are the wife's own fault. She
simply does not understand those intimate details of her toilette which so
largely determine whether her marfailure.riage is a success — or a humdrum
"Lysol" Disinfectant has been the
unquestioned standard for feminine
hygiene for nearly 40 years.

Get the facts about feminine hygiene. Send the coupon below. The
makers of "Lysol" Disinfectant will
6end you free their booklet called
"The Scientific Side of Health and
Youth." It contains facts, sound professional advice, and explicit directions which should be familiar to every
woman.
But don't wait for the booklet. Buy
a bottle of "Lysol" Disinfectant at the
nearest drugstore today. Simply follow the directions which come with
every bottle.
Made by Lysol, Incorporated, a division o/Lelin & Fink Products Company. Sole distributors Lehn & Fink,
Inc., Bloomfield. N. J. In Canada,
Lysol (Canada) Limited. Distributed
by Lehn & Fink (Canada) Limited.

. I mean, wouldn't he be pretty nearly incpable
of acting
Be director
smiled.at all . . . ?" asked Smith.
"Ah, that is where you are ignorant. No,
e contrary is true. More often than not, the
iarer to exhaustion an actor becomes, the
pre superb he is in his characterization,
fhy? Because, at last ... at last, he has
irgotten self . . . forgotten the ego! He has
[come steeped, to the exclusion of all other
alization, in the part he is playing! Also, in
(scene of this sort, when an expression of
jiysical agony is needed, the very appearance
! exhaustion on the actor's face helps him to
jit over his scene. . . ."
'Smith raised his hand.
"Thank you. I understand."
|"We dined together in Hollywood, and rerned to the lot at nine o'clock. Hardell went
his room to make up, and change, and I went
prectly to Stage Six, where my set is."
|"A question, Mr. Seibert. You say, 'your
ft.' Is there usually more than one set on a
»ge?"
SEE you are not familiar with picturemaking, nor the demands of the business
id of the industry," replied the director with
1 amiability that secretly astounded his longffering employer.
"The stages here, as you no doubt have
>ticed, are unusually large. Stage Six is 150
r 600 feet. That means about two acres of
>or space. So, except in the case of unusually
rge sets, there are always a number or more
1 a stage at a time. Each set is cut off from
; neighbor by a wall of canvas, and the cominy enters a set through a gate, or door, in
is canvas wall ..."
"Thank you.
Very specific.
How many
ts were in use on Stage Six last night?
I
ean, about how many people were there
)out when you were rehearsing? "
"The stage was dark . . ."
"Dark . . . ?"
When

LEHN
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I can
control
them quickly
myself. at
. . Rosenthal,
."
Smith
looked
who
nodded his head.
"That is right. Often Mr. Seibert vorks
"Then
that
vay." I am to understand that you and
Hardell were absolutely alone in a building of,
we will say, two acres in area, which was, with
the exception of the space immediately surrounding you, in semi-darkness?"
"That is correct," returned Seibert calmly.
He voluntarily continued,
"We finished about twelve o'clock, for as I
have told you, I heard Lannigan coming along
the gravel path. I had just turned off the
lights on my set, and I called out to him not to

^Iree,
SI WEEK
we are Money Back
firrn of GUARANTEE
diamond importers. You take
no risk. If you are not satisfied that the ring is the
biggest bargain you ever
got. return it within 10 days
and we will refund every
cent that you paid.

FREE
$200

come in . . ."
"Why
you apologetically.
do that?"
Seibert did
smiled
"Temperamental idiosyncrasy, if you will,"
he admitted. "Lannigan would be garrulous
if I would allow it. I was tired, and I did not
feel like putting forth the effort to keep him in
his place. There are times, when one is working all day with people, that the mere sight of
another one of them is just a bit more than

TERMS
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WEEK.
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FOR DETAILS

STERLING
S'^MSSS
C££
Diamond Importers
$1 ,000.000
Stock-Est.
1879

154Q BROADWAY

PEPT. 2537, N.Y

Smith nodded,
bearable.
. . ." understandingly.
"Excusable," he said. "Now, after putting
out the lights, what did you do? "
"Went out to my car, which I had driven to
the west side entrance of the stage. Hardell
did not return to his room. He was very tired.
He left the lot in his costume and make-up.
I believe he even left the light burning in his
room. We drove immediately to the gate, and
out. It must have been about 12:15 when we

ftw5KIN'*03

AMAZINGNEW
TREATISE NOW
MAILED TO YOU
— so, worry no more over
your"terrible"skinand complexion ! Because
here's where you
get a new. true
skin I Your pimples and blackheads, large pores,
freckles, sallow
skin, sur-

houseman had gone to bed.
returned?"
'•chauffeur, however, had returned be
me, and was wiping off some dirt on my o
car. I allow him to use it on occasio
"Yes."
"You spoke to him?"
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120 amp. spots . . ."
"On your own set. Was the rest of the stage

""KTO. I prefer to be absolutely alone on the
•^•^set when I am rehearsing for a difficult
scene. For this reason I have had my electricians hook up the lights on one switch, so that

Brings our large Jewelry Store right into your home Giv
weights, grades, descriptions so you can buy diamonds hi
an expert. Gives information other jewelers dare not tei
AGENTS

chauffeur
"Where drives
was heme."
last night?"
"It was his night off."
"Was there anyone in your house when

"Oh, ve alvays keep a row of overhead incandescents burning all night. Not much
light, very dim, but enough to keep a person
dark?"
from falling over objects on the stage . . ."
Rosenthal interrupted.
"Were these burning all right last night?"
"Yes."

Try as hard as you please, you can not buy elsewhere and
get as good value for your money. The terms are so easy
that you will never miss the money Everything guaranteed

FOR

course, not literally dark . . ."
"Give me an idea of how it was lighted."
"On my own set I was rehearsing a close-up.
In addition to the overhead banks of CooperHewitts, we had, I think, three Kleigs, and two

"You had an electrician to work your lights,
as is usual, I think, Mr. Seibert?"
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"Do you usually drive yourself?"
"Frequently. It is a change. Gets my r.Jj
off my work. Customarily, however, jj
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"I mean that, otherwise than on my own
set, it was not in use. That is the term we use
when we mean . . . idle. The stage was, of

"Did through."
you have any conversation with the
passed
man at the gate ... I presume there is one,

\ V ■
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"Yes, always. MacDougall, I believe, is the
at night?" name. I think I said goodnight.
gateman's
Perhaps not. I am not in the habit of speaking
to the common employees. Hardell waved his
hand, and said something about its being a
hard life ... it was a very nasty night last
night . . . foggy . . . chilly ..."
" A ND then . . . ?" prompted the detective.
■**• "As I had asked him to dine, and we had
driven to the studio in my car, I naturally took
him home," replied Seibert. "That is," he
qualified, "I dropped him a short way from his
hotel on Hollywood Boulevard."
"At what corner did you drop him? What
cross
"A street?"
short distance from Highland. Not at
the corner, because of traffic signals. I should
say the time was about 12:35, judging from the
time it usually takes me to drive that distance.
However, it might have been a bit later, as I
drove carefully on account of wet roads."
"Mr. Seibert, do you know of anybody who
could verify your statement? Did you meet,
or "Not
pass anyone?"
anyone who knew me."

Every advertisement
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is guaranteed.

"What time was it then?"
"As I had gone directly to my hom<
imagine
have been
aboutrealize,
12:45.':un
"Hm it
. .must
. Seibert,
do you
other evidence is found, that you were the
man"It tomay
see be
Hardell
alive?will" be proven the
that that
in the case. However, no doubt the hotel' c
will"What
clear me
there."
is his
hotel?"
"The Alta Vista."
"Supposing the hotel clerk does not c
"That puts me in the position of a susj
. . . according to customary procedure .
which, you say, customarily brings result
returned Seibert calmly, looking the othei
the eyes.
"Correct," replied Smith tersely.
Seibert shrugged.
" It is evident I shall have to produce anot
witness," he said, with light indifference, un
which the insolence of the normal Seibert '
faintly apparent.
Smithyou?"
shot a sharp look at him.
"That is my business. I will attend
that!" he said.
Seibert did not reply, but bent to light
cigar with a steady hand.
After a moment he straightened and tun
to Smith.
"If that is all you require of me, I shall :
you to excuse me. I have ... I must
adjust
my plans for my
"I understand.
But picture."
just a few minu
more. I want you to help me on this. For;
you are a motion picture director. Take do
the smoke screen. What kind of a man
"What sentimental novelists love to cal
'cad' . . . what men call a low-down sku
and
. looked
. . worse,"
replied Seibert
immediate
Hardell?"
Smith
to Rosenthal
for confirmation
"That is right. He vas a dirty bun
agreed the president regretfully.
'""THERE are many types of dirty bum
■!■ smiled Smith. "Of what particular bra
"Vomen!" said Rosenthal, succinctly.
was"Ah
Hardell?"
. . . chcrchez la femme!" murmu
the detective.
"That is your clue," agreed Seibert,
added,
"However . . . while undoubtedly he
mixed up with a great many women, who
doubtedly harbored desires for revenge,
not know of any one of them who could ha
"Would
have, you mean, Mr. Seibe
Somebody
killed
him." undoubtedly could, and did,
him. Unless we entertain the idea of suici
which from the description of the body giv'
me by Mr. Cohen, I do not now thii
probable,"
Smith. and Seibert bowed.
"I stand said
corrected,"
"We must face facts, you know,"
Captain Smith, smiling. "I would like to ha'
you tell me of anyone who might have had ai
reason whatsoever that would suggest a po
sible motive for this crime. Kindly put yo
minds on this . . . both of you."
Rosenthal drew in his head and thrust o<
his heavy lips. His brows came togeth
tightly, as he tried, ineffectually, to pick out
presentable fact from the things he knew aboi
Hardell.
Seibert screwed his monocle in
I
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pee,
stared
off into space over Smith's
hid- and
Finally
he spoke.
: Looking back over a period of ten months
iia man's life ... a man such as Dwight
rrdell was . . . there are always things
w ch have the possibility of leading to murder.
EL outside of one or two incidents, I do not
iw of anything which definitely suggested
ha thing."
And those one or two incidents?"
Women ... of course. There was quite a
ne with the daughter of the gateman
_ cDougall, only last week. I gathered that
h'had
and loosethewith
ah thatbeen
she playing
had not fast
understood
sorther,
he

iji . . . "

Was MacDougall on the gate last night?"
sfpped Smith instantly.
'Yes" . . . from Seibert, and from Rosen1.1, protestingly.
" /[R. SEIBERT,
"•such a thing
h. She is under
Ijling Komedies.

you should not to suggest
of that little girl! I know
contract to my cousin at
She is a nice little girl . . .

\|1. yes, but not a murderess!"
[Well, let's hear about her, anyway," said
Sith soothingly. "No harm to her in that,
Lenthal!"
IT happened to come upon them in a
dfkened corner of the set. The girl was
rlroaching him . . . accusing him of being
uf.rue, I think. There were the usual recrimijtions. . . . She is a fiery young woman,
quite worked up. You know the sort of
ne with that sort of man, and that sort of a
\nd Seibert shrugged expressively.
'Mine Gott, if I had known it I vould have
d him off my lot, or made him marry her!"
»culated Rosenthal at this point.
. . . any other women?" asked Smith
:fHm
he director.
!'I believe there was one for every one of the
t. months I directed him!"
[As bad as that! A regular rotter, eh?"
'A dirty low-lifer," muttered the president.
'Lately," said Seibert slowly, "I believe he
(B interested in my leading woman, Yvonne
laumont . . ."
Rosenthal turned an immediate
and in:i:nant purple,
I'Now, Mr. Seibert, that is too much! Miss
ll'iumont is one of the loffliest little girls vat
I effer been on my lot! I cannot sit here and
H you say such things about her!" His
iwn eyes glared angrily at the director.
['Anything serious between them?" snapped
lith.

Do You Like to Draw?
Copy this dancing girl and send us your drawing — perhaps you'll win first
prize. This contest is for amateurs only (17 years of age or more), so do
not hesitate to enter, even if you haven't had much practice.

1st Prize
2nd Prize

3rd Prize . . $25.00
4th Prize . . $15.00

"What do you know of the affair?"
peibert threw out a belittling hand,
|"Yis) not
misunderstand
me. Miss
a very
different type
than Beaumont
the other
There was no . . . affair . . . but she
. . French.
Flirting is an unconscious

lovietone

5th Prize . . $10.00
6th to 15th
Prizes, ea. . $ 5. 00

To the Next 50 Best Dra -wings — A Fountain Pen
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Everyone
entering
a
drawing ; in this contest

may have his or her art ability tested free!
When your contest drawing is received,

Nightmare

I dreamed Doug Fairbanks,
Snappy, crisp,
Spoke only with a
Frightful lisp;
That Adolphe Menjou,
"Prince of Clothes,"
Used "dese" and "dem"
And "dem" and "dose";
That Rod La Rocque,
With hair well buttered,
In all his love
Scenes badly stuttered;
That sweet Miss Gish,
So mild of face,
Possessed a voice
Of deepest bass;
Then came the shock—
Oh, man! Oh, man! Oh!—
Lon Chaney spoke
A high soprano!
— AT. Y. Sun Dial
write

for Contestants

This contest open only to amateurs, 17
years old or more. Professional commercial artists and Federal students are not
eligible.

$5,000 and $6,000 yearly — some even more.
The Federal School has won a reputation
as "the school famous for successful students." Read the rules carefully and enter
this contest — see what you can do.

3* No drawings will be returned.
ing.
4
Write your name,
address,
age, and
0 occupation on the back of your draw-

303 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
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we will'naire.
mail
you inourandArtreturn
Abilityit,QuestionFill this
and you
will receive our critic's frank report of your
natural sense of design, proportion, color,
perspective, etc. — and with it our book
"YOUR FUTURE," showing work of
Federal Students and telling you all about
the Federal home-study course. This is
free and places you under no obligation
whatever.
This interesting analysis has been the start
for many Federal students, who through
proper training of their ability, are now
commercial artists earning $2,000, $4,000,

Federal School of
Commercial Designing

When

$100.00
$50.00
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Note these rules carefully:
« Make your drawing of
girl and
*• shadow exactly 6 inches high, on paper
5 inches wide by 7 inches high. Draw
only the girl and shadow, not the lettering.
Z*

Use only pencil or pen.

5 • All
drawings
must be10,
received
Minneapolis
by Nov.
192S. in Prizes
will be awarded for drawings best in proportion and neatness by Faculty members
of the Federal Schools inc. All contestants
will be notified of the prize winners. Make
your drawing of the girl now and send it
to the address given in this ad.
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thing, we might say, with her. She is . . .
mischievous, vivacious, entirely feminine.
The world is made up simply of men, and
romance, to her. I think Hardell attracted
her because of his terrible reputation. She
has been leading him on . . . not, I think
with any idea of giving herself to him . . . but
just,
well, .as. a."cat plays with a mouse
"Hm.
"Veil, I think really, Mr. Seibert,
are on the wrong track. I know for a
Billy Vest is head offer heels in love

. . ."
that you
fact that
with her,

and that she is ... "
"Ha! Now we're getting somewhere. This
West
Smith. is probably jealous ..." exclaimed
"No!

NO!" exploded the president impatiently. "Now don't you go saying Billy
Vest did it. I know him. He is a fine, upstanding young fellow. He is not a murderer!"
"To your mind, nobody on your lot is a
murderer," replied Smith soothingly, "but
undoubtedly somebody is!" Then, seeing the
look on the president's fat face, he added,
"We are only discussing possibilities, Mr.
Rosenthal. We are not incriminating anybody.
Sometimes the actual solving of a crime is done
before the detective sees his people. A house
is built to fit the foundation previously laid
down for it. It happens that way, frequently,
in solving crimes. The solution is often built
to fit the structure erected by just such conversation as this. Personalities, sometimes
the viewing of the body, even, influence the
mind of the detective. For that reason I did
not go on to the set this morning, before coming
here. I like to get all the information I can
while my mind is clear of the deed itself.
Going back to yourself, Mr. Seibert, have you,
personally, had any trouble with Hardell?"
""KTO . . . and . . . yes. As man to man,
■^^ none. As director to actor, a great deal.
But nothing beyond the trouble I frequently

»

have with my people until a picture is finished."
"Meaning just what?"
"Meaning that, as I said, few of them are
able to forget the camera. They are all, instinctively, what we call 'camera hogs.' When
they should be thinking picture, story, and
characterization, they are thinking camera,
audience, and the most presentable side of
their faces! Sometimes I have to go through
days, of what do you call it . . . browbeating .. . before I reduce an actor to the

i

malleable material which finally make;
perfect
whose you
strings
puh\':
"Hm puppet
. . . then,
do Inot
go muc
individual interpretation . . . freedom fc
actor
to play
a part
he wills?"listens to a
"What
kind
of aas general
under officers?" inquired Seibert. "Is
the way battles are won? How much su
tion do you, for instance, take from these
Smith laughed.
Clancy and Ryan?"
" You score !" he admitted .
"Actors, as people, are nothing to
Seibert continued. "It is known that I
them frightfully. It is necessary to the i
fection of the picture. . . . When it is o:
can put my arms around them, and tell i
how splendidly they have co-operated
"Hm ..." said Smith dryly. Then,
"You had no personal motive for vrijj
."
me. . . removed
Hardell
from this life?"
"There are times when I am directing i
I could cheerfully choke every member o |
"I am not to take that as a roundai
confession of the murder," asked Smith sly
" A H . . . no . . . not at all, not at "
-^'returned the director in kind. "I I
talking merely from the artistic standpoint
should
cast!"have said there are times when led
gladly throttle their Ego . . . kill their vi I
... if in so doing I could lower, or exalt 1 1
to utterly forgetting self . . . squeeze oil
them some spark of genius ..."
Smith, listening to the man, knew thaideed, he had done just that.
It was not because of mediocre pictures it
Seibert was the highest paid director in I
dom.
The man was a master.
"Just one more question. Have you y
idea why, or when, Mr. Hardell returned t<te
"I am sorry, but I cannot help you !|
The gateman undoubtedly will have a red.
studio?"
Now,
if that
Smith
got is
to all
his ..."
feet.
"You have been very explicit . . . }'
thorough.
I thank
. . ."command, at y
" Not at all.
I amyou.
at your
time," returned the director, and bo ?
stiffly from the hips he took his departure.
f CONTINUED
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Fashion decrees that the figure be
slenderand graceful. Women who are fat in
spots — in theabdomen, hips, throat, underarm,or elsewhere — need no longer worry!
Simply use the wonderful Frances Jordan
Reducer 10 minutes daily ! It does away
with massage treatments— with hot baths,
dieting, strenuous exercise, and drugs. It
removes the fat just where you want it retnoved — nowhereelse.Thereisnodiscomfort
—no exertion— no wrinkles nor flabby flesh!
The Frances Jordan stimulates the circulation and the fat spots are absorbed. It relieves constipation and tones up the nerves.

^t

This remarkable Frances Jordon originally sold for #15. 00. Very large sales now
permit us to sell direct to you for #5.00.
Act today! Send #5.00 in cash, money
order or check. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

Ireducer
Frances Jordan, Inc.
802GFINANCEBOTLDING.PHILADELPHIA

Once again William Boyd hits the high spots. You remember, of
course, his dizzy doings in "Skyscrapers." In his new picture,
"The Dam," many of his scenes are filmed on this flimsy kite rope
Every advertisement In PHOTOPLAY
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is guaranteed
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Immigrant
[ CONTINUED

FROM

publicity department. "Look here," I
/"she's got to have at least one outfit. She
meet people dressed as she is. And somemust be done with her hair."
ley transformed her in the beauty parlor.
Idark, stringy hair turned out to be a
i jus, bright Titian that hung to her
:lders and framed the continental flower
• was her face.
HOSE one of the biggest department stores
i town and bought Eva a complete outfit
ij Metro-Goldwyn money. A dark blue
I with a soft white collar. A small blue
i hat. Gray slippers and hose. A blue bag.
|e gloves and a handkerchief. The bill
I. to $69.50.
'(was in this costume that she was photojhed by the best artists in New York; that
; lunched
with
representatives
of the
important periodicals in America; that
:.-as sketched by fashion experts in Chicago ;
she was described in every paper in every
city we touched. And it had cost the
icity department $69.50.
rossed the country with Eva.
e left Grand Central Station on the Lake
e Limited one Thursday afternoon. The
icity ballyhoo was still upon us. Cameras,
viewers even at the train. Wires had gone
d announcing our arrival in Chicago. Our
lartment was filled with flowers. There
d be flowers at the train in Chicago. Headhad already spread themselves across the
la pages.
lere would be more.
Her opinions of
rican men, American women and Amerclothes had been told — by me.
le contents of her twenty mythical trunks
been described — by me.
had just begun.
iblicity ballyhoo! It is pitched in a high
A little truth and the rest — lies! Eva
Berne, the new Viennese beauty on her
Ito Hollywood to set the film colony ablaze !
von Berne, the brilliant daughter of the
;ier adjutant to the Emperor Charles! Eva
|Berne, gay, dancing debutante!
|nd I sat in the compartment and tried to
i:rstand what was going on in the mind of a
I, tired Austrian child who wore a fortykr dress.
here was more ballyhqo on the trip. In
liha, I remember, three reporters came to
compartment before we were up. It was
duty to cover the cheap little cotton night
a that Eva wore and to tell them Eva's own
listicated ideas of American men, American
len and American clothes.
ON'T know how she learned English. I
lppose that I was her teacher. After all, we
d not sit opposite each other day after day
bout speaking. We played rummy with her
:nge German cards. We looked out of the
'low. We talked. Hot, sultry days across
jdesert when Eva told me the story of her
iie had known no English when she got on
|boat. A half-hour before we got off the
i in Los Angeles, she sang perfectly the hit
Show Boat," called "Can't Help Lovin'
t Man."
ependence
is insidious.
I could not
■ but love her. I was all she had in the
!Id, and if you had seen her terror-stricken
; when I left her for a minute you would
le known why I gave her all my time and
; ntion for days.
/e arrived in Los Angeles at 9 :30 Monday
ning.
ublicity ballyhoo at the station. Austrian
y officers to meet her!
Cameras!
Re:ers! Flowers!
;he studio!
When
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At 11 A. M. we saw
told her to rest because
at 3:30 that afternoon.
for Eva.
We walked across the
sang.

Irving Thalberg. He
she must make a test
But there was no rest
lot. We talked. We

I told her again everything I knew of pictures and picture people. Anything to keep
her mind off the ordeal.
She was made-up, dressed and escorted to
the set.
He was the first star she met, the actor whom
she admired above all others, Jack Gilbert!
I couldn't watch the test. I was more nervous, more excited, than she. Victor Seastrom
told her what to do. She worked with Jack
Gilbert.
HPHE production manager came over to me,
*■ "Now don't let her kid you, Katherine, that
gal's been on the screen before. You and I
have both seen their first tests and they're not
like"But
this."she hasn't. I know she hasn't. She
wouldn't lie to me."
The next morning we stood in Thalberg's
office.
"Well," he said, "I'm going to give you
the part — the lead opposite John Gilbert in
'The Mask of the Devil' "
She simply stood there without moving and
then she turned to me for verification. Her
eyes were swimming with tears of joy.
It was another Cinderella story! I ran up to
my office and ground out five hundred words of
copy about the new Viennese beauty walking
away with the coveted lead opposite John
Gilbert.
We took her to every smart shop in town to
find suitable clothes for her to wear in the
picture. She lived on the excitement of it.
Everything moved quickly. We had arrived
on Monday. Tuesday night I read the script
to her.
Wednesday
morning
at to
ninebegin
o'clock
appeared
on the
set ready
work she
as
Jack Gilbert's leading woman.
These were halcyon days for Eva. I had
told her there would be idleness. Garbo did
not appear before a camera for three months
after her arrival. Eva was better prepared to
wait than she was to go into the part. She
knew nothing of the ways of the studio, but
Thalberg had told her that she was to have the
role.
That was enough for her. She wrote her
mother and father in Vienna. She was pleased
and amazed, and three days of thrilling, exciting work passed for her.
One night she was told that she need not
appear at the studio, and it was then that I
discovered that all was not well.
I walked on the set and found that another
actress had been put in her place. It has happened time over and again. Girls have worked
for weeks and have been taken out of parts, but
these are girls who understand such Hollywood

Have You Seen This Latest
The "Milton Sills"
model
Helbros Watcb. ProSport
Wat'efcn?
duced for football
enthusiasts
and the men football produces. Men who demand a sturdy watch
for sports and a dignified timepiece for business.
It's a watch you'll like. See it at your jeweler's.
Ask for it by name.
Helbros Watch Co.. 48 West 48th St., N.Y. C.
"Gift" Booklet.
Write to Dept. P-U for the Helbtos
We Announce the Winner* of the.
Helbros Name Contest
Our of the many thousands of names submitted.
the judges selected the five listed below as the
best, and each contestant named has been
awarded a watch.
Winners of June 26 Contest
"TRIML1NE"
Mrs. Beulah Tippet, Christopher, 111.
"BFAUTOCRAT"
Wendall R. Fuson, 405 State Street
West La Fayette. Ind.

gestures.
I BEGGED to know what was wrong. She
was born for acting, but it was her hair and
her curves.
That soft mass of auburn stuck out too far
from her head. And the plump continental
figure was not for the camera.
She had to be prepared for the shock. I had
been told that I must not give her a hint that
she was to be taken out of the part, but I felt it
my duty to warn her.
She had been called to the studio for publicity pictures, and after they were taken we
walked across the back lot together.
I put my arm around her shoulders. "Eva,"
I began, "you must not feel badly if you lose
this part. You see, many girls come here and
you write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY

Beulah May, "TIMEPAL"
R. F. D. 1, Santa Ana, Cal.
Winners of August 1 Contest
"CLASSE"
Miss Dagmar Johnson, -102 So. 4th Street
St. Peter, Minn.
"TIMEPAL"
James S. Latham, Langren Hotel, Asheville, N.C.
Hereafter watch No. 84443 w-ill be known
as the Helbros "Timepal" Model.
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Do You Ask Yourself
These Questions?
Is it a good picture?
Is it the kind of picture I would like?
Which one shall we see tonight?
Shall we take the children?

PHOTOPLAY will solve these problems for
you — save your picture time and money.
Each issue of Photoplay contains the most up'tO'the'minute
authoritative reviews of all the very latest motion pictures.
Refer to the "Brief Reviews of Current Pictures" depart'
ment listing all pictures reviewed for the past six months,
also the "Shadow Stage" department, reviewing the best
pictures of the month and current releases. This includes a
special section devoted to sound
PHOTOPLAY
pictures.
In addition Photoplay gives you:
A wealth of intimate details of
the daily lives of the screen stars
on the lots and in their homes.
Striking editorials that cut, with'
out fear or favor, into the very
heart of the motion picture in'
dustry.
Authorized interviews with your
favorite actors and actresses who
speak frankly because Photoplay
enjoys their full confidence.
Articles about every phase of the
screen by such national authori'
ties as Frederick James Smith,
Herb Howe, Katherine Albert
and Agnes Smith.
SUPERB

FICTION

answers all questions rek'
tive to plays and players.

PHOTOPLAY
in a special department pre'
sents the views of its read'
ers, both favorable and
otherwise.

PHOTOPLAY
conducts a personal service
department giving advice
on girls' problems.

PHOTOPLAY

prints the latest photo'
graphs of actors and actresses, inrotogravure.

wait for months and months before they wor
There are a good many reasons why someboc
else might do it and you must not be unhappy
Her startled, tragic eyes. "But why? D(
tell me I play wiz Jack Gilbert. Misteer Ta
berg, he tell me. Misteer Seastrom, he say
"But this is Hollywood," I went on quickl
"It
happens. There is some good reaso
makeoften
O. K."
There will be other parts. It's better for yc
to wait awhile, to learn more."
"Oh, no, it iss not better to vait. M
mother and my father, dey know I play d
part. Everybody know. De studio. Mistei
Talberg, he tell me I play dis part."
She put her hands on her heart. "If I do nt
play dis part, I surely die. I play no more,
play no-thing. I do no-thing. I die."
T MANAGED to say, "It's your hair, Ev;
-*■ and your figure. The hair and the figure ai
both
She too
leptbig."
on this. "Oh, den I eat no-thing,
get so thin. And my hair. I cut it all off.
do not care. I do anything because I die if I d
her pitiful little face, her blea
notWhen
play Idissawpart."
eyes, I knew that something had to be done
These continentals are different from us. Thei
composure is simply surface. They go deepe
than we do.
If Eva did not play "dis part" she wouli
surely die.
There was still a wan hope. I put her in tLv
dressing room and went into a huddle wit!
Henrietta Frazer of the wardrobe and Edit!
and Eleanor, two hairdressers. The four of ui
plotted to keep Eva from surely dying.
Henrietta brought out a beauty of a dres:
that Adrian had designed. It was just righ
for the child, and Eleanor and Edith busiec
themselves with her hair.
Eva has a complex about brilliantine. Fo;
some reason that I have never been able to dis
cover, she rebels against it, but this was he;
only hope. The hair had to be sleek and tighi
to her head.
Tears streamed as they plastered down hei
bright hair with the oil.
They curled it tight at the back so that it
would lie flat to her head. And Henrietts
hooked her into the dress.
She was beautiful, of course. She coulc
never be anything else with a face like that
We flew across the lot to Thalberg's office
Henrietta went in with her, while the three ol
us waited outside.

I

They came out of the office. "Another test
quick!" said Henrietta. And we rushed to i
stage and the test was made.
The next morning I sat in Eva's dressing
room holding both her hands, waiting while
Seastrom, Thalberg and Gilbert saw the test
It seemed that the hours stretched themselve;
out into eons. We had to wait and wait and
wait.

There is not an important nor interesting
phase of motion picture
life that cam^ot be found
in Photoplay.

PHOTOPLAY

We sang again, as we always seemed to do ir
distressing moments.
played
wonWe from
me rummy.
every time.I have the score. Evs

presents it all!

by the Foremost Writers

A ND assistant
then we heard
running down the line.
-*»-The
director:

Photoplay's fiction is famous fiction
photoplay magazinej
$3,000 IN PRIZES
750 North Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO

Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $2.50 (Canada $3.00;
Foreign $3.50), for which you will kindly enter my sub'
scription tor Photoplay Magazine for one year (twelve
issues) effective with the next issue.
Send to

The Studio Murder
Mystery
A Fascinating Fiction Story
by The Edingtons

Street Addreii
City
State

for Solutions of

SUBSCRIBE

TODAY

u-ph-28
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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"On the set, Eva, in the dress you wore in
the test, with your hair the same way. You're
It is
wonder that a week later she col
back
in little
the part!"
lapsed and was in bed for a week while the
company waited for her recovery. It is little
wonder that the doctors shook their heads over
her.
But she knew that this was not the time.
She had the part and she could not die.
She is well. She is happy. She is John
Gilbert's leading woman in "The Mask of the
And hundreds of girls throughout the world
will copy the Eva von Berne hair dress. They
will plaster it down with brilliantine and curl
the back so that it will lie flat to the head. And
Devil."
who
will know that the new fashion was born m
agony?
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The Story of a Dancing Girl
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Danny Dowling was my dancing partner, so
Hollywood said we were to be married. Johnny
Westwood (one of the college boys sent out by
First National) and I met once, yet we also
were to be married. But Mike was the first
boy to seriously attract my interest.
And Mike was the answer to that motherlove yearning within me. I was determined to
do for Mike what Ray Sterling had done for
me. I wouldn't let him drink when he was
with me. I wanted Mike to be perfect, to be
the one man I had always visioned in my
dreams.
Oh, of course, we were happy together.
When we were out dancing we were just two
happy children. But when we took long
drives, sat in the moonlight just talking and
talking I was always trying to instill Mike
with the same faith in life and in work that Ray
had instilled in me. I used to think of the
moonlight drives in Kansas City and how I had
sat and listened. Now I made Mike sit and
listen.

"irk City. The allure of something new, I
;ppose. And I knew there would be more
pney.
I had found my mother divorced again. This
fne it hadn't seemed to matter, only I did
•tnt to be ina position to give her a few of the
juries she had missed in her living.
| AY put me on the train. I wasn't happy. I
Vdon't know, but I think whenever a woman
jisout to reach a goal and then throws it over
p something else, even though she thinks it is
ser, she is just naturally restless and un,ppy. Nor was 1 happy when I reached Culver
lit all seemed so strange and so uninterting after the chorus. I doubled for Norma
iearer; played extra; did small bits.
Heralded as a dancer, I was expected to do
ihibitions of the Charleston and, later, the
lack Bottom at every cafe I entered. I just
iturally drifted into the jazzy about-town
owd without knowing quite what it was all
iiout, or caring, for that matter,
i Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., often tells me how
ruch he used to watch me kicking my feet and
liling and joking and wonder why he felt so
irry for me when I gave every outward aptarance of being happy. He never spoke to
e and I thought he was high-hat so I paid
;m no attention.
Then, one night, at Cocoanut Grove, I met
tike Cudahy from Chicago,
i Now, of course, I have been reported eniged to first one man and then another.

"V"OU have read about Mike's mother and her
*■ objections to our going together.
Why is it that mothers have to object to
girls with whom they are not acquainted?
Why do they take it for granted that some
actress is trying to snatch their sons away from
them? Why doesn't a mother study the girl of
whom she is frightened? Perhaps she would find
this girl is doing for the son what the mother
had attempted to do since his childhood and
yet could not accomplish !

Adds Glossy Lustre,
Leaves Your Hair
Easy to Manage
IF you want to make your hair . . . easy
to manage . . . and add to its natural
gloss and 1 ustre — this is very EASY to do.
Just put a few drops of Glostoraon the
bristles of your hair brush, and . . .
brush it through your hair . . . when
you dress it.
You will be surprised at the result. It
will give your hair an unusually rich,
silky gloss and lustre — instantly.
Glostora simply makes your hair more
beautiful by enhancing its natural wave
and color. It keeps the wave and curl in,
and leaves your hair so soft and pliable,
and so easy to manage, that it will . . . stay
any style you arrange it . . . even after
shampooing — whether long or bobbed.
A few drops of Glostora impart that
bright, brilliant, silky sheen, so much
admired, and your hair will fairly sparkle
and glow with natural gloss and lustre.
A large bottle of
Glostora costs but a
trifle at any drug store
or
ter. toilet goods counTry it! — You will
be delighted to see how
much more beautiful
your hair will look,
and how easy it will
be to manage.

Try It FREE

THE 1276
R. L.
WestWATKINR
3rd .Street, CO.
Cleveland, Ohio28-G-15
Please send me FREE a sample of GLOSTORA,
all chargee paid.
Xame.

Joan Crawford and her kid brother, Hal Le Sueur.
This picture was
taken soon after Joan's arrival in California when she sent for her
family to enjoy some of the fruits of her success
When

you

write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

Address.
lnCanaiJaa.l.ir<-sn 4fi2 WellinKton St. . West. Toronto. L'-Ont.
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happy marriages if it weren't for misguided
mothers.
For two years, I was very happy, however.
And while I was happy my work began to
show for something in the movies. After
"Sally, Irene and Mary," I was called to the
office and my salary was voluntarily raised
from $250 a week to $500.

KURL-RITE

I" SETTLED down to hard work and rebuild■*■ ing my ambition and being happy in my love
for Mike Cudahy.
It lasted two years.
What broke it up?
I don't
don't believe any
woman
everknow
knowsexactly.
the exactI reason.

You, too. can have the greatest of all feminine
charm, — vivacious, impelling, expressive eyes! Lady
Isabellaseveral
who invented
presents,a
after
years of "Isabella
exacting Dimplers,"
experimentation,
wonderful 4-purpose cream which —

Curls. Grows, Darkens. Shadows

A separation is always the culmination of an
over-patched romance.
When a love affair begins it is like a new

and positively will not break the eyelashes
Kurl-Rite cannot harm the eyes, does not bring
tears, will not run!
In fact, here at last is an eyebrow and eyelash cream you use with assurance
of complete, amazing satisfaction. Unreservedly guaranteed.
The dainty, exquisitely beautiful, metal
,
. Kurl-Rite vanity box. plusli-lined. con■ h I ~. /■»¥ taining
French
Ivory
eyelash
brush.
.r \P>y -r\l> vanity mirror, bos of Kurl-Rite (either
t-,fWr /-TU~ brown or bl irk] and a box of shadowing
tlv b(
toilet goods
V\s /-,f)U
, If" |
cream,
(orchid,
green counters
or blue) forwill
-11
shortly
at
toilet goods
$4.00
Lady
Isabella
offers
"Photoplay" tin- opportunity ■
for $2.00 f..r $:>.25 C. O. D., Canada ext-ppfi-d) providing you .scud the nnim-s
and addresses of five ijirl friends with
your order.
With each Kurl-Rite Box, Lady Isabella will send lier new, instructive booklet "The Magnetic Influence of 1 he
Eves." Tells you how to use your eyes.
Eady Isabella will also answer any of your
beauty Questions without charge.
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LADY
ISABELLA,
Suite 104, Terminal Bide.,
Rochester, New York.
Inclosed find $2.00 for your Kurl-Rite Vanity Box
and addresses of five girl friends. I understand you \
your booklet "The Magnetic Influence of The Eyes."
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Don't Go Through Life
AIIAIonelh
You don't have to be
neprlected and alone.
You, too, can know the
joy of true love and
marriage. Make your
dreams of him come
true. It's so easy ! Those
wonderful words, "I love you — will you marry
me?", can soon be ringing in your ears. It's
simply a matter of knowing the way a man's
mind works. "Fascinating Womanhood" is an
amazing book that tells you how and why men
fall in love. Write your name and address on
margin and mail to us with ten cents and a booklet telling you all about the new book "Fascinating
Womanhood" will be sent postpaid.
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
4865 Easton Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Dept. 4-L

JEWELS of
FAMOUS
BEAUTIES
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I was unhappy after Mike and I had parte
Women are always unhappy when they set
away the man whom they have visioned ther
selves loving. I went around with Paul Ber
the friend of every girl in the film industry.
Paul Bern is the most perfect man I knowanswer the cry for friendship in a woma
He was the answer to that cry for Nita Nalc
Barbara La Marr and scores of others.

Children can be fed physically and mentally
up to a certain age. But we cannot run their
lives for them! And when we try we may be
only defeating our purpose to make them real
men and women.
There would be less divorces and more

One night he took me to see " Young \Voo<
ley," starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
I was so dazed, so enraptured by his pe
formance, that I refused to go to a supper aft;
wards but came home and just dreamed aboi
it. It was two days before I could even brir
myself to send him a telegram of congratul;
tions. And when he answered that telegram b!
calling in person, I sat in the front room an
couldr t find words to carry on a conversation
The firs man who had ever turned me speec,
less. And that feeling has lasted.
I am going to marry Douglas Fairbanks, JV
Doug has asked Ruth Biery, who has help&
me to formulate my thoughts on paper, t
make this announcement of our engagement
He has asked her to say that he feels exact!'
the same way about me that I feel about him.
I have said that I would never marry,
have said that no woman in pictures shouk
marry.
But then I had not met the man
wanted to marry.
Woman may make such a statement an<
make it in all honesty. She may say that he
career comes first and yet never have had he
love really tested.
Would I have left Kansas City had I real!)
loved Ray Sterling in this manner?
Would I have had so many patches on oui
romance, had Mike Cudahy and I been meant
for one another? Would the patches really have
mattered? If it had been destined to benothing would have mattered!

dress. It may be your favorite. There's an
accident. You tear it. You love it so that you
patch it— cleverly, daintily, so no one can see
it. Yet you know you have patched it.
The next time, perhaps, you burn it. Again
you patch and conceal it. But again you know
it is no longer perfect.
Finally, after so much mending and patching
you can no longer feel, even to yourself, that
the dress is as "good as new." You may still
think it the prettiest dress of your wardrobe
but it is patched beyond wearing! Just so a
romance may be patched beyond wearing.
The only thing to do, then, is to be brave and
discard it! Bury the shreds in the prison of
your heart as you bury the shreds of your dress
in your mending basket.
Remember only its first beauty when it was
new and glittering and attractive!
I have talked much about men in this life
story. I have said that every man answers a
different need to a woman. I have waited
until now, on purpose, to say that just as there
are exceptions to all rules so is there an exception to this rule for women. There is always
one man who answers every need for a woman.
Perchance a woman may not meet this man
early enough in life to exclude all other men
from her existence. She shouldn't! For that
spoils much of the glory of it. It spoils that
experience-by-comparison feeling.
Perchance she may never meet that man.
Then we would feel only pity for her.
But if she meets him while she is still young
and capable of the deepest feeling — ah. the joy
there is in it ! All other men fade from memory as a piece of bad news fades into oblivion
when some great, good news is given.
All other men seem like grammar school,
high school and college in comparison to the
training Life has given.

say to all women: Live your life a?
,'ou see it. Take your sufferings and yout
joys without flinching. In the end you will find
the right man or a happiness which is equivalent. Don't worry about it.
And find the work you love and put your
heart and soul into it. I did not want to enter
the movies. But now there is no lure in the
world potent enough to tempt me away from
them. youI have had the same struggles for fame
that come to all ambitious women but I have
really enjoyed, I know now as I look back on
them, every moment. I am hoping that the
next three years will be as good to me in my
pictures as have been the three since Harry
Rapf gave me my big opportunity.
story!
Which is a good time to complete my life
I
SO
I have found the right man- — and my childhood, my New York chorus-girl days, my
movieland struggles — none of them matter.
/ am Iiappy. [ The End ]

Atlanta, Ga.
For my part I can enjoy a picture
for the simple reason that any man,
woman, child or animal in the cast
is doing a thing that I could not duplicate.
The chances are that they are doing
that thing under conditions which I
would not care io share with them.
Further — I always tell my doctor
that I am feeling better and my minister that his sermon did me a great

amount of good — so, I just simply lie
back in a comfortable seat in a cool
house and while good music fills the
air, I say to myself, "Big Boy, get
the most out of this thing."
I enjoy it with the realization that
if it does turn out bad, I only spent
fifty cents to see a failure and the
producers spent fifty thousand.
Here's to a picture that may come
in the future that will please critics
and "humans," too !
B. W.

U
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The Stars That
Never Were
CONTINUED
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he was conversing with the star, too — in
rjl-air. When the dark woman, in her plain
;y frock, walked across the room.
;She has distinction, that one!" said the
Kctor, who was affecting a continental
rpner.

Winter's biting winds destroy
the satin texture of your skin

'HE star smoothed down a fold of the afore-Imentioned chinchilla.
Distinction, my hat !" said the star. "' She's
fesed like a stenographer." And then, raisrj her voice, "Oh. girl!" she called, "come
dark woman,
addressing
ije!"
It was
did nottheanswer.
itut theShedarkwaswoman
I snobbishness — it was only that she had
ler been called before in just that way. That
uji all. It was only when another extra
i^ed her, friendly wise, and pointed, that
) was conscious of the summons. A sumrfis that she obeyed, walking composedly
,oss the deeply carpeted set. Any other extra,
,'that set, would have come self-consciously,
.irehensively. But the dark woman came
inly, and she did not hurry. And —
Gad!" breathed the director, "she carries
i self like a thoroughbred!"
;'erhaps it was the lack of hurry that en;'ed
Perhaps
was around
the directcr's
,;le.theAt star.
any rate
the itstar,
whose

. . . but chapping is quickly relieved iyou
f
use Mentholatum
. . . Feel it heal!

TRIAL

den personality "Murdered Millions" was
It, spoke sharply, rudely.
Didn't anybody tell you," she asked, "that
i, wanted extras for a reception?
You're
Issed for a business office. But then — " oh.
lire was no excuse for it— "but then — mayi,you haven't any other clothes!"
Composedly, with a flicker of mirth in her
;idy eyes, the dark woman answered.
'Oh, yes," she replied, "I have other
;hes. But this is the way one dresses for an
i^rnoon reception."
The star's anger was mounting.
[I suppose you know more about recepis," she demanded, "than I do? I suppose
a've spent most of your life going to recepfcs?"
The dark woman tried to curb the mirth that
i in her eyes. She couldn't. It spread, in a
< 1-bred little ripple, across her face.
T rather fancy," she answered, "that I do —
::)\v— quite a bit about receptions!" And the
r;rence, as she said it, was very clear.
'Then" — -the flush that was creeping up
tx the star's face was hidden by the grease
Bat of her make-up. Put the tips of her ears
jwed pink and dangerous. "Then, if your
:;iness in life is going to receptions, what 're
n doing here? As an extra in my" — she
ilented the my — ■" my picture?"
[kTHER extras were edging close. The direc: tor, cautiously, had dropped back a pace.
lie ornate set was all at once silent. And,
. ough
ghter. the silence, pealed the dark woman's
'Why," she explained simply, and the
i ent in her voice was more pronounced than
Iir, "why. I came because I was bored, for
1 moment, with receptions. I came because
I adn't a good book to read, and the tennis
i irts were so poor. I came because I thought
i voukl be a lark — something amusing to tell
!)Ut, when I got home. I earner — "
3ut the star's dimpled hands were clenched
' her sides. And her dimpled face was an
i y mask.
'Why!" she shrieked in a sudden, childish
I rst of temper, "Why! Why! Why! Why
jl
me —the" history of your life? I'm not in' ested
\ny other extra in the room would have fled
m that angry presence.
But the dark
man stood her ground. Composedly.
When
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Your hair, soft, fragrant — lustrous! Alive
with that youthful sparkle that everyone admires; having it and keeping it that way is
largely a matter of proper shampooing.
Not just soap-and-water "washings", but the
regular use of a shampoo that really beautifies
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dull hair and add that little something extra
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in dieting
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Today
my weight is normal, 1 feel
■»
better, have more
vigor and vitality.
Before I have no wrinkles or flabby skin.
My
279 lbs.
insurance
companies
who
examined
rr? before and after reducing
now
say I am an
excellent risk, that I have probably
added
Ok
years to my life. As a consequence my premdr
iums have been reduced over # 1.000 a year.
Won't
you let me tell you without
or obligation how easy and safe it is?
send your name
and address today.
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"You asked me to tell you — " she advised
the star, gently. Almost too gently.
It was the way in which she said asked that
supplied the finishing touch. There is always,
you know, something that supplies a finishing
touch. For the star started, suddenly, to cry.
Nerves, perhaps. Temper, perhaps. At any
rate, court
tears ofwere
always that particular star's
last
appeal.
"Oh, for heaven's sake," sobbed the star,
and her pretty face was vicious under its
ruined make-up, "keep your mouth shut!
Where — " so she spoke, bitterly, "where — "
for she had met Michael Arlen — "did you get
your Mayfair line of talk, anyway?
Your — "
~D UT the dark woman was not to be subdued
-'-'with tears. And one more question made
little difference, now.
"I fancy," she said, "that I acquired my
English accent in England. Mayfair? My
dear, you've been reading" (who says the
British Isles have no humor to offer?) "a

"I Cou
ld CICry
H/l_.
• " Over
in

MySk

You say you can't do a thing for that skin
of yours — those pimples or blackheads or
that persistent rash, "itch" or eczema. But
have you tried sulphur in combination with
menthol? Sulphur is a remarkable thing for
clearing the skin, and as sulphur clears it,
menthol soothes and heals the sore, red and
damaged tissue. Sulphur combined in the
right proportion with menthol is what skin
troubles need, and this is what you get in
Rowles Mentho Sulphur. Thousands of
cases that fail to respond to other treatments clear right up under the twofold action of Rowles Mentho Sulphur. Even fiery
eczema yields to this combination. Try it in
your own case and see how soft, clear and
white your skin becomes. Be sure it's
Rowles Mentho Sulphur you get.

before

1^ was then that an extra, somewhere in the
background, dared to chuckle. It was then
that the star — using words that were certainly
book!"
not
Mayfair — ran screaming from the room.
And it was then that the dark woman raised
quizzical eyebrows at the director.
"What a strange person," she said, and her
tone was easily conversational. "Not at all
like the others of your charming American
stars that I've met — Miss Pickford and Miss
Swanson and Miss Daniels. Why, she's just a
badly brought up child. She needs a good

"We'll shoot the preliminary stuff, anyvraj
he said, "and then youcanget — " (this tot
extras — ) "your slips. She won't be back'
And so the dark woman's "lark" consist
of walking, just once, across a drawing ro
set. But walking so well that she stood 01
from the others, as an orchid would stand 0
from a bouquet of dahlias. Walking with
poise, a straightness of back, a manner of hoi
ing her hands, that made more than one cri
day."
call"You
her "the
can,"goods!"
ran one review of "Murder
Millions," "fake nearly anything in a pictu
But you can't fake a lady. This woman
who, alas, is only a brief episode — is to t
manner born, as the old saying goes. S
should be signed on a long time contract."
V\ 7ELL, it wasn't the director's fault th
*» tiie woman wasn't signed. He sent a te
gram to the address that he had gotten frorr
casting office — an address that he had be
treasuring as an amazing souvenir. But t
telegram came back, for the address was th
of a more or less transient hotel. And the st
was glad that the telegram was never deliver
— but she did not admit her gladness to t
director. She chose scorn, instead.
"What you saw in that frump!" she sa

The director stared at the woman. It might
spanking!"
be
a bluff — -this grand manner of hers. It
probably was — for Hollywood is the city of
glorified bluff. But — bluff or no — she had done
a surprising thing. Rising from the extra ranks
she had, in the space of a few minutes, routed
the star. The director did not answer this
strangely self-possessed woman — that would
have been a breach of studio etiquette. But he
doffed his spiritual hat to her.
He did not answer the dark woman. But his
voice, speaking to a cameraman, was, in a way,
an answer.

spitefully,
"tryingcouldn't
to Ritz answer.
us all — " He didi
The director
know exactly what he could answer — what
had seen. He didn't know, until two mont
later, when he chanced upon a copy of a certa;
illustrated British weekly. As he thumb
idly through it his glance fell upon a full pa
picture. The picture of a rather stout, rath
plain woman, in an old-fashioned hat, talki
with a tall, slim woman in a slim dress th
might have been made of grey crepe. The sli
woman had a certain way of holding her bod
and her profile was almost perfect in its Greri;
outline.
Under this picture ran a caption th,
brought the director suddenly to his feet.
"Lady Ellen Glencommon," it read, "tal
ing to the Queen at the Duchess of Sumne:
reception. Lady Ellen has recently returrn
from an incognito tour of the United State?

after
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The Movies Are Like That
CONTINUED

Hen his eyes narrowed into slits and his
puckered.
He asked:
'tow much money do I pay you now, my
Jinny knew this was a purely perfunctory
it ion. Louie Schlank could tell you the
les of everyone in his organization, even
|e janitors. So he was careful to answer
r gravely: "Five hundred dollars a week."
''ive hundred a veek — veil, you will get
vie that now," Louie informed him.
Jinny started to thank his employer prosy, but Schlank brushed aside the gratitude
tan impatient flip of his hand. "I'm not
,'g you anything," he told Johnny, pettishIf you vere not worth that to me, you
ild not get it." He was silent for a moment,
E'he said in a slightly apologetic tone:
[fl a curious and meddling old feller, I
■low, but tell me — how did you jump ahead
lick? You must vork all the time. Don't
got
vomen
— no time
girls?"
hnnyno was
a long
answering. Finally
.id: "Mr. Schlank, for the past five years
..hardly looked at a girl. I haven't liked
I; but now — well, I don't know."
i'uie did not question him further; a natural
ance restrained him. Johnny rose from
ijiair, and as he did so, Louie informed him:
Vou will move into the office next to me
! so soon as it is ready for you — tomorrow,
be."
jfes, sir," said Johnny, starting for the
I Suddenly he was arrested by a cry from
link:
/ait! Oy, vot a idiot I am! I must be
ng old. I almost forgot to tell you your
duty in your new job: I vant you to meet
2:30 train from the East. The liddle girl
[ signed while I was in New York last, she
>mi::g in. Her name is Mary — a sweet
e, no? — Mary Lane. I got her from a
id way show. She vas playing a insifnifipart; but I saw possibilities — the smart
luck vot I am ! She vill be a sensation."
e chuckled complacently, his lowest chin
arming a jelly-roll on the bosom of his
. Then he waved his hand to Johnny in
5ture of dismissal.
3et gone!" he commanded good-naturedly,
t a cameraman and a press-agent, and
t my liddle starlet. And get a croquette
awers — rose flowers — vich you vill present
:r."
ST then the tinkling notes of feminine
ighter danced into the room through the
I window.
From his position Johnny saw
II smiling girl round a corner of the buildand start down the long studio street,
turned to wave a greeting to someone in
essing-room bungalow, and as she did so
grant breeze sprang around the corner and
jped her short skirt about, so that it clung
a despairing lover to her well-formed body,
iny's breath stopped for a second, and with
:ffort he turned his eyes and stared at his
Then he looked up to meet Louie's
sed gaze. He flushed guiltily. Louie had
changed his position. He said:
Avis Gray.
She has a captivating laugh,
)hnny nodded his head,
ouie leaned on his desk and looked at
iny almost tenderly. "You like the liddle
s, no? — against your vishes?"
It was a
ement. Johnny said nothing. Louie went
Do not deny; I can tell. But vy are you so
iborn? You are young — and youth vas
le for love."
ihnny was looking at the floor. He said,
:s, sir," then stood in embarrassed silence,
ie saw the boy's constraint, and he relieved
When
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the situation by saying in his characteristically
petulant voice:
"Hurry, and get down to the train. It's one
o'clock now. Hurry!"
When the train pulled into the station, the
general manager of Premier Pictures, Inc.,
together with his aides, was standing near the
tracks with a huge bouquet of red roses in his
arms. There was the slightest evidence of selfimportance in his attitude. He was trying to
compose a little speech of welcome to the new
star — or potential star. It was forming:

mi

BLUE ROSE ROUGE

" ■*-VJ-(peculiar,
A/f ISS LANE?that Ahyes! T amin Mr'
McLane
similarity
names),
general manager for Mr. Schlank. It is a delight
and a pleasure to welcome you to our city and
to the studios of Premier Pictures, Inc. You
are, indeed, quite as lovely as Mr. Schlank
promised me you would be. Come, the car is
The locomotive snorted its way into the
waiting!"
station and came to an abrupt halt. The passengers began to alight. Mr. McLane straightened his tie and struck a pose of extreme
pleasure. He had never seen the expected
arrival, but he was sure he would know her.
There she was!
A young girl of somewhat meretricious appearance swung from the car-steps to the
ground. She hesitated for a moment and
looked about as if expecting someone to meet
her. Johnny hastened forward.
"Miss Lane?" he began, beaming upon the
girl, "Ah, yes! I am Mr. — "
"I don't give a hoot who you are," she
broke in, "and I'm not your Miss Lane —
toodle-oo!" and she was gone.
Johnny
in preventing
Adam's
apple
from succeeded
jumping from
his mouth,his but
only
with an effort. Seveial oeople had seen the
little comedy and were openly amused.
Johnny's face grew red, and he wanted to run.
The bouquet of roses in his arms only made
him feel the more a fatuous fool. He stood
irresolute. Suddenly he was struck with a
wave of self-consciousness. He turned to make
a break out of the spotlight — and ran head-on
into a smartly-dressed girl, sending her sprawling on the dirt-laden cement. Johnny stopped,
too. He couldn't have done otherwise; for he
sprawled alongside the girl, bruising his elbow.
Several of the bystanders rushed to the aid
of the girl. Johnny was left to his own resources. He struggled to his feet angrily,
brushing off his clothes with savage slaps.
Finally he raised his head and directed a short,
truculent glance at his victim. His head
lowered again; his hand descended for another
violent slap; then he stiffened, his hand halted
in mid-air, his head shot up erect, and his gaze
fixed itself on the girl before him.
CHE was smiling at him. Her hat had been
^knocked off by the impact of her fall, and a
wealth of unruly black — blue black — hair
tumbled recklessly about her head. Her large
gray eyes were laughing hugely as she said to
the gasping young man :
"Five years, Johnny — and you still hold
enough resentment toward me to knock me
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"Phyllis!"
The name seemed to spring from his mouth
ofdown."
its own accord. Then someone of the
spectators was struck by the awkwardness of
Johnny's
pose, and
laughedJohnny
boisterously.
Thisa
raucous sound
shocked
back into
realization of his surroundings. He stiffened,
and his mouth closed with a snap — sending his
teeth plunging into his tongue.
The girl was solemn, but he knew that she
was controlling a desire to laugh. He bowed
stiffly to her, mumbled something about being
"glad to have seen you again" (which, of
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her eyes went to Johnny's back. She smiled.
And, sweeping the few remaining onlookers
with an indifferent gaze, she turned to depart.
As she did so, her foot planted itself in the
midst of a large bouquet of red, red roses — also
intended for the Premier star, but which the
Premier general manager had so thoughtlessly
let slip from his grasp when he had fallen. The
girl looked down, withdrew her foot from the
flowers, glanced back at Johnny — and laughed.
Then she walked rapidly toward an exit.
For ten minutes longer Johnny waited for the
expected arrival, though by this time the train
was emptied of passengers. Johnny felt imposed on and it was only with an effort that he
managed to keep his temper and preserve the
necessary dignity and decorum for a general
manager. Finally he gave up the vigil and,
followed by his crew, marched truculently back
to the waiting studio car.
The roses of greeting remained in the dust.
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WHEN
he arrived at the studio his mood
had not softened one whit. He stormed
through the reception-lobby gate, nodding
brusquely to the fawning information-clerk,
and made straight for Louie Schlank's sanctum.
The secretary regarded him quizzically for a
moment before replying to his question if Mr.
Schlank was alone. Her delay caused a frown
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to appear: on Johnny's features.
Thisannoyance
evoked a response
"Why — you should know, Mr. McLane.
Miss Lane is with him — didn't you meet her
Johnny smiled weakly. "Oh, yes! Of
course! Ha! Ha! — Maylgoin?"
"Certainly."
train?"
He crossed to the door and entered. The
first thing that met his gaze was the figure of a
girl seated across the desk from Louie. It was
the girl of the railway station: Phyllis — his exwife. She met his incredulous gaze smilingly.
Louie laughed. After the earthquake in his
jowls had subsided, he said to the uncomfortable young man:
"Miss Lane vas telling me about how you
met her. He-he-he! — he-he!" Apoplexy
threatened; then he sobered sufficiently to say:
"Don't stand there like a yawning alligator;
come on over and join in the fun. I suppose
I must interdoos you: Miss Lane I vould luf to
haf you meet my general manager, Mister
McLane. Hm! ain't dot funny, such likeness
of names? — you might be related — maybe,
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course, he did not mean), and walked back to a
position beside the camera, where he stood
gazing sullenly at the train, from which practically all the passengers had alighted.
The girl remained fixed in her spot for a few
moments. She took in with a glance the
camera and the welcoming committee; then

Johnny waited for Phyllis — rather, Mary —
to acknowledge the introduction. She did it
very easily and calmly, with a slight inclination of her head and a soft, "How do you do,
Mr. McLane."
Mr. McLane bowed stiffly.
A short time later, after Mary had gone,
Johnnyno?"
sat alone in his office, a deep frown on
his face. He was gazing moodily and not a
little sullenly into space. Really, it was asking
too much of a man to work and contact daily
with the woman who was responsible for the
blow which had darkly colored his perspective
on life. But, also, a man would be a fool to
cast away a big opportunity for no other
reason than that — it would amount to weakness. . . . Rut could he never escape her or
her influence?
. . . and there was Avis Gray.

Ill
THE ensuing month was as a nightmare to
Johnny. The appearance of Mary Lane he
considered an ill-omen; for had she not arrived
on the scene just after he had discovered, much
to his surprise, that he was not woman-proof,
as he had thought for several long years? And
would she not be an obstacle in the path of his
goal; which goal was the possession (in wedEvery advertisement in rilOTOri.AY
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lock, of course) of Avis Gray? NowB
he had recognized a barrier, he had reel h
thrown aside the cloak of indifferen fo
women and his desire for the gay little /is
had increased a hundredfold. Every wjg|
thought was a confusion of Avis and busir with business almost completely obscurity
the glory of the other.
"Love to Spare," the latest starring v. '4
of that idol of screen-idols, Hampton Ht y,
was three weeks in production, undc
direction of James Arthur
Boyn, m:t
megaphoner.
Avis Gray was the leadings,!
(for Louie Schlank had decided to make a n
of the two), and, more as an introducti
the public than anything else, Mary Lane:
doing what is known
as a "sympat
heavy."
In other words, her role would e|
(when played properly) a great deal of
pathy
— possibly
— in spite
of her obo !*
misdeeds.
Such tears
a character
is possible

i^NNE morning early, about a month
^—'Mary's arrival, Johnny was surpriso
look up from his work and find himself g;'(
straight
into theforeyes
Avis. She
him solemnly
a of
moment,
thenstan'i
wi
roguishly. And as Johnny continued to
in wonderment as to her silent entrance |
giggled:
surprise
"Huh? "Did
Oh, Iyes!
Butyouhowmuch?"
did you (
in?
"Through your private entrance,"
answered, then stood as if expecting a reb
But Johnny was rather pleased than ar
It gave him a feeling of intimacy with her.
jumped up and dragged a chair around b>
side of his desk, and said, " Sit down — plea
With that impudent look which was be<
ing so well known to thousands of movie 1
she walked around and made use of the cha
As Johnny swung around in his swivel c
his
hersterribly
and a thrill
his knee
body.grazed
He felt
ill at shot
ease, thrc1
am
was angry with himself; for was he not
general manager and she but an hui
actress, entirely at his mercy, in so far as
career was concerned?
"I justhim.
dropped in to say 'Hello,'"
informed
"Awfully kind of you," Johnny assured
his heart in his tone of voice.
"And there is another reason," she ad
"I want to know just who in the devil
"Well," said Johnny, cursing the luck
Mary Lane is?"
kept bringing that woman's name before
"she is a girl that Mr. Schlank 'discove
on the stage in New York. It seems that
was doing a minor role, but very excellent
so he says — and he signed her — after a
of course. But why do you ask?"

ce. " She shrug of indifferen
AVIS
all thegave
men a hog-goofy
over her. The ele< •
cians are crazy; the cameramen are era;!;
and Jimmy Boyn is craziest. But for the >
of me, / can't see anything to her out of I
was" prepared to give his opinioi'
veryjohnny
ordinary.
Mary, but he checked himself just in tilHe could not say what he wanted to say wjout exposing their former relationship, will
he
did not his
wantshoulders.
to do just yet. So he me1'
shrugged
Avis' next words made him bolt upright
his chair. "Don't you go falling for ht.
There was jealousy in the tone.
Johnny almost swooned with joy, just,'
think that it meant anything to this ill
marvelous girl whom he "went falling f<
He leaned over and rested his hand on I:
knee.
"Do you care, Avis?" he asked, eagerly
pectant. He was leaning closer and close;
her. The surroundings had dissolved
a large close-up of a pair of delicious-look
lips. They were an oasis, and he was thirst
so thirsty. . . .
Ages later, when he drew away from her,
light of sublimity was in his eyes. The r
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In he knew w as to hear a soft voice from
toeegion of the door — his private one:
' )o you think I care— now?"
three o'clock that afternoon Johnny was
ape set. As he stepped into the radius
( irkness beside the cameras, his eyes began
mediately to seek out Avis. She was seated
i far corner, just behind the giant sun-arc,
hh was concentrating thousands of candlcO'j of light on the prescribed area. He
ajed toward her; but suddenly a shrill
htle rent the air. The entire battery of
g!s blazed up, and a gruff masculine voice
aed through a megaphone:
'kiss Gray!
Miss Lane!
On
the set,

TUijnjLjL IP!Step 1— ValazeTO
Pasteurized
P"
SUPS

le!"

30M some dark recess Mary Lane stepped
■ [to the circle of light. She was gowned in a
lac and white creation that accentuated to
sl;reatest degree the seductiveness of her
or. But, strange to say, the effect was not
niof lewdness, nor even .of suggestion, but
Her of fine simplicity. Johnny was startled
yjhis contradiction, and searched for the
lie. He found it in the girl's face. As she
Kli, looking into the opaqueness surrounding
ljcamera-stand, from whence came Jimmy
en's deep voice issuing directions, it was imo-ible to question the utter simplicity of Mary
afe's soul. The gray eyes (and how gray!
:ihad forgotten they were so lovely) were
>|ool and clean-looking as a snow-capped
untain.
3 Johnny gazed at the girl before him, he
sin to doubt that this was the silly, shallow,
Sponsible little wanton who had messed
c'lis emotional life. Surely a hoax had been
sjtetrated. But no; the incident at the
Son was irrefutable evidence that she was
isame; and the face was the one he had
:iembered for so long with such bitterness.
pas the same face, but somehow glorified
I what he had once thought it to be.
loyn was finished. Mary indicated comijiension by a slight nod of her head. Then
■quiet was shattered by a roar from the
jctor:
Didn't
;11 you "Avis
to get Gray!
on thisWhat
set? thedevil!
Get a move
on!
[•ry up'"
Tom behind the sun-arc a figure sprang
t> the flood of light, and Johnny promptly
,ot Mary in the surge of pleasure induced by
iappearance of Avis.
[Did you hear what I was saying to Miss
le?" the director queried.
Oh, sure," was the bored response.

■*.■<
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"Allthe
right,
see. Camera!"
As
scenelet'sunfolded
it was evident that
Avis had spoken the truth when she said she
had heard, and she went through her part with
the perfect timing which marks the experienced actor or actress.
The average audience is unaware of the deep
competitive spirit which exists between the
players in a picture. Each one of them employs every trick in their bag to ensnare the
attention of the audience, and to keep it fixed
on them — such as movements of the hands,
slight changes of position, and other devices
well known to the seasoned actor or actress.
A VIS was running the gamut of her tricks.
-* *-She clenched and unclenched her cameraside hand; she pulled an imaginary dangling
thread from the sleeve of her dress; one eyebrow
arched momentarily — but she was losing the
scene, and she knew it. Mary was taking it by
contrast. She was so natural that it was
hard to believe she was acting. And as Avis
had expected her to compete in the old way,
the effect was devastating — for Avis.
Johnny could not repress a feeling of admiration for Mary, though he felt it to be flagrant
disloyalty to his new love; and it angered him
that he could feel anything but distaste for his
ex-wife. But all the justice within him demanded that he respect and admire Mary, who
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fashion, No. 4711 Eau de
Cologne is a daily essential. A mildly
astringent base for cosmetics, a refreshing adjunct to the bath, a lotion
superb, a gently stimulating restorative
when one is fatigued — a priceless aid
to feminine allure! And, for gentlemen, the perfect conclusion to tub or
shower, and an exhilarating yet soothing complement of the morningshave!

5
*&*

had undoubtedly foreseen Avis's methods, and'
had employed naturalness as a combative
measure. Anyway, Avis grew tired of losing,
and stopped right in the middle of the action.
She was furious, and could hardly contain herself. Came Boyn's voice, coldly calm:
"You are tired, Miss Gray? Or is it that
you wish Miss Lane to retire and let you go

*:,:/.;

0

/In the bottle with the
\ blue- and- gold labe.
Made in U. S. A. by

i
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25 West 45th St., New

Yotk

'■■ -'-•' through
the scene was
alone?"
The sarcasm
not lost on Avis; she

WiirfAiafriiftr'^ "•" ^ifi

turned and looked in his direction, her eyes
gleaming with anger.
Boyn went on:
"If you are ready to claim your share of
attention only, we will proceed; otherwise
we'll shoot on Miss Lane in a close-up from
behind you and register your part in the reactionary expressions on her face.- Take your
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During Boyn's speech Johnny had been
watching Mary. She was superb, he had to
choice." Not once did she betray any interest
admit.
in what the director was saying, but stood
looking idly about. As the cameras started
grinding on the second take, he heard the voice
of someone very close to him. Louie Schlank
had slipped quietly into the group :
"He! he! Ain't dot funny, Johnny? You
better teach your Avis some manners; she
ain't no match for my Mary."
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the an
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new star.hadThe
scene wasto at
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Avis saw Johnny, and ran to him with both
hands outstretched. He clutched them and
pressed them, but somehow he did not receive
the thrill he had expected; the scene he had
witnessed between the two women was still too
fresh in his mind. Unconsciously his eyes
sought out Mary. He sought to recall that
feeling of bitterness that had been his constant
companion during the past five years, but it
seemed to have evaporated before that subconscious realization that its object, as remembered, no longer existed. Avis was prattling:
"Nice Mr. General Manager! Did him
come
herewasto see
Avis?"
Thisoutsop
heard
by everyone nearby.
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Johnny reddened as he noticed property-men,
electricians, and even Boyn turn their faces to
hide a smile. But Louie Schlank made no
effort to suppress his amusement :
" 'Nice Mr. General Manager'! Haw! Haw!
'Did him — ' " Here Louie made a noise like
escaping steam and sank into a set-chair
shaking with laughter.
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Avis looked surprised. "What's funn
about that?" she asked, looking from onet
another of the smiling men (they could affoi
to smile now, for their mirth could be attribute
to contagion from Louie). They looked bac
at her blankly. She turned to Johnny, wil
was visibly embarrassed, and grasped his arc
"They're horrid, Johnny, dear!" she e.claimed. He nodded dumbly, trying to smil
Suddenly the situation was saved. Johnn
heard a cool, contained voice saying:
"How do you do, Mr. McLane. It
awfully nice of you and Mr. Schlank to vis
us." It was Mary.
Smiles disappeared as if wiped off with
eraser. Louie's laughter subsided and he ro
to his feet. He took Mary's hand in his a
said with passionate sincerity:
"My dear, you are vunderful!"
Avis glared at him.
laughed
deprecatingly.
"Flatterer*
sheMary
accused
him gaily.
Louie started
to negat
but she interrupted :
"IT'S fortunate for me that you did comeot
•Miere, else I should have had to seek you ou
I'm giving — rather, 'throwing,' as you say
Hollywood — a little party at my house th
evening. I've told everyone I know to brin
along as many friends as they like, so I thin
you'll find many of your acquaintances then
Will you come, Mr. Schlank? — and you, M
McLane? But of course you will, as Avis hs
already consented." She said this last in
matter-of-fact a tone that Johnny could nc
determine whether it was an evidence of claw
beneath her smooth exterior, or not. H
bowed in assent.
Jimmy Boyn prevented further conversatio
by saying: "I'm waiting, Miss Lane — need
close-up." And with a smile that encoir
passed both Louie and Johnny, Mary turne
to do the director's bidding.
Johnny watched the preparations idly for
moment, then turned round to Avis. She wa
gone. Just then Louie touched his arm as
signal for them to depart.
As they turned a corner of the set, near tb
partition door, he saw Avis seated on such
bench as one usually finds about a motion pit
ture stage. With her was Hampton Henle;
Avis' face was set in an angry expression, an
just as Johnny looked, Henley put his an
around her and drew her to him. She snuggle
up against his body and her head dropped t
his shoulder. Johnny stood stock-still ; his eyf
widened, and he stared. Then Henley sa<
him standing there, and hastily pushed Ay:
away. She looked at him blankly for
moment, then turned to see what he was Iool
ing at that had disturbed them. When sh
saw Johnny she jumped to her feet, stoo
irresolute for a moment, then ran toward hii
and grasped his arm.
"Hel-hello, dear!" she said, looking cor
fused. Then she pouted. "I was so darn ma
at what happened a while ago," she told hin
"that I just had to go off and cry. Good ol
Hamp came to the rescue with his good ol
comfort. Hamp's a good old comforte
Johnny — he really is! You ought to thar
him for making your little Avis feel mad
much better."
HTHIS
sounded plausible enough, so Johns
*■ patted her cheek and laughed. "Muc
obliged, Hamp!" he called to the uncomfor
able looking Henley, who waved an acknow
edgment.
As he started away he said to Avis'
"See you at Mary Lane's tonight!" The
he stopped; he had been struck by an idea.
"Say," he said, "why can't we go togethei
It's only — right — now."
Avis was perturbed. "I — I can't, Johnn;
dear," she informed him, assuming a doled
expression and lowering her voice. "You sei
she asked us — Hamp and me — yesterday; an

is guaranteed.

Hampbreak
askedthat
me then.
You wouldn't
want ro
to
date now,
would you?
wouldn't be right, would it?"
Johnny shook his head.
"No, I guess

Photoplay
V\i looked up at him adoringly. "It won't
:rje like this again, Johnny.
Just you —
How on."
fyvas thrilled. "All right, honey-baby,"
5; I happily.
r| i he squeezed her hand and ran out after
W turned and faced Hamp Henley; a faint
Bras on her lips.

IV
SMary had predicted, filmdom was well
presented at her party. The shining lights
SHi branch of the industry had responded
hj invitations. Numerous satellites were
njtoo; and they each revolved around and
'rjl on their respective orbit centers in an
yjf emulation, until it seemed that there
but a few individuals in the house, accomli by numerous carbon copies. But the
v; are like that. •
lainy was late in arriving. As he walked
j [he living room, Avis immediately asaJ a possessive attitude, and by subleties
ttch and action, proclaimed to all present
tp was hers by right of capture. With all
spidity in regard .to women, Johnny was
■livious to her broadcasting program; but
Us proud that she should take pride in
iUng him.
I our piece orchestra was on hand to
1)1 syncopation to any and all who desired
lace. A few were already performing. At
iteemed like regular intervals, they would,
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when near a door, step quickly through it, out
of sight, and return a few moments later
possessed of an abundance of newly-acquired
energy.
The movies are like that, too.
An hour later the house seemed to be overflowing with guests. It was not a large place,
and the news spreading throughout the town
that a party was in progress had brought a
veritable avalanche of people to the doors of
the bungalow. Of course, no one was refused
admittance, and soon there was mad confusion.
Another hour passed. Somewhere, a short
time before, Avis had disappeared from
Johnny's side. For awhile he had wandered
about, shoving his way through crowds of
people, searching for her. But after a period
of fruitless endeavor, he had given up and
wandered off into a dark corner, where he sat
watching the antics of a pleasure-thirsty (and
just plain thirsty) mob. Intoxication was not
uncommon now. A number of girls and men
were staggering around through the sheeted
smoke seeking an exit into the coolness of the
night. On the other hand, among the guests
were those of the profession whose sobriety
and other virtues were bywords of Hollywood.
They were mingling with those of opposite
inclination, tolerant and amused.
Again, the movies are like that.
Finally, the smoke-laden atmosphere and
general closeness of the place made Johnny
loi.g for fresh air. Too, he hoped to find
Avis outside. After a number of apologies
for his rudeness he managed to push his way
through to an exit, and stepped out into a

V
I consider MELLO-GLO Face Powder a real contribution tocosmetics. Its softvelvety texture givesa youthful
bloom that doesn't wear off quickly. Miss Desiree Tabor
(.Operetta Star famous for her beauty), 66 W. 46th St. , N. Y.

My friends tell me that my complexion is lovelier since
using MELLO-GLO Face Powder. It spreads so smoothly
that not a single pote is visible.
Miss Mimi Palmer, 345 W. 71st St., N.Y.

Since using MELLO-GLO, I can appear all evening without repowdering. It stays on longer yet does not clog the
pores or leave the skin dry.
Miss Batbara Carrington
welt known singer}, appearing in
"Golden Dawn" Company.

Milt Gross

Good Looking
Well Groomed Women

colder, cay
Calif.

prefer this marvelous NEW

Face Poivder

THIS new wonderful Facial-tone Powder is made
by a new French process which belongs exclusively to MELLO-GLO. It has a distinctive youth
shade all its own. If your favorite store is out, ask
them to get MELLO-GLO for you or send us one
dollar for a full sized box and "Beauty Booklet".
Just address MELLO-GLO, Statler Bldg.,
Bo: ton, Mass.
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"Si,:! .:

FREE SAMPLE ■

The filming of "Nize Baby" was interrupted by the arrival of a huge
box addressed to Milt Gross. Hobart Henley (left) took time off
from the set to help the author unpack the crate. And what do
you suppose some thoughtful friend from the Bronx had shipped to
Milt Gross? A dumb-waiter — the kind that only rattles up and
down the shafts of New York.
Milt was so overcome he burst into
tears
When
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please
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wonderful face powder with a Beauty Booklet.
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of happiness and success. Youthful appearance is a vital asset in this modern age.
Don't "paint"' your hair with ordinary dyes
or restorers. Restore your youthful charm
with Rap-I-Dol which penetrates into the
hair with the exact natural color full of soft
lustrous brilliance. Absolutely impossible to
detect. Applied at home, easily and surely
r.nder our personal expert advice. Fully
sponsored for its safety by the Federal Cosmetic and Medical Council. We have a new
special FREE offer particularly interesting to
women who have used ordinary dyes. Send
the coupon
for full information, quickly!
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small patio. An ornamental fountain encircled with multi-colored lights was in the
center. But the patio, too, was jammed with
people; and in the orgy of color it was
impossible to identify anyone without going
up close and peering into faces. As this was a
rudeness beyond Johnny's ability to execute,
he sighed and turned to depart. Then a voice
from somewhere in the shadows called to him:
"Johnny!"

The

^helburne
Atlantic City

T_ TE turned back round and waited for the
•*- -"-indistinct figure to approach. It was Mary;
she was quite close to him when she stopped.
She placed her hand on his arm — and a thrill
shot through him. The perfume she used
conspired with the fragrance of the night to
quicken his senses.
"I've been waiting to get you alone, Johnny.
I have something to say to you that I've
waited a long time to say. There is a gate that
leads into the backyard — do you mind?"
He did not answer, but started forward, and
she with him, still holding to his arm. . . .
They were standing just on the other side of
the gate. The moon was a large gold plate
above them, and its radiance turned the grass
covered ground into a rippling lake of brilliance. Their shadows were proportionate,
normal size, Johnny noted; in fact, he had a
queer feeling that everything was normal and
right. For the first time in years he felt that
things were as they should be. He had a mad
desire to take Mary in his arms and cover her
face with kisses.
But there was Avis. Oh, to part with Avis!
What was this? — disloyalty? — infidelity? Well,
what were those in such a case as this? — just
words. His thoughts raced, whirled, and
jumbled.
Mary was saying something:
"It's awfully hard to know how to begin.
But I suppose it's best that I be very direct.
I want to apologize, Johnny, for the wrong I

She looked
down— 'atwhat?"
' Becaus
the shimmering g sa
e you still
her feet. He reached out and touched hi m
lightly. Then she lifted her head, an.1
eyes met he felt that he could lose hin
those depths — those lovely gray di
warm now. She answered him quietly
"Because I still loved you."
"And
now?" he asked breathlessly.
"I love you now," she said.
The universe was motionless . . . qui in
. . . time did not exist. . . .
Once more Johnny's feet were on *
ground. Suddenly he stiffened; invokl
he questioned himself, aloud: "Avis?"|
Mary laughed.
She said:
"Don't worry about Avis. She's well
"What do you mean?"
"Avis was playing you, Johnny. Sh
"No?" he said.
His
vanity
was touched the tinies
incare
loveof."
with
you."

"No," she repeated. "Avis couldn't i
love with you. She has been married to I
Henley for over a month. They were ni I
in Mexico, so that it wouldn't be made j Ik
She was just working you for what you Ji

do for her."
JOHNNY'S jaw dropped and he gulped in
J a throatful of moonlight. "Marriecti
Hamp
Henley? she
Are affirmed.
you sure?" "Avis co let
"Positive!"
Ihe secret to me not a half hour ago- is
before she it.
'passed
— in Hamp's
arm-c, H
confirmed
They out'
probably
told many
too — and Avis' dream of stardom throug
is shattered.
hurt her
so badly?"
For answer Are
he you
kissed
full on the

Wrong? What was wrong? What was anything but desire?
did you."
"The court awarded me — alimony (she had
difficulty in saying the word) between our
interlocutory and final decrees of divorce, of
fifty dollars a month. I took it, and I used it,
but not because I wanted to, Johnny. But
my mother — " She stopped and was silent for
Then she said slowly:
a moment.
"Mother meant well — for me. She died in
New York, three years ago. Then I had to
earn my own living; and I learned what it
might mean to a man to part with his hardearned money to a woman he no longer loved.

Directly on the Boardwalk,.
In the desired central location.
Maintains its supremacy
by the completion of a
new fireproof addition
accommodating 700 guests.
Golf privileges, garage accommodations.
For 25 years Ownership-Management.
JacobWeikel

I learned what men think of the v
take that money — and I agree v
Then, Johnny, I resolved to repay you a h,
taken from you ; mainly because I still- |L
anyway, here is that money back, J
She extended to him a slip of paper, a i I
He hesitated, then took it from he a
crumpled it in his hand. He asked eag »:
"You started to say something, m

"I don't give a rap," he said fervently.
She snuggled close against him as his
enfolded her again. After a time she It
up at him and said with a smile :
"This has been my dream for three ;fa
dear — but won't it seem rather funny gi
married again — to each other?"
"No," answered Johnny, "I think I'll t
like it. It will be just like old times."

""] Oi

Questions and Answers1

"Don't Shout"

CONTINUED

"I hear you.
I can hear
now as well as anybody.
"How?
Wilh the MORLEY
PHONE. I've a pair in mv ears
now, but they are invisible. I
would not know I had them in
myself, only lhat I hear all right
The MORI.EY PHONE lot the

to the ears what glasses
ate to the eyes.
Invisible, comfortable, weightless and harmless.
Anyone
can adjust il. Over 100.000 sold.
Write lor booklet ami testimonials
THE MORLEY CO.. Dept.789. 10S. 18th St. Phila.
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DEVEL0P YOUR FORM!
Our

scientific
method
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for Quick, mi] development

LA BEAUTE

CREME

for Improvement of neck, face, arms, legs.
undeveloped parts
Used with ■ resit success by thousands.
In■ ■M
■>■ . l.Ttnl,
. j,|.;i-ant. tfuoi-esslul
results or i
v refunded.
Full jiurti.iih.ra
and proof, (seated) free.
Write lor special
offer TODAY.

ATt earn money

."„*■_
Our amazing new method of Oil Painting
HT HUME
Portraits. Landscapes, Miniatures, etc .
requires no experience. PAINTING OUTFIT and Employment Service FREE. Write for booklet. PICTORIAL ART
292C Broadway. Chicago.
STUDIOS. INC.. Dept. G. P..
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Joan and Angela, Viola, Calif. — "Plebeian" isa harsh word. Let's be nice and say
that it is just the hard-boiled part s the lady plays
that makes her seem that way. Little girls
who have had to make their own way in the
world without the advantage of education or a
good home can't be expected to behave like
girls who have had thousands of deilars and
infinite care expended on their training. Give
'em credit for getting along in spite of the
handicaps. But to cut the sermon and answer
some questions: Constance Bennett is married
to Phil Plant. He has lots of money. Renee
Adoree is five feet, two inches tall and weighs
105 pounds. I am not supposed to gossip,
but I don't think that Norma Talmadge and
Gilbert Roland exactly hate each other.
Rosemary, Rochester, N. Y. — "Rosemary
— that's for remembrance." Ralph Forbes
will be twenty-seven on September 30th. He
played with Norma Shearer in "The Latest
from Paris." His next films are "The Whip"
and "The Devil's Mask." He is separated
from his wife, Ruth Chatterton, the stage star.

Every advertisement
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Mrs. R. R. H., Drexel Hills, Pa— t
Bow's Life Story appeared in the Febr
March and April issues of Photoplay. '
to the Photoplay Publishing Company
N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111., for
issues. Send a quarter for each back nu
you want. An interview with Richard .
appeared in July, 1928.

Jean B., Rock Island, III. — Clara 1!
twenty-three
and Bebe Daniels is tw.j
seven.
Clara and Bebe use their real nil
Billie
Dove
is
twenty-five
years old. Cor I
see me again.
Miss Mercedes, Latrobe, Pa —
Libyan Tashman and Edmund Lowe
married.
J. J., Wichita, Kan. — On- e more I annc
that John and Jack Gilbert are one am
same person. Why the confusion?
Marion and Frances Marion are not rel
Robert Agnew's newest film is "The Midi

Photoplay

ik, Newark, N. J.— James Murray
I 170 pounds and he has light brown
r id brown eyes. He started in pictures
faUary, 1927. Born in New York City.

/i|;inia D., S. Harpswell, Me.— Send
-five cents for a picture of "Buddy"
And write to him at the Paramountrnjis-Lasky Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
y" has played in "Wings," "My Best
"Get Your Man," "Abie's Irish Rose,"
eilLips," and his current picture is teny titled "Varsity."
Vancouver, Canada. — Joan Craw1 rid Dorothy Sebastian are not related.
direta Nissen is not the daughter of the
leistar you nfention.
Help!
The lady
cuse of being Greta's mother is a young
l.
That picture at the top of the
esons and Answers Page is me as a boy.
you think I look like John Gilbert?
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O. N. W., Coakville. Utah. — I'll say John
Gilbert lived in Logan, Utah. He was born
there. Let's get this straight. Marceline Day
and Alice Day are sisters. Molly O'Day and
Sally O'Xeil are also sisters. But Marceline
and Alice are not related to Molly and Sally.
Now that that is settled I'll tell you that
Conrad Nagel is thirty-one years old and six
feet tall.
A Georce Meeker Fan, Dubuque, Iowa.
— Your crush was born in Brooklyn. Write
to the Paramount-Famous-Lasky Studios,
Hollywood, Calif., for Doris Hill's picture.
Thelma C, Republic, Wash. — Your friend
is a cynic. Also tell her for me that she's a pill.
"Buddy" Rogers attended the Paramount
School and his first picture, "Fascinating
Youth," was released in July, 1925. Nick
Stuart is twenty-two years old. You win your
bet.

\en Years Ago in Photoplay
rIE United States is up to the hubs in
var, and the red wave washes over the
plages of Photoplay.
fire are quaint pictures.
-Very kiddish Harold Lloyd in the toggery

Ue±tLj,£oix

home. At her side her gallant husband, Major
Wallace McCutcheon of the British Arm)',
who killed himself not long ago.
And lovely Irene Castle, her mouth drooping
at the corners, still wears black for the beloved
Vernon, not long dead at Kelly Field.
TM the rotogravure pages are studies of Mae
-*-Marsh, Elsie Ferguson, Rubye de Remer,
Anne Luther, Edith Johnson, Fay Tincher and
Constance Talmadge.
How many of these, O Fan, shine in your
memory through the mists of the years?
npHE editor urges us to buy Fourth Liberty
■*■ Loan up to the hilt, and Enrico Caruso is
interviewed on his studio experiences.
Capt. Robert Warwick is pleased to announce
that the war has evolved a new type of American face, and Lieut. Roxy Rothapfel (this is
before he ditched the "p") says we must all
get together and work for bigger and better
pictures.
Carlyle Blackwell and Muriel Ostriche are
appearing in "The Road to France," and Bill
Hart, six-guns blazing, saves Katherine MacDonald from Lon Chaney in "Riddle Gawne."
PARAMOUNT
*•
Tom's Cabin." has just turned loose "Uncle
Little Marguerite Clark knocks her fans for
a row of sprockets by appearing both as the
naughty Topsy and the saintly Eva.
pRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and Beverly
*• Bayne have just been spliced.
Marguerite Clark announces her engagement to H. P. Williams, big Beam and Scantling M an of Nmatinee
'Orleans. girls take to their beds
Horrified
upon learning that Harrison Ford, supposed
unwed, is being sued for divorce by his
missus.
The Army thumbs down "Bool" Montana.
The Facial Error, because he can't hear so well.
The "Bool" retorts that he isn't going to
listen to the enemy sing "Hi Lee, Hi Lo" —
he is going to fill him with bayonets and bullets.

T HE
lis was one of the last pictures
< Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle,
•rnon was killed at Kelly Field
during the war
gob — Kenneth Harlan learning squads
t Camp Kearney.
m Powers, Royal Flying Corps — villainValter Long, a lieutenant with the guns,
;ng a bead with a ten-pound .45.
I irl White in the garden of her Long Island
When

studios are about fed up with experimenting with stage stars as movie mum-

Editor Johnson calls the regrettable roll.
Ethel Barrymore, George M. Cohan, Glga
Petrova, Mary Garden, Enrico Caruso, Lina
Cavalieri, Edna Goodrich, Kitty Gordon, Rita
Jolivet.
All screen hopes — all million dollar baby
dolls — all dismal duds.
The trek back over the Broadway trail has
begun.
Hollywood is left to develop its own race of
demigods.
you

write to advertisers

please mention PHOTOPLAY
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REDUCTION

Complete for every picture reviewed in this issi

OF FAT '

Don't fool with unknown,
untried, dangerous substitutes for the world-famous
M. S. BORDEN COMPANY'S

FATOFF

Reducing CREAM
Reduces flesh ONLY on the
part to which it is applied.
Society Leaders, Stars
of Stage and Screen
use and recommend this worldfamous reducer and beautifier.
Nodiet, nodrugs, noexercise.no
hot baths are necessary. Simply
apply gently to prrt you wish
reduced — chin, arms, abdomen,
hips, legs or ankles. M. S. Borden Company's Fatoff Reducing
Cream gives prompt and astonishing results, as thousands of
users testify. No oils, no grease, no odor. An external treatment, not a medicine. Build up your
health, be more comfortable, look more attractive.
Be one of the thousands of women who have kept their
trim figures. Short Bkirts and short sleeves need
worry you no more. Double chin promptly reduced.

^s a BPecia'to get-acq
^*E>V_.I/t
DFFPPI\. bargain,
A J_T *_/rJTI-.
enable uainted
QPFPI
you to
give Fatoff a fair trial, weofferthequart-size (usual price
$3) for $1.98 — no postage to pay. send no money.
SEND

ONLY

THIS

COUPON

(WHICH

SAVES

YOU

$1)

TODAY
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M. S. Borden Co., 194 Krone PI., Hackensack. N. J.
Send me the large ($3) size of Fatoff Reducing
Cream, postpaid, for trial. I will pay postman $1.98
only. You pay postage. If I am not satisfied after
using, I will return unused cream within 30 days
and you are to refund my money.

Name
Address
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Qever Sample
FREE to
TRUSS VICTIMS
Here is an astonishing surprise
for truss victims. A new system
has been developed for replaceable rupture. A tiny little device
weighing less than 1-25 of an
ounce makes it possible to do
away with old fashioned heavy,
tight trusses, leg straps, steel
springs and other barbarous
devices. And it also brings
into use an astonishing soft,
air-breathing rupture support
called Airtex. We want every ruptured
man, woman, and child to have a free
sample of Airtex, and to get full details
of this new rupture support and treatment. Just send us your name and address.
No obligation. And a delightful surprise is
in store for you.

NEW SCIENCE INSTITUTE
7554 Clay Street,

Steubenville, Ohio

t^STRAIGHT/fo/r
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canbemade
si Soft
an

v\ hy envy other peopl
blessed with wavy hair:
Wonderful new preparation known as VLOTOLINE (Vlo-to-leen) guaranteed to transform the
straightest hair into beautiful, lustrous, natural soft waves. Amazing, colorless liquid —
Makes "Waves that Stay." Not affected by
dampness or heat. Lasts from shampoo to

shampoo. VLOTOLINE is nbsolntety Kreaseless and
harmless — contains no alcohol. Special four-treatment
size sent poBtpaid for 500. Money ref unded if not pleased.

VLOTOLINE
LABORATORIES,
Inc.
224 E. 42nd St., New York City, Dept. 130
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"AIR CIRCUS, THE "—Fox.— From the story by
Graham Baker and Andrew Bennison. Scenario by
Seton I. Miller and C. Graham Baker. Directed by
Howard Hawks and Lew Seiler. Photography by
Daniel Clarke. The cast: Mrs. Blake. Louise
Dresser; Buddy Blake. David Rollins; Speed Doolillle,
Arthur Lake; Sue Manning, Sue Carol; Charles
Manning, Charles Delaney; Jerry McSwiggin, Heinie
Conklin; Lieut. Blake, Earl Robinson.

John Thomas. Scenario bv Douglas Z
Directed bv Harry D'Arrast. Photogra
Conrad Wells. The cast: Elizabeth Quimb
Astor; Freddie Fletcher, Matt Moore; C
Jocelyn Lee; Lucille Grosvenor, Sally Eilc
lotighby Quimby, Albert Gran; Conway Cross
Conti; Joseph, Tom Ricketts; Bobbie Dunca
Corday.
Trevor; Frank, John T. Dillon; Mrs. Koenig '

"ANNAPOLIS" — Pathe.— From the story by
Royal S. Pease. Titles by John VV. Kraft. Directed
by Christy Cabanne. Photography bv Arthur
Miller. The cast: Bill Curtis, John Mack Brown;
Herbert Duncan, Hugh Allen; Curtis Senior, Hobart
Bosworth; Bulge Kendall. Maurice Ryan; Skeeler
Marsh, William Bakewell; Betty, Jeanette Loff;
Betty's Aunt, Charlotte Walker.

Swor.
"DUCKS

"A SPANISH
LaValles.

SERENADE"— Warners.— The

"ASSASSIN
OF —GRIEF
"AND
THE"
— Warners.
Al Herman.

REMORSE,

/""AWAKENING, THE"— United Artists.—
From the story by Frances Marion. Scenario by
Carey Wilson. Directed by Victor Fleming. The
cast: Marie Ducrot, Vilma Banky; Lieut. Count Carl
Von Hagen, Walter Byron; Le Bete, Louis Wolheim;
The Orderly, George Davis; Grandfather Ducrot,
William A. Orlamond; Sub-Lieut. Franz Geyer, Carl
Von Hartmann; Student Officer Von Bulow, Ferdinand
Schumann-Heink; Student Officers, Owen Gorin, Paul
Vasel, Arno Frey, George Jackson; The Sergeant,
Gen. Wiatseslav Savitsky; Vena, Yola D'Avril; Rosa,
Anna Kaloustian; Andree, Virginia Jolley; Le Bete's
Dancing Partner, Babe London; Wetterle, Jack MacDonald; The Innkeeper, Bert Woodruff; The Gendarme, Henry Schultz; The Mother Superior, Anne
Warrington.
"BEWARE OF BLONDES"— Columbia.— From
the story by Harvey Thew and George C. Hull.
Scenario by Peter Milne. Directed by George B.
Seitz. Photography by Joe Walker, A. S. C. The
cast: Mary, Dorothy Revier; Jeffrey, Matt Moore;
Harry, Roy
D'Arcy; Blonde
Cosligan.Mary,
RobertHazel
Edeson;
Tex,
Walter
P. Lewis;
Howell;
Porlugee Joe, Harry Semels.
" BLACK BUTTERFLIES"— Quality.— From
the story by Elizabeth Jordan. Adapted by Henry
McCarthy. Directed by James W. Home. Photography by Max Dupont. The cast: Dorinda Maxwell, Jobyna Ralston; Kitty Perkins, Mae Busch;
Norma Davis, Lila Lee; David Goddard, Robert
Frazer; Judge Davis, Cosmo Kvrle Bellew; Jim
Bryant, Robert Ober; Chad Bailey, Ray Hallor;
Normand, Charles King; Hatch, George Perilot
Butler, Finch Miles.

AND

DEDUCTS"— Warner.

' "FIRST KISS, THE"— Paramount.— Fi
story "Four Brothers," "by Tristram
Adapted by John Farrows. Directed by Row
Lee. The cast: Anne Lee, Fay Wray; J
Talbot, Gary Cooper; William Talbot, Lane CI
Owsley.Talbot, Leslie Fenton; Ezra Talbot, Pi
Carol
"Pap," Malcolm Williams; Other Suitor,
' "FLEET'S IN, THE"— Paramount.— Fr
story by Monte Brice and J. Walter Ruben. I M
by Malcolm St. Clair. The cast: Trixie 9
Clara Bow; Eddie Bates, James Hall; Salty ijM
Laverty.
Jack Oakie; Al Pearcc, Eddie Dunn; Belt ^
"FOYS
JOYS"—
Warners.— Direc
Bryan
Foy. FOR
The Foy
Family.
"FURY OF THE WILD"— FBO.— Frc i
story by Frank Howard Clark. Contimiitv b\ ■
Howard Clark. Directed by Leon d'Usseau. II
raphy by Bob DeGrasse. The cast: Rangeii
self; Molly Roark, Barbara Worth; Matt
Robert
Hawkins, Homans;
Al Smith. Jim Thayer, Pat O'Brieil
"GRAIN OF DUST, THE"— Tiffany-StB
From the story by David Graham Phillips. A tei
by L. G. Rigby. Directed by George An
Photography by Ernie Miller. The cast: id
Norman, Ricardo Cortez; Josephine Burroughs, drt
Windsor; Dorothea, Alma Bennett; George, t#
Tucker; Jack, Jed Prouty; Burroughs, JohnStj
Head Stenographer, Claire Delmar.
" GUARDIANS OF THE WILD "— Un-iver!;
From the story by George Morgan.
Adapr
George
Morgan.
by Henry
cast: Rex,
Himself;Directed
Jerry Lane,
Jack MacRae
Perrin; 'it
Warren, Ethlyne Clair; John Warren, Bob Hens;
Mark Hainan, Al Ferguson; Sing -Warners.
Lo, Bernard W
Lowry.
"HAPPY JESTER, THE'

"BROTHERLY LOVE"— M.-G.-M.— From the
story by Petterson Marzoni. Adapted by Earl Baldwin and Lew Lipton. Directed by Charles F. Reisner.
Photography by Henry Sharp. The cast: Oscar,
Karl Dane; Jerry, George K. Arthur; Dorothy, Jean
Arthur; Warden Fowler, Richard Carlyle; Coggswett,
Harris. Edward Connelly; Mrs. Coggswell, Marcia

"HAUNTED HOUSE, THE"-FrRST Natio .From the play by Owen Davis. Directed by !■
min Christensen. The cast: Billy, Larry I
The Nurse, Thelma Todd; James Herbert. Er nd
Breese; Tully, Sidney Bracy; Nancy, Barhar, A
fold; Mrs. Rackham, Flora Finch; Mr. Rm m,
Chester Conklin; The Caretaker, Wiliia 1
Mong; The Mad Doctor, Montagu Love; <l
Walking Gough.
Girl, Eve Southern; Jack the Cha.
Johnnie

"CAPTAIN SWAGGER"— Pathe.— From the
story by Leonard Praskins. Adapted by Adelaide
Heilbron. Directed by Edward H. Griffith. Photography by J. J. Mescall. The cast: Captain Swagger,
Rod La Rocque; Sue, Sue Carol; Phil Poole, Richard
Tucker; Jean, Victor Potel; Von Dictor, Ulrich Haupt.

"HOLLYWOOD BOUND "— Warnersthe story by Murray Roth and Hugh H(
Directed by Brian Foy. Photography by I
DuPar. The cast: Edna King, Gladys Broc
George Jackson, James Bradbury; Jean Lt<>
Edwards;
Allan
Sears.Gladys Anderson, Anita Pam; Ethel I A

"CRASH, THE"— First National.— From the
story by Frank L. Packara. Directed by Eddie Cline.
Continuity by Charles Kenyon. The cast: Jim
1-lannagan, Milton Sills; Daisy McOueen, Thelma
Todd; Pat Regan, Wade Boteler; Louie, William
Dcmarest; Corbett, Fred Warren; Mrs. Carleton, Sylvia
Ashton; Supt. Carleton, DeWitt Jennings.
"DANGER STREET"— FBO.— From the story
"The Beautiful Bullet," by Harold MacGrath.
Scenario by Enid Hibbard. Directed by Ralph Ince.
Photography by Robert Martin. The cast: Sigsby.
Warner Baxter; Kitty, Martha Sleeper; Dorgan. Duke
Martin; Bull, Frank Mills; Borg, Harry Tenbrook;
Bauer, Harry Allen Grant; Cloom, Ole M. Ness;
Sammy, "Spec" O'Donnell.
"DOCKS OF NEW YORK. THE"— Paramount.
— From the story by John Monk Saunders. Adapted
by Jules Furthman. Directed by Josef Von Sternberg. The cast: Bill Roberts, George Bancroft;
Sadie, Betty Compson; Lou, Baclanova; Sugar Steve,
Clyde Cook; Third Engineer, Mitchell Lewis; Hymn
Book Harry, Gustav Von Seyffertitz; The Crimp,
Guy Oliver;
Lillian
Worth. Mrs. Crimp, May Foster; Steve's Girl,
"DOG LAW"— FBO.— From the story by S. E. V.
Taylor. Continuity by F. H. Clark. Directed by
Jerome Storm. Photography by Robert DeGrasse.
The cast: Ranger, Himself; Jimmy, Robert Sweeney;
Hawkins, Jules Cowles; McAllister, Walter Maly;
Jen Larson, Mary Mabery.
"DRY

MARTINI"— Fox.— From

Every advertisement

the story
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"I FORBID,"— Fan-Maid Pictures.— Tit .
W. H. Clifford. Directed by Albert Prisco. P *
raphy by Wm. C. Thompson. The cast: *
Bloom, Evelyn Pierce; Mama Bloom, Rosa Row ra;
Benjamin Bloom, Gustav Schacht; Benny ifl
Edward

Pell, Jr; Tony Capuano,

I

Hector V. !*■

Rosa, Mabel Janot; Dr. Alex Montrose, I »
McDonald; Isaac Stein, Joseph Berne.
"JEST MOMENTS"— Warners.— Klein B

"KID'S CLEVER. THE"— Universal.-*
the story by Vin Moore. Scenario by Ernest P.J
Directed by William James Craft. PhotograpB
Al Jones. The cast: "Bugs" Raymond, *J
Tryon; Ruth Decker, Kathryn Crawford; «
Decker, Russell Simpson; Ashton Steele. Lloyd *
lock; Hank, George Chandler; .-1 Girl. Joan Stai*
Magician, Max Asher; Matron, Florence^ T 81
Secretary, Virginia Sale; Colored Man, Stcpin f"1"LEMON, THE" — Warners. — The U *
Hugh Herbert; Mr. Stem. Walter WeemsjB
Cohen, Harry Shutan; A Workman, Harry Foy.
"LIGHTNING SPEED "—FBO.— From the jg
by Robert North Bradbury. Continuity by H *
North Bradbury. Directed by Robert North I
bury. Photography by Robert DeGrasse. ThcBl
Jack, Bob Steele; Betty, Mary Mabery; s |
Perry Murdock;
Velvet, Barnev Furev; Gov
William
Welsh.
"LITTLE
WILDCAT,
THE"— Warn*
From the story' by Gene Wright.
Scenario by

:

Photoplay
Directed by Ray Enriglit. The cast:
oil. Audrey Ferris; Conrad Barton, James
Joel Thomas, Robert Edeson; Judge Jasper
(Vge Fawcett; Victor Sargent. Hallam Cooley;
•o
Doris Dawson.
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Look 20 Years Younger
Instantly!

5ELON" — Universal. — From the
Robert Arch.
Directed by A. B. Heath.
Madelon, Mildred Harris; Jack. Walter
Grace Darling. Jane Winton; Lefty Hogan,
,t,C;an;
ictor The
Potel.Sergeant, Flynn O'Malley; Goofy
GANGSTER"— Fox.— From the story by
rancis Coe.
Scenario by Charles Francis
■ected by Raoul Walsh.
Photography by
;deson. The cast: Nellie Regan, June
immy Williams, Don Terry; Russ Williams,
tandolf; Lizzie Williams, Stella Adams;
1 Hill; Bill Lane, Burr Mcintosh; Police
>odds, Walter James; The Sucker, Herbert
Detective, Pat Hartigan; Prison Warden,
'itljjenmngs.
Members
of the Confidence
~>a>i,
Arthur
Nigel
Blonde
Rosie,Stone;
Carol Spanish
Lombard;Louie,
Joe Brown,
•n; Tuxedo George,
-y Cattle.

Bob

Perry;

The Philly

ICGAN'S LAST RAID"— M.-G.-M.— From
by Madeleine Ruthven and Ross B. Wills,
y by Bradley King. Directed by Nick
Photography by Arthur Reed. The cast:
Daniel
Claborne,
Tim
McCoy;
Judith
Jporothy Sebastian; John Bland, Wheeler
Morgan, Allan Garcia; Tex, Hank Mann;
ogers. Montague Shaw.
[CjRISSEY AND MILLER
MGHT
Varn'ers. — Will
Morrissey
and

CLUB.
Midgie

[CHER
BEST"— by
Fox.—
From Orth.
the
I; Edna KNOWS
Ferber.
Scenario
Marion
:te|by J. G. Blystone.
Photography by L. W.
The cast: Sally Qua He, Madge Bellamy;
Louise Dresser; The Boy, Barry Norton;
'gslon, Albert Gran; Bessie, Annette
De
'.n, Ivor De Kirby; Pa Quaile, Lucien LittleIT BIRD" — Universal. — From the story
Disturber,"
and Fanny
Hi Continuity
by by
EarlFrederick
Sin 11. Directed
by
Hwmever.
Photo
otography
by Arthur Todd.
-in.
TS,J n„.,,:,o.
Kid Davis, Reginald Denny; Madelena,
e; Gleason, Sam Hardy; Silshurg, Harvey
londe. Corliss Palmer; Red-Head, Jocelyn
. Alphonse Martel; Joe, George Bookasta;
[ichael Visaroff.
U) by
WITH
TIDE"—
From
John THE
Brownwell
and C.Peerless.—
Marion Barton.
by Elaine Wilniot.
Directed by Charles
tijon.
PhotograplnLeo Shamroy.
The
Im Templelon,
CullenbyLandis;
Joan Renshaw,
Dwan;
Captain Lund, Mitchell
Lewis;
ennedy, Crauford Kent; Chee Chee, Sojin;
jimmy Aubrey; Snake Doyle, Ernest Hilliard;
Arthur Tallaso.
IKTONES"
— Chapelle;
Warners. Ann
— Ursula
Page; Marie
McKay. Faucit;
D|r OF DREAMS"— Universal.— From the
John Clymer. Scenario by Paul Schofield.
by Wesley Ruggles. Photography by John
The cast: Joan. Mary Philbin; Denton
, Fred Mackaye; "Cappy" Job Evans, Otis
Francisco, Francis McDonald; Jim Keefc,
tBrecse; Judge, Wilfred North.

Lift Your Face and See How It Rests and Brightens the Eyes

Marvelous
New
Invention
Worn
Under
Hair Transforms
Your
Appearance
Immediately
NO need now for surgical face lifting. If your face is beginning to
sag, your eyes look tired, or wrinkles
are forming about nose or mouth, a
simple little device worn under the
hair will make a marvelous change the
moment you put it on.

free — in plain envelope — an interesting little book
that tells you all about this new invention, perfected by Susanna Cocroft. Illustrated with actual photographs. All correspondence treated
with the strictest confidence.

Grace-Mildred
Culture Co., Dept. 411
132-130 West 43rd St.,
New York City

Absolutely guaranteed to please you in every
way and to accomplish these amazing results or
your money refunded:
1. The sagging muscles are taught to support
themselves.
2. The lines from nose to mouth, and about
the mouth and eyes, are lifted out of their creases.
3. The eyes look young and rested.
4. The face immediately takes on a brighter
and more youthful expression.

Send

No

obligation.

for Free
We

will

(irace-Mildred Culture Co..
133-130 West 43rd St., IJept. 411
New York City.
Please send me. free and without obligation, the folder. ' A Wonderful Acre Health
and Beauty Device."
Name
.
Address

Booklet

be

glad

to send

you

Greater opportunities now in advertising. Learn easily and quickly in span:
time. Practical work No text booka.
Old established school. Low tuition-.
Eaay terms. Senti tor free booklet of
interesting information.
Pane-Davis School of Advertising
Dept. 2838 3601 Mich. Av.. Chicago

City

State

iscinating work.

Nothing to Bell.

We teacl

and material!.
I'UDIOS.Furnish
Dept. all
B-3,tools
427 Diversey
Parkway, ARTC'HAF'I
Chicago.

LSTIONS OF TODAY, THE"— Warners.—
l7air. Audrey Ferris; Chief of Police Saunders,
I Stevens; Mrs, De Wilt Beecher, Georgie
■ The Sailor, Arthur Belasco.
CtANCE OF A ROGUE, THE"— Carlos.—
le story by Ruby M. Ayres.
Adapted by
iphnson. Directed by King Baggot. PhotogFaxon Dean.
The cast:
Bruce Lowry,
Yarner; Charmain,
Anita Stewart; John
'r, Albert Fisher; Leonard
Hardingham,
•errard.
GH RIDIN' RED"— FBO— From the story
k Howard Clark. Continuity by Frank
Clark. Directed by Louis King. Photog.• Nick Nusuraca. The east: David (Red)
A Buzz Barton; Hank Rohbins, Frank Rice;
■lis, Betty Walsh; Pap Curtis, James Welch;
trlin 'Sheriff), Bert Moorehouse; Cal Rogers,
lidlaw.

W FOLKS"— Pathe.— From the story by
'tinning. Adapted by Jack Jungmeyer and
Dromgold. Directed by Paul L. Stein
iphy by Peverell Marley. The cast: Eddie,
uillan; Rita, Lina Basquette; Cleo, Carol
1; Owens, Robert Armstrong; Kilty, Bessie
W GIRL" — First National. — From the
J. P. McEvoy. Directed by Alfred Santell.
d D'x'e ^^san, Alice White; Alverez Romano,
Reed; Dennv, Lee Moran; Jimmy, Charles
; Milton, Richard Tucker; Nila Dugan, Gwen
'. Dugan, James Finlayson; Mrs. Dugan,
ee; Eppus, Hugh Roman; Kihbitzer, Bernard

What Others Are Doing
Working in his spare time, J. H. Wade made S200 in 2 weeks. He
"It is possible for me to earn more
writes: "I find work only waiting for someone capable of doing
money
Jacques.now than I ever did." Alfred
it, and the possibilities arc beyond my fondest hopes."
"It gives
me placing
great me.pleasure
All over the world men and women are earning splendid incomes
thank
you for
I expectto
in the fascinating profession of Photography.
There are big
to
make great headway."
C. A.
Harrison.
opportunities everywhere for spare hours or full time.
Find out
how you can quickly qualify to make real money in Motion Picture
"I have madewith a the
connection
Cameraman
Universalas
Photography,
Portraiture,
Commercial
and
News
Photography.
Pictures
Corporation.
$75.00
a
Turn your spare hours into profit; or step into a good paying
week isn't so bad for a starter, is
position; or open your own studio. The field is unlimited.
it?" W. B. Holcombe.
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA GIVEN
You can start making money almost immediately. Your choice of Motion Picture
Be a Movie
or View Camera.
See how easily you can get started in this fascinating work.
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Operator
Motion
Picture
Our staff of famous experts will teach you everything.
And you can learn in
your own home or in our great New York studios.
Operating
and Projection
taught
home. Get a goodat
FREE BOOK. Send for handsome, illustrated book explaining the many
pay job with Movie
opportunities in Professional Photography and how you can take advantage of
or Vaudeville
them. Job chart and details of Free Employment Service included. Write today
tre. Projector Theagiven
course. Write
for Folder.
N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY, Dept. 37 with
10 West 33rd St., New York, N. Y.

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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CLA55IFI ED
ADVERTISING
AND

SALESMEN

AMAZING
OF-a
fers
$15 sure NEW
profits PREPABED
daily! Makes CAKE
deliciousFLOI'R
cakes in
iiffy. loin. uns eggs, milk, flavor, shortening, etc. Just
..(ill water and bake. No muss. No failures. Perfect
Jesuits always. Approved by Good Housekeeping. Housewives simply wild over it. Tremendous repeat business.
Territories beins snapped up. Act quick for big. quick
clean-up. Write for special introductory offer. Jiffyk.ike
Co.. 21S3 Monmouth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
AGENTS— WE START YOU IN BUSINESS ANI>
help you succeed. No capital or experience needed.
Spare or full time. You can earn $50-J100 weekly.
Write Madison Products. 564 Broadway. New York.
MAKE

$11)011 BEFORE CHRISTMAS SELLING Exclusive personal Christmas cards. Steel engraved designs. Expensive sample book free. Wetmore, Janes and
Sugden, Rochester, N. Y.
AGENTS
WANTED
TO catalog.
SELL MEN'S
DIRECT
from
factory.
Write for
Model HATS
Hat Mfg.
Co.,
Dept. M-20, East Orange, N. J.
REPRESENTATIVES WANTED BY OYER 500 MANufacturers, offering real money making propositions; no
need of being out of work: write for free copy. Opportunity Magazine, Service Dept.. PII11, 750 N. Michigan,
Chicago.
^^^^^
HELP
WANTED,
INSTRUCTIONS
CANDIES, HOME MADE. MAKE BIG MONEY.
Few dollars starts you. We teach making and sellinc.
Capitol Candy School. Dept. AG-2045. Washington, D. C.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY. MEN — WOMEN TO
qualify for Government Jobs; $125-$250 Mo. Write. Insi ruction Bureau.
Dept. 2(15. St. Louis, Mo.
MEN— WOMEN. 18-50. GET GOVERNMENT JOBS.
Commence $105.00-$158.00. Steady. Common education.
i2 page book with list positions — sample coaching — free.
Write immediately. Franklin Institute, Dept. J 95.
Rochester. N. Y.
HELP

WANTED

HOMEWORK: WOMEN WANTING. OBTAIN REliable kinds. Write for information. Stamped envelope.
Idler Co.. P-29U Broadway, New York.
STEAMSHIP
POSITIONS.
MEN— WOMEN.
GOOD
pay. Experience unnecessary; list of positions free. Box
122, Mount Vernon. N. Y.
FIREMEN. BRAKEMEN. BAGGAGEMEN (WHITE
or colored), sleeping car. train porters (colored). $.150$250 monthly. Experience unnecessary. USD Railway
Bureau. East St. Louis. 111.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN
PLAYS. MUSICAL COMEDIES AND REVUES, MINstrcls, comedy and talking songs, black-face skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments.
juvenile plays and souks, musical readings, make-up
tioods. Catalog free. T. S. Denison & Co., 023 South
Wabash.

Dept.

Professor Carrillo, Joseph Swickard; Lida,
Joyce; Nat Ross, Eddie Kane.

"SINNERS IN LOVE"— FBO.— Continuity by
J.
Clarkson Miller.
DirectedTheby cast:
George
Photography
by Paul Perry.
Ann Mel'ford.
Hardy,
Olive Borden; Tom Wells, Huntly Gordon; Yvonne
D'Orsy, Seena Owen; Silk Oliver, Ernest Hilliard;
Mabel, Daphne Pollard; Spencer, Philip Sraalley.

FORMS FOR JANUARY ISSUE CLOSE
NOVEMBER
10— Rate 40 cts. per word
AUENTS

HON
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"II. Chicago.
REDUCE

A BOOKLET BY DR. DENSMORE ON TREATMENT
for reduction of corpulency will be mailed without charge
upon
request Brooklyn.
to Dept. New
"M." York.
Garfield Tea Company, 313
41st Street.

"SISTERS OF EVE"— Rayart.— From the story
"The Tempting of Tavernake," by E. Phillips Oppenheim. Adapted by Arthur Hoerl. Directed by Scott
Pembroke. The east: Leonard Tavernake, Crcighton
Hale; Beatrice Franklin, Anita Stewart; Mrs. Wertham Gardner, Betty Blythe; Prilchard, Francis Ford;
Prof. Franklin, Harold Nelson; Jerry Gardner,
Wenham Gardner, Charles King.
"SMOKE
BELLEW"— Big Four.— From the
story by Jack London. Directed by Scott Dunlap.
Photography by Joe Walters and J. O. Taylor. The
cast: Kit "Smoke" Bellew, Conway Tearle; Joy
Gaslrll, Barbara Bedford; Harry S Prague, Alphonse
Ethier; Stine, Max Scott; Shorty, Mark Hamilton.

"VIRGIN LIPS"— Columbia.— From tl
by Charles Beahan. Scenario by Dorothy
Directed by Elmer Clifton. Photography
Walker, A. S. C. The cast: Norma, Olive
Barry, John Boles; Slim, Marshall RuthAlexandre Gill; Carlo, Richard Alexander
Erne Veo; Patron, Harry Semels; Madge
Pretty; Presidenle, William Tooker.

/^"WATERFRONT"— First National.— F
story by Will Chappel and Gettrude Orr. S
by Tom Geraghty. Directed by William A,
The cast: Peggy Ann Andrews, Dorothy M
Jack Dowling, Jack Mulhall; Peter Seasirom
Bradbury, Sr.; Cap/. John Andrews, Knute
?on; Oilcan Olson, Ben Hendrix, Jr.; Brute
William Norton Bailey; An Oiler, Pat Harmoi
"WATER
HOLE, THE"— Paramount.the story by Zane Grey. Directed by F. i
Jones. The cast: Philip Randolph, Jacl
Judith Endicotl, Nancy Carroll; Bert Durlan.
Boles; Dolores, Ann Christy; Mr. Endicotl, M
Shaw; "Ma" Bennett, Lydia Yeamens Title
Jack Perrin; Mojave, Jack Mower; Diego, Par,
Shorty,
Tex Young; Joe, Bob Miles; Indiai
Whitespear.

"SON OF THE GOLDEN
WEST"— FBO. —
From the story by George W. Pyper. Continuity by
George W. Pyper. Directed by Eugene Forde.
Photography by Norman Devol. The cast: Tom
Hardy, Tom Mix; Alice Calhoun, Sharon Lynn; Jim
Calhoun, Tom Lingham; Slade, Duke R. Lee;
Tennessee, Lee Shumway; Rita, Fritzi Ridgeway;
Keller, JoieWynn
Ray; Mace.
Kane, Mark
Henchman,

Hamilton;

Slade's

"WEDDING
MARCH, .THE"— Param<
From the story by Erich Von Stroheim.
by Erich Von Stroheim. The cast: H. H.
Ollokar Ladtslaus von Wildcliehe-Rauffcnburg,
Fawcett; H. H. Princess Maria Immacuh'
U'ildcliebe-Rauffenburg, Maude George; H. H
Nicholaus Ehrhart Hans Karl Maria von Wii
Rauffenburg, Erich Von Stroheim; Foriunat i
scr, George Nichols; Fraulein Cecelia Sck
ZaSu Pitts; Anion Eberle, Hughie Mack;
Adalbert Eberle, Mathew Betz; Martin Schr.
Cesare Gravina; Frau Katherina Schrammel
Fuller; Milzi Schrammell, Fay Wray; Nana
Bracev.

"STRIVING FOR FORTUNE"— Excellent.—
From the story by Merle Johnston. Directed by
Nat Ross. The cast: Tom Sheridan, George Walsh;
Hope Loring, Beryl Roberts; Dad Loring, Joe Burke;
Geraldine Harrington, Louise Carter; Pete Lardner,
Brian Donlevy; Reggie Smylhe, Dexter McReynolds;
Charles Harrington, Tefft Johnson.
"SUBMARINE" — Columbia. — Scenario by Winifred Dunn. Directed by Frank Capra. Photography
by Joe Walker. The cast: Jack, Jack Holt; Bessie,
Dorothy Revier; Bob, Ralph Graves; Submarine
Commander, Clarence Burton.
"SYNCO SYNCOPATORS,
Dick Rich Orchestra.

"WEST OF ZANZIBAR"— M.-G.-M.—F
story by Chester Devonde and Kilbourn (
Scenario by Elliott Clawson. Directed b
BrowninE. Photography by Percy Hilbura
cast: Phroso, Lon Chancy; Crane, Lionel I
Doc, Warner Baxter; Maizie, Mary Nolan;
Jacqueline Gadsdon; Tiny, Roscoe Ward; Babt
Pasha; Bumbu, Curtis Nero.

THE"— Warners.—

"TAKE ME HOME"— Paramount. — From the
story by Grover Jones and Tom Crizer. Directed
by Marshall Neilan. The cast: Peggy Lane, Bebe
Daniels; David North, Neil Hamilton; Derelys DeVore,
Lilyan Tashman; Alice Moore, Doris Hill; Bunny,
Joe E. Brown; Al Marks, Ernie Wood; Landlady,
Marcia Harris; Elsie, Yvonne Howell; Betty, Janet
MacLeod; The Producer, J. W. Johnstone.

"WIN
THAT
GIRL"— Fox.— From the
"Father and Son," by James Hopper.
Seen;
John Stone. Directed by David Butler. Photo
by Glen MacWilliams.
The cast:
Johnny . 1
3rd,
David
Rollins;
Gloria
Havens.

"TIMES SQUARE"— Gotham.— From the story
bv Norman Houston. Screen play by Adele Buffington. Directed by Joseph C. Boyle. The cast:
Elaine Smith, Alice Day; Russ Glover (David Lederwilski), Arthur Lubin; Benjamin Lederwilski, Emil
Chautard; Sarah Lederwilski, Ann Brody; Dick
Barclay, John Miljan; Lon Roberts, Arthur Housman;

Larry
Tom Brawn,
Elliott; 2nd,
JohnnyOlin.Von'.F c
Roscoe Brawn,
Karns; 3rd, Larry
Johnny Norton, 1st, Mack Fluker; Larry Bra;. I
Sidnev Bracey;
Clara
Gentle, Janet Mel
Girl, Maxine Shelly; 1905 Girl, Betty Reck]
"WORRIER.

THE"— Warners.— Richard 1

Charlie Farrell Confesses About Marga:l
[ CONTINUED
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WRITERS
FREE
TO
WRITERS.
THE
PLOTWEAVER.
A
monthly magazine. Contains valuable and interesting information to writers of magazine and photoplay stories.
Subscription $2.50 per annum. Free sample copy. The
1'lotweaver. Drawer
WP.
Hollywood.
California.

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. PATENTED OR
unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 187 Enright.
Sr. Louis. Mo.
MOVIE

STAR

PHOTOS

250 FAMOUS MOVIEWORLD STARS' GLOSSY
photographs. Catalog, samples 10c. Miniatures, postcards,
portraits. SxlO" photoplay scenes. Belmont Slioppe,
Fo-G. Downers Grove. Illinois.
OF

INTEREST

TO

WOMEN

GRAY HAIR BANISHED IN 15 MINUTES. WITH
"Nalfa Rapidc," the coloring wonder; easily applied;
does not rub off. Liberal sample 25c; state shade desired. Try before purchasing. Clements Products (Est.
1901), PC" W. 49th. New York.
GUARANTEED
HEMSTITCHING
AND
PICOTING
attachment. Fits any sewing machine, cue prepaid or
cod. Circulars free. LaFlesh Hemstitching Co., Dept.
44, Sedalia, Mo.
FOR

BOYS

AND

GIRLS

EARN CHRISTMAS MONEY. SELL 50 Sin's
Christmas seals for 10c set. When sold return $3.00 and
keep $2.00. St. Nicholas Seals, Dept. 42P, Brooklyn.
New York.
OLD

COINS.

GOLD

AND

SILVER

OLD MONEY WANTED. WILL PAY FIFTY DOLlars for nickel of 1913 with Liberty bead (no Buffalo).
We pay cash premiums for all rare coins. Send 4c for
large coin folder. May mean much protit to you.
Numismatic Co.. Dept. 75, Ft. Worth. Tex.

It was a big moment in my life.
Here were Margaret and I (who a
barely knew each other) already in the pi

"Beautiful," I agreed.
" 'S yours?"
"Yes — all of it."
He looked at it again.
"How much d'ya give for it?"
"Thirty dollars."
"V got stung."
"No?"
"I said y' got stung."

Z""'
We wereway.
more than that. Wt
^-'mAZF.?
the public's
For the past three or four months
motorists had kept me skipping and ho
(and muttering strange and sundry t
:.s I dodged my way across the bouk
on foot.
ing.Now they had to do a bit of the

(Since then I have done battle for Margaret 's
fair"Oh—"
name, but this was a cop, and besides
I hadn't stopped when I should have.)
"Stung.
He
spelledS-T-U-N-G."
it out for me and kept glaring.
meekly.
"Oh — you mean I got stung?" I answered
"Yeh — and don't get funny." he replied,
glowering.
I didn't answer.
"RINALLY I said that I was sorry — that I
*- promised never to get stung again if he'd
let me go this time.
The remark seemsd to please him. He
smiled — chuckled — and then we both laughed.
He was Irish too.
The traffic swirled about us.
Heads were thrust out of autos and a good
many motorists got all set to cuss me for
holding up traffic when they saw the cop and
sailed quietly by.

Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY
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What's more, they had to like it.
I was feeling fine.
"Gosh
I said.
"What?"darn!"
asked the cop.
"I said 'Gosh darn,' " I replied.
"Oh sure — 'Gosh darn.' "
He started to laugh again.
"Now you're getting silly," I said.
He looked at me and then at Margare
broke into fresh guffaws.
' 'Margaret ! Thirty dollars.'"
He exploded.
I stopped laughing.
I didn't
see anything so awfully
about
it.
After all, I was the one who had
for Margaret. There was no money c
his pocket.

Is guaranteed.

Photoplay
$i quietly waiting for him to calm down.
ii][thought he had laughed himself out
H

A 1. now that that's settled I'll be movihg if you'll give me my ticket."
Bvipes his eyes with a pocket handkercl.'f and faced me.
Lj," he said, "if you hang on to that
spu'll have more punishment than you
k It'll be worse than a jail sentence.
to give you no ticket but I'm
lj: going
ip
give you some awfully good advice.
Mgo straight out this road (he pointed)
Iftnd a big. high cliff."
t —

Ml, when you get there, don't stop —
fillip out."
hiked.
It'll become of Margaret?"
fit's just it," he replied. "What becomes
Bgaret will do you both good."
ilddered. "Never," I resolved, " — never
Bo such a thing." I didn't tell the cop
t thought.
nt thanked him and got out to do the
Hg act.
H a dozen or more twists, Margaret
110 churn.
I took my pla~e behind the wheel, I
Hto the cop and asked, "Excuse me,
Hw is it you seem to know so much
t?"
argare
E(M
loked
at me in silence as if deliberating.
ks softened as he said, "Well, kid, I'll
m. Y'got her at the Busy Bee auto lot
'i-uh?"
Ljwered that I had.
[[. Well Margaret used to be mine, see?
11! her Harriet."
H?" from me.
ft— and last month I sold it to the Busy
Mten bucks, see — and felt like a criminal
ajng the dough — SEE?"
[j?" (faintly) from me.
ft.!" he let loose with some tobacco
Uand now you beat it."
fe|still a second, staring blankly ahead.
ijllowed hard.
!}}oot found the pedal and Margaret and
ttjour leave.
blights whirled.
fi
bucks — Margaret — stung — SEE? —
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We limped along, Later, one of us did a
little crying.
I steered for the Busy Bee, but we got there
after closing time.
Margaret seemed to hang back as if she
knew what was in store for her.
During the next few days I had every intention oftaking her back.
I would have, too, if I could have got her
started.
But it was during these days that I grew
fond of Margaret.
I got to know her inside and out — especially inside — and found that like a lot of
other so-called wrecks she had a heart of gold
beneath her tin.
I knew that both of us had just had a lot of
bum breaks.
"■'■'em.
A MARGARET has her advantages — lots of
For instance, no one would ever steal her.
I'm sure of that.
And Margaret's a strictly one man car.
at least I don't know of another man who
could run her. Steering her is the least part
of it.
The one who gets the best of Margaret
must be good at plumbing, pipe-fitting and
puttering. He must have a fairly accurate
knowledge of lawn mowers and know why
windmills mill.
If possible he should have an Earl Leidermann torso together with the patience of a
Salvation Army gal in a speak-easy. He
doesn't have to know how to cuss.
He can pick that up in no time.
ing.I'm getting along pretty well with the cussNext week when I start on Celtic,
Margaret will have been damned in every
language.
Margaret knew me when days were bluest
and hungriest.
If she were able she might tell any number
of surprising things about me.
But daisies don't tell and neither do secondhand Fords.
Friends ask me why I keep her when I
might steer a car having less vibrations per
second.
Well — I refuse to be called sentimental.
ButI guess
yet— I LOVE her.

GROW—

Yes, Grow Eyelashes
and Eyebrows
like this
in 30 days
THE most marvelous discovery has been made — a
way to make eyelashes and eyebrows actually
grow. Now if you want long, curling, silken lashes,
you can have them— and beautiful, wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelashes and eyebrows, I will increase
their length and thickness in 30 days — or not accept
ais single
penny. startling
No "ifs,"results,
"ands,"
or pay.
"maybes."
new growth,
or no
And youIt
are the sole judge.

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can now be fringed with
long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken linesl Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public
that these letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St., Carlisle, Pa.:
"I certainly am delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference . . . people I come in contact with remark
how
and silky
eyelashes Ave.,
appear."
From
NaomilongOtstot,
5437 my
Westminster
VV. Phila.,
Pa.: "I am greatly pleased. My eyebrows and
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautifier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash
It is surely
From
Miss FloraMethod.
J. Corriveau,
8 Pinettewonderful."
Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method^
My eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

Results Noticeable In a Week

In one week — sometimes in a day or two — you
notice the effect. The eyelashes become more beautiful— like a silken fringe. The darling little upward
curl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable — with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have the thrill of a lifetime— know that you can have eyelashes and eyebrows as beautiful as any you ever saw.
Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
will not only delight, but amaze. If you are not
$5
.00 your /J
absolutely and entirely
satisfied,
money will
be returned promptly. I meanjust that — no quibble,
no
strings.
Introductory
price
$1.95.
Later the
price will be regularly $5.00.

fat**~a
Grower will be sent C. O. D. or you can send
money with order. If money accompanies order
postage will be prepaid.

International Newsreel

Trains are too tame for Bebe Daniels.
When Bebe made a trip to
New York recently, she crossed the continent with the air mail.
Here she is climbing out of the plane at Hadley Field, New Brunswick, N. J.
When you writ© to advertisers please mention

PITOTOPLAY

LUCILLE YOUNG,
86-B Lucille Young Building, Chicago, III.
Send lashes
me andyour
new discovery
growing eyeeyebrows.
If not for
absolutely
and
entirely satisfied, I will return it within 30 days
and you wilt return my money without question.
Price C. O. D. is $1.95 plus few cents postage.
If money
sent w'ith order price is $1.95 and postage is prepaid.
State whether money enclosed or you want
order C. O. D
,
Name
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'We are advertised by our loving friends'

Davis Twins, Virocpia, Wisconsin

Mellin's Food— A Milk Modifier

If

Building the
In deciding upon the manner
who must be bottle fed it is well
selected will furnish a good supply
framework of the body.

Framework
of preparing the diet for babies
to make sure that the material
of mineral salts for building the

Mineral salts derived from wheat and barley are a part of the
composition of Mellin's Food and these valuable constituents supplement the salts in cow's milk, with the result that food mixtures
prepared from Mellin's Food and milk furnish mineral salts in an
amount well calculated to meet every need for continued development
of bone structure.
Babies who are fed upon cow's milk modified with Mellin's Food
offer trustworthy evidence of receiving and appropriating these
essential elements, for they show in every action of life the strength
and good
health that results from a sound foundation.
««;
Mellin's
Food
when Especially
it becomes suitable
time to wean Mellin's
Food
Biscuits
tne baby from the bottle
Biscuits
A sample box sent free, postage paid, upon request.

Mellin's Food Co.,

177 State St.,

Evert advertisement In PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Boston, Mass.

Parents Keep Slender
* Youthful figures at all ages now
need to tell you, if you look about,
excess fat is disappearing fast. The
term, "Fat and forty" no longer
lies to the many. Men and women
rh are wise keep about as slender as
r daughters.
his change has come largely in the
alt few years. Not by starvation, not
yibnormal exercise. A great factor in
a scientific discovery, now largely
n))loyed by physicians. It combats a
1 or cause of obesity. This factor has
lie into very wide use in late years.
jyou who suffer excess fat should
r|)W the facts about it.

Science Fights Fat
Through an important gland
pie used to think that excess fat
came from over-eating or underprise. So some people starved, but
h slight effect. Some became very
ve, still the fat remained.
'hen medical research began the
ly of obesity. It was found that
thyroid gland largely controlled
rition. One of its purposes is to
p food into fuel and energy.
at people, it was found, generally
ered from an under-active thyroid.
hen experiments were made on
mals— onthousandsofthem. Overanimals were fed thyroid in
ill amounts. Countless reports
wed that excess fat quite promptHsappeared.
hen thyroid, taken from cattle
1 sheep, was fed to human beings
h like results. Science then realized
t a way had been found to combat
reat cause of obesity. Since then,

this method has been employed by
doctors, the world over, in a very
extensive way.
~!S[ext came Marmola
Then a great medical laboratory perfected a tablet based on this principle. It was called the Marmola prescription.
Marmola was perfected 21 years
ago. Since then it has been used in
an enormous way — millions of boxes
of it. Users told others about it. They
told how it not only banished fat but
increased health and vigor.
That is one great reason — perhaps
a major reason — why excess fat is
nowhere near as common as it was.
TSlp Secrecy
Marmola is not a secret prescription.
The complete formula appears in
every box. Also an explanation of
results which so delight its users.

1VT A TC TVT OTA

No abnormal exercise or diet is
required, but moderation helps.
One simply takes four tablets daily
until weight comes down to normal.
Correct the cause. With lessened
weight comes new vitality and many
other benefits.

Do the Right Thing
This is to people whose excess fat
robs them of beauty, youth, health
and vitality. Reduce that fat — combat the cause — in this scientific way.
Do what so many people, for 21
tive. have found amazingly effecyears,
Try a couple
convinced. Watch
if you like the
them. Get a box

of boxes and be
the results. Then,
results, complete
of Marmola today.

Marmola prescription tablets are
sold by all druggists at $1.00 per
box. Any druggist who is out
will get them from
his jobber.

Prescription Tablets

The pleasant ivay to reduce

KEEP

YOUR

SKIN

LOVELY — AND
OF YOUTH

THERE
WILL ALWAYS
IN YOUR
FACE I

BE

THE

LIGHT

have and to tiolc/
. . . a .Beaut ijut cfkift-=> /
IS YOUR complexion all that you —
and he — could wish? Then care for it
as for a priceless possession!
There is a marvelously simple way
to keep your beauty — a way thousands
of grateful women already know. And
even if your skin has "gone off" a bit,
this same method will bring it right
again.
Ice, hot or warm water, and Wood-

Woodbury treatment that will help
you keep the clear, smooth texture
you prize.
If your complexion is poor, the
chances are you are bothered with one
of the six following faults:
excessive oiliness
sallowness
blackheads
blemishes

dryness
enlarged pores

bury's Facial Soap — the soap a skin
specialist prescribed — are all you need,

A famous skin specialist has studied
these common defects, has formulated

to keep — and to gain — a "skin you
love to touch."
If your skin is normal, there is a

special treatments for each — all contained in the booklet wrapped around
every cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap.

A 25c cake of Woodbury's will las
you a month or six weeks. Begin, to
night, to follow the treatment you ne&

*lJ\{ow — the large-size trial set

The Andrew Jercens Co., ,
2221 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio

For the enclosed 10 cents — please send me UK
large-size trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap,
the Facial Cream and Powder, the Cold Cream
the treatment booklet, "A Skin You Love to Touch,
and instructions for the new complete Woodbury
"Facial." In Canada, address The Andrew Jergens
Co., Limited, 2221 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ont,
NameStreetCity_

-State-A.J

Co.

Gaynor
]ane,t

xposing
)ccult Hocus-rocus
in HnllvwoOfl

lull One Pound Box

Special Xmas Offer

Candy Special

Good

Only

With

Coupon

*^9

Dollar^Pound ff*
ONE

POUND

BO*

OIL!
DELICIOUS, pure and fresh! A
full pound Christmas box of dollara-pound quality candy for only 30c,
with coupon below. An extraordinary
one-time-only offer made to acquaint
you with the new Baby Ruth
Family Package.

The Perfect Christmas Candy
A gay red Christmasy box of famous
candy! Just the gift to remember a
friend. Wonderful for children. Delightful tohave at home. Ideal to fill

Amazing Christmas Offer
to Introduce New Baby
Ruth
Family
Package.
Enjoy This Gift Box of
World Famous Quality
Candy
at Big Saving.

with

COUDOII
b e I
o

the stockings, trim *he tree, or ior
Christmas baskets. And by taking
advantage of this liberal introductory offer, you make a big saving that
will make your Christmas money
go farther.

delicacies — th
tured by master co
art in four of the

w

ing flavors caponers plying their
brld's largest sunlit

candy kitchens

Contents — Famous for Flavor

A candy so popular that millions of good
candy lovers have demanded this family

The creamiest of fudges — luscious,
chewy caramel,clustered with plump,
selected nuts toasted to a golden crispness — pure, imported chocolate. The
Christmas candy the whole world
loves. Each piece individually
wrapped to protect its wonderful
flavor. Its delicious new-made freshness is guaranteed .

package, now introduced at this never-tobe-repeated price.

Coupons Redeemed
Get your box today.
Tear out coupon now
to the nearest candy
in the United States

Everywhere

Offer expires soon.
to be safe. Take it
counter, anywhere
and hand it to the

dealer with 30c. He will give you immediately your Christmas Baby Ruth Family
Package containing one full pound of this
delicious candy without a question. Do
it today, before you forget!

Enjoyed by Millions
You cannot buy a more
popular
candy for Christmas. Baby Ruth is
bought by millions every day for its
delicious taste. It is made

CURTISS

of nature's choicest,
freshest

CANDY

COMPANY,

OTTO

SCHMER1MG,

CHICAGO
President

Jt - Ji - _jf - _£
HIS COUPON
ONE

POUND

Tear out this coupon. Signbelow.
name
ami address
Present at any
candy counter in
U.S. with 30c and
receive one full
inas gift box
Baby
pound
ChristRuth, without
question. p
Your Name
Dealer's Name

BABY

RUTH

COOD

FOR

Family Package with 30c

To the dealer: Give undersigned one Baby Ruth Family
Package in exchange for coupon and 30c (only one box
to a person). Sign your name and address below, and
attack the Master coupon wkick is in tke 12 box carton.
Notice to dealers and jobbers: Your jobber will redeem
eacb signed coupon at ten cents cask value, when accompanied with Master coupon supplied to each dealer.
Tke Curtiss Candy Company will repay tke jokber on
presentation of coupons to tke Curtiss Candy Company. 750 Briar Place, Cki< ago. III., on or before Marck
15tk, 1929. No payments to coupon brokers.
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Among those present
\cts the lifdonq9 cneini]u ot
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our qqums!
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)INK TOOTH BRUSH"
. is quite as likely to bother
&
uchess as a dairy maid — OS
:ittack a social leader as

our gums. Avoid "pink tooth
brush" with Ipana and massage

tdenly as it does her cook.
^.nd perhaps with even
nter reason. For soft, fibreless foods
i. creamy sauces, which have broken
vn the resistance of our gums, are
essantly present at parties, teas and
ners — and in our own homes, too.

How Ipana and massage
build sturdy gums
■is food, devoid of roughage, stripped
fibre, has lulled our gums to sleep,
ey have become soft, tender. They
;ily bleed. "Pink tooth brush" apirs . . . stubborn gum troubles may
low.

a recognized hemostatic and
antiseptic, thousands of the
KD best dentists specify that the
massage, as well as the brushing
of the teeth, be effected with

Soft, creamy food has damaged

Gingivitis, Vincent's disease,

this superb modern dentifrice.
We gladly offer a ten-day tube in
the coupon, but we recommend your

even pyorrhea, are not infrequent results.
But there is one simple way to ward
off such dire results, to keep the mouth
healthy, the teeth white and gleaming,

starting with the full-sized drug-store
tube. For ten days are too short to per-

the gums in perfect health.
Massage your gums with Ipana when
you brush your teeth. The massage
speeds a fresh supply of blood through
the gum walls and brings fresh vigor
to the dormant tissue.

mit afair test of Ipana's virtues to your
teeth and to your gums.

Ipana deserves a 30-day trial
So go to your druggist today. Get a fullsized tube of Ipana — over 100 brushings, more than enough for a month.
Use it as we have indicated. You will

And Ipana has a salutary and stimulating effect upon the gum walls, which
is fully as important as the massage
itself. Because of its content of ziratol,

be amazed how clean your mouth will
feel, how white will be your teeth ....
how healthy your gums.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. 1-128, 73 West St., New York
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA.
Enclosed is a twof'Wjk cent stamp to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.
" ' Name
u''i i'liijtiitf

Address

When you write to advertisers please mention
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elect your
motion

rd*

Ricb»

picture

entertainment on the basis of "who's in it?" and again your
answer is Paramount — more stars, greater stars than
any other company!
<J Itui always remember — the important thing in selecting a picture is not "who's in it?"
but "who made it?" Not one of these names, nor all
of them together is as great as Paramount — the
name that stands for the highest quality in motion
picture entertainment.
Silent or in Sound — "if it's
a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!
TBADE^-tt**^.

PARAMOUNT

FAMOUS

LASKY

CORPORATION
Every advertisement in PJ'OTOrLAY MAGAZINE

ADOLPH
is guaranteed.

ZUKOR, PRES., PARAMOUNT

BLDC, N. Y.
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As We Go to Press
DIRECTOR EDWIN CAREWE and
his star, Dolores Del Rio, will be
back from their "good will" European
tour by the time you read this page. Miss
Del Rio will start work immediately on
"Evangeline."
"DICHARD BARTHELMESS is sched-'■^•uled to re-sign with First National when
his present two-year contract expires on
December 15th. Dick will have completed
"Weary River" by that time. You will
hear him sing in this picture. Barthelmess
plans to spend two months abroad with his
wife before starting the first production on
the new contract.
"D
AMON NOVARRO
has with
just M.-G.-M.
signed an
■^■unusual
new contract
He will make pictures six months each year
and devote the other half of the year to
pursuits that suit his fancy. By the terms
of the contract, he is permitted to make
phonograph records and to appear in concert. Novarro plans to make another trip to
Europe to continue his vocal studies.
TDACK from her two months in
■•-^Europe, Marion Davies has
been busy taking vocal lessons in
preparation for a talkie.

Last Minute
NEWS

A S this issue goes to press there is evei
■^■indication that Douglas Fairbanks wi
be re-elected president of the Motic
Picture Academy and that William de Mil
will be vice president. Doug's "The Ire
Mask" is well along under Alan Dwan
direction.

from

East and West
T^RNST LUBITSCH is planning a
-*— 'three months' visit to Berlin, following
the completion of John Barrymore's "King
of the Mountain."
"Y"ES,
Jack We
Gilbert
signed
with United
■*■ Artists.
hopehasthey
do right
by our
John.
"P)ORISa long
KENYON
has bobbed
hair.
■■--'it's
bob, similar
to that her
of Billie
Dove, Eleanor Boardman and Greta Garbo.

JAMES
BARTON, gets
Broadway
comedy comedian,
the chief music
role .
the hoofer hero of "Burlesque," to I
filmed and sounded by Paramount. Bartc
is new to pictures but New York knows hi
as a comedian and dancer who climbs
from burlesque to Broadway.
DOBERT
FLAHERTY,
maker
-^"Moana"
and "Nanook,"
has bee
on a secret mission
for William Fox
New Mexico.
A study of primitive India
life is forthcoming.
AFTER
selecting an all-negro cast
New York for his new film, "Halleli
jah," Director
King Vidor departed i
Memphis to shoot exteriors. "Hallelujal
is a story of negro life and not a single whi
will appear in the picture. Tl
principal roles will be done I
Daniel Haynes,
late of "Sho
Boat," and Honey Brown, star
the Karlem Club.

"TVriZE BABY," M.-G.-M.'s
*• ' production based on Milt
Gross' comic characters, is beginning to climb into real money.
After $52,000 worth of film had
been shot, the M.-G.-M. powers
decided to shelve the footage and
start all over again. Sam Wood
succeeded Hobart Henley as director and Sally Eilers was taken
out of the leading role.

(^HARLES
KING,
Splayed leading
partswho
in su<h;
Broadway musical comedies :
"Hit the Deck" and "Prese:
Arms," has been signed 1
M.-G.-M. for the male lead
"Broadway Melody," to be d
rected by Harry Beaumont. Ani
Page and Bessie Love have tl
principal feminine roles.

CECIL DE MILLE will give
another beginner a chance in
his first M.-G.-M. production,
"Dynamite." Orville Waldbridge
is the lad and he will have the
leading role.

glad
to
know
fans
r will
an
M Trevo
Norm
has thr1
FIL
covered from his rece
illness and that he h:
resumed his screen woi
in Columbia's "Tl
College Coquette."

CHATTERTON'S performance in Emil Jannings'
"Sins of the Fathers" has won her
a regular Paramount contract. She
will be seen next in a talkie version of Sir James Barrie's "Half
an Hour." Paramount has just
signed new contracts with Buddy
Rogers, Wallie Beery and Dorothy
Arzner, Hollywood's only woman
director.
RUTH

CHARLIE
has nes
lected the CHAPLIN
heroine of his
comedy, "City Lights." The gi
is Virginia Cherrill. She is d
scribed as a Chicago society gii
who has never before appeared
films. She is twenty, five fe
four, blonde and blue eyed.
^PHEY say that Lya De Pu
■*■ again will play opposite En

RALPH FORBES' opinion has
not been taken up by M.-G.-M.
Forbes just didn't get over in pictures, despite opportunities in
"The Trail of '98" and other films.
"TV W. GRIFFITH, inventor of
■'--'the close-up, fade-out and
other technical tricks of the silent
screen, has just created a new
one. It is the film's first sound
fade-out and it is used in "The
Love Song." By this device the
voice fades from normal to nothing as the picture fades.
RUTH TAYLOR has recovered
from an attack of intestinal
flu. You'll see her next in
"Domestic Love" with James Hall.
PARAMOUNT has signed a new
contract with Esther Ralston.

Jannings. This appearance w
be in Emil's new film, "Tl
Feeder," a story of circus lif
Lewis Milestone, who has be<
coming
alongtherapidly
as a directc
will
handle
megaphone.
TXZHAT'S this? Emil Janninf
» " is really to do a comedy
last, directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
International

A fractured arm has held up Harold Lloyd's new
sound comedy. While playing handball, the
comedian collided with a wall. For several days
he thought he had a bad bruise but the X-ray
revealed a broken bone. Now Lloyd, who is one
of the best handball players in California, is
carrying his left arm in a plaster cast

'"pHE
success has
of "Our
■*■ Daughters"
won a Dancii
starrir
contract
for
Joan
Crawford
wi
M.-G.-M.
"TDEN-HUR" has broken tl(
-'—'long distance run record f
Europe. It is ending an eighteei
month stay at the Madeleine
Paris,
in all. grossing about $500,01
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Joan Crawford^

Dancing Feet find

inspiration in the ultra-smart
comfort of
THE

/1RCH PRESERVER
DASHING styles for every occasion match
thegay activity which plays so important
a part in the careers of Miss Crawford and
her sister motion picture stars.
Cleverly hidden inside each fascinating model
are the Arch Preserver patented and exclusive features for keeping the feet happy and
youthful.
The Arch Preserver Arch Bridge takes all the
sagging strain off the arch of your foot and
preserves your foot's chief beauty — the high
curve of the instep. The flat inner sole prevents pinching, and a metatarsal support puts
new life into your step.
In the smart new models of this famous shoe,
you will find the foot-comfort you have always wanted.
THE SELBY SHOE COMPANY
955 Seventh Street, Portsmouth, Ohio.

■preserve
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There is only one Arch Preserver
Shoe. Its principles of construction
are fully protected by patents. No
shoe is an Arch Preserver Shoe unless stamped with this trade-mark.
Made for women and misses by
The Selby Shoe Company, Portsmouth, Ohio. For men and boys by
E. T. Wright & Co., Inc., Rockland,
Mass.

honorCompany,
Mail this coupon or write to The Selby Shoe
955 Seventh St., Portsmouth, Ohio, for new Free Booklet T-55, "Feet — the New Source of Youth and Smartness", Paris
dealer's name,
and pictures of the latest New
York and
shoe styles.
Name

Address
City

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

State
MAGAZINE.

Brief Reviews of

\

Current Picture;
*Indicates that photoplay was namsd as one
of the six best upon its month of review
ACROSS TO SINGAPORE— M.-tro-GoldwynMayer. — Villainy on tlie high seas, complicated by
Chinese deviltry. A rousing melodrama, well played
by Ramon Novarro, Joan Crawford and Ernest
Torrence.
(June.)
*ACTRESS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer —
Adapted
from "Trelawney
of the Wells,"
of the
most delightful
of stage stories.
After a oneseries
of
pert, modern stories, it is good to see Norma Shearer
return to her old-fashioned charm. (June.)
ADORABLE CHEAT, THE— Chesterfield.—
Nickelodeon fare. Lila Lee looks as pretty as ever
and she's the only bright spot in the film. (June.)
AFTER THE STORM— Columbia.— Thrilling
sea story with good human situations. Hobart Bosworth, Charles Delaney and Eugenie Gilbert head
cast.
(June.)
*AIR CIRCUS, THE— Fox.— Collegiate stuff in
an aviation training school.
Good.
(November.)
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old favorite, revived with William
Haines.
Good.
(Oct.)
ALMOST HUMAN— Pathe-De Mille.— Original
twist
in this
It's a storyandof different.
human beings,
by three
dogs. film.
Entertaining
(June.)told
ANNAPOLIS — Pathe. — Pleasant romance and
drama among the admirals of the future. (November.)
AVENGING SHADOW, THE— Pathe.— Introducing a new dog star, Klondike. Klondike has looks,
brains and IT. (June.)
AWAKENING, THE — United Artists. — First
starring picture of Vilma Banky and Walter Byron.
He's
a nice looking lad. A "Marie-Odile" plot.
(November.)
BABY CYCLONE, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — All right, if you like Pekinese pups.
(September.)
BABY MOTHER, THE— Plaza.— Humorous and
appealing child story with Priscilla Moran and her
dog, Dinty.
(June.)
BACHELOR'S PARADISE — Tiffany-Stahl.— A
somewhat rowdy comedy-drama with a little oldfashioned pie-throwing and an invigorating prizefight. With Sally O'Neil.
(July.)
BANTAM COWBOY, THE— FBO.— Only good
because Buzz Barton is in it. (Oct.)
♦BARKER, THE— First National.— Human and
humorous story of circus life. With Milton Sills. See
it. (September.)
BATTLE OF THE SEXES, THE— United Artists.
— How a happy hom - is wrecked by a blonde.
Sophisticated drama.
(September.)
BEAU BROADWAY— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Sue Carol fight for the affections of
Lew Cody.
Gay, inconsequential comedy.
(July.)
BEAUTIFUL BUT DUMB— Tiffany-Stahl.—
Patsy Ruth Miller in gay comedy.
(Oct.)
♦BELLAMY TRIAL, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The audience is admitted to the court room
of the most thrilling murder mystery of the year.
(August.)
BEWARE OF BLONDES— Columbia.— Emerald,
emerald, who's got the emerald?
(November.)
BEYOND THE SIERRAS — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — A Tim McCoy Western that will put the
kids to sleep. (July.)
BIG HOP, THE— Buck Jones.— Mr. Jones crosses
the Pacific. A good film. (Oct.)
BIG KILLING, THE— Paramount.— Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton become all tangled up
in a Kentucky feud.
(August.)
BIG NOISE, THE— First National.— Concerning
a city election. And just about as interesting. (May.)
BIT OF HEAVEN, A— Excellent.— Broadway vs.
Park Avenue.
A good performance by Lila Lee. (Oct.)
BLACK BUTTERFLIES— Quality— Exposing the
wicked ways of the fake Bohemians.
(November.)
BRANDED
MAN,
THE— Rayart.— The
best
part of this domestic opera is the titles. Why not do
your reading at home?
(August.)
BROADWAY DADDIES — Columbia.— Trite
story but well acted.
(Oct.)
BROKEN MASK, THE— Anchor.— Ugly story
of revenge but well told and acted.
(September.)
BROTHERLY LOVE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— Messrs. Dane and .Arthur in burlesque prison reform. The big moment is a football game between
two rival penitentiaries.
(November.)
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BURNING GOLD— Elbee.— A story of dirty
deeds in the oil fields.
(August.)
BURNING THE WIND— Universal.— One of
Hoot Gibson's lapses.
(Oct.)
BURNING
UP
BROADWAY— Sterling.— The
doings of bootleggers and such, made very dull.
Not worth the talents of Helene Costello and Sam
Hardy.
(June.)
BUSHRANGER,THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Tim McCoy goes to Australia and plays some rousing
tunes on the boomerang.
(August.)
BUTTER AND EGG MAN, THE— First National.— The amusing adventures of a country lad
(Jack way.
Mulliall)
(August.) who becomes an "angel'' on BroadCAMERAMAN, THE— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— Buster Keaton redeems himself in this one. Lots of
laughs.
(Oct.)
CANYON OF ADVENTURE, THE— First National.— Ken Maynard sets the Western scenery afire
A good one.
(June.)

again.

CAPTAIN
Steele.
(Oct.) CARELESS— FBO.— You'll like Bob
CAPTAIN SWAGGER— Pathe.— Good comedy
in which Rod La Rocque, as a naughty aviator, is persuasively reformed by Sue Carol.
(November.)

Pictu res You
Should Not Miss
"The Godless Girl"
"Wings"
"Four Devils"
"Sorrell and Son"
"The Circus"
"The Patriot"
"Love"
"The Docks of New

York"

"The Trail of '98"
"Mother Knows Best"
"The Noose"
"Speedy"
As a service to its readers, Photoplay Magazine presents brief critical
comments on all photoplays of the
preceding six months. By consulting
this valuable guide, you can determine at a glance whether or not your
promised evening's entertainment is
worth while. Photoplay's reviews
have always been the most authoritative published. And its tabloid
reviews show you accurately and concisely how to save your motion picture
time and money. The month at the
end of each review indicates the issue
of Photoplay in which the original
review appeared.

♦CARDBOARD LOVER, THE— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Snappy French farce comedy with Marion
Davies — also Jetta Goudal and Nils Asther. Sophisticated and charming.
(Oct.)
CAUGHT IN THE
gets lost in the fog, too.

FOG— Warners.— The plot
(August.)

CELEBRITY— Pathe.— A prize-fighter gets culture. Meaning Mr. Tunney?
(Oct.)

CERTAIN YOUNG MAN, A— Metro-Gold^
Mayer. — Romantic two-timing in Arlenesque Lor.n
society. A bit languid but well played by Ka n
Saxon.
Novarro, (July.)
even if he isn't precisely the perfect Ai>
CHICKEN A LA KING— Fox.— More lessonn
gold-digging. Funny but rough in spots. Vh
Nancy Carroll and Ford Sterling.
(August.)
CHORUS KID, THE— Gotham.— Goofy it
amusing story of chorus girl, played by Virjia
Browne
Faire.
(June.)
CLEARING THE TRAIL— Universal.— Ain
saving the old ranch.
(Oct.)
CLOTHES MAKE THE WOMAN — Tiff;, r.
Stahl. — Help! The Czar's daughter is with us aji,
this time played by Eve Southern. The picture is
its good moments.
(July.)
CLOUD DODGER, THE— Universal— A b;
in the air for a dizzy blonde!
(Oct.)
CODE OF THE AIR— Bischoff.— More air si.
Good adventure story. (Oct.)
CODE OF THE SCARLET— First Nation; Ken Maynard gets his man. Good out-door stir.
(September.)
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE — GothaiLots of propaganda. With such a live topic, fis
should have been a better picture.
(Oct.)
COP, THE— Pathe-De Mille.— Once more the
fare between the cops and crooks. Some good nodrama well acted by William Boyd, Alan Hale id
Jacqueline Logan.
(July.)
"COSSACKS, THE — Metro-Goldwyn-May. Love, sport and murder among the cowboy oi
Russia. Jack Gilbert is the lure. (August.)
COWBOY KID, THE— Fox.— A Western fone
simple-minded.
(September.)
*CRAIG*S WIFE— Pathe.— Splendid drama ,h
Irene Rich as the too perfect wife.
(September.)
CRASH, THE— First National.— Not an unrworld melodrama, but a swell thriller with a good tformance by Milton Sills and a rousing train wife
(November.)

CROOKS

CAN'T WIN— FBO.— Good celled

gone haywire. Will someone please stop the (tn
crime wave?
(August.)
DANGER PATROL, THE — Rayart. — A ig
wholesome, fresh air drama of the Northwest th
three rousing murders.
(July.)
DANGER RIDER, THE— Universal.— Then ].•a
saving dash of originality in the plot of this tJt
Gibson Western.
(July.)
DANGER STREET— FBO.— A rich bach>r,
disappointed in love, drowns his grief in a gang ir.
Well, that's one way to forget.
(November.)
DAWN — Herbert Wilcox. — An English produ<pn
that gives a fair and impartial presentation oUie
Edith Cavell case. (August.)
DESERT BRIDE, THE — Columbia. — Ety
Compson, as a Parisian beauty, raises havoc in'he I
Foreign Legion.
(August.)
DETECTIVES — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — MlrDane and George K. Arthur in a collection of gal—
and some of them are not exactly spotless. (Jr.)
DEVIL'S
CAGE,
THE— Chadwick.— No «
bothering your pretty little head about the ir.
sistencies of a plot like this. (June.)
DEVIL'S
vatingbunk.

TRADEMARK,
(September.)

THE— FBO.— As

DIAMOND HANDCUFFS — Metro-Gold- n
Mayer. — Weird story, in three episodes, about he
curse of a diamond, probably written about the Pposed curse of the famous Hope diamond. Somepeid
acting by Eleanor Boardman, Lena Malena
Conrad Nagel is wasted.
(June.)
DIVINE
SINNER,
THE— Rayart.— Aus
drama with daring but grown-up theme.
(Oct.)
SNORE?—
A DO
shortGENTLEMEN
farce turned into
a panic Roach-M.-G.-lj—
by the appear
of a real, live gorilla. (August.)
*DOCKS OF NEW YORK, THE— Paramou —
A drama of two derelicts, powerful, dramatic no
stirring. Superbly acted by George Bancroft™
Betty Compson. Worthwhile adult entertainnit.
(November.)
DOG JUSTICE— FBO.— But the story is a A
injustice to Ranger, the canine star. (August.)
DOG LAW— FBO.— Giving Ranger a good b ■
(November.)
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 ]
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Now You Can hear
The World's Celebrities
—right in your
own home town

>I©VII<T€>VI<
Benito Mussolini

M

Robert Benchley
Chic Sale
(Lower Center)

His Majesty Alfonso XIII

ODERN
theatres everywhere are responding
to the public's demand for Fox Movietone
Entertainments.
For your enjoyment
William Fox, with characteristic foresight has assembled throughput the world these
talking pictures

Charles A. Lindbergh
Joe Cook
Bobby Clark and
Paul McCullough
(Top Center)

George Bernard Shaw

King of Spain

When

you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Three prizes

are given every month

for the best letters **»
$2j, $10 and $5

and

Bouquet
The REAL CRITICS,
the FANS,
GIVE THEIR VIEWS

The Monthly Barometer
HTHE storm about the talkies is still on. Have
■*■ you any interesting criticisms to offer about
this new departure in movie making?
Photoplay's Life Stories are the most discussed feature of the magazine. What star do
you suggest as the subject for a Life Story?
"The Crowd," "Wings," "Seventh Heaven,"
"The Cossacks" and "Lilac Time" receive
more letters than any other recent pictures.
What pictures have you seen lately that
impressed you?
Photoplay's readers ask for:
A happy and romantic ending for a Lon
Chaney picture.
More Gilbert-Garbo films.
Saner plots in Westerns.
More Janet Gaynor pictures.
What are your requests? What are your
suggestions? Remember that your praise or
blame guides the trend of the pictures you see
on the screen.

$25.00 Letter
Canton, O.
Recently I read a letter in your department
which was called a "corking good argument
for the
movies," and I have one which goes it
one
better.
A neighbor of ours, a charming woman,
rather sensitive but exceedingly human, had
three sons. Two by a first marriage, one by a
second. Her first marriage was very unhappy.
Her second would have been completely happy,
if the boys could have cared for one another.
But they did not. Rob, the eldest, who was
interested in engineering, had no sympathy for
the music-loving Ralph. Neither cared for the
youngest, who was just a kid. Their home
life was constantly in the rough. There were
no words; there was only indifference. It made
their mother unhappy. They sensed it, but
seemed unable to remedy it.
"Beau Geste" came to town. They saw it.
They wondered. It "got" them. They saw
that they were missing something — comradeship, love for one another.
Their mother does not know what has happened. Ralph and Rob listen to each other,
without openly sneering. They are being big
brothers to the "kid." She is happy. The
whole road has not yet been covered; but it
will be.
Not a moral story, but a real happening.
Florence Ridge.
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The readers of PHOTOPLAY are invited to write to this department — to
register complaints or compliments —
to tell just what they think of pictures
and players. We suggest that you
express your ideas as briefly as possible and refrain from severe personal criticism, remembering that the
object of these columns is to exchange
thoughts that may bring about better
pictures and better acting. Be constructive. We may not agree with the
sentiments expressed, but we'll publish them just the same ! Letters must
not exceed 200 words and should
bear the writer's full name and address. Anonymous letters go to the
waste basket immediately.

$10.00 Letter
Manchester, N. Y.
I wonder how many people there are in this
world who have received their education
through the movies? Deprived of the privilege
when I was young, I decided later on to get an
education some way or other, but the older I
got the less time I had for study. By the
death of my husband, I was left with four
children and, in giving them the advantages I
had missed, I became more anxious than ever
about my own education.
I realized that the movies were my only
chance of seeing the world and so I decided
that I must pick the movies that would help
me most. First I subscribed to Photoplay,
and then all was clear sailing.
When the children speak of different subjects— current events, history, foreign countries, Iknow all about them, thanks to the
news reels and such pictures as "Faust," "The
Covered Wagon," "The Scarlet Letter," "The
Ten Commandments," "The Garden of
Allah," "Beau Geste," "The Way of All
Flesh," and "The Last Command." I have
seen the world, via the movies and I have met
face to face, all the great people of the earth,
regardless of the thousands of miles between us.
(Mrs.) Lillian M. Russell.

$5.00 Letter
Chicago, 111.
I wonder if you will understand when I say
that movies and Photoplay are almost a re-

ligion with me. I am studying dancing ar
dramatic art, with ambitions for a successf
stage career. At times I feel that life is
horrible nightmare; then I go see a pictur
No matter what the type, I always find som
thing in it to help me.
Other times I wonder how I can ever expe
to accomplish anything. Who am I to conqu
the world? Then I read a story of one of tl
stars in Photoplay. Believe it or not, th<
give me courage and faith in myself.
Also I learn a good deal by watching tl
different actors and actresses on the scree
The news reels keep me posted on currei
events, thereby saving me from the fate of
dumb-head.
It may not sound very hard for a girl
seventeen to give up a lot of silly things, lil
dances and dates, in order to save her mom
to go on with something that really matter
but it is hard, and if it were not for Photopl;
and
the movies,
the nerve
to stick Iit don't
out. believ.e I would ha\
I hope some day I can write you a happ
sequel to this letter.
Diane Bailey.

A Disappointed Tourist

Geneva,andN. IY.xn
I spent five months in Hollywood
quite disappointed not to witness any crime
dope parties, orgies and the like, as I had bee
told to expect that Hollywood was a veritab
hell-hole. Imagine my surprise when I di
covered a placid and quiet community, goir
about minding its own business.
I went West on business and to see what
could see. But I could find nothing out of tl;
ordinary. What is it? Is it advertising, 1
just some scandal-monger that claims Holb
wood to be a naughty place that should I
spanked? TJie people that spread such n]
should be spanked instead.
Arthur M. Cobb. ]

No Talking Dolls
Waxahachie,
Tex.
Too many lightweight actors
and actress^
have made the cinema grade because they ha
good looks. But now come the talkies — an
they are going to be a hard taskmaster. Dum
clothes-horses are going to be relegated to th
scrap heap sooner or later. The talkies wi
bring the acid test.
[ continued on pace 124 ]
Floyd Caseboli1.
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WOMAN
ot AHAI tlf
FROM

THE STORY

BY MICHAEL

ARLEN

THE world-famous pair of screen lovers
IN the perfect performance
OF their romantic careers
IN a drama of burning love and smouldering desire
WITH a brilliant supporting cast:
Lewis Stone, John Mack Brown, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Dorothy Sebastian . . .
A triumph of the SILENT drama!
A SOUND sensation for theatres
With Sound equipment.
WATCH

YOUR
LEADING
THEATRE
FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF

"A WOMAN

OF AFFAIRS"

"I've got 50 bucks waiting for you!"
You can rope these questions at a gallop if
your eyes
and for
memory
There's
50
bucks
waiting
the ladyareor keen.
gent who
corrals
thebunchofthem! The winning lady will also
get my favorite riding quirt, the winning gent
the sombrero I have worn in many pictures.
My autographed photograph goes for the
fifty next best answers. There may be a few
bucking questions below — but they won't
throw
a careful Yours
rider. Let's
luck.
truly,go! — and best of

l — In what M-G-M picture does William Haines do
a slide fot life and love and what character does
he portray?
2 — does
What Marion
person Davies,
playing inin the
"Thesame
Cardboard
Lover"
picture, imitate?
3 — Name
five stage
out ofexperience.
the many M-G-M players who
have had
4 — interesting
What do you
Lon 75
Chanev's
role? regard
Answer as within
words.

most

5 — In
other ispicture
besides "Gold
Braid,"
whichwhat M-G-M
now producing,
did Ramon
Novarro appear in naval uniform?
Write your answers on one side of a sincle sheet ot
paper and mail to 3rd Floor, 1540 Broadway, New
York. All answers must be received by December
15th. ofWinners'
names will be published in a later
issue
this magazine.
Note: Ifyoudonot attend pictures yourself you may
question your friends or consult motion picture magazines. In event of ties, each tying contestant will be
awarded a prize identical in character with that tied for.
Winners of Leo's Contest of July
Marad Serriov, P. O. Box 801, Palo Alto, California
Edgar V. Murney, 207 Turner Bldg., Clinton, Iowa

N-MAYER

VIETRO-G
"More stars than there

TIM McCOYSAYS

r££T.STAROS

are in Heaven"
When you write to advertisers please mention THOTOPLAT

MAGAZINE.
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FORBIDDEN HOUR, THE-Metr
•„
DON"T MARRY — Fox. — An amusing little roMayer.— Ramon Novarro is at his besto-Coldwv
irantic comedy that will please the gals. Gayly
as the prince
at-play.
The story of a king who gave up his thron
(July.)
played by Lois Moran and Neil Hamilton.
for love.
And Renee Adoree is in it. You'll like thi
(July.)
one.
*DRAG NET, THE — Paramount. — Vivid and
=wiftly moving underworld storv with grade A acting
*FORGOTTEN FACES— Paramount.-Undi
by
Bancroft. William Powell and Evelyn
Brent.George
(July.)
world story of regeneration and sacrifice. Fine story
fine acting, and 100 per cent entertainment.
*DRY MARTINI— Fox.— Sophisticated comedv
(Sept.)
among the American dry law ex-patriots of the Ritz
*FOUR WALLS— Metro-Goldwvn-Maver — Ptor
of
Jewish
gangster,
splendidly played by John Gilbert
(November.)
Naughty but neat.
bar in Paris.
Don t miss it. (September.)
DUGAN OF THE DUGOUTS— Anchor— GagFREE LIPS— First Division.— Virtue triumphan
ging the Great War again.
(September.)
in a night club. Just another one of those pictures
EASY COME, EASY GO— Paramount.— Richard
(July.)
With June Marlowe.
Dix as the innocent partner of a crook. A bright,
FURY OF THE WILD— FBO.— More real mea
fast-moving comedy and Richard's best in months.
tor Ranger.
(November.)
(June.)
GANG WAR— FBO.— Yep. bootleggers and crook
END OF ST. PETERSBURG, THE— Sovkino.—
again.
(September.)
What the Soviet wants you to believe. St. Petersburg destroyed by trick camera angles.
(August.)
GATE CRASHER, THE— Universal.— Glen IriEXCESS BAGGAGE— Metro-Goldwyn-Maver.—
on in a hit-and-miss comedy.
(September.)
Vivid and realistic picture of stage life. See it.
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW— Fox Movietone (August.)
Mr. Shaw entertains his public with an imitation ol
FAMILY PICNIC, THE— Fox Movietone.—
Mussolini. It's a wow.
(September.)
Pioneer all-talking comedy. See it and write your
own remedy.
(September.)
GIRL HE DIDN'T BUY, THE— Peerless— Ligh
a Broadway
FANDANGO — Educational. — Lupino Lane in a story
(August.)love affair with an original twi*i
to theofplot.
hilarious burlesque of all the Spanish pictures ever
GIVE
AND TAKE— Universal.— A silly storv bui
(June.)
produced.
made into good entertainment by the expert comedi
FANGS OF FATE— Pathe.— Klondike, the dog,
offered by Jean Hersholt and George Sidney. (July.
growls through an old story.
(September.)
*GLORIOUS BETSY— Warners.— The romantic
FASHION MADNESS— Columbia.— Once more
story of Jerome Bonaparte and Betsv Patterson ol
the frivolous debutante is dragged off to the woods
Baltimore. Tricked up with a happy but unhistoric
by the he-man
time.
(June.) hero. Claire Windsor is the girl this
ending. Mildly charming, and decked out with Vitaphonic outbursts. Dolores Costello starred. (July.)
FAZIL — Fox. — Proving the sheiks make bad
husbands. Torrid necking in the desert. Not for
/GODLESS GIRL, THE— Pathe-De Mffle.— A
vitally interesting and vivid storv told with all the
the kindergarten class.
(August.)
force and power Cecil B. De Mille could give it. InFIFTY-FIFTY GIRL, THE— Paramount— Bebe
cidental y, ittakes a poke at reform schools. A rea
Daniels inherits half a gold mine. It turns out to be a
picture with splendid acting bv Marie Prevost, Georgt
gold
mine
of
laughs.
James
Hall
is
her
leading'
man.
Beery and Lina Basquette. (July.)
Noah
Duryea,
Recommended to your kind attention.
(July.)
GOLDEN CLOWN, THE — Nordisk-Pathe. FIGHTIN' REDHEAD, THE— FBO.— Buzz BarEven Denmark has a clown who laughs to conceal a
ton eats up the Western scenery.
(September.)
broken heart. Turgid foreign drama with a fine perFIRE AND STEEL— Elbee.— Hot yarn of steel
formance by Gosta Eckman.
(July.)
furnaces, with the young inventor, the jealous foreman and the girl. Ho-hum!
(June.)
Peerless.— You can't
seeGOLDEN
the picture SHACKLES—
for the olot. (August.)
FIRST KISS, THE— Paramount.— Young love,
played by Fay Wray and Gary Cooper and set in a
GOLF WIDOWS — Columbia. — Comedy drama
deep sea background.
(November.)
built on one of the terrible consequences of country
club life. With Harrison Ford and Vera Revnolds.
FLEET'S IN, THE— Paramount.— Clara Bow
(July.)
among the sailors. Of course, you won't miss it.
(November.)
GRAIN OF DUST. THE— Tiffanv-Stahl.— InterFLEETWING— Fox.— A story of Araby, a girl,
esting drama based on the David Graham Phillip;
novel, with the grief rather heavily stressed. (Not.)
a sheik and a horse.
(September.)
GREASED(September.)
LIGHTNING — Universal. — Dumb
FLYING COWBOY, THE— Universal.— Fun—
Western.
and
lots of it— on a dude ranch. With Hoot Gibson.
(July.)
GREEN GRASS WIDOWS— Tiffany-Stahl. Ubetter.
alter Hagen
in a goofy golf story. He should know
FOOLS FOR LUCK— Paramount.— W. C. Fields
(September.)
and Chester
Conklin in a comedy that is onlv fairly
funny.
(June.)
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 129 ]

Frances Jordan, Inc.
BUILDING.

PHILADELPHIA

SAVE
YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health
and Efficiency First

"I would not part with it for $ 1 0,

Sowritesan enthusiastic, grateful customer. "Worth more
than
a farm,"testify
says another.
In
like manner
over 100,000
people who have worn it.

The Natural
Body
Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS

Photoplays Reviewed in the

and ORGANIC AILMENTS
of WOMEN and MEN. Develops erect, graceful figure.
Brings restful relief. comfort, ability to do things, health, strength.

and
Girls
Also

and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced
internal organs;
reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens
and strengthens the
back; corrects stooping shoulders; develops
lungs, chest and
bust; relieves backache; curvatures, nervousness
, ruptures.
constipation, after effects of Flu. Comfortable, easy
to wear.

aiustrat.

*«*«***
lf Fit edY/i}e
Yourse
Keep etc.,
,"""•
booklet,
measurement
blank,,r
and read our very liberal proposition.
HOWARD
C. RASH, Pre... Natural Body BraceCo.
330 Rash Building
.
.
SALINA, KANSAS

it PIANO

ltra-modern Piano Jan taught by mail. Note or
ear- Easy rapid lessons for adult beg-nners. Also
Self-instruction system for advanced pianists. Learn
35S Bass Styles. 976 Jan Breaks, hundreds of Tri.k
Endings. Hot Rhythms. Sock. Stomp and Dirt
Effects; Symphonic and Wicked Harmony in latest
Radio and Record Style.
Write for Free Booklet.

WATERMAN

PIANO

1834 W. Adams St.

SCHOOL

Los Angolas. Calif.

ERVES?
Excited?

Fatigued?

Shadow

Stage

This Issue

Save this magazine — Refer to the criticisms before you pic\ out
Page
your evening's entertainment.
Ma\e this your reference list.

Wear
it 30 Days Free at Our£ -*.Expens
ej
Does awav with t^Aufro^
i:
Does
away with the strain -...-J -,„:

Are You Always

Reviews
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Fashion decrees that the figure be
slender and graceful. Women who are
ahdomen, hips,
— 'n tne
u '" spots
underarm
throat,
, or elsewhere — need
no longer worry!
Simply use the wonderful Frances
Jordan Reducer 10 minutes daily! It
does away with massage treatments —
with hot baths, dieting, strenuous exercise, and drugs. It removes the fat just
where you unnt it removed — no where
else. There is no discomfort — no exertion— no wrinkles nor flabby flesh!
The Frances Jordan stimulates the
circulation and the fat spots are absorbed. It relieves constipation and
tones up the nerves.
This remarkable Frances Jordan
originally sold for S15.00. Very large
sales now permit us to sell direct to you
for $5.00. Act today! Send $5.00 in
cash, money order or check. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

FINANCE
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Worried?

Gloomy?
Pessimistic? Constipation, indieeation. cold
NERVP cvu«isiJSffji
inrL.
"""?Umu-a
*nd and
hasMuIness
caused fwljj
bv
ncNVfc
EXHAUSTION.
Lhrugt.
mtdurine*nrecannot
K"*i ««* "*"«•/
Learn how to refrain Vlgror. Calmneaa and Self
Confidence.
Send 25c lor this amazing book.
RICHARD BLACHSTOnlE, N-2212 FLATIRON BUILDING. NEW YORK
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Inspiration — Excellent
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Making the Grade — Fox
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EAR the din over "Sound!"
Hasn't been so much noise
in years. Picture fans everywhere crying for
"the talkies." And the whole picture industry
working overtime to supply them. You'll
see and hear Educational' s first talking
pictures soon. And you'll see and hear
in them the same high entertainment
quality that has made Educational
Pictures for over eight years the
unquestioned leaders in the field of
silent short features — comedies,
novelties, news, etc.
There are laughs — and thrills —
in these great silent short
features that will make life a
little brighter.

0t,JERRY

AN IDEAL DREW
COMEDY

'The Quiet Worker"
A Jack U 'bite Production

GkUuxdicnal U4ctuA&y
W.<k
And these other
Educational Pictures
always make a good show better
DUCATIONAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.
When

E. IV. Hammons, 'President
you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

it. Oj
Executive Offices: !501 Broadway, New

MAGAZINE!

York, N. Y.
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Holiday

P arty
Hi ints
And two delicious recipes
for candy from Photoplay's Cook Book

Hollywood Christmas trees are trimmed ahead
of time, just to make pretty pictures like this one
of Nancy Carroll. And if you are wise, you will do
your Christmas party planning early

not to scorch, as recipe.; containing large amounts of sugar burn
*HIS is the party -giving season that begins around Thanksi giving and ends after New Year's. So I am giving you easily. Boil slowly until a soft lump forms when dropped into
I two recipes for candy, from Photoplay's Cook Book. water. Do not cook too long, as the smoothness of the fudge depends on the candy being removed in time. As sugar recipes are
h of these recipes — a very simple one — was contributed by
fria Svvanson. It is for Cream Fudge and its only ingre- affected by climate, altitude and other considerations, it is
tits are 1 Yl pounds of old-fashioned brown sugar and Y2 pint impossible to give an exact cooking time.
j; ream. Be sure to get the dark brown sugar. Boil together
Beat with a large spoon all the time it is cooling and pour
lil a soft ball forms when tried in cold water. Then take on a buttered platter when it is just ready to harden. You
in the fire and beat well with a wooden spoon until creamy
can tell by the creamy thickness when to pour. Have English
King and thick. Pour onto a buttered dish. Just before it walnuts or cocoanut on the platter, but do not add to the
hold mark into squares with a silver knife and when it is
boiling candy. Miss Reynolds doesn't care for vanilla flavoring
fte cold, break into pieces.
but, if you like, you may add one teaspoonful of vanilla extract
when you remove the candy from the stove.
Kera Reynolds' candy recipe is for old-fashioned chocolate
[ge — the kind you always like. Take two squares of unketened chocolate; two cups of granulated sugar; three- Photoplay's Cook Book has many other recipes that will be
Irths cup of half milk and half cream; and a tablespoonful
of real help to you in planning your menus for Holiday parties.
There are one hundred and fifty unusual recipes, any one of
1 butter. Mix in a metal saucepan — it is better not to use
which will add distinction to your party.
\ ware that might chip — and put on a slow fire. Take care
And here are a few useful hints about using the Cook Book
and about serving and preparing party dinners. In planning a
menu, don't include too many dishes that must be cooked all
uQ=^
at once. It makes for confusion when the dinner is served.
Arrange some courses that may be prepared in the morning or
the day before. Don't try out new dishes on company. You
Photoplay Magazine
may fail and spoil the whole dinner. Always have a "dress
rehearsal" for the family, to be sure of success.
750 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Unless you have a well-trained waitress and competent help,
Please send me a copy of Photoplay's Cook
Book, containing 150 favorite recipes of the stars.
I am enclosing twenty-five cents.

Be sure to write name and address plainly
You may send either stamps or coin.

don't plan a long and elaborate menu that requires a great
many changes of covers and a lot of passing. If you want to
vary your dinner, try adopting the Continental custom of
serving the salad with the fish or meat; cucumbers with fish and
plain lettuce with meat. Then the vegetable comes as a separate course after the meat — something like artichokes, broccoli or asparagus with Hollandaise sauce. It really makes a
dinner very attractive to feature the vegetable. And don't
repeat the same flavor twice in a meal. If you have a fruit
cocktail, don't have a fruit salad or a fruit dessert. If you have
tomatotable or in
soup,
don't repeat tomatoes again
in theVan
salad,
vegea sauce.
Carolyn
Wyck.
15

Friendly

Advice

Carolyn
from
Van Wyck
on

"Don't try to dominate your daughter's life," writes
Carolyn Van Wyck.
And all mothers with young daughters should see Madge Bellamy and Louise Dresser in
"Mother Knows Best"

CAROLYN VAN WYCK:
DEAR
I am not a girl — and so, perhaps, I do
wrong in coming to you. But my problem isa vital one, and one which I can not seem
to solve alone. And it concerns girlhood,
vitally. For it is about my twenty-year-old
daughter.
My daughter, you see, is in business. Is
starting out upon what, to her, seems to be the
beginning of an important career. To me it
seems that she is on the wrong track — and I
can not help often telling her so. With the
result that we have words, nearly every day.
With the further result that my daughter is
planning to leave our home — to take a small
apartment of her own! This troubles me
desperately, for she is young and impulsive and
I feel that she needs the background and the
balance of a real home.
Her father is inclined to take the matter
casually. In the first place, he thinks that my
ideas for the girl (I had planned to have her
carry on with her music — she had made a good
start with it) should be set aside. "If she
prefers being a secretary," he says, "it is her
own affair." But I can not look at it that way.
I am the girl's mother. I have given her not
only her life, but her training. I have sacrificed for the music lessons that she is setting
aside. And I can not, as my husband is, be
resigned !
My husband also thinks that our daughter
should have her own rooms if she wants them.
"If it doesn't work out she'll soon come home!"
he says. "Better to let her choose her own
path — as long as it's a straight one."
But again: I want to help her choose her
path. I do not, in any way, want her to be
independent of me. Aside from her love I want
a trifle of her gratitude for the years that I have
given to her. I feel that she, in her turn, owes
something to me.
What should I do, Carolyn Van Wyck? You
are a mature woman — you say that you stand
willing to help other women. Shall it be
"Hands off"- — as my husband advises? Or
shall I assert my authority, as a mother, and
keep my child close to me?
Mrs. J. V. B.
TT" EEP your child close to you? By asserting
■^- your authority? Oh, you are indeed going
backwards, when you arrive at the conclusion

16
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that you have reached! For, Mrs. J. V. B., you
should have learned, by this time, that the
surest way to lose a daughter (or anyone, in
fact) is to shackle her to you. Even though the
handcuffs are forged of the most lasting affection. Even though they are made of mother
love.
There is a picture being shown, now, in one
of the theaters in your city. It features lovely
little Madge Bellamy and it is called "Mother
Knows Best." Perhaps you read Edna
Ferber's poignant story, from which the
picture was made.
And, if so, you know the

Mother and Daughter
Their Relationship
Is This Month's Problem
THIS is a matter for girls — and for the
girls, grown older, who are their
mothers. For both the girls and their
mothers have a lesson to learn — the
lesson of release. A lesson that is often
learned with sorrow and tears — and
that could, so easily, be learned in a
different way.
Perhaps you have passed your examinations— in the school of life. Perhaps you have solved your own
problems. But perhaps you need help.
And, if you do, remember that I am
always glad to, if possible, give that
help. Letters enclosing stamped, selfaddressed envelopes, will be answered
immediately. Those without postage
will be answered in the columns of
this magazine.
Have you complexion troubles? If
so, send a stamped envelope and you
will receive information regarding the
care of the skin. For ten cents you will
receive my booklet on safe and sane
reducing methods. Write to me in care
of PHOTOPLAY Magazine, 221 West
57th St., New York.

Carolyn

Van Wyck.

plot. Of the mother who so dominated heii
daughter's life that the life — though material!)
successful — lacked happiness and completion
It is the story of a mother who traded upon hei
daughter's sense of loyalty and gratitude. Whc
used her
weaken of her
daughter's
Who
madestrong
love will
into toa house
bondage.
See

that picture, Mrs. J. V. B., and profit by the
seeing of it!
I know a wise mother, who has a growr
daughter and a growing son. And I want tc
quote, for you, from het philosophy.
"My children did not ask to be born," she
says. "Neither did they ask for my love
Everything that I have given them I have
given freely. Every sacrifice I have made 1
have made gladly. And I have never de
manded or expected anything from them ir
return for what I have given. I want theii
gifts to be free ones. I want their sacrifices tc
be prompted by affection — rather than duty
"If," this woman continues, "they desire tc
lead their own lives, I shall give my childrer
every opportunity to do so. Remembering
that holding them fast will not, in all truth, In
keeping them. Remembering that, in m>
youth, I had the chance to choose my own wet)
— and that it is now their turn!
"I want my children to care for me as at
individual. Not because they feel — througl
birth — that they must care for me!"
TF only, Mrs. J. V. B., you could take youi
-•-own interests out of the matter. And coulc
look at your children as this other mothei
views her children!
If only you could — to get closer to your owr
affairs — if only you would look at the mattei
through the wise and tolerant eyes of youi
husband. For he knows that a child should not
be driven — he has realized that a child shoulc
be led. If the leading is tactful you will, Ian
sure, find that your daughter will reconsidei
her decision to leave home. That she ma)
even, in time, go back to her music.
There is one thing more that I want to say
and that, Mrs. J. V. B., is not in criticism ol
you. It is in your defense. And I want to sa)
it to the girls who, I hope, have read this
article. I want to explain to them that
parental interference is not, always, meant tc
[ CONTINUED
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PERFUME

OF

MAGNETISM

' fie dlofious sftefl if at stvs aa
aesife — tne divine mystery of
?nadnetism — is dish/led 'in each
precious aYop ofh Aimant — dfoftfuirid Ine personality it sw'tounas.
FIVE DOLLARS
J^ oz. in.
Platinu m- tone
Metal Case
to Safeguard*. tKe
Perfume, $1.50
Reftllable witfc
regular
sizes.*4 oz

cfi Jvputa?- J\i?se Sizes

'Aoz. ONE DOLLAR
'/2 0Z. TWO DOLLARS
COTYinc,. J 14 ^Jtfcfy&enue^Yewtyrk.
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is keeping you trom
Blemishes
Excessive
Dryness

•

(jiliness

being attractive I

Blackheads
■

Salloivness

• (conspicuous Nose JTores

IS YOURS a naturally lovely complexion? Then
keep it always! You can— with proper daily care.
Or, is your complexion unattractive? Then change
it— make it attractive! You can — simply by rinding
the treatment it needs and following it faithfully.
For almost certainly your trouble is one of the six
common skin defects listed above. A skin specialist
tells us these are so prevalent that few women are
wholly free from them.
Yet it is easy to remedy each of these unfortunate
conditions! For your skin is changing every day. Old
skin dies and disappears. Give the new skin proper
care based on the clean sure methods of science. Quickly
you will restore its youthful beauty, keep it clear and
sparkling with health!

•r

""
to '''a uy
hot cloths
Applya slightly
: with
TO
until BANISH
the skin isBLACKHEADS
reddened. Then
rough...
eroVvr
work up a heavy lather of Woodbury's Facial So Arid I want tc
into the pores thoroughly, always with a'i upward ai,_
ward motion. Rinse with clear, hot water, then with cold. R\ sht
the face thirty seconds with a piece of ice wrapped in a soft towel.

Woodbury's Facial Soap is especially made to give
your skin this scientific care.
Use this exquisite soap according to the needs of your
complexion. You will find the special treatment you need
in the booklet that comes free with every cake of Woodbury s
Facial Soap. These famous Woodbury treatments are simple,
and easy to follow, yet so effective that thousands and thousands of women declare they owe their clear lovely complexions to them.
Get a cake of Woodbury's today and see how much clearer,
finer, younger it will make your skin!
A 25c cake of Woodbury's lasts you a month or six weeks.
At any drug store or toilet goods counter.

V

/,

e large-size tna / set!
The Andrew Jergens Co.,
2223 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio

TO OVERCOME BLEMISHES (ACNE): Just before retiring, wash in your usual way with warm water and Woodbury's
Facial Soap and then dry your face. Now dip the tips of your
fingers in warm water
until they are covered
blemish with a thick
Rinse very carefully,

and
with
coat
first

For the enclosed 10c — please send me the
large-size trial cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap,
the Facial Cream and Powder, the Cold Cream,
the treatment booklet, "A Skin You Love to Touch,
and instructions for the new complete Woodbury
"Facial." InCanada.address The Andrew Jergens'
Name_
Co., Limited, 222J Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Out.

rub them on the cake of Woodbury's
a heavy, cream-like lather. Cover each
of this and leave it on for ten minutes.
with clear, hot water, then with cold.

Street_
City
Copyright 1928, by The Andrew Jergens Co.
_State_
Every advertisement in mOTOrLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

s~w J J HAT has 1928 meant to the stars? A year ago, Lupe Velez
§/§/
was almost unknown ; she was just one of those rumored big
j f
discoveries, regarded by the public with curiosity and
apprehension.
Lupe lived up to her advance publicity. What
greater praise can any movie star receive?

y^XNE year ago Madge Bellamy was merely a flapper, getting by nicely, thanks to unbei V# Jlievable eyes and incomparable legs. But 1928 saw Miss Bellamy crash through with one
\-^f of the sharpest and cleverest performances of the season. The talkies, too, will change
the trend of Madge's career, because her early stage experience gave her a voice that can talk right
up to any microphone.

Lansing Brown

OW some well-earned applause, please, for Betty Compson.
For three years Betty has
been
bee struggling through some of Hollywood's ripest hokum. Critics and fans were about
<y \
"V^j ready to place her, regretfully, among their souvenirs.
Then 1928 broke Betty's
losing streak. Two fine performances, in "The Barker''' and "Docks of New York," have paved
the way for a happy New Year for Miss Compson.

Lansing Brown

6T^ fQT so pleasant — the year of 1928 — for Olive Borden.
As astrologers would say, the
t / \/
planet controlling business dealings moved into the wrong house and the favorable stars
Xs_^ got caught in a traffic jam. Olive scrapped with her bosses and went workless for
several months.

And the moral is : Don't get sassy to producers in Hollywood, this or any other
year, unless you no spik English.

Ruth Harriet Louise

/N the year 1928 Joan Crawford got her pictures in the paper more times than any other motion
picture actress. She appeared in half a dozen films and all of them were successful.
Her
romance with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., supplied the heart interest to her life. And, for 1929,
she has been promised another ultramodern story by Josephine Lovett to follow the hit of "Our
Dancing Daughters."

Fryer

^y±

ND what a year for Conrad Nagel ! From being merely a nice-looking, reliable leading man
with a blameless reputation, Conrad has become the first hero of the talkies. His father,
Dr. Frank Nagel, was a composer and pianist, and Conrad can thank his early training
in singing for his success in taming the tricky talkies.

Another Gossard triumph— this!
Another irresistible suggestion of
how the celebrated Gossard Line
of Beauty can be emphasized
by the simplest foundationwear.
For, you must realize the subtle
curves which your figure enjoys
are really nature-endowed. The
Gossard Line of Beauty is your
own entirely. Your Gossard
garment merely enhances its
charm by the gentlest retention,
scientifically planned.
1079— A hook-around
made of attractive satin
brocade and machine woven
elastic. It has an elastic top of
fancy two-inch web. There is a
panel of the brocade over each
hip between the elastic sections.
The back and side panels are
boned and there is a boned lining
section over the abdomen. $10.00.
1343 — Cunningform bandeau
made of crepe de chine designed
to give an uplift effect by means of
drawstrings diagonally placed so
that the bandeau may be adjusted
as desired. Insert of two-inch elastic in back.

HE H

GOSSARD

CO., Chicago, New

And could anything be gentler
— give you more freedom and
comfort than this deft combination of hook-around and separate
bandeau? Yet the line is preserved— the ideal silhouette
achieved as perfectly as if molded
in marble.
Your Gossard shop has these
actual garments on display. See
their perfect handiwork with
your own eyes. Ask for a fitting
and you will be forever committed to this ideal mode.

York, San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta, London, Toronto, Sydney, Buenos Aires
Division of Associated Apparel Industries, Inc.

OnLV
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GENUINE-

Uan be* c/ood Onoua/L,
Beauty ... in 400, and more, ring styles . . .
the one and only true Orange Blossom pattern
exquisitely wrought in precious metals, to suit
every taste, every personality, every purse . . .
such is the selection offered in Traub engagement and wedding rings. Only in Traub rings
is so infinite a variety of style and beauty
available . . . and only when it bears the Traub
trade mark is your ring Genuine Orange
Blossom . . . product of the designers and
craftsmen who originated this modish pattern,
TRAUB genuine

Orange
mossom
Engagement and Wedding Kings
More than 400 ring styles, trtdto- platinum or
gold, jeweled and nn jeweled. Priced as low a* $12

T

R

displayed by the better jewelers everywhere.
Out delightful booklet, "Wedding

TRAUB

Ring Sentiment ", free on request

MANUFACTURING

DETROIT
NEW YORK
576 Fifth Avenue

A

COMPANY
MICHIGAN

WAI.KERVILLE
ONTARIO

U

SAN FRANCISCO
704 Market Street

(162) © T. M. Co.. 1928
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Close-Ups and Long-Shots
a.

_s

By James R. Quirk

8

t of the
FULLY fifty per cen
motion pictures made in
Hollywood bleed to death
under the hands of unskilled
surgeons.

THEeffortsofsomedirectors
to give their pictures that
arty touch by shooting all the
scenes at trick camera angles remind us of
a monkey that has been taught to beat a
The monkey can beat the drum
drum.
but it doesn't know why it does it.
The directors can imitate the modernistic methods of the more advanced technicians, but their pictures show no real
reason for , freak photography except to
bedazzle the critics into hailing them as
examples of the new art of photography.
angles aren't a substitute
CAMERA
for bad acting and banal story treatment. A picture isn't artistic simply because the photography is hard on the eyes.
Misplaced freak photography may impress the critics, but it only makes the
average audience seasick.

OOD'S al saddestcesday.
HOLLYW
Three
funer
servi
between
sun-up and sunset.
A character actor, a writer, a clown.
Hundreds mourned George Beban,

whose serio-comic Italian
character was known and
loved on stage and screen for
so many years.
The Gold Coast's last farewells were said for Larry
Semon, long one of screenland's prime buffoons.
And a memorial service
was
<5~
held in Hollywood for the clever Jack
Conway, writer of titles and the greatest
coiner of flip slang of our time.
Each, in his way, a good and faithful
servant of those of us who do not live by
bread alone, but by the laughter and tears
of the world of entertainment.

STINGERS like these lashed out recently in movie reviews in the New
York press.
"Third-rate sex drama . . . badly acted
. . . vintage of 1910 . . . slow, old-fashioned
melodrama ... no imagination . . . has
nothing new to offer the photoplay."
Was it a "quickie" ground out in ten
days by a subnormal property man that
caused reviewers to put vitriol on their
typewriter ribbons and sharpen their
snickersnees?
Not on your tripod.

These haymakers are from metropolitan reviews of "The Battle of the Sexes,"
the latest production by David Wark
Griffith, the old fox of Mamaroneck.

M
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And once upon a time, boys and girls,
there was a picture called "The Birth of a
Nation."
XT EXT month, Photoplay will publish
■^ ^ an article called "Diet — The Menace
Hollywood."
of We
recommend it to the attention of all
women and girls who, regardless of age,
height or physical condition, want to look
like movie stars.
Among other things, this informative article tells you why, because of an optical
trick played by the camera, screen weight is
not a normal weight and why, unfortunately,
a screen star's diet too often is ruinous to
health.

To your real, all-wool, yard-wide movie
fan, sixteen clockwork dancers kicking by
the numbers are just an equal number of
pains in the neck.
A ND if you want to see devotees of the
-* *-true flicker breed you should visit the
midnight performances at some of the great
New York picture houses, like the Paramount, the Capitol and the Strand. By
that time the hoofers and howlers are safely
tucked away in their trundle beds.
What the fans get is a good old fashioned
moving picture show, with the soul lulled
and invited by soft organ music and the
ear unmauled by twenty young men armed
with clarinets and other lethal weapons.
And maybe you don't think it's great.

^\UR tastes are not Turkish, but Photo^*-^play feels that unnatural thinness is as
great a sin against beauty as overweight.
The fashion of the flat, curveless figure is
passing.
In its extreme phases, it was as ridiculous, as cruel, as nose-rings or bound feet.
It brought on a fad for idiotic diets that
were just as injurious as the tight lacing of
two generations ago.
T)HOTOPLAY feels that women are com■*- ing to their senses. They want to hear
about correct diets — diet that will mean,
not starvation, but a correct system of
achieving health and normal weight.
In future issues of Photoplay a famous
specialist will discuss diet, not from the
standpoint of a quick road to starvation,
but as a sane guide to health and beauty.
A T last managers of photoplay theaters
-*■ *-are realizing that there are millions of
us who love pictures for themselves alone.
It is probable that for every moviegoer
who likes tap dancers and saxophone sobbers with their films there is, at least, one
who longs for the dear old days when picture shows were picture shows and not three
ring circuses.

"/<~*\UR Dancing Daughters," a picture
^-^ that is the very mirror of the jazz age,
is breaking records in nearly every theater
in the country.
It is not a great work of art. It is not a
great special like "The Big Parade" or
"What Price Glory."
It has no great acting. It sets no new
standard of direction.
What, then, is the secret of the success of
"Our Dancing Daughters"?
It has youth.
The whole story has been seen with the
very eyes of youth.
Its theme — that frankness is a virtue and
hypocrisy the greatest evil — is a code that
is held by millions of normal young men
and women in the country.
HPHERE have been hundreds of other so-*- called jazz pictures that have tried to
capture the spirit of the younger generation.
Most of them have only succeeded in portraying its bad manners.
Mothers have written in to Photoplay to
have "Our Dancing Daughters" stopped.
We can't; and we wouldn't if we could.
Mothers can no more curb the picture than
they can their own dancing daughters.

a

By

Yhe Passing of VOLJ
Ma Negri seems to be through in American
)«:tures. This story of her passing is in the
nature of a hail, and a farewell
"The year's at the fall,
The evening is furled,
Qod's out of Heaven,
All's wrong with the world!"

Leonard
Hall

And so, packing her jewels, her pret]'HE Warsaw Rose has faded. Pola
ties and her princelet, Pola passes,
Negri seems to be through in
leaving in Hollywood only the memory
[American motion pictures.
of a flame woman that turned to ice
ith that woeful wilting there flits
almost overnight, and died, artistically,
—notfrom
"Pola Browning
Passes,1'
t the Hollywood scene the wraith of
by Robert
long before her time.
tarkling artist gone flat like yestertts Vichy — a true tragedy of the sunBehind the tragedy of Pola Negri's
complete American failure lies a woeful succession of errors of
tjtages. Portents of Pola's passing have burned in the
omission and commission that admirers are prone to blame for
dern sky for months.
her lamentable flop. What was the cause of the artistic nose
;l St. Louis a showman refused to bill the star's name above
dive taken by one of the greatest hopes of the photoplay ?
t of her late picture, "Loves of an Actress," remarking that
Let us follow her from gangplank to gangplank.
qitle didn't mean a Canadian dime at the fateful wicket that
Pola Negri came flashing into Hollywood like a queen on the
i^es and breaks the players.
•oadway leered and whispered that the same picture had
success of "Passion," when in reality she was only a crown
princess, her American throne yet to be won by force of camera.
;d miserably at the famous Rialto Theatre, where the disParamount stepped on its own bunions to honor the royalty
of Emil Jannings' riame is enough to call out police reserves
from overseas. She was oversold.
i ropes and nightsticks.
I[t won't be long now!" whispered the wise ones.
THE fiery temperament that should have blazed in her
id it wasn't.
Yankee films exploded all over the stages. She queened it
egri's long Paramount contract finally staggered to the
across the Lasky lot, she bickered over studio precedence with
I, fell across the finish line, and died. For five unhappy
es she had pulled a jeweled oar in the Zukor-Lasky galley.
Gloria lending
Swanson,
she played
'possum
at benefits
stars'
were
a hand
in a good
cause.
Directorwhen
afterother
director,
1 le home stretch her weeklv pay envelope was bloated to the
shirt tails afire, fled bawling from the Negri set.
| of $8,000.
Is the contract breathed its last, the Perilous Pole grew
Many have blamed Pola's collapse on her boiling Polish
blood — yet other equally skittish stars have grown fat and
iful. She became sweet and tractable, and the word "yes"
[2 easier. Pola forgot her dream of $10,000 a week, and
famous. Others have put the burden of blight on her stories —
■Iled that she would be happy to go on grimacing for the old yet the whole writing world was combed for Negri's yarns, and
those accepted required the approval of the star before the
lit the pontiffs of Paramount turned gentle, and a little
Kleigs flared on.
8. They smiled sadly, and opined that $8,000 was right
No — the reasons for Pola Negri's decline and fall from fan
favor go far deeper than these things. Her firework displays
i:t money for a — shall we say? — difficult star whose Ameris drawing power had shifted to the wrong side of the decimal
should have helped and not hindered her American career — the
I t. And with nods and sighs they turned back to the bulging
Negri of her golden days should have flashed through the
stories that came her way after heartbreaking search.
d office statements on the latest Clara Bow pash opera.
ien came word that Negri was returning to the old country
Pola Negri's failure was a failure of the mind and spirit.
JLake pictures, and again the boys smirked knowingly. To
The Negri that stunned us in "Passion" was a taut, tense,
i i the emigration of a great star means but one thing — its
burning Negri. In her eyes was the look of eagles — she had the
air
of a finely trained athlete straining for the sound of the gun,
I ng. As old baseball pitchers, the soup-bones rusty, are put
eager to be off and away.
> "aze in the pasture of the minor leagues, film stars seek the
i ios of the old world when they can no longer put the old
Then came the royal progress to Hollywood, and
29 a sea
% on the ball.
change, mystic and terrible. Tiffs [ continued on page 127]
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XPOSING tit
H ocus ocus
Dareos is the fortune-tel er deluxe
of filmland. Anc
all his clients an
not romantic
young girls. The}
say that certair
millionaire film
executives consult
him before the)
embark on new
ventures. "Th<i
things just comt
to me — I'm psythat's all,'
he chic,
explains

The truth about the strange "psychic
the stars — It's

HT, down in darkest Africa, the voodoo doctor
TONIG
will do his stuff. . . !

He'll put on his lionskin and his green paint and his
ostrich feathers. And he'll cook up a monstrous smell
with a stewing snake's eye and a tiger's tooth and the little
finger of an orang-outang. And he'll tell a cannibal chieftain
that the omens are propitious for a war. And the cannibal
chieftain will believe him — and by another sundown's coming,
eat or be eaten by the chieftain in the next valley. . . .
Or in the stygian blackness of his hut, the voodoo maker will
lay in the quivering hands of a suppliant tribeswoman the
charm wherewith to command the love of the warrior for whom
she hungers. . . .
And tonight, in enlightened Hollywood, some millionaire film
executive will call his limousine, and go humbly to the incensescented rooms of Dareos— Dareos, the suave, smiling, dinnerjacketed fortune-teller de luxe to the elect of movie-land — and
rest the progress of some million-dollar deal largely on Dareos'
psychic "Yes" or "No." . . .
Or some movie queen, perhaps, will go tremblingly to ring the
doorbell of a nondescript house in a black-and-yellow quarter of

Los Angeles, where lives Rainey — Rainey, the tall, thi
mulatto mystic who tells the fortunes of Hollywood's beautie
behind a house-placard reading "The Spiritualist Church d
God" — and ask him whether or not she will ever marr
So-and-So. . . !

Only nine years ago Rainey was the butler of a prominen;
woman writer in Hollywood. His wife was the maid. An
Rainey buttled contentedly until his wife, sincerely religiou
like so many of her race, became interested in spiritualist
through a Mrs. Green, a medium in Pasadena. Once Raine
began to see ectoplasms swarming about the house and to hea
the music of spirit banjos, he was no longer any good at servin
the soup. The woman writer dismissed the couple and, ur
wittingly, sent them on to higher things.
Parallel? Well, maybe; maybe not. You've got your ow
judgment to use, haven't you? But in any case, be certain c
this — that for every time a voodoo doctor bangs his tom-tom 1
jungle-land, some hocus-pocus merchant in movie-land banf
his cash register bell — and the golden dollars of stars an
executives, producers and directors, extras and would-be s, g
tinkling into the till!
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Harry

Hollywood

Lang

Illustrations
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R. Van Bur en

id there is
Rpey — Archibald
I lainey. The
sig on the front
of is little frame
hoe proclaims it
"T'e Spiritualist
:hrch of God."
AliV years ago he
Ha butler. The
dac gentleman
nues no appointmts. You come
■ iight
in the
imping and wait
■ ine until his
ufii opens at ten

glides" mho influence the destinies of
A great racket
r Hollywood, by sheer evidence of facts and figures,
ars to be the happy hunting ground of those modern
cine men who go by the names of astrologers and palmists,
riologists, life-readers, fortune tellers and clairvoyants,
■logers or cartomancers, crystal-gazers, mediums, hypnoprophets, necromancers, psychologists and numerologists,
tional and mental and character analysts and such- They
their psychic fingers at the municipal $600-a-year license
>ay it gladly, and thrive by the dozen and the score in and
id Hollywood.
me of them, cognizant of the second paragraph of Section
: the license ordinance of the City of Los Angeles, don't
pay the $600 a year. They get themselves ordained as a
iium, healer or clairvoyant from any bona fide church or
ous organization" — and that covers a great lot of territory,
-and practice free! Or they establish their sancta sanc'ora
ly one of the multitudinous beach or suburban cornties adjacent to Hollywood, whose municipal officials are
le less exacting than the city fathers of Los Angeles who
•600 a year,
any rate, they're there in movieland, whether that be

within the geographical limits of Hollywood or not. And they
wax prosperous — some more than others, by reason of a wider
vogue for the moment; some in elaborate offices, some in ramshackle houses and mean little flats, while some function only
at parties " thrown" in the homes of the movie folk themselves.
Dareos and Rainey are by far the top-raters of those who tell
fortunes or "give readings" for the denizens of filmland. But
there are plenty of others — Professor Winton who reads palms
and has a collection of facsimiles of the most famous palms in
Hollywood; Sandra, the crystal-gazer and tea-leaf reader, a
strangely common-sense young woman who tells her subjects
not to believe in her prognostications, because she doesn't
believe in them herself! Nina Zipfel, the Yenice-by-the-Sea
astrologist, by whom Albert Conti swears; Minnie Flynn, who
serves a chicken sandwich, a cup of tea and your fortune told,
all for 75 cents in the Gypsy Lore Tea Room on Hollywood
Boulevard; Maria Uwanawich, said, by the rude policemen who
arrested her for forgetting the $150 quarterly annual fee a little
while ago, to be the mother of twenty-one children; Mohammed
Oortay, the Egyptian soothsayer, who vanished from Hollywood not so long ago after the detectives were persistently
31

Read About the Happy Hunting Grounc
There are stars of whom
is said they'll not sign a co
tract or accept a role unle
they have the psychic okay
the fortune-teller in who
they
trust.
. .
There
are . others
who lo<
sheepish when you ask the
whether they believe or nc
They
it's "bun!
kum" "applesauce"
—tell
andyouthen
they"hij
and
and
right back again and again
this seer or that. . . .
There are cliques of mo\
folk who'll sit for hours wi
ouija boards and "tippii
tables," asking questions
love and business and n
body's business. . . .
There are groups who,
all seriousness and earnes

ness, go in for the heavi
forms of occultism — da
seances, thought transferen
experiments, spirit messag
and writings, communicati'
with their loved ones \\\
have passed on. These a
Mrs. Wallace Reid has her palm read by Sandra.
Sandra doesn't take her
the sincere spiritualist
work seriously; she does it for entertainment.
"Movie people," she says,
searchers who know there
"are susceptible to suggestion.
It's their temperament; they live on their
hokum and charlatanism, b
nerves and excitement."
She's much in demand at parties
honestly
believe there i
something real. . . .
inquisitive about the extent and nature of his dealings with
There are many who tell you, in awe, of how some manner
certain film beauties who gave him autographed photos, and to
seer or " reader" told them all about their past lives — forgetti ;
whom he gave lovely astrological names, before he was
that any fan who follows the movie stars could tell just ;
much! . . .
arrested. . . .
There are all kinds of soothsayers and prophets. There are
And in simple justice, there are many well-authenticatl
tales of strange prophecies by such as Dareos and Rainey al
sincere ones, no doubt — and equally doubtlessly, ruthless charlatans. Some hocus-pocus merchants there are who carry on
the others — prophecies that have come true to the letter. . j!
their necromancy in strange robes and exotic dens; others who
For instance, there is Vera Reynolds' story of how, a f
work in offices and clothes like stockbrokers; men and women,
years ago, when she was under contract to Paramount, Dan;
young and old, native and foreign-born. They read cards and
told her that she'd finish out her contract — but not with Pa
gaze into crystals, juggle numbers and scan the stars and
mount. Later, Cecil De Mille quit the ranks of Paramouj,
sprinkle tea leaves,.read palms and finger cranial bumps, go into
and bought up the contracts of Vera and of Leatrice Joy.
trances and interpret handwriting and explain dreams and "get
Virginia Valli thinks Dareos is wonderful!
". . . told me
hunches" and every other manner of thing. They've got every
sorts of things that have come true," she says. " Things abc t
sort of racket!
my sister and about personal affairs that I can't tell — 1
that came true. He predicted my marriage, too."
BY day and by night, a motley crowd of superstition-vendors
This Dareos' full name, by the way, is George Dareos.
and abracadabra-mongers hand out their jibber-jabber of
has a rambling suite of rooms in a two-story building, ove
prophecy and advice, suggestion and warning, character-analysis
branch bank in Ocean Park — a beach town near Hollywoi.
and just plain guessing — and the grown-up boys and girls of
movieland drink it all in. And here's the biggest kick of it all —
The good people of movieland, in no small degree, believe
ivkat the hocus-pocus peddlers tell them!
There are famous movie folk — Joan Crawford,
Erich von Stroheim, Albert Conti, for instance
— who tell you frankly that they place
credence and belief in the advice or
propheciesof certain psychics or fortunetel ers. .. .
There are undenied reports of how
certain executives never undertake any
big deal or venture without first consulting their favorite mystic. . . .

The Wanda Tipping Table was invented by an osteopath. It is a
glorified ouija board and much
snappier in answering back. It "puts
you into communion with your spirit
friends." And it is tipping out a neat
profit for its backers
32.

cf Fortune-tellers
is listed in the phone book as "Dareos, George, psychoailyst,"
but he tells
alut his clients.
. . . you frankly that he just senses things
; The things just come to me — I'm just psychic, that's all,"
htexplains. He told me about himself and the stars and film
ft: that have come to him, one night in his private office. I
a:ed him to tell me something about himself and his work, and
u;h an utter frankness and with no suggestion of mummery or
irsticism, he talked away —
f ' On my mother's side," he said of himself, " I come from the
Edish peerage. One of my relatives, you'd be surprised if I
k1 you his name, but of course I can't, is a British governorg.eral. My father's side is Italo-Irish — the Donovando
mily. Sometimes we leave off the '-do' and that makes it
tl old Irish Donovan, see? Like the Mexican Obregon —
tit's Irish, too. . . ! Dareos? — oh, that name comes from my
nther's side.
I was born in California, but I lived for a long time in the

and

Prophets

East and in Europe. My people thought I was going to be a
lawyer, but I didn't want to. It was in 1916 that I first took
up this psychic work. I was in Coronado, walking up the Pike
with some society girls. We went into a fortune-teller's tent
and, before we came out, I had told his fortune instead of him
telling me mine.

"T FIRST came into the motion picture field through Norma
JL Talmadge. I met her through a Mrs. Bush, who brought
Norma to me. I read her and later was invited to her home.
And the nice things she said about me spread my fame among
the movie people.
"I've read Gilbert Roland and Joseph Schenck. Mr.
Schenck comes to me quite a bit. . . .
"Chaplin — I predicted his mother's death. I predicted the
scandal in his life, and said that he'd come out of it 0. K., and
he has. I predicted Thomas Ince's death. . . ."
(This has been corroborated by a number of film people who
were present at the gathering at which Dareos foretold that
Ince would die on the water.)
". . . and there's Tom Mix. Tom Mix should
Professor Winton, the Ocean
be careful. I predict that Tom Mix will be ruined
Park palmist, and his winif he's not careful. If he doesn't watch out, some
day a bolt will strike him like lightning out of the
dow display chart of fablue!
mous hands, a record of
distinguished customers.
"Mae Murray — I told her she'd win her
Erich von Stroheim is one
lawsuit, and that she'd have a baby. And, by the
of Hollywood's strongest
way, there are whisperers who say that it isn't her
baby!
believers in for tune- tellers.
baby — but they lie. That's most certainly her
"I'd be simple-minded,"
"Pola Negri — I told her she'd never marry
he says, "not to believe in
Valentino. I warned her against companionship
things that have been
with Valentino; I told her he was too romantic a
proved to me so clearly"
type to bring her complete happiness. I remember
how she cried in my office.
" Constance Talmadge — I told her she has many
wonderful things yet to come — I predict a brilliant
marriage for her, one that will last. Billie Dove
came to me when she
[ continued on page 96 ]

Beginning the simple
and charming story
of the girl you loved
in

7th Heaven"

myself, hard, to see if there really is
SOMETI
To see that she does not fade away like th
Gaynor. I pinch
Janet MES
princess of one of those many fairy tales I read when I was
child. I walk around this pink dressing room and touch th
little mirrored dressing table that was made for her; fondle the lac;!
cushions on the chaise longue that were made for Janet Gaynor.
Four years ago when we first came to Hollywood from San Fran,
cisco — mother, Jonesy, my step-father, and my sister, Helen — I use;
to walk by the casting office on the Fox lot, too frightened, to:
paralyzed, to have the courage to approach the little open cubj
where the casting director peeped out, and ask him for extra work.
Today I am a Fox star.
Day by day I would walk down Sunset Boulevard from the lit tl
house on Argyle Street, which we had taken by the month. I wouK
look at the high glass stages of the old Lasky lot, near-by; at th

Janet, very solemn at the age of
six months, with
her big sister
Helen, who is
four years older.
This photograph
was taken in
German town,
Pa., where Janet
spent the early
years of her life

Her nickname was "Lolly" and she was tiny
and dark-eyed, with auburn hair. In the picture in the circle above, she was only two years
old. And she hasn't changed much in the
twenty years that have passed since this photograph was made

In which Miss Gaynor
tells you of her childhood
memories
34

A snapshot of
Janet when she
was ten, taken at
Clarendon Beach
in Chicago. She
was achieving
fame as the
neighborhood
elocutionist and
"spoke pieces" to
an audience of
admiring friends
and relatives

o Far
as told to
orothy bySpensley

aNET Gaynor
asc columns of Warner Brothers studio on the boule3T wondering if I would ever be admitted; and at the
ml of cowboys, indolent, self-reliant cowboys that waited
*; casting office of the Fox studio. I was so small.
I
fco insignificant.
I would blush as they, tobaccole'ing, big-hatted, looked down at me from their highse'i worldliness.
[AGINED I could hear them say, "Huh!
The little
I thinks she should be in pictures. Wal, so do a lot
i." I never had the courage even to approach the
lg office. Rather, I would pull myself up to my
j height of five feet, wrap my coat tighter around
ody, and walk elegantly away, hoping to convey
litter nonchalance
to these terrifying men.
ing home I would meet mother at the door
a dispirited " Nothing today, Gaynor." And
with bitterness, "But how can they see
I look like, Gaynor, when they only look
lgh
hole in
wall?
ow Ithat
look.tiny They
canthejust
see aThey
little can't
bit
;. Oh, I can never, never become an
ss!"
aesy would come from the other
, where, like as not, he had been
ig over another map of ore des, unexplored, undeveloped lands
ealth,
and say,
"That's
I Wait.
Your
time all
willright,
arrive. You have talent.
:nce is what you need. And courage. Be patient, be
ous. Now is the time to prepare yourself with good books
time when you will have need for knowledge and appreciate the best in art, in music, in literature,
iive the poor kid a cup of tea, Gaynor. And take off your
ers, Lolly. Sit down and rest. Tonight we'll do some;. Maybe we'll go to the beach or to a Bowl concert."
lat was the way it went. Day after day, each morning the
:n dawn of a new hope. A golden sun streaming down on
1 pepper trees. Perhaps today would be the day when
i might give me a chance.
Or Universal. How did these
first get into pictures? Were they, too, sensitive? Did
blush when the casting director looked a second time at
l, sharply? What of Colleen Moore, Mary Philbin, Laura
3lante, those other actresses? Did they have the same
icles to overcome, and that great obstacle of self-conscious, when they started in pictures?
C TI am getting far ahead of my story.
M I was born in Philadelphia. I was born on October 6th, on
I j den Fall day, an auburn-haired answer to my sister Helen's
>c enly petition that she be given a sister to play with. I
V' born in the year 1906, four years after Helen had made her
■ ance into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gaynor of
nantown, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
own the street a block or so was the celebrated old Chew

"I used to walk by the casting
office on the Fox lot, too frightened to have the courage to
approach the little open cube
where the casting director peeped
out, and ask him for extra work.
Today I am a Fox star"
house, scene of many a gay party in earlier days, site of the
famous Battle of Germanlown.
Independence Hall on downtown Chestnut Street. A city of
red brick and marble, that was my childhood impression of
Philadelphia. A city of broad avenues and many libraries.
The Benjamin Franklin library. A friendly city.
When I was eight the first tragedy came into my life. I
recall it only dimly now, except for the feeling that some awful
thing had made its appearance in our lives. Mother and father
separated. He was to remain in Philadelphia with his interior
decorating shop and Helen and Gaynor (as I have called
mother ever since I can remember) and I were to go to Chicago.
I was to leave my school, leave all the kids s.t the Harmer
School, leave the kindly city and go to Chicago.
Divorce, of course, was none too graciously accepted in that
day. So, downcast as I was, my first impression of Chicago was
of a noisy, dirty, depressed city; but driving along the North
Shore in the rocking cab that took us to our little apartment,
my spirits began to rise. Here was a lovely lake, framed with
trees and green grass and blue, blue sky.
When we arrived at Kenmore and Buena avenues on the north
side, I had emotionally accepted this city as my new home.
The childhood that followed was [ continued on page 105 ]
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Ruth Harriet Loui

c\ ro. 6472
64 in Photoplay's series of Gilbert-Garbo Great Moments,
makes any difference, this newest burning second was
it
\ V a Ifp Green
snatched
from "A Woman
of Affairs," in which
Greta
Jwears
Hat. Students of this educational series will please
observe that the versatile Mr. Gilbert always finds a new way to kiss the
willing Miss Garbo.
30

I'm o1f ired

Smother
Roles
"Why should I play
mothers?" asks Mary Alden.
"I've never been one and
never had one since I was
four years old"
By Val Jo Don
1 A
L-L one has to do to play a mother in the movies is to
|/ \ collapse in the middle, wear a hank of white hair, and
\f \ act like a simpering child."
Which, I may as well confess, isn't exactly the recipe
success I expected tp get from the woman who has mothered,
the movies, the Actors' Equity Association and the HollyDd casting directory.
The place where I failed to get an inspirational oration on
'ow I Was Rewarded by Diligent Study and Honesty of
rpose" was Mary Alden's Hollywood apartment in the lovely
lian "Villa Carlotta."
paid, "Will you tell Miss Alden I'm here, please?"
!he said, "I'm Miss Alden — sorry, but the girl is out." Then
thrust out her diamond-studded hand in a friendly grasp,
1 yanked me inside before I could even faint on her thresh-

If you were a producer, would you ask this attractive young woman to play suffering, whitehaired old ladies? You would probably cast her
as a vamp. And yet, for years, Mary Alden has
been "typed" as a Willing Weeper

if I were
their mother," I proclaimed, fully revived by the
bovine
tonic.
" Yes, I've met your tribe before," Miss Alden acknowledged,
brandishing the empty ale bottle. "And if you ask me where,
when, and why I was born, and why I have never married, I'll
club you. And then if you ask if I've ever had any children,
Her I'll—
blue "eyes, losing their gentleness, caught and transmitted
I'll—
the gleam of her straight black hair, which drops in a harmonious swirl above very sharp features. I conscientiously
avoided all mention of the tabooed subject.

"I am very unhappy about my career in pictures," she said.
"To all appearances, I seem to have failed."
"What's wrong with your career?" I asked. "You're in
three pictures running on Hollywood Boulevard right this
minute. That isn't my idea of failure."
^he rushed to the kitchen with an apologetic, "I'm not much
"They're not three different roles — they're all mothers," she
said simply.
But one of the pictures flashed to my mind.
domestic science, except making ice with the electric ice-box."
! heard her pouring something,
" You aren't a mother in ' Ladies
I peeped through the doorway,
of the Mob,' " I contradicted, not
was pale dry ginger ale, into
THE horrors of synthetic parenthood in
quite understanding what she
ich she stirred ice-cream.
Hollywood,
as summed
up by Mary
meant.
Alden:
'A Brown Cow," she an"Oh, no? Mother of all evil!
<?7 But
inced. The "Brown Cow" is a
Mother to a gang of crooks!
"I've mothered more hand-painted,
ive of Florida, but it thrives
grease-painted children than anyone else
since you mention it, I'll admit I
II in the California climate. If
enjoyed playing that part. Gosh
in the incubator business. I've mothered
; of its parents is sarsaparilla,
—wasn't I tough?"
men
who
were
twenty
years
older
than
my"Well, I'll concede that you
; soda-fountain offspring is a
self. I've played the mother and wife of
lack Cow."
were your own grandfather, if it
the same man in the same picture. I've
will make you enjoy it any more.
'My business is to get accertainly earned my M. A. degree in the
linted with people in a couple
But we were speaking of your
hours and write about them as
[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 102 ]

5& Studio Murder
Test your detective skill, solve this
amazing and baffling Hollywood
crime — and win $3,000
What

Has

Gone

Before

Hollywood is on the verge of a sensation. Dwight Hardell, a
leading player of the Superior Films Company, is found murdered
on Stage Six. Hardell has been unpopular and has an unsavory
reputation in private life.
The crime means reams of unpleasant publicity for Superior
Films — and possible financial disaster. Still, there is no way to
hide murder, and Chief of Detectives Smith is called in.
So far, it is apparent that Hardell was murdered during the
night following the completion of some close-ups for Director Franz
Scibcrt. The two, who had worked alone in an otherwise darkened
studio, had completed work and departed at 12:17 A . M . This ivas
noted by the gatcman and the night watchman, who spoke with them
at the gate.
It develops that Billy West, Seibert's assistant, and Yvonne
Beaumont, a leading woman of Superior Films, had been in the
studio the night of the crime, although neither were required there
by their duties.
Scibert lends every assistance toDetective Smith
in his investigations and

tells him of overhearing the murder victim quarrel with a voini:
woman—the daughter of the Superior Films gateman, "Scot"
MacDougal. The daughter is a bathing girl at a neighboring
studio. Now go on with the story — and watch for clues!
CHAPTER

V

SMITH
looking
into space.
Rosenthal,
courteoussat tact,
sat silent,
until the
other mandisplaying
should bea
ready to talk. After a minute Smith said suddenly:
"Rosenthal, I've an idea Seibert behaved uncommonh
well. I've an idea he is not usually so amiable!"
"Amiable!
Mein Gott, I should say not!" exclaimed the, I
president fervently.
Smith took his pipe out of his mouth, and his eves probe
deep
intohe the
other's. "I have an idea that he is a* very goo
actor!"
said.
" Veil, certainly I haff never seen him behave like this! I vas
vaiting any moment for him to blow up. ..."
"Rosenthal, what would Seibert have done if he behaved
about
usual?" threw out his hands eloquently.
The as
president
" I tell you he iss a firecracker . . . a bomb! ' The least little
thing, and pouff! Off he goes! Vat he vould have done vould
haff been to say he vas being insulted, that he, Franz Seibert,
vas being insulted, that you should ask him those things . .
that you should make out that he had anything to do vie
Hardell being murdered. . . ."
Rosenthal did a very good imitation of Seibert's customan
manner.
Smith nodded his head.
"Uhuh!
I thought so . . ." he said quietly.
"Veil, ven you think of it, mebbe though he thought foi'
vonce he should act decent," chuckled the president suddenly.
"Why?"
"Veil, mebbe ven his life depends on it, he can act like a
gentleman. You haff told him he iss already a suspect . . .
mebbe he thought better to talk nice to you!"

Chief of Detectives
Smith, and Rosenthal,
the movie producer
turned along the walk
leading to the dressing
rooms. These were
over-crowded today
and spilled their lovely
overflow from the narrow
floorsteps.
verandah second
down the
"Ve don't allow men
on the second floor,"
explained Rosenthal,
"Also ve don't like to have
them stand out here and
stare at our girls. They are
thinking only of their vork
"And. . how
now.
." do you know I
wasn't thinking
mine?"
returned
Smith, ofgrinning.
38
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■ Maybe . . ." agreed Smith. Then —
Well, I'm going to strain his decency a little further. I'd like to
la: him on that set when I go over there. Will you ask him to
oe?"
Sure ... I ask him," but as he said it a reminiscent twinkle
■e into the president's eyes.
JlYou haff heard me tell him he iss not to go on that set? Now
'cask me to tell him to go . . . veil, I tell my secretary to do it!"
■\nd I'll write him a line for her to take over. That let's you
m" laughed Smith.
CHAPTER VI
1[3E Unknown!
Men build ships to sail away to it. Women
jiream of romances to be lived in it. Children's eyes brighten
ir little hearts quicken at tales of it!
|!o the greater portion of this earth's people, a motion picture
iio is . . . unknown.
Even to the people who work in it, it
ains unknown to the end, for the surprises of its magical realms
;r cease, and each day brings its own bewitchments!
It is the
ician's box, out of which anything under heaven can be called
he master magician . . . the producer!
Today its people may
; themselves walking the streets of New York, in the year 1928.
lorrow they may be in the land of the ancient Chaldees.
The
after they walk entranced in the spell of Tibetan monasteries.
lay-acting all, yes, but the most convincing play-acting in the
id, for, even to the grains of sand on the ground, the minutest
lil is true to the life it represents!
Ay, verily, another land,
:her age, exists, and the spell of its spirit steeps itself into the
>rs. An American-born extra, wearing a single garment
carrying the begging-bowl of the East Indian holy man,
> about with low':camera
lids, eveniswhen
not
ding. He has bee the thing he .
esents.
he eternal hope in
human heart of
ams come true!
palpitant intoxiion of fabulous
es, and the fasation of black
|ic ! The childrt, that never loses
delight in fairy
s! These are the
ets back of the
Id-wide interest in
making of motion
ures!
These are
things that make
call of the silver
en invincible.
aptain of Detecs Smith, and Presnt of Superior
ms Rosenthal,
>d on the gravel
h just outside the
er's private, office.
th, like a big-eyed

by
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WALKED

right off this stage," reported Clancy, the chief of
into a guy lifting a letter off the
dead man's dressing table.
I caught him at it."
The signature on the note was gone but the text remained.
It read:
"I have decided I am the fool to come out here to meet you, just for
those letters!
I am here — yes — but those letters, they are mine!
I
shall have them!
I shall end everything between us — tonight."
/ detectives' aid, "and smack

I boy, was watching a gay and motley throng that was
:oming from all parts of the studio lot, to gather on a
: of green lawn just in front of Stage Six. Caps and
mummers, tight-rope artists, jugglers, a gay parade
in groups or singly, streamed from the front entrance,
dressing rooms, the wardrobe building! And, mirac»ly, the entire grounds took on a holiday spirit, so
the gay blowing of fete horns, and the merry tune of
nd, seemed as natural to this place of business as the
ng of the sun.
^ou see," said Rosenthal, waving a fat arm at the
ding crowd. "Vat do you think those people vould do
nebody vent out there and told them a dead man vas
on Stage Six? Mr. Bonet iss just finishing his picture,
as been vorking very hard. He has been out in the
t on location and much of the time in Death Valley,
know vat that means? He iss vorn out! I haff
dsed him two veeks' vacation, starting on Monday,
then, he must finish today. Also, I haff two people
International Artists. The star of this picture I haff
owed from them. It vas very hard to get her, but she
the only voman for the role. My contract says that she
be finished by Monday also, because International
sts are making a picture in London, and already her
age is booked and right avay she finishes here she goes
ew York to sail. So many other details I vill not take
our time to tell, but you see ... I am forced to keep
people in production . . . murder or no murder!
re iss too much money involved in making a motion
ure, Mr. Smith! Already, because of this ve haff one
luction tied up. Ve cannot afford to shut down the
io!"
[ understand.
I expect those people out there . . .
would have to pay them, having engaged them,
ther they worked today or not?
Those professional
rtainers? "
Sure, sure! But that iss a comparatively small item —
s my big people, my principels ..."
Yes . . . yes . . ." agreed Smith absently. He
watching a carnival that had popped up before his
like a mushroom is said to pop out of the earth.
ts, umbrellas, banners flying, music playing, balloons
ing, and high above the crowd, swinging in a silver seat
; flashed in the sun, an acrobat, waiting to catch a little
re in spangled tights that was thrown over the heads of
people. He could not believe his knowledge that it was
>nly
"make
"Maybe,
Bonet
does believe."
not shoot Rosenthal
that scene continued:
for two hours.
He
spend all that time getting the people vorked up to the
red pitch."
[ continued on page 90 ]

"Vat is the matter?" exclaimed Rosenthal's
production manager.
"Mein Gott, efferthing is the matter! Right
avay somebody finds out there is guards on
Stage Six, efferbody comes to look! They are
thick as flies! Just as soon as they start carrying Hardell's body off, efferbody comes to look!"

Rules for Studio Murder Mystery Solutions
1. Nineteen prizes, totalling S3, 000, are offered for They must be typewritten on one side of a sheet of paper
the best solutions to the thrilling serial, "The Studio and contestant's name and address must be typed on
Murder Mystery. " This story will appear in Photoplay the upper left hand corner.
in eight installments. The first installment appeared in the 4 The nineteen pr;zes wyi be awarded as follows:
October, 1928, issue and the concluding installment will
First Prize
SI, 000
appear in the May, 1929, issue. After the appearance
Second Prize. . ...............
500
of the March, 1929, number, on February 15th, 1929,
Third prize. .......... ...... . 350
solutions to the mystery may be submitted but not
Fourth prize
150
before that date.
All solutions must be received by
pjve pr;zes Gf S100
500
Photoplay before midnight of March 10th, 1929, to reTen prizes of S50
500
ceive consideration. The final installments of "The Studio
Murder Mystery," printed in the April, 1929, and Mav, In the event that two or more contestants tie for
The full ljst of any award, duplicate prizes will go to each contestant.
1929, issues, will solve the mystery.
winners will be announced as soon after the close of the 5 \\] solutions must be addressed to The Studio
contest as possible.
Murder Mystery Editor, Photoplay, 221 West 57th
2. Awards will be made according to the accuracy of Street, New York, N. Y.
contestants in foretelling the real solution to "The Studio 6 No sokitions will be returned to contestants.
No
Murder Mystery" as worked out by the authors, the inquiries regarding this contest will be answered.
Failure
Edingtons.
Literary merit will not count. The awards t0 fulfill every riue wjn invalidate your solution.
The
will be made wholly upon the detective ability of con- contest is open to everyone except employees of Phototestants in working out the mystery, explaining how the pLAY and memDers of their families.
It is not necessary
crime was committed, giving the reasons and naming to be a subscriber or even a purchaser of a single copy
the real murderer.
0f Photoplay.
You can consult copies in public
3. Solutions must be written in 200 words or less. libraries, if you wish.

eaven" Wins
William Fox,
president of the
Fox Film Corporation, maker
of "7th Heaven."
One of the great
pioneers of the
picture business
and an independent and fearless
leader. In two
years the Fox
Company has
made great
strides in production

7

'TH HEAVEN," winning the eighth Photoplay Medal
of Honor as the best picture of 1927, joins the big parade
of great films.
The seven distinguished gold medal predecessors of
"7th Heaven" were "Humoresque," "Tol'able David,"
''Robin Hood," "The Covered Wagon," "Abraham Lincoln,"
"The Big Parade" and "Beau Geste."
The Photoplay Gold Medal stands alone in the world of
pictures. It is the one award coming from the motion picture
public and going direct to the maker of the honored picture. It
is the single direct expression of opinion and approval of the
many millions of photoplay lovers. It is the one means by
which, in addition to patronizing good pictures, fans can further
the advancement of pictures.
The gold medal for " 7th Heaven" goes to the Fox Film Cor-

Underwood & Underwood

poration, of which William Fox is president and Winfield
Sheehan is vice-president and general manager. Mr. Fox is one
of filmdom's pioneers. Years ago it was Fox who fought and
broke the stranglehold of the Patents Companies upon the
picture business. Today he is the head of an organization
which, in the past two years, has stepped to the forefront of
screen production. Under the guidance of Winnie Sheehan,
Fox productions have made tremendous strides. Aside from
pioneering with Movietone, the Fox Company has long been
making a series of fine pictures.

SHEEHAN is an ex-newspaper man. He came from Buffalo,
saw service in the Spanish-American war and then won his
spurs in Park Row. Mayor Gaynor honored him with high
political position in New York and then Sheehan turned to
pictures — and the Fox Company.
That was ten years ago. In the interim Sheehan has worked
miracles for William Fox. The Fox lot in California is one of
the vital spots of photoplay creation. Sheehan believes in k
youth and this belief is personified in the roster of Fox players
and in the personnel of the entire studio staff.
For over two years fine pictures have been emerging from
the Fox studios, including such notable films as "What Price
Glory," "Sunrise" and "Four Devils."
"7th Heaven" was a picture of exquisite charm and remarkable appeal.
A tender moment
the spirit of youth — of
possessed
It
of "7th Heaven,"
voung romance. It was the story of
voted by PhotoDiane and Chico, waifs of the Paris
play readers the
slums. Chico was a sewer worker who
best picture of
saved little Diane from an absinthe19 2 7. ''7th
crazed sister and gave her shelter in his
Heaven " lifted
Janet Gaynor, who
shabby home atop a Montmartre rookplayed Diane, to
ery. Together the two climb to happiness through faith, hope and courage.
the top rung of the
The World War — with its attendant
popularity ladder,
romance.
sacrifice and bravery — shadows the
and it proved
Charles Farrell as a
"7th Heaven" won instant success.
you ng actor of
It lifted Janet Gaynor, who played
great promise
Diane with wistful loveliness, to the

ighth Photoplay
HUedal of
H onor
Winfield R. Sheehan—
general manager of the
Fox Film Corporation.
In direct charge of all
studio production and
the guiding spirit behind "7th Heaven."
Mr. Sheehan has
proved himself one of
the star executives of
filmdom
iop realm of film favorites.
It brought high praise to
;s Farrell, who was excellent as Chico. And it won new
5 for the director, Frank Borzage.
: fact that "7th Heaven" wins the gold medal for 1927,
Borzage in a unique position among directors. He is the
irector to win the great honor of having made two gold
pictures. Borzage directed "Humoresque," the gold
winner of 1920, and he made " 7th Heaven" seven years
SJzage, who is of Italian ancestry, and was born in Utah,
other excellent pictures, among them "Street Angel."
|,.hirty-five, at his prime as a director. He made "Humorwhen he was twenty-seven.
taking its announcement of the 1927 gold medal award,
toplay wishes to recall its first announcement of this
prize, published in its issue of June, 1921 :
r has its crosses, the exhibition its ribbons, the athlete
Im, and literature its Nobel Prize. So far, there has been
tinctive commemoration of singular excellence in the field
tl photoplay. After long consideration Photoplay MagM has determined to permanently establish an award of
rj a figurative winning-post, comparable to the dignified
keatly coveted prizes of war and art.
'"ie Photoplay Magazine Medal of Honor will be awarded
1 ; best photoplay of the year. With the passing years —
is to be an annual affair — it will become an institution, a
ti; tribute of significance and artistic value,
'j rhaps the most important feature of this announcement
M identification of the jury which will make the selection.
:e\braham Lincoln's ideal government, the photoplay is by,
11 for the people; and any decision as to its greatest achieveBcan come only from the people. The million readers of
or iplay Magazine are to choose the winner — they and no
tif, editors or other professional observers. These million
<|s are the flower of fandom — the screen's most intelligent
b} — yourselves."
it nnouncing the 1927 award, Photoplay wishes to extend
<, npliments to everyone connected with the making of
tl leaven": to Austin Strong, for his charming and tender
rv o Benjamin Glazer, for his admirable scenario; to Ernest

Palmer, the cinematographer of the production, for his beautiful photography.
In announcing the award, the superb histrionic team-work of
the entire cast must not be forgotten. Praise must go to David
Butler, for his matchless Gobin, and to Albert Gran, for his fine
old cabby, Papa Bonl. Good work was done by Gladys Brockwell, George Stone, Marie Mosquini and Ben Bart.
One word more: Photoplay is proud of its readers' judgment. "7th Heaven" is a great and worthy film, well qualified
to enter its niche in the film fans' own hall of fame.

When
"7th
Heaven" won the
Gold Medal for
1927, it brought
high honors to its
director, Frank
Borzage. He is
the first director
to achieve the distinction ofhaving
made two gold
medal films. His
"Humoresque"
won the Gold
Medal of 1920

The

tars
That Never

w ere

By Margaret E. Sangster

Tinsel
have seen the stars that never were — often
YOU
you have seen them. For they appear in every
great picture — they are a part of every production
that rises, phoenix-like, from the dust of desire
and the ashes of ambition. For the stars that never were
are the extra folk — the extra folk who, if the gods were
smiling, would have arrived ! Would have arrived to stand
next to (or even take the places of!) the stars that are.
One might liken these extra folk to the trimmings of a
Christmas tree. For they are often as pretty and as perishable
as the highly colored glass balls that dangle, insecurely, from
the lowest limb. They are often as bright — and as easy to
extinguish — as a waxen candle. They are often as glittering,
and as unreal, as tinsel. . . . And, when the Christmas tree —
which is the feature picture — has been used, and put aside?
Oh, then the trimmings, which are the extra folk, are laid aside,
too. And are forgotten. Unless, alas, they have been broken!
Nothing can vanish as completely as the trimmings of a
Christmas tree. A little too much usage, or heat, or pressure —
and pouf! They are no more!
Although, sometimes, careful hands touch them. And take
them gently from the branches. And put them in a quiet place.
And — though we never more may see them we know that
they are — safe!
THE

star was bored with the picture.
"It's silly!" he said to the director.
"It's unbearable
bologny
! How laughed.
the public canstandsuchlargemealsof mush — '
The director

"After all, Bob," he said, " the public likes its mush. Pier;'
of it. And especially — " the director was laughing still hard.
"ifThe
you star
are used
served,
for good
a word
that measure,
was warm!with the mush!"

"This business of orphans," he said, "and a Christmas tr.
And me with white whiskers, being cute. How did the scena I

way?" laughter grew.
thatdirector's
getThe
" Of course, Bob," he gurgled, "it's a shame to hide that i$
of yours behind whiskers! Even for a few feet of film. Bulr
well," all at once he was serious, "well, Christmas is prer
universal! And people like the old myth about joyous Noela'
sleigh bells — and trees and orphans and whiskered gents wf
tummies. And the old man — " so was the president of \z
company termed — "is in the business for more'n his heal ■
And so you'll wear the whiskers — and the tummy. And-,
the director sniggered — "and like it!"
The that
star were
was more
cursing.
pleasantly
modulated string 1
words
than Awarm
!

But he knew, just as the director knew, that the script \s
final — and that the Santa Claus episode would run, as fl
schedule.

)

lllu strated

Everett
Shinn

"It would

be

the youngster,"
star said
fun,
gently,
give
you those"tothings
that — wouldn't
last.
Chiffon
undiesand sheer
stockings and
moleskin wraps
and spangled
frocks. Things
as far away,
as possible,
from wool and
gingham
and
red flannel.
It would be
fun . . . "

Even Santa Claus is young and
romantic in Hollywood
id it did. For the next morning, when the star walked on
0 le set — in his red velvet and white fur and avoirdupois
-te extras, done up as orphans, were waiting. Most of them
% child extras — and the hint of silken socks showed from
>e ath the gingham frocks that they wore. Only one of the
tj ans was nearly grown, a slim, young thing with hair in a
01 pigtail — hair so curly it didn't want to be braided! — and
;rt :, darkly fringed eyes of gentian blue. And those eyes,
0' >g over the set, were filled with the joy of living — and the
hi. of a glorious make-believe moment.
i wasn't a long scene to shoot — that was something to be
9i about — for it was silly! The star, who was cast as a rich
o g bachelor, playing Santa to win the heart of his leading
a< (who was far too pretty to be featured as the matron of an
,r! in asylum!) got through it rather well. He always got
h lgh his scenes rather well — that was why he was a star!

He gave out gifts with a joke here, with a pat on a childish
cheek. With a word or two of cajolery. And when he came
to the blue-eyed girl, who was larger than the others, he said:
"And what do you want Santa Claus to give you, kiddo!"
And the girl, quite astonishingly, answered him.
"Oh, tinsel!" she said. And she had a soft, huskily sweet
little voice, "Just tinsel. Lots and lots of it!"
The star puzzled over that. All of the time that he was bestowing dolls and jumping jacks upon small extra children.
For your average girl of the movies doesn't desire tinsel — even
as a pretend Christmas present. In a moment, between shots,
the star mentioned the fact to the director.
"She's different from the hangers on, around the lot!" said
the star. "I wonder where she came from? And what the
dickens
she director
meant?"answered: [ continued on page 108 ]
And the

Another graduate
of the Erasmus
School in Brooklyn, the alma
mater of the
Talmadges and
others, breaks
into the movies.
Helen Twelvetrees, a young
stage actress, has
been signed by
Fox to play
"Badges," a
M o v ietone
feature

By Cal Yorl

JUST a little farce comedy. The hero is Prince George of
England, the brother of the Prince of Wales. And the
three heroines are Gloria Swanson, Lily Damita and June
Collyer. Of course you read the plot in the newspapers. How
the Prince took two days' shore leave from the British fleet.
How he went to Hollywood and was entertained by Doug and
Mary, who always fall heavily for royalty. And how he escaped from the sedate party at Pickfair to find more lively
entertainment
at Fatty Arbuckle's Plantation, with Gloria
Swanson as his hostess.
IT was Lily Damita who brought the Prince to Hollywood.
He had known Lily in Paris. It was Gloria who showed him
the town. And it was June Collyer who acted as hostess when
he visited the Fox Studios. Hollywood made a great clatter
over a rather simple occurrence and the newspapers followed
up with the usual movie colony stories.
If you ask me all this was in bad taste. Prince George is a
young man, and since when is it remarkable for a young man to
step out with attractive girls? It is true that the Prince's
parents requested him not to go to Hollywood but they probably feared, not so much the morals of the place, as the curious
habit of the natives of making publicity out of purely social
events. And what they feared came true. It must look like
just a plain case of provincial bad manners to our British
cousins. European newspapers might retaliate by featuring
some of the carryings-on of prominent Americans when they
sojourn beyond the reaches of the Eighteenth Amendment.
Lily Damita danced Prince George,
Pickford corralled him in to gorge,
Bright stars glittered — but where in sin
Was Clara Bow while the fleet was in?
LILY DAMITA has been worth her weight in gold in gossip.
No recent foreign importation has caused as much comment
as Monsieur Sam Goldwyn's little discovery.
To begin with it was rumored that she had captured the
elusive heart of Ronald Colman, but this is quite wrong. Mr.
Colman views her with the same impersonal, almost annoyed,
manner that he uses on all his leading women. Miss Damita
showed a certain interest in Colman, which may have been
personal or simply a mistaken idea of good business. You
never can tell about these French gals.
And then Duke Louis de Vallombrosa appeared upon the
scene.
He traveled incog, as Mr. Louis de Morris, and it was said
that Lily was on the verge of announcing her engagement,
when Prince George of England arrived in Del Monte.
Lily and the Duke were there also and when the Prince

Paramount took screen tests of 463 girls
before Gladys Belmont, a seventeen-yearold extra girl, was given the role of the
Indian beauty in Richard Dix's picture,
"Redskin." Fred Datig, casting director,
discovered Miss Belmont on his extra list
came to Hollywood and was entertained at Pickfair he m;<
a royal request that Lily be included in the very sel
guest list.

over the news of Clara Bo '
gasping
is still
father'sOOD
marriage
to Tui
Lorraine.
HOLLYW
Tui and Clara have been intimate friends for a numbei'
years and are near the same age. The marriage ceremony i
performed secretly.
Now everybody is wondering if Clara will call Tui "Manny
The wedding brought on complications.
Tui is a Brit
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The brunettes
use olive oil on
their skins to
cultivate a tan.
But the blondes,
who burn instead
of brown, try to
ward off the sunbeams. So Anita
Page wears an
old-fash io ned
sunbonnet when
she goes to the
beach to keep her
skin safe for the

HOLLYWOOD folk are mentioning almost with a feeling of
awe the strange cycle of events which have beset Cecil
B. De Mille since he first made plans to film "The King of
Kings," portraying the life of Christ. Even while the scenario
was being prepared, misfortunes began.
De Mille's house was robbed.
His yacht was burned.
His brother was divorced from his wife.
Jacqueline Logan, who played the role of Mary Magdalene,
separated from her husband, and married again.
Dorothy Cummings, the Madonna in the film, sued for and
got a decree from her mate on the ground of cruelty.
A Los Angeles county grand jury indicted the producer on
a charge of usury but he was exonerated.
TVVTELVILLE BROWN, the director, suggests that if there
is any title change in Vilma Banky's forthcoming
starring vehicle, "Childs, Fifth Avenue," he call it "Bring-

International Newsreel

The tall boy with June Collyer is one
3eorge Windsor, an officer in the British
■favy, who took shore leave and went to
Hollywood. Not a surprising thing to do,
>ut it caused a fuss in this case because
At, Windsor is Prince George of England
ifc ;t and sneaked into the country via Mexico. The happy
»e may be rudely separated if Tui is deported.
I bert Bow, however, seems to think that everything is
is landy.
I was heard to remark, "You gotta hand it to these
■n. sh girls for honor and ethics."
ARA BOW asked a Paramount official if she could go
W vay for a year.
so lawn.
tired of it all," she said gently, looking out
1jmhe just
studio

ing Up Fodder."
TWO suits for a million dollars each were filed against him,
charging plagiarism.
His brother's daughter, Agnes, spurning the opportunities
the films might offer, went on the stage at the Roxy Theater in
New York as a dancer.
The stages on which the Garden of Gethsemane and the
throne of Pontius Pilate were built, went up in flames with a
loss estimated at $200,000.
His assistant, Frank Urson, died in Chicago of heart failure.
And now De Mille has changed studios (possibly to change
his luck) with his headquarters at M.-G.-M. instead of Pathe.
Despite this trail of misfortune, however, he is still an optimist.
To him this strange turn of events was just "the breaks."
Sally McPhoo of the Hollywood tribe
Couldn't catch on, for her eyes didn't jibe.
Sally, at last, is the girl of her dreams —
Vitaphone hired her to double in screams.
MARION DAVIES is back from her trip to Europe, where
she made a great personal hit. Even Hannen Swaffer,
grouchiest of London critics, had a good word to say for Marion.
I quote from Mr. Swaffer's anecdote about Marion: "By the
way, just to show that there are no delusions about Marion
Davies, she rushed up to Pat Malone at the Matheson Lang first
night and said, ' Do you remember me in " The Sunshine Girl"?'
" She was a chorus girl in those days when Malone staged the
musical play on Broadway.
"Yes, Malone remembered her.
"I had never met Miss Davies before.
She is obviouslv a

Lincoln Stedman
has been re-elected
president of the Thalmians, an energetic
band of the younger
screen folk. It was
Lincoln who first
steered the club to
local prominence.
Line holds his job because, when he presides at a meeting,
the members are all sure of a good
laugh.
At a recent meeting Lincoln thumped
the gavel, called the meeting to order
and told the one about our old friend
Sandy MacPherson, who returned his
new radio set because he "could nae
read by the bulbs."
Whereupon the members voted
unanimously to give the big boy a little
hand.

Just a little story
proving that picture
people are big-hearted
after all. For an entire
day, Lupe Velez made
some scenes for "The
Love Song," wearing
only a very diaphanous
negligee. The electricians, handling the
big overhead lights, worked very hard.
The property boys were kept on the go
all day long by D. W. Griffith. The
technical assistants on the set worked
as they had never worked before.
And yet at the end of the day, the
boys sent the following notice to the
studio manager: "We, the undersigned,
request that today's wages be deducted
from our salary this week, as it would
be wholly unfair to accept money for
this time."

Here

are

the

four

very nice girl. I thought it a charmingly modest way by which
to identify herself. Other stars please note."
ANYONE who has ever attended a D. W. Griffith opening
will remember D. W.'s famous curtain speeches which
were high-spots of his premieres. D. W. has one of those mellow,
vibrating voices that is as full of tonal effects as a cathedral organ.
Well, the director has been giving himself talkie tests and
as a result he will play a speaking part in his next picture.
That's the grand old pioneer spirit! Griffith used to be an
actor years ago and this well-wisher hopes that he makes one
large hit as a speakie player.
A

FEW months ago Photoplay hinted at the reconciliation
of Griffith and his wife, Linda.
It did look as if such a thing might come to pass, but for
the past few weeks the pioneer director and Carol Dempster
have been seen at places where people are seen, dining and
dancing and seemingly very much interested in each other.
RUMORS still persist about the engagement of Marceline
Day and Richard Dix, but Mr. Dix hurriedly wires from
location that if such a thing is true he knows nothing about it.
We, too, are inclined to believe there is little truth in the
rumor, for reports like this must be circulated about Dix ever
sooften. There was Lois Wilson at one time. That looked like
a sure bet. There was Charlotte Bird. There was Alys Mills,
to say nothing of the months of devotion to Mary Brian, so it
looks to us just like another one of those things.
/"**ARMEL MYERS has discovered a strange anomaly.
^(Mamma, what's an anomaly?)
The other day she offered to give an office boy an autographed picture. "No, ma'am," said he, "I won't have it!
I won't have it! I've been in the pitcher business six years
and I never took home an autograph !"
OF talking
course,about
you when
are saying
what we
were
we toldweyoudidn't
aboutknow
Sue Carol,
Thelma
Todd, Sally Eilers and their beaux. But things move rapidly
in Hollywood. What's true today is not vouched for tomorrow.
Now Sally Eilers, who was reported engaged to Matty Kemp,
is to be married to William Hawks. This will make her a sisterin-law of Mary Astor, and also related to Norma Shearer.

best

laugh s

SUE CAROL has made no statement about her affairs of th
heart. She has been in Europe working in the same pictur
with Nick Stuart, but the rumor is that Carl Laemmle i
interested in Sue.
Thelma Todd reports she has never been engaged to Jame
Ford, a boy whom she knew back in her home town. Th„
rumor was a publicity gag, pure and simple. Neither is shj
interested in Ed Perkins, the publicist. We don't like to mar
Mr. Furthman off the list, but the young lady says only her ai>
engages her attention, Furthermore, she has no aspirations t'
be known as "the most engaged" girl in Hollywood.

THERE has been no official announcement of any divorce r!
the Mix family.
Victoria continues in Europe and Tom endeavors to ente
tain his friends in his own way.
So we can't give you an
definite information on the subject.
ClGNS of the times, and maybe you don't think our dear
^old Hollywood is up to the minute. Across from the
Warner Brothers' studio where sound pictures made their
lisping debut is the Vitaphone Cafe.
Their slogan is "Our food speaks for itself."
STILL wondering if Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbank
Jr., are married?
So are we.
When visiting with Doug on the set this week, he showed 1
a beautiful new watch. We looked up questioningly.
" An anniversary present," he replied.
Of course, there are anniversaries and anniversaries, b
as the watch came from Joan and bore the inscription: "Un
death doth part," we have our own ideas.
ONE of the most pitiful sights in Hollywood is Doug, J
watching Nils Asther make love to Joan before t
camera.
EVA VON BERNE frankly admits that she is looking for;
romance and this is a great break for any man who n
undergone financial losses at the gambling tabie, since Eva
dieting. She is such a home body, however, that someonesuj
gested a young man in the film colony who is noted as agood cod
" I don't want a good cook," said Eva. "Anybody can ma

Of course, all the
stars are used to funny
"fan" letters. But Emil
Jannings receives
most of his tribute
from the intelligentsia
who tell him, in ten
dollar words, what
they think of his acting. Imagine his
embarrassment, therefore, when
opened this bouquet:
"My dear Miss Jannings, —
"You are my favorite actress and I
should like to have a photograph to put
on my bureau. I go to see all your pictures because I like the way you wear
your clothes. To me, you are the best
dressed actress on the screen, as well as
the most beautiful. I try to imitate
your clothes and your stylish way of

Aileen Pringle is
playing the role of the
Grand Duchess in
/'Adrienne Lecouvreur" and she's going
to be a Grand Duchess
or know the reason
why.
Miss Pringle discovered that the dukes
md counts in the scene all wore decorations. "I want decorations on my
iress," she declared.
The technical director was called
md consulted. He shook his head,
''I'm not sure whether
"
"This is supposed to be laid in a
mythical kingdom, isn't it?" asked
Aileen. "How do you know whether
{ should have decorations or not?
How does anybody know?" And she
;»ot 'em.

)f

the

month

wearing your hair."

from

$'N GILBERT came on to New York and held powwow
Wh the M.-G.-M. officials and then went back and signed a
nact with United Artists. Nils Asther is being groomed to
lie burn-'em-up boy at M.-G.-M. in Jack's place.
Ad while we are on the subject of expiring contracts, we
It as well tell you that Merna Kennedy is no longer Charlie
tt lin's leading woman. Charlie ought to advertise for
iier Edna Purviance, who was one of the most soothing
lies ever to beam at the camera. Lina Basquette will no
■ r flash for Cecil De Mille. Oh, yes, and Ramon Novarro
ls igned up again with M.-G.-M. and his salary has been
lad to $7,500 a week.
Sleep, little Bellamy —
Get your rest.
Now^you're
an actress
Mother knows
best! —
NG VIDOR
was in New York but nobody
ecause he made his headquarters in Harlem, in
f; dark belt, looking for talent for his next film.
ies going to have an all-colored cast and will have
Id be a new experiment in picture making.

saw him
the heart
His new
dialogue.

""^ORGE BEBAN, the impersonator of Italian characters,
-2 ied suddenly in Hollywood recently. Beban was a unique
a: in the film world. He toured the country in an act that
a: lalf movie and half stage presentation. In a way Beban's
:twhich he originated years ago, foreshadowed the talkie,
tt bis death is doubly tragic, because the talkies would have
;e! an ideal medium for his particular talents.
JE of the sights of the season along Broadway has been the
riers coming out of the Winter Garden after seeing and
tig Al Jolson in "The Singing Fool."
at Vitaphone achievement is probably the greatest tear
:er ever filmed. It makes a weepie like "Over the Hill"
ible a Sennett pie opera.
t only women, but strong men, come out of the theater
red noses and dripping eyes.
ug clerks at a pharmacy next door to the Winter Garden
aat after every showing there are many calls for aromatic
s of ammonia, just to enable thoroughly Jolsoned patrons
on with the business of living.

Hollywood

OCCASIONALLY there
Two women, very
Garden after a matinee.
"Here we are crying for Al

is a laugh hidden among the tears.
weep}-, came out of the Winter
"Can you beat it?" sobbed one.
Jolson and he's on his honeymoon!"

LARRY SEMON is dead and the last years of his life could
hardly be called happy ones. He died a poor man — and a
disappointed one. Before he went into the movies, Semon was
a newspaper cartoonist in New York, making thirty-five dollars
a week. On the strength of a clown-like face and his agility as
an acrobat, he went into the movies.
His early comedies were successful and he earned a big salary.
His pictures, crude, fast-moving and full of slapstick humor,
were typical of the custard pie era of the movies. Larry left
the Vitagraph Company and attempted to be his own producer.
But public taste changed and Larry's fortune vanished.
Semon spent years hoping for a come-back. Had he not been
hampered by ill-health, he might have succeeded, if not as a
comedian at least as a director. But the odds were against him.
With him, at the end, was his wife, Dorothy Dwan, and
his mother-in-law, Mrs. Nancy Smith.
HOLLYWOOD
becoming
or less
the
famous Mayfairis Club.
Aftermore
all one
does"fed
pay up"
$10 aonplate
for the privilege of dining and dancing and one might want to
chat with one's guests, yet when the entertainers come on
absolute silence is demanded. Various unique methods are
used to bring about this quiet. At a recent party the orchestra
played "The Star Spangled Banner" just before the entertainment began. All those who could rose to their feet. Immediately afterwards all-day suckers were passed for those
tempted to whisper while ' ' Mammy "songs were being rendered.
SPEAKING of the Mayfair, everybody was more than surprised to see Evelyn Brent arrive minus Gary Cooper. Gary
was there, however, with Bebe Daniels.
Dorothy Sebastian and Gus Edwards won the dancing contest.
The prize was a handsome diamond-studded hot water bottle.
A PITIFUL fight to hold her husband's love is being made
by a certain Hollywood actress. The wife has given her
husband years of devotion. She is well loved in the industry
and not only has a child of her own but adopted one who was

Y^K

too, Can Be

Hollywood is Learning to Talk, so
Professor Howe assembles his Class
in Vocal Culture
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I win agai so I'll know what I weig next
mHont
WE
certainly have a lot to be thankful for this Thanksgiving with all
these wonderful new inventions. Before
the turkey comes round again this prostrating business of letter writing will be a
cross of the past. Television is at hand.
Lolling in the Oriental splendor of your
office
be able
to see loll
and amid
hear
me asyou'll
at this
end both
I likewise
swirling incense and suffocating slave
girls. For instance, with television
right now, you'd see me get up and
blindfold mvself to look for a cigarette —

only I hope you don't think the less of me for picking th
wrong one. I can be as genteel as Mr. Menjou or Mi
Barthelmess, only I have a cold.
WITHOUT
President's
Thanksgiving
lamation I reading
know we the
should
be thankful
this year forproc
th
talking picture, but of course that's hard unless you ow
Warner Brothers' stock.
Or unless you're a writer.
It certainly looks like a full dinner-pail for us writers wit
George Bernard Shaw and Robert Benchley, two hitherto ur
knowns, scoring the biggest hits of any talkie "finds." I dom
know
what
I'm getting
my wardrobj
together
for you're
mother doing,
to takeJim,
me but
around
to the casting
officer
Mother knows best.

Ml R. SHAW'S

imitation of Mussolini was better than anycj
Madge Bellamy's imitations in "Mother Knows Best.;
His acting was great but his lines were punk . This proves wha
a lot of people have suspected, that the writers should be actin
and the actors writing. What a topsy-turvy old business th
movies is! If this letter wins a prize, next month instead (
weighing
goingweight.
to spend it on a press agent an
break
into mvself
talkies I'm
and gain

IF you don't happen to be gifted as a writer or still moi
gifted as a Warner stockholder, you can be thankful for thi:
Producers can 't annoy you perennially by announcing the motio
picture is only in its infancy. Little wuzzums has learned to tall
The ga-gas to date may not seem cunning to those outsicj
the family circle, but Hollywood is all aquiver over its fin
lispings. Being without the parental pale myself (I'm only coi,
"\ sidering numerous offers at present) I find myself gettin
s irritable and wanting to bounce whatever is handiest— ;
bottle, say — when the hero booms out unexpected!
and jolts me out of a deep reverie so I dislocate m
most expensive vertebra.
(You should see ml
chiropractor's bills since talking pictures mac
sleeping unsafe in the loges !)
It used to be that when you bought a throug
ticket for a loge you were not awakened unless yo
left a call, but now you no sooner doze off tha
some actor espies you from the screen and lets 01
a whoop. They make you look at them whether yc
want to or not. I, for one, protest.
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(Late of the Musical Mulligans,
Originators of the Caruso
Method)

The editor, Mr. Quirk, has graciously asked me to take the
'crophone and tell all you people out there about this wonder\ new invention, the talking picture, and to give you a few
jsic principles of vocal culture so that you, too, each and
iery one, may become a talking picture either on the screen or
home.
I was chosen for this great task because I am one of the
iginal Musical Mulligans, originators of the Caruso method.
■>u may not all remember the Musical Mulligans but they
tedate Caruso by many years so there can be no question
the originality of their method; it was not plagiarized. So
ccessful became the Mulligans from following these simple
ercises that they all ended in the movies, and may even be
en today in the larger scenes. Thousands of hitherto silent
tors are following our method, with what results I leave to
m to judge who have heard the Vitaphone.
When the gong sounds the lessons will commence:
do is hold a mirror up so you can see what's
thing to
The tirst inside
ippening
your mouth. Un
110

to

Have —

An illuminated swimming pool, gold
bathroom fixtures, slave bracelets,
canopied bed and full length mirror,
patio, palms, polo ponies and automobile with your name on it?
Then follow these simple vocal exercises—BE A TALKING PICTURE!
Convert your inhibitions into exhibitions—COME TO HOLLYWOOD!
everyone else does.

Herb Howe

ON PAGE

Like

PROF. HOWE'S STAR FREE
TALKIE SECRETS

Says Prof.

SS yOU [ CONTINUED

You

Follow upProfessor
Howe's advice and
you, too, will have
an ornate bathing
pool in Beverly
Hills.
gold
in themThere's
thar hills,
provided
don't
lose your you
atomizer
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THE HOME

TOWN ERS— Warners

M

J

A Review of the New Pictures

THE chief thing to recommend this picture is that it is the
smoothest, most natural talking picture to date. The
Cohan play would not lend itself to the silent picture but it
comes to us as a talkie with none of the stage charm lost.
The man with a Main Street mind comes to New York
and almost wrecks the life of his dearest friend, destroying
his romance and breaking his friendships. The story belongs
primarily to Richard Bennett and Robert McWade, and
both their voices register marvelously. The big surprise of
the picture is Doris Kenyon, who plays the part of the
fiancee. Her voice is so musical, so resonant with feeling,
and immediately conveys such charm, we realize the talking
picture has given her a new screen personality. For those
who have never seen the stage play, the picture will be a
delight.

FOUR DEVILS— Fox
HERE

MANHATTAN

COCKTAIL— Paramount

THE title of this unusually arresting comedy-drama is
precisely descriptive. A cocktail it is — stimulating,
laugh inducing, pick-me-up with a kick. It is a fascinating
review of New York's theater circle. Nancy Carroll is a
restless little college "grad" with one eye on the stage.
The young Greek drama assistant is mad about her, but she
finds the pedestal on which he puts her more classic than
comfortable, and decides to take a tumble. Shamelessly,
she besieges a smart revue producer, who purposely misunderstands her ardor. From then on, she has to step high
and fast to keep her job and elude her employer. The characters interwoven in her venture, Richard Arlen, as the
college youth, Paul Lukas, as the jaded producer, and Libyan
Tashman, his flirtatious wife, are all penetratingly delineated by Dorothy Arzner's ultra-sophisticated direction.

is the long-awaited F. W. Murnau film — the successor to "Sunrise." For this picture Murnau took his
cameras to the top of a circus arena, since the Four Devils
are aerialists extraordinary.
Murnau goes back to the childhood of the Four Devils. A
quartet of forlorn orphans, they are, trained and beaten by
a brutal circus proprietor.
This episode is so beautifully and tenderly filmed that
it is worth seeing the picture for. And the work of little
Dawn O'Day deserves special tribute.
A kindly clown helps the children to escape and they grow
up to be a famous troupe of acrobats.
The two young women love their Charles and their Adolf
and all goes well until a wealthy divorcee tosses a rose to
Charles in the arena.
The boy loses his head over the adventuress and the
broken-hearted Marion finally lets herself fall from a trapeze.
That plunge brings the Four Devils back together — and
the final shot implies a happy ending.
Janet Gaynor gives a sympathetic, sincere and touching
performance. She has remarkable personality and persuasive charm. Charles Morton and Barry Norton are extraordinarily fine and you'll like Nancy Drexel. The weakness of the film is Mary Duncan's old-fashioned vampire. In
dress and direction, the role is exaggerated, a flashback to
the days of Theda Bara. Perhaps all the fault is not Miss
Duncan's.
The film will probably be cut to eliminate the overdrawn
scenes before it is generally released.
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The Best Pictures of the Month
DUR

DEVILS

THE

r3E HOME TOWNERS
1ANHATTAN COCKTAIL

DIVINE

LADY

INTERFERENCE
THE SPIELER

The Best Performances of the Month
Janet Gaynor in "Four Devils"
Jack Gilbert in "Masks of the Devil"
Richard Bennett in "The Home Towners"
Robert Armstrong in "Ned McCobb's Daughter"
Ian Keith in "Street of Illusion"
William Powell in "Interference"
Doris Kenyon

in "Interference"

'asts of all photoplays reviewed will be found on page 125

INTERFERENCE— Paramount
THE murder seems justified, the police fail to solve it,
yet the murderer pays with his life. Thus, in a sentence
we have the story of "Interference." The audience sees the
murder committed, sees circumstances weave a web around
the wrong man. Doris Kenyon has the dramatic role and
does excellent work. As the wife of a famous physician she
becomes prey for a blackmailing female who threatens her
with exposure because of an illicit love prior to her marriage.
The blackmailer is murdered and the famous doctor is
suspected. Suspense develops as circumstances pile up.
Much sympathy goes to the distraught wife in her fight to
protect her good name with the husband she fairly worships.
William Powell is splendid as the former lover and Clive
Brook dignifies the doctor role. It is Paramount's first
homemade talkie and you'll like it even if you saw the play.

THE DIVINE LADY— First National
J ADY HAMILTON, beloved of Nelson, the great British
I /.iHmirnl is one of the famous women of history, aside
from being one of the immortal beauties.
This special film, which ran to a million in costs, was
built upon E. Barrington's recent novel of the lovely and
questionable lady.
Although the screen version glosses over the famous
Emma's indiscretions and does not tell exactly how the
daughter of a cook became the most talked about woman in
all Europe during the dying days of the eighteenth century
and the first years of the nineteenth, it has genuine pictorial
beauty.
And, while the star, Corinne Griffith, gives an unaging
characterization of the famous woman, she lends great
pictorial assistance.
She is as lovely an Emma as Romney ever transferred
to undying canvas.
The weakness of "The Divine Lady" is in its effort to tell
history and its forgetfulness of the real Emma. The picture
is
too concerned
Ladyassistance
Hamilton's
efforts
help
Admiral
Nelson andwith
to give
to his
fleet.toThen,
too, the extended shots (many in skillful miniature) of the
Battles of the Nile and of Trafalgar are repetitious. The
two combats look exactly alike, which is unfortunate for the
climax of the film.
Miss Griffith is a charming Lady Hamilton. The important roles of Nelson, Lord Hamilton and Grcville are handled
by Victor Varconi, H. B. Warner and Ian Keith. The
photography is gorgeous.

THE SPIELER— Pathe
HERE is carnival life "as is" presented by Renee Adoree
who really began her career as a circus child. No frills,
no artificialities. Grim realism, crude comedy and the stark
tragedy of the wagon shows. Keep your eye on Tay Garnett. He's a promising
young director
who atmosphere
knows his characterization. He has registered
the carnival
and
he makes you hungry for peanuts and pink lemonade.
The story deals with a crooked spieler who goes straight
when he falls in love with the lady who owns the show. He
breaks the neck of one crook and the grip of others who try
to steal control of the carnival. Alan Hale is an excellent
spieler, Adoree is restrained and realistic as the show owner
and Fred Kohler gives a picture of brutality that will be hard
to excel. Clyde Cook cops watches and walks a tightrope.
There's lots of laughs with a dramatic punch.
See it.

Watch Photoplay's New Sound Review;

STREET OF

SAL OF
SINGAPORE
—Pathe

PHYLLIS HAVER stars as Singapore Sal, a bad gal, regenerated as a proxy mother. Alan Hale and Fred Kohler give
good performances as rival skippers. An abandoned baby in a
rowboat in Singapore harbor starts the story off. Captain
Efickson, played by Hale, puzzled as to how to rear the cheee-ild, solves his dilemma by shanghaiing Singapore Sal, belle
of the brothels. Good, even if you don't like sea pictures!

NED
McCOBB'S
DAUGHTER—
Pathe

A

SKILLFUL adaptation of the Theatre Guild play, with
a fine acting cast, recruited mostly from the stage. It
marks Theodore Roberts' return and is the first picture directed
by William J. Cowan. Breathlessly exciting. The story concerns agang of bootleggers, a clandestine affair and a murder,
yet it's something more than a melodrama. Irene Rich is excellent and Robert Armstrong's performance perfect.

THE MASKS
OF THE
DEVIL M.-G.-M.

ILLUSION—
Columbia

A N absorbing drama of backstage life, taken from Channin
i VPollock's play. The story gives a true and intimat
glimpse of the actor-out-of-a-job, a brilliant defense of th
greatly misunderstood Thespian ego. Virginia Valli is starrec
but Ian Keith dominates the picture. He is a strikingly heroic
yet pathetic, figure, as the godson of the great Booth, who fee!
that his stage fame is hereditary and need not be earned.

THE GIRL 01
—THEUniversal
BARGE

HERE'S a gentle, slow moving story about the daughte
of a Scotch bargeman. Sally O'Neil is back with the sarin
costume and the same expression in which she made her firs
hit, a pair of overalls and a pout. But Sally looks cute in over
alls and it's a very cute pout. Jean Hersholt is the star. Hi
has given better performances than this, but his make-up i:
excellent. Withal, it is pleasant enough entertainment.

HIS PRIVATl
Paramount
LIFE—

A CREDITABLE effort to delve into the minds of a group
■i Vof strange, Continental characters. Wassermann's works
are not easily adapted to the screen. The fans may not like
John Gilbert as a sinister character, but he is alwavs a great
actor. It is the first appearance of Eva von Berne, an Austrian
discovery, and she does good work against tremendous odds.
She has a role difficult even for an experienced actress.

THIS starts out with a farcical flourish of sophistication but,
becomes a great bore. A lot of people go through a lot of:
doors. Jealous French husbands are annoyed with their wivesj
and the cynical roue at last discovers that there is an only girl
in the world for him. Adolphe Menjou and his wife, Kathryn
Carver, play together. Menjou gives his usual suave performance and Miss Carver lends charming assistance.

br the Latest Talkie Developments
DO YOUR
DUTY— First
National

TIE OF
FJPIREAG.-M.

STORY of the California gold rush. But don't let that
Ml. keep you away. This might have been an epic, but,
(inks to Director Allan Dwan and Actress Renee Adoree, it
St. It's a human melodrama with color and sparkle.
Aree, as the fiery senorita, again proves herself a trouper of
tf highest calibre. George Duryea gives his work a swashbikling hit. A standard pattern film, but great entertain-

nnt.

A

LOT of gags, some of them quite Rabelaisian, go wrong
because the producers seem to work on the theory that
anything Charlie Murray does is funny. Charlie takes it big
and the pathetic scenes are just that. When will these comedians stop using pathos?
The story concerns a traffic cop who is made an officer and is
framed by a gang of crooks. Murray fans may like it. Others
will just be bored.

[ Additional reviews of latest pictures on page 82

Sound Pictures
fiFONSO
XU— Fox

PEORGE M. COHAN'S "The Home Towners," the VitaTphone-Warners' latest all-talkie, is the foremost sound film
* the month.
You will find it reviewed at length elsewhere in
'ie Shadow Stage.
*;Several recent Paramount films have talkie interludes
lotted in. In Jim Tully's " Beggars of Life," Wallace Beery,
; the happy-go-lucky hobo, Oklahoma Red, sings a song of the
lid. Beery used to be a musical comedy comedian and once
•jis understudy to Raymond Hitchcock. He knows how to
J.t a song across.
"Varsity," the newest Buddy Rogers-Mary Brian film
ijmance, which was staged at Princeton, has several moreorless
jccessful spoken interludes. Then, too, Princeton songs are
lard.
.After Paul Fejos made "Lonesome" for Universal, the film
is taken back and several talking episodes inserted. These
e not very successful. Universal added the din of Coney
land to the film, as well.
JT seems to Photoplay that the most successful recent use of
spoken synchronization is in William Fox's "Mother Knows
est." In this film the Movietone puts over Madge Bellamy's
ever imitations of Harry Lauder, Anna Held and Al Jolson.
l the able hands of Miss Bellamy and Louise Dresser, the
|ioken episodes of " Mother Knows Best" are well handled.
Several interesting short Movietone films emerged from the
ox studios. Alfonso XIII, King of Spain, appears in a note-

L

MARCHING
ON— Fox

worthy Movietone film in which he talks enthusiastically of the
glories of Spain from a tourist standpoint. Alfonso has a
sharply defined and winning personality. Today public figures
— and that goes for royalty, too — must have a film personality
and a good synchronizing voice. The Movietone will next offer
Queen Marie of Roumania.

ONE of the most effective short Movietone films of the
month was "The Battle Hymn of the Republic," in which
Maude Howe Elliott, daughter of Julia Ward Howe, relates to
her niece how her mother came to write the immortal hymn.
With the swelling chorus of the hymn superimposed upon the
spoken lines of Mrs. Elliott, the result is electrical.
See it.
Another much heralded Fox-Movietone film was " Marching
On," which marks the fourth appearance of the popular protean
comedian of the varieties, Charles (Chic) Sale. In this Sale
plays an old Civil War veteran who once knew Lincoln. The
old fellow is shunted aside by the younger generation of his
family and finds his only solace in memories of the great
president.
Much of the success of "Our Dancing Daughters" (M.-G.-M.)
is due to the lively, jazzy synchronized accompaniment. And
"Our Dancing Daughters" is one of the big popular hits of the
Don't overlook Al Jolson's "The Singing Fool." This is
breaking records in New York, the receipts running above
year.
$40,000 a week at the Winter Garden.

By

ulietta
Nevil

le

Glenn Tryon has worked in the steel mills, as a
magician's assistant and as a cook in a quick lunch.
Which constitutes quite a background for a comedian. And Tryon once held twelve jobs with a
single road company

THERE is something very gay and youthful about Glenn
Tryon. Judging from his first stellar roles you expect
him to be either the smart-Alec that he portrays on the
screen or. as is so often the case with successful comedians,
a very quiet person who takes his comedy seriously and with a
lot of worry.
Glenn Tryon is both.
You walk in the door of Glenn's Hollywood apartment and
before you know it someone has jerked your top coat off with
deft hands. You look around and there is the affable Glenn
grinning all over, his pretty blonde wife right behind him to
welcome you.
You sit down and take a cigarette. Glenn motions to the
matches. You take one and after striking it discover that it is
rubber. Then Glenn offers you candy. You open the box and
a three-foot cloth snake springs at your face.
Glenn loves his jokes.
"No, I wasn't born in Joliet," Glenn grins. "It was Julietta,
Idaho."
"How did you happen to first go on the stage?" I inquired.
" Man threw my hat up and I had to go after it."
Then he became serious. "The family moved to Spokane
when I was a kid and father acquired an interest in the local
stock company. I bothered them so much back stage that they
finally gave me the role of Little. Heinrich in 'Rip Van Winkle.'
After that father built a miniature stage in the attic and the
neighborhood kids used to give shows there. I always played
the dirty villain. I guess that's where I got my early training.
"After I finished high school I decided to go to New York to
get on the stage. I had the silly romantic idea that I should be
entirely self-supporting so I refused my father's aid and started
off with money enough to take me only to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. There I hoped to get work in a steel mill and earn the
rest of my fare. But the work was found in Reading at the
Carpenter mills. I worked in the crucible furnace for several
months and then set off to the city of my dreams."

Reay

Glenn Tryon is an Idaho
boy who made good.
Now he's among the big
comedy possibilities of
the year

When he reached New York, Glenn got a job as a magician's
assistant in small-time vaudeville. I suspect that it was here
that Glenn picked up so many of his gags.
Then Glenn spent the winter in stock in New England, finding the learning of lines an easy matter. With that experience
Glenn tried two New York productions, but both were flops and
he made just enough to live on.
"That was a tough season for juveniles," explained Glenn.
"so I became a character actor in the road company of 'Maytime.' That was the biggest season I ever had on the stage.
"I cornered all the catch-penny jobs in the troupe. I had
about four lines in the first act and was free after that. I got
five dollars in every town for looking after the trunks, seeing
that they got to the theater and back to the station all right.
I got five dollars for carrying the orchestra music. That i;
never shipped you know. So even if the scenery is lost we can
put on the show.
"Then I got five dollars each for six understudy parts and I
was assistant stage manager, assistant business manager and.
in the lobby after the show, I sold copies of the song hits of the
play, 'Sweetheart,' 'The Road to Paradise' and 'A Little
House,
"AfterA Little
that I Home.'
was with a show that broke up in New Orleans.
So I came to Los Angeles where my folks were living. Without
work my funds were soon gone, so I went down to Santa Ana
where Murphy's Comedians were playing in a tent show. I
looked up Horace Murphy and discovered that his juvenile had
just walked out, so with two hours to rehearse before the show I
went on and was letter perfect to the amazement of the troupe.
Glenn smiled reminiscently: "I failed to tell them that I had
played the same role before when I was in New England."
Glenn Tryon's next adventure was as a producer. Glenn and
another actor secured financial backing and purchased Murphy's old tent when a new one took its place. Glenn's "angel,
who in this case was a "demon,"
[ continued on page 101 J

/BOOKING ahead a bit, Photoplay chooses Maryann Jane,
daughter of Jacqueline (Jackie) Saunders, as its favorite Baby
/
a reprimand for
°\^jStar of 1944. And Maryann's mother deserves
But the
deserting the screen for three years to play in vaudeville.
talkies may lure her back.
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P. S— He Got the Job
"Orville Waldbridge, discovered by Cecil B. De Mille in a gas
filling station, will play the male lead in 'Dynamite,' De Mille's first
film for Metro-Gold wyn." — News note.
How it happened, by one who wasn't there:
MR. DE MILLE (thundering up in his gold-plated chariot):
"Ten gallons, boy!"
MR. WALDBRIDGE (doffing his cap): "Yes, Mr. De Mille!
Yes, SIR!"

Talkie Dialogue Writer:

Ho, hum

see . . . shall I say "doggone"

...

let me

or take a long

chance on a "damn"?
What Price Glory?

The Nameless Chair
/ stand behind the camera
Unknown to stores and fame,
Unbent, unwarmed, unwanted —
A chair without a name!
Won't someone write "Miss Swanson"
Upon my spotless back.''
Or "Mr. Cruze" or "Chaplin"?
Or even "Jones" or "Black"?
I am so cold and lonely
Without a king or clown:
Won't someone park the body here?
Won't someone please sit down?
Anything for a Laugh
Peggy Hopkins Joyce visits the Paramount Theater, New
York. . . . Jackie Coogan, headlining the bill in person, denies
all. . . . Current Hollywood curse — "I hope you stutter!"
. . . Texas Guinan gives up a thousand a month for the old
Marie Prevost shanty. . . . Heigho! . . . Over the Beverly
Hills to the poorhouse! . . . Doug Fairbanks shows off for
Prince George of England by leaping out a window. . . .
Just a great, big, lovable, playful boy. . . . King George and
Queen Mary have a private showing of Chaplin's "The
Circus." . . . They say the Queen laughed her hat off. . . .
A gorilla gets $100 a day in pictures. . . . Ten thousand
gorillas leave Broadway and 47th Street and head West. . . .
And the Month's One Best, from Bob Murphy, St. Louis movie
master of ceremonies — "Bullfrog Gin" — "Drink a little,
hop a little, and croak!"
Los Angeles Toast
So here's to the Town of the, Angels,
The home of the Ilollyivood elves —
Where Laskys speak only to Zukors,
And Zukors must talk to themselves!

"Lou Goldberg, press agent for the Olympia Theater, New
Haven, Ct, is given most of the credit for the phenomenal success
of 'The Patriot,' the film which opened there Friday." — News note
in Zit's Theatrical Weekly.
And I hear there's an obscure feller named Jennings, or Jannings, in it, too.
Love and Kisses
Ruth Elder is said to be starry-eyed about John Patrick and
Jerry Miley. . . . They are bosom pals. . . . Ben Lyon is
reported swinging on the Lupe Velez front gate. . . . Camilla
Horn is reported married to a German named Noa. . . .In
other words, a clear case of yes and Noa with Camilla. ... So
he sold his hammer and bought a Camilla Horn. . . . This sort
of thing could go on forever. . . . Married — Rasmus Karl
Gottlikor to Thias Walionski. . . . That's Ellis Island for Karl
Dane and Thias Zaldenar. . . . Hollywood bettors are laying
it on the line that Connie Talmadge will take another shackle

before the year's out. . . . Party of the second part said to be
still matrimonially fly-papered. . . . Interested parties — Mary
Nolan and Neil Hamilton, Aileen Pringle and Cedric Gibbons.
. . . He designs scenes. . . . No make them. . . . The Great
Divide — Wallace McCutcheon and Doris May. . . . Wally
gets the dogs . . . Doris the Cadillac. . . . Wally gets the i
Ford . . . and the Air is mutual . . . what could be fairer:
than that?
Getting Personal

Roscoe Arbuckle eats in his own cafe . . . which Texj
Guinan says would be as good as New York dumps. . . . Save
that the prices are too low. . . . Clara Bow-do-de-o-do is getting too billowy. . . . Lamb chop, pineapple and prayer for the
red-head. . . . Estelle Taylor's stage voice is a monotonous
baritone . . . while Jack Dempsey's is an undecided falsetto. ;
. . . Favorite Broadway gag — "If I'd heard him talk I'd have
never bet on him against Tunney." ... I never want to hear
Victor McLaglen in the talkies. . . . Will Hays wears a cape
with his dinner duds. ... On the
[ continued on page 93 ]
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•^LARA BOW once said that she lived to make her papa happy. Just by way of showing her
t
filial devotion, Clara engaged Tui Lorraine as her secretary.
And papa promptly asked Tui
\^
to be Mrs. Robert Bow. But life is never simple in the Bow family. No sooner did Tui
become Clara's stepmother than the immigration authorities discovered that Tui entered the
country from New Zealand without proper authority.

Winter
To expect a girl to go
with only one fur coat
To the right is a Hudson
seal sport coat — coiv
veniently short for walk'
ing and warmly lined in
green suede. The lining
also forms the scarf collar and, incidentally,
keeps the fur from rub'
bing the neck. All in
all, a practical and at'
tractive coat for football games, polo matches,
whippet races, skating
or what have you.

Who remembers when a fur
coat was just a fur coat, with'
out design, style or tailoring?
Howard Greer designed this
daytime coat of American
Broadtail in two shades of tan
and achieved a grace of line
usually found only in more
pliable cloths. Like the other
coats on this page, all of
which are Mr. Greer's creations, itis worn by Josephine
Dunn.

To the left: Unless you
have at least one ermine
coat in Hollywood, you
can't hope to step out
socially. The three-tier cape
effect gives this particular
coat an interestingly different shoulder line. Greer
calls it "La Tosca," because alady who wears it
should live only for Art
and Love.

^omes
:irough cold weather
just sheer cruelty
Our
duki
coat
with
scarf

old friend Indian Baron'
is used in this walking
at the right. It is lined
Kasha and has a Kasha
to match. Not for evening or formal wear, of
course, but a good all-round
coat for either city or country wear and equally appropriate either for sports or
business.

If you
Dunn,
shown
beware

are tall and slim, like Josephine
you can wear a coat like the one
above. If you are short and dumpy,
of the long fur coat. They call

this design "Aix. ' It is of American
Broadtail in beige, with a Kolinsky collar.
Note the way in which the sleeves are
held tight above the wrist, to keep the
wintry blasts from blowing up chiffon
sleeves.

A wrap-around evening coat of Lapin. You will
have to imagine the beauty of its warm, golden
coloring, although you can see the richness of the
fur. The wide shawl collar, which extends below
the hips, definitely places it as a very new model.
It is an ideal wrap to wear with the smart new
beige and brown evening dresses. Mr. Greer
christened this wrap "Perroquet."

Spurr

^)HADOW
Sisters— Pnscilla Dean and Evelyn Brent.
^— \ And in spite of the fact that they are almost the same type,
V_^ Priscilla and Evelyn have been good friends for years.
They both have brown hair and brown eyes and, in addition
to the similarity of their features, they are both the same height,
five feet, four inches.
Evelyn looks taller than Priscilla be'
cause she is a few pounds lighter. As far as they know, they
are not even remotely related. Priscilla was born in New
York and Evelyn in Tampa, Florida.
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Don't shoot the usher!
Some day she may be
your favorite movie
star
By Katherine

Albert

l
rHERE were two reasons for Raque
Torres' finding a job as usherette at
Grauman's Chinese Theater.
Her father was a hopeless invalid and
e burden of the family rested upon the slim
oulders of Raquel and Rene, her sister. That
is reason number one. A good reason. A
im, vital reason.
Raquel was a movie fan. That was reason
mber two. Also a good reason. A pitiful,
ildish reason.
Raquel had written many letters. "Dear
iss — I've seen you in all your pictures and I
:e you on the screen. Will you please send me
new photograph of yourself?" Typical fan
tiers that brought the typical response, a five
' seven portrait of the star.
There were hundreds of these pictures in
aquel's top bureau drawer, and in the evening
lie divided her attention between petulant
quests of a sick father and the beautiful poraits of smiling, happy stars.
There was glamour at Grauman's Chinese
heater.
Sid gathered his usherettes together for a recusal before the big opening of "The King of
ings."
He the
stood
on the stage with the girls at
e back of
theater.

Raquel Torres was a movie "fan" — and she had an invalid
father to support. So she took a job as usher at Grauman's Chinese Theater as the surest way of making a
regular salary and seeing her favorites at close range

"Now we'll go through it all as it will be toorrow night," he said. " You, youlittle Mexican
rl with the black curls, show John Gilbert to his chair."
The little Mexican girl with the black curls braced herself for
i ordeal and escorted an imaginary Mr. Gilbert to an aisle
at in the tenth row. "Are you comfortable here, Mr. Gilbert?
ave this program," she remarked to space.
"That's fine," said Sid. " Now you, you tall girl back there,
tow Clara Row to her chair."
The great night arrived. Raquel, attired in her little Chinese

costume, with her smile and her programs ready, awaited the
arrival of the stars. She remembered that a tall, handsome
dark man was seated in her section. She did not know until
the next day that it was John Gilbert!
Openings were thrilling. Other afternoons and nights were
simply tourists from Iowa and a tired body. "Right this way,
please. Are you comfortable?
Have this program."
It made a chant, a lullaby that
[ continued on page 95 ]
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<*A m o jvg
Harry
Crocker
opens the
first museum
dedicated
to famous
movie
"props"

"' I '0 your right, ladies and gentlemen, is the chariot used in
'Ben-Hur.'
And to your left is the costume made famous
by Miss Gloria Swanson in 'Sadie Thompson.' '
Hollywood has a new museum, unlike any other in the world..
It is a collection of the famous "props" of pictures, gathered.
together by Harry Crocker, who, when he isn't collecting, is Charlie!
Chaplin's assistant.
The Crocker Museum is on Sunset Boulevard — and open to

The Argentinian
carriage used by
Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Gaucho."
"prop" will This
give
Lina Basquette and Huntly
Gordon, visitors to the
museum, pause a moment
to pay sentimental tribute
to the funny little wagon of
"Street Angel." All the exhibits are plainly labeled.
Here is one museum that
children will cry for

you a good idea ofj
the solid structionconof the
articles used in
the movies, even
though
the
camera
may
catch them for
only a fleeting
moment

J

r\
General
view offorMr.Movie-mad
Crocker's
new
Heaven
Tourists in Hollywood. Here
are assembled some relics
that will recall your favorite
moments in the theater.
Nearly all the great pictures
and stars are represented by
some memento. In the glass
case are Chaplin's original
derby
and articles
Keaton'sthemselves
pan-cake
hat. The
are of small value, but many
of them have been the means
of building up large fortunes.
And all of them are known
wherever movies are shown

mrists. Why go to Europe for aslant at Marie Antoinette's
ipper when you may go to California and see Chaplin's
!>mplete and original outfit, Bill Hart's first pair of leather
haps, John Gilbert's uniform in "The Big Parade," scenes
lorn prehistoric Biograph pictures, Harold Lloyd's glasses,
|id the dress that Lillian Gish once wore with the Scarlet
ietter sewed on it? In fact, in Mr. Crocker's museum you
in see everything but Catalina on a clear day.

ie Toonerville
r o 1 1 e y of
|'Merry-Go;.ound," the only
icture that von
troheim didn't
lake years to
nish because he
idn't finish it.
ou can see this
ime wagon in a
>ng shot in the
.eneral view at
he top of the
page

.,

That

hysterical

sequence
Gold
Rush"from
when"The
the
cabin tottered on the
brink of destruction is
represented by the
actual model used by
CharlieChaplin. Notice
the tiny doll hanging
on the door.
That's
Charlie
in miniature.
Also note the size of the
scene compared with
Miss Basquette and Mr.
Gordon

Different
The stage was set for Hollywood's
players refuse to
ZENIA MOTT and Paul Marvin, the featured co-stars,
were watching a test projection of their latest picture.
Others were seated around in the darkened room, including Gustave Boldt himself; "Big Gus," the great producer, perhaps the most tremendous and potent figure in the
whole cinema world.
He was Zenia Mott's husband.
The gloom closing them in made the rest of the world veryremote, and made the pictures on the screen stand out with
startling vividness. It was not merely a series of pictures they
were witnessing — it was life!

It was the most smashing thing Mott and Marvin had ve
done. They sat watching its unfolding scenes, tense, silent
unmoving. It was a glamorous but sad tale of ill-starred love
The two who portrayed it made it pulse with the throb of living
hearts. Two lovers! She was fair and beguiling and frail, but
brave; he was darkly handsome and impetuous, and defied th<
world for the sake of love.
But the world was too much for them — life was too much foi
them. It beat down their puny, gallant resistance — simply de'
stroyed them. The screen showed her when she threw
herself into the lake; you saw her lifeless body beinf
fished out. Her husband was there, stern and self
controlled, directing the operation — how you detestec
him! . . . The lover does not yet know — the film end;
with his not knowing. How he was going to take it
how life would go on for him, was left to the spectator':
imagination. This was to be the big crashing denoue
ment of the film — perhaps.
A tugging, lifting, hurtling story. Love! In
sidious, indefinable, unescapable! Two caught
in it, not knowing howorwhy; simply enmeshed
Struggling, thwarted, impotent. But glorified
Love, ecstatic and golden and glorious. Fatal

PAUL MARVIN and Zenia Mott, sitting then
so tense and still, looked at those shifting
scenes and re-lived that story — and what elsd
they saw and re-lived! The long arduous story o!
its making — the studio "sets," the toil and stress:
"back-stage," the patience and ingenuity am
skill which must be put into play when humar,
emotions are to be simulated and drama i;1
made. They were re-living those days in th(
show-shop. And, threading it all, permeatinj
it, their own story. Their own story! Deep
secret, but pervasive. And it was simply uni
canny — the parallel . . .
The setting of course was different, foreign
and exotic, the episodes and complication;!
varied, and the sequence travelled anothe:
course; but all this was inconsequent
tial. The rudiments, the basic, raw1
human elements were identical. Ex

cept that the husband in the film-stor)i
allowed his "honorableness" to tun)
him
into a calloused brute — for thd
— end.
thousandth time Marvin wished tha1
Big Gus Boldt were a brute! And ir.
the picture, of course, the story had
run through to its finished — contrivecj

"Well, you've heard her," said
Marvin. "Are you going to give her
her freedom? Or are we going to
have to make a break?" Quite suddenly Boldt off
strode
your hands
my forward.
wife! And "Take
keep
them off, d'you hear? Or I'll break

n
treat love drama.
mact their roles?

Dana Gatlin
Why did the

For them how was it going to end?
For so long Zenia had held him off. She had been to him
gmorous, unguessable, and unattainable, like a remotely
s ning star. He knew that she was bound to Boldt by loyalty,
gttitude, and sincere affection. And he, too, was honorable;
jbhad decent instincts — he hadn't chosen to love her!

A voice spoke out of the dusk behind them. "It's got a
wallop, but I'm afraid the public won't stand for it." It was
Gustave Boldt, Big Gus himself, speaking.
"Sure they won't!" said another voice, Sam Keller's, decisively. "I never had an idea from the start it'd go. It's too
arty— and women don't throw [ continued on page 111 ]

1TE could never have detailed coherently what had taken
iXplace within him these past months. He was not quite
Irty, had known many pretty women, had in a measure
i>ponded to the feminine allure with which his profession
s;rounded him; but his fastidiousness, his imagination —
L-alism, perhaps — had held him in check.
He had thought it a big piece of luck when he was selected to
|iy opposite Zenia Mott. How he could play up to her! They
Id now made three pictures together. At first he hadn't susjcted how things were going with him, although now, looking
Ick, it seemed to him he had belonged to her utterly from the
sirt. It had been a strange time. First the tranquil, almost
sipid, happiness; then the growing excitement. Then when
fc fever began — the strangest ferment in which hope and fear,
«iubts and dread, torment and bliss whirled in him so he didn't
low when one emotion left off and another began. He had
ten afraid to think that she might be beginning to love him —
l would die if she didn't! And then when he knew . . .
jOnly two days ago it had happened — love's avowal. A
lance encounter, with the guards down; the hour of dusk,
; intolerable poignancy — a little outslipped saying, a gesture
t betrayal — then swift rushing revelation; surrender.
i ND still so little, so cruelly little, of rap■ Vture. She still held him off — it couldn't be,
icouldn't be. And she was so dear, so sweet.
-i was torn to a frazzle. And nothing settled.
■:>u couldn't just drop a thing like
is! It had to end in something!
mewhere, sometime, somehow. For
:eks he had felt like a suspended
;lloon, already pierced and colpsed, but somehow managing to
rep afloat; aimlessly drifting
; where. A deflated, purpose's ghost of what-might-havefen, moving above a phantasigorical world, wondering
jto what horrible abyss it was
ing eventually to fall.
(But she was alive! Elusive,
igraspable — but the sheer
/eet pain of her aliveness had
iemed to suffice. And then he
J.d seen her dead — today,
|re in the studio, he had seen
; r die! When he saw her go
unging beneath that swirling
iter it was all he could do to
ep from crying out, it had
emed so real.
He would
.ve liked to reach out and
ip her hand, to make sure she
us there alive and warm; but
1: caught himself in time. He
: ew in a sharp breath and sat
lore rigidly upright.

Illustrated by

Oscar Frederick Howard

Motoring
Beauty
Hints

I

By Lois Shirley
motion picture stars — they must always be
poorsmart!
the and
PITY
beautiful
It is only in the sanctum-sanctorum of their inner boudoirs
that the screen favorites may rest and smear their faces with
cold cream.
At the beach, on the tennis courts, during shopping
tours, they must always look their best.
Those of us less endowed make an attempt at beauty, but it is not
a vital necessity. Yet strenuous as it is, the example set by the stars
is an excellent one. Every daughter of Eve cherishes the hope of
being beautiful, well groomed and charming at all times. Therefore,
take a lesson from the stars and learn their secrets.
Motoring is devastating to beauty. An open car — or even a closed
one, for that matter — is hard on the complexion, the hair and the
hands. Most of us know the proper creams and lotions to counteract
the bad effects, but the stars have introduced some new tricks of
looking well in an automobile that are worthy of attention.

Anita Page drove her car
home from the beach and the
sand on her shoes got in the
gears. The repair charge was
twenty-five dollars. For
twenty-five cents, she bought
this shoe brush and attached
it to the running-board. Just
the old door-mat brought
up-to-date

How to step, all dripping wet,
from the ocean and show up
for luncheon a few minutes
later looking smart and calm.
Dorothy Sebastian has a
hair-dryer attached to the
battery of her car. Her hair
is naturally curly so she
doesn't have to worry about
how to get a wave
J1R

jome mter>stingsugges;ions from the
;tars on how
:o look your
3est before
the traffic

I

cop

There's Norma Shearer, for instance, and her ubiquitous curling iron. It was not
ibiquitous at first until a nice eye to economy inspired Air. Thalberg's wife. On location
Norma dispenses with the hair dresser and carries her own curling iron along. An
'ilectrician at the studio rigged up a contrivance whereby the necessary implement of
jeauty could be attached to the automobile battery, and this worked so efficiently that
i^orma uses it when she plays tennis or golf or when she swims.
LOOKING beautiful just after a swim is always aproblem, but you can't beat thesegirls
from Alabama. Another neat car contrivance for the beach is Dorothy Sebastian's hair
jlryer, that works in the same way as the curling iron. This plugs into the socket and
;:uns to the battery of the car. It is a boon to a girl as busy as Dorothy, for it means that
ihe may have her swim, change from her bathing suit into her dress, dry her hair and be
ready for a smart luncheon party without having to go home and waste a lot of valuable
(time that could be devoted to bridge.

A powder box, not to be
used in heavy traffic, is
concealed in the steering
wheelWhen
of Barbara
car.
the box is Kent's
closed
the horn will honk. While
there may be time for
fixing the make-up when
the traffic lights go red,
Safety First Societies should
look into this

Now don't get the impression that the stars are all extravagant young women! Anita
Page didn't like it a bit when her car was laid up in a garage [ continued on page 94 ]

The battery that starts
Norma Shearer's motor
also curls Norma's hair.
This curling iron saves
the trouble and expense
of sending a hair-dresser
on location trips. Norma
also finds it convenient
after a game of golf or
tennis. When not in use,
it hooks on the dashboard, but, while still
hot, should
be confused with not
the brake
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I HE junior-size Noah Beery. The Big Scowl and Frown Kid of "Our
*Gang."
Young but tough, small but full of menace.
Harry Speer is
the boy who tells the hero to go play in his own backyard.
21L
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Charm
Marion Morgan's
Class for Poise —
and Girls
By

v

Dorot

hy

Spens

ley

STIFF upper lip may be an asset in boxing circles,
but it's a detriment to a motion picture career.
The same thing applies to lower lips that curve
in, revealing pink gums and the roots of white teeth.
nd when hands suspend like hams in the fashion of Ichabod
Rae and feet flap lik$ the clown's with the aching, breaking
id't, that's not so good.
We are conscious of anything that is abnormal," said
Wion Morgan, speaking of the motion picture kids who have
>ei brought to her attention to learn this and that and how to

Ramon Novarro and Louise Brooks were two of Marion
Morgan's dancers.
Miss Morgan is now teaching young
starlets to walk into fame. Read how she trains personality to triumph over se^f-consciousness

she was supervisor of children's playgrounds for the city.
Watterson Rothacker and John McCormick and Al Rockett,
moguls of First National, think that Marion Morgan has some
supreme power to detect motion picture talent in embryo
starlets. They send their promising kids to her and ask her to
give them an opinion of their film qualifications.
"Do you think," they ask, "with careful grooming and a bit
of training for camera wcrk, that they will amount to anything?
Bfc
correctly.
"
Nature
is
perfect,
and
the
moment
we
misuse
What do you see in this boy, or
I nb, or distort a feature, we
S6)me self-conscious. I believe
this girl? Can you erase his selfBprrecting the fault by calling
consciousness, teach him the correct way to walk, how to use his
mediate attention to it."
hands, how not to use his lips
'larion Morgan is not giving
ARE you self-conscious? Here are
pliame Montessori a run for
some of Marion Morgan's rules for
when the camera is cranking?"
wfame. She is not conducting
overcoming that out-of-place feeling:
It's cheaper to place them
i.hool to reform the debutante
Remember that your body is an inunder
Morgan's
than
itMarion
is to waste
time, tutelage
footage,
Djch, the sheik swagger.
strument dominated by your intellipublicity, money, in keeping
■be is Marion Morgan, the
them in the stock company, only
I :er, ten years with her twelve
gence.
Practise a graceful walk and study
to find that they are not adapti- cing girls in vaudeville in this
dancing — not jazz.
able for motion picture work.
Mitry and abroad; three years
Read aloud, preferably in front of a
That's the way the First
W lotion pictures staging elabmirror.
National officials feel about it.
He dance sequences in superPractise some simple calisthenics
lltacles. She has contributed
Occasionally James Ryan of the
every day.
Fox studio will send to Morgan
iaty and rhythm to over forty
Plures since she came to Los
Remember that self-consciousness
an applicant for film honors.
Alleles from New York in 1923.
"Sometimes they have that
comes from the misuse or neglect of
5 ween the time she arrived
the body.
spark, like Clara Bow, like Alice
White.
That supreme, invinu Los Angeles and discoy[ CONTINUED ON PAGE 128 ]
E! I Hollywood, two even years,

/S this a new co-starring team? Adolphe Menjou and his wife,
Kathryn Carver, are appearing together in "His Private Life,"
Menjou's first picture since his honeymoon in Europe. In selecting
a wife, the clever Mr. Menjou chose a lady who can decorate his pictures as well as his new home in Beverly Hills.

...

Ljotoplay'S distinguished Jury of Amateur

Irofessor Geo. P. Baker
Famous Instructor

Philip K. Wrigley
Amateur Enthusiast

Colonel Roy Winton
Cinema League Director

Contest Judges

Stephen Voorhees
Leading Architect

Amateur
Movies
king Vidor, Maker of
"The Big Parade"

By Frederick James Smith

■?%

^

i

Wilton A. Barrett
National Review Board

The $2,000 Contest Jury Is Completed — Interesting
News of Amateur Film Club Activities
T'HE jury of judges for Photoplay's Second Amateur
I Movie Contest has been completed.
Professor George Pierce Baker, head of the Department
) the Drama, School of Fine Arts, Yale University, has
lepted an invitation to be a judge. Professor Baker's
dition in the world of dramatic instruction is pre-eminent.
Iny of the foremost playwrights of today have emerged from
Iclassrooms. •
Trofessor Baker has 51 tremendous interest in the making of
ijateur motion pictures and his acceptance is a high honor to
i Photoplay contest. A special operator, with portable prokion machines in 16 and 9 millimeter sizes, will carry the
litest films to the theater of Yale's School of Fine Arts. The
later is equipped with a standard motion picture projection
chine, and thus Professor Baker will personally inspect the
itest films.
3hilip K. Wrigley, the wealthy Chicago amateur film enthu5t, will be another judge. Mr. Wrigley is deeply interested
amateur cinematography and his judgment will reflect the
I nion of the true film amateur.
IThe other judges, as announced in last month's Photoplay,
1 be Stephen Voorhees, the distinguished New York archi[t; Colonel Roy W. Winton, managing director of the
liateur Cinema League; Wilton A. Barrett, executive secrey of the National Board of Review; King Yidor, the famous
>tion picture director and maker of "The Big Parade";
Ines R. Quirk, publisher and editor of Photoplay; and the
J.naging editor of this publication.
'hotopla y believes that this jury will present a well balanced

ull Rules of $2,000 Amateur

judgment. In addition to showing the contest films to this jury
for the selection of winners, Photoplay later will show the
winning films to the foremost motion picture makers in Hollywood and New York. Last year the winner of the 35 millimeter
prize, Russell T. Ervin, Jr., was given a five-year contract by
Winfield Sheehan, general manager for the Fox Film Company.
This contest is likely to take one or more fortunate amateurs to
Hollywood.
AMATEURS
be interested
the lucky
Mr. Ervin's
adventures inwill
Hollywood.
Mr. inErvin
is attached
to the
Fox-Movietone division of the Fox Studios. His first assignment was under Marcel Silver, the pioneer Fox-Movietone
director.
When you see Chic Sale's interesting short Movietone story
of an old Civil War veteran who knew Lincoln, released as
"Marching
On,"
will worked
see someunder
of Mr.
Ervin'sSilver
first on
professional work.
Mr. you
Ervin
Director
this
picture.
MONTHS ago Photoplay noted the fact that Mount
Vernon, the historic home of George Washington on the
Potomac, was forbidden ground to amateur movie makers.
Users of still cameras were permitted to take snapshots at will,
but all sorts of amateur movie cameras were barred at the gates.
Photoplay presented a protest to the Mount Vernon Ladies
Association of the Union, which controls the famous grounds.
We are glad to announce that the Grand Council of the Mount
Vernon Ladies Association, at its [ continued on page 104 ]
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yiSseesJapUasn
The Orient wants its movies
Hollywood 's
just like
Photos by Mona Gardner

Devastating effects of slapstick. A
Mack Sennett cop is shadowed by
a double of Harold Lloyd, one Koji
Shimate. It was only in 1852 that
Commander Perry opened Japan
to the western world!

Madame Butterfly no longer nurses a broken heart.
In
the person of Ruiko Tsushima she goes vampish like Pola
Negri

What is a nation without its Charlie Chaplin?
This is Katsuo Mikoshiba, the best Charlie in the Flowery Kingdom

The
Orient
craved a Baby
Peggy to brighten its screen
and found one in little Miss
Mino Tamura
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Lady Lavery, famous beauty, has a
gorgeous dressing table (left) with a priceless Venetian mirror, quaint Chelsea
candlesticks and jars of Pond's Two
Creams and Skin Freshener. She says —
" I have always used Pond's preparations.
I have never found any I like so much! "

The Viscountess Curzon's dressing
table (right) reveals gold-topped vials emblazoned with the Curzon crest, and Pond's
Two Creams and Skin Freshener. Of
Pond's Lady Curzon says, "It's such a
straight-forward way of keeping fit."

roue

Delightewl
c

Dressing

h&racteristic or their Loveus

IT THAT dressing table does not reVV fleet the personality of its owner?
ijt mirrors her taste, her discriminations, her little indulgences.
In terms
if creams and lotions, perfumes and
>owders,
and many
another
dainty
jnystery, it is eloquent of her very self.
Nothing is more intimate, more repealing!
But all dressing tables supply one
leed — they help a woman care for her
ooks! Because Pond's Cold and Vanishing Creams, Cleansing Tissues and
Skin Freshener are of such dependable
vorth, they are found on the dressing:ables of lovely and distinguished
vomen
everywhere.
They
are their

choice for quick, convenient daily use at
home.
This is how you, yourself, should proceed with daily use of these four famous
preparations made by Pond's: —

Tables

y owners
Then use the new Pond's Cleansing
Tissues — snowy-white, large, fine — to
remove the cream and the loosened
dirt. For scrupulous cleanliness repeat
these two steps.
Next, if it is daytime cleansing you

Cleanse your skin with Pond's Cold
Cream at least twice a day, always
after exposure and every night before
retiring. Apply generously over face
and neck, allowing the penetrating oils
to soak into the tiny air passages and
dislodge the grime and powder.

are
having, briskly.
flick on Pond's
Freshener,
Noticenew
howSkinit
tones and firms your skin — the healthful tingling glow it engenders.
Then for protection against wind,
sun and all unfriendly elements, and to
serve as a foundation for powder, apply
a little
gives a
skin, a
last for

Pond's Vanishing Cream. It
magnolia-petal quality to your
finish that makes your powder
hours. Mail the coupon below.

Mrs. Richard P. Davidson, granddaughter of
he late Mark Hanna of Ohio, has a dressing table

Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt's dressing-room is
graced by a lovely French coiffeuse (below). In green

n taffeta bouffant (below), on which are Pond's
Two Creams in green jars. Mrs. Davidson says,

jars are Pond's Two Creams. She says.— "Through
a multitude of engagements Pond's will give you the
assurance of being your best self."

"I'veadored Pond's for years."
Four Delightful Aids to Beauty —
Pond's Cold Cream keeps lovelyfacesfresh,
and deeply cleansed. Pond's Cleansing Tissues remove the cream in an immaculate
way. Pond's Skin Freshener tones, refreshes. Pond's Vanishing Cream protects and holds your powder.

Mail the Coupon with iofi for geners sample package of Pond's
Cold
Cream, Cleansing* Tissues, Skin Freshener and Vanishing Cream.
Pond's Extract Company, Dept. M
114 Hudson Street, New York City
Name

-StateCopyright 1928, Pond's Extract Company
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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What a cigarette
meant there
Ten seconds to go —
and raw nerves fighting wearied muscles,
driving them on into that fearful unknown
heyond the wire. What man will ever forget the steadying solace of that last sweet
stolen smoke?

What a cigarette
means here
Two years to go —
the slow "ageing" by which tobaccos for Chesterfield lose all bite and harshness . . .
Mysterious, this chemistry of Nature! Endless
rows of great hogsheads, stored away in darkness;
choice tobacco, tightly packed . . . just waiting.
And as if on signal, twice each year the leaf goes
through a natural "sweat" — steeps in its own essences, grows mild and sweet and mellow.
Selected leaf, costly patience, endless care —
that's what a cigarette means here. But right
there is exactly the reason why Chesterfield
means what it does to you!
C\*^£Z££**^p&t4iy+6ti^a0C&z

Millions of pounds of
choice tobacco from each
crop are stored away in
great warehouses to "age."

. . . and yet THEY SATISFY
When

von write to advertisers

please

mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.
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Eye

showed screen stars a simple
way to accentuate shapeliness
of ankle and leg . . . by wearing a certain type of hosiery

^j^tt>

Claire
cI(29indsor
Tiffany-Stabl Productions
has chosen this fascinating creation
.... with an adorable Picot Top
Recently while making screen tests to find the most effective
combination in dress, movie stars and directors discovered
that shapeliness of ankle and leg could be enhanced t'o a
marked degree by an utterly new type of hosiery.
They discovered that a slender ankle appeared to be even
more slender. That the natural curve of the leg became
more graceful and appealing. That the harsh lines of the
knee molded into soft, rounded lines.
Now, noted stars of the screen are rapidly turning to this
new type of hosiery. Claire Windsor has chosen this
exquisitely beautiful Allen-A style.*
The sheerest of chiffon — silk from top to toe; — with an
adorable Picot Edge around the top in contrasting color.
Full-fashioned to hug the ankle and leg most engagingly.
The silken foot has special reinforcements at the sole and
both the sides and top of the toe. Invisible even when
worn with "cut-out" slippers. Thus with all of its beauty
and sheerness, this hose is remarkably serviceable.
You will find this lovely Allen-A creation at your dealer':;
in all the newest shades. Ask for it by style number —
3712. Only $1.95 the pair. Those who prefer the very
sheerest of sheer silk from top to toe will find this same
delightful style in number 3710 at $2.50 the pair.
If your dealer does not carry it, simply send us his name — ■
a postcard will do — and we will see that you are promptly
supplied.

THE

ALLEN-A

COMPANY,

*The same hosiery styles shown in the smart Allen-A Hosiery Shop, Fifth Ave. at 3Sth St.arid other New York Stores — are available at Allen-A dealers everywhere. Priced fro
£1.50 to 23.00 the pair.

Allen-A/*

Kenosha, Wisconsin
Every advertisement in PnOTOPLAY

jor Men,
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is guaranteed.

Women

and

osier)

Children

)UESTIONS & ANSWERS
Casts and Addresses

Read This Before
Asking Sluestions

As these often take up much
space and are not always of interest to others than the inquirer, we have found it necessary to treat such subjects in a
different way than other questions. For this kind of information, a stamped, addressed
envelope must be sent. It is
imperative that these rules be
complied with in order to insure
your receiving the information
you want. Address all inquiries
to Questions and Answers,
Photoplay Magazine. 221 W.
57th St., New York City.

ou do not have to be a
er of Photoplay to have
itions answered in this Dement. Itis only necessary
you avoid questions that
Id call for unduly long anrs, such as synopses of plays
asts.
Do not inquire conng religion, scenario writor studio employment.
te on only one side of the
er. Sign your full name and
ress; only initials will be
lished if requested.

arles H., Auburn, Ala. — Sue Carol is
:en years old. I am no Beatrice Fairfax
can't tell you how to go about asking Sue
fcrry you.
Why go to Hollywood for a
■riend? Surely there are some nice looking
irliown there in Auburn.
■J. of New Jersey. — Now here's a fellow
^appreciates home talent. I'll give you
I ; all the good looking girls aren't in Cali■r i . as anyone knows who has spent a weekac|ii your own Atlantic City. Billie Dove is
BJty-five years old. Clara Bow may be
Bpssed at the Paramount-Famous-Lasky
Bos, Hollywood, Calif., and she wouldn't
n a bit if you wrote her a letter. Arthur
■ was born in Corbin, Ky., in 1905. He is
Ifcet tall, has light hair and blue eyes; and
we he went into the moving pictures, he
k?d in vaudeville and musical comedy.
Bbcious lad!
Brs. E. B., Stockton, Calif. — Photoplay
I uses pictures of movie stars on its covers.
Irs. F. P., New Braunfels, Tex.— Tell
0 nephew that he is wrong. It was Charles
Bell, not "Buddy" Rogers, who played
Bsite Mary Astor in "The Rough Riders."
Bla Frankowska of Poland. — Your EngIhs perfect and your hand- writing is a treat
Die eye. Please write to me again, will you?
Iia Banky is that lady's real name. Ben
Bi's new picture is "The Air Legion."
laid Colman and Lily Damita will make
Br debut together in "The Rescue."
Iuby B., Richmond, Ind. — Colleen Moore's
fcand is John McCormick, the producer, not
( i McCormack, the singer. Note the differwt in the way their names are spelled. Julia
le was born in Richmond, not Indiana, but
rinia. And there was a picture and story
jut Nils Asther in the October issue of
Itoplay.
t. McM., Beaumont, Tex. — So you know
la fact that Jacqueline Logan was born in
1 house you're now living in. Hut Miss
Ian gives her birth-place as Corsicana,
I'. H., Schenectady, N. Y. — Barry Norton
j played in "What Price Glory," "FleetTg," "The Four Devils," and "Mother
Jaws Best." Sure, I think he is a swell young
Or. Barry has light brown hair with eyes
;(match. Write to him at the William Fox
!dios, 1401 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood,

I

Buddie," Mass. — Roland Drew's real
; ne is Walter Goss. He is not married. John
|.es is thirty years old and that is his real
ne. You'll see him next in "The Desert
ig." He is married. And Alice Terry is the
eof Rex Ingram.

Hannah S., Eaton, O. — Irene and Lillian
Rich are not related. Molly O'Day had the
excess poundage on her hips and legs sliced
away
by anback
operation.
I don't
knowto when
she
is going
to work.
Write
Dorothy
Mackaill at the First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.
Emmy S., Chicago, III. — Say, lady, I have
enough trouble writing answers to other
people's questions without making up questions to add to my work. Madge Bellamy
played in " Sandy." Nils Asther first appeared
in European productions in 1918, but he only
came to this country in 1927. Your other
questions
the bunk, isareit?answered elsewhere. That isn't

COOPER was the
GARY
target of the most persistent questions of the month.
Gary is twenty-seven years old
and has black hair and dark
blue eyes.
Now for the others: Greta
Garbo is five feet, six inches
tall and weighs 125 pounds.
Her next film will be "A
Woman of Affairs," which is
our old friend "The Green
Before appearing in "The
Four Horsemen," Rudolph ValHat." entino played in "The Big
Little Person," "A Delicious
Little Devil," "Once to Every
Woman," "All Night," and "A
Society Sensation."
George Bancroft is forty-six
years old and weighs 195 pounds.
Lupe Velez is nineteen years
old and unmarried.
John Gilbert's latest picture is
"The Masks of the Devil."
Charles Farrell is twenty-six
years old, six feet, two inches
tall and weighs 170 pounds.
In writing to the stars for
photographs, PHOTOPLAY
advises you to enclose twentyfive cents, to cover the cost of
the picture and postage. The
stars, who receive hundreds of
such requests, cannot afford to
comply with them unless you
do your share.

R. C. Z., Madison, Wis. — Sorry to keep you
waiting. Here's your information about the
Bushman family. Francis X., Jr., is twenty-six
years
sorrybirth.
I can'tHistelldaughter,
you the Barbara,
day and
month old;
of his
was born on November 10, 1925. And I can't
give out home addresses.
A. M. S., Quakertown, Pa. — Newark, N.
J., is correct for the birth-place of Malcolm
McGregor.
Helen S., Toledo,
James Hall were both
And that is their real
on the stage since she

0. — Bebe Daniels and
born in Dallas, Texas.
names. Bebe has been
was a baby. Mr. Hall

is divorced from his wife. (Other Hall "fans"
please take notice.) Neil Hamilton played
opposite Bebe in "Hot News." Lawrence
Gray was the rich boy in "Pajamas." That is
to say, he appeared in the picture called
"Pajamas." And that other question you
ask. Roland Drew was the stepbrother in
"Ramona."
Jackie, Oberon, N. D. — Charmaine was the
girl in "What Price Glory," and played by
Renee Adoree. Mary Pickford and Janet
Gay nor are five feet tall. Joan Crawford is
four inches taller.
A.G.F.,Hyattsville,Md. — Just because you
were sassy, I shouldn't answer your question.
But I'll forgive you and tell you that Junior
Coghlan's address is the Pathe Studios, Culver
City, Calif.
N. A. B., Pembroke, Ontario. — You flatter
me; I am not Frederick James Smith. Greta
Garbo can write English. That photograph
must have been a slip-up. Write to the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer for a picture of Lon Chaney.
Dagmar Godowsky is the daughter of Leopold
Godowsky, the famous pianist.
"Boots," Decatur, Ga. — Norma Shearer's
name is pronounced exactly as it is spelled.
The "Shear" is sheer, as in silk stockings.
Norma is five feet, three inches tall and weighs
112 pounds. She was born in Montreal,
Canada, twenty-four years ago. Married to
Irving Thalberg, a movie executive.
J. B. R., Ft. Wayne, Ind.— The beautiful
Ruth Taylor is five feet, two inches tall and
weighs 102 pounds.
A. C. J., Northampton, Mass. — Pola Negri
is in Europe; I believe she is going to make pictures for an English company. Lou Tellegen
is on the stage. Einar Hansen was killed in
an automobile accident on June 3, 1927. Both
Nita Naldi and Gertrude Olmsted appeared
with
Rudolph
"Cobra."
And
Karl Dane
is, asValentino
his name inindicates,
Danish.
When a director says "cut," he means that the
scene is finished and the camera can stop
grinding.

8o
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yet all screen stars
Janet Gaynor, Fox star, says:
"Lux Toilet Soap makes my
skin feel so soft and smooth!"

Clara Bow, Paramount —
"Lux Toilet Soap keeps the
skin so lovely and smooth."

Nine out of ten screen stars keep their skin lovely
with Lux Toilet Soap.
AN exquisite velvety skin is any girl's great±\_ est charm, and for the screen star it is all
important, leading motion picture directors say.
"I don't know a single girl without really
lovely skin who has won enough of the public

to become a star," says William Beaudine,
director for First National.
"Exquisite smooth skin is the all-important
asset of the star who must face into the glaring
Joan Crawford, M. G. M. —
"Lux Toilet Soap is lovely for
keeping
the skin smooth."

Nancy Carroll, Paramount —
"Lux Toilet Soap helps keep
one's skin so very flawless."

lights of the close-up," Joan Crawford explains.
The next time you see any of these lovely screen

BLONDES

Marion Davies says: " Delicious'y smooth 'studio skin'
is a great asset. I am delighted
with Lux Toilet Soap."

Dorothy Mackaill, First National, guardsher beauty carefully. "Lux Toilet Soap is
lovely for the skin," she says.

BRUNETTES

Esther Ralston, Paramount,
says: "Lux Toilet Soap is
excellent for keeping the skin

Bebe Daniels, Paramount —
"Lux Toilet Soap is such a
very great help in keeping

delightfully smooth."

the skin smooth and lovely."

Anna Q. Nilsson, F. B. O.
star — "Lux Toilet Soap is a
splendid aid in keeping the
skin smooth as velvet."

Lupe Velez, United Artists
star, says enthusiastically —
"Lux Toilet Soap certainly

Every advertisement

in PHOTOPLAY

keeps my skin velvety."
MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

Billie Dove, First National
star, says: "I find Lux Toilet
Soap delightfully pure and
so very refreshing."

Louise Brooks, Paramount
star— " Lux Toilet Soap gives
the skin the satin smoothness
a star's skin must have.

Photoplay
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brunettes - ^ed-heads

^

widely varying types
dike have the vital appeal
of smooth lovely skin
stars in a close-up, notice how smooth Lux Toilet
Soap keeps her skin. "It gives my skin that
beautiful smoothness I thought only fine French
soaps gave," Renee Adoree says.
Nine out of ten screen stars are devoted to Lux
Toilet Soap, and all the great film studios have
made it the official soap for their dressing rooms.
The exacting screen stars can tell that Lux Toilet
Soap is made by the French method. That is why
it leaves your skin always so satin smooth. You
will also like the way this white, daintily fragrant
soap lathers so generously even in hard water !

AND

BROWN

HAIR

A few more of the lovely stars
who always guard their skin
with Lux Toilet Soap • • •
BLONDES
Phyllis Haver — Pathe
Jeanette Loff — Pathe
May McAvoj — Warner Brothers
Gilda Gray— United Artists
Lois Moran — Fox
Mae Murray — Independent
Greta Nissen — Independent
Vera Reynolds — Independent
Ruth Lee Taylor — Paramount
Alice White — First National
Josephine Dunn — Metro-GoldwynMayer
Gwen Lee — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Blanche Sweet — Independent
Lllyan Tashman — Independent
Thelma Todd— First National
Mary Nolan — Universal
Claire Windsor— Tiffany-Stahl
Priscllla Bon.ier — Independent
Rita Carewe — Independent
Kathryn Carver — Paramount
Mary McAlister — Independent

BRUNETTES

Zorinne Griffith, First Na«
ional star—' ' Lux Toilet Soap
lives the same velvety feeling
ine French soaps give you."

Renee Adoree, M. G. M. —
"Lux Toilet Soap gives my
skin the texture I thought
only fine French soaps gave."

Madge Bellamy — Fox
Olive Borden — Independent
Mary Duncan — Fox
Marie Prevost — Pathe
Alleen
MayerPrlngle — Metro-GoldwynIrene Rich — Independent
Dorothy Sebastian— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Lya de Puttl — Columbia
Sally O'Neil— Tiffany-Stahl
Alma Rubens — Independent
Virginia Valli — Independent
Lina Basquette — Pathe
Anne Cornwall — Christie-Paramount
Alberta Vaughn— F. B. O.
Fay Webb — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Barbara Bedford — Independent

Mae Busch — Independent
Ivy Harris — Paramount
Kathleen Key — Independent
Dorothy Revier — Columbia
Lucila Mendez — F. B. O.

RED-HEADS
Mary Astor — First National
Sally Eilers— Mack Sennett-Pathe
Merna Kennedy — United Artists
Jacqueline Logan — Pathe
Marjorle Beebe — Fox
Audrey Ferris — Warner Brothers
Dorothy Gulliver — Universal
Margaret Livingston — Columbia
Myrna Loy — Warner Brothers
Blanche Mehaffey — Independent
Sally Phipps— Fox
Ethlyne Clair — Universal
Doris Hill — Paramount
Jocelyn Lee — Independent
Ann Rork — First National
Elinor Fair— Pathe

BROWN

HAIR

Evelyn Brent — Paramount
Betty Bronson — Warner Brothers
Sue Carol — Independent
Betty Compson — Independent
Doris Kenyon — First National
Patsy Ruth Miller — Independent
Mary Philbin— Universal
Estelle Taylor — Independent
Lois Wilson — Columbia
June
Anita Collyer
Stewart— —Fox
Independent
Marcellne
Mayer Day — Metro-GoldwynBessie Love — Independent
Jobyna Ralston — Independent
Fay Wray — Paramount
Agnes Ay res — Independent

Lux

Toilet Soap
vlary Brian, Paramount, says:
'Lux Toilet Soap is certainly
ovely for keeping one's skin
n perfect condition."

Eleanor Boardman, M.G. M.
star — "Lux Toilet Soap is
excellent for the very smooth

Luxury such as you have found only in French
soafis at 50c and $1.00 the cake . . . Now

IO?

skin a screen star must have."
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE.

The Shadow Stage
INSPIRA

TION— Excellent

HERE is another good story gone wrong.
Somebody has made an out and out burlesque of what might have been a fascinating
picture. A dancing girl, a sailor, and a derelict
artist are thrown together in the colorful
atmosphere of Port Said. The artist returns
to America to claim a fortune and a fiancee, and
the dancer tags along. A thousand complications follow.
MUST WE MARRY?— Trinity
TT seems there was a kid named Kenneth who
•'■had so much money that two girls wanted to
marry him. Was he compromised? Dunt esk!
The poor boy just kept running away from
women for six reels. Imagine his embarrassment when he discovered that one of the girls
loved him for himself alone! Pauline Garon
was that girl. They couldn't have made it
much worse if they had tried.
MARKED

MONEY— Pathe

[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 55 ]

FORBIDDEN

LOVE— Pathe

V\ THEN a foreign star sells herself down the
*» river to Hollywood, American distributors immediately reach into the bag for her
pictures made overseas. "Forbidden Love"
had better have been left in England. It is
a mythical kingdom story by Noel Coward so
bad as to be almost burlesque, with execrable
acting, worse titles, and only the lavish beauty
of Lily Damita to commend it.
RILEY

OF RAINBOW
Anchor

DIVISION—

PAULINE GARON and Creighton Hale in a
*• casual comedy of the training camps. Miss
Garon staggers through five reels in an olive
drab uniform eight sizes too big for her. You've
guessed it! She's looking for her sweetie. But
the thoughtless fellow is wandering aimlessly
about the town in a bathing suit. Their
adventures are so unimportant that it doesn't
matter if they do find each other. The purpose, remotely indicated to be comedy, is
not achieved.

RATHER wholesome story wound around
the experience of a youngster who is willed
to an old sea captain. The fact that he brings
with him a small fortune makes him welcome.
Of course, everybody is after the money, which
gives the usual opportunity for comedy, melodrama and what have you. George Duryea
and Virginia Bradford work for romance; Tom
Kennedy gets the laughs without effort.

politics. Eva Novak is the girl and George
Fawcett plays her very, very honest father.
SWEET

SIXTEEN— Rayart

A LTHOUGH based on the stuffy old come■* Mo-realize plot, between negligent parent
and wayward child, modernism and humor
make this picture surprisingly palatable. A
childish sub-deb falls for a roue and her family
goes to the dogs trying to stem the tide of
puppy love. Nothing short of the cad's remark that "marriage is so conventional" convinces baby that she's acted out of turn. So
home to pop, with the usual resolutions. Mild.
PLASTERED

IN PARIS— Fox

T_TERE is the answer to where good plots go
■*- -*-when they die. The desert from "Beau
Geste," the comedy from "Legionnaires in
Paris" and a burlesque harem from a thousand
comedies get jumbled into becoming a cemetery of old gags and stupid situations, made
less amusing by Sammy Cohen. Nothing
could bore you more.

A

THE

CHARGE

OF THE
FBO

THE

YELLOW

A

GLAMOROUS but not awfully exciting
adventure picture of the Argentine pampas, based on the Battle of Salta, in which the
gauchos fight and defeat the Spanish royalists
and established the independence of the
Argentine. Francis X. Bushman, as the idol
of the people, and Jacqueline Logan, beautiful
ward of the viceroy, play the leads.

CHEYENNE— First National

IN HOBBLES— Tiffany-Stahl

""V'OU ain't seen nothin' yet" until you see
■*■ what a family of in-laws can do to a fellow
who is trying to get along. George Archainbaud gives us a picture of this Peter B. Kyne
story of the artist who marries a girl and finds
himself hobbled with her "loving" family.
Lila Lee, Johnnie Harron, Lucien Littlefield
and Sunshine Hart are well cast. Refreshing
comedy that will be enjoyed by any audience.
BEGGARS

OF LIFE— Paramount

THE
picturization
of JimThe
Tully's
life story
is good
entertainment.
incidents
from
tramp life are interesting because of their
novelty. Louise Brooks and Richard Arlen
furnish the romance and the manner is new
and intriguing. Wallace Beery's song seems
to fit the dominating, yet genial, tramp he portrays and sound effects contribute to the
realistic atmosphere.
Not dull, by any means.
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CONTRABAND— Pathe

T—TERE is a melodrama with no pretensions;
■*- -*-but with scores of thrills. It concerns the:
smuggling of dope over the Canadian border.
There are smugglers, hi-jackers, Internal
Revenue officers and what not. The action— •
starts in a cowtown on the border and ends in:
a raid on a gambling den in Chicago. Leo:
Maloney is the two-fisted hero who foils the:
crooks and wins the girl. The children may go.

A

THE MAN

KID— FBO

diminutive clown. Frankie consistently overacts, however, and the story is so dull that even
Joe
Brown's
gift of humor and pathos fails to
make it entertaining.

GAUCHOS—

WESTERN ... but wait! What a difference, and lots of it! Even the most
seasoned cynic will thrill to Ken Maynard's
hoof-defying stunts on the Cheyenne rodeo
track. The company went north to shoot this
film, and the fact that Ken was actually on the
world's most famous rodeo grounds, giving a
breath-taking display of bulldogging, pony
express riding, bronco busting, trick and
Roman riding, lends exhilarating zest to his
performance.
Very horsey!

CIRCUS

•"THERE'S not much to recommend in this
■*- picture but you'll live through it, and the
youngsters
will probably
like it because
it's the
all
about a circus
with Frankie
Darro as

THE

Another case of double trouble.
Nora Lane looks enough like
Alice Joyce to fool anyone. Miss
City
Lane is a newcomer
who has
been adopted into the Cohen
and Kelly family at Universal

BURNING

BRIDGES— Pathe

A RAILROAD Western in which Harry
■**■ Carey has a dual role of twin brothers, one
a genial cowboy hero, the other a shell-shock
victim with a holdup complex. Carey does
fine work and plenty of thrill scenes make it
good entertainment — if you like Westerns.
DUTY'S

REWARD— Elbee

I" EST you stay awake nights wondering just
■'-'what duty's reward is, let us announce at
the outset that it is a blonde gal with a baby
stare and a permanent wave. That being over,
the picture concerns a man about town who
gets big and brave and becomes a traffic cop.
There is a lot of undue excitement over crooked

YOUNG

WHIRLWIND— FBO

A VIATION is a great break for Westerns
■*VMail, it appears, must be delivered and
when the trusty cloud ship fails there are
always the horses. Anyhow, the planes givej
variety. The situation is slight but it gives
Buzz Barton a chance to troupe. Not adult
entertainment but it delights the little folk.
STOLEN

LOVE— FBO

PHILANTHROPIC
think up
thi?
■*- sort of thing in their producers
tender moments
to give
starving extras a lunch. Marceline Day,j
Blanche Frederici, Owen Moore and Rev
Lease are wholly incongruous in this quickie
Run, don't walk, to the nearest exit.
THE

DEMON

RIDER— Davis

"NJO
you this
look Western.
at it, there's
noth
•^-^ ingmatter
originalhowabout
Concerns
itself entirely with the rather quaint and trying
escapades of the indefatigable Ken Maynard
The plot's so thick you can't stir it with s
shovel.
INTO

NO MAN'S

■CXTREMELY dull
-L^horrors of war as
father. It runs true
surprises. [ CONTINUED

LAND— Excellent
picture, recounting tin
visited upon an errim
to form — there are n<
ON PAGE 92 ]
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H^TTES,

'Lucky Strikes protect me from an
irritated throat."

Herbert

Brenon,

Voted the Best Motion Picture Director, 1927-1928.

The finest tobacco— long even cutno dust — fTt's Toasted"— all impurities removed— flavor improved.
**

It's toasted
No Throat Irritation -No Cough*

1928, The American

Tobacco

Co., Manufacturers
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Gossip of All the Studios
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 49 ]

How a talkie is filmed. W.'S. Van
Dyke directs Nils Asther and Racquel
Torres, while the microphone at
his side records their words. The
camera, enclosed in a glass soundproof booth, catches the action.
There can be absolutely no noise
while the scene is in progress
awaken her.
again. The

Nothing availed.
audience
became

He shook it
restless.
It

Finally Jimmy rattled the bed, desperately,
and
by Mrs.saying:
Jimmy's voice,
giggled.
clear was
as a rewarded
bell at midnight,
"Hurry up, Jimmy, and come to bed. I'm
And the curtain went down with a bang.
getting
Last cold."
month we needed rhymes for
"Garbo"
And someone clattered in with "star

All right, you're such a crafty filbert
bert" !
r "Gil86
another oneONfoPAGE
Dig up [ CONTINUED
]
beau."

She is not as beautiful as many of her more
fortunate sisters, but her charm is undenied.
Now Hollywood discovers that her husband is
more than interested in an ex-Broadway
favorite. The wife displays a gallant bravery.
She has invited the other woman to her home,
has entertained for her and has appeared in
public with the two.
Not a word of complaint has been heard
from her, but her eyes have taken on the look
of tragedy.
RUSSELL SIMPSON, who has always prided himself upon his
powers of oratory, penned us this one
from Salt Lake City, where he recently assisted Ben Lyon and Marie
Prevost to film Mormon history:
"I concede the oratory championship to Elder Watson," wrote Russell. "In passing a church which
housed a Mormon convention, I noted
the following sign: 'Elder Watson

The "monitor
room" placed
over the soundproof stages at
the M.-G.-M.
Studios. The
operator sees
the play as it is
filmed and hears
the words
through

earphones. He
signals with
colored lights if
anything goes
wrong and also
regulates the
volume of sound
XL

will speak at eight o'clock. Bed and
breakfast furnished free to all visit-:
ing delegates.' How can any ordinary orator meet such competition as
A MUSING story told on the Gleasons of
■**-"Is
ZatSo?"fame. They were appearing in
that?"
vaudeville then and when their train broke
down many miles from where they were to
appear on the evening bill, they commandeered
a motor and drove with all speed to the
theater, arriving just, as you have guessed, in
the nick of time. And very, very tired.
In the act, Jimmy was a burglar; Mrs
Jimmy was the burgled. The curtain arose
with her in bed.
The curtain arose this night and the burglar
entered. Her cue was when he made his appearance. There was no response save that of
deep breathing from the bed. Stealthily
Jimmy plodded about the room. Still Mrs.
Jimmy slept. He shook the bed, gently, to

Not a padded cell, but the walls
ofatalkiestudio. The "monitor
room," shown at the left,
may be seen back of its glass
window. The walls are covered
with thick padding to prevent
vibrations. Equipment to film
sound pictures costs many
thousand dollars
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7 wonderful compatriot, Margot
ldberg, has now come to America.
is is gorgeous news for every woman
0 treasures and cares for the beauty
her complexion ... I think Margot
idberg knows more about truly scien| beauty-culture than anybody in the
rid. I say this because of the won•ful system of water-massage she has
ented and perfected, which offers to
men for the first time a controlled
1 safe form of massage that they can
I at home; and which has beautifying

N I L5 5

l_ANDBEPG5

O N

virtues far beyond anything I have ever
seen or imagined ... A revelation! And
what an inspired genius, what patience,
what scientific knowledge and feminine
wisdom are behind this creation of hers !
. . . But then, let Margot explain it
herself, in her own clear, frank way.
Send for her lovely brochure, "THE
ENGLISH COMPLEXION: how to have
it, how to keep it." It will give you more
information than anything you have ever
read about beauty -culture. Oh, it's so
real, so true! What a godsend to women!

Just use the coupon below, that is all. It will bring you
the brochure, "The English Complexion: how to
have it, how to keep IT" — Send the coupon to
Margot Landberg, 1 East 53rd Street, New York City.

Dear Margot

Landberg:

Please send me your booklet, "The English
Complexion." This is without obligation to me.
Name
Address

,

BrocL

Gossip of All the Studios
CONTINUED

""THE talkies are responsible for a whole dic■*■ tionary full of new slang. Here is some of it.
BIoop — a voice that blasts in recording.
Sizzle — a voice that accents "S" sounds.
Tubby — a voice that sounds as if the speaker
were talking through a barrel.
Mike-dumb — an actor who doesn't know
how to speak correctly into the microphone.
Mike-wise — one who does.
Sandpaper-tenor — a voice so high that it
makes a rasping tenor.
Mushy — indistinct.
This scientific terminology should give the
proofreaders something to do in their spare
moments. It includes such jaw breakers as
microphonic, ambrithmophonic, lissophonic,
eulexophonic and hypermesosonic.
TS no tradition sacred in this jazz age?
-^-Richard Barthelmess, shooting scenes at
Catalina for his new ocean opera, "Scarlet
Seas," jerked open the captain's closet door
and out fell — a golf bag!
A7IRGINIA BRADFORD, youthful Pathe
* player, has taken unto herself a third
husband.
This time it is none other than the
English writer, Cedric Belfrage.
Perhaps Cedric hadn't any idea he could persuade the winsome Virginia to sign the contract. At any rate, when they reached the
Mexican city where the ceremony was performed, he found himself short of cash. After
the officiating magistrate had been paid, there
was less than one dollar to spend on the honeymoon trip to Hollywood. So, for the wedding
luncheon they had only hot dogs.

FKOil PAGE
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"Won't you take a
stroll down the
Avenue?'' sings
Harry Spear to Mary
Ann Jackson, both
members of "Our
Gang." After a tour
of the movie
theaters of the
country, the Gang
has returned to the
studio — and school

ER,N a JOH
N
recent
LOD
TAI
CAP
importation from London, startled the film
colony by bearing down
upon it minus an English
accent. In fact, he
speaks much less British
than the average motion
picture star. All he has
to do to acquire a few
"cawnts" and "hawlfs"
is to play in a picture
with Nancv Carroll.

Not

an

airplane

Miss Carroll, of New York City, has a more
pronounced accent than Captain Loder, from
London.

gun, but the
Fairchild automatic camera,

■*-'much
hasty. has paid dearly for being
13
ILLY too
HAINES

operated by
Ramon Novarro

Came that zero hour when the option on his
contract with M.-G.-M. was or was not about
to be renewed. No one said anything about it
to Billy, so he stepped right out and signed up
with one J. D. Williams, now an English producer, but formerly head of First National. A
few days later, the studio told him the option
was being taken up and Billy had to bestir
himself to buy back the contract from Williams
who, by the way, made a tidy sum on the deal.
[ cosi :nued on pac-f 88 ]

in "Gold Braid."
This is the camera
that catches
those thrilling
air stunts that
have kept you
guessing

Jane, Irene and
"DARRYMORE-ESQUE difficulties in the
-'-'Carmel Myers' domicile. Carmel was posing for some informal pictures at home and
it was arranged that one scene was to be taken
before the fireplace with the maid serving tea.
Lights were adjusted, the camera placed,
Carmel seated, when the maid discovered that
the picture
couldn't possibly be photographed
from
that angle.
It revealed her least attractive profile.
"IV/riLTON SILLS and Doris
"■'■Kenyon Sills were showing
guests the garden of their Brentwood
home.
"Oh, it looks so wild and natural,"
murmured one of the feminine guests
in admiration.
"And it takes a lot of cultivation to
make
Milton.it appear that wild," answered
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Frances
— in
other
words,
Irene Rich and
her two attractive
daughters.
Fran-is
ces, at the left,
now attending
Smith College.
Miss Rich has
purchased an
estate at Santa
Barbara, where
this photograph
was taken, and
where she spends
her time between
pictures
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fate to m Mark

{^ytwouglt VITAPHON E
^gs> .tf^tlte Qreatest Cider
in tlie \JoAA. To(^^

Swiftly — surely — dramatically — Warner
Bros. VITAPHONE has revolutionized
the whole world of entertainment.
It has transformed the screen from a
silent shadow to a LIVING thing — vivid
and vibrant with the voices and emotions
of living people.
The Talking picture — yesterday a dream
— has been crystallized into reality in
VITAPHONE. The vision — the faith of
Warner Bros, have wrought this epic accomplishment.
And now VITAPHONE brings to you the
outstanding marvel of twentieth century
entertainment —

*i

DOLORES COSTELLO
in!NUAWS ARK
with GEORGE

O'BRIEN

Most tremendous dramatic spectacle since the
birth of motion pictures. Vast pageantry of
moving masses of human beings. Epic love depicted against the shifting backgrounds of two
worlds. The climax — the Deluge — ringing down
the curtain on earth's most dissolute age!
'NOAH'S ARK"— -see it — HEAR it — through
VITAPHONE.
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"LJOLLYWOOD'S
panic—
talkies,
x Aof course. This annual
time there is realthecause
for
concern. The producers are signing up stage
players at a terrific rate and the regular picture
players — especially the lesser lights — are not
finding themselves in great demand. All the
preference is being given the more experienced
players who have had stage experience.
Beauty and a camera face doesn't count for as
much as a good voice and ability to speak lines.
'TPHE wags have changed the title
■*■ of "Mysterious Island." Now
they're calling it "Twenty Million
Dollars Under the Sea," because it
cost so much and is still in uncertain
shape.
D AQUEL TORRES won't be able to use her
-'-Vight hand for a week. She accompanied
Eva von Berne to the preview of Eva's first
picture, "The Masks of the Devil." The
Austrian girl had never seen herself on the
screen and she held Raquel's hand with icy
lingers during the ordeal. Raquel remembered
when she had sat through her first preview at
the same theater, the Westlake.
A sweet friendship has sprung up between
the girls, the one from Mexico, the other from
Vienna.
pi:<;GY
Hollywood's model of
■*fashion HAMILTON,
and of form, entertained
a number of
stars at the recent air meet. Julia Faye, Claire
Windsor, Belle Bennett and many others flew
from one field to the other, landing right at the
foot of the grandstand in a burst of applause.
The stars took it big, bowing right and left.
Kisses were tossed about from the tips of
dainty fingers. The audience clapped and
cheered and the stars bowed again until a
husky voice from the grandstand shouted:
"Hey, get off the field. We ain't interested
in movie actors. We're yelling fer Lindbergh.
He's doing his stunts in the air."

James Ford of Lawrence, Mass., began as an extra in "The Divine
Lady."
Corinne Griffith noticed his work and he was promoted to
a small role.
In her next picture, "Outcast," Ford is the juvenile
lead, and First National has placed him under contract

Carry your radio
set in your handbag and get all
the football

Doing their daily two dozen. Margaret
Lee and Kathryn Crawford have their
own exercise club. It is more fun to
keep in trim when you have company.
And it eliminates cheating. This little
stunt is guaranteed to reduce two
waistlines at once

games.
tiniest set inThe
the
world was made
by Kemper and
presented
to
Norma Shearer.
There is a photoShearer graph
setof Miss
in a
base at the
glass frame

T"\ONALD REED plays the juvenile lead in "Hard-Boiled
-L/but he doesn't qualify for a picture by that name.
Y\ hen questioned as to how he spent his leisure hours, he w.
astounded.
"Me?
Evidently you don't know about my baby. Wh
Diana is only six months old and she says 'Mamma.' Shenev
cries. She . . . she . . . she . . ."
We walked away while he was still expounding her virtue
And some stars are afraid to tell the fans they are marrie<

/
*

"\X7ALLACE McDONALD declares that it is the
* ""echo"
ambition
every movie extra to be cast as
the
in a oftalkie.

I

pROBABLY the prize freak accident of all time is that whiii J
■*- happened to Raoul Walsh, the director, while on location .1 /

ss

Utah.

[ CONTINUED
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That Extra
Beauty
Which Makes Movie Stars
Certain women appear distinguished. Not because of makeup or cosmetics. There is an extra,
fundamental beauty, due to a clear,
clean, radiant skin.
Screen stars knowits importance.
The greatest beauty aid in Movieland is Boncilla Clasmic Pack.
Beauty experts know it. In fifty
countries they regard Boncilla as
the foundation of beauty.
Multitudes of women know it.
You see them everywhere — girls
with multiplied beauty, women
with new youth. Just because they
spend 30 minutes, twice a week
with Boncilla Clasmic Pack.
You, too, should know it. There
is no other way to do so much, so
quickly, for the skin.

Leatrice Joy
as she appears in the F. B. O.
sensation, "Tropic Madness"

Irene Rich
Wife" the
— recent
Pathein release
Playing
title role
"Craig's

How You Can Charm -TONIGHT
Fyou wish to loo k your best this evening,
. do this in preparation. Your friends will
len meet a new YOU. And you will be
lrprised at yourself.
Apply Boncilla Clasmic Pack to the
ice and neck. Rest while it dries. You
/ill feel it draw from the skin all that
logs and mars it. The dirt and grime,
ead skin and hardened oil, will be literlly absorbed. The causes of blackheads
jnd blemishes come out. The skin will be
^eaned to the depths.
i You will feel the blood drawn to the
urface, to nourish and revive the skin.
Chen wash off the Boncilla and see what
. change has come.
Cheeks Jjke Roses
ifou will see a radiant glow, an animated
ook. You will see a skin that is clear and
:lean . You will feel a skin soft and smooth.
You will have an ideal foundation
In Jars $3.50 and $1.50 and in
tubes $1.00 — at toiletry sections
everywhere. Abroad — in smart
shops in principal cities.

for the creams and powder, but you will
rarely need the rouge.
Older women see additional results.
Little lines disappear, wrinkles are corabatted. Enlarged pores are reduced. Sagging muscles are made firmer. Many
women, in those 30 minutes, seem to drop
ten years.
Looking your best you will feel your
best. Learn how this simple, easy method
glorifies an evening.
Follow the Stars

Leatrice Joy preparing for her part in
"Tropic Madness"

This is done by the stars of the stage, the
screen and society. It is done by beauty
experts the world over. There is no other
way. Boncilla is the only Clasmic Pack.
After the Clasmic Pack they apply Boncilla Cold Cream, and wipe it off. Then
Boncilla Vanishing Cream as a powder
base. Then the exquisite Boncilla Powder
of the proper shade.

Irene Rich preparing for "Craig's Wife'

ONE

WEEK

TEST

BONCILLA— Indianapolis, Ind.
Mail me a one-week treatment of Boncilla with the three
helps which go with it — four samples. I enclose a dime.
Name.
Address..
If you live in Canada, mail coupon with 10c to Canadian
Boncilla Laboratories, Ltd., 77 Peter Street, Toronto

When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY
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The Studio Murder Mystery
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 41 ]

"I wish you would examine then, that rapier, Seibert," directed Chief of Detectives Smith. "Is
it the one you used when rehearsing the death scene?" His eyes riveted sharply upon the director.
There was a palpitant second and then Seibert stepped forward, bent down by the body and made
to take the rapier in his hand.
"Don't touch it!" said Smith sharply.
"Pardon, I was forgetting.
You will want prints."
" Looks to me like they were there right now!
Look at those kids, begging for sweets . . .
and those people playing those queer, lively
games. . . ."
"Those are the extra people. They are not
so hard to get vorked up. They respond to
such things. They liff their parts. I haff a
liking for the extra people. They are sincere.
It iss the stars I vas thinking of . . . they
often get . . . vat you call . . . blase! They
vant to kid all the time! They are so sure of
themselves, you see. They know they can snap
into the action as soon as the camera starts."
He put his fat, jewelled hand on Smith's arm.
"Come, ve vill talk as ve go along. But I
vould like to impress upon you that those
people must not . . . they must not get a hint
that there iss a murderer loose on this lot ... a
dead man on that stage! I vant you should
speak to your men about not saying a vord."
Smith stopped in his tracks, and turned to
look into the president's eyes.
"That's three times you have made that
statement," he ruminated thoughtfully.
"Vat statement?''
"That the murderer is loose on this lot.
Rosenthal, are you keeping something from

me?"
The president turned quickly, wondering
eyes upon him.
"Vyno . . . certainly I haff not been keeping something from you. I haff told you all I

90

know, about efferything! Myself, I do not
know vy I say that. It is a . . . feeling!"
"Uhuh!" Smith nodded, understandingly.
"Intuition is another name for it. You have
said that three times without conscious knowledge of meaning it. I've had the same feeling
myself! And what's more, I know of more
than one murder-mystery that has been
solved by following that little 'feeling' . . .
intuition!"
"You mean . . . just by guessing?"
"Not consciously guessing, no . . . but
by acting upon some thought that keeps
thrusting itself into a person's brain, or speech,
involuntarily. Just as you have demonstrated.
You did not realize you were saying that — did
you? No. I thought not. You could not have
worked out such a theory. . . ."
"I haff not tried to vork it out at all. That
is your job! Anyvays, I haff been so vorried
over it, I haff just — veil, just vorried, I guess,"
he finished naVvely. Then, "Mein Gott, I tell
you, Mr. Smith, I haff neffer felt so terrible
offer anything in my life! To see that man
lying there ... I tell you it vas terrible! I
tell you I vas afraid for my life for a long time
aftervords, and that iss the truth . . . me . . .
in my own studio, I should be afraid like a
little boy in the dark!"
"I understand that, too," replied Smith
seriously, not displaying or feeling any derision of the other's professed cowardice.

"Instinctively we all fear death. That'
why one of the big tests of a person's innocenf
is bringing him into contact with his suppos;
victim, or something that victim has won
It brings the idea of death to him. He
afraid of that other dead human, because
reminds him that he also must die ! He shrin
from the thought, and, subsequently,he shrin

physically
fromhisthe
contact!"
He took out
watch
and glanced at it. \
"Ten-thirty. I presume the coroner hi
completed his examination, and Detecti
Clancyall will
be more
likelyIn tomyhave
t:
case
solved
by thisthan
time!
notej
asked Mr. Seibert to meet us on the set at ■
o'clock. I would appreciate it if you condiil
me on a little tour about the grounds in ti
meantime. I want to ask questions and I (
pect you'd rather answer them yourself, unc!
the circumstances. . . ?"
"Mein Gott, yes,"* replied
* * Rosenthal quick
^' crowd
holiday
("^N
theirof way
they makers.
walked through t
"Bonet is already shooting.
Don't look
the cameras.
They are on the left. Ve \\
valk along like ve vas just sight-seeing vid t
rest. . . . Not so fast . . . nothing iss ch;
involuntarily
had quickened .
ingFor
us, you
know. . . Smith
."
pace.
An instant, and new respect, for 1*
[ CONTINUED

ON PAGE

118 ]
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his mishap came in the nature of a jack-

jit.

[rs. Walsh was driving her husband from
i National Park to Cedar City at night,
he rabbit, blinded by the glare of the headts, misjudged his leaps and came hurtling
mgh the windshield.
ralsh's face was badly cut. The missus
ped injury.
aoul's comment was that the rabbit simply
n't been able to look before it leaped.
ECENTLY Phyllis Haver visited her old
home town. It was a great treat to go back
ouglas, Kansas, the place she had dreamed
ut all these years.
erhaps nine hundred of the one thousand
ibitants turned out to see her. She was
g entertained in her uncle's home. Little
nk Haver, a cousin, eyed her earnestly for a
time. Finally he piped out clearly:
What's so wonderful about her? She don't
ck my eye out; she's just like the rest of
KE COLLYER is the envy of the film
lony. No, it's not what you think at all.
rue, Prince George did manifest more than
assing interest in her, to the annoyance of
r screen luminaries.
ut the thing all the girls do envy is that
maintains her alluring figure without
mg!
une's problem is to find some other girl
hing at the Montmartre who will join her in
cting French pastry.
sK. MULHALL

was once a Western star,

ough he doesn't look it and didn't then,
le was playing on the stage in New York
n a producer approached him with an offer
di contract.
IT want to star you in a new type of picture,"
I producer declared, and Jack, elated, signed
I contract.
When he got to Hollywood he discovered
Hit the "new type" of picture was neither
lire nor less than a series of Westerns.
Jack
II never seen a ranch, ridden a horse, nor
|>ed a steer, but he made thirteen five-reel
^.■sterns in one year.
[No wonder his countenance beams since he
h been elevated to stardom in a different type
ipicture.
Reels of great men all remind us
All the tough luck's not our own.
Thank heaven we'll not leave behind
us
Dumb cracks on the Movietone !
ERTINENT
comment
on the state of
things ten years ago when Gino Corrado, of
Drence, Italy, signed his contract with
iristie Comedies.
"You will have to change your name," he
.is informed.
" Get some good old American
jrne. A foreign name is a handicap."
•Forthwith he became Jean Corey, stalwart
|i of America.
And how, it might be reirked, the old order changeth, with every
:ssel bringing a "new foreign discovery."
Gino, his own name restored, is now playing
ramis with Douglas Fairbanks in the sequel
"The Three Musketeers."
iJSTwhen Hollywood was going into the
ilence in preparation for the wedding of
!ith Roland and Ben Bard, Ruth told friends
at they planned to marry quietly, go to
,:>nolulu on a honeymoon and have a recep>n upon their return.
This is a bitter blow to what we laughingly
When

*° California
True — the service of America's
ing" that only a Golden State
greater luxury.
The comfortable low altitude
Angeles-Chicago. Shortest and
San Diego.

foremost trains is so "astoundLimited can set a standard of
route. Only 61 M hours Los
quickest Chicago-Phoenix and

Tickets and reservations at

474

Hollywood Ticket Office. 6768 Hollywood Boulevard. Phones Granite 1801-1802
Los Angeles Ticket Office, 212 West Seventh Street, Phone Metropolitan 2000
B. F. Coons, General Agent, Rock Island Lines
809 Van Nuys Building, Phone Trinity 4574. Los Angeles, Calif.
Hugh H. Gray, General Agent Passenger Department
Southern Pacific Lines. 165 Broadway, Phone Cortland 4800
or 531 Fifth Avenue at 44th Street, Phone Murray Hill 8400, New York City
P. W. Johnston, General Agent, Passenger Department, Rock Island Lines
723 Knickerbocker Building, Broadway and 42nd Street
Phones Wisconsin 2515-6. New York City.
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in front of his nostrils, mildly suggesting to 1
sub-conscious mind that it is time to arise a
eat.
Furthermore, Mrs. Bancroft knows the i
portance of children being properly trained.
"Of course, I never let the children kn
what a really great man their father is," si
hastily explained.

call "the colony." The film folk have not been
let in on a big ballyhoo marriage since the
historic La Rocque-Banky road show. Everybody expected Ruth to do right by the town.
JUST to keep you enlightened, Tommy Lee,
son of Don Lee, millionaire automobile man,
is going places with Audrey Ferris.

A FRIEND of Al Cohn, the scenario writ
■* *-stopped him on the Boulevard the otl
day and asked what he was doing.
" Oh , " said Al , " I 'm wri t i ng J im Crowopera
"What," said the friend, "is a Jim Cr<

\jf RS. the
GEORGE
is notcareless
asleep
■'•'■^at
switch. BANCROFT
No matter how
wives of other stars may become, she is making
a business of her job. She advises, guides and
protects him.
Never is he treated as an ordinary human
being. Not with her appreciation of his greatness! Even a little thiug like awakening him
in the morning is done properly. He is not
called in a peremptory fashion with the news
that breakfast is ready. Instead a slice of a
fresh, juicy orange is waved gently to and fro

"A motion picture with a colored cast."
Al is writing scenarios for 127 of th<
Octavus Roy Cohen stories about "cull
folks." Christie will produce them, and just
make 'em different they will be in both co!
and sound.

opera?"

The Shadow Stage
CONTINUED

Sy~j.Cyniciri LJsressinrf
ana

Liable

KDlimaoeiii S/j.rclen
V///iiJions 01 women everywhere —
in .America, France, tlngiana,
Oermany, Italy, Opain — nave round
Elizabeth A.rden s Venetian 1 oilet
Preparations essential lor correct
home care 01 tne skin. 1 hese are some
oi Miss Arden s exquisite necessities
that no smart dressing table
would be without.
FOR

CLEANSING

Venetian Cleansing Cream.
Melts into the pores, rids
them of dust and impurities, leaves the skin soft and receptive. $i, $2, $i, £6.
FOR TONING
Venetian Ardena Skin Tonic. Tones, firms and whitens
the skin. To be used with Cleansing Cream. 85c, #2, #3. 75, #9.
Venetian Special Astringent. For relaxed cheeks and
neck.
Lifts and strengthens tissues, tightens the skin.
FOR

NOURISHING

Venetian Muscle Oil. A penetrating oil rich in the elements which restore sunken tissues or flabby muscles.
#1, $2.50, #4.
Venetian Orange Skin Food. Keeps the skin full and
firm, rounds out wrinkles, lines and hollows. Indispensable
for a thin face.
#1, #1.75, #2.75, #4.25.
Ardena Velva Qream. A delicate cream for sensitive skins.
Recommended tor a full face, as it smooths and softens the
skin without fattening.
$1, $2, $3, $6.
FOR

QUICK

AFTERNOON

Elizabeth Arden s Venetian Toilet Preparations
are on sale at the smartest shops

ARDEN

673 Fifth Avenue, New York
LONDON

BERLIN

ROME

PARIS

MADRID

PILOT— Superlative

NOT a single logical moment! In its way
it's a saga of the Air Mail Service, but remarkably poor direction nearly ruins it.
Every technicality in the aviation decalogue is
carelessly violated: mechanics smoke at the gas
tank; the propeller starts of its own accord; the
pilots stunt-fly for grandstand play and pull
countless other inanities.

COURT-MARTIAL— Columbia
JACK HOLT and Betty Compson are teamed
in this serious yet lively adventure picture.
Jack is a dashing Union captain sent to capture
the most notorious raider in the Ozarks, during
the Civil War. His quarry turns out to be
Betty, daring and fearless leader of a guerilla
band. You»know the rest.
THE

PRICE

OF FEAR— Universal

THIS picture is solid proof that all crimes
aren't perpetrated outside of the studios.
This is a perfect example of a well-rounded
movie crime, objectively speaking. In the
first place,is it's
a crook
that's a crime;
the
direction
terrible,
andstory
the necessary
suspense
just isn't. The outstanding crime is Bill Cody
as the leading man. Keep away.
MAKING

THE

GRADE— Fox

THIS second Fox feature Movietone venture
is a ripping success. It is based on George
Ade's story of a small town aristocrat whom
love and the gardener's daughter made into a
human being. Edmund Lowe upholds both
the Dodsworth traditions; and Lois Moran is
honestly more winning than usual. Smooth,
fast action for which other talkies have vainly
striven.
HEY,

TREATMENT

Venetian Anti-Wrinkle Cream.
Fills out fine lines and
wrinkles, leaves the skin smooth and firm. Excellent for an
afternoon treatment at home.
#2, $3.50.

ELIZABETH

THE AIR MAIL

FROM

RUBE—FBO

HERE'S a picture that has real stuff. It
flows and
like aaction
politician's
speech. Chuck-full
of color
and interest,
this story
of carnival life holds you fascinated to the last
foot. Hugh Trevor gives an excellent performance as the "gyp artist" on the wheel of
chance. Worth seeing.
THE

SINGAPORE

MUTINY— FBO

OH, whither are we drifting? Why, out to
sea on a big ship, where big men stoke coal
and attack lady passengers. But there's a
little boy stowaway and he's good — he's just
good
inside — and
dancer isgets
bad good
— she'sat just
bad inside.
But the
everybody
the
last, even the big coal stoker.
Estelle Taylor
y advertisement

in TIIOTOrLAY
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is talented — isn't it a pity that she is hand
such vehicles?
RETRIBUTION— Warners
TN spite of the fact that this Vitaphone off<
-ling is being heralded as Henry B. Walthal
"famous playlet," it turns out to be a lul
warm combination of morbid melodrama a
forced, coy comedy. Walthall registers eas:
on the Vitaphone, and Tom McGuire has a li
voice but the two of them are hopelessly c
feated here by the script.
HOMESICK— Fox
r^URLY-HEADED Sammy Cohen comes
^-'California, and all the way from New Yo
on a bicycle if you please. That is, when he.
on it. Sammy has been carrying on a con
spondence courtship, and loot from a thn
days' poker game gives him a chance to come
California for the girl. He never gets her b
his maneuvers get laughs.

BITTER SWEETS— Peerless
A YOUNG heiress returns from Europe
* *■ find herself an impoverished orpha
Stone tobroke,
she takes
work asIt aseems
confident:'
aide
a private
detective.
that
lady's letters are being held by a cad, but t
girl detective gets the man she's after, and o{,
she isn't after. Hence the title. Humork
but quite convincing melodrama.
THE

AIR LEGION— FBO

"D EMEMBER Mark Twain's man abo
-*-*-\vhom they could discover nothing ve
good and nothing particularly bad? Thai
the way this picture strikes us. A story of t
airmail service — surely an up-to-the-minu
theme — but the characters are not clearly d
fined, the action is slow, the romance does n
move us, and the airplane thrills are missing.

RUNAWAY

GIRLS— Columbia

("*} moral
NE of
thosesuch
stuffy
with :|
^-^
— and
an melodramas
old, old moral!
serious-minded young lady returns from c<
lege to find her parents in the throes of secoij
childhood and the jazz age. Indignant, s
runs away, only to be unwittingly taken in 1
some gentlemen who traffic in maiden
virtue. Quite unreal, and noticeably lackii
in humor.
COME AND GET IT— FBO
•"THAT youthful dynamo of energy, B'
*- Steele, scores in his newest adventu
classic. He's a Navy boxing champ who mak
some Chinese thieves take the count.
T
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iy story unravels with speed. Bob leaps all
\- the screen after the villains, and tops
evything with one of the fastest, cleanest-cut
tx ,ng matches ever filmed.
.IOULD

A GIRL

MARRY?— Rayart

^TIS tearful picture is devoted to the theory
hat a girl with a past (and perhaps a
piient)
shouldn'tHelen
contaminate
the holy
state
ofinatrimony.
Foster, the
attractive
in:nue, bears up bravely under the assorted
cues with which the scenarist has saddled
hi But two murders, a robbery, and a
si;ide is really too much for one actress to
h;id one audience in one evening.
TICK

TO YOUR

STORY— Rayart

have a great
the reporters
don't
KY,
life !my,
They
always
are amazed and aghast
-4 their expressions are any indication —
w,:n there is a fire or a raid or even a ministers'
ovention. You just never saw so many
sops in your life. The moral is: be a reporter
a have more excitement than a bootlegger.
HIS LAST

HAUL— F BO

rHREE old timers, Marshall Neilan, Tom
•Moore and Seena Owen got their heads togher to see just how sentimental it was
psible
Christie Eve for
andthem
how tothewax.
hero Oh,
lovesboy,
littleit'schildren!
/fyhow, the hero steals a lot of pearls and
ges 'em back because there is a Salvation
Any lass down at the mission.
Well, well,
THROUGH

THE BREAKERS—
Gotham

I SMALL South Sea epic that is fragrant of
W" the tropics. The story is simple, but
r.listic
finished
ejectionandhasconvincing.
achieved Joe
an Boyle's
emotional
and
aistic triumph which places this film among
f- excellent independent productions of the
Jir. Margaret Livingston, alluring in a
r.nde wig, captivates though she plays the
^sympathetic role.

Get more conlideniLaL
With YOURSELF

SPIES— UFA-M.-G.-M.
'EAVE it to the Germans to be bizarre and
-'fantastic ! Weird shots make this Teutonic
cema importation reminiscent of "Variety"
id "Metropolis." Fritz Lang, the director,
Oorted it in twelve reels but M.-G.-M.
to seven and improved it. It's
6pped it
i^stery:
Power-crazed German financier tries
i.outwit Japan and England by stealing their
laties. Not very hot for plot. If it were
nerican-made, it would be dull; Teutonic
•atment, however, saves it.

ONE of these days when you are in
the mood to be honest with yourself, take your hand mirror to the brightest window and critically study your skin.
Is it the fault of the creams you use
that minute imperfections are all too
evident? Very probably not. For never
before have you had such fine complexion aids as are offered you today.
Rather these imperfections prove that

Reeling Around
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 58 ]

iher hand, Tom Mix wears a two-gallon white
.t with his. . . . John Gilbert is said to have
:>t Greta Garbo as far as the license bureau
:ree times, with the Scandinavian Scare wiltg at the wicket each time. . . . How the
iidience bawled at the Winter Garden opening
,: Jolson's "The Singing Fool"! . . . The
'eatest sob cinema ever made. . . . But mayi: it was the $11 fee. . . . Al says the Warner
rothers cried when they saw it. . . . But
at they cried harder when they paid him.
. . Harold Lloyd owns sixty dogs. ... All
)t. . . . Norma Shearer now flutters the
:am at 118. . . . Ben Lyon makes first solo
ghts. . . . His mother gives him a helmet.
Hope
Lay Gish,
She's
Sweet

his pals
mother
been
at
woman.

don't give him lilies. . . .
of Dot and Lil, is better.
a . sanitarium
near Vienna,
. .

no creams, no lotions can "do it all."
You must help and the greatest single
thing you can do for your complexion
is to keep yourself internally clean.
True beauty comes from within, as the
fashionable women of Europe have long
realized. Each year they journey to the
famous springs of Vichy, Wiesbaden,
Carlsbad where they regain their beauty
and health by drinking the saline waters.
At your druggist's
C'ALINES

You, in your own home, have a practical equivalent, one of the greatest
beauty aids in all the world— your bottle of Sal Hepatica.
Sal Hepatica is very similar to the
natural springs of the continent. By
clearing your blood stream, it helps your
complexion. It gets at the source by eliminating poisons and acidity. That is why it
is so good for headaches, colds, twinges
of rheumatism, auto-intoxication, etc.
Sal Hepatica, taken before breakfast,
is prompt in its action. Rarely, indeed,
does it fail to work within half an hour.
Get a bottle today. See how this wonderful saline treatment can make you feel
better, look better, be better!

5^1 |-|epatica

are the mode the

<J world over because they are
wonderful antacids as well as laxatives. And they never have the
tendency to make their takers stout!

When you write to advertisers please mention

rTTOTOPI.AY MAGAZINE.

30c, 60c, and $1.20

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. G128
71 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me the Free Booklet that explains more fully the benefits of Sal Hepatica.
NameAddressCity

State-
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Motoring Beauty Hints
[ CONTINUED

and the bill came to $25. It happened one day
after she had come from a swim. The sand
from her shoes got into the gears. Well, Anita
is as clever as she is pretty, so she conceived the
idea of having a shoe brush attached to the
running board of the car.
She uses it not only after a swim, but finds it
serviceable when she is all dressed up and wants
a quick shine. The brush cost just 25 cents.
This business of having nice looking shoes
when you step out of a car confronts every
feminine motorist. There are various heel
guards on the market, but Doris Dawson pre-

FROM

PAGE

69

When she starts for the smart tea party she
takes the twin pins from the crown of her hat,
rolls back the floppy brim into dashing lines
and pins brim to crown at the sides. When the
drive is finished, she takes down the brim and
repins the ornaments in a V shape on the crown
of her hat.
This not only serves the goddess of chic'
but it may prevent accidents as well. However, Barbara Kent, with her auto contrivance,
won't be a favorite with the officers. Over the
horn on the wheel of her car is attached a small
vanity box. When the box is closed the horn

of Leather
that indelibly
distinguish the giver
are gifts that will last and improve with the lasting. Let Meeker
Made leather accessories of imported Steerhide
solve your gift problems. In them you find
the utmost in utility combined with the utmost in rare beauty. That's why they make
gifts that are always cherished.
HERE

Any Meeker Made ladies' handbag — under
arm or vanity — may be
selected with certainty
of its appropriateness.
For each item in the
Meeker line embodies
the most modern, exclusive design — the
smartest shape and
style — a n d unusual, upto-the-minute fittings.
l\}iD for the men. Meeker
offers exclusive designs in individual bill /olds, \ey cases,
attractive novelties or Boxed
Gift Sets . . . tivo piece or three.
Meeker Made finest quality
leather goods are tooled, hanJcolored, hand-laced ami fashioned
out of genuine, imported Steer'
hide. Displayed by better deal'
ers everywhere.

M madefy
smart leather gifts
from the shops of
The MEEKER COMPANY,
Joplin,

Inc.

Missouri

Largest Manufacturers of Steerhide Leather Goods
in the U. S. A.

Great invention of Jean
Arthur for solving the
problem of how to wear
a floppy hat in an open
roadster. Prevents accidents, traffic jams and
bad language. Jean
catches up the brim with
rhinestone pins that are
also used as ornaments
when the hat is worn
picture style

fers an entirely different method. She carries
an extra pair of nicely polished, well heeled
slippers on an elastic band stretched across the
inside of the door. The slippers are placed in
shoe trees and keep their shape perfectly. Then
she can wear her oldest slippers and not care a
prop-boy's
damn how much she has to manipulate the brakes.
Correct from head to foot while motoring—
that seems to be the motto of the stars. Jean
Arthur has solved the picture hat and the topdown roadster problem with an idea as unique
as it is chic. All of us who drive have cursed
loudly or silently, according to our standards of
being a lady, when that big floppy hat lashed
its brim across our face just when we were
making a tricky left-hand turn. So give a
cheer for Jean.
Two rhinestone and pearl pins do the trick.
Every advertisement
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works. Barbara has promised that she'll us
the
still. powder puff only when the car is standin,
Mary Brian's cape for driving is quite decc
rative, but its real purpose is utilitarian. I
protects her dainty frocks from the dust that i
bound to collect on the seat of a car. Smai
little Mary — it saves her many a cleaner's bil
Made of dark silk, it is large enough to cove
the entire costume and when she arrives at he
destination it may be folded into a small pack
age and put into the pocket of the car, so tha
it is always handy and ready for service.
According to Lina Basquette and Doroth
Dwan, half the battle for beauty is won whe
one is comfortable. But Lina, being a fastid
ous young woman, won't have your plan

is guaranteed.
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dinary driving pillows for her back.
No sir,
j; insists upon using a dainty one of silk, lace
immed.
However, the cover is detachable and may
1 replaced by others when necessary.
. The back seat of Dorothy Dwan's car is
:ide pleasant in summer time by an electric
f n, which Dorothy declares is an absolute
icessity for a closed machine,
i Of course, the stars take the greatest prestations from the wind and sun when they

95

live.

t Those who want a coat of tan — so fashiontie this year — cover their faces and arms
fcth a bit of olive oil and those who insist
'ion being fair and old-fashioned use a light
yer of cold cream under the powder.
I The strange part about it is that most of the
Ijrls keep chauffeurs, whose sole duty seems
be to cart their friends about.
?:For the most part, these modern Hollywood
.msels drive their own gas buggies.

"Right This Way,
Please"
I[

CONTINUED
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d not lull her to sleep on nights when she was
o tired to rest.
,But it was all necessary for a father who grew
ore petulant and more wan as the days
agged on.
Raquel had no notion of ever becoming one
the beautiful creatures upon whom she
mled and to whom she bowed every opening
ght.
She was simply an usherette in a Chinese
istume.
' "Right this way, please. Are you comfortIra?
thismiracle
program."
And Have
then the
occurred. Hundreds
r girls had been tested for the leading role in
White Shadows in the South Seas." Hunireds of girls had failed. Raquel was small,
irk, vivid.
She was given a test and chosen as the leadig lady.
She had taken the job as usherette at the
hinese for two reasons, to see the movie stars
• t close range and to support her father. On
Ipe day that she, herself, became an actress
er father died and Raquel sailed for the South
leas with a feeling of strangeness and detachment from the world.

TME GIFT SHE MOPES TO GET
Every woman who loves smart
accessories secretly hopes that
she may be fortunate enough to
count SPANS among her Yuletide gifts. Here is a jeweled creation that will please even "the
girl who has everything."
As these sparkling straps are flexible and extend to fit any instep,
the purchaser does not have to
remember sizes when selecting
SPANS.

ivTONTHS in the Soqth Seas. Months of reB*-Mentless, discouraging work. Days lost on
■xount of the heat. Reels of film ruined by
Ppe dampness.
' J Two directors had been sent. It is as easy
Bur two directors to make a picture as for two
omen to live in the same house.
They
uarreled.
I One came back.
1 Yet the picture went on. The producers in
(oily wood looked worried when "White
hadows" was mentioned. Did they have a
sicture or didn't they?
I Monte Blue had sunstroke. Raquel was
lmost drowned. Did they have a picture or
idn't they?
They had a picture. And a little over a year
fter the opening of "The King of Kings," a
ttle Mexican girl with black, curly hair
tepped out of a limousine at the curb of
irauman's Chinese Theater. Lights flashed
cross the sky. Cameras clicked. Fashion
sporters scanned the lines of the figure-fitting
lack satin gown with an enormous bouffant
kirt of tulle, edged with silver. The onlookers
trained at the ropes.
! "That's Raquel Torres!"
I A little girl in a Chinese 'costume met her at
be door. "Right this way, please. Miss
orres. Are you comfortable? Have this proram."
When

To be found at shoe stores
. . . $3.00 to $22.50 a pair

Jor orqarji j/jo ep
B. A, BALLOU
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Exposing the Occult Hokus-Pokus
CONTINUED

was just a poor girl, and today she's wealthy.
I told her that she'd rise to the top of the ladder.
Florence Vidor — I told her she wouldn't marry
George Fitzmaurice, but that she'd marry an
Eastern man who was widely known in his
(Florence Vidor only recently married
Jascha Heifetz, the famous violinist.)
field."
" T KNOW all the stars — they all come to see
-*- me," Dareos went on. "Mabel Normand,
Alice and Marceline Day, Claire Windsor,
Olive Borden, Jetta Goudal, Joan Crawford —
next year is Joan Crawford's big star year.
There's talk that she and young Fairbanks will
marry, but I don't see that. No, her great love
is yet to come into her life. But there is danger
before her — danger of ill health, or accident,
next year. . . .
"Movie people as a rule are hard to read.
They have complex minds — sort of JekyllHyde minds, if you understand — they're
dreamers — half the time they don't know what
— ■" "Don't you ever make misI asked
him:
do want
they
takes? Have you ever made a wrong

Winter Beauty
cold biting winds and freezing rains are complexion destroyers. Under their parching,
roughening effect, Face Powders
will not protect your skin nor retain
their appearance.
THE

Gouraud's Oriental Cream imparts atransparent film of exquisite,
pearly beauty that fully protects the
skin from all weather conditions.
The soft, alluring appearance it
renders will not "rub off", streak,
spot or show the effects of moisture.
Its highly antiseptic and astringent action is helpful in correcting
blemishes, coarse, rough or muddy
skins, flabbiness, wrinkles, redness,
freckles and similar conditions. You
can enjoy a skin and complexion of
exceptional beauty at all times thru
the use of

GOURAUD'S

NTMAL
IEEA
ORCR
"Beauty's Master

Touch'*

Send 1 Oc. for Trial Size
FERD. T. HOPKINS
430 Lafayette Street
Check shade desired: White U
Name
Street City—

m-89.s

& SON
New York City
Flesh Q

Rachel □

"Not that I know of," he said. He pointed
to
a strange piece of batik work on the wall —
prophecy?"
a representation of a figure walking alone in a
field of blue — and all about it all manner of
faces dim and indistinct. . . .
"Once I read a young artist. He was too
poor to pay me, so he made me that. It represents my mind — working among the other
minds," Dareos explained. Over the door of
his office hung a horseshoe, with the Ace of
Diamonds within it.
"The horseshoe represents good luck," he
explained
when Ithatasked,
the Ace
of
Diamonds means
wealth"and
will have
crossed
the path of him who enters here. Over another
door,
in there, I have the Ace of Hearts. . . ."
He smiled.
Dareos is unquestionably famous in filmland.
Everybody in the movies knows him and everybody in the movies has a tale or two to tell of
remarkable forecasts he has made.
But he
Joan
can't
understand
whether
made Crawford
a mistake or
whether
she just
misunderstood him.
"As I remember," she said, "he told me that
I certainly would marry Mr. Fairbanks — not
that I would not! He told me this was the
great love of my life — and I believe him."
AND
Eleanor Boardman added a word
about Dareos that indicates there may
have been a slip of the tongue, or crossed wires
in spirit land when she interviewed Dareos.
"He told me," she said, "that my baby
would be a boy." On November 25, 1927, a
baby was born to Eleanor — who is Mrs. King
Vidor, you know. It was a girl. But perhaps
Dareos didn't necessarily mean her first baby.
Richard Dix, also, is another who is waiting
to see whether one of Dareos' predictions will
come true. A year ago, Dareos told Dix that
within five year-s the star would marry one of
the most important society women in America,
Dix reports. Check that on your calendar for
1932, fans!
And there are Jobyna Ralston and Dick
Arlen — Mr. and Mrs., you know. "Dareos
told me," Jobyna swears, "that Dick and I
would never marry. But if we did — and I
don't quite get how he reconciled the two ideas,
but never mind — we wouldn't stay together
six months! Humph!!! Besides, he told me
I'd die of tuberculosis in a few years. Do I
Jobyna is one of those strong, husky, modern
look it?"who hasn't any great belief in things
women
extra-mundane.
"Some people," Dareos explained to me,
Every advertisement
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"are very hard to read. Their minds are blai
comes Aileen Pringle with the story
to me."
— Now
how she first saw Dareos. He told her a lot
true things — but it seems there was sor
trouble in getting started on the right track.
"He didn't seem to recognize me when I fir
went in," she explained, "but as soon as '
heard me talk, he said he thought I was born
As a matter of fact I was born
England.
San Francisco. I told him he was wrong, ai]
then he said I was born in Australia. So \

to get
seemcontrol
couldn't
that up. toHethejust
gave through
psychic
right
line
something, until after I had told him my nam
Then he told me a lot of things about myself
including the fact that I had played in 'Thr
It was really remarkable!"
Weeks'!
A ND then there is the merry little jest th
1 *-was played on Dareos just the other da
Now I know Dareos has a sense of humor—!
must have — so he'll probably get a laugh out
how scared poor Katherine Albert was wh<
she went to see him a few weeks ago.
You see, Katherine is one of PhotoplaV
staff writers, and she wondered if Dareos w
psychic enough to pierce a disguise. So s'
disguised herself as a little girl looking for a j<
in the movies — put on a blue dress and
lavender hat and a lot of makeup and no stoc
ings and looked so much unlike herself th;
strange men talked to her when she walk!
down the street toward Dareos' office.
"I'll never get by with this," she told hs
self. "Dareos is so smart that he'll see rig
through
it and
at me."
She went
in laugh
and saw
Dareos. He told h
she came from the South after she told hi
that "folks down wheah ah come from dot
seem to care much for Al Smith."
Then he asked her what she wanted, and stold him she wanted to get into the pictures.
"He looked at this awful pan of mine," saj
the ultra-modest Katherine, "and becar
skeptical atononce.
He told me that I'd be mc
successful
the stage.
" ' But I have my heart set on pictures,
told him. And finally he told me that althou
there'd be many heartaches, I would succeed'
the pictures in three years.
" 'I'm going to have a screen test tomorrow
I told him, and felt sure he'd call me a li;j
But he didn't; he just asked me who was goi;
to
give me
the test.
'So-and-So,' I told hi'
naming
a certain
director.
" 'Oh, that's fine,' Dareos told me. 'So-ari
So is a very good friend of mine. Now you
everything he tells you, and I'm sure everythi
will come out all right! So-and-So has broug
success to many girls.
" 'And now,' he went on, 'I don't want y
to be offended, but I want to give you sor
serious advice.' I thought here it comes — a;
all he said was 'You ought to get another h;
you oughtn't to wear that lavender hat wi
that
blue I dress.
yourself
hat.'
told him
would, Get
and he
told mea white
that the
res i
■*-^ Dareos?
ing would cost me five dollars, and it did."
"JS/rOW wasn't that a jolly little joke •
Quite a different atmosphere from Dare
matter-of-fact suite of offices and lack
hocus-pocus
and theatricalism
is that
Rainey's establishment at 1217 South Hob
Street in Los Angeles.
Rainey is Archibald T. Rainey, but til
never call him anything but Rainey. His hoi :
is an ordinary frame house, with a sign on 1
front proclaiming it The Spiritualist Churclf
God, and that Mrs. Delina Rainey is pasr
thereof. If you telephone for an appoiment — the number is Empire 3792, by way — a female voice answers:

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
"This is Rainey's secretary speaking." You
k for an appointment. "Rainey makes no
pointments," she informs you curtly. "He
irts readings at ten in the morning.
Get here
eight to take your place in line. . . ."
He wasn't giving any readings at all the
her day, when a young lady went to see him.
le strolled up the steps and pushed the door11 and while she waited for an answer, she
iked through an open window into a room
nere stood an unmade bed with a pink corset
id a pink "brassie" lying on it. After five
inutes, a young negro girl with a ledger book
her hand came to the screen door. She
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RAINEY'S not giving readings today," she
said. " Come back tomorrow at eight and
,ke a chance of seeing him. He's going on a
acation the next day."
Those who have taken Rainey's readings
iy he is a tall, thin, mulatto who works in a
>om with shades drawn.
Joan Crawford places faith in him, she
limits.

get Pyorrhea

"The minute I went into his room," she said,
he put his hand to his head and moaned that
e was suffering intensely. It seems this was
ecause I had suffered so much — he was exeriencing my own sufferings. . . ." He told
er, Joan said, that she and young Fairbanks
ould be married this year, and that this was
le great love of her life.
Well,
probablyof right.
Early in
Septemer,
the he's
newspapers
the country
carried
the
pen announcement of the Crawford-Fairbanks
etrothal. But before that, all Hollywood and
11 Los Angeles, for that matter, knew all about
And Rainey, in the course of his business,
ocs talk with a number of Hollywood cog.oscenti.
Right here it might be mentioned, by the
fay, that there is talk among Hollywoodians
hat some of the "big time" fortune tellers of
lollywood maintain a corps of paid informers
,nd spies among the studios and gathering
)laces of the elite of filmdom. It is their job to
>ick up and collect every bit of information and
;ossip they can get about anybody and everybody in the pictures and turn it in so that their
nasters may have the data at their finger tips
vhen those persons come in for a reading, it's
.aid. I can't verify that story at all, and
you'll just have to figure it out for yourself.
Now let's see about some of these others who
cell fortunes and give readings.
"THERE'S Nina Zipfel, whose faithful booster
■*• Albert Conti is. Albert makes no secret
whatever of his belief in Nina's doings. He
consults her monthly, and she makes out
elaborate charts of events and proceedings for
him — charts to which he very frequently refers
and by which he guides his weekly and daily
doings.
Nina holds forth at Venice, that town of
canals along the beach west of Los Angeles.
Alice White believes in her; when Alice was
still a script girl, Nina told her that she'd go
before the camera soon. Naturally, now that
she's one of the stars, Alice believes quite
firmly in Nina's forecastings.
It was Nina, too, who was visited by that
dozen of college boys who were chosen by First
National from universities across the country
for film try-outs. They all had a horoscope
reading at Nina's place — and Nina told them
that only John Westwood of the whole twelve
of them would get a contract. She was right.
"Humph! I didn't think any of them
would," grunted a Hollywood wisecracker
when he heard about this. But that was just
professional jealousy.
Anita Stewart, who's quite a connoisseur of
fortune tellers, if that's the word for the case,
stands by Minnie Flynn. Even without an
Oriental name, Minnie can tell the most
remarkable things, according to Anita.
"I was engaged to a handsome dark man,"
Anita says, "when I first went to Minnie. She
told me that I'd marry a blonde, and I thought
Minnie was just another one of those things!"

SEEMINGLY safe with teeth so
white, 4 out of 5 after forty, and
thousands younger, find themselves victims of Pyorrhea.
This grim foe of health ignores
the teeth and attacks the gums.
So to be on the safe side, see
your dentist every six months and
use the dentifrice that does far
more than keep teeth clean.
Every morning and every night,
brush
for
the your
Gums.teeth with Forhan's
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would prefer it. Without the use
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them sound and healthy.
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thisdentifricemorningand night.
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habit which will protect their
health in years to come. Also
massage your gums daily with
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But what do you think? — Anita now plans to
marry George Converse, and George is as
blonde as LoreleiLee ! Here's another good one :
Anita Stewart is a good friend of Jack Dempsey
and Estelle Taylor. Just before the DempseyTunnev fight, Anita told Minnie she was betting $5,000 on Jack.
"You'll lose," said Minnie.
So Anita bet on Gene.
Minnie Flynn is the one who runs the tea
room where you get the chicken sandwich and
the cup of tea and your good fortune told for
seventy-five cents. That's a smart racket now
in Hollywood. The classified ad sections of the
Los Angeles newspapers show quite a few
of
those and
"eat-and-have-your-fortune-told"
tea rooms
cafes now.
AND there's the "Zulu Hut" out in the
-**-suburbs of Los Angeles, too, where people

CHARM
NEW

go to eat and dance and make whoopee. It's a
place patronized by a lot of the studio folk—
not necessarily stars, but the regular guys and
girls that work in the picture factories.
They've got a fortune teller out there, too.
He sits in a den in the back of the place, and
every once in a while he startles the crowd by
calling somebody by name and telling a lot of

INC

CREATION

JrRESS the tiny
button and . . . voila . . . the
dainty beauty box slides
outward, revealing powder,
lip paste and rouge at
your finger tips. A smart,
modern vanity that is both
charming and convenient.
Made by the makers of
SUREFIT Metal Watch
Straps. See the VOILA
Vanity
or write atus your
direct.jeweler's,

pertinent
historycovers
abouthim'em.so well that darned
His makeup
few people know that he's an old-time actor
who knows everybody in Hollywood ! But it's
just one of the hocus-pocus "gags" of movieland.
Then there are the palmists. Of course,
there are in Los Angeles plenty of the kind that
hang out an oilcloth sheet with a mammoth
hand on it and the lines and the mounts and
things looking like an automobile road club
strip map. You've seen them at county fairs,
ever since you were knee-high to a grasshopper.
But then there are the more dignified kind —
the people who make a serious study of palmistry as an exact science. One of these is
Professor Winton of Ocean Park, to whom
many of the stars go for readings. He has
given thirty years of his life to the study of his
science, is the way he puts it, and many a
higher-up in the film world knows and admires
him as a serious-minded fellow.
•*• instance.
""THERE'S

people are silly to take palmistry and fortune
telling seriously. And yet they come to her,
these picture stars, and she's much in demand
at parties.
"I wear a Grecian costume. Not because I
particularly like it, but they seemed to think it
was expected of me to come in some such outfit, so I try to please them," she says.
"I believe unscrupulous people can do an
awful lot of harm as well as good by fortune
telling,"
enough.
don't
mix
with she
the says,
rest offrankly
the fortune
tellers"Ihere
at
all; I don't know any of them. I refuse to take
it seriously, and I tell my patrons so. I tell
them it's only entertainment. And if they
come to ask me too stressfully about something
serious, I tell them to go elsewhere.
"You know, if you wanted to do things that
way, you could work a person into such a
tension with this sort of thing that you'd have
them running back to you for readings and
advice every five minutes! I find the movie
people, particularly, most susceptible to suggestion of this kind. It's their temperament;
they live on their nerves and excitement."
O ANDRA has told fortunes for Vera Reynolds,
'•-'Evelyn Brent, Norma Talmadge, Lupe Velez,
Corinne Griffith, Mary Philbin, Lina Basquette
and others, she says. She foretold the accident
that happened to Sally Filers.
"I gave her a crystal reading one evening,"
she said, "and seemed to see a street and early
morning, and something slow — it wasn't an
automobile, but I couldn't make out what it
was. I warned her against streets at night."
A little while later, Sally Filers drove her
auto into a milk wagon in Hollywood early one
morning. The milk wagon was the "something slow." Sally wished the darned thing
had gone fast enough to get out of her way.
Sandra doesn't think much of fortune tellers
who do such things as this:
"I know of a case that So-and-So read," she
said, naming one of the best known fortune
tellers in the Los Angeles districts. " He told a
certain woman that her husband — a film
executive
woman. — was running around with another

Bob Vignola, the director, for

"I remember one time when I took Pauline
Frederick to see Winton," said Vignola. " She
was visiting at our beach house, and was wearing one of those beach outfits — a big straw hat
and beach trousers — you know . . .
"The Professor's dignity seemed hurt. He
thought his place was important enough to
deserve more consideration than having a
woman who
comeshe inwas,
looking
like but
that.
He hedidn't
know
you see,
when
saw
her palm, he immediately began to tell her
many things that had taken place in her life —
and foretold some that have happened since.
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Well, anyway, I don't think he knew who she
wasProfessor
. . .!" Winton has a show window. In it,
he has a great frame. In the frame are the impressions ofhands of famous people who have
come to see him. There's Rosetta Duncan,
the Topsy girl, and her sister Vivian — Liltle
Eva, you know. Jack Dempsey's is there, right
alongside Vivian's. And alongside Jack's is
Estelle Taylor's, so it's all right. Priscilla
Dean's is there, and Ralph Ince's and Cullen
Landis'. Richard Dix is inscribed "Wonderful
personality." Others whose hands are there
include Marie Prevost, Tom O'Brien, Evelyn
Brent, Erich von Stroheim, Pauline Starke,
Gertrude Olmstead, Florence Vidorand Ramon
Novarro.
Honestly, if you know anything at all about
palmistry, you ought to run down to Ocean
Park outnextsometimeof you're
Los Angeles.
find
the mostin amazing
things You'll
about
your screen favorite by just looking at these
impressions! Those head and heart lines, for
instance!
Another palm-reader is Sandra. Her name
is really Helen Sanderson,
and she thinks
Every advertisement in PITOTOri.AT MAGAZINE
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"The wife did everything to find out who the
other woman was — even had the executive's
secretary and employees watching him and
spying on him! Finally she came to me, and I
told her that her husband was not running with
anybody else, but that his abstraction was due
to business worries. A long time later she
called me up and told me I had told her the
truth — but she almost did a great damage to
her husband's reputation by her open suspicions— and it was all the fortune teller's
TALKING about the power the fortune
tellers may have over their filmland subjects
— well, Rod La Rocque, the star, who knows a
thing
or two about the hocus-pocus worshipers
fault!"
of Hollywood, has a keen observation to make :
"Just suppose, for the sake of argument," he
said, "that there should be such a thing as an
unscrupulous producer! Unthinkable, of
course — but just for the sake of argument. . . .
"And then suppose, too, that there should be
an unscrupulous fortune teller who had
gathered a large following among actors and
actresses and directors, like some of them have.
Not that any of them arc unscrupulous, you
know, but just suppose.
"Well, suppose this unscrupulous producer
and this unscrupulous fortune teller should get
together, and the producer would say: 'Now if
you'll advise this star to sign for so much, and
this director to sign with me for so much, I'll
split with.you the difference I save between that
figure and what they're really worth to me. . . .'
"Why, can you imagine what those two unscrupulous fellows would do to my poor fellowactors who blindly follow certain fortune
tellers' — er — advice. . . ?"
Rod philosophized still further. He pictured
one of the fortune tellers becoming the
Rasputin of Hollywood — knowing so much
about the stars and the producers and the other
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film folk by what he learned in the secret conferences with them, that he'd eventually have
the whole industry in his power.
" Sounds fantastic, but it's amazing the
secrets these people tell their fortune tellers,"
Rod comments. "Only their family doctors
know more."
As for Rod himself, and his lovely wife,
Vilma Hanky — they can't see fortune tellers or
palmists or anything like that at all.
"If there's an issue to be met, we'll meet it
with what human intelligence we have," they
say. "Fortunetellers? — twaddle!!!" Vilma
and Rod never indulge in the gentle pastime of
paying five-dollar fees for having their fortunes
told — never even in fun, because they just
don't care for that sort of thing.
But on the other side of the picture again is
Erich von Stroheim, who believes in fortune
tellers, and wants the world to know it.
"I'd be simple minded," he says, "not to
believe in things that have been proven to me
so clearly. Go on and laugh if you want to.
You'd have laughed a few years ago at somebody who'd have predicted all the wonders of
radio, too, wouldn't you?
"I believe there are certain people — particularly women — -who are psychic and have a
sixth sense. They are able to tune in on a wave
length that we cannot touch.
"But, of course, there are charlatans — but
that's true about any field, isn't it?" he grants
you.
There certainly are charlatans. Ask Sergeant Jack Pinnell of the Long Beach police,
for instance, about the seance he raided with a
group of fellow officers one night last March.
It seems Long Beach has a license ordinance
which Pinnell suspected was being violated at
a certain address. So he and his aides went
there.
There was a seance in full blast. Pinnell sat
in on it. So did the others. Apparently the
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mother floated past Sergeant Pinnell. He
grabbed it, and it yelled. Moreover, it was a
very solid spirit, and a belligerent one. It
fought violently, and there was a free-for-all
fight before Pinnell and his assistants took the
cheesecloth off the spirit and found that it
really wasn't somebody's dead grandmother at
all, but Mrs. Zulu Allyn of Los Angeles, very
much alive.
Pinnell, searching the place, found a lot of
cheesecloth to make more spirits, some red
lights, three tin horns and other paraphernalia.
"rVJOW,
are a great
number and
of serious■^-^ mindedthere
believers
in occultism
spiritualism in Hollywood who don't go to fortune
tellers. The late Rudolph Valentino was deeply interested in spiritual research — he and
Natacha Rambova, his wife; and June Mathis,
who has also passed on.
people believe
Valentino
just "played"
at Some
this research,
but those
who knew
him best
insist that he took it seriously. And there isn't
ahasfilm
fan over
who the
hasn't
readand
of the
tempest
arisen
claims
counter
claimsthat
of
various mediums, claiming to have received
spirit messages from Valentino.
His widow — Rambova — has asserted repeatedly that she has communicated with the departed star. And in Binghampton, New York,
there was a medium named Mrs. Carol E.
McKinstry, who electrified the movie world by
announcing that Valentino's spirit was dictating a scenario to her. She never sold it, though.
At any rate, Valentino's attitude toward
spiritualism and occultism was this: his mind
was open; he admitted the occurrence of
certain phenomena, which he made no attempt
to explain, but did attempt to study. He and
his wife and June Mathis and Cora McGeecy
and others met frequently for serious research.
It was no light matter to them; it was something sacred. To have classed their endeavors
with "fortune telling" would have insulted
them.
Valentino, indeed, is said to have written a
book of verse — poems which were written not
by himself, he said, but by his spirit control.
Perhaps the same reverent attitude of the
Valentino group finds an echo in the increasing
numbers of those in filmland who have "tipping
tables"in their homes. Then again, perhaps not.
But at any rate, Dr. Grover C. Haffner, an
accomplished osteopath, and the Wanda Tipping Table Company of Hollywood, are finding
their fortunes from the "tipping table." Dr.
Haffner invented it, and the company is manufacturing and selling it— and they're selling so
many of them that it doesn't need a fortune
teller to tell that they're reaping a fortune.
The famous old ouija board, in its heyday,
was so popular that 35,000,000 of them were
sold! The tipping table is out after the same
record. The tipping table is a sort of first
cousin to old ouija. It's faster — it has an indicator that works quickly like a pointer, instead of the slow old traveling plaque of the
old ouija board. The idea is for two people
to sit at one, with their finger tips pressing
lightly on it. They ask it questions, and it's
supposed to answer.
"TUTOW much salary will I get in my next
*■ -*-contract?" asked one young Hollywood
actress, the first time she tried the tipping
table.
"Wednesday 5 A. M.," replied the tipping
table, and stuck to it. Nothing happened to
the actress the next Wednesday at 5 A. M. and
she's wondering just what Wednesday it was
talking about.
Yet here's what is said of this device by one
D. F. Austin, A.M., D.D., editor and publisher ofa magazine on occultism and author of
books on psychic phenomena :
" I believe the tipping table will prove a boon
to multitudes in settling all doubts of a future
life and giving them communion with spirit
friends.
They
matter
spiritual

..."
call it "Wanda," the advertising
explains, because "Wanda is the
Indian guide or control of the inven-
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tor, and it was under his personal guidance that
the Wanda Tipping Table was created."
Talking about table tipping, there's that
good old seance trick of moving heavy tables
about. Houdini, who in his lifetime delighted
in nothing so much as exposing fake spiritualistic phenomena, exposed the table-moving trick
repeatedly.
wood seances. But it still goes "hot" in Holly-

f~*\NLY a few weeks ago, Sid Grauman, the
^^picturesque impresario of Hollywood's
famous Chinese Theater, was sitting in Henry's
famous Hollywood Boulevard restaurant, telling a group of friends in all seriousness about a
seance he had attended.
"And while we were all sitting there holding
hands," Sid explained, "a great big library
table over in the other end of the room jumped
up to the ceiling and fell back with a tremendous crash!" Strong spirits, those. . . . !
No resume of this sort would be complete
without mention of those movie folk who feel
that they themselves are "psychic."
There's Renee Adoree, for instance, who
doesn't believe in any particular fortune teller,
but tells of the "hunches" she herself gets.
There was the time Mira, her sister, was in
Mexico, and Renee "had a feeling that she was
in trouble." Renee communicated with Mira
and found her very ill.
There's Mrs. Frank Woods, who, according
to Robert Vignola, has made a study of
astrology and early in 1927 predicted the
"talkie" upheaval in the film industry.
There's Eve Southern, who says she's been
to every fortune teller in Hollywood — she says
she knows 70 of them! — and insists they're all
"bunk." "Ten per cent of their guesses come
true," she says.
"But sometimes I get hunches myself," she
admits, "and tell fortunes for my friends."
Flora Finch, one of the real old-timers of the
screen — remember her opposite John Bunny? —
says she once saw the face of her sister, who had
died as a child, in a ray of moonlight which fell
across her bed.
And there's Gloria Grey's mother, who tells
fortunes (not professionally) now and then.
Marceline Day consults her often.
"Honest, I think they all believe in hocuspocus of some sort or another," sums up one
of the industry's oldest publicity men, a man
who has enjoyed the confidences of countless
scores of the most famous persons in movie
land, and countless hundreds of the lesser
lights. " Some of them say it's all in fun; some
of them say a friend or relative is psychic; some
of them tell you it's none of your business
whether they go to fortune tellers or not.
"I know that there are big men who won't
make a move without seeing So-an-So down at
the beach, or Whatchumaycallim, downtown.
I know it's true, because they've told me so in
confidence. That's why I can't mention
names — but they're the biggest names in
Hollywood.
Talking
names
they'll
even
change their
namesabout
because
the— fortune
tellers tell them so. An astrologist suggested
to a man named Fox to change his name. Fox
changed his name to Edwin Carewe, and found
success. That's just one instance.
""T\0 they carry it too far? — Well, that de-*->pends on what you mean by 'too far.'
There's one case I know of — it's a matter of
court record — where it went too far in a star's
domestic life. When Virginia Pearson and
Sheldon Lewis went to divorce court, one of
his complaints was that his wife was too much
interested in mysticism
" But for most of the film people it's a sort of
safety valve. If nothing else, it gives them a
chance to tell their troubles to somebody else,
somebody who at least acts and sounds like a
sympathetic adviser. A lot of these people
haven't
gottroubles
anybodyto. except a fortune teller
to tell their
"And if the fortune tellers take advantage of
them, whose fault is it? And what if they arc
fakes, some of these hocus-pocus peddlers of
Hollywood?
So's Santa Claus, isn't he?"
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The Boy from Julietta
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tended the box-office with the result that the
show never made a cent although the crowds
were tremendous. After ten weeks the sheriff
took their tent away from them to settle
several debts.
The company gave nine different shows one
week. Glenn played the lead, did specialties
between acts and sold candy. One stormy
night the entire company went out between
acts to tighten the guy ropes. They played the
last act in soaking wet costumes. It wasn't
Glenn's fault the company went broke.
Then Glenn got his motion picture bug. A
friend who directed at the Hal Roach studio
told Glenn that Roach needed a two-reel
comedian. So after the usual preliminaries
and protestations of long screen experience in
New York, Glenn got the part. He made two
features and thirty two-reelers, starring in
them all.
AND then: "I married Lillian Hall, the
cutest little blonde you ever saw."
"Yes," offered Mrs. Tryon for the first time,
"and let me tell you. Back in New York when
I was working in pictures, Glenn was very insistent that I always be home at eleven to get
my beauty sleep. And after we were married
he confessed that he had hurried up to Columbus Circle and taken off his tuxedo to become
the night cook in a hash house. I wondered
whyGlenn
he waswasso interested
in myso looks."
embarrassed
he steered the
conversation back to the interview. "After I
left Roach's I played in a Hoot Gibson and in
'The Poor Nut.' At night I played the lead on
the stage in 'The Son-Daughter.'
"Then I met William Craft and got the lead
in 'Painting the Town' and after that I got a
contract and that's all there is."
Glenn dismissed the subject with finality.
But the story is told that Glenn wanted the
contract before the picture was made and
couldn't get it. At the preview Carl Laemmle
is reported to have said, "We've got to have
that boy." But Glenn's asking price had gone
up. Carl Laemmle got what he wanted but so
did Glenn.

Even if she has EVERYTHING
"ERE is a gift decidedly new, a Christmas surprise
and a lasting treasure even for that difficult person

H'

who "has everything." It is the new Dorothy Gray Vanity Case.
It is slim and light enough to slip in a slender handbag, and
yet holds every requisite for a perfect make-up. (The center panel
snaps open to disclose rouge, powder, puffs and a generous mirror,
while the little cylinders at either side pull out to provide lipstick,
eyebrow brush and tweezers, Eye Shadow and Lashique.)
It may be had in a wide variety of colors and leathers, and
thus makes a smart accessory for every type of costume.
The fittings are of course removable, and refillable in favorite
shades. And the prices are surprisingly reasonable. (From nine to
eighteen dollars.)
The Dorothy Gray Vanity Case and other Dorothy Gray preparations are sold
at leading shops everywhere. Should your dealer be unable to supply
you, write direct to Dorothy Gray, 6S3 Fifth Avenue, New York

The music went to her head and
she has sound pictures on the
hrain. Gwen Lee introduces
this chapeau of note which, if
it isn't becoming to your head,
you can try on your piano
When

DOROTHY
683 FIFTH AVENUE,
Salons
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"I'm Tired of Smother Roles"
CONTINUED

FROM

career, if I'm not mistaken, Miss Alden? "
"Motherhood
has ruined my career," she
stated
sadly.
"I should think it would, if you've never
been married," I agreed.
The unsightly bump over my left eye marks
the former resting spot of a ginger ale bottle.
It seems that what she meant was that fame
is dragging her toward oblivion. Fame — as a
portrayer of mothers. It doesn't sound a bit
pernicious, does it? But Mary Alden is a
famous screen mother, and that fact has prevented her from realizing any of her ambitions.
Fame has robbed her of a creative artist's
exultation in accomplishment.
She tried to hide from it. She struggled
again to cast off a fame which she had never
wanted. Even now it is driving her to seek
expression in another field.

fTVf?y?T?yfy

Lucky ?
When she comes to the footlights to
acknowledge Broadway's applause of
her marvelous dancing in "Sidewalks
of New York, " theatre-goers sit forward to admire her youthful charms;
the fresh crispness of her rose-petai
skin and her gleaming black hair. She's
Virginia Clark, of 143 Twenty-third St.,
Jackson Heights, New York City.
"When friends say I'm lucky to have
such clear skin and soft, shining hair,"
says Miss Clark, "I have to tell them it
isn't luck at all. In my case, it's the
result of care. For my hair, I use the
simple method that's all the rage among
New York girls now. It's so easy. All
you do is put a little Danderine on your
brush each time you use it. This makes
my scalp feel just grand and keeps away
all dandruff. It keeps my hair and scalp
so clean I don't have to shampoo nearly
as often as I did. It makes my hair soft
and easy to dress; holds it in place; and
gives it more lustre than brilliantine!"
Danderine quickly removes that oily
film from your hair; brings out its natural color; makes it fairly sparkle. Dandruff disappears when you use Danderine. Waves, set with it, stay in longer.
It isn't oily and doesn't show. All drug
stores have the generous 35c bottles.
Over five million used a year!

SS»

Beautify
Your Face
ANITA NOSE ADJUSTER will shape your
nose to perfect proportions while you sleep
or
work. Age doesn't
Safe, painless,
comfortable.
Rapid,matter.
permanent
results
guaranteed. 60,000 doctors and users praise it as a
most marvelous invention.
No metal or screws.
30-Day

FREE

TRIAL
Won 1923

"T'VE reached the point where I can't go on,"
-•-Miss Alden told me. "It's absolute stagnation to be confined to one type of role. Acting
a mother for the camera is as easy for me as
talking to you. I've got to find expression in
something that will really try me — make me
work. I may have to go back to the stage to
get it (stage acting isn't easy) or take up my
writing more seriously. The reason I went on
the stage in the first place was to get a practical
understanding and knowledge of drama construction soI could write plays. What a lot of
time I've wasted on the wrong road! But
Ithank
have God
to. I'm young enough to begin over, if
"I did retire from pictures for two years —
heartbroken because I was 'typed' and wasn't
getting anywhere. I had an awful urge for
progress and an earnest desire to contribute
something worth while to motion pictures. I
didn't really retire, though, because I played in
two pictures while I was in New York. I love
to act — to develop a germ of character into
something real. When someone says, ' Here's a
part,' I hate to let it go if it has a human
element. That's why I didn't realize I was
'typed' until it was too late.
"When I came back here last Christmas, it
was the same story. I couldn't get a damn
thing to do but mothers. Why should I play
mothers? I've never been one and never had
one since I was four years old. But I guess I've
mothered more hand-painted, grease-painted
children than anyone else in the incubator
business.
"I've mothered child stars of former years
who are now adult stars, and adult stars of
former
yearsmenwho who
are were
now bond
salesmen.
I've
mothered
twenty
years older
than myself. I've played the mother and wife
of the same man in the same picture. I've
played a mother at twenty, forty, and sixtyfive in one picture. I've certainly earned my
M. A. degree in the movies."
"T^ON'T talking pictures give you hopes of
■*— 'an escape from your 'smother roles,' as
them?" around until I decide whether
call sticking
you"I'm
I think they'll amount to anything."
"What would you do if someone offered you
five hundred mother roles in the 'talkies'?"
"I'd get a husband and have some children,
and the screen would lose its — its 'mother'."
The corners of her mouth turned up with a
jerk, but there was something pulling them
down.
She continued:
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the screen," she laughed. "I started out as a
comedienne, but the things I've done since I
went in for tragedy are funnier.
"My first mother role happened one Sunday," Miss Alden explained. "We were making a one-reel picture called 'Home, Sweet
Home.' There was no one around to play the
Old Lady, so I did it. I had nothing to do but
look sweet and dumb, and be the composite
mother of Donald Crisp, James Kirkwood and
Jack Pickford.
"The picture that really 'typed' me was
'The Battle of the Sexes,' which Griffith has
just done over. Whenever Griffith cast a
player in a type role, all the other directors on
the lot would call for that actor when they had
a similar type in their pictures.
" CO my fatal step was playing the mother of
^Lillian Gish and Bobby Harron when I
was about twenty-two. I put a lot of preparation and thought into that performance. I
even went to a neurological institute to study
the neurasthenic type of woman I was to play.
"Neurasthenics are living human beings.
But the kind of mothers we usually have to
play are not human.
"Motherhood is always depicted on the
screen as all-knowing, all-understanding, allwise and all-good. If mothers were like that,
we would have cause to envy them. Instead,
we get sentimental about their screen effigies
purely
lessness. because the movies glorify their help"They never depict the frailties, the seething
disquiet and unrest of motherhood, the
tragedies of ignorance and lack of understanding of the young, which would call for real
sympathy, especially from those who are bound
and harassed by these problems.
"If a screen mother brought harmony out of
chaos — but she doesn't. She says 'I love you,'
which doesn't do a thing but make the title
writer's lot easier. If she should work out the
love impulse (as she would in ordinary life) and
it proved to be a power of adjustment, then she
would be helping every mother in the
"If mothers of the screen are built up on a
audience."
false sentimental basis," I asked, "won't they
go out of vogue, as sleep vamps did?"
"They are out of vogue now. There aren't
any more mother plays being written. The
only reason we still see mothers on the screen is
because they are the biological excuse for
children, and goodness knows some of our
beardless sheiks and colorless baby dolls need
explaining.
"Here's a queer thing, though. Kipling and
the movies created the vogue for vamps in real
life, and later Ziegfeld and the movies did the
same for the flapper and lisping blonde parasite. But mother has refused to be ' typed ' by
the scenario writers' and supervisors' concept
of her. She had not merely the movies to contend with, but centuries of false sentimental
education. She has thrown off the shackles and
demonstrated that the true vital elements of
motherhood don't necessarily emanate from a
bag of bones and hank of white hair — that they
are more convincingly expressed through a
woman who has defeated the havoc of time and
stood up under the problems that are inseparable from motherhood and wifehood.

A REAL mother isn't narrow. She is interested in everything. Of course her home
"Oh, there's a beauty in motherhood, and is her main concern, but not her horizon. For
mothers are worth playing. But there are the sake of her children, she puts aside her
other characters — historical ones, for instance
natural desires, but not without hope of ful— which I could interpret with more beauty of
fillment. When her children are grown, there
spirit than I can my mother parts."
•'Shame
you!"
ncnmu,
in comis no reason why she shouldn't express herself
[ pany
of the onother
sex?Are
Stopnm heinK
s/iy ofoniorriuwil
strangers. Conquer
"Vamps?" I suggested maliciously.
the terrible /r<ir of your superiors. Be cheerful and concivically and in other ways. Her experiences
fident of your future! Your faults easily overcome so
you can enjoy 'ife to the fullest. Send 25c for for this amazing book.
"I played vamp roles for two or three years have made her capable, reasoning and efficient
RICHARD
BLACKSTONE,
B-2212 FLATIRON
BLOC,
NEW YORK
before I went astray and became a mother — on — not a helpless damn fool.
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
ANITA

Institute 1228 Anita Bldg.
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I "Even when a woman is physically at ease,
b ie has all the more reason to be mentally very
five.
"Motherhood went out of vogue in the
lovies because the sentimental concept of
otherhood as womanhood went out in real
e. With the development of a larger sense of
e and a keener sense of human nature,
other roles will come back, because they are
li vital."
"Let me get this straight," I pleaded.
What are little screen mammas made of?"
I "A devitalized, sweet, innocent expression,
lainly."
"And what is motherhood in real life?"
■ "A spiritual quality expressed by all women
i degree, and very often by men."
"What!? ! "
YES.
Mother love is a desire to help the
helpless. In its purity, in its intelligent
hase, it is the nearest thing to true love that
in be realized on earth. It has a divine quality.
I ut having children is a mechanical process
:quiring no intelligence and having relatively
i ttle to do with this patient, understanding,
irecting quality. If a woman has mother love,
nd also has children, she does not confine the
:eling to her own children, although most of
ker time is necessarily devoted to them, rather
aan to her neighbors' children. liven though
t woman has no children of her own, she may
;el a maternal tenderness toward some other
■Oman's child. The latter might even be her
wn husband."
i "Haven't you enjoyed any of your mother
oles?" I asked this dynamic woman with the
trong features and black hair.
I "Yes. Some of my Western mothers have
>een vital characters. And I don't mind playag old women. But a steady diet of disppointed maternity gets on one's nerves. I
,ke to play mothers who conquer with a
mgh."
| "Do your fans share your opinions of your
I|rork?"
"They wonder why I never play anything
mt mothers. However, judging from my fan
nail, it gives many people great pleasure to
ee motherhood glorified on the screen.
men declare
that even
I lookwant
exactly
ike''Hundreds
their ownof mother.
Some
to
ake care of me in my 'declining years' to
nake
of the things they didn't
lo
for up
theirforownsome
mothers.
; "I always receive batches of letters from
hildren, and grownups as well, who have been
.timulated into a new sense of gratitude, and
txpress their intentions of treating their
nothers differently.
'"COR that reason, I can't feel that my work
■*- has been futile, Although it hasn't given
ne much pleasure. It's worth while to stir the
ronscience of a negligent child. But I could
ilso stimulate unappreciative husbands by the
"ight kind of wife role. I'd much rather play
real women than idealized specimens."
"Your role in 'The Birth of a Nation' should
nave pleased you," I suggested. I was aware
that many critics consider that Miss Alden did
iier best work as the mulatto woman.
"I despised
negress
— that's
the
reason
I did it playing
so well. the
At that
time
I wanted
roles with beauty of character. Griffith gave
me a wonderful opportunity in that picture,
but I didn't realize it until later.
"All I have done since then has been in:idental — all of my successes accidental. I
have had neither great parts nor great
pictures. "
"How can you say you have not accomplished anything for the screen, if you have
done some worthwhile characterizations?"
"We can't live on Dead Sea fruit," she
inswered tersely.
The next time I. see Mary Alden play a
mother role, I am quite sure I shall feel an
irresistible inclination to laugh up one sleeve
and cry up the other. I shall laugh at the
mother and shed a sympathetic tear for Mary
Alden.
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WATCHES

There's one
Win ton you
can not have
this Christmas
It is Winton
priceless Watch
— the
first
ever given as a Christmas gift— scores of
years ago. Only a person of great wealth
could have possessed it.
Months were devoted to
its creation, a reputation
staked on its beauty and accuracy. The modern Winton
perpetuates its heritage. Made by
the same family, created with the
same critical skill, it is a wrist companion to give — and to receive
— with pride. Smart are its cases
— rich in their distinguished
artistry. True are its movements— dependable in
their accuracy. Just go to
the better jewelers and
compare. You'll
stinctively choose in—a WINTON.
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"Timing the Active Hours,"
— the interesting Winton
booklet, — will be sent to you
without charge, upon
request.
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Amateur Movies
[ CONTINUED

PROM PAGE 73

Are YOUO
Spiked to [
Your Job •
Take inventory of yourself. Are you
getting anywhere? What is the outlook
for your future? Don't let yourself get
stale on the job. There are thousands
of men and women right now in offices,
factories, or working at trades literally
spiked to their jobs.

Success is not just simply a matter of luck.
There is a real reason why some people of seeminglv less ability step ahead of the fellows who
really know. Whatever you have, your success
depends on your ability to put over your ideas
with others, in short, your ability to sell. And
what is there so mysterious about this business of
selling? Like every other seemingly difficult problem, itis very simple after you have once solved it.
You are cheating yourself of your greatest
success if you don't know and practice Salesmanship. Our new book,

Salesmanship
Simplified
"The Key
to
Pay"
Big
Contains

300 Pages
of proven
methods
that will
double
your
income
It's the greatest
book ever published on Salesmanship, containing page after
page of snappy,
to- the-poin t
paragraphs in
plain, understandable English,
which you will be
quick to absorb,
showing you just
how to handle each individual situation.
This information is supplemented by over 100
specially posed photographs, carefully selected to
bring out the finer points in Salesmanship. These
photographs in themselves are virtually a
course in selling.
This 300-page volume is printed on high quality
paper, in clear-cut, legible type, handsomely
bound in beautiful red embossed art Fabricoid.
It is a book you will be proud to own.
Think what this great book will mean to you.
It will train you to earn bigger money than you
have ever earned before. It will equip you to
meet competition; break down barriers that have
heretofore seemed impassable; show you how to
go out and accomplish the things you have always
wanted to accomplish. Others are doing it. You
can, and owe it to yourself to take advantage of
the unusual opportunity this great book offers.
This remarkable book will be sent you Absolutely
Free with
two years'the subscription
to OPPORTUNITY aMAGAZINE,
leading and most
interesting
salesman's
magazine
published.
Every
chock-of
full of Interesting
articles
on selling
and issue
hundreds
new ideas for Making Money. In its columns you
will also find attractive offers from large, responsible
business houses, who are looking for men and women
who know how to produce.

Don't
Just send in Send
your name andAny
address.Money
Pay the post-

man $2,00 when this book arrives, and your subscription will start at once. Thousands have gladly paid
S2 00 for OPPORTUNITY alone but you get this
great book free of extra cost in addition to your two
years' subscription. Address:

OPPORTUNITY MAGAZINE

Desk 142-E
750 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago. Illinois

Between

scenes of "Six Appeal," being made
of Syracuse, N. Y.

last meeting, withdrew the ban against amateur
movie cameras.
You can now enter the grounds and shoot
home movies at will.
If readers of Photoplay encounter difficulties in using their cameras, they should report
their troubles to this department. Photoplay
will investigate and, if possible, obtain a withdrawal ofthe ban.
National fortifications and government navy
yards can not be photographed, but there is no
reason why amateur cameras can not be operated anywhere else.

by the Cinema

Club

D OBERT BRUCE, professional producer <
-^^-scenics, addressed a recent meeting of th
Portland Cine Club of Portland, Oregon, rela
ing some of his experiences in getting h
pictures in the Northwest country.
Under the guidance of Walter Stevens, fill
amateurs in Reno, Nevada, have organized
club. Anita Stewart, now in Reno, is to be
guest of the club and permanent officers a
soon to be elected. Mr. Stevens is making
16 millimeter film which will run 6,000 fe<
when completed. The picture is a drama wit
scenes laid in the early mining days of Virgin

$2,000 Amateur Movie Contest Rules
1- $2,000 in cash prizes will be awarded by
PHOTOPLAY as follows:
Class One.
$500 for the best amateur photoplay.
$250 for the second best amateur photo$150 for the third best amateur photoplay.
play.
$100 for the fourth best amateur photoClass Two.
play.
$500 for the best non-dramatic picture.
$250 for the second best non-dramatic
picture.for
$150

the

third

best

non-dramatic

$100 for the fourth best non-dramatic
picture.
Inpicture.
the event that two or more films prove
of equal merit in their consideration for any
award, duplicate prizes will be given for each
tying film.
2. CLASS ONE— Devoted to photoplays,
will embrace all pictures made by amateurs in which amateur actors appear,
whether of a dramatic or comedy nature.
CLASS TWO— Will include all other
motion pictures such as films of news
events, home pictures, travelogues, sport
shots, studies of animal, bird or plant
life, etc., made by amateurs.
3. In awarding prizes the judges will consider the cleverness, novelty and freshness of idea and treatment, as well as the
general workmanship. Under the head
of general workmanship comes photography, lighting, editing and cutting and
titling. In Class One, added items of
consideration will be direction, makeup and acting ability.
4. All films, to be considered by the judges,
must come within the following specified
lengths:
If 35 millimeter, the contest film must be
1,000 feet or less in length.

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

MAGAZINE

is guaranteed.

in
length.
If 16
millimeter, it must be 400 feet or less
If
9 millimeter, it must be 60 feet or less in
length.
AM films must be submitted on noninflammable stock with the names and
addresses of the senders securely attached
to the reel or the box containing the film.
Name and address of the sender also may
be part of the film itself.
5. Any number of contest films may be submitted by an individual or amateur
organization.
6. Any person or amateur organization can
enter this contest. Professional cinema*
tographers are barred, as well as anyone
employed
PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE or any by
relatives
of anyone employed

7.

8.

9.

10.

by PHOTOPLAY. Winners of PHOTOPLAY'S first amateur movie contest may
compete.
All films are to be addressed to the
judges, The Amateur Movie Contest,
PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE, 221 West
57th Street, New York, and are to be submitted between October 1, 1928, and
midnight of March 31st, 1929.
The jury of judges consists of Professor
George Pierce Baker of Yale, Philip K.
Wrigley, Stephen Voorhees, Colonel Roy
W. Winton, Wilton A. Barrett, King
Vidor, James R. Quirk and Frederick
James
Smith.
PHOTOPLAY
assumes no responsibility
for loss of films in transit and, while
every precaution will be taken to safeguard them, this publication will not be.
responsible for loss or injury in any way.
As soon as possible after the conclusion
of the contest, the prize winners will be
announced and the films returned to
senders on receipt of sufficient postage
for return transportation.

Photoplay
ty, Nevada. One thousand five hundred
st have been shot, the entire population of
e town participating in some of the episodes.
The Colorado Cinema League of Denver,
jlo., has completed its first scenario film, a
ort comedy, shot in Washington Park, in
enver. The scenario staff of the league is at
jrk on a story of the North to be filmed near
^enver this Winter. Two members of the
Lib, Clarence L. Meyer and W. R. Jolley, are
iaking
"TherunClimb
to Long's
a scenic
lich will
to 600
feet inPeak,"
16 millimeter
tack. Airplane shots of the climbers will be a
iiture. The entire film is being taken on
'.achromatic stock with a f3.5 lens.
(""WENTY amateurs in Youngstown, Ohio,
• have formed the Youngstown Cinema
ub. The first production will be "Disipointment,"
Clyde Hammond,
r. Hammond written
won an by
honorable
mention in
totoplay's first amateur movie contest with
s 16 millimeter drama, "The Dragon Fly."
Disappointment" will be run 400 feet in 16
illimeter stock and will develop its single
erne, frustration, without using a sub-title,
moving camera, dissolves and other tricks
ill be utilized. Mr. Hammond is president of
e club, Alexander Reeves is secretary, and
ilph Pincus is treasurer.
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Now You Can Reduce
2 to 4 Lbs. in a Night

Eat what you
Wear what
Do what
Take

please
you please
you please
no risky medicine

Send the coupon for your first three Fayro Baths

Thousands of smart women have found
this easy way to take off 2 to 4 pounds once
or twice a week. These women take refreshing
Fayro baths in the privacy of their own homes.
Fayro is the concentrate of the same
natural mineral salts that make effective the
waters of twenty-two hot springs of America,
England and Continental Europe. For years
the spas and hot springs bathing resorts have
been the retreat of fair women and well
groomed men.

|

Excess
has beenbodies
removed,
been
made weight
more lovely,
more skins
shapelyhave^
and
minds brighter.

The Hot Springs Are Now Brought to You

My Life— So Far
[ CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE
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any normal child's; school, play, small
easures. We were in moderate circumstances,
e three of us. But what big city has not a
yriad of enticing delights? The fairyland
meet of Michigan Boulevard, hung with
L'hts at dusk on a Saturday night, with a huge
iocolate sundae at one of those glittering
rabian Nights candy shops. This always on
!Lturday nights, because we might sleep late
e next morning, arising just in time to take
iy hair from its curl papers, button Helen's
less and dash to the Presbyterian Sunday
i:hool.
Ik ND the trips to the huge Philharmonic
^■Auditorium where delectable travel picires, highly colored, stimulatingly described
I the lecturer, were displayed. I adored the
iivel pictures. I adore traveling. At that
jeagre age I had been to New York for a short
sit. I had been in the South.
And the joys of Clarendon Beach. The
lOStlyShore
thrillsElevated
of the ce'metery
nearHelen
whereandtheI
iorth
tracks ran.
ould steal away from the house on gray afterions, to walk, or run wildly, among the
jmber tombstones of the Rothschilds, the
irraguts, pausing for a moment to admire the
:iooth beauty of a carven laurel wreath, the
[arble
a child's And
head,
wordyto
lendor wonder
of some ofepitaph.
thenthehome
try my nose in the imaginative glory of
Irimm's or Andersen's tales, alternating occajmally with the Adventures of Alice in
onderland.
i Dickens never intrigued me. It was always
:;endary tales that made the cup of my imination overflow. I think now, regretfully,
i dear Jonesy's advice: "Read good books,
)lly," he would say. "The time will come
lien you will need their guidance and coniation."
I wish now I had been more interested in
em. It is only now that I feel a terrific desire
I know them. Perhaps I appreciate them more
I'W that I am older. Certainly I feel their
ed, as Jonesy had said, "Not for your work
i much, Lolly, but when you are famous and
1 ;et people who know many things."
It was wartime in Chicago. It was wartime
j over the nation. In the winters my Aunt
Uy would take me to Florida; it was after I
When

Painstaking analyses of the active ingredients of
the waters from twenty-two of the most famou
springs have taught us the secret of their effectiv
ness. You can now have all these benefits in your ov
bath.
Merely put Fayro into your hot bath.

It dissolves rapidly.
You will notice and enjoy the
pungent fragrance of its balsam oils and clean salts.
Then, Fayro, by opening your pores and stimulating
perspiration, forces lazy body cells to sweat out surplus
fat and bodily poisons. Add Fayro to your bath at night
and immediately you will lose from 2 to 4 pounds in an
easy, refreshing and absolutely harmless manner.
Consult your physician and he will tell you that Fayro is
certain to do the work and that it is absolutely harmless.
Fayro will refresh you and help your body throw off worn out
fat and bodily poisons. Your skin will be clearer and smoother.
You will sleep better after your Fayro bath and awaken feeling
as though you had enjoyed a week's vacation.

Lose Weight Where You Most Want To
Fayro reduces weight generally but you can also concentrate its
effect on abdomen, hips, legs, ankles, chin or any part of the body
you may wish.

Results Are Immediate

Weigh yourself before and after your Fayro bath. You will
find you have lost from 2 to 4 pounds. And a few nights later
when you again add Fayro to your bath, you will once more reduce
your weight. As soon as you are the correct weight for your
height do not try to reduce further. No need to deny yourself
food you really want. No need for violent exercise. No need
for drugs or medicines. Merely a refreshing Fayro bath in the
privacy of your own home.

Try Fayro at Our Risk
The regular price of Fayro is $1.00 a package. With the coupon
you get 3 full sized packages and an interesting booklet "Health
and Open Pores" for $2.50 plus the necessary postage. Send no
money. Pay the postman. Your money refunded instantly if
you want it.

HERE'S

PROOF

Read what Fayro Baths
have done for others
"Three Fayro balks reduced
my weight 11 pounds in 8
days. 1 feel heller than I
haveweigh
felt for
"1
16 years."
pounds less and
feel younger and sleep better.
"My
chin vanished in
Fayro double
is wonderful."
the
Fayroalways
baths." too
"Mymagic
hipsof were
prominent until I commenced
Fayro
baths.
I
have
lost 12
pounds. "
"Thank you for Fayro. I
belte14
r."pounds in three weeks;
lost
feel belter and certainly look
"Since childhood my thick
ankles have always been a
source of embarrassment.
Fayro baths have reduced
them beautifully. Thank you
very much."
For obvious reasons, names
are not quoted, but every
letter published has been
authorized and names and
addresses will be given on
request.

PH-12-28
821
Locust
St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
c.
In
Fayro,
Send me 3 full sized boxes of Fayro in plain package.
I will pay the postman $2.50 plus the necessary postage.
It is understood that if I do not get satisfactory results
with the first package I use, I am to return the other two
and you will refund all of my money at once.

fAYRQ

Name.
Address.

If each healthful bath of Fayro does not
reduce your weight from 2 to 4 pounds, we
will refund your money withoutaquestion.
You risk nothing. Clip the coupon and
mail.
you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY

City
State
If you live outside the United States send International
Money Order with coupon.
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Color
You'll find the ideal mate
for your complexion in
one of the three shades of
Po-Go Rouge! Are you
dark? Choose Ronce.
Blonde? Then it's Brique.
Want daring dash?
Use bright, bright Vif.
Po-Go blends naturally
with your own coloring.
Hand-made in Paris, of
the finest French ingredients, it's brought over
here to adorn your beauty
and costs 50c, import
tax and all. Try Po-Go
companionately. You
will be wed to it for life!

HWROUGE
At druggists'— in a French-designed
leatherette box. Say "Po-Go" —
name your shade and blush becomingly! Or by mail from us — 50c.
GUY T. GIBSON.
Inc.
565 Fifth Ave., New York City

J&S

0.
5G.T.G.Inc.
©1928

Made and
Packaged
in France

had " flu " and was weak and listless, that I first
went to Melbourne on the Indian River to
spend the winter. After that I avoided the
harshness of Chicago winters by leaving each
Fall for the South. In Chicago they were
knitting, rolling bandages, working in canteens. Mother pricked the ends of her fingers
to pieces working buttonholes in surgical garments at the Ladies' Aid of the Presbyterian
Church.
I knitted from morning to night. Helmets,
sweaters, mittens, socks.
Gaynor would watch me, needles flashing, as
I neatly turned the heel of one of those wartime
socks of gray, and admit, laughingly, that her
little Lolly could make better socks than she
could.
In school in Florida was the same wartime
spirit. Recreation hours were given over to
raveling silk for soft cushions to hold maimed
limbs. Everyone was straining to help, to do
anything to assist the soldiers. I was nine and
then ten.
I was eleven. Helen and I went to the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, north of Chicago, and gave recitations to the sailors.
Already I was gaining favor in the neighborhood as being an "elocutionist7' of note. Small
parties were always privileged to hear me give
an imitation of the old maid with the cat who
lived down Kenmore Avenue. And of Koenig
who kept the corner grocery store and sold
stale chocolate all-day suckers. And when I
gave that little French piece, "Bonjour,
Mademoiselle!" that was a treat.

played a querulous old lady.
And everyo i
said I made an exceedingly good job of it.
I know I was swept away with emotion i
the opening night. Completely transport')
with joy. The lights, the makeshift curtail
ecstasy.
the crowds. Everything was touched wi

A X V aunt and uncle adored to have me recite,
-*■ vlt0o. Uncle William Buhl, mother's brother,
and dear Aunt Tilly. When I was chosen to
play in the class play of the Melbourne School
one winter in Florida their joy was unbounded,
of course. It tickled me to death, too, not
because of the dramatic possibilities it offered,
but because it gave me the privilege of staying
up every school night of the month until at
least ten o'clock to rehearse "Fascinating
Fanny Brown." Nights spent in that manner
were quite all right.
I played my first character role, with no
small amount of success, I must admit.
I

to play Diane in "Seventh Heaven." DiaiiCan you imagine?
Diane, the role that every motion pictu
actress in Hollywood wanted.
The role that I had not even dared hope
want.
There are moments that, passing, leave n
emotionally sterile.
They are like the moments in a dramat
scene that build to an ecstasy and leave n
weak and trembling.

•"THERE have been other ecstatic momenij
*■ since then. That beautiful night wh"Seventh Heaven" opened at the Cath:',
Circle Theatre and I walked up the long, lo:|
promenade with my family and my dearel
friends, and, faintly, I heard the voice of t
crowd calling "Look! There she is! Jan1
Gaynor!
There's I Diane!
!"
Always before
had goneOh,to see.
great...opening
a very humble contributor to the art of t \
motion picture, and stood quietly to the side
pillars to see Gloria Swanson, beautiful, poisej
calm, enter — or gorgeous Dolores Del R:
This night was my own. Or was it mine? W!|
was this Janet Gaynor?
Do you wonder, then, that sometimes I pin
myself, very hard, to see that I am really alivj
That I really am this Janet Gaynor?
There have been other great momenij
There was that time that my good frieii
Winfield Sheehan called me into his office
tell me three stupendous things. Thing!
marvelous as to leave me standing siler1
almost
withthattheI was
wonder
"M
Sheehan faint,
told me
to playof inthem.
Murnaij
firsthave
American
picture.
\vj
to
a new and
fatter"Sunrise";
contract; that
that II \vj

I have always been that way. I can remer'
berone day in the Fall of 1918, it was the fal'
Armistice Day, if you will recall. The day thJ
the wires buzzed with the premature news th;!

Let Your Next Shampoo
Lighten Your Hair
L0NDE hair darkened year by year
becomesdull and faded,
too. But Blondex, a
special shampoo for
blondes only, safely and
gradually restores the
natural golden sheen to
ight hair — keeps it
bright, gleaming. You will
be amazed at the new1
B
beauty of your hair even
after the first shampoo. Not
dye. Contains no harmful
chemicals. Millions use it. Get
Blondex at any drug or dept. store today.

Cutieura
Toilet
l*r<kB»3M':ttfioii»
Delightfully fragrant,
highly developed
toilet accessories — a most
cleansing and beautifying
25c. each everywhere —
"Cuticura,9* M9cpt. i,

reliable method of
the ekin and hair.
Samples free of
»WflWe«, JfMastm

Dft/lW CNtt Q)Ns
Turn Your Talent Into Money
Cartoonists earn from S5U to S250 per
week — some even more. Remarkable
new Circle System of Drawing reaches
you In half the usual time. Send for

booklet and sample lesson plate
explaining full details of the Course. No
Salesman will call.

How a man

looks when he returns from the Antarctic. Underneath

all that fur is Monte Blue as he appears in "Conquest," a Warner
Brothers talkie. The tonsorial artist is Monte Westmore, make-up
specialist. This South Pole picture is to satisfy your curiosity
about

the Antarctic
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he great massacre was over; that peace had
ieen declared. The newsboys were shouting,
ill about was teeming excitement. I heard the
loise, the clatter, the roar. It was divine tonic
0 me. This tumult of emotion, like a great
weeping tide.

San
(red m&sU)

.VCJUE

rHE man next door took his little girl down. town to be in the thick of it. I recall, vividly,
hat he took me, too. Going to the "loop" on
Ihe "L," as we screeched through canyons of
kyscrapers, paper like huge flakes of snow
mptied from a thousand wastepaper baskets,
ame floating down. Everywhere was excitement. Women tore their clothes. Men
tamped on their hats. Groups of men grabbed
lands and did a mad bacchanal. Stranger
hrew his arms around stranger and kissed,
.ears flowing.
1 Through all of this we waded — jostled,
jumped, bandied about, steeped in the wine of
motion that intoxicated everyone. I was so
feak from my own terrific emotional reaction
hat I staggered as I walked. Finally my friend's
ather took us into a theater on Randolph
itreet to calm us. We sat and watched yards
;.nd yards of Charlie Chaplin antics, hearts
>ounding, pulses beating to the tempo of the
iutside carnival of joy.
j Again I was in Florida. Gaynor's letters beame increasingly full of mention of a "Harry
ones." He was a friend of her family, a
oining promoter from the great, the golden,
he glamorous West. Mother must have a
,rood deal of pioneer blood in her dear veins,
ihe has always been so game about embarking
ipon new and uncharted enterprises. Harry
'ones'
talk ensnared
of the West,
virgin
ompletely
her. that
Perhaps
somecountry,
of the
reedom of the West was in his speech, his
;entle manner.
When I returned to Chicago I met the short
;ray-haired man who had so filled Gaynor's
etters. We liked — no, that is not the word —
;ve adored each other from the start. He did
lot see a thin, spindle-legged girl with large
lark eyes. A girl of English and Irish ancestry,
,vith, perhaps, a dash of good old Pennsylvania
Dutch. He saw a little girl who would some
lay electrify, so he said, the world with her
iramatic ability. It was a dream that never
aded from the moment we first met until that
nemorable day soon after the great opening of
ny first important picture, " Seventh Heaven,"
vhen my Jonesy called me to the side of the bed
vhere he had lain for days, and asked me to fan
lim. In ten minutes, after telling us that he
oved us so, so much, Mother and Helen and
ne, his spirit went bravely on.

The dance is over. . .yet the melody lm^
ers on".,theforessence
Parfum ofMasque
Rouge
has.
caught
that happy
memory/
This Same Masque Rou£e Fragrance
may be obtained in all toiletries
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America's Foremost Dance Authority, who staged the Best Editions of the "Follies" and over 600
other Musical Shows, OffersTraining for LARITYSUCCESS
and POPUin

ENLARGEMENTS

Every Type of

STAGE and SOCIAL
DANCING

FROMANYPHOTO
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SIZE 16x20 INCH

at a Surprisingly Low Cost
You can become a highly-paid
and
sought-after dancer under the guidance
ot this Wizard Star Maker.
Let Mr.
Wayburn add your name to this list:
Marilyn Miller. Ann Pennington. Fred
and Adele Astaire, Gilda Gray. Evelyn
Law. Ada May. Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor,
i\ Will Rogers, Oscar Shaw, Marx Bros., Gus
r" Shy, Marion Davies, Billie Dove.Llna Banquette. Dorothy Gish, Bessie Love, Bebc
Daniels,
Dorothy
Mackaili,
Jacqueline
Logan. Josephine Dunn. Jobyna Ralston,
Anita Page. Jack Mulhall, Noah Beery, W.
C. Fields and hundreds of other stage and
screen favorites whom he trained and directed.
Put your career in the hands of a man whose
touch spells SUCCESS.
Call at the Studios or write for booklet UT.
which describes star Making at the Ned Wayburn Studios; or, if you cannot come to New
York,
ask forCourses
booklet in UHT
Ned Wayburn's
Home Study
Stage onDancing.

and olher Stage
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IJCW
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Equipment to rent

StudiOS OF Stage Dancing InC.

Costumes, Scenery

Entertainment
Bureau

1841 Broadway (Entr. on 60th St.) At Col'
Circle,
Open all
yenr 'round.
9 A.M.
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10 P.New
iM. York
ExceptCity.
Sundays
{Oloaed
Saturdays
at
6 P. M.)
Plione Columbus 3500.
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Janet Gaynor's Life Story is like herself —
short and sweet. Next month, Photoplay
will publish the concluding installment.
You'll like the simple and unaffected way
that Janet tells you about her career in
pictures.
When

SL'BESNES.

-t NO

entered
in Lake
rI" WAS
Chicago
in the
early View
springHigh
and School
summerin
nonths. Helen was a regular pupil there. I
mted the school. I hated the indifference with
vhich Latin, algebra, history were passed out.
I was always glad when the winter months took
ne to Florida where I studied the same lessons
inder the influence of balmy breezes and azure
ikies and waving palm fronds. It was one
varm day in Florida when I received a letter
rom Gaynor that she and Harry Jones were to
>e married. She, with her girls, was to meet
lim in San Francisco, where a justice of
>eace would marry them. Gaynor had rereived her divorce and Harry Jones, whose first
vife, Bio, is now Mrs. Benjamin de Casseres,
lad his decree.
I know I didn't cry. I never cried much in
hose kid days. My tears come easily now.
Despite my fondness for Jonesy I had that
eeling that I was being deprived of something
irecious. With the coming of spring, I went
lorth, and soon the three of us went farther
'vest to meet my new father-to-be. I must
Ilave been about fifteen years old.

"*98L

ySSjOMOHi CfluMixi GfriC. 565 Fifth AveNewYork City
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/ weighed 191 lbs.
Send for My Personal Story

. $,

I

"I was getting heavier all the time; it
seemed 'natural' for
me to be fat; all my
family inclined to be
stout; I tired easily,
was always uncomfortable. Ihad tried
many

"Yes, I noticed her, too!'' he said. "She
has a sort of wistful appeal — sort of whimsical,
she is, like Betty Bronson — that you don't see
often. I'll get a couple of close-ups of her,
when the orphans do that dance around the
tree!" (It was the close-ups of that wistful
girl, taken so casually, that made the picture a
success
— and set the critics to calling for a
new
face!)

remedies without success.

Now I
Weigh 135
Pounds

A FTER the scene had been shot — and re•* *-shot, to avoid any errors — the star doffed
his white whiskers. And pulled off the furryedged red cap that was turning his head into a
furnace. And strolled over to the place where
the girl, with the pigtail of hair, was standing.
He strolled quite casually past the outstretched, ringed hand of his leading lady.
Past other outstretched, ringed hands. For
the star was as popular with the women who
knew him (which is a shade unusual, perhaps)
as he was with the thousands of stranger
women who sat and sighed for him, in some
darkened theater. He strolled quite casually
over to the girl, and stood beside her. And,
after a moment, he coughed. For the girl was
not paying the slightest attention to him. She
was watching, with rapt, absorbed eyes, the
other, silver star that glimmered upon the peak
of the Christmas tree! The star coughed.
And then quite suddenly, he asked a question.
"What did you mean?" he questioned.
"That you'd like tinsel? Tinsel isn't — concrete. Ithas no body. It won't last. Most of
the girls that I know want real things — " he
chuckled suddenly — "I'll say they do! Cars
and diamond braceletsandchinchilla. How — "
the chuckle had left his voice, "how old are

"I look better, feel so
much better; I am
more popular, have
better times; instead
of people talking behind my back about
my fat, now they are
/ was
ashamed of

envious of my figure;
an<* il was
*H so

§ '

quick and easy."
For my35 fat
years, William Lachenmaier. Sr., Now I am
P. H. E., has been helping women and men proud of my
to reduce their weight, but only under his figure

personal direction in Milwaukee. Thousands
of prominent people in Wisconsin have regained their
youthful figures and become more physically fit by his
methods. He has testimonials from bank presidents, society
leaders, big business executives, a former Governor of Wisconsin, yes, even a former United States Senator (names
on request). William Lachenmaier, Sr., is the only Public
Health Educator licensed by the State of Wisconsin, His
methods are different. They are sensible. They are approved by scores of physicians, many of whom have become
his patients and have lost their fat through his instructions. No drugs, no starvation diets or "crank" foods, no
hot baths, no rollers or belts, no medicines.
Now, William Lachenmaier, Sr., makes it easy for you,
no matter where you live, to lose forever your surplus,
unsightly fat. For the first time, overweight women and
men can quickly reduce by his safe, simple methods without
coming to his studio. You can reduce a few pounds each
week right at home. William Lachenmaier, Sr., will give you
by mail all the secrets of his 35 years of successful practice.
SEND

NO
MONEY -Get
This Wonderful
Secret Now
Send William Lachenmaier, Sr„ in confidence, your
name and address. He -will mail to you in a plainenvelope all particulars at no cost or obligation to you. You
receive also a complimentary copy of Miss Eivald's
remarkable Personal Story. Send the coupon today.
WILLIAM LACHENMAIER, Sr., P.H.E., Milwaukee, Wis.
918 First Wisconsin National Bank Bldg.
William Lachenmaier, Sr., P. H. E.
918 First Wis. Nat'l Bank Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
Send me in plain envelope, without cost or obligation, full
details of your methods. Also Miss Ewald's Personal Story.
Name
Kindly print name and address
Address
City

State
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Miss Half the
Fun in LiSe?
BE POPULAR — Learn
to dunce
well!
Arthur
Murray,
America's
est dancing
teacher,greathas
invented
a remarkable
new, easy method which
enables anyone to learn all the
newest dances at home — in a
few hours — at very little cost! No
music or partner needed.
Success positively guaranteed!
400,000
learned
dancing
this
easy way.

FREE — 5 Dancing Lessons
To pay cost of mailing, printing, etc
and to prove you can learn easily and
quickly, enclose lnc ami Arthur Murray will Ken I you Five FRFK Lessons
Sii.lmln.tr Fox Trot. Secret of Leading,
an.l How to Gain Confidence. Act
NOW and be a oood dancer soon.

ARTHUR

MURRAY

Sludio 849, 7 E. 43rd St., New

York

Liberal Commissions
For Selling Advertising Thermometers made by
world's largest manufacturers of thermometers.
Profitable proposition for energetic men. Write,
giving past employment and references. Only few
more men needed.
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women earn $25 to S5n a week at Lome. All or part
. -aseinatinc work. Nothing to sell. We teach you at
home. .Furnish all tools and materials. ARTCRAFT
STUDIOS. Dept. B-3. 427 Diveraey Parkway. Chicago

The girl was turning her amazing eyes on the
you, youngster?"
star's face. In them was no consciousness of
the star as a great personage — no consciousness,
even, of the fact that he was a handsome man.
"Why," she said, answering the last question
first, "why, I'm eighteen. Yes, I know I look
young for my age! But maybe it's because
my hair is long. And — about the tinsel?
Why," (she had a strange, innocent fashion of
saying "why,") "about the tinsel? That's why I
like it. Because it isn't concrete. Because it
hasn't any body. Because it won't last!"
The star was stripping off the red velvet,
pillow stuffed coat. He threw it on the floor —
andaway.
one of the wardrobe department snatched
it
'""THERE, I feel better!" said the star. And
■*- then — "I don't get you. Not exactly!"
The girl had dragged her eyes away from the
tree. They were fastened, all at once, upon the
star's handsome, puzzled face.
"No — " she said, "I don't suppose you
would — get me. You've had so much of everyit's
I — well,
so long.
— for was
thing, you see
asylum.
orphan
in an But
I really
this way!

I'm still there, as a matter of fact! From the
time I was two, until I was sixteen, I was an
orphan. From sixteen until now — two years —
I've been a helper with the children. And in all
those years," the soft, huskily sweet voice was
a-throb with some emotion that the star could
not quite understand, "for all those years I've
had only things that were real. That were
concrete. That were durable. Woolen stockings in winter. Cotton in summer. Straw hats
that would last until my head outgrew 'em!
—
wouldn't
Checked
grew.
out, if Ifade
be let
could that
tucks thatdresses
with gingham
and
Sensible things, all of them. Things that would
last. That would last eternally! Do you
wonder," all at once the throb of emotion had
died from the girl's voice; — "do you wonder
that I'm mad about things that won't last?
Silly things? Useless things? "
The star was looking down into the girl's
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face. It wasn't a whimsical face, at th
moment. It was swept with the memory of th
drabness of a whole lifetime. It was veile
with the dim veil of too many durable years
The star made a sudden, curious exclamation c
pity. For he was young — and impressionable
"How," he questioned, "did you happen ti
come away from your asylum — to this place
From your amazingly ginghamed home to thi
place — " his gesture took in not only the in
terior of the studio but the whole fabric — th
An
love, the hate, the pettiness and the fineness—
of which the studio was made! Of which thi'1
industry, back of the studio, was made. . .
"To this place," finished the star, "which i
The whimsical
had come back to thi
actually
woven — oflook
tinsel!"
girl's face. The Betty Bronson look. Shi
tossed back her head, with its long braid o
curly hair.

"T WAS sent out, past the studio, on ai
-*- errand," she said, "this mornin"1
A"rl
speaw a simgon postcehd And stI saw a ilnonfgr lineof o;*
ont
il.dren,
ople,
anding
stly
I was on my way," she chuckle
window
dry goods store. Tdt
suddenl . " to a wholesa
buy a yb,olt of — can yoleu imagin it? — of ree
told eme to let thi
canton flannel Someth
i
.
canton flannel go — this onncge. To let my job go
And to get into that line,
if necess
ary
didn't even .know why I wanted to get in tht
line. For I didn't know then," her laughte
mdiadde aknlittle trhiepplethaof mtihreth awcarsossgoithe tsoet,be"'.;
ow
re
t
n'
n
ng
tree — and a Santa out of a ston
real tChristm
book! But awshen the man at the window looke(
at me, and said I was pretty old, I told him
wa litt for my age. And that I'd had lots o
m a ticket, ant
s h g
A
exsperi le
ence. nd o e ave e
He thought — ■" the mirth wa'
let me throug
a chhi.ldi giggle, "he thought that !
becom
But tha
actin
meantingI'd had esxhperie
wasn't what I meant. ncIe,meant gt.hat I'd hac
beinlooking
—was
expThe
erienstar
g an oratphathe
n!"girl, strangely.
ce
"And now," he asked all at once, "now thai
it's all over — this. Now that the Santa Clau
has taken off his whiskers — and the propert)
man will be carrying away the tree! What'l
you do, now? You — you tinsel person?"
'"PHE girl's gentian blue eyes were clouded foi
■*- a moment. But only for a moment
Laughter — it came easily to the girl!
"Why, I'll go back to my job at the asylum,'
she said, "and help with the children. That k
— unless the matron is angry — " her face was
sober again, very sober! — "and discharges me|
If she doesn't discharge me, I'll — I'll have
something special tonight, to tell the littlest
ones when I get them into their beds. They'll
think I'm a princess — coming back, to them,
all the way from fairyland! You don't know
how many bright things I've had, today. The
tree,
that pretty
— " she
in
theand
direction
of the girl
leading
ladywaswhonodding
stood,
scowling, not too far off. "And the children all
made up with lipstick and yellow paint. And
the Santa Claus who turned out to be a real
actor — and who talked with me! Oh," the
girl's head was lifted, "I'm on my way to buy a
bolt of red canton flannel. To buy it wholesale.
But my heart is just full of tinsel! And though
most tinsel won't last — that's what you said—
my tinsel will last! Long after the red flannel
Oddly
the star looked down into that raised,
is
worn out!"
radiant
face. What was it the girl had said to
him, a few minutes back?
"No," she had said, "I didn't suppose yov
would — understand. You've had so much ol
everything
so long ..."
So much — offoreverything
— for so long! The
star, as he met the fringed, gentian blue eyes
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wondering. Money and the things that
jney could buy. Passion and a certain sort
(adulation. Applause — a lot of applause!
St— no romance. No real wonder, or joy of
tng. No —
"It would be fun, youngster," he said gently,
il he was speaking almost more to himself
In to the extra girl, "to give you those
hgs that — wouldn't last. It would be a new
el— of excitement. Chiffon undies — and
ler stockings and moleskin wraps and spanji frocks. Things as far away, as possible,
in wool and gingham and red flannel. It
juld be fun — " he paused. For he was thinkI of how those great eyes would open at such
Is. How that sweet, husky little voice would
|ase its gratitude. How the spontaneous,
fdish laughter would fill a man's whole
t rt — his whole soul. The girl didn't answer,
» at first. And then —
You're having fun with me," she said sud»ly. "But I don't care! I like you — just
(r so. You're almost the nicest part of the
nle day — "
JHE leading lady was crossing the room.
'She came, fortified by the director.
tflsn't it time," she asked, almost too
letly, "that you broke away?
And rembered that we all had a luncheon date,
tjsther? Really, Bob, you're going into a
S)nd childhood, I think! You're getting ali'ether too forgetful — "
:;Tie director was chiming in.
' For a bozo who didn't like mush, in big
les," said the director, affably, "you're doing
ty well, Bob ! You seem to take to this Santa
'us stuff as a duck takes to water — for all of
jr protest!"
[Tie extra girl had turned away at the
ind of the leading lady's voice. Away from
[glittering tinsel trimmed tree. Away from
1 star.
All at once her slim figure had
(ned to grow smaller — but oh, how erect it
Vhy,J the child carried herself like — her own

words gave the star his comparison — like the
princess who was on her way back from the
fairy tale! With one quick step he had gained
her side. Had taken her thin little elbow in his
hand.
And —
"I'm sorry, boys and girls," said the star, but
his
voice
no sense
regret,
"I'm
sorry!
But mirrored
I have made
a date ofwith
somebody
else — for luncheon. A young lady and I are
going, God knows where, to dine off of nightingales' tongues and moonlight!"
The girl, at the touch of the star's fingers,
had looked up into his face. At the sound of
his words she had smiled. And then, suddenly,
the smile had become a rosy, blinding blush.
A blush that had made the star realize something. Had made him realize that this was not
a little orphan, masquerading for a day. That
this was a woman! And that he had something
to give her that, like tinsel, was lovely and
shining.
manent! But that — unlike tinsel — was perTT was very nearly two months later that the
-^-critics, reviewing a certain picture, spoke of a
new face. The face of a girl with eyes that
filmed wide and softly dark as she stared up at
a Christmas tree — a girl with a long braid of
hair that was so curly it didn't want to stay
braided!
"She has the lost belief in magic," said one
critic.
And another one added — "She made me remember my youth — and the dreams I dreamed,
and the rainbows I followed."
"And if she can do that to a couple of hard
boiled critics," added the Powers-that-be,
among themselves, "she should have — " oh,
open
"a letter,
contract!"
Butsesame!
when —their
in due course, was
delivered to the star's new home — which was
as gay as Peter
Pan's ithouse
a treebasket
— he only
laughed.
And tossed
into ainwaste
and
kissed his equally new wife.
"One actor," he said, "in the family! Is
enough"

Girls' Problems
[ CONTINUED

Interference. That it is often prompted by
l';sire, on the part of your elders, to save you
In the sadness and distress that they have
lerienced. Prompted by a desire, such as
h. J. V. B.'s, to shield and protect you.
[)o not resent, too frankly and bitterly, their
I re to guide you in the matter of the careers
» have chosen — be they either business or
ponal careers. Do not look at their excised ideas too coldly. Try to judge, in all
Iness, the suggestions of a mother or a
per, remembering that they, as one mother
|l, are individuals. And more! Individuals
i> are keenly interested in your welfare!
erhaps, in many ways, their advice seems
jtfashioned and over-conservative. But reBnber for all this that their advice is temhd by wisdom — the wisdom of years of
i:rience. And that your own way — clever
tigh you may be — must needs lack that
urience!
jo go back again to you, Mrs. J. V. B. You
le been, perhaps, a little selfish. But the
tshness has only been prompted by a fine
Lre to help the child that you love. Wouldn't
\i better to help her unselfishly? By allowjiher to try her own wings, to find her own
tie? And if she discovers that her choice
t been wrong, she — if you have done your
*: well — will be the first to admit it!
%~e Eyes:
1 bu say you are engaged to a nice boy who
Ifs your every whim but wishes you to
It roy all the love letters you have received
f(l other boys. Well, why don't you? Since
it ; so nice to you I see no reason why you can

FROM PAGE
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not comply with such a simple demand as this.
Don't try to marry and retain your girlhood
romantic attachments.
It doesn't work.
You have stated your own situation beautiJoey:

fully— with your elders, with children, or at
work you can be yourself and win friends, but
with boys of your own age, you become shy
and awkward. Don't you see, honey, realizing
your problem as well as you do, you can quite
easily work your way out of it. Your desire for
boy friends is so overwhelming that placed in
their company you become tongue-tied for fear
you will say the wrong thing and antagonize
them. But you won't, Joey! Just talk. You
have charm. You interest people. Well, boys
are people. They want to be charmed. Let
yourself go a bit. If you can't think of anything else to say, ask them questions about
themselves. Make them talk. Then talk
about your own work. Once you break down
this shyness in yourself, you will have no
difficulty.

Do not openly resent the fact that people
Jane:
treat you as a child. Probably most of the
people do it to tease you. Be glad that, at
your age, you seem childish. There are so
many years in which to be old!
G. E. F.:
If lemon juice has been beneficial to you,
for years, why worry about the advice of
your friends? Surely the test of time is a
fair and good one.
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You, Too, Can Be a Talking Star
[ CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 51 ]

know
your own sound
device you
expect
to be successful
with others.
Hold can't
the mirror
before the gapped mouth. Now gargle slowly,
dragging up as much of the lining of the throat

Keep striking higher notes with each series—
me, me, me, me, me . . .
I know a very successful star who practice'
this exercise regularly every day for thirt\

as is feasible. But don't attempt to turn it
completely inside out at the first trial or you
may get sick and have to leave the room and
our time is limited. Now, then, after looking
down your throat as far as the eye can see

years, with the result that today he's the
greatest ME man in Hollywood — that is to say
the world. If you get tired of saying "me,'
which you won't if you are star material, yot
may vary it.
The great artist I mention varies the monotony of "me" by going "I, I, I, I, I, I, I, i
. . ." for hours on end, such is his breath
control and genuine interest.

(don't strain the eyes!) go, ah, ah, ah, ah,
ah. . . .
XTEXT place the tongue in the roof of the
■*-^ mouth where the roots of the front teeth
begin, then bring it down swiftly like a bell
clapper, taking care at the same time not to
uproot the teeth, and say, la, la, la, la, la. . . .
Each la being a downward stroke of the tongue.
Now repeat horizontally, placing the tongue
under the lobe of the left ear and swinging it
violently to the lobe of the right (inside the

CHARLES MURRAY,
starring in
the shown
First National
"DoMayfair
Your Duty",
is
wearing Picture
the new
watch
bracelet.

mouth of course!), la, la, la, la . . . that's
right. It is perhaps advisable to take these
exercises in a sitting posture as the impact of
the tongue may cause dizziness and even a
falling sensation.
At first you will sound flat, but later you will
sound so like a bell that people will be dropping
in for mass or running to see where the fire is,
depending on whether yours is the spiritual or

The Mayfair mesh bracelet slips over the
hand quickly and easily. No awkward
fumbling — or dropped watches. Wellgroomed men everywhere are wearing
this attractive bracelet.
In green, white and yellow gold filled,
the Mayfair retails at $6.50 and
$12.00. In "Lusterwite", the white
metal that doesn't tarnish, at $3.00.
Your jeweler will supply you— or write us
LOUIS STERN CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

the "IT" note. If you are the spiritual don't
try to be a fire gong simply because it attracts
greater crowds than the church bell. Money
isn't everything — as the spiritual will tell you
when soliciting same.
Relax. This is important. Be always relaxed. Now, then, relax and be a merry,
merry bell ...
la, la, la, la, la. Ring

WMSTAOMF

out, merry bell! Ring out the best that's in
you — musically I mean of course.
Are you all holding your mirrors? Don I
forget to watch your tongue. Nothing is more
important than this: Know Your Own
Tongue. Know it by sight as well as by sound,
because in the present state of sound effects it
is sometimes difficult to recognize it by ear.
So if your voice sounds funny when you see
yourself on the screen, look at your tongue and
if it is your tongue then you will know you are
making the noise and not some stage hand
behind the screen jangling cow bells. This is
very important. Watch your tongue and prevent fraud!
V\ THENEVER
you have time on your
*» hands, as while waiting for a telephone
number, a street car or the death of a loved
one, just take out the little mirror and — that's
right — la, la, la, la . . . and away you go!
Soon others will note you and they, too, will
take up the practice. What a world of merry,
merry bells this may soon be. Oh, bells, bells,
bells, bells, as Edgar Allan Poe said, little
realizing what he was missing by dying so
inopportunely.
Nothing in the world is so fine as a bell,
especially a dinner bell sounding regularly.

DONTWASH
YOUR WIM DOWS
Send $1.50 to
Dry clean them with
Magic Brush Co., Inc. a Magic Brush. No
276 Mt. Pleasant Av. water. No strenuous efNewark, N. J.
fort. Clean the outside
Use a
without "sitting out",

IS/TOW a little breathing exercise together
■'-^'with the scales. Standing beside a piano,

K4agic Brush
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stops itching and relieves skin irritation and makes the skin soft, clear and
healthy. Fine for dandruff and itching
scalp. All druggists, 35c, 60c and $1.00.
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IRRITATIONS

touch a key. If you haven't a piano with you
and find it inconvenient carrying one about, I
suggest a set of Japanese chimes, the graduated
kind, which may be held in the left hand depending from the index finger while with the
right a blow is struck, etc. (If in doubt, ask
to strike.)
any
officer for directions — he'll show you how
At each note struck, say, me, me, me, me,
me ... as rapidly as you can and in as near
the same key as the object struck as you can
negotiate. After each series of me's fill the
diaphragm with fresh air, or whatever you
have.
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THIS is VERY important: Breathe rightlj
*■ and think rightly. Everything is thought
Practice auto-suggestion — it has made othei
singers, it will make you. If you think youi
voice sounds beautiful it will — to you, and if ii
doesn't to others they have the Vitaphone tc
blame. Think you are a greater singer, greatei,
than anyone. If the birds can sing, you car
sing. God made you both. Look at the peacock, he thinks it.
Regularity in practice is everything. Be
systematic. Don't let anything or anyone stop
you from your vocal exercise. If at the ap
pointed time for practice you happen to be
carrying a tray in a cafeteria, drop it instantly
and strike your chimes, not forgetting to take
out your little mirror, and me, me, me, me,
me ... If you keep it up you'll convince
others it's you, and even if the police come,1
keep right on . . . me, me, me, me, me — if
may be helpful to them too.
Last, but not least, the singers at the
Austro-German song festival this year drank
400,000 gallons of beer in four days. Germans
become singers almost instantly after two
steins. I don't think it necessary to drink
400,000 gallons in four days, but at least it is
preferable to whisky and gin and the other
stuff we get nowadays. Drink plenty of beer,
all you can hold; more, I never advise.
But avoid cigarettes. That is, endorse them
but don't smoke them. I believe in a good
word for all, as all singers do. A few a day will
do you no harm, but more than three or four
packages I cannot advise, and be sure to swab
out the throat after each package of cigarettes.
GENERAL health is most important. Live a
regular life. Peggy Joyce lives a beautiful
life and has a beautiful voice; she always sleeps
between blankets, but care should be taken not
to let them drift off during the night as you
may

take cold, get bronchitis, pleural pneumonia, tuberculosis and, worst of all, you may

wake up some morning to find you can't make
your high note.
Diet is very important. Eat nuts. Birds
eat nuts. True, they prefer the wormy ones
and, of course, our Anglo-Saxon training with
its many inhibitions prevents us from eating
worms, but in Mexico they fry the mangy
worms and eat them and consider them a great
delicacy. Did you hear Dolores del Rio sing
"Ramona" on the radio?
She's from Mexico.
But be careful not to overeat even such
things as are good for you. By overeating you
get asthma and take to wheezing like an old
church organ, whereas the object is to peal like
the steeple bell. Eggs are good, since they
come from birds, as is also milk. I must forbid
pork, though. Pork is not a musical derivative.
Pork is not spiritual. Don't eat pork. You
know what we eat we become, so stick to eggs
and milk and nuts.
My last words to you are: Think high and
you will sing high. You know scientists tell us
there is a note which, if properly struck, will
smash a glass clear across the room, and a still
higher one which if twanged at the right pitch
will cause a skyscraper to fall. Work for that
note, then go in and sing it to Louis B. Mayer.
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HANDS

It's Different in Life
CONTINUED

themselves into lakes like that, any more."
"Anyway it carries a wallop," insisted Boldt,
a shade wistfully. "But I can see how it
mightn't go."
"Of course it won't go! They want a fadeout with 'em in each other's arms — you know
that as well as I do."
Big Gus sighed audibly; he was constantly
trying to educate and elevate his public, and
had really accomplished miracles. "It might
go over — you never can tell. If it don't, we
can fall back on the other ending."
"And maybe it'll be too late," Sam Keller
grunted. "Those take-outs don't bring a
corpse to life — it's the first big smash that
counts. I can't yet see why you've wasted all
this good footage."

FROM

PAGE

67

"Well, we've got the other ending," said
Boldt. "And that ought to satisfy the Polly-

i Ii

to-dai/ Lead a

DOUBLE
LIFE

Marvin's stiff lips formed a bitter smile. He
hoped
annas."to God they would use the artificially
contrived happy ending, and did not doubt
they would — Big Gus Boldt was no fool.
Zenia was rising, and he went with her to join
the others. He still felt smashed, and did not
seem able to pick up the pieces of himself and
fit them back together, but tried desperately to
make pertinent answers in the proper places.
He must somehow keep up his guard — this was
the most hateful part of all!
Boldt, always kindly and considerate, was
even more kindly than usual. He complimented Marvin enthusiastically on his work.
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"You showed what you have in you this time,
young man," he said warmly. "You'll have to
go some to make the next one better! And
we'll have to go some to give you something
better
to do."
Marvin
muttered a constrained response and
marvelled for the thousandth time that Boldt
suspected nothing — Big Gus was no fool.
Gustave Boldt was a large, powerfully built
man, who would have been handsome but for
a certain flattishness of his features. He had
a large, smooth, round head, looking rounder
because of his close-clipped hair. His eyes
were dark, round, brilliant, and very soft; they
seemed to swim out to whatever they regarded,
to submerge that object and themselves be
submerged. He spoke with a curiously mild,
gentle voice which yet carried a ring of
authority.
In a milieu of straining competition, constant experimentation, high gamble and shifting rewards, he stood out for his acumen and
shrewdness, but bore a unique reputation for
fair dealing — almost of benevolence. Also he
was an apostle of Beauty and Art — in so far as
it did not jeopardize his commercial profits.
He was respected for his courage and craft,
and his sincerity was not doubted. Paul
Marvin did not doubt the great man's sincerity, nor his ability, nor his genuine kindliness. The trouble was that somehow the man
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PRESENTLY Boldt glanced at his watch and
*- remembered an engagement; before leaving
he reminded Zenia of some appointment for
that afternoon, and she promised to be at home
at three.
There was nothing significant nor in the
slightest degree emotional in this brief interchange between husband and wife, but the
moment stabbed Marvin almost as cruelly as
when he had seen her swallowed in the sea.
At last they were alone; he said in a lowered,
rapid voice:
"I can't stand this — I'm all strung up. Let's

seeching glance. "Paul, please! Remember
where we are! There are eyes everywhere."
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He was perhaps fifty.

getSheoutgave
somewhere."
him a quick, troubled look, and half
reached out her hand before quickly drawing it
back, and silently turned and led the way
outdoors.
Out here, in the glittering sunlight, you
could see them distinctly. Both were very
young, and he was somber and handsome, and
she was so beautiful she made you gasp and
stare. She had shimmering, slightly ruffled
fair hair, and deep dark eyes which might have
been violet or gray or black. In her expression,
in her every movement — in Iter — was something so sweet, gay, sad, charming and altogether bewitching that you forgot to analyze it
and simply gave yourself over to her spell. Her
face, now, looked a little strained and wan, but
it marked the quality of her beauty that not
even the midday California sun could rob her
of. She spoke first, nervously: "What is it,
Paul? What do you want of me? "
He laughed a harsh note. "What do I want
of She
you? drew
My back
God!"slightly and cast him a be-
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wasn't human.
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scowled, but he knew she was right. He
longed to cry out, "To hell with the eyes!
To hell with everybody! There's nobody that
matters to us but yourself and myself — and
I'm going to shout it out so the whole damned
world
hear!"he grasped her arm and walked
But, can
instead,
her swiftly round the big studio building
toward the main entrance.
"Paul, what is it?" she repeated apprehensively. ''You look — so desperate."
"I am desperate. I saw you jump in the
lake — I saw them take you out, dead. It was
as His
if it'd
voicereally
came happened!"
in hoarse jerks, but she forced
a tremulous laugh. "I'm not going to jump
in any lake, Paul — as we heard Sam Keller say,
things don't happen that way any more." She
forced another little laugh.
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"I suppose not," he answered grimly, "but
it got me just the same. These weeks of hell
have
made she
me jumpy
— batty."
"Hell?"
repeated
softly.
"Heaven — and hell."
They had come to where his car was parked
out in front, and he stopped abruptly and
wrenched open the door.
"Get in," he said.
CHE looked up at him hesitantly — frightened.
*-'" Where are you going, Paul?"
"God knows! Anywhere! We can go
somewhere and eat."
"I don't want any lunch. I couldn't eat."
"Good — we'll go somewhere else then. All I
want is to have you with me; I've got to assure
myself
you're for
alivea moment
and sound."
She stood
with bent head,
glanced up at him again, then stepped into the
car and slipped down into the seat. " All right,
Paul. I have until three o'clock. Gustave is to
phone
me then,
at home."
Glancing
up toward
a front window
climbed behind the wheel, Marvin saw
watching them. Did Big Gus suspect? —
he waved at them with his accustomed

as he
Boldt
but no
air of

benevolence. The younger man's lips set
tightly.
They rode out of town, along a great highway that ran parallel with the sea, through the
blinding glare and the rush and gleam and
whiz of passing motors. The sky curved overhead in a high metallic dome. The wind
screamed sibilantly against the swiftness of
their passage.
The ocean rippled and glistened interminably under the sunlight. But everything
seemed detached and remote. Solitude enwrapped them, and sadness and sorrow; and
such stillness that they seemed racing through
a world of phantasies.
HTHEY rode for more than an hour before
■*• Marvin swung from the highway into a road
which led to the shore, cutting straight to the
glittering sea.
He halted on the brink of the sands, staring
out at the swells of the ocean.
"That water!" he muttered.
"I'll see it
everywhere — I'll never be able to get away ,

Her look seemed to fly out to him, ineffably
compassionate, before, capturing it, she j
from it."drew it back. He looked back at her
swiftly
grimly. He had often pondered the secret of
her sorcery. She was beautiful, yet he had
known others who surpassed her. Sometimes
he even wondered whether she was a great
actress — an actress at all; she was simply her- ,
self! And never had he known a woman who
tried less to fascinate. But so fascinating —
and so dear and sweet ! Just to be herself was
enough; and why should he strive to analyze
the promises she never gave by concrete look or
act, yet always suggested?
They sat and gazed at each other as if they
never expected to see each other again; until
he said, brokenly:
"I thought it would help just to be with you i
— to see you — touch you. I always think that
will be enough," bitterly. "But already I'm
facing methe
nightmareblank
wheneternity
you'll of
be waiting!
wrested
from
— another
My God, you don't know how I suffer!"
HER dark eyes glimmered at him mistily.
"Do you think I don't suffer, too?"
"Then why drag it out? Come — let's face
the racket! Who cares about the racket?"
But she shook her head as he had known she
would. He knew all her arguments by heart.
She was tender, and unhappy, and loved him,
but she was unyielding. "I've got to be fair to
Gustave," she said.
" Fair! Do you call it fairness to go on living
with him, loving me?"
She flushed faintly. " I can give him what he
asks— make him happy. Gustave isn't—
emotional.
Except about pictures."
He swallowed hard; and she went on,
steadying her voice with difficulty:

I I
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| "He's given me everything. Made me. The
Dnly way I can repay him is to be a success for
him."
I "Sentiment and rot! You'd have been a
success anyhow! He was simply lucky in iindng you first. And you'd go on being a success
f there wasn't a Gustave Boldt on earth!"
! "Maybe — I don't know. But the fact stands
||[gently.
owe everything to him. You do, too," very
"I don't!" vehemently. "I've repaid my
abligations with honest hard work! He gave
me a big opportunity but I had other big opportunities— God knows I sometimes wish I'd
taken them! One sure thing, I'll never work
'Eor Gus Boldt again!"
'i"\\ TE'VE got to try to play fair, Paul — we
W must cling to that. You must be fair to
■Gustave, to me — and to yourself. Most of all,
you mustn't cheat your own conscience."
It was his turn to flush, darkly. What was
."fairness," anyway? He was no wife-stealer!
His instincts were decent — he wanted to be
.decent. This was what was stinging and burning him — the caution, subterfuges, the hateful
[repression and concealment. To be guilty and
iashamed because his love was crying aloud in
him! If only he could name and claim her,
openly, then he could face the world! He had
not deliberately chosen to love another man's
wife; it had crept upon him insidiously — beiore bursting into that flame which had swept
all before it like a devouring forest fire ... Or
if it had been between them as between most
ihusbands and wives it would have been different; but Gustave Boldt's wife was to him a
(lovely possession, a talented doll, a puppet
whom he night decorate to satisfy his love of
■beauty, and juggle to illustrate and manifest
;his ambitions and dreams.
' She said, her brow clouding: "Gustave is so
just, so kind. It would be terrible to do anything to hurt him."
"Don't you think he suspects at all?"
"I don't know," uncertainly.
"Sometimes
I think he does — then I'm sure he doesn't ; he's
(so gentle, patient, kind. But then if he knew,
!he would still be just — be kind."
' I 'HE lover wretchedly tried to think that out.
■*■ Yes, he supposed, in the face of such a stupendous knowledge Gustave Boldt would still
be horribly just, horribly kind.
"And he'd know he could trust us. Whatever might happen, I'm sure Gustave knows he
can trust me."
"God knows he can!" bitterly.
The thing he most longed for, just then, was
that the other man should know. Then at
least he could get hold of something tangible
in this morass through which he was struggling. He was exhausted, unmanned, from
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beating against these furtive shadows and
dreads. He was not sure whether even the
arguments of her resistance had any substantial quality.
If she had feared poverty, or loss of prestige,
or scandalmonging tongues — something concrete he could grasp hold of!
But this "fairness" — what was it? Something that shifted and changed color as you
turned it in your hands!
And for the sake of this slippery chameleon,
which if you caught and clung to it would
make nobody happy, they were to murder
their love and their lives!
"Well, what's going to become of us?"
fiercely. "What are we going to do?"
Her shimmering, tortured eyes rested on his
before she wrenched them back to the inexhaustible sea.
"I don't know — I don't know." There was
something fateful in the mournful cadence.
"We'll just have to find out — perhaps Gustaxe
will take me away somewhere."
He tried to face that abysmal void — life
without Zenia !— and she went on softly: "Life
is hard — it's different in pictures." She tried
to smile at him. "In pictures you can make
stories have happy endings."
"You can in life, too!" defiantly. Then:
"That picture! It's what smashed me! Of all
the scripts there are in the world — all the men
and women acting on the screen — why did it
fall to us to make that picture? In God's
name, why?"
""YES,
uncanny,"
she his
agreed
somberly.
■*• He it's
stared
at her with
haggard
eyes.
They had made the picture, finished it— with
its two endings. But for them there would be
no ending; no big scene of solution awaited
them — not of any kind.
There had never been — anything. Just as
their "story" had been phantasmagorical, unactual, slippery and elusive, so it would slip
away from them — in an oozing, pain-rent,
jellyish nothingness.
. . .
"I can't bear it," he muttered. "There
must be something ahead of us — something to
get hold of, to cling to. Oh, Zenia! — " His
voice broke. "I love you."
She closed her eyes for a second; then suddenly she put out her hand and pressed it
against his cheek, his eyes. "Your poor eyes —
so sick and unhappy — If only I could make
them
— "his arms. She let her head
He look
drew happy
her into
sink to his shoulder, did not resist as he laid
his cheek against hers.
She was trembling in his arms, but seemed
scarcely to breathe. Then he perceived she was
crying, slow tears which stole down from under
her closed eyelids. He kissed her, kissed her
tears, and she opened her eyes.
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"I'll do as you wish, Paul — as I wish.
There's nothing else can count against it."
Surrender at last ! Victory — but it came as a
deep, throbbing quiescence rather than jubilation. He felt burned out. But a curious peace
came stealing over him, a subsidence of
twisted, jumping nerves, a smoothing away of
barbs and jangles, a blessed, drugged peace too
soporific to hold thought or emotion. He held
his cheek pressed close against hers. The sunlight beat upon them and a brightly clear-cut
world hemmed them in, but all the world he
was aware of he was holding in his arms. And
where they were was neither sunshine nor
shade; no excitement nor flaring passion. It
was as if they had arrived at a far solitude of
intense quiet, infinite peace — the place of
irrevocable decision.

IA

It was nearly five o'clock when Marvin drew
up before the squarish gleaming palace which
stood as a monument to Gustave Boldt's
power and pride. They had decided to tell
Big Gus that very night — later, after they had
had time to pull themselves together. Paul
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it. Then you destroy it entirely. To do this,
just apply a little Liquid Arvon at night before
retiring; use enough to moisten the scalp and
rub it in gently with the finger tips.
By morning, most, if not all, of your dandruff
will be gone, and two or three more applications
will completely dissolve and entirely destroy
every single sign and trace of it, no matter how
much dandruff you may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of the scalp
will stop instantly and your hair will be lustrous,
glossy, silky and soft, and look and feel a hundred times better.
You can get Liquid Arvon at any drug store,
and a four ounce bottle is all you will need.
This simple remedy has never been known to
fail.

would come to her house — to Gustave Boldt's
house — and together they would tell him.
What would happen next lay in the lap of the
gods. But, however Big Gus took it or whatever he might do, their future was henceforth
welded. Marvin climbed out and helped Zenia
alight; he filled his eyes with a last lingering
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him. Did Boldt suspect? If so — well, a thousand times better to get it over with immediately! But more likely it was his jumpy nerves
playing tricks.
He cast a swift glance at Zenia and caught

quiring after his wife's headache of which she
had complained that morning, and mildly suggested she might more wisely have remained
indoors.
A little hush fell. Marvin, glancing up
sharply at the older man, expected to encounter
his gaze, but Boldt was gravely contemplating
the smoke wreathing up from his cigarette.
Marvin had never experienced anything but
the kindliest consideration from this man, this
potentate,
viciously. but at that moment he hated him
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talk, I am asking you to be careful."
The veins swelled out in Marvin's forehead.
"You've introduced the subject I was about to
introduce to you. That's what Zenia and I
have been threshing out — I finally won her
consent to come to you tonight. To tell you
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A NOTHER moment of hush. Boldt gave a
■**-sibilant little intake of breath, scarcely
audible, and this was all. Marvin was aware of
Zenia sitting suddenly forward in her chair, a
pallid figure in the gloom of the vast room, a
piteous, agonized figure in a resplendent throne
of a chair.

WM.

"D OLDT reached for his cigarette in the tray,
■'-'discovered he had extinguished it, and replaced the stub. "You've gone amuck,
haven't you?" he said.
Marvin would have stumbled to his feet
and Zenia was half out of her chair, but
Boldt intercepted both with a gesture. "Sit
down," he said. And both obeyed.
"Let's go at this calmly, reasonably," continued Boldt. His manner was unflurried,
judicial — too reasonable. He directed his
round, luminous gaze toward his wife. "How
long have you felt — this way?"
"I don't know — I fought it— but I'm helpless." She seemed forcing her voice out; it
came measured off, painfully. "I'm sorry,
Gustave — oh, so sorry, because of you. But

olent" side. pulsiveness, foolishness — show his "benevsquirmed, but could only stare at
himMarvin
doggedly.

Boldt suddenly lifted his eyes. "To bring up
the subject I had in mind — you are seeing a
good deal of my wife. Much of that has been
unavoidable, of course; but in this misagc one
must employ extra discretion. There has been

that we love each other!"
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going to take it, anyway!"

" TDAUL ! Come in for a minute, will you? "
■*- The young man felt a sudden springy
sensation as if he had wire coils hidden within

Big Gus greeted his wife affectionately, and
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"I'm not questioning your honor. Nor
Zenia's."
tion that!"Boldt shifted hispositionslightly,and
glanced from the one to the other. "You said
you were going to interview me tonight. May
I ask what you were going to propose to do?"
"We were going to ask for Zenia's freedom —
and if you wouldn't give it to her we were

I love
— terribly."
Boldthimnodded
thoughtfully. He fitted the
palms of his hands together and studied the
adjoined finger-tips. Both watched him,
wretched and reluctant, but as if fascinated.
He would, now, indicate to them their im-

put his hand on the younger man's shoulder in
a friendly way as he drew him into a vast, cool,
shaded room. Zenia, at a gesture from her
husband, preceded them. Boldt indicated a
comfortable chair to the guest, and proffered
a cigarette. He commented on the heat, in-
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sneer. "Honor, too — if you're going to men-

look at her, saying under his breath, "Till
tonight!" He was already back behind the
wheel when he heard Boldt's voice calling from
the house:

o'ne
him. from her, startled but striving to assure

eSheet
ntuMusic
ry

of a love you can't stop!" Young Marvin's
voice was fierce with its repression; almost a

"I'm sorry — sorry it has come to that,"
Boldt said at last, slowly. "I felt there might
be danger brewing — young people are susceptible to romance. But I knew Zenia had a steady
head. And you, too, Paul — I banked on your

"Love — it is an interesting topic," said
Boldt. "But first I'd like to speak of your
work together, of my pleasure and gratification
in your performance. You see I'm fond of
you both — yes, I like you, too, Paul. Naturally Ihaven't the same personal feeling about
your achievements as about Zenia's, but you're
both talented, responsive — I've been proud of
you both. And you're both very young. I
wanted to see both of you go far — very far."
TF he had not calmed them he had at least
■^-hypnotized them; he continued:
"As I said, I scented this danger, but that
must always be risked when two young people
of temperament and imagination are brought
into close and continuous contact. I didn't
think it would concrete itself into actual
danger. I was aware of the — let's call it
'magnetic pull' — before you were. The instinctive approaches and withdrawals. It's
stamped all over this last picture — not blatantly, but it's
an emotional
which colors
the there,
surface.
It helped sub-current
make that
picture a smasher. I'm not saying it's requisite
to an emotional picture; more often it's a
deterrent — disastrous. But if it's tempered,
restrained, handled right, it occasionally
smashes across."
Young Marvin's eyes were wild with staring
unbelief.
"My God, you'd capitalize thai?"
Boldt shrugged ever so slightly. "Not at
all — I was finishing the picture. However, in
art one simulates life, beauty, and captures it
how one can. That's the province, the excuse,
the raisbn d'etre of art."
"How can you talk like this?" Zenia cried
out suddenly. "At such a time! I won't have
it! It's disgusting!"
"Is it? Perhaps this whole situation is disgusting, ifone chooses to look at it that way.
It's very easy to make life disgusting. I was
about to add, when you interrupted me, that
our adventures after art must be kept separated from our everyday living." His voice
suddenly flattened, and came with queer soft
ingthudding sounds, like muffled notes of warnMarvin stirred restlessly. "Where's all this
getting us? I love Zenia and she loves me!
We regret the painful aspects of the situation

good
judgment."
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ing to you now — but the thing is, we're not
going to give each other up!"
"Love — I was just coming to that," said
Boldt ruminatively. "It's a beautiful thing —
perhaps the most beautiful in life."
He settled back in his chair, pressing his
finger-tips together. The young man and
woman watched him, wretched and resentful,
but helpless. He was, now, going to treat them
to some homily — indulge his "philosophical"
side! Marvin longed to choke him off — but
what could he do?
"Beautiful to ponder and contemplate," continued Boldt, "and to work with — in art. But
hazardous in life; perhaps our biggest hazard.
For it's insidious, tricky. It blinds and drugs
us, and distorts our perceptions. It lies to us
and leads us down blind alleys. I'm speaking
of the kind of love that comes rushing out of
our emotions, sweeping us off our feet. At
first shot it seems to us the great thing, so
that it's very sad, after awhile, when we find
the beauty has got all mixed up with ugliness.
And then it's too late to repair the mischief.
When
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— inshades,50c.
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For the very beauty of this flaring emotion
lies in its gossamer quality; its evanescence."
"If you mean Zenia and I don't truly love
each other — that we're riding for a fall — you're
wasting all those fine-sounding words," Marvin
cried hoarsely, losing control. His eyes were
haggard and brilliant in his pale face.
"We're not afraid of what's ahead of us!
What we want to know is what you're going to
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"Do you really know what's ahead of you?
Have you figured it out?"
"Are you threatening us?" asked Marvin,
tight-lipped.
Boldt ignored that. "I'm wondering whether
you and
do." Zenia have really weighed this thing.
Whether you know the truth of it; know the
truth
yourselves."
Nowabout
he had
veered slightly; he was going
to bring to play upon them his full patience
to expound for them out of his superior wisdom
and astuteness! For their benefit, of course!
Marvin suddenly jumped to his feet, this time
determined to stay up.
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"We haven't made any chart, if that's what
you mean! We haven't your gift or liking for
vivisection! But we don't need you to tell
us about ourselves!"
"Both of you are tense, high-strung and
emotional, "Boldtproceeded, unruffled. "That's
your big gift, and your big danger. I'd hoped
to be always able to take care of Zenia. I'll
be glad to see you through, too, Paul," kindly.
"You Marvin.
won't see me through by a jugful!"
shouted
"And I don't need you to take care of me!
At first I was sorry, Gustave — but how can
you make it so hateful?"
ZENIA was sobbing. Marvin went and stood
beside her chair protectively.
Boldt rose and went to stand in front of
the mantel, his hands clasped behind his back.
"You'll outgrow this," he said; "both of you,
and it's as well. You team better in pictures
than in life; you'd burn yourselves out —
probably go smash. Certainly you'd lose
your potency as a team in pictures— don't ask
me why, but you would. You'll never make a
first-rate picture together from now on. Right
now you, Paul, look like some preposterous
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can imagine my surprise, therefore, when
one application of Rowles Mentho Sulphur
almost completely cleared my skin. In a
short time you wouldn't know my skin —
it was so clear and healthy looking."
The sulphur in Rowles Mentho Sulphur
clears the skin while the menthol heals the
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change;
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"That, now, is of course impossible," Boldt
continued cahnly. "We will have to rearrange
our contract. I'll take Zenia abroad. You,
Paul, can take a rest, or it wouldn't do you
any harm to work it off — Wardman is keen
to get you to play opposite that new Hungarian
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star"Well,
of his."
he won't get me! I'm not your
property to barter and trade!" The younger
man's voice snapped with his fury.
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T50LDT looked at him speculatively for a
■•-^moment, then suddenly changed his tone.
"Well, then — be careful. I'm warning you —
d' you understand? ' ' His eyes, right now,
did not look so soft; they held tiny pin-points
of steel as he turned them toward his wife.
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"pOR
a petrified
at
■*•
him.
Marvin second
neck!"
thoughtthey
thatsimply
Big stared
Gus was
your
going to strike him. He wished he would! The
blood sang in his ears, and he clenched his fists
to strike back. He was aware of Zenia pulling
and tugging at him.
"Now clear out!" ordered Boldt, looming
over him. "Get out of my house and keep

temperaments. To sum up, you'd find yourselves losing prestige — as well as your own
glamour which once you'd made for each other.
What will you have left to repay you for the

Marvin stared at him, indescribably revolted. It had only been lacking that Boldt
come."
should display his "business" side. In an
hour like this! The man wasn't human. Underneath he reluctantly recognized a certain
clarity and force in the other's arguments.
Only Love
you don't
reason whenby you
love!
sweepshaggle
reason,andeverything,
the
board.
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was changed. "Take your hands off my wife!"
His explosion was terrific, cataclysmic. "And
keep them off her, d' you hear? Or I'll break

Marvin did not yet know what he was going
to say or do — the blood was roaring in his
ears. Zenia tugged at him frantically. "Go —
please go!" she begged.
fiercely.
"I'll not go unless I take you with me!"

Odd that Boldt should bother to ask quesprice?"
want!"tions, the way he ignored the answers. "I'm
sorry that this has happened — that you allowed
it to happen. Frankly, I'd hoped we might
all be able to work together for a long time to

(myzw

"Well, you've heard her," said Marvin.
"Are you going to give her her freedom? Or
love
are weis."going to have to make a break?"
Quite suddenly Boldt strode forward, his
hands clenched at his sides; his whole aspect

upstage dummy, and Zenia's a washed-out
drab — you're not idealized figures of romance
at all. Perhaps it's where Art turns and slaps
Life in the face; Art doesn't let you come too
close. If you try your professional routes
apart you'll grow apart; rifts will seep in, if
nothing worse. All that is wearing on sensitive

"We will have each other!" Marvin said
harshly. "That's all we want now or will ever

sore, broken tissue. That's the twofold
action you want for skin troubles. Even
fiery eczema yields to it. All drug stores
carry Rowles Mentho Sulphur. Try it tonight.

best thing for me to do — our solution. We
both need a rest. Ill take her abroad."
Zenia rose impulsively and stood beside him.
She lifted her drained face to his. "I will go
with you, Paul," she said "anywhere." Then
she turned her dark, drenched eyes to her
husband. "I told you how I tried not to love
him — but I do. You simply don't know what

Marvin's nostrils twitched nervously — ha,
discretion."
here was something graspable! Boldt's vanity
was pricked! He didn't relish having peering
eyes or wagging tongues directed toward him
or his! Well, that was understandable; at
least showed a point of weakness which made
him human, although it made the situation
doubly sickening. He wanted them to be
"discreet!"
"I'm afraid we can't oblige you," said Marvin, flicking the words. "You spoke of taking
Zenia abroad.
It strikes me that'll be the
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down
go Her
now lover
— and looked
tomorrow
— " into her imploring
eyes, distracted. If only he could think clearly
— see clearly. His eyes flickered to Boldt's;
the other man was watching, waiting — he
seemed to exude black, baneful fumes of
threat.
"Yes — tomorrow we'll all be in a better
frame of mind to conclude this parley," said
Boldt. Queerly, he smiled. Never had Marvin so hated a man. If he could only lunge
at that other — come to grips — -fight it to a
finish! But Zenia was tugging at him — he
was well-nigh toppling with exhaustion — perhaps Zenia was right.
Perhaps he'd better get out now — but tomor ow . . .
HE

hardly knew how he got out of the room,
the house. He was vaguely aware of

searching around for his hat, and of Boldt's
handing it to him, half-pushing him out the
door.
Outdoors, in the sunlight again, he drew a
deep breath. That was over! But nothing
was over — nothing was settled. He felt battered and beaten. He hated scenes — as a
matter of fact, although Boldt had termed him
emotional, outside of the theater he loathed
scenes. Loathed emotionalism ! It jerked you
into dark, uncharted currents, swirled and
plunged you, and left you raw and bleeding.
Not that he didn't love Zenia!
This minute every atom in him was crying
out for her.
He could picture her, storm-tossed and
unanchored like himself, back there in that
house. . . . Why hadn't he lunged at Boldt —
and simply carried her off with him then and
there?
herBut
up!tomorrow wouldn't be long in coming —
and he wouldn't give her up! — he'd never give
He drove home through that sunlight in a
bruised daze. He tried to think about Boldt,
about the atrocious things Boldt had said and
why he had said them. They were not true !—
yet he had a lurking, sinister fear they might
be; Big Gus was so damnably wise. But of
course he was fighting for Zenia. His vanity
was fighting — it would kill him to have Zenia
throw him over for a younger man, a mere
rising actor. And that amazing, outleaping
malignance — baring the savage! Hellish — yet
he could sympathize with that, in a way.

Photoplay
And he was glad, actually relieved, that Big
Gus was going to stand up against him, man
to man. A terrific antagonist — he must steel
himself, get hold of all his wits. But he was
unable to think; he was simply a throbbing,
quivering mass of jelly. Even his thoughts of
Zenia tortured him — his longing, her sweetness,
the cruelty of suspense and postponement.
Would complete peace, assurance, joy, ever
come?
Yes — tomorrow !
And tomorrow he would have himself
better in hand; that was the best idea, after
all to let it ride until tomorrow.
At home he threw himself upon his bed,
fully dressed, and felt that he would never
get up from it again.
OEVERAL months later Paul Marvin found
^a seat in the shadowy rear of a big motionpicture theater in New York. He had entered
unobtrusively, hoping no one would recognize
him.
He had thought he never wished to see this
featured film, but a curiously twisted craving
had led him here to view, as a spectator, the
smashingly successful picture he had made
with Zenia Mott.
He watched the drama unfolding itself upon
the screen with a studiously blank face and
singular sensation. Zenia! That lovely dear
face, those mournful-gay eyes, the witchery
of that slow smile — she was so alive to him
that it seemed he need only stretch his arms
to her across the gloom. But that other young
man was already doing that — that picturelover, who was also himself. And he was doing
it well enough! Paul Marvin felt another odd
sensation, compounded of thrill and a painful self-consciousness akin to shame, as he
watched the naked revelations of that actorlover's — art.
But oh, Zenia, Zenia! Something seemed to
deal him a blow on the heart as he realized
she would never be like this to him again. He
believed she was still abroad, with Boldt. He
himself had been tremendously busy; he had
hurtled himself into that new picture with the
Hungarian star — a darned good picture, too.
They were to make more pictures together;
and he was glad, for she was a wonder — as
different as possible from Zenia, but magnetic,
and interesting to play up to. They had
worked like Trojans at the studio, and all the
other inevitable affairs had crowded in, the
demands
engagements which didn't leave
one
time and
to think.
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Work is great medicine, and Time a celebrated physician.
Marvin had to admit to himself that already
his wound did not throb so keenly, although
it had left a sea* which would never quite
heal.
But perhaps Boldt had been right. Sometimes he found himself wondering whether it
was Zenia he longed for most, or the rapture
she had made for him.

"V"ET there had been as much torment as
*• rapture. And all he desired, really craved,
was peace.
Humans are queer.
He sat staring dully at the film until, toward
the end, his attention sharpened critically. He
had known they were using the second set,
the happy ending.
Big Gus was fond of his Art, but was fond
of his box-office, too.
Well, he was glad of it !— he had no wish
to re-invite that tragical wallop; he doubted
whether he could have sat through it equably,
even yet.
But he remained to view the effect of the
more cheerfully contrived finish.
It struck him as forced and rather stupid.
But the audience obviously liked it, got the
kind of wallop they wanted — Big Gus was
no fool.
Unnoticed in the gloom, young Marvin let
his lips twist into a bitterish smile.
It's different in life.
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screen actor, was born in his bosom. He
wanted to do a dozen things he would not have
thought about ordinarily.
He wanted, desperately, to scratch the back
of his leg! He wanted to turn and stare
directly where he had been cautioned not to
stare — into the cameras.
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TT seemed as though their clicking buzz was
■^-drawing him to them like a magnet. He
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Rosenthal made some comment, and halted
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In other words, Captain of Detectives Smith,
famous man-hunter, was having a bad case of
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"Whew! That was running the gauntlet,
all right!" he whistled. "Great stuff, the
president of Superior Films, and the captain of
detectives acting as common extras! Here-
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and so forth, in buildings along the front. The
vail iss only the backs of the buildings. Ve haff
no vindows on this side, only as you see, those
places for ventilation. Ve haff perfect protection here. You vould be surprised, Mr. Smith,
how crazy people are to get into a studio ! They
vould
do anything!"
Captain
Smith nodded.
" I expect so. You have no arc light at your
entrance!" he said sharply. "Why is that?"
"As you see, ve are right opposite an intersection, vich iss highly lighted. Ve haff lights
immediately inside the gate, and ve haff never
thought it necessary to put an entrance light
"Hm . . .."that . . . makes it interesting,"
outside.
murmured Smith thoughtfully.
As they returned, the gateman stepped into
his little office and marked them in.
" So you even keep tabs on yourself, Rosenthal," said Smith, noticing this.
"Oh, yes. Efferybody iss marked in and out.
Vid myself, you see, it assists in locating me in

after Itake off my hat to 'em !' '
"I thought you vould get a kick out of it,"
chuckled the president slyly. " But don't get
all excited. Mebbe you don't get on the screen
after all. They vill probably not print the first
shot," and Smith was surprised to find himself
as disappointed as a small boy over this news.
"Well, to business," he said. "First, I want
to Once
go out,outside,
and walk
in thegrey
gate."
his keen
eyes took on the

was a main drive leading to the
caseInside
I am there
vanted."
back of the grounds, which then curved
around and skirted the big stages.
On each side of this drive, set in from the
buildings along the front, were other buildings,
each surrounded by a space of green lawn, and
shrubs.
" Are those all stages?"

trained hunter's look.
He glanced quickly at the concrete walls that
were the dividing line between the boulevard
and the studio grounds.
"The wall of China had nothing on you . . ."
he commented. "Of course it doesn't enclose
the entire fifty acres of your property."
"Veil, hardly," replied Rosenthal smiling.
"Ve haff a high wire fence, charged vid electricity, around all sides but the front. Now
that iss not only a vail — a fence, I mean. Ve
haff all our dressing rooms, executive offices,

""JSjO.
On the
•^-^ building,
vich left
you here
vere iss
in. the
Backexecutive
of that
iss the offices of the production department.
The next von iss the men's vardrobe, and the
second to that the vomen's. Then iss the
hospital . . . you can see the red cross offer
the door. Then comes the store . . . ve haff
efferything — hardvare, furniture, paint, silk,
vall-paper — efferything in there to be used in
making pictures. Then, that long building
back of that iss the lumber house and yards,
then the garages. . . ."
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"Help! Is there any end?" laughed Smith.
I "Veil, ve are a big concern. Now, coming
offer across the back of the front lot, iss the
plaster vorkers factory — ve make most of our
■cement and plaster props — fountains, statues,
fireplaces, you understand? Ve also copy the
old masters . . . ve haff an artist — a German
ij— in that place. I tell you he iss a second
Michelangelo! Then come the offices of the
publicity writers, the readers, the art department, vere our set designers vork — and further
along, the property rooms. Ve haff efferything
in those property rooms! In our carpenter
shop, vich I forgot to mention, ve make anything! Ve make most of our antiques. . . ."
.1 "So do the dealers in antiques!" replied
iSmith grinning back.

now he had a more important theory to explode . . . or prove!
"Vy make it the upper floor," chuckled
Rosenthal, still slyly teasing him for his illconcealed admiration of the feminine galaxy.
" Vy don't you figure how a man could go along
the lower veranda, and do the same thing . .

""KTOW, this building to the right of us, iss the
*■ ^ commissary . . . restaurant, and another
(building for 'props.' I tell you ve can furnish
iany thing at a moment's notice, Mr. Smith! Ve
can turn a beggar maid into a princess, and ve
can turn a hotel into a palace! Ve haff efferything— efferything, right here in this studio to
;do anything vid! Ve can dress a set, or a
whole building in any period you vant — ■
sixteenth century, or tventieth — vidout varn-

CMITH appreciated the innate gallantry of
'-'the president, who had shoved his fat hands
into his pockets, and, with lips puffed out, was
staring off into the distance with a rueful ex-

jing!"
There was loving pride in the president's

tone.
Smith was genuinely impressed.
"A city within a city!" he exclaimed.
" Sure . . . sure . . . whole countries vidin a
city, ve haff here!" Then he added regretfully,
"And now . . . ve haff got a murder, too!"
"And right here's where we start checking
up on that," returned Smith quickly. He
turned directly to the right, along the walk
leading to the dressing rooms. A narrow porch
ran the full length of them, both downstairs
and above. Leading to the upper floor were
four flights of stairs, at intervals. As Smith
gazed upward, a girl, apparently undressed
except for a wisp of chiffon gauze about her,
emerged from one of the rooms.
"Von of the dancers for the carnival," said
Rosenthal.
Another door opened, and a second girl came
out, winding a scarf around her as she came,
and calling to the matron to bring some whitening for her back.
The dressing rooms were overcrowded
today, and they spilled their lovely overflow
onto the narrow veranda.
A moment later Smith was treated to the, for
him, unusual sight of a girl having her legs and
back covered with white cream. As he gazed
at the matron's swift, practiced hands, she
gave the slim young thing an extra rub and a
pat with a great powder puff she carried, and
started her toward the stairs.
""D UN now. You^were called five minutes
■^*-ago." The girl, a flutter of pink and white
flesh and sheer gauze, came lightly down the
steps,
Smith's
veryandnose,
without the
so
much asunder
a glance
at him,
off towards
carnival.
The detective, after a brief lowering of his
eyes to follow her course, turned them upwards again, to fill them with a bewildering
vision of floating draperies, feminine curves,
rosy bodies, carmined lips, great blackaccentuated eyes, and beautiful legs! Rosenthal gave him a sly dig in the ribs.
"Ve don't allow men on the second floor.
Also ve don't like to have them stand out here
and stare at our girls. Business is business, and
playing is playing. Those girls are thinking
only of their vork now. ..."
"And how do you know I wasn't thinking
of mine?" returned Smith, grinning. Then,
soberly,
"There's an idea, back in my mind somewhere, that a woman could walk along that
narrow porch up there, to the end nearest
Stage Six, drop down that last flight of stairs,
and over to the stage, and the night gateman,
if he stayed at his post, would not be able to
see her! However, I will check up on that . . .
who was here last night . . . when I talked to
him. No hurry." He did not say it, but just
When

lie

"Because ... I'm pretty sure, if anyone
did do such a thing last night ... it was a
"But I don't see how . . ."
woman!"
eh?"
"Sometimes
I am not able to explain how
myself, Rosenthal — but the idea occurs."
"So ... a voman. Veil, I expect that
vould be the vay of it, vid a man like Hardell.
Still ... a voman . . . von of my girls . . .
I don't like it. . . ."

pression.
Finishing his observation, Smith took the
other's arm, and turned him off toward Stage
Six.
Once there, he did not go in, but stopped at
the door.
"Large doors for furniture, and wieldy objects, little door let in the middle, for pedestrians!" he smiled at Rosenthal. "Are they
kept locked at night?"
"Ve seldom lock doors on the stages. Ve
keep our grounds so closely vatched that there
iss small danger of people getting on to the
stages. A day and night watchman both
make the rounds. . . . Shall ve go in?"
"Not yet. I want to wait for Seibert. Ah
. . . that must be him now. . . ."
Smith's eyes narrowed as he watched intently the approach of the director. Seibert
had gone back to his habitual insolence of
manner.
Eyes, cold, straight ahead, cane swinging
smartly with each step, there was something
ruthless, even cruel, in his manner.
The detective got the impression, as he
strode through the merry-makers, that human
beings meant nothing to this man.
He found himself wondering what he would
do, if one got in his way — halted his progress.
But no one did.
One and all they were careful to keep clear of
him, and the detective did not lose this small,
but significant item.
It was like the straw which shows which way
the wind blows.
And yet, when he reached them, Seibert
bowed courteously with a punctiliousness far
from displeasing, and again Smith found himself involuntarily echoing his manner!
"Ah, I have kept you waiting. I apologize !
said the director.
"Not at all. It is most generous of you to
come," replied the detective.
They turned to enter. Smith said, and
Rosenthal shot him a surprised look, but kept
his lips closed,
"Funny . . . why so many doors?"
OEIBERT explained, most thoroughly and
^graciously. As they opened the door a cool
air rushed out. Going from the sunshine and
laughter of the crowd outside, into the vast
roofed space, in semi-darkness even in midmorning, Smith was conscious of an atmosphere of mystery and expectation. He did not
know that it is always that way on motion
picture stages! So many strange things are
yet to be done.
Each entrance brings its own new acts in the
countless dramas of life that are played on its
boards! Even the studio familiar feels his
curiosity and imagination stimulated as he
steps through the door of a motion picture
stage !
Seibert stepped back to allow Smith to enter.
"Looks black as the hinges to me in there,
and I don't know the way," Smith said, and
motioned the director ahead. Bowing slightly,
the other man acquiesced.
you
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Hardly had they entered when the detective
stumbled. Seibert instantly expressed his
regret, adding,
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go ahead and keep you posted."
"Do all the members of your company have
dryly.
to come in this tortuous way?" inquired Smith
" COMETIMES, if a set is put in the middle
'•'of the stage, and there are other sets being
struck, or erected about it. However, we took
the longest way in. My set can be reached
easily from the side entrance. . . ."
They skirted the walls of a log cabin, walked
with bent double bodies through a pirate's
cave, skidded across the polished floor of a
small cafe set, and came to a stop before the
last canvas fence.
Through cracks, Smith caught the gleam of a
ghostly, bluish light.
Again Seibert motioned him to enter first,
and again he stepped back. When the director
opened the canvas gate and stepped into the
set the detective was watching him keenly
through lowered lids.
Inside, the source of the peculiar light was
seen ... a bank of Cooper Hewitts, swinging from the rafters, and throwing over all a
sickly, greenish-blue glare.
The dead face of Hardell, upturned on the
floor, was ghastly . . . horrible . . . beneath it.
Smith stopped in his tracks.
"That man's mortified!" he exclaimed in
horror.

Z Address

CHAPTER

VII

A ND indeed the flesh of the dead man's
■* ^-countenance appeared putrid. But Seidifferently,
bert's face showed no surprise. He said in"A mistake often made by outsiders. We
all look the same way, including yourself. It
Smith
did not raise his eyes from their fixed
is the
lights."
stare at the murdered man.
"Are you sure?" he asked. "Kindly come
here and examine this body." But Seibert did
not move.
"Certainly I am sure," he returned crisply,
and at that the detective's eyes shot upward,
and transferred their probing look to the
director's face. Seibert was not looking, as
bidden, down at the murdered man. Instead
he had fallen into one of his familiar attitudes —
eyes straight ahead, face stony — throwing out
an aura of haughty insolence. Smith said :
"I wish you would examine then, that rapier,
Seibert. Is it the one you used when rehearsing
the death scene?" Again his eyes riveted
sharply upon the other. There was a palpitant
second, and then Seibert stepped forward, bent
down by the body, and made to take the
rapier in his hand.
"Don't touch it," said Smith sharply.
"Pardon ... I was forgetting. You will
want prints. However, I can say decisively
that this is one of the pair of duelling rapiers
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"Don't Shout"

we have been using in the picture."
They were interrupted by Detective Sergeant Clancy, who now stepped out from
where he had been looking at the camera,
trained exactly over the dead man. Clancy
was a typical flat-foot. Elevated from the
pavements because of a lucky capture of a
murderer, political pull, and a long period of
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dog-like devotion to his uniform. What he;
failed in mentality he made up in energy
Brute force, and dogged driving along one lint
of thought, usually the obvious, were his dom
inant traits.
Compared to Captain Smith he was a broad
sword to a rapier ... as a bulldog to a
wolfhound.
"Lord, chief, you'd think this was Washing
ton Boulevard!
Look at the tracks . .
bloody . . . all over! And finger prints! The
darn' place's swarming with clues!"
"Have you photographed everything?'
said Smith terselv.
"Sure."
Now Smith turned to Seibert and Rosenthal
"I shall ask you gentlemen to excuse me foi
a while. I want to study the set, and tht
body . . . and discuss the case with the cor
"Ve understand, ve understand . . . ver
oner. are
. . through
."
you
perhaps you come to have
lunch vid me?" said Rosenthal.
"Thank you. If it works out that way. 1
must Smith.
sacrifice He
pleasure
just now
said
liked for
the work
president,
and . .hi;.'
voice showed it.
A S Smith watched Seibert's quick, though
-**-courteous bow to him, before he left, he re
alized that if he had thought to ruffle this man';
equilibrium, by playing the dumbbell, anc
straining his short patience, he had not sue
ceeded.
He dismissed the director immediately from
his mind, and turned to see the coroner coming
towards him from where he had been sitting in
a corner of the set.
"Well, he's had his last close-up," said the
little doctor, gesturing down at the murdered
man.
"Yes. Is it murder, Doc?"
"No doubt of it . . . and instant death.
The weapon pierced the right ventricle,
"Hm it
. .open."
. did he move afterwards?"
splitting
"Little ... if any." He hesitated, and*
then added, "Only to fall, of course, in case he
was standing . . . but . . ."
"How long has he been dead?"
"I cannot give you the exact time, but undoubtedly for hours.
. ." alive, in Hollywood
"My evidence
puts . him
at 12 :40 this morning. To return to this studio,
from the point given, would take at least
twenty minutes. Allowing him time to get on
to the set, and go through what preliminaries
naturally must have taken place before he wa;
murdered, would take . . . well, I do not
believe, take it all together, the man coulc
have been killed earlier than 1:30 A. M."
"It is my opinion he has been dead for ter
hours. Possibly twelve."
"Could you state the time to within a>
"I might, on further examination. How
ever, from a cursory one, I should say that
putting the time at 1:30 is too late. I do not
care to state so definitely without a more
thorough
hour?" examination."
CMITH stood looking down at the corpse!
^thoughtfully.
Finally he said,
"Dr. Newcomb, you know that in murdei
cases time is one of the main clues. In this case
it is particularly . . . most particularly im
portant. It may be the sole proof of the guilt
or innocence of the party, or parties, involved
I am going to ask you to call in a consultatiof
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of physicians to verify your opinion . . . wait
a minute ... I know that you and I have
worked together many times, and I have always found your judgment right. But in this
Ecase ... in this case, I am up against one of
the most baffling combinations of circumstances
■I have ever tried to figure out. I've simply
agot to get this question of the time settled . . .
as nearly as possible !' '
"Putting it that way, all right. I'll have in
three other men when I get the body to the
morgue."
"Thanks," said Smith briefly. He bent to
look closely at the narrow blade clutched in one
of the dead man's hands.
"There's its companion . . . the death instrument," said the coroner, pointing to a
iduelling rapier ... a slender, wicked length
'of shining steel that lay on the floor by the
murdered
side.stream
The which
blood had
as
had alsoman's
the thin
had dried,
oozed

I

from the dead man. Smith's eyes did not
linger on the weapon. Its part in the grim
drama was only too apparent. The detective
gave an exclamation of surprise, however, at a
line of foot-marks which was plainly discernible, and led directly from the body to one of
the two canvas-backed chairs standing by the
;camera platform.
" A ND that's not all," put in the coroner,
■* Vvatching him. "Those foot-prints start
on the other side . . . look ..." he pointed
■to the left side of the body.
"Whoever made them stepped into the
;blood where it first reached the floor, flowing
ifrom the heart . . . and then . . . stepped
wver the body, and went on, towards the chair."
"Hm . . . that . . . does make it interesting . . ." said Smith softly, and bending
down he looked closely at the marks.
"Alan's shoe. Bull-dog grip, rubber heels,"
he said as he started walking carefully in their
path. "The blood that adhered when he
stepped in the flow was heavy enough to mark
;him to . . . this chair . . ." he finished,
laying his hand on the one of the two marked
"Assistant Director." He turned quickly to
Ithe little doctor.
"How long would it have taken for the blood
Ito flow out of so small a wound . . . enough to
[make those tracks?"
"That's a question with two answers,
'Smith," replied the coroner. "Whoever made
f those prints could have stepped in blood a
I short time after the man was killed, but . . . it
• seems to me it would have dried considerably
! . . . become
considerably
thickened
and
sticky, to adhere in sufficient quantity to
I make all those tracks. . . ."
"Looks that way to me. Shall we say . . .
I fifteen or twenty minutes . . . ?"
"That's as good an answer as any. . . .
ILook, the man was conscious of blood on his
jfoot, for it is very apparent that he tried to
\scuff it off. . . ."
" You're right!" The two men straightened
and looked questioningly at each other. The
• little coroner said,
"And he didn't care whether he left those
i tracks or not! Never tried to remove them
evidently. My God, the thing looks as coldly
savage as a lion's kill!"
"It looks . . . just . . . that . . ."
agreed Smith slowly, his eyes busy about the
• set. Adding, "But all isn't evidence that's
evident, Doc! I'm going to look for something
not quite so, er . . . planted. ..."
T_TE went softly about the set. Once he bent
■*■ -*-with a satisfied exclamation to a section of
| the
wall. After
wentcanvas
on, stopping
nowa moment's
here, nowscrutiny
there, he
at
various objects and places within the space
enclosed. After a few moments he went back
to the body.
"How was he killed? I mean, explain the
blow to me, if you can."
"The rapier, undoubtedly . . . and thrust
with nice precision between the ribs directly
over the heart," said the coroner, whose tone
bespoke that he had been eagerly waiting to
When
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pierce the heart, and penetrate the muscles of
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"Well,
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were! Ordinary people aren't so handy with
"There's more in that than mere humorous
their faces!"
supposition, Doc," returned Smith quickly.
"How do we know but the man took this way
to tell the world he was foully done in? Made

use of his profession to the end?"
But their surmises in this questionable direction were interrupted just then by the entrance
" A ND yet I sense a surprise . . . Ah, I have
■**-it! He knew that death was inescapable,
of Clancy, breathing heavily, and evidently
triumphantly.
because of something he had done. He saw it
coming, and yet, the horror of it could not fail
"Nothing to it, chief!" he said exultantly.
"What d'you think? I walked right off this
to startle him . . ." said Smith slowly.
stage and smack into a guy, lifting this off the
"And the expression . . . was the revelation
of a guilty conscience! There is fear there ! Fear dead man's bureau! I was going over there to
take a look around, like you told me, and I
. . . probably because of sins committed
in the past . . . and fear of something, as caught him at it. You've got the whole dope
you say, that he saw was coming . . . and right therein writing . . ." and he handed hi?
could not evade ! Evidently he knew it was no superior a piece of paper which had been
use to try, for the rapier in his hand is not folded, and torn across. The heading and the
blood-stained. . . .
signature were gone, but the text remained. It
read:
"He didn't have a chance to use it. The
"I have decided I am the fool to come out
position of the hand — the grip — shows that!"
"Could a woman have made that wound?"
here to meet you, just for those letters! I am
asked Smith then.
here . . . yes . . . but those letters, they are
"Certainly. Any normal woman, or any
mine! I shall have them! I shall end everyfrail woman under emotional excitement, could
thing between us . . . tonight. . . ."
have supplied the explosive nerve force necessary to drive the muscles."
"I thought so . . ." said Smith. Then he
knelt by the dead man's side, and a low chuckle
escaped him.
"Doc, we're on the wrong track. He wasn't
on the floor waiting for that thrust! He fell to

A SILK SPANISH SHAWL

"It's my first experience with a murdered
motion picture actor. Maybe he automatically
assumed that frightful expression when he saw
the blow coming . . . force of habit, as it

the floor afterwards!"
"What tells you that?" said the little
coroner argumentatively.
" If I hadn't had my mind on so many other
angles at once, I'd have told you that, first
glance . . ." returned
Smith
immediately.
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SMITH'S mind leaped back to the conversation in Rosenthal's room, and the French
where
had mentioned.
girl Seibert
Yvonne
Beaumont
comes in ."Here's
. . Rosenthal
self.
or no Rosenthal to the contrary," he told himTo Clancy he said,
"Find Miss Beaumont's room. She'll probably have a box of this paper there. If not, at
her home. It's expensive paper, and most likely
monogrammed. Anyway, wherever it is, get it
I want to match it up. Also, get all the detail
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as to her actions last night. And, on your way
out, tell those guards I want to be alone.
Don't come back here and disturb me, you or
Ryan, no matter what else turns up. Understand?"
The little coroner and Clancy gone, Smith
gave his whole attention to examining every
portion of the set, and every possible inanimate
hint leading to a clue. He had been at this for
about five minutes when Clancy thrust his red
face through the little door.
"Say, chief
Smith
turned. .a ."stern face in his direction.
He did not answer, and his grey eyes began to
flicker ominously.
"Wait a minute . . . you fired me off so
quick I didn't get a chance to finish. That guy
I took the paper from is Billy West. He's
assistant director to Seibert, and the dame's
his sweetie! She came out here last night, and
he followed her out . . ."
CLANCY, did you know that five minutes
ago, or did you just find it out?" questioned his superior severely.
"Well . . . ah, now chief . . . what's the
diff? I knew part of it anyway! I told you
there's nothin' to it! I matched up that
stationery first thing. Got a stack of it in her
desk up in her room. I found out this dame's
been playing around with this guy Hardell, the
first thing I came on the lot. It's common
gossip, and so's the fact that West's crazy
about her! After I got the paper identified I
slipped down to the gateman, and he let me
take a peep at the time sheets when I showed
him my badge ..."
"Clancy! I told you to keep under cover
... if a word of this leaks out ..."
"Say, ain't they goin' to know it when they
take the stiff off this stage? Anyway, the gateman's wise to keep his mouth shut. I didn't
tell him what it was all about. What I'm
trying to get over is that this Beaumont
woman and West were both on this lot last
night . . . around that time the little Doc
says Hardell was murdered! I tell you 'sail
over, chief! All we got to do is third degree
them birds . . ."
"So 'sail over, eh, Clancy?" returned Smith,
with a twinkle chasing the displeasure from his
eyes.
"Well, I grant you this much. It looks . . .
that way, anyway!"
"Sure. The dame did it, and all you've got
to do is tell her her sweetie's going to hang for
it, and she'll come through with the goods!"
"All right, boy. We may try out your
theory, anyway. Did you arrange to have last
night's gateman and watchman over here for
me right after lunch? "
"Ah, shucks, boss! I got so excited over
bumping into this guy, I forgot it! Anyway,
you don't need to hurry about those fellows.
We've got the straight dope. It's a cinch
either this French dame, or her sweetie, did the
dirty deed!"
Immediately Smith's expression changed.
From a half smile of tolerance, it became a thinlipped scrutiny of questioning annoyance.
Under it Clancy's generous bulk diminished
perceptibly.
"I'll 'tend to it right away, sure, chief," he
said hurriedly, and turned to beat a shamed
retreat.
"Clancy!" called the captain of detectives
with a soft sharpness.
"Yes, chief!"
" Somebody mistook Hardell for a dummy
. . . and kicked him! Watch out I don't make
the same mistake about you!"
CHAPTER VIII
"\ TELL, did you find out anything?"
* The president of Superior Films leaned
forward eagerly as the captain of detectives
lounged into his private office. Smith laughed,
and thought the fat Jewish gentleman looked
very much like an impatient small boy.
"This isn't a motion picture, you know, and
you can't get the whole story at one sitting,"
When
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he answered good naturedly. Rosenthal threw
out his hands apologetically.
"Sure, sure ... I must remember that!"
he admitted, adding, "but surely you haff
found out something?"
"Quite a lot. Too much, in fact!" remarked
the other
dryly.a cigar.
He went over to Rosenthal's
desk
and chose
" Mighty good cigars. They help a fellow to
think," he murmured, lighting it. Rosenthal
instantly reached into his desk and took out an
unopened box, which he pushed toward the
detective.
Smith laughed.
"Just a gentle hint, eh? Well, don't you
fear, Rosenthal, I'm going to do more thinking
on this case than I've ever had to do before. I
said,
can tell you that much right now!"
Rosenthal's liquid brown eyes sparkled. He
""\ TELL, I really did not mean it that vay,
» however ..." and he motioned toward the
bottom drawers of his desk, "I just got my last
order. I haff plenty. So don't let yourself be
vidout a stimulant to your brain at any time!"
He took up one of the rare morsels of the weed
and lit it. "Perhaps ve should think together," he smiled. For a few moments there
was silence.
Smith leaned back in his chair. It was a
good chair. A better chair than he had in his
living room at home. His feet rested on the
soothing softness of silken pile . . . genuine
Chinese rugs.
He looked at the silk velvet that hung in rich
folds to the floor, at the windows, and at the
various objcts d'art that decorated the room.
A little gaudy, but beautiful withal, this business man's office! Smith said,
"No wonder everybody goes crazy over
pictures!
getting me!"
RosenthalIt'sshrugged.
" Ve haff our troubles, too ! Look at me now !
Not a night shall I rest until ve get this thing
cleared up! Vat iss going to happen ven it iss
known? I vill tell you! The public vill jump
on me ... on pictures^ ... on actors, vid
von grand leap! Ve vill be accused of efferything . . . all kinds of vickedness! A murder
happens in any other business, and the only
thing that the public vonders iss, veil, how did
it happen? A murder happens in a picture
studio, and . . . just like that, ve are all
sinners! All mixed up in it . . . the whole
picture business! Ve are like von big family.
If von of us gets murdered, efferybody in the
business comes into it !"
"A murder can happen anywhere. Even in
a church. But I see your angle, and it's true
... to a great extent. We'll hope to keep this
as quiet as we can. . . . I'd like to use your
office this afternoon to question those men."
"Sure. Maybe you vant I should go out?"
"No. I want you should stay right here,"
returned Smith, smiling. "You know your
people better than I do. You can help me get
at the truth . . . spot an evasion quicker than
I might, perhaps."
"Sure, I understand. That iss right!"
agreed Rosenthal, and he pushed a button on
his desk. When his secretary came in he said,
"T SHALL be in conference all afternoon. I
-'•do not vant anybody . . . not anybody ... to
interrupt me. Only the people I tell you to let
"Mr.
has been waiting to see you,"
in.
. ."Cohen
she .said.
Rosenthal made a grimace. He
did not want to see his production manager
just then. However, it was not best to injure
Izzie's pride too deeply.
"All right ... all right . . ." he agreed
after a moment. Cohen made one of his
jibbering entrances. Naturally nervous — in
fact, afflicted with a disorder that caused him
to jerk and twist the muscles of his face spasmodically on occasions of undue excitement,
the poor fellow was now in an almost pathetic
state. Rosenthal gave him one look, then said,
"Izzie, you should to go home."
" Go home! I should to go home!
you write to advertisers
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should to go out and see vat iss going on at
Stage Six! Then perhaps ve all should to go
home, and stay there!"
sharply.
"Vat iss the matter?" asked the president,

""\7AT iss the matter? Mein Gott, effery thing
* iss the matter! Right avay somebody finds
out there iss guards on that set, efferybody comes
to stand around and look! Those extras Bonet
used this morning, they are thick as flies ..."
"Iss Bonet through with them?"
"Sure. He got his stuff right avay. He
vants to get through . . ."
"All right. You go right avay and order
those people off the lot! Vy do you come here
to me about it? "
"Mein Gott, ain't I got a right to come here
to you? Ain't I got a right to talk about this
thing at all, Abie?"
"Sure . . . sure . . . but ..." for once
Rosenthal realized resentfully how much of
Cohen's work he had always done. He sighed.
"Vat else iss wrong, Izzie?"
"Only this. They got to get that fellow off
that set, ain't they? What you going to do?
Put a make-up on the dead wagon? Haff you
thought
of that,
Abie?"
Rosenthal
turned
to Smith:

Face All
Broken Out?
Are you, too, one of those who
have tried one thing after another
for the skin, yet without results ?
Then try this simple treatment —
used by thousands with amazing
success. Rub on a little Resinol
Ointment at night; wash off with
Resinol Soap in the morning. You
will be surprised at the QUICKNESS with which it acts. The Soap
also to keep the complexion constantly clear and soft. At all druggists.
For free sample of each, write
Resinol, Dept. 30, Baltimore, Md.

"\ TELL, that iss right! Just so soon as they
V startcarryingHardell'sbodyoff, efferybody
comes to look! I can do a lot vid my people,

Resinol

but they're not like prisoners ! Sometimes they
got a right to make a move by themselves!"
"Won't they think it's just some ordinary
stage business? Might be moving out anything, you know . . ." said Smith.
"Maybe they think that yesterday, but not
today! Not after von person gets thrown off
that stage by those guards!" said Cohen convincingly. For a moment the three men sat
silent. Then the production manager had a
thought.
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the gain. You
will certainly be
amazed and delighted withWrite,
results.

"Say, Abie, vy don't ve camouflage him?
Roll him in a carpet, like they did vid Cleopatra in that Roman scene last veek ! Then ve
take him out, and put him in the 'prop'
delivery vagon . .' . nobody is the viser!"
"Mein Gott, Izzie, you and Seibert make me
sick to my stomach! You ain't got no feelings,
no feelings at all! " exclaimed the president, his
voice rising vehemently toward a yell, as it
usually did with Cohen.
Smith repressed a chuckle and settled himself to enjoy the scene.
" Veil, maybe you got more brains as well as

being closesure
enatwo tocent
stamp, to

The Star Developing System

Iron Mountain
Michigan
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Big Profits
Charging Batteries
Starts You. Let me show you how to make bi?
money
charging business.
preparedin athefreebattery
book explaining
atldetails. I've
My
charger
is years ahead of ordinary chargers —
will handle 60 per cent more batteries. Get
into a business of your own with a small investment. Writ o for my book today.
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figure it out yourself! |

" Ve could leaff him on that set until tonight
ven efferybody iss off the lot . . ." mused th
president thoughtfully, but shook his head i
the midst of his planning. "No. Ve cannot d
that. Ve cannot be disrespectful to the deac
That iss not right. Izzie, ve got to stand it. V
got to let them take him away the usual vay.'
He turned to Smith, "You haff made all you
investigations? You haff finished vid th
body? You and the coroner? All right. Now
Izzie, you tell me that Bonet is all finished
All right. How many people ve got vorkinj

"\7"E got Von Richton on Stage Three. H<
" has three people this afternoon. They va
vaiting for lights ven I vas out there just now
Then ve got that Western stuff in the back lot
Ve got two out on location, so they don't count
Veil, I tell you, Abie, ve ain't got so many
Bonet vas the only big set today, and he'
through
. . ."Now I tell you vat you do. Yoi
"All right.
send a boy to effery stage and set. I send <
message yet?"
to them all . . ." He rang for hi:
stenographer, and when she had come in, "
vant you to make a dozen copies of this, an<
give them to Mr. Cohen. Are you ready? Al!
right.
I vant
you should
'To mem
bers
of this
studio:
Becausesayof this
the —unfortunate
death of Mr. Dvight Hardell on this lot todai
. . .' " He broke off to look at Smith. " Vi
don't know just ven it happened, so it's al

right I say today?"
" CURELY. Nothingisestablishedexactly...''
^ "All right ... go on ... ' today, there vil
be no further production. Efferybody i:;
hereby dismissed until tomorrow.' Sign m)
name
that,Cohen
and get
right out."
And towhen
hadit gone,
"I tell you, Mr. Smith, I vill feel a lot bette:
ven that poor fellow is buried! He vas a rotter
sure . . . but he vas punished. He vas pun
ished! I tell you, Gott attends to those,
"I think
that, too," answered the othe:
things,
Mr. Smith!"
quietly. Then, after a moment:
"Perhaps you would like to know some o
the"Sure
things . I. discovered?"
."
"To begin with, there were four people or
that set ... the scene of the murder . .
[ CONTINUED

last night."
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Brickbats and Bouquets

emoves Hair in3 Minute

, Adds that touch of daintiness so
essential to feminine charm. The
standard depilatory for 20 years.
Del -a- tone Cream is snowwhite, fragrant, and ready for
immediate use.
iness
Removes hair in only 3 minutes
from arms, under arms, legs, back of
neck or face. Leaves skin smooth,
white, dainty.
Del-a-tone Cream or Powder is sold
by drug and dept. stores, or sent prepaid, in plain wrapper, in U. S. for
$1.00. Money back if desired. For generous sample send 10c to Miss Mildred
Hartley,
c <oTheDclatoneCo.,Dept.iH2,
Hair-free lean ' 721
N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Illinois,

Write for -FREE

more feelings, you
sulked Cohen.
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EARN MONEY
Our amazing new method of Oil Painting

AT HOME Portraits, Landscapes, Miniatures, etc.,
requires no experience. PAINTING OUTFIT and Employment Service FREE. Write for booklet. PICTORIAL ART
STUDIOS, INC., Dept. G. P.. 2926 Broadway, Chicago.
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The Razzle-dazzle of Hollywood

fan in "The Last Command," but this persor
was not Emil Jannings. A few other movie
stars have the same ability to create differeni
roles.

Los Angeles, Calif.
I have seen many people who heretofore
always acted like sane, sensible persons, but
let them go to Hollywood and they become
emotionally upset. They lose their mental
equilibrium and, if a motion picture star is
pointed out to them, they stand awe-stricken
and transfixed. I saw one dignified man from
Indiana go goofy with the rest of them. One
evening someone said, "There is Mary Pickford's car." And if that dignified cosmopolite
didn't run over to the curb, dress clothes, silk
hat and all, cup his hands and look through the
glass door of the car!
Talk about England and the Razzle-dazzle of
Royalty! England has nothing on Hollywood.
Mame Zeising McKinstry.

Emil Jamiings

the

Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY

Let the others cease to be single track
puppets and let them be creative artists.
M. Crockett.

It's Part of the Game

Baltimore, Md.
In the September issue of Photoplay.J
Richard Barthclmess makes "A Plea foil
Privacy." Publicity, against which he is re-j
belling, is the "goose that lays the golden eggs' '
for him. Remove it, and his "goose is cooked.
The interest we take in a person naturally
makes us curious to learn all about him. It is;
a friendly curiosity, with no desire on our part;
to overstep the bounds of propriety.
Gene Tunney sought privacy, and how? By
retiring from the ring and becoming Gene

Unique

Portland,
To me, Emil Jannings compares
with the great stage artists of
definite individual was given to

Oregon.
favorably
today.
A
the movie
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Tunney, private citizen. So, Dick, there's one
of two
things to do. Either stand the "gaff
or
abdicate.

is guaranteed.

Tom W. Dyott.
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Casts of Current Photoplays
Complete for every picture reviewed in this issue
"AIR LEGION, THE"— FBO.— From the story
by James A. Creelman. Continuity by Fred Myton.
Directed by Bert Glennon. Photography by Paul
Perry. The cast: Sieve, Antonio Moreno; Dave, Ben
Lyon; Sally, Martha Sleeper; McGonigle, John
Gough; Field Manager, Colin Chase.
"AIR MAIL PILOT, THE"— Superlative.—
Produced by Hi-Mark Productions. President, Nat
Nateson. Released through Superlative Pictures.
The cast: Robert Ross, DeWitt Jennings; Ruth Ross,
Blanche Mehaffey; Tom Miller, Earle Metcalf; Hap
Lester, Max Hawley; Jimmie Dean, Jimmy Fulton;
Addison Simms, Carl Stockdale.
„ "BEGGARS OF LIFE" — Paramount. — From
'the story by Jim Tully. Scenario by Benjamin
Glazer. Directed by William Wellman. The cast:
Oklahoma Red, Wallace Beery; Nancy, Louise Brooks,
Jim, Richard Arlen; Mose, Edgar Blue Washington;
Skinny, H. A. (Cupie) Morgan; Skelly, Andy Clark;
Bill, Mike Donlin; Hopper, Roscoe Karns; Arkansas
Snake, Robert Perry; Rubin, Johnnie Morris; Baldy,
George Kotsonaros; Ukie, Jacque Chapin; Blind
Sims, Robert Brower; Farmer, Frank Brownlee.
"BITTER SWEETS" — Peerless. —From the
story by John C. Brownell. Continuity by Elaine
Wilmont. Directed by Charles Hutchison. Photography by Leon Shamroy. The cast: Betty Kingston,
Barbara Bedford; Ralph Horton, Ralph Graves; Paul
Gebhardl, Crauford Kent; Diana Van Norton, Joy
McKnight; Joe Gorman, Ethan Laidlaw; Nick
Clayton, Frank Crane; District Attorney, Richard
Belfield; Donovan, John Dillion; Jeff Washington,
Oscar Smith.
"BURNING
BRIDGES'— Pathe.— From the
story by Jack Boyle. Adapted by Ed. J. Meagher.
Directed by James P. Hogan. Photography by Sol
Polito, A. S. C. The cast: Jim Whitely, Bob Whitely,
Harry Carey; Ellen Wilkins, Kathleen Collins; Jim
Black, Win. N. Bailey; Crabs, Dave Kirby; Slabs,
Raymond Wells; Tommy Wilkins, Edward Phillips;
Widow Wilkins, Florence Midgely ; Ed. Wilson, Henry
A. Barrows; Zachariah McCarthy, M. D., Sam Allen.
" CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS "—FBO.— From
the story by Julian Ajuria. Scenario by W. C.
Clifford. Directed by Albert Kelly. Photography by
Georges Benoit. The cast: Belgrano, Francis X.
Bushman; Monica Salazar, Jacqueline Logan; Monteros, Guido Trento; Young Balcarce, Paul Ellis; The
Viceroy, Henry Kolker; Saavcdra, Chas. Hill Mailes;
hezica, John Hopkins; Salazar, Charles K. French;
Mariana, Olive Hasbrouck; Aunt Rosila, Mathilde
Comont; George Gordon, Jack Ponder; Gomez, Lige
Conley; Moreno, Gino Corrado; Goyeneche, Frank
Hagney.
"CHEYENNE"— First National.— From the
story by Bennett Cohen. Adapted by Marion
Jackson. Directed by Al Rogell. Photography by
Frank Good. The cast: Cal Roberts, Ken Maynard;
Violet Wentworlh, Gladys McConnell; Slim, James
Bradbury, Jr.; Daniel Webster Boggs, Billy Franey;
Klaxlon, Charles Whittaker; Tarzan, by Tarzan.
"CIRCUS KID, THE"— FBO.— From the story
by James Ashmore Creelman. Directed by Geo. B.
Seitz. Photography by Philip Tannura. Continuity
by Melville Baker. The cast: Buddy, Frankie Darrow;
Poodles, Poodles Hanneford; King Kruger, Joe E.
Brown; Trixie, Helene Costello; Tad, Sam Nelson;
Beezicks, Lionel Belmore; Cadwallader, Chas. Miller;
Skelly,
JohnnyGemora,
Gough; Clarence
Skelly's Runner,
Sid Crosley;
Zozo, Chas.
Moorehouse;
Officer,
Frank Hemphill.
" COME AND GET IT "—FBO.— From the story
by Frank Howard Clarke. Directed by Wallace F.
Fox. Photography by Virgil Miller. The cast: James
"Breezy" Smith, Bob Steele; Mike Farrell, Jimmy
Quinn; Bull Regan, Jay Morley ; Singapore Joe, James
Leong; Jim Smith, Harry O'Connor; Judge Dean,
William Welch; Alice Dean, Betty Welsh; Mrs. Smith,
Marin Sais.
" COURT-MARTIAL" — Columbia. — From the
story by Elmer Harris. Continuity by Anthony
Coldeway. Directed by George B. Seitz. The cast:
Capl. Jack Camden, Jack Holt; Belle Starr, Betty
Compson; "Bull," Pat Harmon; General's Daughter,
Doris Hill; "Devil" Dawson, Frank Lackteen;
Abraham Lincoln, Frank Austin; General Robert Hawthorne, George Cowl; The Coon, Zack Williams.
"DEMON
RIDER, THE" — Davis.— From the
story by J. Inman Kane. Directed by Paul L. Hurst.
Photography by Frank Cotner. The cast: Billy, Ken
Maynard; Black Hawk, Tom London; Keeper of Pols,
James Low; Maizie, Alma Rayford.
"DIVINE LADY, THE"— First National.—
From the story by E. Barrington.i Continuity by
Agnes Christine Johnston. Directed by Frank Lloyd.
The cast: Emma, Lady Hamilton, Corinne Griffith;
Admiral, Lord Nelson, Victor Varconi; Sir William,
Lord Hamilton, H. B. Warner; Greville, Ian Keith;
Romney, Wm. Conklin; Mrs. Cadogan, Marie
Dressier; King of Naples, Michael Vavitch; Queen of
Naples, Dorothy Cummings; Duchess of A r gyle, Julia
Swayne Gordon; Capl. Hardy, Montague Love.
When

"DO YOUR DUTY"— First National.— From
the story by Julien Josephson. Continuity by Gene
Towne. Directed by William Beaudine. The cast:
Tim Maloney, Charlie Murray; Andy Mcintosh,
Lucien Littlefield; Danny Sheehan, Jr., Chas. Delaney; Ritzy Dallon, Ed. Brady; Dude Jackson, Washington Blue; Mary Ellen Maloney, Doris Dawson;
Mrs. Maloney, Aggie Herring; Capl. Dan Sheehan,
George Pierce.
"DUTY'S REWARD"— Elbee.— From the story
by A. B. Berringer. Adapted by A. B. Berringer.
Directed by Bertram Bracken. Photography by
Robert Cline. The cast: Dorothy Thompson, Eva
Novak; Spencer Haynes, Vincent Brownell; Richard
Webster, Alan Roscoe; James Thompson, George
Fawcett; "Peek" Harvey, Lou Archer.
"FORBIDDEN LOVE " — Pathe. — From the
story by Noel Coward. Directed by Graham Cutts.
The cast: Princess Nadya, Lily Damita; Sabien
Paschal, Paul Richter; Zana, a maid, Rosa Richards;
General Kirsh, Klein Rogge; Prince Keri of Zalgar,
Harry Leidtke; Grand Duchess, Trude Hesterberg.

^""FOUR DEVILS"— Fox.— From the story by
Herman Bang. Scenario by Carl Mayer and Berthold
Viertel. Directed by F. W. Murnau. The cast: First
Sequence — The Clown, Farrell MacDonald; Cecchi,
Anders Randolf; Woman, Claire McDowell; Charles,
as a boy, Jack Parker; Adolf, as a boy, Philippe DeLacy;
Marion,
as a girl.
DawnDog,
O'Day;
Louise,Second
as a
girl, Anita
Fremault;
Poodle
Himself.
Sequence — Marion, Janet Gaynor; Charles, Charles
Morton; Louise, Nancy Drexel; Adolf, Barry Norton;
The Lady, Mary Duncan; Circus Director, Michael
Visaroff.
"GIRL ON THE BARGE, THE "—Universal.—
From the story by Rupert Hughes. Adapted by
Charles Kenyon and Nan Cochrane. Photography
by Jackson Rose. Directed by Edward Sloman. The
cast: Erie Mac Cadden, Sally O'Neil; Francis X.
Fogarty, Malcolm McGregor; Skipper Mac Cadden,
Jean Hersholt; Jerry, Francis Robertson; Pete (Newfoundland dog). Rex; Capl. Burson, Henry West;
Clyde, Syracuse, Oswego (Mac Cadden children),
George
Offerman, Jr., Morris Mackintosh, Nancy
Kelly.
"HEY, RUBE"— FBO.— From the story by
Wyndham Gittens and Louis A. Sarecky. Adapted
by Wyndham Gittens. Directed by George B. Seitz.
Photography by Robert Martin. The cast: String,
Hugh Trevor; Lulie, Gertrude Olmstead; Zelda,
Ethlyne Clair; Moffall, Bert Moorehouse; Duke,
Walter McGrail; Andy, James Eagle.
"HIS LAST HAUL"— FBO.— From the story by
Louis A. Sarecky. Continuity by W. Scott Darling.
Directed by Marshall Neilan. Photography by Phil
Tannura. The cast: " Slippery" Joe Hammond, Tom
Moore; Blanche, Seena Owen; Anthony Dugan,
Charles Mason; Fly Cop, Al Roscoe; Blackmailer,
Henry Sedley.
"HIS PRIVATE LIFE"— Paramount.— From
the story by Ernest Vajda and Keene Thompson.
Screen play by Ethel Doherty. Directed by Frank
Tuttle. The cast: Georges Fournier, Adolphe Menjou
Helene, Kathryn Carver; Yvette Bergerel, Margaret
Livingston; Henri Bergere, Eugene Pallette.
"HOMESICK" — Fox. — From the story by John
Stone. Scenario by John Stone. Directed by Henry
Lehrman. The cast: Sammy, Sammy Cohen; Hank,
Harry Sweet; Sally Kane, Marjorie Beebe; Bicycle
Racer, Henry Armetta; Polish Bicycle Racer, Pat
Harmon.
^■'HOME TOWNERS, THE"— Warners.— From
the stage play by George M. Cohan. Adapted b%
Addison Burkhart and Murray Roth. Directed by
Bryan Foy. The cast: Vic Arnold, Richard Bennett;
Beth Calhoun, Doris Kenyon; P. H. Bancroft, Robert
McWade; Lottie Bancroft, Gladys Brockwell; Mr.
Calhoun, Robert Edeson; Roberts, John Miljan; Watty
Calhoun, Stanley Taylor; Mrs. Calhoun, Vera Lewis.
" INSPIRATION"— Excellent.— From the story
by Arthur Hoerl. Continuity by Arthur Hoerl.
Directed by Bernard McEveety. Photography by
Marcel Le Picard. Theca=t: Gerald Erskine, George
Walsh; Carlita, Gladys Frazin; Mary Keith, Marguerite Clayton; Anna Martin, Bernice Vert; Jimmie
Earle Larrimore; George Gordon, Bradley Barker;
Pietro, Ali Yousoff; Captain Broady, John Costello;
Bobby, Buddy Harris.
" INTERFERENCE"— Paramount.— From the
play by Roland Pertwee and Harold Dearden
Adapted by Ernest Pascal. Directed by Lothar
Mendes. The cast: Deborah Kane, Evelyn Brent;
Philip Voaze, William Powell; Sir John Marley, Clive
Brook; Faith Marley, Doris Kenyon; Charles Smith,
Tom Ricketts; Inspector Haynes, Brandon Hurst;
Childers,
Louis "Payne;
Dr. Gray,
Noy;
Freddie, Donald
Stuart; Hearse
Driver,Wilfred
Clyde Cook
Reporter, Raymond Lawrence.
"INTO NO MAN'S LAND"— Excellent.—
From the story "You're in the Army Now," by Elsie
Werner. Adapted by Elsie Werner and Bennett
Southard.
Directed by Cliff Wheeler.
Photography
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Yes, Grow Eyelashes
and Eyebrows
like this
in 30 days
THE most marvelous discovery has been made — a
way to make eyelashes and eyebrows actually
grow. Now if you want long, curling, silken lashes,
brows.
you
can have them — and beautiful, wonderful eyeI say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelashes and eyebrows, I will increase
their length and thickness in 30 days — or not accept
a singlegrowth,
penny. startling
No "ifs,"
"ands,"
or "maybes."
It
is
results,
or no
pay. And you
arenew
the sole judge.

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can now be fringed with
long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken lines! Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public
that these letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St.. Carlisle, Pa.:
"I certainly am delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference . . . people I come in contact with remark
how
and silky
eyelashes Ave.,
appear."
From
Naomilong
Otstot,
5437 my
Westminster
W. Phila.,
Pa.: "I am greatly pleased. My eyebrows and
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautifier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash
Method.
It is surely
wonderful."
From
Miss Flora
J. Corriveau,
8 Pinette
Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method.
My

eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

Results Noticeable in a Week

In one week — sometimes in a day or two — you
notice t he effect. The eyelashes become more beautiful— like a silken fringe. The darling little upward
curl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable — with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have the thrill of a lifetime— know that you can have eyelashes and eyebrows as beautiful as any you ever saw.
Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
will not only delight, $5
but .0
amaze. If you are not
0
absolutely and entirely satisfied, your /^
money will
be returned promptly. I mean just that — no quibble,
no strings.
Introductory
the
price
will be regularly
$5.00. price $1.95. Later
f0<A*~G

Grower wilt be sent C. O. D, or you can send
money with order. If money accompanies order
postage will be prepaid.
LUCILLE YOUNG,
86-C Lucille Young Building, Chicago, 111.
Send me your new discovery for growing eyelashes and eyebrows. If not absolutely and
entirely satisfied, I will return it within 30 days
and you will return my money without question.
Price C. O. D. is $1.95 plus few cents postage.
If money sent with order price is §1.95 and postage is prepaid.
State whether money enclosed or you want
order C. O. D
Name,
St. Addres&_
City
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tieqlect ifout talent
fitM
Have you a way with words ? Do you want to
write for publication ?

Don't suppress that latent talent of yours. Diligent
effort under Palmer training, with the sympathetic
Palmer teachers who themselves are successful
writers, will develop it. Your gift for writing can
be made to earn for you. And no endeavor can
bring you the satisfaction, the happiness that
writing can.
Jim Tully, author of "Circus Parade" and many
other best sellers says, "The Palmer Institute
would have saved me years of labor."
You can write stories that sell. If you have talent
and will work you can be a successful writer.
Write for our booklet of recent Palmer successes.

•

Clip the coupon.

••••••

•••••••

PALMER INSTITUTE OF AUTHORSHIP
Dept. 12-M, Palmer Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.
I am interested in
□ Short Story Writing
□ Photoplay Writing
□ English and Self-Expression
Name
Address
Correspondence confidential.
No Salesman will call.

C LIP

T H E

COD

PON

LOVER'S
KNOT
or FRIENDSHIP
RING
This pretty ring is made of four
strands or coils of genuine 14K
gold filled wire, woven into tho
True bolic
Lover's
Knot that
is symof love between
lovers,
and
friendship between friends. It
is pretty without being showy. 20
year guarantee. Each ring made
by hand by gold wire expert. It
looks good and it IS good. PRICE
30c postpaid.

by Teddy Tetzeloff. The cast: Thomas Blaisdell,
Tom Santschi; Florence Blaisdell. Josephine Norman;
Clayton Taggart, Jack Daugherty ; The Countess, Betty
Blythe; The Duke, Crauford Kent; Kalherine Taggart,
Mary McAlister; Happy, Syd Crossley.
"MAKING
THE GRADE"— Fox.— From the
story by George Adc. Scenario by Harry Brand and
Edward Kaufman. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Photography
by L. Littell
W. O'Connell
and Edmund
Norman Devol.
The
cast: Herbert
Dodsworlh,
Lowe;
Leltie Ewing, Lois Moran; Lawyer, Albert Hart; Silas
Cooper, Lucien Littlefield; Valet, Rolfe Sedan; Egbert
Williamson, John Alden; Bud Davison, James Ford;
Arthur Burdette, Sherman Ross; Frank Dinwiddie,
Gino
Lettie's
Another Conti;
Girl Friend,
LiaGirl
Tora.Friend, Mary Ashley;

by Frances Marion. Directed by Victor Seastron
The cast: Reiner, John Gilbert; Helene, Aim
Rubens; Palaster, Theodore Roberts; Virginia, Ev
Von Berne; Count, Frank Reicher; Manfred, Ralp
Forbes; Mother, Ethel Wales; Dancer, Polly An
Young.
"MUST WE MARRY?"— Trinity.— From th
story by Rachel Barton. Adapted by Frank Hil
Directed by Frank Mattison. Photography by Jule
Cronjager. Thecast: Betty Jefferson, Pauline Garor
Louella Jefferson, Vivian Rich; Thelma Duncan, Loi
raine Eason; Jimmy Kellon, Edward Brownell
Kenneth Parson, Bud Shaw. Mrs. Skittons, Louis;
Carver.

^ "MANHATTAN
COCKTAIL"— Paramount.—
From the story by Ernest Vajda. Adapted by Ethel
Doherty. Directed by Dorothy Arzner. The cast:
Fred, Richard Arlen; Babs, Nancy Carroll; Bob,
Danny O'Shea; Renov, Paul Lukas; Mrs. Renov,
Lilyan Tashman.

"NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER" — Pathe. From the play by Sidney Howard. Adapted b'
Beulah Marie Dix. Directed by William J. Cower
Photography by David Abel. The cast: Carrie
Irene Rich; Ned McCobb, Theodore Roberts; Bab
Callahan, Robert Armstrong; George Callahan, George
Barraud; Butlerworth, Edward Hearn; Jennie, Caro
Lombard; Kelly, Louis Natheaux.

"MAN IN HOBBLES, THE"— Tiff any-Stahl.
— From the story by Peter B. Kyne. Adapted by
John Francis Natteford. Directed by George Archainbaud. Photography by Harry Jackson. The cast:
Joe Coleman, John Harron;/lnti Harris, LilaLee; Jake
Harris, Eddie Nugent; Elmer Harris, Billy Anderson;
Ma Harris, Sunshine Hart; Pa Harris, Lucien Littlefield; Mrs. Maynard, Vivian Oakland; Gertie Harris,
Betty Egan.

"PLASTERED IN PARIS"— Fox.— From th.
story by Harry Brand and Andy Rice. Scenario b;
Lew Breslow and Harry Sweet. Directed by Benjamii
Stoloff. Photography by Charles Clarke. The cast
Sammy, Sammy Cohen; Bud Swenson, Jack Pennick
Boy, Hugh Allen; Marcelle, Lola Salvi; Mimi, Marioi
Byron; Riff Chief, Albert Conti; French General
Michael Visaroff; Sergeant Con Con, Ivan Linow
Doctor, August Tollaire.

"MARCHING
ON"— Fox. — From the story by
Marcel Silver and Ben Holmes. Scenario by Marcel
Silver and Ben Holmes. Directed by Marcel Silver.
Photography bv Vincent Farrar and George Meehan.
The cast: Billy, Charles (Chic) Sale; Ed., Ben
Holmes; Bobby, Jerry Madden; Mo/her, Blanche
Frederici; Elsie, Aileen Carlyle; John, Bob Milasch;
Mary, Sylvia Field.

"PRICE OF FEAR, THE"— Universal.— Fron
the story by William Lester. Scenario by Willian
Lester, Directed by Leigh Jason. Pliotog
raphy by William Stumar. Thecast: Grant Somers
Bill Cody; "Flash" Hardy, Tom London; Mar;
Franklin, Duane Thompson; Satin Sadie, Grace Cun
ard; Monte, Monte Montague; Michael Shane, Olc
Ness; Toad Magee, Jack Raymond.

"MARKED MONEY"— Pathe.— From the story
by Howard J. Green. Adapted by George Dromgold
and Sanford Hewitt. Directed by Spencer Bennet.
Photography by E. Snyder. The cast: Boy, Junior
Coghlan; Clyde, George Duryea; Bill demons, Tom
Kennedy; Captain Fairchild, Bert Woodruff; Grace
Fairchild, Virginia Bradford; Donovan, Maurice
Black; Scudder, Jack Richardson.

"RETRIBUTION"— Warners.— The cast: Tom
Henry B. Walthall; Nixon, Tom McGuirc; Man
servant, Ed. Cane.

• "MASKS OF THE DEVIL, THE"— M.-G.-M —
From the story by Jakob Wassermann.
Continuity

"RILEY OF RAINBOW DIVISION"— Anchor
— From the story by Arthur Hoerl. Adapted bi
Arthur Hoerl. Directed by Robert Ray. Photog
raphy by Harry Forbes. Thecast: Riley, Creightor
Hale; Henry Graham, Al Art; Gertie Bowers, Paulim
Garon; Mabel, Joan Standing; Sergeant McMullcnl
Jack Carlyle.

GOOD LUCK ^ RING
A very striking, quaint and uncommon ring. Skull and Crossbonea
design, with two brilliant, flashing
green emeralds sparkling outof the
eyes. Said to bring good luck to the
wearer. Silver finish. PRICE 25c
postpaid.

COMICAL MOTTO RING

Lots of harmless fun and amusement
wearing this comical ring. Made in platinoid finish (to resemble platinum) with
wording on enameloid , as illustrated ,
PRICE ONLY 25c postpaid.
6u0 page catalog of novelties ,
tricks, puzzles, etc. free with every
order. Postage Stamps accepted.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
DEPT. 24
RACINE, WIS.

LIPSTICK— adds just
that touch of color — so
delicate— so alluring— of
nature's own blending. It
is the original "won't come
off'*ilp rouge. Water or kisses
have no effect. It stays on—
vivifies— yet so softly as to
give only the shade that nature intended.

GIVEN

Send your name and address
for large introductory size Kissproof Lipstick. Kindly
enclose 10c for packing and mailing.
KISSPROOF, INC., Dept. 1259
3012 Clybourn Ave
Chicaeo. Illinois

MAKES POWDER STICK
A marvelous
^]"^r^"~*
A ^fcJZ.01?

shine
remover
and
powder
base in an exquisite little vanity box of royal purple
and yold, for yi-ur handbag:. New and
different; not a crenm, no grease. Pure,
sweet, fragrant. At toilet counters or
sent postpaid $1.00.
Fully guaranteed.
THE NEZON COMPANY, incorporated
24S Fifth Ave., Dept. 14c
New York

Sandy MacDuff Gives Till It Hurts
Here is a picture of Sandy MacDuff figuring
up the prizes offered by the Christie Film Company for the best Scotch jokes suggested for his
comedies. Sandy gave away a dozen gold
pieces, ranging from a hundred to fives, to the
winning contestants, but it would have been
more fun to have been boiled in oil.
Of course you saw the contest, conducted
recently through Photoplay Magazine, so
perhaps you would like to know how it came
out. Thousands of jokes were received from
the home of the Highland Gag — Scotland
itself. And others came from England and
Ireland and, of course, from all parts of the
United States. The judges were Al Christie,
Every advertisement in PHOTOPLAY
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Frank Conklin and Jack Duffy, who plays
Sandy in the comedies. They had a tough time
because many of the jokes submitted had
already appeared on the screen.
The first prize of v$100 went to P. J. Cremins,
Quincy, Mass. Other winners were: C. R.
Bailey, San Francisco, Calif.; Mrs. J. A.
Haislip,
Mrs. D. Toronto,
O'Hara,
San Jose,Clarksburgh,
Calif.; FredW. K.Va.;Dawson,
Canada; George Y. McLean, Stony Plain,
Canada; K. A. Miller, Sandusky, Ohio; Neil
Paterson, Springfield, Mass.; Egan Clancy,
New
City. York City; Douglas Mac Ray, Fond du
Lac, Wis.; and Harry Lubowitz, New York

Photoplay
^'RUNAWAY GIRLS"— Columbia.— From the
story by Lillie Heyward. Continuity by Dorothy
Howell. Directed by Mark Sandrich. Photography
by Harry Davis. The cast: Sue Hartley, Shirley
Mason; Jim Grey, Arthur Rankin; Mrs. Hartley,
Hedda Hopper; Agnes Brady, Alice Lake; John
Hartley, George Irving; Varden, Edward Earle.
"SAL OF SINGAPORE"— Pathe.— From the
story, "The Sentimentalists," by Dale Collins.
Adapted by Elliott Clavvson. Directed by Howard
Higgin. Photography by John Mescall. The cast:
Sal, Phyllis Haver; Captain Erickson, Alan Hale;
Captain Sunday, Fred Kohler; Erickson's First Mate,
Noble Johnson; Erickson's Second Mate, Dan Wolheim;
Cook,
Jules
Cowles;
Sunday's
Harmon;
Baby,
Harold
William
Hill. First Mate, Pat
"SHOULD A GIRL MARRY?"— Rayart.— From
the story by Arthur Hoerl. Adapted by Arthur
Hocrl. Directed by Scott Pembroke. Photography
by Hap Depew. The cast: Alice Dunn, Helen Foster; Jerry Blaine, Donald Keith; Andrew Blaine,
William V. Mong; Mae Reynolds, Dot Farley; Harry,
Andy Clyde; Aunt Ada, Dorothy Vernon; Jarvin,
George Chesboro.
"SINGAPORE MUTINY, THE"— FBO— From
the story by Norman Springer. Continuity by Fred
Myton. Directed by Ralph Ince. Photography by
J. O. Taylor. The cast: Kelsey, Ralph Ince; Daisy,
Estelle Taylor; Borg, James Mason; "The Stiff,"
Gardner James; Huber, Will Irving; Mr. Walts,
Harry Allen; Cockney, Carl Axzelle; Mrs. Walts,
Martha Mattox; Captain, Robert Gaillard; Petty
Officer, Frank Newberg.
"SPIELER, THE"— Pathe.— From the story by
Hal Conklin. Adapted by Hal Conklin and Tay
Garnett. Directed by Tay Garnett. Photography
by Art Miller. The cast: Flash, Alan Hale; Luke,
Clyde Cook; Cleo, Renee Adoree; Red Moon, Fred
Kohler; The Barker, Fred Warren; The Rabbit, Jimmy
Quinn; Butch, Kewpie Morgan; Bearded Lady, Billy
Latimer.
"SPIES"— UFA-M.-G.-M.— From the story by
Thea Von Harbou. Directed by Fritz Lang. Photography by Arno Wagner. The cast: Haghi, Rudolf
Klein Rogge; Sonia, Gerda Maurus; Kilty, Lien
Deyers; Marries, Louis Ralph; Jason, Chief of Police,
Craighall Sherry; No. 326, Willy Fritzsch; Franz, His
Chauffeur, Paul Horbiger; Lady Leslane, Hertha V.
Walther; Masimoto, Lupu Pick; General Jellusic,
Fritz Rasp.
"STICK TO YOUR STORY "—Rayart.— From
the story by Ralph O. Murphy. Adapted by Robert
Symonds. Directed by Henry J. Brown. Photography by H. Tuers. The cast: Scoop Martin, Billy
Sullivan; Peggy Miles, Estelle Bradley; Col. Miles,
Melbourne McDonald; Whipple, Bruce Gordon;
CopyOHara, Jackie McHugh; Number Seven, Barney
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Furey; A Fanatic, Harry Semels; Rev. Brown, Richard
Lewis.
"STOLEN LOVE "—FBO— From the story by
Hazel Livingston. Continuity by Winifred Kay.
Directed by Lynn Shores. Photography by Ted
Pahle. The cast: Joan Hastings, Marceline Day;
Bill, Rex Lease; Curtis Barstow, Owen Moore; Ruth,
Helen Lynch; Aunt Evvie, Blanche Frederici; Aunt
Babe, Joy Winthrop; Modiste, Betty Blythe.
"STREET OF ILLUSION"— Columbia.— From
the play by Channing Pollock. Continuity by
Dorothy Howell. Directed by Erie C. Kenton.
Photography by Joseph Walker, A. S. C. The cast:
Sylvia Thurston, Virginia Valli; Edwin Booth Benton,
Ian Keith; Lew Fielding, Harry Meyers; Curtis Drake,
Kenneth Thomson.
"SWEET SIXTEEN"— Rayart.— From the story
by Phyllis Dugane. Adapted by Arthur Hoerl.
Directed by Scott Pembroke. Photography by
Walter Griffin. The cast: Patricia Perry, Gertrude
Olmstead; Cynthia Perry, Helen Foster; Patrick
Perry, William H. Tooker; Grandma Perry, Lydia
Yeamans Titus; Tommy Lowell, Reginald Sheffield;
Howard Dellart, Gladden James.
"THROUGH
THE BREAKERS"— Gotham.—
From the stage play by Owen Davis. Screen play by
Harold Shumate. Directed by Joseph C. Boyle.
Photography by Ray June. The cast: Diane Garrett, Margaret Livingston; Eustis Hobbs, Holmes Herbert; John Lancaster, Clyde Cook; Taya, Natalie
Joyce; Gamboa, Frank Hagney.
"TIDE OF EMPIRE"— M.-G.-M — From the
story by Peter B. Kyne. Scenario by Blanche Sewell.
Directed by Allan Dwan. Photography by Merritt
B. Gerstad. The cast: Josephila, Renee Adoree;
Derry D'Arcy, George Duryea; Don Jose, George
Fawcett; Romauldo, William Collier, Jr., Cannon,
Fred Kohler; Bejabbers, James Bradbury, Sr.; O'Shea,
Harry Gribbon; Poppy, Paul Hurst.
"YELLOW
CONTRABAND"— Pathe.— From
the screen play by Ford I. Beebe. Directed by Leo D.
Maloney. Photography by Edward A. Kull. The
cast: Leo McMahon, Leo Maloney; " Blackie"
Harris, Leo Maloney; Mazie, Gretel Yoltz; Li Wong
Foo, Noble Johnson; "Drag" Connors, Tom London;
Pierre Dufresne, Joe Rickson; Rawhide, Bill Patton;
"Ice-House"
Vester
Pegg. Joe, Walt Patterson; "Dude" McClain,
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That was a dark hour for us who had hoped
the best and finest from the astonishing Pole.
We had expected a tigress — we got a placid,
poised and beribboned Persian house cat, all
coat and no claws.
TX TE looked for a three-alarm fire — all we
W received was a dull smudge. Pola had
gone upper case and domestic, and with her
going went her passionate greatness, with all
its verve and flame.
Picture followed picture, and Pola simmered, but never flamed. We felt badly. What
is worse, we felt cheated and let down. Where
was the red hot star we had laid our pence on?
Pola Negri never recovered, for more than a
few isolated minutes, from the artistic tragedy
that was "Bella Donna." Her very first
Hollywood effort, oddly enough, was the beginning of her end.
When

$48*°

cfis

A Full Year to Pay

"YOUNG WHIRLWIND, THE"— FBO.— From
the story by E. C. Schmidt. Adapted by Ethel
Hill. Directed by Louis King. Photography by
Virgil Miller. The cast: Red Hepner, Buzz Barton;
Hank Robbins, Frank Rice; Molly Black, Alma Rayford; Jack Merill, Edmund Cobb; Jim Black, Tom
Lingham.

lady's hand engraved IKK
Solid White
Gold
$27*o
cf3 mounting.
S2.21 a month.

The Passing of Pola
on the set and the trying on of tall millinery —
delusions of grandeur and trying mental and
spiritual readjustments in a new and difficult
world. All these things warped Pola Negri's
mind and put calluses on her immortal soul.
Do you remember the shock when her first
American film, " Bella Donna," unrolled before
our horrified eyes?
Gone was the lean, fiery woman who had set
ablaze with her genius the screens of the world.
Filled were the faint hollows in her cheeks, and
smoothed the rebellious hair.
In her place we found a smart, sleek, cornfed beauty who stalked almost arrogantly
through the purple passages of Robert Hichens'
romance.
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As the star realized that things were very
wrong, it added to her mental and spiritual
confusion.
She looked hunted.
She was followed and haunted by the dogged hoofbeats of inevitable failure. And it
-wasn't long, as careers go.
What had happened?
Simply that Pola Negri had taken her selfcoronation too seriously, forgetting that the
great star is only the servant of the millions.
She had become, thanks to coddling and inflated ego, the self-conscious Great Artist — all
oblivious of the fact that the true artist, the
truly beloved entertainer is the one who, casting away all thought of self-pride, hurls herself
passionately into her work for God, for Country and for Yale.
7\TO one is quicker to sense a change in the
•^-^ personality of a favorite film player than
Mr. Ardent Fan, and that keen gentleman
sensed the new Negri instanter. He wanted a
passionate princess and he caught a queenly
clothes-horse, the like of which roams wild and
wholesale in the Holly woods.
What Negri never saw was that every mighty
star walks a slender ridge-pole that is fame.
On one side — adulation and fortune. On the
other — oblivion.
Stars are because film fans find in each one
thing to love and cherish.
In Jack Gilbert it is a certain irresponsible,
devil-may-care charm.
Buddy Rogers and Dick Barthelmess are
every woman's boys.
you write to advertisers
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Greta Garbo is, to us, a lonely woman-soul
crammed with repressed passions and longings
that may burst at any moment and spatter us
with star-shells.
Mary Pickford began to fade when she grew
less the dimpled hoyden and more the First
Lady of Filmdom and chatelaine of the Fairbanks manor.
Pola Negri just neglected to be herself.
We wanted a ball of fire and we found a cake
of ice. We had queens of our own, just as
beautiful and as smartly togged. And we
sniffed, and passed Pola by on the other side.
Toward the close of Pola's Paramount career
things went from worse to terrible.
Her grief-stricken hullabaloo at the death
and funeral of Valentino. Even her sturdiest

FORMS FOR FEBRUARY ISSUE CLOSE
DECEMBER
10 — Rate 40 cts. per word
AGENTS
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AGENTS— WE STAKT YOU IN BUSINESS AND
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tunity Magazine. Service Dept., PI112. 750 N. Michigan,
Chicago.
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reports of her loves and longings didn't even
snort in its sleep at her marriage to one of the
Mdivani boys. Negri, alarmed and wistful,
was swept along on a swift ebb tide out to
American oblivion.
And so Pola fades away from the front-line
rank of American stars.
She may do more work among us. We may
see her in films from the other side of the sea.
But the golden chance is gone, and she is almost
as dead as the conventional dodo.
Pola Negri's American failure is one of the
major tragedies of our motion picture history.
We expected so much of this wonder woman,
and got so little.
From the pigeon-holes of our minds we pull
dusty memories of a lithe, hungry-looking
girl who fairly flamed from our screens. And
we wonder, sadly, just how much there is in
this queen racket, after all.

admirers thought it in bad taste, and didn't
scruple about telling her so, with gestures. A
public wearied to the snoring point by press
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Dept. K 95, Rochester, N. Y.
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cible quality. A little grooming, a little toning
down, that is what is needed. Sometimes there
is the mental type, quiet, repressed. In either
instance I always try to reach the mind. That,
in turn, releases the body. They lose their selfconsciousness.
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Write
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" A LICE WHITE came to me the other
-**-day," continued Morgan. "Her poudre
blue dress matched her blue, blue eyes. First
National had sent her to me.
'" 'What's the idea?' Alice asked, no sooner
than her foot was inside the door.

ENTERTAIN

M1NPLAYS. MUSICAL COMEDIES AND REVUES, vaudeand talking songs, black-hue skits,
strels, comedv
ville acts, mbnologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments,
make-up
juvenile plays and songs, musical readings,
free. T. S. Denison & Co.. 023 south
goods. Catalog
Wabash,
Dept. 70. Chicago.

" 'Alice, you are going to become a lady,' I
replied. I have known Alice for a long time.
" 'Say, you're not going to take away my
individuality,' she answered.
"And she was quite right. Groom that type
too much and the spark is gone. Alice is an
emotional type. I reached her through her
emotions.

GAMES
••HOLLYWOOD BURLESQUE, " famous movie gam..
in convulsions. EntertainStars represented. Society
ment all occasions. $1 postpaid. Hollywood Game
Publishers. Hollywood, California.
REDUCE

A BOOKLET BY DR. DENSMORE ON TREATMENT
for reduction of corpulency will he mailed without charge
upon request to Dept. "M." Garfield Tea Company. 313
41st Street, Brooklyn, New York.
WRITERS

"She was to learn the tango for her first
starring picture.
"That's 'Show Girl,' by J. P. McEvoy,
poppa
of 'The
Potters.'
"Soft,
swaying
music, a handsome young
Italian partner, the graceful movements of the
dance, and Alice was completely empowered by
its feeling. She had unspent dreams in her
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(Est. 19111). Ii7 W. 49th, New York.
GUARANTEED HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
attachment. Pits any sewing machine. 00c prepaid or
cod. Circulars free. LaFlesh Hemstitching Co.. Dept.
44. Sedalia. Mo.
MASCARILLO, FOR BEAUTIFYING EYEBROWS
and eyelashes (not a dye). 9 shades. Send 10c for
samples of Exora Rouge. Cream. Powder and Mascarillo.
Charles II. Meyer. 11 East 12th St.. N. Y.
FOR
BOYS AND
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BARN CHRISTMAS MONEY. SELL 50 SETS
Christmas seals for 10c set. When sold return $3.00 and
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"She lost the shoulder-shaking, hip-jiggling
eyes.
motions that shook her into sudden fame.
"Alice has a great deal of talent. More, I
believe, than anyone realizes."
Cleve Moore, Colleen's brother, went to
Morgan for a time. Donald Reed and Alice
White and Frances Hamilton and Betty
Bronson and Don Alvarado and Jocelyn Lee
and several young Fox starlets had their six
easy lessons.
One pupil had a peculiar way of smiling so
his lower lip cupped in, showing gum and tooth
roots.
"I had him go to the mirror and practice
vowels — a, e, i, o, u. Letters that pursed the
lips. He realized immediately where the difficulty was.
"It was an abnormality. Later we read
Shakespeare together, the boy reading it
aloud, and at the end of the lessons there was
not a trace of the defect.
"His posture was poor, too.
"He walked into a room, slumped over, hiding his superb chest.
"I laughed at him. 'I would never give you
a job,' I said. 'And no one else would. Would
you give yourself one? ' He learned to hold his
body erect.
"Some of the youngsters are like amoebas,
reaching out here and there for knowledge, getting bits of that and pieces of this. Some are
keen-minded, following one course to reach the
ultimate. They want culture. Anyone can be
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cultured who has the desire. It is desire that
actuates everything. A man can desire culture
on a desert island, and attain it. In the center
of a social whirl, a woman can desire culture
and attain it. It does not come from books
any more than it comes, alone, from contacts.
It is the desire to be cultured, no matter by
what method, that counts.
"The body is but an instrument, I have always believed, dominated by an Intelligence —
a Supreme Intelligence — a Divine Will — call it
what you may. It is the mind that is all-im"The body is but an instrument that we can
abuse,
portant. by improper posture, by ill treatment,
by ignorance, by neglect. It is governed
by the mind.
"I like to contact with a real mind. It is a
pleasure to teach one.
"A beautiful girl, convent-reared, was sent
me by one of the studios recently. They
wanted to know what I thought of her. She
was so tense, so repressed. I commenced with
simple calisthenics. They helped some.
Finally I said to her, 'If you had your choice,
what actress would you like to be? ' She
paused and thought and then said, 'Miss
Morgan, please don't think I am conceited. I
would like to be Pola Negri.'
"She wanted to be an emotional actress.
That was my cue.
''My technique changed. I told her a story
and asked her to visualize it and act it out
before me in pantomime.
"It was the story of the peasant girl on the
Brittany coast who stood waiting for her lover
to return after a deep-sea fishing voyage of
months. Day after day she stood motionless,
waiting. Finally a sail appeared on the
horizon. It grew nearer. Noiselessly, she
pantomimed to the villagers to come to the
shore.
"The ship beached, the men descended,
several of them bearing a long pine box. Placing it on the sands, one of them said, 'Are you
Therese?
Here is your man.'
"TTEisdead. Died at sea. She kneels by his
-t^-body, caressing the face. Her long black
hair, loosed from the fillet, bathes him. Suddenly she shrieks and races back and forth on
the beach. Her mind is giving away. She
sinks to the sand by his side, dazed, child-like,
then arises and walks, arms outstretched, to
meet the sea.
" My pupil listened, breathless. Then got up
and gave one of the most gorgeous pantomimes
I have ever seen. I had contacted with her
mind.
"When she left after that lesson she turned
to me with tears in her eyes and said, 'Miss
Morgan, if I ever make good on the screen,
it will be because of you.' ';
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Ten Years Ago in Photoplay
T
HE cruel war is over, but as this issue of

Photoplay rumbles to press we don't
know it, so there is very little carol singand references to Ye Merrie Yuletide in the

The harassed government is still urging us to
>nserve paper and win the war. Gerry Farrar

France, standing on
Hun — Elsie Ferguson,
telling a S30 a month
into the little brown
bond !
Now it's time to
paper cutters.

the body of a flattened
looking too noble to live,
doughboy to step right
tent and buy himself a
beat our bayonets into

HpHE
Julian
-*■ critic,learned
goes into
a hotJohnson,
song and Photoplay's
dance about
the charms and talents of one Lila Lee, a
chubby minx just discovered by Paramount.
Sample of the Johnsonian dithyramb — "She
gives you the impression of a new, odd, velvet
petalled blossom found in a garden with all of
whose plants you had long thought yourself
familiar." Whoa, Julian!
Johnson takes on the pictures, right down
the line. He likes Tourneur's " Sporting Life,"
with Faire and Connie Binney, but he thinks
Frank Keenan in "The Bells" is a terrible hunk
of cheese. This young fellow named Thomas
Meighan, who is Norma Talmadgc's leading
man in "The Forbidden City," looks good.
(Won't be long now till "The Miracle Man"!)
A LICE LAKE is interviewed in the Sennett
■* ^-custard pie corral. She is a hot potato
these days. It's a hard life in the bladder
comics, says Alice.
Here's a still from one of her gallopera.
The only comics in the old one-reel picture are
Buster Keaton, Fatty Arbuckle and Al St.

Ten years ago Lila
Lee was a chubby
little girl just
discovered by
Paramount.
Photoplay was
enthusiastic
about her film
debut

Hardly a laugh in a carload !

John.

OLD Fox Griffith, not so lean and gray, tells
how he picks his leading girls.
"The art of acting is at once very simple and
totally impossible," says Ole Massa. "It isn't
what you do with your face and hands — it's the
Photographs of the Gish gals, Mae Marsh,
light within."
Mary Pickford, Blanche Sweet and Connie
Talmadge. We're to take it that within
they're all lighted up like new saloons.

•"TOM MOORE'S little daughter, Alice Mary,
*■ co-joy of Alice Joyce, is three years old and a
confirmed thumb-sucker, by her picture. . . .
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is eight, and serious
minded. . . . Mae Murray and Bob Leonard
gets up on the Treasury steps in Washington
are spliced. . . . Henry Walthall, "the little
before 50,000 patriots, sounds off "The Star % • kunnel," goes back to the speakies, his string
played out for the nonce. . . . Jack
Spangled
Banner"
and to
sells
the firstMcAdoo.
Liberty seemingly
Mulhall is just another of those leading men
Bond
of the
new series
Secretary
with Paramount. . . . Use Lash-Brow-Ine
As far as we know, Bobby Vernon is learning
all about the innards of subs at the San Diego
and get beautiful eye-winkers like Fanny
base, and Hoot Gibson is still bumping around
Ward's. She's the child actress. . . . Eugene
in the tank corps.
O'Brien's hair is light brown and his eyes are
The war note persists in stories and films. blue. The boy is getting a big play in the askme-another department. . . . Don't ask Pearl
Here's Mary Pickford, in the conventional torn
stockings of her golden age, doing a lollipop
personal
to write
White
racket.too
serial She's
in theletter.
on aa limb
out you
busy being
called "Johanna Enlists." A trio of obscure
young actors named Wallace Beery, Monte
Blue and Doug MacLean contrive to support
f~^ ET a cargo of this —
her somehow without looking too minor.
^-3r "Mae Marsh has a new fad. Deprived
Yes siree! The films have done their bit. of her pets, which she will not confine in an
Mr. John Flynn rises to report that by 1918 the apartment, she has acquired — a lady bug. She
photoplay has propaganda films in every allied calls it Cecilia, it lives among the flowers in the
land, and has kicked over 8100,000,000 into the window box, and actually comes when she
war kitty. How funny and how tragic are the
Oh, the years! Oh, the years!
pictures!
Dorothy Dalton, as The Spirit of

EARLE LIEDERMAN— The Muscle-Builder
Author of "Muscle Building" "Science of Wrestling,"
"Secrets of Strength," "Here's Health," "Endurance," etc.

When

Even Your Sweetheart
Turns Away —

Do you know what it means to be lonely and forgotten?
To be without friends? To have your mother begin to
lose faith in you? To have even your sweetheart turn
away in scorn — even your wile go back on you — because
you play
failed
deliver
a plneli
because
you weren't able
to
thetoman
whenin you
had — the
chance?
Some day danger will confront you or your friends
when you least expect it. and it will be up to you to
overcome it or fail. When that time comes will you be
ready for it? Will you have the strength, the muscles, the
stamina every man owes to himself if he wants to be
loved and respected?
The Only Thing That Can Save
You
There comes a time in every man's life when strength
— real strength — is the only thing that can save him.
In war or in peace, on the sick-bed or in the prize ring,
your strength either makes you the winner or the loser
— and losing often means death.
Check up on yourself now. How are the old biceps?
Are those rolls of flesh around your stomach pudgy fat
or lean, strong muscles? Are your legs like toothpicks or
are they strong and shapely? How's your wind? If you
got into a life-and-death rough and tumble scrap would
you be on the bottom or on top when it's all over?
Comepunch
on, now,
fair to
yourself.
If you
got
the
in a bepinch,
snap
out of it.
and haven't
be a man.
There's a way to get that punch, and get it in a hurry.
It's not difficult and it's quick — and it gives you real,
live,
given than
it to you
overare100,(100
men red-blooded
and many ofstrength.
them were I've
weaker
when
they started. But they don't call me the Muscle-Builder
for nothing.
Here's what I guarantee to do for you:
30 Days Will Do the Trick
One Bhort month is nil I need to sho I'll begin by :.Jdintt
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Then Things Will Begin to Happen
i will really
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will have
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In those
months
he is
gained something that, takes years to acquire withoi
Those big. powerful arms— that broad, handsome b:
s. That
museular neek. What a picture you'll be in a bathi
sight
in aaggressive,
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magnet
wol
healthy,
erectYou'll
stridebeofa the
man for
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nod is going to get it. just comma nds at tent
Well,
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story
a nut-shell.
If you're
man enough
little
for that's
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yourin strength,
success
and happiness,
justtositwork
right.a
downseeand
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you much
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can
for mail
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men have
faith and
in t-arle
Liederman, the Muscle-Builder.
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Brief Reviews of Current Pictures

Dept. 112,

GUARDIANS
OF THE WILD— Universal.—
Too bad that Rex, the wonder horse, can't write his
own stories and put some horse-sense into them.
(November.)
GYPSY OF THE NORTH— Rayart.— A better
than usual melodrama of the Northern mining
camps.
(August.)
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■ EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 112,
■ 305 Broadway, New York City

HALF A BRIDE— Paramount.— Wherein a bride
is cast away on a desert island with the wrong man.
(August.)
HANGMAN'S HOUSE— Fox.— A good drama of
Ireland, with some splendid backgrounds, a fine
horse race and an excellent performance by Victor
McLaglen.
(August.)
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Where Is the Fat
of Yesterday?
Have you noted how
fast excess fat, with men
and women, has disappeared in late years?
Slender figures are the
rule. Think what millions have gained in
youth and beauty, health
and vigor by that change.
A great factor has
been a discovery made
some 25 years ago.
Medical research found
a cause of excess fat. It
lies in weakness of a
gland which largely controls nutrition Too
much of the food goes to fat.
Modern physicians in treating obesity
now feed that gland substance. And that
is the main factor embodied in Marmola prescription tablets.
Marmola was perfected by a famous
medical laboratory. Its chief factor is a gland
food. People have used it for over 20 years
— millions of boxes of it. Users have told
the results to others — the loss in weight,
the gain in health and vigor. Thus, year by

ThiststheBANJO
have been wanting — brilliant, powerful, musiialione,
easy-playing qualities, expert
craftsmanship, handsome
appearance. Beginners and
professionals choose the
Gibson Mastertone.
Payment plan makes
it easy to own a Gibson. Send the couponfordetails.

Gibson stringed instruments are today's most popular
instruments. Mention which interests
you:lin;Banjo;
MandoGuitar; Ukulele.

<£tifocn
GIBSON, Inc. 1201 Parsons St. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Gentlemen: Send Free Book and details of payment plan on
Name
St.orR.F.D
City

[Instrument]
State

Cut Picture Pu^le
Fans!

HAUNTED HOUSE, THE— First National —
Too much Chester Conkhn and not enough mystery.
(November.)

year, the use has grown
to very large proportions. In the past year
alone it has doubled.
The results are seen
everywhere. Excess fat
has been banished to a
large degree.
Every box of Marmola
contains the formula,
also the scientific reasons for results. When
fat departs and new
vigor comes, you know
exactly why. No hard
work, no starvation. Just take four tablets
daily until weight comes down to normal.
Try this method which for over 20 years
has brought new joys to so many. You owe
that to yourself. Watch the gradual loss of
fat. Enjoy the new energy that comes. You
will be delighted.
Don't wait longer. Get
Marmola
now.

MARMOLA
YOU

HAPPINESS AHEAD— First National.— What
might have been merely tawdry melodrama is turned
into fine entertainment by the splendid acting of
Colleen Moore, Edmund Lowe and Lilyan Tashman. (August.)

Marmola prescription tablets are sold by all
druggists at St per box. If your druggist is
out, he will get them at once from his jobber.

Prescription Tablets
The Pleasant

Way to Reduce

The Loveliest:

HEAD MAN, THE— First National.— What
happened
a small
town when(August.)
the Ladies' Auxiliary
drank too inmuch
lemonade.
HEADIN'
FOR DANGER — FBO. — The best
Western in months. New plot, new situations, new
gags and Bob Steele.
(July.)
HEARTS OF MEN— Anchor.— And producers
ain't got no heart.
(Oct.)
HEART TO HEART— First National.— Agreeable
and
original comedy of small town life. You'll like it.
(September.)
HEART TROUBLE— First National.— Harry
Langdon writes his own finish in pictures.
(Sept.)
HELLO, CHEYENNE— Fox.— That distinguished
litterateur, Mr. Tom Mix, in a Western that is peppered with new stunts.
(July.)
HELL SHIP BRONSON— Gotham.— Noah Beery
does some of his best acting as a rip-roaring old sea
captain who is licked and frustrated by two women.
tainment. (July.)
You'll be sorry
when virtue triumphs. Swell enterHIS RISE TO FAME— Excellent.— Prize ring
stuff with night club trimmings.
(September.)
HIT OF THE SHOW, THE— FBO.— A lot of
about the
hard life of a small-town actor. Just
agrief
tear-fest.
(July.)
HOLLYWOOD
BOUND — Warners. — Talkie
farce that sounds as though it had been written by
someone who never had been nearer Hollywood than
Parsons, Kans.
(November.)
HONOR BOUND— Fox.— Realistic but repellent
story of a man who goes to a prison mining camp to
protect a worthless woman. With George O'Brien
and Estelle Taylor.
Too much grief. (June.)
HORSEMAN OF THE PLAINS, A— Fox.— A
mortgage is always a mortgage. This one is on the
Old Ranch instead of the Old Homestead. Tom Mix
and Tony are the mortgage lifters. (June.)
HOT NEWS— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels hunts
for
thrills in the news reel game. And finds 'era.
(September.)
HOUND OF SILVER CREEK, THE— Universal
— Dynamite, the new dog star, blasts an inferior
story to success.
(August.)

in the

WORLD

HOUSE OF SCANDAL, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.—
If you are not sick of cops, crooks and the inevitable
girl who reforms.
(July.)

■'*•'■ directors have said
RE
PICTUMac
ION rine
V/fOTKathe
that
Donald has the loveliest eyes in the world.
She developed and for
years has used
her own
Lash Cosmetic.

I FORBID — Fan-Maid Pictures. — An over-ripe
Kosher film of breaking hearts.
(November.)
JUST MARRIED — Paramount. — Honeymoon
farce on a transatlantic liner. Lots of laughs.
(September.)
KID'S(November.)
CLEVER, THE— Universal.— But the film
isn't.

KamsiuMefflkTfaviMs
Absolutely waterproof.Willnot stiffen or
break lashes but leaves
them soft and natural.
At most toilet goods counters or $1 direct to
Katherine MacDonald at Hollywood.

*KIT CARSON— Paramount.— Fred Thomson in
an above par western.
(Oct.)
LADIES OF THE MOB — Paramount. — Clara
Bow becomes
a gunman's(September.)
"moll" and handles a
dramatic
story skillfully.

KATHERINE

MUcDl

LASH
COSMETIC

■jf

tWATERPROOF)

thvfianoEk

-IN 90 DAYS!

Play anything

The judges are now at work on
your answers. The prize winners in this great $5,000 contest will be announced in the
January issue of Photoplay.

HAWK'S NEST, THE— First National.— An interesting and colorful melodrama of Chinatown, excellently acted by Milton Sills and Doris Kenyon.

(July.)

yyou
»))]>

/\

know nothing 1
er tbe
can
I'llyoufa—can with
^t'yl'oard
in you
90 days.
'J If
hum orconfidence
whistle
. ne
play it! My students are broadcasting—
making money. MAKE ME PROVE IT!
Without puzzling notes! Without
practicingtedious
scales!
I've
found the way
to bring
out your
musical instinct. New and original
system does away with years of
work. YOU WANT THE PROOF!
I'll send it. Write me now.

LADIES OF THE NIGHT CLUB— TiffanyStahl. — A clown and a millionaire are rivals for the
affections of a cabaret girl. Synthetic heart interest.
(August.)
LADY RAFFLES— Columbia.— A mystery melodrama with a real mystery — -of all things! And some
snappy team(July.)
work by Estelle Taylor and Lilyan
Tashman.
*LAUGH, CLOWN, LAUGH— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — The old story of the clown who dies that
the girl he loves may be happy. Excellently acted by
Lon Chaney, Loretta Young and Nils Asther. (June.)
LIGHTNING SPEED— FBO.— Adventures of a
newspaper reporter — as the movies see 'em.
(Nov.)
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK — Warner- Vitaphone.
— First all-talkie feature and, naturally, pretty crude.
Squawking night clubs and audible murders.
(September.)
*LILAC TIME— First National.— Thrilling and
romantic war drama with enough sentiment to lift
it above the run of war plays.
(August.)
LINGERIE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Alice White and
like.
(Oct.)McGregor in a war romance that you'll
Malcolm
LION AND THE MOUSE— Warner- Vitaphone.—
Partly dialogue with some effective performances.
But tlie story belongs to a past decade.
(September.)
LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME—
First National. — Released in NewYork under title of
"Kentucky Courage." An old favorite well acted by
Richard Barthelmess. The story rambles all over
Kentucky and
the Civil War, but it is fair entertainment. (June.)

D. M. SUTTLE. Director
INOIS SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

^733

On the l^ewsstands Dec. 10

Byron, Dept. 813, Chicago. Ij

For a Good Christmas Suggestion Turn to Page 133
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LITTLE SNOB, THE — Warners. — A Coney
Island kid tries to crash society but discovers that the
freaks
(July.) are better company. With May McAvov.

is guaranteed.

Photoplay
OLD
CODE,
THE— Anchor.- -Heaven
Indian on a night like this! (Oct.)
ON THE
GO— Action.— Something
western with a lot of laughs. (June-)

help

LITTLE WILDCAT, THE— Warners.— Nothing
to shoot up the blood pressure.
(November.)

different — a

LITTLE WILD GIRL, THE— Hercules.— Lila
Lee gets mixed up in a lot of old-fashioned hokum.
(September.)

OPENING NIGHT, THE — Columbia. — One
moment of cowardice wrecks the life of an otherwise
(Augusl.)
A drama worth seeing.
fine man.
ORPHANS OF THE SAGE— FBO.— Hoss pitcher. (Oct.)

— MetroDAUGHTERS
*OUR DANCING
Goldwvn-Mayer. — Lively and very modern romance
background
luxurious
a
in the vounger set, staged in
and ornamented by Joan Crawford, Anita Paae and
Dorothy Sebastian. John Mack Brown and Nils
Asther also help a lot . (A ugusl.)
OUT OF THE PAST— Peerless.— One of those
things you can forget. (June.)

OUT OF THE RUINS — First National.— Dick
Barthelmess in a pretty uniform and a Buster
Keaton expression.
(Oct.)
OUT WITH THE TIDE — Fearless. — Great handfuls of melodrama.
(November.)
POST—
(September.)
Fox.
for PAINTED

Fox.— Tom

Mix's swan

sons

♦PATRIOT, THE — Paramount. — Brilliant performance by Emil Jannings and flawless direction by
First, mad
Ernst Lubitsch. It's a story of Paul theLewis
Stone.
Czar of Russia. Also great acting by
Less emotional and more intellectual than the recent
seeing.
worth
much
very
and
pictures
Jannings
(June.)
PAY AS YOU ENTER— Warners.— A motorman
and conductor both love Louise Fazenda. What
could be more thrilling? A singletrack comedy.
(June.)
PERFECT CRIME, THE— FBO.— Clive Brook,
as a great detective, is in search of a perfect crime.
How he finds it is the basis of an unusually fine
mystery yarn.
(July.)
CITY, THE— First National.— Fun
PHANTOM
and mystery in a deserted mining town, with Ken
(August.)
Maynard as the spook chaser.
OF THE TURF— Rayart.— This
PHANTOM
time Rex Lease is the fellow who wins the race and
saves the family estate. (June.)

PINTO, THE— Ben Wilson.— Why
PHANTOM
expect a pinto pony and a Hock of horses to furnish
(Augusl.)
all the brains of a picture?

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES— Universal.— In
which Lilvan Tashman and Alice Day, as two chorus
girls, scramble a butter-and-egg man. Foolish but
funny. (June.)

KID, THE— FBO.— Buzz Barton's
PINTO
stunts will please the kids. That's all. (June.)
POLLY OF THE MOVIES— First DivisionInexpensive but entertaining film about an ugly
(September.)
duckling who would be a movie queen.
PORT OF DREAMS — Universal. — Proving that
you can't make a "7th Heaven" just by slowing
down
(November.)
This one is full of yawns.
the scenes.
*POWER — Pathe. — Romantic adventures of Bill
Boyd and Alan Hale a couple of dam good workers —
or good dam workers.
And very funny, too.
(Sept.)

OF THE SEA— Tiffany-Stahl. —
PROWLERS
Devastating effects of a beautiful Cuban girl on the
morale of a Navy officer.
(September.)

QUEEN OF THE CHORUS, THE— Anchor.—
Routine. Temptations of a chorus girl, with virtue
(August.)
triumphant.
*RACKET, THE — Caddo- Paramount. — Thomas
Meighan, as a lone cop. cleans up a gang of racketeers,
headed by Louis Wolheim. Don't miss it. (August.)
RAIDER EMDEN, THE— Emelka-Columbia.— A
thrilling reproduction of the most spectacular sea
exploitsof the War.
(August.)
RANSOM— Columbia.— Childish rumpus over a
heavy international secret.
Third rate.
(Oct.)
*RED DANCE — Fox. — More Russian revolution,
dramatically directed by Raoul Walsh. Charles
Farrell, Ivan Linow and Dolores del Rio head an
exceptional cast. The picture is a real thriller. (July.)
REFORM — Chadwick. — Wherein a mush-headed
psychologist reforms a good-looking girl crook by
teaching her to eat with a fork. (July.)
*REVENGE— United Artists.— The third of the
three "R's" of Edwin Carewe and Dolores Del Rio.
Pictorially attractive gypsy stuff.
(Oct.)
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LITTLE YELLOW HOUSE, THE— FBO— An
awful fuss about nothing at all. (Augml.)
LONESOME — Universal. — Barbara Kent and
Glenn Tryon in a good human interest story of young
love in modern backgrounds. Lots of trick camera
work but, on the whole, worth your while.
(July.)
LOST IN THE ARCTIC— Fox.— Interesting and
worthwhile story of Arctic Exploration.
(Oct.)
LOVE HUNGRY— Fox.— Concerning a mere
innocent love affair of a chorus girl. Lois Moran
and Lawrence Gray head the cast, but Marjorie
Beebe steals the picture in a comedy role. (June.)

idhaes

LOVE OVER NIGHT— Pathe.— Mystery stuff
eased over with some good comedy.
(September.)

No. A295-SS9
$5 Deposit- $1 Weekly
PYou've never seen a more exquisite ring!
ffthan this. The fine quality, full cut, genuine!
ublue-white diamond is full of fiery brilliance j
iTwo smaller, blue-white diamonds are set
t in the sides of this handsomely, hand en-^
graved.
18 Kt.
solid
white gold,
lady's
mounting.
Makes
a wonderful
engage
mentor friendship ring. You rfriendj
are bound to admire this magj
nificent ring. Handsome

MADELON— Universal.— A talkie— so bad that
it should be a museum piece.
(November.)
MAGNIFICENT
FLIRT, THE— Paramount.—
Mother and daughter in a mix-up of romances.
Suave direction and the fascinating work of Florence
Vidor put this picture across.
(Augusl.)
MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS, THE— Rayart.
— Thrilling and enthralling Secret Service yarn.
Above average.
(September.)

gift IS^^^^
case free

MAN IN THE ROUGH, THE— FBO.— Not a
golf story. A Western with slimy villain, foolish old
man, tomboy daughter — and Our Hero I (July.)
MAN-MADE WOMEN— Pathe-De Mille.— Modern sex story, made pleasant by deft handling,
Leatrice Joy and Leatrice Joy's clothes. (June.)
MASKED ANGEL, A — Chadwick.— Just dumb.

Reduced for Xtnas

!-;<> ^ -

Jewelry makes

white sold

lady'a

IfiSlfe:

k/in&-«„!Lau '

MONET BACK
GUARANTEE

*ME,

GANGSTER— Fox. — Sentimental, melodramatic and yet completely absorbing. Introducing
an unusual newcomer, one Don Terry, whose performance is worth seeing.
(November.)

You assume no risk In buying
this concern.
old established,from
reliable
You
have 10 days free trial.
If
you areis not
that
article
not satisfied
the biggest
bargain, return it and we
will refund every cent
you paid. Credit dealings
strictly confidential. No red
tape— no unnecessary delay.

No.A29»-$69Week
Down-$1.2S

MICHIGAN KID, THE— Universal.— Thrilling
melodrama and beautiful scenery successfully smother
a Horatio Alger plot. With Conrad Nagel and Renee
Adoree.
(July.)
MIDNIGHT ADVENTURE, A— Rayart— Something very nifty and baffling in the way of a murder.
(July.)
MIDNIGHT LIFE— Gotham. — Night club stuff
and a bit bloodthirsty.
(Oct.)
MIDNIGHT TAXI,
and hijackers run riot.
MILLION FOR
melodrama.
(June.)
MODERN
vs. Babbitts.

SEND NO MONET

Just
out When
coupon article
below—is
that'sfillall.
delivered, pay the small deposit to postman and the
balance, in small equal payments for one whole year.

THE— Warners.— Bootlegger
(August.)
LOVE,

A— Sterling.— Feeble

MOTHERS— Columbia.— Show
(Oct.)

Write for FREE
Bargain
Catalog

No
IA201

folks
953-tS

MORGAN'S
LAST RAID — Metro-Gold wynMayer. — An old-time melodrama made passable by
modern embellishments.
(November.)
*MOTHERKNOWS
BEST— Fox.— Ed na Ferber 's
story of a stage mother whose dominating, relentless
ambition for her daughter sends the girl to fame. A
remarkable performance by Madge Bellamy and
great acting by Louise Dresser and Barry Norton.
(November.)
MY
HOME
TOWN— Rayart.— The hero is
charged with manslaughter, jail-breaking, safebreaking, bootlegging and blackmailing. Stay home
and read the newspapers. (June.)
MYSTERIOUS LADY, THE — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Greta Garbo as a spy in a war romance.
And, oh what fun for the officers! (September.)
NAME THE WOMAN— Columbia. — And
name the plot. (Oct.)

Down;

$1

Week

6 fine quality, sparkling,
blue-white diamonds and 2
sapphires
engraved, in18attractive,
Kt. white hand
gold
dinner ring. Reg. J8r

NIGHT BIRD, THE — Universal. — Reginald
Denny goes back to the prize-ring, where he is at his
best.
(November.)
*NIGHT WATCH, THE— First National.— War
story with navv background and some gooft drama,
A nd Billie Dove.
(Oct.)

It brings our large Jewelry
Store right into your home.
Full of bargains, $3 to $2000.
Gives weights, grades and
complete description so you
can buy diamonds like an
expert. Gives information
other S3
jewelers
tell.
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$1 not
Week

$19
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SPECIAL
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Guaranteed, jeweled, timed,
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$200
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Comes in FREE .gift box.
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THE— Gotham. — Fine and
RIVER WOMAN,
sincere story with a splendid performance by Jacqueline Logan. (Oct.)

NO OTHER WOMAN— Fox.— One of Dolores
Del Rio's early movie mistakes, dug up for no good
reason.
(September.)

ROAD
HOUSE— Fox.— Proving that flaming
youth got the idea from the older generation. Rather
hot.
(Oct.)

NO QUESTIONS ASKED— Warners.— William
Audrey Ferris in one of those "first
Jr., and Just
Collier,
year" stories.
so-so.
(July.)

THE— Carlos-

OBEY YOUR
HUSBAND— Anchor.— Horrible
moral lesson for naughty wives.
(September.)

I Address........—— — ........

OH KAY! — First National. — Colleen Moore
some agreeable nonsense.
(Oct.)

| City &

A

ROGUE,

RIDIN' RED— FBO.— Buzz Barton's
ROUGH
red hair triumphs over cinematic slush. (November.)
When
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big flood. Your money's worth.
(Oct.)
NONE BUT THE BRAVE— Fox.— Once more the
college hero makes good.
(Oct.)

OF
ROMANCE
(November.)
Soggy.

M 51

$1 Down

RIDING TO FAME— Elbee.— Does the villainous
booku- succeed in queering the horse race and wrecking young love?
Don't be dumb!
(Augusl.)
RINTY OF THE DESERT— Warners.— An appealing and unusual dog story with the one and only
Rin-Tin-Tin.
(July.)

ARK— Warners.— Big cast, big theme,

Sapphires

Dainty, lady's wrist watch has 14 Kt. solid white gold,
hand engraved case set with 4 blue-white diamonds, and
i sapphires. 15 jeweled movement is guaranteed accu
rate. Silk grosgrain ribbon. Reduced from $55.

also

♦NEWS PARADE, THE— Fox.— A snappy and
original melodrama of the exploits of the news reel
photographers. Nick Stuart and Sally Phipps head
the cast. Excellent way to spend the evening. (July.)

*NOAH'S

the best

Xmas ing.
gift
becausetheit'slowest
lastWe offer
prices, and easiest terms.
No extra
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credit. Our prices are lower
than others— because we
import our diamonds directman's
and profits.
save We
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middleonly
blue - white diamondsno off-color grades. Our
plan makes it easy for
you to buy Xmas gifts.
Buy now— pay next year.
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fineDown
quality
$1 WeekV
diik./i
A2»0-*6oX'
hite diamond
nd engraved. 18 K

(Oct.)
MATINEE IDOL, THE— Columbia.— Bessie Love
in the story of a tent show, ably assisted by Johnny
Walker.
And you'll love Bessie. (June.)
♦MATING
CALL, THE— Paramount-Caddo.—
Thomas Meighan, Evelyn Brent and Renee Adoree
in an unusual story of strong dramatic appeal. (Oct.)

Prices
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JI (Deposit can be sent with order if you prefer.)
I DSend me your FREE, beautifully illustrated catalog.
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SALLY OF THE SCANDALS— FBO.— Bessie
Love puts life into a back-stage story that might have
been dull.
(August.)

STATE
STREET
SADIE— Warners.— Can you
believe it? Another underworld story. And not
among the best. (July.)

SALLY'S SHOULDERS— FBO.— Slightly exasperating. (Oct.)

STOCKS
AND
BLONDES— FBO.— Romance
among the chorus girls and brokers. Slightly hotsytotsy^ for the family trade. With Jacqueline Logan
and "Skeets" Gallagher.
(June.)

SAWDUST
PARADISE, THE— Paramount.—
From ballyhoo artist to lady soul-saver, played by
Esther Ralston.
(Oct.)
SAY IT WITH SABLES— Columbia.— Heigh-ho I
Another gold-digger story. (September.)
SCARLET DOVE, THE— Tiffany-Stahl.— Military life in Czarist Russia. Mostly bedroom scenes.
Lowell Sherman — the cur — acts grand and wears as
many gaudy uniforms as a Roxy usher.
(July.)
SCARLET LADY, THE— Columbia.— Ho-hum,
more Russians.
Silly stuff.
(Oct.)
SEX LIFE OF THE POLYP— Fox-Movietone —
Gorgeous satire on a scientific lecture, by old Professor Robert Benchley.
(November.)
SHIP COMES IN, A— Pathe-De Mille.— How
patriotism comes to an immigrant family. (Sept.)
SHOW FOLKS— Pathe — Just an obvious story of
theatrical people and their struggles.
(November.)

Doing Good
in the Modern Manner
A GENUINE holiday touch
on every package . . . every
piece of mail . . . Christmas
seals . . . aiding the worthiest
of causes . . . the stamping out
of tuberculosis . . . 125,000
lives saved this year . . . the
dread removed from what was
once the white plague . . . prevention through education . . .
a modern health crusade and
a modern way to carry it on.

TAKE ME HOME— Paramount.— Bebe Daniels
in a natural comedy of back-stage life.
(November.)
TAXI 13— FBO.— Chester Conklin in the funny
adventures of a superstitious taxi driver.
(Oct.)

*SINGING
FOOL,
THE— Warners.— Saga of a
mammy shouter.
With Al Jolson.
Sobs and Vitaphone songs.
(Oct.)

TELLING THE WORLD — Metro-GoldwynMayer. — That comical cuss, Bill Haines, goes to
China. More darned fun, in a silly way. Anita Page,
who makes her debut in this one, is all to the good.

SIN TOWN— Pathe.— Just a poor western. (Oct.)
SISTERS OF EVE— Rayart.— Mystery story of
a missing millionaire who is not missed by his hardhearted bride. Fair enough.
(November.)
SKIRTS— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Syd Chaplin in a soggy British comedy.
(September.)

BUY
CHRISTMAS
SEALS
The

SOUTH SEA LOVE— FBO.— Just like any other
brand of love — -full of inconsistencies. With Patsy
Ruth Miller.
(June.)

SMOKE BELLEW— Big Four.— Conway Tearle
returns in an Alaskan yarn. Some splendid blizzards.
(November.)
SO THIS IS LOVE— Columbia.— Slightly goofy
story of a dressmaker's assistant turned prize-fighter
— all for love. With William Collier, Jr., and Shirley
Mason.
(July.)
SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST— FBO.— Tom
Mix has changed his studio but not the plot of his
pictures.
(November.)

PISTOL

1.50

The Lot

Well made am.
effective, mod
elled on lateBt
type of Revolver;
appearance alone
enoujrh to BCare a
burglar. When loaded __
may be as effective as s
real revolver without dan
9«r to life. It takes sUnd
ard .22 Cal. Blank Cart
ridge — where.
obtainable
Special casheverywith

of Photoplay

TEMPTATIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL— First
Division. — Not naughty, just foolish. Betty Compson makes the most of a maudlin character.
(June.)
TENTH AVENUE— Pathe-De Mille.— Boarding
house life on the wrong side of Manhattan. Heavy
melodrama and vividly played by Phyllis Haver,
Victor Varconi and Joseph Schildkraut.
(July.)
*TERROR, THE— Warners.— Mystery stuff, well
presented in an all-talkie.
(Oct.)
THEIR
HOUR— Tiffany-Stahl.— Wherein the
demure girl outsmarts the fast stepper. With
Dorothy Sebastian, Johnnie Harron and June
Marlowe.
Not for the children.
(June.)
THIEF IN THE DARK, THE— Fox.— Supposed
to scare you to death. But it merely puts you to
sleep.
(June.)
THREE RING MARRIAGE— First National.—
Heart interest and comedy in an original story of
circus life.
(September.)
*THREE SINNERS— Paramount.— Pola Negri
as a good girl gone wrong. Not so wonderful as the
good girl, but oh, after she has gone wrong! Sophisticated amusement. (June.)
THUNDERCLOUD,
scenic, but shy on drama.

THE— Anchor.— A
(Oct.)

good

TIGER LADY— Paramount.— Reviewed under
title "Love Is Incurable." Old-fashioned story,
tricked out in fancy costumes and made palatable
by the suave acting of Adolphe Menjou and Evelyn
Brent.
(June.)
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SPORTING AGE, THE— Columbia.— Good acting and fine direction lift this triangle story above
the average. Special honors to Belle Bennett and
Holmes Herbert. (June.)

starred,
it is Camilla Horn's picture. Here's a real
find. (June.)

State of Illinois. 1

Light or dark rubber. For over 20 years they
have relieved swelling-, varicose veins and rheumatism promptly. Worn next to the skin they
induce natural heat, stimulate the circulation
and give a neat and trim appearance. They
give wonderful support and are a protection
against cold and dampness. Anklets $7,
extrahigh$9. Stockings $12. Send check
or money order— no cash. Write for Booklet.
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SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION
COUPON WILL BEFOUNDON

SPEED CHAMPION, THE— Rayart. — If you
can get steamed up over the adventures of a grocery
boy.
(September.)

(July.)

*TEMPEST— United Artists. — Interestingstory of
the Russian Revolution. While John Barrymore is

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by
the Act of Congress of August 24, 1912,

?1d^««H,e,r: * s?P,'rlor quality Blank Cartridge Pis- 1
tol. Luxe
100 Catalog
Blank Cartridges,
De
of latest no*arJ $1.50*
Shipped by Express
garcelpost.
Extra Blank Cartridges SOc per 100.
pecial Holster 'Cowboy Typei tor i ' "
JOHNSON SMITH & COMPANY,

Reduce and Shape Your Limbs
with Dr, Walter's Medicated
Rubber Stockings and Anklets

♦STREET OF SIN, THE— Paramount.— Technically fine
a
picture but the story, a brutal tale of the
London slums, is repellent. The least satisfactory of
Emil Jannings' American productions.
(July.)
STRIVING FOR FORTUNE — Excellent. —
Doity woik in the ship-yards.
(November.)
STRONGER WILL, THE— Excellent.— Just one
long yawn.
(August.)

*SHOW PEOPLE — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. —
Marion Da vies and William Haines portray the funny
side of the goof who would get into the movies.
Recommended.
(August.)

SINNERS IN LOVE— FBO.— Little gal alone in
a big city. Where have you heard that before?
(November.)

Protection against Burglars. Tramps, & Dogs
special Offer
fr
—
m
^ i t 1 Blank Cartridge Pistol

love in the tropics doesn't quite come off.
(August.)
STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN RAMPERDefu-First National. — German picture with original
plot. Just a bit heavy.
(August.)

SUBMARINE— Columbia.— A great thriller, with
a fine situation and some spectacular scenes, almost
spoiled by unimaginative handling. Worth seeing,
nevertheless.
(November.)

SMILIN' GUNS— Universal.— Hoot Gibson in a
really funny one.
(Oct.)

BLANK CARTRIDGE

STORMY
WATERS— Tiffany-Stahl. —
Eve
Southern tries a Sadie Thompson but this story of

SHOW
GIRL— First National.— It misses the
piquant charm of the book but still it is an above-theaverage comedy.
(November.)

SINGLE MAN, A— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.—
Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in their best smart-set
comedy so far.
(Oct.)

National,
State, and
Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

STOP THAT MAN— Universal.— Arthur Lake in
a comedy that's a riot of fun. Watch this lad I
(September.)
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TIMES SQUARE — Gotham. — Arthur Lubin imitates Al Jolson and so invites the inevitable odious
comparisons.
(November.)
TOP SERGEANT MULLIGAN— Anchor.— Fair
enough war burlesque but enough's enough. (Sept.)
TRAIL OF COURAGE, THE — FBO.— Cactus
epic and simply terrible. (September.)
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN— Universal.— Originally
reviewed in January. Sound effects have increased
its box-office value.
(Oct.)
UNDRESSED— Sterling.— Teaching us not to be
mean to our children and also not to pose for strange
artists. An odd plate of hash. (September.)
UNITED STATES SMITH — Gotham. — Eddie
Gribbon and Mickey Bennett in a roughneck but
funny comedy.
(August.)
VANISHING PIONEER, THE— Paramount.—
The return of Jack Holt to the Paramount ranch.
And the result is a Grade A Western.
(August.)
VARSITY— Paramount.— The more sentimental
side of life at Princeton. Charles Rogers and Mary
Brian will make it popular with the young folks. (Oct.)
VIRGIN LIPS— Columbia. — Respectable, in spite
of the title and some dangerous costumes worn by
Olive Borden.
(November.)
WALKING BACK— Pathe-De Mille— Trivial
story of the younger generation made interesting by
the presence of the charming Sue Carol.
(July.)
WARMING UP— Paramount.— Richard Dix in an
original and really funny story of a bushleague
pitcher.
Family diversion.
(July.)
*WATERFRONT— First National.— Jack Mulhall proves that he can be attractive even witli a dirty
face. And he is again aided by Dorothy Mackaill.
A comedy with originality.
(November.)
WATER HOLE, THE— Paramount.— De Luxe
Zane Gray Western that marks the return of Jack
Holt.
(November.)
WEDDING MARCH, THE— Paramount.— Von
Stroheim's romance of old Vienna, messed up witli
some repellant scenes and characters. Some good
moments, but, as a whole, a waste of time, money and
talent.
(November.)
WEST OF ZANZIBAR— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
— Lon Chaney goes cripple again. So does the plot.
(November.)
*WHEEL OF CHANCE— First National.— Richard Barthelmess does some good acting in a dual role.
You forget the improbabilities of the story in your
interest tions.
in the
(August.)star's acting and the dramatic situa-

Send M
To Friends
For Christmas
I am not just a little Christmas card, or a present that

WHEN
THE
LAW
RIDES— FBO.— Something
better than the conventional Western plot. With
Tom Tyler and Frankie Darrow.
(August.)

turns green with the spring. You can't lose me because on
the 15th of every month I go to your friend's house and
say, "Phyllis sent me here again because she wants you to
remember me all through the year." I know you will like
me because everybody does. I won't allow any season to
snuff me out.
I am Santa Claus throughout the year.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Lon Chaney <iu naturel. Swell crook story.
(.September.)
WHIP, THE— First National.— Dorothy Mackaill
in an English sporting melodrama that just misses
being thrilling.
(September.)
WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEAS—
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. — Just misses being a remarkable picture. Its weakness of story is atoned for
by some of the most beautiful tropical pictures ever
fiimed.
(August.)
WHY SAILORS GO WRONG— Fox.— For those
who will laugh at anything.
Rather vulgar. (June.)

You can't send a more economical or more pleasing gift. Just
make out a list of your friends, attach them to this coupon,
and send them in right away. You can send one or twenty.
There's no limit. Get your Christmas shopping off your mind.

*WICKEDNESS PREFERRED— Metro-GoldwynMayer. — Aileen Pringle and Lew Cody in a comedy
of marriage that is naughty, sophisticated, but full
of laughs.
(June.)

To enable you to send this gift subscription
in a correct and most attractive way, this
artistic Christmas Card has been provided,
stating that Photoplay Magazine will
be sent for whatever period you desire.

WIFE RELATIONS, THE— Columbia.— Naive
romance of an heiress who finds a job and a husband
in a department store.
(August.)
WILD WEST ROMANCE— Fox.— Some thrills in
this Western but Rex Bell, the newcomer, will never
fill the Stetson of Tom Mix.
(August.)
WILLFUL YOUTH— Peerless.— Heavy melodrama in the tall timbers with Kenneth Harlan and
Murphy.
(June.)

When

Edna

you return coupon, attach a Postal or Express money order or a Check

PHOTOPLAY

WIN THAT GIRL— Fox.— With Sue Carol and
Dave Rollins. Otherwise nothing to recommend it.
(November.)
♦WOMAN DISPUTED, THE— United Artists —
Norma Talmadge and Gilbert Roland are excellent in
a stirring drama of Central Europe during the war.
(September.)
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WOMAN FROM MOSCOW, THE— Paramount.
Year, $2.50. Six months, $1.25.
Canada, $3.00 per year. Foreign Countries, $3.50 per year.
— Pola Negri's swan song for Paramount.
(Oct.)
WOMAN'S„WAY,
This time
the
| PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE,
Dept. CS12-28, 750 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
diamond
necklace is lostA—in Columbia.—
the Latin Quarter
of Paris.
(August.)
Gentlemen: — Enclosed find $
for
(Length of Subscription)
WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT— WarnersCharming Vitaphone comedy.
(Oct.)
Send to — Name.
WOMEN WHO DARED— Excellent.— Slumming
party to the lower East Side, as the movies picture
Address.
it. (August.)
IDEA, THE— First National.— But
WRIGHT
gone wrong.
(Oct.)
| From — Name.
YELLOW LILY, THE— First National.— Concerning the bad habit of archdukes of falling in love
with ladies who live on the other side of the tracks.
| Address .
P.,
Billie Dove and Clive Brook are the principal reasons
why you'll want to see the picture.
(July.)
12-2S
When you write to advertisers please mention PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE.
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lEALTHA„ttEAUTY
Uheihrfect
xristmas Gift
\n

and beauty — invaluable to all of us —
why not make them a
priceless gift to your
friends this Christmas? Famous
stars of stage and screen now insure these requisites through daily
use of the Battle Creek Health Builder. Give a Health Builder
this year— the ideal Christmas gift for young and old.
Keep Slender— Radiantly Healthy
This Enjoyable 'New Way
Just 15 minutes a day of effortless vibratory exercise with the
Battle Creek Health Builder, manufactured under the patents of
Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, massages the heaviest muscles, peps
up sluggish circulation, aids digestion and reduces superfluous
weight — safely and surely in any part of the body desired.
Joan Crawford, Reginald Denny, Vivienne Segal, Oscar Shaw,
Dorothy Knapp — are just a few of the scores of men and
women prominent on the stage and screen — in business and
social life — who use and endorse the Health Builder.
Every day in. countless private homes — in large medical institutions, hospitals, gymnasiums, etc. — the Health Builder is
helping thousands of men and women to keep
fit, many upon advice of their physicians. Dieting and back-breaking exercises are banished!
Perfectly synchronized with the muscle tone of
the human body, the Health Builder keeps you
pleasingly slender, makes you look
and feel your best
at all times— yet,
does all this without any effort on

te&

EALTH

A Health Builder
for Every Requirement
Ideal for home use is the Universal Home Model, a compact,
enclosed Health Builder. The
Athletic Model is very popular
for clubs, home gymnasiums,
colleges, health centers, institutions, steamships, etc., while
the handsome De Luxe Cabinet
Models combine utility with
distinctive beauty.

Write for Fascinating Health and Beauty Data
Send for "Health and Beauty in Fifteen Minutes a
Day"— a Free book of fascinating interest, showing
how the Health Builder keeps you fit. Write for
your copy NOW!

your part!

Sanitarium Equipment Co.
RoomAH«5l8l
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Battle Creek, Mich.
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Silent or Synchronized
These 2 Raoul Walsh Productions
Will Thrill You
NOWADAYS you can hear your film in many motion picture
theatres. Thanks to Fox Movietone, the screen is audible as
well as visual. When you see "The Red Dance" and "Me, Gangster"
you hear an orchestra of one hundred of America's finest musicians
play the musical background. This music is photographed right
on the film and reproduced without friction for your greater
entertainment.
Love is

S\ ill ia in Fox presents
2 Rsioul Wst Mi productions

a woman'6
only cause. Torn
between her affection
for the handsome noble
played by Charlie Farrell,
and the great-hearted peasant
enacted by Ivan Linow, Dolores
Del Rio discovers that even a clumsy
peasant can be noble.
This colorful
melodrama produced by Raoul Walsh so
interested New Yorkers that it played 12
weeks at the Globe Theatre on Broadway.

RED DANCE

Direct,

rugged in its
simplicity, this
compelling
story of
the regeneration
of a
gangster through the love of
the beautiful
June
Collyer,
will hold your interest as did the
novel by Charles Francis Coe which
inspired the picture.
Director Wa'sh
here
submits
for your
approval
the
Harvard football star, Don Terry, a new
comer to the screen.

ME,

tfl P

GANGSTER

I wish you could get silver with colored
i

handles somewhere this side of Parti!"
'"Where?"
'My dear— you can ! ' '
"Here! — Since yeslerday . . .
Community Plate ..."

©I9«

ONEIDA

J lie veu/ Icilesl lliiiq ^dvQXWWin Jm
Ueakfosl , , , voiih jewe La- handled knives , , ,
Color in silverware ! —The very latest vogue of the ultra-smart, interpreted
by Community Plate in its 'jeweled'- handle knives . . . small-size knives,
that add a delicious color-accent of ruby-red- or gleaming emerald-color

The 'jeweled '-handle knives
come — at no ex:ta cost!— as
pate of this Colonial Cabinet
of Community Plate. Service
for six covers, in this charming container of antiquefinished wood, $40.00. For
eight covers, $51.25.

— or sapphire-blue— to the day's most colorful meal . . . Knives like the
knives the 'very-fashionables' are bringing back from Paris . . .The wellequipped modern breakfast-table is set with orange spoons, cereal spoons,
handles
teaspoons, small-size forks, butter spreaders, and knives with colored
''jeweled
.The
.
.
— in one of Community Plate's five lo-ely patterns
silverof
sets
new
Community's
handle knives come as part and parcel of
ware-^ no extra cost. The blades are the unapproachable Community
'DeLuxe Stainless Steel'- burnished-bright and scimitar-sharp. At your
jeweler's— from now on. Community Plate is guaranteed for fifty years.
ONEIDA

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY,

LTD.

PLAT
PLATE ~^D

COMMUNITY

LTD

